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VI INTRODUCTION

a v.iricty of ‘ unknown characters —W€‘n* the best proof of the urgent need for proper
explorations on llie spot.

I had discussed tin* plan of such explorations with Professor Ibihler before I left Eurof3e
ill i‘So7, r)ft(Mi have I thought since of the words with which that lamented schQ»lar» during
the last hour I was destined to s[)end in liis ever stimulating com[)any, exj^ressed his keen
interest in my plan as well as his appreciation of its practical difficulties. Not the least of these
was tile (jiustion how' to secure the needful fr(*cdom and means. The exacting duties of
the post th(Mi held b) me under the Panjrib Univt'rsity did not allow me to take preparatory
st('ps towards the execution of rny plan until tin* summer of 1898, when, after having obtained
in Kashmir the necessary practical data, I asked Dr. Hocrnle to help in securing for my project
the support of the Indian Government. I ow^e it largely to Dr. Hoernle’s generous interest

in my proposals that tin* formal application which I submitted in August, 11898, met with
favourable consideration. Reganl for tlu‘ exigencies of the post then lu^ld by me had obliged
m(' to restrict the first scheme to a Jonrn(‘y of only six months, to lie undertaken in 1899.
1 ho total cost was estimated at Rs. 6,800, and this sum the Governments of India and the
Panj.di agre(‘d to provide by Joint contributions of two thirds and one-third, respectively.

Pin.il sanction had scarcely reached me in the s[)riitg ot 1899 wfficn my appointment to

the Iiulian Kdiicational Scuvici* ns I'rincipal of the Ccdciitta Madrasah necessitated a post-

ponement of the journey, and a reconside ration of the e^fficial arrangements concerning it.

I'ortuna.cly tlu Government of Be ngal, under the late! Sir John Wooijburn. a zealous friend

t>f re'search. jirove el as read) to rccogni/c the! importance of my propo.sed explorations

3 hael .Sir M \(;kwortii YotNefs aelininistralion in the Panjab. The changed conditions of my
appeiintment [lermittcd an expansie^n of the lime limit and alse) of the .scope of my journey,

'fhe niexlifieel scheme to which the Government of India accorde*d their final sanction in July,

1S99, pre3vide:el feir my dci)Utation to Chinese Turkestan for a pcTienl of one year from June,

19CK3. A grant of Rs. 1 r,oe3o (/ 7.^0 placed at my elisposal to meet the estimated cost

of the expedition, the contribution of the Government of India being increased to Rs. 6,500,

w’hilc tlu‘ remaining sum, as far as it was not covereil by the grant which the PanjSLb GoverK-

ment kindl) allowed to stand, was provi<led from provincial fuiuls of liciigal.

It affords me gratification that, in spite of the difficulties arising from great distances and

physi<..d obstacles, and of the uncertainties inseparable from an enterprise in a new field, the

whole of my ])rogramm(* was accomplished strictly within the sanctioned e^stimates of time and

expense. 1 shouhl probably not have been able to keep the expenses within the relatively

mod(*st limits here indicated had not the Survey of India Department offered its assistance Tor

an important adjunct of my researches. 'fhe necessity of fixing accurately the po^fjtion of

ancient sites and generally elucidating the historical ,t;eography of the country brought surveys

of the re^^^ions visited into close connexion with my immediat(‘ task. But I also realized from

the first th.-it only by utili/ing ovt^rj- oiiporliinity the journey might offer for geographical work

of a more, general character, could I gain that practical familiarity with the phy'sical conditions

of the country ^\hich is needed for the right interpretation of its past.

Coloiul Sr, (jkokoe Gore, r.e., c..s.i., late Surveyor General iif India, readily offered for

this object the ai<l of his Department. He kindly agreed to depute with me one of its experienced

native serve) ors, Ibibu (now Rai Sahib) Ram .Singh, anti to provide the necessary equipment of

surveying instruments, together with a grant of Rs. 2,000 (/"i 3.^) intended to cover the additional

expen.scs of survey operations. With the a.s.sistancc of the Surveyor, to whose excellent services

I have had occasion to refer elsewhere, it became possible to carry on a continuous system of
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INTRODUCTKW vii

surveys by plane table, astronomical observations, and iriangulation diirin^^ tlir* \\hn\r of nn
^raveds. Ihe results of these surv(‘ys. which in the nu)untains 1 supplemented by [diotoipMinmetrir

siPrvcy work of my own, and to tlu? direction and supervision of which I d(-‘\otcd a ockxI deal

time and ayention, will be found illustrated by the * Map of the territory of Klu^an and ailjoiniuu;

regions’, on the scale of 8 miles to i inch, which accompanit's this Report. Its use will. I hope,

considerably facilitate a corr(‘ct comprehension of the numerous (iuestii>ns, e<|ually interesting

for the historical student and tin* geographer, which I have had to discuss in relation to the

ancient sites now abandoned to the <les( rt.

b"or the generous consideration and aid which Lord Ci k/o\’s ( jovernment and the local

administrations of*l3cngal and the Panjrib accorded to me, I wish to record here in> deep s(Mise

of gratitude. To it I ow(*d the long sought for chance of se rving the interests of OiiciUal

research in a new field, and with that measure of fr(‘edom which p('rmits full < oncentraiion

of scholarly efforts. Rut grateful, too, I must feel to Fat(‘ for having allowed me to use. tliis

chance to the full, and for having rewarded my labours on difficult ground with results which

competent fellow-scholars have recognized as an ample return for the means and facilities so

liberally granted to me. Of the scaious difficulties and risks which had to be faced at various

sta^s of my journey and which might easily have thwarted my aims, there is no lU'cd to s|)e.ik

here in detail. A perusal of my Personal Narrative^ will suffice to show the character and

extent of the obstacles which had to be reckoned with during iny work in the* Taklamakan.

I could not have overcome them successfully without the active co-ojjeiMtion of llie Chin(‘S(‘

administrators of the districts upon which I depended , for what<*v'er was needed during ilie wiiiUM’

campaign in the desert. In the AmUuis Pan Darin and Huang-Daloi, then in charge of Khotan

an3 Keriya, I was fortunate to find reliable friemls, ever ready to help me widi f^verything in their

power. I look back with all the more gratitude to their unfailing alLenlion and kindness, as it

was shown at a time when the Empire was in conflict with the liurofx an powin s, and as lu llhcr

honours nor material rewards w^cre to be expected for it. 'The true historical scns(‘ innate in

educated Chinese, and their legendary remembrance of Ilsiian-lsang, the gnsit ‘ monk of tlu^ f‘ang

period *( s^ng) whom I claimed as my guide, proved hel|)fiil in ex[)laining the* objects of

my explorations. But the sympathetic attitude which the provincial administration from the first

showed towards my work, must mainly be attributed to iht? effective sui»pe)rl givcui to me by

Mr. G. Macaktney, c. i.k., the representative of the Indian Government at Kashgar. Apart

Yrom the advantages which his personal influence secured to me, I derived manifi^ld I.)enefils

from the practical help and advice with which this accomplished friend favoured me during

my stay at Kashgar. For these, and the watchful care with which he followed my explorations

from afar, I must record here the expression of my lasting gratitude.

'The value of the scientific results of my explorations may be left to be judged from the

record presented in these volumes. Yet I feel I am justified in referring to the ge nerous

acknowledgement which those results have already received from fellow Orientalists. Their o[)inioii,

whether recorded in the formal resolution of the Xlllth International Congress of Orienlalists %

or expressed in reviews and other notices by such distinguished scholars as MM. Foucher, Sylvaln

L^vi, Senart, and others, have been a great encouragement to me and have helped me? to bear

the strain entailed by the elaboration of the results.

* Sand-buried Ruins of Khotan^ Ptrsonal Narrative of a London, 1 *. Fisher Unwin, 190.^ ; ‘second c-diiion, IIuiM .in«l

archaeological and geographual ixploration in Blackett, 1904,

^Kkurkestdn. By M. Aurcl Stem. Fiist edition, ^ Ruim of Khotan, \\\\\\,
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The difficulties to which I refer are accounted for largely by the extent of the archaeological

oiierations carried out, the great variety of the finds and observations made, and not less by the
scoi)c and character which I felt obliged to give to my task of recording them. The extent of
the field-work is sufficiently illustrated by the fact that, taking only the territory of ancient

Khotan, tlu; old sites and remains which I surveyed in detail or excavated are scattered over
an area which in a direct line stretches for more than .^oo miles from west to east. The wide range
of the antic luarian remains is equally striking. Dating back to periods which may be estimated
to extend over at least eleven centuries, they show remarkable diversity in nature and character.

Among the sites surveyed there arc represented the curious wind-eroded ‘Tatis’, typical of the
great physical changes to which the soil of the tracts bordering on the desert is' subject; ‘culture-

strata ’ left behind by thickly inhabited ancient settlements and deeply buried below the loess

accumulations of centuries
;
and in the area now overrun by the moving sands of the Taklamakan,

sites with structural ruins of all kinds and in all stages of preservation. The remains discovered

of temiiles, fortified jiosts, Sarais, private dwellings, &c., with the relics of ancient art-work and
industrial products found in them, have been so plentiful and multifarious as to enable us to

study most aspects of the early civilization which once flourished there.

The very abundance and novelty of the archaeological materials brought to light necessarily

made the task of correctly recording and interpreting them one of considerable difficulty. But
what greatly added to the difficulty—as it undoubtedly did also to the fascination and scientific

interest of the work -was the; remarkable diversity of cultural influences thus revealed in the arts

of ancient Khotan. That the Buddhism which we knew from Chinese records to have been early

establishi'd in the country had been imported, directly or indirectly, from India was, of course,

alwajs certain. But there was little to prepare us for such overwhelming evidence as the wealth

of Kharosthf documents on wood and leather discovered at the Niya Site has furnished of the large

place- which Indian language and culture must have occupied in the administration and daily life

/ of this region during the early centuries of our era*. That Sanskrit Buddhist literature was
studied in Khotan tiown to the end of the eighth century a. d. has been proved beyond all doubt
by the texts in Brahmi script which I excavated in the ruined shrines and monastic dwellings

of 1 )and;in-lJili(| and Kndere. At the same time, the large series of ancient stucco sculptures;

frescoes, painted tablets, and relief carvings in wood, from ruins the dates of which, as determined

by exact chronological evidence, range from the third to the eighth century, has conclusively

demonstrated that the Graeco-Buddhist art of the extreme north-west of India found a new home
in Khotan and enjoyed a long-continued local development.

'I'he territory of Khotan had, like the rest of the Tarim ba.sin, been under Chinese supremacy

for considerable periods both under the Han and the T'ang dynasties. The interesting finds

of Chinese records on wood and paper, Chinese sgraffiti, coins, articles of industrial art, &c.,

at the sites excavated by me have made it abundantly clear that Chinese political control was

effective, and that the influence of Chinese civilization, too, must have strongly asserted itself.

The fact that Khotan occupied an important position on the ancient trade route from China

to the Oxus basin no doubt -helped to increase this influence. To the same connecting link

we must ascribe those early relations with the distant West which the remarkable series of classical

.seals found impressed in clay on a number of the ancient Kharo.;thi documents from the Niya Site

attests in so striking a fashion *. The imitation of Persian art, of which we find unmistakable

indications five centuries later in Buddhist paintings recovered from the shrines of DandSin-Uiliq, 3

'' See chap. XI, in particular pp. 363 $qq.
* See below, pp. 354 sqq.
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forms an instructive parallel, and, like tlie curious find of a Judaeo- Persian document at the same
^site, convincingly demonstrates the continuity of these relations. Finally, the finds of Tibetan
MSS. and sgraffiti in the ruined fort and temple of Endere prove that wc have to reckon also with

influences from the side of Tibet. From the seventh century onwards these are accounted for by
historically attested invasions; but there are ethnic connexions, at present less clearly recogni/able,

which suggest them also for earlier periods. •

But with all these varied foreign influences at work, there is amplt! evidence to show that

Khotan, together with other territories of Eastern 'rurkestan, posscsst^il during the Pre-

Muhammadan epoch a well-defined civilization of its own. Neither the occasional reference's of

the Chinese Ann&ls nor the brief notices of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims could help us far to

reconstruct, in its main aspects, that bygone phase of civilization of which all indigenous

records and remains seemed to have vanished. Nor could acquisitions of chance fiiKls, made
from afar, of uncertain, if not suspected, origin and unaccompanit^d by precise archaeological

evidence, be expected to throw true light on this cultural viilieu and the historical changes and
developments it had witnessed.

In order to secure materials that would help us to recover this inter(*sting chai^ter of lost

hisyary, and to interpret it rightly, it was not enough to conduct excavations and to arrange

for the deposition of what official language styles the ‘archaeological proceeds* in l\Iusc!ums.

It was at least equally important that an exact and detailed record should be ke[)t of all

observations made on the ground, and that the evidence thus secured should be published

with all possible care and fullness. It is needless to emphasize for fellow-scholars the impor-

tance of this condition, which the canons of scientific archaeology impose upon any qualified

worker. Yet for the benefit of others I cannot refrain from quoting the warning which an
archaeological explorer of unequalled experience. Professor Flinders Petrie, has so eloquently

recorded in his admirable handbook on Alel/wds and Aims in Archaeology. ‘ To leave a site

merely plundered, without any attempt to work out its history, to see the meaning of the

remains found, or to publish what may serve future students of the place or the subject, is

t# throw away the opportunities which have been snatched from those who might have used

them properly'®.

I have often had to refer to the grave risks with which all ancient remains at the desert

sites of Khotan are threatened by the destructive effect of wind-erosion, and even more at the

*hand of * treasure-seekers ', whose operations have in recent years been stimulated by tlu^

demands of European collectors. The thought of these risks and the knowledge that neither

Khotan nor any other part of Eastern Turkestan, in spite of the conserving capacity of the

climate, could ever have competed with countries like Egypt in wealth of anlicpiarian remains,

always urged me on to unwearied exertion. The same thought and knowledge made me feel

with equal keenness my responsibility in regard to the duty ‘ to work with the fullest care and
detail in recording, to publish everything fully

'

To the obligation here indicated the peculiar conditions of the field in which my work
lay added another closely allied one. I mean the necessity of recording in some detail my
observations on the modern physical conditions and ethnography of the region. To the critical

student of history, whether he deals with the written records or the antiquarian relics of th(^

4)ast, the powerful influence exercised by geographical conditions and surroundings must ever

be present. Nor ought he to ignore the useful guidance which ethnic inheritance affords for

• Comp. Flinders Petrie, loc. cit., p. 175.* See Methods and Aims in Archaeology^ p. 179.

b
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the proper comprehension of the past of a people and its civilization. Eastern TurkestSn is

not a part of the earth as easily accessible as Greece or Egypt or India. If in recent years
^

much has been achieved, particularly through Dr. Hedin’s labours, towards the elucidation

its topography, yet there are great tracts where the detailed knowledge of local conditions,

routes, &c., must still be gained primarily on the spot. The same observation applies still

more forcibly to the ethnography c?f the country. These considerations will explain why I often

felt obliged to record modern physical and anthropological facts when discussing questions

connected with earlier economic and ethnic conditions. They also justify me in looking upon
the publication of my Personal Narrative, in which observations of geographical interest

together with others illustrating the life and character of the population could be suitably

detailed for a wider public, as a useful and even necessary preliminary to the present work.

Just as it was important for the proper investigation of antiquarian questions to keep in

view the geographical and ethnographical background, so too my task presupposed constant

references to whatever written records have come down to us of the early history of these

regions. The great majority of these records have to be gleaned from scattered passages in

the Chinese dynastic Annals and the itineraries of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims to India. The
limitations of my philological knowledge, which, as I have often bitterly regretted, does ^ot
extend to Chinese, would not allow me to consult these sources in the original. Nevertheless

1 have thought it right to attempt the succinct sketches of the history of Eastern TurkestSn,

Kashgar and Khotan which are embodied in chapters ill and vn Fortunately M. Chavannes’

recent publication Documents sur les Tou-k'iue (Turcs) occideniatex has opened to us a rich

storehouse of precise and valuable information on the history of Central Asia during the

period of Chinese ascendancy under the T'angs, including a great portion of those notices' in

critically revised and annotated translations. For the Chinese notices on Khotan 1 could avail

myself of the full extracts which Abel R^musat, in a small but very meritorious publication, had
rendered accessible from the Encyclopaedia of the Pien i tien • I hope those historical sketches

will prove useful by the endeavour made in them to apply to the recorded historical data the

light of geographical and antiquarian knowledge acquired on the spot. t

The preparation of my detailed report on the lines indicated was bound to prove an
exacting task ;

but <.he difhculty of securing adequate leisure made it more difficult still and

has greatly delayed its eompletion. The period of three months* special duty which the

Secretary of State had been pleased to sanction after I had, early in July, 1901, deposited my'
archaeological finds in the British Museum as a temporary measure, barely sufficed for the

provisional arrangement of the collection and the preparation of the Preliminary Report

published the same autumn". At its expiration I was obliged to return to India, where during

the following half-year my heavy official duties as Inspector of Schools in the Panj&b precluded

the possibility of any scholarly occupation. Fortunately, however, the Government of India,

on the proposal of the Panjab Government, and influenced, no doubt, by the interest which

H. E. Lord Cukzon was kind enough to show in the results of my expedition, sanctioned,

with the concurrence of H.M.’s Secretary of State, my deputation to England in May, 190a,

in order that I might be enabled to elaborate those results and to make arrangements for

their publication with the help of expert scholars in Europe.

’ See below, pp. 52-72, 166-84. topographical exploration in Chinese TnrhestOn. By M. A.
* See Ifistoire de la Ville de Khotan, Paris, 1820. Stein. India OfficCi London, 1901.

• Preliminary Report on a journey of archaeological and
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I had every reason to feel deeply grateful to the Viceroy and the Indian Government for

^the generous consideration thus shown to me and my work. Hut the pcu'iod of seven months’

Stay in Hngland, to which my deputation was at first limitcil, proved, as I had feared, wholly

insufficient^ for the task. Two successive extensions which the Secretary of State, after reference

to the Government of India, kindly sanctioned, added to the above period an aggregate of ten

months. By dint of great exertions I could thus complcte»whilc in lingland those important

portions of my task for which it was indispensable to have ready access to my archaeological finds

deposited in the British Museum, as well as to the manifold expert help I iK^edcd for their detailed

study and reproduction. The difficulty of these labours had be^en considerably incn^aseil by

the uncertainty as to the length of time available for them. Yet before 1 left la'iglaml I had

managed to conclude the arrangements for the decipherment and publication of all the varied

finds of MSS. and documents; to prepare and pass through the press the numerous plates of

antiques; to supervise the drawing, &c., of the detailed map from original surveys which

accompanies this work, and, last but not least, to bring out my Sand-biiyiai Ruins of Khofan,

which in many respects has formed a necessary preparation and complement to the present work.

After my return to India at the close of 1903 I devoted every moment of leisure

I fjpuld spare from my duties as Inspector- General of Education and Archaeological Surveyor,

North-west Frontier Province and Baluchistan, to continued work on my report. But in

spite of all efforts its publication might have been delay^'d for years, had not the Government
of India, in order to enable me to resume my explorations in Chinese Turkestan in the spring

of 1906, been induced to set me free once more by the grant of six months’ special duty from

October of last year. It was during these busy winter months in Kashmir, while many practical

pfeparations for my new journey claimed attention, that the greater part of my text was \vrittcn.

From the reasons which explain why this final report could not be presented earlier, I now
turn with pleasure to the duty of recording my acknowledgements to those scholars and friends

without whose valuable collaboration and kind help this work could not have been con\i)letcd

in its present form. First among them I must mention my artist friend, Mr. Fkkd. H. Andukws,
late Principal of the Mayo School of Art, Lahore, and now Director of the Art Department,

Battersea Polytechnic, whose devoted exertions have effectively furthered my bdjours c ver since

my return from Chinese Turkestan. His wide knowledge of ancient Indian art, especially

of the Graeco-Buddhist style, his familiarity with the products of many old Eastern industries,

• and his own high artistic abilities, exceptionally qualified him to assist me in the arrangement,

description, and illustration of my collection of antiques. The detailed descriptive list of these

included in the report is wholly his work, though, having myself checked and revised it, I must
accept full responsibility, for its contents, and in particular for the data as to the origin of

individual antiques. Without the painstaking accuracy and fullness of Mr. Andrews’ descriptions

it would probably have been impossible for me to complete my report at a time when some six

thousand miles separated me from my collection. The value of Mr. Andrews’ descriptive list

will be all the more appreciated by students of the early arts and industries of Central Asia

since, according to a decision of the Indian Government, the whole of the archaeological finds

will now be distributed between the museums of Calcutta and Lahore and the British Museum.
As comparison of the original objects will thus be difficult, their use for future researches will

• mainly depend on the details furnished by the descriptive list and on the illustrations given in the

plates. For the preparation of the latter and for the investigation of all questions affecting tlie

• technical and art aspects of my finds, Mr. Andrews’ expert help and advice have been of

the utmost value to me. His unwearied assistance did not cease after I left England, and

b 2
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has greatly facilitated the passing through the press of these volumes. Besides the sketches

and diagrams reproduced among the illustrations, I owe to Mr. Andrews’ artistic skill the^

black and white drawing which has furnished the vignette for the title-page. My volumes

could .scarcely issue under a more felicitous emblem than this faithfully restored enlargement

of the figure of Pallas Promachos as seen in several of the ancient seal impressions in clay

excavated by me. c

I shall always associate the remembrance of the labours given to the elucidation of my
archaeological finds with the British Museum, where they found their first resting-place. I may
lienee fittingly record in this place my obligations to its authorities who readily accorded

them shelter. Both in the Coin Department and in that of Mediaeval Antiquities, where my
collection was successively accommodated, I enjoyed exceptional facilities for its arrangement,

&c., Mr. C. H. Read, Keeper of the latter Department, proving in particular a most helpful

adviser.

I owed thc.se facilities in the first place to the kind help of my friend Prof. E. J. Rap.son,

then Assistant Keeper of the Coin Department, who during my absence in India charged himself

also with the care of my collection. It was with a feeling of keen relief that I received the

same friend’s offer to undertake what from the first I had recognized as the most difficult

of the philological ta.sks resulting from my explorations,—the decipherment and publication of

the mass of Kharosthi documents on wood and leather recovered from the Niya Site. No
scholar could have been better qualified for this arduous work. Prof. Rapson’s preliminary

papers show the advance he has already made in the task*®. I owe it to Prof. Rapson’s

kindness that in chap, xi I have been able to indicate some results of his labours possessing

special antiquarian bearings. The full publication of these documents, for which Prof. Rapsdn
has been fortunate enough to secure the assistance of two distinguished savants^ M. E. Senart,

Membrc de I’lnstitut, the decipherer of so many important Indian epigraphical records, and
M. I’Abbd A. Boyer, had to be reserved for a separate volume which is to follow this report

at a date that cannot yet be specified.

P'or the MSS. and documents written in BrShm! characters, and showing texts partly iu

Sanskrit, partly in two non-Indian language.s. Dr. A. F. R. Hoernle, c.i.e., was from the first

marked out as the most competent editor. The eminent Indologist has completed his edition

of these finds. It would have been difficult to provide for their publication in connexion

with this report except by a separate volume
;
and as Dr. Hoernle has recently undertaken,

under the auspices of the India Office, the editing of a series in which all previous MS.
acquisitions from Eastern Turkestan entrusted to his care are to be published, the inclusion

in it of those Brahml texts has appeared more convenient. In the meantime Dr. Hoernle

has placed at my dispo.sal a valuable analysis of the Brahml documents and inscriptions, which

has been of great help in de.scribing these finds in chapters ix and xii**, and for which I wish

to offer here my special thanks.

Among the Appendices contributed to my report there is none for which I feel more
deeply grateful than that in which M. l^D. Chavannes, Membre de I'lnstitut, has with masterly

clearness analysed my finds of Chinese documents and inscriptions. It is not for me to

appraise the exceptional qualifications which have rendered M. Chavannes the leading authority

on all Chinese sources of information concerning the history and geography of Central Asia. (

The great help I have derived from his annotated translations of those finds, as well as from

'• See below, pp. 326 sqq., 364 sqq. *• See below, pp. 357 «qq., 395 sqq., 439 sq.
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the long series of his earlier publications, will be evident to my readers from every chapter.

§ut in addition I owe a debt of gratitude to M. Chavannes for a service of friendship wliich,

I Icnow, must have co.st heavy sacrifices of time and labour. In order to secure in my work

that unifornjity in the transcription (according to Wade’s system) of Chinese names and terms, the

want of which in the various publications consulted for Chinese records had often been a .sore

difficulty to me, and with a view to assuring general correctness in Chinese references, he kindly

charged himself with a detailed revision of the latter, both in my MS. and in a final proof.

For my finds of Tibetan MSS. and sgraffiti (Appendix J.i) I had the good fortune to

secure as joint editors two .scholars of critical thoroughness, I.^r. L. D. H.\K.\K'ir, of the British

Museum, and Rev. A. II. Franckk, of the Moravian Mission, Ladak. Dr. Barnett’s preliminary

notice will have shown to Orientalists how well qualified he was to elucidate the importance i>f

those MS. finds for the history of Tibetan language and literature By his e.xccptional knowledge

of Tibetan rock-carvings and of the collocjuial language, the Rev. Mr. h'rancke has been able

to deal succesisfully with the sgraffiti which would have baffled any Tibetan scholar in Kurope.

To Mr. F. W. Thoma.s, the learned librarian of the India Office, my sincere thanks arc due for

having kindly supplemented the Tibetan notices of Khotan othc‘rwi.se .accessible to me by the

valugble extracts from the Kanjur reproducetl in Appcndi.x JT. From another and widely distant

field of Oriental research has valuable help come to me in the learned analysis which I’rofe.ssor

D. S. Margoi.ioutii has given of the curious Judaeo- Persian document from Dan»lan-Uiliq

reproduced in Appendix C.

The classification of my collection of coins couhl not have been carried out by more competent

scholars than Dr. S. W. Busurll, c.m.g., the distinguished Sinologist, and Prof. K. J. R.Ar.so.v.

Th?)ugh I had endeavoured, as far as my means of reference would permit, to determine on the

spot all coins actually found by me, yet the inventory list in Appendix /->, and the plates illustrating

it were prepared mainly from the materials which those two friends were kind enough to place

at my disposal. To Dr. S. W. Bushell I am still further indebted for the liberality with which

he has allowed me to dnaw upon his store of antiquarian and historical knowledge in (]ucsti»>ns

covinected with Chinese lore. To Dr. Percy Gardner, Professor of Archaeology at Oxford,

I must offer my best thanks for having accorded to me the .same favour in regard to objects

of classical and semi-classical art contained in my collection. *

The two interesting Appendices 7% G, in which Professors A. H. CiiuRcir, e. r..s., and

T... DE L6czy have recorded the results of their respective anal}scs of the stucco materials, and

the loess and sand specimens brought back by me from Khotan sites, deserve all the more my
grateful acknowledgements, as they clear up questions in which the archaeologist can derive guidance

solely from natural scienoe. The same is the case with the important inv'estigations wliich

Prof. J. WiESNER, Director of the Institute for Plant-Physiology, Vienna University, has

devoted to the ancient paper materials represented among my antii[uarian finds * Nt)r ought

I to omit grateful mention here of the valuable assistance I have received in the anthropological

field, linking as it were the domains of historical and natural science, from the instructive analysis

to which my friend Mr. T. A. Joyce, of the British Museum, Secretary of the Anthropological

Institute of Great Britain, has subjected the anthropometric m.atcrials I collected on my journey

** SetJ.R.A.S., 1903, pp. 109 sqq.; below, pp. 426 sq.

** See J. Wiesner, £in nruer Beitrag zur Gesehiehl* des

in Sitz$iMgtberichte of the Imperial Academy,
Vienna, hiator.-philoa. Klaaae, 1904; comp, below, pp.

307 sq., 426.
** See On tht physical anthropology of the oases ofKhoian

and Kenya. By T. A. Joyce, in Journal 0/ the Anthupvl.

Institute, 1903, pp. 304-24 ; comp, below, pp. 144 sqq.
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A reference to chapter vi, where I have discussed the racial origin of the Khotan population, will

show how illuminating these investigations are to the historical student.
^

For the publication of my report, the liberal arrangements sanctioned by the Secretary'of

State have proved of great help, and for them I may be allowed to record my specijil gratitude.

At my recpiest the preparation of the collotype plates illustrating antiques was entrusted to

Mr. W. Griggs, whose name has been made familiar by the labours of a lifetime to every student

of Indian art. I appreciate all the more gratefully the personal care and attention which Mr. Griggs

lias bestowed on the work as I know that much of this, as in the case of other scholarly publications

to which he has lent his skill, must have been a labour of love. The drawing of the map of Khotan
and the adjoining regions was entrusted to Mr. J. W. Addison, map draughtsman of the Royal

Geographical Society, and effected in a fashion which has been commended by competent

judges.

I had every reason to feel gratified when the Delegates of the Clarendon Press, with a grant

from the India Office, agreed to undertake the printing and publication of the work, together with

the preparation of the remaining plates. My hope that the resources of that great offuhia would

facilitate the early issue of the work, and in a fitting form, h.as been justified by experience. For
the typographical care bestowed on these volumes and for much kind attention besides, I wi^i to

express here my thanks to Mr. C. Cannan, Secretary to the Delegates, and Mr. H. Hart, the

University Printer.

Owing to the great distance separating me from the Press, it was impossible for me to see

more than one proof, and even for this the available time was very scanty. I could not have hoped

to assure the requisite degree of correctne.ss, had not the self-sacrificing kindness of friends come
to my help. Mr. J. S. Cotton, editor of the Imperial Gazetteer of Itidia, kindly revised *my
manuscript before it went to the press, with regard to those literary retiuirements of which he is

so experienced a judge. Mr. Vincent Smith, the distinguished Indologist, was good enough

to read a proof and favoured me with a number of useful corrections. Mr. T. W. Arnold,

Professor of Arabic at University College, London, charged himself with seeing the final revises,

a task for which 1 could not have found a friend of wider Oriental attainments nor one m4re
willing to help. To Mr. Arnold also is due the elaborate Index, which I was unable to compile

my.self, but which 'I should not have liked to entrust to any other hands. But to none are my
obligations greater than to my friend Mr. P. S. Allen, of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, who
from a scholarly task of absorbing magnitude, in a field wholly Western, spared time to correec

my jiroofs with most painstaking thoroughness. He also took entire ‘ charge ’ of the book when

I had passed beyond the reach of regular postal communications. I look upon these proofs of

friendly devotion as the best compensation for the difficulties I had t© overcome while preparing

my work.

During that happy year of travel through the mountains and the deserts which once saw

the pa.ss:ige of Hsuan-tsang, the great pilgrim, of Marco Polo, and of him 'who sought lost

Cathay and found Heaven,’ the thought of the great scholar who had first with true critical

intuition traced their tracks and those of many another early traveller through Central Asia,

was ever with me. From his immortal volumes, which have accompanied me everywhere,

I never failed to derive guidance and encouragement, whether I turned to them in camp after

long hours of rough travel or in my improvised study after desk labour yet more tiring. In

dedicating this work to the memory of Sir Henry Yule I claim no small privilege. But if

the interest of researches on ground that was cherished by the Master, and the endeavour to
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carry them on in his spirit can atone for whatever there is of defects and drjMiess in tlu*

presentation of their results, I hope that this tribute will not be deemed inappropriate.

b'ate has willed that I should write these closing lines at the foot of the mighty Kun-luii,

and yet within sight as it were of the desert, on my way back to Khotan which I Iiave so

often longed to see again, and at the commencement of an enterprise which is to take me yet

further afield. Grateful do I feel to Fate —and to those \\^i(3 dispensi* its decrees -for the

opportunity which enables me to proceed to a fresh task at the very time when the old one

has reached its end. Gladly do I now forget all the efforts that were needed to assure me
this freedom, and gladly do I see in its achievement a reward for the labours recorded in

these volumes.

M. AUREL STEIN.

Camp Kok-vAr,

ytily 24, 1906.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

P.10, 1.41. The identification of Kao Hsien-chih's route
with that leading over the Baroghil and Darkol has been
confirmed in all particulars by the observations I made on

visit to these passes in May, 1 906. From Sarhad to the

Yasin side of the Darkdt Pass three marches are reckoned,
Chikmar-rob&t and VedinkOt forming the recognized inter-

mediate halting-places.

P. 14, 1. 9. For KashkAr readhere and elsewhere Kashkar.

P. 16, 1. 29. The name reproduced in Chinese transcription

by A-shfiyU-shth-lo probably survives in that of the modern
tillage of Shtiisl, on the upper MastQj river, near which
I traced, in May, 1 906, extensive areas of former cultiva-

tion, said to have been abandoned for a long time owing
to the advance of glaciers. Their rc-occupation is now
slowly proceeding.

p. 35, 1. I. The remains of Kiz-kurghdn have since been
surveyed by me, on May 30, 1906. I'hey were found to

consist of massive bastioned walls of stone and brick,

manifestly of ancient construction, which cro\in the west
rim of an isolated rocky spur rising circ. 600 ft. above the
'rUghdumbSsh river. I'he top o£ the spur is vciy difficult

of access, even on that side, and protected on all others
by wholly unscalable precipices. The position is one
of exceptional natural strength, and the ruins surveyed
prove its occupation as a place of refuge at an early

period.

P. 39, 1. 29. Crossing the Chichiklik plateau on Tune 4, 1906,
I traced near its centre the foundation waifs of a large

stone-built quadrangle, now partly occupied by decayed
graves. The recent construction, by the Chinese authori-

ties, of some shelter-huts in the immediate vicinity proves

• the need of a hospice in this locality. The physical
aspects of this inhospitable plateau agree accurately with
Hsilan-tsang’s description.

P. 62, I. 33 marg. For Ilstlan Tsung read Hsiian-tsung.

P. 91. 1. 9. The anthropometric data collected by me in

July, 1906, concerning the Pakhpo people support the

eihnic affinity hero indicated. J have not been able lo

mice the use of a sepaiate language among them.

P.91,1. 19 During iny stay at K6k‘}.ir, in July, 1906,
1 received information about a number of caves wbith are

venerated as M.azflrs in the mountains diaincd by the

Tiznaf river.

P. 103, 1. 14. The new district established since 1903, com-
prising Guma, Moji, Sanju, Ac., has received the official

designation of P'l-shan, showing that the identification heie

assumed is accepted by the Chinese authorities.

P. Ill, last line, and p. 285, 1. 3, a./. For Pi-ino / on/
P'i-mo.

P. 113, I. 13. For fig. 3 read fig. 3K
M. 001. k. For Id rtadl l^.

P. 1 1 1. T.M. 003. j. Add See Plate Xldl.

P. 130, note 23. On revisiting Karangbu-tagh in August,

1906, I ascertained that the story of Alu Bakr's riclies

thrown into the Yurung-kasb on his flight to this valley still

lingers in local tradition. It is also popularly known in

Khotan.

P. 131, I. 5. /’e/'Ujal /vW UJal.

P. 136, 1. 7. For Cherehen //W Chaichan, and so ilseivhen.

P. 166, n. I. For 150 read 151.

P. 172, 1. 26. For Si-shan Hsi-shan.

P. 188, 1. 31. Fead of M. Pclrowsky, late Russian Consul
General, Ac.

P. 190, note 2. Fead on M. Petrow.sky’s large collection.

P. 208, 1. 25. For Y. 01 1 read Y. 001
1 ; 1. 28,/J?r B. 001. i.

read B. oor. 1.

P. 213. Y. 001 1, i. For XLIV read XLVII.
Y. oor I. j. Add See Plate XLVl.

P. 218 (col. a\ 1. 31. For Plate 36 read Plate XLVII.

P. 230, 1. 2. For D. iv. 5 read D. x. 4; n. 3r,yc/rscc. v. nad
sec. iv.
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r. 236,n. I. /VrPlalcLVmrfPlalcsLVI-LVII.LXXXVIII.

P. 238, 1. 2 . For Yiiinen read V'a-mCn and so thcwhere,

P. 216, 1. 3 , «./ For R. iv read R. ii.

P. 252, 1. 36 . While this chapter was passing through the

press Mr. F. II. Andrews informed me of his having dis-

covered, among the objects brought back from Tibet by

the late expedition, and now deposited in the British

Museum, a suit of mail, evidently old, >^ich shows the

plates or srales arranged in the reversed order exactly as

on the Kubera image of the Dandan-Uilii] shiine and in

the (landhara example. The plates aie not rivetted but

ingeniously threaded, by a method which is illustrated in

the accompanying diagram of Mr. Andrews. The dispo-

sition of the iioles, one at the rounded end and three on

each of the longer sides, is exactly the same as in the

piece of hard leather, N. xv. 00^ (see diagram, p. 411 ),

and thus strikingly confii ms the suggestion made regarding

the latter (p. 374 )
that it belonged to a scale armour.

P. L*.*)?, I. 16 . For king eWkind,

P. 269, n. 15. For D. tit. 13 trad I), in. 12
;
/orD. vi. 4 ,

6

road D. vi, 2
,
6 .

P. 288. 0. 1 . II. Add See Plate IA^

P. 297 D. \i. 3 . Add Sec Plate LXV'Il.

P. 298. D. vn. 3 . d. Add See Plate CXVT.

P. 302. D. (T.) 05 . Add See Plate LV.

P. 335, 1. 26. N X. 2 . c is not shown in Plate XCVII.

P. 313, n. 4 , 1. 2 . For io-f-8o+ 190 read 10-I-86+ 190.

P. 374, 1, 26 . For the discovery of a Tibetan coat of mail

which conclusively proves that the piece of leather must

have formed part of a scale armour, see above. Add, to

p. 252 ,
with illustration.

P. 37C, 1. 20 . For N. xix. 1 read N. xix. i.

I. a, a.f For N. xx. 1 read N. xx. i.

P. 377, n. 6. For p. 335 read p. 334 .

P. 378, 1. 13 . On my recent passage through Chilral and

Mastuj I repeatedly traced the same flower ornament in

the architectural wood-carving of those valleys.

P. 393. N. iv. 80. AddtSee Plate LXXI.

P. 394. N. iv. 133 . Add See Plate XCIII.

P. 395. N. V. 6 . Add See Plate CII.

P. 398. For a reproduction ol N. x. i in fuller detail see p. xxiv.

N. X. 2 . c is not shown in Plate XCVII.

P. 399 . N. xii. 3 . j4dd See Plate LXX.

P. 402- N. XV. 59 . b. Add See Plate CXIII.

5rrucfUr« of 5cAk Armour

Obver5c

Rtverjt

of fhrc*dirt§ strAight

P. 404. N. XV. 122 . Add See Plate XCVII.

P. 407. N. XV. 207 . Add See Plate CXIII.

P. 410. N. XV. 001 . a. For (interior) read (exterior), /or

(exterior) read (interior).

P. 41 1. N. XV. 001 . c, f, g, h, j. Add Sec Plate LXXIV.

P. 413. N. XX. 03 . Add See Hate LXIX.

P. 425, 1. II, a,/. For 31 read 31 a.

P. 438. K, i. 4. Add Sec Plate CIX.

P. 439. E. i. 39 . Add See Plate CIX.

P. 441. E. i. 025 does nA appear on PI. LXXVII.
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CHAPTER I

FROM KASHMIR tO THE PAMIRS

Section I.—THE GILGIT ROAD AND KISANGANGA VALLEY

Kashmir, where in 1898 the first plan of my explorations had been formed, and where
two years later, in May 1900, I completed the practical preparations of my journey, \vas

by reason of historical associations and geographical position alike a most appropriate starting-

point for my archaeological enterprise. I may therefore fitly commence this detailed account
of my antiquarian observations from the same ground.

^The labours which I devoted during the preceding ten years to the elucidation of Kalhana’s
Chronicle of Kashmir, and the manifold historical researches necessitated by this task, had
made me eagerly look out for whatever traces survived of ancient relations between Kashmir
and the Central-Asian regions lying beyond its great mountain barriers. The information to be

gleaned from the sources accessible to me was scanty, even in regard to the tracts immediately

adjoining Kashmir, which were undoubtedly subject from early times to its cultural iiiHuence.

But the results of the close study I bestowed on the ancient topography of Kashmir, assured

me of at least one interesting fact, which at the time of my start (May 31, iqcX)) appeared

like an auspicious omen : there could be no doubt from the first that the route I was to follow

through the mountains on leaving the Kashmir Valley for the north had a claim to considerable

antiquity and historical importance.

• Practical advantages as well as geographical interests had made me dt’cide for the route

through Gilgit and Hunza, and over the TaghdumbSsh Pamir, as the most suitable line of approach

to Kashgar, my immediate goal in Chinese Turkestan. The ‘Gilgit Transport Road*, which I was
authorized to use for the first portion of my journey, from Kashmir to Gilgit, dates in its present

"form only from the years 1890-92, when the placing of an Imperial garrison in Gilgit and in the

adjoining valleys leading toward^ the Eastern Hindukush necessitated the construction of a military

road fit for laden transport during at least a portion of the year. But the route which it follows,

between and over the high rang^ separating the Kashmir Valley from that of the Indus, is marked

out by nature as the most accessible line of communication from Kashmir to the Dard territories

northward, and there is historical evidence to prove its use at an early period.

In the Memoir on the Ancient Geography of Kashmir, accompanying my annotated translation

of Kalhana^s Rdjatarahgini, I had occasion to point out the historical interest of the mountain

routes leading from the north shore of the Volur Lake into the part of the Upper Ki.^ngahga

Valley which is known as Gurez\ Only through the valley of the Burzil stream, here joining

the Ki?angahga from the north, is it possible to gain the high passes which cross the snowy

^b'atershed between the Ki?angahga and the Indus and give access to Astor and thence to the

other Dard Valleys. The KisangahgS itself, though draining an extensive mountain area, flows

1

* Kalhana's Rdjatara^iffi, translated, with an Intro- ' London, 1900, II. pp. 406 sqq.; also note on Rajal,

duction. Commentary, and Appendices, by M. A. Stein, vii. 1171.
' t. mm B
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throughout its upper course in an extremely confined valley. To the west, some twenty miles

below the junction of the Burzil stream, this valley for a considerable distance becomes an

uninhabited and .almost inaccessible gorge; it cannot be crossed nor is it reached there by any

route from Kashmir. Eastwards again the great massif of the hoary Haramulch (Skr. Il^ramukuia)

peaks, and the glacier-crowned range continuing it towards the head of the Sind Valley, raise

an effective barrier between Kashrfifr and the Kisanganga. It is crossed only by a few difficult

mountain tracks, over which even the hardy Dard hillmen cannot take their ponies, except

during brief periods in particularly favoxirable seasons and then unladen.

The geographical facts here briefly indicated make it quite certain that in ancient times

the line of communication between Kashmir and the Dard territories must have led through

Gurez, and over that part of the watenshed which separates Gur6z from the north shore of the

Volur Lake. Starting from a point due south of the main village of GurCz, the summit ridge

for about twenty miles westward shows a height of from 12,000 to 13,000 feet above the sea.

The route which is followed by the present ‘Gilgit Transport Road ,
and which has been

in general use for military purposes since Sikh times, crosses the range by the Trag*bal

or R.azdiangan Pass, at an elevation of close on 1 2,000 feet. Another route which leads over

the Dud^khut Pass, about eight miles further to the east, is distinctly referred to in^ the

Rdjatarahginl in connexion with an invasion of the Dards from the Kisanganga Valley towards

the close of the eleventh century a. d. In my comments on this, and in some other references,

I have shown that the position of the hill fort of Dugdhaghata, which the Dards had occupied

and which King llarsa of Kashmir vainly attempted to recover, in order to close the route

to their inroads, can still be traced on the summit of the Dud^khut Pass to which it has left

its name*. Though somewhat less exposed than the Trag*bal route, and evidently prefei^ed

in ancient times on this account and as being more direct, the Dud'^khut Pass is equally liable

to heavy and early snowfall. Like the corresponding portion of the present 'Gilgit Road’,

it can scarcely have been kept open for regular use by laden animals or large bodies of men

during more than four months of the year.

Both the Trag^bal and Dud®khut routes ascend the southern slopes of the range frwi

the stream of the Band*por Nullah, which flows into the Volur Lake from the north, and which,

among the Brahman population of Kashmir, is still known by its ancient name of Madhumatl.

Close to the point in the valley where the two routes diverge lies the village of Bai]id*kO(h,

once the site of a castle (kolh, Skr. Mta) occupied by the ‘Malik’ or feudal chief whe

in Muhammadan times watched over the passes giving approach to Kashmir from the Kisanganga.

It is very probable that in the same neighbourhood there also existed one of those fortified

frontier watch-stations which in the time of the Hindu rulei* closed .all routes leading into the

Kashmir Valley, and which, under the designations of dv&ra, ‘gate’, or dranga, figure so

prominently in the Sanskrit Chronicles of Kashmir*.

It is true that the watch-station of this particular locality is not specifically mentioned

by either Kalhana or the later Sanskrit Chronicles. But there can be no doubt that it was

known to the Chinese pilgrim Wu-k'ung, who visited Kashmir from Gandhara, the present

Peshawar District, and stayed there during the years 759-763 a. d. The topt^phical data

• Compare note on R&jaL vii. 1171.

The character and historical importance of these

ancient watch-stations or * Gates * of Kashmir have been de-

monstrated by me in my Memoir on the Ancient Geography

of Kashmir^ § 40 (J^tijat,^ II. pp. 391 sqq.); see also notes

Rdjat, i. 122; Hi. 227, Ac.; JAS.B., 1895, Part I, pp. 38a

sqq. The system of rilMri maintained in connexion witn

these watch-stations, by which persons leaving or entering

the Valley were required to produce special permiU or

passes, survived almost to our own days.
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regarding Kashmir contained in his itinerary have been fully discussed by me el-‘>cwhcrc \

Wu-k*ung correctly described the kingdom of Kashmir as enclosed on all sides by mountains

ftrming its natural ramparts. Only three roads had been opened through them, and these

were secured by gates. The road in the east, leading to T'u-fan or I'ibet, correspoiids plainly

to the present route over the Zoji-Lil to I^dak and thence to Tibet. By another road, which

started from ‘the western gate* and went to Ch'ien-tVlo or* Gandhara, the route following the

Jehlam river in its course to the west is clearly meant. The third road, in the north, is clcscribed

as reaching into P'o-lu. Its identity with the route representeil in its main direction by the

present ‘Gilgit Road' was beyond all doubt, even before Professor Chavannes' luciil analysis

of the original Chinese records had conclusively proved that the term P*o-lil or Pu-lu applied

to modern Gilgit as well as to Baltlstin.

Of the territory into which that route first takes us, one important historical fact can still

be established from Kalhana's Chronicle. Several passages relating to events on this side of

the Kashmir frontier show plainly that the hill tract formed by the drainage area of the U[)per

Ki^angangS was occupied, in ancient times as now, by a population belonging to the Dard race®.

The tenacity with which the ethnographic watershed has been lu^re maintained during long

cenfuries creates a reasonable presumption that the occupation by Dard tribes of the mountain

territories extending north-westwards of Kashmir up to Chitral and the Ilindiikiish likewise

dates back to a very early period.

We must attach the more value to this evidence because the indications which Sanskrit

texts and the works of classical geographers have preserved for us as to the early seats of

th^ Dards (Skr. Darad^ Darada\ the AapdSpat of Ptolemy, Dardae of Pliny, &c.), arc by no

means as exact as we should wish. From the account given by Kalhana of events among

the Dards of the Ki?anganga Valley near his own time, it may be concluded that this hill tract

then formed a small chiefship. The division of the territory inhabited by the Dards into

a considerable number of more or less independent principalities has prevailed also during recent

periods of their history, and is amply accounted for by geographical featurt^s. Mountain ranges

o9 exceptional ruggedness, covered by eternal snows on their summit lines and culminating in

» some of the highest peaks of the world, render communication between the narrow valleys

difficult even for the hardy hillmcn who have succeeded during so many centuries in maintaining

here their struggle with a harsh climate and a barren soil. b'reciucnlly the confined valleys

•themselves present almost equal difficulties, where they narrow to rock-bound gorges filled

completely for considerable periods of the year by snow-fed rivers. The formidable nature of

the mountain-barriers in this region is reflected in the notice which Ptolemy records of * the

Daradrai in whose country the mountains are of surpassing Iieight’®. Nor is there need to

search far in the accounts of modern travellers in order to find ample illustration of the

difficulties and dangers so graphically described by the old Chinese pilgrims who made their

way along the precipitous rock walls of the Dard Valleys \

I have fully discussed elsewhere the results of that remarkable seclusion which Kashmir

enjoyed during a long period of its history, owing to the natural strength of its mountain

«
^ See * Notes on Ou-k*ong*s account of Ka^rolr in Pro-

aedtngs of the Imperial Academy^ Vienna, 1896, vol. cxxxv.

. pp. as sq.; also RdJaU, II. pp. 357 sq.

* Compare, regarding the Dards and their relations

with Kashmir, my notes on RdjaU i> 31a
;

vii. 911 ; also II.

PP- 43^ 435 -

• See Ptolemy, Geogr,, VII. i. 42.

^ Compare Kt^-hicn'.s Travels^ translated by Legge, p. a6

;

Voyage de Song Yun, transl. by Chavannes, p. 28; Ilsiian-

tsiang’s Si-yu-ki, transl. by Beal, i. p. 134 sq.
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ramparts and the rigorous system of guarding the frontier-passes'. In view of this jealously

maintained isolation it cannot surprise us to find that Kalhana’s horizon northward was

practically limited by the petty hill state on the Upper Ki$angahga and its tributaries, whidh

he designates as Daraddeia, ‘the Darad land.’ The scat of its chiefs, referred* to by the

name of Daratpuri, ‘the town of the Darads’, may have stood at the present Gurfiz®. This,

the main settlement of the valley,' was the residence of the Nawabs who ruled the tract until

the Sikh conquest. On account of the advantages offered by its position in the widest and

most central portion of the valley, Gurez was probably a place of some importance in earlier

times, though among its rude log-huts and near the rubble-built fort no remains of antiquity

could be traced by me.

Once beyond this point the guidance of the Chronicler fails us completely for the historical

topography of the route. It is, indeed, .significant, as I have pointed out elsewhere, that

‘ Kalhana, when describing the home of the “ Mleccha " chiefs from the north who, in his own

time, invaded Kashmir together with the Darads of the Ki?angang5 Valley (viii, 2762-4), can

treat us only to details of the mythical geography of the Himalaya regions’”*. Judging from

Kalhana’s usual accuracy in matters tojwgraphical we may feel convinced that he would not

have withheld from us tlie old Sanskrit designations of AstSr, Gilgit, and the other Dard

valleys from which the northern allies were undoubtedly drawn, if those territories had been

as familiar to him as they are now to the educated Kashmiri.

Considering this restricted knowledge prevailing in the Kashmir of Hindu times, and the

complete inaccessibility of Kashmir itself to all Muhammadans, it is remarkable that AlbSrQnl,

more than a century before Kalhana, should have succeeded in obtaining any information,

however scanty, about that northern region. In my Memoir on the Ancient Geography of

Kashmir, I have shown the value attaching to the chapter of Alberflni’s India, which contains

his description of Kashmir derived from indigenous sources". He refers there to the mountains

of ‘ Color and Shamiliin ’ as visible for two marches on the left of the traveller who enters

the Kashmir Valley from the western ‘ Gate ’, i. e. through the gorge of ESrSmOla. At present

we can trace neither the name Shamtldn nor the designation BhaltavaryM given by AlbCriftl

to the tribes which inhabit those mountains, and whose ‘king has the title of Bhatta-Shsh ’.

But the position indicated, and the use of the term Bolor, which has been applied to Gilgit

Sind Baltistan for centuries, plainly show that AlbCrQni’s informant meant the mountain-region

of the Dards, forming the confines of Kashmir to the north and north-west This is confirmed''

by the subsequent mention of ‘Gilgit, Aswira, and Shiltas’ sis the chief places of those tribes;

for here it is impossible to mistake a reference to the modern Gilgit HasOra, and ChilSs **.

Section II.—CHINESE HISTORICAL RELATIONS WITH GILGIT

Nowhere among the Dards do we meet with written records of any antiquity or other

evidence which could throw light on the early history of the region traversed by the ‘Gilgit

Ro.ad’. Nor are there archaeological remains to offer us guidsuice; at least I did not succeed

in tracing any going back to pre-Muhammadan times until Gilgit itself was reached. But

* See my introduction to Rsjat^ I. pp. 30 sq. " See Rijat., II. pp. 359 sqq., 5§ ia-14. ‘

• Com{)are my note to Rajat. vii. 911 ; regarding GurSz Sec AlberQnl, InXa, tnnsl. Sachau, L p. ao; for a

and the neighbouring portions of the valley, see Ruitu possible explanation of the term BhoUa, see my note, Rdjat^

fi/KhoUm, pp. 15 sqq. li. pp. 3 <>3
"4'

" See Ri^a!^ L p. 31, note 6.
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a remarkable course of historical events, for a short period about the middle of the eighth

century a. d., invested this barren mountain-land at the extreme north-west confines of India

v^h considerable political and strategical importance to the Chinese Empire. The record

preserved of those events in the official Annals of the Chinese T'ang dynasty gives us a glimpse

of Gilgit history at that interesting phase, and strikingly illustrates the value which has always

attached to the route connecting Gilgit with Kashmir.
*

It is only quite recently, and solely through the brilliant researches of Professor Edouard
Chavannes, that the Chinese records containing these curious rcf(Tcnccs lo Gilgit and the

neighbouring mountain-territories have been rendered accessible to the Western studcMil. They
have been translated and also elucidated with rare critical acumen in M. Chavannes documents

sur Us Tou-kiue occideniaux. In the ninth chapter of the last and purely historical part of his

work M. Chavannes has given a lucid exposition of the main events which occurred in the

territories between the Oxus and the Indus during the period that witnessed the furtlu‘st

extension of Chinese power westwards, from the middle of the seventh to the middle of the

eighth century of our era'. A few facts gleaned from this account will suffice to inakc* clear

how such a remote region as Gilgit and the adjoining valleys, even as far as Kashmir, was

brought within the sphere of Chinese activity.

After the destruction of the empire of the Western Turks {658-659 a. o.) China secured

suzerainty over a v<ast region, which comprised both Eastern and Western 'rurkestan and extended

across the Oxus Valley and to territories south of the Hindukush and within the ancient confines

of India*. The rising power of the Tibetans, who from 670 to 692 a. o. occupied Kashgar and

the Tarim Basin, combined with dynastic troubles in China itself, reduced Chinese dominion

ov^ those distant territories in the West to a more or less nominal condition by the end of

the eighth century. But the victorious advance of the Arabs, resumed with fresh vigour during

705--715, under the leadership of Qutayba ibn Muslim, obliged the small states along the Oxus

and in Sogdiana to turn to the Imperial Court for protection.

The danger threatening from Muslim conquest was increased by the Tibetans, who, after

hsA^ing been driven back from the Tarim Basin, were now endeavouring to join hands with

the Arabs, their allies, across the Pamir region. Against these aggressions from west and

south, China during the reign of the energetic Emperor HsLlan-tsung
(
713 -755 a. d.) directed

a long series of well-sustained efforts, both diplomatic and military. In the course of the

struggle with the Tibetans Gilgit acquired strategic importance
;
for through it led, then as now^

the nearest and most practicable route giving access from the Upper Indus, via Yasin and the

BarOghil Pass, to the central Pamirs and the Oxus Valley. It thus became an object of constant

and special care for the Imperial Government to keep this gate of invasion firmly closed against

the Tibetans, who probably from very early times were in possession of Ladak, and had thence

pushed down along the Indus into Baltistan or Skardo, the immediate neighbour of Gilgit on

the south-west.

On examining the notice ‘on the Great and the Little P'o-lu* as now presented by

M. Chavannes from the T*ang Annals, we cannot fail to recognize, with the learned translator,

that it is this territory of Baltistan which is meant by the term ‘Great P*odU’'*. It is correctly

^ See Chavannes, Turcs occid.^ pp. 287 sqq.

• * Compare the detailed analysis of the Chinese administra-

tive divisions established between the Oxus and Indus, 7\trcs

ficcid^ pp. 277 sqq., 280; also S. Ldvi, Journal asial.^ 1900,

pp. 306. 3 *6-

’ See Chavannes, Thres ocetd,, pp. 149 sq. The iden-

tification of ‘Great P'o-lu (Po-liu)' with Laduk, su^^gcslcd by

Sir H. Yule, Cathay^ p. Ixx, and previously also accefited by

me 11. p. 435), was based on an imperfect extract

of this notice from the T'ang Annals, given by R^musat,

Nouvtaux fn/langes astaL, i. p. 194 ;
it cannot any longer be

maintained.

Gilgit m the

Chinese

Annals.

Gilgit

betw cell

('‘binese and
Tibeians.

'Great P'o-

lU' of Tang
Annals.
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‘Little Fo-
Itt’ofthe

Tang
Annals.

described as being right to the west of the Tibetans and adjoining ‘ the Little P‘o-lU i. e. Gilgit,

while westwards it had as its neighbour 'the territory of Wu-ch'ang (Udyana) which belongs

to Northern India’. In regard to the latter indication it must be remembered that the anci^t

Udyana, as shown by the accounts of the Chinese pilgrims and other evidence, comprised not

only tlie whole of the Swat Valley but also the mountains on the right bank of the Indus,

even beyond the river’s great bedd to the south.

At the time of HsUan-tsang’s visit (circa 631 a. d.) the frontiers of Udyana in the north-east

evidently extended to the Valley of Darcl {Ta-it-lo), almost opposite Chilas, and possibly even

further up the Indus \ On the other hand, we find to the present day the half-Tibetan Baltis,

who have given their name to Ualtistan, settled along the Indus to within a short distance

above the point where the Gilgit river joins it. Thence toward Chilas and DarSl the rocky

gorge of the Indus is even more confined and barren than elsewhere, and must in early times
*

have held a very small population. Thus we can fully account for Udyana being named in

the Chinese description as the western neighbour of ‘ Great P'o-lu
’
*.

We learn from the notice in the Annals that ‘the Great P*o-IU’ had become subject to

the Tibetans some time before the middle of the eighth century. But both the Annals and

the official records preserved in the encycloptiedia Ts'i fit yiian kud show that previtusly,

in 717 and 721, two successive rulers of Great P'o-lU had acknowledged the suzerainty of China,

and received the decree of royal investiture from the Imperial court. We have no means of

ascertaining to what extent the ethnic character of the present Balti population, Tibetan in

language and largely also in race, is due to this Tibetan occupation. Possibly the close ethnic

connexion of Baltistan with Ladak is of far earlier date, and may have facilitated the extension

of Tibetan power along the Indus Valley.

The ancient local term reproduced by the Fo-lU of the Chinese records still survives in

the designation Paloyo which, as 1 ascertained on my passage through Gilgit, is applied by the

Dards of those parts to their eastern neighbours, the Baltis.

The territory of ‘ Little P‘o-lU ’ has been identified by M. Chavannes with the modem Gilgit *.

A short analysis of the topographical and historical data furnished by the Annals proves (hat

this identification is undoubtedly correct, if the term Gilgit is extended so as to include the

valleys drained by the Gilgit river in its upper course, and in particular the important mountain

tract to the north-west known as Yasin. ‘Little P'o-lU’ is described as having ‘Great P‘o-lU’

or Baltistan on its south-east, at a distance of three hundred li
;
Ku-shih-mi or Kashmir lay five

hundred li to the south of it; while at the same distance to the north there was the town

* See Styu-ki, transl. Beal, i. p. 134. Aliio Fd-hien’s

Travels, transl. Legge, p. 24, speaks of T'o-li {To-leih),

which is plainly shown by the context to be identical with

Hstlan-tsang's Ta-U-lo, or Darel, as being immediately within

the borders of Northern India. This evidently indicates

dependence on, or etlinic connexion witli, Udydna, to which

country the traveller next proceeded and which he further

on specifies as the commencement of North India.

' The country of Po-lu-lo, which llsdan-tsang reached

after leaving Ta-U-h, by going to the east up the course of

the Indus, for a distance of about goo li, or circ. 100 miles,

was manifestly Baltistan. The direction and character of the

route (‘ by the help of flying bridges and footways made of

wood across the chasms and precipices ’) distinctly point to

this. Also the dcKripiion of the territory as ‘ long from cast

to west and narrow from north to south,* as rich in gold and

silver and possessing a climate continually cold, would apply

more strictly to BaltistSn than to Gilgit. But it is well to

remember that the term ‘Bolor’ or ‘Bolur,’ whi(^ HsQan-

tsang’s Po-lu-lo is undoubtedly meant to represent, had a

much wider application, including at one time or other all the

mountain tracts on the southern slopes of the eastern Hindu-

kush, from KafiristSn to Skardo. Compare, regarding this

somewhat loose and once much-disputed term. Sir H. Yule’s

note, Marco Polo, i. pp. 178 sq., giving a lucid summary of

exhaustive researches, and the judicious remarks of Biv>

Tinkh-i-RaskS£, p. 385, note. The origin of the term is

doubtful ;
and so, too, its philological relation to Po-lQ.

* See Tires occid„ pp. 150 sq.
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So-lei, belonging to the territory of Ilu-tnt, which has been recogni/ed Avith certainty as the

present Wakhan on the Upper Oxus^ A glance at the map shows that the bearings, as well

as the relative distances, here indicated are in remarkable agreement with the geographical

position of rfhat central and most productive part of the main valley to which the name of

Gilgit properly applies.

The historical notices regarding ‘ Little P'o-lil rendei'bd accessible by M, Chavannes’ Gilpit in ihc

researches, afford proof of the political importance which the Chinese attached to the Gilgit
‘'‘**'^**

Valley as the main line of communication between the Upper Indus and the Oxiis, and of

the persistent efforts made by them during the reign of the Emperor llslian-tsung (713 755 a. n.)

to close this route against Tibetan invasion. At the commencement of that n'ign the king of

Little PVlU, Mochin-mang, came to ijay homage at the court of I Isiian-tsung, who accorded

' him protection and constituted his country into a military territory called Siti-ymn. ‘ Owing

to its proximity to the Tibetans his country suffered much from them
; the Tibetans tk'clared

to him :
“ It is not your kingdom which we covet, but we wish to use yoiir route in order to

attack the Eour Garrisons (i.e. the present Chinese Turkestan)”’".

In 722 A. D. Mo-chin-mang, having been deprived of nine townships by the Tibetans, applied

for help. The Imperial Commissioner resident at Pci-t'ing thereupon declared :
‘ P'o-lti is the

western gate of [the territories of] the 'fang dynasty
;

if P'o-lii is lost [to us] then the w<‘stern

countries will all become Tibetan', and he disfatched a force of four thou.sand chos(‘n troops,

under the prefect of Kashgar (Su-16),
to his help. Mo-chin-mang thus succoured defeated the

Tibetans and recovered the nine townships. The same historical work, the 'fzil chih funs; cfiien,

which has preserved these details, records a fresh attack upon P'o-hi by the Tibetans fifteen

years later. On that occasion, 737 a. d., Chinese action took the form of a diversion from the

centre of the empire, which resulted in a great defeat of the Tibetans west of the Kuku-Nor

and relieved P*o-lU*.

After Mo-chin-mang's death ‘ Little P'o-lii ’ was ruled in succession by his sons Nan ni and

Ma-hao-lai (Ma-lai-hi). The Imperial edict concerning the latter’s investiture, in 741 a. n., is still

exftint among the records extracted by M. Chavannes’". He too seems to have died early,

and his successor Su-shih-li-chih was won over by the Tibetans, who induced him to marry

a Tibetan princess and thus secured a footing in his territory. In consequence ‘more than

twenty kingdoms {i.e. little hill states) to the north-west’ of Little P'o-lii are said by the

Annalist to have become subject to the Tibetans. Their customary tribute no longer reached

the Imperial court

’ See Dim octid,, p. 379, also pp. ina, where good

reasons have been advanced for the assumption that the

name which the Chinese represent by Soviet was really that

of the main branch of the Oxus, now known as Panja. For

another mention of this river made in connexion with Lien-

y(ln, a stronghold which in all probability occupied the

position of the present Sarhad at the point where the route

from Yasfn over the Bardghil Pass strikes the Ab-i-Panja,

compare below, p. 8. Whether the town So-lei stood in

the same place seems doubtful.

* See Turn oceid, pp. iijosq. By the term ‘Four

Garrisons’, the territories of Kashgar, Khotan, Kuch9, and

Kara-shahr, then occupied by Chinese forces, are meant;

comp, ibid., p. 113 note.

’ See extract given Turn mid,, p. 151, note 2.

" See for a translation of this document Tutes mid,

pp. an sq.
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Section III.—THE CHINESE OCCUPATION OF GILGIT AND THE ROUTE
TO KASHMIR

Kao Hsien-

chih's cx-

l^ition into

Vasm, 747
A. D.

His march
across the

Pamirs.

f*

The situation tbus created obliged the Chinese Government to make special efforts for

the recovery of their l6st hold upon the Gilgit Valley. Three expeditions led against

‘ Little P‘o-lU ’ by the Protector of ‘ the P'our Garrisons ’ proved fruitless. But a fourth,

entrusted in 747 a.d. by Imperial decree to his Deputy, Kao Hsien-chih, a general of Korean

origin, was crowned with complete success. The military operations connected with this

expedition deserve to be briefly considered here, in view both of the historical importance

of the result and of their interest for the ancient topography of these regions’.

Kao Hsien-chih was specially appointed by the Emperor HsUan-tsung to take charge •

of the campaign against the Tibetans in Little P'o-lii, under the title of ‘ director of camps
’

with’ a force of ten thousand cavalry and infantry*. Starting from An-hsi, the present KuchS,

he reached Su-16 or Kashgar in thirty-five days, apparently via MaralbSshi. Twenty days later

his force arrived at the military post of the Ts*ung-Hng mountains, which occupied the position

of the present Tash-kurghan in Sarikol *. The march thence, through the valley of ^o-mi

or the Pamirs into Shighnan, called by the Chinese ‘ the kingdom of the five Shih-ni', occupied

forty days.

Kao Hsien-chih then divided his troops into three columns, which were to march by

different routes to the attack of the fortress of Lien-yUn held by the Tibetans. The localities

by which the routes for two of these columns are indicated (Pei-ku, ‘the northern gorge’, and

CKih-fo-t'an^,
‘ the hall of the red Buddha ’) cannot be traced at present

;
but the route of*the

third column, under Kao Hsien-chih himself, which is described as leading through the kingdom

of Hu-mi or Wakhan, undoubtedly lay up the valley of the Oxus. Lien-yUn itself, where

the several columns effected their junction on the appointed day, the thirteenth of the seventh

month, had the river of P'o-lei or So-lci in front of its walls. M. Chavannes has shown good

reason for assuming that this name designates the main branch of the Oxus now known^as

the Ab-i-Panja, and that Lien-yUn occupied a position corresponding to the present village

of Sarhad, but on the opposite or southern bank of the river. From Sarhad starts the well-

known route which leads southwards over the Bar5ghil Pass to the headwaters of the Mastaj

river, to this day representing the easiest line of access from the Upper Oxus to ChitrdI

as well as to Gilgit.

The position of this locality also readily accounts for a concentration of the attacking

forces from three different directions, such as the Chinese record indicates. Besides the main

column ascending the Ab-i-Panja Valley from Kala Panja and the lower part of Wakhan,

another might with advantage have co-operated from the opposite direction by descending

from the headwaters of the Ab-i-Panja. These could be reached without serious difficulty from

Tash-kurghan over the TaghdumbAsh Pamir and the Wakhjir Pass, or via the Naiza-tash Pass

* The details of Kao ITsien-ebih's memorable march over

the Pamirs and across the Hindukush are contained in his

biography, which has been reproduced from the T*ang Annals

and annotated by M. Chavannes in his Turcs ocetd,, pp. 15a sqq.

The learned translator deserves special credit for having

recognized that Kao Hsien-chih's route lay over the Bardghil

and Dark6t Passes. He did not, however, attempt to identify

the several localities mentioned along the route across, and

south of, the Hindukush. These, tl^erefore, have Acquired

special discussion here.

* The biography notes particularly that 'at that period the

foot-soldiers all kept horses (i.e. ponies) on their own account^

The use of these animals for the transport of food supplies

must have increased the mobility of the Chinese force.

* Compare Turn occid.^ p» isg ; also below, pp. a8, 36.
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and the Little Pamir. The third column, which used ‘ tlio northern gorge may possibly have
foyowed the Shakh-Dara, or Ghund-Dara Valley of Shiglin.in, to the Oxiis brancli coming from

the Great Pilmir or Victoria Lake, and may, by subsequently crossing the watershed towards

the Ab-i“PaKija, have descended upon Sarhad from the north. It is highly probable that the

division of the Chinese forces, as well as Kao Ilsien-chih's move into riie distant Shiehnan. wen*
intended to reduce the difficulties about supfdics and transport which for so large a body of troops

must have been as serious then, in the inhospitable Pamir region, as they would be now.

The topographical indications contained in the description of the battle by which the

Chinese general rendered himself master of Licn-yiin and of the route it was intended to guard,

fully confirm these identifications. The stronghold ils(‘lf was occupied by a thousand mrai, and
the river in front being in flood offered a serious obstacle. K.ao Ilsien-chih^ however, with

a picked body of mounted men, succeeded in crossing unopposed and without loss. He at once

led his troops, whom this success had filled with confnlcnce. to the attack of. the m.iiii force

of the enemy, eight or nine thousand in number. They wen^ posted fifteen li, or about tliree

miles, to the south, where advantage had been taken of tin; mountainous ground to erect

palisades. The Chinese general, having gained the heights, i.e. turned the fortified line,

engjeged the defenders in a fight which cntled in their com[jlete defeat with lie.ivy loss ami

the precipitate flight of the survivors during the night. It is evident that this battle! was

fought at the entrance of the defile which leads to the Banighil Pass '.

Kao Hsien-chih decided to leave behind in his camp certain high officers who were opposctl

to a further advance, together with three thousand men worn out by the previous hardshi[)s,

and^ ordered them to guard Lien-ylin. With the rest of his troops he pushed on, ami after

a three days’ march arrived on the summit of ‘Mount T‘anch\P; ‘from there downwards thf*rc

were precipices for over forty li (circ. eight miles) in a straight line.* By a trick Kao Hsien-chih

prevailed upon his wavering troops to effect their ilescent into the valley, and after three more
marches was met by ‘the barbarians of the town of A iui-yiieh ’ offering* tluur suhmis.sion.

The next day he occupied A-nu-yiieh, where the commamlcr of his advance! guard hail

previously entrapped the five or six chief dignitaries of the king of Little P‘o-lu who were

supporting the Tibetans. These he executed, and then hasteneil to break the bridge which

led over the So-yi river at a distance of sixty li (circ. twelve miles) from A-nu-yueh. ‘Scarcely

had the bridge been destroyed in the evening when the Tibetans, on foot ami mounted, arrived

m great numbers, but it was then too late for them to attain iheir object. This britlgc had

the length of an arrow shot; it had taken a "whole year to construct it. It had been luiilt

at the time when the Tibetans, under the pretext of using its route, liad by deceit possessed

themselves of (Little) PVIU.*

It is easy to trace on the map the successive stages of the Chinese gencTars progress.

All details recorded of it agree accurately with the route that leads over the Baroghil saddle

(12,460 feet above the sea) to the sources of the MastoJ river, and then, crossing south-

eastwards the far higher Darkot Pass (15,200 feet), descends along the Yasm river to its

junction with the main river of Gilgit. Three days arc by no means too large an allowance

of time for a military force accompanied by baggage animals to effect the march from the Ox us

* ^ The account of this encounter vividly recalls the attempts

made by Tibetan strategy in 1904 to bar the advance of the

Tibet Mission Force near Guru and again on the Karo-Li.

In each case the main Tibetan force was content to await

the attack behind stone walls erected across the open ground
mm

of the valley, leaving it free to ihoir opponents to occupy the

commanding heights on either side. Considering how finty

timlier must at all times have been about Sarhad, it appe.irs

probable that by the 'palisades' mentioned in the ir.insl.uion

walls or sangars constructed of loose stones are really meant.

C

C.iplurc ol

r.icn-ytlii

ami ilic

H.Uni’hll

Chinese
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Yasin.

Crossing ol

Darkot Pass

(Mt.
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IJridgc over

ilie Gilgit

river.

Return of

Kao Ilsicn-

chih.

to the summit of the DarkOt Pass, considering that the ascent to the latter lies partly over

the moraines and ice of a great glacier. The Darkot Pass corresponds exactly in positjon

to the ‘ Mount T'an-chU ’ of the Annals, and possibly preserves the modern form of the name

which the Chinese transcription, with its usual phonetic imperfection, has endeavoured to

reproduce. The steep southern face of the pass, where the track descends close on 6,000 feet

between the summit and the hamlet of DarkSt, over a disUnce of about five or six miles,

manifestly represents ‘the precipices for over forty li in a straight line’ which dismayed the

Chinese soldiers on looking down from the heights of Mount T'an-chll.

From the foot of the pass at Darkot a march of alx)ut twenty-five miles brings us to

the village of Yasin®, the political centre of the valley, in which we can safely recognize

the town of A-nu-yllch. Not only does the time indicated for Kao Hsien-chih’s march to

A-nu-yileh fully agree with the three marches which are reckoned at the present day for the

journey between Yasin and the watershed, but it is also evident that we h.ive in A-nu-ylleh

a fairly accurate rendering of the name Arniah or Arniya by which Yasin is known to

the Dards of the Gilgit Valley

The correctness of this identification is confirmed by the reference to the bridge over the

river So-yi, which is mentioned in the above account as sixty li beyond A-nu-yileh. 'I his civer

So-yi is named in the Annals' notice of Little P'o-lil as the one on which Yeh-to, the capital

of the kingdom, stood, and there can be no doubt that the main Gilgit river is meant. Now

a glance at the map shows that, descending the valley from Yasin, we reach the Gilgit river

at a distance of about twelve miles, which agrees exactly with the sixty li of the Chinese record

It is ecpially clear that as the further route towards Gilgit proper and Baltistan leads along^the

right or southern bank of the Gilgit river, the Tibetan reinforcements hurrying up from that'

direction could not arrive at Yasin without first crossing the main river. Hence the importance

to the Chinese invaders of destroying the bridge".

Once in possession of the Yasin Valley, the Chinese general induced the king of Little

P'o-lil to surrender, and subse<iuently pacified the whole territory. Leaving behind a garrison

to hold it, and taking along his royal prisoner he returned within two months to Lien-)^n.

Then he regained the Pamir, whence he dispatched news to the Imperial Court announcing

his victory. That the fame of Kao Hsicn-chih’s remarkable expedition must have spread far

and created a defep impression, is shown by a closing remark of the Annals, the historical

significance of which M. Chavannes has duly noted :
‘ Then the Fu-lin (Syria), the Ta-skth (i. k.

Tazi or Arabs) and seventy-two kingdoms of divers barbarian peoples were all seized with

fear and made their submission

It was, no doubt, the greatness of the natural obstacles overborne in the course of the

victorious march across the Pamirs and the Hindukush which gave to this success of the Chinese

“ See Bidclulph, Tnbes of the Hindoo Koosh^ p, 55.

• See Bidilulph, Tribes of the Hindoo Kooshj p. 6 a (where

‘Arinah' is a misprint for Arniah). The omission of an

equivalent of r in the Chinese rendering of this name has its

parallel in the Chinese A-hsi-lan^ ta~kan, which repro<luce the

Turki names Arslan, larkUn
;
comp. Turcs occid,, pp. 239, 317.

’ Compare for this distance also Tribes of the Hindoo

Koosh, p. 66.

” All communication between Yasin ami Gilgit is now

carried on over the bridge which spans the Gilgit river near

GQpis at the mouth of the YasTn Valley. A wire suspension

bridge, constructed by Col. Aylmer, R.E., has, since the

Chiiral campaign of 1895. replaced the difficult rope bridge

which previously existed here. Like all similar rope bridge^

between Kashmir and the Hindukush, the old bridge con-

sisted of twigs twisted into ropes, and required frequent

repairs to retain even a moderate degree of safety. It is

very probable that the Chinese record, by its ' pont de rotiiv/

intends to designate a bridge of this peculiar description.

The modern fort of GQpis marks the strategic importance of

the position.

* See Turci occid.^ pp. 151, I64i
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arms its pecnjiar lustre. And it is from more than one point of view interesting to find that

other serious difficulties, which from the physical character and position of the country must
always beset military operations in the Gilgit region, an* reilccled in a contemporary notice

of the Chiivise records.

Among the important diplomatic documents embodied in the great encjclopaedia /jV fu
yiian kuci, and now rendered accessible by M. Chavannes’ researches, then* is found the record

of a representation which Shih-li-mang-ch*ieh-lo, the ruler of rhi-ho-lo or I'okharistan

on the Oxus, addressed in 749 a.o. to the Imperial Court. Its contents throw light on the

situation prevailing in the Gilgit Valley immediately after Kao 1 Isien-chili’s expedition The
prince, whose territory comprised the present Hadakhshan, with some tracts mi the* northern

bank of the Oxu^s ", complains of a neighbouring hill-state called C'hieh-shuai which, relying
^ on the protection of its high mountains, had allied itself with the Tibetans. Its chief ‘knows

that the territory of PVhi is limited, its population dense; that the area available for cultivation

is small, and consequently when garrison tr()0[)s are placed there, the supplies fail. It then

becomes ncces.sary to purchase salt and rice in Kashmir {Kn-shih mi) and it is thus tliat the

difficulty is met. The traders’ caravans must, on going and coming back, all [lass by the kingdom
of Ghieh-.shuai

;
its king has therefore accepted the pre.sc'iits offered by tlu! Tibetans, who claimetl

>0 establish a stronghold in his territory with a view to getting possession of the important route

that leads into P‘o-lu. Since Kao Ilsien-chih opened up P'o-lii, there are 3,tHao more troops

there, and P‘o-lu has been crushed by it. 'I he King of Chieli>shuai, in alliance with the Tibetans,

has taken advantage of the exhausted condition of P'o-lii and decided to invade it’

In order to meet this danger, the ruler of Tokharistan tluMi projxises a l.)old plan of

operations, which, if supported by the Imperial authorities, would allow him to conqiuT ‘ the

Great PVltl * and the countries cast of it. This would bring him in a straight line to Khotan,

Kara-shahr and beyond, where the Tibetans cotdd tluui no longer maintain themselves. Besides

the dispatch of Chinese troops into Little P*o-lu, he solicits that the King of Kashmir, as a loyal

ally of China, be encouraged by an Imperial edict and special honours to lend to the enler|)rise

thft aid of his great resources in troops and supplies. The b'mpcTor is .said to have respondc'd

to this appeal of the T‘u-ho-lo prince, and an edict pre.scrvt‘d by the same source reconls the

investiture in 750 a. d. of Su-chia as king of Chich-shuai in place of his rebel brother P*o-tc-mo

A briefer notice of these events, extracted by M. Chavannes from another work, tin*

^ TzH chih fung chien, also mentions the defeat, in 750 a. d., of Chieh-shih by Kao Ilsicn chih.

the capture of its chief P‘o-t*<^-mo, and the installation of Su-chia in his jilacc".

Chinese intervention succeeded on this occasion in relicwing Gilgit and 'rokliari.stan from

the threatening invasion oT the Tibetans. But it is certain that the complete defrxit of Kao
Hsien-chih by the Arabs in the year following (751 a. d.) and the consequent rapid decline

of the Imperial power in the ‘Western Countries* must have forceil the Chinese to abandon

Sec Turci occid., pp. 214 sq. ; comp, also p. 296 on the

.hisitorical import of this document.
” Tu-ho-lOf a great and important territory, then largely

inhabited by the descendants of the Hcphthalites or White

Huns, has long been identified with the 'I'okharistan of early
* Muhammadan writers; compare, c.g., Sir H. Yulc././^.i^.^!,,

N.S., vi. pp. 94 sqq.
; also my note on R^aL iv. 166. The

valuable data concerning Tu-ho-lo, contained in the Annals

and other Chinese records of the T'ang period, have been
fully discussed by M. Chavannes, Tuns ocad., pp. 155 sqq.

** The name thus iranscnliecl, appears in .1

slightly different form as Chieh-slnh in the l‘*ang

shu; sec Tur(S oaid., pj). 158 sq, and below, p. 13.

See Chavannes, Turn occid., pp. 215 sq. ;
also the

passage of the T*ang Annal.s, ibid. p. 158, inentioning th<*

defeat of the Chich-shih people who were endeaNourinf» to

bring about an attack on Tokh.iiistan by the Tibctan.s.

" See Ttms occt'd.^ p. 214, note 2.

('hinese

g.urison in

I aide P*o-lu.

Kxpeihlion

against

( liieh-sliu.ii

(750 A U.)
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their position in Gilgit, and the relations maintained through it with such distant territories

as Kashmir, Kabul, and Udyana'®.

The record just summarized is the last glim])se we obtain of Gilgit from Chinese sources.

It is hence particularly gratifying to find so clear a reference to that great difficulty attending

any military occupation of the Gilgit Valley, its dependence for supplies on Kashmir. The
situation there described as resulting from the presence of a Chinese garrison must, to those

accpiainted with the modern history of Gilgit, vividly recall the efforts and sacrifices which

the maintenance of a military force from the Kashmir side has entailed ever since the Sikhs,

soon followed by the Dogras, established their first footing in the Dard mountains across the

Indus’'*’. The Chinese record supplies us, in fact, with striking evidence how little the lapse

of a thousand years and momentous political changes can affect the conditions of life and

communication prevailing in these mountain regions, or the aspects of military activity which

equally depend on unchanging geographical features.

The difficulties which the letter of the T*U“ho-lo ruler so graiihically represents, and of

which the Tibetans were scheming to take advantage*, arc exactly those with which the Kashmir

rulers, and in more recent years the military authorities of the Indian Government, have had

to contend in their occupation of Gilgit. Though the Dogra force employed in Gilgit»and

on the line of communication leading to it, probably never much exceeded 3,000 men, their

maintenance, being wholly dependent on food supplies brought from Kashmir, involved a severe

strain on the Maharaja’s resources, and often led to serious suffering and loss of life among
his Kashmirian subjects The very restricted area available for cultivation in the Gilgit

Valhty renders it practically impossible to feed a garrison on local produce; nor can surplus

supplies be secured from any base nearer than Kashmir, The barrenness of the mountain

region which the route from Kashmir traverses for a distance of over 200 miles would alone

suffice to make the regular transport of supplies a matter of great difficulty
;

for whether pack

animals or men arc employed, the food neederd by them in transit has likewise to be provided

from Kashmir. In addition, account must be taken of the natural obstacles presented by the

two high ranges which have to be crossed cn route, and the passes of which, owing to the hea(Vy

snowfall, rarely remain open for laden traffic during more than four months of each year.

The placing of a small Imperial garrison in Gilgit in 1890 was rapidly followed by the

construction of the ‘Gilgit Transport Road’, with all the resources of modern European

engineering, and by the introduction of systematic transport arrangements under the control

of the Indian Commissariat Department’®. These changes have made it possible to dispense

altogether with human labour for transport purposes, and have greatly reduced the risk with

which the use of this route, whether for the annual provisioning of Gilgit, or on occasion of

Compare for these diplomatic relations maintained

during the fiist half of the eighth centuiy, M. Chavannes'

lucid exposition, Tuns ouid,, pp. 295 sq. ; as to the events

connected v^ith Kao Ilsien-chih's defeat and the collapse of

Chinese rule in Western Turkestan, ibid. pp. 297 sqq., also

pp. 142 sqq.

An excellent sketch of the operations of the Sikh^ and

Dogras which brought Gilgit and the adjoining Dard tracts

into dependence on Kashmir, and thus within the sphere of

Indian j)olitical interests, is given, up to the year 1875, by

Drew, Jutnmoo and Kashmir Tirrilories, pp. 437 sqq. For

the events which have since led the Indian government to

assume a more direct share in the occupation of Gilgit and

the adjoining Dard valleys, and to extend its political control

to the Hindukush watershed, publications on the Hunza

(1891) and Chitral (1895) campaigns may be consulted.

For characteristic facts concerning the hardships which

the requisitions of carriage for transport to Gilgit inflicted

upon the village population of Kashmir until the construction

of the * Gilgit Road,' compare Sir Walter Lawrence, Vall^

of Kashmir, p. 413.

As to the working of these arrangements and the

curious manner in which they recall to the historical student

certain features of the watch kept in ancient times over these

mountain-routes of Kashmir, compare my Kmns o/Kheian^

pp. 12 sq.
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military emergencies, was alwajs beset from breaks of the road, premature snowfall, and similar

incidents of Alpine travel. Yet a journey along ‘tlic Gilgit Road*, or the perusal of an account

of its marches as given in my Personal Narrative, will suffice to demonstrate how serious even
now are tha physical difficulties presented by the task of keeping a military force in Gilgit

supplied from so distant a base and over such mountains.
^

In the facts connected with the present occupation of the Gilgit Valley we have tlu^ best

illustration of the reasons which rendered it vital for the Chinese hold over ‘Little P'o-h'i
’

that the route towards Kashmir should b(i kept absolutel) saf(‘ and open for food convoys

Wc find the same fact attested with ecjual clearness in the record which the d'^ang Annals,

in their notice on Ku-shih-mi or Kashmir have prt‘scrvcd of the letter addressed to the ‘ Celestial

Kagan*, the Chinese Emi)eror, by King Mu-to-pi, i.e. Muktaimja, on his succession to the

Kashmir throne (733 a. Muktiipida, who recjiiests his investiture by Im[)erial decree',

as accorded before in 720 a. d. to his brother and pn-dewssor Candrapida {Chen-t'o-lo-[>i-li),

particularly claims for his kingdom the merit of having, on the occasion when tin* lrooj)s of

‘the imperial Kagan* arrived in Little P*o-hi, come to their assistance by the dispatch r»f eoiuojs

of supplies, though their number amounted to two hundred thousaml men "b It is not certain

whicii Chinese expedition into the Gilgit region is alliuU d to luTe
;
but it is eviilcni that the

situation in which that service was rendered must have closely resemliled the oiu* jin vailing

in the Gilgit Valley immediately after Kao Hsicn-chih’s success. IVrhaps Mukt.ipitl.i’s n ferenec',

as suggested by M. Chavannes, is to the operations by which the Chinese in 722 \. o. redieved

Mo-chin-mang, king of Little PVliL-.

It remains to locate, that hill-stale of Chieh-shuai, wdiich by its alliance with the Tibetans

so serioiislv cndp*'*g::red me Chinese position in Gilgn M. C'havannes has not attempted

to identify it, nor does the letter of the Tokharislan ruler whi 'h reports that alliance, furnish

evidence as to the situation of ‘ Chicdi shuai,’ except such as is convey. kI the slaU ineni that

it could block the route of supplies from Kashmir to llu‘ (iilgit Valley, hu** some further

indications, I believe, may be gleaned from another Chinese record whicli M.
, Ch.ivannes'

re^arches have rendered accessible. The notice on the T‘u ho-lo country, or Tnkharisirm,

extracted by him from the T*ang Annals, mentions an attack planned on that territory by the

Chieh'shih people in alliance with the Tibetans, and its frustration through the help of Chinese

troops As the latter is said to have been secured upon the ap[)Iication of tlu' Jabgii

Shih-li-mang-ch‘ieh-lo, the same whose letter of the y(*ar 7.19 a. i>. wc Iiave alrt atly considered,

it is certain that the Chieh-shuai of that document and Chieh-shih mentioned here are identical -’.

Now the territory of Chich-shih is distinctly described as bordering on Tokharislan, and

this makes it highly probable that RI. Chavannes is riglit in recognizing it in the mountain

tract which a subsequent passage of the notice of Tokharislan mentions under an abbreviated

“ *Consid^ranl que Ic roi de Kou cht’mi (Cachemirc)

a fiddle et loyal envers les Chinois, qu'il a cn outre

l^eaucoup dc Boldats et de cavaliers, que son territoirc cst

vaste et que la population y est dense, que Ics vivres y sont

en abondance, j’esp^rc tout 8p(5cialement que la bontd

imptfriale confdrera au roi dc Kou-che-mi (Cachemirc) un

( ^dit dcrit pour Tencourager, qu’on lui donnera dcs v&lements

et des prdsents, ainsi que des orncments prdcieux et dcs

. ceintures pour faire que (ce roi) soil touchd et reconnaissant

de la bontd sainte (de Tempereur) et qu’il redouble de fiddlitd

et de loyautd.* From the letter of the TokharisUln chief,

quoted p. 11 ; aee Chavannes, Tura ocad», p. 215.

See Tuns Ofr/i/., pp. ifjfisq. I’he (liit<‘ of Muklipitla's

investiture is supplied by the inipeii.il deerce u-punliKcd by

M. C’havannes, ibiil. p. 209, from the Ti>\\/'u yU*in kuci,

•*
'I'his passage hati been cnoneously rendi icd in A. Re-

niusat’s Mehiuf^is asiai,^ i. p. 196, wheic tlic notice the

Tang Annals concerning Kashmir \mis fiist tiaiisl.iti cl. My
reference to the Chinese data about Muktapid.i, in

iv. 126, note, should be rectified acconlirigly.

” See Tuf(S onid.^ p. 167, note 2; and above, p. 7.

® See Tuns oai'd., p. if,8.

For this very slight graphic dififeience bclwccn the two

transcriptions, see above, p. 11, note 12.

A^'^i^tanci*

(•1 K.ishniii

lulcl'’.

I’osilion of

Chieli-sliu.n

(Cliich-

‘hlh).
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form of the name, Chieh This tract of Chich {rec/e Chieh-shih) lay ‘ in the middle of the

Ys‘ung“ling mountains
;

to the west and south it is bordered by (the territory of) Sh6-mi

;

to the north-west are the 1-ta or Hephthalitcs As the Tang Annals explicitly state of

Tokharistan that it was the seat of the Hephthalites^", and as the portion of Tokhafistan south

of the Oxus is undoubtedly represented by the province of Badakhshan, it is plain that Chieh-shih

or Chich must be looked for to the south-east of the latter, i. e. in the direction of the valleys

drained by the Chitral river.

The reasons which make me inclined to identify Chieh-shih (Chielvshuai) with the portion of

the main Chitral Valley, properly known as Kashkar or Chitral, arc briefly these. The territory

of She-mi which is said to border Chieh-shih on the west and south, is also mentioned

under the identical name in the account of the Buddhist pilgrim Sung Yun, and in the corre-

sponding notices which the Wei Annals have preserved, from the record of his fellow-pilgrim

Hui-sheng. After a stay in the country of the Yeh-tas or Hephthalites, they passed (519 a. d.)

into the small mountain tract of Po-chih, and hence into the territory of Shfi-mi. There they

gradually emerged from the Ts*ung-ling mountains, and proceeded to Udyana which lay south

of Shc-mi The position indicated for Po-chih (to the south-west of Wakhan) and certain

features mentioned of its mountains show clearly that it comprised the headwaters of the Vart’duj

or Kokcha river, south of Zebak and towards the Hindnkush watershed. From there it is

possible to reach by a number of passes the cluster of valleys to the south of the great snowy

range which since mediaeval times has been known by the general name of Kafiristan. Owing

to the constant war waged against its inhabitants by the Muhammadan hill-states around, this

great alpine region has remained more or less a /erra i}nognif(X until (piite recent time.s. ^ut

there is nothing to prove that those valbys were similarly closed* l\) trarffc in earlier periods,

while it is certain that a route JrAling down the easternmost of them to the Ktinar or Cliulif.l

river and hence aerpH? /7ir into the Swat Valley would form a shorter and in all probability

an easier line 0/ communication than a route crossing one of the high passes east of Lake Dufferin

and thence Sescending to Kashkar or Chitral proper

See Tuns onid., p. 159. with note 3 ronceining the

varying C'liinese representations of the local name.

“ Sec Turcs oia'd., pp. 157 sq.

^ For an accui atc translation of the passages mentioning

Sh6-mi in Sung YUn’s account and in the Wei Annals sec

now Cliavannes, Voyaji^e dt Sontr p. 28. Dr. Marquart,

Eranlahr^ pp. 244 sq., had already rectified some .s<>rious

mistakes in Beal's version, Si-yu-ki, pp. xcii sq. Compare

also M. Chavannes’ abstract, 'Jurcs oedd., p. ir)9» 4*

It appears to me that a route such as I suppose

Sung Ytin to have followed on his journey from Badakhshan

to Udykna or Swat would help to solve a geographical

difficulty in Marco Polo’s narrative which has puzzled no

less an authority than Sir Henry Yule. In Chapter xxX,

Marco Polo tells us ‘ that ten days* journey to the south of

Badashan there is a province called Pashai, the people of

which have a peculiar language, and are Idolaters of a brown

complexion. They are great adepts in sorceries and the

diabolic arts. They arc a pestilent people and a crafty;

and they live upon flesh and rice. Their country is very

hot.* The traveller then proceeds to tell us ‘of another

country which is .seven days' journey from this one towards

the south-east, and the name of which is Keshimur (Kashmir) ’

;

see Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 164.

Sir Henry Yule was undoubtedly right in assuming that

Marco Polo had never personally visited these countries

and that his account of them, brief as it is, was derived from

hearsay information about the tracts which the Mongol

partisan leader Nigudar had traversed, about 1260 a.d.,

on an adventurous incursion from BadakhshSin towards

Kashmir and the Punjab. In chapter xviii, where the

Venetian relates that exploit (see Yule, Marco Polo^ i.

p. 98, with note, p. 104), the name of pashai is linked

with />/>, the territory on the Upper PanjkSra river, which

an invader wishing to make his way from Badakhshan into

Kashmir by the most direct route would necessarily have to

pass through.

The name Pashai is still borne to this day by a Muham-

madanized tril)e closely akin to the SiHh-pGsh, settled in th^
^

Panjshlr Valley and in the hills on the west and south of

KifirislUn. It has been very fully discussed by Sir Henry

Yule (ibid., i. p. 165), who shows ample grounds for the

belief that this tribal name must have once been more

widely spread over the southern slopes of the Hindukush <
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If the territory of Shfi-mi be identified with Kafiristan, wo obtain a satisfactory (explanation

why, in the notice on Chieh (Chieh-shih), Shfi-mi is mentioned as bordering the latter both on the

west and the south. The Siah-posh or ‘ Kafir * tribes, which have given to Kaiiristan its

mediaeval a«id modern designation, inhabit not only the valleys due west of Chitral, but siqiply

also the bulk of the population in the Valley of the Kiinar or Chitral river itself, along that

little-known portion of its course from Kala Darosh southwards to Asmar. 'riu^se settlements,

though Muhammadani/.ed under ChitrriU or Pathan rule, form a living proof of the fact that

Kafiristan originally included a considerable portion of the main valley due south of K;ishkar

The open and fertile part of the main valley, containing the larg(‘ villages which bear Sj*"*^**^,"**^'*'

collectively the name of Chitral and form the political centre of the kashkar or Chitral Slate, rhinal,

answers remarkably well to the dc^scription given in the T'ang Annals of tlu! mild climate and

rich produce of Chieh (Chieh-shih). And in view of the toi)()graphical arguments already

adduced for this identification, we need not hesitate to siiggcst also that it was the local name

Kashkar, or an ecarlier form of it, which the Chinese cndt*avoured to r<‘producc by Chieh shih

or Chieh-shuai. The application of the term Kashkar to the territory of Chitral is well .ittesu^d

from Muhammadan sources, and its use is still current throughout those! regions Chieh-shih,

as an attempt to represent Kashkar by Chinese sounds, would have a parallel in the name

Ch*ia-sha which Hsllan-tsang gives to the present city and oasis of Kashgar, in Chinc'se

Turkestan •**.

xq (Vir Ar !j;oy ^oni[)nsed in the limits of Krifinsian. If

the great commenlalor •nevertheless records his Minhilily to

accuynt for Marco Polo’s application of ‘ the name

to the country south-east of Badakhshan
',

the reason of the

difficulty seems to me to lie solely in Sir Henry Yule’s

assumption that the route heard of by the traveller, led ‘ by

the Dordh or the Nuksitn Pass, over the ^^alc^shcd of

Hindukiish into Chitrdl and so to Dir’.

Though such a route via Chitral would, no doubt, have

beA available in Marco I’olo’s lime as inutli as now, ilierc

is no indication whatever forcing us to believe that it was the

one really meant by his informants. When Nigudar ‘ with

a great body of horsemen, cruel unscrupulous fellows' went

off fiom Badaklishan towards Kashmir, he may very well

have made his way over the Hindukush by the more diiect

line that passes to Dir through the eastern part of Kafiiisian.

In fact, the description of the Pashai people and their

country, as given by Marco Polo, distinctly points to such

a route; for we have in it an \inini'^takable rellex of

characteristic features with Mhicli the idolatrous Sidh-pdsii

Kafirs have always been credited by their Muhammadan
neighbours.

It is much to be regretted that the Oriental records of

the period, as far as they were accessible to Sir Henry Yule,

seem to have retained only faint traces of the Mongol
adventurer’s remarkable inroad. From the point of view

of Indian history it was, no doubt, a mere passing episode.

But some details regarding it would possess special interest

all illustrating an instance of successful invasion by a route

that so far has not received its due share of attention.

" Compare Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh, pp. 64 sq.
^ Compare Biddulph, Hindoo Koosh^ pp. 59 sqq.

;
Ravcrly,

NoUi on A/ghdniiidn^ 1888, pp. 15a sqq.

“ In rogaril to the al'0\e j.ioposcd idrnlifii alion of C'hi< h-

shih (Cliith-shiiai) ^Mth Cbilrril, it is necessary to tonsider

biiolly some other geograplmal maices wljuh have

previously Ikt n assumed to relci to ('lull Til. Both ('uuiui));hani

and V. da Sain^j-Marlin hail exjuesnsl llio hihcf that die

mountainous teihloiv of IF'iaiv

t^ang dost III ICS ns silu.itcd l)c)ond a gieat ran^e to the south

f»f 'ra-inodisi duh-li 01 Wakhaii, vv..s iiUnlical uilh the ( Inlrid

\"alU*y (*^00 J.A.S XIV. ]). 43;^, and Saint-M.ii tin, AfeiHoin

«i//tz/j7., p. 42ft). I’lieir suggcsliuii has rcLOUcd the weighty

siipjioit of Sir Tleniy Yule, who ol)SlIVL‘^ that the y
ai.seiiic (^r oipiment intnlioned m llbiian-lsang's of

still a dial at tenstic pioiliu l of C’hilral ( . N S., vi.

The fuilher fact that Shang-iiii, with llic alternative nan)^

Chii-ivct, is mentioncil in a biiif nolice of the T'ang z\flKa!s

fust extracted by A. Remusal, did not i scape Sii Henry

Yule’s .attention. But without an exact and leliable rcndcnng

of the passage, as now supplied in M. (.liavannes’ woik

{Tuf cs onid,, p. 120, *‘‘'’**‘ 2), it was impossible to perceive

that the name had in re.ility a niuili mme restiuti-*! apjili-

cation.

The notice of the Annals tells us: * ('hil-wii IS

also called Sfiuttg mi
;

its capital is in the town of A-she-yii-

^hih-io\ it is situated amidst the great snowy iiiomilains,

north of the river of B'o-lil. This country is cold
,

it pioduces

the five cereals, wine and pomegranates. During the winter

people live in caves. The iiihabiiants of this kingdom have

always assisted the Lillie P'o-lU in spying out the Middle

Kingdom (China) *.

The river of Fo-lU must be tlie Gilgit river, and a glance

at the map shows that the territor} meant by Chu-u ti 01

corresponds exadly to the present Mastuj and the
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It was, as we have seen, the danger threatening the route between Kashmir and Gilgit

which induced the Chinese to lend their aid against the hill-state of Chich-shih. Chitral seems

distant from that route
;
yet it does not need elaborate argument to prove that the co-operation

of the Chitral chief would have made it far easier to the Tibetans to close that route of supplies

for Gilgit, and thus to render the Chinese position untenable. The route followed by the

‘ Gilgit Road ’ is well protected against inroads from the east by the height and heavy snowfall

of the ranges that flank it on that side, and the uninhabitable nature of the elevated valleys

and plateaus between them^^ The great glacier-crowned spurs descending from the Nanga-

Parbat massif and the inaccessible character of the gorges that drain them, form a similar

bulwark westwards as far as Astor
;

hut it is different beyond that place where the route

descends to the Indus.

From the adjoining territory of Chilas, lower down on the Indus, raids upon the route

are possible both along the river itself and by certain tracks leading over the northernmost

spurs of Nanga-Parbat. Such irruptions into the Astor Valley were frequently made by the

Dards of Chilas, who have always been renowned for their bravery and love of plunder, and

were sometimes extended as far as the Kisanganga Valley. Paltistan, and northward into Gilgit

These raids continued up to the time of the Dogra occupation of Gilgit, and were only stopped

when Maharaja Gulab Singh’s troops, about 1851, succeeded after great difficulties in invading

Chilas and reducing its chief stronghold. But the Chilasis preserved 'their independence

Yarkhun Valley. Tliis valley, through which flows the main

feeder of the Cliitriil river, lies due north of the headwaters

of the Gilgit river near the Shandur Lake
;
and the name Kha

by which it is known below MastOj, its chief place, is mn.’ji'icstly

iKe modern derivative of the name intcndi*** ^y the Chinese

transcription Chii-wei (comp.are for name Kho, which is

also given to the l.irgest sertioij of the Dard population of

Kashkar U.ila, Biddulph, Ifijidoo Koosh^ pp. 59, 62). Further

local research may yet hc/p us to trace also the name of the

capital A-she-yU-shiJi.fit^ as recorded in the Annals.

X The fei*d^ thickly populated Masluj, with some

adjouiijig parts of Kashkar Bala or Upper Kashkiir, has,

under the still ruling Khushwakte family, enjoyed independence

from Chitral or Kashkar proper for a considerable period.

This division, which is partly accounted for by geographical

features, appears to me reflected in the distinction between

Shang-mi (or CliQ-uei) and Chieh-shih as indicated by the

notices of the Tang Record.s. The name Shang-mi is,

I believe, properly applied only to the valleys drained by the

MastUj branch of the Chitral river. But we could well under-

stand, from analogous cases elsewhere, how HsUan-tsang,

who did not personally visit this region, could have licen led

by his informants to comprise under this designation the

whole Chitral valley, including that lower part which formed

the separate territory of KSshkSr or Chieh-shih. In the first

place, Mastuj or Shang-mi lay nearest to the route which the

pilgrim followed through Wakhan. It must further be

remembered that both MastQj and KashkSr may at the lime

of his journey have been under one ruler, as Chitral traditions

record for more recent periods (see for such traditions retain-

ing curious traces of earlier historical events, Hindoo Koosk^

pp. 149 sqq.).

Dr.
J. /rt !uS exhaustive mQ|K>|tgpK on the

IvftOrical geography of Tokharistan, dismissed

the Chinese notices concerning Shangrtui, his usual

learning and thoroughness. But the fresh data contained in

M. Chavannes' publication were not then before him, jind he

could thus not give adequate attention to ttie geog^pllical

reasons against the identity of Shang-|^tMd Sung Yttn's

Shc-mi as assumed by him. On the oth<tf*hind, he rightly

emphasizes the fact that the |)ilgrim Wu-k*ung correctly nfhnes

CM- 7Vt’i immediately after Hu-mi or Wakhan. [Since the

above note was written the ‘ Errata suppldmentaircs • (litho-

graphed) which M. Chavannes has added to his Turcs occid,

(1904), show that the distinguished Sinologist has also

recognized the identity of ChU-wei or Shang-mi with *Ia

rdgion dc Mastoudj et Tchitr&r. He previously located

ChU-wei in Yasin; sec Turcs occid,, p. 129, note a.]

It may be added that Wu-k*ung, in 753 a. d., travelled

from Hu-mi or Wakhan to ChU-wei and thence, through two

localities (Ho-hin and Lan-so) not yet identified, to Veh-ho,

in which M. Chavannes recognizes, with good reason, Yeh-^to,

the capital of Little Fo-lU ; comp. Hltiniram d'Ou-Kmg,

p. 13, and Tura ocdd.y p. 129, note a.'

” The extent of uninhabited ground on either side of the

route, bare of all resources for the support of human life, and

either actual glacier area or under heavy snow for the greater

part of the year, is well illustrated by the snow and race maps

in Drew'sJummoo and Kashmir,

** Compare, for an interesting account of the ChilSsTs afid

their*predatory expeditions, which arc still remembered in the

adjoining regions, Biddulph, Hindoo Koash^ pp. 15 sqq* j

also Drew,y3>l!w<w, pp. 398, 404.
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notwithstanding^ a nominal tribute, and their turbulent disposition and the danj^or it represented
for the newly-eonstructed Gilgit Road ultimately led, in i*'g2, to the occupation of their
territory by an Imperial garrison.

The Chilasis, in race, language, and ethnic peculiarities, are closely allied to the other
Dard communities which, organized in small republics, extend far down both banks of the Indus,
and collectively form the tract known as Shlnkari or the* Kohistan of tlu; Indus Valh'j-.

Though this region is still inaccessible to the European traveller, it is certain that the several
sections of the valley are not separated from each other by grcMt natural barriers. Ibaice
constant relations arc kept up between these Dard communities which used to combine when
threatened by an external foe. In fact, tradition at Chilas distinctly asserts that in pre-
Muhammadan times the whole of Shinkari was under the rule of one Raja

We have seen already that, according to the indications furnished by the T Annals
and Hsiian-tsang, this tract in the Indus Valley was at one time politically ilc[)en(lcnt on the
kingdom of Udyana. The supremacy exercisf'd from the Swat Valley may, at the pca-iod

when we hear of the alliance between the Til)etans and Chieh-shih, have been n^plared by
predominant influence from the side of Chitnil. Roth from Chitrfil proper anti from Upiier

Kaskkar or Mastuj the Indus Valley can readily be reached by a number of routes Icatlin-

across the headwaters of the Swat and Panjkora rivers, and the remarkaldc extension which
in recent years the Khan of Dir’s power has taken in the direction of tlit* Swat Kohistan and
the Indus Valley presents a curious parallel. Childs and the other Dard communities along the

Indus, if left to themselves, could without great difficulty have b(‘cn overawed by the Chinesi*

garrison placed in Gilgit and Yasln; but when controlled and suiiported by a neighbouring hill-

state of such resources as Chitral, they were bound to become a serious menace to the Kashmir

-

Gilgit route, which they flanked, and upon which the maintenance of that garrison depended.

Section IV.—ANCIENT REMAINS IN GILGIT AND HLINZA

The total absence of reliable nxords makes it impossible at present to trace* more of the

early history of Gilgit and the adjoining regions than is r(*vealed for a brief p(*riod by the

illuminating notices of the Chine.se Annal.s. A patient study of local traditi(^ns anil ethnology,

and a systematic search for ancient remains would, no dotibt, bring to light materials likely

to help us in restoring some aspects of the life and culture that prevailed there during pro
Muhammadan times. But for such labours the scrit*s of rapid and often trying marches which,

between June ii and 28, carried me through the valleys of Gilgit and Ilimza to llie Hinduku.sh

watershed, as described in chapters ii and in of my Personal Narrative, left no opportunity.

Among the few relics of Buddhist worship which are extant above ground in the main
valley of Gilgit, and to which Major J. Manners Smith very kindly drew iny attention, I was
able to visit only the great rock-carved relief at the entrance of the Kergah Nullah, some four

miles above Gilgit Fort and not far from the village of Naupur. This relief, which appears
to have been first described by Colonel Biddulph occupies a conspicuous position, more than

* ^ For much interesting information collected by Colonel
Biddulph regarding the Indus Kdhistan, see Hindoo Koosh,

PP* 8 sqq.

* See Hindoo Koosh, pp. 109 sqq., where a rather primi-
tive sketch of the relief is reproduced in lithography. The

attempted identification of thi.s figure with the colossal Iliiddha

imagd seen by Fa-hsien in Darcl, requires no serious con^iilcra.

tion. A somewhat indistinct photograf)hic reproduction of the

rock-carving is given in the Pamir Boundary Commtssum

Report, p. 3a.

Rock-
seulpturc

near Gilgit
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thirty above the ground, on a precipitous rock-face. It shows the figure of a colossal

BuddhtF, about nine feet in height, carved in low relief within a shallow niche of trefoil shape

(see Fig. i).

Buddha is represented standing witli the right hand and forearm raised across the breast,

in the gesture which, in Buddhist convention, is known as the abhayamudrH (‘the pose of

assuring safety ’), while the left
* hangs down grasping the edge of the robe. The robe is

indicated only at the sides of the figure from the hip downwards, and leaves the limbs entirely

bare, with the result that the sbituc at first sight recalls the representation of a naked Jina

rather than a draped Buddha.

Yet, coarsely modelled and executed as tlie image is, examination of the photograph clearly

shows that a fully-draped figure was intended. Broad pleats or bands appearing around the

neck, and also over the right forearm, mark the folds which result from the classical draping of

the robe, as invariably exhibited by Buddha statues in this posture both in GandhEra and

Khotan sculpture. The ty[)e which the Gilgit sculptor endeavoured to reproduce, with all

the imperfections of his art, is unmistakably the same as appears in numerous stucco reliefs

of Dand&n-Uiliq, specimens of which may be seen on Plates LIV and LV. Earlier representations

of it are to be found in numbers, both among Graeco-Buddhist sculptures from Gandhantr and

the great stucco reliefs excavated by me at die Rawak StQpa near Khotan *.

It is significant that powhere among these early instances of the type do we find the

right hand brought across the breast as in the Gilgit relief. While the outward turn of the palm,

which is a characteristic feature of the AbhayamudrS, could be obtained in this position only

by an artificial twisting of the forearm, it is a perfectly natural gesture when the forearm is

extended forward, with more or less of an upward slant, as seen in the sculptures, of which

illustradons are quoted in note 2. The same strained pose of the right arm and hand is found,

however, in a small relief representation of Buddha which occurs as part of the stucco wall

decoration in one of the DandSn-Uiliq shrines, and a specimen of which, D. i. 11, has been

reproduced in Plate LV.

/'Jn either case the change in the position of the forearm is manifestly due to tlie artfet’s

inability to show in low relief the natural pose of the original model. The Dand&n-Uiliq

stucco figure certainly belongs to the second half of the eighth century, and the resemblance

between it and the Gilgit rock-carving, in the clumsy device just discussed, must warn us against

seeing in the crude modelling of the latter a mark of special antiquity. The pointed form Of

the trefoil arch enclosing the image seems to me, in fact, distinct evidence of a later date,

judging from what a close study of that architectural element in Kashmirian monuments has

enabled me to ascertain as to the successive development of its forms. We have another sign

of late workmanship in the exaggerated prominence which is given to the edges of die drapery,

particularly that falling from the proper left arm. Its appearance there might easily mislead

the untrained observer into a belief that the left hand, instead of supporting the robe (as clearly

seen in the Dandan-Uiliq and Rawak reliefs), was holding ‘a staff or some kind of weapon'*.

’ Compare, e. g., GrQnwedel|j9»f/ifMf>/i4 r/, pp, 169, 170,

174 (with the intere^ing Chinese Buddha, in wood, p. 177,

which is traditionally derived as a replica from Udayana's

famous statue); for corresponding relief statues at Rawak,

see Pigs. 68, 69, Plate XIV, Ac.

M« Foucher, who has lucidly discussed the Abhayapd/i^^

nmirA in his ItMographit Uuddkiqui^ pp. 68 sq., points out

its frequency both in the miniature representations of par-

ticular Buddha ioiqges, as contained In Nepalese MSS., and

among extant Buddhist sculptures of Northern India; for

illustrations comp. PL II and FigSi 7, 8.

* See Biddulpih’s descriptioai Hhniao Koosh^ p. iia N6r

similar exaggerated treatment (rf the drapery in imitation of

ancient tSonns^ comp. Grtinwedd, BuddUii Art^ p« tyx alid

Fig. isg.
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The decpiy-cut square holes, arranged outside the trefoil niche in the form of a pentagon,

undoubtedly served to support a wooden framework which once protected the image.

Colonel Biddulph has already noticed the remains of an ancient irrigation work, which can

be traced close by, along the right or eastern side of the mouth of Kergah-Nullah. I'he square

sockets which are seen there, sunk into the steep rock face at a uniform level and for a con-

siderable distance, were manifestly designed to hold stout pieces of timber, on which a wooden

trough could be fixed to conduct w^ater from the stream of the Nullah for the irrigation of fields

in the main valley. The comparatively high level at which this conduit runs above the rock-

strewn bottom of the Nullah is easily accounted for by its purpose of carrying water to slopes

which could not be reached by irrigation cuts taken from the stream at its actual mouth.

That the construction of this watercourse belongs to an early period, certainly pre-

Muhammadan, is proved beyond doubt by the excellent cutting of the sockets, which shows

a command of stone-craft long lost among the population of these valleys. We may well suppose

that in a period of greater material culture Gilgit was more thickly inhabited than it is now,

and that in consequence portions of ground on the hill sides and on alluvial plateaus more

elevated than any now under cultivation w^re utilized for fields and required to be irrigated.

Throughout the Gilgit valley it is only the water obtained from the side-streams that renders

agriculture and the growing of fruit trees possible ^

In connexion with these few notes on ancient remains in Gilgit, I may mention that the

ruined mounds which Major J. Manners Smith and other officers on duty in Gilgit have noted

at Hanzil and Jutial in all probability represent the remains of StQpas. I was not able to

visit them, but the photograph of the mound near Hanzil (a village about nine miles above

Gilgit Fort) which is reproduced in the report of the Pamir Boundary Ct)inmission, distinctl)

suggests this origin*. The fact that in either place the ruin shows only rough masonry of

unhewn stone would render it difficult to arrive at any conclusion as to the date of construction

without systematic excavation.

The valley of the Hunza river, through which I passed from Gilgit to the Taghdumbash

PShilr, is, alike by the stern grandeur of its peaks and glaciers, the natural difficulty of its

communications, and the strange mixture of races and languages among its population, a mountain

region of exceptional interest. But the same ice-crowned ranges and almost equally formidable

gorges which have rendered Hunza until our days so secure against foreign invasion, have

also effectively barred the valley from ever serving as a real line of communication or otherwise

acquiring historical importance.

We have striking evidence of this isolation in the survival of Burisheski, the tongue spoken

in Hunza proper, which hasp no relation whatever to any of the great language families (Indian,

Iranian, Turk!, Tibetan) that meet close to this easternmost point of the Ilindiikush watershed.

Nor can it be doubted that these secluded communities, in their customs, traditions, and economic

conditions, must have preserved much that would prove highly instructive to antiquarian students.

^ See Drew,/iimm^, p. 407; compare also the remarks,

p. 404, illustrating the reduction of arable land in Astdr

which has followed long-continued decay of the artificial

watercourses.

• See Report of the Pamir Boundary Commission, p. 33.

The decidedly cir^ar shape of the mound makes it very

improbable that the remains can be those of a * frontier tower

of ordinary fashion as assumed by one of the members of

that Commission. Such towers are regularly built square

throughout the whole of the Dard region. On the otlicr

hand, I fail to see how * the construction of the masonry ' can

be adduced as an argument against * the theory of Buddhist

construction
',
considering that neither the masonry nor any

other details of construction of pre-Muhammadan ruins in

the valleys between the Hindukush and Kashmir have as yet

been examined by a trained archaeologist.
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For such passing observations as my hurried marches along the difficult tracks of Hunza allowed

me to gather, 1 must refer to the pages of my Personal Narrative *. But in respect of the only

monument of antiquity which I was able to trace along the route, where it winds round the foot of

the great Mount Rakiposhi (Fig. 3), the brief description there given requires to be sr.pplemented

by some more exact details. Close to the hamlet of Thol, on the first of the highly cultivated

little plateaus which are passed in succession on the left river bank above the historic gorge of Nilth,

there stands a ruined StQpa, shown with its west face in the accompanying photograph (Fig. 4).

Considering its exposed position, the relatively good preservation of this monument of Buddhist

worship is remarkable. The only serious damage it has sustained is of very recent date, being

a characteristic result of the ‘ advance of modern civilization ' : the masonry of the base on its

southern face has been removed to o..ve a dt^tour of a few feet to the hill road constructed since

the occupation of Hunza territory at the close of the campaign of 1891.

The Stupa is constructed of unhewn slabs, more or less flat, set in rough horizontal layers

with a fairly hard [flaster. The surface of the rough masonry originally bore a coating of similar

plaster, patches of this material being found still adhering to the north face of tlie upper courses

of the base and to tlu; more sheltered mouldings. The lowest story of the base forms a square

of 10 ft; and has a height of 3 ft 9 in. from the present ground level. On the top ofithis

base, but receding by about i ft. from its edge, rests a second story, which is also square, and

witli its projecting cornice, about 14 in. high, rises to the same height of 3 ft. 9 in. The next

story is octagonal and, including its cornice, 3 ft. 10 in. high. It supports a circular drum,

about \ \ ft. in height, also surmounted by a cornice. From the latter finally springs the

dome of the Stupa proper. This, in its original shape, appears to have been hemispherical,

but its top has been broken, and the extant masonry reaches only a height of about 3|- ft from

the sloping plinth of the drum. Judging from what subsequent experience showed me in the

case of StQpa ruins examined in the Turkestan plains, it may be supposed that treasure-seeking

operations for the relic deposit likely to be contained in the centre of the little dome were the

main cause of this injury. The total height of the structure, allowing for this loss, cannot have

been less than 18 ft. and probably appro.ached 20 ft.
‘

This relatively great elevation, in proportion to the dimensions of the square base, strikingly

distinguishes the ThOl Stupa from the StQpas examined by me in Chinese Turkest&n. Those
among the latter which were found sufficiently well-preserved to permit exact measurements,

like the StQpas of Mauri-Tim, the Niya Site, Endere and Rawak, in their original state showed

a total elevation approximately equal to the side of their square base where it rested on die

ground, i.c. to the greatest dimensions of the ground-plan. Striking differences are to be found

also in the introduction of an octagonal above the square stories of the base, and in the boldly

projecting and massive cornices by which these several stories and the circular drum beneath

the dome are surmounted. For neither of these distinguishing features am I able to adduce

exact parallels from StQpa ruins with which I am acquainted in the North-West of India and
the adjoining frontier regions. But there appears in them something curiously recalling the

style and general character of the Chortens of Sikkim and LadSk, and suggestive of Tibetan

influence.

The small alluvial plateaus fringing at intervals the deep-cut bed of the Hunza river between

Nilth and Baltit are the only portion of the valley where a track fit for regular use by laden

animals could be maintained without recourse to modern methods of engineering. Above the

village of Baltit, probably from early times the seat of Hunza chie6\ the route towards the

' See Ruins 0/ Khotan, pp. 33 sqq. * For a photograph of their ^uresqne old cattle tee Fig. t.
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Taghdumbash Pamir enters the long and narrow gorge in which the river has cut iis way
through the axial range of the Hindukush. The tracks that lea.l through it present, for six

trying marches, all the difficulties of true Al[)ine climbs, including passages over large glacii rs.

During a ctmsiderable portion of the year they are altogether impassaljle cxcejit for men on
foot. The transport of loads over these mountain tracks becomes possible only by the employment
of the hardy hillmen, who manage to subsist on the few patches of cultivable ground to be
found amidst the barren masses of rock and ice which bound the course of the nuiin stn.'am

and the still more confined gorges of its affluents. The extreme sterility of these mountains
restricts the population of ‘ Little Guhy al as this region is now called on account of its Wakhi
settlers from Wakhan or Guhyal, to a few hundred families". It seriously taxes the resources

of these scattered settlements to supply even porters for the occasional Euroixan trave ller who
is permitted to pass through the Hunza Valley. In the face of such natural obstacles, it is

impo.ssible to conceive how the latter could ever have served as a route for trade and general

traffic.

After leaving behind Misgar, the northernmost hamlet of Ilunza, tlu' natural difficulties

of the route decrease. The valley widens as we a|jproach the watershed which .separates the

heai>waters of the Ilunza river from those of the Oxus on the one side and from the Taghdumbash
Pamir on the other. Lcird Curzon, in his exhaustive Memoir on the Pamirs, has duly emphasized
the important geographical fact that the water-parting in this part of the lliiulukush lies

considerably to the north of the axial range and is also far lower '. This helps to account

for the relative ease with which the Kilik and Mintaka passes, giving final accacss to the

Taghdumbash Pamir, can be crossed, even with laden animals, during the greater part of

the year.

For photographs of Wakhis and Kanjulis settled in ’ See Curzon, Th Pamii^ und tlu Soum 0/ tJu Uxus,

‘Little Guliyar, see Figs. 5, 6. p. 40.
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Section I. -THE GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION AND ETHNOGRAPHY
OF SARiKOL

The, great alpine valley of the Taghdumbash Pamir, to which I crossed on the 29th of June,

1900, over the Kilik Pass (15,800 feet above the sea, Fig. 8), was certain to prove interesting

ground from more than one point of view. At its head I was close to the point where the drainage

areas of the three great river systems of the Indus, the Oxus, and the Tarim meet^ the

representatives as it were of the still greater ethnic areas of India, Iran, and Turkestan. That

the view from the height of the Khushbel Peak, my first survey station, simultaneously comprised

the confines of Rritish India, Afghanistan, Russia, and China, was the best illustration of the

abiding influence which geographical facts must exercise over political developments even in

this desolate region. The wide expanse of level or easily undulating grazing land which the

same view disclosed at the bottom of the Taghdumbash Valley, formed a striking contrast

to the rocky and almost impassable gorges of Ilunza, and could not fail to impress me at

the outset with the advantages for communication which the Pamirs offer, notwithstanding their

elevation and severe climate. But it was only in the light of subsequent observations, gathered

on my marches along the whole length of the Taghdumbash Pamir from the Wakhjir Pass and

the Oxus source down to Tash-kurghan, that I fully realized the historical interest of the rqute

which leads through this valley.

In order to explain the importance which may be claimed for the Taghdumbash PSmir

as an early line of communication between Chinese Turkestan and the Oxus Valley, it is not

necessary to consider the historical topography of the whole Pamir region. Lord Curzon, in

his justly famous memoir on ‘ The Pamirs and the source of the Oxus ’, has furnished a lucid

and critical summary of that much-discussed subject, and to it the reader may be referred

with confidence for information on all general questions'. An important geographical fact,

aptly recognized in Lord Curzon s analysi.s *, helps to limit the scope of our inquiry. The

'Paghdumbash Pamir, though it shares the designation and also, in its upper portion, the main

physical characteristics of the other Pamirs, lies in a different watershed from the rest, and is

thus plainly marked as part of a different system. We find this physical division emphasized

at the present day by the political boundaries, which leave the Taghdumbash the only Pamir

under Chinese jurisdiction, and we may safely attribute to it a determining influence upon the

earlier historical conditions of this mountain tract.

While all the other Pamirs are situated within the drainage area of the Oxus, the waters

of the Taghdumbash Pamir discharge themselves eastwards into the great Turkestan Basin.

' Reprinted from the Geographical Journal^ 1896 ;
for * See The PamifS^ p. 19*

an anal^'sis of early travellers* routes see in particular pp.63 sqq.
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The river of which they are the main feeders, and which takes its best known naint; from

Tash-kurghan, the chief place it passes, breaks through the gre.it meridional range flanking

the Pamirs on the east, and ultimately joins the Y.arkand river or Zarafsh.in. The collection

of valleys which the river of Tash-kurghan drains, logcllier with sonu* minor .alpine tracts

adjoining them towards the Upper Yarkand river, constitutes the well-defined mountain ilistrict

now known as Sarikol’. Topograph ic.al facts and historical evidenre* alike prove tliat the

position occupied by the present fort of Tash-kurghan and its neighbouring villages has from

very early times been the political centre of this whole territory. At l ash-kurgli.in » nds the

open valley of the T.ighdumbash Pamir, and the importance of the latter as a route is mainly

due to the exceptionally easy access it provides to the central tr.act of Sankol, over more than

a hundred miles’ di.stance. In view of this close conn<*xion, it will be well to begin with a review

of the main data which throw light on the ancient tojiograiihy of Sarikol as a whole.

Small in extent, and devoid of natunal resources, the territory of .Sankol th rives its importance Iinpori.itKf

solely from the advantages of its position with regard to the routes which from early times h.ive

connected the Upper Oxus Valley with the oases to the south of the '1 urkestan Desert, and

hence with China. All the routes leading from the Oxus in that direction, whether the) ascentl

through Roshan, Shighnan, or Wakhiin, have to cross the w.ater-parting on the <-ast of the Pamirs,

and subsequently to surmount the still more elevated meridional range culminating in the Mn/t;igh-

Ata Peaks, which forms the link between the T'ien-shan system in the north, and the extreme

points of the Ilindukush and Kun lun in the south 'Fhe chief v.illeys of Sarikol ext« nd

between this meridional range anti the watershed which fences in the true P.imlrs on the

eastern side. To this position they owe their rtdatively great width ami .ilso their prt'vailing

direction, the valley of the Taghdumbrish descending mainly from south to north and that of

Tagharma from north to south. Every route that crosses the Pamir water.shed to the south

of the Muztagh-Ata massif, is compelled to debouch at one point or the other into either of

these great valleys; in the opposite direction the same holds good of all the rouK's that lead

from the drainage area of the Yarkand river westwards into the Oxus Ikisin. The r.ighdnmb<ish

ancf Tagharma Valleys meet at the point where thi; r.ish-kurgh.m river t.ikes its smlden turn

to the east; and Tash-kurghan, only some eight miles further south, is the place towards which

all the above routes, whether from cast or west, naturally converge.

It is easy to show that this centre of the Sarikol District must at all times have been

* The above spelling, Sarikol^ reproduces the pronuncia-

tion of the name as generally heard by me during my passage

through the district, from both its Tajik (Iranian) and its

Kirghiz inhabitants. I am unable to decide liow far this

modern pronunciation conforms to the etymology of the

name; for the derivation is not quite certain. If Mirza

Haidar, whose mention is the oldest 1 can at present trace

(Tarlkh-i-Jiashtdi^ cd. Elias, pp. 297, 312), is justified in

writing Sarigh-kui, the name would be Turk!, meaning

* Yelk>w-Lake.' As kol is a common variation of kui through

all dialects of Eastern TurkI, and as i for tg/i would easily

be accounted for by the well-known phonetic processes of

assimilation and subsequent * supplementary lengthening', the

modem form of the name could be readily explained on the

basis of this etymology. But the form Sirikol {Sinkul) is also

met with in Oriental records, and has found acceptance among
numerous European geographers, perhaps on account of its

supposed somi-IVisian et}mology (.SV;-/-////, ‘head of the

lake’). It IS curious lu nuie the unrcrlanity of spelling

in the case of one of the several alleiii.itiw native names

for WVmI’s Lake on the Great IViimr; see Gui/oii, V'kt

Pamirs, p. 4”^.

^ I'hougli acL urate surveys of ibis ineriJional range have

been ac coinplbslied in recent years, the admirably lucid

account which Baron Richthofen, in his China, vol. i. pp. 195

sqq., has given of its salient features and its importance for

the geneial orography of Central Asia, may still be consulted

with advantage. I'he merit of having first sysleriuilically

explored those portions of the range which lie between the

Tash-kurghan river in the north and the junction of Ilindu-

kush and Kun-lun in the south, In longs to Captain II. II. T.

Deasy, whose book, Three Tears in 2'ibet andEasUt n Turkistan

(1901), furnishes also a description of the smaller Saiikol

valleys comprised in those portions; see chapters viii, xiii, xiv.
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an important goal for travellers. From whichever side we may approach Sarlkol, there is an

inhospitable belt of high mountain land to be crossed first, practically devoid of permanent

habitations, and throughout incapable of furnishing supplies and places of shelter to caravans.

The elevated P.amir region stretching westwards can never, during historical times, have permitted *

of cultivation. The routes which, starting from Tagharma, connect Sarikol with Kashgar to the

north-east and Yarkand to the east, lead by a succession of high jiasses over barren spurs of

the great meridional range with narrow uninhabited gorges between them. It is true that the

difficult and rarely frequented tracts which cross the mountains between the Tash-kurghan and

Yarkand rivers in the direction of Karghalik and Kiik-yar, pass through some of the minor

Sarikoli settlements. But the produce raised on their isolated plots of cultiv.able land does

not suffice even for the maintenance of the small pastoral poiuilation scattered over this region.

Finally, if the route be followed which leads northward past Mu7titgh-Afci and then descends

along the Yaiuan-yar river into the Kashgar plain, as described in my Personal Narrative®, an

even greater distance has to be traversed before permanent habitations are reached.

This situation of Sarikol, in the midst of desolate mountain tracts and yet at the junction

of important routes, necessarily invests with e.\c«‘ptional value whatever natural resources the

district possesses. Given an adequate population, and an administration capable of jirotecting

it, these resources would, undoubtedly, be far larger than they are at present. The lower part

of the Taghdumbash Valley, for a distance of forty miles from below Tash-kurgh-an to the hamlet

of Dafdar, shows a nimarkably broad and uniform expanse of fertile ground at its bottom.

Cultivation is now restricted to a sm.all continuous stretch of the valley above and below

Tash-kurglian, and to certain isolated settlements, such as Dafdar and Pisling, recently started

at points higher up the valley where it is easy to obtain water for irrigation from side streams.

But the uniform tradition of the inhabitants, as reported to me during my stay at Tash-

kurghan, asserts that the compact cultivated area once extended much higher up the valley.

In support of this belief, reference was made to the remains of extensive irrigation canals

traceable along the foot of the mountains, especially on the east side of the valley, as well as

to deserted village sites, such as Bazar-dasht, found at a considerable distance beyond the liAits

of the present belt of village land. I believe that these statements may be accepted as based

on substantial facts. On the one hand, the almost unbroken stretch of alluvial land which

I passed on my route from Dafdar to Tughlan-shahr, seemed only to wait for systematic

irrigation in order to yield the crops for which the climate is adapted. On the other hand,

it is impossible to doubt that the periodical raids from slave-hunting KanjQtis and Shighnis,

to which we know Sarikol to have been subjected before and after YSqOb Beg’s rebellion,

and which did not cease completely until the British occupation of Hunza, must have resulted

in a partial depopulation of the country*.

From the devastating effects of these raids, the upper portions of the Taghdumbash Valley,

lying nearest, necessarily suffered mo.st. But they extended also to the Tagharma Valley, which,

in its well-watered central flat, about twelve miles long by seven broad, offers ample ground

for .agricultural settlements k

* See Ruins of Khotan, chaps, v-vii.

• For the moclem history of Sarikol, compare Col. T. E.

Gordon, Roof of the World, pp. T09 sqq., where an instructive

account is given of the general conditions of the main valleys

at the time of his visit (1874).

^ The destructive results of KanjQti raiding in Tagharma

are illustrated by the information recorded by Capt. H. Trotter

in 1874 about a fort village in the south-east of the plain, the

Tajik population of which had been reduced from fifty to four

families within less than a generation ; see Yarkand Mission

Report^ p. 269.
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It is difficult to judge now, when the whole tract is slowly recovering fn^m the r(‘sults of

long-continued aggression, what its population and resources may have been during periods

when the su[)port of a strong paramount power, cstablishful in b-asiern I'urkcstan, assun'd to

Sarikol safety from its predatory neighbours to the west and south. The [political value of

this hill tract as an advanced post guarding the frontier towards Hadakhshan, Gilgit, and the

Pamirs was, as we shall sec, realized early by the Chinese. Put far m«>r(‘ than the spasmodic

assertion of sovereignty, which, as far as the Chiiu'se administration wa.'i concernecl, is likel\

to have been often purely nominal the racial tenacity of the inhabitants themselves must have

helped to preserve to the little alpine chiefship its continued existenc(‘ and hist«u'ical individuality.

The population of Sarikol, apart from the nomadic Kirghiz henlsmi u who \isii its grazing

grounds, consists of hill 'rajiks, who by physical appearance and language alike are unmisiak.ibly

proved to belong to the so-called (xalcha stock. The* Sarikoli tongue, first n’corded by the

late Mr. R. Shaw with his usual accuracy and care, is very closely allied to \\^lkh^ the language

of Wakhan, of which it may be said to represent a mere diak^ct. The Sarikolis whom 1 saw

showed all the racial characteristics of the Iranian ‘Tajiks’ who form lh(‘ bulk of the population

in the Oxus region and the knowledge of Persian common among all classes indicates the

influence exercised by the culture of Iran even in these distant valleys. 'I o the prev.ilence of

Iranian traditional lore in the local legends I shall have occasion to refiM* later, d'he anti(]uiiy

of the.se legends, as attested by Hsuaii'tsang, the franian elcMiients in the local lu^menclatiire.

as well as the absence of any historical tradition to the contrary, render it highly probable

that the population of Sarikol has from early times borne th(' same ethnic character as at pn'semt.

The geographical j)()sition of Sarikol is such that it could never have lain on the route

of one of those great waves of invasion which from time to time have sw(‘pt across ih(‘ mon*

accessible parts of Central Asia, and in their progress have radically changed the ethnology

of those regions. Sarikol, with its severe climat(^^‘’— the (‘lc\ation of the main valleys sinks

nowhere below 10,000 ft.—and its limited area of productive land, could not pj'jssibly attract

occupation and settlement by a powerful invader. The ]>re(latory inroads to whicdi the main

valleys were expo.sed, during recurring periods, from the pclt\ hill-state s to the south and uest.

no doubt stibjectcd the more peaceable population of Sarikol to gr(?al vicissitude's. Hut considering

the passing character of these raids, and the ready .shelter oltcrcd by the man}’ sccludc'd siilc

valleys, they were not likely to threaten it with extermination. b.xperience in any case shows

that the Sarikoli settlements during recent times hav(* n'covercd from severe trials of this kind,

including even a forcible transportation of the greater i>art of the |jopu]alion to Kashgar, which

occurred during Yaqub Peg's rulc^k It is manifest that this small Iranian community, placed

in such close proximity to a ‘great Turki-speaking population, and sharing its political fortunes,

could not have preserved its language and racial characteristics intact wutliout tlie isolating effect of

its mountains and that tenacious attachment to inherited lore which is peculiar to hill pcopT'.

* The relations which existed during the period preceding

YSqQb Beg’s rebellion between the hereditary chief of SaiTkol

and the Chinese authorities were characteristically indicated

in the nominal tribute paid by the former and the valuable

presents received in return. The payment.s in silver and gold

made to the Sarikol chief were represented ‘ as a subsidy for

the military protection of the frontier and the road towards

Badakhsh&n
' ; see Gordon, Roof of the World, p. 1 10.

• For a photograph see /. Anthr, Inst,, 1903, PI. XXVII,

where the individuals in the back row and the central figure

in the front low are Wakhls settled in S.arikol, the lest Kirglu/

W.akhis arnl Sankolis proper are not di.stinguish.able in ontw.ird

appeal ance.

The character of the climate of Sarikol is well indi( riled

by the saying winch Col. T. K. (loulon recorded from the

mouth of its go\ernor at the lime of his visit ‘that there arc

only two seasons, summer and winter, the former lasting

three months, the latter nine ’
; Roof 0/ the World, p. 1

1

** Sec Gordon, Roof of the World, p. iii.
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l^ly e»tcn- The hillmen of Sarikol at the present day form the extreme outpost of IrSnian nationality

G^c^Slock
"**^7 judge from several important indications, settlements of an

•utwardi. IrSnlan-speaking race must in ancient days have extended much further eastwards, especially

in the direction of Khotan. The documents in Brahmi script which my excavatsans brought
to light from tlie ruined temples of the Dandan-Uiliq site, and which, with other records of the
same character previously obtained from the same locality, have been partly deciphered by
Dr. Hoemlc, make it appear highly probable that the language spoken in the eighth century
by the indigenous population of Khotan was of Iranian origin’*. On the other hand, the

anthropometric data collected by me in the Khotan region, according to the careful andysis
made of them by Mr. A. T. Joyce, in independence of any historical or lingui^ arguments,

plainly mark in the Khotanese population of to-day the prevalence of a racial memdtt closely

related to the hill-tribes generally designated as Galcfuis, who are settled in the high lands of

the Oxus and Zarafsh^n '*.

Connexion

with ancicnl

population

of Khotan.

The Pakhpo
tribe.

The ethnographical importance of these observations is confirmed by the statement of the

Chinese historical record to be discussed below, dating back to the period of the T'ang dynasty's

rule over Eastern Turkestan (7th to 8th century a.d.), which describes the external appearance
and language of the people of Sarikol as identical with tliat of the Khotanese’*. In view of

this convergence of linguistic, anthropological, and historical proofs, we can scarcely avoid the

conclusion that the modern Sarikolis represent but the remnant of a larger Galcha population

which once spread as far as the territory of Khotan, but further east has since undergone
considerable racial amalgamation and abandoned its language for Turkl. The great difference

in geographical position, and consequently in accessibility between the valleys of Sarikol and
the oases of the plain of th4 northern foot of the Kun-lun range would amply account for the

thoroughness with which this transformation has proceeded in the latter r^ion.

Finally, it may be pointed out in passing that an ethnic link between the Iranian Sarikolis

and the present population of those oases is, perhaps, to be found in the small and little known
hill-tribe of the Pakhpos, who partly as herdsmen, partly as cultivators, dwell in the narrow

valleys near the headwaters of the Tiznaf and Yarkand rivers. Dr. Bellew, to whom we bwe
what scanty information has so far been recorded about this curious people, describes them
as of * pronounced Caucasian features’ and very fair’*. He was much struck by the difference

of their physical type from that of other races he had come into contact with in Eastern Turkestin.

He notes that the few Pakhpos whom he met and was able to examine, denied having any
language of their own apart from Turkl; but he remarks also upon the extreme shyness of

these hillmen, which ‘led them to conceal all information regarding themselves’. I mysdf
was unable to proceed near enough to their hills, south of Karghalik, to obtain an opportunity

of meeting Pakhpos. But during my short stay at Kaighalik, DSud BSg, a local official, who
had for some years held charge of the tract they mainly inhabit, distinctly told me that, though
all Pakhpos know Turkl, and though its use is extending owing to frequent intermarriages with

people of the J^arghalik oasis, another language is talked by them among themselves which

'* Compare Ruins of Khotan, pp. 309 sq.
; Hoemle,

CtHtral Asian Aniipiiius, ii, pp. 3a sqq.; below, chap. u.
sec. V.

** See below, chap. vi. sec. iv., on the racial origin of the

people of Khotan, and Mr. Joyce’s paper in/, Anfhr. Inst,,

*903f pp. 38a sqq.

” ^ Chavannes, Tires oeeil,, p. 1x4.

" Compare Yarkand Missim Report, pp. 6t sq. It must

be remembered that Dr. Bellew, with the maia poitioB of

Sir D. Forsyth’s mission, did not visit the Sarikol vaileys, ahd
consequently could scared/ be expected (0 nedee aa/
similarity in physical appewraMe that might exist betWMI
Sartkdls and Pakhpoe. The phoWgnqihe. of PaU^ fw>

produced on p. 46 of Um Yatksnd Mistim Jftperff'abbw

types whidi to me do not appear to ^iilitr matetiaiiy .

those ordinarily met among Seiftoik and Wakhli,'
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is understood by Sarlkolls, and is apparently a dialect of the latter’s tongue. If this information

should prove to be correct, our presumption in favour of the Pakhpos being another remnant

of a Galcha population, formerly more widely spread, would become an established fact **.

Section II.—EARLY CHINESE ACCOUNTS OF SARlKOL

The important position occupied by Sarikol in respect of the routes leading across the, Pamir

region accounts for the ample information to be gatherc<l from early Chinese records regarding

its historkcal‘*tt)pography. The narrative of the pilgrim Hstian-tsang, who on his return journey

from India to China traversed Sarikol, supplies most of the details. It was in his itineraries

that the old name of this mountain chiefship, which the Chinese transcriptions variously render

as Chieh-p'an-t'o, Han-p'an-t'o, &c., was first correctly identified by General A, Cunningham *.

But for a systematic review of all available data wc shall find it convenient to take as a basis

the official description of the territory which the T'ang Annals furnish, and which has now

becejpe accessible in M. Chavannes’ translation.

This account records for the Sarikol tract the several names Ilo-p'an-t'o If 1% or

Han-to or JCo-koau-fan or ICo-Io-t H Ht. and indicates its position

with unmistakable clearness. The kingdom was reached by prt)cccding from Sh-/c or Kashgar

to the south-west through the gorge of Chien^mo, which must correspond to the present Gez

defile, and lay at a distance of 600 li, or approximately six days march. This estimate agrees

remarkably well with the route which leads from Tashmalik, at the south-western edge* of the

Kashgar oasis, along the Gez or Yaman-yar river, and past NIu^tagh-Ata to the head of

the Tagharma Valley, and which I myself followed in the opposite direction on my journey

from Tash-kurghan to Kashgar. IIo-p*an-fo is correctly described as being situated directly to

the west of Chu-chii-po, which is represented by the modern Karghalik
;
in the north it touched

th^ territory of or Kashgar, in the west Hu-mi or Wakhan, while to the norih-west there

adjoined the territory of P'an-han in which, with M. Chavannes, we may recognize Farghana.

The administrative centre of the territory lay in the middle of the Ts*ung-ling or * Onion

mountains ', which are said to encircle the whole of the kingdom This designation has been

generally applied by the Chinese to the meridional range or ranges which buttress the Pamir

region on the east*, and divide it from the Tarim Basin. The position of the Ho-p*an-to

capital, as here marked with reference to them, fits exactly the present Tash-kurghan. 1 he

river Si-to, on which the capital is stated to have stood, can, in view of Hsuan-tsang’s account

to be noticed below, be no other than the river of Tash-kurghan.

Of the people of H6-p*an-t*o the Annals record, as already stated, that their appearance

and language were identical with those of the people of YU-t‘ien or Khotan. They are further

described as strong and given to violence. Murder and brigandage were alone liable to be

It deserves to be noted that Sung Yfln distinctly

mentions the language and customs of the people of Chu-chU-po

as closely resembling those of the iOiotan people; see

Chavannes, Vqyagi dt Song Fun, p. so. Chu-chO-po

corresponds to the present district of Karghalik, including

the valleys towards the headwaters of the Yarkand river, in

which the Pakhpo settlements are found; see Chavannes,

T^rcs ocetti,, pp. rs3 note, 311.

* See his paper in 1848, vol. xvii, referred to

by 1872, ‘ Notes on Hwen Thsang’s Account

of Tokharistftn,* p. 117.

* See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 124.

* It will be seen below that the term Ts'ung-ling was used

during the Tang period as a special designation of the Sailkol

territory itself; as to the meaning and origin of the name,

comp. Richthofen, China, i. p. 221.

!•: 2
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punished with death; for other offences compensation by fine was allowed. Taxes were paid

in clothing materials, an observation illustrated by what a native informant, in the Report of

the Yarkand Mission, notes of the barter carried on in Sarikol with cotton goods imported

from the plains ^ The military force of the territory was reckoned at a thousand men. Its
*

ruling family is stated to have originally come from Kashgar, and to have transmitted its power

from generation to generation.

During the period corresponding to 435-439 a. d., under the later Wei dynasty, Ho-p*an-t‘o

is said to have first entered, into relations with China. ‘ In the ninth year Cheng-kuan (635)

it sent an envoy to do homage at the Imperial court. During the period Kai-yiian (713-741 a. d.)

China conquered and pacified this kingdom ; it established there the military post o£ Ts‘ung-ling,

which is the extreme point under military occupation on the frontier of An-hsi ’, i. e. of the
^

Chinese protectorate then comprising Eastern Turkestan. M. Chavannes, in his comments on
this notice, points out that another passage of the T'ang Annals distinctly identifies the ‘ military

post of Ts‘ung-ling’ with the ancient kingdom of Chieh-^an-t'0 \
and it is under this appellation

or simply ‘ Ts'ung-ling’ that we find Sarikol repeatedly mentioned in the Chinese records translated

by him ®.

The earliest Chinese travellers of whose visit to Sarikol we have any record are the pil^tms

Fa-hsien and Sung YUn. But in the case of the former our knowledge is not only exceedingly

brief, but dependent on a conjectural identification*. Fa-hsien and his fellow-pilgrims, when
proceeding, about 400 A. d., from Khotan towards India, reached first the kingdom of TzU-Jto ^
A notice of the T'ang Annals translated by M. Chavannes plainly shows TzQ-ho to be identical

with the territory known under the T'ang as Chu-chU-po, i. e. the present district of Karghaiik

From there the pilgrims ‘went south for four days, when they found themselves among the

Ts'ung-ling mountains, and reached the country of Yu-hwuy, where they halted and kept their

retreat’*. The name Yu-hui otherwise wholly unknown, presented a puzzle until

M. Chavannes, by a slight emendation, restored it to Yii-mo j^, an abbreviated form of

the name Cli uan-yil-mo ;j^ ^ 0 ,
under which Tash-kurghan is mentioned in the Pei s\ih.

We shall have occasion to follow elsewhere the ingenious and convincing arguments by which

M. Chavannes further traces Fa-hsien’s route from Tash-kurgh5n to Chieh-ch'a or Kashgar,

where he appears to have gone in order to rejoin some companions before attempting the

passage of the Pamirs. But it may be noted that the four days’ march soutli of Tztt-ho or

Karghaiik to where the Ts'ung-ling mountains were entered, could well be explained on the

assumption that Fa-hsien’s party for the journey to Ta.sh-kurghan chose a route which first

took them to Kok-yar, south of Karghaiik, and from there westwards into Sarikol through

the mountains adjoining the course of the Upper Yarkand river*.

The account which the next Chinese traveller, the pilgrim Sung YUn, has left us of his

passage through Sarikol (519 A. u.), is less laconic. But a want of proper sequence in the

* See Varhand Mission Refiort^ p. 56 (‘ the rate is one

sheep for thirty yards of cloth No coin is current

in Sarfgh Kul, everything is by barter ’).

* See Chavannes, Turcs oedd,^ p. 125 note; also the

passages quoted, s. v. Ts'ung-ling, p. 373, especially the one

bearing on Kao Hsicn-chih's ex^iedition to Gilgit, p. 153 note.

* 1 am indebted for the first information concerning

Ka-hsien's probable route from Khotan to the confines of India

to M. Chavannes, who was kind enough to communicate to me,

in a letter dated Sept. 4, 1903, the main points as discussed

by him in a note of his forthcoming translation of Sung Van’s

itinerary. [See now Vqyt^e de Song Fun, p. 54, note 3.]

^ See Chavannes, Tlurcs oead,, p. 123.

* Compare Ffi-hien’s Traneis, transl. Legge, p. 21.

* The route here suggested would partly coincide with

the one discussed below in connexion with Sung Yttn’s

account of Sarikol
;
see note 13, p. 30.
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details—a defect to be observed also in other portions of Sunjij Yiin’s narrative—formerly

made it difficult to ascertain which of his data refer to Sarikol itself and which to the travell(T’s

subsequent route across the Pamirs. The annotated translation of Suni^ YUn’s itinerary recently

published by M. Chavannes, enables us to rccogni/c clearly some characteristic t)bservations

bearing on Sarikol, and to trace the probable line of route”’.

Sung YUn, like Fa-hsien, travelled westwards through Khotan and entered the limits of

the kingdom of Han-p'an-t'o ^ from the side of Chu-chii-po, which M. Chavannes

has correctly identified with the modern district of Karghalik”. Going west for six days the

traveller ascended the Ts‘ung-ling mountains, in which we must recognize the ranges separating

the valley of the Raskam Darya from the plains about Karghalik. After three more days to the

west he arrived at the ‘ town of Po-yii ’ or ‘ Po-mfing.’ Thence he asccndeil, in three days,

the mountains called Pu-k'o-yi (meaning literally ‘the mountains on which it is impossible to

find a rest’), where the cold was extreme and the .snow was lying summer ami winter. On
these mountains a lake or the site of a lake was pointed out to the traveller as the former

habitation of a poisonous Naga, who for his misilceds had been banished through an early

king's magic. By difficult mountain routes he thence reached in four days the capital of the

kingdom of Han-p'an-t'o. This territory was supposed to occupy the very summit of tlu; I's'iing-

ling mountains and to be the centre of heaven and of earth.

Sung YUn notes that its inhabitants trained the watercourses to irrigate their crops, and

when told that the cultiv.itors of China depended on rain alone for their [)roducc, thej would

not credit such a story. East of the city of Han-p'an-t'o was the river Meng-chin, which

flowgd to the north-east towards Su-lc or Kashgar. On tin; high Ts'ung-ling mountains

neither herb nor tree would grow. On their west sitle all rivers were flowing westw.irds. At

the time of Sung YUn’s passage, in the eighth month of the Chinese year, the temperature had

already turned cold; the north wind was driving away the wild geese, and snow was falling

over the whole region.

The description of the territory which Sung Yiin here gives is not as detailed as we might

wisR, but there can be no doubt that it fits accurately the central valleys of Sarikol, as recognized

by M. Chavannes**. The mention of the river fl«)wing to the north-east, the bed of which lay

cast of the city of Han-p'an-t'o, clearly indicates for the latter the site of the present T.ish-

kurgh£n, described also by Hsuan-tsang, A reference to the brief description of the Tagh-

dumb&sh River Valley given above will suffice to show that Sung Yiin’s observations on the

climate and character of this mountain region, and on the system of irrigation by which parts

of the valley are made to yield crops, arc quite accurate.

The most direct and, frequented route from Karghalik to Tash-kurghan leads through the

mountains towards the Raskam Daryii. After crossing the latter near the group of Sarlkoli

villages known as Tong, it continues to the Kandahar (or Khandar) Pass, from which Tash-

kurghSn is reached in four marches. It appears very probable that this was the route which

Sung YUn followed. Not having visited the route myself, and knowing only its western portion

from the descriptions of Dr. Hedin and Captain Deasy, I must restrict myself to pointing out

that the position of the village group of Tong would well correspond to Sung YUn’s ‘town of

Po-yU (or Po-m6ng)’, and that the Kandahar Pass, being about 16,600 ft. above the sea and

** See Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. ao sqq. also below chap. iv. see. i.

“Sec Chavannea, Titrct occid^ pp. 1*3 note, 31 1; “ See Chavannes, y<y>oge df Song J un, p. 2 1, note 4.
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very steep, seems to represent the Pu-k*o-yi mountains as regards height, difficulty, and relative

distance

Hsiian-tsang, whose itinerary has already been referred to as our main authority concerning

ancient Sarikol, reached the district from the opposite direction, i. e. from the west? Returning

after his long travels in India towards his native land about the summer of 642 a. d., HsUan-

tsang passed through Badakhshan into the kingdom of Ta-mo-hsi fie-ii, which undoubtedly

corrcs{)onds to the present Wakhan'*. In the valley of Pa-mi-lo, reached by the pilgrim after

seven marches to the north-cast, his earliest European interpreters could not fail to recognize

the Pamir region. The salient features of his description, as Lord Curzon duly notes, ‘ stand

out as an unmistakable picture of the Pamir country and leave a doubt only as to

the particular valley or Pamir by which the traveller crossed it*®.’ With I>ord Curzon and the

majority of HsUaii-tsang’s commentators, I believe that there is preponderant evidence in favour

of the route which leads through the Great Pamir and past Lake Victoria ; for only in the

latter can we find a real approach to the p<jsition and size of ‘ the great Dragon Lake ’ which

the pilgrim passed ‘ in the middle of the Pa-mi-lo Valley
’ *®.

Lord Curzon has observed that this identification is distinctly supported by what we arc

told of Hsuan-tsang's immediately succeeding marches. ‘On leaving the midst of this (Pa-toi-lo)

valley and going south-east, along the route, there is no inhabited place. Ascending the

mountains, traversing the side of precipices, encountering nothing but ice and snow, and thus

going 500 li, we arrive at the kingdom of Chieh-p*an-t'o The south-eastern

direction, here indicated, of the further journey to Sarikol could not be accounted for if HsUan-

tsang was svipposed to have travelled by the Little Pamir and past its lake, the Chakmajftin-

Kul. A look at the map shows that a traveller proceeding from the latter towards Sarikol

would have to follow the valley of the Ak-su for some distance to the north-ea.st before he

could reachls practicable route across the watershed range to the Tash-kurghSn river.

No such difficulty arises if we assume that Hsuan-tsang’s journey lay over the Great

Pamir. From the latter, two main routes arc open to the traveller whose goal is the inhabited

centre of Sarikol. He can either make his way in a generally eastern direction to the Nalza-

tash Pass, the descent from which, in the Shindi valley running north-east, would bring him

straight to Tash-kurghan. Or he may direct his route first into the valley of the Ak-su river,

where it leaves the Little Pamir, and thence reach the upper portion of the TSghdumbash

*•'* The route bore indicated may be conveniently traced

in the maparcompanyinR Dr. Hedin's Riistn m Zcniral^Asim

(drawn by Dr. Hassenstcin) and in the ALip of Portions of

Western China and Tibet explored by Captain H, J/.P, Dta^t

published by the Survey of India Depiulmcnt, 1900. For

a de.scripiion of the route from Tash-kurghtln eastwards as

far as Unkurliik, see Iledin, Through Asia^ ii. pp. 702 sqq.

Dr. Hedin, who took six days from Tash-kurgh5n to Langar,

one of the Tong villages, dt'seribes the summit or ridge of

the Kandahar Pa«is (16,bio feet) as being ‘as sharp as a

knife' and experienced near it heavy snowfall on Sept. 19-20,

1905. I am unable to refer at present to Captain Deasy’s

Three years in Tibtt^ which contains an account of the same

mountain tract.

1 have not been able to trace any information as to the

existence in this region of a lake corresponding to that

mentioned by Sung Ytin. But this could scarcely surprise

us if, as I suspect, Sung Ytln's reference is really to a spot

which no longer contained a lake but only the legendary site

of one. The story of 'the. Naga Su^ravas, whose earlier lake

habitation is placed by Kashmir legend near the ancient city

of Cakradhara, and who is believed to have subsequently

banished himself to a distant mountain lake (Su^ram N&g,

near the Amarn&th Peak), seems to offer an exact parallel.

The story is told by Kalhana, Rajat. i. 203-70, and has been

discussed by me in my notes, R^jaL i. 201-3, 267.

** For a Cl ideal review of all available data bearing on the

early topography and designations of Wakhitn, Marquart,

RrCmlakr^ pp. 223 sqq., should be consulted.

“ See The Pamirs^ p. 69.

Si-yu-ki, transl. Beal, ii. p. 297.

See Siyu-ki, transl. Beal, ii. p. 298 ;
transl. Julien, ii.

p. 209.
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Pamir by going southwards, the watershed range being crossed hen* by a series of passes of

which the Payik or Rayik Pass is the most freejuented and easiest''*.

The initial portion of the route here sketched may be accomplished ('iiher by traversing

* the so-calledf Nicolas Range, which divides the Great and Little Pamirs, through the well-known

depressions of the Benderski Pass (14.705 ft.) or the Urta Bel Pa.ss (14,000 ft.) or by turning

the eastern end of that range over the probably still low'er Ki/il Rabat Pass '

'. Whichever the

passes crossed, the general direction of the sccoml route is soulh-east. This exact accord with

the definite statement of 1 Psuan-tsang may, in view of his remarkable and often proved accur.icy

in the matter of bearings, be considered by itself a sufficiently strong argument for the belief

that the pilgrim actually followed this route. But there arc other indications, loo, to sup-

port it.

* Several allusions in Hsli.m-tsang’s itinerar) from Badakhshan to Khotan, as well as si.ilemenl.

contained in his Li/e, show that he effected this portion of his return jonriuy during the
^

spring and summer"". At this pt^riod of the year the Great Pamir route is much preferred to

that over the Little Pamir or by the Wakhjir Pass, inasmuch as the ascent along the P.unir J"'""*)

river, coming from Victoria Lake, offers none of the diflicultii's to be overcome in the Ab-i-

Paajs Valley, when the swelling of the stream renders the tracks in the narrow gorge bi.lween

Sarhad and Langar almost impracticable for laden transport"'.

Now it is noteworthy that at the same season and through the .same cause, vi/. th(‘

melting snows of the mountains, similar difficulties arise beyond the Nai/a lash Pa.ss which oflers

the nearest approach to Tash kurghan from the side of the Great P.lmir. 'I he descent from

the j)ass to the open Tash-kurghan Valley leads, for a distance of upwards of twenty miles,

through the narrow rocky defile of the Shindi stream. This carries a very consider.dde

quantity of water even early in the season, and having to be crosscil and re-crossed m numerous

places, according to the testimony of a very competent observer, renders ‘the roaib.e.\cec<lingly

difficult for laden horses’"'". On the other hand, the Payik Pass, though its clev.ition (15,078 it)

is slightly greater than that of the Naiza-tash (> 4.9-0 ft.), is entirely free from the risk of such^

Compare for these passes, Lord Curzoii’s 77ie P.zw/W,

pp. gy SQ* J
Repoft of Pixniir Doutulaty i^oviniusion^

pp. 41 sqq.

Compare for these lines of communication, Lord

Curzon*8 The Pamirs, pp. Rt'pori ofPamir Boundary

Commission, pp. 17, 22.

” In the Life (iransl. Beal, p. 196) wc are told that

HsUan-tsang and his fellow-travellers* after traversing other

parts of the old Tukhara country (I’ukharistan), stopped in

Po-to-chang~na or Badakhshan ‘ on account of the frost and

snow, for a month and some days'. Only after this long

halt, which no religious or other obligations called for, did

they march on to the Kokcha Valley or Yaingan (Yin-po-chien)

and Kuran or Zebak (Ch'U-lang-na) m route for Wakhan.

It is thus clear that they awaited the spring in the sheltered

central valley of Badakhshan (probably near the present

Faizabad, sec Yu\e,fR,A.S\, 1872, pp. 109 sq.) before setting

out for the passage of the Pamirs. Subsequently, when the

pilgrim, after a twenty days* stay in Chich-p*an-t*o or Sarikol,

was crossing the mountains to the north-east, probably by

the Chichiklik route, we read of an attack by robbers, in the

course of which ‘the elephants being driven about in

the puibint, were en^iilphed in llie w.Uei ami permlu-d .

This im uleiit, lelaloil in the* J.ift\ p. 200, ilraily jnunls to

the time of the suiuincr lluuds. The p-i^M <1 I'V dial

route only then tonlaiii Liiougli walei to .iLiouni I'»i siiLh

a loss (comp. (lOiilun, Roof of the Wofld, jb ro.S).

In ITsuan-lsang's own narrative we find various lelcreiRes

to climatic comliiions of the mountains anniiid SaiTkol wlmli

distinctly sUKK‘‘^t personal obMivaiion duiing il»^ season

above indir.iUil Thus of the valLy of I’a-nn-lo we aie U»ld

that ‘the snow fills both in summer atnl sj)rinp'-time ,
whiU-

aj;ain in disenbing llie p.issage aheaily refeind to through

‘the eastern chain of the Ts*iingding mountains ,
north-easi

of Saiikol, the traveller points out that ‘e\eii at the limt‘ of

the great heat the wind and the snow continue’ (^ee Si-yu-ki,

tiaiisl. Beal, ii. pp. 297, 303; Jiilien, li. pp. 207, 2 if,)
^

Speaking of this gorge (’ol. Goidon ol)servts {R>^f of

thi World, p. 129): ‘In summer the swelling of iIr siieam

nukes this load extremely iliflkull, and it tin n that llie

Great Pamii route is followed in pi\feieiKe ’ Goinpaie .il-o

yarkami Mission Ripor t, \), ^10.

•* See Captain (now Golonel) II. Tiotlei’s niiiaik-i m

Parkand Mnnon Report^ p. -’70.
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Obstruction afld, as noted by a good authority, ‘must ot| the whoje be classed as exceptionally

easy

The distance of 500 li, or approximately five marches, which Ihe Hsi-yil-cki records for the

journey from the midst CT the Pa-mi-lo Valley to the kingdom of Chieh-p'an-t*o,>ie^:rees well •

witlTthe route sketched atove. According to the latest map of this part of the PSmir r^on
prepared by the Survey of India, the journey from the eastern end of the Great Pamir by 1^
Kizil-Rabat and Payik Passes to where the Payik Valley debouches into the TBghdumb^
Pamir would cover about eighty-four miles, while a march of only some sixteen miles further

down would bring the tAveller to the village of Dafd§r and the commencement of the cultivated ,

part of the main Sarlkol Valley.

Route over Past Dafdar and the approach to the Payik Pass there leads also the third alternative route

Ae Wakhjir connecting Sarlkol and Wakhan, to which we had occasion to refer in the opening of this chapter.
***

It ascends the whole length of the TaghdumbJlsh Valley, and then crosses the Wakhjir Pass at

its head to the source of the Ab-i-Panja branch of the Oxus (Fig. 7). That part of the valley which

properly bears the designation of TaghdumbSsh Pamir may be said to extend from the Wakhjir

Pass to a short distance above Dafdar, where the river makes its sharp bend to the north.

Forming an unbroken continuation of the central valley of Sarlkol, the Ti^hdumbash PC4^Ir,

with the broaC' glassy flat along its bottom for a distance of upwards of fifty miles, looks as if

created by nature for a convenient thoroughfare from Sarlkol to Wakhan.

The Wakhjir Pass, close on 16,200 ft. above the sea, is, it is true, higher than either the

Naiza-tash or the Payik Pass, and is certainly deep in snow in mid-winter. Its approaches,

both from the east and the west, are, however, remarkably easy. Similarly, the descent itj^the

Ab-i-Panja Valley to Bozai-Gumbaz, where the Little Pamir route joins inp and further down to

l^ngar o^ers no difficulty of any kind. In accord with these observations we find it attested

,by Col. H.|rrotter’s inquiries, made in 1874, that the Wakhjir Pass was in former times 'much

sed by the Bajaori merchants who used to go from Badakhshan to Yarkand by the Taghdum-

bash and Tung Valley roads'. Considering that for^ centuries past the commerce* of the

fountain region north and south of the Hindukush has to a very large extent been in^e
hands of these enterprising traders from Bajaor, the cyidence recorded by Col. Trotter as to;;

"•their usual route over the Taghdumbash Pamir possesses some historical interest”.

Supply diffi- At any period of regular trade intercourse between Sarlkol and Wakhan, the Taghdumbash
raitiesonthe valley route was bound to revive attention on account of a topographical fact which deserves
PtoTrs.

notice. Th^e is one feature of the Pamirs which seems to have imjMressed travellers of

all ages with equal thoroughness : it is the total absence of permanent habitations and the want

of all local resources. We can trace this feeling of utter desolation and sterility through, the

accounts of the Chinese pilgrims no less than in the records of European travellers since the

days of Marco Polo and GotSz. From the elaborate arrangements for supplies an^ shelter

which were deemed necessary on every occasion when large parties of wesu^ vuntm sudh as

Col. Gordon’s expedition or the PSmlr Boundary Commission had to cross, » to OH, .ihA-

Pamirs”, we may judge of the difficulties which must always have attended the.

of trading caravans or military bodies across that region.

In view of this serious obstacle in the matter of supplies, it must

important consideration to travel, if other physical conditions permitted,

. ' 'v'* i

“ See Sir Th, Holdich in Rtperl of Pamir Btmdary • Compeie, e. gi,.<2oiiloiV’

CoamMta, p. <K1<

** See yarkaad Mittioa Rtpart, p. >70.

always hjl<e''b^'’''^i>i’'

by % fO«t«.,on^

Ra^ tf Rt WMii
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the distance over wholly uninhabited ground was reduced as much as possible. Now in this

respect the route over the Wakhjir Pass offers an undoubted advantage. If starting from
1-angar. the highest point in the Ab-i-Panja Valley where village remains and traces of old

•cultivation have been observed-'®, a journey of scarcely more than 106 miles would suffice to

bring the traveller to Dafdar, and thus to the commencement of cultivated ground in the main
Sarlkol Valley. The shortest route from the same starting-point over the Little Pamir and
the Naiza-tSsh Pass to Tash-kurghan measures fully 120 miles, while on the road that leads

from the latter place by the Great Pamir to the central part of Wakhan, sonu* iSo miles hav(‘

to be traversed before a permanently inhabited locality (Langar-Kisht) is reached

Section III.—HISTORICAL SITES OF SARTKOL

From this review of the Taghdumbash Valley route, which was net'ded to complete our

survey of the old lines of communication between Sarikol and Wakhan, we may turn once more

to I^Uan-tsangs itinerary, and to the account it furnishes of Sarikol itself or ‘ the kingtlom of

Chien-p*an-t‘o’. Before we examine the details which possess a definite anticpiarian bearing, it

will be well to note how closely the pilgrim’s general description of the territory agrees with

the natural features observed to this day.

In Chieh-p*an-t‘o, to which is ascribed an approximate circuit of 2,000 li, or about twenty

days marches, ‘ the mountain chains run in continuous succession, the valh^ys and plains arc

very '^contracted. There is very little rice cultivated, but beans and corn grow in abundance.

Trees grow thinly, there are only few fruits and flowers. The plateaux are soppy, the hills

are waste, the towns are deserted.'^ The account wc receive of the inhabitants is in keeping

with these stern surroundings. Their manners arc described as ‘ without any rules of propriety ’,

and very few of them gave themselves to study. ‘They arc naturally imcoulh ancl impetuous,

butiyet they are bold and courageous. Their appearances is common and revolting; their

clothes are made of woollen-stuffs.* Notwithstanding the coarseness which Ilstian-lsang’s

dcscripjtion indicates, and which the material conditions of life among a hill community thus

placed adequately account for, the people of Chieh-p*an*t*o had received their share in the benefits

of Buddhist religion and culture. ‘ They know how to express themselves sincerely, and they greatly

reverence the law of Buddha.’ There were some ten convents, in which about five hundred monks
studied ‘the Little Vehicle according to the school of the Sarvastivadas

’ ;
and in regard to the

letters in use we are told that they much resembled those of the Cliia-sha country or Kashgar.

HsUan-tsang, according to the statement of his biographer Ilui-li, remained in Sarlkol for

about twenty days^ and to this halt we probably owe the detailed information he gives of

the traditions and legends attaching to the royal family and the capital of the country. The
account recorded by him as to the origin of the former is of particular interest, for it proves

the high antiq^ty which popular belief in Sarikol then ascribed to the race of its rulers, while

we can still trace a characteristic feature of the story in a legend actually surviving at the identical

locality.

Grordon, Xoo/ of thi World, p. 129. It also

"de^rves notice that firewood, another requirement of the

traiwller, ia plentifully found up to Langar, aee ibid, and
Ripori ofPamir Boomdairy Commitsion, p. x6.

^ Compare Gordon, Roofofthi World, pp. iga, 163.

* Sec Si-yu-ki, transl. Beal, ii. pp. 298 sq.
;

Julien, ii. p.

209. The latter version has: * Les plaines hautes et basses sont

ddsertes, les villes ct les villages sont [presque] inhabit(^i(.'

• See Liff of H. Z, transl. Beal, p. 200 ;
Vit de Htotun-

7%sang, transl. Julien, p. 274.
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After describinjr the reigning king of Chieh-p‘an-t‘o as a man of upright character, a pious

Buddhist, and a lover of learning, Hsliau-tsang proceeds to tell us that ‘ since the establishment

of the kingdom many successive ages have passed. The king gives himself the title Chih-na~t'i-

p'o-c/iii-ian-h (CTna-dez<a~golra), meaning descendant of China and the sun-god®. Formerly this'

country was a desert valley in the midst of the Ts*ung-ling mountains. At this time a king

of Po-/a-ssii (Persia)® took a wife from the Han country (China). She had been met by an escort

on her progress so far as this, when the roads east and west were stopped by military operations.

On this they placed the king’s daughter on a solitary mountain peak, very high and dangerous,

which could only be approached by ladders, up and down ; moreover, they surrounded it with

guards both day and night for protection. After three months the disturbances were quelled.

Quiet being restored, they were about to resume their homeward journey, when the lady was

,

found to be enceinte Thereupon the king's envoy held council with his companions how to

meet the consetpiences of this disgrace. From an attendant he learned that a spirit, coming

from the sun’s disk and mounted on horseback, every day at noon visited the princes.s. Afraid

of the punishment awaiting him on return to his own country, the envoy decided to .seek

safety by remaining and gaining time.

‘ On this he built on the top of a rocky peak a palace with its surrounding apartmft'its *’

;

then having erected an enclosure round the palace of some 300 paces, he located the princess

there as chief. She established rules of government and enacted laws.’ In due time she bore

a son possessed of extracjrdinary beauty and miraculous powers, who made his strength felt in

the countries around and everywhere gained recognition for his laws. When this king died

of old age he was buried in a stone chamber constructed in the caverns of a great mountain,

about a hundred li to the south-east of his capital, 'fhere his body was believed to remain

undccayed, though shrivelled up and thin, looking as if he were asleep, and worshipped with

regular oblations.

‘ From that time till now his descendants have ever recollected their origin : that on their

mother’s side they were descended from the king of Han, and on their father’s side from the

race of the sun-god; therefore they style themselves “ de.scendants of the Han and sun-gO(f"’’.

llsiian-tsang adds the observation that the members of the royal family resembled in their

bodily appearance the ‘people of the Middle Country’, i. c. China, but notes that the dress worn

by them was that of barbarians. Fon this he evidently means to account by stating that ‘in

after ages these people fell under the power of barbarians ’
*.

We are unable even approximately to gauge what shreds of historical fact may be interwoven

with the legend which llsiian-tsang heard about the family ruling Sarikol at the time of his visit

But we can scarcely doubt that this legend was widespread and fiVmly rooted in popular belief;

for we find an unmistakable trace of it preserved in local tradition to the present day. To

’ 1 take the iranskition of this sentence from Julien,

wh(jse version is evidently more accurate than that of Beal

(see Memuirt'Sy ii. p. 210). The simple dtva, ‘god/ in the

transcribed Sanskrit title is amplified by the Cliincsc text into

‘ sun-god

• Thus Beal, Si-yU-kt\ ii, p, 300 . Julien, in translation

and index (ii. pp. 210
, 524 ,

resp.), spells the name Po-li-sse

but the graphic variation of the second

character, li ^), from the character la in Po~ia~sse,

the usual Chinese transcription of the name ^Farsa or Persia,

is so slight that there can be little doubt as to the latter

country being intended.

* Julien, M/moires, iL pp. a 10 sq., translates :
‘ Au bout de

trois mois les brigands restbrent tranquillcs. L'ambassadeur

voulut alors emmener la princesse de Chine dans les dtats de

son maftre
;
mais la jeune iille se trouvait ddjk enceinte/

* Julien, Af/moires, ii. p. 21a: ‘Alors il bAdt, sur le

sommet de la montagne, un palais et un hdteL'

’ See above note concerning this title Clna-deva^o/ra,

* See M/nunres^ transl. Julien, ii. p. 213 ; Si-yu-ki^ transL

Beal, il p. 302.
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the remains of ancient stone walls perched on precipitous cliffs, which rise ahovc ihe h‘ft hank

of the Tayhdumbash river some seven miles above Dafdar, then: clinics the slory common!)

known to Sarikolis and Kirghiz alike, that king Naiishirwan, an anci(*nt Persian ruler, had once

placed there* his daughter for safety. On account of this story the ruins hear tlu? popular

designation Kiz knrghan, meaning in Turk! ‘the tower of the daughter (or princess)

Owing to an unfortunate chance I did not hear of the existcuice of these ruins until after

I had reached Tash-kurghan (July 7, 1900), having failed to notice them two days earliiT when

I passed the site on my march down the valley. Want of time diil not permit me to retrace

my steps a distance of some fifty miles, however anxious I was to examine them personally.

But I was at least able by repeated inquiries to make sure of their approximate position,

and of the widely spread knowledge of the legend attaching to them.

There can be no doubt that we have in the Kiz-kurghaii legeml a g(muine relic of the fuller

tradition current in I Isuan-tsangs days, and consejpiently we are justified in attriluiting historical

significance to the place in which we find it localized. In th(‘ light of the story as recorded by

Hsiian-tsang, popular tradition could not have supposed the Kiz-kurghan ridge to have been

the temporary place of safety selected for the Chin(\se princt^^s while the rotid westwards was

bloihed, unless at the time when the story was current a main route in that direction passed

up the Taghdiimbash Pamir at the entrance of which the ridge rises. Ki/ kiirghan, like the

modern fortified post of Ghujak-bai (UJad-bai of the maps), which nc*arl)' faces it on tlu‘ cipposite

bank of the river, must, in fact, be passed by all travellers who wush to reach the Lpper Oxus,

whether by the Wakhjir or thci Payik Pass, 'riiiis the legend localized at Kiz-kurghan affords

direc^ evidence that the Taghdiimbash Pamir was used as a general line of communication in

ancient times, and further helps to sup[)ort the assumption ex|)lained abov(‘ that 1 Isiian-tsang

himself travelled by it on his way to Tash-kurghan.

From the account of the Hsi yii-chi, already quoted, we learn that the [>alacc in which the

Han princess and her miraculously conceived son, the fouiuler of the dynasty, tirst establislied

themselves and ruled Sankol, was built ‘on the top of a rocky j)eakk In the absence of any

nolfbe to the contrary, we may .assume that the site of this royal palace was within the capital

of Chieh-p*an-t'o which Hsiian-tsang visited, and of which lu* t(‘lls us that it ‘ rests on a great

rocky crag of the mountain, and is backed by the river Sita’ ’. 7 he position here indicated

agrees so closely with th«at of the present Tash kurgban that the identification of the latter

with the old capital of Chieh-p“an-t*0, first proposed by Sir Henry Yule, may be considered

as certain^®.

The modern Chinese fort of Tash-kurghan .and the ruined town arountl it occupy part of

a long rocky plateau or ternlce which is washed along its east foot by the 1 .aghdumbash river.

That the latter is meant by HsUan-tsang’s Hsi-to^ is clear from an earlier passage of the Ifsi-yu-iht ;

there this name, a transcription of the Sanskrit Sita, is applied to the Yarkand river, of which

the Taghdumbash river is One of the m.ain feeders”. 1 Isiian-t.sangs indication is borne out

by the account of Sung YUn, who, as already noted, also speaks of the capital of Han-panto

or Sarikol as having a river along its east side. Though he calls this rivtT by a different

name, M6ng-chin, yet he leaves no doubt as to its identity with the Taghdiimbash rive^r; for

he mentions that it flows to the north-east in the direction of Sha-lei or Ka.shgar

• See M/moires^ transl. Julien, ii. p. 209 ;
transl.

Beal, ii. p. 398.
” See Yule, Introduction to Wood'sJourney to the sources

the Oxus, p. xlviii
; for a first account of my observations

confirminjj this identification, see Preltm. Report, pp. 1

1

« See A//motres, transl. Julien, ii. p. 208; Siyu-ki, transl.

Beal, ii. p. 298.

** Sec Chavannes, Voyage de Song lun, p. 23.
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In a previous section I have already explained the topographical facts which make the

vicinity of TSsh-kurghan the political centre of the Sarlkol region, and the natural meeting

place for all the routes from the Tarim Basin to the Upper Oxus. In the fertile riverine flat

to which the bottom of the main Sarlkol valley widens out just before the river takes its sharp

turn to the east and enters the narrow gorge of Shindl, there is no position offering greater

advantages fur a settlement, capable of defence and yet easily accessible, than the site of

Tish-kurghan. It occupies a narrow but well-defined plateau of conglom^te cliffs rising

immediately above the broad bed of the river and at the extreme eastern edge of # fertile

plain, from three to four miles bruad, which spreads from the foot of the highr range westwards.

The numerous irrigation canals fed by the Shingun river, which comes down from the Naiza-t2sh

Pass and debouches here into the valley, render this plain the most cultivated part of Sarlkol.

It is probable that the silt brought down by these canals has helped to reduce not inconsiderably

the difference in level between the site of Tash-kurghan town and the adjoining plain. But seen

from the wide expanse of meadow land to tlie east and south over which the river spreads itself

in numerous branches, the commanding position of the plateau is fully realized; the rise of its

steep banks to a height of about a hundred feet suffices to render the walls that crown them

a conspicuous object from afar.

The area enclosed by these walls, as seen in the plan (Plate X 1 X), may be thoroughly described

as an Irregular quadrangle, having a circumference of about one mile. It comprises the highest

portion of the plateau, being separated from its continuations both to south and north by

shallow depressions, in which the drainage of the plain behind finds its way towards the

river. A small portion of this area, on the east side facing the river, is occupied by the modern

Chinese fort visible in Fig. lo. With the exception of the portion where its high and carefully

plastered walls of sun-dried bricks hide the earlier foundations, the edge of the plateau shows

everywhere the remains of massive stone walls now crumbling to ruin (see Fig. 9). Only

unhewn stones of varying size seem to have been used in their construction. Large blocks are^
to be found, particularly in the foundations; these, however, owing to the quantity of d^ris

encumbering the slopes, are traceable only at a few points. The walls are best preserved on

the north and west faces ; elsewhere they show wide gaps, attributed to a severe earthquake

which is said to have occurred some thirty years before my visit.

The interior of the circumvallated. area is strewn with the crumbling remains of houses,

found particularly thick towards tlie south side. These rubble-built dwellings were tenanted as

long as the risk of raids from Hunza made it impossible for the scanty colonies of cultivators

to live near their Helds. Since peace has come to Sarikol and the present fort of Tash-kurghan

was occupied by the Chine.se, in 1892, new villages have sprung up near all the cultivated

places, and the stronghold has become deserted. When the earthquake of 1895 shook down

most of the dwellings there was no need to rebuild tliem.

The walls of the town had already suffered by earlier earthquakes, and from general decay,

which continued unchecked during the disturbed conditions prevailing throughout Sarlkol for

some time previous to YaqOb Beg’s rebellion, and again after its collapse”.* Rebuilt undoubtedly

again and again after successive periods of neglect, and always of unhewn stone, the walls now
in ruins cannot afford any distinct criterion of age. But the high mounds of dibris over which

the extant walls rise, in some places to a height of over twenty-five feet, plainly indicate diat

these fortiheations mark the lines of far more ancient ones.

** For a brief account of the atate of ruin which the of Col. Gordon’s party, see FhrAmd MUrim Stfurt,

town of Tisb-kurghin presented in 1874 to members pp. 367 sq.
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Local tradition in Sarlkol uniformly asserts the great antiquity of Tash-kurghan town, known
by its old name as Varshadch, and ascribes its foundation to Afrasiyab, the king of Turan, wlio

figures so prominently in Persian epic legend The fact that I could not hear of finds of old

coins nor of other antiquities at the site in no way discredits the traditional belief in its early

date; for the continued occupation of the site must have resulted in any ancient remains

becoming deeply buried beneath accumulations of rubbish, from which the scanty rainfall of this

region is quite insufficient to bring them again to light. Nor need wc fed in doubt about the

identity of Tash-kurghan with Hsuan-tsangs capital of Sarikol, on account of the discre[>ancy

which the actual Circumference of the walls shows from the measurement of twenty li, or about

four miles, recorded by the Chinese pilgrim. In days of greater population and prosperity the

area occupied by the town must have extended further, cither over the lower portions of the

plateau already referred to, or over part of the adjoining plain.

This difference in extent renders it difficult to arrive at any definite opinion as to the

position which the royal palace and the various structures mentioned by llsuan-tsang arc likely

to have occupied. We have already seen that the palace, in which, according to the legend

above reproduced, the Han princess with her miraculously born son w^as supi>oscd to have been

estiAlished, is said to 4^ave had ‘an enclosure of some 300 paces*. If double paces are meant

this measurement would curiously accord with the circumference (about 1,300 ft.), shown by the

present fort built within the ruined town, probably on earlier foundations.

* When A£oka Raja was in the world, he built in the very centre of this j^alace a Stupa.

Afterwards, when the king changed his residence to the north-east angle of the royal precinct,

he tii^ilt in the position of this old palace, for the sake of Kumaralabdha (T'ung-shou), a convent

remarkable for the height and largeness of its towers and pavilions. The statue of Buddha
(placed in this convent) was of majestic appearance. The venerable Kumaralabdha was a native

of Tak$aiil3. From his childhood he .showed a rare intelligence, and in early life gave up the

world, &c.’ HsUan-tsang then records the spiritual excellences which made Kumaralabdha

renowned as a great teacher in the north, like A^vaghosha in the east, Deva in tint south,

an<r NSg&rjuna in the west. ‘ The king of this country (Chich-p*an-t*o). therefore, having heard

of the honourable one and his great qualities, raised an army, o^ade his troops attack 'raksasila

^nd carried him off by force. He then built this convent aiid thus manifested the admiration

with which he (Kumaralabdha) inspired him.’

The account here given is of interest as showing that even little Sarikol, in its alpine

isolation, could boast of a tradition connecting one of its convents with a great luminary of the

Buddhist Church in India”. But it does not help us to fix the position of the convent itself,

or the old palace, the site oT which it was believed to mark. I had no opportunity of visiting

the interior of the Chinese fort, and I doubt whether in this great pile of solid clay and sun-

dried bricK, which the building operations of successive ages have helped to raise to a height

of sixty to eighty feet above the ground level of the adjoining old town, the remains of any

ancient structure, however imposing originally, could now be traced without extensive excavations.

Compare hTarkaniMmim Report^ p. 269.

^ 1 follow JeUen*s tranfladon, il pp. 213 sq.,

which aeemt more exact than that of Beal, it

p. 30a.
** The Mmewhat ^okm procedure fay which the ruler of

Chieh-p'au-To is said to have possessed himself of the person
of the doctor emtoudy lemiuds one of the stories told

along the AfghSn frontier of the queer methods by which

Pathan clans made sure of retaining much-venerated * Pirs

Compare, e.g. in Darmesteter, iMtrts de Vlnde^ the story of

the saint who was murdered in order that the village which he

had blessed with his presence while alive might more securely

enjoy in the future the miracle-working benefit of liis dead

body.
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Ancient Outside the fort, but within the mined town walls, the accumulated masses of ddbris
mound near effectively hide whatever substructures of ancient buildings the ground may contain. But
kurghfin beyond the north-western face of the circumvallation, and at a distance of about 150 yards.
Fort. there rises from the level ground of the shallow nullah that here cuts through* the conglo-

merate plateau, a circular mounil of manifestly artificial origin, which looks like a much-decayed
Stiiira (see Plate XIX). The present height of the mound is .above 30 feet, and its diameter
over 200 feet, which shows that the original structure must h.ave been of considerable dimen-
sions. I he mound is composed of rough stones, with layers of mortar between them, and for

the sake of the latter it is being dug into by the Chinese soldiers garrisoning the fort. The
manner of constmetion which these diggings reveal seems to agree closely with that observed
in the internal structure of many an ancient Stupa built in parts of the Punjab and the Indian

north-west frontier where stone material was readily obtainable. Yet, notwithstanding the proof
of antitiuity thus afforded, it appears to me doubtful, having regard to the absence of other
ruined remains in the immediate vicinity, and to the situation of the mound, whether its suggested
identification with the Stupa which tradition ascribed to Aiioka would be Justified

Legend of Thus no clear indication remains of the buildings which the tradition of Hsiian-tsang’s
Afrasi)ab.

connected with the original residence of the founder of the dynasty. But of the Icfmtds
which were told of the latter a trace survives to this day in the name Afrasiy.ab, given to the

high and con.spicuoiis mountain spur which projects into the valley east and south-east of
I'ash-kurghan. We have noted already that the present tradition of Sarikol knows king Afrasiyab

the legendary king of Tfiran in the Iranian epic, .as the founder of Varshadeh or T^h-kurghan.
On the other hand, it may be remembered that the legend heard by HsUan-tsang legated

the mysterious resting-place of the first king of Chieh-p'an-t'o in the cavern of a great mountain,

a hundred li, or a day’s march, to the south-east of his capital. Though the legend in this form is

no longer heard, it is evident that it accounts for the application of the name of Afrasiyab to the

mountain spur rising in the position indicated by the pilgrim.

Iranian folk- In view of what has been e.xplained above about the racial character of the Sarikol popii-

Sartkol.
it cannot surprise us that whatever I could learn in the way of local traditions sHbws

close dependenrg Oil ‘jit {t'g^ndary lore of Iran. We have .already seen how the name of

Nau.«I;;. the hero of the clas-sical Persian epic, Is introduced by popular tradition into the

ancient legend of Kiz-kurghan, Otiicr. names famous in Persian romance are associated with’

the local tradition related to me about ail ancient irrigation canal, which formerly carried the

waters of the Taghdumbash river from near Daulir along the foot of the hills towards TughlSn-

shahr, a large collection of hamlets opposite to Tash-kurghan. The walls supporting this canal,

which are now breached in many places, are said to be built of htwn stones. The story goes

that Shirin, a lady who lived at Varshadeh, told her lover Farhad that she would accept his

suit if he could conduct a watercourse to the fields of Tughlan-.shahr large enough to sweep

down a cow. Farh.id built the canal now in ruins; but though its current was not sufficiently

strong to fulfil the lady’s condition, Farhad attained his object by placing the hide of a cow

filled with straw in the water, which easily carried it down its cotirse.

Time did not permit me to trace the remains of this old irrigation work which, no doubt,

enabled much of the fertile open ground, now wholly deserted, along the right river bank above

Tughlan-shahr to be cultivated. As evidence of the large population which this tract is sup-

posed to have once supported, I was told that a piece of ground situated between YuigSl

Sec Prelim, Report^ p. 1 1.
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Gutnbaz and Tughlan-shahr, and known as Bazar-dinht, still retains the remains of shops built

in rows and of sun-dried bricks, showing that the spot was once occupied by a Ila/ar.

In connexion with the reminiscences of Persian lore just mentioned, it may be pointed

out that th# name Varsluideh, used as an old designation of Tash-kurghan by the inhabitants

speaking Sarikoll, also clearly bears the stamp of Iranian origin.

Apart from the capital we find two more localities spccifieil in I Kuan isang's account of

Sarlkol. One of these, ‘a great rocky scarp’ with two rock chambers, in each of which an

Arhat was shown plunged in complete ecstasy, yet with his body umlccayed in spite of long

centuries, cannot be identified. It is described as situated .some ;,oo li to the south-east of

the city, and may, therefore, be looked for among the high rangi-s which are drained by the

Vacha river, the nearest affluent of the Tash-kurghan river from the south-east.

The other locality was a hospice for travellers, or Piotyaiahi, which the pilgrim reached

after leaving the capital towards the north-east and marching for 200 li across mountains ami

along precipices**. It is described as being situated in ‘a space; comprising some hundred

citing (thou.sand Chinese acres), in the midst of the four mountains belonging to the eastern

chain of the T.s'ung-ling mountains’. ‘In thi.s, both during summer and winter, there fall down

pilePof snow
; the cold winds and icy storms rage. The ground, impregnated with salt, proiluccs

no crops, there are no trees, and nothing but scrubby untlcrwood. Even at the time of the

great heat the wind and the snow continue. .Scarcely have travellers enteretl this n*gion when

they find themselves surrounded by vapour from the snow *’’. Merchant caravans, in coming ami

going, suffer severely in these difficult and dangerous s[x)ts.’

4 IsUan-tsang then relates ‘an old .story’ how once a great troop of merchants, with thousands

of followers and camels, perished here by wind and snow. An Arhat of Chieh-p'an t'o, h.aving

failed to rescue them in time, collected all the precious objects l(‘ft behiml by the caravan

and constructed a house, in which he accumulated ample stores. He also bought land in the

neighbouring territories, and with its proceeds provided houses in the bordering towns for tlu'

accommodation of travellers.

Taking into account the direction of the pilgrim’s route after leaving 'J'ash-kurghrin ami the

distance indicated, it is clear that the position of the hos|)icc must be idcntiiicd with the Chichiklik

plateau, a broad elevated valley, which the main route from Sarikol tow'ards Kashgar and N’.irkaml

croisscs at a distance of two marches from Tash-kurglran. Chichiklik is tlic point which all

travellers in the above direction must traverse by whatever passes (Yangi Daw.'in, ’S'ambulak,

or Chichiklik-Daw5n) they may surmount the .second of the great mountain r.inges which radiate*

southwards from Muzt5gh-Ata. A reference to the detaih'd .account of this much-frerpicnted

route given by Sir D. Forsyth’s Mission*", or to Lord Curzon’s Map of the ramir.s, will illustrate

this remark.

The important position of Chichiklik, as the natural halting-place bctw'cen the pass«‘s leading

over the first and second of those ranges, and its high elevation, explain the provision of a hospice

at tliis point. Though I have not been able to trace any exact observation as to the height of

Chichiklik, it may safely be concluded from Colonel Trotter’s description .and the elevations

ascertained for the passes by which it is approached on cither side (Kok-moinak Pass, 15.670

to south-west, and the almost imperceptible watershed to the north-cast, 14,480 feet)**, that the

** See Jolien, Mfmoira, ii. p. 215; Beal, Si-yu-ki, ii.
" Compare pp. 267, 4.M.

p. 303. " Sec Yarkand Mission Rtport, pp. 267, 357 sq.

" Julien has ‘ an milieu des vapeurs et des nuages '.
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Chichiklik plain cannot be less than 14,000 feet above the sea. Whatever the exact equivalent

of Hsiian-tsang’s measurement of a hundred cKing may be, it is clear that the reference is to

an open level space; and as such spaces are rare indeed along the route leading from Sarikol

through the mountains north-eastward, we can understand why this feature of ChicMiklik, a plain
'

about I J
miles in diameter, should have found special mention in the pilgrim’s narrative.

Wlicther the remains of a large Sarai such as Hsiian-tsang’s narrative seems to imply can

still be traced at Chichiklik, I must leave for investigation by some future visitor to the spot.

But the substantial truth of the description he gives of the forbidding nature of this high

plateau, and of the hardships there suffered by travellers, is strikingly brought home to us by

what we read of the experiences of a pious traveller, who followed his track across Chichiklik

nearly a thousand years later. ,

Benedict Goez, the lay Jesuit, whom missionary zeal sent, in 1603, from the court of Akbar

in search of fabled Cathay, travelled like Hsllan-tsang from India to the Upper Oxus by way

of Kabul and Badakhshan. The record of the journey, compiled after Goez’ death from his

notebook, is very scanty, and leaves us in doubt as to the route by which he crossed the

Pamirs. But we can clearly trace his steps to Tash-kurghan, when we read how, after a twenty

days’ journey through desolate high mountains, he and the large ‘ Kafila ’ of merchants to fMoich

he had attached himself, ‘reached the province of Sarcil (Sarikol), where they found a number

of hamlets near together. They halted there two days to rest the horses, and then in two

days more they reached the foot of the mountain called Ciecialith (Chichiklik). It was covered

deep with snow, and during the ascent many were frozen to death, and our brother himself

barely escaped, for they were altogether six days in the snow here. At last they rejehed

Tanghctar (Tangitar), a place belonging to the kingdom of Cascar (Kashgar), ... In fifteen

days more they reached the town of Yakonich (Yaka-arik). . . . After five days more our Benedict

reached the capital which is called Hiarchan (Yarkand)’ **.

The several stages of the itinerary here given have long ago been correctly identified by

Sir Henry Yule
;
and laconic as Goez’ record is, it amply shows that the dread of the Chichiklik

plateau as reflected in HsUan-tsang’s story was by no means unfounded.

Section IV.—FROM SARlKOL TO KASHGAR

On leaving Tash-kurghan (July 10, 1900), my steps, like those of HsUan-tsang, were directed

towards Kashgar, But the route which I followed, between the eastern buttresses of the Pamirs

and the great Muztagh-Ata range, was chosen mainly for its geographical interest. Leading

through elevated alpine valleys, and further down tlirough the narrow and terribly barren gorge

of the Yaman-yar river, regions which could never have supported permanent settlements of any

size, it was not likely to offer scope for antiquarian observations. In chapters v-vn of my Personal

Narrative I have given a detailed description of this route, which took me past Muztagh-

Ata to Lake Little Kara kul, and then round the foot of the great glaciererowned range

northward into the Gez defile, finally debouching at TSshmalik into the open plain of K&shgar.

Though scarcely more difficult than the usual route over the Chichiklik Pass and by Yangi-

” See Sir H. Yule’s translation of Trigault’s D* Chrittiana could not identify, manifeat!/ contains the misspelt une of

(xpeditioM apud Sinas, embodying GoSz’ notes as put together the large village Yaka-arik, south-west of Yarkand, passed

by Ricci, in Cat/iqy, ii. p. 6<ia> ‘ Yakonich,’ which Sir H. Yule on the route from Chichiklik.
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HisSr, it is certainly longer and leads for a considerably greater distance over ground which

is devoid of cultivation or permanent habitations h

It is the latter fact which makes me believe that Professor H. Cordier was right in tracing Marco

by this very route Marco Polo’s itinerary from the. central Pamirs to Kashgar. The Venetian

traveller, coming from Wakhan, reached after three days a great lake which may be cither Lake KasiiK.ii

Victoria or Lake Chakmak, at a ‘height that is said to be the highest place in the world’. He
then describes faithfully enough the desert plain called ‘ Pamier’, which he makes extend for the

distance of a twelve days’ ride, and next tells us :
‘ Now if we go on with our journey towartls

the east-north-east, we travel a good forty days, continually passing over mountains and hills,

or through valleys, and crossing many rivers and tracts of wilderness. And in all this way jou

find neither habitation of man, nor any green thing, but must carry with >ou whatever you

require *.’

This reference to continuous ‘tracts of wilderne.ss’ .shows clearly that, for one reason or another,

Marco Polo did not pass through the cultivated valleys of Tash-kurghan or Tagharma, as he

would necessarily have done if his route to Kashgar, tlu; region he next describes, had l.iin

over the Chichiklik Pas.s. We must assume that, after visiting cither the Great or Little Pamir, he

tra#fSlcd down the Ak-su river for some distance, and then crossing the watershed eastwards

by one of the numerous passes struck the route which leads past Miutagh-Ata and on towanls

the Gez Defile. In the brief supplementary notes contributed to Professor Cordier’s critical

analysis of this portion of Marco Polo’s itinerary, I have pointed out how thoroughly the great

Venetian’s description of the forty clays’ journey to the E.N.K. of the Pamir Lake can be

appreciated by any one who has passed through the Pamir region and followed the valleys

stretching round the Muztagh-Ata range on the west and north After leaving Tash-kurghan

and Tagharma there is no local produce to be obtained until the oasis of Tashmalik is reached.

In the narrow valley of the Yaman-yar river, forming the^ Gez Defile, there is scarcely any

grazing
;

its appearance down to its opening into the plain is, in fact, far more desolate than that

of ^he elevated PamFr regions.

In the absence of any data as to the manner and season in which Marco Polo’s party l-cuKtli of

travelled, it would serve no useful purpose to hazard explanations as to why he should assign

a duration of forty days to a journey which for a properly equipped traveller need not take

more than fifteen or sixteen days, even when the sufttmer floods close the passage through

the lower Gez Defile, and render it necessary to follow the circuitous track over the Tokuz-

DawSn or ‘ Nine Passes ’. But it is certainly worth mention that Benedict Goez, too, speaks

of the desert of * PSmech ’ (Pamir) as taking forty days to cross if the snow was extensive,

' The total distance from T&sh-kurghSn to K&shgar

(Old Town) by Chichiklik and Yangi-HiAr is reckoned by

Col. Trotter at 168 miles. Cultivated ground is reached after

a march ofabout 1 1 1 miles at the large village ofIghizySr(com'

pare VarhimlMiiiaon Report, pp. 43s sq.). The length of the

route TSslnkuighln-Little Kara-kul-Gez Defile-Kishgar is

estimated by me on the basis of my notes and our survey at

about 190 miles,, if the direct track in the bed of the lower

Yaann-ySr river is followed. When the summer floods

render this passage impracticable, as at the time of my
journey, the tiylag and devious track over the Toknz-Dawln
(‘Nine Passes') nraat be taken, adtog about forty-six miles

to the total length. ‘There is practically no cultivation to be

found until we arrive at TSshmalik, about forty miles’ di.stancc

from KSbhgar by the nearest route. Notwithstanding its

greater length, the Gez-Kara-kuI route is held to be picferable

in the winter season ; for the UlQgh-RabSt Pass, only a little

over 14,000 feet in height, is then apparently far less for-

midable an obstacle than the Citichiklik Pass, and an easy

descent in the Gez Defile is also assured at that season. Rut

owing to the difficulties about supplies, only small parties ever

frequent it.

’ See Yule, Marco Polo, i. pp. 17 1 sq., with Prof II.

Cordier’s notes, ibid., i. pp. 175, 182.

• Compare Yule, Marco Polo, ii. pp. 593 sq.
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an accord already noted by Sir H. Yule*. It is also instructive to refer once more to the

personal experience of the missionary traveller on the alternative route by the Chichiklik Pass.

According to the record quoted above, he appears to have spent not less than twenty-eight

days in the journey from the hamlets of ‘Sarcil’ (Sarikol, i. e. TJLsh-kurghan) to* ‘ Hiarchan'

(Yarkand)—a distance of some 188 miles, now reckoned at ten days’ march*.

Reference has already been made to the fact that the usual route from Sarikol to KSshgar

leads over the Chichiklik Pass and thence by Yangi-Hisar ; I believe we can show that HsUan-

tsang, too, followed this route. In our previous analysis of the pilgrim’s itinerary we traced

his steps as far as the Chichiklik plateau, which he correctly places at 200 li, or two daily marches,

from the capital of Sarikol. The record of the Ifu-yU-chi next tells us that the pilgrim ‘going

east from this (the locality of Chichiklik) descended from the eastern chain of the Ts'ung-ling *

mountains, passed dangerous defiles, traversed deep valleys, and followed paths full of precipitous

places. Attacked in turn by wind and snow, he travelled 800 li or so, emerged from the Ts'ung-

ling mountains and arrived in the kingdom of Wu-sha’*.

This territory is described as being about 1,000 li (or ten days’ journey) in circuit, and

bordering on the south on the river Hsi-to (^ita or Yarkand river). 'The chief town, the position

of which is left undefined, must have been a comparatively small place, as its circumfeT&ice

is estimated at only ten li, or about two miles. ‘ The soil is rich and productive
;

it is regularly

cultivated and yields abundant harvests. The trees of the forests spread their foliage afar, and

flowers and fruits abound. The country produces jade of different sorts in great quantities

;

white jade, black, and green. The climate is soft and agreeable
;

the winds and rain follow in

their season
; the manners of the people are not much in keeping with the principles of politeness.

The men are naturally hard and uncivilized; they are greatly given to falsehood, and few of

them have any feeling of shame. Their language and writing arc nearly the same (Julien

;

rcssemblait un pat) as those of CHia-sha (Kashgar). Their personal appearance is low and

repulsive. Their clothes are made of skins and woollen stuffs. However, they have a firm faith

in the law of Buddha and greatly honour him. There arc some ten convents, with somey^at

less than 1,000 priests. They study the Little Vehicle according to the school of the SarvSs-

tivSdins. For some centuries the royal line has been extinct. They have no ruler of their own.

but are in dependence on the country of Chieh-p'an-t'o (Sarikol)

The topographical data which this description of Wu-sha contains are meagre, and we cannot

supplement them from the Chinese historical records of the T'ang period ; for, owing probably

to its long-continued subjection to Chieh-p'an-t'o, or Sarikol, the territory of Wu-sha does not

appear to be separately named in them *, Fortunately a comparison of the map with the little

* Sir II. Yule's note on a letter of GoCz, Cathay, it.

pp. 563 sq.
;
Lord Curzon's The Pamirs, p. 73.

‘ Compare above, p. 40: Yarkand Missim Report,

PP- 43,1 f'qq-

* I have followed above Julien's translation, Mimires,

ii. p. 216, which appears more accurate. Beal gives the

direction as north-east, makes the pilgrim descend the

'Fs'ung-ling mountains eastward, and states the length of

the whole journey as 100 li, which is manifestly an error;

see Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 304.

Compare Beal, .SV^yw-X’/, ii.pp. 304 sq.; Julien, Af/merirrr,

ii. pp. ai6 sq.

” A note of M. Chavannes, in his lucid translation and

analysis of the records of Sung YUn s travels ( Voyage de Song

Yun, p. so, note 3) permits us, perhaps, to trace the name

Wu’Sha (spelt by M. Chavannes Wou-eha) in a

more extended application. Discussing the various Chinese

designations for Sarikol (Sung Ytln’s Han-p'an-t'o), he quotes

there the following notice from the Pei shih, a text published

644 A.o. :
‘ Le royaume de K'iuan-yu-mo est I'ancien royaume

de Wou-tch‘a H. Le roi reside dans la vUle de

Wou-tch'a. (Ce pays) est au sud-ouest de Si-kiu-pan (Kar-

ghalik) et est k 12,970 li de Tai (pr6s de Ta-t'ong-fou, prov*

de Chan-si)/

By comparing another notice of the Pet ehih^ which

describes the kingdom of K'o-p'an-t'o in the same relative

position, Ms Chavannes comes to the very justifiable condn-
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that Hsilan-tsang tells us suffices to fix the limits of Wii-sha with fair accuracy®. \Vc saw that

the river Hsi-to, i. e. the Zarafsh.ln or Yarkand river, formed its southern border, b'rom a

subsequent notice we learn that on the north it was adjoined by the kingdom of C/i'ia s/ia or

Kashgar, which the pilgrim reached from Wu-sha after a march of 500 li northward across

stony hills and desert plains. Within the limits thus imlicated, the map shows us a narrow belt

of cultivable ground, extending in detached oases between the foot of the spurs which descend

from Muztagh-Ata and the westernmost portion of the great sandy desert. In the extreme

south-east of this area we find the great Yarkand oasis, while the fertile tract of Yangi-Ilisar,

next in importance and size, marks the north-western end of this belt.

The region of the present Yarkand, situated at the point where the greatest river of Y.»rkaii<l

Eastern Turkestan debouches from the mountains, must at all times have enjoj’ed exceptional

advantages in the matter of irrigation. It may consequently be assumed to have been in

HsUan-tsang’s days, as it is now, the mo.st populous and fertile portion of the territory above

defined. Yet it is difficult to believe that Yarkand possessed in ancient days the political

importance which it has claimed during recent centuries, especially during periods of Muham-
madan rule. The Chinese records, which permit us to trace from the times of the llan

dyaOsty onwards the fortunes of Kashgar, Karghalik, and Khotan as separate and fairly

powerful states, do not know Yarkand as the centre of a di.stinct territory. Mirza Haidar,

whose history of his race, the Tarlkh-i-Rashldl, is by far our best Muhammadan authority on

Eastern Turkestan, distinctly tells us that in the days {)f his ancestors ‘Yarkand was a com-

panion city to Yangi-Hisar’. It was his uncle Mirz.a Aba B.akr who first made Yarkand his

capitpl, and turned it into what it has since remained, the largest and probably richest of the

‘Six Cities’ of Turkestan’®.

In view of these facts we cannot feel certain about the identification of the chief town of

Wu-sha with Yarkand, tempting as it would otherwise appear. The distance to Ch*ia-sha,

which HsUan-tsang puts at 500 li, or five days’ march, and which, after his usual practice,

m^ be taken as the distance from capital to capital, would well agree with the five (rathi-r

long) marches ordinarily reckoned nowadays between Yarkand and K.ashgar”. Less so the

direction, which is actually north-west instead of being north, as recorded by the pilgrim.

It is the direction of march here indicated, as well as the relatively short distance recorded Ilsiian-

between the Chichiklik plateau and the confines of •Wu-sha, which make me believe that

HsUan-tsang followed the direct route towards Kashgar, via Chihil-Gumbaz. Ighizyar, Yangi

sion that K'iuan-yu-mo (Ch*ttan-ytl-mo) and K*o-p*an-l*o arc

both designations of the identical {erritory of Sarikol or

Tash-kurghfln, an opinion already expressed by a Chinese

commentator. The close similarity between the names

Wou-tch*a (Wu-ch*a) of the Pei shth and Wou-cha (Wu-
sha) of HsUan-tsang (Beal : U-sha) is incidentally noted by

M. Chavannes. May we not reasonably account for it by
the assumption that the name variously spelt Wu-sha and

Wu^h*a properly applied to the territory described by

HsUan-tsang, but was at one period extended also to Sarikol,

with which the former was politically connected during

centuries ?

• V. de Saint-Martin showed just perception for the bearing

of the topographical evidence when, in M/moire analytique^

p. 427, he proposed to locate Wu-sha at the present Yangi-

HisUr (called by him Inggachar^ after the nomenclature of the

modern Chinese sources used by 'J'imko^v‘^ki and Klaproth

;

comp. Ritter, Asten, v. pp. 400, 417). 1’hc idenlification

was too narrow, but as close as the cartographical materials

available in 1858 would permit.

On (he other hand, the identification with ‘Och-Takhl

Soleyman’, i. e. with Osh in Fargh5na(!), which Julieii’s

translation suggests, and which Beal has thought fit to

reproduce (/IZ/wfi/rcj, ii. p. a 16; Si-yu-ki, ii. p. 304), shows

curious disregard for plain geographical facts, and rests on

nothing but a deceptive similarity of sound.

See Tar tkh-i-Pash?Ji, p. 296. Regarding Yarkand,

comp, below, chap. v. sec. i.

" Compare Tarhand Misstott Report, p. 430, whi( h puis

the total distance from Yarkand to the ‘ Old City ' of Kashgar

at 120 miles.
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Hisar, and perhaps did not personally visit the chief town of the territory through which this

route took him. From Ighizyar, a large village where the main route from Sarlkol towards

Kashgar first touches the area of permanent settlements, Kashgar is reached by gmng almost

due north. The same general direction is followed also on the two preceding ma!iehes, which
^

lead through the outer hills. As to the distance, it deserves to be noted that the 800 li, or

eight marches, recorded by HsUan-tsang for the difficult passage ‘through dangerous defiles

and deep valleys’ (in the course of which a serious mishap befell his caravan), would agree

far better with the seven ordinary stages reckoned between Chichiklik and Ighizyar, approxi-

mately aggregating seventy-eight miles, than with the equally difficult but far longer route towards

Yarkand. This branches off from rite Tash-kurgh5n-K5shgar route at Chihil-Gumbaz, three

marches beyond Chichiklik, and does not reach permanently inhabited ground until ,Yaka-arik,
^

at a distance of about 119 miles from Chichiklik

After leaving Ighizyar the traveller towards Kashgar passes for a considerable distance

over barren stony slopes and low broken hills before reaching Yangi-Hisar, while the first

march beyond takes him over a good deal of sandy desert. Thus Hslian-tsang’s description

of the road from Wu-sha to Ch*ia-sha would agree with the actual scenery on this part of the

route.

In the general description which HsUan-tsang gives of the products, climate, &t, of

Wu-sha, the reference to the jade found there alone calls for notice. ^ 1 am unable at present

to adduce exact evidence as to jade-mining within the limits to which I believe the territory of

Wu-sha to have extended. But it must not be supposed that the find-places of this much-prized

stone are limited in Turkestan to die Khotan region, which has become chiefly famous %>r it.

Modern Chinese accounts of ‘ the New Dominion ’, according to a communication kindly made

to me by Dr. Bushell, distinctly mention jade-mining operations in the mountains near the

Yarkand river, and it remains to be seen whether some of the places meant are not situated

to the north of the river, witliin the region of the ancient Wu-sha. The only notice of this

kind at present accessible to me, in the form of an extract from the Hsi yii wm chien lu given

by Ritter, mentions such a locality, ‘Mirdschai,’ at a distance of 230 li from Yarkand; out

I am unable to trace its position ’®. In any case, it is well to remember that, according to

the testimony of a most competent geologist, ‘ there is no reason to doubt the existence of

jade along the whole of the Kun-lun range, as far as the mica and hornblendic schists

extend.’ ** ’ *

Legend of a A pious legend, which HsUan-tsang relates at some length in connexion with Wu-sha,

Arha”'”'** offers special interest; for if I am right in tracing the locality to which it clung, it affords

fresh evidence of the tenacity with which popular tradition and worship in Turkestan, stf^lse-

where in the East, survive all religious and ethnical changes.

'* According to Hui-li’s ‘ Life ',
Hsflan-tsang’s party was

attacked by robbers on the fifth day after the start from

Chieh-p'an-t'o. The merchants in his company bolted up

the mountain slopes, and several elephants fell into a stream

and perished; comp. Vie de pp. 374 sq. After the

robbers had left, HsUan-tsang is said to liave advanced

slowly along with the merchants. The mention of the

loss of the elephants in a stream, as well as the date

given, points to the adventure having happened in the

narrow defile of the Tangitar stream, along which most

of the route lies between the Chichiklik and Pas-Robkt

%

Passes; comp. Yarkand Mistion Report^ pp* add sqq* For

the relative distances, comp, ibid., pp. 43s sqq.

“ See Ritter, Asim, v. pp. 38* *q-. Timfcowskl'i

translation from the edition of [Since the above

remarks were written I have learned itom nsy fonner servaitf

Muhammadju, a YarkanA, that jade pebbles are t^sukrlyi

^fished' out of the Yarkand river bed in flood flmea near

the village of Kdsomal» rituated between Yarkand Ui4
.

Yaka-arik.]

** Compare Yarkand Mhiim R^i^ p. 46^^
.
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‘Two hundred li, or so, to the west of the city [of Wu-sha]/ thus the Hsi-yil-chi tells us*\
‘ there is a great mountain. This mountain is covered with brooding vapours which hang like

clouds s^bove the rocks. The crags rise one above another, and seem as if about to fall

^ where they^re suspended. On the mountain top there rises a Stupa of a wonderful and
‘ mysterious construction. This is the old story : many centuries ago this mountain suddenly

opened ;
in the middle was seen a Bhikshu, with closed eyes, sitting

;
his body was of gigantic

stature, and his form dried up ; his hair descended low on his shoulders and enshrouded his face.'

HsUan-tsang goes dn to relate how a hunter once caught sight of the Arhat and told the

king, who came in person to see him and pay him worship. A monk of his following explained

that4t was aft Arhat absorbed in that complete ecstasy which produces extinction of the mind,

^ and indicated the means by which he might be safely roused from his trance. When these

had been appffed, the Saint, 'looking down on them from on high for a long time,' inquired

about KaSyapa, his master, and about l§akyamuni Tathagata. On hearing that they had both

long ago attained their Nirvana, he remained for a long time with his head bowed. Then he

rose in the air and miraculously created a fire which consumed his body. His burned bones,

which fell to the ground, were collected by the king, who raised a Stupa over them.

• No one who has passed some time within sight of the great Muztagh-Ata Peak, and has

witnessed the superstitious awe with which its majestic ice-domc is regarded by the Kirghiz

in all the valleys around, could fail to be reminded by HsUan-tsang's story of the l(!gends

which cluster around that ‘Father of ice-mountains'. According to the simplest form of the

legend, which I myself heard from the Kirghiz with whom I came into contact during my
brief 4^rveying excursions around Muzt;lgh-Ata, a hoary ‘Pir' resides on the glacier-crowned

and whollpMnaccessible summit. Long, long ago, the eyes of adventurous hunters beheld him.

Other Kirghiz legends, which Dr. Hedin heard during his prolonged stay in the same region,

in 1894-5, represent the sacred mountain as ‘one gigantic Mazar or buriabmound of saints', in

which dwell among others the souls of Moses and AH, &c. Stories of my sterious help

ren^red by these sacred dwellers of Muztagh-Ata arc interwoven with what popular tradition

remembers of the struggle between the Khwajas of Kashgar and the Chinese which found its

tragic conclusion on the Pamirs (1759 a. d.). On the top of Muztagh-Ata Kirghiz belief places

an ancient city, whose inhabitants live on for ever in enjoyment of unblemished happiness, &c.

The great height of MuztSgh-Ata (24,331 feet according to the latest triangulation), and

the dominating position it occupies, make its glittering dome visible far away in the plains

about Yarhand and along the road towards Yangi-Hisar whenever the dust-haze peculiar

to the air of the plains clears away sufficiently. It is true that such occasions arc rare, but

this, perhaps, renders the vista of the distant icy peak all the more impressive to the imagination.

Its diDfjpi^on as seen from Yarkand is almost due west—the same direction which HsUan-tsang

indicates Tor the great peak with its mysterious StQpa in relation to the chief town of Wu-sha.

The distance recorded by him, ‘ 200 li or so is, indeed, beyond all proportion too small, seeing

that in a direct line no less than 118 miles separate Muztagh-Ata from Yarkand, or 65 miles

from Yangi-Hisar. But it must be remembered that neither HsUan-tsang's narrative nor his

‘ Life ' in^ntes a personal visit to the chief town of Wu-sha or an actual sight of the Stupa

mountaim If '^e pilgrim heard the legend en route, while moving through the mountains

relativftlyS nfS* SO serious an underestimate of the distance would be less

surprising

**
ii. p. 305; Mimoira,

Story of

MuzUi^li-

Ata.

*• See Hedin, Through Asia, pp. 218 sqq.

Compare Yarkand Mission Report, p. 286.
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Whatever opinion may be held on this point, it is certain that the remarkable shape of

the huge dome of ice rising above all other mountains must have vividly suggested to Buddhist

eyes the idea of a gigantic Stupa. This striking form, which even more than its height

distinguishes Muztagh-Ata from all ice-crowned peaks of the Pamirs, is illustfnted by the

photographs I took of its west and north faces from the Shamalda ridge (Fig. ii) and Lake Little

Kara-kul (Fig. 1

2

). But it is even more notable when this mighty mountain ma.ss is seen from

a greater distance, as when I first sighted its glittering dome on my way to Tash-kurghan, some

fifty miles away as the crow flies **. It is to be hoped that a telephotographic view taken

by some future traveller may yet do full justice to this aspect of the ‘ Father of ice-mountains’.

The worship of natural objects bearing resemblance to the traditional form of Stupas came

as readily to Buddhists as that of svayambhu or ‘ self-created ’ images to Hindus of all periods *
,

In the latter case it may be noted that the origin of the peculiarly shaped rocks, peaks, &c.

thus worshipped, is invariably traced back to some miraculous event or similar extraordinary

occasion. It seems probable that we have to interpret in this sense the feature of the Buddhist

legend, which connected the creation of ‘a Stupa of a wonderful and mysterious character’ with

the miracle witnessed by an ancient king.

«

See liuins ofKhotnn, pp. 68 sq. references see the index of niy Rijat. translation, s. v.

'• Compare, regarding the worship of ‘ Svayambhu’ images, svayarjibhu.

&c., in Kashmir, my note on Rajal. ii. 136; for other



CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL NOTICES OF KASHGAR

Section I.—THE OLD NAMES OF KASHGAR
*

Kashgar, which I reached on July 29, 1900, after enierjjing from the difficult Gc/ Defile s1.1y.11

at the fertile oasis of Tashmalik‘, detained me longer than any other single place in Chinese

Turkestan. My prolonged stay, extending over fully five weeks, was mainly accounted for hy

the numerous practical tasks which demanded attention before I could set out for the proper

goal of my explorations. In chapter viii. of my I*crson.al Narrative I have described these

prdfiarations in some detail, and explained the important bearing they had upon the success

of my subsequent work. It will, therefore, suffice to state here that they included the careful

organization of the caravan reciuired for my travels about Khotan and in the desert, as well

as the divers steps needed to familiarize the Chinese officials with the purpose of my intended

explorations and to secure their goodwill. In all these preparations the experienced advice and

persoilal help of my friend Mr. G. Macartney, c.i.e., the Indian Governments political repre-

sentative at Kashgar, was of the utmost value to me.

During my stay I did not fail to examine closely whatever ancient remains of the pre-

Muhammadan period survive at and about Kashgar. Unfortunately such n-mains are out of all

proportion scanty compared with the antiquity of the site and the historical importance of the

territory of which K^hgar has been the capital during successive .ages. This inqxwtance makes

it desirable to survey the accessible records bearing on the kingdom and city previous to the

Muhammadan conquest before I proceed to an account of extant archaeological remains. 'I'hc

fact that these records are almost exclusively Chinese, and in consequence accessible to me
only from secondary sources, will excuse the limitation^ of this survey as regards both com-

pleteness and accuracy of detail.

Though Kashgar has been known to the Chinese under varying names during successive fhinese

periods, yet the identity of the locality to which these names apply h.is never bec-n a matter

of doubt. We may see in this fact a proof of the continuity of Chinese historical knowledge

* This is the present, and, so far as I can jndgo, the Tasrhmelik, as .'ilrt’AiIy rccoulod in rarlanJ Mi^von Rtport,

correct pronunciation of the local nanse, such as I invariably p. 38. It appears to me veiy proldile that TaMulik .rnd

heard it in the course of repeated inquiries both on the spot Tashbulak arc distortions due 10 .-i kind of ‘ popular ctynio-

and at Kashgar. The form TashbtUik or Tashbulak figures logy’ which endeavoured to find the Tiirki word bahk ‘

lish’

apparently in all modern maps, though the records of the or bulak ' spring ’ asa component part of the loe.»l name not

surveys of the Jesuit Fathers (Espinha, D’Arocha, Ilallcrstein) readily explicable othei wise.

whom the Emperor Ch'ien-lung sent to Chinese Turkestan The name of Kashgar itself is spell variously as ,

after its conquest in 1759 a.d., as reproduced by De Mailla Muhammadan works, and modern Tuiki

{Histoirt g4»(rak dt la Chiiu, 1777-81, xi. p. 575; comp. pronunciation and spelling similarly vary. I have adopted the

Ritter, Asbm, v. p. 418) had furnished the correct form. form as representing a pronunciation now commonly

Tashbttlyk is found also in Dr. Hassenstein's excellent map heard throughout Eastern TurkesUn and coming nearest to

accompanying Dr. Hedin’s SeistH in Ztntral-Asun, though the quasi-official spelling Kashgar used in Indian and

text (see p. 366) show* the correct Taschmlik or Russian publications; comp. p. 48, note 8.
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concerning Kashgar. From the time of the Former Han Dynasty, when the states of Central

Asia were first opened up to the political influence of China, down to the T ang period the

region of the present Kashgar was generally known by the name of 1|||,
read Su-lS or

Sku-l^ (according to Wade’s transcription) The name Sha-Ie is given to Kashgar in

the accounts of the journeys of the pilgrims Sung YUn, Kumarajiva (circa 400 a.d.), Fa-yung

(420 A.D.), Dharmagupta (circa 593-595 a.d.) and Wu-kung; the latter s itinerary distinctly

records the identical application of Sha-lS and

In Hsuan-tsang’s and in a passage of the T'ang Annals evidently reproduced from it,

we meet with the name Ck'ia-sha ^ (transcribed iCia-cha by Julien, ICtu-cfia by M. Chavannes,

and ICa-sha by Dr. Franke), in which it is impossible to mistake the phonetic rendering of some

form connected with the present Kashgar^. The name of the town Chia-shth jjjjo (jjj, transcribed**

Kia-che by M. Chavannes and ICa-shih by Dr. Franke, which the same passage of the Tang

Annals refers to as the residence of the king of Kashgar, is evidently also closely related in

origin*. Earlier attempts to reproduce that old local name may be recognized in the Chi-sha

^ of the pilgrim Chih-mfing (circa 404 a.d.), and in Fa-hsien’s Ckteh-cha which, by

M. Chavannes’ brilliant and convincing analysis of the itineraries of these two pilgrims, ^ve

been shown to be identical with Kashgar*.

The form Kashgar itself is attested in Muhammadan sources from the earliest period when

the Arab conejuest reachc<l this part of Central Asia Spelt and pronounced in a variety of

fashions (as Kashghar, Kashgar, Qaskqar, &c.) in accordance with the phonetic latitude allowed

by Turk! languages in respect of certain con.sonants *, this name has continued in .sole use ever

since Eastern Turkestan was lost to the T'ang dynasty at the close of the eighth century.

Chinese records subsequent to that period invariably designate the territory and town by

transcriptions of the name Kashgar, though its identity with the earlier Su-16 was never lost

sight of by the learned in China ®.

That the several names of so important a territory should have formed the subject of

learned etymologies and conjectures both in the East and in the West can scarcely surprise- us.

Two early attempts to account for the name Su lS (or Shu-16 ) are found in Chinese Buddhist

texts, and have recently been discussed at considerable length and with much critical care by

* The various Chinese designations of Kashgar have been

critically discussed in Dr. O. t rankers paper ‘ Kaschgar and

die Kliiiro^thl/ St/zungsher. dcr kon. praiss, AkiuL dtr Wis-

stmehafim^ Berlin, 1903, pp. 184 sqq.

The form SuM or Shu-U is found also in an interesting

notice of the three great routes connecting China with the

West, which goes back to the information collected by

Pei Cha (circ. 605-606 a. d.) and which Baron Richthofen,

China, i. p. 530, note, has extracted. The form Liu^la,

given in this extract as the name of Kashgar, is, according

to the information kindly supplied to me by M. Chavannes,

based upon a misreading of the usual^
* Compare Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. 23, 54,

57, 6a, and Lltiniraire dOu-Uong, p. a6.

^ Compare Julien, ii. pp. 219, 509 ;
Chavannes,

Tura occid., pp. 121, 339 (where the pronunciation

ICia-cha (Ch*ia-sha) is quoted from K'ang-hsi's Dictionary);

Franke, Sb,P.A.W,t 1903, p. 186.

‘ Sec Chavannes, Turcs occid,, p. i a x ; Franke, Sb.P.A.W.,

1903, p. 186.

• Compare Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, pp. 54 sq.

also bi'low, chap. iii. 'Sec. iv.

^ The capture of Kashgar by the Arab general Qotayba,

in 715-716 A. D., is recorded by Tabari (tenth century), and

references to Kashgar arc found in other Muhammadan

authors from the tenth century onwards; compare Bret-

schneider. Mediaeval Researches, ii. pp. 45
• For these variations of spelling compare Shaw, ‘Vocabu-

lary of the Turk! language,* in J,A^S.B,, Extra No. 1878,

p. 164; also above, note i.

• See for such transcriptions {ICo-shih-ha-li in Ytian shih

of 1369 A.D., Ha-shih-ha-rh in Ming Annals of seventeenth

century), Bretschneidcr, Med. Researches, ii. pp. 148, 245;

also the modern Chinese records extracted in Ritter, Arien,

V, pp. 409 sqq*
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Dr. O. Franke and Prof. R. Pi-schel**. Their interest lies m.iinly in the fact that the ety

mologies are based on alleged Sanskrit forms of the name, and thus bear evidence of local

Buddhist production. The first occurs in a gloss composed within the T'ang period on the

Avantamsakh Sotra, as well as in a Buddhist religious compilation by a certain Hsi-lin, a native

of Kashgar. The name Shu-lS is here declared to be an abbreviation from Cli ia-ln-shu-tan-l^,

a Sanskrit term meaning ‘ (land) possessed of bad character and said to be applied to

a mountain in that territory. ‘ The character of the inhabitants of that country is full of

roughness and perversity, .and hence the name.’’*

Prof. Sylvain L^vi, who was the first to bring to light this curious derivation of Shu-lc,

suggested that CKia-lu-shu-tan-lS was in reality meant as a transcription of *Kharostra, and

that the latter was an ancient name of Kashgar from which the Kharosdii script of North-

Western India received its designation’*. Ingenious as this conjecture is, I do not think it

can be maintained in the face of the numerous and strong arguments which can be advanc<'d

against it, as shown at length in the .above quoted papers of Dr. Franke and Prof. Pischel’".

It appears highly improbable that a distant territory like Kashgar, which rcmaineil outside

Indian cultural influences until the advent of Buddhism about the commencement of our ora.

shauld have given its name to an Indian .script alrc.ady found in common luse along the Indus

and parts of the Punjab in the third century ii.c. The traditional tlerivation of the term

Kharosthl, as uniformly attc.stcd in Chinese Buddhist texts (from the Skr. name Kharostha,

meaning literally ‘donkey’s lip’), cannot be reconciled with a supposed form ^Kharostra. On

the other hand, the actually recorded CKia-lu-shu-tan-le might, perhaps, ingeniously be explained as

a transcription of some such Sanskrit word as *Kalusantara, *Kahisadhaya, or ^Kalusoitara,

which would give us the meaning ‘possessed of bad character,’ as pre-supposed by the above-

quoted etymology of the name Shu-16.

That this etymology is in reality nothing more than a learned concoction of some Sanskrit-

knowing Buddhist scholars is the opinion held by Dr. Franke and, it seems to me, with good

reason. It is a significant fact that the Annals of the Former and Later Han Dynasties, which

mention Kashgar frequently from the second century b.c. onwards, on the basis of trustworthy

contemporary records, know the territory only by the name of Su-le (Shu-le). The derivation

of this name as a contraction from a fuller Sanskrit form, would pre-suppose a belief that K.ishgar

had, for a considerable period before the second century u. c., been occui)ied by a poi)uIation of

Indian speech and culture. Such an assumption is at variance with whatever historical information

is at present accessible; and hence we are led to conclude that the alleged etymology is but

a scholastic pun, originating at a later period, when Sanskrit, as the ecclesiastical language of

Central-Asian Buddhism, was' widely spread through Eastern Turkestan”.

“ In their articles ‘Kasebgar und die Kharo^thT/ published

in Sitzungsherichte der kan, preusstschen Akademit der Wissen-

schafien^ Berlin, 1903, pp. 184-96 and 735-45'
“ Sec Franke and Pischel, Sb,P.A. JV,, 1903, pp. 735 sq.

** See Bulletin dettcoU ^Exirfme Orient, ii. pp. 246 sqq.

[Since the above remarks were written Prof. S. Lifvi has, in

a very learned and suggestive paper,
* Le pays de Kharo§tra

et Tderiture Kharo^frl', ibid., vol. iv., 1904, taken up the

question again on a broader basis, abandoning the assump-

tion of CHia»lu^hu^t€M'di as an old name of Kashgar, but

recognizing in that form the transcription of a geographical

designation ^Kharo^tra of much wider application.]

** See particularly Sb,P,AA\\, 1903, pp. 185 sq., 193 ‘^q.,

36-9. 745 -
1

'*
It is probable (as pointed out by Dr. Franke.

;d.P,AJV., 1903, p. 737) lhat this ‘popular clyniolog)
’

f learned origin was meant as a gibe at the character of the

eople of Kashgar, who seem to have enjoyed fiom carl\

imes a reputation for rough manneis and deceit. Sec below,

1. 70, for Hsilan-tsangs uncomplimentary remarks; also

:havanne8, Turcs occid., p. 121. Marco Tolo notes le-

[arding the people of ‘ Cascar*: ‘ I he natives are a wi etched,

liggardly set of people ;
they eat and drink in miserable

sshion.' Sec Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 182.

H

Chia-lu'shu'

fati'l/, and
the name
*Khilt 051Til
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We cannot attach greater value to a second etymology of Su.l£, found in a gloss on HsUan*
tsang’s account of Kashgar, which represents that old name as a corruption of

Here, too, a Sanskrit derivation is evidently intended, but the meaning of the alleged original

is not vouchsafed to us. Nor need we regret this reticence in view of the manifest artificiality

of the explanation**.

Before leaving, however, this old name Su-16, it may be well to point out that Dr. Franke

suggests SuM or Surak as an earlier pronunciation of the Chinese name, and that such a reading

ix)ssibly finds support in the form Shulik, by which Kashgar is designated in early Tibetan

records

The etymological speculations of Western scholars have naturally turned upon the name
Kashgar, by which alone the territory and its chief town have been known since the earliest

Muhammadan conquest. Resemblance in sound has tempted a series of distinguished sdiolars,

extending from De Guignes and D’Anville to Lassen and V. de Saint-Martin, to connect the

name of Kashgar with the Kooria opvf of Ptolemy**. But Baron Richthofen, in his masterly

analysis of this portion of Ptolemy's geography, has conclusively demonstrated that the Kasia

mountains represent the great Kun lun range, and that, in view of the considerable distance

which separates this from Kashgar, the assumption of a direct connexion between the ewo

names must fall to the ground *“.

It was no less a scholar than Eugene Burnouf who first coupled the equation Katria optf

:

Kashgar, with another equally problematical conjecture deriving both names from that of the

Kha^a nace fretjuently mentioned in Sanskrit texts*". The weakness of this identification, from

the geographical point of view, did not escape the critical judgement of Baron Richthofen,

See Julicn, M/moinSy ii. p. 219 : * Anciennement ce

royaume s’appelait Sou-k
;
c’dlait le nom de sa capitate. L*or-

ihographe corrccte est ((^ri-krltali). Le mot

Sou le cst corrompii.' As regards the authenticity of this gloss,

compare Franke, Sb.P.AAV., 1903, p. 738.

Julien's transcription *&ri-krllaU permits of no appro-

priate explanation as far as the second part is concerned

;

Skr. Sri can safely be recognized in the first part, since the

two initial characters £ are regularly used by

HsUan-tsang to render that term ; see Julien, Al/moires^

ii. p. 504. Dr. Franke proposes to transcribe *Snktritadhi

‘ holding the diadem of Fortune,' and recognizes in this an

attempt to provide an auspicious alternative for the somewhat

derogatory etymology previously discussed; comp. Sh,PA, IF.,

1903. P- 738-

Compare Franke, Sb.P,A.W,, 1903, p. 187 ; and con-

cerning the I'ibetan name the authorities there quoted

Wassiljew, Buddhimus, p. 55 ;
Rockhill, Life of the Buddha^

p. 240 n.

*• For references to the works of De Guignes, D’Anville,

Humboldt, Lassen, compare Richthofen, China^ i. p. 485,

note 2 ;
see also Ritter, v. p. 4 1 3, quoting Pater Georgi.

It is from Richthofen, China, i. p. 494 11., that 1 take the

reference to V, de Saint-Martin’s view as to the location of

the Kasia mountains near Kstshgar, set forth in his ’£tude

sur la gdographie grecque et lalinc de I’lnde' (M/moires

present/s h tAcad/mie des Inscriptions, vol. vi. i860), in the

chapter on Ma S6rique de Ptoldmde* (pp. 258-286), which

is at present not accessible to me.

See Richthofen, China, i, pp. 484 sqq. In note 4,

p. 485, the possibility of a derivation of Kdshgar from Kdsh,

the TurkI term for jade, is learnedly discussed. The evidence

in support of such a derivation appears to me very scanty,

seeing that Kashgar lies far away from the region which has

been the source of the jade supply of Turkestan from aifcient

times, Khotan and the valleys of the Upper Yarkand river.

Nor can Kashgar be rightly assumed to have ever been the

chief centre for the once flourishing jade tfade. In ancient

times, when a great commercial route led along the southern

edge of the 'Parlm Basin direct from Khotan to Lop-Nor

and Sha-chou, Khotan itself was, no doubt, this centre.

When that route fell into disuse during the Middle Ages,

Yarkand became naturally the main mart, as clearly indicated

in Benedict Go6z' narrative ; see Yule, Cathey, ii. p. 564.

It would be far more tempting to seek, with Baron

Richthofen, a similar relation l^tween the names of the

Kdsh stone and of the Kasia Mountains. Traders like the

agents of the Macedonian Ma6s, upon whose information

the account of Serica given by Marinus and reproduced by

Ptolemy mainly rests, may well have recorded the local

names of that distant region as they heard them fiom the

* Great Yfleh-chih' people in the more accessible Oxus

region, who probablyspoke a language oftheTurkl-Mongolian

family (compare for the linguisdc relationship of the * Great

Yfleh-chih* my remarks in Indian Anh'quary, xxxiv. p. 84).

^ Burnoufs suggestion was contained in a note oqn*

tributed to Humboldt, Asie Centrale, i. p. 115. His de*

viuatirkn ITaaliarar fmm fl MinnAO*/! fi\rffn *
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who has rightly pointed out how far removed from Kashgar are the known seats

of the Khavas

The name Khaia has been used in Sanskrit literature for the designation of hill tribes

settled in wtdely different parts of the Himfilaya regions, and is often applied very vaguely.

But fortunately the territorial limits are well defined for those Khasas of the extreme north-

west of India, who in Sanskrit writings of quasi-geograi)hical character are onlinarily associated

with the Dards [Darad, Daradd)^ and who aloiu^ could possibly be thought of in connexion

with Kashgar. By a detailed analysis of the numerous passages in Kalhana’s Sanskrit Chronicle

of Kashmir, which mention these Khavas, I have proved that they occu[)ied the valleys (^circling

Kashmir on the south and west. By their settlements in the latter direction, on the Jehlam

afi4 Kisangang.a rivers, they were thus the immediate neighbours of the Dards holding the

valleys draining into the Indus'-''^.

In view of what we now know of the mighty mountain ranges, and the etpially great

barriers of distance which separate Kashgar from any known seats of Khavas, a reference? to

Burnoufs conjecture would scarcely have been needed had it not been recently reA'ived, though

on a different ground, by so distinguished an Indologist as Professor Pischel. In his notes

dij^ussing the alleged origin of the KharosthI script from Kashgar, he suggests that tlu‘ Khd^ya

or Kkdsya writing, which is mentioned in a formal list of scripts given in the Lalitavistara,

must mean the writing of K*ia-sha (Ch'ia sha) or Kashgar-^.

It is true that the Khdsyalipi figures in the list betwetm the Daradalipi and Cinalipi,

i. e. the writings of the Dards and Chinese. But even if we credit the author of that lluddhisL

myth^ogical poem with the intention or ability of following any strict geographical order in

his enumeration of scripts (which comprises also numbers of purely apocry[)hal names), it appears

far more probable that he intended a reference to the Khavas, whose name appears widely siircail

along the whole Himalaya range, from the Dards in the extreme north-west to Assam, than to

Kashgar, a small and distant Central-Asian state altogether beyond the geographical horizon

of ancient India In this connexion it is well to remember that we have no evidence

whftever of the local name corresponding to the present Kashgar having been api)lied in

ancient times in a more extended sense to Eastern Turkestan generally. Ihe term ‘ Kash-

garia’, used in this sense, seems to be of modern Russian origin, probably due to Yacifib Begs

short-lived domination, and has no equivalent in indigenous use.

(‘hill of the Khavas’ with Aveslic gairi ‘hilP in the second

part) was adopted by Lassen, Indischt Alterthumskunde,

i. p. xoao, and V. de Saint-Martin, in the paper quoted

above (see p. 50, note 18).

Compare Richthofen, China, i. p. 485 note.

See my translation of the Rdjaiarahgim, I. pp. 47 »

note on i. 317; II. pp. 433 sq. The modern Khakha tril)e,

settled in the hill tracts immediately to the west and north-

west of Kashmir, derives its name as well as its descent from

the Khavas of the Chronicle.

“ Compare O. Franke and Pischel, ‘ Kaschgar und die

KharosthI/ S3,P.A.W., 1903, p. 196-

[Prof. S. L^vi, in his paper ‘ Le pays de Kharo^tra

diVicoU d'Extr. Or., 1904, p. 40, has also discussed this

question. From the Chinese texts quoted by him it appears

that Jinagupta, in the seventh century, connected the name

of Kfllihgar with the Khavas. The fact that the etymology

occur^ at so early a date to a Buddhist scholar of Indian

origin, does not, however, in iny opinion, prove that there

was any geographical or hislorical foiindalion for the con-

nexion of local names so widely separated. Nor is it

justifiable to ignore the absence of any aspiration in the

initial consonant of the name of Kashgar.
J

” How limited that horizon really ^^as, and how vague

was Indian knowledge of the regions bcyoinl the great

mountain walls of the Himalaya, is well illustrated by what

I have had occasion to demonstrate in the rase of Kalhana.

Though the Kashmirian Chronickr, in dealing with the

history and antiquities of his own countiy, displays thorough

and extensive acquaintance with its topography, and must

be credited with a far keener sense for matters geographical

than we can trace in any other Sanskrit author, yet his

knowledge of the regions to the north of the great mountain

ramparts is remarkably limited. Kven the valleys of the

Dards on the Upper Indus, like Astor, Gilgit, Cliilas, near as

they are, are seen in Kalhaua's narrative through a mythical

II 2

Suppose*!

connexion

with A7/iM(7.
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Northern
route from

China.
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Annals.

Section II.—KASHGAR DURING THE HAN EPOCH

The earliest account of K^hgar is found in the Annals of the Former Han Dynasty. We '

owe it to that great expansion of Chinese power into Central Asia which commenced under
the Emperor Wu Ti (140-87 b. c.) after the famous journey of Chang Ch‘ien (circa 1 39-1 27 b. c.)

had extended Chinese knowledge of the ‘Western Regions’ to the Oxus and the confines of
Persia. Appropriately enough Su-16 is first mentioned by the Annals in connexion with the
northern of the two great roads which led from the Yu Gate (Yu-m6n-kwan) and the region
of Sha-chou to the Oxus and Yaxartes*. This northern road, described as passing through
Turfan (the ancient Kao-ch*ang), and thenefe along the southern foot of the T'ien-shan range
as far as Su-16

, undoubtedly corresponds to the route via Sha-chou, Hami, Turfan, Kara-shahr,
Kucha, and Ak-su, which still remains the most frequented line of communication between the
interior of China and Kashgar. Prom Su-1^ ‘this road passing westward across the Ts*ung-ling
mountains, goes on to Ta-wan, Kang-chii, and the Yen-ts*ai country’, regions which were long
ago identified with the ancient Sogdiana *. The well-known route from Kashgar over the Terek
Pass into Farghana forms the direct and easiest approach to them from the whole of the Ta^^
Basin.

The specific notice of the Annals concerning Su-le informs us that the kingdom had its

capital in the city of Su-le, distant 9,350 li from Ch'ang-an, i. e. the modern Hsi-an-fu. ‘The
kingdom contains 1,510 families, comprising a population of 8,647, with 2,000 trained troops*.’

The mention of a variety of Imperial officials stationed there shows that Su-16
, undqr the

Chinese protectorate, finally organized about the middle of the first century B.C., formed an
administrative centre of some conseejuence. The particular reference made to its ‘market for

goods’ indicates the early commercial importance of Su-16
, and this is amply accounted for by

the statement that ‘the road to the Ta-Yue-chih, Ta-wan and K'ang-chU lies direct west’ For
Chinese trade in the direction both of Sogdiana and Bactria, of the rapid growth of which
after Chang Ch'ien’s mission the I Ian Annals give us a series of interesting glimpses, KSsR^
must certainly have formed a convenient emporium *. The road distances recorded in the same
notice eastwards to Wu-lei, the seat of the Chinese Governor-General (2,2 10 li), and southwards
to So-chQ (560 li), afford us little help, since the position of these two localities cannot be
determined with certainty*.

According to an interpretation recently suggested by Dr. Franke*, we should have to
recognize a reference to the foundation of Su-16 in a passage of the Former Han Annals which
mentions the migration of the well-known Central-Asian tribe of the ||[, whose name is variously

transcribed Sffi, Sz\ Sse, Ssu, Sa, Se, &c., and whose identity with the Sacae of classical records
and the Indian ^akas has long ago been established. We are told there how the king of the
Sbk or Sz', driven forth by the westward pressure of the Great YUeh-chih, moved south and

haze, like a kind of Ultima Thule. Compare my remarks

in the introduction to my R&jatarahghi translation, I.

PP< 36> >1*0 note on R&jtU. viii. 3763-64.
' See, for a lucid analysis of the historical notices con-

cerning these two ancient routes, Richthofen, China, L pp.

459 sqq-

* Compare Wylie’s translation of NoUt on the Wttlern

Regions from the Former Han Annals, in Journal ej tht

Anihrepelogicai InstOnk, x. (1880), p, si; as regards the

position of Ta-wan (with its capital near the present Uratepe)
and of Kang-ehU, see Richthofen, China, i. pp. 450 sq.

* See Wylie, ibid., z. p. 49.
* Compare Wylie, x. pp. 44 sqq.; Richthofen, China,

>• PP- 465 sqq-. 463 sq-

* Regarding Wu-lei (Wylie, Wu-tuji) see RkhthoCsn,
China, i. p. 460, note a

; Wylie, ibid., p. 33.
* See 'Kaschgar und die Khatoflhl’, SbJ*A,W,, 1903,

pp. 739 sq-
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conquered Chi-pin. ‘The race of the Suk scattered far and formed a series of states. North-
west of Su-16

. all tribes included in the states of Jfsiu hsiin and Chiian-Ui are descended from
the old Sok^* Neither Dr. Frankes translation of the passage, nor the context of the whole
notice on Clii-pin, from which the above is extracted, wouKl seem directly to imply that Su le

itself was founded by the Sok or Sz*, though it is i)robable that the latter’s power previous to

their ejection by the Great YUeh-chih (circa 150 b. c.) extended uwr the Kashgar region.

In consequence of the internal troubles which during tlu^ reign of the usurper WangMang Kashgai

(9-23 A. D.) preceded the downfall of the Former Han Dynasty, Chinese control over Eastern Laicr

Turkestan ceased for more than half a century. VV^ien undtT Ming Ti, the second F.mperor
of the Later Han Dynasty (58 -75 a. d.), Chinese power oncc! more began to assert itself in

the ‘ Western Regions Su-le was found to have passed, along with a dozen other small states,

including So-chii (Yarkand), under the domination of the king of Yii-t'ien or Khotaii. In 70 a. d.

Pan Ch'ao, the famous Chinese general, vanciuishcd the Khotan ruler; and by 70 a. d. the whole
of the Tarim Basin, with the exception of the territories corresponding to the modern Kara-shahr

and Kucha, acknowledged Chinese sovereignty \

The records of the Later Han Dynasty, which relate to the tributary kingdoms of the West, I’an Chao's

and which, according to Dr. Franke's statement, contain a detailed account of the history of

Su-16 during that period (25-220 a. d.)\ have not yet been rendered accessible in full and
reliable translations. We are hence unable to ascertain whether th(^ route of the justly famous

Pan Ch*ao in 95 a. d. lay through Kashgar, as in the case of Kao Ilsien-chili's equally memorable
exploit (747 A. D.) which we had occasion to discuss in a previous chapter^”.

Pan Ch’ao’s victorious campaign marks the greatest extension which Chiiu^se i)ower ever

attained westwards. More lasting than its political results was the influence which it cxcTcised

on the development of direct trade intercourse between China and the Roman Orient, and on

the spread of more definite knowledge about each other in the two great empires of the far

East and the West, On the side of the W^est we must reckon it particularly fortunate that

the opportunity then offered for recording information from enterprising traders who penetrated

into China, or at least into its outlying dominions in the Tarim Basin, was utilized by a geogra[)her

of true genius and exceptional width of vision, Marinus of Tyre. This record has been preserved

for us by Ptolemy, mainly in his chapter on Scrike, as he calls the regions stretching from Scythia

beyond Mount Imaus to the unknown easternmost ocean. After having been for generations

the subject of much fruitless speculation, the account gathered by Marinus of the land of the

silk-bringing Seres, and of the trade-route leading to it from the west, was elucidated with

critical acumen by B^ron Richthofen”, This analysis by the hand of a master renders it

possible for us to touch here briefly upon a remarkable itinerary underlying that account, and

to indicate its bearing upon Kashgar.

^ The earlier translation of Wylie, /. Anthr, Insi,, x. p, 34,

agrees substantially with Dr. Franke's rendering. The names

Hsiu-hsttn and Ch(lan-tu are transcribed Ifeu-seun and Ktuen-

tUh by Wylie, Hiu-siun and Kwan-to by Richthofen, China^

i, p. 448, note 2. The Chi-pin conquered by the Sacae has,

long l^en considered identical with the territory of Kabul.

MM. Chavannes and S. L^vi {JOItin/raire d'Ou-Uong^

pp. 36 sqq.) have expressed the view that Kashmir is meant.

Notwithstanding the authority attaching to these two

•cholan, and the tempting nature of some of the philological

evidence advanced by them, I reuin my doubts on the

point, mainly on geogiaphical grounds.

• For a summary of the Chinese records concerning the

history of Eastern Turkestan during the first century of our

era, see Richthofen, China^ i. pp. 468 sq.

• Sec *Kaschgar und die Kliaro^thi Sb,P.A.W.^ i903»

p. 186.

Sec above, pp. 8 sqq. For Pan Ch'ao’s expedition

compare Klaproth, Tabhaux historiqucs^ pp. C<3 sqip

" Sec Richthofen, China^ i. pp. 477 sqq., and concerning

the itinerary of Ma€s, ibid., pp. 496-500.
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According to Ptolemy's express statement, Marinus gathered his geographical data about

the land of the Seres from the account given by Maes, a Macedonian merchant ‘called also

Titianus', who had sent agents into the country. The route of these agents, which we may

safely assume to have been a caravan road in frequent use for the silk-trade frond China into

the Parthian Empire, led from Hierapolis on the Euphrates through Ilekatompylos, Areia, and

Margiana (Merv) to Baktra. From there the route passed first northward to the mountain

district of the Komedi, and then along it to the south-east ‘as far as the ravine that opens

into the plain country*. In this ravine the traveller had to ascend for 50 schoeni northward

when ‘he arrives at the Stone Tower, after which the mountains recede to the east and unite

with Imaus, the range that runs up to the north from Palimbothra’.** Another passage of

Ptolemy places to the east of the Stone 1 ower, and in the axis of Mount Imaus itself, the ^
station or Sarai {opfiriTi^piou) ‘whence traders start on their journey to Sera*.'*

It is the joint merit of Sir H. Yule and Sir H. Rawlinson to have demonstrated beyond

all doubt the identity of the mountain tract of the Komedi with the ChU-mi-t“o of IlsUan-tsang

on the one hand and the ‘land of the Kumedh* of early Muhammadan writers on the other

It thus became possible to locate with certainty ‘the valley of the Komedi* in the mountains

which divide the Wakhshab river anti the adjacent alpine tracts of Karategin from the couisse

of the Oxus, From Karategin a direct and comparatively easy line of communication leads

along the Wakhshab up to the rich grazing grounds of the wide Alai plateau. Ascending

the latter to its eastern end, it then crosses the watershed range between the Oxus and the

Tarim at its lowest point, the Taun-murun Pass^*; and a short distance below, near the head-

waters of the Kashgar river, it joins the great route which connects Kashgar with FarghSna

over the Terek Dawan.

Baron Richthofen, by a series of convincing arguments, has proved how closely the description

of the road followed by Macs’ agents agrees with the route just indicated An exact location

of the famous ‘Stone Tower’ {XiOivos irvpyo^ is not possible at present, and can be hoped

for only from antiquarian investigations effected on the spot'^. In regard, however, to Ae

** See Ptolemy, Gfographia, I. cap. xii. 7 sqq. By Imaus

is meant the watershed range between the Oxus and the

Tarim ; compare Riclilhofcn, Chtna^ i. p. 484.

” Ptolemy, Geogr, VI, cap. xiii. i. It deserves to be

noted that the traders' station is placed due cast of the

‘ Stone Tower Lat. 43° being indicated for both.

See Yule, in 1873, pp. 97 sq.
;
for other

references compare Richthofen, CAina, i. p. 497, note. The

connexion between the Komedi of Ptolemy and ChU-mUfo

of HsUan-tsang had first suggested itself to SirA. Cunningham;

but as in the case of numerous other conjectural identifica-

tions, which in the end proved equally happy, he was not able

to support it by critical evidence or to locate the territory.

On the other hand, the discussion of the Ptolemy passage in

Cathay^ i. p. cxlix, is still ofvalue, as showing how Sir H. Yule,

by a chain of sound critical reasoning, had been led to

Karategin as the probable position of the Komedi, even

before information became available as to the survival of

the local name into Muhammadan times.

This is the form in which I heard the name pronounced

on the spot; General Kuropatkin writes ^Toongooboo-

roon,' see KasAgaria, translated by Major W. E. Gowan

(Calcutta, 1882), p. 31. In the Russian Survey Maps the

spelling Taun-murun seems to have been adopted.

’•
5k*e CAina, i. pp. 496 sqq.

The question as to the position of the ‘ Slone Tower

'

had been discussed at length by a number of distinguished

scholars, from Humboldt to Sir H. Rawlinson, before the

identification of the mountains of the Komedi supplied a

definite clue to the direction of Ma6‘s' route. For a synopsis

of these conjectured locationsf which range from Tashkend

in the north-west to Tash-kurghan in the south-east, see

Richthofen, China^ i. p. 498, and McCrindle, Ancieni India

as dtscrihed Ay Ptolemy (Bombay, 1885), p. is.

I avail my.self of this opportunity to correct the error into

which I fell by accepting Sir H. Rawlinson’s identification of

the TTvfryo^ with Tfish-kurghin, in’ my Pnliminaty

Report^ p. IS, and also in Ruins of Khotan^ p. 71. When

writing the original diary notes on which both the above

Records of my journey are based, my scope for reference on

the subject was restricted to Dr. McCrindle’s above-quoted

publication on Ptolemy, in the copious notes of which the

well-established identification of the Komedi has unfortunately

remained unnoticed.

The more recent conjectures concerning the position of

the ‘ Stone Tower,' which Dr. Marquart quotes in \issSirdnUkt,
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traders station which Macs’ account mentions to the east of the Stone Tower and on the

road starting for Sera, I think that unchanging geographical conditions afford us some guidance.

Baron Richthofen has justly pointed out that this station must be U)okcd for close to the watershcil

crossed by the above route, since Ptolemy places it in the line of th(‘ I mans, wliich undoubtedly

corresponds to the range buttressing the Pamir region on the east, and dividing the drainage

areas of the Oxus and the Tarim. He has also rightly observed that the point where the

muclvfrcquentcd route coming from Farghana over the Terek Dawan is joined by the route

from the Wakhshab valley was the most likely position for such a station.

I am glad that my return journey from Kashgar to Farghana in June, 1901, hurried

though it had to be, allowed me to accpiaint myself at first hand with the toinigraphical

features of the ancient trade route leading from Kashgar to Osh. fhe oViscrvations then

gathered entirely support the view put forth by that eminent geograiihcr ;
for we could scarcedy

expect any place on that route to agree better with the conditions for a traders’ station, such

as Ptolemy’s notice implies, than Irke.shtam, now occupied as the Russian customs station and

fortified frontier po.st on the road to Kashgar. It is situated at the' point where the routes

coming from Farghana and the Alai unite, and only a short distance below the Taun-miinm

PauRS, by which the latter route cro.sscs the watershed. irkeshtam, which now enjoys the

distinction of a small fort and a Cossack garri.son, offers advantages apart from its position

at the junction of two great routes. Situated at an elevation of 8,500 (Russian) fc('t above

the sea, it is not only a relatively sheltered place ; but, owing api»arently to a more abundant

supply of moisture from across the ranges to the west and north, the vallt'ys immediately

adjac^t are far less deficient in grazing and fuel than the barren gorges of rock and detritus

through which most of the route further down to Kashgar leads The inclusion of Irkeshtam

within the Russian frontier-line (which elsewhere in these parts keeps to the watershed betwe en

the Kashgar river on the one side and the Oxus and Syr Darya on the other) has hence its

adequate reason.

The route which wc have just traced forms the most direct connexion between Kashgar

anef the ancient Baktria. And it is curious that the earliest notice w(' possess of K.ishgar after

Pan Ch'ao’s victorious expedition westwards relates to its invasion from that very region, b rom

the Annals of the Later Hans wc learn that in the period 107-1 13 a. d. An-kuo, the ruler of Su-Ie,

had been obliged to send his near relative, prince Ch'ew p^an, as a hostage to the king of the

Great Yiieh-chih, whose dominion at that period, as we know from other sources, com[)ris(-‘d not

only their old scats in Baktria, but also Kabul and a considcrabli! portion of noith-western

India. Subsequently, after the death of An-kuo, the arms of the Yuch chih «l(*pos('d his

successor and established Ch*en-p*an on the throne of Su-ld, during the years 1 14—120 a. d.

P* > 55> appear to be based mainly on attempts to uliliae

Ptolemy’s artificially deduced longitudes and latitudes for

the determination of ancient localities in distant parts of Asia,

where, as wc know, the scantiness and unreliable character

of the information at his disposal excluded the |)Ossibility

of even approximately correct cartographic construction.

The emphatic warning uttered by Sir H. Yule (Cathay, i.

p. cli) on the subject of the deceptive nature of these defini-

tions deserves to be taken to heart by students of Ptolemy's

Asiatic Geography.
” Compare my Ruins <f Khoian, p. 496. General

Kuropatkin's remarks, Kashgaria, trans. Gowan, p. 3a, show
that Irkeshtam was, even before the Russian customs

station was csUihlishcd there, an iniportani stage on the

route. Those coming fiom the dire*. lion of Kashgar regularly

halted there, to make arrangements for the conduct of their

caravans across the Terek DawAn when the snow lay deep

on the latter. Excepting some Chinese military posts lower

down the Kizal-su, Irkeshtam is the only permanently-

inhabited locality between Gulcha and the Kashgar plain,

and certainly the most considerable of the halting-] ibices.

*• Compare Spccht, ‘ fUudes siir I'Asie Ccnlrale,* li., in

Journal asiat., 1897, p. 97 ; Marquart, EranUhr, p. 283;

Frankc, 1903 , p. 74®; cailier references,

Klaproth, Tableaux htslor,, p. i66 ; Ritter, Asien, v. p. 421.

Position of

Irkeshtam.

Invasion of

(heat Yileh-

Lhih.
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MM. Specht and Marquart have rightly pointed out how well this notice of the Annals
agrees with the story which Hsiian-tsang, in his description of Chia-pi-shih (Kapi^a), records of
Kaniska, the founder of the YUeh-chih dominion in Gandhara, having extended his power to

the east of the Ts'ung-ling mountains, and received hostages at his court from ' the western
dependencies of China®". It appears, in fact, probable that, as ingeniously suggested by
Dr. Marquart, the monastery at Chia-pi-shih, which an old local tradition reproduced by HsUan-
tsang asserts to have served as the summer residence of these hostages from the confines of

China, received its name Sha-lo-chia^^ jjftj from that princely hostage of Kashgar. For

the form "^S/ut/ai'a or *S/iara^a, which the Chinese transcription may be assumed to represent,

would explain itself easily as a derivative from Sha-W^ the alternative old name of Kashgar
already noticed, which is likely to have sounded ^Shalek according to the earlier pronunciation

of the Chinese characters

According to a statement of Klaproth, gathered apparently from Chinese sources, the inter-

ference of the Ylich-chih in the affairs of Kashgar, towards 120 a . d., resulted in the introduction

of Buddhism into that territory The Chinese authority for this statement has not yet been

traced
;
but Buddhism undoubtedly flourished in the Yueh-chih dominions on both sides of the

Hindukush, and the prolonged sojourn in them which the Kashgar prince, subsequently eleva^d
to the throne, had made as a hostage may well, after his elevation to the throne, have facilitated

the spread of Buddhist propaganda in that part of the Tarim Basin. This assumption would
agree with the tradition recorded by HsUan-tsang, which makes the princely hostages from the

states east of the Ts\mg-ling, including Sha-16 or Kashgar, reside in a Buddhist convent, and

connects their stay with the reign of Kani§ka, the renowned patron of Buddhism. %

To whatever period the first establishment of the Buddhist Church in Kashgar may prove

to belong, it is far more probable that it was brought from the side of Baktria than from that

of Khotan. In the latter territory, which would have been the only possible alternative channel,

we know for certain that the prevailing if not the sole form of doctrine and worship was the

MahaySna or 'Great Vehicle’®^. In Kashgar, on the other hand, we find the predominance

of the Hinayana School or the ‘Little Vehicle' equally strongly marked since the tim6 of

Fa-hsien Now it deserves to be noticed that, wherever the evidence of HsUan-tsang's

*" See Mfmoires^ i. p. 42 ;
Si-yu-ki^ transl. Beal, K p. 56.

See Vie de IIwuen-Tksang, p. 71. Dr. Marquart has

discussed the name at length in Rranlahr, pp. 283 sq., where

a possible reference to the same Buddhist convent by the

Muhammadan geographer Ya'qubi is also noticed.

** Compare, regarding the pronunciation Uk for^ (now

sounded //), Franke, Sd.P.A.JV., 1903, p. 187.

® C6mpare Klaproth, Tableaux hislor., p. 166; also

Dr. Franke’s instructive summary of Chinese notices con-

cerning the spread of Buddhist teaching eastwards from the

Ytieh-chih empire, in Sb.P.A.W., 1903. pp. 740 sqq.

Dr. Franke calls attention to a Tibetan text translated by

Dr. Rockhill embodying traditions of Khotan or Li-yul, which

mentions that a princess of Ga-hyag, who became the wife

of King Yijayasimha of Khotan, helped to spread Buddhism

in Shu-lik. The date of this king cannot be determined;

compare Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 240; also below,

Appendix E,
^ HsUan-tsang tells us that, of the 5,000 monks residing

in the convents of Khotan, all (according to Julicn and Beafs

translations; *most’ according to Dr. Franke's interpretation,

Sh,P,A,W., 1903, p. 74a, note) studied the ‘Little Vehicle';

sec M/motres, ii. p. 223. Fa-hien, transl. Legge, p. 16,

also speaks of ' several myriads of monks, most of whom are

students of the MahSx^na.’
“ M^moires, ii. p. 220; Siyu-^kiy ii. p. 307; Fd-him,

transl. Legge, p. 23. For the identification of Fa-hsien's

Chieh-eKa {fCeth-cKd^ Legge) with KSshgar see below,

p. 67.

The close agreement between Fa-hsten's and Hsttan-

tsang’s data as regards the two great schools extends also

to TtH’hoi Cho-ekd-chia which, as we shall see below

chap. IV. sec. iv., must be identified with Karghalik.

There the prevalence and flourishing condition of the

Mah&yftna is accounted for by the vicinity of, and old

connexion with, Khotan; see Fd-hien, transl. Legge, p. ai,

and Mdmoires, ii. p. sal. On the other hand, the Hinayfina

or ‘Little Vehicle' predominated in the regions along the

great route leading eastwards of lUshgar, according to

the uniform testimony of both Fa-hsien and HsOaiwtsang

;
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Sec. U]

quasi-ecclesiastical survey is available, we find the Buddhist establishments of the territories

along the northern foot of the Hindukush. from Balkh {P0-/10) to Sarikol (C/iich-fy'an-t'o),

attached .to the ‘Little Vehicle'^®.

Considering the geographical position of these territories in relation to Kashgar and the

long subjection of almost all of them to YUehchih rule, we may well attach historical signifi-

cance to this observation. Nor would it be right, perhaps, to ignore altogether the curious

fact that the ‘Little Vehicle’ was followed in the ancient convent of Chia-i)i-shih, where the

princely hostages from the western dependencies of China were believed to have resided, and

where their memory was still cherished down to the time of Hsiian-tsang. In the numerous

other convents of Chia-pi-shih, as elsewhere in the tracts south of the Hindukush, the Mahayana

School seems to have enjoyed unciuestioned predominance

Section III.—EASTERN TURKESTAN UNDER THE TANGS

The rapid decay of Chinese power in Central Asia, which commenced under tin* Emperor Decay <)(

Ah Ti (107-125 A.D.), accounts for the extreme scantiness of the information to be gl(*aned

from Chinese sources about the political conditions of Kashgar and Eastern Turkestan geiuTally theLait r

during the next five hundred years. The revolt of the Uigur tribes in the region of Fiirfan

and Hami threatened the Chinese dominion in the Tarim Basin at its north-eastern end about

the same time that Kashgar fell under Yiich-chih influence. A nominal protectorate a[)pears

to hc'Are continued during the second century a.d. But even this must have ceased during the

disturbed reign of the last Han Emperor (Hsicn Ti, 190-220 a.d.) and the period of the

Three Kingdoms (221-265 a.d.), so far as Kashgar and other territories in the distant north-

west were concerned C According to a notice quoted by Ritt(‘r, the [)Ower of the kings of

Su-16 during the latter period extended over a number of smaller states situated to the south

and west, while, on the contrary, a brief extract from the Wei Annals given by R^musat

represents Su-16 as being at the same epoch dependent on Yii-t'ien or Khotan -.

China became united again under the Emperor Wu Ti (265-290 a.d.), who appears to

have made efforts to re-establish Chinese influence in the south of the Tarim Basin-*. But

the dynasties which followed each other in rapid succession until the advent of the house of

Tang (618 A.D.) were too weak or too much absorbed by the task of internal consolidation

to resume a policy of conquest beyond Sha-chou, the westernmost district of Kan-su. During

compare Fd-hten^ transl. Legge, pp. 14 sq., and M/moires,

i. pp. a, 4, 10.

This exaqt accord between what we may call the

ecclesiastical surveys of the two pilgrims is of special interest

in view of the considerable interval which separates their

visits. If the territorial distribution of MahaySna and Hlna-

yi&na in Eastern Turkestan hstd not changed during a period

of nearly two and a half centuries, we may justly conclude

that it went back far earlier, probably to the time when

Buddhism first reached these territories from the south and

the west respectively.

* See MAnoireSt ii. pp. 30 (Balkh), 35, 37 (Bamian), aio

(Sarikol). In Huo (Julien, Houo) which corresponds to the

present Kundus, both the Great and Little Vehicles were

studied; see ibid., ii. p. 193.

^ See for the convent of ihe hostage*!, M/motWs, i.

pp. 41 sq.; St’yu-h\ transl. Beal, i. p. 57; T/V de H.-T.,

pp. 71 sq.

It is curious that in the Punjab tract which, according

to the tiadition recorded by IlsUan-tsang, served as the

winter residence of Kaniska’s hostages fiom the confines

of China, .and which was believed to have received from

them its name Chih-mt-pn-ti (Skr. Cinapah ?), we also find

Hinayana monks in possession of the chief monastery (called

Tiinasasaingharama) ; see M/moires^ i. p. 1991 St-yu-kt.

transl. Beai, i. pp. i 73 «!•

> Compare Richthofen, China, i, p. 472.

• See Ritter, Asitn, v. p. 421 ;
Rdmusat, VilU de Kho/an,

p. 10.

• See below chapter xi. sec. iv.

lEIN
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68 HISTORICAL NOTICES OF KASHGAR [Chap! in

the reign of Wen-ch'6ng Ti (452-466 a.a) we hear of an embassy sent by the king of Su-IA

to the Imperial court to present a sacred relic, the reputed dress of Buddha which proved

incombustible \ Early in the following century Kashgar figures among the numerous territories

of Eastern Turkestan, which the Annals of the Liang Dynasty and the Pei shihl^ mention as

subject to the Yeh-ta or Hephthalites. By the middle of the fifth century this race, of probably

Turkish origin, had founded a powerful empire in the Oxus Basin, whence they carried their

conquests down to Gandhara and beyond the Indus in the south, and as far as Khotan and

Kara-shahr in the cast^

Between the years 563 and 567 the empire of the Hephthalites succumbed to the attack

of the Western Turks (called TVi-chiich by the Chinese) under their great Khakan IstsLmi, the

Dizabul or Silzibul of the Byzantine historian Menander, whose aid KhusrQ Anushirwan, the

Sassanian, had called in against these dangerous foes of his dominion®. All the territories

north of the Oxus previously subject to the Hephthalites now passed under the sway of the

Western Turks. Soon their power extended also over the old Hcphthalitc possessions south of

the river and beyond the Hindukush, which the waning strength of the Sassanians proved

helpless to retain. P'rom their encampments placed in favourite valleys of the T“ien-shan north

of Kucha and KiLshgar the Khakans of the Western Turks exercised their sway over dominicui^s

probably exceeding in extent even those of the Hephthalites ^ The Chinese records show that

the subject states were left in charge of their hereditary local rulers, but each under the control

of a Turkish Ttidun, who watched over the collection of the tribute®. There can be little

doubt that the political conditions of Kashgar, and probably of most states in Eastern Turkestan,

were of the type here indicated. %

The establishment of the Tang Dynasty, 618 a.d., marks the beginning of a new and

glorious epoch in the history of Chinese relations with the ‘ Western regions*. During the reign

of its founder Kao-tsu (618-626 a.d.), and during the first years of his energetic successor Tai-

tsung (627-649 A.D.), the struggle with the Northern Turks, whose attacks threatened. the very

existence of the empire, prevented the prosecution of a vigorous policy westwards. While that

struggle lasted the Chinese court was eager to seek the help of the Western Turks, who 'vfere

then united under the rule of a powerful Kagan (Khan), called Vung shih-hu in the T'ang

Annals®. He was still reigning when HsUan-tsang, in 630 a.d., passed through the vast region

which acknowledged his sovereignty. The gracious reception which he accorded to the pilgrim

^ Sec Ritter, Askn, v. p. 422.

® Compare, for the Chinese records bearing on the Ilcph-

ihalites and their conquests, Chavaiines, Turcs occult pp. 224

sqq.; Voyage de Song run, p. 24. Sung Y(ln, who in 520

A.D. visited both the Yeh-ta seats in Badakhshan and the king

(Mihirakula) representing their power in Gandhara, distinctly

attests Khotan as the eastern limit of the vast dominion

tributary to them; see Vtyage de Song Fun, p. 26. The
Fei shih^ which derives its notices about the Hephthalites

from Sung YUn’s mission, mentions (KSlshgar) along

with Sogdiana, Khotan, Bokhara, and over thirty smaller

states, as among the * Western countries' subject to them.

* A rich storehouse of precise information on the history

of the Western Turks has been opened up to us by

M. Chavannes' translations and critical exposition of the

Chinese records concerning them in his Documents sur les

Tou-kiui {Turcs) occidentaux^ 1903. A masterly analysis of

the results obtained from these records and other sources

is given in the Essai sur thistoin des Tou-kiue occidentaux^

forming Part IV of that work, pp. 217-303. Regarding the

conquest of the Hephthalite dominions, see particularly

pp. 226 sqq.

^ Interesting glimpses of these royal encampments and

their barbaric splendour have been preserved for us by the

Byzantine embassies which were sent to the court of the

early Kh&kans between 568 and 577 a.d. for the sake of

alliances against the Persians; see Chavannes, Turcs occid.^

PP- 235 »qq-

* Compare Chavannes, Turcs occid,^ pp. 52, 263 sqq.

* See Chavannes, Turcs occid.^ pp. 263 sqq. The Chinese

Shih^hu (Chavannes, Che-hou, Beal, yeh-hu) is a transcription

of the Turkish titleJain ^^^h appertained to the sovmign
chiefs of the Western Turks; compare Chavannes^ Ikra
occid^ p. 24, note i.
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sufficed to open for the latter all roads as far as KapiSa'®. In that very year T'ung Shih-hu

Kagan was murdered, and with his death the confederacy of the ten tribes constituting the

Western Turks broke up into two great groups, each apparently under a succession of sei)arate

Kagans, anS engaged in constant hostilities.

The Chinese, who in the same year, 630 a.d., had succeeded in defeating and finally

subjugating the Northern Turks, did not fail to profit by the internal feuds of the Western
T*ii-chlleh, and gradually set about to reduce the territories which once formc'd the western

dependencies of their empire. In 640 an Imperial army crossed the great desert and occupied

Kao-ch*ang or Turfan, whose prince had already, in 630, paid homage* at the Chinese court, but

had subsequently proved refractory. The Protectorate of An-hsi was established in that territory,

strategically so important for an advance westwards, and a garrison placed there". In 644 a.i>.

the king of Kara-shahr, who had in 632 sent an embassy to the Imperial court, but had

afterwards sought independence by an alliance with the Western Turks, was vanquished and

carried off as a prisoner. Already, in 641, the internal dissensions of the I'urks had given th(‘

Emperor Tai-tsung the opportunity of installing a nominee of his own, Yi-pM shih-kuei Kagan,

as chief over the western division of the tribes. Envoys sent iDy him with tribute arriv(*d at

thfe Imperial court. When the Turkish Kagan, in the year 646, asked for the hand of a

Chinese princess, Tai-tsung claimed in return the states of Kuch;i, Kholan, Kashgar, Kar-

ghalik (Chu-chU-po), and Ts'ung-ling or Sarlkol as a marriage gifi’-'.

The possession of the whole of the Tarim Basin which this claim implied was not to be

attained by such means. T‘ai-tsung then set about to conquer the territories he had failed to

secui^ through diplomacy, and had reduced Kucha before he^ died in 649 a.d. 'Flu* king of

Khotan, too, impressed by this victory of the Chinese arms, hastened to make his submission

and to resume allegiance to the Empire, the tradition of which had probably never ceased

completely in that state Under Kao-tsung, who succeeded to the imi)erial throne (650-

683 A.D.), the policy of expansion westwards was maintained with vigour, and soon led to

unexpected triumphs. After the death of T*ai-tsung a Kagan called Hodu, who had previously

sought refuge within the north-western border of the Empire, revolted, and within a short time

established his ascendancy over the whole of the Western Turk tribes. But this revival of

Turkish power was short-lived. In a series of campaigns extending from 652-65S ilic Imperial

armies, valiantly supported by the Uigurs, vanquished in succession the Karluks and other

allies of the Turks, and finally defeated the latter under Hodu himself in a decisive battle on

the Hi. With the capture of Ho-lu, who had fled to Tashkend, in 658 a.d., the dominion of

the Western Turks came finally to an end, and China could proceed to annex officially the

whole of the vast region over which the Turkish Kagans had ruled, or at least asserted

a nominal sovereignty^*.

The administrative organization which the Chinese proceeded to give to their huge concpiests,

extending to Kabul in the south and to the confines of Persia westwards, is detailed in the T*ang

Annals, forming a document of the greatest interest for the history and geography of Central

HsOan-tsang found 'Shih-hu, the Kagan of the Turks’,

on a hunting expedition near Tokmak, west of Lake Issik-

kul. The account of this visit preserved by the pilgrim's

biographer vividly records the impressions he received of the

power of the Turkish chief and the magnificence of his

eniouragin See Vu di pp. 55 sqq.; and Chavannes,

Turcs occid,t p- *94f where HsUan-tsang's Shih-hu Kagan

was first identified.

See Chavannes, ibid., pp. 105 sqq., 266.

Sec ibid., pp. 31 sq., ,59, 266.

“ See ibid., pp. 116 sq., 267.

** Sec ibid, p. ia6.

See ibid., pp. 59-^7 * *^7
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Asia'*. Here wc are concerned only with the territories of Eastern Turkestan. The Protectorate

of An-hsi which, as we have seen, had in 640 a. D. been established in Turfan (Kao-ch*ang) for

the purpose of extending Chinese control over these territories, was in .658 a. d., immediately

after the final victory over the Turks, definitely transferred to Kucha (Cluu-tzu)
*

The passage of the T*ang Annals tells us that this Protectorate was intended to govern

YU-den (Khotan), Sim-shih (Tokmak), and Su-lS, the whole of these territories (including Kucha

itself) being henceforth known as the ‘Four Garrisons*. There can be no doubt that this term

1^9 ^ included all Eastern Turkestan, not merely the territories actually enumerated as seats

of the ‘ Four Garrisons *. The official list of the latter subsequently underwent a change, by

the substitution of Kara-shahr for Tokmak, at a date variously stated as 670 or 719A. D.; but

the application of the term itself, in the sense above indicated, remained the same as long

as the supremacy of the T'angs in the Tarim Basin lasted'*.

The fact that Kashgar figures from the first in the official list of the ‘Four Garrisons’,

shows the importance which the Chinese attached to this state. The Imperial decree finally

ordering the administrative organization of Su-lfi and Chu-chu-pan or Karghalik, along with

a number of Trans-Oxus states, was issued in the year 659 But other passages in the

T'ang Annals prove that the actual establishment of Chinese authority at Kashgar was Mt
effected immediately. The authority of the Kagans, who after the capture of Ho-lu had been

placed by the Emi)eror in charge of the defeated tribes of the Western Turks, appears to

have been very weak. Tu-man (also designated as A-hsi-chieh cliileh-ssii‘Chiii)^ the chief of one

of the Nu-shih-pi tribes belonging to the Western Turks, rose in rebellion, and carrying with

him the states of Su-16 ,
Chu-chU-po (Karghalik), and Ho-p an-t*o or Ts ung-ling (Sarikol), attacked

and conquered Khotan. A Chinese force was sent against him, and succeeded in defeating

and capturing him in the year 660 somewhere on the Upper Yaxartes

We have already had occasion to note that the states subject to the Western Turks, but

outside the tracts actually occupied by their semi-nomadic tribes, retained their local rulers.

The desert regions of the Tarim Basin and the small oases interspersed between them were

by their physical conditions effectually protected against such occupation ;
and accordingly Ihe

Chinese conquest found Kashgar and the other territories of Eastern Turkestan under the rule

of indigenous princes whose allegiance tp their suzerain must have depended mainly upon the

” The geographical chapter of the Tang Annals furnishes

a detailed list of the protectorates, governments, and districts

established in a portion of the territories annexed after the

conejuest of the Western Turks. This list, first brought to

notice by A. Hdmusat in his * Remarques sur Textension de

I’Empire chinois du cotd de TOccident* \Mtmoires del'Academie

des Jnscr., vol viii. 1827), has been exhaustively analysed

and supplemented from other sources by M. Chavannes,

Turcs occid.f pp. 67-71, and again pp. 270 sqq. Unfortu-

nately the original ‘treatises with maps on the Western

countries', which were presented to the throne in 658 and

661 A.D. by the officer entrusted by imperial order with the

survey and organization of the newly-annexed territories

{Turcs occid., pp. 119, 156), have not been preserved.

See Chavannes, ibid., p. 118.

From a record in the encyclopaedia Ts*fJu yilan kuii

translated by M. Chavannes, in Notes addiL sur Us Tou-kiui

occid,^ p. 1 9, it is seen that a Protectorate of the ' Four

Garrisons* was first established by Tai-tsung at KuchS in

648 or 649, afler the reduction of that territory in the first-

named year. Kao-tsung, however, on his accession in 650

A.D., decided to abandon this advanced garrison, and conse-

quently ordered the Prptectorate of An-hsi to be re-established

at Kao-ch*ang or Turftn.

The history of the term * Four Garrisons ’ has been

discussed with critical thoroughness by M. Chavannes,

Turcs ocetd,^ PP* 1 1

3

The variation in the records concerning the date when

Kara-shahr took the place of Tokmak may possibly be due

to the fact that popular usage liad anticipated the official

alteration of the list consequent upon the abandonment of

Tokmak in 719 a.d. by the Chinese. Kara-shahr, by its

position within the region defined by the Tien-shan and

Kun-lun, certainly fitted better than Tokmak near Lake

Issik-kul into a list of names which probably soon acquired

a geographical significance distinct from political conditionst

Compare Chavannes, ibid., pp. 141, note, a68, note.

See ibid., pp. 7a sq., 307 sq.
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atter’s power to enforce it. In this light it can in no way surprise us to find, from the T‘ang
Annals, that embassies from Kashgar as well as from the other states of Eastern Turkestan

-eached the Imperial court, with what Chinese historiographers were probably justified in recording

iS offers of Submission, long before Chinese supremacy was actually extended over the whole

Df those regions. The notice on Su-lc contained in the T*ang Annals mentions tlie first embassy

Df. the king of Kashgar in the year 635, and a second, bringing products of the country as

tokens of submission, in 639 We may safely recognize in the date of the earlier mission,

and in the dates recorded for the first embassies from otluT states of liastern 'rurkeslan.

a proof of the deep and widespread impression which thi! Chiiusc triumph over the' Northern

Turks in 630 a. d. and the simultaneous disruption of the Western tribes must have produced

among the tributaries of the latter *-'*^.

Chinese authority over Kashgar and the rest of the ‘ Eour Garrisons' was tlcstiiunl scjon

to undergo severe checks. Already in the year 662 a rebellion broke out among the Western

Turks, and a Chinese army sent to repress it, while marching to the south of Kashgar, suffered

humiliation at the hands of a force of the Tibe'.tans whom the Kung-yiieh, a northern tribe

from the Hi region, had incited to invasion The Tibetans who, after tlnur coiupiest of the

KyJcU“Nor region (663 a. d.), rapidly rose to be formidable rivals of the Chinese powcT in

Central Asia, availed themselves of the difficulties caused to the latter by the internal diss«!nsions

of the Turkish tribes and their successive defection. Urged on by the Kimg-yuch and tlie

ruler of Kashgar, they attacked, in the year 665, Khotan which had to be relieved by Chinese

troops

After a terrible defeat inflicted on the Imperial forces in 670 a. i\, north of the Kuku-N(^r,

the Tibetans were free to make themselves masters of the ‘ h'oiir Garrisons ’ It is triu*,

a Chinese record tells us of the Kung-yiieh and the king of Su-le, frightened by the ap|)r()ach

of an Imperial army, having offered their submission in the year 673 *“°. But this succe ss can

only have been ephemeral; for the plain statements of the T'ang Annals show that the 'fibetans

completely subjected Kiishgar during the years 676-678, and in fact retained poss(‘ssion of the

whcJlc of the ‘Four Garrisons’ from that time until 692 In that year a victorious expedition

under the Chinese general Wang Hsiao-chieh re-established the Protectorate of An-hsi at Kucha,

and by maintaining there a garrison of thirty thousand men recovered once more tlui territories

previously subject to it**.

For more than half a century after this re-conquest the ‘ P*our Garrisons’ served as the

base from which the Chinese endeavoured to assert their influence over the territories to the west

and south-west. In these endeavours they had to face two powerful enemies, the Arabs in th(‘

west and the Tibetans in the south, and the success with which on the whole this double

struggle was maintained during the reign of the Emperor Hsuan-tsung (713 762 a. d.) renders

this period one of great historical interest. M. Chavannes, whose merit it is to have first

rendered accessible and elucidated the ample Chinese accounts referring to this period, has

Sec Chavannes, Turcs occid,^ pp. 121 sq., where the

Notice on Su-16 has been translated from chap, ccxzi. of the

** According to the testimony of the T*ang Annals, the

first embassy from Kara-shahr (Yen-ch*i) arrived in 633 a.d.,

from Khotan (Yti-i*icn) in 632, from Sarikol (Ho-p*an-t'o) in

fi35» front Chu-chtt-po (Karghalik) in 639 ;
see Chavannes,

iWd., pp. 1*5^ 125^ 121, resp. Turfan (Kao-ch'ang) and
Kuchi (Ch‘iu-t*tt), whose royal families appear to have been

more closely connected with China, had already sent missions

after the accession of Kao-tsu (618 a.d.), and hastened to

give fresh evidence of their devotion in 630; comp.

Chavannes, Turcs ocad.^ pp. 103, 115.

Compare Cliavannes, ibid., pp. 122, note, 280.

See ibid., p. 122, note.

* See ibid., pp. 114, note, 280 sq.

Sec ibid., p. 122, note. ^ Comp, ibid., pp. 119, 122.

•• Compare ibid., pp. 119, 179 note.

.•
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critically focussed its varied historical aspects by a masterly analysis in chapters viii and ix of

his Essat sur I'hhtoire des Tou-kiue occidentatix*^. Our references to the events which affected

the Tarim Basin and KSshgar may therefore be brief. ^

For more than two decades after the recovery of the ‘Four Garrisons’, Chinese policy

towards the West appears to have been purely defensive. The internal conditions of the empire *

during the usurpation of the Empress Wu (684-705 A.D.), and still more the revival of the power

of the Northern Turks under the great chief Kapagan Kagan, called Mo-cho in the Chinese

Annals (691-716 a. u.), fully account for this. In the year 699 all the tribes of the Western Turks

acknowledged the sovereignty of Kapagan Kagan, and it was consequently to the latter and

not to the Chinese court that the princes of the Oxus region and Sogdiana turned for help

against the rising tide of Arab invasion®*. During the years 7®5~7*5 ^ series of brilliant ,

expeditions under the leadership of the famous Qutayba ibn Muslim carried the Muhammadan

arms victoriously across Balkh to Bukhara, Samarkand, and Farghana The armed intervention

of the Kagan of the Northern Turks, residing far away on the banks of the Orkhon, failed

to afford protection. Thus when, in the year 714, the Chinese, evidently in pursuance of the

more active foreign policy initiated by the Emperor HsUan-tsung, recovered their supremacy

over the Western Turks, they soon found themselves face to face with the Arabs ®*. mt

The revolt of Qutayba against the Kh.ilifa Sulayman, and his subsequent death in the year

715, appear to have occurred most opportunely for the ends of Chinese policy. On the

Muhammadan side Tabari’s Chronicle informs us of a victorious expedition of Qutayba to

Kashgar, ' a city near the Chinese frontier ’, effected evidently at the commencement of Sulaymin’s

reign (715 717 A.n.) *’*. On the other hand Chinese historical records show that in the year <115 the

Chinese general Chang Hsiao-sung, setting forth from the Protectorate of An-hsi or KuchS.,

and supported by neighbouring tributary tribes, succeeded in forcibly reinstating the king of

Pahan-na or Farghana, whom the Arabs and Tibetans in alliance had driven from his territory.

This initial success of the Chinese was promptly followed by offers of submission from a number

of states in the ‘Western Regions’, extending from Ta-yUan, or Tashkend, to Ckt-ptn or the

Kabul Valley*®.

The rebellion of the TurgSsh tribe of the Western Turks brought once more, in 717, the

allied Arabs .and Tibetans into the territory of the ‘Four Garrisons’, where the towns of Ush-

Turfan and Ak-su, on the route between Kashgar and Kucha, were besieged by them**. The

Chinese sgraffito discovered by me in the Endere temple, with its date of 7*9 A. d., shows that

at about the same time Tibetan inroads continued into the southern portion of the Tarim

Basin*’. But Chinese diplomacy soon succeeded in checking the danger from the side of the

Turgash; and though effective control over the territory properly belonging to the Western

Turks was not recovered by the Chinese until 738, the reign of HsUan-tsung was a period of

prolonged consolidation for their power within the ‘Four Garrisons’. Without the firm position

thus secured in the Tarim Basin it would have been impossible for Chinese policy to exercise

that remarkable activity, diplomatic and military, in distant territories to the west and south-west,

which a scries of interesting records and diplomatic documents attest for the years

719 to 751“.

» See Turcs occid., pp. *8i, *99. " See TStra oceid., pp. 148 note, api.

•• See ibid., pp. a8a sq., »88 sqq.
** See ibid., p. *84, note.

” Compare ibid., pp. 283, 290.
** See below chap. xii.

•• Compare Breischneider, Mediaeval Researches, ii. p. 46,
** See regarding this exten^on of Chineie influence,

quoting Zotenberg’s translation of Tabari, iv. p. 198. Turcs occid^ pp. apa-^.
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During that period the suzerainty of China was acknowledged by all the states which Chinese

Muhammadan invasion threatened, from Kashmir to the Oxus and Yaxartes, and even to distant

Tabaristan on the shores of the Caspian Sea. Imperial ilccrees, royal titles, and occasional c;.vrrisc)n^,‘

lissions werl intended to strengthen the princes of these stales in their rc'sistance by a kind

if moral support. But the Chinese administration of the ‘Four Garrisons' was ready for

nore vigorous measures, whenever it was necessary to bar the Tilx^tans from access to the

oute which might have enabled them to join hands with tht* Arabs, their old allies. This route

ed through Gilgit and Yasin, the Little P‘o-lu of the T‘ang Annals, to tht‘ Upper Oxus; and

ve have already had occasion, in chapter i, to discuss in detail the c xpeditions which the Chinese

mdertook from th^ * Four Garrisons' to prevent this strategically important tt'rritory from falling

nto the hands of the Tibetans In 722 a. d. it was the Sub-Delegate of Kashgar who, at the

lead of four thousand troops, succoured the king of Little P o-lu, and helped him to expel the

ribetans. Similarly Kao Hsicn-chih, when setting out in the year 747 to wrest Little P*o lu

rom the Tibetans, commenced his famous march over the Pamirs and Ilimlukush from Kashgar.

Kao Hsien-chih, under whose leadership the troops of the ‘Four Garrisons’ in 750 a second Dcfcai oi

:ime triumphantly penetrated south of the Hindukush was destined also to bring about the

ivmnt which marked the commencement of the rapid decline of Chinese power in the ‘Western a.d.

Regions'. Having forcibly intervened in the same year (750 a.d.) in the affairs of the tributary

<ingdom of Tashkend, he treacherously put to death its ruler and c?xciled the wrath of the

people by his cupidity and oppression. The king's son stirred up the neighbouring po|)ulations

against the Chinese and called in the aid of the Arabs. In the summer of 751 Kao llsic n-chih

marched against the latter and their native allies ; but his auxiliaries of the Karliik trlb(‘s revolted

against him, and taken thus in front and rear Kao Hsien-chih, niiar the town of Talas (now

Auliata), suffered a crushing defeat, from which Chinese authority never recovered

A succession of disasters which about the same time overtook the imperial arms in
^ ^

YUn-nan, at the other end of the empire, and the subseiiuent rise of a dangerous pretender to
“

the throne, made it impossible for HsUan-tsung and his son Su-tsung, in whose favour he

abdicated in 757, to direct their attention to the exposed dominions in die West^«. On the

contrary, the frontier garrisons had to be denuded of troops in order to succour tin* dynasty

threatened in its very existence We have a significant indication of this in the fact that

among the forces which finally recovered the Imperial capital of Ch‘ang-an (Ilsi-an-fu) in 757,

contingents of soldiers from the Protectorates of An-hsi, or Kucha, and {nciir Guchen)^^

from Farghana, and even from the Arabs are mentioned The Tibetans, who hail helped to

foment these grave troubles, did not fail to turn to account the opportunity ofit^red. From

the years 758—759 onwards tliey gradually overran the regions of Ho and Lung, corrcsf)onding

to the present province of Kan-su and the extreme west of Shan-si. From the time when

they were completely established there, about y66 a.d., all direct communication between China

and the Protectorates of An-hsi and Pei-t*ing was interrupted

Concerning the final phase of Chinese dominion in these distant western territories, the

T*ang Annals furnish a series of brief but interesting data, which M. Chavannes has lucidly

See regarding these expeditions, above pp. 7 sqq.
“ See above, p. ii ; Turcs ocad., p. 114, note.

^ Compare Turcs occid^ pp. 14a sq., 297.
^ See ibid., pp. 298 sq.

Compare Buahell, Eariy History of TVdst, p. 41*

^ The administrative centre of Pci-t'ing occupied a

position about eighteen miles to the west of the present

Guchcii, and corresponding to that of Bah-buhk (‘Five

cities *) of Mongol limes ; see Chavannes, Tura on td., pp. 1

1

sq. I'he terriloi ies governed from Pei-i'ing lay mainly north

of the T*ien-shan.

^ Turcs occid.j p. 299.

See Bushell, Early Historv of Tibet, p. 41 ;
Chavannes

Turcs occid,, p. 114 note, and below Appendix A.
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set forth in the concluding part of his contribution, printed below in Appendix on the

Chinese records from Dandan-Uiliq^®. They show that, notwithstanding their isolation from the

rest of the empire, the Chinese governors of the ‘Four Garrisons' and of Pei-t‘ing succeeded
in maintaining their authority over the territories confided to their charge for a fomparatively

long period. Kuo Hsin, the resident governor of the ‘ Four Garrisons,* and his colleague of

Pei-t'ing, who commanded at Hami and Turfan, after having been completely cut off for fifteen

years, succeeded in 781 in sending envoys to the Imperial court through the friendly territory

of the Uigurs,

The biography of Kuo Hsin shows that the Emperor Tfi-tsung liberally rewarded the

faithful governors and all their officers by grants of higher rank and other honours for having

maintained Chinese authority under such difficulties*®. But effective succour such as the

governors had, no doubt, eagerly solicited, was not to be obtained from the enfeebled Empire.
In fact, another historical record shows that in 784 the Emperor seriously considered the recall

of Kuo Hsin and his colleague Li Yiiah-chung. This step was checked by the representations

of his ministers, who urged the advantage of retaining at least a semblance of Chinese authority

in the Tarim Basin and in the region adjoining it on the north-east. The time for the final

disappearance of this authority was close at hand, and it is a fortunate chance which allows«»us

to verify its survival during these last few years from the testimony of a contemporary

witness.

This is furnished by the itinerary of the Chinese pilgrim Wu-k*ung, who, after a residence

in India of more than thirty years, made his return journey to China during the years 786-

789 through the ‘Four Garrisons* and Pei-t'ing*"^. Coming from Tokharistan and the territory

of Chii-mi-chih, or the ancient Komedi, he reached Su-16 or Sha-16 some time in 786**. He
mentions there, besides the king Fei L6ng-I6ng, the deputy governor Lu Yang, who judging

by his name appears to have been a Chinese official. In Khotan he found as king Wei-ch'ih

Yao, otherwise known to us from Chinese records, with the deputy-governor Chfing Chii.

In Ch*iu-tzu, i.e. Kucha, Wu-k*ung duly mentions Kuo Hsin, ‘Great Protector of An-hsi*,

with a string of high titles, at the head of the administration. In Kara-shahr (Wu-k‘ung*s

Wu-c/ti\ too, a Chinese deputy-governor is noticed besides a local ruler. Pei-t'ing, the adminis*

trative centre of the Protectorate adjoining the ‘ Four Garrisons * to the north-east, was still

under Chinese administration when W\i-k*ung was setting out from there in 789 in the suite

of an Imperial delegate returning to China. The route through the Gobi was closed, no doubt

by the Tibetans. Hence the devious route through the territory of the Uigurs had to be

taken by the travellers, and it was only in 790 that Wu-k*ung arrived at Ch‘ang-an, the

Imperial capital.

^ Compare below chap. ix. sec. vi.

“ The Imperial decree reproduced in the biography of

ihc Chtu Tang shu^ and translated by M. Chavannes (see

below Appendix A)^ is lavish in terms of generous ac-

kno>^ Icdgement of the merits of tlie two governors, who
Ijcsides other distinctions were granted the title of ‘ Great

Protectors' of An-hsi (Kucha) and Pei-t'ing (Guchen),

respectively. In the case of their staffs the years of service

spent under such exceptional conditions were to be counted

seven times over for purposes of promotion. Cheap rewards,

indeed, considering that the Chinese official system never

knew pensions, and that few, if any, of those faithful officers

could hope to regain their own land from their posts of exile.

^ See MM. S. L^vi and Chavannes' Vltin/raire d'Ou»

^ong^ reprinted from Journal asiat,^ Sept<-Oct., 1895)

pp. 26 sqq.

^ This .ap{>roximatc date is deduced from a computation

of the periods indicated for Wu-k'ung's halts at KXshgar,

Khotan (Yu-t'ien), KuchX (An-hsi^ CA'iWsiB), and Kara-shahr

(Wu~cHi^Yen-cKi\ and the time necessarily spent on the road,

previous to his start in 789 from Pei-t'ing for the territory

of the Uigurs. It is seen from the itinerary that Wu-k^ung

made prolonged halts in every one of the cities counted

among the * Four Garrisons,' staying five months in Ktshgar,

six in Khotan, over twelve in Kuchft, and thidi in

Kara-shahr.
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In that very year, or at the latest in 791 a. d., the Protectorate of Pci-t'iiiij was taken by the

Tibetans, and from that time onwards, as a passage of the Tzfi chih chkn (|uoted by

M. Chavannes tells us, nothing more is heard of An-hsi or the ‘ Four Garrisons ’ Witli this

event Eastern Turkestan disappears from the horizon of ilic Annalists of the Tang dynasty,

and obscurity falls over its history for more than a century.

At first the whole of the Tarim Basin appears to have i)asscd under tlu; predominance

of the Tibetans, who for a time even became dangerous neighbours to their old allies, the Arabs,

in the region of the Upper Oxus. Rut between 860 and 873 a. d. theur supn^mary was l)roktMi by

the Uigurs, who established a powerful kingdom comprising the region once ruled from IVi-t'i ng
and extending westward as far as.Ak-su ’^ Khotan apparently regained indepe ndence. The
rest of the territories once comprised in the ‘Four Garrisons’ are found subject to rnrkish

princes of the Karluk tribe, ordinarily residing at Balasaghun near Lake Issik-Kiil, wIumi earl)

in the tenth century some scanty information about this region again becomes availal.)Ie from

Muhammadan sources. Between the years 926 and 941 a.d. occasional missions from these princes

to the Chinese court are mentioned in the Annals of the Liao

Very soon after the last date must be placed the conversion to Islam of the ruler who

hold the territories from the Issik-Kul to Kashgar, and who under the name of Satok Boghra

Khan is celebrated in popular tradition as the pious establisher of Muhammadanism ihroughout

Eastern Turkestan To the effective link with the West thus establislud and the prominent

part taken by Satok Boghra Khan*s successors in the disruption of the Samanide dominions

in Central Asia we owe the steadily increasing flow of data which Muhammadan records hence-

forth supply about Kashgar and the adjoining regions. But the period to which they refer lies

beyond the scope of our present inquiry.

Section IV.—NOTICES OF KASIIGAR DURING THE TANG PERIOD

After our brief survey of the history of Eastern Turkestan generally during the second

period of Chinese ascendancy, we may now turn to the data which are furnished about Kashgar

by the records of this period.

In the first place it will be well to review the general information derived from the notice

of the Annals on Su-16 '. ' Soti-le est appel6 aussi K'iu-cha’^. 11 a cinc| mille li dc tour; il

est h plus de neuf mille li de la capitale ;
il s’y trouve beaucoup de deserts sablonncux et

peu de terrain cultivable. Lcs habitants aiment la tromperie, Quand un enfant est n<!‘, eux
«

" See below, Appendix A, From M. Grenard's rcmark»,

Journal astaL, 1900, Jan.-F^vr., p. 94 ,
it appears that the

Turkish tribe of the Karluk helped the Tibetans to occupy
the region of TurBln and to defeat the Uigurs, the allies

of the Chinese.
“ The period from the final destruction of Chinese

supremacy in Eastern Turkestan to the appearance of the

Muhammadanized Turkish rulers of BalftsSghQn and Kashgar
as claimants for the inheritance of the Samanide empire, has

been treated with lucidity and care in M. F, Grenard's paper,
‘ La Idgende de Satok Boghra Khan et Thisioire,' Journal

Jan.-F^vr., 1900, pp. 24 sqq. Regarding the Uigur

kin^om established, with its capital Kara-1^6ja, near TurfSn,
see iWd., pp. a8 sq.

** See Grenard, lor. ciL, pp. 36 sq.

“ Regarding the hi^^torical data about tiiis conversion,

which appears to have been largely bioiiRlit about by political

motives, and certainly led to far-reaching political conse-

quences, see Grenard, Journal asiat.^ 1900, Jan.-l<?vr.,

pp. 38 sqq.; for the legendary accoiml, as prescr\'ed in the

popular Turk! Tadhkira of Satok Boghra Khan, compare

ibid., pp 7 sepp

* Sec Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 121.

• The fiFbt syllable of the name is to be read

Ch*ta, the whole (pronounced being a transcription

of the earliest form underlying the modern name Kfibbgar

;

see above, p. 48.
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aussi^ lui compriment la t£te pour qu’elle prenne une forme aplanie. Ces gens se tatouent le

corps; ils ont Tiris des yeux verditre. Le roi a pour nom de famille il se surnomme
lui-mfime A-m(hfche\ il reside dans la ville de Kia-che\ les Tou-kiue lui ont donn^ en manage
une de leurs filles. Il a deux mille soldats d’^Iite. (Cc pays) a coutume de sacHiier au dieu

celeste.*

The description here given of the country of Kashgar and its people is substantially the

same as that found in Hsiian-tsang’s Hsi-yU-c/ii, of which it is a manifest abstract. The name
of the ruling family {P'ei ^), which the concluding portion of the notice records, is actually

found in the Imperial decree reproduced by M. Chavannes, which in 728 a.d. conferred the

royal title on An-chih, chief of Su-lfi*. It was borne also by the high Kashgar dignitary P‘ei

Kuo-liang, who in 753 a.d. came to pay homage at the Imperial court®. The title A-mo-chiA

|Si^ ^ is similarly attested by the royal decree already referred to, and was undoubtedly

shared by the rulers of Khotan during the eighth century. We find it not only in a record

of the encyclopaedia TjV fu yilan kiiei relating to the investiture of Wei-ch'ih Fu-chih ‘qui

avait les titres de A-mo-khe de Yu“t‘ien*, as king of Khotan in 728 a.d.®, but also in an

official Chinese document dating from the year 768 a. d,, which was excavated at Dandan-Uiliq,

and which will be discussed below ^ •

The name of the capital Kia-clte {Chia^shih^ jgo ||^), which I am unable to trace elsewhere,

is, notwithstanding its different spelling, manifestly connected with the name KSshgar {Ch*ia-sha).

The king to whom the Turks are said to have given a princess in marriage, and whose name
is not specified, may be supposed to have been the prince actually reigning at the time of the

Chinese annexation. The estimate of the number of his armed force is the same stis that

recorded in the Han notice on Su-lfi, while in the mention of the worship of the ‘god of

heaven * we must, according to M. Chavannes, recognize a reference to the Zoroastrian cult ®.

The general description of Su-lS is followed by brief references to the embassies from this

kingdom in the years 635 and 639 a.d., which we have already had occasion to mention. From
M. Chavannes extracts from the encyclopaedia Ts'efu yuan kuei learn that in 698 a.d. (after

the recovery of the ‘Four Garrisons* from the Tibetans) P*ei Yi-chien, king of Su-16
,
sent

a mission to the Imperial court to offer his tribute®. About the year 705 we find mention of a

palisaded camp in the territory of Su-16
,
to which Kuo YUan-ch6n, Protector of An-hsi, retired

for safety from the attacks of rebel T‘u-diUeh tribes^®. In 728 a, d. P*ei An-ohih, who already had

the title of A-mo-ckih of Su-16 , received his investiture as king of Su-16 by an Imperial

brevet, the text of which is preserved among the diplomatic documents of the Ts*S fuyUan Auei^K

A notice of the T‘ang shu relating to the TurgSsh tribes of the T*u-chUeh shows us, in 739 a.d.,

the governor of the Chinese garrison of Su-ld forcibly interfering in their affairs as far as

Talas (Auliata) In 753 a. d., soon after Wu-k*ung, on his way to Gandhira, had passed through

K&shgar, we hear of certain high dignitaries from Su-1£ presenting their homage at the

Imperial court’*. After this date specific references to Kashgar in the T*ang Annals cease.

* The Annals previously record this custom as prevailing

among the people of Kucha.
* See 7'urcs occid^, p. a08.

® See ibid., p. 12a; Chavannes, Noies addti. sur la

Turcs occid,^ p. 85.

* See Turcs ocetd,^ p. 207.

* See below chap. ix. sec. v.
; also App. A,

* See Turcs occid,^ p. lai, note 4; p. 135, note i;

Journal osiaL^ 1897, Jan-F^vr., pp. 60 sq.

® See Notes addiL sur la Turcs occid.^ p. a5.

Turcs ocetd., p. 189.

“ See ibid., pp. laa (where the name of the ruler is

given as An-ting), 308; Noia addit sur les Iktrcs occld^

p. 48-

“ See 7\tr€S occid,, p. 84.

Compare Chavannes, Notes addit., pp. 85 sq. ; Turcs

occid,^ p. 138. Two of the dignitaries, I'ei Kuo-Uaug and

A-man-irhrho chu-pi-shih^ are designated as in charge of the
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But we have seen that even as late as 786 a.d. Wu-k'ung, returning from India, found a Chinese

deputy-governor at Su-16 by the side of a king, P'ci Leng-ldng, who, as his family name shows,

still belonged to the old local dynasty

Authentic and precise as these data are, they are at the same time scanty. It is, therefore,

fortunate that we are able to supplement them from the notices left to ns by those Buddhist

pilgrims who visited Kashgar on their way to or from China. The information derived from

the oldest of these has but recently become available to us through ISl. Chavannes’ researches,

and in particular his ingenious identification of Fa-hsien's Chieh-ch'a The biography of

Kumarajiva records a visit of this Indian pilgrim to Sha-li or Kashgar .about 400 a.d., and

specially mentions that he placed there on his head the alms-bowl (J^atra) of Budtlha which

was believed to possess the miraculous quality of changing its weight. Now the. Chinese monk

Chih-m6ng, who proceeded to India via Lop-Nor and Khotan in the year 404 a.d., and whose

biography M. Chavannes first brought to light from the Japanese Tripitaka, witnessed the

identical miracle when handling Buddha’s alms-bowl, which was shown to him in the kingdom

of Ch*i-sha ^ The identity of the miraculous e.xperiences recorded by these two

pilgrims, and the close approach of the form Ch'i-sha to the name Cliia-sha f
;jV>, given to

Ktlshgar by HsUan-tsang and the Tang Annals leave no doubt that Chih meng’s notice

refers to Kashgar.

Now Chih-mfing saw at Ch'i-sha, besides Buddha’s alms-bowl, also his spittoon, which he

describes as being made of a stone of variegated colour; and it is the mention of this relic

in Fa-hsien’s account of Chieh-ch'a Jg X which supplies the most convincing argument for

M. efiavannes’ identification of the latter territory with Kashgar. We have alrcatly, in the

chapter dealing with Sarikol, traced the route which Fa-hsien and his fellow-pilgrims followetl

from YU-t'ien or Khotan to Tash-kurghan In the latter locality, which Fa-hsien mentions

by the name YU-tno, abbreviated from Ch*Uan-yU-mo •», they halted to keep the season of

‘ retreat’, probably during the summer of 402 a. d. ‘When this was over, they went on among the

hills for twenty-five days, and got to Chieh-ch'a.’ '» The direct route, of travellers bound for

India from Tash-kurghan would, no doubt, have lain to the south-west, across the P.'imirs,

and not northward to Kashgar. But the necessity of rejoining the companions who had pre-

ceded him to Chieh-ch'a direct from Khotan and the desire to visit an important religious

centre, suffice, as M. Chavannes justly observes, to account for Fa-hsien’s detour to K.ashgar.

Yet the pilgrim’s narrative allows us to discern a further and, perhaps, even more cogent cause

F.vhsi(‘n*s

no* ice of

Kashgar.

Fa-hsicn’

route to

Kashfrar.

dstricts of Kien and Kin which seem to have

belonged to the territory ruled from KSTshgar.

** Sec Lllinerairt dOu‘kong^ p. 26 ;
above p. 64.

Compare, regarding the identification of Fa-hsien’s

Chich-cKa and Chih-m^ng’s CKi-iha with Kashgar, Chavannes,

Voyage de Song Yun^ p. 54 sq.

See above p. 48.

See above p. 28.

Compare Voyage de Sof^ Yun, p. 65 for M. Cha-

vannes convincing emendation of YU-hui ^ into

Yii-mo^ ;
also above p. 28.

Compare Travels 0/Fd-hien^ transl. Legge, p. 22 (where

th^ name of the territory is spelt Keeh-cKd),
" See Travels of Fd-Uen, p. 18. The fact of these

fellow-pilgprima having left Fa-hsien at Khotan in order to

proceed in advance to Chieh-ch'a is rightly considered by

M. Chavannes as an indication that Chieh-ch'a could nf>t

have been separated from Khotan by jj;rcat distances and

formidable obstacles ;
*(’e n’est pas an moment (renlreprendrc

la partie la plus difficile d’un voyage qu unc carav.ine se

divi&c.' Such disiiiuces and obstacles would certainly have

confronted the travdlcis if Chieh-ch'a had been situated, as

all previous interpreters supjxiscd, to the south of the

Hindukush. The only locality in that direction with whicli

the name Chieh-ch'a might jx)ssibly suggest a connexion is

Chieh-shih, identified above with Chitral (sec pp. 1 4 sq.). but

such an assumption is precluded by the clear statement that

Fa-hsien and his companions from Chich-ch a ‘ went west-

wards towards North India and only ‘ after being on the

way for a month succeeded in gelling across and throuRh

the range of the Onion mountains’ (Travels of Fd-hitn,

p. 24).

K 2
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for the northward digression of the pious company, ‘ It happened that the king of the country

was then holding the pam/ia-paris/tad, that is, in Chinese, the great (juinqucnnial assembly.

When this is to be held the king requests the presence of the Sramans from all quarters of

his kingdom. They come as if in clouds; and when they are all assembled, tfieir place of

session is grandly decorated, &c.’ The glowing description which follows of the splendour of

the assembly and of the lavish offerings made to it by the king and his ministers of ‘all sorts

of precious things, and articles which the Iranians require’, plainly shows that the attractions

of this exceptional occasion were not likely to be neglected by a party of poor monks wholly

dependent on charity for their progress on a distant journey

Fa-hsien’s description of Chieh-ch‘a agrees well with what we otherwise know of Kashgar

old or modern. The remark that ‘ the country, being among the hills and cold, does not

produce the other cereals, and only the wheat gets ripe
’
**, is illustrated by the fact of rice,

the only Turkestan cereal rc<iuiring more warmth, not being cultivated to any extent in

K^hgar, but imported from Yarkand or Ak-su®‘. Nor is it difficult for any one who has

experienced the sudden transition in this region from the hot days of the late summer to a chilly

and winterlike autumn, just about harvest-time, to understand the custom next related by

Fa-hsien. * After the monks have received their annual [jortion (of the wheat), the mornings

suddenly show the hoar-frost, and on this account the king always begs the monks to make

the wheat ripen before they receive their portion.’**®

The pilgrim then proceeds to mention ‘a spittoon which belonged to Buddha, made of

stone, and in colour like his alms-bowl’. This alms-bowl was seen by Fa-hsien in Puru^pura

or Peshawar, where it was a chief object of pious worship, and is described by him there as

‘ of various colours, black predominating, with the seams that show its fourfold composition

distinctly marked ’
®". While we thus find Fa-hsien’s account of the sacred spittoon in full

accord with Chih-meng’s above-quoted description, there yet arises the question why Fa-hsien

at Chieh-ch'a should pass over in silence the alms-bowl which both Chih-m6ng and Kumarajiva,

within a few years of his visit, had seen at Kashgar. The answer which M. Chavannes suggests

to this question appears to me in all respects adequate. Fa-hsien, too, may well have seen

the alms-bowl shown at Kashgar; but as he subsequently at Peshawar saw that sacred relic in

a specimen which, from the antiquity of the legends attaching to it and the magnificence of

the enshrining monastery, must have appeared to him the only authentic one, he would naturally

be induced to preserve a judicious silence as to the K^hgar counterpart On the other

” Travels o/Fd-hun, p. 22,

For Fa-h&icn*s discriminative appreciation of the

hospitality and charitable contributions accorded to himself

and his companions, compare, e.g., his remarks (ibid., p. 15)

on the niggardly conduct of the people of Wo(he (Wu-yi)

and the consequent return of some of his party to Kao-cKang

(vicinity of Turfan), ‘ to obtain there the means of continuing

their journey.’ Nor need we underrate his partiality for

witnessing the display of great religious functions as exem-

plified by his remaining behind at Khotan for three months

in order to sec the biilliant procession of images from the

chief monasteries ; see ibid., pp. 1 8 sq.

^ Travels of Fd-hien, p. 23.

** See Farhand Mnston Report^ p. 504 note.

“ In the vicinity of Yarkand, which undoubtedly enjoys

a warmer climate than K&shgar, I found in 1900 the harvest

proceeding close to the end of September. Yet already by

the a 4th of that month the weather became cloudy and the

temperature distinctly cold ; comp. Ruins ofKhotan^ PP* 1 7 1 sq.

•• See Travels of Fd-hien^ p. 35; compare note 4 for

references as to the Buddhist legend which accounted for

the variegated colour of the sacred Paira by its miraculous

composition out of four distinct stone bowls presented to

Buddha by the four deities of the Quarters. Compare also

Voyage de Song Fun, p. 55, note a, and Hsttan-tsang,

M/moires^ i. p. 483.
^

It would require a separate monograph to trace the

worship of Buddha's alms-bowl at the numerous places

where pious belief of various periods and different niuloiis

located it. A legend heard by Fa-hsien in Puru^apuim

(Pcsh&war) told of the attempt which a king of the Ydeln

chih had made in old times to cany off the sacred relici
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hand he has not failed to inform us of Chieh-ch*a, like so many other places, havinjj boasted

of ‘ a tooth of Buddha, for which the people have reared a Stnpa, connected with which there

are more than a thousand monks and their disciples, all students of the Hmayana’

The onfy reference which Fa-hsien makes to the industrial products of Cliich-ch'a concerns

materials of dress. These are said to comprise different kinds of fine woollen cloth (thus

Legge; ‘felt’, according to Beal’s translation) and of serge; apart from these ‘the dress of the

common people is of coarse materials, as in our country of Ch'in’. llsuan tsang, too, notices

the felts and excellent fabrics as well as the fine and skilfully woven carpets of Kashgar, which

even at the present day continues to export considerable cpiantities of rough but durable

cotton goods*®.

Of the two Chinese pilgrims Fa-yung and Tao-yo, we know that they passed through

K^hgar on their way to India about 420 a.d. and the middle of the fifth century, respectively.

But the relations they wrote of their travels are lost, and their biographies do m)t supply details

about their visits to Sha-16 or Su-16»". Also of Dharmagupta, an Indian Buddhist scholar and

a native of La^a or Gujarat, who travelled to China ami ended his life there, wc only know

that he reached Sha-16 from Kapi4a through Baclakhshan, VVakhan, and Sarikol, and that he

resided there in the royal temple for two years (apparently about 580 582 a.i).)“',

HsUan-tsang, the next pious visitor of whom we have knowledge, has fortunately left us

some accurate details concerning Ch'ia-sha or Kashgar®*. He tells us that its territory was

about 5,000 li, or fifty marches, in circuit, that it contained plenty of sandy ilesert ground and

but little cultivable soil. The latter, however, was very productive, and llowers ami fruits

abounded »». The climate is described as agrce.able and temperate, winds ami rain arriving

IndiistriAl

products of
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and Tao-yt^

Ilbiian-

tsang's
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of Kashgar

and how the miraculous increase of its weight had baffled

his efforts
;

see Travels of Fd-hien^ p. 34. The Hindu

pilgrim Fa-wei, in a notice quoted by a C.'hlnesc Buddhist

author who died in 527 a.d., still speaks of Buddha’s Pdira

as worshipped in the country of the Great YUeh-chih, in a

magnificent StQpa, which apparently was the identical struc-

ture mentioned by Fa-hsicn in connexion with the relic

(compare Voyage de Song Fun, p. 55, note 1). HsUan-tsang,

on his visit to Puru^apura, circa 630 a.d., only saw the

ruins of a StQpa which had enclosed the Pdira for several

centuries. After having circulated in various countries, it

was then alleged to exist in Persia (M/moires, i. p. 106).

Sir H. Rawlinson believed that he traced this very relic in

an ancient stone bowl at Kandahar, known as ‘ the Alms-

pot’, and enjoying miracle-working repute among Muham-

madan devotees {/.JR.A.S,, xi. p. 127).

On the other hand, we know from Marco Polo’s detailed

and interesting story how ‘ Sagamoni's (Sakyamuni) dish

from which that personage used to eat, which is of a very

beautiful green porphyry’ was worshipped on Adam's Peak

in Ceylon, until, in 1284, KQblai, ’the Great Kaan', dis-

patched an embassy and had it brought with other sacred

relics to the ‘city of Cambaluc' ;
see Yule, Marco Polo, iL

pp. 319 sq. Sir H- Yule, in his detailed notes on the

passage (ibid., pp. 328 sqq«), has done justice to the his-

torical interest attaching to the legendary accounts of ‘ this

Patra [which] is the Holy Grail of Buddhism*.

The Chinese biographer of Chih-mfing has not failed

to call attention to the discrepancies in the accounts of

various pilgrims in regard to their loutes and to il»o places

%\hcre they mention the sacied alms-liowl ami the skull-hone

of Buddha, another famous lelic. His ciuical coiiLlusion

is this :
‘ On fKUt voir par \h (ju'il n’y a pas 1 ieii (pi’iinc

route pour aller cn Inde et (juc los ou trane et Ic bol sc

d<*placent d’unc mani^re surnaturcllc ct vont paifois dans

des lieux divers* (
Voytige dc Sotig Vufi, p. 56).

The prevalence of the Little Velm le .School at Kashgar

is attested also by HsUan-tsang, 11. p. the

significance of this fact has been discusseil above, j.p. 56 sq.

Regarding the cotton f.ihries of Iva.shgai, compare

Yatkand Mission Report, p. 479. Marco Polo (\iile, 1.

p. 181) also informs us that the inhabitants of ‘ Cas( ai grow

a great deal of cotton*. Cotton is now cultivated thioiighoiit

F«astein Turkest.in. The production of fells at piesent

chiefly ccnlies at Kliotan, and to some extent in the moun-

tains south of Karghalik.

Com[>are Chavannes, JWage dc Song J un, pp. 37® 59 »

also p. 5, note.

See Voyage de Song yuny\\(ii, Dhaiinagiipta arrived

at Ch'ang-an, the capital of the Siii, in 390 a.d.; his recorded

halts, after KUshgar (at Kucha, Kara-shahr, 'ruilan,and I I.imi),

amount to an aggregate of seven years.

See Memoires, ii. p. 220; Siyu-h, ii. pp. 306 sq.

” Marco Polo, too, specially notices Mho Ixaulifiil

gardens and vineyards, and fine estates* of the people of

‘ Cascar* ; see Yule, Marco Polo, i. p. 181 ;
ii. p. r)<H-

The region of KUshgar still rejoices in abundance of

excellent fruit, and well deserves the praise winch Mir/a
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with regularity. ‘The disposition of the men is fierce and impetuous, and they are mostly

false and deceitful. They make light of decorum and politeness, and esteem learning but little.’

The uncomplimentary character here given to the inhabitants of Kashgar has a curious

pendant in Marco Polo’s testimony, who calls the natives of ‘Cascar’ ‘a wretched, niggardly

set of people; they cat and drink in miserable fashion'.®* Without being able to adduce from '

personal observation evidence as to the relative truth of the latter statement, I believe that

the judgements recorded by both those great travellers may be taken as a fair reflex of the

opinion in which the ‘ Kashgarliks ’ are held to this day by the people of other Turkestan

districts, especially by the Khotanese. And in the case of H.sUan-tsang at least, it seems

probable from his long stay in, and manifest attachment to, Khotan that this neighbourly

criticism might have left an impression upon him.

HsUan-tsang describes the people of Ch*ia-sha as ‘common and ignoble’ in appearance,

and the colour of their eyes as greenish; he also mentions their custom of painting their

bodies. More important, from an anthropological point of view, is the observation (made by

Hsuan-tsang also in the case of the inhabitants of Ch'U-chih or Kucha) ®* that it was their

custom ‘when a child is born to compress his head with a board of wood’. HsUan-tsang's

praise of the textile productions of Kashgar has already been referred to®*. The passage

relating to the writing of KSshgar does not appear to be clearly worded. So much, however,

seems certain that the written characters were of an Indian type, that is, in all probability

a variety of the Urahm! script®’. On the other hand, we are told that ‘their language and

pronunciation arc different from that of other countries’.®*

That buddhism at Kashgar was at the time of HsUan-tsang’s visit in a flourishing condition,

at least as far as the number of its followers and their zeal were concerned, is plainly shown

by the remaining portions of the pilgrim’s notice. ‘They have a sincere faith in the religion

of Buddha, and give themselves earnestly to the practice of it. There are several hundreds

of Samgharamas, with some ten thousand followers; they study the Little Vehicle and belong

to the Sarvastivadin school. Without understanding the principles, they recite many religious

chants ;
therefore, there arc many who can say throughout the three Pifakas and the Vtiktlfd.'

Perhaps the want of scholarly application which the concluding words indicate, is the reason

why Ilsiian-Lsang does not deign to specify a single one of those numerous religious establishments,

and also why his biographer, so eloquent in the case of Khotan and other great religious centres,

is satisfied with the bare mention of Ch‘ia-sha®*. Yet it deserves to be noted that Su-16 was

Haidar, a good judge in such matters, like his kinsman

Babar, gives to it on this account. 'Again most of the

fruits of that country (Kashgar) are very plentiful. Among
others the pears arc especially good, and I never saw

their equal anywhere else; they are, in fact, quite incom-

parable .... Moreover, its fruits have an advantage over

the fiuits of other countries, in that they are less unwhole-

some During the autumn it is not the custom to

sell fruit in the provinces of Kashgar and Khotan, nor is it

usual to hinder any one from plucking it. Nay more, it is

planted along the roadsides, so that any one who wishes to

do so may take of it.* See Idnkh-i^Rashtdt, ed. Elias and

Ross, p. 303.
** See Yule, Marco Polo, i. p, i8a.

M/moires, i. p. 4; Si-yu~kt\ i. p. 19.

See above, p. 69.

^ Julicn, M/moires, ii. p. 220, translates: ‘Leur ^criture

est une imitation de celle de I’lnde*; Beal, Si-yu-ki, ii.

p. 307 : * For their writing {y>r%Um characters) they take

their model from India, and although they (i.e. the /arms

of the letters) are somewhat mutilated yet they are essen-

tially the same in form.’ An alternative translation offered

in a footnote of Beal is manifestly not in keeping with the

context.

It is curious to find Marco Polo, too, mentioning of

KSLshgar :
* The people of the country have a peculiar lan-

guage' (i. p. 182). From the fact of the Kudatku Bilik

having b^n written at Kftshgar in the eleventh century, we

should have been led to conclude that TurkI was in Marco

Polo's days, as it is now, the language current in Kfishgar.

** See Fm p. 277.
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one of the two places to which HsUan-tsang sent emissaries when endeavouring, before his

departure from Khotan, to replace the sacred texts he had lost in crossing the Indus

After HsUan-tsang’s time I can trace records of only two Buddhist visitors to Kashgar.

From a Chiifese text quoted by M. Chavannes it appears that in 741 a. d. an Indian monk called

Dharmacandra endeavoured to regain his country from China by way of Kashgar. Stopped on

his further journey through Shih-ni, or Shighnan, by a local insurrection, he was obliged to return

to Kashgar, and thence proceeded to Khotan, where he died‘‘. \Vu-k‘ung jMsst-d through Kashgar

eleven years later on his way to Gandhara**. When he travelled back towards China about

786 A. D. he stayed at Su-le for five months, and we have already had occasion t(j indicate

the valuable evidence which his brief notice affords for those last years of Chinese control

over the territory of the ‘ Four Garrisons
’

It is certain that the extension, under the T'angs, of Chinese power westwanls not only

benefited intercourse with the Indian home of Buddhism and its old seats in Central Asia,

but also facilitated the spread into China of other religions from the West. Both Christianity

and the Zoroastrian cult simultaneously profited by this opening for missionary enterprise. We
know that in 621 a. u. the first fire-temple was erected at Ch*ang-an, and ten years later the

cujf of ‘the celestial god’, i. e. of Ormazd, was preached in the Empire by the Magian llo-ln

The famous inscription of Hsi-an-fu, the old Ch'ang-an, attests the arrival of the first Nestorian

missionary A-lo-p6n in 635 A. D., with sacred books and images, and the ofticial approval of the

doctrine preached by him in 638 by an Imperial edict It also shows that at the time when

it was inscribed (781- a. d.), the connexion of the Nestorian communities under tin' ' Bishop

and Pppe of Tzinisthan’ (China) with the Patriarchal sec of their Church, in distant Persia,

was still maintained^*.

It cannot be doubted that Eastern Turkestan was the route by which these first propagandists

and their clerical successors reached China ;
and it is a significant fiict that the last nomination

of a Nestorian metropolitan of China, by the Patriarch limotheus (778- S20 a. o.), coinciiles with

the period when that region was finally lost to the 'l*angs‘^. It is only reasonable to assume

that the territory through which Nestorian Christianity and Zoroastrianism had been transmitted

to China itself possessed communities attached to those religions. But at present direct evidence

is available only as regards the latter, in the form of two notices of the I ang Annals whicli

mention the cult of ‘ the celestial god ’ (Ormazd) at Kashgar and Kliotan, respectively

Neither historical records nor antiquarian remains have as yet come to light to illustrate

the early spread of Christianity in the Tarim Basin, previous to the coiuiuest of this region

by Islam. But by the middle of the thirteenth century wc find Kashgar (under the name of

Chasemgarah) mentioned in the list of the metropolitan sees of the Nestori.an Church Also

^ See Vit dt p. *85.
“ See Tuns occid., p. 163 note.

** Sec VlHndraire d’Ou-KMg, p. 10.

“ See ibid., p. a6 ; above, p. 64.
** See Chavannes, Tsns ceeid., p. 301 ;

Journal asiat.,

>897, Jan.-Fdvr., pp. 61 sq.
** Compare Yule, Cathay, i. pp. Ixxxviii-ci, where the

available ebta for the history of Nestorian Christianity in

China have been lucidly discussed; see also Richthofen,

China, i. pp. 549 sqq.
** It is noteworthy that Mar Idbuzid, the priest and

Chorepiscopus of the capital, who erected the inscription.

iiaTTics as his father ‘ MiJis of blessed memory, Priest of

Balkhy a city of Thokharesian ’
;
Cathay, i. p. xt lii.

Compare Richthofen, China, i. p. 554 ;
Yule, Caihay,

i. p. xcl.

^ Sec Chavannes, ’luris occid,, pp. 121, 125 ;
also above

p. 66, and below chap. vii. sec. iv. Other extracts given by

M. Chavannes from the Annals show that in Samarkand

«A')i also, Buddhism and Mazdeisin flourishetl side by sitle

(ibid., p. 135), and that the Chinese historians were fully

aware that the ‘ cult of the celestial god * had its home and

ecclesiastical centre in Peisia; see ibid., p. 170.

•• Sec Yule, Cathay^ i. p. 179, ccxiv. In a liter list of

VlMlb of

liter pil

glims.
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Marco Polo, when passing here on his way to China (circ. 1273-1274 a. d.), notes of ‘Cascar’ that

‘there arc in the country many Ncstorian Christians, who have churches of their own’. In

Yarkand, too, he found Nestorian and Jacobite Christians'*.

Whether the establishment of a Ncstorian archbishopric at Kashgar was a Result of that

new wave of conversion, as Sir Henry Yule has aptly styled it'*, which set in after the eleventh

century, with the Christianization of large numbers among the Turkish and Mongolian tribes,

we do not know. But if any conclusion may be drawn from the recent discovery of Nestorian

cemeteries at Tokmak and Pishpek west of Lake Issik-Kul, with tombstones dating from 858

to 1339®*, it seems probable that Kashgar also had its Nestorian community long before its

elevation to a Metropolitan sec
;
for close political relations, as we have seen already, connected

Kashgar with the region around Tokmak both during the time of the Chinese protectorate,

and again in the tenth and eleventh centuries, under the predominance of the Karluk Khans

of Balasaghun

sees dating from about 1349 a.d., Kashgar figures under the

name of Kashtmghar. The earlier list given by Klias,

Metropolitan of Damascus (893 a.d.), does not contain

Kashgar, though duly mentioning the see of Samarkand

(under the name of Kund^ whit h manifestly is a form of the

old name of Sogdiana, rendered by tlic Chinese as K*ang).

This, as we know from other Syriac records, was established

in the first quarter of the eighth century at the latest (Yule,

Cathay, i. p. xc).

® See Yule, Mario Polo^ i. pp. 182, 187.

See Yule, Cathay, i. pp. xcvii sq.

Sec the notes of M. Bonin, Journal asiat,, Mai-J^in.

1900, p. 587, referring to an article of Deveria in the

Journal astat,, 1896, which is not accessible to me at present.

Compare above, pp. 60, 65.



CHAPTER IV

THE ANCIENT REMAINS OF KASIIGAR AND THE OASES OF
YARKAND AND KARGIIALIK

Section I.—THE STOPAS OF KURGIIAN-TIM AND KIZIL-DlHiF

None of the early notices about Kashgar, above reviewed, contains any definite, indication as

to the position of its capital. But the oldest Muhammadan description of Kashgar I can trace

—

and one exceptionally trustworthy from the intimate actpiaintancc of its author, Mir/a I.Iaidar,

wi^h this territory—clearly shows that the position of the city of Kashgar early in the sixtcuMith

century was the same as now*. The absence of any cviilence or tradition to th(‘ contrary

would in itself suffice to justify this assumption; but fortunately we possess direct proof of the

antiquity of the site in antiquarian remains of undoubtedly pre-Muhammadan origin.

These consist of .the large ruined mound of Kur^/idn-Tim, near the left bank of the Tumen

•
' Mirzd Haidar, Tankh-i-Rnshidi^ p. 291^, speaks of

Kashj^ar as situated on the River Jiman^ i.e. the piesent

TUmm, which, as the map shows, actually flows round the

north-western and north-eastern faces of the city, lie places

the River Kara-Tazghun (‘ in the dialect of Kashgar lXiT.ghun

means a river*) to the south of it, half way between KiLshgar

and Yangi-Hisar. This, again, is in perfect accordance with

the actual position of Kashgar, the river in question (also

known as Kara-su, by which name it is marked on my map)

being still reckoned as midway between the two towns.

He further tells us that the Timan river * flows between

the ancient citadel of Kashgar which Mirza Aba Bakr

destroyed, and the new one which he built on the banks

of this river *. Mirza Haidar, who in 1514 helped to dethrone

Mirza Aba Bakr, refers elsewhere to this citadel as having

been built by that tyrant shortly before Kis overthrow, to hold

one thousand horse and foot (ibid., p. 304). Considering

that this stronghold is said to have been improvised within

seven days, we can scarcely feel surprised at its having

disappeared without leaving any trace in remains or tradition.

It may be supposed to have stood somewhere between the

north-western face of the present city wall and the right bank
of the river. On the other hand, the name Kurghan^ ‘ fort,'

and the tradition of having once been a fortified position,

still clings to this day to the suburb which lines the left river

bank opposite that part of the city. It is from its proximity

to this suburb that the ruined StQpa described below has

received its name Kurghdn-Tim,
The account of Kftshgar which Ritter {Asten, v. p. 4^2)

quotes, through Klaproth’s mediation, from the JahStn-numlk

of tlie Tuikish geographer H.iji Khalf.i (circ. 16 |o a.d.) is

manifestly a bomrwhal imperleel repro.luelion of the remaiks

of Miizfi Haular.

IMiiza T5aidar knew Kashgar N\ell ; for iiiiieh ol his joiiih,

when he served his kinsman Sulliin Sa'ul Khan, Aba Haki's

successor, dining the years 1514-30, ii.ust have been spent

in that city. II is general description of Kashgar and the

surrounding territories, written long after he had left that

region to become viiliial luler of Kashmir, is lingeil with

the glow of happ> personal rccolleetion«5
. and is witli.il tiue

in its particulars. He wouM not have l>een a Moghul if he

had failed to extol the abundance anil excellence of the fruits

of Kashgar in the passage already quoted (see p. in), note 33).

But we lecognizc the im|*rebs of more individual feelings in

the words in which he characterizes the life of the city. T hose

who have lived in Kashgar for any lime can scarcely read

them without being touched.

‘The inhabitants of towns who go there legard Kash-

gar as a wild country, while the people of the steppes

consider it a refined city. It is a sort of Purgatory between

the Paradise of lowms and the Hell of deserts. ... In

a word, it is free fiom the discord of men and the trampling

of hoofs, and it is a safe retreat for the contented and the

rich. Great blessings accrue to the pious now, from

the blessed saints who lived there in time past. From two

pious persons, out of many I have seen, I have heard that

when people migrate from that country to some other they

cannot find the same peace of mind, and they remember

Kishgar [with regret]. This is the highest praise.* Titikh-i-

Raskidij p. 303.
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river, and opposite to the north-western face of the. city, and a smaller and mudi more decayed

mound called Kizil-Delx, situated on the left bank of the Kizil river, about two miles to the

south of the city. The true character of these mounds as remains «f ancient S^pas appears
,

to have been first recognized by M. N. Petrovsky, late Russian Consul-General at Kashgar.

The notice he gave of them, in an article published in the Journal of the Imperial Russian

Archaeological Society, has not been accessible to me cither during or after my visit to Kashgar,

and I owe my first introduction to those interesting remains to the scholarly interest shown in

them by Mr. G. Macartney.

The first-named ruin, which shares with all ancient mounds of this character the general

Turki designation of Tim ‘ mound ’, but is, owing to its vicinity to the suburb of KurghSn,

specifically known as KurghUn-Tim, forms by its height and situation a very conspicuous object.

It rises at a short distance above the steep loess banks which line the bed of the Ttimen

river to the north, and, owing to the breadth of the latter and the lower level of the southern

bank, is visible from a considerable tlistance. The position of the mound is almost due north

of Chini-Bagh, Mr. Macartney’s residence, outside the north-western wall of the city, and its

distance from the latter is approximately one mile. The top of the mound stands seventy feet

above the ground level of the neighbouring fields, but as an examination of the eroded ground

at the southern foot of the mound showed, it rises in reality to fully eighty-five feet above the

lowest course of masonry at pre.sent traceable.

Viewed from a distance the mound presents a roughly hemispherical appearance, while

closer approach shows its present condition as that of a shapeless lAass of much-decayed

masonry. Its surface has in most parts suffered greatly by the disintegrating action tof rain

and wind. In the plan presented in Plate XX an attempt has been made to distinguish those

parts of the mound where the masonry of sun-dried bricks can still be traced from those

which, owing to external decay, present a surface scarcely different from that of a natural loess

bank. The northern face of the mound, as seen in the photograph reproduced in Fig. 14,

shows an almost vertical cleavage through the whole of the upper portion, which looks as if

due to artificial cutting or else to an carthc^uakc. The surface thus laid bare makes it easy

to ascertain that the whole mound consisted originally of sun-dried bricks of large size, laid in

regular courses with thin layers of mud plaster to act as binding material. The southern face

has .apparently undergone more gradual decay, and consequently displays on its sur&ce less of

the original masonry.

The far advanced ruin of the whole structure makes it impossible to ascertain its original

^mensions and constructive features. There can be no doubt as to the remains

of a StQpa, built witli a remark<ably large dome, possibly of heniispherical shape. But aS t6

the shape and size of the base on which this dome must be assumed to have risen, or 4s to

the centre of the dome, the survey of the mound did not furnish any di^dlM^.

Judging from the evidence of all other StQpa ruins subsequently examined by me iilt Enster^'*

it seems probable that the base was square and arranged in three stor!fl^ - a< Ydt

the plan shows a notable variation in the extent of the area over which ip^nry recniains tan

now be traced above ground, its greatest length measuring about 160 feet from east to west,

compared with about 130 feet from north to south.

The difficulty of tracing any indications of the original shape and dimensions of the StQpa

base is due mainly to the complete decay of the outer faces of the whole structure, and i^,

impossibility of distinguishing, in the crumbling mass of soft brides, between masonry retainii%'

its original position and other that has manifestly slid down to its present low leva}
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cuttings made in the dome®. The undoubted rise in the level of the ground adjoining the

mound also adds to the difficulty,

A carefjil examination of the ground shows that the lowest courses of masonry remains RiseinUYti

traceable on the western and southern faces of the mound are situateil fully fifteen feet below

the level of the flat ground, partly under cultivation, which adjoins the ft)ot of the mouiul

on the other sides, and which has been marked with /oro in the plan. 'Vhn difference in the

levels of the lowest remains exposed on the several sides is dearly due to erosion, whieh on

the western and southern faces has created small nwincs approximately from 25 to 42 feet

broad, and lined by steep banks on the sides opposite to the mound, 'fhat this (rosion itself

mainly proceeds from the action of water, was manifest on examining the formation of these

small ravines. The greatest portion of the mound drains towards the west and south, ami the

rainwater collected from its slopes would have (juite suflicicmt forr(‘ to wash out the loose soil

at the foot of the less soluble brickwork or to prevent its accretion. It is possible that the

action of wind has to some extent aided the erosion; but as in the rnltivated areas of the

Tarim Basin the force and prevalence of the winds arc neither so great nor their effect on

the configuration of the ground so striking as in the great dessert n^gion which those oases

fringe, this co-operation of wind erosion is not easily gauged at present.

It is possible to speak with far greater assurance on the subject of tlu* accumulation of

soil which has raised the surface of the flat ground adjoining th(‘ northern and easUTii faces

of the Stfipa by at least fifteen fe(!t above the original foot of the latter. 1 found here the

first indication of that remarkable rise in tht! general ground-levcd of the cultivated areas of

Easterti Turkestan of which my suKsecpient observations in the region of Khotan furnished

such unmistakable evidence. The close examination I made of the Yotkaii sit(‘, where the

‘culture-strata* of the ancient capital of Khotan lie buried under a layer of alluvium to a depth

of nine to twenty feet, together with Professor L^c/y’s microscopical analysis of speicimens of

this soil, clearly demonstrates that this rise of level in ground ke|)t under cultivation for many

centuries is largely the result of silt deposit from the water us(*d for irrigation. The evidence!

in support of this view will be found detailed in the chapter where I have discussed that

important and instructive site®. There, too, the question of the extent to which the accretion

of soil on irrigated areas is aided by sub-acrial deposit, i. e. the retention of the dust so

plentifully present in the atmosphere of Eastern Turkdstan for the greater part of the year,

has been duly considered.

The analogy of the local conditions, as observed at Kurghan-Tim ami the ancient sites Iiufiation oi

within the Khotan oasis, in regard to the accumulation of soil above the original ground-level,

is complete in all essential points. The whole of the fertile alluvial land of the left bank of

the Tflmen river is kept under intensive cultivation. The water needed for this is plentifully

supplied by canals which take off from the river-bed some ilistance above the town. This

water, by an elaborate network of channels, is conducted at frecpient intervals iluring the

spring and summer to each of the carefully terraced fields which extend along the high river

bank and for a considerable distance northward. Owing to the masses of fine detritus which

the river washes down in its rapid course through the disintegrated outer hill ranges, its colour,

whenever I saw it, was a rich reddish brown or chocolate. Most of this silt remains suspended

in the water during its passage along the ‘(jstangs* and ‘Ariks of the irrigation system, .and

is not finally deposited until the water holding it has soaked into the soil of the field to which

• Such fallen masaes of masonry may, perhaps, be ihe northern face of the mound (Fig. 14).

recognized In the foreground of the photograph showing * Sec below chap. viii. see. li.

L 2
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it is conducted. The frequency and regularity of these deposits, together with the fineness of

the silt itself, account for the total absence of stratification which I noticed in all the banks

of earth laid bare by erosion in cultivated fields around Kurghan-Tim and elsewhere in the

Kashgar oasis. We shall see that the same observation holds good of the great layer of

fertile soil which covers the debris of the ancient Khotan capital, and that its testimony to the

origin of this soil is decisive.

I„ong, however, before the study of identical conditions elsewhere had enabled me to explain

the rise of the ground-level near Kurghan-Tim, the fact itself was brought home to me by
otlier evidence. According to a communication made to me by Mr. Macartney at the time of

my first visit to the mound, fragments of ancient pottery and also .some large earthenware jars

had, since his arrival at Kashgar in 1890, been found embedded in the soil near the ruin,

several yards below the present surface. It appears that these finds had been made at some

point of the eroded ground on the southern face of the mound. There is scarcely room to

doubt that these objects, whatever their age, correspond in character and in their manner of pre-

servation to the pottery debris, terra-cottas, &c., derived from the 'culture-strata' of Yotkan.

It is evident that the extent of the rise of the level around or above ancient remains, being

dependent on several factors necc.ssarily differing in various localities, cannot by itself furnish

precise indication of relative age. But it may be noted that a rise of fifteen feet would by no

means be inconsistent with the assumption that the Kurghan-Tim StQpa was abandoned, and

its immediate vicinity converted into fields, about the time when Islam was introduced into

Kashgar; for at Yotkan, too, where the covering layer of alluvial soil varies from nine to twenty

feet in thickness, the finds of coins go down to issues of the Sung Dynasty (960-112# a. D.).

Excavations around the mound might possibly have brought to light some direct evidence of

the latest date up to which the StQpa had remained an object of worship; but a variety
’

of practical con.sidcrations prevented me from undertaking them*.

Fortunately, however, the exposed portion of the ruin itself shows unmistakable proof of

the antiquity of the structure at the time of its abandonment. On the north-eastern side,

where the cutting into the dome is almost vertical, it is easy to distinguish an inner core of

solid masonry, clearly sej^arated from an outer mantle, for a vertical distance of about 35 feet.

The photograph taken of the northern face of the mound, and reproduced in Fig, 14, shows

distinctly the line of junction between 'the inner hemispherical dome and the outer mantle, at

the point marked A in the ground-plan, and indicated in the photograph by a ten-foot rod.

There can be no doubt that this outer mantle of masonry dates from later repairs, by which

the original dome of sun-dried bricks was encased in fresh masonry and consequently enlarged.

That this method of repair and extension was not infrequently applied to StQpas, is proved by

the construction of the famous Manikyala StQpa in the north-western Punjab where the successive

enlargements are attested by separate coin-deposits, and by other examples®.

It is due to the protection afforded by the outer mantle that the outline of the original

dome can be clearly traced at this place. Judging from the view presented by the photograph,

* Excavations such as could reasonably be expected to

yield useful evidence would, owing to the depth of the original

ground-level, have demanded considerable sacrifice of time

and money. On the other hand, the utterly ruined condition

of the visible remains did not ofler much hope of the lower

and more accessible portions of the structure having preserved

enough of their original outlines, &c., to justify the heavy

expense of clearing them. There was besides a quasi-

diplomatic difficulty about such an undertaking. The Chineae

local officials, when consulted on the pdnt, stated that

a prior right to excavation had been reserved to M. Petrovdty,

the Russian Consul-General, and there were circumstances

which seemed at the time to render a specific qtplication

to the latter inexpedient.

' Compare ArckueL Surv^ R^tt, iL pp. 159 sq.;

Foucher, L’Arl du GandhOra, pp. 78, 9s sqq.
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the original dome appears to have been as nearly as possible hemispherical, with its ccnln' at

some point of a horizontal line which may be projected into the interior of the mouml from

the approxiryate surface-point marked with the letter C In the photo-^raph. Taking measurr

ments from the photograph, which, however, can be accepted only as roughly a[)proxiinatc, the

radius of the original hemispherical dome may be assumed to have been about 37 feet. Adding

to this the thickness of the outer mantle, which on the north-c ast side is seen to have been at

least 13 feet, we arrive at 50 feet as an approximate estimate for the radius of tlu* enlarged dome.

Supposing this also to have been hemispherical like the original one, its height could not have

been less than 50 feet.

The uppermost portion of this enlarged dome has, no doubt, disappeared through dilapi-

dation. But, even allowing for this loss in height, there remain in the extant ruin bcarcely

more than fifty feet of elevation for the base supporting the dome. This proi)()rlion between

dome and base, if correctly estimated, seems to present a striking contrast to all othe r Siiiiias

surveyed in the course of my Turke^staii explorations; for in these the height of the domc'd

portion ordinarily represents only about one-third of the total ek^valion Unfortunately ihr

Stupa ruins still sufficiently well-preserved for accurate measurtunent are too few and tlu ir

localities too widely scattered to permit of any safe conclusion being drawn in regard to

architectural chronology. There remains then only the hemispherical shape of the origiii.il dome,

which, if the parallel offered by the changes in the architectural forms of Indian Strii)as can

be relied upon for guidance, may be accepted as an indication of considerable anticjiiity

The approximate* dimensions, as ascertained above, show that the l\iirghan-Tim Stupa, even

in its f^riginal form, must have exceeded in size any of the Stupas the remains of which I w’as

able to trace between Kashgar in the west and Faidcrc in the cast*'. Like all these, it was

constructed of sun-dried bricks laid in regular horizontal layers. The bricks of the original

dome, wherever they could be measured in sifu with approximate accuracy, showed an avcr.age

size of eighteen inches square with a thickness of five inches. The bricks of the outer mantle!

seem to be less uniform in size and on the whole smaller. The material us(!d Is the sami' loess

soil which prevails over the greatest portion of the plains of Eastern Turkestan, and which,

whether in the form of sun-dried bricks or solid mud-walls, serves to this day everywhere for

the construction of buildings. The manner of fabricating these bricks, with a liberal admixture

of straw and chaff, and from pits dug as close as convenient to the structure for which they

are to serve, seems to have remained practically unchanged through the course of centuries.

But the size of the bricks now used is generally much smaller than that displaced by structures

of the pre-Muhammadan period.

The second ancient ruin' in the immediate vicinity of Kashgar lies on the opposite side

of the city, to the south, and just above the old left bank of the Kizil river, from which it

probably has received its name of Kizil-Dcbc (‘the Red Mound')®. Its distance from the

” Compare,regarding the Sttipas of MaurI-Tini,T6pa-Tim,
Niya River Site, Endcre and Rawak, below, pp. 81 sqq.,

104 8q., chaps, xi., xii., xiv.

It may, however, he noted that in the Maurl-Tim StQpa

the height of the dome, together with that of the drum
immediately below it, and of the same diameter, accounts

almost exactly for one half of the total elevation.

^ Compare M. A. Foucher’a luminous observations on
the evolution of the StOpa forms, L'Arf du Gandh^ra,
i. pp. 65 sqq.

• The largest of iheae Sinpas, that of Rawak ncarKholan

shows a diameter of42 J feet in its dome against one of about

74 feet in the original dome of Kurghan-Tim bcfoie its

enlargement.

* The Turk! word dche^ also pronounced dobe^ is used

throughout Eastern Turkestan for any small liillotk or

mound, whether natural or artificial in origin. The same

word, in the forms Upe, iope^ is common in local names of

Western Turkestan, e. g. in Gok-lepe, famous in Turkoman

memory.
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nearest point of the south-eastern face of the city wall is about two miles, while the confluence

of the Kizil and Tiimen rivers is a little over one mile below. The remains consist of two mounds

situated close together, as shown in the plan, PI. XXI. The larger of the mounds closely resembles

in material and construction the Kurghan-Tim ruin, but is far less imposing, as the extant

mass of masonry rises to a height of only 27 feet above the level of the adjoining fields.

There can be no doubt that this mound, too, represents the remains of an ancient StQpa.

While the complete decay of the upper portion does not allow of any estimate as to the size

and shape of the dome, we can, however, trace here with relative ease the outlines of the base.

A look at the plan shows that this base was originally a rectangle approximately orientated.

Taking the lowest course of masonry remains actually exposed on the level of the adjoining

fields the maximum measurements are about 130 feet from east to west, and about 108 feet

from north to south. But it must be noted that the ground to the south slopes steeply down

to the edge of the river bank, which here lies fully 20 feet below the level of the fields, and

at a distance of only abo\it 25 feet from the foot of the mound. Hence it appears highly

probable that the masonry originally extended further on this side, and that its outlying portion

exposed to erosion has slid down the steep slopes, instead of being kept in place by the gradual

rise of the adjoining soil. Taking into account this peculiar configuration of the ground, it

seems likely that the original shape of the Stupa base was a square.

The actual rise of the ground-level on the three sides where the ruins are surrounded

by fields could not be correctly estimated without extensive excavations. But there can be no

doubt that its cause is the same which we have traced above in the ease of the Kurghan-

Tim Stflpa, viz. accumulation of silt, aided probably by sub-aerial deposit. It would not be safe

to accept the actual edge of the river-bank immediately below the mound as an indication of

the original level, for it is possible that the low level of this portion of the river-bank (20 feet

below the fields) Is partly the result of erosion caused by the rainwater draining off the

mound mainly in that direction.

The villagers of the hamlet close by declared the mound to have been used as a watch-station

by Tungani rebels during the last Muhammadan rising at Kashgar (1863), a purpose for which

it was well fitted by its position between the ‘Old City’ and the Yangi-Shahr or ‘New City’,

that formed then, as now, the Chinese cantonment. Whether the extensive excavations visible

on the top and sides of the ruin go back to that period or are still more recent, I was unable

to ascertain. These cuttings have laid bare the masonry, which consists of sun-dried bricks,

measuring on the average seventeen inches .square, with a thickness of three inches. At various

points fragments of bricks of a bright red colour crop out from the layer of debris and decomposed

clay (loess) which covers the surface
;
but these, too, are merely 'sun-dried.

At a distance of only 50 feet to the west of the mound just described rises another much

lower one, known locally as Kichik-Debe, ‘ The Little Mound.’ It is of circular shape, with a

diameter of about 125 feet on the present ground-level, and rises to a height of only 12 feet No
brickwork can be traced on the surface of this mound, which is covered throughout with loose

earth containing numerous graves. Human skeletons had been extracted from these on the

occasion of some diggings made here under Mr. Macartney’s order a few years before my visit,

and the account given by the villagers left no doubt as to these graves being of Muhammadan
origin. It is probable that an ancient debris mound had been utilized here as a Muhammadan
burial-place. The same is the case with many a piece of waste ground around Kashgar, once

occupied by buildings, and now owing to its higher level incapable of cultivation. As to the

original character of the mound it is impossible to advance any certain opinion. It is possible

that it marks the position of some shrine or monastic building attached to the StQpa.

(
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Section II.—THE RUINS NEAR KHAN-UI

It W3S from the Uhinese City Prefect or Ilsien-ku3ti of Iviishgiir that I first learned of the

existence of ancient remains on desert ground beyond the hamlet of K/iaii-ni, some twenty miles

to the north-east of the Old City of Rashgar. A tradition commiinic.itctl to ni<* by that

amiable official connected the site with a Chinese settlement supjujsed to liave existed there

during the time of the Han Dynasty. But whc'ther this trailition rested on some historical

information or was merely, as I suspected, derived by a kind of ‘popular etymology' from the

name of the neighbouring hamlet Khan-ui (literally meaning ‘the Khan's residence'). I was
not able to ascertain. The march which brought me, on Sept. 4, 1900, to Kh.'m-ui, through

the fertile village tract of Besh-karim, has been described in my Personal Narrative. There,

too, 1 have given an account of the picturesque shrine of Bn (Bibl) Mairjam Kh.inum, situated

some three miles to the west of Khiin-ui, which marks the resting-place of the saintly daughter

of Satok Boghra Khan, the royal champion of Lslam, famous in the local trailitions of Kashgar’.

At a distance of about one mile to the north-east of Khan-ui hamlet all cultivation ceases

;

and after another mile in the same direction, over absolutely barren ‘ Dasht’, I found an extensive

area of low denuded loess banks covered in plentiful patcht;.s with small decayed fragments of

ancient pottery, glass, and slag. These remains, though far too small to show any char.ict< ristic

decorative features, supplied unmi.stakablc evidence of ancient habitation. But of the buildings

from which they originated no other indication could be traced. The walls of sun-dried bricks

or mud, of which these buildings must have m.ainly been constructed, had long ago di.sappearcil —
undouDtedly, as subsequent experience at so many other sites showctl me, through the erosive

action of wind and sand. The bare .surface of relatively hard loess on which these fragments

rested bore plain evidence, too, of the destructive forces at work here. It had, no iloubt, been

lowered considerably below the level of the ground at the time when the site was occupied

:

but the total absence of constructive remains makes it impossible to estimate the extent of

reduction in level. In the shallow depressions se[jarating these loess banks, there were to

be found here and there small accumulations of sand forming rudimentary dunes. I now
regret not having secured at the time specimens of this sand ; for their microscopical analjsis

would probably have furnished clear proof as to whether this ‘ sand ’ is disintegrated loess

produced by erosion on the spot, or fine detritus washed down fnim the hills northward.

This area, strewn with diminutive debris, extends probably over more than a stpiare mile,

and is known by the name of Hasa-Tam". Popular tradition, as related to me by Sop Nia^c

Rowa, the old Aksakal of Besh-karim, supposes an ‘old town' {i'onc-s/ia/ir), the capital of

a ‘Chinese Khakiln’, to have stood here until Satok Boghra Khan destroyed it. Traces of an

old canal, by which the town is believed to have received its water, arc said to exist south of

Hasa-Tam; but the traditional connexion of this canal with the Yaman-yar river, far away to

the south, is incompatible with geographical facts.

Proceeding eastward of HSsa-Tam for a distance of three miles, over ground where stretches

of wind-swept bare loess alternate with low dunes of moving sand, I reached the ruins known
as Tdpa-Tim (‘the Sandy Mound’). They proved to consist of a conspicuous mound, roughly

Circular in shape, built of sun-dried bricks, and the much decayed remains of a great quadrangle

closely adjoining it on the west The mound, which rises to a height of 28 feet, and on the

' See Ru^ o/KhoUm, pp. 141 sqq.
* Tam ttmum • wall ' in Turkl. I am not aware of the

Bignificancft|W Rita. The word la apparently frequent as

a local name, and is in at least two places, near Guma and

Moji, applied to deserted village sites; see below cliaji. v.

sec. ii, iv.
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present ground-level shows a circumference of about 350 feet, could easily be recognized as

a ruined Stupa. The ravages of time had completely effaced the outlines of its constructive

features; but the masonry of sun-dried bricks, of which it was formed, was plainly revealed at

several points below the covering crust of crumbling debris, and its interior appears to have

remained undisturbed. The bricks, closely resembling in make those of the K^hgar mounds,

measure on the average 14^ inches square, with a thickness of 3 inches.

The quadrangular structure adjoining measures about 260 feet along its two longer sides,

running in the direction of north-west to south-east, and about 170 feet along its shorter sides,

from north-east to south-west. Its eastern corner is separated from the foot of the Stupa mound

by a space of only 45 feet. Being unable to trace any masonry in situ along the low mounds

which mark the sides of the quadrangle, I concluded that these represent the remains of broad

walls or ramparts, which were built solid in stamped clay (loess), after the fashion still prevailing

throughout Turkestan, and were once surmounted by superstructures now completely destroyed*.

The plentiful fragments of fairly hard bricks, charred wood, and plaster which mingled with the

sand covering the surface of these low mounds, seem to be distinct traces of such superstructures.

The extant remains of the <iuadrangular enclosure rose 8 to 10 feet above the sandy level of the

interior, which evidently had been an open courtyard; the breadth of the mounds measured

on the top varieil from about 40 feet on the north-western face to less than 20 feet on the

south-eastern face, where the entrance gate may i)Ossibly have been situated. Judging from

the position and size of the (juadrangle, it appears highly probable that it was intended for the

accommodation of the monastery once attached to the StQpa. '

From Hasa-Tam I had already sighted, through the dust-laden atmosphere, a second group

of ruins known as Maurl-Tim, situated almost due north. I reached them on the 5th of September,

after a ride of about four miles to the north-north-west of Topa-Tim. On the way a deep-cut

river-bed was crossed, about 500 feet broad, but now almost completely dry. I was assured

that only after exceptionally heavy rain in the mountains docs this ‘Sai’, which descends from

the west and is die direct continuation of the stream passing Osten (or Little) Artush, carry

any water so far down its course. Ordinarily its water, mainly supplied by the drainage of the

Kara-Jilga Valley above that large village, is completely absorbed by irrigation channels taken

off higher up. The fields of Khan-ui to the south, and those of Eski to the north of the

river-bed, are now the lowest cultivated areas supplied by these canals. In ancient times

canals from the same source undoubtedly reached the ancient sites now under discussion, and

probably extended yet further to the south-east. Even at the present day there must be

abundance of water in the area actually irrigated to account for .the swamps which Colonel

Trotter noticed at the point where the line of drainage of the Artush stream joins the KSshgar

river, some twenty-five miles below Bq Mairyam Khanum*. Apart from the water, which at

times of exceptional floods may reach that point in the actual river-bed just described, I have

no doubt much of the water absorbed in irrigation comes there to the surface J^;ain in the

form of springs. We shall have occasion to note the same process of percolation and its

attending result, the formation of marsh-land, in the case of all the rivers reaching the southern

edge of the Taklamakan Desert from the mountains above Khotan and Keriya.

* The plan of construction here conjectured is well illas-

trated by the actually surveyed remains of the great quadrangle

of Kara-dong, which served the purposes of a fortified Sarai

or post on the ancient route leading along the Keriya river;

see Plate XXXVIll.

* Compare Yarkand MUsian Rtpart, p. s6i, where it Is

noticed that no water ever reaches Khosh-togfarsk, the point

of junction above referred to, tom the Artush river during

the hot and irrigating season.
"

/
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The ruins of Maurl-Tim occupy a conspicuous position at the extreme point of an isolated

tongue of high ground which slopes down towards the edge of the plains from a low bleak
ridge of conglomerate. The latter stretches eastwards of Little Artush, and ultimately loses

itself in the sandy expanse some miles to the east of the site. Considering the exposed situation

the good preservation of the ruins—and in particular of tlu; .Stupa which forms their most
characteristic feature—^was a pleasant surprise. The small gravelly plateau on which the ruins

rise, extending for a length of about 500 feet from north-west to south east, and only about
100 to 150 feet broad on the top, could never have been utilizcil for cultivation. While the
structures were thus safe from being partially buried through a gradual rise of the adjoining

ground, they lacked the protection which the accumulation of drift-sand would have afforded

at true desert sites.

It appears to me that the relative immunity enjoyed by these ruins from the destruction

which has overtaken so many similar remains in these regions must be attributed to a combination

of two circumstances. On the one hand, the Mauri-Tim ruins seem to have been sufficiently

far removed from the dangers which the vicinity of inhabited settlements or much-frequented

roads threaten to all old structures. On the other hand, their position under the shelter of a hill

range has manifestly protected them from the full erosive force of the desert-winds and the

sand which they move.

The plan of the site (see Plate XXII) shows that its chief remains consist of a Stupa at the

end of the small plateau already referred to, and of a large oblong mound some 200 feet

behind it*. The StQpa, views of which from the south-west and .south-east are re[)roduccd in

Fig. I3|^nd Plate I respectively, rises on a square base, formed by three successively receding stories,

the lowest measuring 40 feet on each side, and having an elevation of three feet above the ground.
The next two stories are each 5^ feet high, and recede from the one next beneath by three feet.

The highest story is followed by a circular base, five feet high, having a diameter of 24 feet

;

and this again bears a drum, five feet in height, and decorated with bold projecting mouldings
at top and bottom. From the drum springs finally the Stupa dome, which at its foot shows
a diameter of 17 feet, identical with that of the drum. The top of the <lome is broken, but
as its extant masonry rises to a height of about 14 feet, as shown by the section in the plan,

it is clear that the dome or cupola cannot have been hemispherical, but must have shown
a bulb shape*.

It will be seen from the section that the Stupa in its pre.sent state still rises to a height
of 38 feet. Its apparent height is considerably increased by the fact that it stands on the edge
of a narrow plateau, which is itself raised 30 to 40 feet above the adjacent ground, and towards
the west and south falls off with steep slopes. The square base of the Stupa shows a close

* Nearly a year after my visit to Maun-Tim I learned
from M. N. Petrovsky that an account of its ruins as well as
of the remains in the vicinity of KSsbgar had been published
by him in the Proceedings of the Imperial Russian Assica^'
logical Society. I regret that my ignorance of t* Russian
language di4 not allow me to consult this aitle myself,
and that pressure of other tasks has prev/ned me from
obtaining indir^ I*>fofinwi‘r’.cl>u”*..i^"c0ntent8 at a time

^
en that puU^^ would have been otherwise accessible,

must. th«refi»T^jjj^j
myself with making a bare refer-

e, publish^, as M. Chavannes informs me,

1 Section, voL ix., 1895, pp. 147‘>99.

' I take this opportunity to correct llic erroneous appli-

cation of the term ‘hemispherical’ dome in the dcsciiptic

given in Prelim^ Pfpor^r n. iff as woll

pancies in the measurements. These arc due to iht* lad

that, within the very brief time allowed for the pre paration

of the * Preliminary Report *, it was impossitde to have fini‘'hdl

drawings of my numerous plans prepared under my ‘super-

vision. The lithographic prints rapidly produced for imme-

diate use could not be revised by me, and have hence proved

occasionally slightly inexact. Their use was discarded by

me when engaged on the final publication.

M
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Construc-

tion of

StQpa.

approach to correct orientation. The same arrangement will be observed in the StQpas of

Endere and Rawak described below, while in the case of the only other two StQpas sufficiently

well preserved for an exact restoration of the ground-plan, those of TOixi-Tim and the Niya

Site, the sides of the square base instead of the corners were found to be orientated This

difference in arrangement is of interest, but in view of the small number of examples it would

scarcely be safe to draw from it any chronological or other argument.

The whole of the StQpa was originally coated with a fairly hard plaster of whitish colour,

which still adheres on the south-east face, as Plate I shows, to some portions of the base where

projecting mouldings have offered protection. On the same side, which evidently had suffered

least from ‘weathering’, I also found in perfect preservation some of the woodwork employed

to support the bold mouldings of plaster at the top and bottom of the drum. Ihe tamarisk

sticks used for this purpose were in numerous places still firmly embedded in the brickwork,

and often had retained their covering of bark. Where the outer surfaces had lost their plaster

coating, but were otherwise in good preservation, they displayed solid masonry of sun-dried

bricks in regular horizontal layers, each separated from the other by a setting of clay about

two inches in thickness. The bricks measured i6 to 17 inches sciuare, with a thickness of 3^- inches.

The deep cuttings into the base and dome made on different levels from the north-west and

south-west faces enabled me to ascertain that the same materials and the same manner of

construction had been used throughout the Stupa.

The fact that the stability of the whole structure has scarcely as yet been impaired by

the great cutting effected on the south-west side, evidently long ago, is' a proof of solid con-

struction ". This cutting has laid bare a small shaft, a feet 8 inches square, running vertically

through the centre of the StQpa dome and drum. It may have continued below the latter into

the base, but the wide cutting made there has destroyed all trace of it. Above, within the dome,

this shaft widens into a little chamber, four feet square, which extends to the top of the extant

masonry of the dome, and thus shows a height of 5I feet. No indication is left of the original

height of this little chamber, nor of the manner in which it may have been closed from above.

It can scarcely be doubted that this central shaft or chamber was originally built to hold

a relic deposit. It was found in the Stupas of the Niya Site, Endere, and Rawak, that is, in

all of the structures of this class seen by me in Chinese Turkestan which were sufficiently well

S|ioliaiion of preserved to permit of detailed examination. Invariably I found this place of deposit in StQpas

laid open by cuttings made in search of treasure. Nor can it surprise us that such conspicuous

structures were thus systematically opened and ‘explored’, probably at an early date, in view

of the wholesale spoliation of ancient remains which has gone on in Eastern Turkestan during

Muhammadan times, as attested for various localities, from Kashgar to Khotan, by curious

records of Mirza Haidar*. At the Mauri-Tim StQpa, as elsewhere, we can see that the hope

of treasure had prompted operations even after the centre of the StQpa had been reached, and

ConUal shaA
of Stupa.

StQpas.

will be

noticed that, in the case of the StQpas of Mauri-Tim, Endere,

Rawak, and the Niya Site, the plans of which were prepared

on the spot and with the help of a properly oriental^ plane*

table, the north to south line indicated by the bearings of

the magnetic compass (a reliable instrument in the use of

which proper allowance was made for the ascertained degree

of magnetic variation) falls slightly to the west of the orienta-

tion line indicated by the plans of the structures themselves.

I am at present unable to suggest a satisfactory explanation

for this deviation, which by its regular recurrence invites

cannot be due to magnetic variation, as the

latter was ^ journey for Eastern TorkestSn

about 4° North.

• cu^og is clearly seen in the view reproduced in

* 3 - ^
• See Td^lkh-i-Roim, pp. 355

™
excavations for treasure carried on um? JP***»’^

orders at ancient sites of his dominiok.|rV
VIII. sec. 5. IS .A J

V(5 . I
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such relics as it may have once contained had been successfully abstracted. From the foot of

the north-west face and on the ground-level, a passage, apparently of more recent date, has been
tunnelled deep into the solid masonry of the base.

In the central shaft of the Maurl-Tim Stupa we have an exact counterpart of that small

square chamber which I found, more injured, but still clearly recognizable, within the domes
of the ruined StQpas of Takhtaband in BunCr, and of Balrir near ancient Taxila^". Judging
from somewhat vague descriptions, it may be assumed to have existed also in the Manikyala

StQpa, and in the numerous StQpas of the Kabul Valley which were ‘explored’ before and during

the several Afghan campaigns”. But the identity of this feature only helps to emphasize still

more clearly the close agreement which exists in regard to general architectural arrangement

between all Turkestan Stupas examined by me, and the corresponding structures extant in the

Kabul Valley and on the Indian north-west frontier. The Stiipas of Maurf-Tim, Topa-Tim.

Niya, Endere, and Rawak all show the dome, which is the essential and unvarjing feature of

every StOpa, raised on a square base, and this again arranged in three stories. 'I he relative

proportion between these stories varies considerably in the several structures, and so also do

the shape of the dome and the relative height of the cylindrical portion or drum which intervenes

between the top story of the base and the cupola proper. But the scpiare shape of the base

and its threefold arrangement arc constant features, and the former in any case is characteristic

also of the great majority of StQpas in the border-lands of India and Afghanistan. On the other

hand the round base, which belongs to an earlier stage of Stupa construction, is represented

in those territories only by a few examples, and seems completely absent in Eastern Turkestan

Am interesting notice of Hslian-tsang. the true significance of which was first recognized by

M. A. Foucher, informs us that the Turkestan Stupas, with their scpiare bases arranged in

three stories, strictly conform to the manner of construction prescribed by a sacred tradition

current in Buddhist territories beyond the Indus. In describing certain small Stupas in the

vicinity of Po-ho or Baikh, the pilgrim relates how Buddha taught his first two disciples the

right way of venerating some relics of his person he had given them. First he took his

Sanghafi robe, and folding it into a square shape, laid it on the ground ; over it het placed

his Uttarasanga, and next over this his Sankak§ika. On the top of these garments he put his

begging-bowl turned upside down, on which again he raised his mendicant's staff. ‘Thus he

placed them in order, making thereby [the figure of] a StQpa. The two men taking the order,

each went to his own town, and then, according to the model which the holy one had prescribed,

they prepared to build a monument, and thus was the very first Stupa of the Buddhist religion

erected^*.* There can be no doubt that, as explained by M. Foucher, the three garments,

folded into squares, with the largest below and the smallest on the top, re[)rescnt the three

Compare my Report on an Archaeological tour with the

Bunir Field Force^ p. 40 ;
pi. viii ; also Indian Antiquary

y

<900, p. 145. In both these ruins the chamber was a cube
of approximately 7 feet.

“ Sec Cunningham, ArchaeoL Surv^ Reports^ v., pi. xxii

;

Foucher, JOArt du GandhAra^ i, p. 86.

[For all points bearing on the development of StOpa

architecture In India M. Foucher’s lucid and amply illustrated

remarks, VArt du Gandhdra, i. pp. 63-98, must now be

compared. The arrangement of the Turkestan StQpas con-
forms closely to the type of what M. Foucher treats as ' Les
SiOpa “ Transition see ibid., pp. 7s sqq.]

* See Si-yu‘hi, transl. Beal, i. pp. 47 sq. The correct

interpretation of the several features of a Stupa symbolized in

the legend has been given in the note contributed by

M. Foucher to M. Chavannes' Vcyage de Song Fun^ p. 17,

n. 5. The reference in the latter text explained by IlbOan-

tsang's passage is to the first StQpa in Khotan which,

according to the injunction of its legendary founder, Vairocana,

IS said to have been erected in the shape of a ‘ Putra reii-

versd'; compare below, chap. viii. sec. v. [See now also

Foucher, OArt du GandhUrOy pp. 63 sq. ;
Walters, Fuan

Chwangy i. p. 11 a.]
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receding square terraces of the StQpa base; the begging-bowl turned upside down the dome;
and the mendicant’s staff the pinnacle, which, mostly of wood and fitted with Chattras or

umbrellas, adorned all StQpas.

It would be an interesting task to trace the regions and periods of Buddhist worship in

which the orthodox system of StQpa construction prescribed in this legend actually prevailed;

but the time and space available for the present work does not permit of such inquiries. Nor
does it appear to me safe, in view of the very limited number of Turkestan StQpas still sufficiently

well preserved for accurate restoration and approximately datable, to draw any conclusion at

present as to the development of their main architectural features. It may be assumed that

in Turkestan, as in India, the strictly hemispherical dome, so aptly illustrated in tlie above

legend by the begging-bowl turned upside down, represents the oldest shape adopted for relic

memorials, and that bulb-shaped domes with exaggerated drums are later. But only a detailed

study of all StQpa remains and Stupa models still extant on the Indian north-west frontier

and beyond could furnish reliable indications as to the chronology of these changes, and even

then the data deduced could not be applied with implicit assurance to monuments in widely

separated regions.

About 200 feet behind the Stupa, to the north-west, rises a great oblong mound (see PI. I),

consisting of solid masonry of sun-dried bricks, to a height of 34 feet above the same low gravelly

ridge which bears the Stupa. The whole exterior is far too decayed to permit of an exact reconstruc-

tion of the plan and dimensions; nor can its original character and purpose be determined with

certainty. Three stories, with traces of cells or large niches built into the -brickwork, are roughly

recognizable on the south-east face, which here, too, seems to have suffered least from exposure.

The plan shows that the length of the structure from south-west to north-east was about 86 feet

on the ground-level. Its original breadth seems to have been about 71 feet on the same
level, but is more difficult to ascertain, even approximately, owing to the accumulation of debris

in front of the south-east face. This is possibly due to the former existence here of a series

of platforms or flights of stairs leading up to the higher stories.

It would be difficult to form even a conjectural opinion as to the original purpose of this

structure, were it not for the indications furnished by some better preserved ruins of a similar

type with which the investigations of Russian and German scholars in the vicinity of Turf^
have recently made us acc^uainted. These present themselves as square structures, displaying

on each face a series of vaulted niches, arranged in a succession of receding stories, which still

contain remains of large stucco statues of Buddhas or Bodhisattvas. The brief description of

these ruined buildings, which I take from Dr. D. Klcmentz's report on his preliminary survey

of antiquarian remains at TurfKn^*, together with the illustrations' given there of two of them,

situated at Astana and Syrkheb, show plainly that their outlines resemble those of a truncated

pyramid, suggested by the present appearance of the Maurl-Tim mound. Their dimensions,

too, seem in several cases to approach closely those recorded for the latter Of the chamber

or hall which two at least of the Turfan structures contain in their interior, I failed to trace

any indication in the case of the Maurl-Tim ruin. Yet I have little doubt that it was built

for identical purposes of worship. These quadrangular structures, with their rows of Buddhist

** Sec Nachrichicn iiber die von der kais. Akademie der

Wmenschq/ien zu SL Petersburg im Jahre 1898 amgtrUsieU

Expedition nock Tur/atiy i. pp. 25, 30 sq.; the illustrations

on p. 31 and Plate i of the ruins of Astana and Syrkheb show

the niches for statues ranged in two and five stories respectively.

^ Thus for the structure of Yar*khoto a height of $4
feet is mentioned ; the one of ’Idykut-schari' is described

as being 70 feet long on one of the faces of the ground^

floor, with a total height of 46 feet,
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imsgcSi &pp6&r to h&vc t&kon the plcicei wuiutts wutandts, of the chapel courts which surroiiiid
the StQpas of numerous ruined Viharas in ancient Gandhara, e. g. Janialgarhl, Takht-i-Bahi,
RSnlgat, anfj show rows of statues, each placed in a separate niche or small chapel. The
publication of more detailed information, which may now be expected on the basis of I’rofcssor
GrUnwedel’s researches, will, I hope, permit us to form a definite opinion on this point’".

Scattered over the area between the Stupa and the mound just described are ilu; remains
of two small square cellas, marked D, E on the plan, and of another small builtling, C of oblong
shape. The low crumbling walls show masonry of sun-dried bricks. Those; of D and /:’ measure
outside 26 and 18 feet, respectively, on each face, while the third has a width of 15 fi ct. l lic

size of the bricks is approximately the same as noted in the Stupa. Tin; ruin of a fourth
small structure, A', forming an oblong of by 21 feet, and containing tw(» rooms, occupies
a somewhat lower gravel terrace to the south of the Stupa, separateil by a narrow raviiu;

from the end of the ridge. None of the little buildings preserve indications of their original

use, whether as chapels or habitations for attendants j nor did their examination furnish guiilance

as to the date of the Mauri-Tim ruins. Ancient Chinese copjier coins arc said to turn up in the
vicinity, but no authentic finds came to my notice. That the ruins go back to pre-Muhammadan
times, is, of course, quite certain, and is fully rccogni/cd by local tradition, whicli sees in the
'Gumbaz', i. e. the Stupa, the watch-tower of the fabulous ‘King of Chin and Machin’ who
resided in the ‘ancient city’ of Hasa-Tam before Hariin Boghra Khan destroyed it.

Before closing my account of the ancient remains in the neiglibourhood of Khan-ui, I must
refer to a curious structure situated on the barren ‘Dasht’ some three miles to the soutli-wcst

of MtPurl-Tim (see Fig. 17). Walls built of cl.ay cast in moulds, and showing a pcrciqitiblc

inward slant, form an oblong, of which the western and eastern faces measure about a.t feet,

and those to the north and south about 22 feet. The walls, which still rise to a height of

16^ feet above the ground, are 35 feet thick, and clearly show horizontal layers, about i’^ feet

in height, corresponding to the wooden moulds in which, after tlie fashion still prevailing throughout
TurkestSn, the clay used in their construction was stamped. The foot of the walls, cspcci.illy

at the comers, has, as the photograph shows, suffered damage owing to the erosive action of
the wind-driven sand. The structure does not appear to have ever been roofed, nor was it

provided with a door, access to the interior being now obtained by a narrow hole cut into the
east wall.

The name Kaptar-Khdna, ‘the Pigeon House’, by which the ruin is popularly known, is

derived from the little niches, surmounted by pointed arches and looking like pigeon-holes,

which line the whole of the inner sides of the walls. They are arranged in six rows, (;ach

row containing 15 holes on the western and eastern sides, and 13 holes on the shorter sides

to the north and south. Each hole is about 11 inches high, with a width and depth of 10 inches,

and appears to have been originally intended for the reception of human bones
; for the ground

inside {s thickly strewn with bones, and has, according to the local information received by me,
always been seen in this condition. Nothing at or near this desolate structure afforded evidence
as to its date, though the relatively good preservation of the walls seems to preclude the assumption
of great antiquity. Its shape and apparent purpose curiously recall a columbarium. Neither
Buddhist custom as developed in India nor Muhammadanism would allow of such a disposal

'* The geoetal resemblance pointed out bjr Dr. KlemenU give to the latter the character of a StOpa in certainly

(ibid., pp. 31 sq.) between the piM of those Turlhn atructurea erroneous,^ the great temple of Bddhgayi cannot be denied ; but to

;
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of human remains; nor would it be in agreement with orthodox Zoroastrian practice. Unless,

therefore, we may recognize in this strange ruin a relic of the times when the territory of

Kashgar contained a considerable community of Nestorian Christians, we must look to the /'

Chinese side for some explanation of its doleful purpose.

Section III.—THE OASIS AND CITY OF YARKAND

March to

Ordam-
P.tdbhilh.

Shrine of

Ordam-
I^dshah.

On the nth of September, 1900, I finally set out from Kashgar for the journey to Khotan,

Avoiding the ordinary caravan route, I chose for the march to Yarkand the track which crosses

the region of moving sands around the popular shrine of Ordam-P.adshah, and joins the main

road from Kashgar and Yangi-Hisar at the oasis of Kizil. The account contained in my
Personal Narrative * renders it unnecessary to describe here my route or the appearance of that

much-frequented pilgrimage place in the desert. Before reaching the latter I received information

of two old sites {kotu-sha/tr) of some kind. One of these, known as Kizil-Debe, and situated

about five miles to the north-west of the Yakshamba or Sunday Bazar of Khan-arik, was visited

by Surveyor Ram Singh. He reported h.aving seen there only waste ground strewn with

such minute ddbris as is observed at H5sa-Tam, and scanty traces of a low platform or wall

built of clay. The other old site, called Bai-khdn, and situated approximately 16 miles to the

south-east of the Baz.ir of the Achchik oasis, I vainly attempted to reach on my march to

Ordam-Padshah. My failure in this attempt, explained in my Personal Narrative, need scarcely

give rise to much regret ; for, according to the descriptions received, this locality, too, shows only

the fragmentary debris characteristic of those completely eroded sites known as ‘Tatis’, which

we shall soon have occasion to notice in the Khotan region.

Ordam-Padshah, a desolate Ziarat surrounded on all sides by high dunes of drift-sand, owes

its sanctity to the pious belief that it marks the spot where the holy Sultan Arslan Bc^hra

Khan, a grandson of Satok Boghra Khan, with a host of faithful followers of Islam, while

engaged in prayer, succumbed to a treacherous attack of the infidel army from Khotan. The

legend of the royal martyr is told at length in the Tadhkira-i Satok Boghra Khan, full extracts

from which have been given by Dr. Bellew*. No ancient remains of any kind appear to exist

near this pilgrimage place
;

yet in viftw of the recurring proofs as to the continuity of local

worship in these regions, the question seems justified whether Ordam-Padshah, like many a Mazar

about Khotan, has not inherited its fame from some earlier Buddhist shrine in the same

locality *.

Ordam-Padshah lies undoubtedly on the most direct line connecting Kashgar with the

oasis of Yarkand ;
and consequently the tradition, which asserts that the main road between

these two places once passed there and by the neighbouring shrine of Hazrat-Begim, may

possibly rest on an historical basis *. We shall presently see that the assumption of such a shorter

' See Ruins of Khotan, pp. 149 sqq.

• See Yarkand Mission Report^ pp. 1 27 sq. ;
also Grenard,

in Journal asiaf., 1900, xv. p. 13.

” For a detailed description of the physical conditions of

Ordam-Padsh&h, comp. Hedin, Reisen in Z.-A., pp. 232 sq.

‘ See Hedin, ibid,, p. 3. The belief there expressed that

in old times the belt of vegetation and settlements might

have extended in this region further eastwards than at

present would receive archaeological support if Dr. Bellew's

statement as to the existence of a ddbris-strewn ancient site

near Hazrat-Begim (see Yarkand Mission Rsporl, p. 38)

could be verified. When encamped at Hasrat-BSgim on

September 14, 1900, I received no information as to such

a site in the vicinity, and the manifestly erroneous route

which the map of the Yarkand Mission Report marks for

Dr. Bellew’s excursion to Ordam*Pftdshfth makes the actual

position of the reported site appear doubtful.
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route would help to account for the distance recorded by Ilsiian-tsang for his journey from
Ch ia-sha or Kashgar to Che-chil-chia, The latter territory, which the pilgrim’s itincrarj' places

at a distance of 500 li to the south-east of Kashgar, has been identified by V. de Saint-Marlin,

and after him by others, with Yarkand; but Hsuamtsang’s description, as we shall see, plainly

shows that Ch^-chii-chia must be looked for further south, in the direction of the present

Karghalik.

Though Yarkand is in all probability a place of considerable antiejnity, it is ditficnlt to trace

back its name or even its existence as a town of importance jircvious to the Mongol coiKiuest

in the thirteenth century. In the Chinese Yuan-shih Annals relating to the ]K;riod of Mongol
dominion it is frequently mentioned under the names of Vc/i-Zi-c/iicn, Yacrh-ISan, &c.. along

with the cities of Kashgar and Khotan ^ Marco Polo, too, on his way from Kashgar to Khotan,

duly notices the ‘ Province of Yarcan*, where he found Ncstorian ami Jacobite Christians among
a population generally Muhammadan, and was struck by the prevak*nce of goitre, still to this

day a characteristic of its inhabitants^. Mirza Haidar supplies, perhaps, the strong(\st proof of

the antiquity of Yarkand by the mention he makes of the t^xcavations which Mirza Aba Uakr

carried on at the site of * the old town,’ and which were believcil to have yielded him great

treasures''. Mirza Haidar does not specify the exact position of th(! area thus excavated, but

is careful to note that * it is not known whether the old town was called Yarkand or whether

it had another name’*. He adds that in the days of his ancestors ‘Yarkand was a companion

city to Yangi-Hisar’.

I believe that we may attribute special significance to the latt(*r remark
;

for it helps to

explain why neither HsUan-tsang, our safest guide in the old topography of this region, nor the

records of the T*ang period furnish any definite notice which can be n^ferred to Yarkand. We
have seen above that Hsuan-tsang’s territory of Wu-sha, which lay to the east of the Muztagh-

Ata range, extended on the south to the Sita, i.e. the Yarkand river It must thus have

comprised not only the greater part of the present district of Yangi-Hisar, but also the whole

of the Yarkand oasis, which tradition, as well as modern administrative division, confines to

the small but fertile tract on the left bank of the river after its emergence from the mountains”’.

" See Bretschneidcr, Med. Restart hes^ ii. pp. 47 sq.

1 follow the ordinary modern pronunciation in spelling the

name as Yarkand. The form Yarkand is frequent in

Muhammadan texts. For an etymology see belov, note 8.

® See Yule, Marco PolOy i. p. 187.
' Comp. Tdrikh-i-Rashidiy pp. 256 n., 257, 296.
" See ibid., p. 296. The name Yarkand bears a Turki

look, and may contain in its first part'*tlie Turk! word
which is used throughout Eastern TurkestSln for the designa-
tion of ravines deeply cut into alluvial (loess) soil, and is of
common occurrence in Turkestftn local names (see Ilcdin,

Reisen in p. 356. The meaning * alluvial terrace'
there given toydr does not accord with the application of
the word as observed by me from KSshgar to Khotan).
The second part is clearly the Turk! word (probably of
Irinian origin) pronounced or kanfy meaning ‘ cultivated

land, agricultural settlement'; comp. Shaw, lierki Vocaku-

p. 16S.
• Compare above, pp. 42 sq.

This inclusion of the Yarkand oasis in Wu-sha
accounts for the mention of Jade made in HsOan-tsang's
above-quoted description of that territory ; see abovc^ p. 44.

Mirza Uaidar (Turlkh-i^Rashldi, p. 298) when dcbcnbing

the Yarkand livei s tuiirse near the town, distinctly states

that jade is found in it, and this statement is conlinncd by

modern information. According to a notice which Mi. Ma-
cartney kindly obtained for me from Sun Ssu-yeli, Cliiiiese

MunshI of the KSshgar Agency, jade used to be dug until

50 or 60 }ears ago near a village, the name of ^^hkh is

given as I-kan-cKi -- and which is described

as situated to the south of VaikamI city, near or on the

Yarkand river. From Mulianimadju, my Vatkandi seivant,

I leam that jade pebbles are * fished * out of the river-bed in

flood time near the village of Kozumal, on the left bank of

the Yarkand river, and apparently some 16 miles to the SSW.
of the city. Jade mines arc known to exist at several points

in the mountains drained by the Zarafshan or Yarkand

river, and it is thus easy to realize that jade pebbles occur

also in the rubble beds deposited by the river after its entry

into the plain, just as they are found in the beds and near

the banks of the Yurung-kUsh and Kara-kash rivers of Khotan.

The Hsin-chiang-chih-Uoy a treatise of the eighteenth century,

notes for the river passed south of Yarkand the popular

designation of YU-ho ‘jade river'; J.as.y 1846, viii. p. 245.
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Taking into account that the territory of Wu-sha, according to HsQan-tsang*s definite statement,

was at his time in dependence on the rulers of Chieh-p*an-t*o or Sarlkol, it is easy to understand

why the city corresponding to the present Yarkand, whether its capital or only one of its chief

centres, was passed over in silence by both HsUan-tsang and the T'ang Annalists. The importance

of Yarkand or its earlier representative must at that period have been still further impaired by
the existence, immediately to the south, of the separate kingdom variously designated in our

Chinese sources as Chu-chli-po, Chu-chU-p’an, or Ch6-chU-chia, which intervened between Wu-sha
and Khotan, and, as will be seen below, must be identified with the present district of Karghalik.

During the supremacy of the Han Dynasty the latter territory was split up among a number
of small ehiefships, and possibly we may connect with this political condition the fact that the

Annals of that early period show us a relatively important kingdom, the Chinese designation

of which, ^ J^, is variously transcribed as So-cKi, Sha-km, So-khiu, So-kU, So-kiU, &c, in a position

that probably corresponds to the present Yarkand as assumed by Chinese geographers'*. The
account of the CKien ITan shu, as extracted by Wylie, places the kingdom of So-ch*6, with

its capital of the same name, at a distance of 560 li from Su-16 or Kashgar, the direction

being variously stated as south or east instead of the true one which lies between these two**.

A still clearer topographical indication is contained in the notice that the territory of

TzU-Ito (Tscu-ho or Tse-ho in M. Chavannes* transcription), which can safely be identified with

Karghalik and the valleys above it, adjoined So-ch'6 from the south’*. The population of

So-ch'6 is estimated at 16,373, nearly double that of Su-16, with 3,049 trained troops, which

indicates a princip.ality of some consequence. A mention of some dynastic changes during the

reign of the Emperor HsUan Ti (73-49 b. c.) seems to imply special relations of its* rulers

with the powerful Wu-sun nation, while from the list of Chinese official posts there located

it may be concluded that, in the administrative system intended to maintain the protectorate

of the Hans in the country, some importance was attached to So-ch*6. At the commencement
of the Later Han period So-ch'6 is said to have exercised supremacy over Khotan**.

My stay at Yarkand did not bring to my notice ancient sites in its ideinity nor any

antiquarian objects of pre-Muhammadan origin. On the other hand, it helped me to realize the

exceptional advantages which the town enjoys as a commercial centre Yarkand undoubtedly

owes its old-established prosperity and its flourishing trade to its position at the point where

the great routes from Khotan, Ladak,*and the Oxus are joined by those leading to KSshgar

and the north-eastern part of the T^rim Basin. The abundance of local produce favours the

growth of a large town population, and this, with its quasi-cosmopolitan colonies drawn from

all parts of the Oxus Valley, from Lad^k, BaltisUln, Afghanistan, and the border regions of

China, reflects the true causes of Yarkand’s importance. ‘ Hiarchan, the capital of the kingdom

of Cascar’, thus Benedict Goez tells us, ‘is a mart of much note, both for the great concourse

of merchants, and for the variety of wares. At this capital the caravan of Cabul merchants

reaches its terminus; and a new one is formed for the journey to Cathay**.’ Though the

Compare, besides Wylie’s paper quoted below, Bret-

schneider, Med, Researches, ii. p. 4 7 ; Ritter,Astm, v. pp. 405 sq.,

where earlier extracts from the Han Annals by De Guignes,

R^musat, P. Hyacinth are quoted; also Julien,/. as., 1846,

viii. p. *45; Franke, Zur Kenntniss der TUrhvblher, pp. 51, 70,

See Wylie, * Notes on the Western Regions,’/. Anihrop,

Jnsl., X. pp. 47 sq.

” Compare Wylie, ibid., p. 31. The reference to the

relative position of So-ch'i and Fu-U is less instructive, since

the latter territory, which seems to have been situated some*

where on the Upper Yarkand river, is placed in different

passages either 740 li to the south-west or 540 li to the

west; see ibid., pp. 47, 3a.

For Tzii-ho (Tseu-ho) compare Chavannes, ii

Song Fun, p. 19, note 4 ; and below, p. 9a,

See R^musat, Vtiie ie Khotan, p. 5; below, chap, viti

sec. iii.

” Yule, Cathof, ii. p. 563.

I
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/political centre has shifted from Yarkand since the re-establishment of Chinese rule, the abov(?

description still holds good; and we may well conclude that the flourishing condition of the

city which Marco Polo's account also indicates, was maintained from early times independent

of political predominance.

Section IV.—KARGIIALIK IN CHINESE RECORDS

We have seen already that HsUan-tsangs itinerary, after leaving Kashgar, took him over

a distance of 500 li in a south-easterly direction, to the kingdom of Chedui-chia. Sina' the

pilgrim distinctly mentions the crossing of the Sita or Yarkand river en 7'oiiic, there can be. no

doubt that Chfi-chU-chia must be identified with the present district of Karghalik. 'fhe latter

mtay be roughly described as comprising the hill tracts which slo[)c down from the snowy

ranges confining the valley of the Raskam Darya or Upper Yarkand river, and at their northern

foot are bordered by the lower course of that river and the sands of the Taklamakan. Where

the streams draining these hills debouch into the plain, cither to carry their water into the

Yarkand river, or to be absorbed in irrigation, we find oases of remarkable fertility formed on

the rich alluvial soil. The largest of these, with a town of considerable size and imporiance,

is the oasis of Karghalik, watered by the Tiznaf river and a number of smaller streams
;

it is

joined on the north by a belt of highly cultivated ground with numerous villages, which extends

unbroken for about 25 miles from Karghalik town to the right bank of the Yarkand river.

It remains doubtful whether the capital of Che-chll-chia, which Hsiian-tsang describes as

having a circumference of twelve li, and defended by high and solid walls \ is to be located

at the site of the present Karghalik or perhaps further north, where!, not far from the Yarkand

river, we find another large and flourishing settlement at Posgani-Bazar. Rut it is certain

that his description of the territory, the circuit of which he estimates at a thousand li, or ten

marches, accurately fits the district of Karghalik. ‘ La population cst nombreuse ; les montagnes

' I follow Julien's translation. M/moires, ii. p. 221. This

seems more accurate than that of Beal, Si-yu'-ki^ ii. p. 307,

which makes the capital * hemmed in by crags and mountain

fastnesses.* In order to find a position approximately corre-

sponding to this description, we should have to look for the

old capital at least two or three marches further south, in

the direction of Kbk-y&r. But apart from the fact that

the confined nature of that valley would scarcely be suited

for a capital, such a location could not be reconciled with

the distance of 500 li, or five marches, indicated by

HsUan-tsang between Kashgar {CHia-shd) and Ch6-chU-chia.

We know that the pilgrim, in estimating distances from

one territory to the neighbouring one, regularly records

that from capital to capital. Now the estimate of five

marches from K&shgar may be accepted as approximately

right, ifthe capital of Chfi-chtt-chia is to be placed at Karghalik,

or rather some distance further north. But in order to reach

Kbk-ySr in five days, a distance of over 180 miles from

Kashgar, the pilgrim would have had to make forced marches

of a kind with which we cannot reasonably credit him.

In this connexion we may note a point in Hsflan-tsang's

itinerary from Kftshgar to Ch8-ch(l-chia which is in need of

elucidation. The Mimoint^ ii. p. aao, tell us; *£n sortant

naiN

de ce pays, il fit enviion cinq cents li au sud-cst, passa la

rivibre Si-io (^Ua), franehit un grand passage de rnuiitagne

couvert de t^able, et arriva au royauine dc Tiho-kcou^kia

(Chc-chU-chia).* If strict topographical sequence must be

assumed in the descriplion of the route, ue should have

to look for the great * passage dc montagne couvert dc sal)le’

to the south of the Zarafslian, and we tould in that case

identify it only with the * Dasht ’ at the foot of the hills

which the most direct route from Kashgar to Karghalik

(passing through Yaka-arik and avoiiliiig Yaikand city)

skirls just north of Karghalik. But taking into account

the general topography of the route, it appears to me far

more probable that Hsllan-tsang’s reference is really to the

curious ridge of much-decayed hills which runs into the desert

south of Ordam-Padshah, and which, at the point where

the pilgiim’s track from the latter place crosses it, bears the

‘Ziarat* of Ulugh-Nishan (see Ruins of Khotan^ p. if,8;

Hedin, Reisen in p. 3). The old route from Kashgar

to Yarkand and Karghalik is, as shown above, pp. 86 sq., likely

to have followed this, the shortest line ; and the unex[)ecied

passage of an isolated ridge in the midst of a level expanse

of sandy desert may have impressed the pilgrim, just as it

surprises the modern traveller.

N
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et les collines se touchent. Dc vastes plages sont couvertfts de sable et de pierres. Ce royaume^
est voisin de deux fleuves

; la culture des grains et des arbres fruitiers y est ^rissante. II abonde
surtout en raisins, cn poires et en prunes. Le vent et le frold r^nent en toute sa^son The
latter remark applies with particular force to the higher parts of the valleys comprised in the

district. But it is easy to recognize also the previous reference to the vast slopes of pebble-

strewn ‘ Dasht ’ which form the glacis of the outer ranges, and to the plains of moving sand
extending further northward. The two rivers alluded to are manifestly the Zarafshan and the

Tiznaf; the oases irrigatetl from them and their tributaries still abound in rich orchards and
arbours. Coming from the north, just as HsUan-tsang did, I was struck by the variety and
luxuriant growth of the fruit and other trees to he seen around Karghalik. The rural scenery

thus created reminded me more of Kashmir than any other I saw in the country (see Fig. 15 )*.

Hsuan-tsang is less laudatory in his account of the people. ' The then are passionate

and cruel
;

they are false and treacherous, and in open day practise robbery .... Their

politeness is very scant, and their knowledge of literature and the arts equally so. They
have an honest faith, how'ever, in the three precious objects of worship, and love the practice

of religion. There are several tens of SahgharSmas, but mostly in a ruinous condition ; there

are some hundred followers who study the Great Vehicle*.’ The latter statement, plainly

shows tl|lt the Buddhist establishments of the country had seen their most flourishing days by
the time of the pilgrim’s visit

;
yet he notes the interesting fact that the canonical texts of the

Mah£y&na school as preserved by them were more numerous than elsewhere. ‘ Parmi les

lieux oh est parvenue la loi du Bouddha, il n’en est aucun oh la doctrine du Mah^yana soit

aussi florissante. Elle embrasse dix recueils renfermant chacun cent mille Slokas. |Depuis

qu'elle a ^t^ introduite dans ce pays jusqu’h nos jours, elle s’est ^tenduc d’une mani^re

remarquable *.’

Whatever may have been the cause of this special affluence in canonical texts, it is certain,

in view of what we had occasion to remark above of the territorial division between the two
great Buddhist schools in the ‘ Western Regions ’, that this predominance of the Mah&ySna
doctrine in the convents of Chfi-chU-chia indicates close connexion with the Buddhist Church as

established at Khotan *. In full agreement herewith we learn that the written characters here

used were the same as those of Ch*U-sa-tan-na or Khotan. But of the spoken language HsUan-

tsang tells us that it was different. HsUan-tsang’s statement as to the writing of Ch6-chU-chia
is borne out and explained by identical notices of Sung YUn and the T'ang Annals to be

discussed below ^ These inform us that the written characters of that territory were the same
as those of the P'o-lo-ntia or Brahmans; and we know in fact by the manuscript finds from

the ancient sites of Khotan that it was the Brahmi script of India, with but slight local modi-

fications, which prevailed in Khotan during the T'ang period.

HsUan-tsang’s remark, however, regarding the spoken language is at variance with the

earlier notices of Sung YUn and his fellow-traveller, Hui-sh£ng, to be referred to below, in which

the language of the people of Chu-chU-po (i. e. Chfi-chU-chia) is declared to be similar to that

of Ytt-t'icn or Khotan*. We know that these two pilgrims visited both Khotan and Karghaljik

about the year 5 1 9 a. d., and their observation as to the language they heard about Kaighalik

* See Mimvirti, ii. p. aai. Beal, ii. p. 307, translates:

* Stony districts spread in every direction,’ which seems less

accurate.

' See Ruint cfKhotan, pp. 174, 179.

* Beal, Si-jm-hi, ii. p. 308. ' Mimtira, IL p. aaa.

* See above, pp. 56 sq.

* Compare pp. 91 sq.; Chavaniws, Voyage 4* Sttif tinh

p. so; Hires oeeii,, 194.

* See below, p. 9*1 Chaveimei, VoMtgs dt

p. 19, note 4- ! ,
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receives confirmation from the close affinity noted by the Tang Annals between the languages

of Sarlkol and Khotan*. This affinity is fully accounted for by the Iranian character of both,

as proved ^r Khotan by the documents from Dandan-Uilicj in the so-called ‘unknown lan-

guage V® I
we find no difficulty whatever in assuming that the territory of Karghalik,

intervening between Sarikol and Khotan, similarly held a population speaking an Eastern

Iranian dialect.

When discussing above the evidence of the T‘ang Annals as to the anci(Mit tongue of

Sarlkol and Khotan we had occasion to refer to the Pakhpo tribe in the more remote mountain

tracts of the Karghalik district. Though their language still awaits investigation, there is little

doubt that, on anthropological grounds, these hill-men must be classed with the Galcha or hill

Tajik population found to the present day in Sarikol and the valleys further west’^ If we
may recognize in <he Pakhpos a remnant of the original [)opulation of Karghalik. in this light

Hui-sh6ng*s statement becomes intelligible. The dificrent ethnic conditions notr<l by Hsiian-

tsang may have been a result of the domination of the Yeh-ta or White Hans, which Hui sheng

particularly mentions, and may have been confined to the lower and more accessible parts of

the district. Through these alone the pilgrim is likely to have i)asscd on his way to Khotan.

He refers, indeed, to a high mountain mass on the southern border of the district, with

its vegetation stunted through intense cold but it is clear that his mention of it is solely

due to a pious legend manifestly heard at a distance. Numerous ‘ niclies and stone chambers’

on the flanks of the great mountain were believed to have been miraculously frccpiented by

Arhats from India, who obtained Nirvana there. Popular belief in 1 fsiian-isang’s time still

supposed certain deep rock caverns to be tenanted by three Arhats whose minds had become

extinguished in complete ecstasy, while the hair of their withered bodies was still growing.

M. Chavannes was the first to recognize that the notices in the I 'aug Annals and Sung

YUn*s itinerary of a kingdom variously designated as Chii-chu f^o or Chu-chil-jH\n, immediately

to the west of Khotan, referred to the same territory which Hsuan-tsang calls Che-chu-chia '

The special notice of the T*ang-shu, as extracted by M. Chavannes from chapter < cxvi

mentions this kingdom between those of Su-le (Kashgar) and Ho paivt'o (Sarikol), and tells

us: ‘Le Tchou-kiu'po (Chu-chU-po) est appele aussi Tchoii kiii-pan (Chu clui pan)
;
e’est le royaume

de Tse-ho (Tzii-ho) de I’epoque des Hans. II s’est annexe et possedc le territoire des (luatrc

peuples appel^s Si-ye (Hsi-yeh), (P'u-li), I-nai et II est a mille li tlroit a I’ouest

de Yu-t*ien (Khotan) et k trois cents li au nord des Ts'ong-ling. A Toiicst il touche an Ho-i/an-t'o

(Tach-Kourgane) ; k neuf cents li vers le nord, il se rattache k Sou Ic (Kachgar) ;
trois millc

li au Slid se trouve le royaume des femmes. Il a deux mille .soldats d’elite ; il honore la loi

de Bouddha
; I'^criture y est’ la meme que cclle des P'o-lo men (lirahmanes-Hiiulous).’

The position here indicated clearly coincides with that of the present Karghalik di.strict

and HsUan-tsang’s Chfi-chQ-chia, though the estimated distances to Khotan and Kashgar an*

somewhat in excess of those given in the JlsiyU-chi, The reference to several earlier territories

Pakhpos, a

of early

population

lei;« ini of

('hc-thli-

cilia.

Chu-chU-lt>

in Tang
Annals,

Territories

comprised

in Chu-chit-

po.

* Compare above, pp. a6 sq.

“ See below, chap. ». sec. v.

" Compare above, p. 25.

^etM/motret^ ii. p. a as. Here, too, Julien's translation

seems more accurate than that of Beal, ii. p. 308.
” See Thrri occid.^ p. 133, note i ;

Voyage de Song Fun,

P- i9f note 4. For references to the passages offering

the various forma of the name Chu-chU-po {Tchou-ktu-po)

^m tk. « tt and Cku’chU-pan (Tekou-ktu-

po-) compare omd.,

p. 366.

** See Tuns occid., p. 123.

“ A passage of the Pei shih quoted by M. Ch.iv.iniu's

{V(iy<^f de Song Fun, p. 19, note 4), ^vliith rneiitKins the

same territory under the name of Iht-chu-pan (Si-kiu-pan)

similarly identifies it with the .moieni kii}gil<*in

of Hsi-yek (Stye), which w'as also called Tzii-k^ (
Tu' //.')

N 2
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which had become absorbed in Chu-chU-po supports the identification
; for notices in chapter xcvi

of the CKim Han shu concerning Tzii-ho, Hsi-yeh, P u-Ii, and I-nai, leave no doubt that these
petty territories were situated close together to the south of the present Yarkand”. The
passage referring to Hsi-yeh records that its ruler bore also the title of king of

\ and
in agreement with this indication of a special connexion between the two places, modern Chinese
geographers identify Hsi-yeh and Tzii-ho with the adjacent village tracts of Yul-arik and KOk-
ySr*’. Whether this identification rests on historical fact or only on learned conjecture, it does not
supply us, as recognized by M. Chavannes, with any cogent reason for placing the political centre
of the united territory of Chu-chU-po so far to the south as Kok-ycLr. This place is separated
by a considerable distance from the direct route between Kashgar and Khotan, and since

HsUan-tsang’s itinerary leads us to look along this route for the capital of the kingdom as it

existed in his days, the neighbourhood of the present Karghalik appears -a far more likely

position.

The mention of Tzu-ho as an integral part of the kingdom of Chu-chU-po is pf

interest, as enabling us to trace with certainty the route which Fa-hsien followed immediately
after leaving Khotan. From the narrative of his travels we learn that, starting from the

latter place, it took the pilgrim twenty-five days to reach Tzfi-ho, where he found the ruler

devoted to Buddhist law, and around him ‘more than a thousand monks, mostly students of
the Mahayana*.” Fa-hsien and his party, after a stay of fifteen days at Tzfi-ho, went south
for four days before they found themselves among the Ts*ung-ling range. From this statement

it becomes probable that in his time, too, the capital of the territory lay in a relatively open
position to the north of the Kun-lun range. We have already seen that Fa-hsien's imn«diate
goal after leaving Tzfi-ho was Sarikol, which he probably reached by the route passing through
the mountains south of the ZarafshSLn”.

Sung YUn also, travelling westwards from Khotan in 519 A.D., passed along the road
which crosses the Karghalik district The account of his journey refers to the latter as the

kingdom of Chu-chU-po^ and informs us that it produced cereals in plenty”. Its inhabitants

lived in the mountains and used leavened wheat for their food. As the killing of animals was
forbidden among them, the only meat they partook of was that of animals which had died

a natural death. Of their customs and language it is noted that they resembled those of

Yu-t*ien or Khotan, while their writing was the same as that of the P*o-lo-m6n or Brahmans.
The circumference of the kingdom was estimated at five days’ journey, which, compared with

HsUan-tsang’s thousand li, seems to indicate that the territory had not then attained its later

dimensions

Sung YUn's fellow pilgrim, Hui-sh£ng, is the source of a briefer notice which the /W shih

(composed about 644 a. d.) furnishes of the same territory, called here Chu^kU^ Besides

For a translation of the notices concerning these petty

chiefships, see Wylie,/. Anihrof. Inst, x. pp. 31 sq. Various

discrepancies as to the relative positions, Ac., of the localities

mentioned make a detailed analysis of these passages im-

practicable for those who are unable to consult and control

the original texts. It is, however, clear that agricultural

produce in all these territories was snudl and had to be
supplemented from So-ch'6 (i. e. the oasis of Yarkand). Of
Tzfi-ho it is particularly mentioned that Jade is found there.

Compare Voyage de Song Fun, p. 19, note 4.

” See Legge, Travels qfFd-hien, p. si.

See above, p. s8.

” Compare Voyage de Soi^ Pirn, pp. 19 sq.

The same conclusion must be drawn from the statement

that Sung YUn, who had enteied the Uitgdom of Cho-chfl-pO

on the a9th day of the seventh month, passed at the com*
mencement of the eighth month into the leiritoiy of

Ho-p'an-t'o or Sarikol. It is evident that the latter czlM^d
in die year 519 frirtber to the east than in BdUn-umtlpe
time. For the probable route followed by Soi^;

Sarikol, see above, pp. ap sq.

• See Chavannes, Vfye^ de Sot^ Pirn, p. 191 note
.
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confirming the essential points in Sung Ylin’s account, it informs us that the people all worshipped

Buddha, and that they were subject to the Yeh-ta or Hcphthalites.

Of the jjplitical relations of the territory the Chinese Annals furnish some further information.

In another passage of the Pei sAih, which mentions the district by the name of Hsi-chu i)an

{Si-kiu-pan), and to which reference has already been made in a note above”, we find it

recorded that an embassy from there arrived at the Imperial court at the commencement of

the Cai-yen period (435-439 a. d.), and that tribute was subsequently received without interruption.

The previously mentioned notices of the Ch'ien Han shu show that the small hill states, which

later on became absorbed in Chu-chU-po, all acknowledged the authority of the Governor-General

of the Western Regions during the period of the Han supremacy. I'he subsequent subjection

of Chu-chtl-p*an to the power of the Hcphthalites is attested also by the Annals of the Liang

dynasty, covering the period 502-556 a, u. ”

When the Western Turks succeeded the Hcphthalites as the paramount power in Central

Asia, Chu-chii-po undoubtedly was among the many states subject to their sovereignty. In

consequence we find it included, along with Kucha, Khotan, Ka.shgar, and .Sarikol, in the region

which the Emperor T*ai-tsung demanded in 646 from She-kuei, Kagan of the Western Turks,

in exchange for the hand of a Chinese princess”. But already, in the year 639, the ruler of

Chu-chU-po, in accord with the ruler of Kashgar, had deemed it advi.sable to dispatch an

embassy with products of his territory to the Imperial court when the victorious advance of

T‘ai-tsung’s troops towards Turfan foreshadowed the Chinese conquest of the Tarim Basin '-'’.

This conquest was actually completed in 659, when the rising of the Turkish chief Tu-man,

who h*d attached to himself the states of Kashgar, Karghalik (Chu chu po), and Sarikol, was

subdued”. Thus we find the kingdom of Chu-chU-pan mentioned among the units of the

administrative organization which the Chinese in the same year established for the region

controlled by the ‘Four Garrisons’”. No further reference to this territory is made in the

Chinese records accessible to me
;
nor did my short stay at Karghalik acquaint me with any

ancient remains which could throw light on its history.

See above, p. 91, note 15.
“ i^ee lures ouid., p. 121 ;

and above, p, (>i.

" See TTurcs occii., p. 224. ” Sec Turcs occid., pp. 72 .':q. ;
a))ove, p. 60.

Compare Turcs occid., pp. 33, 59, 266; also above, Compare Tbrrr ea/r/., pp. 14 1, 268 ;
above, |)p. 59 s(j.

P- 59 -

Political

Relations of

Chu-chtl-po.
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THE ROUTE FROM KARGHALIK TO KHOTAN: ITS ANCIENT

TOPOGRAPHY AND REMAINS

Section I.-BY TIIR DESERT EDGE TO KHOTAN

The direct road from Karghalik to Khotan, along which I travelled between the 2nd and

12th of October, 1900, leads in an almost straight line south-eastwards along the edge of the

Taklamakan. By far the greater part of the route lies over absolutely barren ground, gravel

'Dasht’ or else bare loess steppe, fringed on the north by the moving sands of the desert.

Yet at intervals small oases are met with, which offer convenient halting-places and render

this route far more convenient for trade than it could otherwise be. We find them Echeloned

along the route wherever the streams which drain the snowy rampart 'of the Kun-lun range

north of the Kara-kash Valley emerge from the glacis-like gravel waste at the foot of tfie hills

and strike the edge of the desert. In order to appreciate the importance of these small oases

from the point of view of historical topography, as well as the interest of their antiquarian

remains, brief reference must be made to the most striking of their physical features.

The water which the streams of the Kilian, Sanju, and Duwa valleys carry down from the

mountains during the floods of the spring and early summer is, on its passage over the sloping

‘ Dasht ’, locally designated as ' Sai ’, distributed in a number of channels, and lower down is

almost wholly absorbed in the irrigation of the small but flourishing settlements of GOma, Moji,

Zanguya, and Pialma. Only a small portion of this flood-water, characteristically called ak-su,

or ‘white water’, from the colour of the melting snows, is finally allowed to escape into the

desert beyond, where its .shallow courses are soon lost amidst the dunes of moving sand. The

limited but more constant supply of water, known as kara-su, 'black water’, which springs and

pools furnish at points where the subterraneous drainage from thpse valleys and from the ' Sai
’

rises to the surface, is still more carefully husbanded for purposes of cultivation.

The situation of these settlements between the barren Dasht and the dunes of the desert,

which ever threaten to overrun and envelop them, is shared by most of the oases of Eastern

Turkestan. Yet there is an important physical feature which distinguishes them, and which,

owing to its antiquarian bearing, as illustrated by my explorations, deserves to be specially

noticed. The great oases of the Tarim Basin, which we have hitherto had occasion to discuss

or to mention, Kashgar, Yangi-Hisar, Yarkand, Karghalik, and a number of other important

ones like Khotan, Keriya, Ak-su, &c., owe their water-supply, and with it their very existence,

to large rivers which carry water far beyond these irrigated areas. But the oases passed on

the main route between Karghalik and Khotan, and others visited by me further east along

the edge of the TaklamakSn, practically mark the extreme point reached by the streams whi^
bring them fertility.
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Now my explorations at ancient sites cast of Khotan demonstrated that such ‘terminal Archacolo-

oases’, as we may appropriately call them, possess an archaeological interest considerably in

excess of th^ir geographical importance. Through a variety of powerful causes, partly physical oaser"’

"

and partly historical, which we shall have, to examine in detail hereafter, the.S(; ‘terminal oases’ arc

liable to undergo considerable changes in jxjsition and extent at iliffcrent periods'. Owing to

the relative frequency of these shiftings within historical times, and the close vicinity of the

desert sand which preserves whatever it buries, ancient sites, with stnictun-s intact or other
recognizable remains, can be traced far more readily in the vicinity of such oa.ses than in the

case of oases of the other type. There the variations of the boundary line between oasis and
desert have ordinarily been small in proportion to the whole occupied area, and ancient sites

within the latter have always been subject to the danger either of being constantly built over

and thus effaced, or else of being effectively hidden under the silt dej)osit re.sulting from

prolonged cultivation *.

It is only if we bear in mind the general observ-ations here indicated that we can fully Line of

recognize the interesting evidence which is afforded for the ancient topography of the Karghalik-

Khotan route by the antiquarian remains 1 was able to trace near almost every one of the ‘ui miii.il

small oases along it. These remains are not in themselves of striking archaeological value; •

but they prove conclusively, in my opinion, that, though the area irrigated from each of the

above-named streams has undergone considerable change in lateral directions, i.c. to th(‘ west

or east, the line formed by the terminal oases and followed by the trade route has not shifted

for the last thousand years, and probably for a yet longer period. 1 shall give an account of

those flncient remains in the order in which I met with them on my journey towards Khotan.

Before, however, proceeding it will be useful to note the hisU)rical references we possess for this

route, and also to indicate briefly the conditions which seem to explain the stability of the

line of oases which it follows.

The need of such an explanation presents itself forcibly before us when wc compare this Line of

stability with the great changes which, as the account of my subseiiucnt explorations will show,
"f g^otan

have taken place within historical times in the position of the oases fringing the edge of the

Taklamakan east of Khotan, and thus also in the direction of the once important route eastwards

dependent on these oases. My explorations at Dandan-Uiliq, the Niya .Site, Endere, and Uzun-
Tati, establish the fact that there, during the first eight •centuries of our era, a scries of oases,

manifestly of the ‘ terminal ’ type, extended much further north into the great desert than ihe

present line of small cultivated areas belonging to the Keriya district. 'I'hcre is also good
reason to believe that the once much freciuented route which connects Khotan with Chcrchcn,

Lop-Nor, and westernmost Chma, though perhaps not following throughout the line of terminal

oases, led considerably further north than it does at the present tl.ay.

This striking difference between the persistence of the route west of Khotan ami the great Diversity of

variation of the line followed by the route eastwards can, I think, be adecjuately explained if
fonditiilns

we take into account the diversity of physical conditions. Without going into details, which li. ami W.

would require a long digression, I may call attention to some important geographical facts,

A look at the map will show that the belt of sterile ‘ Sai ’, which separates the line of small

^ Compare below the remarks on the terminal oases of ’ Compare below the explanations given for tlie silt

VSrtunguz and Endere, chap, xii., Domoko and Gulakhma, deposits covering the remains of the ancient cajutal of

chap. XIII.; also on the ancient sites representing terminal Khotan, chap. mii. sec. ii.

oases, of D^ndSn-Uiliq, chap, xx., Niya, chap, xx., Uzun-Tati,
chap. XIII.
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oases from the foot of the mountains, is far broader to the east than to the west of Khotan.
The varying width of this glacis of gravel and detritus washed down from the mountains is

in direct relation to the magnitude of the ranges which it skirts. Whereas t^je mountains

to the south of the Karghalik-Khotan route are only offshoots of an outer range of the Kun-
lun system, there rises behind the belt of Dasht east of Khotan the mighty rampart of the

northern main range.

Now this difference of the orographic lackground has a very marked effect upon the

water-supply of the strip of fertile loess ground which intervenes between the ‘Sai’ and the

high dunes of the desert, and which that water-supply alone renders capable of cultivation.

The main range east of Khotan, with its ample and partly glacier-fed drainage, sends forth

a number of relatively large rivers, like those of Chira, Keriya, Niya, Yartunguz, and Endere.

But much of their water disappears on their passage over the broad ‘ Sai the uniform surface

of which facilitates the constant formation of fresh divergent channels during the summer floods.

The water thus ab.sorbed reappears near the lower edge of the ‘Sai’ in abundant springs and
marshes which, as we shall have occasion to detail hereafter, form an important factor in the

irrigation system of all existing oases between the Yurung-kash and Niya rivers. The information

collected by me at the oases stretching from Chira to Keriya plainly shows that the level at

which this supply of spring-water becomes available for irrigation is subject to frequent and
great fluctuations, and the evidence of settlements deserted or newly started within the last

few generations confirm the local traditions on this point*. It is clear that similar conditions

must have prevailed throughout the historical period. If we further consider that the large

amount of water carried down by those rivers must in times of prosperity and denser population

have afforded wide scope for systematic irrigation works, which were abandoned subsequently

during periods of decay, the great variations in the line of oases within this region become
intelligible.

I'he conditions found in the string of small oases along the route west of Khotan are

distinctly different. On the one hand the amount of water provided by the streams of Kilian, Sanju,

and Duwa, is far more limited; for none of them is fed by glacier-sources, and their drainage

area is restricted to comparatively narrow valleys. On the other hand, probably owing to the

narrowness of the ‘ Sai ’ belt, springs are of relatively rare occurrence, and their supply of water is

not a serious factor for irrigation. We van thus understand why none of those streams could in

historical times ever have carried their water far beyond the northern edge of the ‘ Sai which
the line of the existing oases closely follows

; and also why those minor shiftings of the cultivated

area from south to north, and vice versa, which east of Khotan seem a regular feature wherever
irrigation is largely dependent on springs, cannot be traced here.*

It is, in fact, mainly upon the floods fed by the melting snows of the spring, and by occasional

heavy rain in the mountains, that the oases from Gdma to Pialma depend for their irrigation*.

It is likely that in early periods, when the population was denser and labour plentiful, means
were found to distribute the water of these floods more extensively over the loess terraces,

which are found at numerous points between the existing oases, but are not now reached by
canals or natural watercourses. The extensive debris-strewn areas, known as ‘Tatis’, which

are passed on the road between Goma and Moji, support this assumption. But of ancient

sites at any distance to the north of the present line of oases I could, notwithstanding careful

* Compare, below, the information collected regarding the deUUs are recorded about the facta of cultivation, Ac., in

oases of Domoko and Gulakhma, chap. xiii. these oases.

* See Hedin, Reisen in Z.~A., pp. ti-i8, where ample
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inquiries, discover no trace ; and as a fairly wide belt of desert in that direction shows junjfle

growth and is regularly visited by hunters, we may attach some value to this negative evidence

These general topographical considerations, combined with the evidence of the archaeological

remains to be noticed, convince me that the present route between Karghalik and Khotan
practically coincides with what throughout historical times must have been the direct and most

frequented line of communication between Khotan and the regions westwards. The earliest

historical reference to it we possess is furni.shed by the Cliicn llan s/iu, which in its ‘ Notes

on the Western Regions’ places So-ch'6 (Sha-keu) or Yarkand at a total distance of 770 li

from Khotan, the direction being first west for 380 li to r’i-.shan (IV-shan) ami thence north-

west for 390 li to So-ch'd*. The total distance here indicated agrees remarkably well with the

eight marches reckoned at present for the journey between Yarkand and Khotan, a distance

of about 192 miles by the map^ The bearings equally agree, the route from Khotan to the

oasis of GOma, which plainly corresponds to P'i-s/tan, bearing generally west by north or west-

north-west, while the bearing of Yarkand to GOma is almost exactly north-west

Fa-hsien and Sung YUn may both be assumed to have travelled by this route westwards;

but the records of the journeys of neither furnish any details The earlier pilgrim and his

|)arty are said to have taken fully twenty-five days before they reached T^il-ho ('r.scu-ho), in

the neighbourhood of the present Karghalik*—^a superabundant allowance of lime, about an

explanation of which it would be useless to speculate. During the T'ang period this route

from Khotan westwards must have seen many a traveller like Wu-k'ung, of whose passage

through Khotan Chinese records have preserved some notice. But the only accounts of the

route itself which I can trace—and they are brief -are to be found in an itinerary of the T’ang

Annals and in Hsilan-tsang’s narrative.

The former, extracted by M. Chavannes, acquaints us with a number of localities and

certain distances between YU-t'ien (Khotan) and K.ashgar’*; but unfortunately none of the

local names appear at present to be traceable elsewhere, and consequently their identification

cannot be certain. Restricting ourselves to that portion of the itinerary which must correspond

to the route under discussion, we note that it takes us from Khotan first to the Jf rr passage

($M) situated 50 li to the west. Thence after a further journey of 620 li, first westwards and

then to the north-west, during which P'o-hai and the river Ahtart ^ are passed,

the town of Chih-ckih-man ^^ reached, also called the district of Chi-nan

* The fact that the profession of 'treasure-seeker', so

common about Khotan, is not represented in the oases west

of it, points significantly to the same conclusion. Whatever

coins and small antiques were brought to me had avowedly

been found at the old sites examined by me close to the

present oases.

• Comp. Wylie, Anihrop, /ns/,, x. pp. 30 sq., where,

however, the distance from Fi-shan to So-ch*6 (Sha-keu) is

given as 380 li. The Hsin-chiang-chih-lio, as translated by

Julicn,/. as,, 1846, viii. p, 245, in discussing the passage of

the Annals, states the distance from Fi-shan to So-ch*8

(So-kiu) as 390 li, which seems more accurate. Regarding
the identity of P'i-shan (P'i-chan) with GQma, see below,

P- 103.

’ These marches are not of uniform length, nor are their

stages fixed by necessity, account having to be taken of the

provision of water, the facility of supplies, and similar con-

siderations important in a journey mainly over barren ground.

The most convenient stages at present for a tiaveller starting

from Yarkand would generally be Jilkucha (Yaksbamba

BSzSir), south of Posg.lm, Akirn-Langar, Cliolak-Langar,

Guma, /anguya, Piulina, Zawa, city of Khotan. It must be

borne in mind that the old capital of Khotan lay at Yoikan,

some .six miles further to the west than the present city.

" Sec Travels of Fd-hicn, p. 21; Chavannes, Voyage de

Song Vun, p. 19.

• See above, p. 92.

Comp. Tuvls occid,, p. 123, note 1. The same notice,

in a less accurate form, had been translated by Julien fiom

the Ilsin-chiang-chih'lio, together with certain comments of

the author of this compilation, which, however, are of little

value ;
see J, as,, 1846, viii. p. 245.
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M. Chavanncs has already recognized that, judging by the distances indicated, Chih-chih-man

corresponds to HsUan-tsang’s Ch6-chtl-chia, and has thus to be looked for in the vicinity of the

present Karghalik. This identification is supported by the measurement of 560 li subsequently

given for the total distance between Chih-chih-man and Kashgar, and by the mention of the

‘Bitter Springs’ and the 'Yellow Canal’ to the north-west of the former place. By the ‘Bitter

Springs’ might be meant the extensive spring-fed marsh which is passed near the left bank
of the Tiznaf river, on the road from Karghalik to Posgam, while in the ‘Yellow Canal’ we
probably have a reference to one or other of the large canals which carry the water of the

Yarkand river through the oases of Posgam and Yarkand. Nothing definite can be suggested

as to the identity of P^o-kai and the river I-kuan, since their distances from Khotan are not

mentioned in the itinerary. We are less in the dark as regards the ‘Wei passage’, which,

judging from its situation, 50 li to the west of the Khotan capital, and the term kuan, 'frontier

pass, guard-house’, used for its designation, was manifestly a fortified station on the main road

westwards near the edge of the Khotan oasis. We probably have its modern representative in

the fort of Zawa-Kurghan, which was erected for a similar purpose during the short reign

of the rebel Ilabibullah, near the point where the road from Karghalik enters the oasis".

Turning to HsUan-tsang’s account, we learn from both the Hsi-yU-cht and the ‘ Life ’ that

the journey from Ch^-chil-chia to Ch'il-sa-tan-na, or Khotan, took the pilgrim 800 li or eight

marches eastwards The Hsi-yii-chi adds that the road was ‘skirting along the high mountain

passes and traversing valleys’. We have seen already that HsUan-tsang’s kingdom of Ch6-chU-

chia corresponds to the present district of Karghalik, and that its capital,' from which the above

measurement is in all probability taken, may be looked for in the vicinity of the town of Ka^halik.

The indicated length of the journey, eight days, agrees with the assumption that Hsuan-tsang

travelled by the line of the present high road
;
for marching with heavy baggage on camels, as

I did in October, 1900, I learned from practical experience that the distance of about 155 miles

(by the map) between Karghalik and Khotan could not easily be covered in less than eight days.

The caravan of the pious traveller, loaded as we know it to have been with plentiful collections

of MSS. and sacred objects, would certainly have needed that time for the journey.

An approximate gauge as to his rate of travel is afforded by the fact that he places the

spot where the .sacred rats were worshipped by all wayfarers, and which, as we shall see below,

is undoubtedly marked by the modern shrine of Kumrabat-Padshahim, on the present Karghalik-

Khotan route, at 150-160 li to the west of the Khotan capitaP®. The distance from this spot

to Yfitkan, the site of the old capital, is 24 miles by the route as shown on my map, and as

the road is quite easy, except for the 4 or 5 miles of drift sand to the east of Kumrabat-PiUlshahim,

this cannot possibly represent more than 30 miles of actual walking distance. A second locality

on the route, the town of P*o-ch'ieh-i {Po-kia-i), which Hsiian-tsang places at 300 li to the west

of the Khotan capital, and which he reached after crossing the western frontier of the kingdom,

probably corresponds to the oasis of Pialma, approximately 56 miles by road from Yotkan**.

“ Julien, /. as., 1846, viii. p. 245, renders Wei-kuan by
‘ barribre des roscaux ’. If this rendering is justified, could

we recognize in the ‘Gate of reeds’ an allusion to the wide

reed-covered expanse thiough which the Yawa-Bstang flows

just after passing Zawa-Kurghan ?

The term kuan and the position indicated recall to my
mind the part which the Dviras or fortified frontier watch-

stations have played in ancient Kashmir; see my translation

of the Rdjatarahgini, i. laa note, and II. p. 391.
'* See Mimoires, transl. Julien, ii. p. 223; tran8l.*Beal,

ii. p. 308 ;
Fie, p. 278.

” See Mimoires, ii. p. 232; transL Beal, ii, p. $l6 i

comp, below, sec. v.

" See Af/moires, ii. p. 230; transl. Beal, ii. p. 3141

comp, below, p. aec. v.
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The description which the Hsiyil-chi gives of the character of the route is easily accounted

for if the wording is capable of the translation given by Beal, * skirting along the high mountain
passes and yaversing valleys.* The mountains south of Kilian, Sanju, and Duwa, together with

parts of the snowy main range on the Upper Kara-kash river, are fully visible from the route

whenever the atmosphere is sufficiently clear. The streams from the mountains where they

are crossed by the route show broad and well-marked flood-beds, in parts deeply cut into the

loess terraces, as near GOma, Chudda, Pialma. Further towards the foot of th(‘ hills, the valleys

from which these streams debouch and the ravines they have rut through tlu' conglomerate

strata are also in view*®. Thus Hsuan-tsang’s reference to ‘vallejs’ is (piite justiii(‘d. It is

true that Julicn renders the first words of the passage by ‘ il franrhit de hauts passag('s dc

montagne'. But it must be observed that this description, if taken litcTally, would be ecpially

inapplicable to any route by which Hsiian-tsang could possibly have travelled within eight

days from the central part of the Karghalik Ulsirict to Khotan

Section II.—THE OASIS OF GUMA

The first trace of remains of archaeological interest was met with at the end of rny first

march from Karghalik. When nearing the massively built rest-house of Kosh-Langar, erected

during Yaqub Beg’s reign in the midst of a completely sterile steppe, my attention was attract(‘d

by a mound visible from afar over the level horizon, which was known to my Karghalik guide by

the gfjneral designation of TV;;/*. It was reached after a ride of about ij miles to the north-

north-east of Kosh-Langar, and proved to consist of a solid mass of sun dried bricks measuring

about 75 feet in circumference at the base and rising to a height of about 30 feet. The
appearance of the ruin suggests an originally conical shape for the uppcT portion, which woidd

agree with the assumption that the mound marks the remains of a Stiipa. Bui its stale' of

decay is too far advanced to permit of any certain conclusion. 'I'hc bricks s('em irregular

in size, but generally smaller than those in the ruins of Kurghan-Tim and Mauri 'Fim. The
people frequenting the lonely station are inclined to recognize in the rtiin a watch-tower of great

antiquity, corresponding to the ‘Potais' built by the Chinese at intervals of ten li, approxiinatt'Iy

equivalent to two miles, along the greater portion of tlm mode^rn high road between Kashgar

and Khotan*. The fact that I could not trace any pottery ddbris or other remains in the

vicinity of the ruin speaks against the site having once been permanently inhabited
;

yet the

very nearness of this ruin to the present route and halting-place is an indication how little

the line of the former is likely to have changed for centuries.

GOma, which I reached on the 4th of October, after two more marches over dreary barren

Dasht, is the largest of the oases on the route from Karghalik to Khotan. It occupies an

extensive loess terrace, which here overlies the sterile glacis of gravel and detritus washed

down from the mountains. The greatest breadth of the terrace secmicd about four miles, while

its length in the direction from south to north, as marked by unbroken cultivation, is at least

eight miles. Only a narrow strip of gravelly ‘Sai’, some two miles broad, separates this terrace

Compare Hedin, Rtism in ZM., pp. xo-17, passim. the direct one and also could not appropriately be (lescril)td

* It might be thought that HsUan-lsang first travelled as anywhere surmounting ‘ hauts passages dc monla^Mlc

nearer to the hills by the caravan road leading to Sanju, and * See for this term, above, p. 74 *

thence joined the present main road via Zanguya. But this * Sec Ruins of Khotan

^

p. 159.

route would have been tome twenty-four miles longer than

Ibiian"

ilfS( nption

of route.

Ruin near

Kosh-
Lan>;;ar.

The oasis of

(iQma.

(; 2
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on the south-east from another equally large loess area which bears the villages of the Mokuila
tract administratively united with Goma.

Irrigation of Both the Goma and Mokuila oases owe their fertility to the water brought ^own by the
Guma. Qf Kilian. Where the latter emerges at the foot of the hills on to the Dasht glacis, it

divides into a number of channels, partly natural, partly artificial. As these diverge a kind of

delta is formed, with its base extending from ChOlak-Langar in the north-west to Kakshal-Tati

in the south-east, a direct distance of about 32 miles. But the distribution and importance

of these channels is very unequal. To the west of GQma they are few, and the limited quantity

of flood-water they carry for brief periods would not suffice for regular cultivation of such

loess soil as may be available between the Dasht and the moving dunes of the desert.

Goma itself enjoys an abundant supply of water from a number of ‘Ustangs* or canals; and
the surplus, together with the occasional summer floods which pour down in broad torrent beds
(si/) on both the west and the east of the oasis, has in recent years led to the creation of

several detached settlements within the area of sandy jungle to the north-east of the oasis.

Mokuila The tract of Mokuila is less favoured by facilities for irrigation. The water obtainable from

the easternmost channels fed by the Kilian river is not sufficient to fertilize more than a small

portion of the loess ground which stretches eastwards of the flood-water bed marked as ‘ Tazgun R.’

on the map*. Consequently we find here strips of fertile village-lands, like those of Aramelle,

Chotla, Kakshal, broken by stretches where the naturally arable loess soil either lies bare and
is undergoing erosion, or else is slowly being overrun by low dunes of fine drift-' sand ’. We
shall see hereafter that this drifting ‘ sand ’, highly productive wherever brought under irrigation,

is itself composed largely of disintegrated loess*. •

The physical features here outlined will help to give the right ‘setting’ to the antiquarian

observations which I have had occasion to make about Goma. These observations were at first of
*

a quasi-negative character; but this, as subsequent experience showed, scarcely detracts from

their interest. In my Personal Narrative I have indicated the reasons which induced me to

make a halt at Goma on the sth of October for the purpose of antiquarian inquiries. Among
the purchases of Central-Asian antiquities made for the Indian Government by Mr. Macartney
and Captain (now Major) S. H. Godfrey, paper MSS. and ‘block-prints’, all in ‘unknown
characters’, had since 1895 turned up more and more frequently and in increasing bulk. These,

and similar acquisitions which had reached public collections at St Petersburg, London, Paris,

and probably elsewhere through European collectors at Kishgar, were all supposed to have

been discovered at sand-buried sites a^ut Khotan*.

Inquiries Islam AkhOn, the Khotan ‘treasure-seeker’, from whom most of these strange texts wrere

AkhQ^™
acquired, had, in statements recorded at Kashgar by Mr. Macartney, and reproduced in Dr. Hoemle’s

‘find-placcs.’ Report on the ‘British Collection of Central-Asian Antiquities’, specified a series of localities from

which his finds were alleged to have been obtained. Islam AkhOn described these places as

old sites in the desert north of the caravan route between GQma and Khotan, and furnished

' Taxgun or lUzghun is, in reality, a generic designation

a]^]ied to rivers and streams which periodically carry flood-

water. To distinguish the many ‘T^sguns’, the names of

the oases which they pass, or of the valleys from which they

issue, would have to be added.

* With this brief sketch, based on personal observations

and notes, it will be useful to compare the ample details

recorded regarding the oasis of Gflma in Iledin, Jiawt

in Z.'A., pp. r i sqq.

' For a systematic synopsis of these 'finds’, so for

as they were acquired for the Indian Government, see

Dr. Hoemie's Rtport on ihe British C^ketion 0/AnUqnBitt

from Central Asia *, Extra No. i, 1899, pp, iU sqq.,*

siaa J.A.S.B,, 1897, pp, 337 sqq. For MSS. of thistype pnr-

chased at St. Petersburg, comp. Nnehriehtsn Uder dis io^sH-
Hon nock JStrflm, 1899, p. 48, pi. 8; for similar acquisitions

elsewhere,/.^..^.^., 1899, ExtraNa i, pp. vii, xx, 39 ; Hwtts,

Ihrmgk Asia, p, 769 (with illustrations in Geman ndiliP9)>
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elaborate details as to the route by which he was supposed to have reached them in the

course of his various ‘ expeditions *
•. Doubts had already arisen as to the {jenuineness of the

finds sold the result of these expeditions ^ and information that reached me at Kashgar

about Islam AkhOn had greatly strengthened these doubts. But it was at Guma that I first

touched ground where it was possible to test the ‘ trcasurc-seekcr s ’ statements by direct local

inquiries.

The information which I readily obtained on the morning after my arrival from the assembled

B€gs and YUz-bashis (village headmen), was precise as to the existence of an extensive d^;bris-

covered area known to all as a ‘kone-shahr\ close to the road between Mokuila and Moji, the

next oasis eastwards. But nobody had ever heard of the discovery of ‘old books* at this or

any other site. Of a series of localities which Islam Akhun had named in the detailed itinerary

of one of his desert journeys east of Guma, and which figured in his accounts as the sites of

some remarkable discoveries *, only two were known to them. These, also, Kara kul RIazar and

KaratSgh-aghzi, instead of being far away among the great sands as describc^d by that mendacious

traveller, were declared to be close at hand, on the very outskirts of the Gurna oasis. So I deciilcd

to probe this part of the alleged itinerary by immediate inspection.

For a full description of the ride which took me to the places named, I may refer to my
Personal Narrative ^ Here it will suffice to state that Kara kul Mazar (‘th(! Mazar of the

Black Lake*) proved to be the resting-place of an unknown saint, marked only by the usual

erection of poles bearing yaks* tails, rags, and similar ex-votos. The semicircle of sandhills,

on which this humble shrine rises, lies at a distance of a little over three miles to the north-cast

of the«Guma BSz^r. The name is derived from a small lake of saline water close by, which is

fed by flood-water of the ‘Tazgun* passing on the east. Of the vast ruined graveyard in

which IslSLm AkhOn had alleged that he had made a remarkable MS. find no trace could be

discovered anywhere. Karatagh-aghzi which also figured in Islam Akhun*s narrative, was

found to be a flourishing new colony of GQma, only three miles further to the north-east.

I reached it by following the broad bed of the ‘ Tazgun *, now dry except for the water of

some scanty springs rising near GQma. The people of Karatagh-aghzi, whom I ck)sely (lucstioncd,

knew nothing of the ruined sites which Islam AkhQn claimed to have visited in the desert east-

wards, and still less of the discoveries made there'*.

Cultivation at Karatagh-aghzi, as well as at some "other small colonies further along the

course of the flood-water bed, was said to have been begun only some fifteen years before my
visit. In addition to the water supplied by floods, irrigation is secured from the springs which rise

apparently at several points in the broad bed cut by the ‘Tazgun*. Ihc soil, now bearing

splendid crops, and partly covfered with luxuriant groves of poplar, mulberry, and other trees,

* See/.A.S.B.t 1899, Extra No. i, pp. xvi-xzii.

' Compare 1899, Extra No. i, pp. 57 sqq.,

^'here the question of forgery was argued with much ingenuity,

but with results necessarily inadequate from want of local

evidence.

* c.g., skulls with pillows of MSS. attached; sepulchral

monuments full of MSS. Ac.; comp. yiA.S.B., 1899, Extra

No. I, pp. xvi, sqq.
* Butlfu 0/Khot0n^ pp. 184 sqq.
*• ^tJ.AJSJB.^ 1897, pp. S38, 353; 1899, Extra No. i,

p. xviii.

This is the correct fonn of the name usually pro-

nounced in the abbreviated Ibrm Karatdghu, through a kind

of ‘ haplography *
;

aghzi (‘ mouth of * opening of
')

is

a very common termination of local names in 1 ui kestan.

The form and explanation of the name given in J.A.S.B.^

1899, Extra No. 1, p. xvi, is based on a misapprehension;

50 also ‘ Kara Targaz ' in Capt. Dcasy’s map.

*» Their ignorance of these localities, named Aktala-tuz,

Kara-yantak, Kdk-gumbaz in Islam AkhQn’s itincmry, was

scarcely surprising, considering that the ingenious forger had

borrowed the names for his invented sites from localities

about Sampula, far away in the eastern part of the Khotan

oasis. For a full account of Islftm AkhOn’s manufacture of

'ancient books’ and his final confession, see below,

chap. XV.

Kara-kul

Mazar and
K.araiagli-

aghzi.
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seemed in no way to differ from the fine ‘sand* which was seen outside the little oasis and
along the edges of the torrent bed heaped into bare dunes and hillocks of varying height. It

was a striking demonstration how easily irrigation could transform this scemingly^sterile waste
into rich agricultural land.

On my ride to Kara-kul Mazar I had been shown the little hamlet of //dsa^ only about
miles to the south-east of Guma Bazar, where dunes 20 to 30 feet high, advancing from the

north, are gradually overwhelming the villagers holdings. I regret I did not think then of

securing specimens of this *sand* for microscopical examination. But every topographical con-

sideration points to the conclusion that these destructive dunes were composed of the same
‘ sand * which extends round the northern edge of the oasis, and which proves so fertile wherever
it can effectively be brought under irrigation. My observations of that day around Guma have
been confirmed by those subseciucntly made at other oases. They showed clearly that extension

of cultivation on one side may proceed simultaneously with an advance of the dunes over arable

land on the other, and that in this constant struggle between oasis and desert the facilities for

irrigation, depending on human activity perhaps as much as on natural level and available water-

supply, form the determining factor. We shall have frequent occasion to return to these points

when discussing the changes during historical times in the conditions of oases further east.

The view of the newly reclaimed lands of KaratSgh-aghzi, and the fact of a belt of jungle

extending along the flood-water channels for a considerable distance further northward, naturally

suggested inquiries whether remains of old settlements could not be traced in that direction.

But all information I could gather from cultivators and local headmen* was in the negative.

I am all the more inclined to accept this testimony because it agrees with the experience

gained by Captain Deasy on a curious expedition, the full story of which I learned subsequently”.

It appears that Captain Deasy, having been in Mr. Macartney’s company about the time
*

when Islam Akhun, early in 1898, furnished to the latter the above mentioned itinerary, together

with some of his remarkable ‘finds*, was induced to propose to the ‘treasure-seeker* a visit to

one of the old sites described by him beyond Guma. Islam AkhQn, though in reality he had

never been to any such sites, could not refuse to act as guide without the risk of arousing

suspicions about the truth of his story, and thus spoiling the market for his ‘finds* among the

Europeans of Kashgar. So much against his will the impostor had to start for the desert from

Guma in April, 1898. Recruiting two local ‘guides* who knew as little of ancient sites as

himself, he conducted the party for two weary marches north of Karatagh-aghzi into the desert.

Nothing, of course, was found in the belt of sandy jungle and among the dunes beyond
;
and

when the supply of water carried began to run low, Islam Akhun thought it safest to abscond

during the night and to return to Khotan”.

On the basis of the above inquiries I consider it safe to assume that no ancient remains

exposed to view exist in the vicinity of Guma except those beyond Mokuila, which will be

** I gathered the first details of this abortive treasure-

seeking adventure from Mian Jaswant Singh, who, before

serving as follower of my surveyor Ram Singh, had accom-

panied Captain Deasy's party in a similar capacity (see Kums
0/ Khoian, p. 8). When subsequently I had the chance of

making Islam AkhQn's peisonal acquaintance and succeeded

in extracting from this versatile rogue a full confession of his

various frauds (as related below in chap, xv), a clearer light

was thrown on the motives, and on various amusing incidents,

of the adventure. The facts of this fruitless trip into the

desert have since been briefly related in Captain Deas/s

book In Tibet and Chinese Turkestan^ pp. 161 sqq.

It was, perhaps, in order to compensate himself for

these unwonted hardships that Islftm Akhiln forged a note

pretending to be in Captain Deasy's handwriting, with which

on his return he obtained some money from the Afghan

Aksak&l of Khotan 1 For this impudent fraud he received,

however, condign punishment from Chinese jusdoe, by having

to wear the wooden collar for a considerable period, as related

in Captain Deasy's pages.
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described presently. This negative fact is quite compatible with the opinion that the onsis of

GQma has been under cultivation from early times. The observations to be detailed below
regarding th^ Khotan oasis, prove beyond all doubt that an area constantly irrigated for centuries

is, under the physical conditions prevailing between the foot of the Kun-hm range and the

Taklamakan, bound to be covered by a steadily rising deposit formed of silt and loess dust’®.

All ancient remains are so effectively hidden by the rapid growth of this ovc-rlying d<'posit that,

as the fate of the culture-strata of Yotkan convincingly demonstrates, nothing but the formation

of deep ravines in the soil, or else long-continued subsequent denudation througli the erosive

action of the wind, can ever reveal their existence.

I did not see any indication of either of these tw'o .agencies being at work now w'ithin the

cultivated area of GQma, while all round its northern outskirts the? accumulation of drifting

‘sand’** is actively proceeding. Hence I hold that the .absence of any arch.acological finds

within or on the outskirts of the oasis is no evidence against ancient occupation.

GQma, together with Mokuila .and Moji, must be assumed to have formed jiarl of the

‘kingdom 'of J^i-shan (Pe-sh.an) |ll, which the ‘ Notice of the Western Regions’ in tlu' Han

Annals places half-way between Khotan and Yarkand (Soch'e), at 380 li distance from either”.

The population was reckoned at 3,500 persons, showing that the territory was a small one. 'I'lie

statement made in the Notice th.at India adjoins it to the .south, is a manifest reference to the

Karakorum route, which is reached by going due south via Kilian or Sanju. The 1 ang Annals

speak of Fi-shan as a .small territory ab-sorbed by the Khotan kingdom ’*.

The inquiries madfe on my behalf among the [icople of Guma for antiques produced no result,

notwitlTstanding the offer of liberal reward for any acceptable article and the manifest amprciscmcnt

shown by the local authorities to facilitate .acquisitions. The sm.all octagonal bron/,e se.il (G. 001),

apparently of Chinese make (Plate L), which was sold to me at Karghalik as having been found

near GQma, is of uncertain date .and origin, and could in no case be re'lied upon as evidence, since

it had passed through the Bazar channel.

Sfxtion III.—the TATI OF KAKSIIAL

The morning of the 6th of October saw me on my way towards Moji, the next caravan

.stage, fdled with keen expectation as to the remains of ‘ kone-.sh.ahrs ’ which, according to my
Goma informants, were to be seen en route. After we had emerged from the shady lanc.s of

the southern part of the Guma oasis, and had crossed a stretch of stony Dasht abotit thri'C miles

broad, I came upon the first of these on the right bank of the wide river-bed, now entirely dry,

which the day before I had followed lower down to Karatagh-aghzi. P'or a considerable distance

along the right bank, which, where crossed by the road rises some twenty feet above the sandy

bottom of the flood-water channel, the ground was thickly strewn with small fnagments of coarse

red pottery. No ornamented pieces could be found, but the exceptional hardness and occasional

fine grain of these potsherds showed that they belonged to a remote period. I he width of the

area over which these scattered fragments could be traced was not great, as it extended only

for about a third of a mile from the river-bank to where the soft sandy soil, unmistakably

“ Compare below, chap. vui. sec. ii; Ruins 0/ Khotan,

pp. a«3 sqq.

" 1 use the expression ' sand ' here and elsewhere with-

out any prq'udke as to the real geological nature and origin

of the substance composing the dunes.

Compare Wylie, Anthrop. Inst,, z. pp. 30 sq. ;
also

above, p. 97.
" See Chavannes, Turcs ocad., p. 125.

F.aily Dccu-

palion of
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of Chinese
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disintegrated loess, had been brought under cultivation. To the south of the road the pottery-

strewn ground soon disappeared under low ridges of fine sand. But to the north, where the

surface was clear of these, the ddbris area could be seen extending along the bank for % considerable

distance—according to the statements of my local informants, fully two or three miles. It was
evident also that much of the original ground westwards must have been washed away by the

floods of the river-bed, which are here clearly working to the east and steadily cutting into the

right bank. The extent of the area covered with broken pottery thus indicated the site of

a large and thickly inhabited settlement.

In vain did I search the ground for any other remains but the patches of scattered

potsherds. Wherever I examined these, I invariably found them resting on the bare loess

with never a trace of walls or more substantial remains below. The fragments usually lay

thickest on the top of small banks of relative hardness which rose here and there above the

surrounding ground, the latter also composed of loess but showing a more disintegrated surface.

The sides of these loess-banks, as also the eroded scarp of the river-bank, were steep in

many places and hence easy of examination
; but neither pottery nor other remains could be

traced anywhere in the strata exposed to view. This observation rendered the abundance of

pottery debris on the surface all the more curious, and could not fail from the first to puzzle

me greatly. The explanation did not, however, present itself until I had observed similar

conditions elsewhere. I may therefore leave their discussion for the account I shall have to

give presently of a larger and still more significant site.

Immediately to the south-east of the debris area just described the ‘ road crosses, near the

hamlet of ChOtla, the long belt of cultivated land forming the oasis of Mokuila. This "belt is

here only about a mile in breadth, but everything points to a great extension of cultivation

being possible eastwards, if only additional water were made available for irrigation. The
*

scrub-covered steppe over which the road leads for another two miles shows soft loess soil,

turning into fine dust wherever broken up by traffic. Patches of this naturally fertile area

had been recently taken under cultivation, especially around an isolated holding which bears

the characteristic name of Yangi-arik, ‘the New Canal.’ It was at this point that I first

sighted, at a distance of about i| miles to the north-east, the ancient mound of which my Gflma
informants had spoken as Tdpa-Ttm. The designation of ‘Tim* at once suggested a StQpa,

and I made haste to reach it. My fiftt attempt proved a failure; for the deep-cut flood-bed

of the Sughaz-yar, which, by the advice of my guide, I crossed a little beyond Yangi-arik

and then followed northward, soon turned into a cafion-like ravine and cut us off absolutely

from the mound on the opposite bank when we at last got abreast of it

As soon as I had crossed the ravine near the road and approached the mound along the

left bank through the fields of Yangi-arik, it was easy to see that Topa-Tim (‘the Earth

Mound ’) preserved all the features of an ancient StQpa. The solid masonry of sun-dried bricks

had undergone great decay on the surface, manifestly through atmospheric influences, and only

on the norih-westcrn side could the outlines of the several stories of the base be traced clearly.

Careful measurements taken here, as well as along the more dilapidated portions of the ruin,

enabled me to reconstruct the plan as shown in Plate XX. It will be seen from this that the

general arrangement and dimensions of the structure resembled in several respects those of the

Mauri-Tim Stupa. The base was formed by three receding stories, of which, however, the

lowest was marked only by a mass of decomposed d4bris sloping up to a height of 5 feet

from the present ground-level. On this portion of the base, the size and shape of which can

only be conjecturally restored, rests a second story, 41 feet square and 5 feet high. Next
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comes a circular story or drum of the same height, with a diameter of 35 feet. Above this

again rises the dome, which now reaches a height of 147 feet. As the diameter of the dome
is 29 feet, tjiis height if original would make its shape e.xactly hemispherical

; but since the

top is much broken this must remain doubtful.

The total extant height from the present ground-level is 29I feet, which, in relation to the

greatest dimension of the base, 47 feet square, gives a much sm-aller proportion between vertical

and horizontal measurements than observed in the case of the Mauri-Tim Stnpa (about 38 feet

to 40 feet). It must, however, be borne in mind th.at, not having the time or neeilful labour

for trial excavations around the StQpa, I was unable to ascertain definitely whether the original

level of the surrounding ground was not, jDerhaps, considerably lower than the present level.

If accretion of silt had been proceeding over the adjoining ground, as has undoubtedly haiipened

in the case of the Kurghan-Tim Stupa’, we might well suppose another story of the scpiare

base to lie hidden beneath the surface.

On the whole, however, I am not inclined to favour such an assumption. For a distance Comliuonof

of 200 to 300 yards around the StQpa and eastwards up to the edge about 70 yards distant t)f the

above mentioned deep ‘Yar* or ravine, ^he ground is strewn with ptitshcrds which seemed old,

and with fragments of stones. It seems natural to connect this debris with ancient habitations

of less solid construction, which existed around the Stripa when it was still an object of worship.

Judging from the observations referred to in discussing Kurghan-Tim, and to bo detailed

hereafter in connexion with the site of Yotkan*, only long-continued irrigation could have led

to heavy deposit of silt and consequent rise of the ground-level. In such a case we should

expect«the ddbris to have long ago been buried out of sight under layers of fertile soil.

But the assumption of the ground-level having remained practically unchanged since the

latest date we can assign to the StQpa, i. e. the period immediately preceding the introduction

of Islam at the end of the tenth century, is not without its problems. With such striking

evidence as the adjacent site of the ‘ Kakshal Tati ’ furnishes of the powerful erosive action of

the winds in this region, it seems difficult to understand how the ground adjoining the .Stiipa,

if unprotected by cultivation, could have escaped being considerably lowered in the course of

nine centuries. We shall sec hereafter, when discussing the remains of Hndere, that since that

site was abandoned early in the eighth century wind erosion has proceeded there so effectively

as to lower the unprotected ground around the local StQpa some ten feet below the original

level, as marked by the base of the extant ruin*. Climatic conditions, no doubt, affecting the

frequency, direction, and strength of the desert winds, may differ materially now, and may

possibly have differed still more during past periods, at such widely distant portions of the

Taklamakan. Yet it must bfe noted, in regard to the destructive effect of erosion upon the

outer surface of structures of sun-dried bricks, that the StQpa of Endere has suffered scarcely

more than the one of TOpa-Tim^
It will require a far more systematic study of all local conditions than was possible in the Wind-

course of hurried journeys, and probably also accurate climatic observations extending over

considerable periods, before such a semi-geological, semi-archaeological question can be safely bydnft-

answered. In the meantime I may suggest that the possibility of the ground near Topa-Tim »=“’<'•

having been protected against erosion by dunes, which kept it covered for centuries but

‘ See above, pp. 75 sq. not to be able to illustrate ‘ TSpa-Tim ’, since the two

* See above, p. 75; also chap. vin. sec. il, below. negatives taken for that purpose have deteriorated too muiii

' See below, chap, xii; Jtuim tfKhotm, pp. 491 sq. to permit of reproduction.

* For a view of the Endere StDpa, see Fig. 50; I regret

trm P
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subsequently receded again northward, ought not to be lost sight of/ Such an assumption

would at least furnish a ready explanation of the fact that the surface of the StQpa is best

preserved on the north-western side. It is well known that the semi-lunar (^nes in the

western portion of the Taklamak^n, in conformity with the prevailing winds, mostly show

a line of progression from north-west to south-east. It is evident that, whenever these dunes

encounter obstacles in the form of buildings, they will pile up sand highest against their north-

western face and consequently assure to that better protection than to the rest\

Like all other StQpas, TOpa-Tim must at one time or other have attracted the attention

of ‘treasure-seekers’. But the digging made on the top of the mound was apparently not

carried deeper than about seven feet. The square well and chamber, which other StQpa ruins

examined by me show in the centre line of the dome, was not traceable here ; but this might

possibly be due to the much-decayed condition of the dome and the excavation just referred

to. On account of the ‘weathering’ of the surface it was impossible to find any trace of the

plaster coating which once probably covered the whole structure. Nor could 1 ascertain

the size of the bricks used in it, as this would have required a cutting to be made into the

masonry, and would in all probability have led to further destructive digging by others bent

on more practical objects.

On my first attempt to reach Topa-Tim, I had noticed on the right bank of the Sughaz-

yar a debris-strewn area far more extensive than the one seen to the west of Mokuila.

Stretching to the north of the caravan route it seemed to cover fully three square miles,

perhaps more. To the south of the road and again eastwards at a distance of about two

miles from the ravine the debris disappeared under low dunes of drift-sand, invaders from the

desert. The lateness of the hour at which I reached this area prevented me from determining

its precise limits northward. My guides called it the ‘Tati’ of Kaks/tal, applying to it the

name of the nearest village in the Mokuila oasis.

The relics of ancient habitations—and as such they could not fail to be recognized even

by the most casual wayfarer—lay here scattered in patches of varying extent and thickness.

They comprised, besides pottery fragments of all sorts, small pieces of stone and burned brick,

slag, broken bones, much corroded bits of metal and similar hard refuse. The potsherds were

without exception of remarkable hardness, but generally coarse in texture. The overwhelming

majority of them showed varying sliades of red and, where lying thick, imparted a reddish

glow to the whole ground. But pieces of black pottery were not infrequent Fragments

showing any ornamentation, or giving clear evidence as to the shape of the vessels to which

they had belonged, were very rare, and the specimens of this type brought away and described

in the list below were the most distinct among tliose picked lip during a search of over an

hour. The surface of all the potsherds was peculiarly rough, looking as if it had been subjected

to ‘ grounding ’—a manifest mark of the force of erosion which had been at work here.

Fragments of bones, apparently of animals, turned up in many places, just as they would be

found now in most of the rubbish-heaps of Turkestan villages. In one much-eroded piece my
men recognized the knuckle-bone of a sheep, used probably, as nowadays, as a substitute

for dice.

The occurrence of slag was restricted to particular patches. The most striking of these

was a loess bank rising some fifteen feet above the general level of the ground, not far from

* Compare Farkand Mission Report, pp. a; aq.; Hedin, me at butldinga exposed to the onset of diift^ao^ (tOPt

Reisen in Z.-A., p. 333 ;
Ruins of Khotan, p. 155. The Ordam-PidsbSh to KumrabSt-Pldsblbim.

conditions here indicated were again and again observed by
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the ravine, where a considerable quantity of slag was scattered over the surface between bits

of smelted ore. half-burned bricks and stones apparently containing iron-ore. Fragments of
charcoal, to<4 could be traced among this refuse, evidently marking the spot where a smelting

furnace had once existed.

More interesting than these scanty remains, and at first decidedly puzzling, were the

conditions in which they presented themselves. I had, however, occasion to observe the same
conditions again and again at similar old sites which I subsc(iuently trace<i at numerous ptiints

beyond the limits of the present cultivated area in the Khotan region, and which arc all

known locally by the general designation of ‘Tati’*. And this renewed observation of identic.al

features, together with the lessons taught by my explorations at far better preserved sites, such

as those at Dandan-Uiliq and beyond the river of Niya and Endere, gradually furnishe«l

a convincing explanation.

The most striking feature noticed at Kakshal Tati, as well as at all other ‘'Patis’, was
that the debris rests on nothing but natural loess, cither firm or more or less disintegrated into

the condition of dust or extremely fine ‘sand’. It was always easy to ascertain that the soil

underneath contained neither walls nor other structural remains of any kind; for the isolated

small terraces or banks of loess which rise here and there above the general level of a Tati,

and on the top of which the fragments usually lie thickest, invariably displayed on their bare

sides the natural soil without any trace of ancient de|)osits or distinctive strata. At Kakshal

Tati the highest of these flat-topped banks rose about fifteen feet above the dust-fillcd depressions

around them ; the average elevation of most was, however, from eight to twelve feet.

Ifl the formation of these banks, as in all other features of such sites, it was impossible

not to see evidence of the powerful erosive .action of the winds and sand-storms which sweep

the desert and its outskirts with great frequency during the spring and summer. The remarkable

force of these desert storms or ‘Burans’ has been commented upon by all tntvellcrs in Eastc-rn

Turkestan. Though my stay in the desert region did not continue beyond the early season of

March and April, I had ample opportunities, as my Personal Narrative shows, of gaining practical

experience of their vehemence \ Only the materials above described could, by their hardness

and weight, survive, sinking lower and lower as the ground beneath gets more and more

eroded, while everything in the shape of mud walls, timber, &c., used in the construction of

Turkestan houses, has long ago decayed and been swept away. Even the potsherds and other

fragments which have withstood destruction, bear plain evidence of the ever recurring onset to

which they have been exposed, in their small size and the peculiarly rough surface already

noted.

It is evident that such a* process of erosion at sites of old settlements built t)n friable loess

soil could not have gone on during the long centuries since their .abandonment without also

considerably lowering the ground-level. But the erosion could never proceed uniformly over

a whole area, and of this we have evidence in the banks of loess already referred to, which

are seen rising like small plateaus or islands above the more disintegrated parts of a ‘Tati’.

They may owe their relative protection to a variety of special features, such as the greater

density of the debris with which they are ordinarily covered, or to their having been once

occupied by structures which, though now completely vanished, may yet by the weight of their

crumbling ruins have effectively shielded the soil beneath. We shall see hereafter that the

Condition';

of ‘Tatis’.

DiMiris resi-

ing on

eroded loess.

Results of

wind-

ci Obion.

Lowering
of ground
by wind-

erosion.

* See for e list of such sites the Index, s. v. Tati,
^ See, e.g., JRmns Khotan^ pp. 428 sqq., 45*

information odlected from native sources as to BurSns

ordinarily observed between Karghalik and Khotan, cornp.

Hedin, keisen in Z.-A., pp. 9-18.
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Loess banks

as ‘wit-
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Destruaion

by human
agency.

Remains
surviving at

‘Tatis'.

Period of

Kakshal

Tati

remains.

ruins of the timber and plaster buildings of the Niya River Site were almost always found

occupying such terraces, while all round them depressions were formed through erosion. To
whatever specific cause or combination of causes we may have to attribute the

| preservation

of loess banks at Tatis, it is certain that we have in them evidence of the original ground-

level. As such, they are equally interesting to the antiquarian and the geologist, and it seems

appropriate to apply to them the designation of
‘

witnesses
'
(or ' Zeuge ’) familiar to geological

terminology.

These ‘witnesses’ are, of course, of special value wherever we find on or near them

archaeological remains which are approximately datable; for such remains clearly mark the

highest chronological limit for the commencement of that process of erosion of which the results

are seen in the depressions formed around. Such datable remains must on ‘Tatis’ proper

be necessarily of rare occurrence. Owing to the fact that they are ordinarily within easy reach

of localities which have remained inhabited, these sites at all times have been particularly

exposed to destruction from human agency.

My observations at deserted villages of modern date near Domoko may serve as a typical

illustration to show how soon after their abandonment such sites were bound to be cleared of

everything of any value or that might serve as building material or fuel *. Timber has always

played an important part in the construction of Turkestan houses. It is easy to see how its early

abstraction must have converted all remains of ordinary dwellings into crumbling mud heaps

within a short period after their abandonment The regular visits of ‘treasure-seekers’, whose

profession appears to have flourished at all times about Khotan, not only helped to complete

the destruction of all perishable materials, but gradually led to the removal of any small ob^cts of

value, such as coins, metal ornaments, cut stones, &c., which might have been hidden in the ground

by design or accident, and which by their harder substance were proof against decay or erosion.

Other ancient objects, such as written records, sculptures in plcister, wood-carvings, &c., which

the deserted settlements probably once contained, and about which the ‘treasure-seeking’ visitors

of ‘Tatis’ in former days certainly never troubled, would now, no doubt, be most valuable to

us for the archaeological dating of these sites. But we have seen already that the physical

conditions absolutely preclude the possibility of such relics surviving*. Fragments of ancient

pottery, indeed, strew the ground of all ‘Tatis’ in abundance; but in the present state of our

knowledge it is impossible to attempt ^ proper classification of these potsherds with a view to

ascertaining the chronol(^ical relation of particular types, materials, &c. Even hereafter, when

some progress may be made by the detailed examination of ancient pottery at sites where it

has been protected by drift-sand or silt deposit, the proper classification of potsherds found at

Tatis will present particular difficulties, owing to the small size of the fragments and the effacement

which the surface of the rare decorated pieces hqs undergone through the ‘grounding’ already

referred to.

Thus the only relics at Tatis likely to afford guidance as to the period from which they

date, are coins, cut stonesi and small objects of metal work. Unfortunately I was unable to

* See below, chap. xiii.

* In the accounts given by Islim AkhOn of hit alkged

discoveries, his written or block-printed 'old books' in

‘unknown characters' often figured as having been found

exposed on the bare surface at certain desert sites. As far as

these sites had any existence at all, Tads were tneant such

as the fixger had occasion to see near Gfima, Ak-sipil,

Hanguya, Ac. Those ‘books' were often volumes of fidriy

large ^eets of peper, with fly leaves and margins infacl«

held together by clumsy pegs or even mere rol]ed-up stifps

of paper. An observant visit to any Tad would have snfBeed

to demonstrate the absurdily of the belief in audi flimqr

‘antiques' surviving even for a single season the fierce winds

that sweep these eroded sites.
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obtain any such article from the Tatis on either side of Mokuila. Possibly the fact of their

being situated on a high road, and close to populous villages, has accelerated the exhaustion of

the few relios the soil may once have contained. In the absence of conclusive evidence, such

as coin finds might afford, I am unable to express any definite opinion as to the period when

* the settlements once existing here were abandoned. Judging, however, from the extent of the

erosion, down to a depth of 15 feet, which the ground-level has undergone at Kakshal Tati,

as shown by ‘witnesses’, the antiquity of this site at least becomes very probable. The only

place where I met with evidence of erosion equally deep was the Niya River Site, abandoned

in the second half of the third century of our era. But as already observed, the climatic

conditions under which erosion proceeds may vary at sites so widely distant, and we have no

means of tracing the changes which these conditions may have undergone during past centuries.

The close vicinity of the Topa-Tim Stupa, on the other side of the Siighaz-yar, .also jwints to

a pre*Muhammadan origin for the remains of Kakshal Tati.

Since we have no certain clue to the date when Kakshal Tati changed from a cultivated

and thickly inhabited area into a waste, it would be useless to formulate any definite opinion
'merit of site,

as to the cause. The change certainly presupposes a loss of the water-supply needed for

irrigation ; but this loss might have resulted just as well from some political upheaval which

reduced the population or otherwise interfered with the systematic upkeep of canals, as from

some alteration in the natural conditions affecting the water-supply. Yet, judging from the

great quantity of flood-water which the Sughax-yar annually carries, as proved by its remarkably

deep^ut bed and the villagers’ statements, it seems difficult to believe that natural caiuscs could

ever tiithin historical times have prevented water from the Kilian river being brought to

Kakshal Tati. However this may be, it is important to note that this ruined area extends

* along the actual high road, and thus furnishes additional evidence for the aniicjuity of the line

followed by the latter.

OBJECT FROM THE VICINITY OF GUMA.

G. 001. Bronze octagonal seal, ig' diameter; pur-

chased at Karghalik; said to have been found near

GQma. Design—an open lotus, with a snake on each

side. Design precisely like a stencil; at back a large

shank pierced. See Plate L.

OBJECTS FROM KAKSHAL TATI.
•

G. (Yangl-arik) 001. Fragment of coarae red

pottery veeael, upper portion. Well baked and very

hard. The curve from shoulder to neck and outwards

again to rim, b very angular and strong. The rim is

thickened, slightly chamfered and moulded. Width gf';

height thickness See Pbte XLI,

G. (Yangl-arik) ooa. Fragment of coarae r^
pottery veaad, very hard. Roughly decorated with

inebed patterns. A Serbs of oblique notches form a

band at junction of neck with shoulder, and below this

a rough lattice pattern. Height 3I'; width 38*; thickness

about J*.

G. (Yangi arik) 003. Eight fragments of red pottery,

more 6r less coarse, unglazcd. The texture of most of

the fragments is fretted and sponge-like on the surface.

One piece, clearer than the others, exhibits fine colour

and texture.

Two fragments of black pottery of very fine

texture.

Fragment of dark chocolate-coloured substance,

resembling lac.

Piece of ‘slag'.

Y. A. (Yangi-arlk) 001. Fragment of coarse red

pottery in two pieces, having portion of an animal (dog i)

roughly scratched in the surface while moist, with a coarse

implement Tliickncss varying from f* to |'. See

Pbte XLI.
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Site of

7oi*ujtu

Coins found

at Togujai.

Section IV. -ANCIENT REMAINS AT MOJI

At the Kakshal Tati we left behind the easternmost limit of the delta ctf the Kilian

river. The road then crosses strips of sandy desert, first over low dunes and then amidst

small conical sandhills covered with tamarisks. After some five miles, at the village of

Chiukla, we struck the edge of the series of oases which are irrigated from the Sanju river.

The largest of these bears the name of Moji, and consists of a number of small villages

spread otit from north to south, with considerable patches of unirrigated, and hence barren,

loess ground between them. I was aware, from Dr. Hedin’s narrative, of the existence of an

old site to the north of the central village containing the BSz3r of Moji, and accordingly

arranged for a halt on the 7th of October. On the morning after my arrival bags full of old

Muhammadan copper coins, as well as some metal seals, bronze ornaments, &c., were brought

to me by the local Beg and village headmen as having been found at that site, which they

designated as Togujai or Togujai.

Proceeding to this locality, situated at a distance of about three-fourths of a mile to the

north of Guma Bazar, I found an area of bare loess ground extending over about one quarter

of a square mile furrowed by the broad channels of a flood-water bed, and the banks thus

formed covered with pottery d<ibris. Where the soil had not been fissured by the action of

the flood-water, there were but few potsherds to be seen on the surface. But where the banks

of loess had been washed by the current, their slopes were thickly strewn with pottery fragments

of all kinds, small pieces of glass and stone, and similar debris. Examining several loess

banks the sides of which had been exposed more or less vertically, I found in them fragments

of pottery, as well as animal bones and layers of ashes and charcoal, embedded at a depth
,

varying from three to five feet below the present surface. It is from these same strata that

the coins arc washed out, of which such large collections had been shown to me. They are

usually picked up in the broad stony bed of the main channel, commonly designated as ‘ Sai

after the floods of the spring and early summer have passed by. Rows of little burrows

showed where the ddbris exhumed by the floods of the last season had been searched and

washed by people looking for ‘treasure’. There, too, about half a dozen thin copper coins

of the same type as those previously ^brought to me were collected by the villagers whom I

employed to search for ornamental pieces of pottery, &c.

These coins, together with the vast majority of the pieces purchased by me from the site,

belong to a hitherto unidentified Muhammadan ruler who appears to style himself on the

reverse as Sulayman Khaqan. This tentative reading was first published by Dr. Hoernle from

a number of pieces contained in the * British Collection of Central-Asian Antiquities
’

*. Nothing

appears to be known of the time or genealogy of this king, and I must leave it to numismatists

to determine what clue, if any, may be furnished by the type and standard of the coins.

Specimens of two varieties represented among ninety pieces I obtained at Moji are shown in

PI. XC, Nos. 45, 46, 47. The abundance of these pieces at the Togujai site is certainly

remarkable, especially when compared with their rarity elsewhere. Among the many collections

of miscellaneous coins offered for sale at Khotan and mostly secured from YOtkan, I do not

think that I came across more than half a dozen pieces of ‘Sulayman KhaqSn’—and these

might well have been obtained from Moji. In addition to these coins, the collection purchased

at Moji contains twenty-three Chinese copper coins (nineteen small and four large) belonging

' i899,£xU'a No. t, pp. 3a sq.; alsoFlate I, appear to bear the name of the Caliph Al-Muits’jl*''*'

figs. 31-35. [Prof. Rapson informs me that these coins 1243-58 a.d.]
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to issues of the Ch'ien-ytian period (758-760 a.d.) of the Emperor Sii-tsiinjr, and a small

number of uncertain Muhammadan copper coins. It is hij>hly probable that ihc.se coins, loo

come from yogujai. [Nine coins have since been identified by Prof. Rajjson as probably

belonging to Muhammad ArslSn Khan, an early successor of Satok Iluglira Khan.]
In view of the evidence of these coin-finds, it may be con.sidpred as certain that tlie remains

of Togujai belong to a settlement which flourished well into the pcrioil following the Muhammadan
conquest. The layer from which the jxittery fragments and other debris arc wa.shed out bears

a close resemblance in character to the cullure-.strata of Yotkan, the site of the ancient capital

of Khotan, to be discussed hereafter
; like them it is uiuloubteilly due to the gradual accumu-

lation of rubbish. But the slight depth of the Togujai layer ami the absence of earlier coins

suggest that the occupation of the site, or at least that which is traceable in remains, does

not date back to more than a few centuries before the advent of Islam. On the other hand,

we have an indication of the lower chronological limit in the deposit of earth which covers

this layer. The observations subsequently made at Yotkan prove that this deposit must be

attributed to prolonged irrigation of the ground after it hatl ceased to be used for dwellings

Within living memory of the villagers the area had been nothing but a wa.ste, and there

seemed to be evidence that during this later perioil its surface had in fact umlcrgone some

erosion. Combining thus the evidence afforded by the present condition of the site with that

of the deposit of silt overlying the di^bris layer, we are led to conclude that cv’cn the latest

portion of the latter must have rested in the ground for a considerable period, probably not

less than four or five centuries.

It»is of interest to arrive even at an approximate ilelermination of the highest ami lowest

limits of time, as this helps us to classify the remarkably varied and curious specimens of jioltery

which the site yielded, besides other small objects in gla.ss ami metal. The gla/«'d pottery frag-

ments described in the list below, and partly reproduced in Plate X 1 . 1

1

,
claim jxirlicular attention

owing to tlieir relatively good technupie and artistic colouring. None of the earlier .sites exidored

by me yielded glazed ware ; and hence it may be questioned whether the art of gla/ing was

known, or to any extent practised, in Eastern Turkestan until towanls the commencement of

the Muhammadan period *. On the other hand, .some of the ungla/ed pieces show in llu-ir

decoration the survival of motives which arc already met with in the wood carving of the Niya

River Site (third century a. d.), and can be traced back to Graeco-Biuldhisi art *.

As at Yotkan, I was much struck by the complete absence of any traces of structural remains

below the ground. But this feature is easily explained by what we shall have to show In rcafter

as to the effect of irrigation and concomitant percolation upon sun-dricil bricks, plasti*r, and

timber—the sole building materials of Turkestiin. There is another point of contact between

the conditions presented by the remains of Yotkan ami those of Togujai. Just as the discovery

of the site of the ancient capital of Khotan was brought about by the accidental formation of

a ravine which laid bare its deeply buried * culture-strata’, so Togujai, too, would in all probability

have kept its old and more interesting debris hidden but for the channels scoojied out by the

flood-water.

From Togujai I proceeded over waste grountl, covered in parts by light drift-sand (or loess

dust), to an old burial-ground known as H&sa, about I7 miles to the north-east of Moji Ha/ar.

Dr. Hedin, whose special attention had been directed to this site, rightly observe.s that the

* See below, chap. viii. sec. H. which, as we shall see, was inh.ihited up to the end of the

* The only other piece of glazed terra-cotU in my thirteenth century of our era
;
sac chap. xm.

collection comes from Usnn-Tati, the ancient Pi~mo, a site * See, e. g., desciiption of T. M. 00.4. a, below.

Date of

'rugujai siir.

I’olli iy of

of

blruciural

remains

Burial'

(^roniiti

of J/usti.
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graves are Muhammadan*. On examining one laigo but low mound, from the of which
skeletons were protrudfiig, I found that it consisted pf closely packed rows of graves. These
were lined with mud-bricks and covered on the top with small planks of wood.^; On having
one of the graves opened, 1 found in it the remains of a child wrapped in the rough potton
material common all over Turkestan, and known as 'Kham'. The head was turiied towards
the west in conformity with Muhammadan custom, and the feet tied with a bandage just as is'

the fashion nowadays according to the assertion of my TurkI followers. Therfe
. could be no

doubt that this cemetery had served for the burial of orthodox Muslims. Local- tradition, in

fact, maintains that it is the resting-place of ‘ Shahids ’ who fell fighting the infidels. But I could

not trace any definite legend, and my informants, who had shown no particular scruples about
opening a grave for my inspection, readily expressed their disbelief when they saw the body
of a small child in the supposed grave of a holy warrior.

Two observations make it appear very probable that this cemetery is old, and approximately

of the same period as the remains of Togujai. From one of the partially exposed graves, NiSz
Akhon, my TungSnl interpreter, picked up a small brass ornament representing a flying bird,

exactly similar to one which had been brought to me while searching the debris at Togujai
(marked M. ooi.d and shown in Plate LI). I found on inquiry that it is still customary among
the people to deposit small articles of this kind on the graves of their relatives.

The other observation, bearing on the configuration of the ground containing these old

graves, is also of interest, but did not strike me until I had gained further experience elsewhere.

The graves, as far as I could observe, invariably occupied low mounds not unlike the loess-banks or

'witnesses’ described above in connexion with the Tati of Kakshal, but usually larger aid more
rounded in shape. The fact that the contents of the graves nearest the edge of these mounds were
generally exposed to view proves that the latter were subject to erosion. The ground between
the mounds showed a surface of soft disintegrated loess, strewn here and there with fragmmts
of old pottery, but not thickly. It thus resembled exactly the depressions covered' with loess

dust which at Tatis mark the maximum erosion of the ground. The elevation of the mounds-
containing graves above the rest of the ground was not great, perhaps nowhere mc«e than 8 to

lo feet.

Comparing my notes and recollections of this old burial-place, I am led to the conclusion

that we have in the mounds really portions of the original ground level which the compactness

of the graves has preserved from the erosion proceeding all round. This condusion is confirmed

by what I saw at Kepek-gholuk MazSr, a little shrine about half a mile to the east of the most

conspicuous mound of HSsa. It consists of a collection of stafls and flags, erected on a small

well-defined loess-bank, and is believed to mark the resting-plaie of a saint A photograph

I retain of this ‘Mazar* (Fig. i8) shows very clearly the effects of wind-erosion on the of

the loess-bank. The latter rises about ten feet above the surrounding flat ground, and 'll^atu-

festly owes its preservation to tombs placed on its top. Pieces of mudi-decayed limber stiddng

out on the upper slope probably belong to tombs that have been cut away through erosioil.

Drift-sand in low dunes now encircles HSsa from the north and north-easi; formiog it'.fit

setting to the dreary scene
;
yet there is no proof that the site of Togujai, fiwnl w'lidi this

burial-ground probably received its occupants, was abandoned owing to an advance oC'-lAe

desert Even at the present day there are plots of ground under cultivation north 4^ Togujai^

and the inroads regularly made there by flood-water show that irrigation ^vould not be imposi^blii

* See ^oKgh Atit, py, 739 Sf.
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When I passed througjk Moji again, on my return in May of the following year, plenty of water

capable of spreading fertility was running to waste in a number of flood-beds. The impression

I received, aip^idst the detached areas of cultivation at Moji, was that the present population of

the oasis, reckoned at 500 households, but probably considerably less, is by no means ecpial

to making full use of the available water and arable land.

OBJECTS FROM TOGUJAI SITE BROUGHT
BY MOJI VILLAGERS.

M. 001. Coins.

90 Muhammadan copper coins, among them 78 coins

of ' Sulayman KhaqSln
'
(unidentified), in two varieties ; see

Plate XC, Nos. 45, 46, and /.A.S.B. 1899, Extra No. i,

PI. I, fig. 3-

19 Chinese copper coins of Ch'ien-3(lan period (758-

759 A.D.), small.

4 Chinese copper coins, do., large.

38 Muhammadan copper coins, mostly of * Sulayman

KhaqSln' (?) ;
sec Plate XC, No. 47.

M. 001. a. Bronze seal, i bearing badly engraved

Chinese (?) characters. Shank at back, pieiccd. Sec Plate L.

M. 001. b. Seal or ornament of bronze, i A four>

petalled flower. Shank at back broken off. See Plate I.I.

M. Bronze seal, ij'x (nearly). Divided into

three panels, those at top and bottom being narrow, and
the centre nearly a square. The device in the centre

is a Svastika, and in the top and bottom portions a con-

ventional vine, with undulating stem and well drawn leaves.

Shank at back broken off. See Plate L.

M. 001. d. Bronze seal or ornament representing a flying

bird, and similar to that found at H&sa (H. M. i.), but

reversed. Shank broken off back. See Plate LI.

M. ooi. e. Fragment of bronze Vajra, 1 iV-
Plate LI.

M. ooi. f. Portion of bronze buckle or clasp ; has two
rivets attached for fastening, ij^x i'. See Plate LI.

M. ooi. g. Portion of bronze buckle or clasp ; appears

to have been decorated with a floral design in relief.

See Plate LI.

M. OOI. h. Crescent-shaped lead ornament,

M. OOI. i. Fragment of an arm of a figure from
shoulder to above elbow. Soapstone (?). It has an
amulet with a three pointed leaf-like ornament. On thd

shoulder drapery is indicated, x thick.

M. OOI. J. Fragment of arm of figure carved in same
stone as M. 001. i. and probably portion of the same arm.
This piece is from below elbow to wrist. It has bangles
at wrist. Xy ; appr. thick.

M. OOI. k. Small intaglio. Carnelion. Aphrodite stand-

ing, drapery from waist downwards ; holds sceptre. Held
by Prof. P. Gardner to belong to third century a.d.,

Roman work. See Plate LL

PIECTS OF 'rKRRA-CO rTA. (U-ASS, KTC .

PICKK.D UP AT Tn(;r)AI Sri'K.

T. M. OOI. a. Fragment of coaisc red pottery, well

fired. Apparently portion of :i liandK- of a On
upper surface a small stamped device o.sembhng
a rosette.

T. M. OOI. b. Fragment of light red pottery, coated

inside and out with a while slip, iiniMTlVi lly glazed, on

which is painted a design in two tints of olive gieeii and

terra-cotta colour, on one siile only. Se** Plaie XLII.

T. M. OOI. c. Small fragment of red pottery, coaleil

with slip and light yellow' glaze.

T. M. OOI. d. Small fragment of red pottery as T. M.

ooi.c. hut showing sgrafllio pattern scratched through slip

to icti paste before being glazed.

T. M. OOI. e. Small fragment of thin red pottery,

coated on inside with thick and veiy beautiful lurcptoise

blue glaze having an egg-s)iell Mitf.iee.

Miscellaneous fragments of glass vessels of

various thicknt‘sa and lints fiom pale cream to bottle

green. Many of the thinner ftrgmenls are as thin as

paper, anil have aciiinreil a beautiful iridescence. Several

pieces have raised lines and poitions of handies or

ornaments such as are common in Roman glass. In soim*

cases the thickened runs are hollow. Sec Plate Lll.

Two pieces of charcoal.

Smkll metal fragment, perhaps portion of a coin.

T. M. OOI, f. Fragment of terra-cotta pottery, hearing

traces of pale greenish glaze, intlifTercnlly fluxed, and

slightly sulphured at edge
;

i x

T. M. 001. g. Fragment of terra-cotta flat dish, made

on the W’heel. It seems to ha\c been covered with a thm

white slip, over w'hicli is a fine rich yellow glaze with crude

pattern in umber. On the back remains portion of the

fool, a" X Sec Plate XLII.

T. M. OOI. h. Upper portion of terra-cotta vessel.

w’ith traces of slip and indifferent dark green glaze, 'rhe

portion of mouth show's a diameter of alx)ut from

which, after narrowing to a short neck, it sw'clls out in

elliptical curve to a diameter of alx>ut Height (of

fragment) width See Plate XLII.

T. M. OOI. 1. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, glazed

with fine dark green glaze, ij'^x

T. M. OOI. J. Similar fragment, r^ x

Q
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T. M. ooi. k. Fragment of centre of terra-cotta dish,

covered inside with slip and yellowish glaze, on which is

painted a bold pattern in yellow, i x ij*. See Plate XLII.

T. M. OOI. 1 . Flat terra-cotta whorl. Diameter i|';

hole I'; thickness See Plate XLI.

T. M. OOI. m. Fragment of almilar whorl. Diameter

V. hole S'.

T. M. OOI. n. Burnt tarsal-bone of sheep or goat.
Length a|'.

T. M. OOI. o. Burnt fragment of bone, i' x |'.

T. M. OOI. p. Burnt fragments of bone (?).

T. M. OOI. q. One shell>like bead, black with white lines

painted in enamel. Length See Plate LII.

Two fragments of similar beads, differing slightly

in shape, and one having a few green spots as well as the

white decoration. See Plate LII.

T. M. OOI. r. Fragments of burnt bone,

T. M. OOI. 8 . Four fragments of glass in tints of green

and grey. One piece showing portion of the rim of the

vessel to which it belonged, and is hollow-tubular. See

Plate LII.

T. M. ooa. a. Fragment of red pottery, unglaaed,

probably part of foot of a vase, or of a lid. Decorated

with incised, long, daisy-like petals radiating from centre,

on each of which an incised dot and line. See Plate XLII.

T. M. 009 . b, c. Two fragments of red pottery, glazed

with yellowish brown glaze. They may be portions of

handles of vessels. They have flattened irregular pear-

shaped faces, on which is roughly moulded a kind of

anthemion pattern. I'hey were connected with narrower

parts at one side and at back. See Plate XLII.

T. M. 009 . d. A piece of black slag.

T. M. 003. a. Fragment of dark grey pottery, the

colour being due probably to prolonged and hot firing.

It shows marks on the inside of having been turned on
the wheel, and on the outside has impressed a well-

executed band of ornament consisting of a series of

roundels between two lines. Thickness f'. There are

traces of a thin whitish slip on the outside. See Plate XLII.

T. M. 003. b. Fragment of black pottery, very heavily

fired. On the outside are various incised patterns arranged

in bands. Thickness about Y*

T. M. 003. c. Fragment of coarse red pottery, appar-

rently part of a lid. It shows portions of two concentric

bands of impressed patterns, consisting of a series of

anthemion-like designs with a space between each im-

pression. The designs appear to vary slightly in the two

series. An incised line divides the bands. The under side

is very coarse and rough. See Plate XLII.

[Chap. V

T. M. 003. d. Fragment 0/ red pottery, glazed, similar

to T. M. 002. b, c, but with better executed anthemion.

See Plate XLII.

T. M. 003. e. Fragment similar to T. M. 003. d, but

coarser, and damaged in execution.

T. M. 003. f. Fragment of pale buff, coarse pottery

;

the inside very rough, the outside smooth and decorated

with incised lines running round, between which a

cleverly executed nebular pattern. Thickness See

Plate XLII.

T. M. 003. g. Fragment of coarse red pottery, glazed

green. It is of curious shape, but too fragmentary to

determine its original complete form and use. Sec

Plate XLII.

T. M. 003. h. Smaller fragment of object similar to

T. M. 003. g, but glazed brown.

T. M. 003, i. Small fragment of coarse red pottery

bearing incised pattern.

T, M. oo3t j* Fragment of vessel of red pottery,

glazed over a white slip, and ornamented with green grey

pattern, probably under

T. M. 004. a. Three fragments of thick (|'')^ttery,

of red, unglazed clay. Probably portions of a large vessel.

They are decorated with a bold, well-designed and well-

executed band ornament as follows;—several slightly

incised lines, encircling vessel, made with blunt point
;
then

a plain band, wide. Below this a deeply incised

guilloche band broad, then a narrow fillet, and then

a broad band (about 2^^) consisting of conventional four-

petalled flowers closely resembling those on thewooden chair

discovered at N. 111. (See Plate LXVlll). In the triangular

spaces between the two upper petals is a bead with a hole

in centre, and in each of the quadrangular spaces between

the flowers there seems to have been a bunch of four or

five beads. Where the points of petals of one flower

meet those of the next, is a hole in the surface. See

Plate XLI.

T. M. 004. b. Fragment of thick coarse red pottery

(r and 1' at rim), portion of a large vessel. The rim

is fiat at top, about 1^' broad, and turns over into the

outer form of vessel in a sharply receding curve. The
outer edge of the rim presents a half round moulding below

which is a scallop decoration. Below this are a few

roughly incised lines—^part of decorative band. The rim

forms a projecting lip also on the inner side as though to

prevent liquid slopping over. See Plate XLI.

T, M. 004. c. Fragmeiit of coarse red pottery* from

to I' in thicknem; probably part of large vesseL

It bears a guilloche ornament rather lightly indsed, wUdi
may possibly have been impressed with a stamp. A few

shallow lines are observable running round vesaeU
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T. M. 004. d. Two fragments of coarse red pottery,

Y thick, exhibiting boldly executed and well-designed

band of inci^d ornament consisting of guilloche (similar

to that in TT M, 004. a.) and below this, inverted heart-

shape, within which a kind of fleur-de-lis. The spaces
between heart-shapes are occupied by smaller and more
simple similar patterns. See Plate XLI.

T. M. 004. e. Fragment of coarse red pottery, nearly

flat. Perhaps portion of a lid of a vessel. Thickness y
nearly. It bears a series of patterns, each formed by
impressing an L-shaped stamp four times in such a manner
as to form a cross. There are two circular bands of these

divided by a line, and a sort of ray pattern formed by
making lines of dots radiating roughly from the centre of
the object. All very crude. See Plate XLI.

T. M. 004. f. Fragment of coarse red pottery, thick.

It bears a crude kind of cable ornament in relief, running
round, and on the fragment is shown a loose end depend-
ing from the band. There are traces also of roughly and
lightly incised ornamentation, apparently made with a

toothed tool. Sec Plate XLI.

T. M. 004. g. Fragment ofcoarse red pottery, y thick,

nearly flat. Probably part of a lid. At edge scallop

pattern.

T. M. C104. h. Fragment of coarse red pottery,
thick, with roughly and lightly incised pattern suggesting

a lotus-petal design between two lines. See Plate XLI.

T. M. 005. n. Fragment ofcoarse red pottery, y thick.

Bears cable pattern in relief similar to that of T. M. 004. f.

;

also incised scallop and line running round.

T. M. 005. b. Fragment of pottery, coarse, red. Bears

scallop in relief, and roughly incised scratches to represent

leaf branches. See Plate XLII.

T. M. 005. c. Fragment of pottery, coarse, red. Diaper

pattern, consisting of incised triangles and in centre of

each a dot. Very crude. See Plate XLI.

T. M. 005. d. Fragment of pottery, coarse red. dis

coloured (or perhaps purposely darkened) on upper surface.

Probably portion of lid. Crude pattern formed by impress-
ing a simple stamp twice (§, scallered about suiface, and
two lines probably ninning round.

T. M. 005. e. Fragment of red pottery, coarse, glazed
with green glaze, \iliicb is imperfectly fluxed to the body.
The edge bears a roughly incised pattern. It is probably
portion of a lid.

T. M. 005. f. Fragment of coarse red pottery, aboui

y thick, 'rhe outer surface decorated with broadly iiuiscd

patterns, the scheme of which is not (juite clear from the

small fragment. See Plate XLI.

T. M. 005. g. Fragment of handle and rim of vessel
in coarse red pottery, rudely represenlim; an animal's head,

probably that of a cow. See Plate XLII.

T. M. 005. h. Fragment of coarse red pottery, probabl)'

portion of a lid. 'Phe edge is turned iipw'aids and then

over into scallops. The top surface is ornamented with a

circle of incised rings, within which a circle of rays springs

from a plain circle. See Plate XLI.

T. M. 005. i. Fragment of coarse red pottery, appar-

ently portion of a small /JA/. It shows the rim which is

thickened, also traces of a coating of unglazcd colour—
a sort of thin slip—on both inside and outside. The
outside bears a ciudely incised scratchy pattern in the slip

only, consisting of more or less parallel lines running

round, and a waved line running over them.

OBJECT FOUND IN GRAVE AT IIASA.

H. M. I. Small Bronze ornament in form of flying bird,

about thick, having a large shank at back, pierced

with hole for pin to secure the ornament or for cord

;

comp. M. 001. d.

Section V.-^FROM MOJI TO THE KHOTAN OASIS

An easy march of some fourteen miles, mostly over stony ‘ Sai ’ covered with low scrub, Oasis of

brought me to Zanguya, a small but fertile oasis. According to the information supplied to
me, cultivation shifts every year in turn to one of the four great plots into which the village

lands are divided*. Inadequacy of the water-supply for the available canals is given as the

reason. But two great flood-beds are passed some three and four miles west of Zanguya, where
there is practically no cultivation. From a statement recorded by Dr. Hedin it appears that

the loss of this water is keenly felt by the villagers, whose attempts, however, at regulating

embankments prove ineflectual against any larger flood. Here, too, it is clear that a denser

population under a more active administration would soon And the way to increase the productive-

ness of the oasis.

Q 2

* CompSK abo Hedin, Jtaten tm Z.-A., p. i6.
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Antiquarian evidence of more extensive cultivation in former times*is furnished by an old

site called Kul-langar (‘the rest-house by the tank’), which I was shown about two miles to

the north-west of the central village. I found there the ground near the edge of the cultivated

area strewn with pottery fragments over about half a square mile. 1 could discover no ornamented

pieces among them, nor was there any striking evidence of erosion. Among the debris, on aqd
below the ground, bones, layers of ashes, and charcoal were plentiful. Hence the soil is considered

valuable for manuring, and is carried away from numerous pits. In one of these pits I found

the strata of decayed refuse and ashes extending to a depth of six feet below the surface. At
the northern end of the site, high above a watercourse now dry, are two empty tanks enclosed

by circular mud bands. The larger one measures about 6o yards in diameter. Old copper

coins are said to be picked up occasionally on the site, but I could not obtain any of them.

The potsherds looked coarse, though little affected by erosion. The general impression I brought

away from Kul-langar was that of a village site abandoned at a not very distant period.

The march from Zanguya to Pialma, the next oasis towards Khotan, passes over gp^und

which throughout shows the character of true desert. At a distance of about two miles from

the edge of the cultivated area, low dunes of coarse drift-sand begin to cover the bare loess;

some distance further south-east it changes into a hard pebble ‘ Sai '. About six miles from the

centre of Zanguya, at a spot called Kizil-Tam (‘the red wall’), I found a small plot of ground

thickly strewn with fragments of old pottery, of a fine red colour, very hard, but entirely without

ornamentation. The surrounding drift-sand may cover more. Close by is passed the dry bed

of a stream, which probably carries occasional flood-water from the outer hills of Duwa.

Already at Moji I had heard of a ruined mound called Karaklr-Tim (‘the mound*of the

black ridge’), which was to be seen not far from the road to Pifllma. At Sai-Langar, a lonely

rest-house some 13 miles from Zanguya, where water is obtainable only from a deep well, we
struck off the caravan route, and proceeding east by north over heavy dunes of coarse sand for

two miles reached the mound. It proved to consist of a solid mass of sun-dried bricks badly

decayed on its surface, yet furnishing evidence by its size and proportions that it represented

the remains of a StQpa. Considerable portions of the masonry have broken away, especially

on the south side, while elsewhere the outlines were hidden under deep masses of crumbling

debris.

A careful survey of the mound by'means of the plane-table (see Plate XIX) showed that at

its foot it formed a square of approximately 65 feet. But owing to the sand which from a high

dune close by reaches the northern and western sides, and on account of the ddbris-covered

slopes on the other sides, the actual outlines of the base where it touched the ground could

nowhere be traced with absolute clearness. Higher up the contours were still more irregular, as

will be seen from the plan. Nevertheless, the outlines visible in a photograph (Fig, 19) taken from

the west still give a faint indication of what must once have been a dome surmounting a square

base. The highest elevation of the mound above what appears to have been the original

ground-level, as measured at the south-east corner, is about 29 feet The top now forms an

elongated small flat, showing that a considerable portion of the original superstructure must

have crumbled away. In this respect, as well as in its general decay, the mound closely resembles

the StQpas of Kutghan-Tim and Kizil-Debe. Owing to the large masses of fallen masoniyt

I doubt whether even an extensive clearing of the debris would permit of approximately exact

measurements being obtained of the several stories, &c., of the base and dome.

The bricks, which were exposed in many places, showed a fairly uniform size of 16 iiidi<S

square, with a thickness of 3^ to 4 inches. These dimensions agree accurately with those record
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above for the bricks of the Maurl-Tim StQpa. It is probable that the slightly better preservation

of the north-western side of the mound is due to the same cause which we have already had

occasion to discuss in connexion with the Topa-Tim ruin
; namely, accumulation of sand on the

side most exposed to the prevailing winds. Whether a great dibris-fillctl gap between the solid

m^onry remains on the south side (sec plan) was due to excavation or to some natural cause of

decay, I was unable to ascertain. As a special feature I may mention that large stones rounded

by the action of water were noticed by me embedded as a regular lajer in the brickwork some
five feet above the ground near the south-west corner. The ruin rests on hard gravel which,

however, is exposed to view only on the south and east. Elsewhere coarse drift-sand covers the

ground, rising immediately to the west and north in long dunes up to a height of fifteen feet or so.

This sand is absolutely sterile, forming a striking contrast to the dark line of trees of the I’ialma

oasis visible far away on the horizon. The ground on the cast side of the mound, being clear

of sand, was found strewn with small potsherds, but to no great distance ; no ornamented or

otherwise defined pieces were traced among them.

From Karakir-Tim to the western edge of the Pialma oasis, a distance of close on six miles

to the south-east, I could nowhere trace signs of cultivation, old or recent ;
considering the

character of the soil, which is hard pebble ‘ Dasht ’, close up to the flood-bed of the Duwa stream

west of the oasis, it is difficult to believe that cultivation was ever carried on here. 'I’hc isolated

position of the ruined StQpa thus appears distinctly curious. Nor could any other remains be

traced near it. Pialma itself is a small oasis, counting, according to my information, only

about one hundred households, and dependent for its water supply on a stream which comes

from the mountains of Duwa. As the drainage area can scarcely include any mountains

with permanent snow-beds, the supply of water available for irrigation is uncertain and often

scanty*.

IPi&lma is now the last settlement passed by the route outside the western limit of the Khotan

district, the present administrative frontier between Karghalik and Khotan being marked by

two half-decayed pillars on the road some miles from the edge of the Pialma oasis. In

HsUan-tsang’s time Pialma itself must have been reckoned within the territory of Khotan

;

for there can be little doubt that the town of P*o-ch*ieh-i (Po-ita-i) ^ Hn which, according

to the ‘Life,’ the pilgrim first reached after entering the frontier of the kingdom, and where

he made a halt of seven days before proceeding to the* ca[»ital, is to be looked for near the

present Pialma*. From the Hsi-yil-chi we learn that IlsUan-tsang placed this locality at a distance

of 300 li, or three marches, to the west of the Khotan capital*, and this reckoning, according

to the daily stages usual at the present day, takes us to Pialma. The distance from Pialma

to Yotkan, about 48 miles by my map, say 56 miles actual measurement, allowing for small

detours and the heavy sand encountered on part of the route, agrees with this. If a resemblance

in the sounds of Chinese transcriptions can be trusted, Pialma or I^o-ch'ich-t, might possibly be

meant also by F^o-hai which the above-quoted itinerary of the T*ang Annals mentions

as the second locality to the west of Yii-t'ien *.

' For details about the PiOhna oasis, see Hedin, Jlmen
i» Z,-A., pp, 17 sq.

* See Fit dt Hioum-Httongt pp. 379 sqq.—My previous

suggestion as to the possible location of Fo-^*ieh-i

at Moji, ^KkoUm, p. 191, was based on an inadequate

consideration of the distance and of the position indicated by

Hsttaa-tsaQg’s ' Life ’.

‘ See Mimoirti, ii. pp. 230 sq.

;

trunsl. Beal, ii.

p, 314. Beal’s version and that of R^musat, Vil/e dt Khotan,

p. 46 seem to be more exact than that of Julicn, who makes

Hsttan-tsang arrive at P'o-ch'ieh-i (Po-hia~i) from the capital,

though in reality he travelled in the opposite direction.

* Comp. Chavannes, Turtt occid., p. 123, note i.

Position of

ruined

Stup.r.

Oasis of

Pialma.
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Shrine and
legend of

P'o<h'ieh-i.

Traditions

indicated by
legend.

Position of

HsOan-
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P'o-ch*ieh-i contained a shrine with a miraculous statue of Buddha, the legend of which

is told at length both in the Hsi-yU-chi and in HsUan-tsang’s ‘Life’, as gathered 'from ancient

tradition’. Once the pupil of an Arhat, living in Kashmir, when dangerously ill, asked for

a cake of rice of a peculiar sort*. His .saintly teacher obtained this for him from Kustana

or Khotan, whereupon the lSrSman€ra, who much relished the dish, prayed to be reborn in

that country. Having obtained his wish and become king of Khotan in his new birth, he crossed

the snowy mountains and attacked Kashmir. A battle between him and the ruler of Kashmir

was averted by the Arhat who, showing to the Khotan chief the clothes he had worn of yore

as a Buddhist disciple, revealed to him his previous existence and induced him to desist from

his attack. Before retiring to Khotan the king presented himself before the Buddha statue

to which he had paid worship in his former birth, and took it homewards with his army. When
the statue arrived at P*o-ch'ieh-i it refused -to be moved further. Thereupon the king constructed

a convent around the .statue and placed upon its head his own diadem adorned with precious

stones. This diadem, ever spreading a brilliant light, was still seen by HsUan-tsang on the

head of the statue. The latter is described as being ‘seven feet high and marked with all

the distinguishing signs of beauty and its appearance as ‘ imposing and dignified ’ ^

This legend is of interest in several respects. It proves that Kashmir was credited with

having supplied to Khotan statuary of ancient date, a fact throwing light on the channel, or

one of the channels, through which Khotan art derived its unmistakable connexion with the

Graeco-Buddhist art of Gandhara. It is the only trace we possess of a Khotan tradition

pointing to an invasion of Kashmir across the great mountain barrier of the Karakorum.

Legendary as this tradition may be, it deserves to be noted in view of the political cdhnexion

between the two territories which has been supposed to have existed at an early historical

period *. Topographical interest, too, attaches to the legend ; for it seems to indicate that

Pialma was believed to have already in ancient times marked the frontier of Khotan for those

coming from the west or south. The easiest route and, in fact, the only one frequented by

caravans, from Khotan to the Karakorum Passes and Lad&k leads via Pi&lma and Zanguya to

Sanju. From there the Upper Kara-kSsh Valley is gained over the Sanju DawSn, the direct

route through the difficult gorge formed by the middle course of the Kara-kSsh river being

quite impassable except in the depth of winter, and then only for men and possibly unladen

animals *,

As to the position of the convent which contained the miraculous statue from Kashmir I

have no definite opinion to offer; I regret not to have made inquiries while passing through

Pialma for any modern shrines in the vicinity. These, in view of the well-established tenadty

of local worship proved for the Khotan region, might perhaps furnish some clue. The

location of the Vihara at the ruin of Karakir-Tim, of course, readily suggests itself.

The distance of the latter from the site of the old capital of Khotan would accurately agree

with HsUan-tsang’s estimate of 300 li; the isolated position of the ruin might find a natural

explanation in the traditional belief of a miracle which fixed the statue at a particular spot of

* Julien translates ‘riz sur* in Mimoira, ii. p. 831;
*tiz imprdgntf tie vinaigre' in Vte dt Hiouen-JTuang, p. sSo.

Beal, ii. p. 314, speaks of a ‘cake of sown rice,' whatever

that may mean ; in Life, p. 804, he suggests the rendering

‘sour meal'. Rdmusat, VHU dt Kholan, p. 46, has ‘ ris fermentd’.

Some particular delicacy of Khotan must be meant.

' See M/moira, H. pp. ago sqq.
;

Si-yu-ki, transL Beal,

ii. pp. 314 sq.; Vit dt Hiouen-Htang, The

Siyu-ki describes the statue as seated, the Vie as standing.

But Beal, £t/e, p. 804, haa ‘sitting figure'.

* See Dr. Hoemle's hypotheses 1899, Extra

No. 1, pp. 13 sq.

* There is a more southern route from Kholan to 8aitf*>

followed by Gtombchevdd in 1895, via Ujtt, Pujlya and

Duwa; but it is longer and certainly not aa eaqr aa the

regular caravan route via Pfidma.
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the route, irrespective of any stages' observed by the ordinary traveller. But in the absence

of direct evidence all this must remain mere conjecture.

A long aiarch on the loth of October brought me from Pialma to the confines of the Ma^arof

great oasis of Khotan. Up to Ak-Langar, the regular stage some sixteen miles from Pialma,

the route lies over an absolutely barren plain, first of hard loess then of gravel. From
Ak-Langar onwards, where water is obtained only from a very deep well, the route passes for

a distanee of some ten miles through a belt of drifting dunes. Forming regular scmi-lunes of

the usual shape and direction, these dunes rise to quite respectable heights, up to twenty feet

and more, and extend far away to the south of the route. In the midst of this belt of drift-

sand, a southern inlet as it were of the great sand ocean, the traveller reaches a remarkable

shrine known as the Mazar of Kum-rabdt-P&dshahim, ‘ My Lord of the Sands Station ’.

Several wooden houses and sheds serve as shelter for thousands of pigeons, which give to the

shrine its popular name of Kaptar-Mazdr, ‘ the Pigeons’ Sanctuary The fluttering hosts,

which are perfectly tame, arc maintained by the offerings of travellers and the proceeds of

pious endowments consisting of ‘Waqf’ lands in the Khotan oasis'”.

According to the legend, as told to me by the son of one of the seven ‘Shaikhs’ who

have hereditary charge of the shrine, the sacred pigeons are the offspring of a pair which

miraculously appeared from the heart of Imam Shakir Padshah when this champion of Islam s-hrine’.

met death here in battle with the infidels, i. e. the Buddhists of Khotan. Many thousands had

fallen on both sides, and it was impossible to separate the bodies of the ‘ Shahids ’ who had

died for the Faith from those of the ‘Kafirs’. Then at the prayer of one of the surviving

Musalnihns the bodies of those who had found martyrdom were by a miracle collected on one

side, and two doves came forth to mark the remains of the fallen leailcr. One setth'd on his

head, the other at his feet. From gratitude, all travellers who pass by this road offer food to

the holy birds, either bringing corn for the purpose or else buying it from the store of the

shrine, as I myself did in compliance with the pious custom. I was assured that birds of prey

never succeed in killing a pigeon, but die in the attempt The legend was repeated to m«; in

the same form by Afimad ShUh, one of the old Shaikhs whom I subsequently met near Zawa,

and is said to be recorded in a Ta^kirah or legendary, of which, however, I could not obtain

a copy.

The absolute desolation of the surroundings made' the pretty spectacle of the fluttering

swarms doubly impressive ; and face to face with the time-honoured practice to which they

owe their maintenance, I could not fail to be reminded of what IlsUan-isang tells us of a local

cult curiously similar on the road leading to Khotan from the west. Some 150 or 160 li before

reaching the capital, ‘in the mfdst of the straight road across a great sandy desert,’ the pilgrim

describes *a succession of small hills’ which were supposed to have been formed by the burrovvings

of rats“.

Of these rats popular legend related that they were ‘as big as hedgehogs, their hair of HsUan-

a gold and silver colour’, and that they were seen following a rat chief who daily emerged

from his hole. In old days a general of the Hiung-nu, who had come to ravage the border Uiesacad
rals.

** A small q>ring which issues in a hollow at the foot of

a loess-bank exposed amidst the dunes a little to the south

of the shrine supplies the water needed by the resident

custodians and their winged protdgds. Does the presence of

in the midst of this arid waste of dunes account for the

origin of the local worship estabUahed here?

** See M/moirts, ii. p. 232 sqq. ;
St-j>u-kt, transl. Beal,

ii. pp. 315 sq. Julien’s translation does not indicate that in

HsOan-tsang's time the miraculous rats were still believed

to be visible, but merely records their presence in the pa.st.

For a translation of the passage as reproduced in the

Pien i tien, see R^musat, Vilk de Khotan, pp, 47 sqq.
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with several hundred thousands of men, was believed to have encamped his host near these

rat-mounds. The king of Khotan, so the story went, with a force of only some few myriads,

prepared to meet the enemy, but despairing of success turned his thoughts in prayer to the

miraculous rats for help. 'That night the king of CA'U-sa-fa-tta (Kustana, Khotan) in a dream
saw a great rat ’ which promised him succour and victory for the morrow. The king thereupon
set out with his forces before dawn and unexpectedly fell upon the enemy. When the Hiung-nu
hastily prepared to resist the attack ‘they found that the leather of their armour, and Aeir
horses’ gear, and their bowstrings, and all the fastenings of their clothes, had been gnawed by
the rats’. The terrified Hiung-nu were defeated with great slaughter, and their chief killed.
‘ The king of Ch*U-sa-ta-na (Kustana, Khotan), in gratitude to the rats, built a temple and
offered sacrifices; and ever since they have continued to receive homage and relrerence, and
they have offered to them rare and precious things. Hence, from the highest to the lowest

of the people, they pay these rats constant reverence, and seek to propitiate them by sacrifices.

On passing the mounds they descend from their chariots and pay their respects as they pass

on, praying for success as they worship. Others offer clothes, and bows, and arrows; others

scents, and flowers, and costly meats. Most of those who practise these religious rites obtain

their wishes
; but if they neglect them, then misfortune is sure to occur.’

Klaproth has already noticed the curious resemblance between this legend and the story

which Herodotus tells us of the destruction of Sennacherib’s Assyrian host on the frontier of

Egypt, effected by field rats in the same way, and also foretold in a dream**. But yet more
interesting is the survival to the present day, and in the identical plaoe, of the local worship

which the legend told to HsUan-tsang was intended to explain; for the locality which the

pilgrim describes corresponds exactly to the position of the ' Kaptar-MaaSU"’ relative to the

ancient Khotan capital. The distance from the site of Yotkan to the modern shine is fully
'

24 miles by the map, which, taking into account the increase of actual road measurement due

to small ddtours and the heavy going over sandy ground, adequately represents the one and
a half marches implied by HsUan-tsang’s estimate of 150 to 160 li. The shrine still greets the

traveller 'in the midst of the straight road across a great sandy desert’, exactly as the pilgrim

saw it.

Immediately to the east of it the road enters a tract where the dunes are plentifully

interspersed with conical sandhills covered by tamarisk growth. These sandhills are typical

features on those strips of the desert where the drift-sand is so plentiful as to form relatively

high dunes, but where at the same time the ground water is still near enough to permit the

tamarisk shrubs to send their roots down to it and thus to keep themselves alive on the top

of the sand-cones which they bind together*’. Only at this point of the whole route between

Khotan and the west are these curious hillocks to be seen. I, therefore, do not hesitate to

recognize in them HsUan-tsang’s 'succession of small hills formed by the burrowing of rats’.

The explorer of the Taklamakan and the roving hunter or 'treasure-seeker’ who visits wide

areas of the desert have, indeed, occasion to become familiar in many places with these peculiar

formations. But to the ordinary wayfarer who keeps to the main roads, and to the average

stay-at-home inhabitant of the oasis they were bound to appear in old days, just as now,

** See M/moires reUth/s ^ VAsit (1836), ii. 397 sqq.,

where an amusing parallel, capable of a less miraculous

interpretation, is quoted from the official report of a Russian

conunandant about the destruction of certain military maga-

lines at Okhotsk, in 1806.

" For a diagram andahicidesplanationof the fimaation

of such tamarisk-covered cones, see Hedin, Stitm ds Z^An
p. 34. For illnstrations showing hillocks of this Und sse

below. Figs. 38, 39, 44, gs; also PL VI; for other wfcwnw*
to them, compare Index, s. v. ktmaritk.
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distinctly strange and ‘puzzling. Thus the mysterious origin which the popular legend heard

by Hstlan-tsang ascribed to them becomes easily intelligible.

It is still more evident that the manner in which the pigeons kept at the shrine arc

propitiated with food-offerings by all modern wayfarers marks a surviv.al of the pious practice

of Buddhist times which was accounted for by that legend. As HsUan-tsang’s rats, so now the

holy pigeons which have taken their place are supposed to recall a great victory. There

is nothing surprising in this substitution of pigeons, visible in body yet of supjwsed miraculous

descent, for the wonderful rats of the Buddhist story which pious superstition, even in llsUan-

tsang’s days, apparently did not pretend to sec any longer**. For to Muhammadan popular

lore the pigeon is a sacred bird par excellence, and the custom of feeding pigeons at Mnsrpies

and Ziarats* is widely spread throtighout Islam **. Nor is there anything very remarkable in

the great victory of a Khotan king over an invading host of barbarians having been converted

by the Muhammadanized legend into a sanguinary contest between the infidels of Khotan and

those pious emissaries of Islam whom local tradition believes to have first carried, sword in

hand, the Faith into Buddhist Khotan.

We shall have occasion to recur hereafter to numerous legends, almost all localized at

particular Zi3rat» of Khotan, which relate incidents connected with the first conversion of

Eastern Turkestan, and which in many instances can be proved to have l^een grafted on sites

already held sacred as places of worship and pilgrimage in Buddhist times. M. Grenard has

.collected a considerable number of these legends, and .subjected them to a critical analysis

which, from the point of view of the study of folklore and history of religion, is very instructive

It is true that Imam Shakir Padshah, who is supposed to have suffered a martyr’s death

among the sands of Kum-rabat-Padshahim, does not figure in the orthodox though apocryphal

list of the twelve Imams whom popular belief credits with having first planted the Faith in

Khotan. But he shares this fate with many another alleged saintly ‘ Shahid ’ of Khotan, to

whom local tradition nevertheless clings with [)ious attachment The details told of his last

struggle are neither scantier than, nor very different from, those related in the Tadhkirahs of

the recognized warrior saints of Khotanese legend.

How popular all over ancient Khotan the legend of the sacred rats must have been is

strikingly illustrated by the fact that among the painted panels, originally deposited, no doubt,

as votive offerings, which came to light in the course 'of my excavations among the ruined

temples of the DandSn-Uiliq site, there is one that represents a rat-hcaded figure crowned

with a diadem, and clearly marked as an object of worship by the attitude of an attendant

figure. For a detailed description of this panel, D. iv. 5 ,
reproduced in Plate LX 1 1 1, I must refer

to the chapter which • deals with the discoveries of that site ;
but I may point out here that

the identity of this figure with the rat-chief mentioned in HsUan-lsang’s story can .scarcely be

doubted. The fact that the pictorial representations discovered at that site apparently comprise

every one of the local legends recorded by HsUan-tsang, seems to me a clear indication that

the story of the holy rat^ like that of the introduction of silkworms or of the minister’s self-

sacrifice to the river-goddess, must have been among the most cherished folk-talcs of ancient

Khotan

** Julien’c translation relating to the popular story says

:

‘ Dans ce (Usert, il jeaieat des rats^ Ac.*; MAmn'ret, ii. p. aji.

This secRiS to me preferable to Beal’s version, which is in

the ptesQnt tense.

**
C.g>, at the popular shrine of Sheikh JunByat in

Peithawar it is customary for ali those who come to invoke

the saint’s help to offer com to the swarms of pigeons which

abide near his tomb.

'* See Grenard, Missum Dutrtuil de Jthins, iii. pp. 3-4^

;

also ii. pp. 240 sqq. See below, chap. ix. sec. v.

K
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It was of no small interest to me to be met thus on the very cAifines.of Khotan by a

striking instance of that tenacity of local worship which my subsequent researches showed for

almost all sacred sites of Buddhist Khotan. Remembering how helpful it had bqen to me in

Kashmir, and elsewhere in the north-west of India, to find the position of ancient Buddhist or

Hindu shrines I was in search of almost invariably marked by Muhammadan Zi&rats, I felt

justified in accepting this observation on my very entry into Khotan territory as an auspicious

omen.

But it was also a comforting assurance to me thus to receive further convincing evidence

how limited in reality are the changes which the physical conditions of the ground traversed

by the western route to Khotan, and the direction of this route itself, are likely to have

undergone during historical times. All along the route from Karghalik -onwaris we have

found that the ancient remains still traceable lie close to the line of the actual road. Nowhere

did I meet with any antiquarian indication to support the oft repeated assertion that the area

of sandy desert has materially advanced to the south during recent periods. Here, near the

very end of the route, we have direct evidence that the curious zone of drift-sand traversed

immediately before my entry into the Khotan oasis bore the same natural aspect as in HsUan-

tsang's time and probably for long centuries earlier. Proofs of such continuity cannot be

otherwise than encouraging to the student of the historical geography and ancient culture of

this region
;

for they assure him that through whatever changes the population, its political

conditions and civilization may have passed, the natural milieu and its determining physical

factors cannot have altered so much during historical periods as to vitiate seriously any

conclusions that may be drawn from ascertained antiquarian facts. «



CHAPTER VI

THE KHOTAN OASIS ; ITS GEOGRAPHY AND PEOPLE

Section I.—THE OASIS IN ITS GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

The oasis of Khotan has from early times been the largest and most important cultivated

territory in the south of the Tarim Basin. To this fact we owe the ample information which
the Chinese records furnish as to its ancient history. For the correct understanding of the

antiquarian observations and finds which my explorations in this region have yielded, a preliminary

review of the data available concerning the history of Khotan is essential. Before, however,

we proceed to this it will be advisable to consider, if only in broadest outline, those factors to

which may be ascribed a determining influence upon that history—the geography of the Khotan
oasis, and the character and origin of its people.

The territory properly known as Khotan would form an admirable subject for a geographical Gcoirraphi-

monogtaph. It presents on the one hand most of the natural features typical of the oases wliich
KhotTif

fringe the great desert of Chinese Turkestan, while on the other hand its position, size, and
”

historical past invest it with an individuality of its own. Though the number of qualified

observers who have visited Khotan since the time of Johnson {1865), and recorded the results

of their inquiries and surveys, is not small, the time for such a monograjih docs not yet seem
to have come. And even if the materials available were more complete and acc\irate than

they are, the scope of the present work would not permit of an attempt to treat the subject on
such lines. I shall, therefore, content myself with briefly indicating those main geographical

features which determine the physical conditions of the oasis, and which must be steadily kept
in view when studying its history and antiquities.

•

What illustrative details I was myself able to collect bearing on the topography of the oasis. Accounts of

its natural resources, cultivation, and general conditions of life, will be found recorded in my
Khohli

Personal Narrative*. Of earlier accounts by European travellers it may suffice to mention the

two most notable. M. Grenard, who as companion of Dutreuil de Rhins had occasion to spend
the greater part of two winter seasons (1891-3) in the town of Khotan, h.is given a valuable

record of his own and his chiefs observations, particularly detailed in all that relates to the

resources of the oasis and the civilization, industries, &c., of its present inhabitants*. Dr. Sven
Hedin, who made the town of Khotan his headquarters on two occasions in January and June
of 1896, collected a masii of very useful data concerning the soil, products, and modern administra-

tion of the oasis and the great rivers which irrigate it *.

The Khotan oasis owes its natural wealth and its importance entirely to the advantages Geographi-

of its geographical position. The mighty terrace of fertile loess which it occupies extends for
[ages^of"*

Khotan.
' See jnMim, pp. 196 sqq., 247 aqq., 148 sqq. ,* if. pp. 95 sqq. and chap, vi-x, passim ;

iii. pp.
48a sqq. 3tg gqq. (meteorology).

* See. Grenard, Mittitn D, it Rhmt, L pp. 91 sqq., * Comp. Hedin, Ratm lis Z.-A., pp. ss sqq., aos sqq.
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an unbroken length of forty miles along the foot of the outer hills of &e Kun-lun range, and

is at all times assured ample irrigation from the Yurung-kSsh and Kara-k&sh rivers which

debouch into the plain immediately above it. These two rivers are the largest of*those which

carry the drainage of the main range of the Kun-lun northward into the Tsirlm Basin. Some
idea of the size of the mountain area drained by them can be formed from the fact that the

source of the Yurung-kgsh, as ascertained by M. Dutrueil de Rhins and Captain Deasy on the high

Ak-sai-Chin plateau south-eastwards, is separated by a direct distance of over two hundred

miles from the headwaters of the westernmost ailluent of the Kara-kash, north of the Karakorum
Pass.

Much of the orography of the great ranges which extend between these extreme points

still awaits detailed exploration; but the expedition which I was able to undertake from Khotan

southwards into tlie forbidding mountain region of Karanghu-tagh and towards the headwaters

of the Yurung-kash revealed the fact that the crest line of the magnificent snowy range, which

the latter river drains first from the south and then from the north for a distance of one hundred

and fifty miles, maintains an average elevation of close on twenty thousand feet, except at the

point where the Yurung-kash has forced its passage through in a stupendous gorge behind

the great Muz-tagh Peak (23,890 feet above the sea) *. The map embodying the cartographical

results of that expedition, and the panoramic views obtained by me with the photo-theodolite

and reproduced in a separate publication of the Royal Geographical Society, will best help to

realize the extent of the glaciers and slopes covered with permanent snow which feed the

Yurung-k^h and its tributaries. The Kara-kash river drains a great portion of the same
main Kun-lun range from the south, and in addition the vast uplands known as the 4.ing-zi

Thang and Soda plains which divide the Kun-lun from the Karakorum section of the Himalayan

system. The Kun-lun range, near the point where the Kara-kSsh, after a long sweep north-

westwards, breaks through it in a hitherto unexplored defile, rises, as our survey showed, to

peaks well over 23,000 feet. The course of the Kara-kash, from its sources down to where
it enters the plain near the Khotan village of Ujat *, is certainly longer than that of the Yurung-

kash, and the belief of the people of Khotan in the greater volume of water carried by it during

the summer is probably well founded *.

The two rivers of Khotan bring down a vast volume of water during the months when
the sun is powerful enough to melt the snow and ice of the high ranges. This explains why
they alone, after their junction some eighty miles to the north-north-cast of Khotan town, are

able to penetrate through tlie whole breadth of the Taklamakan and to join the Tarim, while

all other rivers that enter the desert from the south get lost amongst its Sand dunes. To these

two great rivers the oasis of Khotan owes not only its ample irrigation but also, as geological

evidence conclusively shows, the fertility of its soil and, in fact, its very existence. Prof. Ldezy’s

analysis of the soil specimens brought back by me, in conjunction with my observations on
the spot, proves that the loess of the oasis is of distinctly riverine type, composed of that fine

sand and mud which the rivers of Khotan carry down annually in enormous quantities ftom

the disintegrated slopes of the mountains. Most of the loess must be ascribed to subaerial

deposit, the lighter constituents of this alluvium having been carried away by the winds from

the immediate vicinity of the river-beds, and subsequently retained wherever the ground possessed

•

' •’

^ For the survey results of this expedition compare my * See below, chap, vui, lec. I.

map, and for a description of the region explored chapters * Compare Hedin, Msm m p. aS.

xm, XIV of Huins ofKhotan (pp. 206-43).
,
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sufficient moisture and ^gelation to bind the dust and fine sand thus transported. This process

continued during long periods has formed the mighty loess bed which throughout the Khotan
oasis now overlies the coarse gravel of an earlier ‘ Sai

' Seeing the dust-laden atmosphere which envelops Khotan, like other oases of the Tarim Subacriai

Basin, for the greatest part of the year, and the great frequency of its sand-storms, it is easy

to realize that this subaerial deposit still continues at the present day and must constantly

heighten the soil”. But there can be no doubt that, ever since systematic irrigation has been
carried on within the oasis, this process must have been greatly aided by the deposit of river

silt; for of this every cultivated piece of ground receives annually a considerable (luaniily

in the muddy water which the irrigation canal brings to it, and which is allowed to remain

until it evaporates or is absorbed in the soil. When discussing later the strata of fertile soil

covering the remains of the ancient Khotan capital at Yotkan, I shall have occasion to

demonstrate in detail the remarkably rapid rise of the ground-level brought about by this

twofold deposit*.

It appears probable that the rivers of Khotan while thus creating as it were the soil of the

oasis, have also produced that configuration of the ground which now greatly facilitates the

distribution and full use of their waters.

A look at my map shows that, owing to the presence of fertile soil almost tt) the foot Absence

of the outer hills, cultivation begins at the very dibouchanent of the two rivers and thence

spreads out fan-like over a steadily broadening area northward. Excepting the narrow strip

of pebble-covered ground, probably nowhere more than three to four miles in width, which

stretches along the southern edge of the oasis in the space left between the two rivers (some

thirteen miles only), we do not find here the barren stony ‘ Sai ’ that elsewhere separates, like

a forbidding glacis, the foot of the hills from the cultivable area. The advantages which this

configuration of the surface assures must strike any observer who has paid attention to the

time-honoured systems of irrigation prevailing throughout the whole region. Wherever, as

in the case of all oases to the east of Khotan, a broad desert zone of stony detritus, gnavel,

or coarse sand, up to seventy miles in width, intervenes between the emergence of the rivers

from the outer hills and the nearest large loess deposits, the utilization for irrigation purposes of

the available supply of water offers considerable difficulties.

Owing to the uniformity of level which the glacis-like ‘ Sai ’ presents, the rivers and

streams passing over it necessarily show a tendency to spread themselves in numerous shallow

channels. The artificial control of the rivers in their passage through this sterile zone, when
in sununer flood, would be a task far beyond the engineering resources of the country, and

also in many cases beyond thte available labour supply. Hence, as we have seen above, much
of the water is lost in side channels which cannot be made to feed irrigation canals with the

needful regpilarity *. Much of it, too, evaporates before the cultivable loess area is reached,

and probably still more sinks into the pervious upper stratum. It is true that part of the

water lost through the last cause subsequently reappears in springs ; but as these are subject

to periodical fluctuations in level and position, and besides lack the fertilizing alluvium brought

” The people of Khotan seem to be well aware of this

process and to ascribe to it a fertilising effect; see Johnson’s

remuks in J. R. Gtegr: •Siar., 1867, p. 6; also Geikie,

Ttxibook Otvbjgy (4th ed.), L p. 439.
* Compare chap. via. sec. iL

* See abovi^ pp. ft, itg.

^ Compare below, chap, xui, the remarks about the

springs from which the small oases between Chira and Keriya

derive their irrigation, also the springs feeding the river

below Keriya. See also Hedin, Reism in Z.-A., pp. 39 sq.,

177.
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down from the mountains, it is evident that irrigation dependent on dftm can nowhere suffice

for the creation of a large oasis.

Irrigation within the Khotan oasis has to contend with none of these difficulties and
losses. It begins as soon as the deep-cut valleys of the two rivers widen out sufficiently for

strips of cultivation on either side. " The large canals, taking off from the rivers at points

as close below their dibouchemeni as the situation and level of the tracts to be irrigated demand,

lie throughout within the cultivated area and can thus be kept in working condition without

great efforts. The relative height at which the heads of these canals are established, and the

marked slope of the great loess beds, make it possible for their water to be distributed not

only over the whole area between the two rivers for a length of close on twenty miles, but

also to be carried for considerable distances to the east and west of this ‘ mesopotamia

Thus the large village of Lop on the eastern edge of the oasis lies fully sixteen miles from

the nearest point of the Yurung-kSsh which supplies its irrigation. Similarly on the west the

water of the Yawa-Ustang, a more or less natural channel fed from the Kara-kSsh, could easily

be utilized for irrigation at a lateral distance quite as great, if only there were a sufficiency

of population for such extended cultivation.

With the exception of a few enclaves left uncultivated either through want of agricultural

labour or else owing to the appearance of springs, which when inadequately drained render the

soil marshy’*, the whole of the area extending from Zawa in the west to Lop in the east, and

varying in width from eight to twenty miles, presents the appearance of a fertile and thickly

populated oasis. But it is certain that the cultivation of this tract,* large even within its

present limits, does not by any means absorb the whole supply of water available. Even in

the early spring, when the rivers are at their lowest and water is particularly needed for the

first crops, irrigation demands never quite exhaust the river-beds. Little if any of the spring

water (Jiara-sii) which comes to the surface in the above-mentioned marshes, and in the numerous
‘ Yars ’ to be discussed below, is used to irrigate fields. Of the water carried in the enormous

floods which descend the two rivers from June to August, only an insignificant amount can be

utilized in the extant irrigation canals, while the rest is allowed to fill the broad beds of the

rivers and to pass on into the desert.

How much of this abundance of water might be spread by flood-canals over the sandy

expanse north of the present oasis, and how much of this gp'eat area might be thus reclaimed

for cultivation, must in the absence of systematic observations and surveys remain a matter for

conjecture. But in view of the extensive ruined sites examined by me to the north-east of the

present oasis, up to a distance of fully sixteen miles from the nearest point of the latter, and

of similar traces towards tlje north-west, it is certain that the dxtent of cultivated ground in

the ancient oasis of Khotan must have been very much greater’*. Taking the conditions of

the present day it may be safely asserted that it is not deficiency of water, but mainly the

inadequate numlier and slow growth of the population, coupled with certain shortcomings of

' Popuna on the Kara-kish and Kara-yantak on the

Yurung-kash, respectively, are the villages from which

continuous cultivation begins.

Marshy ground is found, e. g., at Uiun-sholok, west

of Khotan town; at Hal21-bkgh (^Aiding-Kut), soodi of

Hanguya; and north of Zawa. Waste patches of ground

overrun by light (and fertile) ‘ sand* are, e. g., the PalamBs-kum

near Tasmache and the ground about Hanguya-Langar.

Traces of earlier cultivation are plentiful in both the latter

localities, and reH:olonization is now slowly proceeding.

** See below, chapter m, regarding dill extensive and

almost contiguous 'Tads' of Ak-sipil and Hangnya spuadlai
over square miles; also theniins of Rawak and dia dftfii

area of Jumbe-kum. For the 'Tad' of KarapdObe (n^
north-west, see chapter xv.

“
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the administrative system, which prevent effective expansion beyond the area • actually

irrigated

An ample supply of water for irrigation, the presence of fertile loess soil, and a sufficient

population are, no doubt, the essential conditions without which it is impossible to assume

a greater expansion of the oasis either in the past or in the future. It would, however, be

a mistake to believe that the limits of cultivation in a territory situated like Khotan could

ever in historical times have depended upon these factors alone. Wherever my search for

ancient sites took me within the Taklamakan desert, I found eviticnee that by far the greater

portion of the area over which its dunes move is formed by beds of naturally fertile loess.

But it was equally clear that what cultivation had once existed there, or was still proceeding

on the edges of the desert, could be carried on only in constant struggle with a formidable

opponent, the drift-sand of the desert. It will probably take long years of painstaking study

and observation on the spot, before all the physical facts connected with the gradual changes

and movements of the desert dunes in different parts of the Taklamakan are eluciilatcd with

some approach to scientific accuracy. And as these movements are mainly influenced bj’ the

prevailing winds, which themselves, like other phenomena dependent on climatic romlitions,

may have undergone material changes in the course of long centuries, it appears very doubtful

whether even the results of such observations could be relied upon to give in all respects

a true view of the conditions prevailing at earlier periods.

Notwithstanding this reservation, which applies particularly to the assumed rate of progress

in the general advance, of the desert southwards, it seems highly probable that the edges of

the oasis presented in ancient times the same abrupt transition between cultivated ground and

desert which we note there at present. Wherever on my tours I moved northward be)ond the

limits of the Khotan oasis, I invariably found dunes, often of respectable dimensions, fringing

in closest proximity the last irrigated fields. The drifting sand is thus ever at hand to overrun

any ground from which for one reason or another cultivation recedes, and une’er special condi-

tions it may even prove a successful aggressor in the face of human resistance. The causes

for the abandonment of once cultivated ground may vary greatly, but are always ea.sy to uiulcr-

stand. Inadequate supply of water, due to neglect of the irrigation canals or to natural changes

affecting them; shrinkage of the population and of the available labour; reduced cultivation,

owing to political troubles or maladministration—^are all ‘sure to make their effect felt first on

the outskirts of the oasis, where the struggle of the agriculturists must always be most .severe.

In the absence of detailed and prolonged observations, it seems less safe to express an

opinion as to cases where the intrusion of the desert within the former limits of the oasis may
have been the result of purely natural causes. Yet one important fact at least can be clearly

established. The careful microscopical examination which Prof. L. L6czy was kind enough to

undertake of the sand specimens brought back by me from localities once included in the

Khotan oasis, but buried under dunes for probably close on fifteen hundred years (Ak-sipil,

Rawak), proves that the constitution of this sand differs in no essential respect from that of

the alluvial loess which forms the fertile soil of the oasis. Like the latter, it consists mainly

of distinctly angular quartz-grains, plentifully mixed with mica-flakes and to a less extent with

fine dust, all manifestly products of the detritus which forms through disintegration in the

Kun-lun Mountains, and which the rivers of Khotan wash down. The entire absence of

This point has been noticed aiready by a number of oases; comp. e.g. Grcnard, Mission D. dt Jihins, ii. p. i8o;

^iier traveller^ with regard to Khotan as well as other Johnson,/. R, Geogr, Sot., 1867, p. 6.
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fully rounded and polished grains, such as only long-continued subaerial attrition can produce,
clearly distinguishes the substance of the dunes around Khotan (and I may at once add, at

all the ancient sites examined by me elsewhere) from the true drifting sand of other C<intral-

Asian deserts

Whether the material constituting these dunes has always been gathered and shifted by
the winds directly from the alluvium of the river-beds, or whether a considerable portion of it

may have to be traced back to beds of alluvial loess eroded by the action of the desert winds,
is a question which, however interesting from a geological point of view, we need not consider
at present’®. It is only importtint to note here that the danger which these dunes represent
for cultivation on the outskirts of the Khotan oasis does not arise from any sterility in the
‘sand' itself, but from the obstacles which its appearance in great masses necessarily offers to

continued irrigation.

The desert of drift-sand which so abruptly skirts the northern edge of the oasis is for

a considerable distance not altogether devoid of vegetation. As the subsoil water, especially

during the time of the summer floods and the periods immediately following, is relatively

near the surface, tamarisks and some scrub manage to grow between the dunes. Where
occasional inundations from the rivers or the canals penetrate into this zone their beds remain
clothed with the hardy Kumush grass for years. The wild poplar (Toghrak), too, would no
doubt manage to grow plentifully in this adjacent belt of desert did not the constant demand
lead to the speedy cutting of any young trees that can serve for fuel or timber. Thus it is

only several marches below the northern edge of the oasis that we meet, on the banks of the

united Khotan river, with that luxuriant belt of jungle which flanks the river bed dowa to its

junction with the Tarim. It is probable that the same causes had already in ancient tinries

made the desert in the vicinity of the great oasis look even more bare and desolate thamit
would be by nature.

Turning now to the south, wc find the oasis bordered by a mountain region which in

some respects is more barren and forbidding than the true desert itself. The account contained
in my Personal Narrative of the expedition I made towards the headwaters of the Yurung-
kash ’’ renders unnecessary any detailed description of the inhospitable ranges which succeed
each other from the gravel-covered slopes of the outer hills to the glacier-crowned watei^hed
towards the Ak-sai-Chin and the high ^plateaus of the Upper Kara-kash. Nor do the views of

scenery which are included among the illustrations of the present work stand in need of much
explanation. That they are truly typical of this sombre mountain world, which looks as if

** Prof. L6c2y notes panic ularly the striking difference in

this respect between all my ‘sand* siiccimens from the

Khotan region and those he collected himself from the dunes

of the Gobi near An-si-fan and Tung-huan-hsien in

Kan-su.

I regret that my want of previous geological training

prevented me from rollccling on the ?pot such observations

and specimens as would suffice for a full determination of

this question. As points which may possibly have a bearing

on the question, I may note that in the vicinity of the Khotan
oasis, and elsewhere, too, in the Taklamakan, 1 found the

dunes usually highest along the river courses (see below my
accounts of Ak-sipil and Kawak; also Ruins of Khotan^

pp. 339, 41a, 447, 451) ; and further that the appearance to

the naked eye of the sand of the high dunes around Rawak
and Ak-sipil suggested the prevalence of cCarser grates and

a still greater abundance of mica than in the ‘sand* com-

posing the dunes at other old sites.

In view of the geological problems to which my attention

has been called since those explorations, it is a matter of

special regret to me that the small collectioii of j^jMCteiens

which I was able to submit to Prof. L6csy does not indttde

any sand from dunes situated in parts of the TaUamakU te
away both from the riven and the ancient sftea. A thttS

remains doubtful whether the above noted absehoe’ of tme

drift-sand applies to the whole of the desert regloli Vklisd

by me. ’.'v'
See Ruins ofKhotan^ pp. 206*43. '5 '
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wholly composed of ice, crumbling rocks, and dusty detritus, will be seen on comparing them
with the extensive photo-theodolite panoramas which I brought back from that trying region.

Fig. 21 shoivs the ice-covered main range above the valleys of Nissa and Karanghu-tagh as

seen from a ridge above the Brinjak Pass (elevation about 16,000 feet) 'I'he view reproduced
in Fig. 20 may help to convey some idea of the extraordinary ma/e of disintegrated ridges

and deep-cut ravines which extends between the gorges of the Yurung-kash and Kara-kksh
rivers where they approach the plains

'

The whole region drained by the rivers of Khotan presents an aspect of rugged desolation

which is not easily surpassed by any mountainous territory in Asia. Tlie same extremes
of heat and cold which produce the rapid disintegration of all cxpos(‘d rocks, cruiplcd with the

remarkable dryness of the climate, probably account for the exceptionally restricted plant

growth observed in these barren mountains. Coinparetl with their deniuleil slopes, which

support only .scanty tufts of hardy .scrub, even w^here their detritus has long ago d(‘cayed into

loose earth, the vegetation of the inhospitable Pamirs would appear luxuriant. What little

cultivation is possible in the few narrow valleys where oats will still ripen w^ould not suffice

for the maintenance even of the extremely .sparse population of hardy ‘Taghliks’ who
permanently inhabit them. Nothing illustrates, perhaps, better the poverty of this region than

the fact that the settled population, including the malefactors exiled to Karanghu-tagh from

Khotan, according to my information scarcely exceeds four hundred .sf)uls within the area of

some 9,000 square miles extending to the north of the main range As this number includes

the hillmen who look after most of the flocks of sheep and yaks grazing in the.se mountains,

it is evident that the amount of available pasture must in proportion to the area be very

limited at all seasons

There does not appear to be anything to ju.stify a belief that the physical conditions in

the Khotan mountains have undergone a material change during historical times. The Cliincse

descriptions never mention them specifically, even though the jade which the rivers bring

down from them would naturally have induced a reference if the region itself had possessed

any economic value. That no important route could ever have passed througli it may, in

view of my surveys, be considered certain. Routes from the Upper Kara-kash to Kar.inghu-

tagh and Khotan, such as the one which Hayward had heard of and the other which Johnson

is .supposed to have followed, may exist, though I did hot succeed in tracing any knowlcnlge

of them among the hillmen examined**. But it was clear from the configuration of the

” Compare Ruins of Khotan, p. 229,
** Compare Ruins ofKhotan, pp. 233 sq.

For a group of TSlghliks and exiled criminals at

Karangliu-iagh, see Fig. 23.
** Some of the valleys about Nissa are said to be visited

during the summer by shepherds from the Khotan oasis.

Hut it appears that the flocks driven up to the.se alpine

grazing grounds are far less important than those owned by
Khotan ‘ Bais * (small capitalists) in the riverine jungle tracts

along the Khotan DaryS.
” The sketch-map by which Johnson illustrated his

journey (1865) from the Upper Kara-kdsh to Khotan (sec

/. R. Geogr. Soc», 1867, p. i) cannot be reconciled with the

true topography of the region from Karanghu-tagh south-

wards. In it the hamlet of Karanghu-tagh appears shifted

some twenty miles further north than its real position, and
•tbiii

the Yuning-ki\sh river is given a wholly impossible course.

By the insertion of a great beml, which in reality does not

exist, the valley of the Yurung-kash is shown in this map

again some twenty miles south of Karanghu-tagh, i.c.

approximately in its true position, but with the iiver flowing

to the .south-east, a direction exactly opposite to the true one.

In this second portion of the valley a locality called Khushta\h-

langar is marked at* a map-distance of some twcnty-tlirce

miles to the south of Karanghu-tagh. In reality the few huts

known by that name are situated only one and a hall miles

to the south-east of Karanghu-tagh, half way between the

village and the left bank of the Yurung-kash. A strange

kind of duplication seems to have occurred in Johnson's map,

for which I am unable to offer a satisfactory explanation.

Of the other local names recorded on Johnson’s route from

the Kara-kash to Karanghu-tagh, some are unknown to the

.s
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mighty range southwards that only tracks passable for men or, perhaps, also for yaks, could

be found across it. An historical reference to Karanghu-tagh and its 'moAntains of blinding

darkness’, fully confirms this conclusion. For Mirza Haidar, when describing the desperate

flight of his uncle Aba Bakr from Khotan towanls ‘ Tibet i. e., Ladak (a. h. 920), distinctly

mentions how the dethroned tyrant, on reaching the Karanghu-tagh valley, was obliged to kill

his ponies and mules, and to abandon all the treasures carried on them, since they could not

be taken furtlier on the difficult track which alone offered escape*®.

Section II.—AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRIES IN KHOTAN

From this rapid glance at the mountain background of Khotan we may now return to

the oasis itself. The picture which it presents, wherever we may pass through it, is one of

remarkable fertility. Almost from the heads of the first canals that take off at the d^bouchctnttit

of the rivers, down to the edge of the desert, stretches an unbroken expanse of carefully

banked fields, varied only by thickly studded hamlets and villages, by their fruit-gardens, and

by the fine avenues of poplars and willows which line every road and canal. Variations in

the productiveness of the fields exist, of course, in the different tracts ;
they are influenced by

the distance from the main canals, and by the time and amount of the allotted water-supply

dependent on this
;
by the appearance of subsoil water or drift-sand, and similar features.

But good crops are generally assured, whatever the produce for which the soil may be utilized,

with due regard to local conditions’.

Wheat, rice, millet, oats, and above all Indian corn are the staple cereals; and the early

harvest of spring sowings and the abundant water-supply of the summer permit of Indian

corn being grown almost everywhere as a second crop. The rich fields of lucerne {ptdii) supply

plentiful fodder. Cotton is grown largely. Equally important is the cultivation of mulberry

trees; for Khotan, as we shall see, has been a home of sericulture since ancient times, and

is still its main centre for the whole of Eastern Turkestan. Khotan is not distinguished for

its vegetables. Fruit-trees, on the other hand, flourish all over the oasis, and their produce is

so plentiful that a considerable export^ in dried fruit takes place, especially towards Ak-su and

Taghliks and some arc applied to localities in an entirely

difTercnt situation. All these discrepancies are the more

puzzling since Johnson was a professional topographer who

even without the use of a plane table could have secured an

approximately correct record of whatever route he actually

followed.

® The Tdrikh-i-JRashidi, pp. 323 sq., 327 sq., contains

a very interesting account of Aba Bakr’s flight to Karanghu-

tagh. ‘ As the roads were diflicult, it would have been hard^

—nay, impossible for him to carry off all the property he

had with him
; he therefore collected it all together, and set

it on Are.' Apart from the many loads of valuables thus

destroyed, the flying ruler was believed to have thrown

immense quantities of gold and silver ornaments, vases, &c.,

and his saddle-bags full of gold dust *from the bridge into

the River Ak-T&sh which flows through the middle of

[the valley ofj Karanghu-Ugh \

Ak-TUsh is a synonymous designation of the Yurung-k&sh,

the river of ‘ White Jade jade being ‘ the stone ' kat

in Khotan ; the bridge meant is, no doubt, the one by which

the Yurung-kash, flowing here in a deep chasm only some

seventy feet wide, is crossed before reaching Karanghu-tagh

village (see Ruins
^

of Khotan^ p, 213). Considering the

depth of the rocky bed and the rapidity of tlie tossing river

which fills it, the difficulty Abft Bakr's Moghul pursuers had

in recovering even a small part ofthese riches (no doubt, greatly

exaggerated) is easily appreciated. 1 regret that at the time

of my journey 1 was unaware of Mirza Gaidar's record of

this interesting historical episode. Hence 1 could not

ascertain whether any popular tradition of it still survives in

this forlorn region.

The Za/ar-ndmah, of Timflr’s historian Sharff-nd-din,

refers to * Karanguiak, a very steep and rugged mountain,

to which the inhabitants of Khotan and the neighbouring

places fly for refuge in time of war'; see Bretschntkler,

Mediaeval ResearcheSy ii. p. 233, note.

^ For useful notes on Khotan agriculturCi comp* Gienard,

Mission Dutrml ii RhinSy ii. pp. 173 sqq.
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the smaller oases eastwards. My finds at the sites cxj)Iorcd in the desert proved that the

fruit-trees now most widely cultivated, such as the apricot peach {sha/ta/?l), olive

apple and mulberry (iljnte)^ must all have been very common in ancient times.

Almonds, walnuts, melons, and figs abound at present. Khotan is fiimous for its grapes (4?/),

which are specially cultivated at Ujat, a large village at the ddhouchement of the Kara-kash, and

are widely exported in the form of raisins. Ancient specimens of them, too, turned up in the

course of my excavations (at Kara-dong).

As in the other portions of the Tarim Basin where cultivation depemds entirely on

irrigation, we find everything that relates to the periodical distribution of canal-water between

the various villages and holdings regulated by minute customs which probaldy go back to

considerable antieputy. Some interesting notes on this subject, which would well deserve closer

study, have been recorded by Dr. Sven Hedin*. Where irrigation is the mainstay of the

whole economic organization, it is only natural that the administrative divisiiuis of the territory

should conform to the arrangement of the main canals. We find accordingly the Khotan

oasis divided for purposes of revenue and general administration itito a series of long-stretched

cantons representing the areas irrigated by each of the chief canals. Just as most of tlu*

canals themselves are undoubtedly of very early date, these cantons, now known by the 'riirki

designation of ‘Ming* (‘a thousand*) and each under a ‘Ming-bashi’ or Beg, arc likely to

have had their counterparts in ancient times. I have hence thought it useful to enumerate

them, in a footnote®, in their traditional order, irrespective of minor changes and groupings

made by Chinese administration since the reconquest of the ‘New Dominions’.

* See Reisen in pp. 20 sqq.

’ Beginning from the west we have first on the left bank

of the Kara-kash the canton of Zawa and Kuya^ irrigated by

branche.s of the same main canal ; next Makuya (irrigated

from the canal which in the map has been erroneously

shown with name Kuya-Cstang)
;
the small tract of KayCish ;

and the considerable canton known after its canal as

Bahram-su and including the town of Kara-kash. Kara-sai

to the north-east is a small detached tract which derives its

irrigation from the Yawa-Ustung, a quasi-natural water-

course fed chiefly by the marshes below Zawa.

Between Kara-kSsh and Yurung-kAsh there follow in the

same direction the cantons of Sipd and Borazan, both

irrigated from the Kara-kSsh ; the second is the most central

portion of the Khotan oasis and contains the site of its

ancient capital. Eastwards we have Tosallaj like the preceding

two, a large and fertile canton ;
and the small subdivision of

Ilchi or KhotanrShahr, which is mainly composed of the

present capital and its immediate vicinity.

East of the Yurung-kftsh lies the important canton which,

together with its lively town, is called Yurung-kdsh^ after the

adjacent river. The well-populated tracts of Sampula and

I^p, disiinguished for their carpet-weaving and other flourish-

ing industries, form the easternmost part of the oasis. They
have been attached in recent years to the charge of the

Chinese district magistrate residing at Keriya (no doubt for

fiscal convenience, since without them the territory admin-

istered by this officer would be as unprofitable as it is

extensive), but form in every respect an integral portion of

Khotan. This is fiu: less the case with Tawakkel^ a separate

little oasis wlu’tli was established in (he first half of tht‘ last

century by colonists from Khotan. It is situated on both

sides of the Yurutig-kash some thirty miles below Ikhi town,

and is now included as a distinct Begship or ‘ Minglik ’ in the

district of Khotan.

'rhe extensive mountain region of Khotan never within

traditional recollection appears to have ranked as a sepiiate

canton, a fact easily understood in view of its poverty aiul

extremely scanty j^opulaiion. Slices of it are attached to the

different Khotan cantons, an arrangement >\hiLh may have

its convetiieiice for the allotment of the grazing such as it is.

It will be convenient to show in this place also the con-

ventional reckoning of houses for each ‘IMing’ or canton,

.since, w'halevcr its value for statistical purposes may be, il

throws light on the i dative population of each tract and

allows some conclusion as to the extent of the area under

cultivation in each. The figures lahuJaled l)clow were com-

municated to me in Apnl, lyor, by Islam Hog, my fi>rmcr

DarOgha, to whom the Amhaii of Khotan had then recently

entrusted the Begship of Kayash, and by M. HadruddTii, llie

headman of the Afghan traders in Khotan, both compeieiii

informants on matters of this kind. It must, however, be

understood that these figures represent only a lough estimate

accepted for the sake of convenience by those interested in

the management {recte farming) of the revenue of these

cantons, and are in no way oflicially recognized. The figures

in tlie second column refer to an earlier reckoning of a

similar character, vaguely ascribed to * the lime of old Chinese

x^\t* {kone K/niaining waqii\ i.e. the period preceding VaqQb

Beg's rebellion. It is generally believed that, rompaicd with
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We should obtain a very imperfect idea of the Khotan oasis and fts material resources if

our estimate were based solely on the agricultural activity of its inhabitants. Khotan has in

modern times been undoubtedly the chief industrial centre within Eastern Turliestan and

everything points to the conclusion that it occupied this position from a very, early period.

The mining of oriental jade might well be mentioned in the first place among the industrial

occupations of Khotan ; for it is the oldest of which we have distinct historical notices, and

its product has more than anything else made Khotan famous throughout the East.

The jade of Khotan (the yU of the Chinese, called idsA in Turki) is obtained from the

beds of its rivers either by searching and diving for pieces of the precious stone among

the pebbles which the rivers wash down during the summer floods, or else by regular digging

in the beds of rubble deposited along the banks of the Yurung-kash. Such beds are worked

immediately above the dibaueJument of the river, and also lower down within the Yurung-kash

canton along a deserted channel*. The kinds of jade most prized, white or of other light

colours, are furnished by the bed of the Yurung-kash» which owes to this fact its actual name

‘[the river of] White Jade*. Jade of green or other dark colour is more frequently found in

the Kara-kash river, and accounts for the latters name ‘[the river of] Black Jade'®. High

up in the valley of the Kara-kash, not far from the Karakorum route, green jade is quarried

from a mountain side; but this rock jade is reckoned of inferior quality and does not appear

to be mentioned in the early Chinese accounts ^

Khotan has, probably since the earliest times, been the chief source of supply of the yu

stone or oriental jade, which in China even more than elsewhere in the East has been, and

still remains, one of the most valued of precious stones. It is hence with good reason that

those days, the population and prosperity of the oasis have

greatly increased owing to the improved system of adminis-

tration. An average of eight persons is the conventional

estimate for each house (mi ).

^ Modkrn Estimate Old Estimate
L.anton.

OF Houses. of Houses.

Zawa-Kuya 2000 1150

Makuya 2000 1150

Kayash 1500 1100

BahrJlm-su (Kara-kXsh) 2000 lioo

Kara-sai 1000 300

Sipa 3000 1200

Borazan 3000 1500

Tosalla 3000 1150

llchi (Khotan-Shahr) 1000 1000

Yurung-kash 3000 IIOO

Tawakkcl 1000 400

Sampula-Lop 5000 —
Total number of houses 27,500 12,000

My informants could not state the old traditional estimate

for Sampula and Lop, which, owing to the administrative

separation above mentioned, had ceased to come within the

sphere of local official interests; but they were agreed in

giving 12,000 houses as the conventional figure for the

administrative unit comprising the whole Khotan oasis as it

existed under Chinese rule in pre-rebellion days.
* For a still useful synopsis of Khotan industries, compiled

from Surveyor Rftmehand's notes, see Yarkand Mmitm

Report^ pp. 446 sqq. Interesting notes on a number of the

more important industries, with excellent illustrations, will be

found in Grenard, Mission JD. de RAins, ii. pp. 184 sqq.
*

I have described the jadc-diggings situated near the

d/houchemtni of the Yurung-kash, a short distance above

the old site of Chalma-kaziln, in Ruins ofKhotan, pp. 252 sqq.

For an account of the jade-pits of Kalta-kumat, not far from

Tam-dghil, see Hedin, Retsen in p. a8.

* The Yurung-kash and Kara-kash rivers are apparently

first referred to by the Chinese equivalents of tliehr present

names in the Annals of the Posterior Tsin Dynasty (936*

947 A. D.) ; see R^musat, yi/ts de Khotan, p, 81, and for later

references, ib. pp. 107, 112. By the third river, that ‘of

green jade which these accounts mention between the two

former rivers, must be meant the broad side channel of the

Kara-k&sh known as Yangi-Dasyd (see map), which passes

through the Sipft canton and carries water during the fiood

season ; see below, chap. viii. sec. iii. The white and green

jade of Khotan is distinguished by HsUan-tsang, Mdnu ii*

p. 223, Beal, ii. p. 309.

For Gomaii, the ancient name of the Kara-kSsh, see below,

chap. viii. sec. i.

^ For a Chinese account of this jade-quarry extracted

from the IlsiyUwen chienlu (1778 A.D.), see Ritter, if v.

pp. 381 sqq.; a detailed description of It has been given by

Dr. Stoliezka in Yarkand Mission R^t, pp. 464 sqq. The
manner in which this inferior jade is obtained was ooRsedy

related by Gbfiz, who speaks of the place as * Cansanghi

Cascio", i.e. Kdn sangd-kdsh\ see Yule, Caths^, IL p« ffigk
^
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A. R^musat attached |J> his Iltslotre de la Ville de Kholan the learned treatise in which the

historical notices relating to the stone and its extensive use were for the first time clearly

traced *. A Reference to these researches, and to the useful data which Ritter added to them,

will suffice to explain the great importance which must be claimed for the mineral in the

economic history of Khotan ®. Apart from the direct profits which its export, continued during

thousands of years, must have carried to the oasis, it is clear that it must always have acted

as a powerful factor for drawing trade to Khotan.

The advantages which jade offered for commercial investments, owing to its portable Trade

nature, its relatively high price, and its assured market in China, were certain to be appreciated

both by merchants from China trading westwards and by foreign traders proceeding to the exports.

Middle Kingdom. It is only necessary to recall the enormous distances and the natural diffi-

culties of caravan journeys from the interior of China to either the Tarim or Oxus, in order to

realize how important it must have been for the Chinese merchants, who during the 1 Ian

period and later carried their goods to Central Asia, to invest their .sale profits in merchandise

which, like jade, admitted of easy transport and was safe from deterioration in transit.

That the same was true also for the Western traders [)rocccding to China is a fact attcstetl Bon. fiofz

by a classical witness. Benedict Goez, who on his memorable journey to discover Cathay

proved his capacity as a sensible man of business quite as much perhaps as his missionary

zeal, when describing his long stay at Hiarchan or Yarkand in 1603-4, tells us: ‘There is no

article of traffic more valuable, or more generally adopted as an investment for this journey,

than lumps of a certain transparent kind of marble which we, from poverty of language, usually

call jasper. They carry these to the Emperor of Cathay, attracted by the high prices which

he deems it obligatory on his dignity to give
;
and such pieces as the Emperor docs not fancy

they are free to dispose of to private individiuals. The profit on these transactions is .so

great that it is thought to compensate for all the fatigue and expense of the journey. . . .

These marbles (with which the empire is now overflowing) are called by the Chinese lusic'^".

Sericulture deserves to be mentioned next among the industries of Khotan, in view of Silk of

its antiquity and continued importance. Khotan is the chief silk-producing district of the

Tarim Basin, and probably of the whole of Turkestan. The produce, which in one form or

another affords occupation to the bulk of the population, is nowadays chiefly cx|)ortcd in the

form of spun silk. But the weaving of silk fabrics alsb flourishes, and must, in view of the

Chinese records and of my finds, be considered an ancient industry of the oasis. Wc shall

* See 'Recherches sur la substance min^rale appelde

par Ics Chinoia pierre de In et sur le Jaspe des anciens ’, in

VilU de K/utan, pp. 119-339.
' See Ritter, Atim, vol. v. pp. 380 sqq.

“* See Yule, Caihtgf, ii. p. 564. By lutet is, of course,

meant yU $hih, ‘yQ stone', the Chinese name of jade.

Goes himself acted up to the commercial advice here

conveyed; for he got the loan ‘of some six hundred gold

pieces which he had made to the mother of 'the Prince

of Qootan* (Khotan), paid back 'in ample measure with

pieces of that valuable stone ' on a visit he personally paid

to Khotan. Before his tragic end at Su-chou on the contoes

of Kan>su, the brave Jesuit had reason to appreciate the

^wlom of this investment; for when 'obliged to dispose

of his large jrfece of Jade for littk more than half its value',

in order to mainrain himself and his party during their

detention, ' he got for it twelve hundred piccch of gold ;

sec Yule, Cathay, ii. p. .fifi.i;.

I may refer here in passing to a modem illustration

of the extent to which caravan trade with Eastern Turkestan

depends on the possibility of securing easily piortable ai tides

for export from the country. Indian trade with Chinese

Turkestan flourished after the Forsyth Mission as long as

the Hindu merchants engaged in it were able to invest

their sale profits on Indian goods in the liiglily valuable

and easily transported rharas drug. Since the impnitation

of the latter into India has been charged wiiii almost pro-

hibitive duties, the Turkestan trade has consideraiily declined.

In their search for profitabie return consignments to replace

charas the Indian traders are now obliged to turn to Khotan

silk; but its supply is far less steady than that of the noxious

drug and the profits are by no means so substantial.
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have occasion to discuss below the time-honoured tradition which HsUA-tsang heard about the

hrst introduction of sericulture into Khotan. It proves that in his ^time this industry was

already so old as to be credited with a legendary origin, and that it was cerAinly derived

from China. How much of the silk which the nations of the classicaf West received through

Persia from the distant half-mythical land of the Seres really came from Khotan we shall

never know with any certainty. But the antiquity of sericulture in Khotan and the early com-

mercial importance of the oasis seem to give some support to the conjectural location at

Khotan of Ptolemy’s Issedott Serica^ as first proposed by Baron von Richthofen There

appears to me still more reason to believe that the same great scholar, and before him

Sir H. Yule, were right in suggesting Khotan as the territory probably meant by the country

of Scrinda^ whence, according to the story related by Procopius, two monks in the time of

Justinian (about 550 a.u.) first introduced the silkworm into the Byzantine empire'*.

Khotan produces more cotton than any other district of Eastern Turkestan, and the

export of cotton goods, chiefly in the form of KkUm, a rough but very durable fabric, is very

considerable. Cotton weaving is carried on by a large portion of the agricultural population

as a supplementary occupation. M. Grenard estimated the number of households engaged in

it at about 12,000, and the value of the output at about 6,700,000 francs'*. Though the

early Chinese records do not appear to make special mention of the cotton goods of Khotan,

yet fine fabrics represented among my finds at the sites of Niya and Endere clearly establish

the antiquity of this industry

Wool is plentifully obtained from the flocks grazing in the mountains and in the riverine

forests, but its use is restricted almost exclusively to the fabrication of carpets and felfe. For

both of these manufectures Khotan is famous throughout Turkest&n, and their preeminence

in early days is proved by the specific reference HsUan-tsang makes to them'*. The carpets

of Khotan, sometimes made in silk, are widely exported, and are met with throughout Central

Asia and far into China. They are easily recognized by their characteristic designs and patterns,

which seem to retain certain ancient motives pointing partly to Indian, partly Chinese origin'®.

We shall see hereafter that the specimens of ancient rugs found by me at the site of Niya

though made in cotton, attest the high development of carpet technique for the third century

of our era The same site has furnished the oldest samples of those felts or ‘ Numdahs
*

(mmad in Persian, hl^iz in Turk!), oY which Khotan exports nowadays very large quantities

both to Kashmir via Lad^k and northward. M. Grenard estimated the number of felt work-

shops in Khotan at approximately a thousand, the industry being conducted by households'*.

Another industry extensively carried on in Khotan, which deserves to be specially mentioned

here, is that of paper. It is now manufactured exclusively from the bark of a mulberry-tree

“ Comp. Richthofen, China, i. pp. 487 sqq. For a

valuable analysis of the notices relating to early silk trade

through Central-Asia, see ib. pp. 44a sqq., 474 sqq. They
have been discussed briefly, but with his usual lucidity, by

Sir H. Yule, Cathay, i. pp. xliv sqq.

Compare Yule, Cathay, i. p. sdvi, and for a translation of

the original text, pp. clix sqq. ; Richthofen, China, i. 539 sqq.,

550. Procopius’ mention of * many nations of the Indians
’

in connexion with Serinda points more than ever to Khotan,

since we have learned how thoroughly and how early Indian

influence established itself there. The story as related by

Theophanes of Byzantium (end of sixth century) speaks only

generally of the country of the Seres from which a certain

Persian brought away the eggs of silkworms hidden in a

walking-stick
; see Yule, Cathay, i. p. clz. This feature of

the story may be pure folk-lore ; but it curiously recalls the

Khotan legend told by Hstlan-tsang how the first eggs of

silkworms were brought there hidden in the headdress of

a princess from China; see below, chap. ix. sec. iv.

** See Musim Dutreml de Rhine, ii. p. 191.

See below, chap, xi, xu ; also Plates LXXVI, LXXVIL
'® Comp. ii. p. sag; Beal, ii. p. 309.
'® For a plate showing Khotan carpets and for wne

notes on the industry, comp. Muticn J). dt Rhine, 8* p» tpfi*

Comp. chap. xi. sec. ii. ; also Plate LXXV,
See Miseian D. de Rhine, ii. p. 194.
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which, as shown by the lamination Professor J. Wiesner was kind enough to make of specimens
transmitted to him, is the Broussone/ia papyrifera or Paper mulbcrry-trce. This tree, which
supplies the Inark mainly used for paper in China, does not appe.ar to grow to any extent in

other parts of Chinese Turkestcln, and its bark being particularly suited for the purpose, Khotan
enjoys a practical monopoly in the local manufacture of paper. The pulp used is made up of
thoroughly well-macerated fibres, and the paper itself jxjsscsses a good deal of strength and
toughness.

The oldest datable paper MSS. which my excavations in the Khotan region brought Antiquity of

to light must be ascribed to the period from circa 719 to 791 a.d. But the exhaustive investi-
*^**”‘“"

gations which Prof. J. Wiesner has devoted to the analysis of the ancient paper materials
**'*^*^

represented in the collection of Central-Asian MSS. under Dr. Hoernle's care, as well as

those excavated by me, prove beyond doubt that the manufacture of paper in Eastern I'lirkestan

had been carried on for centuries before that period, and in the course of time had undergone
some remarkable developments. We shall have occasion hereafter to refer to various interesting

results of Prof. Wiesner’s researches *•. In the present place only one point need be noted.

Though the rough mechanical |X5unding to which the bark used for the earlier papers had been

generally subjected made the determination of the fibres contained in them often very difficult,

yet Prof. Wiesner has been able to identify in a number of cases fibres of the Bronssonetia

papyrifera. Some of the MSS,, where such were found, belong to the site of Uandan-Uiliq,

while others were obtained from Kucha, and probably belong to an earlier period (fifth to seventh

century a.d.). The paper of those from Dandan-Uiliq (eighth century a.i>.) is certainly of Khotan
manufacture : and in view of what has been stated as to the restricted occurrence of tha^ree
outside Khotan, the same assumption suggests itself as regards the MSS. from Kucha.

Ceramic art, which, judging from the finds of Yotkan, must have re*ached a high th'grce of Industries

perfection in ancient Khotan, has greatly deteriorated, and the pottery now produced is inferior

even when judged from the most utilitarian point of view. The manufacture of glass, which

must be assumed to have flourished in old Khotan, is now wholly unknown *'*. On the other

hand, the metal-workers of Khotan, of whose skill in ancient days very few specimens have so

far been recovered, produced in relatively modern times much excellent work, and enjoyed well-

merited fame throughout Turkestan. I refer in particular to the Khotan workers in brass

and copper, to whose hands may be traced most of th^ artistically wrought old metal ware,

such as water-jugs, basins, trays, &c., which I have had occasion to see and admire at Yarkand,

Kashgar, and also in Western Turkestan**.

That this art is of ancient date in Khotan is proved by a notice of the Liang Annals,

which specially refers to the skill of the inhabitants of Yti-t'ien in the manufacture of copper

vessels**. The style of the rich ornamentation employed is throughout distinctly Persian.

While this once highly developed art industry has sunk to a commonplace level during the

last century, the gold and silver smiths of Khotan retain to this day a good deal of skill

;

" The results of Prof. Wictaer's investigations, as far

as baaed on MSS. in Dr. Hoernle's collection, were
published in his Mikrotltepiuhi VnUrtuchungen dUtr or/-

Pepkre, ^c., Dmktthri/im dtr maikm.-
nalurwiit. Clatu of tte Imperial Academy, Vienna, vol.

IxxiL 190a, Those derived from the analysis of paper
MSS. excavated hjr me am contained in his paper '£in
neuer Beitiag aur .Geschlcht9..des Papiers’, published in

vol. cslviii (1904) of the itr phUos.-histor.

Classe, Imperial Academy, Vienna.

* Vases of glass arc mentioned as presents from Khotan

to the Chinese court in 518 a.d.; sec Rdmusat, Villt de

Khokm, p. 17.

” A good specimen of the old brass trays, with the

curious open work which seems to have been peculiar to

Khotan during the last few centuries, is reproduced in

M. Grenard’s plate. Mission D. de Rhins, ii. p. 1 88.

“ See Rdmusat, Ville de Khotan, p. 16.
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and their products, especially in a kind of filigree work, still find theirVay through the whole

of Turkestan'".

I have left to the last the mention of the gold produce of Khotan
;
for if Mfe except the

little gold w.'ished from the sand of the Yurung-kash, the precious metal with which the name

of Khotan is often associated is found in its natural state only at places situated at considerable

distances from the oasis. The gold mines of Surghak, Kapa, near the headwaters of the

Cherchen river and on the high plateaus of the Arka-Tagh towards Tibet, may well have been

worked in ancient times. But no mention is made of them in the old Chinese notices of

Khotan ; and it is doubtful whether, with the exception of the first-named place (on the upper

course of the Niya river), any of these localities ever fell within the political boundaries of

the Khotan kingdom. That the gold extracted from them must have helped to increase the

commercial importance of Khotan, as the nearest emporium for its disposal, may, on the

other hand, be considered as certain.

Section III.—THE POPULATION OF KHOTAN: ITS DISTRIBUTION
AND CHARACTER

Having acquainted ourselves, in main outline, with the geographical milieu and the

material resources of the Khotan oasis, we may now complete our survey by a brief review

of the people in their distribution, general character, and probable ethnical connexion. , 1 shall

not attempt to include in this sketch an account of the present conditions of life and social

organization. On the one hand, the conditions at Khotan in most respects resemble so closely

those found throughout the oases of Eastern Turkestan that the descriptions already available

in the narratives of former visitors amply .suffice for information on all general points. In this

resfject I may refer particularly to the excellent exposition of the subject which M. Grenard

has given, based largely on observations made during a prolonged stay within the Khotan

oasis ^ On the other hand, I shall have plentiful occasion hereafter, when describing the

results of my excavations at ancient sites in the desert, to notice those particular features of

modern life in the extant oases which,help to illustrate them, and which themselves are proved

by those finds to be of early origin.

It is not easy to form an approximately correct estimate of the present population of Khotan

and, of course, still more difficult to guess the limits to which its number may have extended

during early periods of greater prosperity. In 1873, the official figure communicated to Sir D.

Forsyth’s Mission was 1 29,500 souls which, considering the undoubted diminution of the population

due to the troubles of the Muhammadan rising and the exactions of YaqQb Beg’s reign, may

not have been too low an estimate*. General PriEewalssky, on his passage through Khotan

® For some specimens see Mission D, de Rhins, ii.

p. 184, plate.

* See particularly chapters i-viii, x, xi, of vol. ii Mission

D. de Rhins. For the critical student it will be well to

bear in mind that much of the valuable information presented

applies far more closely to Khotan than to the re.st of Eastern

TurkestSn. In the endeavour to give a thoroughly readable

and graphic picture of life and people in this wide region

local distinctions have not always been brought out as clearly

as needed for thorough inquiry into particular features.

Reference to the Yarkand Mission Report^ pp. 8o sqq.,

is still iLseful for a variety of data regarding daily life. Many

interesting facts can be gathered also passim from Dr. Hedin's

Through Asia and his Rsism in ZrA. Having been obliged

to spend most of my time in explorations over desert ground,

and to concentrate my attention on things of the past within

the oases, I could record in my * Personal Narrative' only

casual observations and rapid glimpses of everyday life.

' See Yarkand Mission Report^ p. 6a.
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in 1885, estimated its f)opulation at 300,000. while General Pjewzow, five years later, put the

number at about 160,000. That the figures communicated to Dr. Hedin in 1S96. giving an
aggregate oA 524,000 souls for the Khotan oasis exclusive of the oases of Lop ami Sampula.

were greatly exaggerated, was recognized by that traveller himself '. I have already, in a note

to the preceding section, indicated the present conventional estimate, which assumes a total

of 27,500 households for the whole of the Khotan oasis \ Accepting th(‘ local reckoning of

eight persons as an average for each household, we should arrive, on tlu‘ basis of this estimate,

at an approximate total of 220,000. Judging from the impressions 1 received of the relative

density of the population in various parts of the oasis, from the extent of industrial exports

and similar indications, I should not consider this estimate in any way excessive. But I am
wholly unable to judge how closely it approaches to the truth

In distinction from other oases of the Tarim Basin where urban life is concentrated in Towns of

a single town, Khotan possesses at present three places to which the designation of town can

be justly applied, viz. Khotan or Ilchi, Yurung-kash, and Kara-kash. In size and commercial

importance these three towns do not differ greatly; but as the seat of the local administration

Ilchi occupies the first place, and consequently claims the general designation of Khotan which

has been applied from ancient days to both the oasis and its ca[)ital. None of tlu‘ three towns

equals Kashgar or Yarkand in wealth or population ; but their number when com[)an'd with

the size of the oasis is a further indication of the prominent part whicli industrial occupations

play in the economic organization of the people. In addition to these towns, the cantons of

Borazan, Tosalla, and Sampula possess local commercial centres of their own, represented by

the Ba2^rs of Bizin, Imam-Musa-Qasim and Sampula, all of them much frequented on their weekly

market days®.

We have previously seen how far back in history and antiquarian remains we can trace Protection

the industries and crafts which to this day distinguish Khotan. 'J'his observation alone woidd

justify the hope that wc might similarly find ancient peculiarities of character and race still invasions

surviving in the present inhabitants. But there arc weighty geographical and historical con-

siderations, too, which lend support to this expectation. It is certain that, among all the larger

oases of the Tarim Basin, Khotan was best protected by nature against, any violent and

thoroughgoing ethnic changes. The mighty mountain ranges on the south may not liave

protected it altogether from invasion by small bands of bold adventurers—wc know that the

Karakorum in the opposite direction did not prevent successful inroads of Turki soldiers of fortune

into the Upper Indus Valley and even Kashmir—but Kun-lun and Karakorum combined form an

impassable barrier to any large ethnic movement. The great desert northward left no [)()ssible

route of invasion, except along the bed of the Khotan river ;
and this, owing to the extremely

scanty resources offered by the narrow belt of desert jungle adjoining it for a distance of close

on 300 miles, could never have served as a thoroughfare for a real migration. On the east,

towards Lop-Nor, the desert belt stretching to the foot of the Kun-lun was, indeed, broken

by small oases, as it is at present. But east of Niya the distances between these oases arc so

• Sec J^eisen in Z.-A., p. 34.
*
See above, p, 131, note 3.

^
That the conventional estimate I heard does not err

on the side of excess, seems clear, e.g. from the number
of 1000 households given in it for the town of Khotan.

Grcnard, who with M. Dutreuil de Rhins had for two
years made Khotan town his winter quarters, and who had

spent there longer lime than any other European, assumed

for it a population of 26,000; see Mission D. de Rhins,

ii. p. 96.

* Compare, regarding the main Bazars of the oasis, and

the system by which the weekdays are divided between

them, Ruins of Khoian^ p. 486.

T
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great, and the grazing and produce offered by them so extremely lifilited, that no great host

could either in modern or ancient days have attempted the passaged What obstacles the

desert route from the west offered we have had occasion to note in the previous chapibr.

But what possible inducements were there for any nomadic tribe or nation to penetrate

these desert defences and settle down in Khotan ? Only painstaking cultivation, based on the

experience of many generations, could produce and maintain the oasis. Of ground such as

the various nomadic races from the Mongolian plains and the Tibetan plateaus need for their

maintenance, the region around Khotan could never in historical times offer any. Even the

hardy Kirghiz, those last representatives of the Turk! race retaining its original nomadic

condition, who still graze their flocks in most of the mountains encircling the Tarim Basin,

have given a wide berth to the inhospitable region that borders Khotan on the south and

thence stretches eastwards into Tibet.

It is because the conditions here briefly indicated apply with almost equal force to all the

oases fringing the great desert of Eastern Turkestan that we find each great wave of Central-

Asian migration, of which historical records have come down to us, moving along the northern

foot of the T*ien-shan or even further north. When tracing above the general history of

Eastern Turkestan, we have seen that all the tribes which followed each other on that great

route of invasion westwards—YUeh-chih, Huns, Hephthalites, Western Turks—were probably

able in their time to exact tribute and a more or less nominal submission from the various

small states of the T.arim Basin while Chinese power was too weak to protect them.* But

nothing leads us to suppose that this political dependence during limited periods affected the

internal organization of these states and their ethnic composition, any more deeply Chan the

presence of Chinese garrisons in Han times and again for over a century under the T'ang

dynasty. Nor is the brief period of Tibetan predominance likely to have lx:en accompanied

by far-reaching effects in this direction. For over a century after Tibetan power had been

finally broken by the Uigurs Khotan seems to have again enjoyed independence.

It is only when we reach the time of the conquest of Khotan by the successors of Satok

Boghra Khan that the possibility of a radical change in the ethnical character of the population

seriously presents itself. The spread of Muhammadanism and of the TurkI language testify

to the powerful effects which followed the establishment of the Karluk Turk family of Satok

Boghra Khan in undisputed possession of the whole of Eastern Turkestan. Do these great

subversions imply that the racial character of the people brought under the new rule was also

fundamentally altered.?* Our historical records for the period which witnessed the conversion

to Islam, and for the centuries immediately following, are far too scanty and vague to furnish

an answer to this question. Analogies drawn from other territories of Asia, where an indigenous

^ Karlin Beg, of Yarkand, an old retainer of Niaz llakim

Beg, gave me a vivid account of the difficulties encountered by

the sm.Tll force of tliiee hundred horsemen which the governor

dispatched in 1877 via Chcrchen and Lop-Nor to join the

conquering Chinese army at Kara-shahr with liis submission.

Most elaborate arrangements for water and fodder were

needed to assure their safe passage. That the conditions of

travel were not much better for caravans in old days is

clearly proved by the narratives of HsOan-tsang and Marco
Polo, who both followed this route.

• See above, p. 58.

• M. Grenard, who has devoted two interesting and

suggestive chapters (ii, iii, of vol. ii) to the discussion of the

ethnical origins of the population of Eastern Turkest&n

generally, has treated this question of the ' Turkization

'

of the earlier inhabitants with much care and ingenuity

(vol. ii. pp. 50 sqq.). His observations on the levelling

influence of IslSm, the successive reinforcements supplied to

the Turkish element by the later invasions of the Kara-Kbitai,

Mongols, Jungars, &c., are very judicious. But scarcely

enough allowance has been made for the considerable

differences likely to exist from the beginning in the ethnical

constitution of a population scattered over so vast an area,

and to the strongly marked individuality of each oasis ex-

plained by differences of geographical position and historical

development.
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populstion representing a.n earlier civilization passed under Turkish rule and amalgamated with

its conquerors, are, no doubt, instructive and illuminating: but by themselves they do not

supply a safc basis for judging what the ethnical results of that political change may have
been in a region so remote and so peculiiirly situated as Rhotan. Flic only course by which,

it seems to me, we can hope to arrive at sound conclusions as rcganls this important (piestion.

is to compare the physical and psychical characteristics of the present population in each part

of Eastern Turkestan with whatever data we possess for earlier jieritwls. Fortunately the

materials for such a comparison are not alti^ether wanting in the case of Khotan.

We may take in the first place the chief features of character peculiar to the Khotanese, IlsiUn-

as it is easy to test these by the direct statements contained in early Chinese records. Th<^

description which HsUan-tsang has left us of the people of old Khotan claims speciali^p"

importance, not only because it is the most detailed, but also because the jjilgrim, owing to

the long stay he made in the oasis, apparently over eight months, had c.xcellcnt opportunities

for studying the nature and ways of its inhabitants.*" According to Hsiian-lsang, their

manners and customs showed a sense of propriety and justice. The inhabitants were soft by

nature and respectful ; they loved to study literature, and distinguished themselves by their

skill and industry. The people were ""••'roJinr given to enjoyments, an<I lived contented

with their lot. Music was much practised in the country, and tnen loved the song and the

dance. Few of them wore garments of wool and fur ; most dressed in taffetas and white

cloth. Their appearance was full of urbanity; their customs were well regulated, and they

greatly honoured the law of Buddha.

Tire features of character here ascribed to the Khotanese can almost all be traced in other

Chinese notice.s. Fa-hsien had already de.scribed Khotan as a pleasant and prosperous kingdom,

and its numerous and flourishing population as attached to the l.iw of Buddha and very fond

of mu.sic”. The Liang Annals mention the religious devotion of the people of Yii-t'ien, their

extremely reverential habits, and their manufacturing skill *'*. They add the interesting fact

that the women of Khotan were freely admitted to society, even in the presence of strangers.

Sung YUn speaks of them as wearing troirsers and girdles, and riding about on horseback just

like the men In the Annals of the Northern Wei dynasty, under w'hosc protection this last

pilgrim travelled, we find the religious devotion of the people of Khotan equally praiscil
; but

they also refer to less commendable features, such as defective politeness and justice, and the

frequency of thieves, adulterers, and other debased persons'*. The ardour of the Khotanese

in matters of cult is referred to by the T'ang Annals as well as their cleverness and insinuating

ways of speech. The people are described as eager for pleasures, fond of dancing and singing,

and skilled in textile arts**. At the same time we receive a glimpse of the debauched habits

prevailing from the special mention of brothels which served as a source of revenue

Marco Polo’s account of Khotan and the Khotanese forms an apt link between these early Marco Polo

Chine.se notices and the picture drawn from modern observation. It is brief but accurate in

all details. The Venetian found the people ‘subject to the Great Kaan’ and ‘all worshippers

of Mahommet*. ‘There are numerous towns and villages in the country, but Cotan, the capital,

is the most noble of all and gives its name to the kingdom. Everything is to be had there in

plenty, including abundance of cotton [with flax, hemp, wheat, wine, and the like]. The people

“ See Mhuiru, ii. pp. aas iq. ;
F/Jr de p. a88. “ See Rdmuaat, Ville dt Khotan, pp. 19 sq.

" See TrmA ^Fd-him, tr. Legge, p. i6. " See Cliavannes, Turcs occid
, pp. la.i; sq.

" Sec R^mnaat, VaU dt Khotan, p. 16. "See Chavannes, Turcs occid., p. 115.

” Comp. Chavannea, Voyagt dt Song Fun, p. 16.

T 2
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have vineprds and gardens and estates. They live by commerce ancf manufactures, and are

no soldiers”.’ Nor did the peculiar laxity of morals, which seems always to have distinguished

the people of the Khotan region, escape Marco Polo’s attention. For of the ‘ Province of Pein ’,

which, as we shall see, represents the oases of the adjoining modern district of Keriya, he

relates the custom that ‘if the husband of any woman go away upon a journey and remain

away for more than twenty days, as soon as that term is past the woman may marry another

man, and the husband also may then marry whom he pleases
’ **.

No one who has visited Khotan or who is familiar with the modern accounts of the territory,

can read the early notices above extracted without being struck at once by the fidelity with

which they reflect characteristic features of the people at the present day. Nor is it necessary

to emphasize the industrial pre-eminence which Khotan still enjoys in a variety of manufactures

through the technical skill and inherited training of the bulk of its population.

Religious Devotion to religious cult is another feature which has survived with undiminished intensity,

Khotanese^
though its objects have been transformed on the surface. We know that Buddhist Khotan

resisted the introduction of Islam longer than any other part of Eastern Turkestan. Yet

Khotan now proudly claims the first place in this whole region as the land of ‘ Shahids ’. The
supposed resting-places of these holy martyrs. Ziarats and Mazirs of all sorts, stud the oasis

and its vicinity more thickly than anywhere else. Pious imagination of a remarkably luxuriant

growth has transplanted into the region of Khotan the tombs of the twelve Imams of orthodox

Shiite creed, together with a host of other propagators of the faith whose names are known to

local legend only We have already had occasion to note that many of these Ziarats mark

the position of earlier Buddhist shrines, and thus afford proof of the tenacity of local Worship.

Among the shrines of Khotan territory there are several, like the ‘Tombs of the Four Im^s’
(at Tort-Imam), the Ziarats of Imam-MQsa-Qasim and Imam-Ja*far-Sadiq, which annually attract

’

crowds of pilgrims from all parts of Turkestan, But I doubt whether this widespread fame

of certain pilgrimage places is more than the direct result of the pious zeal with which the

Khotancse themselves worship and freciuent their local shrines, large and small.

Islam in The people of Khotan in this respect may truly lie called a gens reltgiosissima. But just

Khotan. gg jg Kashmir, which in matters of local worship might have served as the prototjpe, Islam

otherwise sits lightly on the popular mind. The lax observance of many tenets of religious

law does not disturb the consciences of a population easy-going by nature and wholly absorbed

in the things of this life. Since Sunnism now reigns supreme, and the peace of souls and

clerical influence is undisturbed by any rival creed, religious fanaticism finds no scope and

consequently is wholly dormant. In all these points I much doubt whether the Buddhism of

oUl Khotan, rich in shrines and religious pomp, showed aspects essentially different.

Character of A peculiar softness of temperament, good-natured ease in language and manners, and a dis-

Itto^ese
more pronounced than in other parts of Eastern Turkestan to make the most of

what pleasures the humblest life can offer, still distinguish the Khotanese as in the days when

Sec Yule, Marco Poh, i. p. 188. The words in

brackets, undoubtedly genuine and added by the traveller

himself, have been introduced from Ramu&io’s version.

“ Comp, ib., i. p. 191.

” The Khotan legendaries of these ImSms form the

subject of a meritorious study by M. Grenard ; see Mission

D, dt Jthins, iii. pp. 1-46. He has not failed to recognize

that the worship of the Muhammadan saints had its root in

an earlier cult, see ib., ii. pp. 242 sq.
; but his suggestions as

to the cult directly replaced having been a kind of ancestral

worship are scarcely justified, seeing how clearly we can

establish the connexion between numerous well-known Zilrats

and Buddhist shrines which must have immediately preceded

them in the same localities.

Mirzfi Haidar specially notes the numerous sacred tombs of

Khotan, but expresses himself very sceptically about the tradi-

tions concerning the ' martyrs' who were supposed to be buried

there; see TiriklM-RasKdi, p. 298.
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HsUan-tsang drew his picture. It can be safely asserted that display of temper and hliiffness

of words and manners arc far rarer among the people of Rhotan than, c. g., among those of

ICasligar. The observations which 1 had occasion to make f>n this point, while watching during
months the conduct of my followers from the different territories, are in entire agreement with

popular verdict as current in the country itself. It charg<'s the ‘ Kashgarliks’ with guick temper
and obstinacy, while the Khotanese are credited with hypocritical suavity-", just because the

development of the population of the Tarim Ba,sin under conditions determined by the same
geographical and historical influences must necessarily tend towards uniformity, such dillcrenccs

as we have just observed, though they may now appear mere nuancci, must be of speci.d interest

to the historical student.

The fondness for enjoyments, which HsUan-tsang and the T'ang Annalists noted in the I'oiKlncss

Khotane.se of their days, still survives as fresh as ever. Of the multifarious occasions which
serve rich and poor alike for the organization of fetes and amusements, M. Grenard’s descrip-

tion gives a sufficient idea***. Though it is difficult to make comparisons in a matter of this

sort without prolonged experience, I certainly carried aw.ay the impression that a Khotanese
crowd or party need less of a tamasha to feel thoroughly happy than people elsewhere in

Turkestan, while their abandonment to the enjoyment of the hour, whether it be .i religious

festival, family feast, pilgrimage, &c., or merely a novel sight, seemed always tlistinrily keener.

At all feasts and entertainments music, singing, and d.mcing are the chief <liversi(Uis
;

bovc of

and for them the Khotanese of to-day still show the same love; and insatiable appetite
'"mthig”'*

HsUan-tsang and other Chinese observers noted in their ancestors. Music and singing are

dear t8 the people all over Eastern Turkestan; but |)robably now'hcrc are small bands of

profe.ssional musicians more numerous and the demand for them greater than in Khotan““.

It is a point of special interest that dancing, elsewhere practically confined to professional

dancers, women or boys, is a pastime freely indulged in by Khotanese of both sexes ami of

all classes. This local j^eculiarity deserves the more muice since; the |)rarticc must have

encountered the opposition of the clergy ever since the introduction of Islam, ami is certainly

in strange contrast to the general gravity and decorum fostered by Muhammadan tenets.

This lively hankering after pleasures of all sorts must often lead to comph.tc^ neglect ofAilvcn-

serious material intere.sts. It thus probably accounts to a great extent for the strikingly J-'i^ge

number of cases in Khotan where men of all trades and cl.isses, after having ruined them-

selves, seek refuge in more adventurous occupations. Of such Khotan has alw.iys offered a

pleasing variety to those low down in their luck and averse to any consbint exertion. Gold-

washing, jade-digging, and ‘treasure-seeking’ at old .sites in the desert are all callings which

imply the certainty of great privations and hardships with a very limited |)ossibility of sub-

stantial profit. Yet their attractions are great, like those of a lottery, and usually sulfice to

prevent their votaries from ever returning permanently to .settled lives. In this way the riches

which the Khotan region keeps, or is believed to keep, buried below the .soil have probably

since early times exerted a demoralizing influence on social organization.

Notwithstanding the relatively large number of men following adventurous pursuits, the oasis W.mi ol

of Khotan and the adjacent tracts arc remarkably clear from crimes of violence. Considering how

little the existing administration could do to prevent them, we may ascribe this fact, partly at

least, to that law-abiding disposition of the population which the early Chinese observers noted.

“ Comp. Grenard, Mistion D. de RMns, ii. p. 91. see the full and interesting data given by M. Gren.u J (Mission

** See Grenard, ib., ii. pp. 85 aqq. D. dt Jthins, ii. pp. 135 wjq.), whose information i.s of spenal

* Regarding the mutde practised, the instruments used, *c., value as having been chiefly gathered at K hotan.
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But it is, perhaps, equally due to the conspicuous want of physical courage which characterizes

the modern Khotanese, almost as much as the Kashmiri whom he resembles in other features of

character. Marco Polo’s blunt statement that the [jeople of Khotan were no soldilrs probably

held good also in earlier periods, though no direct evidence has come down to us. In any

case, it is certain that since the Muhammadan con(iuest the people of Khotan never took a

share in deciding their own political fate. Thus, to quote a modern instance, the successful

rebellion of 1863 against Chinese rule was almost solely the work of turbulent AndijSnIs and

other foreigners. YSqOb Beg subsequently gathered its fruit without Khotan even attempting

to defend its own nominal ruler Habibullah. And when YiqOb Beg’s dominion finally collapsed,

the return of the infidel Chinese was probably welcomed nowhere with more relief than among

the faithful of Khotan, who still remember with dismay the attempts to exact military service

from them for the benefit of Muslim independence.

In no respect is the tenacious .survival of the social characteristics of old Khotan more

striking than as regards the position of women. The relative independence and freedom from

seclusion which women enjoy throughout Eastern Turkestan have been often pointed out, and

attract at once the attention of visitors accustomed to the conditions of other Oriental coun-

tries, especially where Muhammadan customs prevail**. Throughout Eastern Turkestan women
are free to accompany their husbands or near male relatives on almost all occasions when the

latter leave their homes, whether for business or pleasure; everywhere they freely partake in

the reception of visitors, in all transactions of business, and in festive gatherings, whether

public or private. But nowhere are the restrictions which are supposed to accompany these

privileges, such as the use of the veil in public and the comjjany of husbands or male relatives,

so constantly ignored as in Khotan. Most of the buying and selling on market days is done

by women, who at all times crowd the BazSrs far in excess of men, and ordinarily dispense

with any male assistance. Veils are rarely seen even among the women of the well-to-do

middle class, and when worn usually serve the purpo.se of ornament rather than to screen

the face.

The extraordinary facilities of divorce prevailing in all parts of Eastern Turkestan and

the consequent laxity of the marriage tie assure to women a remarkable degree of legal and

social independence. That this independence is abused in Khotan more than anywhere else

may be concluded from the proverbial reputation for immorality which its women enjoy

through all neighbouring regions**. As none of the latter pride themselves upon any high

standard of morals this reputation acquires special significance. That licentiousness of every

sort has thriven in Khotan from early times is proved not only by the Wei Annals above

quoted, but also by the large proportion of obscene representations among the terra-cotta

figurines found at Yotkan.

Among all the qualities and accomplishments which HsUan-tsang attributes to the Khotanese

of his days there is one only for which a modern visitor to Khotan would look in vain

—

a liking for literary studies. The cultivation of literature, whether theological or profane, has

apparently been at a low ebb in Eastern Turkcst&n throughout the Muhammadan period, and

has remained so to the present day. Khotan in this respect makes no exception. An analysis

of the political and cultural conditions prevailing in the whole country would easily account for

this neglect of literary interests ; but with this we are scarcely concerned here. Nevertheless,

** Regarding the legal and social position of women, ** Cemp. Yarkand Mitsim Grenard,

comp. M. Grenard’s detailed description. Mission D. de JHAins, Mission D. is Rhins, tt. p. i aa.

ii. pp. iia-ia7.
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I was more than once surprised to find even in most unlikely places, and among people of the
humblest calling, individuals who had learned to read and write Turki" The amount of
knowledge Vnparted by the schools attached to many mosejucs ami Ziarats is, indeed, very
limited

;
yet the fact of their being freciuented when no material gain can be secured from

instruction seems to indicate the possibility that education under an earlier civilization and
under more favourable political conditions was once more widely spread and aimed at a far

higher standard.

Leaving this one point apart, we are justified in asserting, as the result of the inquiry
just concluded, that all the distinctive features of character and ethnic disposition which our
Chinese records indicate for the people of ancient Khotan can be traced unimpaired in the

present inhabitants of the oasis. Inasmuch as such a striking survival can be explained nujst

readily as a result of direct inheritance, the inquiry so far distinctly sui)ports the conclusion

that the racial character of the Khotan people has not undergone any fundamental change since

the period of the T*ang dynasty.

Section IV.—THE POPULATION OF KHOTAN: ITS PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS AND RACIAL ORIGIN

We must now proceed to examine whether the conclusion arrived at in the previous Want or

sectioi^is borne out by the physical characteristics of the people. In this part of our ‘“‘lu'ry

we shall have to follow a different method ; for while I .succeeded in bringing back a small data,

but carefully collected amount of exact anthropometrical materials relating to the present

inhabitants of Khotan and the neighbouring oasis of Keriya, there is as regards the earlier

population no trustworthy evidence with which to compare these data. With the e.xception

of a single brief remark to be mentioned below, the early Chinese records do not notice in

any way the physical appearance of the people of Khotan. Archaeological evidence also f.iils

us ; for those pictorial and sculptural representations which have come to light from okl sites,

and which might possibly be supposed to be modelled on contemporary local tjpes, arc too

few to be of use in regard to anthropological questions. Finally, my explorations have not

yielded any human remains which could with certainty be assigned to any particular historical

period.

In view of these circumstances the only safe course is to examine in the first place the Amlnopo-

conclusions based on anthropological evidence which competent analysis has drawn from the

measurements taken by me on inhabitants of Khotan and Keriya. A comparison of thc.se collected,

conclusions with the available historical and antiquarian information may then show whether

they can be reconciled with the assumption of the race having remained unchanged in its main

constituents since the close of the pre-Muhammadan epoch. The necessity for concentrating

all my labours on archaeological tasks, and the fact that but a very small portion of my time

could be spent within the present inhabited area of the Khotan region, rendered it impossible

for me to secure anthropometrical data from more than a limited number of individuals. Con-

sidering the restricted amount of material thus available, I have reason to feci grateful that

* I thus found, e.g. that a considerable proportion of Padshilhiin or in Kciiya Town. Yet tl.c appe.tr.ince .ind

the children of the shepherd families which wander with their conditions of life of the.se people might at first .sight be easily

flocks in the lonely jungles along the Keriya river had been mistaken by a traveller for those of semi-savages,

at school for varying periods at the ZiSrat of Burhanudrflti
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its detailed examination and analysis was undertaken by such a competent scholar ^ Mr. T. A.

Joyce, Secretary of the Anthropological Institute of Great Britain. The results of his investi-

gations, published in the Journal'of the Ant/irc^lojpcal Institute^, ^ importaat a bearing

on a number of questions connected with the historical past of the Khotan region that I regret

having been unable, from considerations of space, to reproduce the paper embodying them in an
Appendix to the present work.

Referring to this publication for all evidence, I restrict myself here to a succinct statement of

Mr. Joyce’s results, as far as possible in his own words. Before, however, proceeding to this

I think it advisable to call attention to two facts upon which he lays stress in the introductory

part of his paper *. ‘ With regard to the deduction therefrom of a theory as to the race or

races which enter into the composition of the inhabitants of these oases, it must be admitted

that the material is somewhat small for the attainment of any degree of certainty.’ Hence
‘all conclusions must be regarded as purely tentative, to be confirmed or refuted by further

researches’. It was with special regard to this fact that I considered it necessary to recommend
to my collalxjrator the advisability of keeping his investigation of the anthropometrical materials

at present available entirely clear of any indications, positive or conjectural, which might be
deduced from historical and similar extraneous data. For it is obvious that any an^ropo-
logical conclusions drawn from such restricted materials could only have weight with critical

students if the risk of any unconscious bias were excluded. A reference to the body of

Mr. Joyce’s paper will show how careful he has been to base his conclusions on purely

anthropological evidence.

The results of his investigations on these lines are briefly the following. A scAtiny of

the physical characteristics of the inhabitants of Khotan and Keriya, with a view to connecting

them with one or other of the great racial stocks of Asia, proves the general absence of those

traits which are recognized as distinguishing the Mongolian •. On the other hand, it is noted
as regrards the people of Khotan ‘that in their complexion, character and colour of hair and
eyes, and cephalic index, is shown a very close correspondence with the Galchas

; in fact, they

seem to bear a general resemblance rather to this than to any other type’*. The Galchas or

Alpine Tajiks are taken by Ujfalvy, the chief authority on the subject, as fairly pure repre-

sentatives of Lapouge’s Homo Alpinus, and are certainly of ‘Aryan’ stock. To their race

belong the mountain tribes settled in "the high valleys between the Hindukush on the south

and the Alai on the north, who speak closely allied Eastern Iranian dialects*. Among^ these

are the Wakhis and Sarlkolis, whose close approach to the Khotanese in outward appearaoee

is clearly traceable in my photographs*.

Certain differences, however, are at the same time noticed between the Galchas afid die

Khotanese with regard to stature, nasal form, and facial index, together with a tendency, in

the latter to darker tints in hair and eyes. In looking for an explanation of these diflefeiM^

Mr. Joyce arrives at the inference that in the case of the Khotanese there has been, be^des
a slight admixture of Turk! blood, an admixture also of Tibetan. The tendency towards the

characteristics traceable to a Tibetan admixture, such as short stature, platyrrhiny, blade hair

* See Journal of the Anthropological Institulc^ *9®3»

vol. xxxiii. pp. 305-334, with Plates xxvi, xxvu.

See ibid, pp. 305 sq.

* Conap. ibid., P* 315*
* See ibid., p. 322.

* For an interesting summary of observations on the

Galchas of the Zarafshan KdhistKn, who are the physically

best-known representatives of the race, see UJikfvy;

lions sur les Tajiks da monlagna^ Bulletiiis tie SooM
d' Anthropologic, 1887. .

. ^

y

• Comp. Fig. 5 (also PL xxvo In/. Aniknfp.

with Figs, ss, 93. Thli general resembIaoce.t^-:;#r;^^
'

types struck me at the time when I first becantt i

with Khotanese.
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-end dark e^^es, becomes* more marked in the people of Keriya, who otherwise ‘seem to show,

as might be expected from their neighbouring position, a very strong similarity with the

Khotane'se

Mr. Joyce thus sums up the principal facts deducetl with regard to the people of Khotan Principal

and Keriya. ‘Both are, in the main, of so-called “Aryan" stork, the chief factor
"Ij'radal”

Lapouge’s Homo Aipinus, There is, however, in each case an admixture of Tnrki blood and charaiior.

a further admixture of Tibetan. The latter appears to be stronger at Keriya than at Khotan,

and at the same time here Mongolian influence begins to make itself felt.’

‘The Pamir valleys, as far as Asia is concerned, seem to be the locality where Homo
Aipinus appears in his greatest purity. In the Galcha he ai)pear.s with a slight Turki and

Iranian admixture. In the Khotanesc the Iranian is replaced by a Tibetan element, and

further east, among the inhabitants of Keriya, true Mongolian traits are just beginning to

appear.’

These last-named slight traces of Mongolian blood, present only in a diluted form among
the inhabitants of Keriya, are attributed by Mr. Joyce to a more recent admi.vturc and need

not be specially considered here. The other racial constituemts traced by tin* above analysis

are, however, important; and the question arises whether we can account for them without

assuming a radical change in the population since the pre-Muhammadan period. 'I'his, I believe,

we are able to do with the help of the indications fiirni.shed by our av.iilable historical and

philological materials.

Let us take in the first place the chief racial element which cnt(;rs info the composition of Affinity

the people of the oasis, that of Lapouge’s Homo Aipinus. We have setm that the tyi’ical Khounese
representatives of this element in Asia are the Galcha tribes of the Pamir Valleys who sj)cak andGalchas.

Eastern Ir&nian dialects, and to whom belong also the closely allied Wakhis and Sarikolis.

Th§ close approach in outward appearance between the latt<?r people and the present Khotanese

has all^dy been noted. Now it is a fact of no small significance to find the T'ang Annals

distinctly asserting of the inhabitants of Ho-p‘an-t'o or Sarikol that ‘ their external appearance

and language are the same as those of the people of YU-l*ien (Khotan)’’'. I had occasion in

a previous chapter to discuss this important statement*. I also j)ointed out that it receiv<;s

confirmation from an exactly corresponding okservation made by Sung Ytln and Hui-shfing

concerning the population of the territory of Karghalik,’ which forms the natural link between

Sarikol and Khotan*, and which still contains, in the Pakhpo inhabitants of its mountiins, an

ethnic element unmistakably allied to the Galchas **.

To these historical attestations of an ethnic connexion between Khotan and the eastern- Linguisti*

most territories still possessing a Galcha population, we can add a weighty piece of philological

evidence. As will be seen in a subsequent chapter*', the ancient site of Dandan-Uiliq has

furnished, both to me and to ‘ treasure-seeking ’ natives who previously ‘ explored ’
it, a con-

siderable numbe^of documents written iti BrShml characters and in all probability bek)nging

to the eighth century of our era. The language of the.se documents has been proved by

Dr. Hoemle, their first decipherer, to be an Indo-Iranian dialect having its nearest congeners

in the Galcha dialects of the PSmlr region **. There is every reason to believe from the

character of these documents that the language in which they are written was the one actually

* S«e Chavannei, 7far« attU,, p. la^. “ Sec below, chap. i*. sec. v.

** Compare aboiie, pp, >6 sqq.
‘ “ See Hoernle, Report on Central-Asian antiqwtiis, ii.

* See tbov^ PP> 90 aq. pp. 3» ‘W
“ Compere above, p.
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spoken by the contemporary inhabitants Since this fact fully abcords with the ethnic

relationship which the Chinese records just quoted indicate between the Khotanese and the

Galchas of the same ^d the immediately preceding periods, it is clear that the prevalence of

Homo AlptHus in the anthropological composition of the present Khotan people must be

attributed to direct inheritance from the pre-Muhammadan population.

It is different with the admixture of Turki blood. That this pdmixture has taken place

only since Khotan was converted to Islam is clearly .shown by historical and philological

evidence. We know that until the close of the tenth century, when that conversion took place,

Khotan under its Buddhist rulers remained independent of the Karluk Turk dominion

established in the north-west of the T.irlm Basin. During the prolonged struggle which preceded

the introduction of Islam, an appreciable influx of Turki people into Khotan is highly improbable.

The same observation applies to the ninth century, when Khotan with a great portion of

Eastern Turkestan was under Tibetan control, while the total absence of Turki words in tl^

Brfihmi documents of Dandan-Uiliq, already mentioned, excludes the possibility of the population

of Khotan having received any Turki element down to the close of the eighth century.

The admixture of Turki blood, which must thus be ascribed to the period since the conquest

of Khotan by Salok Boghra Khan’s family, is shown by Mr. Joyce’s analysis to have been

relatively small This may appear surprising, in view of the universal adoption of the Turki

language in Khotan, as throughout the oases of the Tarim Basin, but it is in reality easily

accounted for. In this region, as in other Central-Asian territories where subsistence is possible

solely by the laborious cultivation of irrigated lands, or else by industries and commerce, the

'I'lirks, nomads by origin and habits, appeared primarily only as soldiers. By their gbperior

military qualities and organization they were able even in small numbers to place their .chiefs

in undisputed sway over the far more civilized but peace-loving people of the ancient oases.

They likewise succeeded, by a peculiar faculty for ethnic attraction, often illustrated in the case

of Turkish conquests, in making subject populations rapidly adopt their own languijgc and

willingly accept their [)olitical predominance. On their own part these Turks could not escape

gradual amalgamation with the people of the oases whom they ruled and protected, and in the

end they became wholly absorbed in them**. But their numbers were far too small to affect

fundamentally the racial character of the population.

The latter remark applies probably with even greater force to the Kara-Khitai, Moghuls

and Kalmaks or Oirat (Elcuths), all tribes of Mongolo-Turki race, who during subsequent

periods exercised political predominance in Eastern Turkestan. Retaining their nomadic habits

longer than the Turks, these nations had their main seats of power to the north of the T*ien-shan,

in the country known after them as Moghulistan or Zungaria. In view of what we know of

the manner in which their temporary power was exercised in the settled portions of Turkestan,

they could but slightly have strengthened the Turki element in so distant an oasis as Khotan**.

" In iliia connexion the survival of certain Iranian words

in the Tuiti now spoken in the Khotan region deserves

attention. These words (e.g. sag ‘dog’) are unknown to

the people in oilier parts of the Tarim Basin; comp.
Grcnard, Mission D. dt Jihins, iii. p. 64.

** See /. Anihrop, Insi.^ xxxiii. p. 323.

The political eflects of the 'rurkl conquest of the

Tarim Hasin have been judiciously analysed and described

by M. Grenard, Mtsston D. de RhinSyW. pp. 71 sqq. It must,

however, be noted that the influence which the varying local

conditions presented by the different territories exercised

upon the progress and extent of this * Turkization * has

scarcely been sufficiently realized.

*• Mr. N. Elias has called attention to the very small size

of the * armies' with which, according to Mirsft IjEaidar’s

accounts, the various Moghul Khans warred against each

other in Eastern Turkestan or conducted their raids into

neighbouring territories. The chiefs of these tiny forces

were, indeed, Moghuls of various clans; but ‘t^ tribal

following which each chief could muster was a mere handful
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Taking the TSrIm Basfti as a whole M. Grenard is probably right in assuming that the process

of ‘TurkizaUon’ was furthered far more by gradual absorption in the settled ptjpulation of
’

nomadic Kirghiz from the adjacent mountains, than by any of tRbsc great invasions from

Mongolia.

This reinforcement of the Turk! element by Kirghiz transformed into cultivators is likely Infusion of

-

to have had its importance for the northern oases like Kashgar, Ak su. Kucha, which are

within easy reach of the Kirghiz grazing-grounds in the valleys of the Alai and 'I'icn sh.in. KjJigal

But it could scarcely have affected Khotan, which is far removed from those tracts and has

nothing in its own mountains to attract or support nomads. Differences <»f this kind may well

have helped to keep the Turki admixture in the Khotan population far lower than it appears

to be in the northern oases. Such a variation in the extent of Turk! infusion would bi'st account

for the distinct though not easily defined disparity in outward appearance which .struck me
whenever 1 had occasion to compare Khotanese and peo[)le of Kashgar. I am unable to test

this impression by exact anthropological data, such as measurements on Kashgarliks would

have supplied ; but I may in support of it suggest a comparison between the Khotanese seen

in Figs. 22, 23 and the Mecca pilgrims from Kashgar whose photograph (Fig. 15. .a) 1 recently

secured on their passage through Pe.shawar.

It now remains only to examine what traces, if any, our historical and philoh^gical materials Tibci.m

may preserve of that Tibetan element which Mr. Joyce recognizes as the .secoml and larger

admixture in the racial composition of the people of Khotan and Keriya. Before, however,

proceeding to this scrutiny it will be well for us to realize clearly what is meant by this

‘Tibetan’ element. Mr. Joyce himself plainly tells us that 'the question as to what is the

Tibetan type has not been .satisfactorily answered’.” Not only have there been up to the

present practical obstacles to a systematic study of the race in any but the. outlying frontier

districts, but there appears to be good rca.son for believing that the population of Tibet,

notwithstanding the unity it shows in political organization, civilization, and language, comprises

several disparate racial types which cannot easily be reduced to a common origin Whih;
‘ it is certain tliat the majority of the [)resent inhabitants are Mongolians ’, there is al.so

evidence to show that ‘the Tibetans are not all wholly Mongolian’, This is .specifically true

of a widespread type described by Mr. Rockhill, ‘which he terms the “ Drupa type," an«l which

he regards as “ comparatively pure As its characteristic features arc indicated : stature under

average; brachycephalic head; high cheek-bones; thick and broad nose; black wavy hair,

little on face; brown eyes”. It is to a relatively large admixture of this particular type of

Tibetans that Mr, Joyce attributes tho.se unmistakable deviations from the Galcha tyj)c which

the measurements taken prove for the people of Khotan and still more for those of Keriya,

and which the admixture of Turki blood alone would be insufficient to explain -®.

It is true that the confines of the geographical area known to us as Western Tibet

extend to the main Kun-lunrange which borders Khotan and the smaller oases connected

with it on the south. But it would argue a grave misconception of the true geographical facts Kiiotan .md

Tibet.

while the rest of the ‘armies* (e.g. of the 4,700 men with

whom Sultfin Said wrested ‘the Six Cities* of the TSrfm
Basin from Aba Bakr), was made up apparently of Turkish

and other adventurers ; comp. Tdrtkh-uRasKidi^ Introd.

pp. 65 sqq. From Mirza Gaidar’s accounts we also see how
little the peaceful population of the oases was concerned in

the results of these raids and counter-raids, its share in the

events being confined at all times to feeding the victors und

providing them with revenue.

See /. Anthrop. Inst., xxxiii. p. 318.

” On this point the remarks of M. Cirenard, Afissiofi D
de Rhins, ii. pp. 323 sqfj., arc worthy of special note.

*• See /. Anthrop. Imt.^ xxxiii. pp. 318 S(|.

Comp, ibid., p. 323.
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were we to accept this apparent territorial vicinity as an adequate explanation of the racial

connexion above indicated. No inhabited part of Tibet lies nearer to the oasp. than two

hundred miles by the map, and the intervening belt of high mountains and equally barren

plateaus, reaching a width of over seven hundred miles in the direction of Central Tibet, is

too formidable a natural barrier to have ever permitted continuous intercourse between the

populations on either side. Hence the idea of any gradual intermingling of the two peoples

must be dismissed as highly improbable on physical grounds.

It seems almost equally difficult to account for so large an admixture of Tibetan blood

by any ethnic movements that could possibly have taken place within the historical period.

We are sufficiently well informed by the Chinese records about the main political events which

affected Eastern Turkestan and Khotan in particular, since the beginning of our era, to know
that the Tibetans did not begin to play a part in them until the last third of the seventh

century These early Tibetan invasions were soon checked by a rcassertion of Chinese

power, and though we hear of subsequent irruptions, it was only some hundred and twenty

years later that the Chinese hold over the Tarim Basin was finally brought to an end by the

Tibetans*'*'^. As regards Khotan itself, documentary evidence supplied by finds from DandSLn-

Uiliq proves that Chinese influence was not upset by the Tibetans until after 790 a. d.

Considering that the previous invasions were scarcely more than mere raids, and these, it

seems, mostly directed against the extreme east of the ‘Four Garrisons' from tlie side of

Tsaidam, they cannot reasonably be credited with having left so deep an imprint on the racial

character of the people of Khotan. The period of Tibetan predominancte in Eastern Turkestan,

which lasted from the end of the eighth century to circ. 860 a. d. **, appears also far too short

for this. After that date the creation of the powerful Uigur kingdom in the east of the Tarim

Basin finally closed what must have always been the natural avenue of Tibetan invasion, the

routes from Tsaidam.

If we weigh properly the geographical and historical facts here briefly indicated, we are

necessarily led to consider the possibility of the ‘Tibetan' infusion in the present population

of Khotan and Keriya reaching back to a far earlier epoch. And it appears to me that there

are indications which distinctly support this solution. The most important among these is the

old local tradition of Khotan, to be discussed .in detail in the next chapter, which ascribes

the creation of the kingdom to joint occupation of its territory by two colonies originating

from India and China, respectively*®. The genuineness and relative antiquity of this Khotancse

tradition is attested by its being recorded in a substantially accordant form both in HsUan-

tsangs Hsi-yu-chi and in certain Tibetan texts**.

We ne^ not consider here any of the quasi-historical details which this tradition pretends

to record, nor examine to what extent it may help to explain peculiar features in the

archaeology and linguistic remains of ancient Khotan. Leaving these points for subsequent

consideration, we must note only the essential fact that indigenous tradition, dating back to

a period long before Tibetan influence could have made itself felt politically, recognized as the

earliest settlers of Khotan two entirely distinct elements/ one which was believed to have come

from the side of China and the other from the extreme north-west of India. That the

tradition, as far as it relates to an immigration from the latter side, possessed some historical

^ Comp. Chavannes, Turcs occid,, pp. laa note, a80 sq.

" See above, pp. 64 sq.

** See below, chap. ix. sec. vi.

** See above, p. 65.

* See below, chap. vu. Mc. li.

** See Mimwut, li. pp. ta4 eqq. ; Beal, ii. p. 309;

Rockhill, Lift o/ihi pp. aaa iqq.
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foundation has been deAionstrated in a strikinj' manner by' ihc numerous documents in an early

Indian script and language which I discovered at the Niya Site. As will be seen later, the

character of these documents renders it certain that the administration of the territory was
during the third century of our era carried on in an Indian language, and that this language

was familiar to a considerable portion of the population®''.

* Similar evidence cannot be adduced at present for that early immigration from the side .Mlopcd

of China which the same tradition alleges. But there are certain facts aiul statements which

point to some substratum of truth in that direction also. In the first place, we have the

interesting and much-discussed passage in the notice of Kholan given by the Annals of

the Northern Wei (386-532 a.u.), which tells us that ‘the people of all territories west of

Kao-ch'ang (the present Turfan) had deep-lying eyes and prominent noses, and th.it the

inhabitants of this territory (i.e. of Khotan) were the only ones who tlid not present a very

strange appearance but had rather a Chinese look’®*. ‘Deep-lying eye.s ami prominent noses’

are certainly the features which would strike a Chinese observer most in physiognomies of the

so-called ‘ Aryan’ type, and we may safely conclude from their mention that thi.s was the type

then already prevailing in Eastern Turkestan.

The appropriateness of this description renders the exception made in regard to the

people of Khotan all the more significant. But can we accept with eijual confidence the

• statement made about the Chinese look of the latter ? Would not the jircsence of those

features in a less pronounced fashion have sufficed to suggest to Chine.se eyes something more

familiar in Khotanese looks, especially when the local tradition of an early immigration from

the East was remembered } These are questions to which in the present state of our know-

ledge we must hesitate to give even conjectural an.swers. Yet if we assign to the observation

of the Wei annalists this qualified bearing, and at the same time assume that the tradition

related to an element in its population which had come from the side of China but was

in reality rather Tibetan than Chinese, an explanation is furnished which would equally satisfy

tradition and the evidence of anthropological facts.

There, can be little doubt that even the least Mongolian type of Tibetan, Mr. Rockhill’s Chinese

‘Drupa type’ above described, with its broad thick nose and high cheek bones, must apjiroach

nearer to the Chinese than to any ‘Aryan’ type. Chinese tradition regards the Tibetans as

descendants of certain tribes who were exiled from China to the Koko-Nor region in a prehistoric

period**; in the legend of Khotan, too, the immigrants are represented as being led by a prince

exiled from China. We need not attach any weight to this point of similarity. Yet it might

help to explain how an immigrant element akin to the present Tiljetans, which had reached

Khotan through Tsaidam at a very early period, could in later tradition figure as having been

of Chinese origin. That the presence of such an element would have been far more noticeable

in the racial appearance of the Khotan population at the time of the Wei dynasty than at present

does not need special explanation.

The same ethnic, element would also account for an important fact not yet noticed here, binguiadc

the appearance in our oldest Khotan records, the Kharo^thi documents from Niya, of uumerous

words, mostly titles or terms, which are certainly neither Indian nor Iranian nor Turk?, but connexion,

often suggest a Tibetan origin**. The very fact that some of tliese words, though technical

*' S«e below, chap. xi. tec. vi.

* Comp. Rtinnnt, ViSb A Khotan, p. ao ;
Franke, Zur

Kaminitt dtr TUrkvHhir, p. 19; for earlier speculations on
the passage comp. e.g. Ritter, Aden, v. p. 36a; Richthofen,

China, i. p. 48 note.

Sec Gfenard, Mission D. dt Rhins, ii. pp. 3*7 sq.

” According to a communication from Prof. Rupson

and Dr. Barnett,
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in character, must relate to objects of ordinary life, suggest that thiy belong to a language

'which had once been commonly used in this region. The character of the ^unknown* language

which is found in a number of manuscript texts and fresco inscriptions from Dan^an-Uiliq and

Endere, and which may well prove to be the source of those non-Indian terms in the older

Kharosthi documents, points to the same conclusion. For Dr. Hoernle, who has carefully analysed

a number of similar texts, probably translations of Sanskrit originals into the language of the

country, has from the general character of the language derived the impression ‘ that its identity

has to be looked for in the direction of the monosyllabic Tibetan rather than of the Turk! or

Mongol languages’^'. Finally, we may note in passing that the hypothesis just indicated would

furnish also the best explanation for a number of ancient local names of the Khotan region

which suggest Tibetan origin, and which yet are anterior to the historical period of Tibetan

invasions

I need scarcely point out that most, if not all, that relates to the ethnic evolution of the

Khotan people previous to the Muhammadan period, must in the present state of our knowledge

remain distinctly conjectural. Yet I believe that the comparison we have just concluded between

the actual anthropology of the oasis and the extant data concerning its earlier inhabitants may
help us in interpreting correctly historical records and archaeological facts.

Sec Report on CeniraUAsian antiquities^ ii. p. 13. See Grenard, Mission D. de Rhins^ ii. p. 54.



CHAPTER VII

HISTORICAL NOTICES OE KIIOTAN

Section I—THE EARLY RECORDS AND NAMES OF KIIOTAN

In the introductory remarks of the preceding chapter I have already rcferretl to tlie reason

for which it will be necessary to review the records of the early history of Khotaii U fore I proceed

to give an account of the antitjuarian observations and discoveries which have resulted from

my explorations in that region. I do not propose to include among the records to be discusseil

here the evidence furnished by archaeological finds; for however important this evidence may
prove to be> its value can only Ite established in connexion with a critical s\irvcy of the

archaeological operations which have supplied it. Apart from these data, to be verified and

interpreted hereafter, our historical notices of Khotan during the pre-Muhammadan perioils arc

derived almost exclusively from two sources; the writings of Chinese annalists and travellers,

and certain Tibetan texts which appear to be Ixiscd largely on Icgemls and traditions originally

chronicled in Khotan itself.

A variety of reasons combine to m.akc the Chinese notices of far higher value for historical

research. In the first place, they represent for the greatest part contem]K)rary records ‘^'I'hodying

either official information or the observations of thoroughly trustworthy travellers ; they are in

almost all cases chronologically fixed, .and present the great advantage of relating mainly to

matter-of-fact aspects of ancient Khotan, its secular affairs and political events. Whatever political

and cultural reasons may explain the fact, it appears certain that the relations of Khotan with China

for over a thousand years previous to the introduction of IsKam were closer and more continuous

than those of any other portion of Eastern Turkestan.

Whether it was this copiousness of historical details, or the fascination of a territorj’ which rulilic.iiions

until half a century ago was to Western students one of the least known and le.ist accessible

parts of Asia, we mu.st feel grateful to the reason which induced A. Remusat to publish, in 1820, rccouis.

his Histoire de la ville de Khotan, containing a complete translation of all Chinese notices

concerning Khotan as collected in Book LV of that vast encyclopaedia, the Pica t tiai '. It is

not for me to appraise the merits of this publication of the gre.at French Sinologist; but it cannot

he questioned that it has done more than any other work to direct attention to the e.xceptional

historical interests attaching to Khotan*. The materials furnished in it are still the most vahiable

to which the non-Sinologist student of Khotan has access at pre.scnt. M. Chavannes’ work on

the Western Turks has, of course, supplied a mass of additional and critically sifted data of

considerable interest for Khotan history during the T'ang period®. Nevertheless, it is probable

' Compare Rdmusat, VUU dt Khokm, pp. iv. sq.; for

a specific mention of the Pitn 1 lien, curiously enough left

unnamed in the Introduction, ib., p. 33 note.
’ The stimulating influence of Kdmusat’s publication is

illustrated by the use made of it in the exhaustive notice

which Ritter, in 1838, devoted to Khotan and its history ;

see Aiitn, v. pp. 343-89.

' Sec Chavannes, Turcs ociid., pp. 125 sejq. and, for

incidental notices, Index, 8.v. Khotan and Yu-tien.
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that even thus the rich storehouse of notices on ancient Khotan which ’the Chinese Annals and
similar historical works contain is still far from being exhausted

The Tibetan notices of Khotan history bear a very different character. They are con-

tained in four texts forming part of the great canonical collections of Tibetan Buddhism, and

»

claiming to contain Buddha’s predictions concerning events which were to take place in Li-yul

or Khotan. The text described as ‘ The Annals of Li-yul ’ seems the largest and most
important among these. To Mr. W. W. Rockhill, scholar and diplomatist, belongs the merit

of having first called attention to these texts, and of having furnished systematically arranged

abstract translations from them in his Life of tiu Buddha'', Mr. Rockhill’s analysis makes it

appear very probable that they arc translations or adaptations from works written in the

language of Khotan. That these works reproduced traditions, legendary or historical, then

current in Khotan becomes evident from the substantial agreement which the stories related

in the Tibetan texts about the foundation of the Khotan kingdom, about the origin of various

Buddhist sanctuaries, &c., show with the corresponding legends recorded by Hsii<an-tsang.

There is no definite indication of the date when the translations were made or the ‘original

texts composed. Yet it seems probable that the latter could not have differed much in character

and contents from those Khotan chronicles to which Hsilan-tsang alludes, and from which his

accounts of various ancient shrines and traditions are likely to have been borrowed directly

or indirectly. The Tibetan texts may thus claim the merit of having preserved for us at least

a reflex of what traditional records Khotan itself possessed during the centuries immediately pre-

ceding the Muhammadan era. But it does not require a prolonged inquiry to realize that the

information supplied by them is, notwithstanding its indigenous origin, greatly inferior in

historical value to that of our Chinese sources. A perusal of Mr. Rockhill’s extracts shows

that, apart from the legendary traditions recorded about the origin of the Khotan dynasty and

people, and about that of certain prominent Buddhist shrines, the ‘ Annals of Li-yul ’ acquaint

us only with a long string of royal names diversified by occasional reference to pious founda-

tions and matters of doctrine. The same holds good also of the information given about the

last twenty-eight kings who are not specified by Mr. Rockhill, but whose names will be found

in the supplementary extracts which Mr. F. W. Thomas, the learned librarian of the India

Office, has been kind enough to place at my disposal “.

In the present state of our knowledge it is difficult to form any definite view as to the

critical value to be attached to this long traditional list of kings or to any specific part of it

Leaving aside the legendary founder of the dynasty, who is represented as a son of King A4oka,

no chronological indications are furnished to us. None of the royal names, which are all Indian

and formed with Vijaya- as their first part, has so far been found on coins or in the ancient

documents discovered. If the latter portion of the list is authentic the reigns specified in it

must partly at least fall within the period of the T'ang dynasty, for which the Chinese Annals

give us relatively ample information about the rulers of Khotan. The repeated references

made to dynastic relations with China and to Chinese ministers at Khotan seem to confirm

* Compare Dr. Dushcll’s remark in Hoemle, Report on

C.'A. anliquities, ii. Supplem. p. 3.

‘ See Rockhill. Lift of the Buddha, pp. 230-48.

The texts extracted arc: (i) ‘The Annals of Li-yul’,

from the Tanjur, vol. xciv («), foil. 426-44; (a) ‘The

Prediction (vyiiarana) of Li-yul’, ibid. foil. 420-5; (3)

‘The prediction of the Arhat Sahghavardhana ’, ib. foil

412-20; (iv) ‘The Gosrhga Vylkara^a' from the Kanjur,

voL XXX, folk 336-54. In the case of the last-named text,

which seems to form a kind of ‘Mkhatmya’ or. legendary of

the sacred site of Go^ga (Kohmkn) to be discussed lielov

(chap. viii. sec. i; comp. S. L6vi, Notes Chmoittt sue

findt, iv. p. 39)k the colophon distinctly records that it *«ss

translated into Tibetan from the language of Li-yul’; see

Lift the Buddha, p. 231.

* Compare, for these extracts. Appendix £ ' •
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this' assumption ^ Yet bwinjj to the Khotan rulers of this period appearing^ only under Chinese

names in the T‘ang Annals, it is impossible to attempt the identification of any of them with

those bearing Indian names in the Tibetan list. All that can suggested at present with some

iprpbability is that the family name of Wci cliih^ which is given to the perioil by the I *ang

Annals and Wu-k^ing**, may be a rendering of the Sanskrit y/yaya-, which a[)pears invariably

as the first part of the names recorded in the Tibetan list. The occasional rcfiTences which

we meet to the rel.ations of ‘ Li-yul* with other territories besides China afford little or no clue,

since the latter can scarcely ever be identified under the strange disguise of tlieir 'ribetan

names

The difficulties and obscurities here indicated make it impossible to treat the information

gathered from the Tibetan accounts in connexion with the strictly historical data sui)[)licd by

our Chinese records. Nor can I attempt to subject that information to a separate* critical

analysis. Whatever in the Tibetan notices I have betm able to recognize as throwing light on the

early legends, sacred sites, and historical relations of Khotan, will be duly noticed hereafter in

connexion with other available evidence, while for a complete list of the kings and the main

facts noted regarding them in. the ‘ Annals of Li-ynl *
I must refer to the synopsis furnished by

Mr. Thomas in Appendix Zf,

An ancient legend connects the name of Khotan with the very origin of the kingd(nn.

The transformations of this name reflect, as it were, the succession of cultural and political

influences which the territory has undergone from an early period. Hence our review of the

historical notices concerning Khotan may fitly commence with a brief survey of tlu' varying

forms of its name. Wc find the most important of them conveniently enumerated in an interesting

passage of the Hsi-yii-chi which, omitted by Julien and Beal, has bc^en duly noticed and translated

by M. S. L^vi HsUan-tsang, at the conclusion of his account of Che-chii-chia, tells us :
‘ After

marching 800 li, one arrives at C/iu-sa-tan-na ^ I1B. ^1^ In Chinese this means “breast

of the earth**. This is a popular interpretation. In current speech one says Ilium na ?Jli.

The Hsiung-nu say, Yil-tnn ^ The Hu say, Ihto-tan (for
'

1̂ P.. I he Yin-tu

[
Hindus] say, Ck'ii tan /I*- Formerly one said, YU fien ^ *

The name Ch'U-sa-tan-fta, which Hsilan-tsang men|ions first, is undoubtedly intended to

reproduce the Sanskrit Kustana, ‘ breast of the earth *, as recognized by Che/y and Remusat It

is subsequently accounted for in the legend which Hsuaii tsang records of tlu* first king of

Khotan and his miraculously born son, and which we shall have occasion to discuss presently.

The pilgrim himself calls the meaning given to the name ‘a popular interpretation ,
and it can

scarcely be doubted that the form ‘Kustana* itself is only the nvsiilt of a learned [lopular

etymology* which endeavoured to provide an orthodox Sanskrit derivation for the old local

* See the notices concerning the kings numbered 9, 10,

13 in Mr. Thomas’ supplementary list, App. K
" See Chavannes, Turcsoccid., p. 126 ; also below, p. 173.

The same difficulty is experienced about the identifi-

cation of Khotan localities mentioned in the Tibetan extracts

^ith names which seem more puzzling even than Chinese

transcriptions of local names.
See S, Ldvi, No/es cMtunus sur I'Indi, iv. p. 44. The

passage had been previously reproduced by A. Rdmusat,
ytUe de Khotan^ p. 35, from a note of the Chinese editor of

the Pien i ticn, but without an indication of its origin.

** The same forms of the name are enumerated in the

pas.sage which opens the T*ang Annals' notice on YQ-t'ien,

and which is manifestly an abbreviation of tlic above passage

in the Hsi-yd-iht] see C.havanncs, Tuns ouid., p.

Here the forms Ck'U-sa-taH'm, lluan-na and OiiUtan .are

mentioned together, without a distinction as to their use.

The barbarians of the North
(
7y) instead of the Ilsiung-nu

are credited with the form Yu-tun^ and the form J/uo-ttin

appears in a different graphic form as to,I,

latter form comp, also L'ltin/raire d*Ou-k'ong, p. 26.

“ See Remusat, Ville dt Khotan, p. 36, note.

Use made of
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Saii'^krit

name
Kh x/itna.

•thin X
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name. Apart from the inherent improbability of dC territory so far rdhiovecl from the ethnic

frontiers of India having first been named in Sanskrit, there is the significant fact that the

word hi in the meaning of ‘ earth which the above etymology assumes, is an artificial creation

of Sanskrit lexicography, unknown to the genuine old language. That this learned Sanskritization

of the local name is, however, far older than Hsiian-tsang s time, can now be shown conclusively

from the Kharosthi documents of the third century A. d. discovered by me at the Niya Site.

These, in their Prakrit qucerly mixed with Sanskrit phrases, actually employ the form Kusiana

or Kustanaka, by the side of the far more frequent form Khoiavma
The latter form, together with its variants Khotana and Khodana^ is of special interest

for it plainly attests the fact that the name of Khotan, whatever its origin, had already in the

first centuries of our era assumed a phonetic form closely approaching to, or practically identical

with, the present one. This enables us to account without any difficulty for all the varying

reproductions of the local name recorded by HsUan-tsang. Taking first the form C/tU-ian,

the use of which is ascribed to the Hindus, it is evident that it transcribes a name which must

have sounded very much like the present Khotan
\
for the syllable Kho we must, in accordance

with Hsiian-tsang s transcriptional system, expect a Chinese character sounding In

IIua7i-Ha, which Hsilan-tsang mentions as the form used in current speech, we may, perhaps,

recognize a local pronunciation of the name, in which the initial aspirate was reduced to a spirant

and the i between the two vowels o and a reduced to an hiatus, as it would have been by

regular phonetic change in a Prakritic language. The form Khoda^ia, attested in the Kharo$thi

documents, would seem to indicate the first step in this process. Huo-ian is described as the

form used by the Hu, i.e. the people of Central Asia whom the Chinese in the time of I lsUc^fn-tsang

seem to have comprehended under this general term*®. As Chinese characters sounding huo

are used for transcribing a variety of syllables, such as kha, kha^ ha, hu, d, &c. ***, it is difficult

to indicate the pronunciation really meant. But it is clear that it could only have been a phonetic

variation of the form Khotan.

HsUan-tsang in his list mentions last the name Yil-Cien ^ ^ which, he says, was used

formerly. But in reality this is the name by which Khotan is invariably designated in all the

Chinese dynastic histories from the period of the Former Hans down to that of the Mings. It

appears never to have quite gone out of official use even after the reconquest of Eastern Turkestan

by the Manchu dynasty in the eighteenth century^*. That Yu-t*ien was intended as a phonetic

I owe the information as to the occurrence of the form

Kusianaka, to Prof. £. J.
Rapson.

'* For specimens of passages containing the forms

Khotamna and Khodana, compare tablets N. i. 104 -»• io6

;

N. XV. 318; N. iv. 108, tentatively transcribed and translated

by Prof. Rapson in his Specimens of Kharosthi inscriptions

presented to the Fourteenth Oriental Congress, 1905.

Owing to tile great rarity of Sanskrit words containing

the Ak^a kho, Julien’s list of Chinese transcriptions gives

no instance of cKu (Jiiu) or chit (kiu) as the phonetic rendering

of kho

;

but examples of ch"tt (k'iu) to represent Skr. p'ho,

ku, &c. are frequent; see Mtthode pour transcrire Its mots

sanscrits, pp. 1 30 sq. The regular transcription of Skr. kha

by ttia presents an exact parallel; see ibid., p. laa.

** As to the varying application of the term Nu in

Chinese literature, comp. L6vi, Notes chinoises sur VInde, iv.

PP- 43 sqq-

Compare Julien, M/thode pour transcrire, &c., pp. 108

sqq. (julien’s ho represents the sound transcribed by M. L^VS

Houo, in Wade's system Huo\
In all extracts from the Annals collected in the

Pien i tien, as translated by R^musat, the name Y(l-t'ien is

used, down to a notice relating to 1573-1619 a.d.; see

VilU de Khotan, p. 107; also Bretschneider, Mediaeval

Researches, pp. 47 sq. From the latter authority it is seen

that during the Mongol period (1280-1368 a.d.) the name

YQ-t'ien remained quite familiar, though the Chinese historians

of the period * generally try to render the name Khotan,

which was in use with the Mongols *. Such renderings are

the forms 0-duan, Wu-duan, Wa-duan, Hudson quoted by

Bretschneider. The first three indicate a pronunciation

resembling the Tibetan Udhen, for which see bdow.

The HsiyU wen chien lu, of 1777 a.d. gives the name

as Khotian, but mentions Ya-t*ien also; see Klaproth#
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rendering of the name •of Khotan, as it sounded in the time of the Former Han Dynasty or
even earlier^ appears highly probable. The possibility of the first character yil l)eing used
as a transliteration of the character which means ‘jade’, neetl cause no doubt on this point,
since, as Dr. Bushell has kindly pointed out to me, the selection of syll.dnc characters, of more
or less appropriate meaning, for proper names is commonly practised by the Cliinese. apparently
as a kind of rnet^ta technica. Khotan having always owed its fame with the Chinese mainly
to its precious Jade, the use of this particular character in the phuiu^tic transcri[)tion of the
indigenous name would be easily accounted for

The form Yil-tun ^ which HsUan-tsang mentions as that used by the llsiuno-nn, ami
which the Tang Annals ascribe more generally to ‘the barbarians (/V) of the North’, inani-
festly represents a phonetic adaptation of the name closely approaching the official Yu-i'ien.
It seems probable that this s.ame Yii-tun is meant also by Wii-k'ung’s itinerary when it men
tions ^ Ch'icn-tun as an alternative name of Khotan-"; for the Ck'iat of the first

syllable can scarcely be anything else but a slight graphic error for ^ {yu). The other forms

of the name which this later pilgrim records, Yil-fiat, Hito-ian (here spelt ^ /J), and
CJiil-sa-tan-na, are already known to us from IlsUan-tsang and the T'ang Annals. Wn-k'nng
distinctly tells us that di is the baiiskrit name ‘ meaning in the C_liincse the kingdom
of the breast of the Earth’.

^

It is easy to recognize a phonetic reproduction of the name of Khotan also in U-then,
which the Tibetan legend mentions as the name of the grc.it city in the country of L{yn/~K
This Tibetan U-then corresponds closely with the forms O-duan, Jl'n-ditan, &c., iiuoted in a

previous note as early Mongol renderings, as well as with the modern Chinese Ifo t'icn

and Manchu Ho-thian **. On the other hand, I am unable to connect the. name I.i-yul, literally

meaning ‘country of Li’, by which the Tilietan texts above referred to, as well as other Tibetan
works, invariably designate the Khotan region, with any indigenous term. Th<‘ identity of
Li-yul and Khotan, first correctly indicated by W.a.ssilicff. has been placed beyond all doubt
by Mr. Rockhill’s publication; but the connexion suggested by the latter scholar bctwe'cn the
Tiljetan Li[-yul] and the name of Ilchi given to the prc.scnt chief town of Khotan appears
highly doubtful, considering that there is no evidence for this latter name being of any anticjiiity.

I am unable to trace it in any records earlier than the* eighteenth century Even then its

Mitnoirts ret. h VAsie, ii. pp. 289 sqq. [The present oflicial

Style for Khotan is Ho-fietiy while the ancient name
Vu-ften is now officially applied to the new district of Keriya,

according to information kindly given by Mr. G. Macartney.]

I have thought it necessary specially to refer to this

t>oint as Richthofen, China, i. pp. 482, 486 note, has
expressed the view that Yu-fien was a purely Chiitese

designation given to Khotan on account of its famous
product; the jade. The great geographer appears to have

based this opinion on the name YU-chih (YU-iche)^
by which the report on the celebrated mission of Chang
Clfien, as reproduced by Ssfi-ma Ch*icn, designates the
region of Khotan

; comp. China, i. p. 450. M. Chavannes,
however, to whom I referred the point, has been kind enough
to explain to me that the reading FU^chih is not correct.

In the name as given in chap, cxxiii of Ssfi-ma Ch'ien's
iiistory, the second character is, indeed, nowadays pro-

nounced chih (f(ht’)
; bui tlic Chinese commentator distinctly

notes that it should be pronounced as /'//// or //<«. 'J’hus, in

reality, the name recorded by Ssu-iiia Ch*ien is identical with

the orthodox form^ m
M. Chavannes considers the old Chinese name to be

a purely phonetic transcription, and iloes nut believe that

could be intended to represent the character jii ^^7

meaning ‘jade

Sec I.dvi and Chavannes, IJliMrtjire tf Ou-kong, p. 2 b.

** See Kockhill, Life of the Buddha, p. 233.
” Comp, above, p. 154, note 18 ;

Rockhill, IJfe 0/ tht

Buddha, p. 235, note 2.

® The earliest mention of Ilchi (Ilitsi) that I can find is

in the report of the Chinese general who coiKjuered Khotan

with other districts of the Tarim Hasin in 1759; see Ritter,

Asien, v. p. 514.
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use cannot have been general, since it is not to be found in the Afjp yU wen chien lu, the

Chinese description of the Western Countries, published in 1777, though the various towns of

the Khotan territory are there specified in some detail **. In Khotan itself the*’ name Ilchi

is now rarely heard. The designation ‘ Khotan ’ is generally applied kwt iioxqp to the chief

town of the whole oasis, in accordance with a usage which finds its parallel in many territories

of Central Asia. We may in this case safely assume it to be of very early date, since neither

the Chinese Annals nor any of the old travellers, from Fa-hsien onwards, ever record any
other name for the capital than Khotan**.

Section II.—THE LEGENDARY TRADITIONS OF KHOTAN

Historical records of Khotan begin from the period of the Former Han Dynasty when,
during the reign of the Emperor Wu ti (140-87 b. c.), the territory was first brought into political

relations with China. The Chinese notices of that period tell us nothing of the previous history

of the state. But Khotan itself preserved traditions relating to an earlier epoch and connected

with the very foundation of the kingdom. Some record of these traditions has been handed
down to us by llsuan-tsang and by the Tibetan texts already described. The legendary

character of these traditions becomes evident on a perusal of the two narrations. Yet their

substantial agreement proves that the legends were old and of genuine local growth. A closer

examination may, perhaps, still reveal to us traces of that substratum* of historical fajf upon
which those traditions originally grew up.

Hslian-tsang’s Hsi-yU-chi tells the story of the origin of the Khotan kingdom and its

dynasty, after referring to its actual ruler and his claim to descend from the god Vai^ravana

{Pi-s/ta-m^n) or Kubera '. The pilgrim does not state distinctly the source from which he

obtained this story. But the reference he makes in a preceding passage to the chronicles

possessed by the Khotanese *, and still more the close correspondence between his account and
the Tibetan 'Annals of Li-yul’ which must be based on Khotan tradition, render it highly

probable that HsUan-tsang here reproduces information received directly or indirectly from

some Khotanese chronicle. His stoiy runs thus in its main points*. In old times this

country (of Khotan) was waste and uninhabited. The god Vai^ravana {Pi-sha-min) came to take

up his abode there. King Anoka's eldest son, who dwelt in Tak$a^ila {Ta-ch'a-shih-lo), having

had his eyes put out, his royal father in anger sent one of his ministers with the order to

banish the men of great family to the north of the snowy mountains and to establish them

there in a desert valley. When the men thus banished arrived at the western frontier of

this territory (of Khotan) they placed one of their chiefs at their head and gave him the title

** See Klaproth, M/moires reh H I'Asie, ii. pp. 289 sqq.
* It is only as a conjecture that 1 suggest the possibility

of Ilchi being the original name of the locality to which the

head quarters of the territory were transferred after the aban-

donment of the site of the ancient capital at Ydtkan. This
transfer must be supposed to have taken place after the

eleventh century; but the period cannot be fixed more
accurately at present ; see below, chap. vm. sec. iii.

‘ See Mimoirts, ii. pp. 224 sq.; transl. Beal, iL

pp. 309 sqq.

* The reference does not appear in Julien's translation

nor in that of Beal (which is based on the former); but

it is found in R^musat's rendering of that portion of the

Pien i tien which faithfully reproduces the whole of HsOan-

tsang's notice of Khotan. See ViUe de Khotan^ P* 37 :
' t>nt

des chroniques et leurs caracthres sont, ainsi que leurs ioii et

leur litt^rature, imit^s de ceux des Hindousi ftc/ MmiM
justly adds in a note :

* Les traditions qu’on trouvera laj^r-

t^es plus bas prouveront la vMtd de cette assertion;

ne peuvent en effet fitre tirfes que des chroniques dU psji**

* In the r^nimd given here 1 follow JuUen'S vcfsion

except where otherwise indicated.
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of king. At that time the son of the emperor of the eastern region (i.e. China), having been

exiled, was dwelling upon the eastern frontier of the same territory (of Khotan). Urged by the

people unde? him he also assumed the position of king.

Some time passed before the two colonies came into contact One ilay the two kings,

while hunting, met each other in a desert. Having questioned each other as to their descent,

they came to dispute about the supremacy. After angry speeches, they were abovit to resort

to arms, when upon some one’s representation they agreed each to return to his own place

and to meet again in battle upon an appointed day. Having turned back, each engaged in

training his warriors. Upon the appointed day the two forces were arrayed face to face.

When the attack had been sounded at break of day, the western king was defeated
;

pursued

northward, he was caught and beheaded*.

The eastern king profiting by his victory, collected the scattered fugitives, transferred his I'oumlaikm

residence to the middle of the territory and fortified it with walls. But having no (survejed)
‘

site he feared that his plan might not succeed. When he had issued a proclamation calling

for a surveyor, there appeared a heretic clothed in ashes who carried a great calabash full of

water on his shoulder, and claimed to know the right method of surveying. He tlien walked

round with the water of his calabash running out until he had completed an immense circle,

whereupon he rapidly disappeared Following the traces of the water the king laid the

foundations of a city and soon accomplished his plan. This became the capit.al of the kingdom,

and it is here, says HsUan-tsang, that ‘the ruler actually resides with his ct)urt. Though the

walls be not of a great, height, it would be difficult to take it by assault. I'rom ancient times

to the Y»resent day nobody has ever been able to conquer it’.

The king built more towns, firmly established his rule and secured peace to the people,

but had arrived at extreme old age without obtaining an heir. Fearing the extinction of his
oriln eaith’.

> line he went to the temple of Vai^ravana and fervently prayed for a son. Thereupon the

head of the god’s statue opened at the top, and there came forth a young boy. The king

took him and returned with him to the palace ; but while the kingdom rejoiced, the child

would not drink milk and the king feared for its life. So he returned to the temple ami

asked the god for means to nourish the child. Then the earth in front of the statue suddenly

swelled up into a shape resembling a woman’s breast and the divine child drank from it

eagerly. Arriving at adult age, he shed glory on his ancestors by his wisdom and courage

and extended far the influence of his laws. He raised a temple in honour of Vaifiravana as

his ancestor. ‘From that time to the present day’, thus Hsiian-tsang concludes his account,

‘ the kings of Khotan have succeeded in regular order, have transmitted to each other the

royal power, and have ruled without interruption. That is the rca.son why the gods temple

to this day is full of rare and precious objects and is visited constantly to recc;ive worship and

offerings. From the first king having been nourished by a breast issued from the earth

(ku-stattei), the kingdom has derived its name.’

Before we proceed to compare the tradition here presented with the version contained in Toi-.il.ir

the Tibetan text, attention may be drawn to the different elements which can clearly be

distinguished in the story. That part of it which relates to the miraculous birth and

nourishment of Kustana, the legendary founder of the dynasty, is but an instance of that

widely spread of folklore which, based upon ‘ popular etymology ’ of a local name, provides

a territory or town with its eponymous hero and with appropriately invented legends concerning

‘ Thus lUmusat, VUU dt XhoUm, p. 38.
‘ Thus R^musat, loc. cit., p. 38, and Beal, loc. cit., p. 310-
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him. All that can safely be asserted in regard to this piece of folklore is that the ‘popular

etymology’ upon which it rests presupposes an early Sanskritization of the true old name of
Khotan into Kustana. And, as we have seen above, this Sanskritized form is proved by
documentary evidence to have been in current use in the third century of our era.

The connexion of this mythic eponymous king with the god Vai^ravana or Kubera
I)Ossesses historical interest only in as far as it shows that the worship of this divinity of the

Indian pantheon must have been popular in Khotan from an early period. Kubera, the Hindu
god of wealth, king of the demons or Yak-^as, is a figure familiar to Buddhist mythology of

all countries from GandhSra to Japan. As he is worshipped pre-eminently among the four

‘Lokapalas’ or guardians of the world as the ruler of the North, his adoption by Khotan as

the genius loci of the kingdom seems thoroughly appropriate *. We shall see that Vai^ravana

claims this position yet more conspicuously in the Tibetan version of the legend, and we have

Hsiian-tsang’s explicit testimony for the popularity and wealth of his shrine in the Khotan capital.

That the same tradition which credited the Khotan dynasty ruling in the seventh century

of our era with a divine origin, should have assumed it to have ruled without a break and in

direct descent from the time of its founder, is natural enough. We need scarcely insist on the

fact that the Annals of the Later Hans record a succession of usurpers on the tlirone of

Khotan for the years 55-75 a. d., in order to justify critical doubts as to this unbroken

continuity of the reigning house. But these doubts cannot impair the significance of that

salient feature of the tradition which ascribes the first occupation of Khotan to the joint settle-

ment of two colonics drawn from the extreme north-west of India and .from China.

Several considerations combine to invest this part of HsUan-tsang’s story with a vaMe quite

distinct from that of the rest. In the first place, it deserves attention that the tradition on

this ])oint has no direct connexion with the eponymous legend of Kustana. It is further note-

worthy that, though the immigration of the Indian colony is placed in the time of A4oka, the

most renowned of the patrons of Buddhism, tlie introduction of Buddhist worship into Khotan
is distinctly attributed, as we shall sec, by both HsUan-tsang and the Tibetan * Annals of

Li-jul’ to a later period. It is thus evident that the introduction of an Indian clement into

the story of the genesis of Khotan could not have been a specifically Buddhistic fiction

intended merely, as otherwise might be supposed, to account for the flouri.shing condition of

the Buddhist church in Khotan. Finally, it is characteristic that, while according to the story

as heard by Hsuan-tsang the union of the two colonies in Khotan was brought about by the

victory of a prince exiled from China, yet there is nothing in the tradition indicating a

tendency to flatter Chinese notions. Considering the close relations which had already united

Khotan to China for centuries and the rapid reassertion of Chinese influence throughout

Eastern Turkestan at the time of HsUan-tsang's visit, the absence of any such tendency or of

any attempt to connect some event of Chinese history with the Khotan tradition seems to

encourage the belief that the latter possessed in part at least a genuine foundation.

In the story told of the mysterious way in which the site for the capital of Khotan was

chosen we can, of course, recognize only a piece of folklore
; but this, too, is of interest.

* Compare, regarding Kubera: VaKravana, also called

Yaksaraja, Dhanapati, &e. Grilnwedel-Burgess, Buddhist art

in India, pp. 45, 136 sq. For his representation in an

interesting sculpture excavated in one of the Dandan-Uiliq

shrines, D. II., see below chap. ix. sec. iii.

1 1 may point out here in passing that the distinctly

non-‘Aryan ' features, which have caused a famous GaiidhBra

statue of Kubera in the Lahore Museum (see fig. 88 in

Grflnwedel-Burgess, loc. cit.) to be mistaken for that of

' Indo-Scythian king ’, would find their best explanation in

this special connexion of the god with the Scythian NoithJ
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because it bears a curioas resemblance to the legend recortlcd in Kalhnna’s Kashmir Clironirle

for the foundation of Pravarasena’s capital, the present Srinagar. I have discussed tliis local

legend of ancient ^rinagara at length in my comments on the kdJafaraii^iptT and in my ‘ Memoir
on the ancient geography of Kashmir

'

t. It will suffice to point out here that in it king
Pravarasena II, who was anxious ‘ to ascertain in a supernatural way the right site and
auspicious time for the foundation of his new capital’, and the de-mon who after an adventurous
encounter fulfilled his desire by laying down a miraculous measuring line, play approximately
the same part as the founder of the city of Khotan and his mysterious memlicaut surveyor.

Seeing the length and detail in which Ilsuan-tsang has recorded for us the story of the Khei.m

origin of the Khotan kingdom, it must at first appear puzzling that the ‘Life’ of the pilgrim in

presents us with a summary of it differing in a very essential jioint. After reproducing

HsUan-tsang’s account of the people of Khotan and their king in almost literal acrord witli the
'

Hsi-yU‘Chi, the ‘Life’ tells us*: ‘The first ancestor of the king was the ehlest son of King

A6oka and resided in the kingdom of TaksaAila (Ta-ch’a shih-lo). Having been exih'il, he went

to the north of the snowy mountains, where he led a nomad life, seeking w'ater and pastures

for his flocks. Having arrived in this country [of Khotan] he establislu'd there his residence.

As he had no heir, he went one day to pray at the tcmjile of Vai^ravana, See! 'I’lie rest

of the story is then told in full agreement with the Hsi-yu-chi, though more briefly.

It seems difficult, in view of the greatness of the discrepancy, to assume that the differtuu

version here pre.sentcd was due to a mere mistake on the part of the biograjilier Ilui-Ii or of

Yen-t.s*ung, who completed and edited the work. Our doubt on this point must grow stronger

when find that this version coincides in the essential point with the story as told in the

Tilietan ‘Annals of Li-yul’, which also makes an exiled .son of AAoka ultimately establish his

kingdom in Khotan. Without a thorough critical analysis of all those jiassages of the ‘ Life
’

which differ from statements recorded in the Ihi-yil-chi—a tiusk wholly beyond the competence

of any one who is not a Sinologist—it seems scarcely safe to express a definite opinion as to

the most likely explanation of this striking discrepancy. Is it possible that the biographer or

his editor, both of them contemporaries and pupils of Hsiian tsang ", were aware of a dilfereut

version of the Khotan tradition, communicate<l perhaps through the ‘Master of the Law’ him-

self? Evidence in this direction would undoubtedly add much to the critical interest of the

Tibetan record to which we now turn.

In the ‘ Annals of Li-yul,’ which Mr. Rockhill’s extracts have rendered accessilile, the Tjliotan

account of Khotan history opens characteristically with the Buddhist adaptation of a legend

which we find also elsewhere among the popular lore of territories in and beyond the Himalaya"’, legend

Li-yul, originally an inhabited country, was converted into a l.akc by its N.igas or Sjiring-

deities, whom the bad treatment accorded by the people to certain Rsis had angered. When
Buddha visited Li-yul with a number of his disciples he enveloped the lake with rays of light

;

these gathered into 353^®* illuminated water-lilie.s, which marked the same number of Buddhist

shrines to be built thereafter in the country. Finally the united rays encircled three times the

space within which ‘there will be built a great city wdth five towers (?) called U-lhcn'. Then

Buddha directed his disciple Sariputra to pierce the lake with the butt end of his staff and

Vai6ravai)a to do the same with the end of his pike. Dwelling for seven days on Mount

Go^Ir$a (called Go^fhga in other Tibetan texts and also by HsUan-tsang) the Blessed One then

’ Seemynote8oni?4/a/.iii.339-349: alsoII.pp.442sqq. '® See Rockhill, pp. 232 sq.

* See Vie de ffioutn-Tisai^, p. 279; Beal, Z^, p. 205. •** [This is the figure of the text .is verificil by Mr.

’ Compare Julien, Vie de Hioum-Thsm^, pp. Ixxvii sqq. Thomas; Rockhill, loc. tit., p. 232, has 363.]
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predicted that after his death the lake would dry up and become a country called Lt-yul, with

the city of ‘ U-then ’ {HuJhen in Mr. Thomas’ transcription) as its capital.
^

Mr. Rockhill has compared with this tradition the legends relating to the draining of the

lakes which were believcti to have once occupied the pre.sent valleys of Kashmir and Nep.^!,

as well as Bud-yul or Tibet. Its resemblance to the ancient legend which represents Kashmir

as having l)een originally the lake of Satisaras deserves special attention, in view of that close

connexion of Khotan legendary lore with Kashmir which we shall have occasion to note here-

after. I have fully discussed the Kashmir legend, as told by the Nilamata Purana and also by

Kalhana, in my ‘Memoir on the ancient geography of Kashmir’ “. A reference to it will show

how closely the r61e here ascribed to Buddha and his two companions corresponds to the part

played in the Kashmir legend by Brahman and the gods Vi§nu and Balabhadra, who upon the

former’s command drained the lake by piercing the mountains. Buddha’s stay on Mount

Gosrhga seems to reflect the position taken up by Brahman and his divine host on the lofty

peaks of the Naubandhana Tirtha in the mountains south-east of Kashmir. This close relation

between the Khotan legend and the one told of Kashmir in the Nilamata Purana is all the

more noteworthy because the Kashmir legend had assumed in Buddhistic lore a materiall)'

different form, as .seen from the account of Hstian-tsang and Mr. Rockhill’s extracts from the

Tibetan canon Thus the transfer of the Kashmir legend to Khotan cannot be attributed to

any specifically Buddhist channel or agency.

The ‘ Annals of Li-yul ’ Ijegin the story of the foundation of Kholan with a reference to

King A4oka, who is said to have ruled over India 234 years after *1116 death of Buddha
‘ At that time the lake had dried up, but Li-yul was uninhabited.’ In the thirtieth year

Anoka’s consort bore a son, whom the king, alarmed by the soothsayers’ prediction that he

w'ould be king in his father’s lifetime, cau.sed to be abandoned. ‘ But when the child had been

abandoned, there arose a breast on the earth from which he derived sustenance.’ For this

reason he was called Kustana or ‘breast of the earth’ {sa.nuY '. This child was miraculously carried

off by Vai^ravana to the king of China (Rjrya), who had 999 sons, but wanted one more to

complete a thousand, and brought up the boy. Kustana having found out his true origin

•wanted a kingdom for himself’, and accordingly when twelve years old he ‘got together

a host of 10,000 men, and with them went to seek a home in the west, and while thus employed

he came to Me-.skar of Li-yul ’.

About that lime Ya^as**, a minisster of ASoka, had been obliged to leave India as ‘his

relatives had become obnoxious to the king; so he left the country with 7,000 men, and

sought a home to the west and to the east, and thus he came into the country below the

river of U-then ’ Two followers of Kustana who had run away from Me-skar, came at To/a

" See Stein, II. pp. 388 sq.; also i. 26-27 note.

See Memoires, i. pp. 168 sqq. ;
Rockhill, loc. cil.,

pp. 167 sq.

If this dale refers to the year of A^ka’s accession,

it approaches closely to the probable chronology of Buddha

and Aboka as ascertained by recent researches, Anoka’s

accession took place about 272 b.c. and circ. 487 b.c. appears

to have been in Asoka's time the accepted date for Buddha’s

death ; see V. Smith, History ofIndia, pp. 40, 137. That the

chronology of the * Annals of Li-yul
', such as it is, was derived

from sources difTcrent from those which Tibetan Buddliism

generally relied on, becomes evident from the fact that, accord-

ing to Mr. Rockhill, none of the Northern Buddhist texts

known to him place Aloka the Pious later than a hundred

years after Buddha
;
comp. Life ofthe Buddha, p. 233, note 4«

” Life of the Buddha, p. 234. The spelling Kusihana^

regularly followed in Mr. Rockhill’s extracts is evidently an

error of transcription. The text, according to Mr. Thomas,

has always sajiu. The meaning indicated shows that Skr.

Kustana is intended.

Mr. Rockhill gives two forms of this name Faia and

Fdlas; but it is evident that the Sanskrit name Faias is

meant, borne by a person who Sgures in the traditional story

of Atoka as current in Northern Buddhism.

Mr. Rockhill notes that here and elsewhere the rivers

of Khotan are referred to by the expression Mrkhab or
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upon a tract of the uninhabited land which looked inviting, and thence visited YaSas’ encamp-
ment to the south of it. When Ya^s had learned who their chief was, he sent a message to

Kustana: ‘Let us here unite and establish ourselves in this district of U-then; and thou shah
be king and I minister.’ ‘ Then Kustana came with all his followers ami met YaSas in the

country south (of the U-then river) which is called Hang-o;tijo'.

The prince and the minister could not agree about the location of their home, and Loc.siioii oi

a quarrel between their hosts was imminent. But this was averteil by the appearance of
Vaidrava^a and ^rimahSdev!, to each of whom a temple was built on that very spot .md who
were henceforth honoured as the chief guardians of the realm. Kustana having been made
king and Ya^as minister, ‘the Chinese followers of Prince Kustana were established on the

lower side of the U-then river and in the upper part of Mdo nte-skar and Skam-ahed. The
Indian followers of the minister Ya6as were established on the upper bank of the river

{shel-tchtt gong-ma), and below Rgya and Kong-dzeng. Between the two (? shd-hhu dbui) they
settled, the Indians and Chinese indiscriminately. After that they built a fortress

In a subsequent passage 234 years are said to have elapsed from Bmldha’s Nirvana to

the time when Li-yul was founded, Kustana being then aged nineteen ‘ Li being a country

half Chinese and half Indian, the dialect of the people {hphral-skad) is neither Indian nor

Chinese (i. e. a mixture of the two). The letters resemble closely those of India "•

The habits of the people arc very similar to those of China. The religion and the sacred

(clerical) language are very similar to those of India.'

Before we attempt to define what (luasi-historical indications, if any, can be gleaned from

this eft-ious medley of legends, it will be well to ascertain whether any of the geographical

points alluded to can be cleared up. I must frankly confess that I am as little able as
* Mr. Rockhill to locate Afe-skar, 'To-la, Skam-sked and Kong-dseng, places the names of which

look queerly discordant from whatever we know of modern or ancient local nomenclature

in the region of Khotan. Possibly if information could be secured as to how these Tibetan

forms may have really sounded at the time when the ‘Annals of Li-yul’ were compiled, our

task in this respect would become less hopeles.s. But ‘ the coimtry south (of the U-then river)

which is called Hang-gu-jo' certainly recalls the name of the present tract of Ilanguya, situated

in the extreme east of the oasis and to the north of Sampula (sec map)

The location of Hang-gu-jo 'south of the U-then riVer’ looks puzzling at first, seeing that Iilennii-

both the rivers of Khotan, whether the Yurung-kash or the Kara-kash be meant, follow the
,

general direction from south to north. But the Yurung-kash has certainly a trend lowanls the
’ '

shel-tchUf literally meaning * crystal stream \ Mr. Rockhill’s

suggestion of a literal translation of a local term being

probably intended, makes me think that possibly shtNihu

{irlihu) may contain a rendering of kdsh, ‘ jade *, found in

the river names Yuning-kSsh and Kara-k&sh, or rather of

some earlier equivalent of the same.
”

* [For Mr. Thomas' version, which materially modifies

this passage, see App. E.']

“ Sec Lt/e of the Buddha, p. 237. Mr. Rockhill points

out in a note that this dating does not seem to be in agree-

tnent with what a previous passage (p. 233) asserts of King
A^ka having been ruler over India 234 years after the

Nirvina. The Tibetan text, however, does not specify

whether this date refers to the commencement or any other

period of Aioka's reign. As the latter is said to have

fTBIM

extended over fifly-four year<i (Az/f f the Bwhihi^ p. 233),

an inlcrprelalion .ijipeais p(»s.sil)le according to \\liich the

first passage was also intended to refer to the )Ciir of

the legendary foundation of Khotan. 'Phis would fall willnu

the reign of Ai^oka, as assumed by the tradition of the

‘ Li-yul Annals *, Kuslana's birth being placed in the tbirlielh

year of Asoka's reign and bis occupation of the throne ol

Khotan nineteen years later. It is scarcely necessary to

point out that neither the length of reign here ascribed

to Ahoka nor the other dates of this tradition can claim

historical value.

See Life ofthe Buddha, p. 236. [Mr. Thomas points

out that by itself generally means China ; see App. L\\

For Ilanguya, see Buins of Khotan, p. 444; below,

chap. XIV.

Y
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north-east where it leaves the present limits of the oasis, and this trend must have been even

more pronounced at some earlier period, if the broad ‘ Sai ’, which is passed in the desert area

between the sites of Ak-sipil and Rawak and which I traced northward as far as jumbe-Kum,
marks indeed, as I believe it does, an ancient bed of the river*®. The extensive ‘Tati’ around

the ruin of Arka-kuduk-Tim lies just north of Hanguya, and must have formed an important site

of this tract in pre-Muhammadan times A look at my map shows that, assuming the Yurung-

kash to have followed during this period the more easterly course just referred to, the description of

Hanguya as being south of the Khotan river would not have been altogether inappropriate.

Topo- The territorial division which the legend indicates between the settlements of Kustana’s

aiiusionfof
Chinese followers and those of the Indian exiles seems rather fantastic at first glance. Yet a

legend. reference to the real topography of Khotan helps to clear up the meaning. Though unable

myself to consult the original text, I may hazard the conjecture that by ‘ the lower side of the

U-then river ’ and ‘ the upper bank of the river ’ (slul-tchu gong-ma) which the legend

distingui.shcs, the two branches of the Khotan Darya, viz. the Yurung-kSsh and the Kara-kash,

are really intended. Whatever the equivalent Khotanese terms may have been which the

Tibetan text is evidently endeavouring to reproduce with the literalness usual among Tibetan

translators, such an interpretation is clearly suggested by the subsequent mention of the space

‘between the two’, scil. rivers {s/tel-Uku ddus), in which the followers of Kustana and of Yai^as

are .said to have settled indi.scriminately. As the former were supposed to have come from

China, i. e. the east, it was natural that tradition should have assigned to them seats on the

eastern branch of the Khotan river, i. e. the Yurung-kash, while for the Indians, whose

approach to Khotan could only be assumed to have lain from the west (Karakorum roiffe), the

land west of the Kara-kash would appear equally appropriate. In short, I am inclined to

believe that the story about the threefold division of the territory is directly based on the

geographical fact of the Khotan oasis being separated by the two rivers which traverse it into

three main portions, viz. the one east of the Yurung-kash, the one west of the Kara-kash, and

the interfluvial tract

Agreement On comparing the Tibetan legend with the story as heard and recorded by HsUan-tsang,

cannot fail to be struck by the close agreement they show in those points which for us are

and ‘Annals of essential interest. Both versions ascribe the origin of the Khotan kingdom to a joint

ofLi-yul’.
settlement of colonies drawn from China on the one side and India on the other; both make

^he chief of the eastern colony assume the royal power over the amalgamated population; and

in both we find the events leading to the foundation of the kingdom connected with the time

of A^oka. The only important difference between the two versions concerns just that part of

the tradition in which we have already recognized an element of pure folklore, viz., the

eponymous legend of Kustana. Whether the form which the Tibetan version gives to this

part of the legend was known in the time of HsUan-tsang or not, must remain uncertain. But

on internal grounds it can scarcely be doubted that it represents a later development ; for it is

evident that the name Kustana must have been invented in the first place as a 'popular

This ' Sai \ with its streak of scrub, is shown on the

map and was followed by me southwards to near the village

of Suya. It is quite possible that the old river-bed which

the jade pits of Kalta-Kumat, near Tam-5ghil village, indicate

(see Uedin, Reisen in Z.-A., p. 28), has its continuation

further north in this * Sai

^ Regarding this large ruined area north of Hanguya,

see below, chap. xiv.

It deserves to be noted that the Go&fhga-vylkara9a,

which gives the story of the first settlement of Khotan in

a briefer form, refers to the Indian immigrants as being

divided from Kustana’s Chinese subjects by a stream; see

Rockhill, Lifi 0/ ihe Buddha^ p. 234 note. [For extracts of

this text see Mr. Thomas’ App. E. The same should be

consulted also for a different version of the main passage

which distinguishes a ' fewer ' and an * upper * riven]
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etymology’ for the name of Khotan, and in that case we must expect to find also the

miraculous |tory about ‘the breast of the earth’ localized in that territory. In this form the

story is actually recorded by the Hsi-yii-chi, while the point is lost si^ht of in the Tibetan

version, which makes the miracle take place in India ami brings Knstana into relation with

Khotan only in a roundabout fashion.

It is not difficult to discern a motive for this transformation of the legend. Given the lUuldh.st

fact that tradition connected the foundation of Khotan with an Indian immigration .about the

time of A^oka, it was quite natural that the legend under Buddhist influences should take the version,

further step of deriving the first king from Anoka’s .stock. The miraculous transfer of Anoka's

exposed son to China supplied the .simplest expedient for introducing this feature into the

traditional story without otherwise disturbing it in any essential jioint.

The Buddhi.stic tendency, which is so clearly discernible in this modification of the original

tradition, helps to make still more conspicuous the total absence of a similar colouring in the

legend as told by the Hsi-yii-chi. There could have Ix^en nothing particularly flattering to

the Buddhists of Khotan in the legend that they were partly descended from people whom

the righteous wrath of ASoka had banished from the extremity of his cmjiire
;

nor can that

part of the story which represented this Indian colony as worsted and .absorbed by one from

China be reasonably assumed to have been invented with a view to pleasing Buddhist or

Indian notions.

I think that this complete absence of Buddhist colouring in the earlier version of the story Ftisiorical

as recorded by HsUan-tsang pos.sesscs considerable significance. It strongly suggests the prob-

abilityShat the tradition was earlier than, and independent of, the introduction of Buddhism

into Khotan, and that its main features had some historical background. Distant and obscure,

indeed, the historical facts may seem which gave origin to the tradition, and we may, perhaps,

never hope to establish them in full critical clearness. But it appears to me that the assumption

of a nucleus of truth in the essential features of the tradition affords the best explanation for

certain characteristic facts in the ethnic and cultural history of Khotan as we know it in the

light of recent discoveries.

The evidence to be discussed in a subsequent chapter of the Kharo.sthi documents from

the Niya Site proves beyond all doubt that an Indian language closely allieil to the old '

Prakrits of North-western India was in daily use for a*dministrative purposes throughout the Khotan.

Khotan region about the middle of the third century a.a Considering the chameter of tliese,

hundreds of documents, dealing with .all the varied affairs of practical life and social organi-

zation, it is impossible to assume that their language should not have been widely, perhaps

universally, known within the territory. The conclusion to be drawn from this current use of

an Indian language is greatly strengthened by the Kharosjhi script of the records ;
for we know

that within India this script was peculiar to that region of which Taxila and the adjoining

Gandhara were the historical and cultural centres for centuries before and after the commence-

ment of our era.

Neither the language nor the script of these documents can be satisfactorily accounted for

by the spread of Buddhism alone, which, so far as our avaihable evidence goes, brought to

Central Asia only the use of Sanskrit as its ecclesiastical language, and the writing in Bnahmi

characters. But the current use in Khotan of both a Prakrit dialect and of the Kharosthi

script becomes at once intelligible if we recognize a substratum of historical fact in the old

local tradition heard by HsUan-tsang, which asserted a partial occupation of Khotan by Indian

immigrants from the region of ancient Taxila.
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It is impossible in the present state of our knowledge to hazard any suggestion as to the

probable date of this assumed settlement from the extreme north-west of India. But it deserves

attention that both HsUan-tsang and the Tibetan ‘ Annals of Li-yul ’ agree in making this event

take place before the introduction of Buddhism into Khotan. The Tibetan text places the

latter, with a semblance of accuracy which we have no means to control, in the reign of King
Vijayasambhava, 170 years after the establishment of the kingdom**. HsUan-tsang relates sub-

stantially the same legend about the Arhat Vairocana, who was believed to have first preached

the Law in Khotan, and about the oldest Buddhist convent established by him, but does not

specify ‘ the former king ’ whom the saint converted **. On the other hand, we owe to him the

explicit and significant statement that the Arhat came from Kashmir. We shall see hereafter how
much in the local traditions of Khotan and in archaeological evidence also suggests the special

dependence of Khotan on Kashmir in the matter of Buddhism and other importations from India.

Without anticipating conclusions which will have yet to be established, it is impossible

here to indicate the many interesting archaeological facts which become more easily explicable

if we assume that the population of Khotan had already, before the introduction of Buddhism,

undergone the infusion of a strong Indian element and the cultural influences accompanying it.

The history of India during the centuries which could have witnessed such a migration across

the Karakorum or Ilindukush is too obscure for us to expect there any trace of such an event.

But if we can trust HsUan-tsang, ’popular tradition must be believed to have long retained some
vague recollection of it in the very region from which these Indian settlers were believed to

have come. •

In his account of Tak§a^il£ or Taxila the pilgrim relates at length the legend of*^Princc

KunSla, Anoka’s eldest son, who while governing that frontier province was believed to have

been deprived of his eyesight through the intrigue of a wicked step-mother **. A StQpa, still

traceable near Shah-kc-Pheri, the site of ancient Taksa^ilu, was shown to HsUan-tsang as

marking the spot of this tragic event. When A^oka had learned of his son’s cruel fate, thus

the story ran, he punished the guilty ministers and councillors by death or exile. Among the

people who had been under Kunala’s charge, ‘the most powerful were banished to a sandy

desert, to the north-east of the snowy mountains**.’ It cannot be doubted that a reference to

Khotan and its Indian colony is intended. The story of Kunala’s blinding can only be treated

as folklore*". But just as the belief of a son of A^ka having governed at Tak$a4ila can be

shown to have had a foundation of historical fact**, so is it possible that the part of the

legend relating to a forced emigration from that territory to Khotan also rested on some

genuine tradition.

If such a local tradition really existed at Taxila independently of that surviving at

Khotan, it would, no doubt, greatly strengthen the probability of the quasi-historical character

of the latter. Unfortunately we cannot hope for decisive evidence on this point. We may
give credit to HsUan-tsang for having in his account of Taxila reproduced only traditions he

had actually heard there and not having treated us to information anticipated as it were from

” See Rockhill, Life <f the Buddha, p. 337. Seriei, p. 190 note. It deaerves to be noted that the legend

” Compare Si-yu-ki, transl. Beal, ii. p. 313, where the of Kun&la is related in much the same form by Buddhist

rendering ‘ a former king of the country ’ seems more appro- Sanskrit texts preserved in NepBl, the DivySvadgna and

priate than Julien’s Me premier roi de ce royaume',.^/m<»rrr, AfoldvadSna, which at least shows the antiquity of this

ii. p. 337. piece of folklore; see Bumouf, Intreductim A du

** See M/moiret, i. pp. 154 sqq. ; Siyu-ki, 1. pp. 139 sqq. Buddkimt, pp. 358, 400 sqq.

* See M/mires, i. p. i6t

;

Siyu-ki, i. p. 143. ” Compare V. Smith, Asoia, p. 44.
** SeeMr.V, Smith’s remarks in hisitreht,* Rulers of India’
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what he subsequently gathered at Khotan. Still there remains room for suspicion whether the

Taxila story, so far as it localized the banished people at Khotan, was not itself directly or

indirectly a reflex of the Khotan tradition. There must have been communication between

Buddhist Khotan and the Taxila region, whether through Kashmir or Ganclhara, and we know
well how far legends and traditions will travel.

A settlement of immigrants from the extreme north-west of India, such as Khotan tradition

assumes, would necessarily have left its mark in the racial comi)i)sition of the [)opnlation. But

two circumstances render it difficult for us to distinguish this mark in present anthropological

facts. On the one hand, we have no certain knowledge of the racial characteristics of the

population which inhabited the region of Taxila or the neighbouring territories during that

early period. On the other hand, the points of anthropological aftinities between the (ialchas

and the present Indian populations nearest to Khotan, the Dards and Kashmiris, are so

numerous that, if we assume the supposed immigrants to have resembled the latter, ilieir

admixture could scarcely have modified in any very striking way the type of the Homo
Alpinus which our inquiry in the preceding chapter has shown to enter so largely into tlie

racial composition of the present Khotanese people. Nevertheless, I may note here that 1 was

frequently struck by a certain curious resemblance in general appearance of features between

the Khotanese and the Kashmiris, a resemblance difficult to define yet all the more noteworthy

on account of the unmistakable peculiarity of type presented by the Kashmiris

We have seen that the Khotan tradition, as recorded by Ilsuan-tsang and the ‘Annals of

Li-yul’, is equally explicit about an early immigrtition from the side of China, which was

believe? to have given to Khotan its first ruler and half of its original population. We have

no means of applying to this part of the tradition the test of historical eviilcnce. But 1 have

had occasion in the preceding chapter to show that certain anthropometrical and philological

observations distinctly point to an early ethnic event underlying also this part of the tradition "',

In view of the explanations there given, a mere reference will suffice here to that early infusion

of Tibetan or quasi-Mongolian blood which seems to have left so material an impress on the

racial character of the Khotan population. We h.avc further .seen that the presence of such

an element was sufficiently marked to make Chinese olxservers of the fourth or fifth centurj' of

our era ascribe to the people of Khotan a certain resemblance to their own race The fact

that this element is more strongly represented in the population of the eastern part of Khotan

territory (Keriya), is also significant ; for it seems to confirm what the Tibetan version of the

tradition relates about the territorial division between the earliest settlements of the two colonics.

The linguistic indications furnished by the non-Indian terms occurring in the Kharosthi

documents, and by the ‘unknown’ language of certain Br.ahmf M.S.S. probably containing

Khotanese translations of Sanskrit texts, have also been noted above"'. It only remains to

call attention to the archaeological evidence which certain artistic remains of ancient Khotan

supply. In some terra-cotta fig^urines from the Yotkan site, in the p.aintcd tablets and frescoes

of the ruined shrines of Dandan Uiliq, and in some of the relief sculptures of the Rawak

VihSra, we meet again and again with representations of quasi-Mongolian faces strangely

contrasting with other features in the treatment of the human figure which are unmistakably

derived from Indian models as presented by the style of Gandhara. The.se peculiar traits will

lie duly noticed in the detailed descriptions of the relics of old Khotan art as recovered in the

Compare Mr. Joyce’s remarks on this resemblance, " Compare above, p. 149, for the record of the Northern

J' AfUhrop, Ifut^ xxxiii, p. 3r7 sq. Wei Annals.

See above, pp, 148 sq^ " See above, pp. r49 sq.
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course of my explorations, f^need only refer here to the illustrations of the most striking

specimens to be found in the Plates mentioned in the footnote**.

Considering that the art of Buddhist Khotan can be shown to have remained to the last

under the predominating influence of Indian models, the early appearance of such peculiar

features as high cheekbones, oblique eyes, and short flat noses, can scarcely be accounted for

otherwise than as a concession to a type actually represented among the local population. It

can certainly not be explained as due to the imitation of Chinese models; for apart from the

fact that China itself in matters of Buddhist art was mainly a borrowrer from India and
Khotan, the features in question appear far too early to be attributed to any reflex movement
from that side.

From the inquiry just concluded it results, I think, with considerable probability that the

traditions about the origin of the population of Khotan, though legendary in their details,

contain some genuine reminiscence of early ethnic movements. When these movements took

place, and the exact manner in which they affected the earliest history of Khotan, we may
never be able to determine. But even the dim outlines in which we can trace their effects,

may help us to realise better the recorded historical facts about old Khotan, as well as the

cultural milieu to which its antiquarian relics belong.

Section III.—KHOTAN IN CHINESE RECORDS, FROM THE HAN TO THE SUI

DYNASTY

The earliest historical notices which the Chinese records furnish of Khotan begin from

the reign of the Emperor Wu ti (140-87 b.c,), when Chang-ch‘ien’s mission had opened up the
‘ Western regions ' to Chinese trade and political influence. These notices, and the great mass
of the later ones, are contained in the dynastic Annals, from those of the Former Hans onwards.

They have, as already stated in the introductory portion of this chapter*, been translated by

A. R^musat from the chronologically arranged extracts of the Pien i Hen, and are thus con-

veniently accessible for reference. Not being able myself to have recourse to the^ original

sources, I shall reproduce these notices as briefly as possible, restricting my comments to such

points as can be elucidated from my study of geographical and antiquarian facts bearing on

Khotan.

Khotan The Annals of the Former Hans tell us that the first embassy from Yu-t'ien was received

FormerHan reign of Wu ti *. This statement is confirmed by what the Tang shu relates of

period. the kings of Khotan having handed down to each other the edicts and tokens of investiture

received from the Middle Kingdom uninterruptedly ever since that Emperor’s time*. The
‘ Notice of the Western Regions ’ embodied in the Han Annals states that the capital of the

kingdom, known as the * Western City,’ was 9,670 li distant from the imperial capital Ch'80g*ao

" For terra-cotta heads of the type referred to, see Plates type referred to (high cheekbones, prominent obU(|iM eyes,

XLIII-XLV, also Plate XI of Dr. Hoernle's R^t on C.~A. fiat noses) appear also in the hnman beads of the gioesqm
antijuitus, ii ; for pictorial representations, Plates LIX, figures canr^ in wood and adorning an andent anMMr
LXIV, LXXIX, alsoFig. 30; for heads sculptured in stucco, from the Niya Site; see Plate LXX.
Plates LV,LXXXIV,LXXXV,wheretbedifferencefrom heads ' See above, p. iga
of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas treated in the Gandh&ra style * See Rdnusat, Vitb A KhoUm, p|h i a^
is particularly noteworthy. The characteristic features of the ' Compare Chavannes, Thm ernK, p, lag.. . ..

'
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(now Hsi-an-fu)«, population was reckoned at 3,300 families with 19,300 ix>ople» theof bo'og MOO. Several high digniurica, among them eommani.,,, s ni hoWestOT Eastern mtes, are enumerated. To the south lay the territory of the Je.Ch'ia„gaom^s, who app^ to have heM the plateaus and valleys along the whole Kun-ltm range fromT^tfam wards wh.le to the north was that of Kn-mo (Ush-Turfau). The almndance of
jade ts s^tally noticed ; the statement that all rivers west of Yu-t'ien ni’wed into the wajern^an and th^ ^st into lop-Nor betrays geographical confusion, of which the 'Notice of theWestern Regions shows other unmistakable signs*.

That YU-t-ien during the period of the Former Hans must have heen a relatively weak-
state becomes evident from the mention which the ‘Notice of the Western R.-.i.ms’ makes of
the three small territories of ^ Jt. VM jff and r//;y-/e ^ as separate
‘kingdoms to the east of itk The T’ang Anmals distinctly tell us that YiH'icn ha.l absorbed
these territories, together with Pi-shan, since the Han period. They further show that
also called or must be identified with the oases which’
extend between Chrra and Kenya*. Jung-lu and Ch'U-le were petty tracts at the foot of the
mountains, south-east and south of YU-mi*; they cannot be located with the same certainty
as the latter, but correspond manife.stly to the present ‘ Tagh ’ (‘hill’) district, comprisim,^ the
small submontane sett ements which extend east and west of Polu. Consiilering how close' these
oases and hill tracts lie to Khotan, and how limited their resources arc coin'ijarcd to tlinse of
the Khotan oasts, their political dependence upon any firm rule establishcl at the latter would
follow almost as a matter of course. The same observation applies to P'i-shan, in which we
have aPeady reco^ized the small oa.ses about GQina and Mojifo. From the waj- in which
YU-mi IS described in the Former Han Annals it seems safe to conclude that this little state
was at that time not only independent, but also quite as powerful as Yu-t'ien.

The Annals of the Later Hans show clearly that it was only after the middle of ilu* first
century a.d. that Yli-t'ien rose to political importance for the Chinese. Wc are there informcil
that towards the end of the reign of the Emperor Kuang-wu ti (25-57 a.d.) King Yil-lin of
Khotan had become subject to the powerful king of i. e. the territory of Yarkand, and
had been reduced to the rank of the ruler of Lukuei^\ During the period comprising the
years 58-73 a.d., however, a general of YU-t*ien, called Hsiu-mo-pa. revolted and made himself
>n e^ndent as ruler of the territory. His nephew and successor Kiiang-t6 in turn comincrcd
J5o-ch 6 and made Khotan so powerful that thirteen ‘ states ’ to the north-west, as far as Kashgar,

^ See for this extract VUU de Khotan. p. a, and Wylie,
/. Anihrop, Inst,, x. p. 30. It seems probable that the
«8ignation * Western City' corresponds to that of ‘city of

estern mountains * (Hst^shan) used for the Khotan capitalm the T'ang Annals; see Turcs occid. p. 125.

6
^™'***^» Ioc.cit., p. 2, has ‘ 2300 maisons ou families'.
Wylie (loc. ciL, p. 30 note) saw in this erroneous

8 atement an indication that the territory of Khotan extended
westwards to the Pitmir watershed, and looked for the site of
e capital of Ya-t'ien in the neighbourhood of Yarkand,

th

** ®*P**®*^®** ** to direct contradiction to the text of

' w*
** ^kich specifies quite a series of independent

>ngdoms ' between Khotan and Sarikol ; see above,
PP- 91 sq.

I
^Jke, loc. dt, p. 29.

Compare 7ir« ocoii,^ ^ itg. The identification of

Ytt-mi with the present Keriya, whicli M. Chavannes, ibid.,

p. 128, note I, adopts from a modern Chinese geographical

work, the Hsi yil shut iao chi, is somewhat too limited.

I shall discuss the position of YU-mi below, chap, xiii., when
dealing with Keriya.

• The pettiness of these ‘states' is indicated by the

recorded population of 1,610 and 2,170 persons, respectively.

Yfl-roi, on the other hand, is credited in the ‘ Notice of the

Western Regions
, with 20,040 people, and a larger niinilicr

of trained troops than YU-i*ien itself; see Wylie, loc, cit., p, 29.

Sec above, p. 103.

“ See Rdmusat, ViUe dt Khotan, p. 3. For the probable

location of (Wylie s Sha-keu), at, or in the viunity of,

Yarkand, see alwve, p. 88. The name of cannot
be traced by me elsewhere. [Mr. I'homas tentatively sug-

gests some connexion with Liyul‘\

Small
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acknowledged his sovereignty. Khotan and Shan-shan (about Lbp-Hor) are described as the

two territories which then formed the keys to the southern route leading to Chii^.

Kuang-t£ was on the throne of Khotan when Pan Ch'ao, in 73 a.d., as generalissimo of

the imperial forces commenced his great conquests westwards. The rulers of Shan-shan and

some other states had already submitted, but Kuang-t6, encouraged by the Hsiung^nu, who

had sent one of their commanders to So-ch*S, hesitated to tender his allegiance. The execution

of some emissaries whom he sent to Pan Ch'ao with an insolent demand, and the submission

of Shan-shan, however, quickly removed all thought of resistance. Kuang-t6 himself attacked

and killed the Hsiung-nu general and made his submission to Pan Ch'ao. A Chinese garrison

was established in his states

Various notices in the Later Han Annals make it clear that Chinese power in the Tarim

Basin was slowly but steadily waning during the second century of our era. The efforts of

Pan Yung, Pan Ch'ao’s son, seem at first to have prevented a break-up. His victory over

Yen-ch'i (Kara-shahr), 127 a.d., made Khotan, like the other states of Eastern Turkestan, renew

its allegiance In 129 a.d. Fang-ch'ien, king of YU-t'ien, killed the ruler of ChU-mi (Yu-mi)

and gave the territory to his own son. Two years later he sent a tribute-bearing embassy

to the imperial court, which had demanded the retrocession of ChU-mi

Events recorded for the years 1 51-152 a.d. afford us a glimpse of the modest limits within

which Chinese control was maintained at Yii-t'ien. When the governor-general Chao P'ing, repre-

senting the imperial authority, had died there, Ch'6ng-kuo, the chief of ChU-mi, endeavoured to

create trouble for Chicn, king of Khotan, by a report that the Chinese representative had

been poisoned by the royal physicians. Wang Ching, who was sent to succeed in contihand at

Yu-t'ien, was induced by the same intriguing chief to make a treacherous attack upon Chien,

in the course of which the latter was killed. In the rising which followed, the people of Khotan,

under the leadership of the local governor Shu-p'o, revenged the death of their king by* killing

the Chinese commander, together with his guards. Shu-p'o then endeavoured to secure the

crown, but was himself killed, while An-kuo, the son of Chien, succeeded to the Khotan throne.

Ma Ta, the governor of Tun-huang or Sha-chou, who had been privy to Wang Ching’s high-

handed proceedings, then prepared to punish YU-t'ien for its resistance, but the emperor

Huan ti prohibited the attempt, and the governor of Tun-huang had to rest content with a

fictitious satisfaction. The self-confidence of the people of Khotan is said to have been

greatly strengthened thereby Under the last reign of the Later Han dynasty, that of Hsien ti,

embassies from Khotan are mentioned in the years 202 and 220 a.d.

During the epoch of the Three Kingdoms (220-264 A.D.) YU-t'ien appears to have been

under a powerful ruler, for the Annals mention the states of Jung-lu, YU-mi, and Su-I4 as

dependent on it. Nevertheless we hear of an embassy to the imperial court in 222 A.D. ”,

and it is evident from the Chinese documents found at the Niya Site, which belong either to

the closing years of this epoch or the very commencement of the Tsin period, that Oiinese

influence must have asserted itself in one form or another even after the downfall of the Hans.

During the period of the Tsin dynasties (265-419 a.d.) Chinese power can only have made

itself felt in Eastern Turkestan spasmodically. It is true that we have among the Chinese

“ See Rdmusat, loc. cit, pp. 4 sq. ” R^muatt, loc. dt, p. 10. ThU is pioteUy As Itsa#

“ Compare Franke, Zur Keimhiiss dtr TUrkvBlker, embassy to which the Pirn i Mt extract fiom As .Liang

pp. 70 sq. Annals refers as having been sent in the reign ti

Sec R^musat, loc. cit., p. 6. (aso-ssS A.D.). The Bng ofKhotan is there riMiiiedil>n»itt^i

See R^musat, loc. cit, pp. 6 sqq. see R^mnaat, loc. dt, p. 17.
'

’''

V.

'

" Comp, R^musat, loc. dt, p. 9. •:
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records on wood from the Niya Site one at least which belongs to the commencement of this

period, bear^g the date of the fifth year of the emperor Wu ti (269 a. d.). But otherwise

I can trace no direct evidence of Chinese influence in the Khotan region. The compiler of

the Pien i tun has nothing to quote about YU-t‘ien from the 'I'sin Annals, and only offers us

a reproduction of Fa-hsien s notice. The pilgrim, who had reached Khotan about 400 a. d. after

a trying journey apparently from Kucha, found Buddhism in a V(*ry flourishing condition, and

describes the glories of its monastic establishments in some detail

Of the territory he tells us that it was ‘a pleasant and prosperous kingdom, with a numerous Fa-lisicn’s

and flourishing population. The inhabitants all profess our Law, and join together in its

religious music for their enjoyment. The monks amount to several myriads, most of whom
are students of the Mahayana’. Fa-hsien specially, refers to the hospitable arrangements made

in the Sangharamas for the reception of travelling monks, and notices the custom of erecting

small StQpas in front of each family’s dwelling. His description of ‘ the houses of the people

throughout the country standing apart like (separate) stars’ is a manifest allusion to the widely

scattered groups of homesteads which in Khotan, as in other oases of the Tarim Basin, make

up the villages.

The Gomatl monastery, in which Fa-hsien with his companions lodged, contained 3,000

monks of the MahaySna school, and appears to have ranked at that time as the first of the

great religious establishments in the kingdom. Its position cannot be identified at present, but

M. Sylvain Ldvi has shown that Gomatl was an ancient designation of the Kara-kash river

Fa-hsicn specially praises the excellent order with which the inmates conducted themselves, and

then tftats us to a detailed description of the great procession of sacred images which was

annually celebrated in the spring, and for the sake of which he prolonged his stay for three

* months. On successive days, from the commencement of the fourth month, the images of the Buddliist

fourteen great monasteries were solemnly conducted into the city*®. The s[)lendidly adorned

cars on which these images were moved are described as ‘ more than thirty cubits high ’ and

looking ‘ like the great hall of a monastery ’ Outside the city gate each car was met by the

king, who having put off his crown came barefooted to offer homage with flowcTs and incense,

while the queen and her ladies gathered above the gate scattering flowers as the car moved

through. The description of this religious festival, which lasted for fourteen days, vividly

recalls the bygone splendours of Indian rathotsavas. * F*a-hsien closes his account with a

description of another great shrine, known as ‘the King’s New Monastery'. As its position

can be determined with some probability we shall have occasion to recur to this in the next

chapter.

The notices on Khotan which the Pien i Hen furnishes for the period of the Northern

Wei Dynasty (386-534 a.d.)”, appear to be taken partly from Sung Yiin’s narrative, and to

a still greater extent from the Pei shih^ a work published about 644 a. d. Those relating to Wei AnnaN.

the character of the country, its people, sacred shrines, &c., were, as M. Chavannes has shown,

mainly borrowed by the author of the Pei shih from the summary account of Hui-sheng, the

companion of Sung Ytln on his pilgrimage (circa 519 a. d.)”. Leaving these to be discussed

in connexion with Sung YUn’s account, we may mention first some earlier historical facts

*• See Fd-hwts Travils, traiud. Legge, pp. i6-ao. Rdmusat, Ft'/le de Khoian, p. 14.

'• See NoUt ekinmsei sur rinA, iv. p. 40.
” R^musat's version, p. 13, indicates the more modest

The duration of fourteen days distinctly indicated for height of three ckang or 30 feet,

the festival shows that the humber fourteen given by the * See R^musat, Vt7U dt Khotan, pp. 18-28.

Chinese copies of the text It more correct than the number ** Compare Chavannes, Voyagt de i^offg yun, p. 2.

lour taken Legge from the Corean version; tee also

•ICIH
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recorded by the Pei skih. In 445 a.d. Khotan was invaded by Mu-li-yent chief of the T'u-ytl-hun,

whom a Chinese army had driven from the Tangut country, and who took refuge jyestwards

He is said to have killed the king of Khotan and to have effected great carnage". Embassies

from YU-t‘ien and gifts of presents are recorded for the years 457, 466, 467, 468 a. d. Towards

the close of the reign of Hsien W6n ti (circa 470 a.d.) an envoy called Su-mu-ch*ieh arrived

from Khotan to ask imperial aid against an invasion of the Juan-juan, whose cavalry was

ravaging the territory to the very gates of its capital". The emperor refused the requested

help, on the ground of the great distance, and contented himself with sharing the hope of his

ministers that Khotan would hold out behind its walls against the nomad hordes little versed

in sieges.

Some time before this the king of Khotan, Ch'iu-j6n-ch6, had retained an ambassador of

the king of Persia who was proceeding with elephants and rare presents to the Chinese court;

but a remonstrance from the latter had effected his deliverance, and tribute is said to have

been paid subsequently with regularity. Though a real dependence on China, then divided

between the rival dynasties of North and South, cannot be supposed, embassies from Khotan

are mentioned in the years 502, 507, 512, and 513”. Also the Annals of the Liang Dynasty

(502-556 a.d.) record such missions in the years 509, 513, 518, and 541, and it is interesting to

note that among the presents brought by them were figure vases in glass and a Buddha statue of

jade carved in foreign lands **.

The description of YU-t*ien which the Pien i tien reproduces from the Liang Annals is

brief, but not without interest". It mentions its numerous rivers, which lose themselves in the

sands, the jade found in them, the ample produce of cereals and vines. The fruits and vd^etables

of the country are compared to those of China. The capital is designated as * the city of the

Western mountains’. Of the people it is stated that they are much devoted to the cult of

Buddha, and very courteous in manners, to the extent of kneeling down whenever they meet

The mention made of the skill of the workers in brass and of the liberties enjoyed by the

women in social intercourse has already been noted. The reference to pieces of wood used

for writing has received illustration by my finds at the Niya Site, and will be discussed later.

A few minor points agreeing with notices of other Annals will also be noted further on.

Sung YUn, whose account we find reproduced in extenso by the Pien i tien, reached Khotan

in 519 A.D. from the direction of Shan-s'han". He relates at length the legend to be discussed in

the next chapter about the first Stapa of Khotan, erected miraculously by Vairocana. Of the

territory he only tells us that it measured 3,000 li from east to west. Its king wore a pit

headdress resembling in shape a cock’s crest, from which there descended behind as an omamoit

a band of silk two feet long and five inches broad**. On ceremonial occasions there were

players of various musical instruments, besides bearers of swords and other arms, in his following.

Of the women of Yu-t*ien, Sung YUn notes that they wore girdles, short vests and trousers,

and rode on horseback like men**. The dead were burned, their bones subsequently collected

** Regarding the Tu-ytt'hun and their leau in the

Kuku'Nor region, compare Chavannes, V<!ytfgi dt Song Fun,

p. ti, note 4.

* See Rdmusat, loc. cit., pp. 18, at ; Vejnig* it Song Ftm,

p, 16 note.

** See Rdmusat, loc. cit, pp. ag aqq.

* Ibid., p.
"

Ibid., p. 17.

* Ibid., p. 16.

** See y^f^gt dt SoHg Ytm, pp. 15 aqq,

** The notice of the Liang Annals describes dw ro|al

headdress as of gold and in aluqte resembling that of die

Tartar princes; see RSmusat, loc. dt, p. 16. Rdmasst’S

text of Sung YOn's passage mentions two bonds of sOk.

" lltousat's version mskes the women ride tnoamllsss

wdl as on horses; see loc. cit, p. as. The point is ofsoon

interest with reference to certain pietorial tepinMtnWiprri

from Dandin UiUq. Sec below, chqi. at sec, ^ / .
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and buried under small* StOpas. The mourners cut their hair and lacerated their faces, but

abandoned |pourning as soon as their hair had once more grown to a length of 4 or 5 inches.

The dead king’s body alone was not burned, but buried in a coffin at a distant deserted spot,

where it was customary to erect a funeral shrine over it and to perform sacrifices at regular

periods.

The account of the Pei s/iih, which is fully reproduced by the Pien i lien for the Northern Hui-shilnR's

Wei period, and from which extracts are given again in the notices of the Northern Chou and

Sui Annals, is probably to a great extent based, as already stated, upon the notes kept by (519 a. i>).

Hui-shfing, Sung YUn’s companion**. It places, correctly, Yii-t'ien at a distance of 1,500 and

1,000 li from Shan-shan (Lop-Nor) and Chu-chii-po (Karghalik) respectively; 1,400 li are

reckoned northward to KuchS; while to the .south the ‘Land of the Women’, the Stririijya of

Indian legend, is said to be 3,000 li distant. The circuit of the kingdom is (;.stiniated at

1,000 li, and that of the capital at eight or nine li. Five large towns and some dozens of

smaller places were comprised in it.

The river Shou-pa ^ from which jade was obtained, and which undoubtedly is Theiivcis

meant for the Yurung-kJlsh, flowed at a distance of 30 li to the cast of the city of Yii-t'ien.

A subsequent pa.ssagc, manifestly drawn from some other .source, gives to this river the names

of Shu-chih or Chi-shth #+ 3^ it. and indicates its distance as 20 li. To the

west of the city, at a distance of 15 li, was another great river called Ta li ^ ^Ij which

united with the former and also flowed northward. It corresponds, of course, to the Kara-kash,

the Y^gi DaryS branch of which lies actually only a little over three miles to the west of

Yotkan, the site of the ancient capital If we accept the figure of 30 li given in the first

passage the distance to the eastern river is indicated with equal accuracy: for the Yurung-kash

flows within seven miles from the eastern edge of Yotkan. The distances here recorded are

of interest as showing how little in reality the river courses within the oasis have changed

during the last thirteen centuries.

The soil of the territory is described as favourable to the five kinds of cereals, as well as

to mulberry and hemp. Reference is made to the wealth of the mountains in jade, and to

the good breed of horses and camels. Murder alone was punished with death. I he customs

and products much resembled those of Kucha. Buddhism flourished, and its shrines and

monastic establishments abounded. The king was pious alwvc all, and never failed on fast

days to clean a sanctuary himself and to make his offerings. The reference to particular shrines

and objects of worship which follow we shall have occasion to notice IdcIow. The curious

remarks which the compiler of the Pei shih adds, perhaps from some other source, about the

physical appearance of the people of YU-t*ien and the defects in their character, have been dis-

cussed above at some length**.

Sung YUn and the Pei shik agree in enumerating Khotan among the numerous states of Khoj,ui

the TSrtm and Oxus basins which, at the time of the former’s journey, acknowledged the
govef,.;g„ij

sovereignty of the White Huns. From a notice of the Annals of the Liang dynasty it may of White

be concluded that this dependence continued during the whole period of the latter

(502-556 A.D.)»*.

* For M. CSttvannef’ tniulatioii, we Vqfagt it Song below, chap. vin. sec. iii, also p. 179.

y*"!. pp. 15 sq.; for the extracia of the Pirn i Htn, comp. * See above, pp. 139, 149-

k&niiaat, I06 cit., pp. 18 etpi., a8 tqq.
** Compare Voyage it Song Pun, pp. 26, 24, note 3 i

** Regaidiog tbit eaatem httneh of the Kara-klth, see Cbavannea, 2hrct oedd., p. a*4.

z 2
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The Hindu pilgrim Jinagupta, who in 555 a. d. passed through YU-t^en on his way to China,

contents himself with a bare mention of this territory”. The Annals of the Nc^thern Chou

(557-581 A.D.) judging from the extracts of the Pien, i tien, have no information to offer about

Khotan except a richat̂ 4 of some notes from the Pei sAih and the brief mention of an embassy

in the year 574 A. D. •* Extracts from the Pei shih also make up most of what the Pien i tien has

to tell us of Khotan in the time of the Sui dynasty (581-618 a.d.)". But we learn besides

that the family name of the king was Wang, and his title (or according to M. S. Levi’s

explanation, his name) Pei-shih-pi-licn His headdress is described as of a fabric worked with

gold and lined with sable. It was forbidden to look at the king's hair, as tliis was popularly

believed to cause a bad harvest. A mission with tribute is recorded for the year 615.

Section IV. - KHOTAN DURING THE T'ANG PERIOD

In chapter in a brief account has already been given of that effective reassertion of

Chinese power in the Tarim Basin which took place under the reign of the T'ai tsung, the

second T'ang emperor (627-650 a. d.), and which had a determining influence on the political

destinies of that region until the close of the eighth century. We have seen that from the

year 648 onwards Khotan figured as one of ‘ the Four Garrisons ’ representing the main seats

of Chinese authority in Eastern Turkestan. With the political importance of the territory thus

rect^ized it is easy to understand the relative wealth of data which are furnished about

Khotan by the Annals of the T'ang dynasty. We are fortunately able to consult them now (

in the translation of the ‘Notice on Yu-t'ien’ given by M. Chavannes from the original text of

the T'ang shu‘.

The remarks on the varying names of Khotan with which this notice opens have been

discussed already, and so also those bearing on the former territories of Jung-lu, YU-mi,

Ch'U-16 and P'i-shan, which since the Han period had been absorbed in the kingdom of

Khotan *. The capital was still known by the designation of the ‘ City of the Western

mountains’ {Si-shati), as mentioned in>the Han Annals*. The number of selected troops was

estimated at four thousand. The river carrying jade is duly mentioned, and we are told the

folktale that the people used to discover pieces of the precious stone in it by observing the

spots where the reflexion of the moonlight was strongest The account given of the character

of the inhabitants, their industrial skill and their amusements, has been discussed already*. It

may, however, be noted that the Annals describe not only Buddhism as flourishing but also

‘the cult of the celestial god’, by which the Zoroastrian religion is to be understood*.

A subsequent passage, which appears to be identical with one previously noted from the

account of the Liang Annals*, relates to the ceremonious manners of the Khotanese which

made them kneel down on meeting each other. Each time they received a private letter they

" See Chavannes, in T'mng-pao, Ser. II, vol. vi (1905),

p.341.
* Rdmusat, loc. cit., p. 38.

“ See Rdmusat, loc. cit, pp. 30 sqq.

Comp. Hoernie, Report on C.-A. anttgiu'iies, i.

p. 7 note.

' See Thret oeeiJ., pp. 135-8.

* Compare above, pp. 153, note 11, 167.

* See above, p. 167.
* See above, p. 139.

* Compare Chavaanet, TnrttottU^ p. 135, noM 3, ttxl

ibr evidence on the poin^ ibkL, p. 170.

* See above, p. 170; Rdmusat, VSU ir

p. 16.
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were supposed to raise it above their head before opening it, a mark of respect, as

M. Chavanups points out, reserved in China to official letters from the emperor. The refer-

ence made to pieces of wood which were used at Yu-t'ien for writing with instead of brushes,

is of special interest in view of my finding such wooden pens among the ruins of the Ni)a

Site’. The use of seals engraved in jade which the same passage asscTts, need not surprise

us, though I am not aware of any authentic find from Khotan sites to illustrate it.

Of the kings of YU-t'ien the Annals note that ‘ever since the lime of the Em|)eror \Vu Dynasty

ti (140-86 B.C.) to our own days they have handed down, each to his successor, the edicts and

insignia of investiture which had been bestowed upon them by the Middle Kingdom’. \Vc

need not accept this statement as evidence of that unbroken succession which, as we have

seen, Khotan tradition in HsUan-tsang’s time assumed for the ruling house.; nor arc investitures,

however nominal, likely to have been obtained from the Imperial court with reguLirity during

the centuries when Chinese political influence had ceased to extend to the ‘ Western

Regions’. Yet it seems safe to conclude from it that some recollection of the ancient political

tie with China had survived in Khotan even during that period, and that popular traditions

concerning it were, perhaps, more cherished there than in other territories of the T.arim Basin.

The Annals distinctly tell us that the family name of the ruling dynasty was Wd-ch'ik

^ names of almost all Khotan rulers whom the T'ang Annals mention

are formed with this praenomcn*. I am unable to judge whether Wei-ch'ih could possibly

represent a real Chinese name adopted by the ruling family, just as the personal names by

which its individual members are referred to in the T'ang Annals are unmistakably Chinese.

Otherwise a connexion might be suggested between WdcKih and the word I'ijaya- which

invariably forms the first part in the long string of royal names recorded by the Tibetan

‘Annals of Li-yul’*. The question can scarcely be decided until non-Chinese documents arc

forthcoming to furnish us with the indigenous names of some Khotan rulers during the T'ang

period.

Before we proceed to examine the detailed historical data furnished by the T'ang Annals, nsu.ui-

it will be convenient to compare with the general notes just extracted the description which a^Khoun!

HsUan-tsang has left us of Khotan and its people. The pilgrim, as we have seen, rp.aehed the

oasis from the direction of Karghalik in the year 644 a. d., at a time when the predominance of

the Western Turks was already broken and Chinese influence had begun to make itself felt

throughout the Tarim region. Fame was preceding the Master of the I -aw here as elsewhere

towards the close of his great wanderings, and the king of Khotan as a devout Buddhist came

to meet him at the very border of his territory’®. E.scortcd by the king’s son and state

officers he then, after three more marches, reached the capital where another solemn reception

’ See below, chap. xi. sec. v., and for illustrations

PlateCV
; also Chavannes, Les Uoru thmois avant lUttventim

du papier {J. euiai^ ipos), P- .
74.

' See below, pp^ 175 sqq., and for a list, Chavannes,

Turn oteii., p. 375 (Index).
' On phonetic grounds Wei-eJUH night well be accepted

as a tnuiscription of Vffqya. For chaiacters read wei which

reproduce Skr. vi, compare Jalhea,MUMeputr (ramcrire, Ac.

PP. a34 sq.; for example of eK^ (kke) representing Skr./t;

ye, dys (probabljr pronoonoedjj/S), see ibid., pp. soi sqq.

” It la not quite clear, from the account of the ‘Life’ as

presented in Julien’i translatioa {Fit dt HrJK p. a8>)>

whether the first meeting with the king took place at

Po-ch'ieh-i (Po-h'a-i) which, as shown above, p. 1 1 7, may be

looked for near Pialma and which is described {Vie, p. 279)

as being just within the frontier of VQ-t'ien, or at the border

of the oasis proper, L e. about Kum-raMt-PSdsh3him. The

point, of no great consequence, would be cleared up if we

knew whether by ‘the second day* at the end of which the

pilgrim is said to have arrived within 40 li of the capital was

meant the day next after the meeting or the second day of

march from Po-ch'ieh-i (Po-kia-i). Considering the distance

from Pialma and HsQan-tsang's preference for easy marches,

the first supposition seems more likely.
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awaited him. He was lodged in the convent of the SarvastivSdin Schpol. The ‘Life' tells us

that he spent altogether seven to eight months in Khotan, and that he await^ there the

emperor T*ai tsung’s reply to the petition he had addressed to him through a merchant caravan

for permission to re-enter China.

To this long stay, no doubt, we owe the full and interesting account which the pilgrim’s

Memoirs furnish of the sacred sites of Khotan, its traditions and legends. We shall have occasion

hereafter to analyse it in detail, as the safest guide we possess to the topographia sacra of Khotan
and its legendary lore. In the present place we can occupy ourselves only with the pilgrim’s

general notice of the kingdom and its inhabitants which precedes that account. Though we
have been obliged to discuss some of its characteristic passages in the preceding chapter, the

interest attaching to this picture of Khotan as Hsiian-tsang saw it justifies the reproduction of

the notice in full”.

' The country is about 4,000 li in circuit ; the greater part is nothing but sand and gravel

(i.e. an arid waste), the arable portion of the land is very contracted. The latter is suitable for

the cultivation of cereals, and produces abundance of fruits. The manufactures are carpets, felts

of fine quality, and fine-woven light silks. Moreover, it produces white and dark jade^*. The
climate is soft and agreeable, but there are tornadoes which bring with them clouds of dust.

The manners and customs show a sense of propriety and justice. The inhabitants are mild by

nature and respectful, they love to study literature, and distinguish themselves by their skill and

industry. The people are easy-going, given to enjoyments, and live contented with their lot.

Music is much practised in the country, and men love the song and the dance. Few of them
wear garments of wool and fur; most dress in light silks and white cloth**. Their ap^fcarance

is full of urbanity, their customs are well regulated. [They have chronicles]**. Their written

characters [as well as their laws and literature] resemble the Indian model *•
;
the forms have

been somewhat modified, the differences, however, are slight. The spoken language differs from

that of other territories. The law of Buddha is held in great esteem. There are about a hundred

Sanghcirlimas containing some five thousand monks, most of whom study the doctrine of 'the

Great Vehicle ’ *•.

The preceding chapter has already shown us how accurately HsUan-tsang’s statements agree

with other early records, as well as with the observations of the present day, in all that relates

to the natural features of the Khotan 'oasis and the character, customs, and industrial occupations

of its inhabitants. For the remaining remarks of the notice archaeological evidence proves

equally confirmatory. The manuscript finds at Dand&n-Uiliq and other sites, whether of Sanskrit

or indigenous texts, have demonstrated the correctness of what the pilgrim says about the

writing of Khotan and the Indian basis of its literature. The numerous remains of Buddhist

“ I follow Julien’s verrion. M/moires, ii. pp. *33 sq.

(see also Vie, p. 378), taking the English wording as far as

possible from Beal's reproduction Si-yu~ki, ii. p. 309. Com-
pare also Rdmusat, VilU dt Khotan, pp. 35 sqq.

" Beal translates :
* white and green jade ’.

” It is highly probable that by 'the white cloth' ('drap

blanc ’, Julien ;
‘ white linen

', Beal
;

' laine blanche *, Rdmosat)

is meant the white cotton cloth or *Khtm ’ of Khotan, which

is still the regular clothing material for the great mass of the

people; see above, p. 134.
"

‘This impoitant passage is found only in R^musat’s

rendering, ViUt dt Khotan, p. 37.

** The words in brackrts are taken 60m Rdmusat’s

venion; Julien omits them. Beal translates: 'and their

mode of forming their sentences.'

” Julien and Beal's translations make all monks of

Khotan followers of the Mahayina; this error has been

corrected by Dr. Franke, Beilin, 1903, p> 74**

The mention of the SanAstivadin convent in HsOan-taaiig's

‘Life’ (Fm, p. sSs)^ and the reference to the introdnethm of

this school in the 'Annals of Ll>yul
'
(Rockhfll,

p. sspX pfove that the Hhmyina was also repiaetnted

at Khotan, thou^ the MaMylna system wts^ no deid>^ h
overwhelming preponderance.
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shrines brought to light «in the course of my explorations, and the relative ease with which the

sacred sites gnentioned by HsUan-tsang can still be traced, illustrate in the same way tlie truth

of all he has to say about Buddhist worship in Khotan.

Of the reigning king HsUan-tsang tells us that he was extremely courageous and warlike. Kings of

and greatly venerated the law of Buddha. Referring to tlie king’s claim to be descended from „

the god Vaidravana, the pilgrim then proceeds to relate the legend of the first settlement of

Khotan and of Kustana’s birth, which we have already analysed in detail. Neither Hsiian-lsang

nor the Annals give us the name of the king ruling in 644. It thus remains doubtful whether

he was identical with one or other of the chiefs who.se names are recorded for the years 632

and 648. At the earlier date the T'ang Annals mention an emba.ssy from Wei-cli'ih Wu-mi,

bringing presents to the imperial court, and note that this king was originally subject to the

T‘u-chUeh (Western Turks)”. In 635, or, according to the Chiu T'ang shu, in 639 a. n., the same

ruler sent his son, who was enrolled in the imperial guard’*. After the subjugation of Kucha

in 648 A. D., Fu-tu Hsin, the prince reigning at Khotan, felt intimidated, and sent his son with three

hundred camels as an offering. The sub.se(iuent arrival at Khotan of a Chinese officer, Hsich

Wan-pei, with some light cavalry, sufficed to induce the king to proceed hitnself to the imperial

court to present his submission. The emjieror Kao tsung, who had in the meantime ascended

the throne (649 a.d.), bestowed honorary appointments in the imixirial guards upon him aiul

his son Shih-hu (Jabgu) Tien, and dismissed him with rich presents”. Embassies from Khotan

are also mentioned for the years 636, 642, 644, 645 a.d., but without the name of the king

who sent them®*. .

11^648 or 649 A. D. Khotan was officially placed under the protectorate of An-hsi, then estab- Kliotan

lished at Kucha, and tlius became one of the ‘Four Garrisons’ (including al.so Kucha, Kashgar,

and Tokmak), which were to be controlled from that centre Wc have seen already with Garrisons ’,

reference to Kashgar that the Chinese administrative organization extending over the whole of *• r*-

the Tarim Basin did not interfere with the rule of individual territories by local dynasties.

This observation is borne out also by whatever historical notices we gather about Khotan during

the period while this Chinese protectorate lasted.

The latter may be said to have been finally established in 659 a. u., when the last remnants of

the supremacy of the Western Turks were swept away by the imperial armies**. In the same

year a Chinese force vanquished the Turkish chief Tu-n^an, who, at the head of the .states of

Kishgar, Chu-chU-po (Kaighalik), and Ilo-p'an-t'o (Sarikol), had revolted and attacke<l the

kingdom of Ytt-t'ien**. Some years later another rebellion, in which the tribe of the Kung-jueh

and the ruler of KSshgar appear to have been principally concerned, received support from the

Tibetans. The latter then seem to have made their first attempts in the direction of Eastern

TurkestSn, and it is interesting to note that it was the king of Khotan who had to^ be succoured

by Chinese troops from their attack in the year 665 The mention made on this occasion of

See JStrtt tecid., p. ia6. According to the TitfuyUan

(Chavannei, NoUt add. tur Us ToM-Uas, p. 4 • ^
Khtttm, p. 67), the gift conaisted of a jade ginfte.

** TUrcs cea'd., p. ia6, note a.

* Chavannes, Ttirss oeeid., pp. lad, 178; addit.,

p. 18.

" Embaadea in the firat three yem are quoted by the

^m$UM(FaUdkJa«Um,pp, 6jtq.)iixm die IVt/uylUm

bat M. Chavannea' extracts front this encydopaedia

show a mission only for the year 645; comp. Notts addit.,

p. 13.

" See Turcs occid., pp. 1 18, a68 ; Notts addit., p. 19 ; also

above, p. 60.

*• Compare Chavannes, Dtres occid., p. a68; above,

p. 6a
•* See Turcs occid., p. 7a.

TUrcs occid., p. laa, note.
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a Chinese commandant of YU-t*ien shows that the territory had already received an imperial

garrison
^

About the year 674-675 a.d. Fu-tu Hsiung, king of Khotan, is recorded to have personally paid

homage at the Chinese court, accompanied by his sons, younger brothers, and high dignitaries.

In return for services against the Tibetans, the emperor paid him the compliment of constituting

his territory into the Government of P'i-sha |K| jj?, called after the god VaiSravana (Pi-sha-m6n

in Chinese transcription), and appointing him its governor. The Annals mention the division

of the territory into ten districts, but unfortunately fail to give us their names On the death

of Wei-ch*ih Fu-tu Hsiung, his son Ching was placed on the throne by the Empress Wu in

the year 691 An embassy from this ruler in the year 717, according to the TsSfu yUan kuei,

brought as presents two horses trained for the game of polo, a wild camel of remarkable fleetness,

and a leopard**.

It must have been under his reign that the garrison town of ICan ^ belonging to

Khotan, and three hundred li to the east of the capital, was, circ. 705-706 a. i>., raided with rich

reward in plunder by the Turki.sh chief Ch'tleh-cho, as recorded in the biography of Kuo
YUan-chfin, then ‘Great Protector of An-hsi’*“. Far more serious, however, during the latter

part of his reign must have been the danger to Khotan from the Tibetans. The latter are

known from the Annals to have annually harassed the Chinese borders from 714 a. d. onwards ; and

in the interesting Chinese sgraffito of the Endere shrine, dated in the year 719, we have definite

evidence that the inroads of these formidable adversaries extended also to the confines of the

protected state of Khotan®*. In the same year an imperial decree bestowed upon YU-t'ien, as

on the other three states then counted among the four garrisons (KSshgar, Kucha, Kara-shahr),

the right of levying duties from the merchants of the ‘Western Regions’ and of utilizing the

proceeds for their own purposes**.

A notice of the Tzd chih t'ung chien acquaints us witli a Khotan king whose name does

not appear in the T'ang Annals. It relates that Wei-ch'ih T'iao, who in secret alliance with the

T*u-chUeh and other Hu tribes was preparing a revolt, was in 725 seized and executed by the

Deputy Protector of An-hsi**. The successor, whom the latter is said to have nominated, was

in all probability Wei-ch'ih Fu-shih-chan, whose brevet of investiture as king of Khotan, dated

in the first month of the sixteenth year of the K'ai-ytlan period (728 a. d.), is actually among
the documents translated by M. Chavannes from the Ts'Sfu yilan kud^. The brevet mentions

at the head of the king's official titles that of 'a-mhchih jllT Jli YU-t*ien',

This title of a-mo-chih is of interest, as by it we find the ruler of Khotan designated' jii,

Chinese document from Dand£n-Uiliq dated 768 a. d. **. It appears also in a decree of,

same year which bestowed the throne of KSshgar on An-chih, eHna-chih of Su-16 ".
[

Fu-shih-chan was succeeded by Fu-tu Ta, apparently about 736 a. n., as an imperial

that year records the grant of the ride of princess to his consort, the dame Cld)!MiM|||H[|

Wei-ch'ih Kuei, whom the Annals name as the next ruler of Khotan, must have

See Ville de Khotan^ p. 69.
" See Chavannes, Turcs ocad,y p. ia7 ;

NoUsaddii,, p. 23.

For the date, see Notes addiL^ p. 24.

" Compare Turcs occid,^ p. 127 ; N(dis addtU^ p. 34,
• Sec Turcs occid,, p. 185. This garrison town of JCan

might possibly be identical with the Kan chou which the

notice of Kao ChO-hui's mission (938-942 a.d.) mentions as

a town east of Yii-t'ien
; see R^musat, Ville de Khoion^ p. 79.

For a probable identification see below, chap. xiix. sec. ii.

^ Compare below, chap, xil see. it.; BnlWl^
history rf Tihet^ p. 26.

^ Ikrcsoccid,, p. 114.

Tkres oecid,f pp. 8s noie, 312.

" See Turcs occid^ pp. 127, 107.

** See below, chap. nt. sec. ; Hocnile>

antiguities, U., p. 24.

** See Tbrn pb s68.

** See TbraerdV., p. 127;
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within a few years, for 9. similar decree in favour of his wife is recorded for the year 740
Of Wei-ch‘ilj Kuei’s son and successor Sh^ng we possess somewhat fuller data, a special biography
being devoted to him in the Tang Annals'". We learn from them that during the period

Tien-pao (742-755 a. d.) this Khotan ruler came to present offerings to the emperor and received

from him an imperial princess in marriage. After returning to his territory he helped Kao
Hsien-chih to attack and vanquish Sa-pi-po-hsien. In the latter M. Chavannes has recognized

with good reason the chief of Little P‘o-lU or Gilgit-Yasln, against whom, as we have already

seen, Kao Hsien-chih directed his famous campaign across the P.amirs in 747 a. d. In the latter

year, as well as in 748, embassies from Khotan with presents for the imperi.al court arc recorded ''®.

Shfing testified his attachment to the imperial house still further by leaving, in 756, his territory

in order to support with five thousand horse the emperor Su tsung in his despenate struggle

against thq. pretender An Lu-shan. Shih-hu (Jabgu) Yao, his younger brother, to whom he ii.ad

entrusted the charge of his state, was in 760 appointed second in command of the ‘ Four
Garrisons’, with the task of carrying on the government of the Khotan kingdom.

ShSng himself died in China, while his brother was still ruling, about 786, when Wu-k'ung
passed through Khotan. The pilgrim's itinerary duly mentions him by the name of Wei-ch'ih

Yao, and by his side the deputy-governor Chdng ChU, evidently a Chinese official The
special interest of Wu-k*ung’s notice lies in the fact that it relates to the very close of the

period of T'ang dominion in Eastern Turkestan. When sketching the history of this dominion

in chapter iii, we have already seen how the advance of the Tibetans east of the Tarim Basin

had, during the last third of the eighth century, rendered more and more difficult the maintenance

of Chinese authority by the officials and troops left behind in the ‘Four Garrisons’**.

Wu-k'ung’s record and the Chinese documents brought to light from the ruins of Dandan-

Uiliq, bearing dates from 768-790 a. d., afford valuable testimony to the fact that Chinese

administrative influence made itself felt at Khotan to within a year of the date (790-791)

when all connexion between the empire and the ‘ Four Garrisons ’ was finally broken by the

Tibetan occupation of Pei-t’ing (BCshbalik). We know that the direct route lx*twccn the

southern oases of the Tarim Basin and Kan-su had become closed long before through the

advance of the Tibetans. A sidelight is thrown on the resulting insecurity of communication

by a curious story which closes the notice of Yu-t'ien in the T'ang Annals. It relates how
Chu Ju-yil, a palace official sent in 780 a. d. to Khotan to purchase jade articles for the

emperor T6 tsung, was on the return journey robbed of his precious actiuisitions by marauding

Hui-ho (Uigurs)

Section V,—LATER CHINESE RECORDS OF KHOTAN

From the year 790^791 Chinese records cease to furnish any information on the region once

comprised in *Fou|r Oarrisons’ for nearly one and a half centuries. As the notice of the

Posterior T^n Aatnifi to he discussed presently tells us, ‘the troubles which agitated China

** Ihret t€€iit p.ti. The Annals
give the name of lh» |KhMain il. the meord of the

Amf esOs hat heihstM an abbreviation of p.
the royal biuBjir

••8eeebpnfcp|k.| .iqi4, ^ •'

^ Vilk dt Khotan^ p. 7^ J
Chavannes, Notes addit., p. 8o.

^ Sec Chavannes and S. L^vi, LItMraite d'Ou-k'on^,

* 7 -

" See above, pp. 63 sqq.

^ Sec R^musat, VilU de Khotan, pp. 72 sq.
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precluded even a thought of the barbarians in the four quarters of ^e world. Those even
who [before] had never ceased to be in relations with China, became barely kno^ptx by name
and nothing was learned of the commencement and end of the reigns of their princes.’ * We
know that Tibetan predominance replaced Chinese control throughout the Tarim Basin from

the close of the eighth century, but there is nothing to give light as to the manner and extent

in which it asserted itself generally, or how it affected Khotan.

The rising power of the Uigurs appears from about 860 A.i>. onwards to have gradually pressed

the Tibetans southwards, and to have established itself in their place in the north-eastern part

of the Tarim Basin. But the kingdom founded by the Uigurs, with its main seat about Turfan

and Urumchi, did not extend westwards beyond Kucha, aud certainly stopped short of the

limits of Khotan ^ There is nothing to indicate that the latter had lost its local dynasty

during the period of Tibetan ascendancy, and it is likely that the latter was checked and

balanced to some extent by the activity of the Turkish tribes holding the valleys and plateaus

of the T'ien-shan, whom the Chinese rule had controlled but never completely enfeebled. What-

ever degree of independence Khotan retained during this period, it is certain that Tibetan

encroachments succeeded in raising an effective barrier to any direct intercourse between its

rulers and the Chinese court until the year 938.

It was then that the arrival of an embassy with presents from Khotan was again recorded

by the Annalists of the ‘ Five Dynasties In response the emperor Kao tsu, of the Posterior

Han Dynasty, granted to Li Sh6ng-t*ien, the ruler of Khotan, the title of king, and dispatched

a mission composed of Chang K*uang-yeh, Kao Chil-hui, and some other officers, to notify to

him this imperial favour. The account of this mission, as reproduced by the Pien is

a document of considerable geographical and historical interests The detailed way in which

the route followed through Kan-chou, Su*chou, Sha-chou, and then through the desert to the

eastern confines of Khotan territory is there described, shows best, perhaps, how completely

this g^at line of communication, once the high road from China to its Central Asian dominions,

had fallen into oblivion during the preceding two centuries. This is not the place to examine

the valuable topographical and ethnographic data which the report of Kao Chil-hui furnishes*.

It must suffice to mention that the mission from Ling-chou, on the Huang-ho, up to the frontiers

of Yii-t‘ien found everywhere from place to place Tibetan tribes and encampments, and the

people of Yu-t'ien engaged in a constant struggle against the Tibetans*. The great change

which had taken place in the communications between China and Khotan since the time of the

early T’angs is illustrated also by the time which the mission took to effect its object. Two
years were spent on the journey to Khotan, and having started about the close of 938 the

party did not return until 942 a. d. * The slowness of this progress, due, no doubt, to unfavourable

local conditions, will be appreciated if the fact is recalled that in 644-645 it had taken the

messenger dispatched by HsUan-tsang to the imperial court at Hsi-an-fu only seven or eight

months to return to Khotan with the emperor’s reply ^

It was, no doubt, the hope of securing help against the Tibetans which had induced the

Khotan ruler to revive the old allegiance of his state to China. Accordingly, Chang K'uang-yeh

' Compare VilU dt Khotan, p. 74.

* Compare Grenard, Mistim D. dt Rhint, ii. pp. 47, 49.
* See R^masat, Vilk dt Khotan, pp. 74-81.
* For earlier analyses, compare ^tter, Atitn, L pp. si a

sqq. ;
v. pp. 375 sqq. ; Rkhthofen, China, i. p. $38.

* Villt dt Khotan, p. 81.

* See VWt dt Khohn, p. 73. (The seventh year theie

named is, no doubt, that of the regnal period Tim-Jk (93^

944 A.D.), not the seventh year from the nsiasion's start a*

assumed by Richthofen, China, L p. 536.)

’ See Fie dt pp. aSg, a88.
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and his companions wer« on their arrival at Khotan at once met by Li Sh6ng-t*ien's demand
for a treaty* Its conclusion explains the renewed presentations of tribute which are recorded
for the next few decades, however limited the practical advantages which Khotan could derive

from the distant empire.

The report of the mission represents king Li Sheng-t'ien as wearing clothes and headdress
resembling those used in China. His palace, called Chin-tse tien, had all its structures facing
eastwards, and among them a pavilion called that of ‘ the Seven Phoenixes We are next told

of the grape wine of YU-t*ien and of two other ‘wines’, violet and blue in colour, which Kao
ChU-hui did not know the composition of, but found much to his taste. Rice prepared with
honey, and millet cooked with cream were among the local dainties. The inhabitants wore
clothes of linen and silk, and cultivated flowering trees in their gardens. They paid worship
to the spirits, but most of all to Buddha. Li Shdng-t'icn in his palace was always surrounded

by fifty monks wearing violet robes. The year of his reign corresjionding to 940 a. u. was
designated as the 29th year T'ung-ch'ing—a remark which manifestly relates to the use of

some local era. Neither this nor the names Yin chou, Lu chou. Met c/iou, noted as local

designations for the south-eastern portion of his territory, can at present be elucidated".

The jade district was placed in the mountains 1,300 li to the .south of YU-t‘ien, a location

which would not be far wrong if the jade mines of the upper Kara-kash valley are meant. The
statement that the Huang-ho rises in the Khotan mountains, is due to that piece of mythical

geography still current in China, which supposes a subterraneous connexion between the Lop-Nor
and the headwaters of the great river. Regarding the jade-carrying rivers of Khotan, we have

a statefiaent in which fiction and exact topography are curiously mixed. One river coming from

the jade mountains is said to divide itself at Yu-t‘ien into three branches. The easternmost

was called the river of White Jade, the one to the west the river of Green Jade-, and the

westernmost the river of Black Jade, each according to the colour of the jade it was supposed

to carry. It is clear that we have in the first and the last designations the exact etiuivalcnts

of the present Turk! river-names Yurung-kash and Kara-k.xsh, while the second was manifestly

applied to the eastern branch of the Kara-kSsh, now known as ‘ Yangi-Darya’ ".

Another and evidently fuller extract from the report of the same mission, which Remusat
has reproduced from the portion of the Pien t tien containing ‘anecdotes on Yii-t'ien’, supple-

ments the description of the jade river and its three branches by some interesting details

We read there that the jade river rises in the Kun-lun mountains, and after flowing westwards

for 1,300 li enters the confines of YU-t‘ien near ‘the mountain of the 0.x-head ’. The latter

designation, as we shall see below, was borne by the Kohmari Hill, the site of a famous

sanctuary on the right bank of the Kara-kSsh where it enters the plains. The ‘river of White

Jade’ is placed by this extract 30 li to the east of the city of Yil-t'ien, the ‘Green Jade

River’ 20 li to the west of the latter, and the ‘Black Jade River’ 7 li further to the west.

The distances indicated prove to be remarkably exact if referred to Yotkan, and afford useful

evidence for the location at the latter site of the ancient capital of Khotan. We are also told

of the custom which precluded the people from searching for jade after the summer floods until

the king in the autumn had personally visited the dry bed of the river and thus formally

opened what was called ‘the jade harvest

\

*
'The second put of *htst nomM may, pertiaps, contain its modem name ‘ The New River ’, a respectable antiquity

the Chinese term M ‘dw ’.
^ above, p. 1 7 1.

• For a reference to tbit river-bed, tor which, in spite of
“ p. n *•
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In 942 a fresh envoy, the commander Liu Tsai-shdng, arrived from Khotan with presents,

among them jade pieces to the weight of a thousand pounds. Other embassies are recorded

for the years 947 and 948*'. Li ShSng-t’ien was still reigning when three later tribute-bearing

missions arrived from Khotan in the years 961, 965 and 966'*. In the case of the first we
read of presents offered by Mo-ni, the spiritual councillor of the king, apart from the royal

tribute. It is interesting to note, with regard to the assertion of the ecclesiastical element in

these missions, that the embassy of 965, which brought specially rich presents in jade, horses,

camels, &c., was accompanied by two Buddhist monks from YU-t'ien, The Chinese Buddhist

pilgrim Tao-yUah also availed himself of this opportunity for r^j^aining his native land after

travels in the ‘Western Countries’. In 966 it was a son of Li Shfing-t'ien, called T6-tsung,

who presented the tribute of YU-t'ien.

In 969 the king Nan-tsung-ch‘ang is named as the sender of a mission conducted by

Chih-mo-shan, and accompanied by one of the Buddhist monks who had previously visited the

imperial court A magnificent piece of jade weighing not less than 237 pounds was to be

offered to the em|)eror on condition of his sending some one to fetch it In 971 it was again

a Buddhist priest (Chi-hsiang) who brought a letter from the king of Khotan, offering to send

in tribute a dancing elephant which he had captured in a war against the kingdom of

Kashgar

The mention of this war is the only indication we receive from Chinese sources of the

great struggle which finally resulted in the conquest of Khotan by the Turkish rulers of

Kashgar and its conversion to Islam. But though the Sung Annals are silent on the events

which closed the epoch of Buddhist Khotan and fundamentally changed the cultural hilltory of

the territory, they help us indirectly to determine their chronological limits. The next notice

furnished by the Pirn i tietis extracts relates to an embassy from Yu-t*ien in the year 1009;

and of this we read that it had been sent ‘by the king or hei-han of that territory’, and that

the ambassador bringing the tribute was a hui-hu, i. e., probably a Muhammadan Turk, called

Lo-ssa-wen The title Ilei-han used here is a transcription of the Turkish title Khakan

(Khan) and, in conjunction with the nationality of the envoy, leaves no doubt as to the change

which must have taken place since 971 in the race and religion of the rulers of Khotan”.

The conquest of Khotan for Islam plays a very prominent part in the legendary traditions

still current throughout Eastern Turkestan. But unfortunately the strictly historical information

to be gathered from Muhammadan sources about this important event is extremely scanty.

Judging from the critical researches which M. Grenard has devoted to the elucidation of the

history of the early Turkish dynasty of Kashgar”, the accounts of Muhammadan historians

appear to furnish only one definite fact, viz. that Khotan in 1006 was held by Yosuf Qadr

Khan, a brother or cousin of AbQ’l-yasan Na?r Ilik Qara Khan, the then ruling head of the

Turkish dynasty of Kashgar and Balasaghlin. Of the manner in which the latter extended its

power to Khotan wc are told nothing ; but the mention of YQsuf Qadr Khan is of value, fot

it proves that the legendary account to be found of this conquest in the Tadhkirah of Satok

Boghra Khan, the first Muhammadan ruler of the family and the htfo of popular tradition

throughout Turkestan, does not altogether lack elements of historical truth,

» Villt de Khoian, p. 83. ” The significance of the notice has been already poio^
>* VilU de Khotan, pp. 83 sqq. and p. loa which diows out by M. Grenard, MitHm D, d$ Jthmt, ii. p. go; /.

Li ShCng-t'ien as llie sender. * 9®®, *''• P* ®4.

*• Vtlle dt Khotan, p. 86. ** See his valuable paper La Ugmdh 4t SatokiJB^ira

“ See Vtlle de Khotan, pp. 86 sq. Khan, in/. 1900, xv. pffc 1-79,
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According to this t«xt, of which M. Grenard has published an exhaustive analysis in the

paper already quoted, the struggle with the infidels of Khotan commenced during the reign of

Hasan Boghra Khan”. The latter corresponds to the historical Ahu’M.lasan Na-jr, though the

I^end represents him as a son of Satok Boghra Khan, while his real relation was that of

great-grandson The ruler of Khotan, who in the legend usually figures under the title

of ‘JagalQ KhalkhalO of Machin’, together with Chuqtah Rashid and NuqUih Rashid, chiefs or

ministers of the same country, attacked Kashgar and were only repulsed after a severe siege.

In the pursuit which followed, 'Ali Arslan Khan and other pious champions from Satok

Boghra KhSn's race were slain by the infidels. Yarkand was then converted by the strength

of the sacred word and joined the cause of Isl.am. Subsetpacntly, while Ijasan Boghra Khan
was warring in Western TurkestSn to re-establish the Faith there, Kashgar fell off from Islam.

The Sultan then sent his brother Qadr Khan to Mada’in to implore the help of the Four

Imams, and hastened back himself to retake Kashgar. He vanquished the infidels under

Chuqtah Rashid and pursued them to Yangi-Hisar, but was himself killed there by Nuqtah

Rashid. At this juncture YOsuf Qadr Khiin appeared .at Kashgar, with a grtsat host of pious

warriors sent by the Imams. The infidels retreated to Khotan, where Yusuf Qadr Kh.m

attacked them with forty thousand men. After a siege of twenty-four years the city was taken

and JagSlQ KhalkhSlQ killed. YOsuf Qadr Khan is then said to have reigned in peace. But

the story of the Four Imams, which is reproduced as a supplement to the legend, relates a fresh

rising of the infidels at Khotan, in the course of which those four saints suffered martyrdom.

In the end Qadr Khao returned with an army and accomplished the definite subjection of

Khotaff.

Leaving aside all legendary details, we may safely assume with M. Grenard that the account

given in the Ta^kirah indicates a long and difficult contest on the part of Hasan Boghra Klt.an

(AbO’l-Hasan Na$r) with the Buddhist kingdom of Khotan. The K.'tshgar ruler had attained

the throne in 993 a. d., and his struggle with Khotan was probably, as M. Crenard suggests, the

cause why he delayed until 999 to assert by force his claims to the 'I'rans-Oxus provinces of

the Samanide empire which had long been awaiting di.sruption The final concpiest of Khotan,

effected under Sultan AbQ’l-Hasan’s orders by his brother or cousin Yusuf Qadr Khan, may

well have taken place immediately after the success obtained in Western Turkestan towards the

year 1000, the date actually indicated by the Tadhkirah *of the Four Imams'®. In 1007 Ynsuf

Qadr Kh£n assisted his kinsman with forces brought from the newly conquered parts of Eastern

TurkestSn in the disastrous battle fought against MahmOd of Ghazni near Balkh. It is on this

occasion that his lordship over Khotan is distinctly mentioned by the Arab historians'*.

In the absence of all definite indications, we are reduced to conjecture as to the particular

historical causes which seem to have made the extension of Turkish rule and of Islam over

Khotan a specially arduous undertaking. It is possible that a war of conquest, commenced, no

doubt, in the first instance mainly from dynastic motives", developed into a religit)us struggle

in which Khotan may have received aid from its Buddhist neighbours on both the south and

the east Tibet itselfj though no longer a well-organized aggressive power, may in face of a

” See Grenatd, loc. cit, pp> la sqq. of Ghazni about 996 (see Grenard, p. 55), claims to seek

“ Compare Grenard, loc. cit, p. 50. for glory alone in fighting the infidels. But the purely

'* See Grenard, loc. dt, p. 67. dynastic aims which guided this champion of Islam and his

" See Grenard, loc. dt, p. <58. more famous ancestor Satok Boghra Khan in their policy of

” Compare the ofAl- UtU and Ibn-al-Aj[hIr quoted aggression have been well exposed by M. Grenard ;
see loc.

by Grenard, loc dt, p. 69. dt, pp. 41 sqq., 63.

** AbO'l-^ann Nafr, in a letter addressed to Sabuktagln
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common danger have supported its old adversary through the chiefs of,apparentIy Turkish race

established in Ladak and other Western portions of its territory The possibility of help

from the powerful Uigur kingdom, which retained its Buddhism for centuries later and was the
hereditary enemy of the Khans of Balitsaghon, is not to be ignored altogether; and, finally,

inherited wealth and the gjreat natural resources of the Khotan region may well have enabled
its rulers to organize a strenuous resistance by means of mercenary forces, however unwarlike
the population actually cultivating the oasis is always likely to have been.

In the face of such obscurity as hides from our view the internal condition of the kingdom
and its political relations during the two centuries preceding the introduction of Islam, we must
rest content with two observations. In the first place, it is evident that the frequent missions

to the Chinese court from 938 onwards, with their rich offers of tribute, may be attributed to

the need felt for protection against a growing external danger. In the second place, the

repeated appearance of Buddhist ecclesiastics in these missions lends support to the belief that

the Buddhist church was then an important political factor in the state and, perhaps, one which

largely helped to make resistance against Muhammadan aggression the more determined and
effective.

For Khotan, which had undergone the influences of Indian culture and of Buddhism longer

than probably any part of Central Asia, and where transplanted elements of Chinese civilization,

too, seem to have found a more congenial soil than elsewhere in the ‘ Western Regions ’ the

Muhammadan conquest must have signified a thorough break in the continuity of historical

development. No records of any kind help us to realize its immediate effects upon the condition

and social organization of the people. But there can be no doubt that the change mull have

meant the loss of much that had once given importance to the small state at the foot of the

Kun-lun.

It still retained the advantages of its position on a great route between China and the

West, and efforts to utilize these for trade purposes may account to a great extent for

the frequent references which the Sung Annals make to embassies from Khotan during the

eleventh century. Already in the notice of the ‘tribute’ offered from YU-t*ien in 1025 articles

are enumerated which manifestly were introduced merely as objects of commerce**. The rich

counter-presents accorded for such articles as were accepted by the emperor, and the manifold

privileges enjoyed by the envoys during their stay in China, formed undoubtedly the main

inducement for the frequent visits of such embassies. From the period 1068-1077 they are

said to have become so numerous that not a year passed without their arrival, sometimes even

twice in the same year; but the same notice also plainly shows that these so-called ‘embassies’

were often in reality little more than mercantile ventures**. They are represented as coming

often without any credentials ;
they openly brought goods for sale in the markets of the empire

and realized large profits. As their entertainment at public expense and the free transport of

” M. Grenard (loc. ciL, pp. 64 sqq.) seems inclined to

assume (hat Khotan in the tenth century had passed under

the sovereignty of a Turkish dynasty established in Ladilk.

But tlic few scattered notices of Muhammadan geographers

on which this opinion is based are far too hazy to permit of

sound historical conclusions. The passages of Mas'Oth and

IdrIsI which may possibly relate to Khotan only show how
very vague Muliammadan knowledge of those regions was.

In view of this a reference to Khotan as a part of Tibet

proves little or nothing. The application of the term * Turk

'

by Al-BSrQnl to the chiefs of the valleys north and aordheast

of Kashmir can also not be relied on very far. For the

vague use of the term and the utter inadequacy of eaily

Muhammadan knowledge about Khotan and Tibet, compare

Richthofen, CAi'm, i. pp. g6g sq.

** The designation of Khotan aa 'ChIn-u-inidilli’(M*

above) has its significance.

** See Rdmusat, VHh it Khdan, p. 9a
* Ibid., pp. 9s sqq.
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their goods imposed a i<ecurring strain on the population, an imperial decree is recorded in 1078
restricting admission to the empire to duly accredited missions.

The extremely varied list of goods which this Last notice enumerates among the usual

Yll-t*ien ‘tribute’ is of interest as showing how many articles from the Far West then found

their way to China through the commercial mediation of Khotan. Whether the trade relations

thus renewed continued unbroken after the close of the Sung period (1126 a. d.), and the invasion

of Eastern Turkestan by the Kara-Khitai which almost coincided with it, tloes not appear from

the Chinese records so far rendered accessible**. Nothing is known to us of Khotan during

the period (circ. 1125-1208), Avhen the Kara-Khitai held sway over Eastern Turkestm. Ihuldliists

though they were, there is no evidence to show that their rule impaired the position which a

century and a quarter of zealous repression must have created for Islam at Khotan. From
1218 Eastern Turkestan became part of Chingiz Khan’s Mongol Empire, and Khotan may be

assumed to have benefited by the facilities for trade intercourse which the vast extent of this

empire created.

When Marco Polo visited Khotan on his way to China, between the years 1271 and 1275,

the people of the oasis were flourishing, as the Venetian’s previously cjuotcd account shows *’.

His description of the territories further cast, Pein, Cherchen and Lop, which he passed throiiyh

before crossing ‘the Great Desert’ to Sha-chou, leaves no doubt that the route from Khotan

into Kan-su was in his time a regular caravan road. Marco Polo found the people of Khotan

'all worshippers of Mahommet’ and the territory subject to ‘the Great Kaan’, i. e. Kul)lai,

whom by that time almost the whole of the Middle kingdom acknowledged as empeTor. Wiiile

the neighbouring Yarkand owed allegiance to Kaidu, the ruler of the Ch.agatai dominion,

Khotan had thus once more renewed its old historical connexion with China.

The ampler flow of Muhammadan records may, perhaps, render it possible to trace .some

details of Khotan history during the troubled times of the fourteenth century, which saw the

power of the successors of Kublai in China waning and Turkestan diviiled Ijetwccn two lines

of die house of Chagatai. But this period and those following lie far beyond the scope of our

historical sketch. We may, therefore, close with a brief reference to tire Notice of Yii-t'ien in

the Ming Annals, the last of those extracted in the Pien i tiai'-*. The record there given of

some ‘embassies’ from YU-t'ien, which arrived during the years 1420-1424, is of interest on

account of the unreserved exposition of their true character as commercial ventures*’. The

remarks imply that after a period of interruption the trade of the West towards China was once

more resuming its ancient channel through Khotan. How long this revived use of the old route

lasted we do not know. But we can still discern, perhaps, the probable cause which had led trade

back to it In 1421 the imperial court had been visited by an embassy, this time not a .sham

one, from Shah Rukh, the Moghul prince of Herat When this mi.ssion, briefly referred to also

in the Ming Notice, was travelling homewards in X422, the ambassadors, on account of troubles

** The Pirn 1 Hm furnishes no extracts on Ytt-t‘ien for

the periods of the Southern Sungs and the YOan or Mongol
Dynasty.

” See above, pp. 139 sq.; Yule, Marco Polo^ i. p. 188.

* See Rdmusat, ViUt dt Khotan, pp. 100 sqq. ; the notice

is also translated by Bretschneider, Mediaeval Reuanhes, iL

pp. S46 sqq.

Those foreigners are very fond of Chinese pro-

ductions, especially sill^ and derive benefit from exchanging
them wiA goods they Mng firom their countries. Thus the

foreign merchants were in the habit of coming to China

under the false pretext of c.arrying tribute. They brouglit

with them camels, horses, jade, and other things. When

they had entered China, the government provided them with

boats and carts to travel by rivers or by land*, &c. ; see

Bretschneider, loc. cit, p. *47. For Godz’ description of the

organization of these sham embassies which proceeded to

Peking from Central Asia in his own time, comp. Yule,

Cathay, ii. pp. 564, 58 s.

K.ar.'t-Khil.ii

and Mongol
supremacy.

Marco
I’olo’s visit

to Khotan.

Notice of

Khotan in
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in Mongolia, as their original relation tells us, took the unfrequented ^uthem route which led

them through the desert to Khotan’®. In Goez’ time, however, the jade of Khotap no longer

reached China by the direct route, but through Yarkand and along the foot of the T'ien-shan
;

and down to the present day that once frequented road via Lop-Nor and the desert to Sha-chou

has remained practically unknown to the indigenous trader and the Chinese administration

alike

^ Sec Yule, Cathay^ i. p. ccxi.

M. Grenard, Mmion D, de Rhins^ p. 170, gives an

interesting account of the efforts made in 1893 by an enter-

prising Amban of Kcriya to rediscover the ancient route

leading from Lop-Nor to Sha-chou and to facilitate travel

between Keriya and Lop-Non Traffic is still extremely

scanty from Keriya to Chaklik, the small Chinese station

in the Lop-Nor region. The route through the desert

beyond to Sha-chou does not appear to have been followed

in modem times by any traveller except J. Martin, who died

without leaving an account of it beyond the few notes which

M. Grenard recorded from his mouth.



CHAPTER VIII

ANCIENT SITES OF THE KHOTAN OASIS

Section I.-THE HILL OF GOSRNGA

My archaeological inquiries and explorations in the Khotan region, the account of which

’ may now be resumed, were in the first place directed towards the identification of those ancient

sites within the oasis, of which some notice is to be found in the records discussed in the pre-

ceding chapter. All these sites, including that of the ancient capital, l)elong to the topop^aphia

sacra of Khotan, and consequently it is natural that HsUan-tsang should prove our princi[)al

and most reliable guide for their location.

It was no small advantage that I was able to commence my survey of the sites described Topogra-

by the pilgrim from a point, the identity of which was from the first placed lieyond all doubt

by unmistakable natural features. M. Grenard had already recognized that Ilsuan-tsang’s Hill of

Goiirnga, with its sacred cave and shrine, situated to the south-west of the capital, could be no other

than tl)|e Kohm^I hill which rises above the Kara-kash river near the extreme south-west of

the oasis, and in its conglomerate cliffs contains a small cave held sacred to this day as a Zidrat

My surveying expedition into the Kun-lun range south of Khotan, for which I had been obliged

to set out within a few days after my first arrival*, had by the nth of November, 1900, brought

me down to Ujat, where the valley of the Kara-kash debouches into the fertile plain of

the oasis. I could not have desired a more appropriate place from which to start my archaeo-

logical survey of the oasis ; and the fatigues resulting from the trying mountain journey just

completed did not keep me from visiting on the next day the neighbouring hill of Kolinvari.

HsUan-tsang’s Memoirs tell us that 'to the south-west of the capital about twenty li or so Ilsiian-

is Mount Ch‘U-shih-ling-ch*ieh (or Goifnga^ meaning in Chinese “ the cow’s horn ”) I This hill

has two peaks, steeply scarped and very pointed. In the valley which separates them*, there

has been built a convent ; in this is placed a statue of Buddha which constantly spreads around

a brilliant light. In ancient days TathSgata came to this si>ot and delivered a concise digest

of the Law for the benefit of the gods. He prophesied that in this country there would be

founded a kingdom, and that its inhabitants would respect and honour his Law and zealously

follow the doctrine of the Great Vehicle’,

' See Grenard, Mission D. ds Rhins, iii. pp. 143 aqq.

' For an account of this expedition, rapid and diflScult,

but amply rewarded by geographical results, see Ruins of
Khotan, pp, ao6>43,

' See Mtmoins, ii. pp. asp sqq. ; Si-yu-id, transl. Beal,

P- 3 *3> 1 follow Julim’s version except where otherwise

indicated.

The meaning of the Sanskrit Go<p^ is given in a note

of the original 1^ sdsnikh^^ ; aAr can mean both ox

or cow. The latter translathm is adopted in the name, in

accordance with S. LM’i lendering, see bdow, p. iM.

RUN

‘ I have reproduced above the translation given by

R^musat ( Vilk dt Khotan, p. 43) which appears to come

nearest to a description of the actual features of the locality

meant. Julien translates ' II est surmontd de deux pics, ct,

de quatre cdtds, il est comme tailM it angles droits. Entre la

vallde et les flancs de cette montagne, on a construit un

convent, &c.' Beaf has: ‘there are two peaks to this

mountain, and around these peaks there arc on each side

a connected line of hills. In one of these valleys there has

been built a Sahghdrdma, ftc.' It would seem that the

wording of the original text presents some ambiguity.
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‘ In the scarp of the “Cow's Horn” (Go^rnga) hill there is a dw^ing carved in the rock*

where there is an Arhat plunged in the ecstasy which destroys thought; he awailn the coming

of Maitreya Buddha. During several centuries constant homage had been paid to him. In

recent times the rocks* have fallen in and obstructed the entrance. The king of the country

sent soldiers to remove the fallen rocks, but swarms of black wasps attacked the men with

poisonous stings. Hence to the present day the rock entrance has remained closed’.

Hslian-tsang’s ‘ reference to the prophecy which Buddha was believed to have made or

Mount Goirnga about the future foundation of Khotan and its attachment to the Law has

enabled Mr. Rockhill to recognize in this sacred site the Go£ir§a mountain, where the legend

recorded by the Tibetan ‘ Annals of Li-yul ’ makes Buddha stay for seven days on his visit

to the lake of Li-yul and predict its future conversion into the land of Khotan The designation

of GoiTrsa (cow’s head) mountain, which this Tibetan legend gives to the site, is close enough

to the Goiriiga of llsiian-tsang’s text, and we find distinct mention in the ‘Annals of Li-yul'

of a temple and monastery at the site. In the passage relating the prediction, the Blessed One

is said to have ‘remained for seven days for the weal of mankind in the temple to the left-

hand side of the great figure on the Go9ircha mountain, where there is now a little tchaitya’*,

We read subsequently, in the account of Vijayavirya's reigpt, that ‘ this king built on the Oxhead

mountain {Go(irchd), the 1 Igen-to-shan vihara ’
*.

The identity of the sacred hill thus variously designated as Mount Go^fnga and GoSlr.^

is now fortunately established with certainty through some interesting passages which M. Sylvain

L^vi has recently brought to light from Chinese and Tibetan source,s, and at the samo time

interpreted with critical accuracy. The Chinese translation of the Suryagarbha-sQtra iflade by

NarendrayaSas between the years 589 and 619 a.d., in a list of holy spots {puhd) sanctified

by the presence of a Bodhisattva, mentions the residence and Caitya of the saint ChU-mo-so-k

/isiang or Gomasalagandha, near Mount Niu-t*ou (Oxhead : Go£lr$a), on the

steeply-scarped bank of the river in YU-t*ien^^ In the Tibetan version of this text the same

passage is reproduced thus: * In the Kha-Sa country, at the place of “the Earth’s breast”

\Sciunu-may i.e. Kustana), on the mountainous bank of the Gomati, close to Mount “Cows
Horn” {Glan-ru, i.e. GoSrhga), there resides Go-ma-sa-la Gandha’". A comparison of the

two versions leaves no doubt as to the application of the names Go^rhga and ‘Cow's Head’

to the same sacred hill, and further supplies a valuable indication by placing the saint’s residence

on the steep bank of the river called Gomati.

We find another reference to this river, which clearly corresponds to the Kara-kSsh,

coupled with Mount Go^Irsa in a passage of the Yimi, a Buddhist exegetical work composed

during the eighth to ninth century’*. In a brief notice on YU-t*ien, to which we shall have again to

^ R^musat’s * Sur rescarpement du mont ’ suits the actual

locality better than Julien’s (and Beal’s) ' Dans les cavemes du

mont The expression rendered by Julien's * une chambre

creusdc dans le roc’ and Beal’s * great rock-dwelHng ^ is

manifestly the same as the one which HsOan-tsang regularly

uses for the designation of natural caves, and which in

Julien’s version usually appears as * grande maison en pierre ’

;

comp. e. g. the descriptions of the sacred caves near R&jgir

(RSjagrha, in Bihar) M/motres, ii. pp. 14 sq., 27, 33, Ac.,

with my notes on these caves in Ind, An/., 1901, pp. gy sqq.

* Julien :
* les bords de la montagne

' ; Rimusat, *
les

roches which are manifestly what is meant.

See above, pp. 159 sq.; Rockhill, Lt/e tin BuMa,

pp. 333 sq. .

* The form Gofircha used here is manifasdy Ooly sn

imperfect transcription of Skr. OcHr^a * cow’s head**

* See Rockhill, loc. cit, p. 238. According to s com-

munication from Mr. Thomas, die correct form of dio name

as given in the text is ffgehuJo^an, The origiii^ poepBitM

equally of the rendering 0^ the name by

mountain’. See also App. Jlf*.

^ Compm S.LM,NotisMn(>iuf sur
” See S. Ldvi, loc. cit, iv, p. 40. .

"

^ Compare S. Ldvi, loc* cit*, p. 39*
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refer, this text states: ‘Jn the territory of this kingdom tlicrc is Mount Cow’s Head ^
(Go^Irja). A divine spirit from time to time comes to this mountain and resides there ; this

mountain has a jade river; ordinarily the river brings down in its bed splendid jade. The
king of the territory collects these stones regularly and conn's to offer them from afar to the

Eastern court.' This passage makes it quite clear that the ‘ inonlagne dr la Tete dr Iheuf’,

which in an extract from the report of the Chinese mission of g^S reproiluced by Remusat
and quoted above, is placed at the point where the jade river rcacln s the confines of ^'u-t'ien,

is no other than HsUan-tsang’s Mount Go^rnga’^

A description of the hill of Kohmarl and its Ziarat will best show how cl<)s<'ly their imsition

and character agree with all the indications furnished by the Chinese and Tibetan notices just

reviewed. Opposite to the large village of Ujat, famous for its grajics. there ri.srs iininrdiately

above the eastern bank of the Kara-kash a bluff conglomerate riilge to a height of about 250
feet above the river-bed. It forms the last offshoot of a detritus-covrn'd spur descending

towards the plain from the eroded range which separates the Kara-k.'ish and Yurung-lcash valleys

where they approach the Khotan oasis. The part of the ridge; known as Kohm.lri falls off

towards the river with an almost vertical cliff face. In order to reach its top I had first to

cross :^he gravel-filled bed of the Kara-k5sh, here about a mile broad, but dry at the time of

my visit except for a few small channels, in a south-eastcrnly direction to Just below the little

village of Nussia. Here the river face of the ridge is less steep, showing on its surface

mo.stly gravel and loose stones, and a rough road ascends its slope in the direction of Kohmarf.

From the top, where the precipitous portion of the ridge is reached, tlie track turns eastwards

for a short distance and then winds between dune-like hillocks of grave;! back to the brink of

the cliff.

Close to the latter there lies, on a kind of saddle between two low hillocks of gravel, the

Mazar which is worshipped as the resting-place of a saint popularly known as ‘ Khoja Maheb
KhOjam’’*. His supposed tomb is marked by a stone-heap about five feet high, enclosed by

a rough wooden fence and surmounted by the usual bundle of staffs with flags, pieces of cloth,

yak-tails, and similar ex-votos of the pious **. The tomb is faced on the north by a low wooden

mosque with a verandah, built, I was told, in the reign of Yaqiib beg. A path descending the

west face of the cliff to about fifty feet below the top leads to a narrow terrace, which forms

the approach to the small cave held sacred as the supposed residence of the saint. The
terrace is partly artificial, resting on rough walls which have; been built out with rubble taken

from the conglomerate. Most of the space thus gained is occupied by a low wooden structure-

built against the cliff, which serves for the accommodation of the ‘ .Shaikhs ’ or hereditary

attendants of the shrine.

Immediately to the south of this structure lies the entrance to the cave. It is reached

by a rough wooden ladder, as seen in the photograph (Fig. 25). 'I'hc cave, which may,

perhaps, be due in part to artificial excavation, consists of two stories. The lower one runs

from north-west to south-east, with a total length of about 39 feet. It slopes slightly upwards

from the entrance and keeps an average height of from 8 to 10 feet, except in the

innermost recess, which is much lower, but has a funnel-like opening on the top to a total

height of 10 feet. The greatest width is about 14 feet. From this story a nnigh ladder leads

to a small upper chamber, which communicates with the story below by means of four holes

" See Rtousat, V&U di Kkolan, p. 11 3, and above Muliibb KliwSja is evidently the concct form of thu

P' *79 - name intended. ’* See Fig. 24.
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from I to 3 feet in diameter. This upper chamber is only about 13 ^t long, unth a greatest

width of 8 feet Its height is not more than 4-5 feet except where a narrow iissure leads

through the rock upwards to a height of about 15 feet The end of this fissure, which can

be scaled with some trouble, was visible by the light of a candle. The upper story of the

cave is shunned by the common people, who fear to ascend into its darkness, but no special

sanctity attaches to it

The walls of the cave show everjnvhcre the natural conglomerate, with its well-rounded

pebbles closely packed and varying in size up to one foot or more in diameter. A hard crust

of black soot covers the wall surfaces throughout The legend ascribes the black colour of

the walls to the smoke with which the infidels are supposed to have here killed the saint

But in reality it is manifestly a result of the fires which the pilgrims who come to sit and

pray in the cave arc wont to light in winter to keep themselves warm. Beneath a thin layer

of dust and ashes which I had cleared out, the bottom of the cave proved to consist of hard

pebbles firmly embedded.

I examined the interior of the cave with particular care, as the report furnished to

MM. Dutreuil de Rhins and Grenard represented it as the find-place of an ancient Kharo^thi

MS. of the Dhammapada on birch-bark, fragments of which were acquired by th^m in

1892 and published by M. Senart five years later'*. The publication of this eminent savant

makes it unnecessary to point out here in detail the importance of this find, since known as

the Dutreuil de Rhins MS., from both the palaeographical and philological points of view.

Whether written in India or outside it, these fragments certainly constitute the oldest MS. so

far known of an Indian literary product M. Grenard*s account shows that the leaves were

delivered to him and his companion on two successive visits to the locality by natives who

professed to have found them with some other antiques (a bowl of well-finished pottery and a

small figure carved in wood and enclosed in a casket) inside the grotto. Neither to M. Dutreuil

de Rhins, who first visited the place and received some fragments, nor to M.'^ Grenard, who

about a month later secured what he believed to be the rest of the find, was the exact spot

of discovery shown. The men who sold the precious leaves to the French travellers appear

to have hindered them from a personal inspection of the cave by alleging religious objections.

They certainly took care to hide the fact that a larger portion of the fragments had been sold

by them to agents of the late M. Petrowsky, Russian Consul General at KSshgar, through

whose mediation it subsequently reached St Petersburg.

Though the visit of the French explorers was still remembered by the Shaikhs, nothing

was known to them or the villagers of the alleged discovery in the cave. On the other hand

I found the guardians of the sacred spot ready enough, for a consideration, to show me the

cave, including its mysterious recesses. The careful examination I was thus able to make of

the whole interior did not reveal any spot where the objects described by M, Grenard could

have lain effectively hidden for centuries. There were no traces of any recent opening visible

anywhere in the rock walls, though the coating of old soot would have easily revealed such;

nor could the thin layer of dust and ashes above the hard rock at the bottom have covered

and preserved such bulky articles as a bowl and casket These considerations make it distinctly

improbable that the antiquarian relics now in Paris and St Petersbuig were actually discovered

within the cave. They may have been found in the vicini^ and the cave indicated as the

" Compare Grenard, Missim D, dt Rhins, pp. 14s sqq.; SeptF-Oct; for etrlkraotioeaiee

Senary Zts Fragnunts DutrsuU de Rhins, J. asioL, 1898, da inssr^Ruu, IV* $Srk^ t xxv. pp. *51 W|ii. >

'
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place of discovery merely to obviate further search by the travellers. Not having bcem able

to ascertain aeither from the published accounts or by my inquiries at Khotan the names of

those who supplied the relics, I had no means of following up the matter further. I hence

fear that, as in the case of so many remains acquired through native agency in this region,

the question as to the true origin of the Dutreuil de Rhins MS. must ever remain

undecided.

The uncertainty about this find cannot detract from the archaeological interest of the site

;

for every feature proves the identity of the latter with the Mount Go^rnga or Go^irsa of our

Chinese and Tibetan records. The position occupied by the present Ma^ar of Kohm.arl, on

the top of a hill rising precipitously above the bank of the Kara-kash just where it reaches the

Khotan oasis, agrees accurately with all topographical indications in the notices of the Hsi-yii-chi

and other texts above quoted. The south-westerly bearing from the Khotan capital which

HsUan-tsang mentions for Mount Go.4rnga, coupled with the fact that this capital is i)lainly

described by successive notices of the Chinese Annals as situated between the Yurung-kash

and the Kara-kSsh, necessarily places the sacred hill by the banks of the latter. I'lie short

distance from the capital, 20 li, named by the IIsi-yU<hi shows unmisuikably that the hill

must have been at the very edge of the oasis. Now there is no eminence on the banks of

the Kara-kSsh lower down than Kohmari, nor, for a considerable distance higher up, any whicli

comes quite close to the river bank and rises precipitously above it. From Fopuna downwar«ls

to its debouchure at Ujat the river is flanked either by cultivated flats or else by gravel slopes

of a very easy gradient, .except just at Kohmari.

TBe existence in the steep scarp of this hill, i.c. in the very position described by

HsUan-tsang, of a cave venerated to the present day as the abode of a saint completes the

evidence in conclusive fashion. In the narrow fissure running into the rock from the upper

story of the cave we may safely recognize the passage which in the legend related to the pilgrim

is represented as having ^en blocked by fallen rocks and thus having hidden the Arhat The

tenacity of local worship is proved once more by tlie tradition which has substituted for

GomasSlagandha, the Buddhist saint once worshipped here, a Muhammadan martyr of the l''aith.

The alleged resting-place of the latter on the top- of the ridge, between two small hillocks, may
well occupy the place of the convent and Caitya which, according to the testimony of the

Hsi-yU-chi and Soryagarbha-sQtra, we must suppose to have stood on Mount Go.4rhga.

The shrine and cave of Kohm£rI still form a favourite place of pilgrimage for the faithful

of Khotan, and the well-fed, contented look of its Shaikhs shows that their income derived

from pious offerings is substantial. The intercession of holy ‘ Maheb Khojam' is believed to

be particularly efficacious when the low state of the rivers makes the cultivators of certain

tracts fear inadequate irrigation and consequent failure of crops. On this account quasi-official

recognition, in the form of a liberal offering from the Amban Pan Darin, was said to have

been recently accorded to the shrine. Is it possible that this belief in a connexion between

worship at Kohmari and the supply of flood-water in the rivers had its distant origin in the

It it scaredy necenaiy to point out that it was
"•nifetUy the existence of such a natuiai fissure, suggesting

Access to tome mysterkwa inner q>ace impasiahle bqrond
a short distance, whidi originated the iegend. We meet with
a simiiar piece of folklore in Hsflan-tsang's account of the

aacred cave near in the vicinity of ancient

Rajagrha Ritfgir in South Bihir, which 1 have identified

with the RHjpind cave close to the present Jelhian (see my
' Notes on an archaeological tour in South BihSr’, Ind. Ant.,

1901, p. 65). A high fissure running upwards from a corner

of this cave was supposed to have once given acce.ss to the

magic city of the Asuras (comp. M/moirrs de H.-Th., iL

pp. 14 sq.).
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legend which, as related by the ‘ Annals of Li-yul made Buddha symbolize at this spot the

future draining of the waters covering Khotan ? *• «
In conclusion, the name now borne by the hill deserves brief notice. As pronounced by

the people it sounds Kom&ri, but the written form adopted for it in the short Tadhkirah of the

shrine and probably elsewhere is Kohtn&ru According to a statement of M. Gfenard, KohmSri
is interpreted to mean ‘ the snake of the mountain ’—evidently a ‘ popular etymology ' which
takes the Persian words kdh ‘mountain’ and tuSr ‘snake’ for its foundation, without troubling

itself about the non-Persian form of the supposed compound. M. S. L^vi ingeniously recognized

in this etymology, whether true or not, a reminiscence of the Grhapati (Chi-li-ho-po-ti) Naga
whom the SDryagarbha-sOtra names as inhabiting the site**. I am unable to express any

definite opinion as to the real derivation of the name, except that it manifestly belongs to that

extensive portion of the local nomenclature of Khotan which is of pre-TurkI origin. If it were

shown that the Eastern Iranian tongue once current in Khotan possessed the phonetic equivalents

of Persian kdh and mSr, the notice of the SQryagarbha-sOtra would permit us to hazard the

conjecture that the name originally meant ‘the hill of the snake (i.e. Naga)’.

Section II.—THE CULTURE-STRATA OF YOTKAN

Apart from Mount GoSrnga, the position of which was indicated by unmistakable natural

features, no attempt could be made to locate any of the other ancient kites of the Khotan oasis

mentioned in our texts without previously determining the position of the ancient capital, for it

is invariably with reference to the latter that HsUan-tsang records those bearings and distances

which alone can now guide us to the identification of minor sites. We have seen above that,

according to the Hsi-yil-chi, Mount GoSmga lay 20 li to the south-west of the capital, and that

various notices of the Chinese Annals placed the latter between the Yurung-k£sh and the

Kara-kash rivers. These data would not by themselves have sufficed for an exact location of

the site had not a fortunate chance in recent times brought to light ample archaeological

evidence which supplements them and removes all doubt.

To M. Grenard belongs the merijt of having first clearly recognized that the little village

of Yotkan in the Boraz^n canton, which had furnished a constant supply of antiques, such as

ancient pottery, coins, gems, &c., to Khotan traders, as well as to previous European travellers,

stands on ground once occupied by the ancient capital

A

steady flow of antiques from

Yotkan has since M. Grenard's visit in 1891 reached public collections in Europe and India,

largely through the purchases of the British and Russian representatives at K&shgar, or else

tlirough acquisitions of European visitors to Khotan; but the information available as to the

exact conditions in which those relics were found in such remarkable quantities, and the general

character of the site, remained of the scantiest*.

“ Compare above, p. 159; Rockhill, Lift ofthe Buddha,

p. *33-
" Compare Noht rhinoitet sur VIndt, iv. p. 40 note.

‘ See Grenard, Mission D. de Ittuns, iii. pp. 137 sq.

138 sq.

'For brief notices of the locality compare Hedin,

Through Asia, pp. 759 sq.; Hoemie, Report on C^A,
antiquities, i. pp. xii sq. (based on communications from

Mr. Macartney and the Swedish Misrionaries of KSshgar).

In all these the site is inaccurately designated as ' Borassn',

in reality the name of the canton to which the village of

Yotkan belongs. Dr. Hedin’s chapter on * Borasan and its

archaeological remains’ (loc. cit, pp. 759 sqq.) contains,

besides good illnstrations of antiques coming froa YddaSi

extracts iiom a paper published by M. Kiserildty on the fads

M. Petrowsky’s large coUeetion of similar acqnWtionBi Ihe

original paper, quoted as being in the Jouinal of the

Russian Archaeological Society, is not acoessibie to ,
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Realizing the impor^nce of systematic examination of the locality, I had, during my first

brief stay an Khotan, on October 15 paid a rapid preliminary visit to Yotkan; at the same

time I arranged for the collection of such antiques from the place as happened to be for sale

among the villagers or in the hands of Khotan traders. The procced.s of this search awaited

me at Khotan on my return from the mountains; and after giving lo my men and animals

a few days of much-needed rest 1 hastened to proccetl to Yotkan for a thorough survey of

the site. I reached it on November 25 from the south, after a brief visit to the jade-pits

at the debouchure of the Yurung-kash Valley, and devoted the next four days to a careful

study of the antiquarian aspects of the site and its immediate vicinity.

The name Yotkan is borne by a group of detached hamlets, of which the northern one, Tosition of

called Khalche, is situated, as the map of the Khotan oa.sis and the large scale one of Plate XXI II

show, nearly five miles from the western gate of the Yangi-shahr or Chinese town of Khotan,

and approximately west by north of it. Through the centre of the area formed by the \'illage

lands of Yotkan there passes a ravine, deeply cut into the loess soil and known as the Ydf^an-

Y&r. Where the course of this ravine approaches the houses of Khalche it is adjoined on

the south by the site which has furnished whatever relics have so far been recovered of the

old Khotan capital.

The remarkable appearance presented by this site, and the no le.s.s curious nature of the

operations to which finds of antiques are there due, were bound to attract from the first my
special interest. A preliminary survey showed the site to consist of a large depressed area

sunk from 20 to 30 feet, below the level of the surrounding ground, and fonning, as seen in

the large’ scale map (PI. XXIII), an irregular oblong with sides each about half a mile in length.

Except where the Yotkan-YSr enters and leaves it, this depression proved to be borderred

everywhere by steep banks cut into what at first seemed natural loess, but which on closer

examination showed, besides pure soil, layers full of pottery debris, ashes, dec.aycd wood, and

other decomposed matter. Along considerable portions of the enclosing banks there were

plentiful signs of recent diggings and ‘washings’. It was soon made clear to me by the

villagers’ statements that it was solely the working of these banks, or more exactly of the deeply

embedded layers just mentioned, which produced the annual yield of antiipaes from \ Otkan

;

while within the depression itself, now mostly occupied b^ rice-fields and marshy ground, finds

were wholly unknown.

The first careful inspection of the whole site sufficed to convince me that this great

depression or basin was indeed, as the villagers plainly told me, the result of long-continued
yoJjtan.

excavations, such as were still proceeding each summer. Neither the extent nor the shape of

the depressed area could possibly be accounted for by the erosive action of flood-water carried

in the Yotkan-YJlr, as had been somewhat vaguely assumed by some earlier visitors to the site

when they spoke here of ‘ frightful ravages in the soil ’. But as soon as I had realized that

this strange-looking site corresponded in its present features to the huge open-air pit of .some

mine or quarry, and had like it been created by systematic diggings, two fresh (picstions at

once confronted me. What was the object for which such extensive and necessarily laboriotis

excavations had been carried on, and when and how had they originally been started ?

To the first question the evidence of the work which on my visit in October I found

actually proceeding supplied a conclusive answer: it was for gold in the first place and next

for chance finds of small objects of value, such as pieces of worked jade, gems, ornaments, &c.,

that the banks enclosing the site were annually being dug into and the soil from their debris-

filled layers * washed* by a varying number of diggers. To obtain a reliable answer to tlic
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second question, which touched upon the past of the site and had a ^rect antiquarian .bearing,

might have been a more difficult matter. But fortunately I was in time with my inquiries;

the commencement of the excavations did not reach back further than the memory of a

generation still living.

The statements which I collected from a number of intelligent old villagers both at Yotkan

and in the vicinity, and which I took every opportunity to test during my stay, threw light on

a number of interesting points and were fully accordant in essentials. From them I ascertained

that no finds of any kind indicating that an ancient site was buried here below the ground had

been made until the time of Niaz Hakim BCg, still well remembered throughout Khotan as the

first governor under Yaqiib Beg. Two or three years after his appointment, which took place

about 1866, the small canal conveying water from the Kara-kash river for the irrigation of the

Yotkan fields began to cut for itself a deeper bed in the soft loess, that is, to turn into a

‘Yar’. This is the origin of the ravine, which begins about one-and-a-half miles to the west

of Yotkan at the village of Chalbash, and after passing Khalche and the Yotkan site joins the

‘Yars’ of Kashe about a mile to the north-east

The archaeologist has good reason to feel grateful to the Yotkan-Yar, for without its

formation the remains of the old Khoun capital might have been left buried for ages to come.

It was only when the flood-water escaping in the newly-formed ravine had created a small

marshy depression {ktil) a little to the south-east of Khalche, that the villagers accidentally

came across little bits of gold amidst old potsherds and other d<^bris. The latter objects

possessed, of course, no interest for them ; but the gold naturally expited the cupidity of the

villagers, many of whom had, like the rest of the poorer agricultural population of KhStan, at

one time or another tried their luck at ‘ prospecting ’ for jade in the river-beds or else at gold-

washing on the Yurung-kash and in the mountains. So they set to work washing the soil near

the incipient YSr, and the proceeds were so rich that they came to the governor’s knowledge.

Niaz Hakim Beg was an administrator of considerable enterprise. He sent to Yotkan

large parties of diggers, whom he employed like the men I found working for small capitalists

in the jadepits along the Yurung-kash bed*. The owners of the fields which were gradually

cut away by these ‘washings’ received compensation. Subsequently the excavations were

continued by private enterprise, the usual arrangement being that the owners of the soil and ,thc

diggers share the proceeds equally. *The earth excavated from the banks has to be washed,

just like the old deposit of gold-carrying streams. The larger supply of water needed for this

purpose caused the Yotkan canal to cut its bed deeper and deeper until it formed the existing

Yar, the bottom of which is from 29 to 30 feet below the level of the fields (see Fig. a6).

Finally the canal had to be diverted to a higher level; but springs came to the surface at the

bottom of the ravine, and these with others rising within the excavated area’ account for its

swampy condition. In the recollection of old villagers the land of Yotkan was everywhere a

level flat; there were no springs or swampy ground—nor any knowledge or traditim of the

‘ old city ’ (kdne-shaJir) below,

Wc shall see presently that this negative fact has its antiquarian interest; and it may.

therefore, be useful to point out that the accidental discovery of the YOtkan site, about the

date indicated by the villagers' statement, can be established independently by a record made as

long ago as 1874. The still useful notes which Pandit RSmehand, one of the native sturvayors

with Sir Douglas Forsyth's Mission, collected when passing through Khotan

' See Rmnt of Khotan, pp. >53 sq.
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that* year contain distinct reference to a 'discovery of buried ruins’ said to have lately ‘been
made quite tlose to the city of Khotan (Ilchi) at a distance of about four miles to the north-

west Pandit Ramchand evidently did not see the place himself, and what he relates about

the way in which the first find was made (‘a golden ornament snitl to have bt'en a cow’)

clearly reflects the more romantic form which the* story would assume in Bazar gossip. But
there can be no doubt that his notice refers to Yotkan, thus proving that the site could not

have been known for many years earlier®. The surveyor’s record also conrirms the villagers'

statement about excavations for gold made under the governor’s onlcrs.

The systematic digging and washing for gold, which can thus be sliown to have been ()p.'r.iiii»ns

carried on at Yotkan for upwards of thirty years preceding my visit, is (luite sufficient to account

for the great extent of the excavated area as shown by my survc)’. The. work was still being

vigorously continued on the north side and along part of the banks to tlu* west during the

annual period when sufficient water is available for washing. Though this had passed by with

September, and the diggers had departed, I found no difficulty in ascertaining the methods by
which the operations are carried on and the character of their produce. Like the si‘arch for

jade in the river-beds after the annual floods, like washing for goK! in the flood-deposits of the

Yurung-kSsh, or digging for it at the pits of Surghak, Kapa, &c., work at Yotkan attracts

annually for a short period numbers of the [loorcr agriculturists f)f the oasis who look to tluvsc

occupations as a kind of time-honoured lottery. The small quantity of gold which washing of

the soil in the banks ordinarily produces is just sufficient to be ‘[)aying', i. c. to pn)vidc the

diggers, after compensation to the owners of the fields cut away, with the ecpiivalent of the

modest? wage which prevails in Khotan for unskilled labour. But in re^cent years anticpics.

such as ornamented pieces of pottery, engraved stones, small objects of metal, and coins, have

come to be counted as a kind of secondary product—and there always remains the chief attraction,

the chance of finding valuable objects in gold, silver, or jade.

The gold usually found appears in the form of tiny flakes of leaf-gold of which I was able OoKI washcd

to secure .samples, and less frequently in that of minute pieces of what looks like very thin gold

plating such as might have been used in ornaments. It is easily distinguished by the villagers from

the gold-dust [liepek-dliun) washed from the river-beds. No coins or solid ornaments of gold and silver

were admitted to be found now, though the discovery of such precious articles was readily ackiKjw-

ledged for the early years of the working, and near the original s[K>t where it started. Whatever
the chance of making such finds in the banks of soil now under exploitation, the diggers as well

as the villagers would have reason to be reticent about them. The purchase of all gold produced

in the Khotan and Keriya districts forms a monopoly of the Chinese administration, and as the

rates paid by the latter are very considerably below those readily offered by traders, concealment of

the true quantity of produce and secret disposal of it to private individuals arc common throughout

the territory •. This practice would naturally be resorted to most readily in the case of valuable

' See Yarkand Jlfisstan Report^ p. 449.
' The fact that Johnson, in the account of his visit to

Khoian, in 1865, does not indicate any knowledge of Ydtkan
may probably be accepted aa evidence that the site was then
as yet undiscovered. He certainly seems to have made
inquiries after mins and ancient remains ;

and notwithstand-
ing the often sketchy nature of his notes, he would not have
been likely to past over a find-place so easily accessible if

had then been known; comp. /. R. 5<v.,

«*vii.p.5.

® The system was maintained also under YacjiSl) Beg’s

reign, as Pandit Ramchand’s notes show. Of the excavations

ordered at Yotkan by the governor (Niaz Hakim Beg) he

specially mentions ‘the diggers are paid for any gold they

may excavate at 110 tangas the Scr’, the market value then

being 138 tangas; Yarkand Mission Report, p. 449.

The information agrees accurately with what was told to me

at Yotkan of the tax levied by Ni5z Hakim Beg on the

produce of private diggings at that period.

C c
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finds of worked objects in gold, in regard to which official control t^ust be specially difficult

However this may be, there is material evidence of such finds in the fact that,«on my later

visit to Ydtkan in April, 1901 ,

1

succeeded in purchasing a tiny figure of solid gold of excellent

workmanship, representing a monkey, that had been found during the previous year’s washings.

I have no doubt that any larger articles in gold are melted down speedily after discovery, in

order to facilitate concealment and disposal.

Occasional finds of this kind cannot surprise us in the debris layers of a site which, during

long centuries, was occupied by the capit<il of a Bourishing kingdom rich through trade and
mineral produce. On the other hand, it seems at first difficult to account for the prevalence

of gold in that common form of leaf above described and over so lafge an area. Yet it is this

alone which in reality constitutes the 'paying’ basis of the Yotkan diggings. The use of leaf-

gold on an extensive scale in the decoration of Buddhist buildings and sacred objects offers,

I think, the most likely explanation. From the detailed description which Fa-hsien has left

us of the splendid StQpa and temple he visited at what was then known as 'the King’s New
Monastery’, a little to the west of the Khotan capital, it is certain that many parts of sacred

buildings in ancient Khotan were richly overlaid with leaf-gold ^ Apart from this distinct

evidence of Fa-hsien, reproduced in the footnote, the example of GandhSra remains, and the

testimony of actual finds brought to light by my explorations lead us to conclude that the

gilding of sacred images and other objects of worship must have been largely practised in

Buddhist Khotan*. Whether applied to plaster or direct to the wood, which as we shall see,

played so large a part in the construction of Khotan buildings, secular as well as religious,

much of this leaf-gold must have fallen off and mingled with the dust, whenever the stflictures

erected in such perishable materials as were known to old Khotan crumbled away or otherwise

met with destruction. It is equally clear that the leaf-gold once lost in this way could not be

recovered until the soil was washed by the method now followed.

The examination of the stratum from which this gold is obtained proved very instructive.

It varies considerably in thickness and depth at different points of the banks enclosing the

excavated area, but is everywhere easily distinguished by its brownish colour and peculiar com-

position. It consists of decomposed rubbish and humus, in which are embedded fragments of

ancient pottery, plain or ornamented, 1x>ne5 of animals, pieces of much decayed wood, ashes,

and thin layers of charcoal—all indications that we have here the debris which accumulated on

a site occupied by dwellings during long periods. Everywhere the excavations have been

carried down until the natural loess soil was reached; hence the thickness of the upper stratum

could be established without difficulty. Along the banks on the south and south-west, where

' ‘ Seven or eight le to the west of the city there is what

is called the king's Nest monastery, the building of which

took eighty years, and extended over three reigns. It may
be ago cubits in height, rich in elegant carving and inlaid

work, covered above with gold and silver, and finished

throughout with a combination of all the precious substances.

Behind the tope there has been built a Hall of Buddha, of

the utmost magnificence and beauty, the beamt^ pillars,

venetianed doors, and windows being all overlaid with leaf-

gold. Besides this, the apartments for the monks are

imposingly and elegantly decorated, beyond the power of

words to express ’
; Fd-hitrii Traoelt, transl. Legge, pp. 19 sq.

The distance and bearing indK»ted make it highly probable

that this great shrine must be identified with the ^-mo-Jfi

convent of Hsfflan-tsang and thus be located at the present

village of Sonujra, close to the west of YCtkan; see below,

sec. V. From the great height mentioned it is dear that

the structure was of wood, like the famous VaUravapn tein{de
*

in the capital itself.

* For the numerous instances of gilding appHed to

Buddhbt statuary as well as to StQpas, comp. Foucher, L'Art

du Gandhdra, pp. 8s, 198 sqq. For traces .of giUfaig in

remains of Khotan sites, see below, chap. x. sec. L; eh^kXIV•

(It is curioas that a passage of the

mentions the gilt parasol placed over a Siva temple hi the

time of Kahda (1063-89), ascribes instruction in 'the art of

putting gold on ooj^r' to an artist fiom Ihn Ttiraiks

country, Le. TnrkestSn ; see my viL gag-figl^
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the excavations touch tly gardens and fields of Allama (see Fig. 27), it shows an average of

from 5 to 8 feet. In the banks on the west it seems to increase gradually as they approach

the vicinity of the Yotkan-Yar (see Fig. 26). North of the latter the ‘culture-stratum’ attains

its greatest thickness, being fully 13 to 14 feet deep in the banks worked immediately below

the houses of Khalche, where the proceeds in antiques, such as terra-cotta figurines, coins,

small fragments of carved stone, &c., are the richest It was chiefly here and along the north-

western ^ge of the area that recent working was proceeding. The Kanks to the. south and

east, where the relatively thin culture-stratum had ceased to be ‘paying’, showed signs of

having been abandoned for a considerable number of years, as proved by the fruit-trees planted

just Wow them within the excavated area.

It was easy to see that, notwithstanding the uniformity in the character of the culture- Contents of

stratum, there were variations in the relative frequency of the objects embedded in it In some

places the pottery fragments were closely packed, forming small layers or patches easily distin-

guishable on the surface of the banks, whereas elsewhere only isolated pieces could lie picked

out. In the same way bones, ashes, &c., are far more plentiful at certain points than at others.

It is clear that the varying depth of the culture-stratum must be ascribed mainly to the

different length of the periods during which particular localities were occupied, and to the different

character of the uses to which they had been put. Of the latter fact the variations just noted

afford direct evidence.

In one respect all portions of the culture-strata exposed to view show a regrettable uni- Absence of

formity ; nowhere did I ^ome upon traces of structural remains, nor could I hear of such having

been ftund during previous excavations. The nearest approach to such remains was represented

by a layer of closely packed large pebbles, which the banks on both sides of the Yotkan-

Yar, just where it enters the excavated area from the west, showed in a thickness of about

51 feet and about lo| feet above the present bottom of the ravine. The stones must have

been brought from some river-bed, but whether they served for a platform, foundation of a

wall, or some similar purpose could not be determined. Above this layer I noticed the occurrence

of ancient pottery fragments, while none were exposed below it*.

I believe that this absence of structural remains is to be accounted for by the fact that,

owing to the total want of suitable stone, sun-dried bricks and clay supplemented by timber

must have been in old days, as now, the only materials Available for the construction of houses

in the Khotan region. All of the mud walls of buildings that had not crumbled into dust

was bound to decay completely in the course of the centuries during which, as we shall pre-

sently have occasion to demonstrate, the site was taken up for cultiv-ition and the soil kept

constantly moist by the percolation of irrigation water. The same fate overtook, of course,

whatever of the wood once contained in the more substantial buildings had not been

extracted and utilized by successive occupiers of the site. It might have been different if the

old town, of which the ‘culture-strata’ of Yotkan now retain the sole relics, had been over-

whelmed by some sudden catastrophe and its site once for all deserted. Then we might expect

to find the original materials and even some structural outlines of buildings preserved in

SI recognizable form under the soil. The assumption of such a catastrophe, a great flood

which was supposed to have destroyed the old town, has indeed been hazarded by some of

the earlier European visitors to Yotkan, who attributed to it the thick cover of earth now

* ToUXa, an ^ villager of *«»"», talked of a iquaie excavations; but it seemed very doubtful from his description

well, lined with wood, having bwi struck during the early whether this belonged to the time of the ‘culture-strata '.

c c 2
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hiding the relics^**. But it only needed a careful examination of tlys very feature to dispel

the notion of the conjectural catastrophe. »

The strata containing the old remains are everywhere covered by a considerable layer of

pure soil, which from the first interested me greatly on both antiquarian and geological grounds.

It shows a fairly uniform thickness from 9 to ii feet in the banks near AllSma, while in

those exposed south of Khalche it varies from a minimum of ii feet to a maximum of about

20 feet at different points. This layer is easily distinguished by its light colour from the
‘ culture-strata ' below, and is absolutely free from remains which might indicate subsequent

occupation of the site. The latter fact is realized by the villagers, who everywhere would

readily show the limit up to which the old stratum extends, and above which there begins

what they call yer (‘unprofitable ground’), i.e. the natural soil, yielding neither gold nor

antiques. Wherever I examined the earth overlying the ‘culture-strata’ it proved exactly the

same in substance and colour as that which is to-day turned up by the plough of the Yotkan

cultivator. Another important fact, which the careful examination of this layer established with

equal clearness, is the total absence in it of any traces of stratification.

These observations conclusively prove that the present position of the culture-strata of

Yotkan cannot possibly be the result of- a great flood or series of floods which have over-

whelmed the site; for such a catastrophe, if it had ever occurred, would have been bound to

leave its mark in stratified deposits of varied character. But the facts thus observed on the

spot did more than dispose of a vaguely suggested hypothesis; they also led on to what I still

hold to be in the main the true explanation of the deep cover under yirhich the remains of the

old town have rested.
*

In my ‘ Preliminary Report * I did not hesitate to express my belief that this great layer

of pure soil, above what we can show to be the debris accumulations of the ancient capital,

was ‘ due mainly to silt-deposit, the necessary result of intensive and long continued irrigation
’

The reasons for this conclusion were derived solely from what local observation had shown me
within the Khotan oasis. Having since my return fully realized the geological interest involved

in the question and its close relation to the much-discussed problems of loess, I feel specially

gratified that the opinion then formed on the spot has stood the test of the analysis to which

an exceptionally qualified geologist. Prof. L. Ldezy, has been kind enough to subject the

specimens of soil brought back by me* from Ydtkan.

Without anticipating the information which Professor Ldezy’s instructive communications in

1903 enabled me to gather with regard to a very important subsidiary factor, I may be allowed

to state in the first place the case as it presented itself to me solely on the basis of my local

impressions, and as I have already recorded it in my Personal Narrative**. Cultivation in the

Khotan oasis, as everywhere else in Eastern Turkestan, demands constant and ample irrigation.

The Kara-kash river, from which the water for the Yotkan fields is drawn in the spring and

summer, carries down during this season enormous quantities of disint^;rated soil fhnn the

eroded ranges it drains. Its water, full of suspended sediment, and hence of a dark yellow or

chocolate colour, is allowed to stand on the carefully terraced fields until it is completely

absorbed or evaporated. As all the fine detritus or mud borne down by the river-water thus

finds its way to the fields and is ultimately deposited there, the accumulation of silt over the

latter must be constant and relatively rapid. Since the conditions are exactly the same in the

See Hoernie, Jleport <m C^A. antiquitut, i. p. ziii ; "See PrtUmiiKuy Rtpurt, p. ap.

Mittum D. dt Skttu, iii. p. is6 . " Ruifu Khokm, p. 363.
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case of the tracts irriga^d from the Yurung-kash, the level of the cultivated portions of the

oasis is evelywhere bound to rise steadily. There may be local differences in the rate of this

rise, in accordance with the varying quantity of water supplied by the several canals, the

distance of the irrigated lands from the canal heads, &c. But considering how near the Yotkan

fields are to the debouchure of the Kara-kash and thus to the region where the river collects

most of this silt on its passage through the outer ranges, the supply of silt cannot fail to be

particularly ample there. It seems safe to assume that land so favourably situated, in a most

fertile and easily irrigated part of tlie oasis, cannot have been allowed to remain long unculti-

vated after it had once ceased to be the site of a town. Seeing that by the chronological

evidence of the latest of the Yotkan remains close on eight hundred years must have passed

since the final abandonment of the site, the thickness of the dc^xtsit now observed above the

strata of debris presents nothing surprising.

Observations which I had occasion to make again and again after my first visit to Yotkan Raised lewl

fully support this explanation. Everywhere widiin the oasis I noticed that the main roads

were sunk considerably below the surrounding level where they pass through land which has

been long under cultivation; while elsewhere on waste land, near newly tilled fields or within

the villages, they kept flush with the adjoining ground. This low position of the n^ads was so

uniformly observable and so marked within the old portions of the Khotan oasis that I soon

learned to distinguish them by this test alone from any areas which had been rendered arable

in more recent times by the extension of irrigation on the edges of the oasis or by the

reclamation of waste ground within it. Thus, e.g., in the Tawakkel oasis, lower down on the

Yurung-k5sh, which otherwise exactly reproduces the general conditions of cultivation, &c., of

the Khotan oasis, but had been colonized only some sixty years before my visit, the level

of the fields was nowhere more than about a foot or so above that of the roads. It is

impossible not to seek for a natural cause of the far more deeply sunk position occupied by

all roads within areas of old cultivation. None I could think of seemed more probable than

that the level of* the fields is constantly rising by irrigation, while that of the roads cannot

undergo any marked variation.

That erosion of the soft soil by traffic could not be held to account for this striking and Low level oi

constant difference in level, seemed clear from two observations. On the one hand, little

frequented paths leading to small holdings, fields, &c., dften showed quite as low a level as

constantly used high roads. On the other hand, I was soon struck by a still more character-

istic fact—the low position of all the old cemeteries that are surrounded by fields. Cemeteries

of any age are easily r^ognized by their extending around some Mazar t)r shrine, and in their

case I invariably found that the ground-level lay considerably, up to 10 feet and more, below

that of any adjoining fields Erosion by traffic or winds cannot be thought of here ;
for the

closely packed and often massive tombs protect such cemeteries effectively against either

This curious position becomes, however, at once intelligible if we recall the fact that the fields

are constantly receiving a deposit of silt from irrigation, while the cemeteries are naturally kept

clear of water and consequently of this accretion.

I have already noted that the soil of the layer which covers the ‘culture-strata’ of Yotkan,

as far as I could judge by the naked leye and without geological training, presented exactly

the same appearance as the loess that forms the arable ground throughout the oasis. Being soil spcci*

mens.

“ For » ttriking comp, bdow, lec. v, the “ For the view of a typical cemetery of this kind, comp,

dmeription of the old graveyard around Zilrat of Fig. 16.

Bswa-Kambar.
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aware that a widely accepted theory,' first propounded by Richthofen, ^ascribed the formation of

loess (or ‘adobe’) to the long-continued drifting and deposit of fine dust by urind, i.e. to

purely ‘aeolian’ action*®, I was anxious that the view I had been led to form of the

character and origin of the covering-layer at Yotkan should be tested by geological evidence.

I accordingly secured a considerable number of specimens of soil taken from various portions

of this layer as well as from the ‘culture-strata’ below. In 1903 I had the satisfaction of

submitting these specimens, together with a number of others brought away from ancient sites

in the desert, to Professor L. L6czy, of the University of Budapest, who, owing to his extensive

travels and researches in the loess regions of Western China, and his subsequent investigations

into the loess formations of the Danube Basin, was specially competent to deal with them. The
result at which the distinguished geologist and gec^rapher has arrived, by the careful micro-

scopical examination of these specimens and by their comparison with other similar materials

available to him, will, I hope, be soon made accessible [see now Appendix Cr\ In the meantime

I am enabled by Professor Ldezy’s kindness to indicate here the main facts as summed up in his

letter dated December 4, 1903.

The specimens submitted from Ystkan show all the characteristics of riverine loess, i.e.

a deposit formed of river-carried fine silt. It consists chiefly of distinctly angular grains of

quartz, showing scarcely any trace of that attrition which is undergone by particles long subject

to movement by wind, such as those contained in true drift-sand. Mica flakes, evidently

originating from the granite and gneiss of the mountains drained by the Khotan rivers, are

found plentifully in it. On the other hand, the deposit contains very, little fine dust and prac-

tically no clay; it is but slightly calcareous, and lime concretions are rare. The con^ituents

revealed by microscopical analysis are thus all such as might be expected in the sediment of

the Khotan rivers; but there is reason tp believe that the deposition of this sediment in loess

layers such as seen at Yotkan has not throughout taken place direct from the water, but to

a very considerable extent also by subaerial (‘ aeolian ’) transport from the river-bed. The fine silt

carried up from the latter by the wind must necessarily reach first the tracts immediately adjoining

the river course, and its retention there must be all the more certain and constant the moister the

soil is kept by irrigation. Thus cultivated ground in the oasis is assured steady accretion in

level by a simultaneous deposit both from the water brought to it and from the atmosphere,

the material accumulating by either process being always the same silt of the rivers.

The explanation thus furnished makes it easy to understand why Professor Ldezy’s exami-

nation has revealed no difference whatsoever in mineral constituents between the layer of pure

riverine loess and the culture-strata of Yotkan. Whatever of the latter does not consist of still

recognizable hard debris or decomposed vegetable and animal matter, can only be loess soil

once used for sun-dried bricks and mud walls or else river-silt in the form of dust brought to

the site while it was .still inhabited. In either we must expect the identical mineral composition

which the more recently formed loess of the oasis presents. The difference in colour is caused

solely by the abundance of decomposed organic materials in the ancient culture-strata. It is

evident that the definite explanation tlius obtained of the deep layer of earth that covers the

remains of the old Khotan capital applies equally to other ancient sites within the oasis which

have left no trace above the present ground-level and which thus still await discovery and

excavation

Comp. Gcikie, Ttxt-book of Otology, i. pp. 439 sq. yielded antiques from strata buried like those of YOtksn

" We shall see hereafter that there is at least one other under h deep deposit of loess; comp, below, chap. xnr.

site of Khotan—I refer to Tam-bghil—which has actually
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But quite as important from the antiquarian point of view is another geological fact which l.ientuy of

Professor LAczy’s examination of the specimens submitted to him has clearly established. He
has been able to show that not only is there almost complete uniformity in composition between the at aniient

recently formed loess of Yotkan and the soil of the ancient sites in the desert such as Dandan- site*.

Uiliq, Niya River Site, Rawak, but that even the dunes of moving ‘sand’ now surrounding and

partly covering these sites contain nothing but naturally fertile river-silt brought cither direct

from the river-beds or derived from eroded loe.ss beds.

We shall have occasion, when discussing the conditions prevailing at the sites just named, Geological

to recur more than once to the antiquarian significance of these observations. In the meantime* ^ ohservA*

it may suffice to point out that, if archaeological research in the Khotan region has every tions.

reason to be grateful for the guidance obtained from geological observations, it can also in its

own field offer evidence which ought to prove useful to the geologist. The scrutiny of the

antiques yielded by the Yotkan culturc-.strata .supplie.s, as the ne.xt section will show, a sufficiently

exact tirminus a quo for the formation of the loess bed overlying them. It thus enables us

to gauge the rate at which the deposit of fresh soil is proceeding. We shall later on sec

that equally valuable testimony is afforded in the opposite direction by the remains at those

ancient sites in the desert where the level of the ground has been greatly lowered through

wind erosion. Here again it is archaeological investigation alone that can lead to a correct

estimate of the time needed for this geologically interesting process.

Section III.—THE SITE OF THE ANCIENT CAPITAL

Having acquainted ourselves with the physical aspects of the Yotkan site, we may now

proceed to examine its archaeological character and the remains which it yields. There can

be no doubt that the ‘culture-strata’ brought to light beneath the fields of Yotkan owe their

origin to the debris accumulated during centuries on the site of an ancient town. I he \ ar

which passes through Yotkan from west to east, and the excavations to the south of it resulting

from gold-washing operations, enable us to form some idea of the extent and position of this

old town.

The banks of the Yar cease to yield any gold or antiques about 200 yards to the south-east Extent of

of the houses of Khalche. Accordingly digging has .stopped there. To the south the diggings,

after extending for nearly half a mile from Khalche, have been abandoned just below the houses

and gardens of the AllSma portion of the village, as tlie coveted gold could not be obtained

in paying quantities from the banks reached there. It is along the banks on the west and

north-west of the excavated area that the work of washing still continues vigorously each

season
; and it is under the fields lying in that direction, and particularly northward, that the

remaining parts of the old town are likely to have been situated. It is important to note that

the Yars of KSshe, which, as the detailed map shows, intersect the ground to the south and

tiast at distances varying from a quarter to three-quarters of a mile from the edge of the

excavated area, nowhere cut through layers containing any old remains. Seeing that these Yars

are at least as deep as the Yotkan-YSr, and that any discoveries along their banks would

certainly have been followed up by similar diggings, the negative evidence thus furnished is

sufficient to exclude the idea of the town having ever extended in those directions.

M. Grenard was undoubtedly right when he recognized in the town site disclosed by the

Yotkan remains a part of the area once occupied by the old capital of Khotan. It is, liowever, *^1^1 town.’
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impossible to accept as evidence of this identification either the allege^ local tradition of Ystkan

or that attaching to the mound of NaghSra-khana, 2| miles to the south-east, whicl# M. Grenard

—on insufficient grounds, I believe—^has assumed to have belonged to the ancient capital'.

The careful inquiries made byme among the old villagers of YOtkan conclusively prove that

until the accidental discovery of the first finds in Ni5z H^kim Beg’s time nothing whatever

was known of the ‘old town’ beneath the ground, nor of any tradition existing about it. Even

now the villagers’ opinion about the origin of the remains is of the vaguest. In fact, the only

statement made to me about an ancient city having once stood here was clearly traceable to

the view expressed by a former European visitor. • A tradition of a somewhat more genuine

kind certainly locates an old town, the residence of the heathen ruler of Khotan, in the immediate

vicinity of Nagh^ra-khana. But it does not in any way connect the latter site with Yotkan,

and its own derivation is, as we shall see, subject to doubts*.

In reality the proof for the location at Yotkan of the old Khotan capital lies in the exact

agreement of the site with the topographical indications furnished by the Chinese Annals, in

the character and abundance of its antiquarian relics and—last but not least—in the ease with

which we are able to identify from this starting point the positions assigned by HsUan-tsang

to the prominent Buddhist shrines he visited in the vicinity of the capital. The evidence

derived from the latter sites must be left for discussion in the last section of this chapter.

Among the notices which the Annals contain relative to the position of the capital of

Yti-t*ien, those derived from Kao Chti-hui’s report on the Mission of 938 A. D. are certainly the

clearest and most accurate. We have already seen that they place .the White Jade river or

the Yurung-kash at a distance of 30 li to the east of the city, the Green Jade riveP, corre-

sponding to the present Yangi-DaryS branch of the Kara-kash, 20 li to the west of it ;
and the

Black Jade river or Kara-k5sh another 7 li further to the west*. A look at the map of the

Khotan oasis will show how closely the distances here indicated agree with those, actually

measured between Yotkan and the nearest points of the rivers. Taking’ Khalche as our

starting point, we have a little over seven miles to the left bank of the Yurung-kSsh near the

present Ilchi. The 30 li of the report would, according to the average equation of 5 li to

the mile, take us within a mile of the actual river-bed; and it is certainly noteworthy that this

is exactly the width of the low-lying waste ground, once undoubtedly part of the Yurung-kSsh

flood-bed, which separates the eastern*’ edge of Khotan town from the river. The remains of an

old embankment marked in Dutreuil de Rhins’ plan of Khotan show clearly that the floods of

the Yurung-kash must even in recent times have approached the town quite closely*. Turning

to the western river-beds the agreement is, if possible, still more striking. From Khalche to the

nearest point on the Yangi-Darya measures four miles, which corresponds exactly to the 20 li

of the report; while the distance of i| miles separating the Yangi-Darya from the right bank

of the Kara-kash is as' close an approach to the 7 li of the notice as we could hope for.

The close accord between the actual distance separating the- Yurung-kash and Kara-kash

rivers and the aggregate of the measurements recorded in the report of the mission of 938 a. d.

attests the accuracy of the latter, irrespective of the position assumed for the old capital The

firm evidence thus secured makes it of less consequence that earlier records of the Annals

' See Mission D. dt Rhins, iii. pp. i»7 i
*38. endeavouring to ihifi its bed again fiirther tp tha waatj.ina

' Compare for Naghara-khSna and the lake ofAiding-Kul, embankments have to be maintained in order to keep k oat

section v. of the stretch of ground vhkh evidently once fiwmed part of

' See above, p. 179. its flood-hed; see Hedin, Xdstn di Z^-A, pi a6» '

* See Mission D. dt Rhins, i. p. 96. The river is now
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concerning the position ^of the capital show discrepancies which greatly reduce their critical

value. Th^ notice of the Pei shih on Yu-t*ien, dating about 644 a. n., puts in one place the Earli. r

river Shou-pa which carries jade 30 li to the cast of the capital This clearly refers to the

Yurung-kJteh and is quite correct. But a subsequent passage, which mentions the same river captal

by the name of Shu-chih or Chi-shih, gives 20 li as the distance to it cast from the capital.

To the west of the latter another great river, called T.a-li, which unites further on with the

Shu-chih, is mentioned here at the distance of 15 li. One or other bninch of the Kara-kash

must be meant, but evidently not much reliance can be placed on the distance, since the text

of the same notice, as reproduced in the Northern Wei Annals and extracted by Remusat from

the Pieti i iien, gives it as 50 li. So much, however, seems clear that, according to the notice

of the Pei shih, we must look for the site of the capital at some point situated between the

two rivers and probably a little nearer to the Kara-kash than to the Yurung-kash. The

topographical indication thus supplied strongly points to the conclusion that the position meant

was the same as the one more accurately defined by the report of the mission of 938 a. o. We
know that the Pei shih's notice of Yu-t'ien was directly based on the information brought back by

Hui-shfing, Sung YUn’s companion on his journey to India (518-522 a. u.)*. Thus it appears

safe to conclude that the position which Kao Chli-hui’s report indicates, and which clearly

corresponds to the Yotkan site, was occupied by the Khotan capital four hundred years earlier.

But the notice furnished by the author of the Pci shih, or rather by Hui-shCng, is of Cirniit<f

value in another direction. It tells us that the capital had a circuit of 8 or 9 li -a piece of

information about which, all our other accessible records are silent and which yet iwssesscs

considerable archaeological interest. As the circuit indicated represents only i| to 2 miles, it is

certain that the extent of ground covered by the old capital was relatively very limited. No
doubt the measurement given need not be taken to represent an approximately exact survey;

but that it indicates the capital to have been very restricted in area, loecomes quite evident

when we compare this estimate with the circuit of 20 li which HsUan-tsang mentions for the

chief place of even so poor a territory as Chieh-p'an-t'o or Sarikol *, or the dimensions (12-13

li length and 4-5 li width) which the same traveller records for the capital of Kashmir, ancient

Srinagara *.

It would be possible to sug^st a number of conjectural explanations for the fact that the Limiiod

official capital of a rich and important territory was confined to such narrow limits. But what-

ever the true cause may have been, it is certain that the measurement indicated by the Pet shih

agrees singularly well with what we have found above to be the actual dimensions of the Yotkan

site. So far as excavated it shows a circumference of roughly two miles. Only to the north

or north-west can the existence of further debris-strata hidden below ground be assumed with

any probability; and even if the area awaiting excavation in that direction should prove quite

as large as the area already exploited to the south, the circuit of the site would thereby be

extended only to about three miles’*.

* See Giavannes, Vofiage 4e Stn^ Fiat, p. 15, note 9.

The same notice u found in the Northern Wei Annals and
the Pien i iim, has been translated by Rdmusat, ViU* de

Fio/an, pp, t8 sqq. ^rt of it is reproduced also in the

Annals of the Nottiwni Chon; see Rdmusat, loc. cit., p. 30.
* Comp. Chavannes, dr Seng p. s.

’ See Chavannes, dr Stiig' Ftm, p. 15, note 9:
Rdmusat, loc. dt, pp. 19, s8.

* See Mfmvim, U. p. top; Beal, iL p. app, above, p. 37.

(TIM

* See Mimoira, i. p. 167; Beal, i. p. 148.

* If the legend related by Hstian-tsang of the miraculous

way in which the limits of the capital were originally laid

down (see above, p. 157) can be interpreted as having some

direct connexion with the shape of the area occupied by tlie

town, the probability of any considerable extension of the
^

debris-layers northward would be small, for that legend

clearly represented the area circumscribed by the mysterious

water-carrying mendicant as a circle (comp. Af/moires, ii.

P d
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It does not require much reflection to realize that it is just t|ie limited extent of the

Ydtkan site which makes the abundance of antiques yielded up by it all the mbre striking.

And this very abundance, as well as the character of the remains, supplies strong evidence in

support of the assumption that the site is indeed that of the ancient Khotan capital. Only

at the site of a town that possessed a wealthy population and rich public buildings and shrines

is it possible to account for debris-layers such as those of Ystkan, which even the systematic

digging operations of more than thirty years have failed to clear of their gold and other

valuable contents. The culture-strata of YOtkan are shown by unmistakable evidence to

contain the debris accumulations of a thousand years, if not more. Where else but at the

capital are conditions of affluence likely to have continued unchanged for so long a period ?

The available Chinese records tell us little about the capital of ancient Ytt-t'ien, but it is

characteristic that almost all of these notices contain some reference to buildings of consider-

able magnificence. The most interesting among them is a passage of the Yin-i, composed by

Hui-lin in the eighth or ninth century, which M. S. L6vi has brought to light, and to which we have

had already occasion to refer in connexion with Mount GoSrnga”. It shows that the famous temple

of Vai^ravana, which the legends related by HsUan-tsang and the Annals of Li-yul represent

as the oldest shrine of the kingdom'*, stood in the city of YU-t*ien, and that it was ‘a tower

built in wood seven stories high’. The god was supposed to reside on the summit. HsUan-

tsang jKirticularly extols the richness of the temple as it existed in his time. It is evident that

we must think here of a structure imposing in its architecture notwithstanding its perishable

materials, like the great temples and StQpas built of wood which the Chinese pilgrims admired

at Puru^apura and elsewhere in the north-western borderland of India'*.

As regards the royal palace we learn from the account of the Chinese mission sent in

938 that it comprised a number of buildings all facing to the east, and among them a pavilion

called that of the seven Phoenixes An earlier notice, found in the Liang Annals, specially

mentions the frescoes adorning the king’s palace'®. That the city was enclosed by walls \ve

know from HsUan-tsang. He adds that they were of no great height, though the capital passed

for never having been taken by force '*. The ancient fortifications still existing at the sites

of Endere, Kara-dong, Ak-sipil show that we may safely assume those walls to have consisted

mainly of ramparts of stamped loess.
^
At the gate of the city there used to take place the

solemn reception by the king and the ladies of his court of the procession of great image cars

of which Fa-hsien has left us so vivid a description ”.

The culture-strata of Yotkan do not help us to reconstruct a picture of the city which

once occupied the site. But in view of the observations detailed above we have no difficulty

p. 226). This shape would be approached more closely by

the irregular but approximately equilateral oblong of the

actually excavated area than by one having, say, double its

length without an increase in width.

It is, of course, doubtful whether the legend can bear so

strict an interpretation. Yet it deserves to be noted that

the legend related in the 'Annals of Li-yul,’ discussed above,

p. 159, also makes the mysterious light sent forth by Buddha

encircle three times the spot where the 'great dty with five

towers called U-then ’ was to be built in a future age ; see

Rockhill, ofthe Buddha, p. 233. That legends of this

kind may sometimes reflect exact details of local topography

is a fact illustrated, c. g., by the old Kashmirian legend about

the foundation of Fravarapura, in which the reference to the

demon’s knee has been shown by me to be based on a topo-

graphical fact still clearly visible in the configuration of the

present Srinagar; see my Rijat., I. pp. 100 sq.

" See above, p. 186 ;
S. L6vi, Notet chinouet sur tindt,

p. 39 -

** See M/moires, ii. p. as7 ; Rockhill, Life ofthe Buddha',

p. *3*-

" See Foucher, IdArt du Gandhdra, pp. 83 sqq.

" Rdmusat, ViUe de Khotan, p. 80, where the name of

the palace is given as Chin tittm
*' Rdmusat, loc. dt, p. 16.

'* See Mikoiret, ii. p. asfi.

" Thnv/r ofFddden, tiansl. Legge, p. 19.
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in understanding the condition to which its debris has been reiUiccd, and the jx?ciiliar character

of the objects which alone can still be recovered from it. In a .soil kept constantlj’ moist

through percolation from the irrigated top layer none but obj«*cts of r\’ce|)tionally hard substance,

such as terra-cotta, stone, metal, or bone, could escape decomjxjsition in the course of centuries,

and to this material the antiquarian relics of the site are in fact entirely confmetl. That these

objects are mostly of very small size or fragmentary is also readily explained. They belong to

the rubbish gradually accumulated at a site which i)robably for a j^eriod of more than a thousand

years preceding the Muhammadan conquest had never ceased to be occupied by houses, and

which even when the end came is not likely to have at once been abauiloned completely.

Objects of larger size and any practical utility were thus sure to lie removed from the debris

and to be utilized elsewhere.

It would have been undoubtedly a matter of con.siderable aiiti(|uarian interest to trace the

exact distribution of the still recognizable remains through the lasers of different tlepth. Hut

a systematic search for such relics would have cost time, even if the convenient and effective

method of excavation customary with the local diggers could have been followed. 'I'hf'ir t/iotlu^

operaiidi consists of cutting away vertically the banks exiwsed at the edge of the excavated

area with the help of little watercourses conducted over them. The .soil carried off is subse-

quently washed in rough sieves, when, besides the tiny flakc^s of goltl which attract the diggers,

coins, gems, fragments of decorated jxJttery, and similar small «»bjccts can be readily recognizeil

and extracted. The season of abundant water supply from the river, when alone such washing

operations can be carried on, lasts only from July to September, and had long pas.sed at the

time of my visit. Hence my efforts at the site had to be restricted to the ac(]ui.sition of as

much of the last season’s output of antiques as had not yet left the hands of the villagers.

In addition, I purchased through Munshf Hadruddin, the Ak-sakrd or headman of the Afghan

traders at Khotan, and some other agents, whatever antiques were traceable in the Ha/ars of

Khotan. It is certain that the latter receive by far the greater part of their supply in anticpies

such as ancient coins, cut stones, ornamented pottery, directly from the diggings of Yotkan,

and relatively little from those professional * treasure-.seekers ’ who annually in the winter months

visit the old sites in the desert around the oasis, or el.se from chance finds elsewhere, bor

this reason it has appeared to me advisable to include in the list of antiques given at the end

of the next Section those purchased by me at Khotan. But full certainty can never be obtained

about the find-place of any objects which have once found their way into a 'rurke.st.an Bazar,

and consequently it would not be safe to base far-reaching arguments on any individual article

procured through such channels. The distinctive marking of all batches of antiques purcha.sed

by me either at Yotkan or in Khotan town will render this exercise of critical caution easy.

It is scarcely necessary to point out that, even in the case of antiques bought at Yotkan or

avowedly brought to me from that site (marked with K. in the list), the evidence as to their origin

cannot have the same value as that of finds yielded by systematic exploration under my
own eyes.

In respect of no other class of antiques would such full authentication be so im|)ortant

as in that of coin finds, for in the present state of our knowledge we must depend entirely

on them for exact chronological evidence as regards the period during which the site of Yotkan

was occupied by the Khotan capital and its debris-layers deposited. Unable to secure this

evidence by actual excavation, I took care to make my purchases of old coins from the site

as far as possible at Yotkan itself. The quantities of such coins annually washed out of the

ancient strata seem to be considerable, and I had no difficulty in obtaining on my several

D d 2

Antique'?

purdiiised

at Khotan.

Coin finds

at Yotkan.
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visits to Yotkan an aggregate of close on 200 specimens. All are of fopper ; I did not succeed
in tracing any gold or silver coins, nor even information about such. *

I much regret that neither during my journey nor subsequently after my collections had
been deposited at the British Museum did I obtain sufficient leisure for an accurate numismatic
analysis of these purchases ; nor could I claim full competence for it, seeing that the vast
majority of the coins secured from Yotkan belong to purely Chinese issues. A considerable
number are too much worn or corroded for exact determination. Of the rest, however, 150
have been classified with the kind help of Dr. Bushell and Prof. Rapson (see App. Z?)

; and the
result of this preliminary analysis is sufficiently definite to be discussed here in its chronological

bearing. Numismatic details in supjjort of it will, I hope, be made accessible hereafter.

In the first place it is important to note that the collection includes over forty pieces of the

Sino-Kharo$thi type, bearing Chinese legends on the obverse and Indian Prakrit ones in

Kharo$(hI characters on the reverse. A far larger number of these interesting coins has been
examined by Dr. Hoernle, who, in Part i. of his ' Report on the British Collection of Central*

Asian antiquities’, has set forth the results of his painstaking researches with great lucidity and
thoroughness**. Dr. Hoernle recognizes in these coins a Chinese currency of Khotan issued

by its native rulers at a period later than 73 a.d., when, as we have seen above, Khotan
appears to have first passed under effective Chinese supremacy. ‘It is distinctly a Chinese
currency, because the standard of the coins is Chinese, inscribed in Chinese language and
characters. ... On the other hand, the reverse of the coins bears the symbols and names of

the native kings in native (Indian) characters—a fact which indicates both that native kings

still continue to reign, and that the language and characters used by the native administration

were Indian.’ The use of the types of the bare horse and more rarely of the Bactrian camel
(both turned to the right) on these coins leads Dr. Hoernle to suggest some special connexion
between the Khotan rulers and the ‘Scythian’ kings of north-western India, Maues, Azes, and
their successors, who are assumed on numismatic grounds to have ruled in the Punjab and
adjoining tracts from about 50 b.c. to 80 a.u. ; on their coins the type of the bare horse occurs,

with a great variety of others. In view of the obscurity which still hides from our view the

origin of those ‘ Scythian ’ rulers of India and the true extent of their dominion, this resemblance
in the coin types scarcely warrants at present far-reaching historical conjectures. But the justness

of the main conclusions above indicated as to the character of the Sino-Kharo$thl coins of

Khotan and their historical significance cannot be subject to any reasonable doubt
My collection includes specimens of both the laige and the small Sino-Kharo$thI coins

described by Dr. Hoernle (intended to represent according to their Chinese legends a weight

in copper of one Liang and four Chu and of six Chu, respectively). Several varieties of the

latter class distinguished by the arrangement of the Kharos(hl legends, can also be recognized.

But the specimens, as will be seen from those reproduced in Plates XLIX, LXXXIX, 2-4, seem
too much worn to give hope of their proving useful for the determination of the legends and of

the royal names they contain**. On the other hand, it is an obser\'ation possessing numismatic
interest that whatever specimens of the Sino-Kharo$thi currency I could secure or see were with

some doubtful exceptions confined to the Yotkan site. Considering the large number of ancient

** See Xepor/ on C,~A. aniigutiies, i. pp. 1-16, with

PUtes I, III.

'* Dr, Hoernle distinguishes five varieties of the royal

name: Gi^amada, Gugradama, Gugranufya, Gngramoda,
Gngrattda, None of these names can be traced otherwise.

The recurrence of thei identical Ongrot- in the first put of

these names finds, however, its panitel (as noHri by

Dr. Hoernle) in the Tibetan list of royal names all bsgin*

ning with m Xtfort on C.-A. b

pp. 8, 16.
‘
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coins which were obtaine^ by me from other sites, either in the course of my own explorations

or through ^treasure-seekers this negative fact acquires significance. We may, perhaps, conclude

from it that this local currency of Khotan could have had but a limited circulation outside the

capital, and further that its issues could not have extended over a very long jxjriod. Is it possible

to assume that its reduced convenience for transport as compared with the square-holed purely

Chinese pieces had something to do with this?

The form of the Kharo§jhi script as presented by these coins agrees closely with that Period of

which prevailed in India under Ku$ana or YUeh-chih rule, and this circumstance has led
ft'"iLoinaRc'

Dr. Hoernle to assume that the Sino-Kharosthi coins could not be placed later than the end

of the second century a.d. The Kharo?jhi documents on w'ood and leather discovercrl by me

at the Niya Site have, however, since proved that the use of the Kharosdil script in this particul.ir

form continued in the Khotan region up to the second half of the third century of our era.

Similarly, the finds of Chinese records at the same site, including one dated in 2C9 a. i>., clearly

demonstrate that Chinese influence in Khotan did not cease with the close of the Later Han

Dynasty (220 a. D.). Hence the question as to the terminal date of the period U) which the

Sino-Kharo$(hi coin issues belong must be kept open for the prc.sent.

Of coins representing types which in their original issues were probably earlier than this Indo-Scy-

local currency of Khotan my Ystkan purchases contain an interesting variety. The oldest

approximately datable one is a copper piece of Kujula-Kara-Kadphiscs (reproduced in Plate

LXXXIX, 1), one of the earliest Ku^ana rulers, whose reign probably falls close to the beginning

of our era“®. Kani§ka, the greatest of the Ku?ana kings, is represented by five pieces in copper,

all much worn, but one still showing the figure and legend of the moon-god MAO. It is

noteworthy that Dr. Hoernle’s collection also contains a relatively large number of Kani.ska coins

obtained from Khotan*’.

Among the Chinese coins from Yotkan are three well-preserved square-holed pieces without Karly

any legend, and, perhaps, more of the same kind among those cla-ssified tor the present as

‘ illegible ’. Of Chinese round coins, those bearing no legend belong to the earliest type. But

as the type appears to have been current under both the Former and the Later Han dynasties

our specimens afford no safe chronological evidence**. The one coin of the usurpt'r Wang

Mang bearing the legend Hou Ch'Uan (see Plate LXXXIX, n) belongs to an issue dating from

14-19 A.D. But here, too, it must be remembered that the type appears to have been current

during the period of the Later Hans as well. The same remark applies to the lou-chu currency

represented by three specimens.

The well-preserved Chinese coin, bearing two characters on the obverse and apparently of

iron, shown in Phte LXXXIX, 5, presents special interest, as it seems to be unique, and

has struck Dr. Bushell as the most ancient of the whole scries of Chinese coin.s secured by me.

The distinguished Sinologist has favoured me with the following note on it : From style,

material, and script I would attribute it to the Former Han dynasty. The first character is

certainly yU, which I take to stand for YU-t*ien (Khotan). The second appears to be an

archaic form of ^ meaning “territory, quarter”, &c. This with some reserve at first

I thought it might be a form of ^ ksim, which used to be written but the middle trans-

verse stroke is wanting. The coin is unknown to Chinese numismatists, and must ^ of local

mintage, l«Vf the interesting wu ehu piece figured in Mission Duirmtl de Khtns, iii, p. 132.

" Ptot refers fijr this coin to CmwinghRiii, " See Peport on C.-A. antiquiha, i. pp. ay sq.

Nnm. Ckrtm^ 189a, PL IV. 9. Regarding KujnhpKara- ” See Hoernle, loc. cit., i. p. 18.

Kadphisei, see Rspaon, Jn^an Coins, p. 17.
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My Yotkan acquisitions comprise no Chinese coins later than the issues just mentioned,

until we come to the T'ang period. Curiously enough there is only one piece with the legend
Kai-yilan t'ung poo (see Plate LXXXIX, 24), first introduced by Kao tsu (618-626 a.d.),

among the Yotkan coins, though specimens of ‘cash’ bearing this nien-hao were frequently

found by me at other sites, having been minted, as Dr. Bushell informs me, all through the

dynasty. On the other hand, there are not less than fifty-eight specimens (see Plate XC, 28-30)
of the various issues showing the name of the Ch'ien-yUan period (758-759 a.d.) of the emperor
Su tsung. The next reign, that of Tai tsung, is represented by nine ‘cash’, all Ixslonging to the

Ta-li epoch (766-779 a.d.) (see Plate XC, 32), a relatively large number considering that coins of

this epoch, as Dr. Bushell informs me, are rare in China itself.

The events discussed above, which put an end to Chinese control over Eastern Turkestan

under the reign of Tai tsung’s successor, T6 tsung (780-804 a. d.), fully account for the absence of

any later T'ang issues among the Yotkan coins. It is the more interesting to find among them

six coins belonging to the Sung dynasty. Two of these (see Plate XC, 36, 38) are ‘cash’ of

the periods YUan-yu (1086-93 a-d.) and Shao-sheng (1094-97), respectively, of the emperor Chf*

tsung, while a third (Plate XC, 39) belongs to the Ts'ung-ning epoch (1102-06 a.d.) of his

successor Hui tsung. The rest seem issues of the Yiian-ffing period (1078-85 a. d.). The evidence

of these coins obliges us to conclude that the site of the ancient Khotan capital continued to

be inhabited down to the beginning of the twelfth century. We need the less hesitate about

accepting that evidence as the extracts reproduced by R6musat from the Sung Annals, and

briefly referred to in the preceding chapter, plainly indicate a resumption of close relations,

at least commercially, between Khotan and China for the period comprised in the last ragns of

that dynasty (1063-1124 a. d.)**.

Considering that the site could thus not have been abandoned for at least a century after

the Muhammadan conquest, it is curious that only eight Muhammadan coins passed into my
hands at Yotkan. One of them probably belongs to Muhammad Arslan**, the rest are uncertain.

Also among the coins said to have come from this site, but purchased at Khotan, there are

only six doubtful specimens, which may belong to some Muhammadan mintage. It thus seems

safe to conclude that Muhammadan coins must be rare at the site ; and further that the Chinese

‘cash’, which seems to have been practically the only currency of Buddhist Khotan, after the

Han times, must have continued in use for some time after the Muhammadan conquest

However this may be, we cannot expect numismatic evidence to enlighten us as to the

cause which led to the abandonment of the old capital ; and as reliable records of the local

history of Khotan fail us completely during the centuries which followed its conversion to Islam,

there seems little hope of a definite solution of the problem.

Section IV.—ANTIQUES ACQUIRED FROM YOTKAN AND IN KHOTAN

I have, in the preceding Section, explained the reasons for treating in one place whatever

antiques were acquired by me at the site of the ancient capital or in Khotan town. For the

same reasons no distinction has been made between such acquisitions in arranging the plates

intended to illustrate the classes of objects which are represented among them. Two considera*

tions justify me in restricting myself to brief explanatory remarks on these plates. In the

" Compare VilU de Khotan, pp. 91-100; above, pp. 18a sq. ** See above, p. tit.
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first place the detailed list of the objects, which has been prepared by Mr. Fred. H. Andrews,
and which ^ill be found reproduced below with few additions and alterations, contains not only

an accurate and full description of every article, but also indications of such special points of

interest as may deserve further study by experts. In the .second jdace, the acquisitions made
by me do not differ in general character from the large collection of Khotan anticpies which

have accumulated through successive purchases on behalf of the Indian Government, aiul wliich

at the hands of Dr. Hoernle have undergone investigation as thorough as it is learned. For
all questions which bear upon the relationship between the art of these antitjues and that of

India and Greece, and for many others raised by their technique, probable use, &c., I may
therefore refer to Dr. Hoernle’s analysis in the second part of his ‘ Report on the British collection

of Central-Asian antiquities’*. Even if sufficient leisure had been at my disjMjsal for the

purpose, I could not have hoped to supplement his observations on essential jjoints with(»ut

reference to collections and publications now far beyond my reach.

Fragments of ancient pottery, plain or decorated, form the commonest of the antiqvies

found at Yotkan. But complete vessels of a size meant for actual use are rare, ami hence the

almost intact specimens shown in Plate XLIII arc of special interest. The small jug (Y. 0024),

perfect and of simple but remarkably graceful design, resembles a Greek Ocnochoe. Another

small vessel (Y. 0028), complete but for the lip, is curious for the clever decor.ition of its

handle showing a monkey playing the Sitar—a motive amply represented among the terra cotta

figurines of Plate XLVI. The fine jar, with almo.st spherical body (Y. 0027. a), is interesting for

the spiral fluting which decorates the body. The small bifrons vessel (Y. 0030), showing on

one siJe a m<ale, on the other a female head, is remarkable for the close approach of its design

to that of Greek Bifrons vases; at the same time the peculiar features of the heads, the

treatment of the hair, &c., unmistakably reproduce a local type which is found represented also

in numerous terra-cotta miniatures. The portion of a coarse terra-cotta vessel (Y. 0022) sht»ws

in its simple incised ornaments and mouldings motives common to many of the small pottery

fragments found in a more or less eroded condition on the Tatis near Giima and around the

Khotan oasis. The garland-holding female figures seen on the neck of the large jar (Y. 0023)

were favourite decorative subjects with the Khotan artist. Specimens in terra-cotta recur on

Plate XLV (B. 001. d ;
Kh. c>03. b) and were frequently found among the stucco wall-decorations

excavated at DandSn-Uiliq (Plate LVI). They are evidently meant for G.nulharvLs, and their

treatment imitates similar figures frequent in the Graeco-Buddhist reliefs of Gandhara.

The moulded ornaments of the jars were invari.ibly appliqtti work, i. c., made separately

and attached before firing. Plates XLIV and XLV show numerous pieces of this kind, most of

tliem broken off. Grotesque heads, human or animal, are frequent among them. Particularly

noteworthy is the satyr-like mask (Kh. 003. k) decorating a handle, for its clever naturalistic

treatment and distinctly classic look. There is a suggestion of Neptune-like features also in the

grotesque mask, Y. 0017 (Plate XLIII). Full figures or small groups in relief were similarly used

for decoration, as seen in Y. 0019, B. 001. c, Kh. 003. c, Kh. 003. m, and Maa 001. The latter

piece, the richly ornamented neck of a jar, shows an unmistakably Indian motive in the two

halo-crowned figures seated on lotus-pedestals with an elephant to support them as a vnhixna,

while the other appliqui decoration, with its two parrots kissing above a bunch of grapes, recalls

the use of these elements of decorative art in Gandhara sculptures, the Ajanta frescoes and, in

similar combination, in Coptic embroideries.

Ancient

Icrrii cotta

\csscN.

Applique

pottery

ornaments.

* Sec Report on antiquities^ ii. pp. 42-55.
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Of the heads worked in the round (B. oor. f, g, h, i; Y. 0012), it may also be supposed

that they served the purpose of vase decoration, though it is not easy to determifie the exact

position they occupied. Of special interest is the large female head (Y. 0031) which clearly

suggests modelling after a well-defined local type, recognizable also in some small worshipping

figures of the Dandan-Uiliq frescoes (see Plates III, IV). The very oblique eyes are in curious

contrast to the thoroughly ‘ Aryan ’ look of the other well-shaped features. The arrangement

of the hair and the elaborate ornaments manifestly reproduce local fashion of the period *. The
fragmentary mask (B. 001. a), shows an entirely different type of head. With its large and

strongly aquiline no.se, its eyes near together and but slightly oblique, it recalls some marked

features in the fine Gandhara relief in the Lahore Museum known as an ‘ Indo-Scythian king’.

Thotigh this sculpture in reality is intended to represent Kubera, the guardian of the northern

region, the ‘ Scythian ’ type of its portrait-like head is unmistakable *. Of the grotesque animal

figures represented by Y. oog. a, b, Dr. Iloernle has already shown that they served as decorative

handles of vases *.

Plates XLVI and XLVII illustrate a class of Yotkan antiques largely represented in former

collections, that of terra-cotta figurines. The subjects are chiefly figures of animals shown in

the round, among which monkeys largely predominate. The variety of treatment shown by

these miniature representations is very remarkable ;
but whether the monkey figures are treated

in careful naturalistic fashion or but roughly modelled, interest is imparted to them by the

clever way in which human expression is given to their faces, or human gestures and poses

humorously indicated. We see them most frequently playing on musical instruments, as if to

mark the weakness prevailing among the Khotan people, ancient and modern, for sucl? enter-

tainment. Among the instalments we find the sildr (Y. ooii.b, d, i), a kind of rabub not

unlike the xme of which a portion was excavated by me at the Niya Site (Y. 0011. k), more

often the syrinx or Pan’s pipe (Y. oil. c, e, f, j ;
Y. 0013. e), and various kinds of drum

(Y. 0012. n, Kh. 003. m). To the special interest ix)sse.ssed by the occurrence of the syrinx,

which seems quite foreign to Indian art, attention has already been called by Dr. Hoernle®.

We see monkeys sitting in meditation, praying, laughing, or feasting (Y. 0014. b, B. 001. i,

Y. 0011. g, Y. 0014. a, B. 002). But far more common are ithyphallic representations (Y. 009.

i, q, Y. 0012. a. iii, Y. 0013. c, Y. 0025) or else groups in amorous embrace (Y. 0012. a. i, a. ii,

z, y, Y, 009. r). The relatively large proportion of such poses and scenes curiously reflects the

reputation for sensuality enjoyed by the Khotan population since ancient times*.

The skill with which the character of the monkey is expressed in most of diese figurines,

down to such details as the direction of hair growth (Y. 0012. d) or the shape of the skull

(Y. 0013. b, B. 002), is all the more curious since the monkey can never in historical times

have been found in a free state or otherwise been common in Khotan. In the figures of

camels or horses (Y. 0012. p, t, Y. 0013. d, Y. 009. 1 , B. 001. j, Y. 009, c, 1) we find, on the

other hand, a far more conventional style of work. We have a human subject in the infant in

swaddling clothes (Y. 0012. c), and various miniatures of household vessels in Y. 002. b. i>

Y. 0012, w, X.

* The male head reproduced in Plate XL f, of

Dr. Hoernle’s Report, part ii, which may have formed the

neck of a large vessel, is a curious pendant) for the similar

treatment of the hair in both heads compare the bifrons

vessel, Y. 0030, Plate XLIIl.

' See for this interesting sculpture Grttnwedel-Burgess,

Buddhist art, p. 137, fig. 88 ; also above, p. 158.

* See Report m C.~A. anHquitut, ii. p. 40$

frontispiece.

* See Report on C>'A. antiquitiet, ii. p. 49.

* See above, pp. 139, 14a.
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Of the pottery and terra-cotta illustrated by Plates XLIII-XLVII, it cannot reasonably Ol.jocis oi

be doubted •that they are all typical products of the hx:al art of ancient Khotan. It is very

different in regard to the small objects in stone, metal, and bone which are shown in Plates

XLVIII-LI. On some of the miniature stone carvings in the first-named Plate the style of

work as well as the material makes it highly probable that they were made in distant Gandhara

and brought to Khotan through the link of common Buddhist worship. Among the intaglios

of Plate XLIX there are at least two (Kh. 002, Kh. 001. a) which an* unmistakably the work of

engravers in the classical West, while others point to Iran or India as their jdaccs of origin.

Considering how easily small objects of value make their way by trade or otherwise ov( r vast

areas, it is impossible to feel sure that the rest of these cut stones, or the metal .seals and

miniatures in the other Plates, were all produced at Khotan. But this doubt in no way tletracts

from their antiquarian interest; for it is evident that, if originally brought from elsewhere,

these small antiques fouiK^ at Yotkan mu.st be tangible evidence of the varied art influences

which were at work in ancient Khotan.

This is particularly true of the small but remarkably wcll-carved reliefs (Kh. 003. g, Kh. 005, MinUtuio

B. D. 001. a) in a slatey stone which Plate XLVIII shows. They are characteristic specimens of

that Graeco-Buddhist art of Gandhara which, as we shall see, contributed more than any other

influence to shape the development of Buddhi.st art in Khotan. The detailed description containeil

in the list renders it unnecessary to account here for the peculiar shape of thc.se reliefs. They
undoubtedly formed part of the decoration of miniature shrines or .Stupas, such as we must

suppose to have been in ,use for purposes of private worshij) or else as votive offerings 'I'he

most interesting of these pieces is Kh. 003. g, tvhich show’s on its obverse a scene famous in

Buddhist legend, but not hitherto found among the reliefs from the ruined sites of Gandhara.

The Bodhisattva, having forsaken his princely abode to take iqi the life of a mendicant, is

cutting with the sword in his right hand his long lock (cftdti), the end of which is graspetl by

his left. M. Foucher, who at once recognized the scene on being show’n its reproduction in the

Plate, has since discussed the legend of the texts and its extremely rare representation in Buddhist

iconography with his usual lucidity and acumen

The other two small reliefs represent scenes familiar in Gandhara sculpture, the birth of

Buddha (Kh. 005) and Buddha’s temptation by Mara (B. D. oot, a). In the former the clever

adaptation of the relief on the obverse to the contour fuVnishetl by the larger scale carving of

the reverse is deserving of notice. For the remaining small .sculptures shown in Plate XLVIII,

four of them seated Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, Indian origin is less clearly indicated ;
but the

influence of Gandhara style is recognizable in ail of them, and the materials (soapstone and

slate) are such as we commonly meet with in the sculptures of the Pesh.awar valley. The small

ivory group in the round (Kh. 008), on the other hand, might w'ell be Khotan w’ork ; the treatment

of its subject, a male figure embracing a female, seems closely allied to that observed in certain

terra-cottas, and the fashion of hair and dress similarly shows points of contact ®.

Among the intaglios from Yotkan reproduced in Plate XLIX the standing Eros (Kh. 002), Intagliox.

and the quadriga with charioteer (Kh. 001. a) are manifestly Roman work of the early centuries a. d.

^ Miniature StQpaa and fragments of panels which once
adorned miniature chapels abound among the collections of

Graeco-Buddhist sculpture at Lahore and elsewhere, though
I am unable at present to refer to pieces on an equally small

scale.

* See L’Ari du OtmihSra, pp. 363 sqq. I owe it to

•TBiir

Mr. F. H. Andrews to mention that his desenption of ihc

liule reliefy with the identification of the scene represented in

it, was written long before I had an opportunity of submit-

ting the Plate for M. Foucher’s friendly scrutiny.

• See, c.g., Hoernle, Report on C\~A. antiquities, ii.

PI. XI, fig. 23.
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Impressions from intaglios very closely related to the former in style and character (Eros, Pallas,

Heracles) appear in the clay seals on some of the Kharo$thi documents discovert by me at

the Niya Site, which date from about the middle of the third century*®. Of the rest of these
cut stones Professor Percy Gardner, to whom I am indebted for a close examination of them,
holds that they, belong to the second and third centuries a. d., and that most of them are rather

oriental than Roman. The large intaglio (Y. 008. b) is interesting on account of its careful

delineation of a warrior of Indo-Scythic type arrayed in an elaborate assortment of arms. Y. 008. a
shows an inscription of ‘ unknown ’ characters above its device, two lions fighting over a prostrate

bull. In this connexion it may be mentioned that the intaglio (I. 001) also shows a legend
hitherto undeciphered. Its characters closely resemble the corrupt Greek letters found on the

so-called ‘ Scytho-Sassanian ’ coins, and the features of the king’s head surrounded by the legend
point equally to origin in the Indo-Iranian border lands.

Of the seals from Yotkan or Khotan shown in Plate L, all with one exception are in bronze,

and either square or oblong. The l^est designed among them is, perhaps, Y. 009. k, showing
a cow with figure milking. Seals of exactly similar make are numerous in the collection reported

on by Dr. Hoernle **, and it is thus probable that we have in them work of the local metal-

workers whose skill the Chine.se Annals si>ecially mention. B. D. 001. b, a bell-shaped seal

in bone or ivory, shows a Tibetan inscription ; since the piece was purchased from a Khotan
trader, its antiquity cannot be vouched for independently of such evidence as the design or

writing may afford. Among the small miscellaneous objects in metal or stone which Yotkan
and Khotan have contributed to Plate LI, few call for special mei\tion. The tiny figure of

a monkey (Y. 004) in solid gold is interesting on account of its excellent workmanship, and as

the only specimen of work in precious metal which can with certainty be traced to that site.

The octagonal weight in bronze (Y. 003), likewise obtained at YOtkan, may prove of value if

we ever obtain definite indication as to the system of weights current in ancient Khotan. Its

weight (425 grains) approaches, as Professor Percy Gardner points out, that of three staters.

The miniature figures in bronze representing Buddha or a Bodhisattva (Y. 002. a, Kh. 003. j) are

too much corroded to permit of any certain conclusion as to their age or origin.

m

ANTIQUES FROM YOTKAN PURCHASED AT SITE.

Y. 00a. a. Bronze seated Buddha figure showing dis-

tinct traces of having been gilt. Detail of figure much
lost by wear. Behind the head a very elongated aureole.

Tlic general appearance of the miniature is Chinese.

2"xg'. See Plate LI.

Y. 003 . b. Three small charms.

1 . Miniature vase in terra-cotta. Sec Plate XLV.
il. Duck carved In a greenish stone. See Plate LI.

iil. Tortoise or frog of glass. See Plate LI.

Y. 003 . c. Bronze seal, J' square, with Svastika device;
shank with hole at back. See Plate L.

Y. 003. Octagonal piece of bronze* probably a weight,

with edges of upper and lower octagonal faces chamfered.
The upper and lower faces arc stamped, each four times,

with a label containing four roundels or disks. Side

facets also stamped with the same pattern placed so as to

form a zigzag line round the object. Weight 435 grains

(3 staters?), g'xj'. See Plate LI.

Y. 004. Miniature monkey in solid gold. It is squat-

ting on its haunches, its hands together and forearms rest-

ing on knees. It is well proportioned, has small ears,

thin waist, no taU; hairiness suggested by tiny dots in-

dented all over it. high, broad. See Plate LI.

Y. 005. Small round Intaglio, camelion; head of wolf

or bear in profiie. Diameter ^*. See Plate XLIX.

Y. 006. Elliptical Intaglio, garnet, roughly cat, goat to

R. proper, feeding from a tree ; on its back a bird (crow?^

A'xA'xA' See Plate XLIX.

" See R^ortm C%-A, auL, i. PI. III.
*» See Plate LXXI.
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y. 007. a. Bronze seal» square, representing lion (?) in

profile seated^ to R., with opeil mouth and with conven-

tional bushy tail curling away from back. Perforated

shank at back broken ; comp. Hoernle, Report on C.-A.

ani,^ i. PI. HI., No. 6i. See Plate L.

Y. 007. b. Fragment of stone relief, representing torso,

R. p. arm and upper portion of L. arm of seated figure.

It is nude, save for a heavy necklet and pendant, an arm-

let with decorative circular jewelled bosses on each arm,

near the shoulder, and a bangle at wrist. Judging from the

very carelessly carved hand remaining, the pose was the

dhyima^mudra. Height i width 2^. See Plate XLVJII.

y. 007. c. Portion of bronze clasp, through which

remains of two iron rivets. I'he shape is elliptical, one
end terminating in a circular ring. Design chased on
elliptical part is arabesque; back plain. Length 1^,

width Y'

Y. 008. a. Intaglio, garnet, below an Indian cow cou-

chant to L. ; on either side and meeting above cow, a lion

rampant. Over, inscription in unknown characters par-

tially erased. Shape of seal elliptical. wide, high.

Front convex, back flat. See Plate XLIX.

Y. 008. b. Intaglio, carbuncle. Warrior of Indo-Scythic

lyi>e, front, head to L.
;

fully armoured. On the head is

a klnd^of cassis, with a curtain of plate mail hanging from
the back half, fitting over the cars, passing under the chin

and forming a gorget. He appears to wear a tunic or

cuirass of either scale armour or quilted material, and
a skirt reaching below the knees of a similar nature, but

not quite the same. The shoulders and up|K*r part of the

arms are guarded by jointed armour, the forearm and just

above elbow being either bare or covered with close-fitting

sleeve. Legs and feet in clo.se-fitting top boots. Carried

in left band and resting on shoulder is a round-headed

mace. In right hand a spear. Across front of thighs,

with hilt to right, is slung a long straight sword. At back
of thighs, and parallel to the sword, is slung what may be
a quiver. Behind that and showing one corner to left of
figure, bow in case. The seal is well cut and polished.

Height
J'', width thickness Front highly convex,

back flat. See Plate XLIX.

Y. oog. a. Terra-cotta ornament showing grotesque

animal, and forming probably handle of vase (sec Hoernle,

Report Oft C.-A. an/., ii. p. 44); fragment. The head
and ears are evidently suggested by the camel. Rising

above the forehead is a single, straight, horn-like projec-

tion (broken). The neck is arched and maned as that of
a horse. On the left shoulder is a raised circular boss,

rudely ornamented, from which springs a wing directed

backwards and upwards. Seven quills are countable,

divided by incised lines, each feather having series of dots
dug into it. The ornament was cast in two halves in

moulds
; then the insides of the halves were roughened

and stuck together, after which they were fired. Nearly
the whole of one side of this specimen Is broken away. It
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is also broken across just below the wing and across ilu»

upper part of what appears to be a fore leg. Length .V',

height 2^. Sec Plate XI.V.

Y. 009. b. Terra-cotta ornament; grotesque animal
closely resembling V. 009 a. 'J he head of this is moie
bird-like. The hoin-like proji t tion on lop of head is

intact oil one side, and is in three tiers. 7*he ilecorative

boss on shoulder is of d iTeu nl pattern. No wing i<;

visible, the fiagtncnt being broken closer to the boss; and
also higher up the leg 'I’he end of beak i-* broken, and
nearly the whole of one tide is broken away. y'x2''.
Sec Plate XLV.

Y. 009. c. Terra-cotta miniature horse, 1 It

carries a saddle of the usual oiiental tipe high in Ironl

and at hack, which is most elaborately setiiied. Twi>

straps or bands run fiom each side at the bick. aiul dis-

ajipear beneath the bushy tail. (.)nc at eac h ^id«* in lionf

passes to front of (ht*sl. One at each side in (lonl again

passes to a strong headstall, on which seems to be a bit.

Over the .saddle is a saddlc-<.lolh with ornamental lM>rdt r.

The horse is fairly well inodelletl, but the fiont of ilii‘

head is very flat and the eyes simply circles with a dot in

the centre of each. I'lic frontal band of the headstall

rises to a point in the centre above the eyes and eais.

The mane is bushy and upright and clippi’d. Alihoiigli

the legs are missing, the object does not apjK ar to ha\e

been broken, as the under sui faces are snioodi. Length

2 5 ", height r, width S". See Plate XLVl.

Y. 009. d. Terra-cotta spout broken Irom some vessel.

It is crudely ilecoialecl with eyes, nose, and ears (one cai

broken away) and is brought up to a kind ol knob to

represcMit a forehead (cf. T. M. oof,, g.). 'I'he hole run-

ning thiough is rectangular at the end towards the vessel,

and circular at the mouth. Lcuigth width (at mouili)

Sec Plate XLV.

Y. 009. q. Fragment of terra-cotta monkey, .sitting

on his heels. Arms and L. leg missing (broken).

Height

Y. 009. f. Fragment of terra-cotta monkey, upper

half. On head a cap with rolled brim; lelL hand held

over mouth and nose. Height i See IMate XLVII.

Y. 009. g. Terra-cotta monkey’s head, broken off at

neck. Round neck appears poiiioii of a rope or cord.

Head apparently modcdled a.s a separate piece. Modelling

very rough. Width licight i Sec Plate XLVH.

Y. 009. h. Terra-cotta grotesque, two monkcy-like

figures riding astride a horse. 'Phe head of the re.ir

figure is missing and the left hind leg of horse is broken

off. The horse bears a general resemblance to Y. 009. c.

but is much less carefully modelled. There is no harness

whatever. Chest and shoulders of animal are evide ntly

meant to be very hairy, being marked with little digs of

a modelling stick. The mane is very thick and arched,

and is erect, a feature having quite a Roman appearance.

£62
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The foremost of the two riders appears to be without

clothing. The R. arm and hand are raised as though

liolding or caressing the 1)orse*s mane. The left arm hangs
down and in front, and the hand appears to grasp a narrow
bag-hke object ^^hich is thrown across the horse in front

of the rider. This may be intended for the front of

a saddle. 'Fhc rider’s head is grotesque and set low on
the sejuare shoulders.

Tlie rear figure, also astride, appears to have an object

in front of it, which may be intended to represent the back
of the saddle. A fur cloak or perhaps just an animars
skin hangs from the neck and shoulders, in five long

plaits or sections, one of them resting on what appeals to

be the horse's tail twisted up into a ball. The two aims
grapp the foremost figure. Length 2^, height 2^, breadth

See Plate XLVI.

Y. 009. i. Terra-cotta fragment of squatting mon-
key, legs missing. I'he workinansliip of this example,

although rapid, is very clever. The character of the

monkey is perfectly preserved, while human interest is

given by the expression of the face, and the handling

of the si.'ilr it is playing. 'Fhe hair on its head is ex-

pressed by a few strokes of the sharp point or blade

of a moiUlIing tool; yet it is unmistakably the growth

of the hair of the monkey. I'he eyes are apparently

pul in with a stamp. The mouth is cut with a thin

instrument, with a hole dug at each corner giving a

humorous expression. Height width 1^. See Plate

XLVI.

Y. 009. j. Terra-cotta grotesque ornament, from a

jar. Half human and half lion head in relief. The
heavy lion's upper lip is marked with holes to represent

the large bristles and softens off on each side into sweeping

human moustache curling upwards. The nostrils of the

broad nose arc directed forwards
;
the eyes are deep sunk

under heavy brows and are modelled as round beads

with a hole in the centre of each. They ase cleverly

placed and the surrounding part well modelled. The
blows are heavily contracted, and above is human hair

]}artcd in the centre and brushed right and lefl. The
single ear unbroken stands out sharply from the temple

and is not well placed. The whole is evidently cast in

a mould. The hole in the L. proper nostril goes through

to the back of the cast, as does also one at the right

proper angle of the mouth. Height width 2\ See

Plate XLVII.

Y. 009. k. Square bronze seal, representing a cow to

left being milked by a seated figure. A calf tries to suck

and has its head directed upwards and to the R. towards

udder. The cow’s head is turned full face as though to

watch calf. Well proportioned and of good design.

There is a small hole through thin part
;
perhaps a fault

in casting. Shank at back, broken. square. See

Plate L.

Y. 009. 1 . Terra-cotta Bactrian camel, badly modelled.

Made in two halves, in moulds, and joined before firing.
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The tail, which is twisted laterally, was put on separately.

Portions of a broad girtfi remain. Longhair on front of
neck indicated by coarse toolings. There is other harness
indicated on the legs. The four legs are represented by
two thickened pieces, one fore and the other hind. On
the top of the head is a conical protuberance similar to

those on Y. 009. a. Length height thickness V,
See Plate XLVII.

Y. 009. m. Fragment of terra-cotta grotesque mon-
key. Portion of torso and head only. The face is very

owl-like and the eyes have been put in with a stamp.

The head is turned to R. proper. The arms ap|)ear to

have been outstretched. Height g"', width

Y. 009. n. Terra-cotta bird, made to string on a thread

as a bead. Judging from its general form and the large

erect crest it is probably intended to represent the hoopoe.

The beak is missing. The bird is well-shaped, with

wings (which are broken at end) folded over body. There
are markings indicating feathers, and transverse lines

incised to suggest the different rows of wing feathers, and
probably their colouring. No legs. Length See

Plate XLVI.

Y. 009. o. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey squatting

on his heels. With both hands he holds something to

his mouth, probably a uyrinx. In his lap is jn object

probably meant to represent a sort of sliort kilt. Height

width g'". See Plate XLVII.

Y. 009. p. Terra-cotta grotesque head, probably

ornament from a jar. It is a purely animal head some-

thing like that of a hyaena, but all the teeth (shown in the

upper jaw, the mouth being open) are short and regular.

The end of the nose is broken. Heavy, curled mous-

taches furnish the upper lip; the eyebrows are treated

similarly and have the appearance of buffalo horns, two

holes U;ing placed near their bases which meet above

the nose. The eyes seem to have been applied after the

head came from the mould, as were also the several holes.

There is a hole in the centre of the curled ends of the

horn-like eyebrows. Two large, long and thick cars

issue from beneath the eyebrows. The receding fore-

head is in two large ridges, and closely curled hair

surrounds the piece, the centre of each curl having a

hole. There is no chin, and the lower lip is modelled.

The back is hollowed out, and the impressions of the

maker’s thumbs and fingers are clearly registered. Hdght

width depth See Plate XLIV.

Y. 009. q. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey seated

astride a phallus. Naturalistic type and cleverly executed.

The figure is a female, having well-developed human

breasts. Portion of the tail remains. The legs are

gathered up so that the heels touch the buttocks, and the

phallus upon which the figure is astride runs hackwsfdSi

forms a ring, and brings its head straight up between

knees of figure and as high as the waist. From below

the legs of the figure issue downwards a second psir of
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legs, and encircling ihe upper curve of phallus bring their

feet together fei front. The arrris of the figure hang down,
the hands resting on the inner angles of llie thighs.

Above them the umbilicus is strongly marked. (For treat-

ment of monkey comp. Y. 0012. d, Y. 0012. v, H. 002).

Height I width depth See Plate XLVII.

Y. 009. q. i. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey seated

astride a phallus. Similar to Y. 009. q hut loss carefully

made. There is a single pair of legs only. 'I'he head of

phallus on which the hands rest reaches to face of monkey,
so that the sex of monkey is indistinguishable. Height Y*
width depth See Plate XLVII.

Y. 009. r. Terra-cotta grotesque. Two monkeys,
naturalistic type, embracing amorously. The head of one
is missing, and the lower portions of legs of both. One
lias a long tail of hair hanging from the top of the head
to the root of the tail projxjr. I’he tail is very broad at

the root, spreading over the upper surface of buttocks.

I’he tail of the other figure is similar. Their legs are

entwined, and the arms of the one pass under the arms of

the other, the hands of each supporting the other behind
the shoulders. Hair is indicated only on head and tails.

They both seem to wear bangles on their wrists. Cleverly

modelled. Height width g^, depth g\ See Plate

XLVII.

Y. 0010.^ Terra-cotta human head of very low type.

The face is rather broad, with large eyes obliquely placed,

nose short, flat, and broad. Full and pointed beard. Bushy
eyebrows. Very low forehead and bull-necked. Mouth
coarse, ears high. The whole very clumsily executed.

Height width
1

J"', depth See Plate XLVL
Y. 0011. a. Terra-cotta grotesque head of crocodile.

Lower jaw missing. The end of the snout, which is

moderately broad, bears the protuberance such as the

Gavialis gangetkus has. The ears are shown as external

drgans. The armour of the crocodile is expressed by
a series of transverse ribs. The eyes arc loo wide apart,

and on the sides instead of the top of head. A kind of
eyebrow is indicated by the usual dashes representing

hair; and a collar encircles the neck and runs behind
the ears. On the head between the eyes is a mark made
with a circular stamp. Length ig' width See
Plate XLVL

Y. ooii. b. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, hairless

and nude, seated upon a long object (a log?) with legs

dangling, playing the sitikr. The L. proper arm is broken
off. The head is of owl-like type. Height width i|^
Sec Plate XLVL

Y. oou. c. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, hairless,

and with narrow band thrown over lap
;
seated on some-

thing, the legs dangling and seeming to be only to knees.

The two hands are raised, grasping a syrinx upon which
it plays. Face of owl-like type. A hole has been dug
between the legs. There is another on the back which
is probably due to some impurity in the clay. Height
width See Plate XLVII.
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Y. oou. d. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, h.\\ing

hair indicated on the botly and head. It is a fragment,
to llic middle only ; face naturalistic, 7'hc figure is play-
ing a kind of sitCir wiih four strings. The left hand
shows fingors and thumb grasping the neck of the instru-

ment, wliilc the lingers of the R. hand are roughly
suggested by the usual digs of ihc moilclling tool. Height
2r, width depth Slc Plate XI.VI.

Y. OOII. e. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey ; natural-

istic type. It giasps in boih hands a \t*ry large Mrinx,
very clearly shown. The six ]»ipes are held U»gctht*r by
a single band loiirid the centre. 7'hc monkey is squatting
but the legs arc not formed, the body ending in a roughly
quatrefoil-shai>ed base enabling it to stand. Il.iir is

indicated all over the body. Tlic mouth very clevcriv

suggests the peculiar formation of the upper hp .assumed

by a person blowing downwards into a pipe or flute.

Height width i J'', depth y. See Plate XLVI.

Y. OOII. f. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, fragment
to middle, in pose similar to V. ooi 1 . e, but from different

mould. 7'he syrinx is smaller and shows two ciiiLtures.

Six pipes arc shown. The arms and hands aic nure
carefully modelled than in Y. 001

1

. e, as is also the head,

although it has not sutb a successful blowing expression.

77iis example has a very satyr-like appearance. Clay deep
red and fine texture, similar to V. ooi.j. Height

width il\ depth y. See Plate XLVII.

Y. OOII. g. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. Pan
below hips biokcn away. Naiuralislic l>po, but with

abruptly protruding mouth and snout. Kais very low,

narrow^ and forward. Body haiiy. 7'he hands are

placed together, the finger-tijis touching, in an atiitiide

of su])plication or humility. Round the wrists are bands.

7'hi3 specimen seems to be untouched after leaving the

mould. Height width Sec Plate XLVII.

Y. OOII. h. Fragment of terra-cotta grotesque mon-
key. Head and part of neck. T}pe very similar lo

Y. OOII. g. but mouth not so prominent, and eyes smaller.

Height width dei»th \y. Sec Plate XLVI.

Y. OOII. I. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. Owl- face

type. Appears to be squatting, but R. juoper leg is

missing. Both hands arc raised to mouth. Height

Sec Plate XLIV.

Y. OOII. j. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, in sitting

po.sture, the legs dangling from the knees. In tlic lap

across middle is some object which may be clothing :

otherwise nude and hairless. Owl-face tyiK\ Ilaruls

raised holding syrinx to lips. Skin markings from the

potter's fingers are visible on this. Clay dark red and ot

fine texture. Height

Y. 00x1. k. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, natural-

istic, seated cross-legged, playing four-stringed rabCib, 7'hc

whole piece is well modelled, and shows interesting cU-tail

in the raHh. Height width See Plate XL\ I.
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Y. ooia. a. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, natural-

ibiic type. K. arm broken off. Figure seated, the legs

being sliortencd to mere stumps above knees. A well-

de fined plaited kilt in front of hips. The back covered
V iiii hiiir. The left arm hangs at side, the hand resting

on the thigh in front. Height width r. See
Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. a. i. Terra-cotta grotesque, similar to Y.
0012. y, but both heads are present, snout touching snout.

Neither has a pigtail or tail proper. Height See
Plate XLVII.

Y. 0012. a. ii. Terra-cotta grotesque, similar to Y.
0012. y, but both heads are present as in Y. 0012. a. i.,

and one figure has pigtail. Height I*". See Plate XLVII.

Y. 0012. a. iii. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey;
naturalistic type. Seated, the legs mere stumps. R.
hand laid flat on breast, with outspread fingers, L. hand
Tere/rum ienem. The face is very pointed, nose and
mouth projecting considerably. Hair of head brought
to a conical point. Body hairy, and girdle shown at back
only of w'aist. Cf. Y. 0013. c ; A. 001. a. Height

- Sec Plate XLVII.

Y. 0012. b. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. Similar

to V. 0012. a, but 1 ^. hand rests on side of thigh and
a small cylindrical object is held under the arm against

the side. The R. arm is flexed across the body and the

R. hand rests upon the near end of the cylindrical object.

Latter marked by incised lines running parallel to its

length. Height width See Plate XI.VL

Y. 0012. c. Terra-cotta grotesque human infant,
svNathed from neck to ankles in a binding which encircles

it five times. The feet are also covered. There is a
slightly owl-like treatment of the eyes and brow (which is

very low), but distinctly different from the monkey type.

The figure is evidently intended to lie flat, as the back is

unmodelled. Length ly, width See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. d. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. Natural-

istic type. Very minutely modelled, particularly the head
and face. It is seated cross-legged, the left foot resting

on right thigh. The R. leg is broken off at the knee.

Both arms are missing. Care is shown to represent the

various directions of the hair-growth—not always correctly.

The figure is nude as to drapery. Height ^y. See
Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. e. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. OwMike
type, but face very deformed. It is seated on its heels,

but with the loos pointed directly downwards. It plays

upon a kind of the L. arm being stretched at full

length holding the neck of the instrument. The head is

turned slightly, as though to allow the L. car to catch the

sound. Height y See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. f. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, squatting,

owl-hke type. Arms broken off. Object in lap serving

as kilt or apron. Very roughly modelled. Height

[Chap, VIU

Y. ooxa. g. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, owI-like
type; long Ixxly; squsAting on heels. Apron-like kill.

Arms and R. leg broken off. Height i width y.

Y. ooxa. h. Terra-cotta bird. Resembling Y. 009. n,

but not pierced for thread, and more coarsely modelled
Length See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. i. Terra-cotta bird; variation of Y. 0012. h.

Length See Plate XLV.

Y. 00X2. J. Terra-cotta grotesque bird. Wings broken
off short. The body is composed of a flattened piece,

curved into a hook shape, the under surface of the upward
curved tail part being marked with digs of the modelling

tool, and resembling slightly the re-curved body of a

scorpion. The other end is rounded, and is fashioned

into a head having a well-formed beak but a flattened and
spreading face rising into a transverse crest. It is marked
with incisions. Beneath the chest is a sort of pedestal,

flattened at the bottom so that it will stand. Length
height See Plate XLVI.

Y. 00x2. k. Terra-cotta grotesque moxikey, natural-

istic type. Head and torso only. Cf. Y. 001 1. g. Height

ly width y. See Plate XLVII.

Y. ooxa. 1. Terra-cotta^ grotesque monkey, owl-like

type. Legs broken
; head to K. proper. In^ front of

chest is held a rather shapeless object, flat on upper and

lower sides; one hand rests on the top, and the other

below supports it. Figure hairless. Skin marks from

potter’s fingers visible. Height x^^ width y. See

Plate XLVI.

Y. ooxa. m. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, natural-

istic t}pc. Arms missing; legs short stumps; sitting

posture; body badly formed; hair indicated on head and
front of body. Kilt-like apron. Height a"'. See

Plate XLVI.

Y. ooxa. n. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey; natural-

istic type. The figure is lying on its back on a kind of

couch formed by the lower parts of two legs placed close

together. A pillow looking like an Indian drum rests

across the knees of the legs forming the couch, and sup*

ports the head of the reclining figure. The monkey is

nude and hairy, and holds between its two hands, and

resting on its abdomen, a small drum. The legs forming

couch appear to be clothed in knee breeches and top bcK>ts.

Length ly, width height i\ See Plate XLVL

Y. 00x2. o. Terra-cotta head with quaint head-dress,

features crudely expressed. Coronet from upper put of

which jug-handle-shaped piece curves over to back of

head; in its loop a small pillow-shaped pad or billet.

Hair drawn back and down towards nape of neck ;
tied,

and tail turned sharply up covering lower part of *Jog*

handle.’ A band passes up from below ears to upper

part of uil. Coronet or hair curves round above ears to

cheeks. Length ty. See Plate 3(LVL
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Y. OOM. p. Terra-cotta grotesque dog (Chinese pug).

L. fore leglnissing. Rough^ modelled. The tail is

curled over the back. The R. ear is directe*! forward

(the L. ear missing). A scries of dots made with the

modelling tool decorate the back, from the neck to the

waist. Length height Sec Plate XIAT.

y. ooifl. q. Terra-cotta bull’s head, much worn. I.,

horn missing. The form of the head is very natural, but

the ears are placed above and before the horns. The
horn that remains is very thick and diiectcd backwards

and upward. Length from tip of nose to level of points

of horns See Plate XLVII.

Y. 0013. r. Grotesque seated figure in terra-cotta

;

seems to be human ; head missing. 'I'hc hands rest on
knees. Abdomen rather distended. I'he feet arc mere

stumps and on the shins are leaf-like mai kings. Height

width depth i See Plate XLIV.

Y. 0013. a. Terra-cotta mask, human face, cast from

a mould. I’he eyes are large and long. Eyebrows,

indicated by dots, well arched. Cheeks full and round.

Nose small. Small drooping moustache. Lower lip full.

Chin small and round. Forehead receding. Top of he.ad

bald. Between eyebrows two small parallel curved marks.

Hair indicated on the R. proper side of head. The
L. sid^ is broken away. The whole face is very weak,

but of natural propoi tions exce[)ting the eyes, which are

too large. Height width See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. t« Terra-cotta grotesque Bactrian camel.
Harnessed as, and generally similar to, Y. 009. 1. No
tail and no conical protuberance on head. Height i^'^,

length ir- See Plate XLVII.

Y. 0013. u. Terra-cotta grotesque horse’s head and
neck, used as the spout of a vessel. The mouth is open
showing a row of small top teeth, and from between the

lips issues a round tube tlirough which the liquid was
poured. The upper lip is recurved and the nostrils

placed on the front of the nose. Hair is indicated on
the edge of each lower jaw-bone. Mane erect, neck
well arched. On that part of the fragment which Joined

the body of the vessel are several deeply indented holes,

evidently to give tooth for the connecting clay. The
colour is a good red and the material fine. Length
width See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0013. V. Small terra-cotta grotesque monkey.
L. leg broken away; also arms. Naturalistic type.

Hairy
; obviously m^e ; seated. Height

Plate XLVI.

Y. 00X3, w. SQniature terra*cotta vessel amphora-
shaped, but without the handlea It has on one side

a projecting ring by which it was suspended. It has

a band of simple sigsag ornament round the shoulder.

The body is conical, point downwards, and the shoulder

rounded. The neck is narrow and trumpet-shaped.

Height diameter See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. X. Miniature terra-cotta vessel. ITan(!K'

broken away. The body, in vertical section, is elliptical,

the fool short aiul conical ; the neck long and conical,

broad end uppenno.st. Height J'’, diameter A". .See

Plate XLVI.

Y. 0012. y. Terra cotta grotesque. Two monkeys,
owl-iike type, embrai mg amorously. One head \b missing,
the other has pigtail. Pose similar to V. oog. r. IMoilel*

ling very crude. Height jJ,". See Phie XLVII.

Y. 0012. z. Terra cotta grotesque, similar to V. 001 j y,

anti similarly bioken. Height See Plate XLVII.

Y. 0013. a. Terra-cotta grotesque seated monkey.
N.iturahstic type; no arms, and legs ineic stumps. IJiir

on head represented as very thick. Hair also iii<hiaie«l

on front of body, and (jver midille an apron. On hiea^
are ends of what appear to have l)et*n iihbons i»r

kind. Through stiimi) of one h g a hole pu-tceil ncdit

through to back of figure; ami at this part a rougheius!

depression (exhibiting potter’s finger marks) as ilnnigh

the figure had l>ecn at'aehci! to something. Height 2^
See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0013. b. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, nalnial-

ihlic type
;

sealeil on his heels, he bUi»porls with bc>th

hands in his lap a shallow bowl. Head tilted slighily

to L. proper. Hair only on heail. Height uid:h

1 ^", depth 1^^ See ilalc XLVI.

Y. 00x3. c. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey ; naturai-

istic type, Haiiy; squalling with K. hand raised to

breast, one finger on chin, the other missing, but probably

pose was similar to Y. 0012. a. lii. ileighl NMdih

I-’. See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0013. d. Terra-cotta grotesque Bactrian camel.

Similar to Y. 009. I, but more rougiiJy nio<leIIcd. A liand

goes across between the humps, and supjioits a loa«I I'li

each side. No other trappings aic shown. Height

length il\ See Plate XLVI.

Y. 00x3. e. Terra-cotta grotesque miniature monkey,
Naiuialistic type. Wealing apron, and playing syrinx.

Height Sec Plate XLVII.

Y. 00x4. a. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. Natural-

istic type ; hairless, top of head eoiiieal. It is seated anil

has K. hand resting on R. knee, the L. hand to mouth

apparently to Imle a laugh wliich is cleverly indicated.

Height i^, width JJ'’.
See Plate XLVI.

Y. 0014. b. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, seated,

resting with elbows on knees, its head beiwecm its hand'?.

Naturalistic lyi)e; hairy; head conical. Height Sec

Plate XLVI.

Y. 00x5. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, having

moulded appliqui enrichments, consisting of grotesque

lion's head, with large round ears, projecting eyes and

heavy moustache-covered upper lip. Surrounding the

face is conventional closely curled hair. Below this runs
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a fillet, with vertical ribbing. Between this and a similar

fillet runs a plain band about broad, slightly sunk, on
which are appliqu/ elliptical jewel-like bosses, consisting

of a convex elliptical centre surrounded by a thin fillet

and outside by a border of circular beads. Height 4^'^,

width 3^^^, thickness circ. See Plate XLIV.

Y. 0016. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, made on
wheel and bearing applique enrichments. Between verti-

cal incised lines in pairs, a grotesque human face, of
sottish and bibulous aspect, with distorted cars

;
round,

flcsliy nose ; heavy, frowning brows over prominent bead-

like eyes; a large, coarse, grinning mouth sho^^i^g upper
teeth and inflated cheeks. The face is surrounded by
a narrow fringe of hair. Immediately above the head
fragment of a bunch of grapes. Height width

thickness circ. See Plate XLIV.

Y. 0017. Circular terra-cotta appliqu^ ornament,
detached. It represents a grotesque Neptune-like head,

having deep sunk eyes, arched eyebrows with a kind of
filaka mark between

;
broad, fleshy nose, inflated cheeks,

grinning mouth, with long, flowing moustaches and flow-

ing beard, spreading fanlike as it descends. Prominent,

pointed cars, and a flat disk-like object on the head
having a ring at each side. Resting vertically on edge,

upon this disk, is a kind of 'C'akra' w’ith centre hole in

which is a bead, and surrounding this centre, between
faintly incised radiating lines, nine holes. The back-
ground is composed of incised lines radiating from the

centre and running from behind the face, ofi' the edge.

Diameter a^ See Plate XLIII.

Y. 00x8. Terra-cotta fragment of human face, nearly

life size. Only a portion of R. proper eyebrow and pro-

minent circular eye, with a little of face to L. of it, remain.

Comp. B. 001. a, €.004. Height w'idth a''. See
Plate XLIV.

Y.ooig. Fragment of terra-cotta vesseU showing
wheel marks. In the centre is an appUqu^ figure fully

dressed in boots, trousers, long-sleeved tunic reaching

below the knees, and a kind of cape in points, one of

which falls over each shoulder and the third over breast.

This cape, the hem of the tunic, and the bottoms of the

trousers are decorated with an incised line, above which

a row of little dots. At each lower side of the tunic hangs
a globular object—perhaps a bell. In the L. hand is an
object like a scroll, upon the end of which the R. hand
rests. The chin is visible, and portions of large, massive,

round earrings.

To the R. of this figure is a small, squatting figure,

cross-legged, playing a syrinx. To the left a standing

figure to same scale, the weight of the body on the R.
leg, the left being slightly benU Tliis figure appears to

be nude, with the exception of a cap on the head. It

is playing the sitar. On all these figures the potter’s

finger marks appear. I'hree incised parallel lines run
round the object. Clay of fine texture. Height 3^'
width 3}^, thickness to See Plate XLIV.

[Chap.Vni

Y. 0090 . a. Terra-cotta whorl, decorated on the upper
surface with a circle of small incised ringgl 'i'he form of
the whorl is circular, with sides and under surface ellipti-

cally convex, the upper surface slightly concave. Diameter
thickness

J"', diameter of hole

Y. 0090 . Terra-cotta whorl, similar to Y. 0020. a, in

dark grey clay. No decoration. Diameter i thickness

2^, diameter of hole

Y. 0021. Four fragments of plain pottery, showing
marks of the potter's wheel. The clay is fine and baked
to a good red. Length of pieces from i to 3^^.

Y. 0029. Fragment of coarse terra-cotta vessel, con-

sisting of mouth, neck, and part of shoulder of large vase.

On one side of the neck is the broken stump of a handle,

and opposite a hole and surrounding scar where probably

another handle was attached. The rim is simply moulded
and turns onwards in a gradual curve which begins about

lialf-way up the neck. Length of neck 4^, At the junc-

tion of neck and shoulder is a fillet moulding, broad,

channelled on its face. Above this roughly incised, double

nchuldc, about broad, then a pair of incised lines, then

a i'' band of roughly incised lattice lines, and finally two

more parallel incised lines. All these details encircle the

neck, but break off where the handles have been. Round
the shoulder, immediately below fillet is a repetidon of the

nebular pattern, below which a pair of incised fines, then

a band of lattice, two more incised lines, and the nebulae

again. On the shoulder, and nearly 3' below the hole in

the neck (centre to centre), is a similar hole, obviously the

other point of insertion of this handle. There is a con-

siderable piece broken out of the rim and neck.

Height of fragment 6^^, external diameter of mouth

5l^» width of nairowcst part of neck 3^^, greatest width of

shoulders 7|\ Thickness of material about See

Plate XLIII.

Y. 0093. Neck and mouth of large terra-cotta

vessel. The fragment is circular and trumpet-shaped,

but curving outwards also at the lower end to meet the

shoulders. The rim is turned over outwards and worked

into a flat fillet on its outer aspect, slightly overhanging.

Just within the mouth is an incised line. The neck has

round its middle five parallel incised lines. At equal

intervals are the broken stumps of three broad handles

(about broad). In each of the spaces between these

stumps is an appUquP moulded upper half of a female

figure carrying in uplifted hands a heavy garland of

pearls (?) and probably representing a GandharW (comp*

for similar figures in stucco D. i. oa, D. xii. gt

Plate LVI). The eyes are large, the other features small

and refined. I'he hair is dressed loosely on the top of

the head in a manner resembling the fashion of to-day io

Europe and of ancient Greece. A heavy necklace so^

rounds the neck and another hangs on the breast On
the wrists are bangles. All these figures have been cast

in the same mould. Diameter of mouth h€i|^ 4^
narrowest part of neck about 3!^ See Plate XHIL
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y. 0034. Terra-cotta jug with single handle, resembling

the Greek tpenochod. It is ^>errcct, except for a small

superficial flake chipped from the body. The form of the

body is composed of elliptical curves, narrowing gradually

from the shoulder to the bottom, whicli is flat. The
shoulder is full and turns over quickly to the slender neck.

The neck is trumpet-.shapcd, pinched in on one side to

form a spout. The simple and graceful handle falls from

just beneath the mouth on the side opposite the spout, to

the shoulder. The neck joins the shoulder in a soft concave

cuive, slightly depressed below the surface of the shoulder.

The decoration is extremely simple. It consists of two

incised lines running round the outer sutface of the

mouth ;
four lines round the narrowest part of neck

;

and two, lightly incised, where the curve of the shoulder

meets that of the side. I'hc surface of the shoulder is

divided into four unequal segments by pairs of incised

lines radiating from the base of neck to the lines at outer

curve of shoulder. On each side of these double lines is

a row of dots. One segment (the smallest) contains the

junction of handle with shoulder. In each of the other

three, which are practically equal, is drawn, by a pair of

incised lines, a rather flat arc, extending from junction to

junction of the lines encircling shoulder with those radiat*

ing from the neck ; in the segment so formed is a lattice

pattern, lightly incised, and in,each division a dot.

Height 5j^, width 4^, narrow part of neck sfioul to

back of mouth Height of body to spring of neck 3
See Plate XLIII.

Y. 0034. a. Two grotesque monkeys embracing

amorously. Owl type. One head missing. Similar to

Y. 0012, y. Height 1^. Sec Plate XLVII.

Y. 0035. Grotesque monkey in grey terra-cotta, squat-

ting with L. leg drawn up so as to support L. elbow,

L. hand supporting head. R. hand vereirum ienens. R.

leg partly outstretched and hanging down. 'J'ail swings

round almost to R. knee. Nipples and navel carefully

and distinctly marked. The whole figure is carefully

modelled and flnished in detail. The back is hairy, also

the front of the legs. Height width See

Plate XLVII.

Y. 0036. Soapstone miniature figure of angel in atti-

tude of adoration. The head is slightly advanced and the

face turned slightly upward. The hands arc together, as

are the knees and feet. The figure kneels, and is sitting

upon its heels. A pair of wings, folded together, spring

from shoulders and extend downwards to soles of feet.

The figure appears to be nude. The face is of same
t>pe as the infant in Y. 0012. c. Height depth

y. 0037. a. Body of fine terra-cotta vesselv with por-

tion of neck and stem. The body is nearly spherical,

slightly elongated vertically. Round upper part, at junction

of tapering neck, is a flat band broad, having a raised

narrow fillet at each edge. The band between the fillets

is decorated with hemispheres almost touching

•ram

YOTKAN and in khotan
each other. Neck is pl.iin, also slciii, of which \cry hille

remains. Surface of body is iM^culidrly ribbed. 'I'lie

jx>tter, having shaped and smoothed the suifacc. appears

to have diawii a shghily convex culling tool over il from
top lo bottom sf trally twenty-nine limes, making twenty-

nine very shallow, slightly -pii.tl flutes, lying i lose to-

gether, so lh.it .1 sh.iip lib or iidge divides one flute fiom
the next, as in the flutings of a Doric column. At one
side, just above the iiiuMIe, is an apl'lique bull’s head
whidi evidently suppoiled tin* h.iiulle On the opposite

side a liole is bioken. T he stem w.m hollow and, like the

neck, was evidently rn.idc ^epar.it^ ly. Tin* wln)le piece

shows wheel-marks inside. Height neail\ 7^, width ot

body gj"*, narrowest p.iit of neck ij", stem ij'', ihukiicss

of material about Sec ri.iie Xldll.

Y. 0037. b. Small steatite carvings (Hiarms ^), rouglilv

made. Sec Plate LI.

i. Monkey seated on haunches. Height ^J'^x /f,"-

ii. Grotesque animal, perhaps meant for fiog (fish r),

with liiangular hole in centre,
\

hi. Fiagmcnt of human figure (It male?), legs ajiarl,

apparently nude but for girdle. Head and feet missing,

ic X 4 .

Y. ooaS. Terra-cotta vessel, lemon- shape, l>roken at lip,

probably used as an Ampulla. It has one small round

handle at its U|>pei half, and as a decoration a moulded

appUqtir monkey (naluralisliL) is seatcil t)n top, leaning

its back against the body of vessel and pl.iying the .

The body of ve.s.sel is dividetl into six segments by

deeply incised lines extending fiom llie neck lo the base.

Between these the surface is (oncgateil by cqii.dly deeply

incised transverse lines, ridges and ilepressioiis being of

about equal tliickness. The bottom is small and flattene<l

but not accurately enough to enable the vessel to blan<l

Height 4'^, width
,
width of neck aboyl diameter

at base thickness of iriateiial See Plate X 1 . 111 .

Y. 0029! Buddha figure carved in soapstone. Seated,

face destioycii. The figure wears a single robe covering

both shoulders, .arms anil legs. Ears elongated, hair

smcK>th. Pose dhyana-mudtCi^ on a lotus with three

whorls of petals. The b.ick is rough and fl.il, and .seems

to have Licen drilled in one place, from below', probably

for a means of altar hitig the piece to .something. Work
of Gandhiira type, but rough. Height 2^", width 2^,

thickness See Pkilc XL VIII.

Y. 0030. Terra-cotta bifrons vessel, with slender ncik,

probably used as an Ampulla. Both faces are broad,

with long and slightly oblique eyes, small noses and

mouths. One has a conventional moustache, quite small

and twisted cable-like. This is obviously a male face,

and the other is probably a female. I'lic hair of both is

treated similarly to that in B. 001. f., but on the fem.ilc face

the hair hangs down to the level of the mouth and is slightly

turned forward at the ends. Ears arc roughly modelled,

and above ears are what appear to be the lower ends of

handles. Neck of vessel rises from top of head, and has

F f
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two cinctures surrounding its junction with head. The
narrow part is about J"'

in diameter and widens out,

trumpet-shape, towards the mouth, where it is much
broken. Foot broken off, leaving a hole in bottom of

vessel. Vessel moulded in two halves stuck together.

Height 3-J^,
width 2-J^, depth (face to face) aj*". See

Plate XU 11 .

Y. 0031. Terra-cotta female head. Very oblique eyes,

small mouth, slightly protruding chin. The hair is brought

low on forehead, is parted in centre, brushed gently R.

and L. and clipped quite even, level with eyebrows, with

ANTIQUES ACQUIRED

B. 001. a. Terra-cotta fragment of mask of human
face. Top of head, ears, and chin missing. Nose

strongly aquiline and large. Rusliy eyebrows, well arched,

spring from above the nose. Eyes large, near together,

slightly oblique, but too full to suggest a Mongolian type.

Between curves of eyebrows a deeply indented iilaka

maik, and the forehead around and above it is wrinkled.

Nostrils parallel and narrow. On upper lip, which is

extremely short, the bushy moustaches are brushed up-

wards, right and left. Lower lip, narrow. Cheeks full and

rather high. General form of face long and narrow. On
the back arc potter’s finger-marks. The nose appears to

have been worked upon after it left the mould. Length

width See Plate XLIV.

B. 001. b. Terra cotta grotesque monkey, squatting

upright ;
hairy

;
naturalistic tyj)e

;
legs merely short

stumps. Arms broken away. Navel strongly marked.

Fragment of R. proper hand remaining, apparently vere-

trum trnens. Height width See Plate 36,

B. 001. c. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, bearing

appliqui moulded half-length figure. The face, which is

a good deal worn, is oval, and the eyes horizoptal. On
the head is a curious bag-like cap the end of which hangs

down to L. proper shoulder and has a tassel or bell

attached. In the hands, in front of breast, are held a pair

of cymbals connected by a cord. Sleeves enveloping the

aims heavily quilted. Round neck are necklaces. Height

width 2j^, thickness about Sec Plate XLV.

B. 001. d. Terra-cotta appliqui figure, Gandharvi,

broken away at middle. It closely resembles those on

Y. 0023, the principal difference being that this example

wears a rich tiara, and folds of drapery hang down on

cither side of face. The type of face recalls that of

Rawak stucco heads. Height about a^, width See

Plate XLV.

B. 001. e. Terra-cotta grotesque, probably handle of

a jar, representing nondescript animal's head and neck.

It vaguely resembles a goat’s head, and the neck seems

to be covered with close woolly hair. It has been

moulded in two halves and stuck together before burning.

Height ij^, width depth See Plate XLVII.

[Chap.Vm

slight break at the parting. Long hair hangs straight

down at back and behind ears. There^ems to be a

small turban on the top of the head, the embroidered

and shaped ends of which hang down on front fringe.

Moderately long earrings adorn the well-formed ears, and

a large and well-modelled rosette, with two dependent

streamers, is placed at the back of the head. There is a

round hole immediately above this rosette about in

diameter, and there is another about the same size at the

neck. Inside of head hollow. It was evidently joined to

something at the neck. Height 3^', width See

Plate XLV.

AT KHOTAN TOWN.

B. ooi. f. Terra-cotta grotesque head, in archaic

style, probably part of a vase decoration. Face very

broad and short. Eyes very long and prominent ; nose

broad ;
lips thin ; chin round and prominent. Eye-

brows (emphasized by a series of small indentations sug-

gestive of hair) very arched. Hair quite conventional.

It is sharply defined round the face like a lawyer’s wig,

pointed between the eyebro^^8, and following the curve of

the brows sweeps round outer angles of eyes and forward

to just below malar bone where it is cut off square to the

ear lobes. A centre parting is indicated by an incised

line, and the growth of the hair R. and L. is indicated by

incised lines perfectly hard and straight. That part which

covers cheek is shown as brushed forward. At back of

head the hair hangs perfectly straight to nape of neck,

from each side of which it is cut in a sloping line to about

middle of ears. On the nape is the broken stump of a

handle (?), the other end of which is probably shown by

a broken crown-likc fiagment on the top of head. The

neck portion is quite a rough tenon-like piece, which

evidently fitted into a socket. Ears moderate in size, but

projecting and roughly formed. The example la cast in

two halves. Cf. Y. 0012. o, Y. 0031, B. 001. g. Height

23^’”, width I depth See Plate XLV.

B. ooi. g. Terra-cotta head very similar to B. 00 r. f

but not so carefully finished. The back half ia missing,

and the reverse of fragment shows scorings for the purpose

of giving a tooth for connecting clay. Compared with

B. OOI. f, the features are more pronounced and the eyes

more oblique. Height if^, width if'. See Plate XLV.

B. OOI. h. Terra-cotta grotesque head somewhat re-

sembling B. OOI. f, but not so archaic, and coarser. The

eyes are nearly horizontal, nose retrouss/^ chin receding,

eyebrows very pronounced. The wig-like hair is open

slightly in the centre of forehead, and round the head is

a garland of roundels which may represent curly hair or

flowers. Above this is a plaited band running round the

head. From lower part of back of head issues a handle-

like tail, which curves upwards to just above the level of

plaited band. Near the upper end it is tied round with

a band. Between end of tail and back of head xises a
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large drooping feather, very closely resembling in form an

ostrich feati%r. This hangs free over top of head, and
falling forward, curls over and joins jilaitcd band in front.

I'he eats appear to be lied in lightly across their middle,

so that they are divided each into two projecting portions.

Height width i|^, depth Sec Plato XLV.

B. ooi. i. Terra-cotta bead, closely resembling II. ooi. h,

but all above plaited head-band bioken away. The tenon

in place of neck is scored as though to be fastened into

a socket. Height width See Plate XLV.

B. OOI. j. Terra-cotta grotesque Bactrian camel, closely

resembling Y. 009. 1 . There was probably a figure or

some other load between the humps oiiginally. Very

roughly made. Height 2^^, length See Plate

XLVII.

B. OOI. k. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, owl-hke

type. Legs broken off. A flat object is held horizontally

at chest, R. hand above it and L. hand below supporting

it. Across middle a kilt-like object, which however doc.s

not seem to serve any purpose of decency. Height

width jr See Plate XLVII.

B. ooi. 1. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. Natural-

istic type, rather carefully made. The hgiiic is sitting on

its heels, the legs being a natural length, which is unusual

with these grotesques. The two hands (broken off) were

resting together in front of breast. Body entirely nude

and hairy
;
probably that of a female. Height 1^. See

Plate XLVl.

B. oos. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey, upper half;

holding in both hands a bowl as though drinking.

Naturalistic type
;

hairy. Eyes distinctly looking down-

wards into bowl. Height i*', width depth Sec

Plate XLVI.

B. D. OOI. a. Fragment of sculptured slate, forming

part of the angle of some larger piece, and sculptured on

two surfaces at right angles to each other. The shape of

the piece is curious. The more perfect side presents a

shape vertical on L. proper side, and vertical on opposite

side half-way up, when it turns in a very shallow curve

and meets upper end of L. side. The lower side is

horizontal and dentilaled, and forms a dividing member
between the upper and lower (broken away) panels. The
contiguous surface appears to have been of the same
shape. A groove or rabbet is on outer side to R., where

probably another portion of design joined. The subject,

carved in high relief in the Gandhtlra style, is Buddha’s

temptation by Mftra and his daughters. In a hollow, or

cavea, is seated the Bodhisattva, right shoulder and breast

bare, and wearing a single robe. On his head appears

to be an ornament. His R. hand resting across his leg

is directed towards the ground {bhumisparsa-mudra)\ in

L. he holds the corner of his robe. Three female figures

—two to L. and one to R.—exhibit their charms, the pose

of one closely resembling that of the Nfiginl in the fresco

of Celia D. 11. at Dandftn-Uiliq. In the foreground to

R. proper is the croufliiiig figure of Mara carr>ing vnjta m
R. li.iiid, Ins head turned tow.irds Bud<lha. To I.. aiiothoi

crouLhiiig male lij^urc, Ix-.iring a club or swoul in R
hariil, the face being tin lied to\^aId^} Buddha. (_)f lower

panel, two small heads oiil\ aie visible. In upper cavea
of contiguous side .ire \isible a li<‘e, and the upraised

R. arm ami the shoulder, uniliapctl. ol a central figure

(Buddha?). 'I'd R. prujier in loreiJ^ioiind is a half-knecd-

figure in an atiiiude ol .adoraliDii. The cai\ing is fine,

but not Very finisheil. Iltight i widili i'', width of

broken face See BUte XLVlll.

B. D. 001. b. Bone or ivory seal, bill-shaped. TUc
dexire is a giolesque hon with upraised tail, in outline.

Above this an iiisci iption in 'ribeiau chai.Kteis, lead by

Hr. Barnett X'//? (literally

'abundant heap-good.’) llciglit ilianiLUi Sie

Plate L.

B. D. OOI. C. Signet ring of chalcedony or p.ile caiiuhoii

(accouling to Prof. Mieis' examination) ( )n flallcnid

upjier .suiface cut in intaglio male bust to R ; haii lolled,

wearing earring. See i'latc XLIX
B. D. OOI. d. Elliptical seal of onyx, bearing, in intaglio

head of Persian type, to K
,
wearing nioust.ielic and liaii

rolled; di apery ovei shouMeis. g"x X l>ce

Plate XLIX.

B. D. OOI. e* Elliptical seal of onyx, bearing, in int.iglio, a

galloping Indian bull to R., with tail iiplified. ^"xiicaily

Sec Plate XLIX.

B. D. OOI. f. Circular seal in carnelion, bearing, in in-

taglio stag with bram hing hoi ns couchanl to R Verv

roughly cut. Diam. See Plate XLIX.

B. D. OOI. g. Circular seal in onyx, bearing, in intaglio,

male (?) head to R. Hair smoothed l lo.se to he.nl, with

a cincture of loose liair passing completely louinl for<*lic.uI

behindicars and below oc< ipul, giving a cap like a]»pe.n-

anec. Hiam. See Plate XLIX.

B. D. OOI. h. Elliptical seal in agate, bcaiing, in intaglio,

bust to R., with moustache, earrings, and inane like head*

dress extending to nape of neck. Bust diaped.

Sec Plate Xl.IX.

B. D. 001. i. Elliptical seal in cainelion, rcpiesenting, in

intaglio, a veiy roughly cut stiaighl-lioincd sheep 01 goat

to R. (nearly). Sec Plate XLIX.

B. D. OOI. j. Elliptical seal in onyx, bearing, in intaglio,

a female head to R. ;
on top of bead is a mask of a man’s

face, tilled upwards and backwaids in the manner ol

a visor, the peak of a helmet aj>parenlly coming from

beneath and covering brow of female. The mask wears

a helmet, the frontal portion of which is visible, and a

mane-like plume, which issues from it, falls in jiosition ol

female's hair. The t}7>e of heads is Persian. In front of

female are four Khaio.^thl (?) cbaiaclcrs wrillcii in a veitical

column. Engraved surface See Plate XLIX.

F f 2
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B. D. ooi. k. Elliptical convex seal in carbuncle, flat

on tlie under side. Device, in intaglio, a wild boar,

crined, coucliant to R. X See Plate XLIX.

B. D. ooi. 1 . Grotesque figure carved in steatite, mon-
key-like, seated with outstretched legs, L. fore-arm lying

on L. leg ; R. hand raised to mouth. Tail lies straight

beneath legs. Height i^, width depth (front to back)

See Plate LI.

B. D. OOI. m. Square bronze seal, shank at back broken.

A bird standing to L. with wings uplifted, perhaps meant

for a goose. Much corroded. Y square. See Plate L.

B. D. OOI. n. Bronze seal, broken at comers and shank.

It appears to have been circular, with four decorative

excrescences equidistant from each other giving a square

contour to the whole. Two of the projections arc missing.

The device seems to be a piimrose-like flower in intaglio.

Diameter about Y-

1 . OOI. Intaglio, carbuncle; elliptical, plano-convex;

broken at lower end. On convex surface, in intaglio,

finely cut portrait head of Indo-Scythian type three

quarters to L. The face is long and narrow ;
prominent

eyes, w’ell-marked eyebrows, delicate nose and mouth,

slightly prominent chin. A circular jewel is on front of

head, from behind which fall strings of jewels, or plaited

hair. The ears are jewelled, A jewelled and massive

necklace is visible on proper R., and what appears to be

ornaments on R. shoulder. A flowing end of drapery

floats out over it. R. and L. is an inscription running

round edge of surface, resembling the debased Greek

characters of ‘ Scylho-Sassanian ' coins. x See

Plate XLIX.

Kh. OOI. a. Elliptical seal of sard bearing, in intaglio,

quadriga of horses to R., with driver standing on chariot

(Helios ?) behind. x 8"'- ^ec Plate XLIX.

Kh. ooi. b. Elliptical seal of chalcedony, bearing, in

intaglio, boar's head to R. See Plate XLIX.

Kh. 003. Elliptical seal of nicolo, bearing, in intaglio,

winged P"ros, standing to R., with wreath in R. hand and

arrow in L. Carefully engraved and well-proportioned.

A" X iV- See Plate XLIX.

Kh. 003. a. Moulded terra-cotta spout in the form of

a grotesque face. The eyebrows are bushy and meet in

a knot; eyes are projecting roundels; nose prominent,

swollen, and reirouss/; cheeks.puffed ;
lips thick, grinning

and slightly parted, the L. proper half of the mouth being

pierced through to form spout. There is no chin, and

curling hair surrounds face. if^X 18^. Sec Plate XLIV.

Kh. 003. b. Fragment of fine terra-cotta vessel bear-

ing an appiiqu/ figure in bas-relief. It represents a female,

GandharvT, rising from a lotus, all the body below the

middle being concealed by the flower. The hands are

raised on cither side to the level of the ears, and each

grasps an end of a garland which hangs in a festoon in

[Chap.Vm
front of the body below the breasts. Wrists adorned with

bangles, and just belowsthe flattened tablf-like centre of

lotus is a row of beads. The face was much damaged
before firing, the nose being flattened ; but the expression

of the mouth is smiling; the eyes are rather prominent

and full. On the head is an inverted lotus serving as

a cap. The pose and general design closely resemble

the stucco Gandharvl figures of D. 1. and D. xii ; comp.

Plate LVI. Height sf-', width See Plate XLV.

Kh. 003. c. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, bearing a

flying or dancing figure. Hands raised and joined together

above head. The head is inclined slightly to R. and

downwards. Legs (R. broken off) crossed, left in front of

right, suggesting rather dancing than flying. Over shoulders

hangs a very full and loose cloak. Size See

Plate XLV.

Kh. 003. d. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, ornamented

with raised moulding dented at short intervals ; below this

an appligu^ moulded ornament composed of two circular

concentric rows of beads with a fillet between, round a

centre larger bead. Size if^x

Kh. 003. e. Terra-cotta appliqud ornament ; grotesque

animal's head resembling that of a Cliinese pug dog. Size

if^xir- See Plate XLIV.

Kh. 003. f. Terra-cotta appliqu£ ornament,* showing

animal’s head similar to Kh. 003. e, but with larg^ ears,

and much less carefully modelled. Dark grey clay due to

over-firing. 'Phis fragment has been subjected to great heat

after being broken. Size i}^x See Plate XLVII.

Kh. 003. g. Relief fragment on dark slate-stone richly

carved on both sides, and apparently part of a miniature

shrine. This appears to be a portion of a L. proper wing

of the object, and shows that it was divided architecturally

into panels or caveae, each stage being supported on

cantilevers as in many of the Gandhara sculptures. On
obverse is represented the scene of the Bodhisattva

(Buddha) culling his hair (comp. Foucher, L*Art du

Gandhdray pp. 363 sqq., where this relief is mentioned).

The figure of B. is shown nearly full face, turned slightly

to R. proper, seated cross-legged upon a draped cushion.

The robe covers L. shoulder and then passes under R.

armpit, leaving R. arm, breast and shoulder bare. It

appears to cover the legs completely. From top of head,

which is inclined slightly downwards, depends the hair

(twisted into rope shape) which is grasped by L. hand.

The R. hand upraised cuts the hair with a sword. To

R. a kneeling figure with garland, and to L. a standing

figure with turban. Above and within, right and left, two

adoring figures. In the upper cavea appears to have been

Buddha's alms-bowl ; in the lower another figure subject

of which one head only (to R.) is left. On the reverse

the fragment shows relief representation of a draped figure

in profile, canying a nude child ; and bearing on the back

a basket, the straps passing over the shoulder and under

the arm. Contour of fragment cleverly adapted to subjects
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on both sides. The figures on reverse are on a considerably

larger scale man those on the •obverse. Head of large

figure is missing, and also portion below hips. Height

if-', width ly. See Plate XLVIIL

Kh. 003. h. Sculptured fragment of slate-like stone, in

Gandh&ra style. The obverse represents a seated llodhi-

sattva, the two hands {dltarmacakra-mudra) in front of

breast. Face, though roughly carved, of Gandhara type

;

hair arranged in four rows of small curls, above whicli

usnisa. The cars are greatly elongated and sht. The
robe is the usual simple one, and leaves R. arm and
breast bare. On brow iirnd. The reverse is much broken,

and shows only a portion of a long quilted tunic and
langufi covering L. leg of a standing figure, which would
probably be about 3-4 inches high. The fragment probably

belongs to a miniature shrine. Height 2^, width i See

Plate XLVIII.

Kh. 003. i. Fragment of sculptured slate representing

a figure completely clothed in a single robe, seated upon
a lotus, the hands resting one within the other in the lap

{(Ikj^dna-mudrd). Ears elongated and slit. Face broad and
eyes slightly oblique. The head appears to be enveloped

in a smooth round cap. Hehind head is indicated a nimbus.

The whole, although roughly carved, is reminiscent of the

Gandhara style. The piece is evidently a fragment of a
laiger dbmposition. There is no usni^a or visible tirnd,

althoygh there seems to be a (race of the latter having been
painted on. Height a*', width See Plate XI.VIII.

Kh. 003. j. Bronze miniature of standing Hodhisattva

figure
; R. hand raised, palm forw'ard, fingers up {abhaya-

mudrd). L. arm pendant, probably holding corner of robe

or amria flask. The style of figure resembles the stucco

reliefs of Rawak Vihara
;
comp. Plate LXXXVI. Beneath

the base on which the figure stands is a chulc or tang, for

insertion into a socket. Height 2^, width Sec Plate LI.

Kh. 003. k. Portion of handle of terra-cotta vessel.
The fragment is curved, and on its convex side is a bract-

like outgrowing piece having a concave curve, and
broadening laterally. In concavity of this portion a

moulded appliqud satyr-like mask. Very naturalistic and
classic. Surrounding the grinning face is an encircling

row of rings suggesting curls, and outside that another
row of circles incised in bract portion of handle. From
lower lip depends a conventionally treated wedge-shaped
heard, broad end downwards. The whole piece is ex-
tremely good and quite unoriental. Height a width 2

depth 2y. See Plate XLIV.

.

Kh. 003. 1. Terra-cotta fragment, probably portion of
handle of a vessel. Ornamented with appliqu/ grotesque

crocodile head {Gavtalis gangeiicus) similar to Y. 001 r. a,

but in this instance eyes more naturally placed near top of
head

; over them heavy eyebrows. The neck tapers into

a recurved point. A few incised lines and dots on the

handle show that that was also decorated. Length
width!-'. See Plate XLV.

Kh. 003. m. Terra-cotta fragment, apparently poriiofi

of a handle of sumo vessel. It is fl.it and rather thin. On
outer surface an oinainent (.onsisling of a low of circles

with a dot in centre of each, bordered on e.n h side by
two lines, all incised. At eacb side of h.uulle, standing
on portion of boily of vessel rcin.nnmg. an<l ^\lth backs
resting against narrow edges of hamlle, are two applique
figures of musicians with diiuris. They aie fully clothed
in long kurta an<l One hoKls a dinin ^^llh its flat

sides vertical, and the other \mi1i the sidrs hoii/onlal, one
hand resting on llie ujiper surface, and the utlici on the

lower. I'hc body of the vcssid ^\as <lecoialed >Mth incised

lines. Both figures are headless. Height i width it'',

thickness of handle /j", width of handle See Plate

XLV.

Kh. 003. n. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey. fcMiialr.

Naturalistic type. Lower limbs broken off. \\\-ll-developed

breasts, R. proper being hehi b\ R hand. I., hand presst il

to L. parietal part of head (cf. V. 0023). IL-ad co.crsely

modelled. Hair indicated on head and aims only. Height
ly, width ij-', depth iV- See Plate XLX’II.

Kh. 003. o. Terra-cotta grotesque bear, embrac ing, as

though trying to climb, a tiee slump. 'J'lic- head testinbles

rather the owl-hke monkey type, hut the short thick tail

and charactt^ristii lower limbs clearly indicate a bear.

Height ij", width g-', de'plh Sec* l^Ialc XL VII.

Kh. 003. p. Fragment of relief figure caivcd in sh atilc.

Portion fiom waist upwaids and feet missing. The figure

is draped from wai.st to ankles in loose, <linging lobe.

L. proper hand rests on L. hip, and a bangle is on wiist.

Pose, that of Maya at the nativity of Buddha 'Ph«- bark

is plain and flat, and has a hole drilled half-way through.

Height ij-', W'idth thickness See Plate XLV'III.

Kh. 003. q. Sculptured fragment in steatite. Human
head. The face, considerably worn, is haiilcss and of

Gandhar»a type
;

eyes very slightly obJi(]U(* 'l‘he hair,

which is W’avy, grows to a point in the ceiitn* of iorehe.nl.

Shape of face a full oval; mouth delicate aiul smiling.

A kind of high coronet .surrounds the hair, consisting of

a flat band which inclines slightly forw.ard at its uppei

edge and is oinamenicd willi ihiee bosse»i, teiure one-

oval and those at the bides ciicuJar. Kach Ixiss is

divided into four seclois by tw'o crosseil incised lines. In

each sector is an incised triangle, whose sides are ecpii-

dislant from each boundary of sector. Between the bosses

is a kind of double bud, or ra/ra-likc form- conimon in

Greek and Roman ornament, and in (iiaeco-BiiddbiM

.sculpture. From the two side bosses to the back the

band is plain, but in the centre of the back is a knot and

two depending embioidered ends of drapery, so that ihe

bosses appear to be stiff ornaments attached to a band of

soft material, a kind of taenia. Height ig", width 1^,

depth \\ See Plate XLVIIL

Kh. 005. Fragment of relief in slate. Ouvfksk : (Lm-

dhara style. Nativity of Buddha. In an upright conical
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cavea, to is joined on R. proper a shorter cavea,

stands the figure of Maya holding by R. hand the branch of

a tree bending to right above her head. She is supported

on L. by an attendant. On R. a figure receives the infant

which is issuing from R. side. Below in fcjreground a

standing figure of the infant taking his first steps. Below

was a second cavea, now broken away.

Rkvkrsk : Head and shoulder of a figure in profile to

L. proper, with long hair, and draped. Behind figure

ri.ses a conical object (Stupa ?) decorated with horizontal

bands of ornament and supported by the R. hand of

another figure, broken away. The contour of the whole

fragment is the contour of these reverse details, and the

form of the obverse is adapted to this. A hole is diilled

in the top. Height width See Plate XLVJII.

Kh. 006. Fragment of standing figure sculptured in

soapstone. The figure is nude to the hips, below which

is a falling robe. The upper part of figure leans grace-

fully to I-. proper. On neck and breast necklaces. Feet,

arms, and head missing. A few rough lines suggestive

of modelling on the back. Height width thick-

ness See Plate XLVIII.

Kh. 007* Bronze panel, representing Ganesa seated on

an open lotus. R. hand raised holding an object sup-

ported on R. leg (perhaps an anius), and L. resting in

lap and holding a round object. Ears very large and

wing-like. Height il'^x

Kh. 008. Fragment of ivory carving in the round.

A male figuie, beardless, with moderately .short and wavy

hair, and wearing earrings and necklace, dressed in a

single robe caught in at the waist, and having long, tight

sleeves, has his left arm round shoulders of a small female

figure and his right hand, palm upwards, on her breast.

His head is turned slightly to L. proper and downwards

—

that is towards the female. The female wears a similar

long robe, but in addition a short cloak at the Back which

is cither fur-lined or embroidered round edges. The
R. hand is placed behind L. shoulder of the man, and

L. hand, depending at the side, carries gracefully a small

wreath. The lower extremities of man broken away, also

most of R. leg of female, and all below calf of L. leg.

Head and L. arm and shoulder of female missing. The
proportions of the figures are good, but the workmanship

is not of a high order. Colour brown. Height 3^, width

ig'", thickness See Plate XLVIII.

Mac. 001. Neck of terra-cotta vase (presented by

Mr. G. Macartney). Fragment, circular in section,

broadening at lower end to join the shoulder of the

vessel and at the upper to form the lip, which is broken

away. Encircling centre part are five depressed annulets

[Chap.VUl

Ar' broad, the dividing fillets J' to A* broad. Three
moulded enrichments in low relief are ^plicd at e(iual

distances upon the neck and lie across the annulets which
serve to connect them. They represent (a) a dancing

or floating GandharvI figure, to front, hands upraised and
clasped above head, the flowing ends of a scarf depending
over shoulders

;
necklet indicated

; legs crossed as in run-

ning. General proportions Cupid-like.
(6) Standing

upon a bunch of grapes, two well-modcllcd, long-tailed

parrots, facing each other, with beaks crossed. A some-

what similar application of parrots is found occasionally

in the Gandhara sculptures, (c) An elephant to right,

with uplifted bifurcate tiunk, each branch ending in a

lotus from which issues the upper half of a figure, with

hair dressed in a top-knot, the two figures being back to

back and having a single nimbus extending behind Imth

heads. In their hands, brought to chin level, each holds

a garland. Although the height of the elephant is only

iV the character of the frontal bones, invariably faiili-

fully expressed by Indian sculptors, is even here clearly

observed. The texture of the hide is indicated by a few

incised dots. In the AjantS Cave paintings dots are used

for the same purpose. Above the intervals between these

enrichments are pairs of half vine leaves similar to those

in the plaster bas-reliefs of Dandkn-Uiliq (cf. Plate LVll).

Below, and marking the junction of neck and shoulder

of the vessel is an encircling band of small inched rings,

each ring having a centre dot. There arc three interrup-

tions in this band coinciding with the three spaces between

the three applied reliefs, and it seems probable that there

were originally three handles to the vessel. The aperture

of the neck has been srnoollicd and cleared with a cutting

instrument before burning. The quality of clay is very

fine. Height 2}^ Breadth at lower part at centre

i|^, at upper part Thickness about y. Sec

Plate XLIV.

Ya. 001. Bronze seal, oblong. I'he device is divided

into two parts. The lower part a square, in which is

cut a conventional flower. The upper part, oblong, in

which is a figure, very rudely drawn. Figure is full face,

R. proper leg bent, thigh directed outwards and lower

part of leg inwards. L. proper leg stretched out to left.

R. arm bent, perhaps to suggest the hand resting on R.

thigh. L. arm hanging down, and in the hand an upright

object which may be a spear or club. Over the right

shoulder three dots of various shapes ; over head a dot

and below feet another. Figure probably intended to be

seated on a cushion, with one leg gathered up and the

other dangling. On back of seal a shank with a hole

through it. il'" x See Plate L.

Ya. 001. b. Bronze right hand, probably from a small

Buddha figure. Length
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Section V.—BUDDHIST SITES DESCRIBED BY HSUAN-TSANG

We must feel grateful to I Isiian-tsang for having l(*ft us unusually full tlcscr[[>tions of
various places of Buddhist worship outside the capital, not only on account of tin ir intrinsic

interest for the topographia sacra and the folklore of Kliotan, hut alv> Ix'cause the y furnish

evidence which enables us to test and, as we shall see, to confirm the location of tin* capital

at Yotkan. The positions of these sacred places is invariably indicated by tlisiances and bearings

from the capital. Hence I was naturally led to make my^ search for them in close connexion witli

my investigation of the latter site, and it is fitting that I should record the results in this place.

The nearest among these sanctuaries was the convent of So-mojc with a Stftpa

a hundred feet high in its centre, which the pilgrim visited at a distance of 5 or 6 li

(a little over a mile) to the west of the royal cityh This is the ilistance indicated by
Rdmusat's and Beal’s versions, whereas julien’s translation, either by mistake* or owing to a

variant, gives it as 50 or 60 li. The legend as told by I Isiian-tsang distinctly favours the

nearer location. It relates that at one time an Arhat coming from a distant foreign laiul liatl

taken up his abode there in the middle of a wood. The miraculous light spread around by
his spiritual power was noticed by the king as he stoppeil at night in a doublc-storicil pavilion

of his palace. Having been informed of its cause the king f)rocet‘dcd to the holy man and
respectfully invited him into the palace. On the Sramana refusing to leave the wood, llu* king

full of reverence built a c6nvcnt for him and a Stupa. When afterwards the king had [irocureil

a quantity of sacred relics and regretted not to have been able to insert them under the

Stupa, the Arhat directed him to have the precious objects enclosed successively in receptach's

of gold, silver, copper, and stone. When this had been done and the relics had been trans

ported by the king and his chief officers on an ornamented car to the convent," the* Arhat

raised the StQpa on the palm of his hand and held it while the king’s workmen dug a place

for the sacred deposit. Then on the work being accomplished the Arhat once more lowered

the StQpa to its original position without any damage ^

That the StQpa which had been thus uplifted and replaced in so miraculous a fashion was
an object of special veneration in Khotan is evident also .from the reference made to it in ihe

‘Annals of Li-yul ’. These tell us of king Vijayavirya, the eighth successor of V^ijayasaml)hava

under whom Buddhism was believed to have been first introduced: ‘One day while looking out

of Srog-mkhar he perceived a light brilliant as gold and silver at the spot where now stands

the Hgum-stir Caitya. When the king learned that the Buddha had foretold that at that

spot a VihSra would be built, he called to his presence the Buddhist Biiddhaduta, and having

made him his spiritual adviser, ordered him to direct the building of the Hgum-stir Vihara^.’

I think that, notwithstanding the somewhat different form in which the legend as to the origin

of the shrine is here told, it can scarcely be doubted that the same locality is intended and

that BuddhadQta corresponds to Hsuan-tsangs Arhat.

* See Af/motres, il pp. 235 sqq. ; ii. pp. 316 sq.;

R^musat, Fi7le de Khotan, pp. 60 sqq. [Also Watters, ii.

P* 297 » has ‘five or six Ii’.]

* For sculptural representations of such solemn relic de-
positions, comp. Fottcher, L*Art du Gandhdra, i. pp. 592 sqq.

* This legend and a somewhat similar one told by
HsUan-tsang of a StQpa near Kapi&t {Af/motres, i. pp. 45 sq.

;

i. j). 60) have been discussed by M. Foufln'r,

LArt du Gandhdra, i. p. 52, with reference to the light they

throw on the purpose of .Stupa construction.

•* [Sn>£^-mhhar, as Mr. Thomas informs me, means

literally ‘ Life-fort ’.]

• See Rockhill, 0/ the Buddha, p. 238.
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We may in all probability recognize an earlier mention of this sanctuary in the passage
of Fa-hsien which describes the gilt splendour of ‘what is called the king’s New monastery’

and which I have already had occasion to quote in full *. This monastery was situated 7 to 8 li

to the west of the city, a bearing and distance closely agreeing with those recorded by HsUan-
tsang for the So-mo-j6 convent. Its building was supposed to have taken eighty years and
extended over three reigns. The StQpa, 250 cubits in height*, was ‘covered above with gold

and silver, and finished throughout with a combination of all the precious substances ’. Of the

Hall of Buddha, i. e. the Vihara built behind the StQpa, Fa-hsien extols ‘the magnificence

and beauty; the beams, pillars, venetianed doors, and windows being all overlaid with gold-leaf.’

Besides this, ‘the apartments for the monks are imposingly and elegantly decorated, beyond

the power of words to express.’ Fa-hsien’s reference to the rich offerings which the monastery

received from ‘the kings in. the six countries on the east of the Ts'ung range of mountains’’,

makes it clear that this shrine must have enjoyed exceptional fame in his time. Even though

he does not tell us the story of its origin and speaks of it under a different designation, it

seems difficult to assume that he could have meant any other than the So-mo-j£ convent still

renowned in HsUan-tsang’s days for its splendour and miraculous manifestations.

Judging from what previous experience had taught me of the fate which has befallen all

ancient structures within the oasis, I did not expect to trace remains of what, notwithstanding

ail its glittering splendour, could only have been a pile of sun-dried bricks or wood doomed
to rapid decay. All the more delighted was I when on the morning of Nov. 28th, in the

course of inquiries preliminary to a survey of the villages west of,Y0tkan, I first heard the

name of Somiya mentioned. The village was said to be close to Yotkan and to the* west of

it. Its name at once suggested a direct phonetic derivative of the ancient local name which

is intended by the Chinese transcription of So-mo-j4
,
and to philological presumption topo-

graphical evidence soon added its weight

Leaving the excavated area of the ancient city at its north-west corner by the route marked

in the map of Plate XXIII, I reached first the hamlet of Eskente, half a mile to the west. There

I was told of a ‘ Dobe ’ or mound existing near the cemetery of Somiya. The latter place

I found to be situated only three-fourths of a mile further west, and to consist of some thirty

scattered dwellings. I proceeded at once to the local MazSr, the reputed resting-place of three

saints, and found it surrounded by an* old cemetery extending over a considerable area at a level

far lower than the adjoining fields. On asking from the first old villager I met for the reported

‘ DQbe ’ I was promptly taken to a field close to the north-eastern comer of the cemetery.

There a little low mound, rising scarcely five feet above the surrounding ground and some 33

feet in diameter, is respected by the villagers with a kind of superstitious fear, though it shares

in no orthodox way the sacred character of the neighbouring MazQr and cemetery. I soon bad

the oldest men of the village summoned to the spot, and in what they agreed in telling me of

the mound may, I think, be traced the last lingering recollection of the ancient shrine Aat has

left its name to Somiya.

Shami Sope, a withered old man of about ninety, had heard from his father and grandfather,

who had both died at a great age, that the little mound had ever been respected by the folk

of Somiya as a hallowed spot not to be toudied by the ploughshare. Some unknown aaint

* S«e above, p. 194, note 7, P&mira, ve pouibly have an early reference to the Iraditbiisl

* R^musat, loc. cit., p. 14, translating the passage from AUi-thakr or hexapolis ofEutem TurkeMiD; conpk the

the Pun i (ten, gives the height as ‘ vingt-cinq tchang.’ latter Tirlkk-f-XathUl, Introd. p. 51,
’ In the 'sis countries’ east of Ts'ung-ling, Le. the
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(UlOgh who had come from afar, is supposed to have sat at the spot, and evil would
befall those who should tduch the ground. The name of the saint is forgotten, and tlic villagers

could not assert whether he rests under the mound or not. But the people of Somiya never

pass without saying a prayer, and according to the testimony of Shami Sope and his forbears

they have clung to this custom for the last two centuries. I take it as a sign of the anti(iuity

of the tradition that no name is assigned to the .saint whose memory lingers about the ‘ Dobc ’,

whereas the names of his three companions, who are supposed to have disappeared l)cneath

the ground at the spot now sanctified by the MarSr, arc .still currently known to young and
old as Mullah Yahyamutti, Mullah Allamutti, Mullah Serekmutti “. Nobody seemed to know
of any other ‘D6be’ similarly surrounded by superstitious awe in the neighbourhood.

Considering the concordant evidence of the name and position of Somiya, 1 think it probable

that the worship of this nameless mound is the last trace left of the .So-mo-je Stupa of lluddhist

days. We may not be able to throw light on the character or origin of the name So-mo-jc,

but there is evidence of phonetic analogies to support the assumption that Somija is the direct

derivative of the ancient name intended by the Hsi-yil-chi's transcription. The character ^ so

is attested elsewhere as a rendering of the syllable mo as a rendering of Indian ma
or md is also well known Finally ^ yV, which in Julien’s list appears as the reprc.sentative

of the Indian syllables jha, jnS,, ua, nyA, nya, ua, may very well have been used here to c.\])rcss

a s) liable of which the modern phonetic derivative would be ya, .seeing that the ya of the local

name Niya in the HH-yil-cki's transcription is rendered by the character \\hich is

otherwise used to express ’the Indian sounds jiia and «(i". The change from a form *Somona,

such as may be conjecturally restored from the transcription So-mo-je, into the present Somiya

is slight, and can be fully accounted for by a well-known phonetic process

The same day’s search enabled me to identify in all probability another s.tcrcd -site men-

tioned by HsUan-tsang. In a convent known as the Ti-ckia-p'^o-fu-na Sangharfima, and .situated

a little over lo li to the south-west of the capital, the pilgrim was shown the stitue of a standing

Buddha which was supposed to have miraculously come to this spot from Kucha A Khotan

minister exiled to the latter state had secured his repatriation by assiduous worshij) of this

image, and as he continued to honour it after his return it came one night by it.sclf. Tlu;

minister then built for it this convent. The name in this case can no longer be trace«l but

exactly in the direction and at the distance indicated (about two miles) there lies the pojmlar

Ziarat of ‘ BOwa-Kambar’, visited by people from all parts of the Khotan district. I fouiul it to

consist of a large square cemetery enclosing the high mud-built tomb of the saint, who is

believed to have acquired holiness by his devoted services as the grewm of ‘‘Ali PadshiXh'.

The level of the cemetery near its centre lies fully twelve feet below the surrounding fickls—
a certain indication of its antiquity according to my previously detailed observations. A grove

' I do not attempt to restore die orthodox Arabic or Turkf
forms of these names. The closing also occasionally

pronounced probably represents the Arabic mifpti.

' See Julien, MAhodtpour transcrire, p. 186.
” Comp. Ji^n, loc. cit., p. 154.
” See Jullen, 1m. dt., p. 115; for Nijtmg\ N(ya, see

chap. X. sec. iii.

” Julien, Mimtiru, IL p. sgg, hu assumed the Sanskrit

form *SamcgHa as dw original of but quite apart

from the question whether a Khotan locality in the seventh

century is likely to have been known by a Sanskrit name, it

wtwan

must be pointed out that, though samujfia is a compound

possible in grammar, it presents no meaning acceptable for

a name.
** See M/moires, ii. p. 230; ii. p. 313; ViUe tU

Khotan, p. 45.

Julien has tentatively restored Ti-chia-pVfu-na into

Dtrghabh^ana (rede ^Havana), but though fo-fu-na as

a transcription of Skr. bhavana^ * residence, sacred habita-

tion * (common in the names of Huddhist shrines in Kashmir,

sec RdjaL, II. pp. 339, 369) looks probable enough, I cannot

find evidence for the rendering of Dlrgha by TtWhia.

Gg
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of line old trees faces the eastern entrance, and a row of booths testifies to the gopularity of

the fairs which take place here at the time of pilgrimages.
*

*

The 29th of November, the day of my return to Khotan, was utilized by me for a visit

to localities south-east of Yotkan, which offered special interest in connexion with the topographia

sacra of the oasis. I first followed the Yotkan Y5r down from Khalche to where it unites with

the Yar of KSshe. After crossing by a bridge the fairly deep stream thus formed, I reached

on the other bank of the ravine the lands of Halal-bSgh, a collection of large hamlets which
I was anxious to examine more closely as a local tradition connects the site with the pre-

Muhammadan rulers of the country. Close to the south of the central hamlet there stretches

a marsh, known as Aiding-Kul^ covering an area of about three-quarters of a square mile. It

is overgrown with reeds, and traversed in parts by low sandy ridges ; between these appear

copious springs, which form numerous channels, and subsequently collect into a little stream at

the northern end, draining towards the Yurung-k5sh.

On my visit to Halal-bagh I enjoyed the advantage of an intelligent guide in the person of

Ibrahim, a local Mullah and proprietor well known for his learning and piety. Though eighty-six

years old at the time of my visit he was still quite active. Ibrahim Mullah asserted with pride

that it was at Halal-bSgh that there once stood the city of the ‘Khalkhal-i Chin-u-MSchin

the legendary heathen ruler of Khotan, and in evidence showed me chapter and verse in the

Turk! Ta^ikirah of the Four Imams, of which, as well as of the legendaries of other well-known

Mazars he possessed a copy’*. According to the popular tradition as embodied in this text,

apparently at no very remote period, the Four Imams whose martyred bodies are supposed to

rest under a famous Mazar near Polu vanquished the obstinate opponent of Islam after a long

siege, and his city became a waste. The shrine of Kum-i-Shahidan, about half a mile to the

north-west of the marsh, is supposed to mark the spot where 360 faithful of the Imams found

martyrdom in the final struggle.

Hut Ibrahim Mullah had information to offer beyond the brief and somewhat vague state-

ment of the Tadhkirah. According to him, the site where the heathen city had stood was ex-

cavated for its hidden treasures under the orders of Aba Bakr, the ruler of Kashgar and Khotan

in the early part of the sixteenth century. He brought water from the Yurung-kash to the

place to enable his labourers to wa.sh the soil—just as is now done at Yotkan—and in the

hollow left by his diggings there formed the marsh of Halal-bagh. No old remains of any

kind are now found, nor could I trace any genuine tradition about such discoveries ever having

been made at Halal-bagh. On the other hand, it is a fact well attested by a detailed account

in Mlrza Hnidar’s Tartkh-i-Rashldi that Aba Bakr, the uncle of the author, carried on treasure-

seeking operations on a large scale at various old sites in his dominions'*. The methods

employed must have been curiously similar to those still practised at Yotkan, except that Aba
Bakr turned prisoners’ labour to use on such work. We are told by the Chronicler that ‘be

ordered the old cities ... to be excavated by these [prisoners] and the earth dug from them

to be washed. If there were anything big, they would come upon it in digging, while anything

small [such as gems] they would find when they washed [the earth]. In this way innumerable

treasures in precious stones, gold, and silver were discovered*. After relating a very fantastic

story about a wonderful find of treasure thus made ‘in the citadel of Khotan', or according to

the version of the TurkI translator ‘in the old city of Yarkand’, MirzS Haidar mentions that

‘several other treasures were brought to light in the old cities of KSshgar, Yaritand, and

** For an abstract of the Ta^kirah in which, however, D. it RhtHS, iii. pp. 38 iqq.

Halal*b3gh is not specified as the site, see Grenard, Mittim ** See IMik-i-Xtutlif, pp. 355 tqq.
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Khotan though describing at length the discipline, &c., under which the prisoners worked,

he gives no indication as* to the position of these ‘old cities’.

A vague recollection of Ab3 Bakr’s treasures and the operations by which he secured

them still lingers among the people in various parts of Eastern 'rurkestan”. But there docs

not appear to exist anywhere a genuine tradition about specific localities; and in the absence

of all traces of ancient debris or of earlier evidence of such a tradition we may well doubt

whether Halal-bagh was really among the places exploited by Aba Bakr, and whether it was

not his reputation alone which induced local literati like Ibrahim Mullah t<i connect his name
with the supposed origin of the Aiding-Kul. The configuration of the marsh itself tlid not

appear to me to lend any support to the assumption that it had an artificial origin. With its

springs and low sandy hillocks it resembles closely the marshes observed by me adjoining the

cultivated areas of the Keriya and Niya oases, and also north of Lop and of Tasmache in the

Khotan oasis. Immediately to the east of the Aiding-Kul, a good deal of marshy ground is

crossed by the road to Khotan town, while some three miles to the south the watercourse

feeding it from the Yurung-k3sh is also flanked by water-logged areas about the village of

Kacha (see map of Plate XXIII).

In reality there seems good reason for believing that the marsh of Aiding-Kul existed

long before Aba Bakr’s time, and that we have a reference to it in a legend told by Hsiian-

tssang. Close to the south-eastern shore of the marsh there rises a mound known as Nai^/iani-

kh&na, which local tradition, as represented by Ibrahim Mullah, assumes to have formed part

of the wall enclosing the^ld city. M. Grenard was the first to recognize in this name, correctly

pronounced as NaghUra-khdnah and literally meaning ‘the house of the kettle-drum’, the trace

of a local legend which HsUan-tsang has recorded of a site in the vicinity of the ancient

capital **. Though the conclusion he drew from this as to the position of the latter cannot be

maintained in view of what has been proved above, I believe the identification of the site

itself to be justified.

According to the story told at great length in the Hsi-yii-chi'^^, there was once a great

stream of which the people of Khotan took advantage to irrigate their lands; julien’s and

Beal’s versions make its course lie to the south-east of the capital and directed north-westwards

;

the distance is given as too li in the former and as 200 li in the latter translation *. On the

stream ceasing to flow, the king inquired as to the cau’se of this calamity, and he was tohl

by an Arhat to propitiate the ‘dragon’, i.c. the N.3ga, dwelling in the stream by sacrifices.

When this had been done, a woman emerged from the stream and, explaining the arrest of

the waters by the recent death of her husband, asked for a minister of noble birth to be given

to her in marriage. On the NSginfs desire being announced, a great officer of state offered

to sacrifice himself for the restored flow of the water on condition that the king should found

a convent After a solemn leavetaking the minister, dressed in w'hite and mounted on a white

steed, entered the stream. When he reached the middle of the current he struck the water

with his whip and immediately disappeared. A short time after his steed came to the surface

again, carrying on its back a great drum of sandalw'ood. This was found to contain .a letter to

the king in which the minister asked him to suspend the drum to the south-east of the city'“;

on the approach of an enemy it would sound in advance. The waters of the stream have

" See TMkk-i-Xasktdt, p. ag*. stream flow south-west of the capital and at a distance of

•' See JUittiett D. A JtMu, ifl. p. 1 38. 1 00 li ; VilU de Khotan, p. 57. [Watters agrees wiili J ulicn. ]

" See AfOnoirtt, iL k>- *39 •qq*; II. pp. 319 iqq- " T*>“* ; Julicn has ‘ Au sud-est du
0

Rteoaat’a esinct from the Pirn i im makes the royaume,’ a manifest oversight.
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continued to flow ever since. HsUan-tsang tells us that the drum of the dragon|(NSga) had
long ago disappeared. But there existed at the place where it had been suspended a lake known
as ‘ the dnim-lake and there were still seen the ruins of the convent which had been built by
its side but was then without monks and deserted **.

Seeing that the Aiding-Kul lies exactly south-east of Yotkan, and that apart from it there

is no sheet of water in the vicinity of the site of the ancient capital which could be called a

lake or even a natural pond, it is difficult to resist the conclusion that the local name of

Naghara-khanah, ‘the drum house,’ is connected with the old legend about the miraculous drum
which, as we know from HsUan-tsang, gave its name to the lake and in all probability also to

the ruined convent he mentions by its side. The examination of the mound now known as

the ‘ Naghara-khanah ’ leads me to believe that we have in it the remains of the structure

which was shown to HsUan-tsang as a ruined convent far more probably than a fragment of

an otherwise wholly untraceable city wall. The mound measures about 175 feet from east to

west, widi a maximum width of 72 feet: its approximately level top rises about 27 feet above

the adjoining fields. I failed to trace on its slopes any marks of brickwork or stratification,

the w’hole surface showing what looked to me like stamped loess soil. The general appearance

of the ‘ Naghara-kh.anah ’ reminded me of the large oblong mound once bearing a Vihara or

convent which rises behind the Mauri-Tim StUpa and which has been fully described above

It can scarcely be doubted that the Interior of the Maurf-Tim structure consists of nothing but

stamped loess; and that when once the facing of sun-dried bricks, which still shows traces of

niches or small cellas arranged in receding terraces, has undergone further decay in the course

of centuries, its surface will present the same shapeless look as the Naghara-khanah mound
does now. The latter, if our identification is right, must already in the seventh century have

been a ruin of considerable antiquity, and its wholly amorphous condition at the present day

could thus in no way surprise us.

It would be of little use to offer conjectures as to the way in which the folklore story of

the minister’s Curtius-like sacrifice and the miraculous drum came to be attached to this ruined

mound. But it may be worth noting that, just as all old mounds in this region are now
popularly supposed to have been constructed as watch-stations by ancient kings, a ruined

mound of such conspicuous height as the Naghara-khclnah must have shown before the ground-

level around it rose and erosion reduced its elevation, was likely to exercise popular imagination

in old times. The distance from the Naghara-khSnah to tlie excavated area of Yotkan is only

two miles, and thus the belief in its having served for the location of a great drum intended

to warn the capital of an approaching enemy could readily be accounted for.

I am unable to make any deflnite suggestion as to the stream which the legend looked

upon as the habitation of the NSginl and her self-sacrificing human husband, seeing the great

variations in distance and bearing which the several translations show. Possibly some point

higher up on the Yurung-kash might have been thought of as the scene of the minister’s

sacrifice. That the legend itself was popular can be safely concluded from HsUan-tsang^

detailed mention. I believe that we have visible proof of this in a fresco excavated by me in

one of the shrines of DandUn-Uiliq, of which I hope to show in the next chapter that it

represents the characteristic figures of the legend**. At a sacred spot connected with such a

popular legend we might expect to see local worship continued to the present day; and in fact,

** This pur])ort of the pa.ssagc, which seems clear enough, *’ See above, pp. 81 sqq.

is brought out better in Kdmusat’s version (loc. cU., p. 60) See below, chap. ix. sec, iii.

than in that of Julicn which Beal slavishly follows.
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we do fin(^ the immediate vicinity of the NaghSra-khanah occupied by a well-known Ma 7ar,

that of the Three Ghazis. According to the story as related to me, the three holy men had,

after the martyrdom of the Four Imams, sought for their resting-place without finding it. They
then stopped at this site when the earth closed over them The saints* tomb is marked by
a relatively well-built ‘Gumbaz', and forms an object of popular pilgrimage from all i)arts of

the oasis.

It is also to the south-east of the capital, but at a distance nearer than the Aidiiig-Kul marsh,

that we have to look for the site of another Buddhist convent which Ilsuan-tsang mentions in

connexion with an interesting local legend^®. To the south east of the royal city, five or six li-’.

so the Hsi-yil-chi tells us, there was a convent known as the Lii-shc Saiigluirama, founded by ilie

queen of a former ruler, to whom tradition ascribed the introduction of sericulture into Khotan.

In old times the country knew nothing of either mulberry trees or silkw'orms. Hearing that

China possessed them, the king of Khotan sent an envoy to procure them
;
but at that time

the ruler of China was determined not to let others share their possession, and had strictly

prohibited seeds of the mulberry tree or silkworms* eggs being carried outside his frontiers.

The king of Khotan then with due submission prayed for the hand of a Chinese princess.

When this request had been acceded to, he dispatched an envoy to escort the princess from

China, taking care to let the future queen know through him that, in order to assure to herself

fine silk robes when in Khotan, she had better bring some mulberry seeds and silkworms

with her.

The princess thus advised secretly procured mulberry seeds and silkworms* eggs, and by

concealing them in the lining of her headdress, which the. chief of the frontier guards did not

dare to examine, managed to remove them safely to Khotan. On her first arrival and before

her solemn entry into the royal palace, she stopped at the site where subsequently the Lu she

convent was built and there left the silkw’orms and the mulberry seeds. From the latter

grew up the first mulberry trees, with the leaves of which the silkw^orms w’cre fed when their

time had come. Then the queen issued an edict engraved on stone, prohibiting the w’^orking

up of the cocoons until the moths of the silkworms had escaped, ‘ Then she founded this

SangharSma on the spot where the first silkworms were bred-^- and tliere arc about here

many old mulberry tree trunks which they say are the remains of the trees first planu*d. I'njm

old time till now this kingdom has possessed silkworms, which nobody is allowed to kill, with

a view to take away the silk stealthily. Those who do so arc not allowed to rear the worms

for a succession of years®®.*

The names were mentioned to me as KhwAja Paklan

GhSzf, KhwBja Shaikh AtSL-ulwall GhJLzf, KhSLn Amin Nuk*
nibil Gh&zT. M. Grenard probably means the same shrine

^vhen speaking of the tomb of ‘Keytous Maghr^bt,’ a

follower of the Four ImSms, as adjoining the Naghilra-

khtinah
; see Mmi<m D. de Rhim^ iii. p. 40, note i. Much

in the nomenclature of modern ‘Muhammadan legend about

Khotan seems to be subject to similar variations.
•• See Af/moirest ii. pp. 237 sqq. ;

St\yu~Ai\ ii. pp. 318 sq.;

de Kh&ian^ pp. 55 sq.
^ Thus Beal and Rdmusat ; regarding Julien’s * cinquante

ou soixante li au sud de la capitale/ which may be merely a
mistake oftranslation, see below.

** For the correct interpretation of this passage, Beal's

and Rtousat'a versions must be consulted.

Beal's version reproduced above is substantially also

that of Rdmusat, loc. cil., p. 56. Julieii iran.^-latcs :
‘ Aussitot

apr^s, die fit construire ce couvcnt en Thonneur de la ddesse

des vers h soie.'

Julien’s version of the concluding passage slightly

differs; but there can be no doubt that the prohibition of

the killing of the silkworms within the cocoon is referred to.

Such a practice would necessarily be opi)oscd to Budilhist

notions about the sanctity of animal life, whatever its advan-

tages from the point of view of the silk producer. The

purport of the queen's alleged edict is curiously illustrated by

a paragraph of '/"Ae Pioneer, June 21, 1905, recording ‘an

unexpected and unforeseen difficulty' which has crop^ied up

in connexion with the spread of silk production in Ceylon.

The demand is now said to be almost entirely for unj)icrcccl

Hsilan-

tsang’s ///-

sAe convent.

Legend of

the inlro-

cluclion of
silkworms.
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That the legend here related about the origin of one of Khotan’s most importaj^t industries

enjoyed widespread popularity is proved by the painted panel (D. iV. 5) discovered by me in

one of the Dandan-Uiliq shrines, which presents us, as my detailed analysis will show”, with

a spirited picture of the Chinese princess in the act of offering protection to a basketfull of

unpierced cocoons. An attendant pointing to the princess’s headdress recalls her beneficent

smuggling by which Khotan was stipposed to have obtained its first silkworms, while another

attendant engaged at a loom or silk-weaving implement symbolizes the industry which the

princess’s initiative had founded. A divine figure seated in the background may represent the

genius presiding over the silkworms®*.

But the fame of the legend is also attested by the version of it which we meet with in the

‘ Annals of Li-yul
’
®*. There we are told that king Vijayajaya, the third successor of Vijayavlrya

mentioned above in connexion with the legend of the So-mo-j6 convent, married Princess Pu-nye-

shar, the daughter of the ruler of China. Wishing to introduce silkworms into Li-yul she commenced

raising some at Ma-dza, a locality not otherwise specified. Misled by a mischievous story told

him by the ministers of China, the king had the house burned down where the silkworms were

being raised. The queen, however, managed to save and rear some silkworms, and when she

was able to show to the king the garments she had made of the silk thus procured he greatly

regretted his previous deed. * He called from India the Bhik;u Sanghagho$a and made him

his spiritual adviser, and to atone for his wickedness he built the Po-ta-rya and Ma-dza tchaityas

and a great Vihara (or, the Caitya and the great Vihara of Ma-dza).’

Different as the form of the legend here is, there can be little „doubt that by the Caitya

and Vih^a of Ma-dza the same sacred locality is meant where HsUan-tsang found the Lu-sh6

convent. For the location of the latter the HsiyU-chC

s

notice is our only guide ;
and as the

popular shrine of Kum-i-ShahIdan before mentioned occupies a position relative to Yotkan,

exactly corresponding in direction and distance to the 5-6 li to the south-east of the pilgrim’s

description, I believe we are justified in recognizing here another instance of the survival of

old local worship, notwithstanding characteristic change in its objects. It is true that Julien’s

translation places the Lu-sh6 convent 50 or 60 li south of the capital. But even if this rendering

is supported by a variant of the Chinese text and is not merely the result of inadvertence (by

no means unfrequent in the M^moires where figures and bearings are concerned), it could not

claim much weight ; for the distance of 50-60 li or lo-i i miles to the south would take us far

beyond the limits of cultivable soil to the stony waste of the ‘Sai’ at the foot of the hills,

where it is impossible to supjwse that mulberries or any other tree-growth could ever have

flourished within historical times. It must further be noted that the legend heard by HsUan-tsang

represented the Lu-sh6 convent as built on the site which had served as a halting-place for the

princess coming from China immediately before her solemn entry into the royal palace. It is

clear that a locality 10 miles or so to the south of the capital would not answer this description.

Among the sacred sites of Khotan described by HsUan-tsang there still remains one awaiting

our notice; and as it was believed to be the oldest Buddhist sanctuary of the territory, and

manifestly enjoyed great fame, I should not have referred to it last but for the uncertainty of

its location. This uncertainty is the more curious since the shrine is mentioned not oidy by

cocoons, fetching ten times the price of pierced ones. Yet

Buddhist sentiment in the island is strongly averse to the

killing of the worm inside, which the working of unpierced

cocoons presupposes.

See below, chap. ix. sec. v.

** This figure is male; else it might be adduced in sup-

port of Julien*s translation of a passage above quoted lAiich

represents the Lu-shfi convent as constructed in hoponr *de

la ddesse des vera k sole/

” See RockhiUi tffkt BuUha^ pp. agS sq^
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HsUan-tsangt but also by Sung YUn, the Pei shi/t, and other historical texts, as well as by the

'Annals of Li-yul’.
*

According to the account uniformly told in the Hn-yii-chi as well as in the * Life ' there

stood to the south of the royal city at a distance of lo li a large convent built by an ancient

king in honour of tlie Arhat Vairocana (P'i-lu-chfi-na), to whom was attributed the intnHluction

of Buddhism into Khotan“*. In old days, when the law of Buddha had not yet reached the

country, the Arhat came to this spot from Kashmir, and in a wood practised meditation. When
the king, informed of his strange appearance and dress, came to see him the Arhat discoursed

to him of the boons of Tathagata’s doctrine, and exhorted him to follow the Law. The king

offered to believe in Buddha if he could see his appearance; and Vairocana promised fulfilment

of his desire after the building of a convent. The convent was accordingly built, and a great

assembly of monks had gathered, but as yet there was no ghantO. to call together the congre-

gation. When the king then inquired for the promised appearance there suddenly descended

from heaven an image of Buddha pre.senting a ghanta. Thereupon the king became confirmed

in the faith and eager for its propagation. Hslian-tsang’s biographer, on concluding the story,

specially notes that this convent was thus the first built in the kingdom.

.Sung YUn has left us a record of the same shrine, which in several respects is of sjjecial

interest “. The king of Khotan, so we are told, was not a believer in the law of Buddha when

a merchant brought a Bhiksu called Vairocana (P‘i-lu-chan) to a spot under an a[)ricot tree south

of the city. When he announced to the king th,at he had brought a Sramana from abroad

the prince became very apgry, and proceeded at once to see Vairocana. The latter lhereuix)n

announced that he had been sent by Tathagata to exhort the king to build a Stupa of

the turned-up p&tra [shape], and thus to gain religious blessings. The king promised to obey

if he were allowed to see Buddha. Thercujwn Vairocana sounded a bell, and Buddha sent

Rahula, who appeared to the king in the form of Buddha himself. The king prostrated himself

at tlie sight, and built at the foot of the apricot tree a structure to serve as a temple, with

a representation of Rahula, but this structure suddenly disappeared of itself. Thereupon the

king built a new VihSra to shelter the image, in such a way that the image, though placed

under the turned-up putra, appeared constantly outside—a minaclc which greatly benefited the

spiritual state of all beholders. Near this place the shoes of a Pratyekabuddha (Pi-chih-fo)

were seen, miraculously preserved without any alteration, ’of neither leather nor silk, but of an

unknown substance.

The learned comments of M. Chavannes have removed the obscurities which beset Sung
YUn’s account of this shrine in earlier versions. At the same time M. Foucher, by a convincing

reference, already quoted in a preceding chapter, to a pass.agc of the Hsi-yii-chi^^, has made it

clear that by the ‘turned-up pstra’ is meant a StQpa dome of the orthodox shape, originally

hemispherical. The miracle, which appears to have made the sacred image enclosed in the

StQpa dome visible to the eyes of pious visitors on frequent occasions, is also capable of

explanation in view of certain structural features which have been noted elsewhere in extant StQpa

ruins or in descriptions by the Chinese pilgrims*'^. Thus Sung Ylin’s notice, besides confirming

HsUan-tsang’s account of the origin of Vairocana’s shrine, supplements it by some interesting

** See M/meira, U. t37 sqq. ; F«r, pp. aBa cqq. ; Siyu-h",

pp. 318 eq.; ViUi dt KkoUm, pp. 40 iqq.

Julien tntnelatee, ‘premier tmt the interpretation given
above from Beal and Rdmtwat*B vertiona is evidently more
correct

; see, beknr, the Tibetan version.

** See Chavannes, Vqyagt de Song yitn, pp. 1 7 sq.

" See above, p. 83, Siyu-ii, i, p. 47 ; also L’Ar/ Ju

Gandhdra, p. 53.

Foucher, L’Art du Gandhdra, pp. 86 sq.

Sung YUn’s
vcislon of

legtiul.

Stupa of the

' turnc-(l-up

pVta'
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details as to its sacred objects. The notice which the Pei shih presents, probab^ from the

records of Hui-shfing, Sung YUn's companion, and which appears to ‘have been reproduced in

substantially the same form by the Annals of the Northern Chou**, is far briefer; but, on the

other hand, it furnishes the name of the site occupied by the shrine and a more definite indica-

tion of its position. We read there that ‘ fifty li to the south of the city is the Tsan-mo temple

jg ^ ; this is the place where once the Arhat and Bhik^u Lu-chan (Vairocana) constructed

for the king of this country the Stupa of “ the turned-up pot ”
; on a rock there is the place

where a Pi-chih-fo (Pratyekabuddha) walked with bare feet—the two impressions are still to be

seen there’.

Before proceeding to consider the topographical indications furnished by this passage, it

will be useful to ac([uaint ourselves with the form in which the legend of the oldest Buddhist

sanctuary of Khotan is reflected in the Tibetan ‘ Annals of Li-yul
’
**. ‘ One hundred and sixty-

five years after the establishment of the kingdom of Li-yul Vijayasatnbhava, son of Yeula,

ascended the throne, and in the fifth year of his reign the Dharma was first introduced into

Li-yul. This king was an incarnation of Maitreya and MafijuSrI. Having assumed the form of

a Bhik§u, the Arya Vairocana, he came and dwelt in the Tsu-la grove, in the country of Tsar-ma.

There he became the spiritual guide of the inhabitants of Li-yul, and taught the ignorant

cattle-herders in the Li language, and invented the characters of Li. After this the Dharma
appeared. Then King Vijayasambhava built the great VihSra of Tsar-ma.’ When the Vihara

was finished Vairocana asked the king to sound the ghantn. As the latter refused unless the

Tathagata appeared and gave him a ghatftd, ‘ immediately Vairocana assumed the appearance

of the Tathagata, and after having taught like the TathSgata sixty great ^r&vakas at Tsar-ma,

he gave king Vijayasatnbhava a ghaipta, and the king sounded it without ceasing for seven days.

After that Vairocana invited the NSga king Hu-lor to bring from Kashmir a Caitya which

contained corporal relics of the seven Tathagatas. It came through the air, and is at present

at Tsar-ma**. This Caitya is in the Gandhakaja, and is surrounded by a halo**.’

The interest of this version, which in the main is but an amplification of the l^end as

told by HsUan-tsang, lies in the indication it furnishes as to the traditional date for the intro-

duction of Buddhism into Khotan (404 years after Buddha’s NirvSija), and in the name Tsar-ma

given to the locality where Vairocana’s Vihira was built The identity of the name here intended

with the Tsan-mo of the Pei shih passage has been already pointed out by Mr. Rockhill. Nor

does it seem doubtful that this Tibetan form came closer to the original local name than the

Chinese transcription Tsan-mo, in which, as so often, the closing r of the first syllable has been

dropped **.

But while the recorded forms of the name of the locality closely agree, the statements as

to its position show a serious discrepancy as far as the distance from the capital is concerned.

The Hsi-yUrchi and the ‘ Life ’ place it 10 li to the south of the latter, but the notices of the

Pei shih and Chou shu, though agreeing in the bearing, give the distahee as 50 li. My inquiries

in the neighbourhood of Yotkan failed to reveal any site to the south at the approximate distance

" See Chavannes, Vt^age de Song Tun, p. 15, note 5,

p. 18, note 9 : Tor the corresponding extracts in the Pitn 1 Hen

comp. Viilt de Khotan, pp. so, >9.
•* See Rockhill, L^e ofthe Buddha, pp. 237 sq. I have

given the correct spelling of Sanskrit words often imper-

fectly transcribed in these extracts ; thus also above.

** The translation shows the name here as a Tsar-ma.

*' In a subseqnent extract from the 'FTedlctioa of Sah-

.ghavardhana’, relating a fiintastic story of the em^jistion of

all Buddhist priests from Khotan to Tibe^ we frnd tbs

IVar-ma (sic) Vihba mentioned as the locab^ where the

Bhikfus assembled before setting oat on their journey; see

Lift the Buddha, p, 241.
** See the remarks above, p. 10, note 6-
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of two milef indicated by HsUan-tsang which, on the ground of local tradition or worship, could
be connected with the ancifent Buddhist shrine. There is, indeed, a much-freciuented Muhammadan
shrine, the Mazar of ImSm-MQsa-Qasim, at Kosa due south of Yotkan, but the distance is close

on six miles, and thus far beyond HsUan-tsang’s estimate. If we adopt the Pei shi/is distance
of 50 li, or approximately 10 miles, the difficulty seems at first sight equally great, for beyond
Im5m-MQsa-Qasims Mazar and the village of Kosa there stretches towards the hills the barren
pebble Sai, where a grove, such as both HsUan-tsang and the Annals of Li-yul mention in

connexion with Vairocana’s convent, could never have existed.

The difficulties thus encountered will explain why I feel induced to discuss here the possibility Site of

of an identification which, though purely conjectural for the present, deserves some attention,

Immediately before proceeding to Yotkan I had, on November 24, visited the ancient sites of

Jamada and Cbalma-kazan to the south of the oasis, and not far from the left bank of the

Yurung-kash. The former is a typical Tati closely adjoining the irrigated area of Jamada
village (see map), where the eroded loess soil for a distance of about one mile from east to

west and for about half a mile across is strewn with ancient potsherds. Old Chinese coins are

said to be picked up here; but Wang-Daloi, an intelligent Chinaman trading in jade who
acted as my guide here as well as at the jade-pits further south, had unfortunately mixed up
his specimens with those he had collected from Yotkan and elsewhere. Hence no certain

conclusion could be drawn from his collection, which seemed to consist chiefly of ‘cash' of the

T‘ang dynasty. On the west and south rise loess banks, which the people of the neighbourhood

take for the (wall) of Jthe ‘old town’; but probably they are only ‘witnesses' of the original

ground-level which have escaped the erosion that lowered the unprotected loess soil around

Far more extensive and, judging from the mass of debris, more important is another ruined Site of

area known as Ckalma-kazan about five miles further south, which (xrcupics the plain, about

i-^ miles broad, between the west bank of the Yurung-kash and the foot of a low gravel ridge

flanking the d^bouchement of the river. It is strewn with a vast quantity of coarse potsherds, mixed

here and there with small bits of broken glass and slag, and to a larger extent with stones

from the river which no doubt had served for rough walls. The soil is loess, manifestly of the

riverine type; and with irrigation the plain, now a barren waste, would present a very different

aspect. The eroded loess banks seen at various points of the area showed no great height,

from which it would appear cither that the erosive power of the winds was less in the Yurung-

kash Valley than in the open plain northward, or that the period since cultivation has ceased

does not lie so far back as in the case of some of the ancient sites to be described hereafter.

In the middle of this area a low mound, covered with large rounded stones from the river-bed. Mound of

at once attracted my attention. It had been mentioned to me before by the villagers of Jamada
and Bizil, who apply the name of Chalma-kazdn in particular to it. Its well-defined round shape

suggested a StQpa, and a closer examination proved this to be the case. Unfortunately, others

before me had guessed the nature of the structure ; and a large trench cut from the cast into

the centre of the mound and down to the present level of the surrounding ground showed that

‘treasure-seekers’ had been at work. The mound in its present state has a diameter of about

98 feet and rises about 15 feet above the ground. From the excavation made it could be seen

that the lower portion, which evidently served as a base, and of which a height of about 8 feet

lay exposed, was constructed of closely packed layers of rough stones. The cavity which the

burrowing * treasure-seekers * had made in the centre of the mound lay above this, and disclosed

II h
^ For such * witnesses ' see above, p. 107.
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first a bed of fine loess about 3 ft. 10 in. high and above a solid layer of stones. Of tj^is a height

of close on 3 feet could be measured in the centre, but further out/ towards the periphery, it

seemed to curve down towards the base like a circular vaulted wall. From the kind of well

or chamber thus formed in the centre, and now filled with loess soil, some deposit had apparently

been extracted ; but how long ago nobody seemed to know.

I could not ascertain any traditions or legends about Chalma-kazan, since the site is ordinarily

visited only by the jade-diggers, whose pits commence to line the river-bank a short distance

from the southern edge of the debris area which extends here to about half a mile from the

mound. At the time of my visit working at the jade pits, for a description of which I must

refer to my Personal Narrative^*, had mostly ceased for the winter. Neither coins nor other

objects that could furnish approximate chronological indications were picked up during my visit.

But among the Chinese copper coins presented to me by Wang-Daloi as coming from Chalma-

kazan is a small but representative series of T*ang pieces, comprising issues of the period K*ai-yiian

(713-74* A- D.), Ch'icn-yUan (758-759), Ta-li (766-779), Chien-chung (780-783), as well as a single

coin of the Sung dynasty bearing the ‘nien hao’ of Ts'ung-ning (1102-1106 a. d.)**. It thus

appears that the site of Chalma-kazan continued to be occupied approximately as long as that

of the old capital. The only pieces of ornamented pottery I could obtain from Chalma-kazan,

also presented by Wang-Daloi, and described with a few other articles in the list at the end of

this section, show the same type of work as noticed at Yotkan, and thus agree with the evidence

of the coins.

The distance from Chalma-kazan to Yotkan is approximately 13 miles, and the bearing

south-south-cast. Comparing with this position the topographical indications above detailed,

it has occurred to me whether we might not reasonably look at Chalma-kaz£n for the site of

the StQpa of the turned-up p&tra and Vairocana’s convent. Neither distance nor bearing would

differ very much from the 50 li to the south which the notice of the Pei shih and Chou shu

records ;
the latter estimate is in all probability meant only to indicate half a day’s march, such

as the easy journey from Khotan town or Yotkan to Chalma-kaz3n would be reckoned nowadays.

The mention made in that notice of the footprints of a Pratyekabuddha which were shown at

that site on a rock seems to point distinctly to the valley of one or the other great rivers; for

only in the beds of large rubble deposited there and not in the unbroken loess area of the oasis

pould be found a stone block large chough to show markings, natural or artificial, in which the

eyes of the pious would recognize sacred footprints. We know from India, where the worship

of such padukas has always been popular among all sects, that these supposed impressions of

the feet of holy personages were ordinarily of a considerable size^*. Since the Kara-kSsh

Valley immediately above its ddbotichetnent takes a distinctly westerly direction, only the Yurung-

kash Valley remains in which to look for a site that could show a ‘rock’ of the requisite size

and that at the saitie time might be described as to the south of the old capital.

P'inally, attention may be called to the curious resemblance which the name Ckalnu>rkaz&H

shows to the designation of the locality of Vairocana’s shrine and to that of its StQpa. The

second part of the modem local name is manifestly the TurkI word kaz&n, meaning ‘pot’, while

Chalma might be regarded as the barely changed equivalent of the name ^Charnta, which the

“ See Ruins ifKhotan, pp. *53 m].

** See reproductions in Plate LXXXIX, 26

;

Plate XC,

33. 34 . 40 -

** Compare, c.g., the reproduction of the stone on the

Upper SwBt river showing Buddha’s pddukas as described

by Hsthui'tsang, Mtmiru, i. p. 135, pnblished by BQhler is

the Proceed. ^ the Imp, Aeadenfy tf Vkmu, l8pS. hlstor.'

philol. Classe, from an impression which CoL^ A. Dean, bad

secured for me.
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transcriptioi^ Tsar~wa in Tibetan and Tsan-mo in Chinese clearly pre-suppose as their original.

Can the mound of Chalnfa-kaziln have derived its name, literally meaning the ‘ i>ot of Chalma
from the designation once borne by the chief object of worship at *C/iarma, the ‘ Stupa of the

inverted pStra

'

? The word kaz&ti, however common in its ordinary use, is not known to me
as forming the second part in any local name of Turkestan, a circumstance which, in view of

the great uniformity observed in Turki local nomenclature, makes its use here as a component
part all the more curious.

I do not know how, if the old site of Chalma-kazan really marks the position of Vairocana’s

shrine, we should have to account for the distance of lo li noted by llsilan-tsang. But it may
be useful to point out that the pilgrim’s estimate of distance for Slount GoArhga sui)plies an
unquestioned instance of similar error on the same ground. Hsiian-tsang places Mount Go<rnga

20 li or about 4 miles to the south-west of the Khotan capital. Here, too, we have a correct

bearing; but the distance is very considerably underestimated, since, as a look at the map
shows, the hill of Kohmarl, whose identity with Mount Go^rhga has been definitely established,

lies fully II miles from Yotkan”.

OBJECTS FROM CHALMA-KAZ.XN.

C. 001. Square stone button of serpentine. Carved on

the obverse, a 4-petallcd flon^er within a simple fillet

border. Reverse, formed into a very flat truncated 4-sided

pyramid, near apex of which two holes are drilled from

opposite sides in a slightly downward direction meeting

on the line of the axis, and giving a means by which the

button may be sewn to anything. square. Thickness y.
See Plate LI.

C. ooa.a. Fragment of fine terra-cotta vessel; rim.

Extremely rich in colour, surface fretted. Upon upper

curve of rim an ornamental border consisting of roundels

close together, an incised line running round beneath

them, X 2^ See Plate LIL

C. ooa. b. Four fragments of glass, moulded, of green-

ish and pinkish lints. See Plalc Lll.

C. ooa. c. Two fragments of flint. Perhaps from ihc

glass-maker’s workshop wheie such flint was probably

used. See Plate Lll.

C. 004. Fragment of grotesque face, showing about

^ of nose, portion of mouth and strongly recurving mous-

tache (cf. Y. 0018, 13 . 001. a). The nose is much exag-

gerated in length, but otherwise well modelloil. Face

evidently made in a mould, and seems to be surfaced with

a finer clay than the inner substance. Height

See Plalc XLIV.

*’ This discrepancy has been duly noted by M. Grenard, Almicn D. </»• Rhins, lii. p. 143.

H h 2
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CHAPTER IX

THE RUINS OF DANDAN-UILIQ

Section I.—THE DESERT MARCH TO THE SITE

Already on my first arrival in Khotan I had commenced local inquiries for ancient sites

in the desert particularly deserving exploration. It had soon become clear that the only

hope of securing sure guidance lay in the collection of specimens distinctly traceable to specific

old sites among those which ‘ treasure-seekers ’ were in the habit of visiting. ‘ Treasure-

seeking’, i. e. the search for chance finds of precious metal within the areas of ancient settle-

ments now abandoned to the desert, has been a time-honoured occupation in the Khotan oasis,

offering to certain more adventurous elements of the population tlie combined fascinations of

a kind of lottery and a roving life. In recent years, owing to the continued demand from

European collectors, the small fraternity of professional treasureseekers have learned on riieir

periodical visits to ancient sites to pay attention also to antiquities as a sort of secondary

proceeds. Nevertheless, all the information that could be elicited at Khotan, even from persons

who seemed reliable, was far too vague to permit a plan of systematic explorations to be based

upon it. 1 accordingly gladly availed myself of the offer of Badruddin KhSn, the Ak*sakal of

Afghan traders, who from previous services rendered to Mr. Macartney was well acquainted

with the fraternity, to organize and send out small ‘prospecting’ parties which might secure

me the needed specimens.

During the short stay I made at Khotan in the middle of November, after my return

from the surveying expedition into the Karanghu-tSgh mountains, these small parties turned up

with their spoil. The objects brought to me from sites close to the oasis, such as Hanguya

Tati, Ak-sipil, jumbe-kum, did not seeip to justify a belief that the remains there surviving were

essentially different from those that might be found on ancient ‘Tatis’. It was otherwise with

the party which, under the guidance of Turdi, an old and, as experience showed, thoroughly

reliable ‘treasure-seeker’ from a village of the Yurung-kSsh canton, had gone out to visit the

most distant of the locally known sites, called by them DandSn^Uilig (‘the houses with ivory’).

Among the specimens brought back by them were two small pieces of fresco inscribed with

Brahmi characters, numerous fragments of stucco reliefs which had unmistakably served to

decorate Buddhist shrines, and also a small but undoubtedly genuine piece of a paper document

in cursive Central-Asian BrShml*.

It appeared probable, on further examination of the ‘treasure-seekers’, that the ruins from

which they had unearthed these remains and which they described as situated nine to ten

marches north-eastwards through the desert, were identical with the site which Dr. Hedin bsd

seen on his memorable march to the Keriya Darya, and which his narrative speaks of as ’the

ancient city Taklamakan.’ He had reached it by another route from Tawakkel beyond the

* For a description of these finds see the List of Objects Plate LVIII, for the stucco fragments Piste LV,

below, under D. T. oi-ory; for the fresco pieces see
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northern e4ge of the oasis. Any possible doubt as to the identity of Dand.in-Uiliq was set at

rest when a few days latftr I was able to examine, in the presence of Turdi, the two hunters-

Ahmad Merghen and Kasim AkhUn, who had guided Dr. Hedin on his journey and whom at

my request Pan DSrin (Ta-jfin), the kindly Amban of Khotan, had promptly sent for, I was

thus able to arrange definitely the initial programme of my tour, by fixing upon this site as

the best place for commencing systematic explorations in the desert.

The specimens brought back by Turdi had the further advantage of convincing the Amban

Amban, who previously, notwithstanding his thoroughly friendly attitude, had been somewhat

sceptical as to the existence of ancient remains in the desert, that iny enterprise was fully

justified. Pan DSLrin’s scholarly type of mind and his keen historical sense niailc it easj' for me
to explain to him the direct bearing which the exploration of such ruins would have upon the

elucidation of the accounts of old Khotan left to us by the great 'Pan" sai" (‘ The m<mk of

the T'ang period’, i. e, HsUan-tsang) and other Chinese travellers. His effective assistance for

all the needful preparations was thus more readily assured, and to it 1 owed largely, as results

show, the possibility of successful work at the site.

The week following my return from Yotkan (Nov. 29) w-.as spent busily at Khotan in Prop-i rations

writing up accounts of my geographical and antiquarian observations for dis|jatch to liurope,
Kliot.in.

and in final preparations for the desert journey. In order to keep the camels, on which we

should have to depend for the difficult marches through the .sands, as lightly laden as {rossiblc,

it was necessary to restrict the bagg.age to absolute essentials and to leave behind at Khotan

a dep6t of all stores ant} materials not immediately required. The t-limination was no easy

matter. On the one hand, no estimate could be formed of the length of time tiuring which my
explorations would keep me away from Khotan, while, on the other, it was cerUiin that in the

inhospitable regions where we were to pass the winter any deficiency in the necessary supplies

and equipment might seriously affect our health and hamper my movements. It was largely

through the care bestowed on transport and supplies that 1 w^as subsequently able to extend

my operations so much further from the Khotan- base than was originally anticipated.

On the morning of December 7, a misty and bitterly cold day, 1 set out for the winter March to

campaig^n in the desert. In order to reach Dandan-Uilitj I had decided on the route via
f

Tawakkel, which, though longer than the track leading straight into the desert north-east of

Yurung-kash, which Turdi, my ‘treasure-seeking’ guide,* was accustomed to follow, somewhat

reduced the extent of actual desert-marching with its inseparable priv.ations for man and beast.

The first day brought me, partly over marshy ground where the Lasku-Ostang and other

canals finally lose themselves, to Yangi-arik, a village on the edge of the oasis north of Khotan.

Its fields, as the name shows, had only been brought under cultivation in recent times. After

two more dreary marches along the barren left bank of the river, where nothing was to be

seen but high dunes of drifting sand to the west and rccd-covered strips near its winding

course, we crossed the Yurung-kSsh and soon arrived at the southern end of the Tawakkel

oasis.

This oasis owes its' existence to the construction, some sixty years before my visit, of an

irrigation caital which takes off the river waters a few miles further south near Kalama-Langar.

Originally s^ed by forcibly transported colonists from different parts of the Khotan oasis,

Tawakkel has since developed into a prosperous small canton of some thou.sand households.

The names of the various hamlets, called Tosalla, Borazan, Yurung-k§sh, &c., still recall the

tracts which supplied the original parties of settlers. The proximity of the forest belt, which

accompanies the Yurung-kSsh on its course through the desert, provides a plentiful supply of
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wood to this outlying colony. The feet was brought home to me at the very time of my
•arrival by the big bonfires which the local Bgg, instructed in advance *from Pan Darin’s Yimcn,
had c.msed to be prepared to light up my way, a luxury which could not have been indulged

in within the main oasis. I was struck also by the prevalence of wood in the constniction of

houses. Whereas in Khotan the free use of this building material is restricted to the dwellings

of the well-to-do and to other substantial structures, at Tawakkel the houses even of simple

cultivators show the usual wooden framework and wattle walls covered with mud plaster. We
shall see from the account of the Dandan-Uiliq ruins that this observation is not without

antiquarian interest.

After halting at Hong I moved my camp on the following day to the Bgg’s house at

At-bashi, some six miles further north, in order to complete there the arrangements for the

party of labourers I wished to take along. In view of the observations detailed above as to

the rise of the ground-level in the old cultivated area of Khotan, I was interested to note on

the march that in this comparatively recent oasis the roads and waste spaces lay nowhere more

than about one foot below the level of the neighbouring fields. The period of irrigation had

manifestly been too short here to permit of any appreciable rise in the level of the fields. It

was equally in keeping with previous observations to learn that the area- of the colony might

be greatly extended towards the desert by the construction of additional canals. The abundant

supply of water which the river carries down during the spring and summer months would

suffice to bring under cultivation large tracts along cither bank of the river now covered by

low dunes. The fertility of the ‘sand’ which forms the latter is well-Jcnown to the cultivators;

and since its appearance differs in no way from that of disintegrated loess soil within the

oasis, its identical origin from the fertile deposits of the river courses can scarcely be doubted.

But here as elsewhere along the southern edge of the Taklamakan desert no surplus of

population is available for such extended cultivation, nor is the administration capable of

undertaking fresh irrigation works on a large scale.

The iith of December was spent at At-bashi in collecting a party of thirty labourers for

my intended excavations, together with four weeks’ food supply. Notwithstanding the good

pay offered, ij Miskals per diem, more than twice the average wages for unskilled labour,

I should not have secured the requisite number of men had not stringent instructions to that

purpose been i.ssued by Pan Darin ;
for both on account of superstitious fears and in view of

the expected rigours of the winter, the cultivators were very reluctant to venture so far into

the desert. Fortunately the two Tawakkel hunters, Ahmad Merghen and KSsim AkhQn

(father and son), were writh me to inspire confidence. I had engaged them as guides; and

inured to all hardships, and by the experience of their roving life intelligent far beyond tlje

villagers’ horizon, they soon proved most useful in looking after the labourers both on the

march and at excavation work. I took care to select the physically fittest from among

the men brought before me, and to assure their being supplied with all needful warm clothing

and an adequate store of food. Each man had to bring his ‘Ketman’, the hoe in conunon

use throughout TurkcstSn, which proved an excellent implement for work in the sand. For the

carriage of their food-supplies and other impedimenta the few camels I could spare from iny

train of eight were not sufficient. So they were supplemented by a dozen donkeys, which offered

the advantage of needing a minimum of fodder. For the camels only a quantity of oil made of rape

seed could be taken along. Half a pound daily of this for each animal proved remarkably effective

in keeping up their stamina during the trying desert marches, when they had to go without, grazing

or fodder of any kind and sometimes for days without water. Our ponies, fo^ which the desert
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to be cros^d offered neither sufficient water nor fodder, were sent back to Khotan, however

unwelcome to my Turk! foilowers was the prospect of having to trudge through the sands on foot.

On the forenoon of the 12th of December, when the troop of labourers had duly collected

and their loads had been arranged, the start was made for the desert, half the population of

TawakkSl being assembled to witness our departure. The first march was a short one, to a

point of the scrub-covered river-bank beyond the northernmost edge of il’ic oasis, where the

animals were to be allowed a plentiful drink in the evening before enuring ilu' sands easlwanls.

On the following day we struck to the cast, and soon picket! up the track marked l)y the foot-

prints of a small advance party which I had sent ahead two days previously under the guidance

of Kasim Akhun. He had orders to dig wells at all places suitable for camps, ami after rtMching

Dandan-Uiliq to push on to the Kcriya Darya. From there Survejor Ram Singh, wluuu three

weeks earlier I had sent from Khotan on a supplementary surveying exiietlitiun into the

mountains south-east of Khotan, was expected to join me.

I need not attempt here any detailed description of the desert zone through which the

next five days* marches took me. In this desolate waste, which showed no trace of human

occupation until the vicinity of Dandan-Uilici was reached, there was no scope for antiquarian

observations, while those physical features which are of general geographical interest have already

been recorded by a most competent observer, Dr. Hcdin, w^ho on his journey from Tawakkcl

to the Keriya river in January, 1896, had crossed the same ground-. Yet a brief account

of this desert journey and its experiences, as already related in my Personal Narrative, may

well find a place here, ^t will serve to illustrate the strangely forbidding surroundings which

formed the scene of the greatest, and certainly the most fascinating part of my archaeological

labours, and to give some idea of the physical conditions under which the w^ork of the winter

was done.

Though the dunes in the area crossed during the first tw’o day^s w’crc low% rising only to
^

6-10 feet, marching in the drift sand was slow work. The feet of men and animals sank deep

at every step into the fine sand, resembling loess dust, and the progre\ss of the camels was iUbt*ri.

reduced to about miles per hour. In view of the want of sufficient fodder and w^ater they

had to be saved all over-exertion
;

hence I soon found that the direct distance covered by* a

day’s march could rarely exceed nine to ten miles. The t.amarisk and ‘Kumush scrulj, which

was plentiful at first, grew rare in the course of our second march, while the wild poplars or

‘Toghraks’ disappeared altogether as living trees. Luckily amidst the bare dunes then? rose

at intervals small conical hillocks thickly covered with tamarisk growlh, such as I have alreaily had

occasion to describe in the vicinity of the ancient desert site of the sacred rats, and the decayed

roots of this scrub supplied excellent fuel ®. Close to these hillocks tliere wt^rc usually to be

found hollows scooped out of the loess soil, undoubtedly by the erosive action of wind. Ihesc

hollows, which reach down to at least 10—15 feet below the level of the little valleys separating

the neighbouring dunes, offer, of course, the nearest approach to the subsoil water. It w^as

invariably in them that KSsim's advance party had dug their wells, and in them also we chose

our camping-places. The water, which was reached after digging to an average depth of 5 to

7 feet, was very bitter at the first two camps, and scarcely fit for human consumption. But

ns we moved further away from the river the brackishness of the wells decreased, an obser-

vation we|l known to my glides as generally applicable to these parts of the desert, and

' See jRiistn tn pp. 33 eqq.

* Sec above, p» lao. For % graphic diagram and an

account of the formation of these tamarisk hillocks, see

Hedin, Reism in Z.-A., p. 34.
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already noticed by Dr. Hedin. The supply of water furnished by these wells w%p decidedly

scanty for so large a party, and since the freezing of the damp soil ‘overnight stopped it alto-

gether spare water had to be collected in the evening in two of my iron tanks and stored as

ice for use on the next day.

The winter of the desert had now set in with full rigour. In the daytime while on the march

there was little to complain of, for though the temperature in the shade never rose above

freezing-point, yet there was no wind, and the delightfully pure air of the- desert, and its repose

(which nothing living disturbs), could be enjoyed without discomfort. But at night, when the

thermometer would go down to minimum temperatures from o* to — io° Fahr., my small Ksbul

tent proved a terribly cold abode, and all my fur clothing was needed. Fortunately the ample

fuel allowed big fires to be kept up by the men, who crouching around them in closely packed

circles passed the nights safely.

On the evening of the fourth day after entering the desert, as we were pitching camp

amidst desolate dunes covering dead tamarisk roots, two of the men sent on ahead returned

with the report that Kasim’s party had failed to trace the ruined site we were in search of.

It was now the turn of old Turdi, my ‘treasure-seeking’ guide, to prove his knowledge of this

dreary region. He had only once in his life approached Dand.an-Uiliq from this side, but he

had on the march several times told me that he thought the track followed under the guidance

of the Tawakkel hunters was leading too far north. On the plain avowal of their inability to

discover our goal I could see a gleam of satisfaction pass over his wrinkled face. A short

conversation with the returned men sufficed for him to locate the point reached by Kasim’s

party, and early next morning they were sent back with full instructions to guide K3sim into

the right direction. The guidance of our own party was now taken over by Turdi, who, with

an instinct bred by the roamings of some thirty years and perhaps also inherited—his father

before him had followed the fortunes of a treasure-seeker’s life—found his bearings even where

the dead uniformity of the sand dunes would to ordinary eyes seem to offer no possible

landmark.

On December 17 we skirted the foot of several higher ridges of sand or DawSns, reaching

approximately to 25-30 feet alxjve the level of the depressions between them and stretching

usually in the general direction from north to south, until in the evening we reached a belt of

ground where dead trees were seen emerging from heavy sand. Shrivelled and bleached as

they appeared, Turdi and the men could recognize among them trunks of the Toghrak or wild

]X)plar, and some other jungle trees, unmistakable proofs that we were in an area once reached

by water. Turning now to the south-east we came, about one and a half miles further,

upon stretches of bare loess with an extensive line of hollows, curiously resembling a dry river

course, yet undoubtedly only a result of wind erosion. In one of these steep-banked hollows

we succeeded in digging a well, and thus saved ourselves a search in the dark for the spot

which alone, according to Turdi’s knowledge, offered water in the immediate vicinity of the ruins.

On the following morning, December 18, after turning a great Dawin, this one with a main

direction from north-east to south-west, Turdi guided us to the isolated remains of a much-decayed

small structure to be described hereafter, and a little over two miles further south I found myself

within view of the ruins which mark the site of Dandtln-Uiliq.

Scattered in small groups over an area which my subsequent survey (see the plan in Plate

XXIV) .showed to extend for about one and a half miles from north to south, with a width of close

on a mile, there rose from among the low dunes the remains of buildings modest in size but

of manifest antiquity. Where the sand had blown away, the walls, constructed throughout of
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a limber framework with thick layers of plaster over a kind of wattle, were exposed to view,

broken down to within a few feet from the ground. Elsewhere in places, covered by low dunes

not exceeding 6—to feet in height, the walls could still be made out by the rows of wooden

posts rising in splintered stumps above the sand. Pottery debris was seen strewing many small

patches of ground where the dunes had left the loess soil bare in the vicinity of the ruins.

All structural remains left exposed showed signs of having been explored by ‘ treasure-seekers *.

and the marks of the damage caused by their operations was only too evident. Yet even thus

the ruins, on a first hurried inspection, furnished unmistakable evidence of their character and

approximate date. The remains of frescoes visible on the much-injured walls of one of the

exposed structures indicated that Buddhist places of worship were amidst the ruins. The style

of these frescoes, clearly derived from Indian models, seemed to mark the last centuries pre-

ceding the introduction of Islam as the probable date when the settlement had been deserted.

And already on the first day this conclusion received support from two Chinese copper coins of

the K*ai-yUan period (7 13-741 a. d.), which were picked up under my eyes from the debris-strewn

ground near the ruined buildings.

Old Turdi felt quite at home among these desolate .surroundings, which he had visited so often

since his boyhood. It was the fascinating vision of hidden treasure which had drawn him and

his kinsfolk there again and again, however .scanty the tangible reward had been of their trying

wanderings. Yet the familiarity thus acquired with the silent relics of the past had developed

in him an instinctive interest in all traces of the life that once reigned here. His shrewd

observations on some of jts more practical aspects, and his excellent memory for matter-of-fact

details noticed in the course of his diggings made him distinctly u.seful at the site. It was

evident from his communications that the conditions of the dunes were changing very slowly

at this site. Consequently Turdi had no difficulty in recognizing the places where he and his

companions had been at work during previous visits. Luckily their scanty resources had never

allowed them to overcome the difficulty presented by the transport to this distant site of supplies

sufficient for a prolonged stay, or to bring there working parties of more than a few men.

Hence the structures more deeply buried in the sand had a good chance of c.scaping

unopened. It was important to select these in the first place for my excavations, and 1 felt

grateful for Turdi’s good memory and topographical instinct which enabled him readily to

indicate their positions. Guided by this first rapid survey I chose for my camp a place from

which the main ruins to be explored were all within easy reach. Practical considerations

compelled me to make my choice carefully. For in order to keep the men at work as long

as possible every day they had to be spared tiring tramps through the drift-sand. Still more

important was it to keep to a spot where fuel could be readily obtained in (juaniitics

sufficient for our prospective long stay. Tamarisk-covered hillocks were rare, and subseejuent

observation showed that we had almost reached the northernmost limit of their occurrence in

this region. Hence the dead trees of ancient orchards could alone be expected to furnish an

adequate supply of fuel, and they were found to be very unequally distributed over the ruined

area. As soon as the spot which seemed to answer these conditions best had been
^

decided

upon, and the baggage unloaded, I hastened to dispatch the camels on their three days journey

to the Keriya DaryS, there to find the fodder they so badly needed. The donkeys, too, which

had carried the men's food supplies, with the meagrest rations for themselves, were now sent

back to Tawakkel.
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lamp
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Section II.—FIRST EXCAVATION OF BUDDHIST SHRINES

Before proceeding to a detailed account of the excavations carried on by me at the site

of DandSn-Uiliq, and the archaeological finds yielded by them, it will be useful to describe in

broad outlines the characteristic features of the area which contains the ruins. With the

exception of occasional narrow patches already mentioned, where the hard loess soil lies exposed,

the whole of it is covered by low dunes of the usual semi-lunar shape ranged in close suc-

cession. In accordance with the prevailing winds, their crest was found generally facing with

its concave side to the south or south-east. The drift-' sand ' of the dunes differs in no way in

appearance from the fine sand that filled the structures excavated. Of the specimens brought l^ck

from the latter. Prof. L6czy’s microscopical examination has shown that their constitution is identical

with that of the riverine loess found in the various layers of Yotkan. Hence the conclusion seems

justified that the dunes of Dandan-Uiliq, like those at Rawak, Ak-sipil, and elsewhere near the

edges of the Khotan oasis, owe their origin to accumulation of finer river deposits carried away

by the winds or else to identical materials collected by the winds from eroded loess beds.

Within the limits of the area where pottery debris occurs on any bare patches of loess

(marked by a dotted line in Plate XXIV) the height of individual dunes above the original level

did not seem anywhere to exceed lo feet But beyond those limits to the north the average

elevation of the dunes increased up to about 20 feet, and the small depressions between them

invariably showed deep sand at their bottom. Two miles to the north lay the great ridge of

drift-sand I had passed on approaching the site, with its broad swelling crest reaching an

apparent elevation of about 50 feet above the ground to the south. Two similar great Daw&ns

were seen rising to the east and north-west of the ruined area, high enough to hide completely

any ancient buildings that might have existed there. But their slopes did not approach the

area nearer than about half a mile, and as the intervening ground showed no traces of ruins

there is nothing to suggest that those heavy masses of sand cover ancient remains.

Within the area anciently occupied only one prominent physical feature attracted attention,

a clearly marked depression stretching in the direction south-east to north-west to near the spot

where our well was dug in a basin-like hollow. The width of this depression varied from about

50 to 80 yards and more, and its depth from 10 to 20 feet. Its banks steeply cut into the

loess soil, together with the curving course, curiously suggested a river bed. Yet a closer

examination of the banks, especially those towards the west, showed at once that the force which

had excavated this depression could only be wind erosion. That this potent agency was still

actually at work could be seen where the great trench passes close to the group of ancient

dwellings marked D. v and D. ix. Here progressive erosion had undermined the timber

foundations of structures adjoining the bank, and large fragments of wood which had evidently

become detached quite recently, together with other ddbris, were strewing the steep slope. I had

subsequently frequent occasion to observe exactly the same process in its progressive stages of

destruction near the ruined buildings of the Niya Site, where the surrounding ground had been

gradually cut away to 15 feet and more below the original level as indicated by the ruins'.

’ I am inclined to believe that the depression above briefly

described, and also marked in the plan, is closely related in

character and origin to the large wind-cut trenches, often

developed into regular parallel valleys, which Prof. K de

Cholnoky has observed in certain sandy areas of the Hun-
garian plains. See his paper ‘On the laws of drift-sand

movement' in the Journal Utt Huagariuk Otokgifkt

Int/iMt, 190a (transL in F&dlani smi^ pp>

sqq.), where the great geological importance of tto pheno-

menon for the explanation of surface formadone appesn to

have been reoogniied for the first time.
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Apart 4rom the ancient structures thus attacked in their very foundations, there was ample Effects of

evidence at the site of tHe havoc worked by erosion both at the present and during earlier

periods. Wherever the tops of posts or other parts of the timber framework of houses still

rose above the protecting cover of sand, they showed by their curious splintered and abraded

appearance the force of the wind and driven sand to w’hich they were ex^^osed during the

BurSn periods. The same was the case with all walls which the operations of treasure-seekers

or the shifting of dunes had within recent years deprived of their protective layer of sand.

Finallyi we have to recognize manifest re.sults of erosion, probably from an early period, in the

numerous places between the ruins where the ground was thickly strewn with fragments of

coarse pottery, small corroded pieces of metal and similar debris, while no trace of structural

remains survived. In view of our previous observations on ‘Tatis’ it seems safe to assume

that these remains mark the positions occupied by less pretentious buildings, which, like the

houses of Khotan cultivators at the present day, were built wholly of sun-dried bricks or

stamped clay. These were likely to crumble away far more quickly than buildings with a solid

timber framework covered by hard plaster, and erosion could complete their destruction before

the drift-sand arrived in sufficient masses to cover them up and afford protection. This

observation helps to explain, at least partly, why at a site like Dandan-Uiliq, which for various

reasons may be supposed to have been occupied by a comparatively large settlement, the

structural remains traceable at present are limited to small groups of timber-built structures

widely scattered over the ruined area.

I propose to describ<j the excavations carried on among these structures group by group,
^

though the limited time at my disposal did not allow me systematically to follow the same

order in the course of the work. I may, however, make an exception in the case of the small

structure with the clearing of which I commenced my explorations on the morning of December 19.

On the previous evening I had noticed much-decayed remains of a small square building, D. i,

immediately to the south-east of my camp. Turdi knew it as a ‘ Bot-khaua ,
or ‘ temple of

idols and well remembered having searched it in his own fashion on previous visits. 1 he

last of these must have been his ‘ prospecting ' expedition on my behalf, for the several fragments

of stucco reliefs brought back by him, and now described in the list of Dandan-Uili(j anti<|ues

(see below) as D.T. 001-0 14, agree exactly with those excavated by me at D. r, and in one

instance supply a portion missing in one of the latter pieces. There can be no doubt either

that among those who had searched the ruin before was also Dr. Hcdin, for the small stucco

reliefs obtained by him from a much-decayed building, where ‘ tlie sand was quite shallow ,

comprising seated and standing Buddhas (the latter described as draped women), as well as

decorative fragments, must, as the illustrations show, have been cast from the same moulds as

many of the pieces described in my list*. But the sand, though only 2 to 3 feet high, had not

been removed, and by laying bare the foundations and floor I might expect to gain useful

preliminary knowledge as to the general construction and arrangement of such shrines.

My hope in this respect was not disappointed. A careful examination of the remains of walls amuuiai

brought to light on the north and west sides showed that there had been an inner oblong
mentf

square cella enclosed by equidistant outer walls, forming a kind of corridor or passage on each

side about 5 feet wide. The walls to the south and east had completely disappeared to the very

• See Tkrm^AAna,p.l9'!; Ulustrations, p.799- From Bodhisatlva, reproduced by Dr. Hocrnlc, on C.-A.

earlier viaita of Tuidi date probably the fragmenU of atucco ae/., ii. PI. XII, Noa. a, 3 .

reliefa ahowing a garland-holding GandharvI and a aeated
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foundations, and of the others the original dimensions of only the western outer vail, 20 feet

long, could be measured irith certainty. Both inner and outer wallet consisted of plaster laid

on a framework of wood and reed matting, which itself vras held in position by square posts fixed

at regular intervals. The wails of structures subsequently excavated were far better preserved,

and details as to this manner of construction may more conveniently be given in connexion with

them. But it deserves to be noted that, however badly decayed the remains of walls were in

D. I, traces of fresco decorations showing rows of miniature representations of Buddhas or Bodhi*

sattvas, all uniform except in the colouring of dress and background, and evidently stencilled, could

just be made out on them.

Before commencing the clearing, I had carefully examined the timber and plaster pieces

which strewed the surface of the sand in the interior of the small shrine and immediately

around it. Among this ddbris, evidently representing what former searchers had extracted but

thrown away again, I was gratified to light upon fragments of coloured stucco reliefs which

evidently had belonged to wall decorations ^ as well as upon the remains of a rectangular upright

post, 26 inches high (D. i. 04), showing on one side the elaborately-painted figure of a Buddha

or Bodhisattva standing on a blue lotus (see Plate LXV). From the shape of the post and the

decorations painted on part of one other side, it is clear that it must have served as a pilaster

or jamb projecting from a plaster-covered wall. Considering the exposed position in which

the piece had lain the preservation of the colours was certainly remarkable, and furnished

reassuring proof of the preserving power of the dry desert air. Of the rich decoration which

the upper portions of the inner cella walls, long ago decayed, had once borne I could not remain

in doubt when fragments of small stucco reliefs (which must have originally belonged to plaques

of regular patterns) turned up in dozens from the sand covering the interior.

The numerous replicas by which most of the decorative pieces and the small reliefs of

Buddhas and attendant figures are represented indicate that the whole of this stucco work must

have been done in moulds. Owing to the smallness of the fragments, it would have been difficult

to form an approximate idea of the manner in which the reliefs were arranged, had we not the

examples of similar decorations brought to light from the shrine D. ii to be described presently.

On comparing the relief fragments D. i. 11, 42, 87, 99, reproduced in Plates LIV, LV, LVII, with

corresponding pieces from D. 11 shown in the same Plates, it becomes very probable that, like

the latter, they were mostly intended to fill decorative aureoles or vesicas round some larger

images now completely perished ^ Of the general effect aimed at we may judge by comparing

the elaborate aureoles or vesicas in relief which surround some colossal Buddha figures of the

Rawak Vih3ra (see Figs. 6,t, 64, Plate XVIII), though the work in the latter is separated by

centuries from that of the DandSn-Uiliq shrines. But among the stucco ornaments from D. i

there are also some representing leaves and other decorative motives (see Plate LVII) which

might have served to adorn relief friezes or cornices.

The technique of these small decorative relics proved to be identical in all of the DandSn-

Uiliq temples. They were treated in appliquS fashion, the figures or ornaments being separately

moulded and subsequently attached, by a grooving or some other device intended to give tooth,

to a plaster background*. The latter again is easily distinguished from the far coarser plaster

of the wall. Prof. Church’s chemical analysis, reproduced in Appendix F, shows that the hard

stucco uniformly used in the decorative reliefs of Dandan-Uiliq shrines is essentially plaster of

' See D. I. 03, 9-14, in list.

* Conpu’e, e. g., Mr. Andrews’ remarks on D. i. 43, 94.

* Compare notes on D. i. 70, in descriptive Kit
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Paris. This accounts for the hardness of almost all the pieces from D. i and the relatively

good preservation of the!/ surface, including the colouring. The stucco of the walls, on the

other hand, being soft in comparison and friable, proves to consist of loess containing a con-

siderable proportion of true clay. A special di.stemper was probably applied to prepare its

surface for frescoes. The fact that the stucco of the large reliefs and images at Dandan-Uiliq,

as well as at the other sites, was invariably made up of loess like that of the walls, explains

why, of the large image or images which the shrine D. i must be supix)sed to have once

contained, nothing turned up in the ddbris but a life-size finger in red clay (I), i. 14). It is

probable, however, that the colossal hand grasping a billet (D. T. 012), made of the same

friable stucco, which Turdi had brought from his previous visit, was also obtained in this ruin.

Turning to individual pieces recovered from the wall decorations of D. i. we may specially

notice the small relief figure D. i. 11 (Plate LV), represented in a series of replicas, of a Buddha

standing with the R. hand raised in the Abhay.a-mudra attitude, but brought a.r oss the centre

of the breast. D. i. 99 (see Plate LV), one of several replicas, shows a small Bodhisattva scateil

on a lotus and surrounded by an elaborate vesica, and D. T. 05 on the same plate a more

carefully modelled head of a Buddha or Bodhisattva. The graceful figure of a garland-holding

woman rising from a lotus (D. T. 02, D. i. no, D. i. 014) which Plate LVI illustrates, is probably

meant for a GandharvI, and must have been a favourite decorative theme with the local artists

;

for her figure reappears in a variety of poses and sizes among the stucco reliefs from the walls

of other shrines (see Plate LVI). The female head reproduced in Plate LIV from D. i, 90,

one of several fragmentary specimens (comp. D. i. 18, 43, 89) must also, in view of the curious

hairdress, be attributed to a GandharvI, though of a somewhat different type.

Among the fragments of relief ornaments, D. i. 42 (Plate LIV) serves to illustrate the frecpicntly

recurring half-round border of a vesica, showing rows of overlapping lotus-petals originally in

alternate colours (comp. D. li. 34 in same Plate). D. i. 87 (Plate LVII) is a specimen of a curious

ornament representing tongues of flames in varied colours, which seems to have regularly adjoined

the border just noticed (comp. D. ii. 55, 89^ Plate LV). Peculiar to D. i, and distinctly graceful

in design, are the floral ornaments (see Plate LVII) showing vine scrolls and gra[)es (D. i. 1 14 ; ^rlso

D. 1. 53 in Plate LIV), lotus leaves springing from a moulding of beads (D. i. 60, 74), lotus petals

(D. T. oil) or conventional chrysanthemum leaves (D. i. 012). Jewel-shaped ornaments are

illustrated by D. 1. lO (Plate LVII), D. i. 44 (Plate LV).

The clearing of this single small ruin not only yielded a large number of sculptural fragments

showing unmistakable affinity to the Buddhist art of Gandhara, but supplied me with the indica-

tions needed in order to start the systematic excavation of structures more tlccply buried in

the sand. So when on the next day I proceeded to the group of ruins situated half a tttil® to

the south of my camp, where on my first rapid survey I had noticed a number of small buildings

well covered by the sand and thus giving promise of better preservation, I was able with some

assurance to gauge their construction and character, though only the broken and bleached ends

of posts were visible above the sand. The arrangement of these, in the case of the easternmost

structure D. ii, is shown by the accompanying photograph. Fig. 28, as it appeared before

excavation. Together with a bit of fresco-covered wall laid bare by some recent burrowing

of Turdi’s party, it suggested two small temple cellas. The excavations commenced here soon

proved the surmise to be true, and in addition revealed unexpectedly rich relics of the sculptures

and frescoes whidi had once adorned the cellas. Their constructive features and adornment

proved typical of those observed in other shrines subsequently excavated at this site, and may

therefore be described in some detml.
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The lat^e cella, as seen in Plate XXV, formed a square of 9 feet 6 inches inside#with a door
opening in the centre of the north wall. The cella was enclosed Sy a quadrangular passage
about feet wide on the east and west sides, but broadening to 6 feet 5 inches on the notth*
and south. This passage, which undoubtedly served for the purposes of circumambulation”'or

prodaksina, had its entrance from the north, but a little to the east of the centre. The photo-

graph reproduced in Fig. 29, which shows the cella as seen from the north after excavation,

will help to illustrate the construction of the walls enclosing the cella and passage. They •

consisted, as in all structures subsequently explored at this site, of a wooden framework having
a kind of wattle in its interstices, and coated on either side with layers of plaster to a total

thickness of 6| inches. The principal parts of the timber framework were massive po^, about

4 inches square, set approximately 3 feet apart. These posts rested on massive beams embedded in

the ground and forming a foundation
; higher up they were held in position by horizontal transverse

beams. Remains of the latter are clearly seen in the photograph reproduced in Plate III, showing
'

the cella from outside its south-east corner. This also helps to indicate how beams and posts
‘

were jointed by means of dowels. The beams fixed at vertical distances varying apparently

from 3 to 4 feet (the decayed condition of the upper wall makes it impossible to trace any-

where the positions of more than two lines of beams), also served to keep in position a double'

row of stout sticks, usually three or four to the interval between each pair of posts. Between

the double row of sticks were inserted horizontal layers of reeds, clearly seen in Fig. 29, the

whole forming a very stout wattle for the support of the plaster coating. The latter consisted

of clayey loess mixed with coarse straw and grass, and was surfaced with a finer layer of the

same materials containing an admixture of vegetable fibres to increase its consistency. Provided

with a coating of distemper the wall surfaces were quite smooth and firm enough to receive

fresco paintings, such as were found to cover the walls inside the cella and passage in this

as well as in other shrines. The vralls of the cella had suffered far less damage dian those

enclosing the passage; yet even they did not rise anywhere to more than 5 feet above the

floor. The latter was found to be covered with plaster similar in make to that of the walls.

The interior of the cella was once occupied by a colossal statue made of stucco and painted,

which most probably represented a Buddha. But of this only the feet remained, about 13 inches

long, raised on an elaborately moulded oblong base, 3 ft 3 in. long, 2 ft 9 in. wide, and about

3 ft high. As seen in Fig. 29, the top of this base was formed into a lotus pedestal on which

the feet of the image rested. This pedestal was found to be covered by only about a foot of

sand. Owing to this want of protection the other parts of the statue had crumbled away long

ago. The fragments unearthed close to the surface comprised parts of the legs and of the

lower drapery, the latter still bearing traces of its dark red colouring. They broke at the lightest

touch and could not be removed. These fragments were worked in the same reddish day, hugely

mixed with fine vegetable fibres, which is shown by some small stucco reliefs representiog seated

Bodhisattvas, D. ii. 3, 6, 12 (sec Plates LIV, LV)
; these were found widiin this cella, and probably

belonged to some long-perished wall decorations. Of the wooden framework cur core, whuh once

supported the heavy image, only the lowest part was still intact, fixed within the left fixM (as

seen in Fig. 29). Each of the four comers of the cella was occufued by a draped stueob figure,

probably somewhat under life-size, standing on a lotus pedestal. But of diese statue! ody tbe

one in the north-west corner was found intact to below the waist The pose of tfa# legi .Md
the wavy drapery as seen in a photograph recall the small attendant figure R. iv«^MWig 4h^

colossal images of the Rawak Vihara (see Fig. 61): but the drapery is treated

conventional fashion, and the execution is less careful. Of the oAer comer
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but ihe feet and portions of the lower edge of the drapery remained, and I am hence unable

to make any suggestion A to their original character. The arrangement of these four corner

figures cibsely agrees with tliat observed in the Endere temple (see plan in Plate XXXVI).
That the cella had once contained other sculptured objects, but of a far more modest Pamud

siie, was shown by the finding of two small wooden boards lying detached on the top of the

base and near the feet of the principal image. They were perfectly plain, but each bore the

much decayed and almost shapeless remains of a pair of feet and legs in soft stucco reaching

to a height of about 3 inches. These undoubtedly belonged to some small statue similar to

the one subsequently excavated in the adjoining cella (sec D. ii. 09 in Plate LI 1

1

). The exposed

position of these little sculptures, built up on wooden boards for the sake of mobility, had caused

even the wood of the latter to perish. The same cause had greatly damaged three small wooden
panels (D. 11. 2, 4, 03), bearing paintings, which I found leaning against the lotus pedestal of the

Cisntral image. There could be no doubt that these panels had been placed there by worshippers

and represented objects or scenes of religious interest. But the decay of the wood and the damp

which had reached the painted surfaces has made the outlines difficult to recognize even to

the practised artist eye of Mr. Andrews. No reproduction of these painted panels could be;

attempted, and I must refer to Mr. Andrews' description in the list at the end of this chapter

for any details which can still be made out. D. ii. 2 and D. ii. 4 were painted on both sides

;

the latter panel, measuring 12 by 4I inches, shows apparently three seated figures on cither side.

D. II. 03, about 8| inches wide and 5I inches high, painted only on one sitle, displays two seated

figures with halos, each holjding what looks like a swathed infant. Curiously enough both D. 11. 2

and D. ii. 03 show remains of written leaves, which had been pasted across the surface and thus

had helped to efface the painting. The paper of the leaves has decayed so badly that only a few

characters of the Brahm! script in each line can now be made out. But these .s\ifficc to show that

the Brahml writing was of the upright Gupta type of the seventh or eighth century, as it

appears in several MS. finds from the neighbouring ruin D. iii. (sec Plate CVI II), and that

each leaf or piece of leaf originally belonged to some MS. of the u.sual oblong shaijc, one

apparently showing three lines and the other five lines per page. Insignificant in themselves these

almost perished scraps of writing were of value to me at the lime as raising hopes of real

MS. finds.

The walls of the cella, which, judging from the size of the principal image, must have Mural

been of considerable height, were found to have been decorated inside with frescoes. The

colours looked much faded and worn, especially in the extant upper portions, as if the surface

had been exposed for a considerable time to climatic influences, including rain trickling down

from the roof, for some time before the protecting sand invaded the building. Over a con-

siderable portion of the extant walls the painted surface had peeled off. Nevertheless it was

possible to make out that the walls west, south, and east had each been occupied in the

centre by a sacred figure standing enveloped in a large vesica. As these central figures were

over life*size, only the feet with a broad painted frieze below them showing lotuses and small

figures of worshippers could be made out in parts. There were narrow vesicas painted around

each of the four comer images, a leaf border being the most distinguishable feature in them.

The western wall, the best preserved on the whole, showed between this corner decoration

and the central painting remains of very graceful tracery work curiously suggestive of late

Gothic, and inserted between it miniature representations of what looked like a small .shrine (or

prayer-flag 1) eftnraining the figures of two seated deities. Most of the outlines seemed drawn in

a kind of terra-cotta colour, while the colours between had often faded into complete indistinctness.
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THE RUINS OF DANDAN-UILIQ [Chap. IX

The decoration of the outside of the cella walls consisted mainly of narrow fresco bands
about five inches high, containing a succession of miniature representations of Bodhisattvas or

Arhats seated in the ‘ DhySna-mudra ’ attitude, and coarsely painted on backgrounds of different

colours. In the same manner the colours of halos and robes alternated between red, yellow,

and white. The whole of this decoration, which Plate III shows on the east and south sides,

was in all probability produced by means of stencils. The same kind of decoration was also

found on the inside of the low extant portion of the north passage wall. Amidst these con-

ventional designs there appeared on the outside of the cella wall facing south a fresco which,

though much effaced, attracted my interest as evidently representing some sacred legend, perhaps

of a local character. It is just visible in Plate III to the left in the shadow. It showed three

rows of youths riding Bactrian camels or else dappled horses, four or five in each row, each

holding a cup in his outstretched right hand, while above one of the riders a bird is swooping

down on this offering. The popularity of the subject is attested by my subsequent discovery

in other shrines of the site of the well-preserved painted tablet D. vii, 5 (Plate LIX), and of

the panel D. x. 5 (see Plate LXII), on both of which a similar scene is figured*.

The walls enclosing the passage had suffered badly on all sides, and only of die southern

wall did enough remain to show portions of the frescoes with which its inner face had been

decorated. There were the feet and lower drapery of two life-size figures, each standing upon

an open lotus, and surrounded by a vesica ;
below them ran a decorative frieze in which lotuses

floating in the water and small human figures, perhaps meant for NSgas, in a worshipping

attitude at the feet of sacred personages above, could stiU be distinguished. Plate III shows the

feet of the life-size standing figure to the right with a portion of the frieze below, and on the left

the figure of a small seated Buddha filling the triangular space left above the frieze between the

lower portions of the two large vesicas. I succeeded in removing safely the piece of painted

plaster, D. ii. 08, containing the latter part of the fresco, which has accordingly been reproduced

with its original colours in Plate LVIII. It shows a Buddha or Bodhisattva in a dark red

robe seated in the attitude of argumentative discourse [jiyllya-mudr!i\ with crossed bare feet

The short inscription painted beneath contains six characters in the peculiarly cursive

Brahmi which appears in other inscriptions found at Dandan-Uiliq, and also in certain paper

documents from the same site to be discussed hereafter \ They have been read by Dr. Hoernle

as dvl pi sH d&m io di, and are presumably in the same early Eastern Iranian dialect which

Dr. Hoernle’s researches have demonstrated to be the language of those documents. The other

fresco piece which could be removed from the same ruined wall, D. n. 13, has also, notwithstanding

its very friable condition, survived the long journey without serious damage. It shows the feet

of the life-size figure to the left standing upon an open lotus and between them an inscription

in seventeen cursive BrShml characters, some of them rendered indistinct by the peeling off

of the painted surface *. Here, too, the language seems to be the previously mentioned Eastern

Iranian dialect, but no interpretation can be attempted. A third short inscription, in cursive

Brahmi characters, rendered almost wholly illegible by the rubbing off of the paint, was found

below two small seated figures which occupied a position close to the ground near the south-east

corner of the passage. Finally it may be mentioned that the small piece of painted plaster,

D. T. 016 (see Plate LVIII), showing traces of Brahmi characters which was among the objects

* See below, sec. vi.

' See below, sec. v.

' The reading with which Dr. Hoernle has kindly fur-

nished me is: ga rija tho Uayi ?

r(?) f f. Donbtftil characters are marked Iqr t.
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first brought to me by Turdi, was declared by him to have been obtained from the south wall

of this cella. Marks of ‘recent burrowing were visible there on my arrival, but I could not
ascertain the exact position from which this piece might have been removed. It seems probable
that these short inscriptions had a dedicatory or invocatory character ; but this is all that in our
present extremely scanty knowledge of their language can be suggested as to their contents.

Section III.—ART RELICS OF SHRINE D. ii.

The excavations, when extended on December 21 to the remains immediately adjoining

the west wall of the shrine just described, brought to light another temple cella which, not-

withstanding its small dimensions, proved remarkably rich in art relics. This little chapel,

which is seen in Fig. 31, measured only 12 feet 8 inches from north to .south, with a width

of 8 feet 8 inches (including walls), and had no enclosing pa.ssagc. Its walls, built of a timb<>r

framework and plaster as previously described, had a thickness of only 4 inches, and had in

consequence crumbled away to within a foot or two from the ground, except on the cast siilc,

where the closely adjoining outer wall of the larger cella gave sup|)ort, and on the south, where

a platform, i foot high and 2 feet 3 inches broad, surmounted by a massive base for the principal

image, had been built along the whole length of the wall. Of the stucco image which once

occupied this base only the scantiest fragments could be found
;
for with a pedestal raised more

than 3 feet above the ground it must have long remained without the protecting cover of

drift-sand. This was testified by the extremely friable condition of the few recovered fragments

of soft stucco that belonged to this image. The thin coloured surface peeled off at the slightest

touch
;
yet in one piece the fragment of a head worked in the round could be recognized, and

as this measured about 7 inches from the inner corner of the right eye to the edge of the ear,

the statue must have been over life-size.

The stucco base, which was 2 feet 10 inches long, 2 feet high, and 2 feet 6 inches broad,

was flanked on either side of the front by the half-projecting figure of a lion, as seen in Fig. 31,

and was thus manifestly intended to represent a ‘Simhasana’. The heads of the lions had

decayed long ago, but the conventionally-treated curls indicating the manes falling over the fore

part of the bodies were still clearly recognizable. The front of the base bore traces of having

been painted and was decorated with a broad, low-hanging wreath. The projecting moulding

running along the top of the platform had broken just below the base and showed the reed layers

over which the plaster had been fixed. On the top of the base there once rose a circular

drum-shaped pedestal in stucco, decorated with lotus-leaves and apparently over 3 inches in

height when intact.

In the top layer of sand which covered this base and the south-eastern corner of the

cella, were found numerous replicas of small reliefs, in hard plaster of Paris, representing

Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, some of them still attached to portions of a similar hard stucco

background. This was decorated in relief with elaborate and gaily coloured borders closely

resembling in design those found in D. i. It is evident, from an examination of these fragments,

described in the list below >, that all belonged originally to plaques which probably in the form

of aureoles had adorned the uppermost part of the south wall. Plates LIV and LV contain

* All pieces of ‘Chunam ’ (plaster of Pari*) marked in «srp (D. n. 01, &c.) are pieces of which the original numljcrs

the list as from D. it were found in the smaller cella in the given on the spot had become illegible owing to the effaco-

position deacribed. Thoie bearing numbera beginning with ment of the pencil marks.
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illustrations of the best preserved fragments. D. ii. 34 and 74 show how the s«all figures

of Buddhas standing in the ‘ Abhaya-mudr&’ attitude, 6| inches hi^h from below the lotus

pedestal to the top of the nimbus, had been arranged in ascending rows corresponding to the

curve of the border, as well as their colouring. The modelling, in regard to both pose and

drapery, is better than that of the corresponding relief figures from D. i. The dark grey

background was decorated besides with rosettes and painted devices resembling lotuses. The
border of the aureole is formed by rows of overlapping lotus-petals, each row being coloured

alternately red and green (or blue). From D. ii. 55 (Plate LV) it is seen how rows of flame-

tongues coloured in a similar way adjoined the outside edges of these borders ; for the arrange-

ment of the flame-tongues D. 11. 89, in the same plate, and the description of D. ii. 24 may
be referred to*. The small relief of a seated Buddha or Bodhisattva, D. ii. 10 (Plate LIV)

nearly 5 inches high, shows careful modelling, the drapery, like that of the standing figures,

unmistakably recalling its distant Grecian origin through GandhSra models*.

The fact of these small stucco reliefs being found in the south-east corner of the cella in

loose sand, and several feet above the platform previously referred to, is a clear indication that

the interior of the little shrine had been invaded by drift-sand while its walls were still intact

to a considerable height Comparatively well protected as this south-eastern portion of the

cella was, the image of friable stucco (clay) which once occupied the corner had decayed, just

as in the case of the otlier three corners, down to the feet These, however, as well as the

elegantly moulded lotus-pedestal of circular shape, can still be made out in Fig. 30. Luckily

this corner had afforded better protection for some other adornments of the shrine. On clearing

the platform between the corner pedestal and the base of the principal statue I found a small

detached statue in stucco (D. ii. 09), originally about 1 ft 4 in. high, and well preserved but

for the head and arms. Fig. 31 shows it placed subsequently on the main base, and in Plate

LI 1

1

it has been reproduced after its transport to the British Museum. The figure which it

represents, seated on a rectangular seat with its feet resting on a flat footstool, must, by evidence

of the carefully indicated dress, have been intended for a Buddha. The colours of the robe,

or UttarSsanga, in red, of the under-garment, or Sainghati, in a brownish purple, and of a

second garment—probably the Samkak^ika—in green, together with those of the respective

linings or borders, have survived weH. For a description of the seat and the background,

perhaps part of an aureole, I must refer to the list below. The small wooden board on

which the image had been set up, evidently for the purpose of convenient transport, was still

intact; and as the stucco, too, though merely clayey loess mixed with straw, grass, and fine

fibre, had kept comparatively hard, I was able to risk its removal. Carefully packed away in

one of my mule-trunks the little statue accomplished its long journey to London far better than

1 had expected, the cracks now visible in the coloured reproduction being mainly the result of

subsequent atmospheric influences.

At the foot of the main base, and leaning against it, were found four painted panels of

wood, all oblong, but of varying sizes. Owing to their position near the ground the wood of

these panels has much decayed, evidently through damp, and the thin layer of water-colour

with which they are painted has also suffered considerably. For the same reason the removal

* For flames surrounding the nimbus and aureole of

a Buddha, comp, the modem Japanese representation, in

Grflnwedel-Burgess, Buddhist art^ p. 179.
* For the tenacity with which ^is treatment of the

drapery has survived in Buddhist sculpture of China and

Japan, comp. Grflnwedel-Burgesa, Buddhist urt^ pp.i7eiqq.;

for specimena of drapery in GandhBra sculptures of

comp., e.g., ibid.. Figs, no, iia, 117 (Abbayft<*mudril)b

S19.
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of the cru^ of sand and siliceous dust which adheres to the surface proved a very delicate

task. The largest of these panels (D. ii. oio), reproduced in Plate LXVII, but without the much
effaced colours, measures 19I by 5l‘ **'•1 shows five seated figures, of which the third,

bearded and holding in its four arms apparently a vajra (?), lotus (?), baton and hatchet, mani-

festly represents some Buddhist divinity. The two figures on cither side shown as playing on
various musical instruments, among them a t'ttd&b or mandoline, and perhaps castanets, arc meant
probably for divine attendants, since each is shown with a nimbus

A

full description of this

and the other panels will be found in the list. Another panel (D. ii. 79) rcproduceil in PLitc LXVI,

51^ in. high and 4^ in. wide, exhibits the figure of a dancing woman drawn in full movement
and with much freedom. From the head, which Is thrown back, there flows downwards a quantity

of black hair, while the left hand holds the loop of a sash poised in graceful curve over the

head. The clever execution of the visible details make the deleted state of the greater portion

of the figure all the more regrettable. A seated figure on the reverse has suffered even more,

the outlines being barely traceable. D. ii. 16, a narrow and much deleted panel, shows G.ineia

or VinSyaka, whose popularity in the Khotan region is attested by a fhr better preserved

painted tablet from the Endere ruins*. In accordance with the Indian practice the figure of

the elephant-headed god is shown nude except for a loin-cloth. On a fourth badly faded panel

(D. II. 21) two divine figures seated on lotuses, with a vesica and nimbus behind each, are just

recognizable.

These painted tablets, like all the others subsequently discovered at the bases of sacred indications

images in ruined shrines of Dandan-Uiliq, were undoubtedly still in the same position in which

they had originally been deposited as votive offerings by pious worshippers. The last days

of worship at this small shrine were vividly recalled by far humbler yet etptally touching relics.

On the floor near the principal base, and near the corners, I discovered several ancient brooms,

which had manifestly been used by the last attendants to keep the sacred objects clear of the

invading dust and sand. The sand against which these humble implements were once used to

wage war had been the means of preserving them. But they had become extremely brittle,

and only one could be brought away safely. This specimen (D. ii. on, seen in Plate LXXIII)
is about 16 in. long and constructed in a very ingenious way from stalks of some hardy grass.

At their bottom these stalks were plaited into a continuous strip, subseciucntly rolled up tightly

and bound round with twisted grass, their feathery ends* being thus gathered into a convenient

birch-like broom. Another curious relic, found in the south-eastern corner close to the small

seated image, was a small bag of cotton cloth (D. 11. 013) filled with human teeth and small

fragments of bones. Were they ex-votos deposited with some superstitious object, or had they

been brought here by some visitors as reputed relics.^

The east wall of the small cella, owing to the backing afforded by the adjoining passage Relief

wall of the larger shrine, still stood to a height of about four feet ; but of its fresco decoration

only the lowest portions survived. In the south-east corner above the platform, only remains

of the aureoles painted in a colour that now looked dark-brown, around the corner image and

the one to be described presently, could be made out The ground seemed to have been

coloured a bright red brown. As the work of clearing proceeded along this wall it revealed

an interesting relief statue in stucco immediately in front of the platform. As seen in P ig. 30,

and in the enlargement of Plate II, it is a male figure, complete but for the head and the left

'* |Vr. Aadim has tfaice recognised in this panel see below, pp. 359 sq.]

another rquesentation of the legend illoatrated by D. x. 4 ;
* See below, chap. xii. sec, iii.

K k 2
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arm, standing over the body of a prostrate foe. The figure, which measured a 4ittlekOver three

feet from the heel to below the arm-pit, is clad in a coat of mail reaching below the knees and

elaborately decorated. The small plates or scales which form the mail are shown above the

-
'

' waist overlapping each other in vertical rows, while below it their arrangement is horizontal and

their shape different. Here the double rivets (or lacing) joining one plate above the other are

accurately indicated. The gay colours of the successive rows of plates, alternately red-blue and

red-green, were remarkably well preserved, and no less so all details of the jewelled ornaments

which are shown along the front and the lower edge of the coat and on the girdle around the

waist. From the lower edge of the coat of mail rich kilting depends. The right arm seems to

have been dressed in a close-fitting sleeve, but most of the surface-coating of the friable stucco

had peeled off, and the colouring could no longer be distinguished. The hand resting on

the waist holds a small object which has also become indistinct through abrasion but which,

as seen in the photograph, seems to suggest a money-bag.

Cogniauice The feet seem to be clad in wide top-boots of soft leather, just like the ‘Charuks’ still

under feet of y^orn throughout Eastern Turkestan, and originally coloured a light reddish brown. They are
image.

pjaced over the contorted body manifestly of a demon shown in low relief. The features of

the latter’s head, which alone is raised somewhat from the ground, with eyes wide open and

the upper teeth displayed, express terror. The body appears to have been painted dark blue,

but owing to the low position of this relief the stucco retained little of the original colouring.

On the demon’s right arm an armlet and bracelet can still be distinguished. The representation

of the thick hair by elaborately worked spiral tufts closely recalls the distinctly Indian treatment

of the hair which is frequently met with in Buddha figures of later GandhSra style, and which

has remained the orthodox one in the later Buddhist sculpture of Magadha, Nepal, and elsewhere*.

Kepresenta- There is another detail in this little group of reliefs which takes us back to Gandhara models,
tion of scale

| niean the curious representation of the coat of mail in the standing figure. We find exactly

the same distinctive arrangement of tlie plates or scales in the armour worn by two soldiers

in the well-known Gandhara relief in the Lahore Museum, showing Mara’s army*. These

figures, equipped mainly like Greeks, wear below the waist a coat of mail in which the plates

are ranged in horizontal rows, while another mail garment above, resembling a lorica, shows

scales in vertical order, and strangely enough also, as in our relief, with the rounded (or broadly

pointed) ends upwards. In calling attention to this curious ranging of the scales, the reverse

of that shown by the classical scale armour. Professor Grtlnwedel and Dr. Burgess have expressed

a belief that the stone-cutter who produced this relief had shown the scales wrongly, the coat

of mail being unintelligible to him^ Seeing how exactly the same arrangement is represented

in the Dandan-Uiliq relief, the question may well arise whether these sculptures, so widely

separated by distance in time and space, do not both reproduce a genuine detail of Asiatic armour.

My finds in tlie rubbish-heaps of the Niya Site included scales of hard leather which undoubtedly

belonged to armour *. The use of scale armour of horn among Central-Asian nations is attested

from early classical times, and it is possible that for some reason or other the arrangement

adopted by them for the fixing of the scales differed altogether from the western one*.

However this may be, it seems to me highly probable that the artist has reproduced in

* Compare Grtlnwedcl-Burgess, Buddhist art, pp. 167 iq.

;

for illustrations, ibid.. Figs. 82, 115, 126, 127, 128.

* Reproduced by Grtlnwcdel-Burgess, Fig. 48.

* See loc. cit., p. 97, note i.

' See below, chap. xi. sec. vi.

* See MoUett, Illustrated Dutionary Art astd

Itgy, p. 197. [The suroiue expressed above has new been

strikingly confirmed by Mr. Andrewi’ diacovety of SIS

Tibetan coat of mail showing scales arranged OfftidSf as ia

our figure; see^lddnidk]
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this figure (J^tails of dress and ornament with which he was familiar from his own times. The
point is of the more inteftst because we may with great probability recognize in the figure

Kubera or Vaiiravana, the most prominent of the four Yak§a kings or Lokapalas who, as we

have seen, was an object of special worship at Khotan. Vai.4ravana is represented in one of

the pillar sculptures from Barhut (Bar^hat) as standing ‘on a iiointcd-earetl thick-set demon’,

and has retained this Yak?a as his cognizance or vdliana even in Lamaism and Japanese

Buddhism*®. His character as the god of wealth (Dhanapati) might well be indicated in our

relief by the bag of gold, if that be intended by the object held in the demon-king's riglu hand”.

Seeing the position occupied by this figure in one corner of the cclla below the platform, it seems

probable that the pedestals in the other three corners (compare Plate LX,VI) once bore images of

the remaining three Lokap&las.

The cella wall immediately adjoining the relief group revealed at its base a series of small

fresco paintings, which by their unconventional subjects and their spirited drawing at once

attracted my attention. The one nearest on the left, as seen in the photograph (I’late 11), shows

a woman standing in an oblong tank of water, enclosed by a tesselatcd pavement and filled

with lotuses. The figure, i8 inches high as far as seen above the water, is nude except for

a large red headdress resembling an Indian pagri and profuse ornaments round the neck, arms

and wrists, and is drawn with remarkable verve, in simple but graceful outlines of true flesh-

colour. The right hand, with its sha[)cly fingers, rests against tlie breasts, while the left arm

is curved down towards the middle of the waist. Fourfold strings of small bells (or beads?)

are shown hanging in elegant curves around the hips, just as in representations of dancing-girls

and other female attendants in early Indian sculpture, while, curiously enough, an elaborate

vine-leaf appears where post-classical convention would place its iig-leaf. The woman s face

is turned to her proper right, down towards a small figure of a male, also nude, who is showit

as if trying to rise from the water by holding to her side. Further to the left appear the

head and shoulders of another small male figure, just rising alxavc the water as if in the act

of swimming. In the foreground, and in front of the tank, the foot of the fresco showcil in

faint but unmisukable outlines a small riderless horse, closely resembling, in its dai>pled colour,

trappings, and pose, the horse represented on the painted tablet D. vii. 5 (Plate LIX). Ihe

empty saddle of characteristic deep shape can still be made out in the original photograi)h.

The delineation of the lotus-flowers rising from the tank in a variety of forms, closed

or half open, as well as their colours, ranging from dark blue to deep purple, seemed quite

true to nature, and distinctly suggested that these sacred flowers were familiar to the p.iint(.r

from personal observation. In the Tao-tai’s gjarden at Kashgar I had seen a tank full of splendid

lotuses which had been grown from seed imported from China, and in view of this pictorial

representation I think it safe to assume that ancient Khotan had known the graceful plant dear

to the gods of India. Considering the close historical connexion between Kashmir and Khotan,

as attested by some of the local traditions with which HsUan-tsang’s record has already acquaiiUed

us, it needed no special effort of imagination on my part to believe that the lotuses of ancient

Khotan were originally derived from the lakes of the great Himalayan Valley where I had

so often admired them.

The subject of thU small fresco, as well as individual features of its figures, presents points

of considerable interest It was the appearance of tlie riderless horse in front of the tank

*' See GrOnwedd-Borgen, loc. cit, pp. 40 note, 41 ;
specially noted.

GrOnwedel, MytMegii du BudMitmui, pp. 6, 181, where the “ Comp. GrOnwedel-Burgcss, pp. 136 .‘q.

blue colour of ihe demon in Tibetan representations is
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which first suggested to me, on closer study of the photograph shown enlarged in plate II, that

the strange subject of the fresco might possibly be explained by the- legend which HsUan-tsang

relates of the Naga’s widow residing in a stream east of the Khotan capital and her wooing

by the self-sacrificing minister. We have already had occasion to consider the legend in detail

in connexion with the ‘ Drum-lake Convent ’ Seeing that without exception the figures or

scenes appearing in the decoration of the shrines excavated by me at this and other sites,

whether sculptured or painted, bore a religious or mythological character, the presumption seems

a priori justified that some legendary scene was intended here also. As far as my knowledge

of Buddhist iconography goes, there is no legend affording as suitable an interpretation for our

fre.sco as the one of the Naga's widow. An observation of local archaeology comes to support

the conjecture. The popularity of two other Khotan legends connected with particular sites,

those of the sacred rats and of the silk-bringing princess, is attested beyond all doubt by pictorial

representations found at Dandan-Uiliq. Hence it is natural to look in the first place among
the stories of sacred local lore as recorded by HsUan-tsang for a clue to this otherwise unexplained

scene.

Starting then from the figure of the riderless horse, it is clear that it would be most

appropriately accounted for by the legend which represented the minister's horse as the bringcr

of his message and miraculous gift after his own disappearance. The minister himself might

be recognized both in the swimming figure with head and shoulders just visible above the

water, and in the small nude male which tries to rise by holding to the side of the woman.

Such repetition for the purpose of indicating successive stages of a legend is a device as well

known to old Indian as to mediaeval art of the West The disproportion in size between the

female and the male figures is another feature easily explained on the basis of the suggested

interpretation. The divine Nagin! would, in accordance with a convention which Gandh&ra art

borrowed from the declining antique, be necessarily shown far larger than the mortal wooing

her Finally, wc may reasonably expect to see the watery home of the N§ginl indicated in

the painting by a regularly enclosed tank, seeing that the same manner of representation is

ordinarily resorted to by the Gandhara sculptors when their reliefs have to show the dwelling

places of Nagas’^

In the face of these features supporting the identification, the difficulties presented by two

negative ones should not be ignored'. In view of HsUan-tsang's story, it is strange to miss

in a painted representation of it the miraculous drum with which the minister’s horse was supposed

to have returned, and neither in the original fre.sco nor in its photograph could I trace any object

resembling this. It is further noteworthy that the figure of the woman, however richly adorned,

bears no indication of her character as a NSginI or semi-divine being. In GandhSra sculpture

a snake-hood above the human head would have been ordinarily resorted to to mark the NSga’s

consort’”, while even if this characteristic emblem was unknown to the Buddhist art of Khotan,

there was at least the aureole conveniently at the artist’s hand to mark superhuman origin.

It must, however, be borne in mind that Kashmir tradition knew N3gas in a purely human

shape’”. It may also be doubted whether die legend, as heard by HsUan-tsang, reckoned the

Nagin! among divine beings proper, seeing that it related her first husband’s death.

However this may be, it is clear that the suggested identification of the scene must be

>• Sec above, p. 227. « Comp. Foueber, Z’Ar/du Ganikdra, L p. 384; G*fln*

" See GrOnwedel-Burgess, Buddhist art, p. 138. vcdel-Buigesi, pp. 106 sq.

Comp. Foucher, L'Art du Gandhdra, L p. 388 ; Figs. " See my note, i. 30 ; also L asa

194-196; GrUnwedcl-Burgess, loc. cit.. Figs. 57, 59.
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treated at present as conjectural. Two curious points, wholly independent of it, still remain

to be noted. There is nothing, as far as I know, in Indian art to account for the appearance

of the vine-leaf which is displayed so conspicuously in front of the latly’s body. Manifestly

an imitation of the post-classical fig-leaf, it presents us with an unmistakable proof of western

influence on Khotan art of the period. Have we possibly to recognize another hut more distant

trace of this in the general pose of the principal figure? I am unable to adduce for this pose

any parallel from old Indian art ; but western eyes cannot fail to be struck bj the curious

resemblance it presents to that of the traditional Venus of late Greek sculpture, 'I he position

of the right hand is practically identical, while the left is raised only to such an extent as the use

of the vine-leaf would justify. Is it mere coincidence which presents us here, in a fresco t)f a small

Uuddhist shrine, dating as we shall see from the last tjuarter of the eighth century, with a pendant

of a famous type of classical anticiuity ;
or is it possible to suppose links which wouhl account

for the re-appearance of that type, however disguised in form and motive, in so distant a cpiarter

of Central Asia, and at so late a period ? Only further research can give the assurance, needed

for a definite answer.

The adjoining small frescoes of the east wall offer no difficulty in their interpretation.

On the right of the scene just discussed we see a seated Budilha surrounded by a medallion-

shaped aureole, the whole measuring only about 4 inches. The dress is shown a deep red brown

against a green background. On the left there appears above the tank, which extcuids frieze-like

below the remaining frescoes, a remarkably well-drawn though much cffaceil male figure of youthful

appearance. Seated in cross-legged fashion, and dressed in a dark blue cloak that leaves the right

.shoulder bare and shows excellent drapery, it is manifestly that of a Bmldhist scholar. His right

hand holds the oblong leaves of a ‘ Pothi,’ on which his eyes are fixed in int<‘nt study. Beyond

this figure, and likewise turned to the proper right, an old man is depicted in the act of teaching.

His robe, worn in the same fashion, seems to be made up of patches of varying shades of brown,

thus curiously suggesting the orthodox ciravastra of mendicant monks of all Indian sects. The

well-shaped right hand is raised in the act of teaching, with the second anil third fingers stretched

out, while the palm of the left supports a closed POthi. The two boards of thin wood between

which the leaves are placed, after a fashion still commonly observed in the case of Indian

manuscripts, are distinctly marked, and can be made out in^thc photograph. The cleverl) -drawn

features of the old man’s face bear an expression of complacent assurance in his teaching and full

abstraction in its subject. The tank below this figure showed open lotuses floating in the water,

and also two birds looking like wild geese, with necks marked dark blue and green and turned

towards the teacher.

To remove any portion of these interesting frescoes proved quite impracticable, owing to

the friable condition of the plaster. The faded state of the colours made it difficult even to secure

a photographic record. Nevertheless, I hope the enlarged reproduction of the photograph (Plate II)

will suffice to illustrate some thoroughly Indian features which these mural paintings exhibit in style

of composition and the drawing of figures. There can be little doubt that, just as in the rase

of its sculpture, the original models of the pictorial art of old Khotan were derived from Gandhara

and the immediately adjoining region. Of the paintings which once adorned the walls of Buddhist

shrines and monasteries in the Valleys of Kabol, Peshawar or Swat, no direct remains have

survived, and this loss invests such relics as the frescoes and the painted tablets of the Dandan-

Uiliq shrines, however distant the reflex they represent, with additional interest.

RcnKiininp

Irc^coch.
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Section IV.—FIRST FINDS OF ANCIENT MANUSCRIPTS

It had not needed the discovery of the pictorial representation of Pothls to make me look

out eagerly for finds of ancient nianuscripts. None turned up in the shrines excavated during

the first three days, but the fragments of leaves which I had found pasted across the two

painted panels previously described helped to revive my hopes. The few characters still legible

on them showed a bold literary hand, and this, together with the arrangement of the lines,

clearly suggested that the leaves had once belonged to some manuscript written in the form

of a Pothl.

Excavation The little temples so far excavated had revealed something of the cult and art which this

af dwelling, sand-buried settlement had possessed before its abandonment. But it was manifest that indica-

tions of the conditions of every-day life and other documentary evidence would have to be

looked for elsewhere. A ruined structure close by seemed by its ground-plan, as deducible

from the arrangement of the wooden posts that were seen sticking out from the sand, to

suggest an ancient dwelling-place, and to the excavation of this I accordingly proceeded on

December 22. The structure, D. nr, lay about 20 yards to the north-west of the temple-cellas

last described, and owing to the height of the dune rising immediately to its south (subsequently

ascertained to be fully 16 feet above the original ground-level) there was hope of finding its

interior undisturbed by recent diggings.

The excavations, started from the west side, soon brought to Jight the top part of walls

built with timber and plaster after the method previously described, but of greater thickness,

viz. 10 in. Notwithstanding the increased strength of construction the south wall was found

to have completely decayed, evidently before the ruin had been protected by its present cover

of sand, and the drift-sand ever slipping in from the slope of the dune which rose on that

side greatly added to the difficulty of clearing. The walls proved to have belonged to an oblong

apartment, measuring 23 feet from cast to west and close on 20 feet wide, which had evidently

formed the lowest story of a dwelling-house. Judging from some of the posts still intact in

the framework the original height of the apartment must have been about 10 feet Fig. 32

shows the north-west corner in the course of clearing, together with fragments of the heavy

plaster mouldings which seem to have decorated the upper portion of the walls but were now

found almost wholly detached.

First MS. At a depth of only 2 feet from the surface a small scrap of paper showing a few BrShml

characters turned up in the loose sand filling the north-west comer. I greeted this small fragment

(placed now with D. iii. 3 in the inventory list) with no small satisfaction as a promise of

richer finds; and in order to stimulate the efforts of my labourers, who with the sand'Oin*

stantly falling in from the south had no easy task in effecting a clearance, offered a small

reward for the 6rst discovery of a real manuscript Barely an hour later a cheerfUl shout from

a young labourer working at the bottom of the small area so far excavated announced the

finding of a ‘ Khat ’.

Carefully extracted with my own hand and cleared from the adhering sand, It proved a

perfectly preserved oblong leaf of yellowish paper, measuring about 14 by af in., wWdi h*<i

clearly formed part of a large manuscript arranged in the form of a POthl. The n^usodoction

in Plate CX shows the six lines of remarkably clear writing in BrShml characters of upr^it*

Gupta type covering each side. The circular hole intended for the string, whiri* WW;passed

through Ae separate leaves of the Poth! and served to keep them in order, b seen on the
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left side of*the leaf, as in most of the ancient manuscripts recovered from Eastern Turkestan.
Dr. Hoernles examinatiort (see list) shows that the leaf, numbered 8, contains a text written

in the non-Sanskritic (Proto-Tibetan .^) language, which he was the first to recognize in other
fragmentary manuscripts previously obtained from Itastern 'I'lirkestrin, in part at least from
Khotan, and that the nianu.script to which it belonged was probably that of a Ibuldhist canonical

text. The writing is attributed by Dr. Hoernle, on palacographical grounds, to the bcvcnlh or
eighth century*.

The find just described was made at a depth of about 5 feet from the surface ami close Ms. .>f

to the rough wooden post fixed in the floor as seen in Fig. 33. It was quickly followed by
a scries of otlier manuscript finds, all consisting of fragments, but varjing in extent from
relatively large portions of single leaves to batches of numerous minutit pieces. Among the.se

fragments (numbered D. Jii. 2-1
1) the large majority could at the time be easily rccogni/ctl, by

their conformity in paper, size, and handwriting as having originally formed part of a Sanskrit

manuscript treating of Buddhist canonical matter. Dr. Ilocrnle’s careful analysis proves that

these fragments belong to the eighteenth and nineteenth chapters of a Mah.ajana te.xt, app.trenlly

some king of Prajha ParamitS,, written in Gupta characters of the seventh or eighth century on

leaves of very large size, about 18 by 7 inches -’. A leaf of this work, as re.stored from two pieces

(D. 111. 7, 8) is reproduced in Plate CVII. The obverse contains the conclusion of the eighteenth

chapter {JihStniparivarta), marked also by a diagram of homoccntric rings, ami bears on its left

hand margin the pagination number 132, Dr. Hocrnle’s notes show that remnants of two other

Buddhist Sanskrit texts, one of them apparently containing the story of the Yak.sa chief

Manibhadra (see Plate CIX), are represented among these fragm(mts\

The position in which all these manuscript pieces were found, embedded in loose sand at I'osuiim

levels varying from 4 to 3 feet above the original flooring, proved bi'yond all doubt that they

could have got there only by accident. Their distribution in varying depths and places makes it

probable that they had fallen in from an upper story, while the basement was gradually filling

up with drift-sand. This assumption was borne out by small pieces of animal bones, felt, leather,

and oilcakes {kunjard), which turned up in the same layers. The earlier any manuscript remains

had reached the safe resting-place offered by the sand-covered basement, the more extensive tlu*)-

might reasonably be expected to be. So I watched with .growing eagerness the progress made
by my men on December 23 in clearing the sand nearer down to th<‘ original floor, 'fhe fir.st

find, made a little to the east of the post already mentioned and .about li feet .above the floor,

was the portion of a document (D. iii. 12) written on a sheet of coarse thin paper, about

10 by 8 inches, in cursive Brahml characters of the eighth century (sec Plate CX). In the text

Dr. Hoernle has recognized the same Eastern Iranian language in which a number of other

tlocuments from DandSn-Uiliq are recorded. As in the majority of these, the writing is confined

to one side of the sheet only, since the thin unsized paper, like the modern Khotan pap(;r, would

readily absorb the ink and let it pass through.

As the work proceeded towards the centre of the room, a m.assive beam of poplar wood C.ii\c.i

(‘Terek’, Populus alba), ii inches thick and in almost perfect preservation, was laid bare. Its

length, close on 19 feet, and its position showed that it had once stretched right across the room,

nndoubtedly supporting its ceiling. Two well-carved octagonal posts, each 4 feet 5 inches high

and exactly alike, bad turned up before (see Fig.s. 32, 33). Their bell-shaped capitals, 4 inches

**'gh, were surmounted by single circular bands accurately reproducing the Amalaka ornament of

' Comp. Hoemle^ Jbjfioii m C.-A. an/., ii. pp. i a sq., ' See Dr. Hoernle’s Note i. in list of iiniis.

8 sqq, ,
’

' See Notes ii. and iii. in list below.

I.
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Indian architecture, while below were bases 8 inches square. I am unable to indicate the exact
position and arrangement of these posts, but it seems probable that tfiey had served to support
the central beam.

A little beyond the latter, towards the east, the men clearing the sand just above the floor

came upon a closely-packed layer of manuscript leaves (D. m. 13. a), evidently still retaining the
order they had occupied in the original Pothl. Subsequently two more small packets of leaves
lying close by, and belonging to the identical MS. (D. 111. 13. b, D. in. 13. c), were brought to

light* practically intact, though the action of moisture to which these leaves must have once been
subjected, owing to their position not far above the ground, had stuck them close together, and
had made them so very brittle that their successful separation could only be accomplished in

London through the expert help of the MS. Department of the British Museum. The ends of
the leaves had been bent over near the usual string-hole, and had often become detached through
this folding of centuries

; but they could be fitted again without difficulty to their proper places.

The leaves in their complete state, as shown by the specimens reproduced in Plate CVIII,
measure about 143 by 3 inches, and show on each side six lines of BrShml characters of the

upright Gupta type, ascribed by Dr. Hoernle to the seventh or eighth century. In the text,

which is Sanskrit, the same distinguished Indologist has recognized the Vajracchedikd, a famous
treatise of the Mah5y5na school, first edited by the late Professor Max Muller in the Anecdola
Oxontensta, The exact arrangement of the leaves was greatly facilitated by this discovery, and
has shown to Dr. Hoernle that out of the twenty folia which this manuscript originally contained

not less than fifteen have been preserved, in whole or part*. It is of some interest to record that,

sticking closely to the packet D. iii. 13. a of Vajracchedika. leaves, there turned up also some
much twisted fragments of the Sanskrit manuscript in large Gupta characters described above as

a sort of Prajfla Paramita. These fragments, which showed a far more brittle condition than

the rest of the leaves described in Dr. Hoernle’s Note i., had evidently become attached to the

Vajracchedika PothI in its earlier resting-place, and sharing its fate had found their way into

the sand of the basement-story far earlier than the other pieces.

The fact that all manuscript remains found in this ruined structure (with the exception of the

small document in the 'unknown' Eastern Iranian language) proved to have religious contents,

makes it appear highly probable that t|^ey are derived from the library of a monastic establishment

that once occupied the structure, and, no doubt, supplied the attendant priests for the adjoining

small shrines. That the basement room excavated had offered only accidental shelter to these

fragmentary relics of Buddhist literature, and had originally served the more prosaic purposes

of a cook-room for the little VihSra, became abundantly clear as the work of clearing was carried

on to the east wall. Built against the latter there was found a big fireplace, constructed of fairly

hard plaster with an elaborately-moulded top looking like a chimney but showing no arrangement

for the egress of smoke, the whole reaching to a height of over 6 feet from the floor.

By the side of it a broad bench, also seen in Fig. 33, filled a kind of recess. Judging from

a similar arrangement still observed in TurkestSn houses, and from bits of coarse broken pottery

found below it, this bench probably served for the handy storing of cooking utensils. In front

of it, and not far from the fireplace, there stood a rough wooden tripod (visible in the photograph),

such as is still used throughout the country to support laige water-jars required , for kitdben

purposes. In the same way the short rough post with branching head, which I fijund fixed

in the ground close to where the first manuscript leaf was discovered, certainly served to hang

* See his Note T. in list below.
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a kettle from. Remains of ancient bones, oilcakes, and small layers of charcoal found scattered

over the floor in several places corroborate the above conclusion.

Of the remaining structures traceable at the southern group of mins two could easily be Excavation

recognized, by the characteristic arrangement of their posts emerging above the sand, as small

shrines of the type with which we have already become familiar. The first cleared among
them (D. x.), situated about 8o feet to the west-north west of the little monastic dwelling last

described, proved to consist of an oblong cella measuring lo ft. 6 in. outside from north to

south, with a width of 9 ft. 6 in. The entrance, as in the case of the other small temples of

this group, lay to tlie north. A passage, 4 feet wide, surrounded the cella, but the walls of

this had almost completely decayed on the north and west, and elsewhere rose only i to 2 feet

above the original ground. The walls of the cella, too, stood nowhere higher than 4 feet.

Their construction was of the usual timber framework and plaster, with a thickness of about

6 inches. The mural decorations were here of a very simple kind, consisting both inside and

outside the cella almost solely of rows of small seated Buddha figures. Each row, including

the vesica around the figure and the gaily coloured background, was 6 in. high. The dresses

of the Buddhas were alternately coloured dark brown, re<l, and white, the colours of the back-

ground varying in a similar fashion. The whole of these little frescoes showed inferior work,

evidently done with the use of stencils.

The sculptural decoration of the shrine must have been equally modest, and restricted to

a single image occupying the octagonal base found near the south wall of the celha. Of the

statue itself there remained nothing but the wooden post which had served as a core, and

shapeless pieces of very friable stucco. But the base, still fairly intact on the north to a height

of about 2 ft. 6 in., showed some peculiar features. It consisted below of eight facets, 1 ft. 5 in.

broad at the foot, sloping inwards, and thus gradually narrowing to a width of about i foot.

Then followed a circular moulding, i| in. high, and above this eight facets of exactly similar

dimensions, but arranged in the inverse direction and thus sloping outwards *. 'I'hese upper

facets had suffered greatly, and when the sand had been cleared from behind the base it was

found to have been dug into almost to the centre, undoubtedly by 'treasure-seekers’ who

may have suspected here some valuable deposit.

In view of the damage thus caused it was the more gratifying that my clearing revealed

in front of the base, and leaning against it, a series of painted panels which had remained un-

disturbed just as the last attendants at the shrine must have placed them. Ihe relatively

good preservation of some of these panels is probably due to the fact that they had rested

not on the actual floor of the cella, but on a rim of plaster about 3 in. high and 5 in. broad

which ran round the foot of the pedestal, and was evidently intended for the placing of offerings.

The most interesting among the paintings, and fortunately also one of the best pre.servcd, is

D. X. 4 (see Plate LXIII), painted on a wooden tablet 18 in. long and 4?- in. high, which was found

standing upright against die east corner of the front facet of the pedestal. In its subject I think iilustratKm

I can recognize with certainty a spirited representation of the main features of the legend which

HsUan-tsang relates of the introduction of sericulture into Khotan and of the princess instru- princess,

mental in it*. The second female figure from the R. proper, bearing over her rich curling

locks an elaborate golden diadem, is undoubtedly meant for the princess. Our attention is

forcibly drawn to the diadem by the significant gesture with which the outstretched arm and

forefinger of the first figure from the R. proper, evidently a female attendant, point towards it.

** [Mr. Andfews points ont that this form of base is * See above, pp. 229 sq.

seen in many Chinese bronees.]
^ j ^
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From the silkworms' eggs hidden in the princess’s headdress had been derived the cocoons

which we see heaped up in a basket in front of the princess. Hdr eyes turned down upon

them, and the right arm stretched out towards them seem clearly to indicate the protection

which, according to the legend, the princess was anxious to assure, by an edict, to the silkworms

within the cocoons.

Until I had correctly realized the character of the second figure and significance of the

first’s gesture as well as of the basket placed between them, the attitude of the fourth figure,

also female, and of the object in front of her seemed very puzzling. With the subject of the

panel once identified it is easy now to recognize, notwithstanding the faded colours, that the

long stretched object shown in brown is meant for the wooden framework of a loom or silk-

weaving gear such as is used to this day in Indian villages for preparing a warp of spun cotton

threads. The instrument which the fourth figure is holding in her right hand is probably identical

with the wooden implement, curiously resembling a currycomb, found in one of the ruined houses

of the Niya Site, N. xx., and shown in Plate LXXIII. It use is illustrated by the exactly similar

wooden instrument which is still used in India by cotton-spinning villagers for separating and

combing the threads while attached to the rude frames usually found fixed by the roadside.

The four-armed third figure seen seated to the left proper of the princess undoubtedly represents

a male divinity, perhaps the god presiding over the silkworms. He wears high top-boots

like another divinity which appears on the interesting panel (D. vii. 6
) reproduced in Plate LX I,

but the emblems held in his hands are scarcely distinctive enough to guide us to a certain

identification *. «

As regards all details in the drawing and colouring of the figures, I must refer to the

description given in the inventory list and to the illustration in Plate LXIII, where, however,

a full reproduction of all colours and delicately-shaded tints of the original could not be attempted.

Special mention may be made here of the cleverly-arranged composition of the whole scene and

the free and spirited drawing of the main figure. It is of interest to note the unmistakably

Persian type of face given to the princess in spite of her Chinese origin, as rightly maintained

by the legend. We have here a clear indication of the influence exercised at Khotan by Iranian

pictorial art, which is traceable also in other panels of Dandan-Uiliq. The curious miniature

representation of what looks like a tqwer with four pointed turrets or finials, faintly visible on

the left proper edge of the panel, may possibly be meant to indicate a kind of reel round which

the silk thread is wound when preparing it for the warp. The petal-shaped daubs of dark pink

which appear on the background bear manifestly the same character as the auspicious sindAra or

sandal-ointment marks with which pious Hindus have ever been fond of bedaubing objects of

worship or votive offerings.

Another well-preserved tablet is D. x. 3 ,
painted on both sides (see Plate LXIV). Its interest

lies in the representation on the obverse of three seated Bodhisattvas, whose figures and attri-

butes seem to agree closely with the typical forms given to this highly popular class of divinities

by Tibetan and Mongolian Buddhism. I must leave it to experts in Northern Buddhist icono-

graphy to determine exact identifications. The two-armed figure first on the right proper

holding the Vajra in the right hand is probably meant for VajrapSi^i. The three-head^ and

four-armed third figure holding in one of its left hands a bow may in view of this attribute be

supposed to represent some form of Mafiju^I^ As Vajrapa^i and MafljuiH are found very

* Julien’a translation of HsQan-tsang’s legend, Mirndra, renderings gfre a different ncaidng to the passafs; ooinp.

ii. p, 339, refers to the Lu-thi convent having been built above, p. sag.

‘en rhonnenr de la ddesse des vers h sole’. But other * Comp. Grilnwedel, JiyAAagk du Bmiikitmutf p. igf*
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frequently eombined into a triad along with Maitreya, 1 am inclined to recognize the latter

Bodhisattva in the middle figure, especially as two of Maitreya’s common attributes, the Cakra

and the holy water flask, seem to be represented in his hands. The scarf-like garment wrapped

around the arms and the deep red colour of the undercoat also point to Maitreya*. The thin

Chinese-looking moustaches of the two side figures are a curious un-Indian feature. Of the four

seated figures shown originally on the reverse only the two middle ones are still fairly distinguish-

able. The third from the right proper is shown in the ‘ Dhyanamudra ’ attitude. It deserves to

be noticed that both in this figure and in the one adjoining it the outlines marking the eyes

are continued by a straight black line extending from the outer angle of the eye to the top

of the ear, and giving precisely the effect of spectacles. Is it possible that an indication of

the latter was intended ?

It is interesting to find in three of the panels subjects treated w'hich are known to us

likewise from paintings discovered in another shrine of Dandan-Uiliq. The comparison enables

us to realize to what extent details of pictorial representation had become fixed even where of

no apparent mythological importance. On the reverse of D. x. 5 (see Plate LXIl) we meet

with the scene of the horseman and bird to which reference has already been made in connexion

with a fresco of D. ir. A comparison of this panel with the far better preserved one D. vii. 5

(Plate LIX) shows that, notwithstanding the considerable difference in artistic execution and care,

both must be directly or indirectly derived from the same prototype. The pose of rider an<l

horse is identical in both ; the uniformity of treatment extends to the dress and accoutrements

and even the saddlery. .The high sugar-loaf shaped cap with its ‘ vandyked ’ corners is Ijor-

rowed from the camel-riding figure of D. vii. 5. Leaving other details for mention in connexion

with the latter panel, attention may be called to the distinctly Persian look of both rider and

horse. The elaborately painted figure of the three-headed divinity, perhaps a Tanlric form of

Avalokite^vara, which we see in D. vii. 6 (Plate LX), and which we shall have occasion to discuss

below, is represented by two replicas on the obverse of’i!). x. 5 and on D. x. 8. The latter

painting (Plate LX 1

1

) is of interest notwithstanding its very poor preservation, because it

shows the god combined with his i^akti, an arrangement common in Tibetan representations

of the special tutelary divinities or Vi-damK The Persian treatment of the female head shows

that Iranian influence had affected even those sacred figjjres and groups which the Buddhism

of Khotan, like that of Tibet, must be supposed to have received ready-made as it were and

fixed in all essential details from the Mahayana imagery of India.

The manuscript finds in this shrine were slight, but the place and distribution in which

they turned up make them instructive. Numerous fragments of leaves written in Brahmi

characters were found in front and east of the image base lying on the previously mentioned

rim in little packets distinguished in the list as D. x. 9, D. x. 10, a, 10. b, 10. c. a, 10. c. 10. d.

From the way in which they were placed between various painted panels it was clear that

they had been deposited as votive offerings by some of the last worshippers at the shrine.

The marks of red paint which I found sprinkled over the leaves fully agreed with this con-

clusion; for they appeared, as we have seen, on several of the panels. Dr. Hocmles

analysis*® shows that the fragments distributed in packets D. x. 9, D. x. 10. c. D. x. jo. d, all

belonged to one leaf, and that similarly D. x. 10. a, D. x. 10. b were made up of portion.s of

a large leaf, but from some other manuscript. The fragments D. x. 10. c. o, which were lying

' Comp, for points in Maitreys represents- * Grtinwedcl, Mythoiogie, p. 94.

tions of Northern GrOnwedel, ifythohgi*, pp.
•• See Notes xix., xx., xxi., in the inwntory list below.
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as a separate little packet close above that marked with had formed part 'of a third

manuscript. ‘

These observations prove that before use as offerings detached folia of different manuscripts

had here been purposely broken up so as to make several small heaps convenient for deposition.

Under exactly similar conditions portions of one relatively large Tibetan Pothl, containing the

Salistamba-Satra, and of a Sanskrit text were subsequently discovered by me in the Endere

temple cut up into little packets, or even separate bits, which the offering worshipper had thought

fit to distribute before a number of different sacred images The facts here observed provide

a satisfactory explanation for the small detached fragments of manuscripts which turned up at

several other shrines of DandSn-Uiliq, though no longer in their original place of deposition.

Of the leaves recovered from D. x two had belonged to manuscripts written in upright Gupta

characters and in the non-Sanskritic language which Dr. Hoernle tentatively designates as

Proto-Tibetan, while the third manuscript, remains of which are contained in D. x. lo. c. a, was

in San.skrit and similar to the large-leaved manuscript of a PrajM PHramitA text found in

D. III. Dr. Hoernle ascribes its upright Gupta writing to the seventh or eighth century.

The manuscript fragments just referred to were not the only written remains of this small

temple. In the sand filling the western passage outside the cella there was found at a height

of about 3 feet above the original floor a fairly well preserved wooden beam, 5 ft 1 1 in. long,

4 in. wide, and 5 in. thick, which must have originally been fixed in the passage wail, probably

for the purpose of joining the posts as described in the case of D. ii. Over a portion of the

carefully-smoothed face of this beam, which I was able to remove safely (D. x. 6), there are

written at intervals of | to § in. thirty-seven characters of the same very cursive Brahml which

is shown in the inscriptions painted below the frescoes. Though the wood is in perfectly

sound condition inside the surface has become very dark, and consequently no mechanical

reproduction of the inscription could be obtained. Dr. Hoernle, who has studied it in an eye-

copy prepared by Dr. Barnett, and whose transcription is given below in the descriptive list,

has been able to determine that it is in the same ‘ unknown ' language of Eastem-IrSnian type

which appears in the Brahml documents and fresco inscriptions of Dand&n-Uiliq. The special

interest of this inscription lies in the fact that it contains, as pointed out by Dr. Hoernle, ‘a

few recognizable Sanskrit words, “dqne” after the fashion of the “unknown language”’* viz.

tuSala-mUla and Bodhisaiiva (spelt bo-dhyau satvyaii),

A mined stmeture situated about 15 yards to the north-east of D. x. was cleared without

any finds being made. The apartment excavated measured 39 by 19 feet, and probably formed

the lower story of a dwelling-house. As the floor lay covered by only about 4 feet of sand

the ruin is likely to have been searched previously by ‘treasure-seekers’. This had certainly

been the case with a smaller ruined dwelling close to D. 111. on the north, which Turdi remem-

bered having opened.

Another structure, D. xii, situated about 70 feet to the south of D. x, proved on excavation

to consist of a small cella of the constmetion usual at this site, measuring outside 13 by 10 feet

It had its entrance on the north, and was originally surrounded by a passage 4 feet wide.

Though overlain now by 7 feet of sand the ruin showed far advanced decay, the result* no

doubt, of long exposure. In consequence, the cella walls, as seen in Plate V, stood nowhere

higher than 3 ft 6 in., while those encloting the passage had crumbled away almost to tiie

ground. Within the cella, towards the south wall, were found the remains of an oct^jonal

pedestal in stucco, 4 feet in diameter, resembling in shape that of D. x, but of better des^
** See below, chap. xu. sec. if.
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and with more elaborate mouldings. The photograph shows that it rested on a low circular

base decorated with lotus-petals. The whole front portion of the pedestal and base was found

to have been destroyed, no doubt in the course of some ‘ treasure-seeking * operations, and of

the statue which once had stood on it not even fragments survived. It was probably due to

the same reason that no painted panels were found here. Near the north wall, however, some

small reliefs in plaster of Paris were found, showing that the upper portions of the walls had

once borne decorations similar to those of D. i and D. ii. One of these reliefs (D. xii. i), seen

in Plate LVI, and originally coloured, represents a flying female figure, probably a Gandharvi,

holding in her outstretched hands a festoon cloth. The other pieces arc replicas of the Gan-

dharvi figure D. xir. 5, illustrated in the same plate, which is shown here as rising from a largc-

petalled lotus. We have met with this motive already among the stucco decorations from D. i.

Of the frescoes which had covered the cella walls naturally very little remained. Each wall-

face, except the one to the north, seems to have borne three life-size paintings of Buddhas or

Bodhisattvas surrounded by aureoles and standing on open lotuses. The photograph reproduced

in Plate V shows what remains of this mural decoration at the western end of the south

wall. The triangular space left between the lowest portions of two aureoles is filled by a well-

draped female figure with her head turned upwards and holding in her left a lyre. She is

shown standing on a lotus, and may thus be meant for a divine attendant. The small figures,

male and female, seen at the bottom of the wall, are typical representations of worshi[)pcrs.

Very little remained of the colouring of these frescoes apart from the outlines of the figures,

usually drawn in a kind of terra-cotta colour over the greyish-white distemper.

The clearing of the south-east corner revealed, close to the floor, manuscript remains of

considerable extent, but unfortunately decayed into an almost unrecognizable state. The first

indication of such remains was furnished by the fragment of a wooden vessel. D. xii. 6, about

7I by 3 in., to which were adhering, both inside and outside, layers of completely rotten paper.

Writing of upright Gupta characters, arranged apparently in four lines, can just be distinguished

on the blackened surface. A few inches below this I came upon a consolidated mass of ‘ sand,’

recte loess dust, extending over a space of about 1 1 by 6 in. and firmly adhering to the floor.

In it were embedded relatively thick layers of almost completely perished manuscript leaves.

The latter, together with the overlying brittle crust of^‘ sand,* broke at the slightest touch.

It proved equally impossible to disengage the leaves or to remove the whole layer. I succeeded

in slicing the latter off the floor but only in fragments, and the separation of the paper-flakes

proved an impossible task even in the British Museum. The few characters distinguishable

on the surface show bold Gupta writing similar to that seen in Plate CVII. Jimbedded in

the layer were two thin wooden boards, about 9J in. long and 4 in. wide (see Plate CVI), which

had undoubtedly served as covers for one of the Pothfs that had supplied these perished

leaves. Flakes of paper still adhere to them in layers. A third board, completely decayed,

which lay at the bottom touching the floor, had evidently belonged to a second PothL

The entire decay of these manuscripts can be explained only by the damp to which they

must have been exposed for some time while lying on the floor of the shrine. The observation

is of ‘ interest as showing that even after the abandonment of the settlement there followed

a period when water must have reached it, at least periodically, in quantities sufficient to

spread moisture to the basement of buildings. If the manuscripts had come to lie above

a layer of the drift-sand which invaded the building, or if all supply of water had ceased

immediately after their deposition on the floor, their state of preservation would have probably

differed little from that of the manuscripts found in D. iii.
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Section V.—DISCOVERY OF DATED DOCI/MENTS

Ruinfi The scattered group of ruined structures situated about half a mile east-north-east of my
D. IV, D V. was the next to which I turned attention. The first to be explored were the closely

adjoining ruins, marked D. iv and D. v in the plan, in which I could without difficulty recognize

the remains of an oblong temple-cella and of a large dwelling-place. These ruins had suffered

badly from erosion which, in the unprotected soil immediately to the north and east of them,

had produced broad depressions to the depth of about 20 feet below the original ground-level.

The ruins, owing to this lowering of the adjoining ground, as marked in the detail plan

(Plate XXVI), seemed now to occupy a raised tongue of land quite clear of dunes, and nowhere

retained more than two or three feet of covering sand. Above this tliere rose the splintered

short stumps of posts which once had held the framework of wattle and plaster walls, as seen

in the photograph of D. v (Fig. 35), In places the rows of these posts still clearly marked the

position of dividing walls, though the walls themselves had practically disappeared down to the

ground-level. Elsewhere there remained under the thin layer of sand only the massive beams,

usually 6 to 8 inches in thickness, which had formed the foundation of the walls, while near the

edges of the ground actually undergoing wind-erosion even these remains had disappeared, or

were strewing the slopes in shapeless fragments of bleached brittle timber. The plaster work had

survived only in a few portions of walls, which in the detail plan can readily be distinguished

by being marked in black. Nowhere did these remnants of walls exceesJ a height of 2 feet

Remains of The exposed condition of these ruins had, of course, attracted the visits of ‘ treasure-seeking’
tomple-cella

parties, including some that Turdi had personally conducted in former years ;
and their burrowings

had left visible marks in the d<ibris of plaster, timber, potsherds, &c., which lay scattered about

on the surface of the sand, as seen in the photographs. Notwithstanding the damage thus caused,

my careful clearing of the ruins was rewarded by some interesting relics. Within the cella

D. iv (Fig. 34), which measured 13 ft. 8 in. inside from east to west with a width of ii ft, only

.some much decayed fragments in friable stucco were found, which seemed to belong to the drapery

of a colossal figure. This had no doubt occupied the base, 3 feet square, which faced the

entrance on the east and still rose. to a height of 8 inches. At the foot of the west wall,

behind the base, there remained traces of a painted frieze, probably resembling that illustrated

from D. XII. Of the walls enclosing a passage around the cella, 5 feet wide, very little

remained but the foundation beams and stumps of posts. Yet even this scanty shelter had

sufficed to preserve on the west side the two painted panels, D. iv. 4 and 5, but their colours

have suffered much.

Illustraiion The obverse of the panel D. iv. 5, measuring i in. in length with a width of 4J in. and

of legend of shown in Plate LX 1 1

1

, is of special interest: for in the half-length human figure with the head of
sacre< rats.

^ wearing a diadem, which occupies the central semi-ellipse, we have manifestly a repre-

sentation of the chief of those sacred rats which were worshipped as having saved Khotan

from an attack of the Hsiung-nu, and whose legend, as heard by HsUan-tsang at the site

corresponding to the present ‘ Kaptar-Mazar' at the western edge of the oasis, we have already

discussed in detail *. Though the characteristic features of the rat's head are unmistakably

indicated, the painter has cleverly imparted to it a human expression. The colour visible on

the face and on the part of the neck left bare by the robe is distinctly yellow, thus agredog

* See above, pp. 119 sq.
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with HsUaiiitsang s story which represents those sacred rats as having ‘hair of a gold and silver

colour The worshipping attitude of the nude male figure on the right proper, carrying a
leaf-shaped fan and looking towards the rat-headed king, clearly marks the sacred character

of the latter. A third smaller figure on the left proper is almost completidy effaced. On the

reverse, too, five seated figures can be made out in faint outlines. It was only after the panel

had been cleaned in the British Museum from the thin layer of adhering sand, and carefully

examined by the trained eye of Mr. F. H. Andrews, that I realized the pixuliar features of

the rat-headed figure and its significance.

The other panel, D. iv. 4, measuring 10} by 5^ in. (see Plate LXV), shows on ilie obverse

the red-robed figure of a standing Buddha, apparently in the attitude of t(*aching, and surrounded

by vesica and nimbus. The standing figure on the reverse is too deleted for any certain

interpretation, but attention may be called to the peculiar circular markings which appear abov(‘

the knees of this figure on legs apparently bare.

Of manuscript finds the cella yielded from its north-east corner the fragments D. iv. 1-3,

written in Br^hml characters of the upright Gupta type, recognized by Dr. lloernlc as belonging

to single leaves of two separate Pothis. The language is Sanskrit, and the text apparently

^ from some Buddhist canonical work. D. iv. 6 was subsequently discovered in the north-west corner

of the cella in the form of a small ball of crumpled-up paper. This [)roved to consist of two

pieces of paper, each measuring about ii by 5 inches, found attached to one another, and

according to Dr. Hocrnles examination evidently making up one document. It is w'ritten in

cursive BrShmi characters placed widely apart like the documents to be discussed pn^scntly, but

on both sides of the paper, while ordinarily, owing to the thin unsized paper used for all

documents whether in cursive Brahmi or Chinese, the writing is confined to one side only.

As in all cursive Brahml documents from Dandan-Uili(i, the language is the non-Sanskritic

one of Eastern Iranian type. Dr. Hoernie, without being able to indicate the purport of the

document, has noted in it the mention of a definite date, the 17th day of the month Munamji^

The remains of the ruined dwelling-house D. v, situated to the north of the cella and at

a distance of only some 50 feet, had been exposed too long to retain any objects which

‘ treasure-seeking * parties might consider of value. Turdi distinctly remembered having searched

them years before, and having obtained there a number oi khah (‘ writings’), though he, naturally

enough, could not give any information as to their character. Nevertheless, the systematic

clearing of tliis ruin was attended by some important results. By tracing the dividing walls

some seven apartments could still be made out, besides two enclosures built with walls of

rushes and plaster in which we may recognize outhouses or stables. Other apartments must

have disappeared through erosion, judging from the plentiful timber debris strewing ilut slope

adjoining. Nothing but fragments of coarse plain pottery, red and grey, and pieces of wall

plaster were found on the slopes and in the rooms northward. But luckily the two southern-

most rooms were still under a cover of sand from 2 to 3 feet high, which the wall i>ortions

extant there had helped to retain, and under this cover some interesting relics had e.scapcd

previous searchers’ attention.

In particular, the large room forming the south-eastern end of the house, and measuring

ft- 6 in. by 15 ft. inside, yielded an unexpected variety of written remains. The two frag-

mentary leaves (D. v. i, a) in upright Gupta writing of the seventh or eighth century, which

turned up first near the north-east corner, have proved to belong to Pothis, probably containing

* See M/motreSf ii. p. Dr. Hoernie from the cursive Brahml documents i>r( vlously

* The month name Af&kf/a been recorded by examined by him; sec Report on C.-w4. ant,, i*. p. 3 j»
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Buddhist canonical texts in the non-Sanskritic (Proto-Tibetan) language*. In the south-west

comer, where the sand lay highest, were found numerous fragments ^D. v. 7) belonging to a leaf

from a manuscript in the same language, which evidently was written by the copyist of the

Bhumiparivarta text discovered in D. ill *. But more interesting than these fragments of Pothls

are the wooden tablets with cursive BrShml writing (D. v. 3, 4), the wooden stick with Chinese

characters (D. v. 5), the Chinese document on thin water-lined paper (D. v. 6), and the large

document in cursive Brahmi (D. v. 8), signed with a Chinese monogram, which all successively

emerged from the same shelter.

By far the most imi)ortant among these records is the Chinese document D. v. 6 (see

Plate CXV), measuring about 10 by 5 inches, and recovered almost complete from the narrow roll

into which it was found folded. The full annotated translation which M. Chavannes has given

of this paper in Appendix A shows that it is a petition by one SsQ-liieh, an inhabitant of

Li-hsieh, ' in the territory of the Six Cities,’ for the recovery of a donkey which had been

sold ‘for six thousand pieces of money’ to two individuals who, after a delay of ten months,

had failed to pay the money or return the animal. The persons against whom the petition

is preferred are designated as ‘scribes in the barbarian language’ subordinate to the a-nto-chih

Shih-tsii, one of them being named A-s/iiA-naiiJ), while the name of the second is missing.

The petition is dated in the second month of the sixteenth year of the Ta-li period, which

corresponds to 781 a. d. It is not merely on account of the exact date thus supplied that this

document may claim special value, but also because, in conjunction with three Chinese documents

which Mr. Macartney obtained in 1898 through M. Badruddin, the Afghan Ak-sakM at Khotan,

and which were first published by Dr. Hoernle*, it makes it possible to fix with practical

certainty the name of the settlement represented by the ruins of Dandan-Uiliq, as well as the

official designation of the Chinese administrative division to which it belonged.

The full translation which M. Chavannes has given in Appendix A of the three documents

just referred to, and the learned notes with which he has there elucidated their contents and

historical significance, render it easy to acquaint ourselves with the character and bearing of

these records. Hence I may restrict myself here to a summary of the essential points. The

first document {A) is a letter, presumably a draft, dated on the 23rd day of the third month

of the third year Ta-li (768 a.d.), pnd is addressed by Ch'dng Hsien, the Chinese military

officer commanding at Li-hsieh, to ‘ Wci-ch*ih, chih-lo prefect of the Six Cities and a-mo-chih.’

M. Chavannes has lucidly demonstrated that Wei-ch‘ih Yao, king of Khotan, whom we know

to have reigned from 764 up to Wu-k*ung’s visit (788-789 a. d.), is undoubtedly meant here.

The grant of the title a-mo-chih to the king of Khotan is attested by an imperial brevet of

the year 728, mentioned in a previous chapter**. M. Chavannes has made it equally clear that

‘the Six Cities', of which Wci-ch'ih [Yao] is described as the prefect, can only be the official

designation of the territory of Khotan, comprising the capital Yu-t*ien and the five towns or

districts dependent on it which the Tang Annals mention. The letter of the commandant

refers to the petition of certain people originally of Li-hsieh, who owing to repeated depreda-

tions of bandits had left the place, and who now pray for exemption from certain requisitions

of grain and forced labour still exacted from them. The commandant refuses the claim to

exemption, but recommends that the petitioners be enabled by special written authorization of

the king to return to Li-hsieh in order to fulfil their obligations with the grain and the men

* See Dr. Iloernle’t notes xi., xii., in inventory list. IV, for faedmiles of two of the documents and abstracts of

* Comp. Dr. Hoernle’s notes i., xiii. contents.

* See Report on C.-A, ant., iL pp. ax sqq.. Plates III, ** See above, ]>. 176.
^
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they had left belu'nd there. The second document {B), dated only by month and day, contains

a military requisition fron* the Li-hsieh garrison, addressed by Yang Chin-ch'ing, commandant
of the place, to the civil magistrate, asking for skins to rc-cover drums atid for (juail’s feathers

to refit arrows. The third, dated in the seventh month of the seventh year Chien chung (786 a.o.),

records the issue of a loan of 15,000 pieces of money on certain conditions to a person who
apjiears to have been of Li-hsieh ; for a note subsequently added and dated in the tenth month
of the same year records that 10,000 pieces of money have been repaid on account of that

sum by an inhabitant of Li-hsieh.

With the records just described the Chinese documents excavated by nu*. in D. v and in Charartei of

three other ruins of Dandan-Uiliq (D. vii, viii, ix), show the closest .agreement, not only in

general appearance, paper, and style of writing, but also in character of contents and in dates, cxcavatcit

A comparison of these documents, as translated by M, Chavannes in Appendix . /, conclusively

shows that they are all formal records of public or private transactions. Records of loans,

exactly resembling in their terms and provisions the third of the above documents (C ), arc

the most frequent. On the other hand, we sec that their dates, ranging from a.o. 781 to 7«;o,

fall within, or quite close to, the period covered by the two dated ones among Dr. lloernlc’s

previously discussed documents.

In view of this complete agreement of contents, dates, and palaeographic evidence, it seems

•practically certain that the latter represent some of the finds of ‘ Kliitai khats’, i.e. papers with

Chinese writing which Turdi well remembered to have made on a visit to the site sejme years

previously, and which with other ‘old things’ he had sold to Hadruddin Kh.in, his usual

employer at Khotan. It is impossible now to ascertain whether these particular documents,

which had all three been transmitted to Mr. Macartney in one batch from Khot.in came from

one of those rooms in the ruined house (D. v) which I found to have been roughly searched,

or from some of the other ruins that had similarly been ‘explored’ before by 'I'lirdi’s parties.

But even without such specific information the comparison of D, v. 6, the firsu Chinese document

I unearthed at the site, makes it clear beyond all reasonable doubt that Li-haich, the locality

all these documents name, must be identified with the settlement or small tract to which the

ruined shrines and dwellings of Dandan-Uiliq belonged.

M. Chavannes, in his first note on the document A^, points out that the reading of the Li-hsieh,

name ^ Li-hsieh is rendered uncertain by the first character not being found in Chinese

dictionaries *. The doubt as to its true sound could be removed only by tlic discovery of the sctilcmcnt.

local name in a printed Chinese text, or else, perhaps, by its identification in one of the Brahtni

documents from Dand&n-Uiliq. Fortunately no obscurity can attach to the interpretation of

the term Liis-cBing ‘Six Cities’, given in D. v. 6 as well as in the document .ci, as the

designation of the administrative division to which Li-hsieh belonged. Already, on my return

journey through K&shgar, when Mr. Macartney and his Chinese literatus Sun Ssu-yeh kindly

furnished me with transcripts and preliminary translations of the Chinese documents brought

back by me, I had ascertained that the term 'Six Cities’ is still well known by Chinese

officials in the ‘New Dominions' as an old designation of the Khotan territory. In a note

’ See Dr. Hoemle’s note, Report on C.-A. ant., i. p. vi., discovered by me at Dandaii-Uilicj along with Cliincbo

on batch M. 9, received by Mm in OcL, 1898. It is signifi- rccor<Ls ; see Report on C.-A. ant., ii. pp. 36 sqq., and

cant that the eight sheets of paper with cursive Brihml below, pp. 269 sqq.

writing comprised in the »«««• batch are all documents in ' The difficulty had already been noted in Dr. Iloctiilc'b

‘he ‘unknown* Eastern IrKnian language, corresponding Report, as.

exactly in writing and character to the BrShml documents

M m 3
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attached to the translation which Mr. Macartney had made in 1898 of the document A and
which he then kindly communicated to me, Sun Ssfl-yeh had identified*five of the ‘Six Cities' as
corresponding to the present Ilchi or Khotan, Yurung-kash, Kara-kSsh, Chira, Keriya, including
Lo-fasung, a place of doubtful identity, as the sixth. Mr. Macartney himself referred to a remark
in Sir Douglas Forsyth’s Mission Report which mentions ‘Alty Shahri Khutan’ as a designation
of the territory of Khotan, and supposes it to be derived ‘from the six towns composing it’,

viz. the five above mentioned and Niya®. The passage quoted by M. Chavannes from the
list yil t'u chth, a modern Chinese account, fully bears out these statements but gives Thakkaga
as the name of the sixth place, possibly meaning thereby Tawakkel, since it is located near

the confluence of the Kara-kash and Yurung-kash. Finally, M. Chavannes has clearly demon-
strated that the use of such a term as the ‘Six Cities' of our documents is reflected by the

references made in the T'ang Annals to the five districts or towns dependent on YU-t'ien’".

M. Chavannes’ translation of D. v. 6 clearly shows that the document was a petition

addressed to a civil officer of Li-hsieh, and taken down by a scribe from the complainant’s oral

deposition. It seems, hence, only reasonable to assume that the large dwelling (D. v) in

which it was found was the residence, permanent or temporary, of that official. The conclusion

would, of course, become greatly strengthened if it were possible to prove that the documents
A, Ji, C, which Badruddin had received from Turdi and transmitted to Mr. Macartney in

1898, had actually been found in the same ruin. In the absence of definite evidence on this

point we may note that the parallel presented by the Chinese documents from D. vii distinctly

supports this presumption. In the considerable series of papers brought to light there, all that

are still more or less complete bear direct proof in their contents of having been either

addres.sed to, or received by, monks of a Buddhist religious establi.shmcnt. At the same time

unmistakable archaeological indications show that the ruined structure in which I found them

had been inhabited by monks.

Leaving the historical conclusions to be drawn from the Chinese documents of DandSn-Uiliq
for di.scu.ssion below, I turn now to the other finds yielded by D. v. First among them may
be mentioned another Chinese record, D. v. 5 (Plate CVI), not written on paper but on a stick

of tamarisk wood, close on 13 J inches long, with a width of a little over 1 inch. One side of the

Slick is flat, having evidently been prepared by splitting and subsequent smoothing. On this

there remain very faint traces of about a dozen Chinese characters written in ink, but badly faded.

Dr. Bushell, who kindly examine<l the object, found none of them any longer legible. The
reverse, which has been partly left in its original round form and partly roughly flattened by

chipping, shows on the latter portion a single column of large Chinese characters seemingly

in two handwritings. Dr. Bushell interprets them as ‘referring to the weight of a quantity

of CKing, amounting to one tan and one ton (the ton being the tenth of a tan) ’, and notes ;
* The

total weight would be roughly a man’s burden, which makes me think that the three characters

in the middle ^ ^ ^ might be a man’s name, if not the foreign (non-Chinese) name of the

Ltiing. Ch'ing is “green” or “blue”; but whether indigo, lapis lazuli, or some other commoner
colouring material is meant I am not prepared to guess’**.

® See Yarkand Mission Report^ p. 33.

Comp, his note 5 on Document A in Appendix A.
“ [* Sur la face bombde de ce morccau de bois, on lit lea

mots: ^ ^ 3l (?) qui me paraissent

designer une quaniitd dc grain vert exprim^ cn mesures de

capacity par les mots : un cht^ un tcou et cinq (?) cheng —

le chi vaut dix iiou^ et le ieou vaut dix ches^.—Au-dessous

de ces mots, on lit, en &:riture plus fonede, les mots I9N
<=«)» " A-jd-so” qui paraissent 6tre un nom propw,

puis lea mots ^ ^ “u® fit, m tun et

7 de (grain) vert.”—Sur la face plane dn moicesu de boi^ o®
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Seeing the roughness of the material, and the apparent purport of the legend which curiously Hiahmi

recalls what might be inscribed on a mere tally, this find alone would scarcely have suggested that

wood was used as a regular writing material at the time when this site was deserted. Yet D. x .u

the fact of such use was clearly established by the discovery in the. same place of two small

wooden tablets bearing writing in cursive Bnahmi characters. Both tabltus (D. v. 3. .j) arc oblong

and rounded off at the left end. D. v. 3, as seen in Plate CVI, was proviilcd with a small

string-hole at the same end, and shows writing only on one .side, arranged in four lines
; it measures

9? by 2| inches. D. v. 4, measuring 7I by 2 inches, is inscribc'd on both sides with four and three

lines, re.spectively, parallel to the length of the tablet. P'rom the traitsrription and notes with

which Dr. Hoernle has favoured me for the writings, it results beyond all doubt that their language

is the same early Eastern Iranian dialect which Dr. Hoernle has recognized in the paper documents

with cursive Brahmi writing previously secured from Dandan-Uilicp A number of words which

occur in Dr. Hoernle’s extracts from the latter reappear in these tablets, and so also the pecidiar

dating by day and month'*. Signatures, too, are found attached in the form of curious marks

or monograms. Seeing that the script presents no apparent differences, it may be safi ly assumed

that these written tablets cannot be far separated in time from the corresponding paper documents

of the same site.

A third and somewhat larger tablet (D. v. 10), 1 3I inches long and 3 inches broad, which

turned up close by, at once attracted my interest by .showing in its form and lo/engc shaped
" '

handle the closest resemblance to the takhlJ, that traditional wooden board which in all native

schools of Northern India takes the place of the slate This tablet was found blank, but there

are plentiful marks of scraping to show that it had once been u.sed for writing on. 1 shall have

occa.sion to refer again to the antiquarian interest of thc.se finds; for my subsc(|uent discoveries

at the Niya Site amply proved that we must look upon thc.se few tablets, like the Indian ‘ lakhti

itself, as quasi-archaic survivals from the time when paper was unknown, and wood was due general

writing material of Eastern Turkestan. But at the time of their di.scovery 1 little siispected what

much more extensive finds of records on wood were awaiting me elsewhere.

The document in cursive Brahmi (D. v. 8), written on a sheet of thin paper, 105 by 7.^ in., Riper

turned up almost complete in the form of a crumpled small roll ;
when opened out by me, with

fingers half-benumbed through cold, it broke into two pieces. It was the first find of this class Uraiimi

made in the immediate proximity of a record of ascertained date, and I may licnce appro-

priately discuss here what observations I have to offer as regards the probable cliaracter of

these documents and their antiquarian bearing. The total number of manuscript pieces in

cursive BrShml recovered by me at Dand3.n-Uiliq was six, to which must be added the small

fragment brought to me by Turdi previous to my start for the site**. Out of the six pieces

three were found in ruined dwelling-places, viz. D. iii, D. v, D. vin, while the rest turned up

in shrines D. iv and D. vi, which were closely adjoined by residences**. All fragme.nts were

found either crumpled like bits of waste paper or folded into narrow rolls just like the Chinese

disceme la fin d’une dvalnation en mesures de capacity

:

“ un et cinq Jto '' ;—Ic cst la dizi^me

panic du cAaiig',—Imm^atement aprfes ces mots, on lit:

^^sizS^me sOinie, ncuvifemc mois”; Tindica-

tion du jourest illisible
; d’ailleun, comme la p£riode d’ann^es

n est pag ezprimde ici» la date nc pent 6tre connuc/

—

E. Chavannis.]

** The particular]7 noted by Dr. Hoernle with

references to tlicir occurrence in previously published docu-

ments are: s^/d, comp. Report on ant.^ ii. p. .^7

;

sidaki, comp. loc. cil., p. 36; hvamdt, comp. p. ; 14

hadai 'on the I4lh day', comp. p. 35.

For ‘TakhtTs' of exactly similar shape found at the

Niya Site, comp. Plate Cl.

“ See above, p. 236.

The pieces arc numbered D. iii. 13; D. iv. 6 ;
D.

V. 8 ; D. VI. 4i 6 ;
D. vui. 2.
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documents. The paper is in all cases of a thin flimsy kind, closely resembling* in outward

appearance that of the Chinese documents found at DandSn-Uiliq. » With a single exception

(D. IV. 6), only one side of the paper is in-scribed, probably because the latter was not sized,

and hence would allow the ink to pass through. Of D. iv. 6 it may be supposed that its paper,

like that of one at least of the Chinese documents (D. vii. 3), which Prof. Wiesner has subjected

to microscopical analysis, had received a loading with starch'*.

Even such cursory examination as was possible on the spot convinced me that these more

or less fragmentary sheets could not have belonged to POthis, but had evidently served for

detached records of some kind. The cursive BrShml writing which they invariably showed was

not to be found on any leaf which by its shape or material could be recognized as part of a

manuscript book. The impression gained from the outward appearance of these papers has been

confirmed by Dr. Hoernle’s examination. This shows that they are documents closely agreeing

in language, writing, and probable contents with the far more extensive collection of BrShml

documents described and analysed by him in the second part of his Report'^’', Referring to

that publication for all details of Dr. Hoemle’s painstaking researches, I shall restrict myself

here to those antiquarian points which my own observations on the spot may help to illustrate.

The manuscript materials in cursive Brihml upon which Dr. Hoernle worked, and which com-

prised no less than thirteen sheets complete or nearly so, besides a large number of fragments,

had been derived from purchases made during the years 1895-8 by Mr. Macartney and

Captain (now Major) S. H. Godfrey from Badruddin KhSn, the previously mentioned Ak-sakal of

the Afghan merchants of Khotan Internal evidence of a conclusi>{e kind, which Dr. Hoernle

has duly indicated, proves that the whole of the Brahmi documents comprised in those purchases

‘ came from the same locality, and even belonged to the same community’. On the other hand,

the results of my inquiries at Khotan and the comparison of these documents with my own

finds make it appear practically certain that this locality was DandSn-Uiliq, and that the

documents described by Dr. Hoernle represent chance finds made by Turdi during his earlier

visits to that site. Badruddin Khan acknowledged from the first that, apart from the ample

supply of forged manuscripts and block-printed 'old books’ with which Islam AkhOn had fur-

nished him, all genuine acquisitions of ancient manuscripts had reached him in the form of

fragments of leaves or crumpled lumps of paper brought by Turdi and his people. My old

‘treasure-seeking’ guide himself asserted with equal emphasis and consistency that nowhere

else but at Dandan-Uiliq had he and his fraternity ever found ancient ‘Khats’, and that all

of such that he had sold to Badruddin KhSn came from that site. In appearance, material, and,

so far as he could judge, in their writing his manuscript finds had always resembled those which

rewarded my search at Dandan-Uiliq.

These statements made by the two persons through whose agency the documents comprised

in Dr. Hoernle’s collection had reached Kashgar and Leh, is strongly supported by the evidence

of the documents themselves. In paper, writing, and even the crumpled condition in which

many of them reached Dr. Hoernle, they show the closest resemblance to my own finds. That

their language, which Dr. Hoemle’s philological acumen has successfully deciphered, is found

” See J. Wiesner, Ntuer Beiirag zur Geschichie des

Papiers, pp. 1 1 sq.

” See Report on CrA, ant., ii. pp. 30 sqq.

Captain Godfrey's contribution (G. i) which corn-

prised a number of the documents here under discussion,

is said to have been made up of finds made near KuchSl.

But Dr. Hoernle has pointed out that the recurrence in them

of the names of the same persons as are mentioned in

documents avowedly purchased from Khotan by Mr. Macart-

ney proves a different origin for at least part of that coll^

tion. See R^rt, ii. p. 31- Badruddin regularly iup|d>«»

antiques to Capt Godfrey at Leh.
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also in my JJrahmi documents can be definitely asserted on the basis of Dr. Hoernle’s prelimi-

nary notes *•. Without a^vaiting the results of his detailed analysis it is impossible to say

whether the contents, too, furnish definite proof of identical origin. Rut in this respect we can

fortunately rely on the parallel evidence of the Chinese documents. We have seen already

that two of these contained in Dr. Iloernlc’s collection must have been written at Li-hsieh,

which the testimony of my own find (D. v. 6) enables us to fix at Dandan-Uilui, and from the

same batch (M. 9) which furnished those two Li-h.sich records, came (*ight of Dr. lloernle’s best

preserved' specimens in Brahmi script with an Eastern Iranian language.

The minute analysis of the Brahmi documents previously at his disposal enabled Dr. lloernle Language

to establish several philological facts which are of very great interest. By determining a number q"
{trablut

**'

of words, mainly numerals and terms used in the dating, he succeeded in i»r(jving the Eastern documenis.

Iranian type of this ‘unknown language’ and its special connexion with the Galcha dialects

of the Pamir region*®. He clearly ascertained the important fact that the majcjriiy of the

complete documents are fully dated, though the key to the reckoning of years has yet to be

discovered*'. A number of ingenious observations, such as the discovery of lists of names at

the end of documents, accompanied by what are manifestly the marks of witnesses, the freciucnt

occurrence of Chinese signatures or office-stamps in the same place, &c., [>cnnitted Dr. lloernle

to arrive at the undoubtedly correct conclusion that we have in them records of official or

private transactions similar in character to the deeds of loan, recpiisition orders, t'tc., represented

by the Chinese documents already di.scussed. Yet in order to invest these observatit)ns with

their full historical value, ,it was essential that the place of origin and the period of these

records should be fixed beyond all doubt. The s[)ccial importance of the Brahmi documents

brought to light by me at Dandin-Uiliq lies in the fact that, few and fragmentary as they

are, the certainty which exists as to all circumstances of their discovery supplies just what the

student of these records needed.

The close association of Brahmi documents with Chinese ones, not only in D. v, but also Date of

in other ruins (D. vii, viii) to be discussed hereafter, permits us to fix the time of the former

with approximate certainty. We shall see that the dates of the Chinese record.s discovered

by me all range between the years 781 and 790, and that very distinct archaeological evidence

points to the buildings containing them having been finally abandoned soon after. Insignificant

in size and material as the Brahmi documents are, it appears improbable that they should tlate

back to a period appreciably earlier than that of the Chinese papers with which they were

found. Hence the conclusion seems justified that the Brahmi documents, too, must belong to

the last quarter of the eightlt century. If, in conjunction with this chronological fixing, we

consider die character of those Brahmi documents which Dr. Hoernlc has fully analysed, it becomes

evident that their language must have been that actually spoken by the inhabitants of the

ruined settlement during the period immediately preceding its .abandonment. Ihis then was

the ‘barbarian language’, to the use of which, by the people of Li-hsieh, the Chinese documents

D. V. 6 and A both distinctly allude**.
, , . ,

I have had occasion, in a previous chapter, to point out that the fact of this language

having proved to be of Eastern IrSnian origin is in full accord with what indications wc other

(loturiicnts.

*• Sec Dn Hoernk's notes v., x., xiv., xvi,, xvii., xviii., in

inventory list

" See Xefori on ani.^ it p. 3s sq.

“ Sec loa dt, p. 35.
** In D. V, 6 we read of the petitioner's complaint being

laid against two ‘scribes in the barbaiian writing'. In A

the Chinese commandant mentions a petition in ‘ barbarian

writing ' which he had received from the people of Li-hbicli

and which he then proceeds to reproduce in Chinese.
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wise possess about an important factor in the ethnic composition of ancient Khotan. Jn connexion

herewith it is interesting to note that, by the side of the numerous Indian names of persons

which Dr. Hoernie has recognized in his Brahml documents, a few others appear which look

distinctly Persian '*®. One more observation of historical bearing deserves to be mentioned.

From the fact that these BrShml records were found again and again in close proximity to

Chinese ones, it may be inferred that the use of the local language for purposes of administration

had not ceased during the period of T'ang supremacy, in spite of Chinese garrisons and an

extensive infiltration of Chinese culture. Seeing that, in addition to these two languages,

Sanskrit also and the non-Sanskritic language, to which Dr. Hoernie for the present gives the

provisional designation of * Proto-Tibetan must, judging from manuscript finds, have counted

students, perhaps even speakers, among those who frequented the little shrine (D. iv) and lived in

the closely adjoining house (D. v), we may admire the polyglot faculties of at least the clerical

and monastic section of the Khotan population in the eighth century.

The last dwellers in the ruin D. v had left behind some other curious relics of their daily

life, besides the remnants of manuscripts and records on paper or wood that must have passed

through their hands. In the same south-west corner room was found the fragmentary lower

portion of a turned wooden bowl, D. v. 9, richly lacquered and painted. The elaborate floral

decoration of the inside, as .shown in Plate LXV, bears a Chinese look. The wood, too, seems

different from any now available in Eastern Turkestan, and points to Chinese origin*®. An article

of more humble use, but undoubtedly of local manufacture, is the fairly well-preserved shoe (D. v. 1
1)

made of plaited hemp-string which turned up in the room eastwartjs next to the corner room.

Though the shoe shows signs of much hard wear, Mr. Andrews has been able to ascertain all

details of its make. Finally, I may mention a torn piece of fine cord silk, D. v. 12 (Plate LXXVI),

found in the same place, as a sample of contemporary textile work.

The variety of the finds made in D. y does not help us, I fear, to form a definite opinion

as to the original character of the building. Its vicinity to the temple cella (D. iv), and the

discovery in it of several fragments of Pothls in non-Sanskritic (Proto-Tibetan ?), one apparently

a Buddhist canonical text, would naturally suggest that the ruined building had served as

a convent. But the contents of the Chinese document D. v. 6, and the relatively large size

of the ruin compared with that of other monastic dwellings at the site, might make us think rather

of the residence of a local official or other person of position to which the cella was attached

as a sort of private chapel. The numerous remains of ancient fruit-trees just visible above

the sand some fifty yards further to the south-west may have belonged to an orchard connected

with the ruined dwelling. Some 150 yards from the latter in the same direction I picked up

a well-preserved Chinese ‘cash ’with the legend of the K'ai-yllan period (713-741 a.d.).

About 250 yards to the north-ea.st of D. v. I noticed under a scanty cover of sand, nowhere

more than 2 feet, the remains of three small structures (D. xiv). Owing to their exposed

condition they had evidently been thoroughly exploited long before. Turdi remembered to have

found here a number of ‘ Khats ’ in the form of crumpled scraps of paper or folded rolls, probably

some of the documents which went to Dr. Hoemle’s collection. Of the southernmost structure, of

which nothing remained but the timber forming the foundation, it was just possible to make out

that it had been a cella enclosed by the usual passage. The other two structures still showed

scanty remains of walls; but no finds of any kind rewarded their clearing. The same was the

case with the small cella (D. xv) situated about 1 50 yards to the south of D. v. Here the walls,

•• See Report on C.-A. ant., ii. p. 34. and probably of Chinese ntke, see N. xv. OOl. s., Ptotw

" For a piece of more ancient lacquer work, also a bowl LXV, LXX,
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forming a sq^iare of 8 feet inside, were found standing to a height of 2 to 3 feet ; hut the excavation
of the interior brought toi light no remains of any sort, except traces* of coarsely-done mural
paintings made up of the usual rows of small seated Budtlha figures. An isolated small structure

immediately to the south was also cleared without results.

About 260 yards to the south-east of the last-named ruins, just acro.ss the previously-nientioncil kum l> i\

depression, lay the remains of a large but very coarsely built structure. Though much dccayetl

through erosion and the burrowings of ‘ treasure-seekers
’, two wings situated at right angles could

still be distinguished; the one facing north measured about 80 feet in length, and the om* adjoining
w'estwards about no feet. The walls, where still traceable, consisted merely of rushes fixed

vertically and overlaid with a thin coating of plaster. Apart from fragments of coarse pottery

vessels and a large wooden trough hollowed out of a poplar trunk, which the men thought

to have served for storing grain, no antiquarian find of any sort resulted from the clearing

of the western wing, except the small fragment of a Chinese document (1). ix. i). Tlds was
found on the floor of the central apartment, which, covered by sand to a deptli of about 5 feet,

seemed alone to have remained undisturbed. Luckily the legible jiortion of the fragment,

evidently the heading of a document, has proved to mention a date, ‘the sixth jear of [tin-

period] Ch6ng-yUan ’ corresponding to 790 a. d. the latest date found in the Chinese n.-cords

of the site.

Section VI,—RECORDS FROM THE IIU-KUO CONVENT

If the structures around D. v failed to fulfil the hopes raised by the fiiuls in the latter

ruin, the loss was compensated by the unexpectedly rich harvest of interesting relics yicldeil

by the small isolated group consisting of the cella D. vi and the dwelling D. vii. Situated

alx)ut half a mile to the south-east of my camp and within 40 feet of each otlier, the two

little buildings were well protected under the slope of a small dune stretching in the approximate

direction of north to south. The cella D. vi (see Plan XXVI), which w'.as correctly orient.ated, Cill.il >.

m

measured inside 10 ft. 8 in. front north to .south, with a width of 9 ft. 4 in. Outside its four sides

ran a passage 4 feet wide, its enclosing walls, like those of the cclla, built of the usual timber

framework and plaster with a thickness of 6 inches. The entrance to both passage and cella

lay from the north. Inside the cella, and towards its south wall, rose an oblong base of plaster

measuring 3 ft. 3 in. by 2 ft. 8 in., and 9 inches high. Of the statue which once occupied it no

remains could be found.

Notwithstanding the deep cover of .sand, about 6 feet above the original flooring, tlie cclla Ficsoj

walls were found standing only to a height of 3-y to 3 feet, a fact clearly indicating that they

had been exposed previously to long-continued erosion. Yet what remained of the w'alls retained

its original fresco decoration. Inside the cella each wall-face, with the exception of the one

containing the entrance, was occupied by three large painted figures, of which, however, the

extant wall portion showed only the feet standing on lotus cushions and the lower part of the

drapery. Plate IV reproduces the greater part of the south wall, where the triangular spaces

left between the aureoles around the principal figures were filled by smaller representations of

Buddhas in dark red robes seated in the ‘ Dhyanamudra’ attitude. Below the lotus cushion

bearing the central figure a boldly-moulded pedestal is shown, resembling in its structural

arrangement that actually found within the larger cella of D. ir. A tank with floating lotu.ses

** See M. Guivannes' translation, App. it., Plate CXVI.
N n
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and swimming geese is painted around the pedestal, while at the foot of the lattei* appear the

small figures of two worshippers. On the R. proper is seen a male figure in the act of offering

lotus-flowers ; his flowing garments seem to have a Chinese cut, while his hair is dressed in

a fashion distinctly resembling that shown by certain of the Ystkan figurines. On the L. proper

a female figure appears kneeling and with hands folded. Her gown is shown brown with a

brocade pattern, while a wide mantle of dark green colour hangs from the shoulders. The

design of the painted plinth which runs round the foot of the walls, and in front of which

these figures, as well as a small group of male worshippers to the right, are shown, can still

be made out in the photograph.

The walls of the passage were also covered with frescoes, but all these had suffered badly.

Plate IV shows the decoration of the inner wall-face in the south passage with rows of small

seated Buddha figures, each 6 inches high. Here, too, as in other mural paintings of this kind,

only the colours of the dress, vesica, and nimbus varied in regular succession. On the outer

wall of the west passage traces of the lotus pedestal of a large painted figure could be made

out near the centre, flanked on either side by rows of small seated Buddhas. Below two of

these in the lowest row on the left an inscription of eight cursive Brahml characters, about

half an inch high and painted in black, survived, but owing to its position close to the floor

I could take only an eye copy of it. Judging from this the legend would appear to have run

as follows : z>a di ra rmi (?) ga^gu ?) na ja } ja. There had been a long legend also below

a similar row of small figures on the right, but this had been almost completely effaced by a crack

in the plaster, and only the first two characters remained legible, dv% pi, agreeing with those at

the commencement of the inscription below the fresco image, D. ii. o8 (see Plate LVIII).

In front of the cella pedestal were found two painted panels, evidently as originally de-

posite<l, but the colours had faded or peeled off in numerous places. The larger panel (D. vi. 3),

reproduced in Plate LXVII without its colours, 27 inches long, with a width of nearly 5 inches,

shows ten figures, perhaps Bodhisattvas, seated on a lottts or Padmasana. The arrangement and

colouring of the figures, with their aureoles, &c., resemble those of the mural decoration pre-

viously described, but each figure is shown here wearing a yellow hat of Tibetan shape. The

other panel (D. vi. 4), measuring 13^ by 8 inches, and painted on both sides, shows in each

six Buddha figures seated in the ‘ Dl^yanamudrS ’ attitude and arranged in three vertical rows.

P'or a detailed description I must refer to the list. The fragmentary relief (D. vi. 5 ;
see

Plate LVI) in hard gypsum (plaster of Paris), and originally coloured, was found near the floor

of the cella near the north-east corner, and must be supposed to have fallen there from some

stucco decoration on the upper portion of the wall. It represents the head of a female figure,

evidently a Gandharvi, judging from its resemblance to the corresponding figures from the relief

decoration of shrines D. i and D. xii, as seen in Plate LVI.

The first among the manuscript finds consisted of the left-hand fragment of a leaf (D. vi. i)

written in upright Gupta characters of the seventh or eighth century, which turned up in the

south-west corner of the cella. It is numbered 70, and is shown by Dr. Hoernle’s note iv. to

have belonged to a long, narrow PothI containing a Buddhist canonical work in Sanskrit. In

the same place was recovered the small fragment (D. vi. 2) of a document in cursive BrShml

bearing traces of a Chinese monogram signature. The third was a narrow strip of pa^
(D. VI. 6) containing part of a document written in cursive BrShml and the Eastern Iranian

language. This was found in the form of a small roll lying on the floor of the north passage.

At a distance of only 40 feet to the north of the latter a small dwelling-house (D. vii)

could be made out under the sand by its posts rising well above the slope of the dune. In
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the eastern toom (see Plate XXVI), which was cleared first, nothinjj was found but a small fireplace

built of plaster against tlifc southern wall. But the contents of the larger room adjoining it

westwards, and measuring i8 by 125 feet, proved all the more iiiteristing. In the sand which

filled it to a height of about 5 feet, there appeared first in the middle of the cast wall the

remains of a well designed fireplace, 3 ft. 8 in. broad, surmountetl by bold [daster mouldings.

By its side, towards the south-east corner, there was first found, lying in tlic loose sand about

I foot above the floor, the small painted panel D. vii. i, and immediately below it the Chinese

document D, vii. 2, neatly folded up into a roll about 11 inches long, which opened up easily

into a completely preserved sheet (sec Plate CXV). Lower down, and sticking to the nnid tiooring,

there lay two small packets, D. vii. 3 and D, vii. 4, of Chinese i)apers, each consisting of

several folded-up rolls, mostly fragmentary. Nearer to the south wall of the corner anil several

inches above the floor the two well-painted panels D. vii. 5 and D. vn. 6 were discovered in

excellent preservation. Finally, about 4 feet to the west of the fireplace and near to the floor,

there was found the almost complete document D. vii. 7 (see Plate CXVl), also folded into a roll,

I I inches long, the specially interesting contents of which we shall have occasion to discuss

presently. Owing to the complete decay of the greater [)art of the walls facing west and south

it was impossible to determine where the entrance to this room lay. But the height of lhi‘

posts still rising above the better protected cast wall plainly showisl that there had once bi-cn

another story above it. A small structure built of ru.sh-walls against the north wall of the hou'.e

(see plan) may have served as a store-room.

The annotated translations which M, Chavannes has given in Appendix .-1 of all the

Chinese documents found in D. vn make it easy to realiiic that, pe tty as arc tin; afftirs with

which they deal, their value for the determination of .antiquarian questions directly concerning

the site is very considerable. Owing to tile damp that must once h.avc reached them through

the mud floor, all the small rolls of folded paper comprised in the packets marked D. vn. 3

and D. vn. 4 have suffered considerably. Some documents, of which only small fragments

could be recovered, may have been partially broken up cither before they reached the ])lacc

where they were found, or before a sufficient cover of .sand had .accumulated to protect them.

The folded condition in which they were discovered, with the damage caused by the parti.

d

peeling off of the outer folds, is illustrated by Plate CXV, Avhich shows the document D, vii. 4. a

both before and after the unfolding. In view of these circumstances it is particularly fortunati;

that the two documents D. vii. 2 and D. vii. 7, having been entirely embedded in sand and

well above the floor, have survived almost wholly intact. Apart from their intrinsic inteiest they

help to settle all doubts as to the character and origin of the rest. The position in which these

two documents were discovered suggests that they might have fallen into the s.antl, which had

already commenced to fill the room, from some higher receptacle on the walls or possibly through

some fissure in the flooring of the upper story.

D. VII. 2, written on a sheet of thin yellowish paper measuring about 15^ by 114 inches

(see Plate CXV), is a formal bond dated in the 3rd year Chicn-chung (a.d. 782) for a sum of

one thousand pieces of money, i.e. ‘cash’, which Ma Ling-chih, a soldier, has bonowed from

Ch'ien-ying, a monk of the Hu-kuo temple, at a rate of interest no less than ten per cent, per

mensem, pledging for this loan all his movable property. We find the identical monk named

as the creditor in another bond, D. vii, 4. a (Plate CXV), dated in the same year*, which relates

* In D. vn. a the year 783 a.d. is correctly indicated as years 766-779- Similar datings in pcrioils already elapsc.l

the 3rd year CWen-chung ; in D. vn. 4- ». however, as the are frequent in these documents ;
xe M. Cl.avanncs notes

«7th year Ta-li, though the latter period comprised only the on D. v. 6, D. vii. 3. d, MS. C. lerhaps we may ukc this
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to the loan of a certain quantity of corn for the fixed period of nine months to Ho Hsin-ytich, an

official. No rate of interest is specified in this case, and we are thus left in doubt as to the

{Kirticular manner in which the pious money-lender—for as such we may safely recognize

Ch‘ien-ying—had assured his profit on the transaction. The formal pledge of the borrower’s

property we find here repeated. At the end of both bonds are mentioned, besides the names

and ages of the borrowers, those of two of their near female relatives (mother and sister, wife

and daughter), who are evidently sureties. Near the end we find, not the ‘ finger impressions
’

of the contracting parties which the text names, but ink marks which, perhaps, served the same

purpose.

( iiincsc Among the fragmentary documents found in the packets D. vn. 3 and D. vii. 4 there are

which, by the recurrence of the identical formulas or by other indications of

the contents, have been recognized by M. Chavannes as bonds relating to loans. The dates,

so far as preserved in three of them, belong either to the periods immediately following or the

one preceding the Chien-chung period (780-783 a.u.), and thus fall quite close to the year 782 a.d.

of the previously-cjuoted documents *. Seeing that some of these fragmentary bonds (D. vii. 4. b,

4. e) were found in the identical packet with the record D. vn. 4. a, distinctly naming Ch‘ien-ying

as the lender, while the rest (D. vn. 3. a, b, c, d) were comprised in one packet lying within

less than a foot of it, it appears probable that these papers, too, relate to money-lending trans-

actions of the same monk or possibly some equally businesslike brethren from the Hu-kuo

convent.

Older rroni This conclusion seems the more justified as every one of the remaining four Chinese

documents from D. vn contains distinct evidence of having issued from, or having been addressed

to, members of a Buddhist monastic establishment. By far the most interesting piece is

D. vn. 7 (see Plate CXVI), complete but for a small lacuna, containing an order from the three

chief dignitaries of the Hu-kuo temple to certain of their dependants, among them apparently

the monk Ta-yen, ‘ in supervising charge of the outlying [property].’ The order is dated on

the 27th day of the eighth month, without indication of the year, and directs in somewhat

peremptory language that on its receipt at Yang-ling the servants of the temple should all be

employed for three days in cutting the grass, while one man only should be left to look after

the irrigation of the fields. The ordpr is signed in different hands by the three monks holding

the offices of chief Karmadana, Sthavira, and VihSrasvamin of the temple or Vihara. It is far

more likely that an order of this kind would be retained at the place to which it was addressed

than at the one from which it was sent. It is further difficult to suppose that the little shrine

(D. vi) could have boasted of such an array of monastic dignitaries as signed the order, and

thus everything points to the conclusion that D. vir, the find-place of the document, was in

reality the modest residence of the monkish caretakers who looked after the outlying landed

property of the Hu-kuo temple in this neighbourhood. That a small shrine like D. vi should

be attached to their residence scarcely needs explanation. If this assumption is right Yang-hng

would have to be taken as the name of the particular village or hamlet where the lands were

situated, while the designation of Li-hsieh previously discussed applied to the whole tract.

Documents The name of Hu-kuo does not occur in the remaining three documents, which are mere

on monastic detached fragments, but in each of them we meet with the mention of Buddhist monks.

as an indication of the time needed for changes in the officiai Chien-chung (w/r 3rd year Chtng-yQan), 787 a.w; D. ««•

chronological reckoning to get known and applied in so dis- 3. c dates from the Ch8ng-yQan period, 783-804 (indication

lant a territory as Yo-t'ien. of year missing) : D. vii. 3. a (see Plate CXVI) from the

* D. vii. 3. d (see Plate CXVI) is dated in the 8th year Ta-li period, 766-779 (year lost).
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D. VII. 4. d, <Jated in the year 789, mentions quite a number of them (Yiiig-ch'ing, Hsuan-ying.

I-fa, Shan-i, Fa-yu). Another list of monks, with the names P'u-?, I'ao-ming, Fa-chin, Tao ch'ao,

still preserved, was contained in D. vii. 4. f, while the third fragment, D. vii. 4. c, of uncertain

purport, furnishes the name of the monk Ta-p'i\ who figures in another fragmentary Chinese

record (D. VIII. 1) from a small shrine still to be mentioned, with the title «)f lf\i-na or

Karmadana.

We have no means whatever for locating the Hti-kiio Vihara, whose relati<ui t<.) the last

tlwellers of this modest structure the documents just discussc<l have so curio\isly revealed to

us. The Chinese designation {Ilu-hto, literally ‘ country-prt)tecting’) and the Chinese names of

the monastic dignitaries, as well as of the monks spccifietl, leave little doubt as to the n.itionality

of that religious establishment. But that the population among which Ch'ien-)ing and his

brethren lived was not Chine.se seems pl.-iinly indicated by the inscriptions in cursive Brahmi

which we have already referred to in describing D, vi, as well as by the finds of cursive Br.ihiui

Lot aliiy i)l

I/ii

c<*ini*nl

documents in the same place.

The very pettiness of the affairs recorded in these Chinese papers increases their valu(“ from i inonoUini-

a chronological point of view. Unimportant in chanacter and insignificant in ajipearance. it is
*’

highly improbable that these records of the private transactions of a few monks and of the j..ip»rsri.>m

casual orders, &c., sent to them by their convent should date back to a period preceding by

any great length of time the final abandonment of the building. We have sc-en that all the

papers from this ruin which can be dated with accuracy belong to the years 783 789 a.i>.

Taking into account that the first Chinese document found in the ruined hoiuse D. v under

exactly simiLir conditions, bears the date of 781, and that the fragment discovered in D. i.\.

the only other dated Chinese paper from the site, was written in 790 a. d., wc are almost forced

to the conclusion that the settlement to which these dwelling-houses and shrines belonged was

deserted between the last-named date and the close of the eighth century of our era. In each

case the papers were discovered on the original floor or quite close to it, which proves that

drift-sand must have entered the rooms very soon after these petty records had be en scattered

about there. For light and flimsy as they are, the little paper rolls could not have resisted

very long the force of the storms which pass over the country each successivi* spring and

summer. .
, .,11

It is a fortunate circumstance that such unmistakable chronological evidence lias been

obtained in the very same structure which furnished us with the best preserved specimens of

contemporary painting from this site and, perhap.s, also the most interesting. 1 have a reaty

ilescribed the position in which the three painted panels of wood I refer to were

loose sand near the .south-east corner of the main room of U. vii. Direct evidence m t u. case

of two panels allo.ws us to infer that these pictures had once been fixed ^ "I’

from which they dropped when the little dwelling was gradually being filled with .sand. He

panel D. vii. 5 still retains on its plain reverse the remains of dowels m several places showing

how it had been affixed, while the ‘ Takhti ’-.shaped tablet D. vii. i has a hole dnllcd throng 1

its handle by means of which it could be nailed to the wall. Icriaps it was cue to ns

manner of fixing that this particular panel lay considerably higher above the floor than die

rest. The third panel, D. vii. 6, which turned up quite close to D. vii. 5, and which being

painted on both sides could not have been attached in the same manner, may have been made

to stand upright on a small shelf by means of a socket or otherwise. These observations account

for the excellent preservation of the wood of all these panels, and for the remarkably good

condition of the colours in the case of two of them. The fact of these panels having bti n fom .
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ill a dwelling-house and not a shrine is, of course, explained by the fact of the dwellers having

been monks. •

'I'hc panel D. vii. 5, of which Plate LIX shows a succe.ssful reproduction in colours reduced

to a two-thirds scale, may be mentioned here first, as it illustrates a legend which representa-

tions found in the shrines D. ii and D. x have rendered familiar*. The panel, which has a

rectangular shape, with pointed arched top, is 15 inches high and nearly 7 inches broad. It

shows two figures, both mounted, one above the other. The upper figure is seen riding on

a high-stepping horse and holding in his right hand a patera towards which a bird, more dis-

tinctly shown in D. x. 5 as a wild duck, is swooping down in full flight. The rider, whose

handsome youthful face shows an interesting combination of Indian and Chinese features, wears

his long black hair tied in a loose knot at the crown, while a yellow band passes round the

head holding in front a large elliptical jewel. Besides the long pink tunic, tlie rider wears

a narrow light scarf which, descending apparently from the back of the head, is curled round

both upi>er arms, while its ends float behind, indicating rapid movement*. The feet are cased

in high black boots with felt .soles, very much like those still worn by men of means in Chinese

Turkestan, and are jilaccd in stirrups. From the girdle hangs a long sword, nearly straight,

of a pattern that appears early in Persia and other Muhammadan countries of the East. The
horse, which is well drawn even to its legs and hoofs, by its colour—white with large spots of

black—curiously recalls the appearance of the piebald ‘Yarkandi’ horse which until recent times

was much fancied by natives of Northern India. Over a large ‘ Numdah ’ or felt cloth it

carries a deep and narrow saddle and shows elaborate trappings, for a description of which

I may refer to Mr. Andrews’ detailed notes in the list of objects. We could scarcely have

wished for a more accurate picture of that ‘horse millinery’ which in the eighth century evi-

dently flourished throughout Eastern T'urkestan quite as much as it does nowadays.

No less interesting is the representation of the second figure below, riding a two-humped

camel, shown in full movement and with striking fidelity to nature. The rider wears over his

short curly hair (partly deleted) a curious sugar-loaf hat, with its broad brim turned up into

‘Vandyke’ points, like that of the riding figure seen in D. x. 5 (comp. Plate LXII). Marks

on the hat indicate some sjKitted fur as its material. The long and loose-fitting green garment

worn by the rider is gathered beloiy the knee into the wide tops of red boots or mocassins

without soles, closely resembling the ‘Charuks’ now used throughout the whole of Eastern

Turkestan, particularly in the winter months. While the left hand is guiding the camel by

a nose-cord, the right, in the same pose as that of the rider above, raises a shell-shaped cup.

'I’he elaborate fittings of the saddle, and the stirrups, show that the animal bestridden by this

personage is meant for a riding camel, rarely used now in this region, but distinctly referred

to by a version of Sung Yun's notice of Khotan*. Some freely-drawn outlines visible behind

the camel’s legs are meant to indicate hilly ground or else high ridges of sand, where, indeed,

the camel would be far more in its place. The nimbus painted round the head of each of the

riders plainly shows their holy character, and the identity of their attitude leaves no doubt as

to their connexion with what was evidently a popular local legend. But to the nature of this

legend I have not been able to trace any clue.

The panel D. vii. 6, painted on both sides and measuring laf by 8 inches, is seen in

' See above, pp. 248, 261. (see Plates LX, LXI, LXVI).
* The fixing of this scarf, corresponding to the uHartya * Comp. R^musat, Vitte dt KMan, p. ss ; sbo sbove^

of Indian Buddhist iconography, at the back of the head is p. 170, note 31.

more clearly- indicated in the figures of panels D. vii. 1, d
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Plates LX and LX I as it now appears after having been carefully cleaned at the British Museum

by the artistic hands of Mr. R. F. Fry from a thin but closely adhering crust of fine sand.

It presents several points of exceptional interest. The c*xccllent preservation of the colours

enables us to appreciate the pictorial merit of the work
;
the sacred figures rcprcsentcil on

obverse and reverse possess particular interest for the student t)f Northern Buddhist iconography,

as relatively early and approximately datable specimens of pictorial tyj)es which hitherto have been

known only from textual descriptions or else later representations, mainly of Td)ctan origin.

P'inally, the blending of Indian and Western influences in the art of old Khotan is illustrated

by the different styles which a comparison of the obverse and reverse reve.ds even on cursor)'

inspection. In the former we sec a three-faced and four-armed divinity scaled cross-legged on

a cushion which is supported by two couchant bulls. The flesh of the divinity is shown ilark blue

throughout, excepting in the two side heads, of which the one on the R. proper, coK)ured

white, bears an effeminate look, while the one opposite is dark yellow with the ex[)ression of

a demon. The rich diadem of the main head, with its side ornament resembling a half- moon,

the third eye on the forehead, the tiger-skin forming the dholi or loincloth, and finally the

bulls shown as Vshanas arc all so many emblems recalling the Brahmanic Siva.

It is these which seem to justify our identification of the* figure with one of the many

forms of Avalokitc^vara. The close connexion which exists in the iconography of Indian

Buddhism between this Bodhisattva and the foremost god of the Brahmanic trinity has long

.ago been pointed out*. The attributes held in the four hantls, among which the V^ajra, shell

{iafdha), and wheel (caire^ can clearly be rccogni/jcd, and, perhaps, also the drum {danKim),

may yet help to an exact determination of the particular form of the Bodhisattva intended.

All of them, as well as the blue colour, the rich orn.imcnts of the body, and other peculiarities

already mentioned, can be traced in the detailed descriptions of various Avalokiie^vara forms

which M. Foucher has recently made accessible from certain Sadhana texts '. But neither

among the forms for which the essential descriptive details are excerpted there, nor among iho e

represented in the series of old miniatures which form the subject of M. Foucher’s mast<.'rly

study in the first part of his Iconogyaphte boudd/iiqite, is there .any combination of .all the

characteristic features of our picture. Nor c.an this be surjjrising in view of the almost inlmite

multiplication of forms which mythological fancy within Iiy.lian Bmldhism from .an e.arly period

created for this and other chief Bodhisattvas.

There is nothing in the picture of the obverse that does not directly presuppose the re-

production of Indian models. The contrast offered by the figure painted on the reverse; is

hence all the more striking. Were it not for nimbus and vesica, and m particular the four

arms with the emblems in some of them, it would be difficult to believe that we have here

before us the representation of a Buddhist divinity. So completely iloes .a cjuasi-secuLir tre.it-

ment in essentially Persian style prevail in the figure ami its .accessories. We see the

Bodhisattva—for as such we must evidently accept this sumptuously dressed sacred personage

—seated cross-legged on an elaborately embroidered cushion. I he hea»l, with distinctly 1 ersian

features, shows long black hair falling down to the shoulders and a thick short beard. It is

surmounted by a curious yellow head-dress, which resembles a Persian tiara with a double point

falling over in spirals. Over a close-fitting yellow undergarment decorated with large flowers

the figure wears a tight coat of equally rich material in dark green. From a narrow belt
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• See Foucher, Jamo^raphu bouddhique dt rinde, i.

pp. 17a gqq.; ii. p. 39; GrUnwedel, Mythologit des Buddh,,

P- 132*

’ For an Avalokitesvara of blue colour, see Fouehcr,

Iconographit houddhique, ii. p. 38; for the tiger-skin, the

half-moon, drum, Vajra, ibid., pp. 30, 32, 34, j8.
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round the waist is slung a short, broad sword in an ornamented sheath. The most curious
part, however, of the attire are the high black boots exactly resembjling Hessians, which reach
to the knee, and arc picked out in ornamental yellow lines suggesting inlaid leather-work or
stitching in gold-thread. The scarf-like Uttariya, which descends from the back of the head
and is curled round both arms, is the only part of the dress that the figure shares with other
representations of sacred personages in these panels. The left proper front hand holds the
Vajra, while the rear, one raises a spearhead

; on the right proper the front hand rests on
the thigh, the one behind holding a deleted object, possibly a flower.

For the identification of this strangely attired divinity, the Vajra or mystic thunderbolt
seems to afford the only clue. It is the characteristic emblem of no less than three divinities,

the Dhyani-Bodhisattvas, Vajrapani, and Vajrasattva, as well as of the primordial Buddha
Vajradhara". With none of the representations that I can trace of these at present does our
figure fully agree; but seeing that it shows neither the green colour prescribed for Vajrapani.

nor the blue one of Vajradhara, the conjecture may be hazarded that it is perhaps meant for

a form of Vajrasattva. This Bodhisattva is ordinarily represented white, with the Vajra in

one hand, and the otlier resting on the hip and holding the g/iatfla or bell*. The latter is

certainly absent in our picture, yet the general pose bears some resemblance to that of the

Vajrasattva seen in the miniatures which M. Foucher has published.

The real interest of the painting lies, however, not in the eventual identification of the figure,

but in the application of a design of essentially Persian style to a subject of Buddhist mythology.

'Pile immediate juxtaposition of this design to the wholly Indian oi\p shown by the obverse of

the same panel necessarily increases this interest. There is nothing to suggest that the two

sides of the panel were painted by different hands, however different in origin were the models
which the artist in each case followed. The representation of a Buddhist divinity in forms

derived from a non-Indian art has in itself nothing surprising, since we see the identical process

illustrated to the largest possible extent as far as classical art is concerned in the Graeco-Buddhist
sculptures of Gandhara. But of the influence of Persian art under which Buddhist iconography
may have come in those extensive parts of Eastern Iran where Buddhism found a home and
flourished, we know as yet practically nothing. Is it possible that this curious little painting

reflects features of a ‘ Perso-Buddhis^’ art such as might have developed in Balkh, that city of

many splendid Viharas, and elsewhere witliin ancient Ariana }

I have left to the last the mention of the panel D. vii. i, the first discovered, because tliough

remarkable, as Mr. Andrews observes, for its good drawing, free execution, and good composition,

it has suffered far more than the other panels of this ruin in its colours, and hence cannot be

properly judged from the reproduction (Plate LXVI)>®. The figure is undoubtedly that of a

Bodhisattva, seated on a low throne, and holding in the left proper hand a bud-shaped lotus

over a long, gracefully curving stem, while the right raises a patera in front of the breast. The
upper part of the body appears to be dressed in a black garment, while from behind the head

descends the scarf-like Uttariya curling round the upper arms in the fashion previously noted.

The flesh is coloured pink. The shape of the lotus seems to suggest the Uipala or blue lotus

;

and as the latter is the characteristic emblem of MaAjuSrI, who usually appears to hold it in

his left hand and in the pose here represented, I am inclined to believe that this Bodhisattva

' C omparc Foucher, Iconographie bouddhique, i. pp. In the plate the number of colours reproduced had to

13 1 sqq.; GrUnwedel, Mythologit, pp. 98, 141. be limited to those absolutely needed for the Indication of

• See Foucher, Iconographie bouddhique, i. p. 133, Plate the main features.

VI. 6.
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is intended But it must be pointed out that, among the attributes mentioned in the descriptions

of Maflju^rl forms accessible to me, the cup here seen in the right hand does not figure. On the

other hand, we can well reconcile the natural pink colour of tlie flesh with the saffron colour

which certain of the S^dhana texts indicate for Manju^ri*-. I have already had occasion to

state that this panel was found fully one foot above the floor, and the good preservation of

the wood also shows that the damage suffered by the colours cannot be due to moisture. This

makes me think that possibly the partial disappearance of the coloured surface may be the

result of long exposure to which the panel was perhaps subjected, while the nail passed through

the hole of its handle kept it fixed to the wall of the deserted dwelling, as above suggested.

Section VII.—OTHER RUINS OF DANDAN-UILIQ AND GENERAL
OBSERVATIONS ON SITE

The remaining ruins explored by me at Dandan-Uiliii can be dealt with more briefly

They consist of what I may call the central group of remains immediately to the south of

my camp, and of certain isolated structures elsewhere. To the former belonged D. i, the much-

decayed small cclla, the debris heaps of which were examined by me immediately after my

arrival, and which has already been described ‘. D. vni, a small structure sitmated about 3°

to the north-east of it, proved to contain a single room measuring 17 by 12 ft inside. I hough

covered by some 6 ft. of sand, the room on excavation yielded nothing but the fragonent of

a paper document in cursive Brahml (D. viii. 2). measuring about 6 by 4 inches, which turned

up close to the floor in the north corner. Some diibris of plaster and completely decayed

timber which lay half-covered by sand close to the north-east wall of D. vni. probably originate!

from earlier borrowings of ‘ treasure-seekers’. On clearing it, a small and brittle piece of crump ed

paper was found containing the fragmentary Chinese document D. viii. i (sec 1 late CX ).

M. Chavannes’ translation shows that it probably formed part of a letter written by, or atldresscd

to, the resident monk of a Buddhist shrine*. It derives interest from the mention imulc of

the monk Ta-p\ whom we have already met in the document D. vii. 4 - c, and who is here

designated by the title of Wei-na or KarmadSna of a monastic establishment. Ihe reference

to the contract about a female servant given as security suggests that this communication, too.

may have been connected with business arising from some loan or contract.

Dw llm

At a distance of about 85 yards to the north-east of D. viii were the much-dccaye
. ^

of a large dwelling (D. xni on plan), measuring about 60 feet from east to west. According to

Turdi’s sutement a find of silver equivalent to about Rs. 200 had been made ^ *

of Niaz Hakim Beg, and he. as well as others of his profession, had since tried their

this ruin by burrowing into the walls or floor of exposed r^ms m the hope of further .

This inforLtion was corroborated by the completely exposed and eroded state of

to have once formed the north flight of rooms in the building. The rooms to

^
apparently built on a lower level, had preserved their walls better, and were fi ^
from 5 to 7 feet in height. I had the central one, measuring about 22 by 18. feet inside, cleared.

” Comp. Foucher^ Iconographii houddhiqui, i. pp. ii6»

1 19, Plate VL 3, 4; a. pp. 40 sqq. The Uipala belongs

also to Vajiapftpi, but in bis case the essential Vajra would

be expected.

TBIM

« Sec Foucher, Iconographic boudJhique, ii. pi>. 40 ^‘
1
-

45 » 47 -

> See above, pp. 243 sqq.

* Sec Appendix A,

O O
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but convinced myself by the absence of any movable objects except a plain wooden cornice, as

well as by other indications, that it had been ransacked long ago. fOn this account I did not

consider it useful to extend the labour to a large apartment eastwards traceable below the

sand. I had subsequently reason to regret this omission, for it was probably from among the

rubbish which treasure-seekers may have thrown outside on occasion of previous diggings that

the curious relics were obtained which some of my labourers brought to me after I had proceeded

to Kawak K The room cleared was provided with a large fireplace, but had no door, from which

I concluded that it was entered from an upper floor and served as a basement, perhaps for use

during winter.

The numerous remains of ancient trees, bleached and splintered, in the neighbourhood of

this ruin may have belonged to the orchard or garden once surrounding the dwelling. Among
the trunks still rising above the sand my labourers were able to distinguish apple and apricot,

as well as the ‘Jigda’ {Elea^nus angustifolia), with the wood of which all Khotan cultivators

are familiar from their own homesteads. A little to the west of the ruin remains of a fence

made of rushes indicated an ancient enclosure such as could be traced also near the building

D. V, and such as I subsequently noticed often near the ruined dwellings of the Niya Site.

By scraping the sand-covered bank of a small depression formed through wind-erosion near the

edge of the area which this fence appeared to have enclosed, Turdi laid bare a closely-

compressed mass of straw, evidently once deposited in the corner of a fenced courtyard. The

straw, though darkened and, of course, completely dried by the long centuries that had passed

since its burial under the drift-sand, was in a remarkably well-prescsved condition, so much so

that Turdi looked upon it at first as a providential means for saving the pony which he had

been ill-advised enough to bring to the site without my knowledge. The poor famished animal

at the beginning swallowed ravenously this most ‘desiccated' fodder stuff, without, of course,

being saved thereby from the end related in my Personal Narrative*.

The arrival of Ram Singh, who on December 24 had safely joined me (as previously

arranged) from the side of the Keriya river, after completing the survey of the high snowy

range between Karanghu-tSgh and Polu, enabled me to leave, for short periods, the actual

excavation work under his supervision, and to reconnoitre, under Turdi’s guidance, the outlying

portions of the ruined site. It was iq the course of these excursions that I acquired reasonable

assurance that, apart from the detached ruins to be noticed, there were no remains of any size

recognizable below the drift-sand. The small ruin D, xvi, nearly one mile to the south of

my camp, and at the southern edge of the area over which pottery ddbris could be traced, proved

to be the remains of a little cella nine feet square, destroyed to within a foot of the ground.

Nothing but a shapeless mass of plaster in the centre, probably the last trace of a statue base,

was found by clearing it. Proceeding to tlte north-east of my camp, all traces of old occupation,

such as pottery debris and remains of trees, ceased within half a mile, the dunes rising here

to 1 5 feet and more. Crossing the western offshoot of the ‘ Dawan ’ marked on the plan, I came

upon what looked like the remains of a circular mud wall cropping out in five or six places between

the closely packed dunes. No exact survey could be made, owing to the height of the latter

;

but from the measurements taken by me it appeared that the circular space enclosed by the

walls had an approximate diameter of 260 feet The walls, which could be traced only in the

form of low mounds with horizontal layers of rushes between the stamped loess, seemed to have

had a width of about 35 feet at their base. Owing to the conditions of the sand, excavation

* See below, pp. 306 sqq. ^ See Ruins ofKhotan^ pp. 304 sqq.
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was quite beyond the limits of available labour and time; and I might have rcmaincl in doubt
as to the rea character of. the scanty remains, had I not subscciucntly become acquainted with
the circumvallations of the ancient forts at Enderc and Ak-sipil exactly resembling this in shape
and construction. Beyond the north-east segment of wall a small bit of ground left clear of
sand showed fragments of much-decayed timber, with some broken pottery and little hcins
of burned earth of a red colour. Elsewhere near this ruin the strips of expose d ground whiJh
became more extensive and frequent towards the west in the direction of the previously mentioned
well, showed no pottery debris. I conclude from this that the small circular fort—to such I now
think it safe to attribute the remains I could trace—was situated beyond the closely inhabited
area of the settlement.

Also when I proceeded subsequently to the small ruin about 2', miles due north of my camp R„i„
which I had noticed on my first arrival, the intervening ground, where hare of sand, showed
no pottery ddbris beyond the limits approximately marked on the plan. 'I'he clearing cffectctl
by my labourers first laid bare here the remains of a sm.ill cclla (D. xvii), 10 feet square. 'I'he
walls had completely decayed on the south and east, while on the other sides, too, only about
a foot and a half of them had been left standing. Debris of frescoed .stucco lying within showed
that treasure-seekers had been at work here, probably not very long before rny visit. Turdi
declared that he had noticed the little ruin for the first time on his recent prospecting tri[),

and that he had then secured here the small piece of inscribed fresco, D. T, 017 (sec Plate LVIII).
I could not ascertain its exact position, but as it shows what looks like the front part of the
L. foot of a figure standing over a floral design, it may well have come from the low portion
of wall still standing. Dr. Hoernle’s reading of the inscription, in cursive Briihmi and in the
Eastern Iranian language, will be found in the li.st below. About 80 yanls to the north-east
the foundation beams of a single-roomed small structure could be made out in the ground, the
walls above having completely disappearetl, and a little to the south-west of this a heap of
rough posts and brushwood with layers of dung seemed to indicate the position of a sh»'cp-pen.

Having^ now completed the description of the ruins explored by me, ami of the antiipiarian Date of
finds they^ yielded, I may briefly indicate the conclusions which the ob.serv.ations above recordc'd
seem to justify as to the history of the site. Whether our interest in the latter is purely
archaeological, or of a more general kind connected witji the geography and cultural past of
th^e whole region, the chronological question as to the d.ate of the ruins and the abandonment
o the site must claim our attention first Fortunately the finds of the dated Chinese documents
discussed above, together with the collateral evidence of the coins, enable us to answer this

question with full assurance. We have seen that those documents dating from the years 781— EvUlenn-
790 A. D., by their very character and the conditions in which they were found, prove the closing
jears of the eighth century as the period when the ancient settlement was abandoned by its

last inhabitants. In entire accord is the evidence of the Chinese copper coins, of which altogether
seventeen were picked up at the site either by myself or my men. Leaving aside those which are too
effaced for identification^ we have among them six coins clearly bearing the legend of the K'ai-yiian
period (713-742 A. D.), two of the Ch‘ien-yUan period (758-760 a. d.), while six are without legend
and of the type which was current under both the Han dynasties, and probably for some centuries
later*.

In the present state of our knowledge it is not to be expected that the manuscript finds Other thro
in Br^ml script and the manifold art remains should yield chronological indications of equal

^ indications.

* For leproductioiM of specimens of these coins, sec Plate LXXXIX, 23, 25, 27 and Appendix D.

002
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clearness. But here, too, it may be safely asserted that there is no object that would suggest

for its origin .1 date later than the eighth century. Nor is there, with the possible exception

of some fragmentary P5thls, any among them which is likely to prove of an appreciably earlier

period than the last decades preceding the abandonment. In the case of the wall paintings,

the stucco images, and other objects of worship found in the small shrines, the perishable nature

of the materials precludes the idea that they were already of considerable age previous to their

burial under the drift-sand, while for the documents in BrShml script everything, as we have seen,

suggests an origin contemporary with the Chinese records.

The value of the latter, however, is not limited to supplying us with a firm chronological

basis. They also establish the interesting fact that Chinese administrative control and a Chinese

garrison within the Khotan region was a reality down to the end of the eighth century.

M. Chavannes, in his concluding remarks on the Chinese records from DandSn-Uiliq, has called

attention to the remarkable agreement which the dates of these documents present with what

the historians of the T'ang period tell us of the end of Chinese sovereignty over the ‘ Four

Garrisons’. The historical synopsis given in a previous chapter has already acquainted us

with the fact that it was the year 791 which saw the final abandonment of the whole of

Eastern Turkestan to Tibetan invasion, after a long period of isolation and struggle*. Thus

our Dandan-Uiliq records, closing with the year 790, represent, as M. Chavannes has justly pointed

out, the last trace of Chinese political influence under the T'angs in that great region

But may we not, apart from this general historical interest, attribute to these relics of Chinese,

occupation a further specific significance for the history of the sitf.^ The letter which the

Chinese commandant of Li-hsieh addressed to the king of Khotan in 768 a. d. (Document A)

has .shown us in most authentic form that already at that time the settlement to which Dandan-

Uiliq belonged had lost a part of its population, which had retired to the main oasis owing to

depredations of bandits*. Seeing how seriously local insecurity had affected the settlement

in the immediately preceding period, it seems difficult not to connect its final abandonment

after 790 a. d. with the great political upheaval of the years next following. The collapse of

Chinese authority and the successful Tibetan invasion must have meant for Khotan a period

of exceptional trouble; for Tibetan power is, from all that we know, likely to have asserted

itself mainly in unchecked raids of large marauding bands, such as had already devastated

extensive parts of Western China. In a previous chapter I have endeavoured to show that

the constant struggle with the drift-sand of the desert, which the outlying parts of every oasis

on the edge of the Taklamakan have to carry on, cannot be maintained successfully except

w'ith an effectively supervised system of irrigation and an adequate population. Both conditions

arc likely to fail during prolonged periods of political trouble, and in no part of the cultivated

area are the effects of such failure bound to appear so surely and rapidly as in isolated colonies

like Dandan-Uiliq.

For those who are familiar with tracts like the greatest part of the Western Punjab,

where cultivation is wholly dependent upon an elaborate system of canal irrigation, it needs

no great effort of imagination to realize the effects of prolonged political troubles and insecurity

on the cultivated area. As soon as the want of a firm central authority or a diminution in the

available supply of labour stopped the effective working of the canals the reduced water-supply

would force the cultivators to retire from all outlying lands however fertile by nature. Then

* See above, pp. 63 sqq.

’ See Appendix A,

* See above, p. 266.
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the colonies? which in our own days we have seen springing up with such astonishing rapidity

within the areas reached by great irrigation works like the Chinab and Jheluni canals, would
lapse within an ec[iially short time into the arid uninhabited waste from which they had emerged.

But apart from the effect which political conditions must thus have upon cultivation in

the Khotan region, there are, no doubt, physical changes, too, which gravely threaten it and
represent a far more permanent danger. The question of the cliaractcr and extent of these

changes concerns the geographer rather than the archaeologist. Y(‘t it is plain that we must
touch on it here, if only in order to explain why the site, which was once capable of su[)-

porting a flourishing settlement, was never occupied again after its first abandonment. fhat

the main danger to the maintenance of cultivation does not lie in the advance of the drift-

sand itself, but in the reduction or failure of the water-supply needed to cope with it, must
be clear from what has already been said. Therefore before we attempt to form any opinion

about the physical changes which caused this ancient settlement to be definitely absorbed in

the desert, it is essential that we should realize what the source and conditions of its water-

supply were.

The preliminary question thus raised presents at the first glance far greater difficulties at

Dandan-Uiliq than at any other of the ancient sites I examined. Whether they were ‘Tatis'

near existing oases, like those between Guma and Pialma ami on the outskirts of the Khotan

oasis, or marked ancient terminal oases since completely abandoned, like the Niya River Site

and probably Enderc, no doubt ever arises as to the source from which they received irrigation.

In each case we find the • river or stream, which alone could have supplied it, unmistakably

indicated by existing hydrographic conditions. In the case of Dandan-Uilif] we are confronted

by a series of possibilities, and only a far more exact survey of the whole desert region around

than could be attempted by me, including a scries of levellings, will enable us to decich' the

question conclusively. If we merely look at the map the position of r)«Tiulan-Uili(i about half-

way between the Yurung-kash and Keriya rivers suggests the possibility of water having been

brought to the site by canals taking off from tu’thcr. Again, the map shows us that Dandaii

Uiliq lies exactly in the natural line of drainage for the rivers of Chira, Gulakhma, and

Domoko, which now lose themselves in the desert due north of these closely adjoining oases.

Archaeological evidence, so far as I could gather it, at th(' site, does not help us liere.

Though there were little inequalities of the ground at several places left bare of saiul, which

looked like possible remains of small embankments for irrigation cuts, it was only in one place,

to the north of D. vii (see Plate XXIV), that the trace of such a channel, about 2 feet l)road,

could be definitely followed for a short distance between the dunes. Its apparent direction was

from SSE. to NNW., but seeing the smallness of the channel and the shortness of the distance

(less than 200 yards) over which its traces could be picked up, it is manifestly impossible to

base upon this any safe conclusion as to the direction and origin of the main canal from which
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As already 'indicated in my Preliminary Report, a series of subsetpient observations about irtifjatKm

the gradual receding of cultivation near Chira, Gulakhma, and Domoko incline me to the
‘ ‘

opinion that DandSn-Uiliq had received its water by an extension of the canals which down Ouiakimia

to a much later date irrigated the area now abandoned to the desert north of the above-named

oases. The ddbris-covered site of Uzun-Tati which I surveyed there, and which I think can

safely be identified vtith the /V-iiw of HsUan-tsang and Marco Polo’s /W«, is proved by un-

questionable evidence to have been occupied for at least five centuries longer than Dandan-

Uiliq. It lies fiilly twelve miles, if not more, beyond the northern edge of the Chira oasis;
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yet I found wild poplars still vigorously growing about the site, and the aspect 9f the desert

beyond suggested that during the summer floods the water of the Chira river must reach, either

in snijill open channels or as subsoil water percolating close to the surface, much further

northward. Dandan-Uiliq lies about 36 miles beyond Uzun-Tati, but I do not think this

distance alone would have prevented effective irrigation, seeing that both the Chira river and

those now watering Gulakhma and Domoko come down from a snowy range rising to over

21,000 feet Being all glacier-fcd they must carry a volume of water which, if properly caught

and united, would, perhaps, even now suffice to penetrate the desert to the latitude of Dandan-

Uiliq. That south of the latter and at no very great distance stretches of ground still receive

surface moisture at times was plainly indicated by Turdi’s statement, who, when endeavouring

to procure fodder for his starving pony, had come within half a day’s march, say 6-8 miles,

upon depressions with Kumush grass. I much regretted at the time that regard for the heavily-

laden camels, and for the men who had suffered from a month of privations in the wintry

desert, did not allow me to attempt the long march due southwards on leaving the site; for

I have little doubt that the observations to be gathered in that direction would materially aid

in deciding the question just discus.sed.

In the absence of detailed surveys and levellings even an expert in irrigation engineering

might well hesitate to express an opinion as to the possibility of bringing a canal to Dandan-

Uiliq from either the Yurung-kash or the Keriya rivers as they exist at present. Still less

could we hazard an opinion in regard to earlier periods, when the conditions of the rivers,

the desert sand, the climate, &c., may have differed materially. Yet so much may be safely

asserted that, given river courses approximately the same as they are now, the distance over

which any canal taking off from them would have had to be carried could not have been le.ss

than the distance between Uzun-Tati and Dandan-Uiliq.

The settlement of the question at issue would be greatly simplified if it were possible to

accept the assumption put forth by Dr. Sven Hcdin according to which the Keriya Darya

flowed in old times in the immediate vicinity of the ruined site*. This assumption of the

distinguished explorer was, so far as the record of the scientific results of his journey enables

me to judge, based solely on the ‘traces of old riverine terraces (Uferterrassen)' which he

thought to have recognized quite close to the ruins, and on the observation of a present ten-

dency in the Keriya Darya to shift its course eastwards. The careful survey I was able to

make of the whole site renders it certain that by the ‘traces of old riverine terraces’ can only

be meant the shallow depression previously referred to, extending along the eastern groups of

ruins in the general direction from SSE. to NNW. In regard to this depression I have

already had occasion to adduce evidence showing that it is manifestly due to wind erosion'*.

Numerous similar depressions, bordered by sharply-marked loess terraces and also showing the

same general direction, were crossed on the route between the Yurung-kSsh and Keriya DaryS

in positions where their frequent recurrence excludes the possibility of a riverine origin".

I do not think it necessary to examine in detail whether the tendency of an eastward shifting

of the Keriya Darya can be shown to be of old date, since there is a plain topographical fact

• See Reism in p. 37.

See above, p. 242.

” Dr. Hedin himself, with his unfailing eye for all topo-

graphical detail, has duly noticed these regularly recurring

terraces on the marches west of Dandan-Uiliq
; see Reisen in

Z.-A., p. 36. He has there, however, also correctly stated

the reasons which make a riverine origin of tbeie terraces

distinctly improbable. The true explanation of these de-

pressions and bordering terraces has since been furnished

by Prof, de Cholnoky’s observations on wind-cut trenches as

recurring topographical features ;
see abovei p* I4i> note i«
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which appesMTS to exclude the possibility of the Keriya river having ever in historical times flowcil anii Kcri_v.»

in the immediate vicinity pf the site : I mean the relatively high level of the latter. I'he

hypsometrical heights ascertained by me show that the ancient ground-level of the Dandiln-Uiliq

site in the immediate vicinity of the depression referred to lies 200 feet higher than the bank

of the Keriya Darya at Kochkar-Oghil, where the river is nearest. The approximate accuracy

of this estimated difference of level may the more be relied upon since it .agrees exactly with

the difference shown in Dr. Hedin’s map’*. Now it seems to me exceedingly difficult to believe

that the Keriya river should until eleven hundred years ago -geologically spe.iking a mere

yesterday—have at this point followed a course fully 200 feet higher than the one which it

follows now, and which lies in the direct line of its drainage. With nothing but soft loess or

drift-sand to resist its course after the debouchure from the mountains the river must have found

its bed within the depressed area where it now flows long before any historical period. Within

this depression it may shift its bed to the west or east as long as its waters keep to the lowest

level, but only engineering works on a large scale could ever force its whole volume to the high

ground of DandSn-Uiliq

From the levels recorded by Dr. Iledin and myself, it is clear that the ruins of Dandan- tWncrslieJ

Uiliq with the lands once surrounding them arc .situated on a band of high ground which

forms the watershed between the Yurung-kash and Keriya rivers, and this fact has undoubtedly

its antiquarian interest. Most unlikely as the line of a river-course, this is just the ground which

the makers of an irrigation canal would for preference follow, as any properly contoured canal

map of the Punjab or similarly irrigated area would show at a glance. By keejiing to the line

of highest level, a canal not only commands the maximum area of land capable of irrigation,

but is also more easily protected against breaches by natural dr.iinage channels and siinil.ir

disturbing influences.

In view of the facts just set forth, it is impossible to accciit the theory of a grc.it shift of t’auscs o(

the Keriya Darya as an explanation why the site of Dandan-Uiliq was deserted and h.is remained

unoccupied ever since. The immediate cause of the abandonment at the close of the eighth hkhi.

century is indicated with sufficient clearness by the antiquarian evidence already spccifuil
;
but

there remains still the question as to the physical causes which h.ave helped to render that

abandonment permanent. The question seems to me clo.'^ly connected with a far larger one,

that of the desiccation which is assumed to have gradually been proceeding over large jiorlious

of Central Asia within historical periods. The consideration of this problem with special regard

to the Khotan region is a task for which properly established archaeological data may be mo.st

helpful, but which itself can be dealt with only on a geographical basis, and it must therefore

remain outside the scope of this work. The case of Dand.an-Uiliq would prove of particular

interest in connexion with this problem if conclusive topographical evidence were to confirm

the view which I have set forth above, and which appears to me by far the most probable,

viz. that a canal fed by one or several of the streams now irrigating the oases of Chira, Gulakhma,

'* While my hypsometricid heights for Dand5n-Uili<j relatively very mmlerate. the ruins of Kara-dong, thougli

and Kochkar-Oghil are 4,290 and 4,090 feet, respectively, probably considerably older th.in Dandan-t iliii, are yet only

Dr. Hedin’s map shows the elevations of 1,319 and 1,258 a little over five miles removed from a bed whiih still leteives

metres for bis camps in practically the same positions. The water at flood times. 1 he aiea between the ruins and tins

corresponding figures in feet are (approx.) 4,327 and 4,127, bed shows plentiful remains of dead forest, while these strips

respectively, giving the identical diflierence of 200 feet. of keifk (dead forest), always marking old river-bed.s, .in-

" We shall see below, in discussing the site of Kara-dong, completely absent between Dandan-Uiliq and the Keri>a

that so far u antiquarian evidence goes, these shifts of the DaryO, a distance of about twenty-eight miles.

Kcrij'a river bed seem within historical times to have been
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and Domoko, once brought water to the lands of the old settlement. The desarted site of

Uzun-Tati, which certainly was occupied down to the thirteenth gentury, and perhaps even

later, furnishes unmistakable proof that the cultivated area dependent on these streams has

receded considerably during the last six centuries.

KecedinK of That the process, whatever its cause, has been continuing in this area down to quite recent

limes, is shown by the observations which I had occasion to make near the oases of Gulakhma

and Domoko, and which will be found fully detailed in a subsequent chapter'*. There the

homesteads and cultivation of certain villages have, owing to the difficulty of carrying the

irrigation water sufficiently far, shifted, w'ithin the memory of living men, as much as 6 to 8

miles further to the south. The immediate cause which led to the abandonment of Dandan-Uiliq

cannot, for historical and topographical reasons, be supposed to have been identical. Yet it is

certain that the crumbling ruins of homesteads which I saw at these deserted village sites of

Gulakhma and Domoko, stripped of all materials that could be of use, and the miles of once

cultivated ground which the drift-sand of the desert is now slowly overrunning, but on which

the lines of empty canals, the little terraces embanked for irrigation, the poplar-lined roads,

&c., can still be made out, are the best illustration of the process by which the habitations and

lands of old Li-hsieh became finally merged in the desert.

Section VIII.—LIST OF OBJECTS EXCAVATED. OR FOUND
AT DANDAN-UILIQ

OBJECTS FROM RUINED SHRINE D. i.

D 1. D. 1. 3. Stucco relief fragment. Wliite chunain, coloured.

Replica D. i. 94. Portion of vesica and figure to level of

L. p. elbow. Hair black, lobc and outer ray blue, inner

portion of vesica red. 3^ high, wide.

D. 1. 7. Stucco relief fragment: ornament. White

chuiiain, colouied pink, green, and grey (?). Portion of

lotus-petal border of aureole. Cf. D. 11. 24. Length 7

width Hard, scored at back, fragment of grass

adhering.

D. 1. 8. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament
; Replica

D. I. 7 ; coloured pink, blue, and black (?). 7

D. I. 10. Stucco relief fragment. Grey chunam,

coloured. 'Traces of pink and blue. Border of aureole

(vesica?) similar to that of 1 ). 1. 42. Within this border,

on field, portion of an inner border consisting of jewels

composed of a centre, ovoid cartouche, round which tw'o

fillets, and a row of beads. Size of complete jewel about

2y. See Plate LVll.

D. I. II. Stucco relief fragment; standing Buddha.

Feet missing
; fined with head, D. T. 06. Grey chunain,

no colour. Long red robe, green undergarment, open

low at neck. R. p. hand raised to centre of breast, palm
outwards. L. p. arm depending straight at side holding

lightly loose end of robe. Cast bears evidence of having

been worked upon with modelling tool. Height

width 2^^

D.i. 14. Stucco relief fragment; two top joints of

finger, life-size. Red clay, with traces of whitewash.

Filbert shape nail, trimmed short below tip of finger. Cf.

E. I. 4. Friable.

D. 1. 18. Stucco relief fragment; head, female (Gan-

dharvl). Pink chunam, traces of black or dark colour.

Hair divided over temples and flowing backwards and

outwards behind cars, also gathered in high loose knob on

top of bead and tied with narrow band. Ears elongated.

Nimbus. L. p. hand raised to level of hair knob, knuckles

touching nimbus, grasping end of rosary-like garland, of

which two beads remain. Replica D. l 89. Height

width

D. 1. 34. Stucco relief fragment; standing Buddha.

Lower half ; feet missing. Grey chunam, traces of colour.

Replica D. 1. ii. Height 3}^

D. 1. 95. Stucco relief fragment; ornament Chunam*

traces of colour. Roots of two rows of flames. Contour

of cross-section almost semicircular. Deeply reeded into

six divisions, also two detached tongues of fllame^ ^
upper portion of each waved almost to a right angle with

See below, chap. xiii. sec. ii.
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lower part. • Cf. D. ir. 24. piece

Detached flames, respectively and 2

D. I. a6. Stucco relief frag^ment; head of Buddha.

Chunam, traces of colour. Rephea D. 1. s.r;.

D. I. 39* Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Pink

chunam, traces of colour. Portion of lotus-jn^tal, finely

modelled; front surface conve.K in direction of mid-iib of

petal; under surface concave, showing impression of fine

canvas backing and remains of canvas itself. Width of

petal 3^

D. i. 30. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Pink

chunam, puiliun of leaf and background. I.eaf blight

green, background blight red. Replica D. i. i.

D. I. 35. Stucco relief fragment; standing Buddha.

Grey chunam, without colour. Upper portion ; head

missing. Replica D. i. 1 r. Height 3''.

D. I. 36. Stucco relief fragment in two pieces ;
orna-

ment. Red chunam
;
portion of loLus-pclal. by

D. I. 40. Stucco relief fragment ; leaf, in two pieces :

chunam. Replica D. 1. 41.

D. I. 41. Stucco relief fragment; leaf. Grey chunam,

coloured daik; from large aureole. Replica D. i. 012.

Length

D. 1. 41. a. Stucco relief fragment: portion of Buddha
torso; gicy chunam. R. p. hand an<l arm; traces of red

on robe. Replica D. i. 11. Height 2^,

D. 1. 43. Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Grey
chunam, traces of colour. Border and portion of field

of aureole (prob. vesica); border consists of half-round

moulding modelled to represent overlajiping lotus-petals

ranged horizontally, and bound with cincture at intervals

of about 1^^; alternate sections coloured pink and

green (?). Field, depressed below border, has conven-

tional chrysanthemum leaves moulded upon it, variously

coloured. Cf. D. 1. 10. See Plate LIV.

D. 1, 43. Stucco relief fragment; female head (Gan-

dharvi). Head and nimbus. Has been coloured pink all

over; over pink, blue on nimbus; black hair. Replica

D. 1. 18.

D. 1. 44. Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Pink

chunam, traces of pink colour. Jewel, ellipsoid centre

surrounded by two fillets and row of beads. At one end

ribbon or cord tied in bow. Cf. D. i. 10; E. r, i. 2^"'

by 1^"^. See Plate LV.

I. 53. Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Pink

chunam, coloured. Leaf and portion of background.

Fillet moulding to R. p. of leaf, and portion of inner

background. Leaf blue ; background pink ; inner back-

ground brown pink. Replica D. i. 013.

I. 53* Stucco relief fragment ;
portions of grape vine

scroll. Replica D. i. 114. One piece green, other pink.

Sec Plate LIV.

D. I. 55. Stucco relief fragment; head of BiuMha. d.
Hair (modelled) bl.uk; nimbus red; laco piiik

;
k»1>'

daik colour; r.irb clongalc*!. Rcplic.T D. i. 71. Height

Widlll 2^^

D. 1. 60. Stucco relief fragment; omrimont. Tr.iccs of

pink. Kiom iiioiildiii<^ ol beads sprini;^ 111 L'lanful i.in\c*s

a fcinglc low of ImIus-Ilmvcs. Picili.ilily puriu^n of bnid«*r

of aureole. Rci)lka D. i. 7 |. r.v.ngili .jU, width 1 V'.

D. I. 65. Stucco relief fragment; luad of Ihiddha.

Pink chiinain, iinccs ol pink colour. R. ]i Mde of iiini!)iis

broken away. R( plic a 1>. i. 71.

D. I. 69. Stucco relief fragment; si itcd llodlusativi.

Wh.te chunam, coloiiied. Ri pin a of 1). i. ui. but

colours: hair black, robe blown, seat pink, imtki put of

vesica pink, outer i.ay eineiald iiillh. Tin whole aji]M-.Ms

to have been on background lA indigo I’oinl of vcmi a

broken. Kxtrime luiglil "»dih

D. I. 70. Stucco relief fragment; se.Ttcil J^o«^hI^.llIv i.

While chunam, iracis <if ( oluiii. KcpliLa D i.<)[ 11 df

of head cut away, arul iiiiuh ol fi'^uie. I lair black, lobc

blue or dark green, scat probably while, also inner vr^-iia ;

outer ray purple brown. Background red. d ins fr-iLimcni

shows tliree superimposed layeis ol j)lasler; (i> INToiildf ti

vesita and figuic seoied at b.ick to givt‘ loiMli for fixing .

(2) a l.i)er less than J" thick, of slightly nn>ro co.irsily

ground plaster which forms baekgioiind
; ( ]) a t o use la\i r

nearly thick. All are cjuiic haul, l )n back ol tiaerneni,

i. c. on back of third la\er, fu'seo, repie'CMnmg on pink

ground poition of upper arm, forcann (iais<ii) .mil

R, p. side of figiiie. 'Phese poi lions iiudf, '-aci loi scaif

twisted rounil aim just above elbow'. 'Fo K. p. leaf in

white. high, greatest width.

D. I. 71 + D. I. 010. Stucco relief fragments; staiulnig

Buddha. Replica I). 1. 1 1. Keel missing. Pink 1 hiinaiii,

* tnaccs of red on ninibu.s
;

robe dark colour. S.iiiglirih

red.

D. I. 73. Stucco relief fragment; ornanunt (two pi«ces).

Portion of outer moulding of aureole, half-ioiind section.

Oveilai>ping lotus-petals ranged hoiizontdlv ; tied at in-

tervals of about lY'f idl»-’ruate sections coKiiiied red .iiid

blue. Cf. D. I, 42. Length 6". iliarii. i J". .Surface friable.

P. I. 74. Stucco relief fragment; oin.imeni. White

chunam, traces of loloiir. Similar to D. 1. 60, but wiiliin

bead moulding a fillet moulding abemt J'' wide. Li ngili

48^» width 2''. See Plate LVll,

D. I. 80. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Chunam.

traces of colour (pale blue). Fiaginent ot ciebceul-shapc d

ornament, with bioken poilion standing between llie bcins

of crescent. Width 3^, depth 2". Slc I’l.ile I.VII

D. I. 84. Stucco relief fragment; ButMha. U[ jicr por-

tion only. Grey chunam. 'Fraces of colour. I b-.id

missing. Replica D. x. 11. Hciglit 2^, w'idili

r piTBIH
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D. 1. D. I. 87. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Chunam,

coloured, longues of flame, broken at second wave,

coloured respectively emerald green, bright pink, and

biigiit Mue. Reeded into five divisions. Cf. D. 11. 24.

4" by Sec riatc LVII.

D. 1. 89. Stucco relief fragment ; head, female (Gan-

(ihanl). Fink chunam, coloured. Nimbus dark grey-

blue, hair black, flesh pink. Replica D. 1. 18. Height

I width

D. I. 90. Stucco relief fragment ; female head (Gan-

dhiirvT). Pink chunam, traces of colour. Hair black,

nimbus dark grey or green. Three beads of garland.

Replica D. i. 89. Height i width Sec Flatc LIV.

D. 1. 94. Stucco relief fragment; seated Bodhisattva,

on half-open lotus. Flowing robe concealing feet. Hands
resting in lap. Face and hair indistinct. Top-knob. At

back, extending upwards from knees a vesica (broken

abo\e head). Centre portion, consisting of radiating

lotus-petals, was coloured pink. Outer ray and robe of

figure show traces of a dark colour, probably blue. I^tus

seat while. The whole, an ornament from aureole round

lat go iigure
;
moulded separately and aflixed to background

by chunam. Replica D. i. 69. sV top-knob to

below scat; 2^^ broadest part of vesica.

D. I. 95. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Replica

D. T. oil. Fink chunam. Portion of two rows of lotus-

peials overlapping, the centre of outer jxftal lying under

point of second petal. Convex in direction of mid-rib.

Concave below (at back); impression of fine canvas back-

ing. Cf. 1 ). 1. 29. Width of fragment 4^, depth 3^

D. I. 96. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament ;
leaf. Pink

chunam, traces of daik colour. Replica D. 1. 40.

D. 1. 97. Stucco relief fragment ; head of Buddha.

Replica D. 1. 55. Black hair, pink nimbus.
t

D. I. 99. Stucco relief fragment ; seated Boddhisattva.

Kej»!iea D. i. 94, but with piece of background. Hair

black, flesh w'liite or pink, robe purple brow’ii, lotus seat

white, inner part vesica bright pink, outer ray emerald'

green. Traces of red on background. Raised fillet

moulding on background to R. p. of figure; on side

furthest from figure trace of blue. 4^^ across length of

vesica, greatest width. Surface soft. Sec Plate LV.

D. I. 105. Stucco relief fragment; head of Buddha.

Replica D. i. 71. Much w'om.

D. 1. 107. Stucco relief fragment
;
portion of lower part

of standing Buddha. Robe bright pink, Sangha^i grey,

L. p. hand hanging straight at side lightly grasping loose

end of robe, llaml pink. Feet missing. Replica D, i.

II. Height 3

D. I. no. Stucco relief fragment; GandharvT figure

rising from centre of lotus. Draped in close-fitting vest,

open low at neck, fastened by jew'el (?). Loose girdle of

beads at hips. Lotus is circular and completely modelled

DANDAN-UILIQ [Chap. IX

except where covered by figure. Garland of beads sup-

ported in upraised hands. Lotus coloured pink. Head
and hands missing. * Replica D. 1. 014. Height 3^"^,

width 3^ Broken.

D. 1. 114. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Portion

of curved border consisting of an inner part 1 y broad,

a raised fillet and an outer part in same plane as inner

part, about wide. On inner part, in low relief a long

c/) scroll, at each end a half vine leaf. This arrangement

appears to be repeated on each side of scroll but reversed.

Betw’cen half leaves in each case a tiunch of grapes.

Colouring in alternate sections of blue and pink. Fillet

quite plain. The outer part appears to have fragment of

chrysanthemum leaf. Cf. D. i. 53. 3 See Plate

LVII.

D. 1. ii8. Stucco relief fragment; head of Buddha.

Replica D. i. 71. Much defaced.

D. I. 119. Stucco relief fragment; standing Buddha
(three pieces). From neck to middle. Chunam ; traces

of dark colour (black ?) on robe. Replica D. i. 84.

Height 2^^, width 2^^

D. I. 127. Stucco relief fragment; head of Buddha.

Replica D. i. 7 1. Hair black
; nimbus with traces of red.

Height i|^
*

D. 1. ia8. Stucco relief fragment ; feet of standing

figure in relief. Pink chunam, traces of pink paint. Feet

rest upon base formed of half-open lotus. Replica D. 1.

03. Height of fragment 2j^, width i|*

D. 1. 03. Stucco relief fragment; feet of standing

figure. Replica D. 1. 128. Fink chunam, traces of pink

paint.

D. X. 04. Wooden post ; rectangular, upright, painted.

Back recently sawm. Front: standing Buddha on blue

lotus with yellow centre, seed-cells indicated by rings of

red. Surrounding centre of flower, ring of white dots.

Entire figu re three-quarter to R. p. Pose, R. p. hand to breast

palm out, I., p. hand pendant holding robe (?). Feet close

together inclined to R. p. Head inclined slightly down,

eyelids drooped. Tilaka red. Contour lines of flesh red,

flesh light Robe deep purple bordered white. Contour

lines black. Under-garment white or pink unusually high

above ankles, ornamented (?) with broad vertical stripes

which may represent vertical folds. Background dark

pink. Hair deleted and all around head and shouldera

Below lotus, separated by white line, a band of deep

purple, on which three rosettes in white. R. p. edge of

post, deep purple or black, with similar rosettes at intervals.

Colours remarkably preserved where visible. Wood

perishing from damp at edges, but section shows it per-

fectly sound inside. Appears to be part of an upright

post, pilaster or jamb, aa three sides were evidently risible.

Length width 4^^ thickness (originally

removal of plain portion). See Plate LXV«
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D. I. o8. Stu<Xo relief fragment ; standing liuddha.
Head and feet missing. Rejdica D. i. i,, but robe red,
Sahghati green, flesh pink. Height si". Hard.

D. 1. 09. Stucco relief fragment; standing Buddha.
Replica I), i. ii. Lower half; feet niis.sing. Height 3J*

D. I. on. Stucco relief fragment; standing Buddhx
Replica D. 1. 1 1. Torso.

D. I. oia. Stucco relief fragment ; leaf. Replica D. i.

41. Portion of field of vesica. Conventional chrysan-

AT DANDAN-UILIQ L’Ol

thenium leaf (portion), coloured red; ground green, -i

long, 1
7
' wide. Sec Plate LV 1 1.

,
— oinamonr. ixtiis

petal .spiingmg fr.)m row ol beads, (len.tal -liaiHj ol
surface flat; undei side concave. Dej.ll, lioin Ixads to
point ij* width 2^'.

D.i. 014. Stucco relief fragment; OaiKlliarvi fic-uro.
Replica H. , ,,o. Scii-.l lightly on back with tool.
Much dclaced ami ft table.

D. I

OBJECTS FROM RUINF.D SHRINE D. ti

D. n. 3. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular
; painted

probably on both sides, but one side only recognizable.
Obverse: Figure kneeling on L. p. knee. R, p. hand
resting on R. p. knee, holding what appears to be a band.
Above the hand a]>pears a sheaf of some obje< ts (ariows ?).
Head quite indistinct, but seems to be in profile. Nimbus.
Sleeves of garment loose. Folds and all contour lines
<)lack. Very free and suggestive in treatment. Rk\krse :

Subject quite indistinguishable. Adhering to surface frag-
ments of paper manuscript in upright Oupta characters

;

five to six lines of thick black writing, but only a few
detached Aksaras in each legible.’ Wootl perished

; shows
ravages of insects. 4I" wide, 7J' high, I" thick.

D. u. 3. Stucco relief fragment, coloured. Red clay,
no fibre. Replica of D. it, 12, colouring similar, but lines
of drapery in black round neck showing loose end thrown
over L, p. shoulder tiistineb Friable. 3I' high, wide.

D. n. 4. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular. Ouveksk :

Two seated figures, apparently nude to middle, one on
cither side of a central figure (?). Arms of side figures
akimbo

; hands probably resting on thighs. Flesh pink,
outlined black. Figure to L. p. head, three-quarter face]
inclined to R. p. and slightly down. Necklet. Nimbus.
Very much damaged. Centre unrecognizable.

Rever.se: Apparently three figures. To L. p. seated
figure inclined to R. p, L. p. hand raised to breast.
Towards centre appears representation of basketwork (?),
perhaps portion of scat. Much deleted. Lower corner
broken. Wood perished; general condition points to
damage by damp. 1 2" long, 4 high, i" thick.

D. u. 5. Stucco relief fragment, in several pieces.
Replica D. ii, loi. White chunam, perished. No colour.
Brittle. Height 6J'.

D. n. 6, Stucco reUef fragment: seated Bodhisattva on
^‘desial. Red clay with fine fibre (perished), coloured.
tuU robe covering feet. Hand resting in lap. Ears
elongated. Top-knob. Ovate vesica (top broken) from
knees. Whitewash over the whole piece, red contour
lines on L. p. ear. Hair black. Vesica flat, divided into
concentric bands by black lines. Portion behind head
tinted pale green, shaded to white at outer edge ; neat
a band of jflnk similarly shaded. Then a narrow band

white; ouLside this .x bro.id band d.M l.-d by rid. Im.-s o. 11
in black : outside ibis .iKain a ii.iiidw l.and. Fii.iblo

3^ .ir wi.Ie. Sir IM.ur L^•.

D. II. 8. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. 11 10 1.
While ( huiiiLin.

D.n. 10. Stucco relief fragment; scat.-d Bodhismva.
Cliun.m), coloured. Seated figijie on loins, (ect toiu.ali ,1

by rolie. R. p. hand rai.sed, p.ilin oulwai.Is; L. j). Inn.l
hangs over thigli, upon wliidi foi.ariu u-sts. Vcmc.i
rises from knees, behind figuie. Nimbus. Robe an.l
outer edge of vesica pink. Flesh lieht pink. Fiel.l ol
vesica d.iik (blue?) Nimbus black (.'). Ihiidit a'"
width 4', See 1 ‘late LIV.

’ “ ’

D. n. II, Stucco relief fragment ; s anding lliiddli.i.

Replica D. 11. loi. White chunim, eolouied. llei.l,

feet, and R. p. arm missing, (’ulonring : lobe, lunL,
Sangliuti, grey; flesh, pale pink; b ickgroiind, nneial.l
green. Back of barkgrouml scoic-d, poiticm of twig an.l
portions of grass .adhering m sc .rings. Heieht 1",

w-idth 2|*.

D. n. 13, Stucco relief fragment. C'olonied. Replu .i

IJ.li. 3, Red cl.ay mixed witli fine vegctal.le fibre, .'^e.iti d
Bodhisattva. Rolie covering feet. IJan.fs m lap. L. p.
resting in palm of R. Lars clongateil. Tcip-knob.
Pointed oval vesica rising fiom knees. Kiiiibus .a hca.l.

Hair and nimbus black, eyes oiitline.l in bl.tck. bl. sh
white. Vesica emeiald green. .Soft. Height j", wi.lth
2|'. See Plate LIV.

D. n. 13. Fresco fragment on stucco with inscrip-
tion. Removed from lower pait of fiescoed wall. C.iaise
mixture grey clay, straw and grass; bn.ken in two places.
Feet, life-size, of standing figure (Buddha .’) resting ni.oii
open lotus. Between feet, and extending to R. p. emtsid.,-

foot, single line inscription in cursive Brahnii ch.aractcis,
written in black with brush. Inset iption between feet le.ui

By Hr. Hoernie, byaja ga rtja sho bhayi ? rt mrt /'ya ,/,/ ?

r(?) ? ?. In centre of lotus, seed-cells indicated by red
circles. Below lotus sketchy lines in bl.xck. [.otus p, i,tls

pink, shaded by washes of darker pink and outline.l
Indian red. Feet pink, outlined blight led. Wrv
friable, ao'xji'. See Plate LI.X.

r p 2
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D. II. D. u. i6. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular ; traces

of painting on one side. Figure of Ganesa seated on

dice-piitlcrn floor or mat in two colours. Dhoti round

liips, upper part nude, excepting for thin band of dra|)ery

on L. p. arm, possibly ornaments. L. p. hand raised to

breast. I’hrcc-quarler face directed to R. p. Trunk

( mied to L. p. Jewelled diadem on head. Nimbus,

raiiifing much deleted. Wood perished ;
very soft.

]iiL*li, \\ide.

D. II. 17. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. loi

;

standing liuddlia
;
upper portion only. Chunam, coloured.

Kobe pink, flesh light pink, nimbus green. Back of back-

ground scored; fragments of grass adhering. Height 3"",

^'idih 3y.

D. u. xg. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. 101 ;

^tanding Buddha; tprso. Chunam, traces of pink.

Height 2J^

0.11.204*69. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. 11.

lOT. Head of Buddha, fitted with body D. ii. 69.

Chunam; traces of green on nimbus, pink on robe,

black on barkgiouiid. Height width

D. II. 21. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular, rounded at

one end. Painted one side. Two seated figures on lotuses

(IJodhisattvas ?), heads inclined towards each other, three*

(juarter face. Klongated ears slit. Hands resting in

lap. liobe made with semblance of sleeved garment,

but also with end thrown over L. p. shoulder. Behind

each a vesica, and at head a nimbus. Hair and eyes

black, all other lines red. Vesica, L. p., green, the other

doubtful. Much faded and damaged in upper part.

Wood perished and soft. 5^^ high, long, to y
thick.

D. u. 22. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. 11. 101.

Wliiic chunam, coloured. Head missing. Rot)e pink;

Sanghati grey ; lotus and flesh white or pink. Remains

of background, dark grey. Material of backgrohnd, coarse

hard chunam, much scored at back, with fragments of long

grass adhering in scorings. Height about 5^, width over

all 3r-

D. II. 24. Stucco relief fragment; ornament in several

pieces. White chunam, coloured. Portion of lotus-petal

border of aureole, with one row of lower parts of flame*

tongues attached to outer edge. Whole piece curved,

forming segment of Caitya-sha;)ed aureole. Overlapping

petals divided at every third row by double cincture, and

sections so formed coloured alternately red and green

(or blue). Flames also alternately coloured in the same
way, and grooved or ‘reeded.* The several strata in

this fragment do not adhere well. Hard, Length
width

D. n. 26. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. loi.

While chunam. Portions of two figures of Buddha on
common background

; details of each figure as D. 11. 101.

traces of red on robes. Background dark grey. Soles of

feet of R. p. figure level with elbows of L. p. figure.

Space between ankle of one and robe at elbow of other

R. p. figure, upper half missing. L. p. figure,

feci gone. Deep scorings at back. Hard. 6 J"' high, 4
wide.

D. II. 31. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. 101.

Chunam, traces of red on robe. Back scored. Height 6y,

D. XI. 34. Stucco relief fragment
;
portion of aureole m

three pieces. White chunam, coloured. Border of lotus-

jxjtals ; cf. D. ii. 24. On grey background iw'O Bodhi-

sattvas, head of lower being level with knees of upper,

and about away (cf. D. il 26). Colouring as D. ii.

17. To L. p. of upper figure near feet a small open lotus.

Height loy, width See Plate LIV.

D. 11.36. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. loi;

standing Buddha. Chunam, traces of colour. Figure

against background on which to L. p., at level of shoulder,

an open lotus diam. Height of figure, including lotus

under feet, oy; width of fragment 4^,

D. u. 41. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. 11. 68.

Feet and lotus missing. While chunam, coloured. Colour-

ing as D. II. 68, but hair, traces of black
;
nimbus pale

green. Background scored at back. Height over all 6^
width

•

D. n. 53. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. loi.

Head of Buddha. Chunam, coloured. Nimbus light

green. Height width of nimbus ly.

D. u. 55. Stucco relief fragment; ornament. White

chunam, traces of colour, blue, black, and red. Portion

of lotus-petal border of aureole, with roots of three

tongues of flame attached to its outer edge. In the

flames the feet and portion of Sahgha;i of figure (Buddha ?).

Cf. D. X. 87, D, II. 8y, D, 11. 24. Height 4^ width 4^

See Plate LV.

D. u. 57. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. 101.

Chunam, coloured. Height 6|^ width

D. n, 60. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D, 11. loi.

W'hite chunam, traces of pink on robe. Back of back-

ground scored ; fragments of grass adhering. Height

width at widest

D. n. 61. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. 11. loi.

White chunam, coloured. Portion of torso, Buddha,

with R. p. forearm raised, hand uplifted palm outward,

L. p. arm (portion) hanging. Robe red, hand piolt*

Width across arms 2y,

D. n. 6a. Stucco relief fragments. White chunam.

a. Buddha, head missing. Replica D. ii. loi. b« Head

of Buddha, no colour. Replica D. xi. xoi.

D. n. 68. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. xi. xoi.

White chunam, coloured. Head missing. Flesh piek

or white; UttarSsahga bright pink; SaAgbStt gny(f)>

Background dark grey. Lotus white. Height about 5^



Sec. viii]

D. 11- 7X* Stuctfo relief fragment ; Buddha standing on

h.ilf-open lotus. While chunam. No colour. Rt-plica

D. I. loi, but superior modelling. Neck short. Nimbus.

Knees slightly bent; L. p. foot advanced. Suiface much

worn. Extreme height •jy, width 2^''.

D. n. 74. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. 101 ,

standing Buddha (in three pieces). While chutiam,

coloured. On background to R. p. of figure a device in

red and while resembling a lotus. See Plate LIV,

D. II. 76. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. 101.

Chunam. Figure of Budilha ; feel missing. Robe pink
;

flesh light pink ; nimbus light green , traces of red con-

tour lines on face ; black eyebrows, eyelashes, and jiupils.

Eyes wide open. Figure adhering to large slab of liack-

ground coloured dark. Roughly .scored at back. Height

7^, width 5,1^

D- II. 79. Painted wooden panel ; oblong, rounded at

ends. Ohvkrse : Dancing figure (Gandharvi ?). Much

deleted. L. p. breast, shoulder, and arm ;
neck, part of

ficc, hair and sash visible. Traces of L. p leg. IlcaJ

thrown back, quantity of hair flowing backwaids (pro-

bably to assist in expression of vivacious inovcnicni).

L. p. hand raised grasping loop of sa-sh, whicli is poised

over head and probably is held by other entl in R. p.

hand; a loose end falls from p. hand appearing to

swing by dancing movement. Eye large. Two [)arallcl

curved black lines forming double point in foreliead,

probably an ornament. Ear pierced and ringed about

half-way up. Necklet ai>pears to consist of three large

jewels on hoop, and pendant. Ornament on upper arm,

consisting of band and large semicircular ornament.

Bracelet near hand. Figure so far as visible appears to

be nude (excepting ornaments) and has traces of pink,

shaded by darker washes. Sash ochre. All outlines

black. Background light. Much freedom in execution.

Reverse: Much deleted. Sealed figure with head

ornament ; black hair ;
nimbus ;

scarf round L. p. upi)er

arm. Three-quarter face to R. p. Wood perished by

damp and very soft. high, 4^^ wide, Y
Sec Plate LXVI.

D. n. 8x. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. 101.

Standing Buddha. Chunam coloured. Feet missing.

Painted on background to lower R. p. a flower (lotus ?),

red with while lipped petals, stem and two leaves white.

Red robe, grey Sahghati ;
pink flesh; hair, eyebrows,

lashes, and pupils, black ;
nimbus green ;

background

black (?). Height

D. u. 89. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. White

chunam, no colour. Triple row of tongues of flame

(rising from border of large nimbus?); -each tongue is

cast separately and affixed singly to background, which is

in three planes, each plane slightly in advance of the one

above it, so that the tongues overlap about one-third of

their length. Each*tongue is about long and wide

at root. It has three waves in its length and two deeply

scored lines running from root to point Lowest row

IXl

mi-sing c\rc*piin" STn.ilI porlon of one tongne. ('f. 1 ) n D.

24» 55 - Wiilih iihoiii dt pili ^ See Plate lA'

D. II. loi. Stucco relief fragment, in two pieces. Wlii.o

chim.am, tiaccs (f rcil cnU>u!, BiuMha (?) sl.indiiig on

half-op<*n loins, L. p. aih.inci'd, 1 \. p. drawn back.

K. p. knoe irhghily Unit. R. p. hand rai^-d to h vcl

of cliLSt, p.alni ouiw'iid. L. p. haul sliL;)iily 1

d

snpporiiiig loose end of lung lluwing iippt r mho. Pit'*

elongated. K)es wi-lc open. Top knuh Niiulms.

Figure with lotus and ninilms nmuKli-d in oik* puce, iikI

allixcd to background (pirt of whulj nm.uns .iii.u In I).

Cf. D. 11. 2 f>. lltighl fioin below lo t'‘p ui ii'n.!>iis

width lit shouldeis

D. II. 01. Stucco relief fragment. K« plu 1 T). n. i:>i.

Head, (‘hiinain, tiaces of col< air. Height .’V'.

D. II. on. Stucco relief fragment. K( [.]ici H. 11 101,

Head. Chunam, trait s f‘f I oKmr. Ib iglil 1 V'.

D. II. 03. Painted wooden panel. Roul Ii panel, un-

even lliiekness, painlctl one sule. Tw'i> ‘^e.ited l'igui«-^‘,

each holding an infant which appears lo be swathed, and

has a headband. 1 Vajicry contours ami flesh cf»iitt.ui-. .11

red. Eves of all figures, hair of seated figuics, heail]>aTKl.s

of infants black. Seated figures have h.ilnes ruinul liei l^

Painting liadly def.icetl Between the two fi 'iires, luiining

transversely to top, paper on winch thiee lim s of ihn k

upright Gupta (h.ii.i(.lcrs can be liaced. Dn lop ideo

beginning of five hues in same characters. Paper with

writing a bubseqiienl adilition, as il i(;\‘rs lower pail

of left figure. Perished and veiy suit, sy wiile,

high; lliiekness vaiies from i to y,

D. II. 04. Stucco relief fragment. Replica IX ii. loi.

Standing Buddha. White chunam, coloured.

D. II. 05. Stucco relief fragment. Rcj^lica D. ii. loi.

Standing Biiddh.a. While chunam, culouied. Upper half

of figure only ; L. p. aim nursing.

D. II. 06. Stucco relief fragment. Replic.i IX ii. loi.

Slanding*Buddha. Wliitc chun.am, coloured. Head .111

J

feet missing.

O. u. 07. Stucco relief fragment. Replica D. ii. toi.

Standing Buddha. Wliite (hiinam, traces of col-ur.

Lower half of figure only. Height yy.

D. n. 08. Fresco fragment on stucco. Grey Hay

mixed with coarse straw and grass; siilTened with wood.

Surfaced with .same clay mixed with fiiicT grass and fibii*;

distempered. Subject of painting: Sealed Buddha, <hik

red robe, biifiT Sanghati, pink fle.sh,rcd contour lines, black

hair. Head inclined slightly to R. p. Hands upraised in

front of breast in Nyfiyamudra attitude. Feet crossed aivd

bare. Cushion or mat as seat. Oval vesica, white shade.l

to buff, then black line, border of wliilc, and second black

line. Vesica-shaped nimbus, pink. 'Po R. and L. of figure,

portions of adjoining large aureoles. In front and below

feet an inscription in black, consisting of seven characters

in cursive Btahml. Below this, conventional tufts of grass

and foreground outlined black and red. Grouml white,

to pink behind vesica. Stucco friable. Width at lower

OBJECTS EXCAVATED AT DANDAN-UILIQ
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D. u. part of fraj^^ment iS"'; at upper part (approx.); height

15'', thickness SeC Plate LVIII,

D. n. 09. Relief in stucco ; seated Buddha or Bodhi-

saitv.'i. Grey clay mixed with straw, grass, and fine fibre.

LLile figure sealed on rectangular seat, feet resting on flat

footstool, the whole on a piece of board. R. p. arm

hangs straight to elbow, where it is broken off. L. p.

ai in has forearm bent at nearly right angle to upper arm

and directed forward. Wooden cores to both arms.

Hand missing. Knees very wide apart
;

feet nearer

together. Head missing. R. p. shoulder and arm bare,

pink ;
robe, which passes under R. p. arm and over L. p.

shoulder, coloured red, with narrow border of light green

at lower edge, and blue at breast. 'I'his latter may be

lining. There seems to be a second garment (or lining?)

across breast coloured green. Below robe, at ankles, is

the Sahghati coloiiicd red-brown with white border. Feet

bare, pink. Footstool green (?). Scat light green in

front, pale pink on sides and top
;
top divided into squares

by fine, dark linos. On background, visible under R. p.

arm, concentric bands and lines of various colours appear,

perhaps part of aureole. Whole relief practically in the

lound. Very friable. Extreme height 1‘rom lop of board

to neck 14^, width to outside of knees waist 2J*,

V iilth at shoulders 5^^ front to back of seat ; wooden

board y thick. Sec Plate LI II. .

D. 11. 010. Painted wooden panel ; oblong. Five figures.

///^/ from K. p. three-quarter face to 1.. p., female seated

or kneeling at a horizontal loom, evidently engaged in

exhibiting the various processes of weaving. In upraised

L. hand a biush or caving comb (red). R. hand seems

to be lowered to fionl end of loom, and may he manipu-

lating a shuttle, very indistinctly shown in extreme corner

of panel. Some of the outlines (red) of loom, with warp

streiclied across, clearly distinguishable; spindles and

winding fiamc may be made out between this ^nd second

fii^urc. Garment yellow tunic, short-sleeved. Red
fiiailya coming from head encircles R. arm. Hair black

and long
;
upper eyelids outlined black, elongated at outer

corners. Head nimbate. Between this figure and second

a vessel containing cocoons (?).

Sf conti figure resembles first but seems to have between

legs an object like a kettle-drum ; hands appar. inside it.

Third. Seated front, cross-legged
;
head three-quarters to

R. p. ;
w ide, short-sleeved tunic (yellow) ; on legs, top

bools (mocassins) apparently of leopard skin. Coat long-

[Chap. IX

sleeved, grey; Uttariya (red) over arms^and R. p. leg;

girdle. Flesh light
; small, thin moustache and imperial,

black. Eyes cast downwards, brows, eyelashes, and pupils

black. Hair long, wavy, on shoulders, black. Diadem.

Nimbus yellow. Four arms, R. p. front, at breast holding

Vajra or cup; back, upraised holding baton; L. p. front

at knee holding an object resembling a large mulberry;

back, upraised holding trowel-shaped implement. This

figure resembles in almost every detail the four-armed

deity in D. x. 4, excepting slight differences in colour, and

presence of red Uttariya in this representation. Character

of head identical with that in D. x. 4. Fourth, Kneeling

three-quarters to R. p. on both knees, playing mandoline

(rahiih), which has four large string keys at head. Sounding-

board pierced by two Tri4ula-shaped openings. The

instrument is held precisely as is the modem mandoline,

and with R. hand player uses a large curved plectrum.

Close fitting tunic, white, low at neck, short at knees.

Yellow undergarments from neck to ankles, and to wrists.

Uttariya (red) over head (?), round arms to ground. Flesh

rather dark. Small decoration on forehead. Nimbus.

Usual outlines and contours. F^/h. Three-quarters to

R. p. kneeling on both knees. Short-sleeved tunic (yellow)

fitting close to body. Uttariya red, from head round arms

to ground. Both arms raised to breast, holding in each

a small white objecU connected (?) by a cord, perhaps

castanets. Nimbus yellow. Wood perished; warped.

Length 19 breadth 5!"^, thickness Sec Plate LXVII.

D. u. oil. Grass broom. Constructed as follows ; Head

of suitable grass, having stalks about 16^ long, are laid

side by side with heads level. About 4^ of the lower end

of each stalk is then bent *

at right angles to the other

portion and plaited round the next two right angle pieces

in succession, the remaining end being then bent upwards

to prevent slipping. When a continuous strip of about

25^ is thus formed (the upper parts being, of course,

unjoined) it is rolled up tightly, and bound round with

twisted grass to prevent unwinding. Thus, the feathery

ends being brought into a bunch, form a convenient birch-

like brush or broom. Very brittle. See Plate LXXIII.

D. n. oxa. Stucco relief fragment Replica D. 11. 10.

D. n. 0x3. a. Small cotton bag containing calcined frag-

ments of skull-bones, jaw-bones, and molar and incisor

teeth ; tied round at the mouth with strip of cotton cloth.

b. Terra-cotta fragments, plain brown (3).

c. Small fragments of copper vessel (a).

MANUSCRIPT FINDS IN RUIN D. iil

D. 111. D. lu. 1. MS. on paper; BrUhmf; No. 7. One complete

leaf. See Note iii. Plate CX.

D. 111. a. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 1. One large

fragment
;

left side of leaf, but number lost. See Note I

D. ixx. 3. MS. on paper; BrahmT; No. 2. Two small

fragments
;
from left and right sides of leaf, the former

numbered 96. See Note ii.

D. ux. 4. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 3. Four small

fragments; from, middle of a leaf. See Notes L, ii.

D. xag. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 4* Mumerous

small fragments. See Note L

D. III. 6. MS. on paper; Brahmi; Na 5. Numerous

small fragmenta See Note i.
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D. ni. 7- on paper ; Brahmi
; No. 6. One large

fragment; from left side of leaf, with number 132. See
Note i. Plate CVII. •

D. m. 8. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 8. One large

fragment ; from right side of leaf. Also one small frag-

ment. See Note i. Plate CVII.

D. in. 9. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 9. Two small

fragments; from middle of leaf. See Note iv. Plate

CTX.

D. m. 10. MS. on paper ; Brahmi
;
No. 10. Numerous

small fragments of (apparently) one leaf. See Note i.

D. lu. II. a. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. ii. Forty-

four very small fragments of (appar.) one leaf. .See Note i.

D. m. II. b. MS. on paper ; Brahmi
;

No. 1 2. Forty-

eight very small fragments of one leaf. See Note i.

D. HI. la. MS. on paper; Biahmi; No. 13. One frag-

ment of a document. See Note v. Plate CX.

D. m. 13. a. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 14. Three
large fragmenis; left sides of leaves, numbered 6, lO, 17.

See Note vi. Plate CVIII.

D. HI. 13.0. MS. on paper; Brahmi; No. 15. One large D. iii.

fragment, from middle of leaf. See Note vi.

D. HI. 13. a. MS. on paper; Brrihini; No. 16. Numeious
fiagmenls of (.apparently) one le.tf. See Note i.

D. HI. 13. b. MS. on paper; Ih.ihim
; No. 17. Si\ sm.dl

iiagincnts, from lefi suK* (.»! le.ivcs, iiunil)orcd 9, 10, 1

I4i 19* six hrge lI.\^MnenI^. ii-jln • iji s of leaves.

Also three very small fragimius, liom middle of a leaf.

Sec Nute vi.

D. in. 13. c. MS. on paper; Bialuni, No. iS. Two
small fiagmenls fiom left suh s of niiiri])erLd 17 .vn I

18. Also five large fragments, riidii yade*- >•( fivv leaves.

Also two small fragments, from nglii snKs ol two leaves.

See Note vi. Plate CVIII.

D. HI. 13. d. MS. on paper; Biahmi
;
No. 19. Nurneroin

sm.tll fr.ig!iients of (apparently) one leal. Sec Note i.

D. HI. 14. MS. on paper; Br.lhmi
; No. 20. 1‘hroc Ing-

nicnts from middle ol a leaf. See Note vii.

Notes on above by Dr. Hocrnle.

Note i.—No. I, also three pieces of No. 3, also Nos. 4,

5, 6, 8, 10, II, 12, 16, 19. All these belong to the same

consisting of leaves of very large size, about 7^
paper and script in all being the same. Language : SanshiU

(liaracters: upright Gupta, of seventh or eighth century.

Contents: a canonical work of the Mahli)ana school;

apparently some kind of PrajM Paramila. The fragments

are from the i8th and 19th chapters, the former being

named Bhumi-parirarta. The fragments belong to (at least)

three leaves, one of which bears the number 132.

Note ii.—Na 2, also one piece of No. 3, make up one

almost complete leaf, numbered 96. Size: about 12^x3^
Language : Sanskrit. Characters : upright Gupta, of seventh

or eighth century. Contents : apparently a Buddhist canoni-

cal work.

Note iii.— No. 7, one complete leaf, numbered 8. Size:

about 1
4"^ X 3"^. Language : non-Sanskritic (Proto-Tibe-

tan?). Characters: upright Gupta, of seventh or eighth

century. Contents : apparently a Buddhist canonical work.

In very good preservation.

Note iv.—No. 9. Both fragments belong apparently

to the same leaf. Language: Sanskrit. Characters: a

peculiar sipiare cursive script, resembling modern Nlgaii.

Contents: apparently the story of the }\dsa‘St/hipiili M.un-
bhadra.

Note V.—No. 13. Portion of a iloLumcnt. lanpiiage:

mnSanskntic (Kisicrn Iiaiiian). Cluriacrs: ciiisiv**

BrSliml, of eighth century, latlicr illegible. C'uiilenis

unknown.

Note vi.—Nos. 14, 15, 17, r8. All lliese belong to the

same MS., size 14^" x 3^ Language : //. ('harac lers

upright Gupta, of .seventh or eighth (.erituiy, ('onteiiis

copy of the Vajraihhtdikd, As this woik is jaiblished I)y

the late Prdf. Max Mdller in the Jmiddt O there

was no difficulty in piecing the fi.agrnent.s togolhei : the

result being that there arc preserved the following leaves, in

part or whole—Nos. 2, 6, 7, 8, 9, ro, 11, 13, r.|, 1.-,, lO. 17,

18, 19, 20. The following leaves are eniiiely missing- i,

3, 4, 5, 12. Leaf 20 contains the conclusion of the iM.S.

Note vii.—No. 20. Apparently pieces of the simc leaf.

Language: tton-Sansknin (Proto- rilx-ian ?). Chaiactcrs:

upright Gupta of very large size, of the seventh or tighlli

century. Contents unknown.

OBJECTS FOUND IN SHRINE D. iv.

D. rv. 1, a. MS. on paper; BrShml; Nob 21. Two small

fragments of one leaf.—-Note viii. No. ai. Belong to

the same leaf size about 1 8'(?) x a^^ Language: Sanskrit.

Characters : upright Gupta, of seventh or eighth century.

Apparently some Buddhist canonical work. [Dr.

Hocrnle.]

D. IV. 3. MS. on paper; Brrihmi; No. 22. One small
j)

fragment from lower right corner of leaf.—Note ix. No.

aa. Belongs to a leaf of another MS. than the prer* ding

;

for paper and script differ. Language ; Sanskrit. Chaiac-

ters : upright Gupta, of seventh or eighth century. Con-

tents unknown. [Dr. Hocrnle.]
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D. IV. D. IV. 4, Painted wooden panel; rectangular. Lower
R. p. curlier lirokcn. Ouvekse: In vesica a standing

figure (UiuMlia ?). K. ji. hand raised to centre of breast,

L. j». haii^in^ duwii giasping end of robe. Feet bare.

Niinbus. Kobe daik red, Sangliaji diirk green (?). Flesh

pink. Contour lines of drapery and hair black. Contour

IiiiLs flesli, red. Vesica, colour perished. At bottom of

piiK-l, running behind vesica, band of dark brown
;
general

Uukgiound green (?); band of colour at top. Nimbus
pink. KtvERSh: Standing figure, same pose as obverse,

iKi loose drapery. Appears to wear tight filling ve.st or

inuely oinainents. On each forearm a V^ajra and brace-

lets, and other ornaments (indistinct) also on parts of btxly.

Just above knees are two circular objects consisting each

of three concentric circles. Too deleted to distinguish

meaning. Ornatneiilal details are visible lower down on
Ifgs. Iktween eiicular objetls and lower edge of vest

liai-cs of red visible, and from a slight break in line of

thigh (K. and I..) perhaps Dhuti is indicated. Feet deleted.

K. p. hand at breast, L. p. before L. thigh, palm inwards.

Face almost eirculai. Double nimbus. Outer ting pink
;

inner {?). Hair (with lop-knob), black. Vesica, field,

blue; inner bolder, jiiiik
;
outer, green. Ground of panel,

pink, with s" blue band at to[) passing behind vesica.

Wuod \ery soft. Height width thickness

See riate LXV.

D IV. 5. Painted wooden panel; rectangular. Ounerse:

In two seiiii-cllipses, two hall-length figures. First: R.p.,

a nude male carr}ing in L. p. hand a loiig-siemmed, leaf-

shaped fan (^) resting on L. p. shoulder, IJair black,

ill luo'ie top-knob, which is inclined to K. p. of head, and

ailoiiied with row of small pe.irls round root.s of hair, and

eiiicluie of peails binding tcip-knob. Head three-quarter

face to L. p. L. p. hand (holding fan) raised to breast.

OI3JEC'];S FOUND

D. V. D. V. I. MS. on paper; ErahmT; No. 24. One small

fragment ; from middle of leaf.— Note xi. No. 24.

Lelong.s to a leaf of a MS. in non^Samtirilic (Proio-

Tibctan?), and very large upright Gupta characters of the

•‘cvciith or eighth century. Compare No. 20 from D. iii,

but probably a diflfcreiil MS. [Dr. Hocrnlc.j

D, V. 2. MS. on paper; lirahml; No. 25. One very

Mii.dl frngmt-nt, from middle of leaf.—Note xii. No. 25.

I-;.. lungs to a haf of a MS. in non-Sanskn'iic (Frolo-

'ribcicin?) .md iipiiglit Gupta characlens of the seventh or

ciL'lith century. Taper stiff, and coloured a yellowish lint

;

the fragment suggests itself as belonging to the MS.

^kj^eribid in my ii. p. 20, No. 3. Contents:

apparently a EudJhist canonical work. [Dr. Hoernle.]

D. V. 3. Inscribed wooden tablet, 9^"^ long, 2Y
Y thick, niunded off on left with small hole for string*

Four lines of cursive llr.ahmS characlcTS on one side only,

commencing on the round bide of tablet. Language:

DANDAN-UILIQ [Chap, ix

R. p. half pendant at R. side. Large thick rings in ears.

Background white (?). Flesh dark. Figure is perhaps

attendant of next peribnage. Second : Rat-headed figure,

head, profile to R. p. wearing diadem. Robe red with

small * powdered ’ pattern in while dots. Border at neck,

blue. Band round arms blue. Flesh dark yellow. R. p,

hand at breast, L. p. half pendant. Background jiink (?).

The surrounding elliptical arches to both figures arc a

broad Indian red band, and outside it a thin line. The
background between the arches, pale pink, with diaper of

simple crosses (like + signs) in Indian red. Two end

portions of panel much deleted, but there appears to have

been a figure to L. p. wiih deep red robe, black hair, light

flesh. Arch over this figure cuts into that of rat-headed

figure, while there is a space of more than between the

next two. There appears to be marks of purple <1)e

(Sinduta ?)
in places. Sec Plate LX II I. Reverse: Traces

of five sealed figures in niches, hands in lap. Robe red

flesh light; contours red; black eyebrow's, eyelashes,

and pupils. Nimbus. 4th : from R. p. three-quarter face

to K. p. ;
niche pale green ;

nimbus daik, outlined

white. 5th : Same pose, top-knob (?) ;
niche pink

;

nimbus pale green, outlined white. Spaiulrils betvNcen

niches dark red (?). Marks of Sindflra. Wood

fairly preserved. Painting very much damaged, and on

reverse almost entirely deleted. long, 4J'' wid-,

g" thick.

D. IV. 6. MS, on paper; Brahmi; No. 23. Two docu-

ments, attached to one another, top to lop.—Note x. No.

23. These two pieces appear to make up only one docu-

ment, inscribed on both sides. Language: non-SansknUc

(Kasicrn Iranian). Characters: cursive Biahini of eighth

century. Mentions the 17th day of the month Muhamji:

but purport unknow’ii. [Dr, Hocrnlc.j

DWELLING, D. v.

non-Sanskritic (Eastern Iranian). Contents unknown,

See Plate CVI. [Dr. Hocinlc.J

D. V. 4. Inscribed wooden tablet, 7^^" long, a^ high,

J'' thick. On obverse four, on reverse three lines of

cursive BrahmT characters. R. end of tablet rounded off.

Language: non-Sanskrittc (Eastern Iranian). Dated on

i4ih day of month jstmji (?). Contents unknown.

[Dr. Hoernle.]

D. V. 5. Inscribed wooden stick of tamarisk, flat on one

side, upon which are faintly traceable remnants of about a

dozen Chinese characters. Reverse retains in part its

original round form, flattened by cutting from a liitk

above middle to lower end. On this flattened part Chinese

writing by two different hands. There appear to be five

Chinese symbols in the upper section written with coarse

brush and rather clumsy hand; and seven in the lower

much more delicately written. Wood perishing. Length

about I34^ width about il"'. See Plate CVI,
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D. V. 6. Cbin^se document on paper, dated 781 a.d.

(translated in Appendix A). See Plate CXV.

D. V. 7. MS. on paper; BrahmT; No. 26. Six small

fragments, from right f'idc of (apparently) one leaf. —
Note xiii. No. 26. All pieces belong apparetiily lo

one leaf of a 1^1 S., in non-SanskrUit (Proto-'ribetan ?)

and upright Gupta characters of the seventh or eighth

century. Paper and script appear to be exactly the same

as those of the MS., Nos. 1-19, from D. iii., but the MS.
of course, is different, because the language is different.

[Dr. Hoernle,]

D. V. 8. MS. on paper; Biahmi; Na 27. Two latgc

fragments of one document, with Chinese signatory mono-

gram.—Note xiv. No. 27. Both l)elong to one docu-

ment, size X 7^^^. Language: non-SiinskfiUc

(Eastern Iranian). Characters : cursive Brahml of eighth

century. Inscribed on one side only, and signed with

a Chinese monogram. Contents unknown. [Dr. Hoernle.

J

D. V. g. Wooden boivl. Portion of lower part of turned

wood bowd or dish, lacquered (?) and painted. Probably

Chinese. Inside : Portion of wreath of flowers and leaves,

round ornamental inner border. Flowers deep crimson

and geranium scarlet. Leaves green. All outlines and

small diaper background in yellow. Scarlet flowers shaded

by crimson lines, leaves by black.* Ground green. Orna-

mental border, yellow tracery. Arrangement of flowers

‘JB7

and leaves alternate. Colours still bright, but covered b) D. v.

sand and diit whuh it is diflicult to remove without dis

luibmg i)ainling. OrismE: Olive green at boilom and
partly up side, on ^\hich it aces of pattern in black. Above
this, deep icria-coiia red. The maiks of turning are dis-

tinctly visible, and the grain of wood w)n*re fraeluietl

shows that the boul is turned out oi the solid. CVmdilion

of wood good, but much of the \iilue of lacquer perished.

7^ rial'-

D. V. 10. Wooden panel; Takhii* shape. I'laces of

scraping (from eiascd writing). \Vu(hI solt at etlgcs.

D. V. 11 . Shoe; innde of plaited lump sliiiig, Soh‘, now
\ery compact and almost felted by haid w<‘ar, sums lo

consibt of an insole of toarsi* stung, coiU il (l.it, aiul an

under sole similarly laid, and i)erhaps pl.nied into the

other, d'hc two are bound logi ther by a close waip of

thinner and more fmely made siimg. l.ong, free fiids of

warp turned uj) at riglit angles to foiin side ot shoe, which

thus consists of an aiiangemeiU of parallel cords only,

l)ing closely together. L’p])er ends lightly plaited rouinl

two licanzonlal sfoiii coid.s to form upper edge or opening

of the shoe. These two cords cross in a loop in front.

Much broken. I'ront eilge of sole appears to have been

cut off. Adult size.

D. V. 12. Woven fabric. Fine cord silk. Dirty InilT

colour. U'' by 4]/'. See Plate LX.WT.

OBJFXTS EXCAVATED AT DANDAN-UILIQ

OBJECTS FOUND IN D. vi.

D. VI. I, MS. on paper ; Brahml ; No, 28.—Note xv. Left-

hand fragment, x 3^, with string-hole, of a leaf num-
bered 70. Full size, probably i8'^X3^ Language : San-

skri/. Characters: upright Gupta of seventh or eighth

century. Contents : apparently some Buddhist canonical

work ; on obverse, end of section 43, the beginning of tlie

44lh section being Smardmjhakam ka/p^its-a/i/a , , ,

,

on

reverse, end of section 51. [Dr. Hoernle.]

D. VI, a. MS. on paper; Brahml; No. 29. One very

small fragment of a document, with traces of Chinese

signatory monogram.—Note xvi. Nos. 29 and 30. Frag-

ments of two documents, in non-SamknUc (Eastern

Iranian) and cursive Brahml. [Dr. Hoernle.]

D. VI. 3. Painted wooden panel ; oblong. Ten seated

figures (Buddhas?) on continuous Padmasana. Heads
three-quarter to centre. Robe red. Hands crossed in

lap. Behind each figure a vesica (green) and nimbus

(alternate?) red and white. Padmasana yellow. Each
figure wears a Tibetan hat (yellow). Painting frag-

mentary. 27^ long, high, thick.

VI. 4. Painted panel. Obverse : Six Buddha figures

seated in meditation, figures arranged vertically in three

rowBp two in each row. The rows seem to have been

divided by nairow lotus-petal bands running acioss from D. vi,

side to .side. 'J‘iic pail 5 of figiucs iiKlinc heads (ihioe-

quailer) slightly towaids e ach oilier. ( )ne iliessed tn dai k

saffron garment eilged with white, olhei 111 pink. Fle^h

in bolh^ light; cyc.s while. Flc^h lonlouis on both, and

draperies on pink figure outlined in Imiiaii icd. Hair,

eyebiows, eyelashes on both and dark garment, in black.

Vesica behind daik figure, red, and outside vesica Indian

red. Vesica behind pink figure, some light tint now

unrecognizable; outside visica probably pink. In one

case (pink figure) ibe Buddhic lop-knob is clearly shown,

probably it was present in all. Til.ika also pre.senl. The

dark and light figure alternate vertically. Very badly defaced.

REVhRsr : Similar to obverse, but lop pair mi.s.sing. Back-

ground outside vesica of daik figure, light. That of pink

figure, Indian red. Work very rough. The dark saffron

flguie is the similarly lobed ‘spectacled' figure of D. x. 01,

but lacking the care in execution. Size
J".

D. VI. 5. Stucco relief fragment (two pieces). Female

head (GandharvI). Chunam; traces of black on hair and

eyes. Nimbus. Height zj'', width 3^^ See Plate LM.

D. VI. 6. MS. on paper; Brahml; No. 30. One fmg-

menl, a long, narrow strip, of a document. (Sec Note xvi.

above).

Q 4»TltN
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OBJECTS FOUND IN D. vii.

O. VII. D. VII. I. Painted wooden tablet, in shape ofTakhtl, with

hole ihrouffh handle. Painting, with head in direction of

handle. Seated on low throne (picked out in black lines

forming stjuarcs, alternate squares ornamented in red)

from which appears to flow, in front, ample green drapery,

a cross-legged male figure; head three-quarters inclined

to R. p. R. p. arm flexed across body bringing hand to

centre of breast. In R. p. hand is held lightly a patera

having a knob-shaped foot. In L. p. hand, which rests

upon L, p. thigh, is held by long, gracefully curving stem,

a lotus bud, the bud being above level of head. Arms
appear to l)c in sleeves of black garment, yellow lined,

cuffs turned back. The colour has perished on body.

Round upper R. p. arm appears to be armlet tinted yellow.

Loosely round neck heavy necklet having three large

jewehs divided by pairs of smaller ones. Tinted yellow.

Tightly round throat double band, yellow. L. p. car

appears to sustain ornament. Traces of black hair (or

drapery). Nimbus tinted green, shaded darker towards

head. From head appears to fall narrow sash R. p. on
side of shoulder, round upper arm, then outwards and
upwards with bold sweeping double curve, the end
appearing to flutter open on level of head. On L. p. the

arrangement is repeated. Traces of rich red on lower

garment. All outlines and contour lines of flesh, drapery,

ornaments, &c., black, excepting on sash, where arc some
lines in deep red. Flesh pink

; sash pink and yellow

;

patera yellow. Lotus, tiaces of pink. Suggestion of head

ornament outlined deep red. Wood well preserved. The
painting is remarkable for good dra^\ing, gracefulness of

pose, and free execution, wide, high. Handle
1^X 1% thickness Sec Plate LXVI.

D. vu. a. Chinese document on paper; dated 78a a.d.;

translated in App. A, See Plate CXV.

D. vii. 3. Chinese documents on paper; see App. A.

a. Document dated in T.i-li period (766-779 a.d.);

translated in App. A. See Plate CXVI.

b. Fragment of a document.

c. Dated in Ch8ng-yllan period (785-804 a.d.).

d. Document dated 787 a.d.; translated in App. A.

See Plate CXVI.

D. VII. 4. Chinese documents on paper ; see App..^.

a. Document dated a.d. 782; translated in App. A,
Sec Plate CXV.

b. Several fragments of a document.

c. Several fragments of a document.

d. Fragments of a document dated a.d. 789.

e. f. P!ach a fragment of a document.

D. vn. 5. Painted wooden panel. Rectangular, with

pointed, arched top. Ground white. Two figures, one in

upper portion of panel and one in lower. Uitxr : A per-

sonage of high rank seated on piebald (or dappled) horse.

Figure of man has lonf black hair tied at crown in loose
knob with yellow band. Band round head holding in

front elliptical jewel. Long ear. Green nimbus. Face
three-quarters to R. p. showing somewhat Chinese features

;

small drooping moustache. Single garment, tunic pink,

with yellow neck-band. Scarf descends from back of
head (apparently) and is curled round both upper arms,
the two ends flying freely behind, indicating movement.
Black high boots with white felt soles

; stirrups. Single

rein held in L. hand. R. hand raised, holding patera,

towards which a bird is flying down. Suspended from
girdle a sword, nearly straight, of Persian pattern. The
horse appears to be ambling, and is high-stepping.

Colour white with large leopard spots of blacL Tail tied

in loop. Bridle single, and apparently no bit in mouth.

A large ornamental plate covers forehead and nose, with

projecting horns—one at forehead carrying a crescent or

Trisfila
; another from nose carrying a red silk (?) mango-

shaped knob (pompon). Many of these knobs appear on

head, surcingle and crupper (cf. Ajanta cave frescoes). Deep
saddle (black) with large ‘Numdah.’ The drawing of

horse's legs and hoofs is very free and clever. Lower ;

A personage of high rank seated on Bactrian (?) camel

and passing through hilly country or sand dunes. Has
short curly hair, wears curious sugar-loaf hat, with broad

turned up brim having erect ‘ Vandyke
'
points. There

are marks on hat suggesting fur with spots. Red nimbus.

Face deleted. Single garment, a loose fitting tunic, green,

gathered below knee into red mocassins. Small feet in

shoes or boots (yellow). Scarf from back of head (?)

round upper arms, both ends flying free behind to sug-

gest forward progress of camel, which is ambling. In

L. hand nose cord of camel ; in R., upraised shell-shaped

cup, suspended to girdle, a Persian pattern sword.

' Zinpdsh ' red with green border. Camel light brown.

Long hair on under part of neck, also on front of forehead

and a lock falling back over neck. General character of

animal suggests the two-humped variety. Tail raised to

suggest speed. Large canine tooth displayed over lower

lip. All contours in black, and very free. Flesh pink,

and shaded. Reverse plain, but has remains of dowels in

five places, showing that the tablet was affixed to some-

thing. 15' high, 6}' broad. See Plate LIX.

D. vn. 6. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular. Obvirsx:

Seated three-faced, four-armed figure, cross-legged, on

cushion decorated with dice pattern in yellow, red, and

green. Flesh blue. On arms Uttarfya (yellow), armlets

and bracelets (yellow); round neck, massive jewelled

collar; large rings in ears; fine diadem (yellow and

white) with pink flowers; hair, eyebrows, Ac., black.

Hair curling and long; Langd(I tiger-skin in red and

yelbw. Long, loose collar, outlined only in black, bangs

round neck as low as waist. Below cushion, as Vlhanas,

two bulls sitting in profile, facing inwards; humps veiy

small. Face to R. and L. of centre. R.p., threeHiuaiter
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to R., efTcmilate, white, black hair, simple jewelled diadem.

L. p., grotesque head, ferocious, dark flesh, eyeballs while,

eyebrows thick and black, larg? mouth open. On head,

close-fitting, junk PagrT. R. p. front hand at breast hold-

ing white object (drum, damaru ?); R. p. back li.and raised

to level of head, cakra ; 1^. p. lower hand on thigh, grasp-

ing vajra\ L. p. upraised hand &ahkha (?). Nimbus
behind all three heads, rich green ; vesica, fine vermilion

field, yellow border, divided by white and Indian red lines

;

background of upper part of panel appears to have been

tinted with white three-pointed leaves. Background of

lower part white. All contour lines Indian red. Reverse :

Seated four-armed figure, cross-legged on red cushion,

decorated with large four-potalled flowers, highly finished

;

petals, alternate pink and green, and red centres, and in

some cases a black spot in each jiclal near centre. Cos-
tume : yellow undergarment ornamented with large floweis

described, and covering legs. Over this a coat, green,

with large flowers in black. Round waist a narrow belt,

to which is slung, by two double slings, a short, broad
sword in ornamented sheath; handle set at angle with

blade. On feet, and rising to just below knee, high boots

(resembling Hessians), black, embroidered in yellow.

Ornaments in yellow encircle ankles. Uitarlya yellow,

hangs o\er arms falling to thighs. Head three-quarter D. vii.

face to R. p., purely Pcisian. Black, almost straight hair;

black, bushy cyebiows; thick, short beard; thin mous-
tache, tr.iincd to sh.aip jxiinis. I.ips full and sensuous,
mouth smiling, slightly oj»cii, showing uj>pcr teeth. Kyc-
balls while, pupils l)kuk. Largo, heavy rings in shoit cars.

Ornaments in jellow on iippci aims. noa<Idress in

yellow, resembling a Persian tuna, retaining indications of
diagonal pattern on fri>ni. Kouiui lower edge of head-
dress is tied the niarl>.i in a Ioom- knot at baik of head,
the ends falling ovei arms in iisu.d way. R. p. hand fiont,

clenched, rests on thigh
; K. rear, uju-n.^eil, lioUls (lower (?).

L. p. at bieast, Vajia; I., p rear, iipr.iised spear heail.

Flesh deep pink. Nimbus gieen. outlmeil while. Vesica,

field red, border pale gieen, ilivuled by white lino.

Sleeves on rear arms piiijdo with white dlapi-r
;

cuffs pink

walh laigc green flowt-r.s. In loj) spandiils eonvenlional

four-petalled flower and leaves, pink on white ground.

Whole charactei of this side of panel essentially IVisian.

Wood in good condition, i 2^^ high, S" w ide, thick.

See Plates I.X, LXI.

D. VII. 7. Chinese document on paper, from llu-kuo

Comeiit, translated in App. -•/. Sec Plate CXVI.

OBJECTS FOUND IN D. viii.

D. vm. 1. Fragment of Chinese document on paper,
in two pieces; translated in App. A. See Plate CXVI.

D.vm.a. MS. on paper; BrahmT; No. 31.—Note xvii.

Two fragments of (apparently) one document, forming

its upper light-hand quarter, in non-SiifLsknin (Eastern D. viii.

Iranian) and cursive Birdiinl; measuiing hence

full size probably Inscribed on one side onl}.

Contents unknown. [Dr. Hoernlc.]

OBJECT FOUND IN D. ix.

D. IX. 1. Fragment of a Chinese document, dated 790 a.d.
j

translated App. A. See Plate CXVI. D. ix.

OBJECTS FOUND IN D. x.

D. X. I. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular. Painted

one side. Very indistinct. Seated figure wearing Uttarlya

(deep red); flesh white. Vesica light. R. p. hand raised

to breast. 4^ by 7 Y tb»ck.

D. X. 3. Painted wooden panel. Oblong. Obverse ;

Three seated Bodhisattvas. Firsi (R. p.) : Head to R. p.

three-quarter face. Six-pointed diadem. Top-knob,
Hair long, flowing on shoulders. R. p. forearm bare,

bracelet R. p. hand at breast holding Vajra. L. p. hand
on thigh. Upper garment close fitting ; scarf round arms
and behind back. Girdle yellow. Long loincloth. Nimbus
yellow. Vesica blue. Hair and all contours, black;

costume, flesh, and diadem, white (or pink). Vajra yellow.

Second I Head three-quarters to R. p. Wide-sleeved,

long, yellow robe, blue bands, edged white at arm-holes

;

deep red, loQg*sleeved imder«coat ;
hair long, curling on

shoulders, black
;

diadem white
;

long-flowing blue (?) D. X.

drapery from beneath figure falls over front of seat

(cushion?). Four arms: isl R. p. at breast, holding

Vajra; 2nd R. p. with Cakra; ist L. p. rests on thigh;

and L. p. holds round object (lotus or fruit, or holy water

vessel). Contour lines all black. Vesica yellow. No
nimbus. Third \ Three heads, on each yellow |)eakcd dia-

dem ; hair black, long, waving on shoulders ; long, narrow

eyes
;

thin Chinese moustache to front face
;

front face

ihree-cjuailers to R. p.; R. p. face to R.
; L. p. face to T*.

Four arms: ist R. p. at breast, holding cup; 2nd R. p.

double object, looking like small tongs, with Vajra-shaped

ends ; ist L. p., hand on thigh
;
2nd L. p., bow. Short-

sleeved garment (while or yellow), with wide arm-holes,

having yellow band to each
;
girdle crossed at back and

ends brought to front (pink); under-coat with long

Q (1 2
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D* X. sleeves, white or yellow. Cushion red and yellgw

(brocade). Vesica, liluc field, yellow border. No nim-

bus. ( ontour line.s bhack. Background of panel white

or pink. Reverse: Four (?) figures seated in row, of

whith outer two are almost entirely deleted. R. p. first

seated figure, half nude
; R. p. hand raised (?), L. p. hand

indistinguishable. Lower garment rich red with delicate

flower diaper in dots of white. Head quite deleted.

Second figure in full green robe, folds and contour lines

cleverly draw'n in black; hands in lap (Dhyanamudiil

altitude); head to L. p., eyes outlined in black, the outer

angle continued in a single line almost to top of ear,

giving precisely the cfTcct of spectacles. Hair of both

this and tliird figure appears to be partially shaved.

Nimbus. Third figure similar to second, but head three-

quarters to R. p. ; same curious elongation of outer angle

of eyes. Nimbus light. Robe rich red. Fourth figure

too fragmentary to make out. \ery soft, both

colours and wood. See Plate LXIV.

D. X. 4. Painted wooden panel: rectangular. Four

figures are represented, three being to the same scale,

only half length. The fourth a full figure, sealed, and to

smaller scale. Beginning R. first figure, female, three-

quarter face to L. p., dressed in simple, short-sleeved

yellow vest, with pink diaper pattern, over under-coat of

green, with long sleeves tight at wrist. On head a diadem,

yellow, composed of two transverse fillets, holding a num-

ber of short upright fillets. Nimbus. L, p. arm outstretched

to full c.Klcnt, slightly raised, finger pointing to diadem of

second figure. Flesh pink. Hair long and curly, black.

Kyes black. All contour lines red, excepting those of

folds on green sleeve, black. Set and figuic, female, three-

quarter face to R. p., wearing simple yellow or pale-green

vest, similar to first, sjxitted wiili simple flower pattern.

Arms bare. Hair long, curly, tlrooping in many curls on

to shoulders. Ehmgaled car. Face very Persian. On
hair, which is dressed high, an elaborate jewck elliptical,

a centre gem surrounded by border divided by radiating

lines, bound to head by fillet, and what appear to be

several loose upward curling ends. Nimbus. Eyebrows

and upper lashes, black. Contour lines of vest black;

of face, arms, and nimbus, red. Between first and second

figures a basket containing cocoons. Third figure, seated

cross-legged on cushion (cf. D. ii. 010), Head three-

quarters to R. p.; pink, short-sleeved vest; green, long

sleeves to under-coat. Lower part of legs and feet appear

U) be covered by bools. Four arms. R. p. front hand at

breast, holding small object; L. p. front hand on thigh;

R. p. hand back, upraised, holding spear-head (?) ;
L. p.

hand back, upraised, holding object indistinguishable.

Dark coloured nimbus. Between third and fourth figures

representation of a weaving frame (yellow), with horizontal

warp. Fourth figure, standing, three-quarter face to R. p.,

bolding in R. p. hand an instrument resembling a weaving

comb or brush. Vest pink, diapered with large flowers,

white, outlined red. Head similar to first figure, and has

similar headdress. Eyebrows, eyes, hair, black; flesh

pink ; all contour lines, red. Nimbus yeNow. To L. p.

of figure outlines in red, possibly meant to represent the

framework drum used^n spinning silk thread. Whole of

background of panel appears to have been painted light

pink
; on this petal-.shapcd daubs of dark pink. Wood well

preserved, fairly hard. 18^ (appr.) long, 4^^ high,

thick. See Plate LXIIL

D. X. 5. Painted wooden panel. Orverse: Trimurii

figure, seated cross-legged upon a low scat covered with

diced material. Figure, dark blue (slate colour), and has

four arms, two upraised, holding in L. p. flower with long,

yellow stalk; in R. a wheel-like object. R. p. lower rests

with hand on K. thigh, holding Vajra (?); L. at level of

chest holds indistinguishable object. Feet a good deal

damaged, but the R. one appears to have been painted

twice, as though a correction of careless painting. Round

loins a tiger-skin (yellow with black markings). Bracelets

(simple bangles), yellow, on all four wrists. Armlets at

biceps arc of usual half-lotus pattern, yellow. Narrow

scarf goes round arms, as usual, and falls from them do>Nn

to thighs; appears to have been green. There is also

a thread-like chaplet (in black) tied into bows, and appears

to hang round neck as in prototype of this picture, D.vn.6.

Centre head three-quarters to R. p. Third eye present.

Two wrinkles on neck. Thin, black wiry moustache;

smiling mouth. Black, waving, long hair. Head crowned

with high crown (yellow) having Cakra-like ornament in

front. Rings in both ears. L. p. head yellow, large-

mouthed, coarse and fearsome
;
matted hair, green. Eye-

brows thick and frowning. R. head deleted entirely. All

flesh outlines and features in Indian red. Eyebrows, e}e-

lashes, dra;)ery outlines, and Vajra in black. Aureole out-

lined in red. Ground of panel Indian red. Reverse:

Horseman (very Persian) on dappled grey horse to R. p.

Tight-fitting, long-sleeved under-garment. Short-slccvcd

upper-garment reaching to knees. Top-boots, Belt, and

long, straight sword slung by two slings to belt. Saddle

rising in front and back. Numdah, from under which

passes rope-Hke girth. Simple bridle and surcingle. The

pose of the hor.se is that of prototype D. vii. 5, and similar

to usual Persian tiles of princes hawking. L. p. hand

holds lightly single rein ; R. hand upraised holds a patera.

Cap high and of sugar-loaf shape, with edge turned up

and ‘vandyked.’ Face, three-quarters to right, white and

plump. Features delicate. Nose straight. Hair black,

slightly bushy. Nimbus. Ear small, with small black

carring. Two wrinkles on neck. Flying slightly down-

wards and towards figure, an unmistakable wild duck

(black), with beak slightly opened. Indications of hilly

country or sandhills. Flesh white. Under-garment

yellow
;
coat greyish pink. Cap, patera, saddle, white.

Numdah, nimbus, yellow. Sword, hair, and all outlines,

black. 1 ^ thick. See Plate LKII«

D. X. 6. Inscribed wooden beam. Oblong, with one

line of writing in cursive BrfthmT characters. Original

thickness sawn off to facilitate transport. Left end (com-
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inencemcnt) has suffered by decay
;

rij^ht complete. Face

well smoothed. Wood in perfectly good condition, except

left end. Length 42'^, width V> thickness about

(originally 4'').

Inscription in ‘unknown* (Kastern Iranian) language;

interspersed corrupt Sanskrit {ktdala-nw/a^ Bodhtuiiiva),

Transcription from Dr. Barnett’s eye-copy :

—

1 2 3 4 6 6 7

? ? w(?) (?) 2 (?) jui

8 9 10 11 12 v\

ham ? Sri (?) [.Jf (?) tarn (?) tie

H 15 U\ 17 la 20

jsa (?) //e (?) ph (?) Ha ku~ Sa‘ fa

31 22 23 21 25 •20 •27

me -w//- ia bo- dhyau sa- tvyati

liS 29 30 31 32

pa ham Sri ho ba (?) [/iji-lfi (?)

a4 35 3(1 37

iva (?) pa (?) rt harn [Dr. Ilocrnle].

D. X. 7. Painted wooden panel ; rectangular. Ohyerse :

Almost indistinguishable, rough sketch in black, outline of

sc,ated Buddha (?) with almsbowl in lap. Kem*ksk;

Sketch (very spirited and good), standing Bodhis.ittva.

Pose free. Slightly inclined to R. p., head inclineil (three-

quarter face) R. p. Upper part of body slightly bent for-

ward, throwing weight on TribQla which is grasped by L. p.

hand on level with head. Lower end of Trisula rcjsts upon

disc upon which figure stands. L. p. foot advanced, weight

of body being thrown on to R. p. leg. R. p. hand seems to

rest on upper part of thigh, in front. Figure has mous-

tache and very Chinese cast of face. Diadem. Necklet

with jewel, armlets, girdle, the long ends of which float

freely at e.ach side. From below girdle, a garment wliich

bears resemblance to old Chinese leather plate armour

;

on legs and feet top-boots, or boots and greaves. Upper

part of body probably enveloped in close-fitting vest.

Hair long, to shoulders. Nimbus and vesica. Wood
well-preserved, x 3^ thickness

D. X. 8. Painted wooden panel, badly damaged, with

very little of colour remaining. Four-armed Trimurti

figure, seated cross-legged. Figure clothed in tight-fitting,

long-sleeved white vest. Tiger-skin round middle with

point rising in front as in D. vii. 6. Simple lines encir-

cling wrists seem to indicate stitching or cuffs. Mas.sive

}’ellow armlet is visible on L. p. ann ; L. p. lower hand

rests on thigh and holds Vajra. R. lower arm is thrown

round neck of 6akti who kneels on his R. thigh. 'I he

remaining two arms arc upraised, with hands grasping

objects (unrecognizable). Long neck cord, tied into bows

at intervals. Centre face almost deleted, turned three-

quarters to R.
;
direction of glance appears to be down-

wards at dakti. There are traces of the third eye. Hair

apparently long and wavy. Crown of usual Iranian type.

Legs and feet bare. Fearful face to L. p. has usual

heavy inoiilh, cyebiows very aichcd and dipping low o\rr D. x.

nose. A ihifil eye (learly visible. Face to R. effai ed.

The Sakli kneels on K. iliigh of deity, body in pr(»lile,

apjnrenlly enveloped in lonL^ simple stola, with light

sleeves to wiist. 'I he liead is thrown slightly back and is

ihree-quaitei faec. \\ illi R h.ind she laises a cup to tlie

deity. T}pe ol Persian Ilouri. Well drawn eyebrows,

highly arched; eyes long; mouth sensual
;
chin an»l ne( k

full. Com|>lcxu)n while, pink ( heeks, down the sivle of

which iipples .1 lo\elii(k. I'iiis l.i« e peikt'lly pieseived,

\NhiIe leinainder of painting is almost gone. Colour of

S.lkli*s gaiinenl gu-eii (r'). Outlines of Ilcsh lhioU!;]iout

p-inel Imliaii red; those of di.ipcrus blai k. Batkgiound

of ve-ica Iinli.in red, withbonli of gni n. ( Mitside this

Indi.m reil. Size thii kness }". See Plate

LXII.

D. X. 9. MS. on paper; Biahmi, No. \
Numerous

very .small fraginenls of a leaf. -Note xix. Nos.

38. All belong to one leaf, lUiiiibered 31, bung its 1« It

poitioti with string-hole, probably lull

3^^ X I')'', with five lines on p.ige. Langinee nrn-S.in-

skn/tt (Proto- 'J'lbelan ?). Characters : upiighl (iiipla of

eighth ceiilur}
.

[Di. Hocrnle.J

D. X. 10. a. MS. on paper; Ihrihim
;

No. .0. One

large fiagnicnl, left side with string,-hole, hut nuinluT lost.

—Note XX. Nos. 31 ami 3.*;. All belong to one leaf,

nurnher of wdiit h, however, is missing. 'J he existing left

j)Oilion, wiih sliing-hole, measuies x piobabl) full

size 3^“'' X If)'', ^'^lh live lines on page. Language //i v-

Sanskn/it (Prolo-^Pibclan ?). Char.u teis : uj>i igiit ( lupU

of eighth century. N.H. 'Plie foregoing two MJsS.. though

b.milar in some lespccts, aic difleixnt in pap* 1 and seiipt.

[Dr. iloeriile.J

D. X. 10. b. MS. on paper; Bnllimi; No. 3,^;. Nnmci. iis

very small fragments of a leaf. See Note xx., above.

D. X. 10. i. a. MS. on paper; BiahmT; No. -jo-

fiagniciits: two larger, four very sm.ill.—No»e xxi. All

belong to one (or several?) large leaf of a MS in San’^kiit,

and Ufirighl Gupta cliaracters of the seventh or eighth

century; similai to the large-Ieavetl MS. of the Bhumi-

parivarUi (sec Note i.) found in I). in., but a dillerent

MS. to judge fiom paper and liaiidwiiting. ( Ih. lloeiiilc.
|

D. x.io.C.fi. MS. on paper; Biahmi; No. 37. One

largo fragment, left side with slring-hole, numbered r,i.

See Note xix., above.

D. X. 10. d. MS. on paper ; BiMimi ;
No. 38. Numerous

very small fragments of a leaf. Sec Nolo xix., above.

D. X. II, Painted wooden panel; rectangular, much

effaced. Sealed figure, Buddha (?), full face; in ve-ua,

with nimbus. Robe appears to be blue. Vesica some

light colour; nimbus dark red; hair (with Mji-kiiub)

black. Background green (?). Small hole pie reed m
centre near lop edge. Wood fairly haul, 2 ,\"x 4 Y'*

I"*
thick.
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OBJECTS FOUND IN D. xn. •

D. xn. D. xn. i. Stucco relief fragment. Gandharvl. Chu«

nam, traces of colour. Flying figure, head, upper portion

of body and arms as D. xii. 5. From waist downwards

figure curves towards R. p., the legs being extended

horizontally. Supported in outstretched hands a festoon

of cloth, doubled end blowing freely out from R. p. hand.

Red on background, traces of pink on flesh, and red

contour lines. 6^ long, 3
j'' wide. Sec Plate LVI.

D. xn. 9. Stucco relief fragment. Gandharvl. Replica

D. XII. 5. L. p. arm missing below amulet. Ix)tus

missing.

D. xn. 3. Stucco relief fragment. Gandharvl. Replica

D. XII. 5. Head, R. p. hand missing. Lotus complete

;

coloured pink.

D. xn. 5. Stucco relief fragment. Gandharvl Chunam,

coloured. Female figtrc, rising from large^petalled lotus.

Body rather gross and masculine. Hair tied in high,

loose knob, divided over forehead and carried behind ears

to shoulders; large rings in ears; necklet of fiat beads;

large bead pendant; bead amulets on upper arms;

bracelets at wrists; girdle of beads attached apparently

to a band which falls from armpit. Both hands clenched

and raised to level of shoulders. Nimbus. Hair, eye-

brows, eyelashes and pupils, black
;

flesh, pink ; contour

lines and halo, red. Height, from girdle to halo,

Width, hand to hand, See Plate LVI.

D. XU. 6. Fragment of wooden vessel, to which are

adhering, both inside and outside, portions of paper with

upright Gupta characters, very black. The paper, in

some cases several layers thick, is wrapped over broken

edges, Length 7^^ width 3^ thickness |^,

OBJECTS BROUGHT TO RAWAK, PROBABLY FROM D. xm.

D. xm. D. 001. Judaco-Persian document on paper,brought

to Rawak on Jan. 5, 1901 (see below, pp. 306 sqq.).

Fragment of a sheet 16^ high; sides badly torn. See

Plate CXIX.

D. 009. stucco fragment, with Chinese inscription in

three columns, enclosed in rectangle. Painted in black

on white or tint wash ground. Much deleted. Grey

clay, veiy brittle and friable. Brought to Rawak on

Jan. 6, 1901 (see bel9W, p. 309).

OBJECTS BROUGHT BY TURDI.

D. (T.) D. (T.) 01. Stucco relief fragment. Gandharvl. Chu-

nam, traces of pink colour. Replica D. i. 014.

D. (T.) 09. Stucco relief fragment. GandharW. Chu-

nam, traces of colour. For detail of head, cf. D. i. 43;
for detail of body cf. D. i. 014. Height 5A"', width at

elbows See Plate LVI.

D. (T.) 03. Stucco relief fragment. Gandharvl. Chu-

nam, traces of colour. Lower half, L. p. wrist and top of

nimbus missing. Replica D. 1. oa. Height width 3}^

D. (T.) 04. Stucco relief fragment. Head, Buddha (?).

Chunam, traces of colour. Replica D, i. 55. Height

iiV-

D. (T.) 05. Stucco relief fragment. Head of Buddha (?),

Chunam, traces of colour. Replica D. i. 55. Height |*.

D. (T.) 07. Stucco relief fragment. Ornament. Chu-

nam, traces of colour. Replica D. 1. 44.

D. (T.) 08. Stucco relief fragment. Figure of Buddha.

Chunam, coloured. Replica D. 1. 08. Waist upwards

missing, feet missing. Height 4^

D.(T.)o9. Stucco relief fragment. Standing Buddha;

upper half; head missing. Chunam, no colour. Sharp

tool marks. Replica D. i. ix.

D.(T.) 010. Stucco relief fragment. Standing Buddha;

torso. Chunam, no colour. Replica D. i. 11.

D. (T.) on. Stucco relief fragment. Ornament. Chu-

nam, no colour. Replica D. 1. 95. See Plate LVIL

D.(T.)ox9. Stucco relief fragment (two pieces). Hand

grasping object; colossal. Red clay, traces of colour.

L. p. hand grasping billet, palm upward (?); all fingers

and thumb broken off; fractures show thin wooden cores.

Traces of pink colour. Billet measures length,

width, thickness, and is rectangular. An incised line

runs round upper surface about y from edges (suggesting

movable panel), from upper end four incised lines

are drawn round three sides (fourth left rough), suggesting

a ligature of cord, under which midway b^een long

edges of top surface lies a raised circular disc A' dlam.

(suggesting a seal). from lower end three incM
are drawn round billet. These two ligatures are con-

nected on upper surface of billet by two indeed fines

running diagonally from edge to edge. (The purpose of

these ligatures would appear to be to keep the movable pand

secure, and the seal to prevent tampering with ftstening}*

Billet broken near centre, exposing remains of wooden

core. Billet coloured while, with ^ black edge to all

surfaces (except under, which is unfinished). Veiy fiiibie«

See Plate LXXXVUI,
^ .
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p. (T.)oi3. StMCCO relief fragments. Fingers (four

pieces); colossal. Red clay, traces of whitewash, Por-

tions of four fingers. One appears to belong to D. (T.)

oia; others doubtful. Cf. £. i. 04. Very friable.

p. (T.) 014. Staeco relief fragment ; ornament. Chu-

nam, traces of colour. Blue. Replica D. i. 53. Height

width aj*.

P. (T.) 015. Stucco fragment from wall, composed of

grey clay mixed with coarse grass and straw. Faint

traces of colour, and of inscription. 4^ X 31
* appr- ' cry

friable.

P.(T.)oi6. Fresco fragment on stucco, with inscription.

Coarse mixture of grey clay, grass and straw. Traces

of colour—white, black, red, and buff. On buff band

edged by two curved black lines, six inscribed characters

in cursive BrJhml ;
mostly illegible

;
read by Dr. Iloernle

} di} cal sa. Also traces of black lines over red.

8* long, at broadest, i thick. Very soft. See Plate

LVIll.

P. (T.)oi7. Fresco fragment on stucco, with inscription.

Coarse mixture of grey clay, grass and straw; broken in

several places. Fresco: L p. portion of rectangular

panel, within which portion of aureole (?). Within this on

purple brown ground, conventional floral design in white

and pink, outlined in black. The treatment of leaves is

very free. To L. p. toes of a large foot. In spandril, on

red ground, roughly sketched sprigs of flowers with stem

and leaves. To L p. of rectangle a band of grey colour,

on which sprigs in white. Below on band of white

(vertical) a two-line inscription in cursive Brahmi written

in black with brush, and extending over grey band above

;

read by Dr. Hoemk (ist line) ga 9a iri Ua roji gi ? na

ham (?) bfi myt (or hyt) U ro jo ham iri hye te 3 ?

and line :[/)(?? ?. Ve^ friable. i6*x6* (appr.). See

Plate LVIII.

D. (T.) 018. MS. on paper; BrJhmi; No. 32. One large D.(T.)

fingmont, fiom middle of a document.—Note xviii. Frag-

ment belongs to the middle of a document in non-San-

skritic (F.abtern Iranian). Inscribed on one side only, in

cursive Brahnii. Size 4' x 3*.
[
Dr. I loeriJe.

]

D. (T.) 001. a. Bronze spoon, imperfect and in many

fragments. Length, inclusive of handle, almut 7*, Width

of bowl about i^*. Angle of bowl to hamlle, very wide

;

and lateral curvature of Imwl itself, very Hat. See Plato LI.

D. (T.) 001. b. Seven bronze fragments, .apparently be-

longing to another spoon.

D. (T.) 001. c. Bronze brooch, ig'xi', elliptical. Outer

edge shows bead ornament, with nairow fillet ; within this

a flat band of pebble or glass, ilivided into eight equal

segments. In centre, elliptical iristal, or jiebble, or glass,

raised and surrounded by containing fillet, outside which

a row of bead.s. Back plain
;
remains of broken shank.

See Plate LI.

D. (T.) 001. d. Beads and glass fragments; pink

pebble bead, pierced
;

porcehnn (?) bead, imglazed,

coloured pale turquoise
;
fragment of light turquoise glass

;

fragment of fine blue glass
;
water-worn fragment of slate.

D. (T.) 001. e, Two bronze rings, broken and imper-

fect. Very thin and light. One contains a yellowish

pebble ; other has setting for three stones.

D. (T.) 001. f. Half of bronze tweezers. See Plate LI.

D. (T.) 001. g. Bronze style
;

jirobably used to apply

colouring matter to eyelashes. See Plate LI.

D. (T.) 001. h. Small plate, elongated, elliptical, i
J' x Vi

with hole at each end ; might bo from jazarant armour.

See Plate LI.

D. (T.) 001. 1. Odd fragments of metal.



CHAPTER X

FROM DANDAN-UILIQ TO THE NIYA RIVER

Section I.-THE RAWAK SITE

' t'> On the 3rd of January, 1901, the explorations at Dandan-Uiliq were completed. The camels

had, in accordance with previous instructions, duly arrived from the Keriya river; and my men,

who had suffered from the long exposure to the cold of the wintry desert and the brackish

water, were all eager for the start to less desolate surroundings. Before, however, finally leaving

for the Keriya river, I decided to visit some ruins of which Turdi had spoken as situated to

the north and known to treasure-seekers by the name of Rawak (‘ High Mansion ’).

On the morning of the 4th of January I paid off and dismissed to Tawakkcl a portion of

my little force of labourers. With the rest I set out to the north, and after marching across

gradually rising broad ridges of sand for a distance representing about seven miles in a straight

line, reached once more easier ground, where the appearance of potsherds on the loess between

the dunes indicated the former existence of habitations. Camp was pitched at a spot between loess

terraces deeply eroded by the wind, where exceedingly brackish water was reached after sinking

a well to a depth of about 7 feet. On the next day Turdi guided me to where, behind

a long-stretching ridge of sand, some 60 ft. high, the ruins were situated at a distance of about

Mounds of one mile due north of my camp. They proved to consist of two low and much-decayed mounds,
Rawak. ^hich looked like the last remains of small Stupas. But repeated diggings, together with the

effects of erosion, had rendered the shape of the superstructure quite unrecognizable, and even

the foundations very difficult to distinguish. So much, however, was clear on examination of

the debris that the structures must have been composed of sun-dried bricks, probably about

3 inches in thickness. The smaller mound to the east showed what might have been a Sttlpa

base about 10 feet square, with layers of red burned loess embedded among the debris. The

.second mound, situated about 50 feet to the west, seemed to show the foundations of some

circular structure, measuring about 32 feet in diameter.

From among the debris of ancient pottery, broken glass, &c., which strew the ground near

the mounds, I picked up a small fragment of remarkably hard greyish stucco (D. R. 003), on

which the pr.acti.sed eye of Turdi at once discovered traces of a thin gold-layer. Judging from

its shape, this piece is likely to have belonged to a statue that had once been gilded. The

material has been proved by Professor Church's analysis (see App. F) to be unusually crystalline

pla.ster of Paris. At the back there appear what look like markings left by a canvas backing.

Specimens of the glass and terra-cotta fragments found here are shown in the descriptive list

under D. R. 001, 4, while D. R. 002 comprises beads of glass and stone picked up on different

parts of the site.

('ondiiion of The remains of a small structure built in timber and plaster, about 40 yards to the south

luius.
n^ounds, were found completely destroyed by recent borrowings; and this has undoubtedly
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been the fate of whatever ruin the movement of the dunes may have exposed here in recent

times. As the dunes at ^liis site rise to heights over 25 feet, and arc proportionately large,

they are likely to cover more buildings; but only in one. place, about a quarter of a mile

north-east of my camp, did we succeed in tracing below the sand the remains of a house built

with timber. Its walls, including the usual posts, had decayed by previous erosion to within

a few feet of the ground. They were found now buried under the slope of a high dune, which,

rising immediately above the ruin, rendered it impossible to clear more than a single room. 'I'his

had formed apparently the south-east corner of the building, and measured 15 by 12 feet.

Only a single find rewarded the search, but this one h.ad special interest. It consisted of Insciibcil

an inscribed wooden tablet (D. R. 01), sJ- m- huig and i* in. high, found broken in two picce.s,

and of a second tablet (D. R. 02), which originally must h.ave fitted the former e.\actly, but w.is
^

only recovered as a fragment. The obverse of the first tablet shows five lines of cursive

Rr^hmi writing, which, though the ink has faded with the decaying surface of the wood, could

yet be completely deciphered by Dr. Hoernle; its reverse is left blank. The pre.served portion

of the second tablet has on its obverse part of a raised stpiarc socket manifestly intcnd(‘d for

a seal, while the reverse displays three legible lines of cursive Bnihmi. 'I'hree holes drilled

through both tablets in identical positions (one in the centre of the seal cavity, and two about

an inch from the opposite edge) undoubtedly served for a fastening string. Plate CVl .shows

the obverse of both tablets, and will help to explain the arrangement. The latter did not

suggest itself at once, and I doubt whether it could have been c.stablishcd with full certainty

had not the fortunate discovery at the Niya River Site of those many Kharosthi documents

on wood, to be described in the next chapter, readily furnished the chu*.

On comparing the ‘double rectangular tablets’ in Kharosthi script, of w’hich specimens arc Fasinunnof

shown in Plates XCIV, XCV, XCVII.it will be easily recognized that the arrangement followed in

writing these documents and in securing their contents against unauthorized inspection wa.s the

model from which the fashion illustrated by these Brahmi tablets had dcsccnde»l. They too

form, in fact, a ‘double rectangular tablet’, to use the terminology cxjjlaincd in the next chapter,

the first forming the complete ‘ under-tablet ’, while in the fragmentary second tablet we h.tve

a portion of the ‘covering-tablet’ which took the place of an cnveIo[)c. Rut the long period

which had passed between the writing of those Kharojtlii documents in the third century of

our era and the time of the unique Rawak tablet, probably early in the eighth century, had

w’itnessed minor modifications in the use of this ancient w'ooden stationery, 'I'he .side rims of

the under-tablet have disappeared in the Rawak document, and this onii.ssion has necessitated

a change in the ingenious method of fastening, though the seal-socket on the covering-tablet

is retained. Instead of being passed transversely over both tablets and secured in grooves below

the clay seal, as in the case of the Kharo?tht documents of this class, the string was here

threaded in some manner through the three holes above mentioned and scale<] down in the

socket. The device was equally effectual for the purpose of uniting the pair of tablets and

preventing unauthorized inspection of the matter recorded on the inner siilcs, but it is less neat

and strong than the older method, and the only po.ssiblc .advantage of the change could have

lain in the simplification of the make of the tablets and a consequent cheapening of their pro-

duction. Dr. Hoemle’s transcript shows that the langu.age of this curious document on wood

was the same Eastern Iranian dialect in which the paper documents of Dandan-Uilici arc

written; of its purport nothing can be asserted at present Independently, however, of its

contents, the record may claim interest as another striking proof that the quasi archaic use of

wood as a writing material by the side of paper survived down to the eighth century.

•nm K r
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iMtc of

Rawak
remains.

The scanty remains of Rawak did not yield records which, like the Chinese documents of

Dandan-Uiliq, would enable us to gauge with approximate accurajzy the time when the site

was deserted. Yet the coins picked up near the ruins afford useful chronological guidance.

Of the six coins found five were small copper pieces without legends, of the type current under

both Han dynasties and probably for some time later*, while the sixth bears the mark of the

K'ai-yiian period (71 3-741 A.r).). From the absence of any later issues, such as turned up at

Dand.in-Uiliq, and from the predominance of pieces without legends, 1 am inclined to infer

that the settlement represented by Rawak was probably deserted somewhat earlier than that

of Dandan-Uiliti. For this we might account without difficulty by its outlying and hence more

exposed position.

OBJECTS FOUND AT RAWAK NEAR DANDAN-UIT.IQ.

D. R. D. R. 01. Inscribed wooden tablet (in two pieces)

;

funning under-tablet of D. R. 02. Cuisive Brahmi writing,

five lines, on obverse. Language, Eastern Iranian
; 19-20

Aksaras to the line. Three .string-hole.s. Wood decaying

through salt impregnation. Size 'jJ'x 3^'. See Plate CVI.

D. R. 03. Inscribed wooden tablet, frag, of covering-

t.'iblet of D. R. 01 ; on leverse three lines of cursive

BrahniT characters, 19-20 per line. On obverse rai.sed

scK-ket for seal, from R. edge a small string-hole.

Impregnated with salt, sj'xii*. See Plate CVI.

D. R. 001. a. Fragment of glass vessel, foot,

b. Fragment of glass, rich blue. x xV-

D. R. 00a. Glass and stone beads, &c. a. Opaque

green glass round bead. Diam. b. Small pink pebble

round bead. Diam. c. Do., do. elongated bead.

Diam. ; length d. Broken small blue glass bead,

e. Small bronze rectangular plate, with rib along centre.

D. R. 003* Stucco fragment, probably from some sculp-

ture. Very bard plaster of Paris, with greyish marble-likc

suiface, and traces of gilding. On back ajipears a perfect

matrix of the coarse canvas used as a backing. The

fragment has been subjected to fire. Size 3^ x 3^

D. R. 004. a. Two tetrra-cotta fragments with traces of

dark green glaze. i X ; 1 X i

D. R. 004. Miscellaneous fragments, b. Fragment of

talc, ly X c. Eight small fragments of glass, showing

moulded work. One piece has a tubular edge. d. Frag-

meni of stone (crystal), e. Small gutta-shaped piece of

glass, with hole at thin end. y x

Section II.— A ’JUDAEO-PERSIAN DOCUMENT

Objects The day I spent at Rawak did not end without further finds, though it was not this

fioin*D^n
which furnished them. On my return from the find-place of the Brahmi document on

il.'in-UiIiq. wood I was surprised to see my camp joined again by a small party from among the men

I had dismissed at Dandan-Uiliq. More enterprising than the rest, they had put off the start

for Tawakkel in order to indulge freely for a day or two in the traditional pastime of ‘ treasure-

seeking’. While thus engaged, they related, they had scraped away the sand outside the

broken walls of the apartment left unexcavated at the south-east corner of the ruin D. xni

and there, apparently among miscellaneous debris of stucco and timber dating from earlier

diggings, they had come upon the two antiques which they now brought to me in the hope

of a small reward. One was a piece of coarse friable stucco, of the kind used as wall plaster

in all the Dandan-Uiliq structures, showing some much-effaced Chinese characters painted in

three lines. The other find was a lump of thin brownish paper so closely crumpled that I found

it quite impossible at the time to attempt its unfolding. On one edge, however, I could make

' For a specimen, see Plate LXXXIX, 9. ' See above, p. s8s.
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out some characters resembling cursive Hebrew. It was not until this tightly-compressed piec(‘

of ancient waste-paper hat^ undergone careful treatment at the expert hand.s of Mr. Hunt, of

the MS. Department of the British Museum, that it resolved itself into the relatively large

but unfortunately much-mutilated fragment of a Judaco- Persian document, .seen in Plate CXIX.
The extant portion of the document, with its closely-written thirty-seven lines, covers one siile

of a piece of paper nearly i6 inches in height and apparently preserving its original dimensions

in that direction. The original width of the paper cannot be ascertained, as the fr.igment is

badly torn on either side and pre-sents ragged edges ; the actual width v.iries from 4 to S in< lies.

In view of the foi^eries practised by Islam Akhim, of which I had acquired coinincing •.'iK'.iion ol

evidence before leaving Khotan, and the story of which I Avas subsequently able to expose;

I had exercised the closest watch while the excavations were proct'eding in order to be able

by personal observation to authenticate any antupi.arian finds. 'I'he want of eipially precise

testimony was hence keenly felt by me in the case of the two curious finds now brought to

me after my departure. I cross-examined the .scvcr.1l men who alleged that they h.id been

pre.sent at the discovery, and found their .separate statements to agree well. A posi-facitim

inspection of the find-place held out little hope of additional assurance, since I knew that the

loose sand and debris from which the small objects had avowedly been .scr.iped out could not

posssibly retain any distinct trace of their position. A return to Dandau-Uiliq would h.ive meant

a delay of at least one or two days, and this I was obliged to avoid out of consideration

for the practical difficulties likely to arise if the he.ivily-ladcn camels, which h.id already sub-

sisted for five days on th^ scantiest of rations and practically without water, were to be kept

in this condition beyond the carefully calculated programme.

In the introductory note prefixed to Professor Margoliouth’s paper, where the Judaco- Persian Proolsol

document was published for the first time I have already cxplainc'd the above circumstances
*’*

as well as the possibilities which a priori presentetl themselves as to the real origin of these

finds. I have shown there that, unless these objects were of modern origin and had beem

purposely taken along from Tawakkel or Khotan to Dandan-Uiliq on the chance of an opjior-

tunity offering to sell them to me as antiques, they could only have either been found under

the conditions alleged by the men, or else abstracted in the course of my excavations at some

other structure and secreted for a time with a view to subscxpiently securing some sfiecial

reward. Fortunately the first-named supposition, rendered improbable at the outset by several

weighty considerations, need not be examined any further, since the expert analysis of the

document itself, as recorded in detail in the above publication, has furnished conclusive proof

of its antiquity in respect of both script and paper.

For the palaeographic evidence as regards the Hebrew writing of the document, it will

suffice to refer to Mr. Cowley’s remarks embodied in Prof. Margolioiith's paper which is reprotluced

in Appendix C. These show clearly that ‘ the writing is throughout more archaic than that of

the Persian deed of loai’, the oldest Judaeo- Persian document previously known, and stands

midway between that deed and the remains of the third and fourth centuries. The result of Mitroscopi-

the microscopical examination which Prof. J. Wiesner has been kind enough to effect of a specimen
''

taken from the maigin of the document, is equally decisive. The opinion of this distinguished

expert, whose detailed researches into the material of the paper MSS. and documents contained

in Dr. Hoemles and my own collections, have for the first time elucidated the early history

’ See below, jy. tec. i. By P- S. Margoliouth ;
with an Introductory Note l>) M. A.

* See Ah early Jadaeo-Persian Documentfrom Khotan, Stein and communications from W. Bacher, A. E. Cowley, and

in the Skin Collection, with other earfy Pertian Documents. J. Wiesner, in/.K.A.S., 1903, pp. 735 sqq.

R r a
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of paper manufacture in Central Asia, will be found reproduced in the same Appendix. It

proves that the paper of the Judaeo-Persian document could not ^be distinguished in make

from the paper of other ancient documents (Chinese, Brahmi) excavated by me at Dand&n*Uiliq,

v. liilc on the other hand it was found to differ entirely in substance and structure from the modern

Khotan paper which has exclusively served as material for the forged MSS. and ‘block prints’

from Islam Akhun’s factory.

Thus there remains only the question as to whether the document was picked up in the

alleged place and manner, or obtained in the course of my excavations at some other ruin of

tlie site. Personally I am strongly inclined to credit the men’s story
;
for the strict supervision

exercised over the labourers would have rendered the abstraction of objects, especially such

a relatively bulky one as the Chinese stucco inscription, distinctly difficult. But this question

fortunately does not affect in any way the conclusion to be drawn as to tlie age of the document,

or the historical and philological interest of its contents.

From Prof. Margoliouth’s translation and notes, reproduced in Appendix C, it will be seen

that the document represents the much-mutilated fragment of a letter written by a Persian-speaking

Jew, and mainly relating to certain business affairs. Owing to the extent of the lost portions,

not a single line being complete, it has been impossible for Prof. Margoliouth to attempt to

make out a continuous sense; but more important from an antiquarian standpoint than the

general contents is the reference made in line 33 to the ‘Ispahbud’. As pointed out by

Prof. Margoliouth, only one of the successive rulers of TabaristSn can be meant here, whose

distinctive title hpahbud is well known from Muhammadan historians. As a reference to

Tabaristan is thus quite certain. Prof. Margoliouth proposes to identify the YazJd named in

the .same passage with the Muhammadan general of that name, son of Al-Muhallab, who is

known from Muhammadan chronicles to have conquered parts of Tabaristan in 717 a. d. On
the ground of otlicr historical and philological observations. Prof. Margoliouth concludes that,

if this identification is correct, the letter containing this reference to the relations between the

Ispahbud and Yazid is likely to have been written about 718 a. d.

The <Ialing thus proposed can well be reconciled witli the available archaeological evidence.

The fact of the Dandan-Uilic] site having been abandoned at the close of the eighth century furnishes

a definite chronological iermims ad quetn for the J udaeo-Persian document; in the other direction

no fixed chronological limit can be deduced from the antiquarian observations and finds I made.

Considering the remarkable drymess of the atmosphere in the Khotan region, there is nothing

to preclude the possibility of a paper document, complete or fragmentary, remaining in fair

preservation for a considerable number of years, even when not protected by the sand nor specially

cared for. flcnce the interval of fifty years which separates the date of our earliest Chinese

document, 768 a. d., from Prof. Margoliouth’s conjectural dating of the Judaeo-Persian document

can in no way be considered a valid aigumcnt against the latter.

More difficult it may seem at the first glance to explain how a document written by a

Persian speaking Jew of distant TabaristSn should have found its way into an outlying settle-

ment of Khotan. Yet Chinese historical records furnish evidence to meet any doubts that

might arise on this score. M. Chavannes' extracts from the Tang Annals give us interesting

glimpses of the diplomatic relations which the rulers of TabaristSn maintained with China

diirin}' the eighth century*. Pressed hard by Muhammadan conquest, they naturally turned

for help to the great though distant power which asserted its hold over Sogdiana and even

* See Tuns occid., pp, 173 sq.; Notes oddiHonntUts , , . {^Tosmg pat, 1904, pp. 70 and note, 76, 77 and note).
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on the Upper Oxus well up to the middle of the eijjhth century. Embassies front Tabarlstait

to the imperial court are /ecorded as late as the years 744, 746, and 754 a.d., about which

time the Chinese lost Western Furkestln to the Arabs, The exact description which the Annals

give of the geographical position of Tabaristan, their distinct reference to the title Ispihbud

(rendered quite correctly by ‘hereditary commandcr-in-chief of the cast for Persia ), and their

mention of Tabaristan’s struggle against the Arabs, are .all clear indications of the closeness f)f

these political relations. It is evident that by the latter a connexion of commerce must also

have been encouraged, for which the Oxus valley and Khotan was the natural ami most direct

route. There is little hope of our ever obtaining light as to the incidents and conditions

which brought the writer or tlie recipient of this J udaco Persian epistle to Khotan. but even

without such information this fragmentary paper may claim to be considered one of the most

interesting relics from Dandan-Uiliq; for it is a direct witness to those relations with distant

Iran which so much in the Buddhist art of the site pre-supposes, and at the same lime, strangely

enough, it is the earliest document in modern Persian which has come to light as >et.

The second relic from Dand.an-Uili(j, which reached me at Rawalc, the small piece of

stucco inscribed with Chinese characters and apparently cut out from a plaster-covered wall,

does not call for so full a notice. Owing to the extremely friable condition of the stucco it

broke into several pieces before it reached London, but the few characters that were legible

when it was first brought to me have escaped further injury. According to Dr. S. W. Biishell,

who was kind enough to examine the inscription, ‘it has every appearance from the hand-

writing of being a genuine , relic of the T'ang dynasty’. The writing was arranged in three

columns, each about 5 inches high and originally holding about eight characters, but owing to

the painted surface having peeled off over the greater part Dr. Bushell ‘ could only decipher

the first three characters and the upper two of the second column ; these are Po ti-lzii 'ji)^

“The Disciple of Buddha”, and Kuan-shih ^ ]||;, sufficient to indicate a memorial of the

dedication of an image of Avalokitc^vara (Kuan-.shih-yin). The occasion tvould have been

given lower down, as wei ^ “on account of”, occurs there where all else is gone.'

Section III.—KERIYA, NIYA, AND IM*AM JATAR SADIQ

The examination of the scanty remains at Rawak had completed the task for which I ha<l

set out just a month previously from Khotan. So on the morning of January 6 I dismissetl

Ahmad Merghcn with the last batch of the Taw.akkcl labourers, and set out with a much

reduced caravan for the Keriya river. About two miles to the south-east of my Rawak camp we

passed a strip of ground about half a mile broad, where broken pottery, fragments of glass, and

the usual 'Tati' debris cropped up on the bare patches of loess between the dunes. Turdi

called the place T^rt-Uiliq ‘the four Mouses’, but had never come across any structural

remains on it. Beyond, all traces of ancient habitation ceased, and soon I passed also the last

of the shrivelled dead trees, here a clump of wild poplars (Toghraks), with the sight of which

I had become so familiar during these weeks. I had originally intended to steer due east,

in order to strike the nearest point of the river, but the rising height of the dunes and the

impossibility of getting at water obliged me after the first day to seek the route south-eastwards

which the cameb had previously followed. Even thus the two remaining marches led over

truly forbidding ground. The individual sand-dunes were all between 30 and 50 ft. high, while

the successive great ridges of sand or ‘Dawans’, of which some seven had to be crossed.
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assumed formidable proportions, rising to heights between 150 and 200 feet. By*the evening

of January 8 the hard-frozen river was at last safely reached gear the grazing-ground of

Kochkar-Oghil.

I had decided first to visit Kerip, the head quarters of the District east of Khotan, before

commencing other explorations, in order to secure personally the assistance of the local Amban
as the indispensable condition for successful work. Kara-dong, the old site higher up the Keriya

river, seemed temptingly near, but in the lonely jungle tracts along the river, uninhabited except

li)- nomadic shepherds, it would have been impossible to raise either labourers or the badly-

needed supplies. For a description of the four long marches which brought us to Keriya through

the belt of Toghrak jungle and scrub accompanying the river’s course in the desert I may

refer to my Personal Narrative’. The only place of quasi-antiquarian interest was the Mazar

of Sayyid Burhanuddin Pad.shahim, reached after the first march, where I was surprised to find

a small hut flourishing settlement of Shaikhs (see Fig. 36), attesting the widespread popularity

which the saint's tomb enjoys as a pilgrimage place for the people of the oases southward.?.

Nothing seemed to be known of the holy man’s story except that he was connected in some

way with the still holier Imam Ja'far Sadiq worshipped at a famous desert shrine beyond Niya,

and that like him he had fallen as a ‘Shahid’. Considering the distance, fully 50 miles, at

which the Burhanuddin Mazar is situated from the oasis of Keriya, and the wholly deserted

condition of the intervening ground, I wondered whether the worship of this far-outlying shrine

may not in some way represent a survival of the attraction which the Buddhist establishments

of Li-hsieh or Dandan-Uiliq had once possessed for the pious. Some cultivation is carried on

near the shrine, and this could be greatly extended, as there is plenty of fertile level ground

as well as abundance of water.

At Keriya, which 1 reached on January 12, I found Huang Daloi, the Amban, duly advised

of my visit and its object by Pan Darin, my Khotan friend, and full of eagerness to facilitate

my explorations in every ix)ssible manner. The necessity of giving my men and camels a much-

needed short rest, as well as of awaiting the arrival of the ponies which were to rejoin us

from Khotan, obliged me to make a stay of five days at Keriya. Apart from numerous tasks

which had accumulated during my stay in the desert, and which could only now be attended to,

I used it for careful inquiries about
.
ancient remains in the district. Of antiques none were

forthcoming; for Keriya town is not itself an old place—it has acquired size and importance

only since the creation of the new District of which it forms the head quarters and the

‘ treasure-seeking ’ profession does not flourish as at Khotan. But besides learning of a number

of sites manifestly of the Tati type, I received information about a kSm-shahr or ‘old town’

in the desert north of Niya, which decided me to extend my explorations first in that direction.

Abdullah, a re.spectable old cultivator of Keriya, told me of having seen about ten years earlier

houses, evidently of a type similar to the stnictures of DandUn-Uiliq, half-buried in the sand

some marches beyond the famous Mazar of ImSm Ja'far Sidiq. Others, too, had heard stories

of this ‘old town’, and the existence of the Muhammadan shrine itself seemed, in the light of

former experience, to point to some earlier site of interest being found in the vicinity. So I did

not hesitate to set out for it on the i8th of January.

During the four days’ march which brought me to Niya there was little to be seen but

’ See pp. 329 sqq. mostly desert, stretching over no less than five degrees of

' The district which was formed after the Giinese re- longitude. It is curious to note that the Chinese administra-

conquest of 1877 out of the eastern portions of the old tion officially styles it the name of JP'iV-/'iiM, thus transfening

Khotan Amban-ship now extends from east of Ynrang-kBsh to it the ancient Chinese designation of the Khotan oasb.

town to beyond Chareban, and thus comprises a territory.
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the mighty «now-covered wall of the outer Kun-lun range to the south and the high dunes

of the desert northward. The barren uniformity of stony ‘ Sai ’ or low sand-dunes over which

the route leads is broken only by the small oasis of Ui-toghrak, east of Keri3a, and the tiny

halfway settlement of Yes-yulghun\ At Niya 1 was glad to find myself once more on
Hslian-tsang's track, for there ean be no doubt that the present small oasis corresfionds to the

pilgrim’s town of Ni-Jau^. He reached it after entering the desert east of r'i-mo, which, as

already noted, must be located near U^,un-Tati, north of the present oases of Chira and Gulakhma.
The distance of 200 li between the two places is certainly under-estimated, even allowing for

the reduced length of the more direct route north of the present one, which Hsuan-tsang is

likely to have followed. But apart from this measurement, his account of Ni-j.ing,

points quite clearly to the present Niya*. ‘This town is 3 or 4 li in circumference; it is

situated in a great marsh ; the soil of the marsh is warm and soft, so that it is difficult to

march on it. It is covered with reeds and tangled herbage, and one se-es neidier ro.uls nor

tracks. There is only the route leading to the town which is practicable to some extent. On
this account those coming and going must pass by this town. The king of Ch'ii-sa-ta-na [Khotan]

has placed there the guard of his eastern frontier.’

The extensive marshes, which, as the map shows, are found on both sides of the Niya

river just north of the present cultivated area ami the main village of Niya, correspond e.vactly

to the pilgrim’s description. The route from the cast winds through them for a dist.incc of

close on four miles, and westwards also the traveller would have to pass through them if he

followed, as HsUan-tsang in all probability did, a track a little more northerly than the present

Niya-Keriya route. Swamps of less width, but eipmUy thickly covered with reeds and ‘tangled

herbage', accompany the river-course for about twelve miles further north, and Ix'tween them

numerous small lakes are passed. Neither the stony ‘Sai’ commencing south of Niya nor the

forest belt further north offers similar features, and it hence appears to me safe to conclude

that HsUan-tsang’s town of Ni-Janj^ must have lain within the zone just indicated, though its

location may not have been exactly the same as that of the present Niya villages. Tlu*

latter, counting altogether about 500 houses®, formed the easternmost of the smaller oases which

were included in the Khotan District until the recent constitution of Keri)’a as a separate

administrative unit extending to Charchan, Thus Niya rpay well be said to have retained to

our own days the character of a frontier station, as noted by Hstlan-tsang. A7-yir«;'‘, by which

the Hsi-yU-chi and the ‘Life’ render the old name of Niya, has been supposed by Julien to

reproduce a form approximately sounding *Ninya, because the character in other tran-

scriptions is used to represent the Indian nya, tta, jha “. The supposition that the second

syllable of the old name began with a nasal sound would be greatly strengthened if my
suspicion should prove right that by Nina, a locality repeatedly mentioned in one of the

Kharo§thl documents from the Niya Site which Professor Rapson has published, our Niya is

meant’. The phonetic transition from a form *Niiia into Niya could be accounted for by a

parallel phonetic process in the case of Prakrit languages*.

' For a description see Ruins if Khokm, p. 340.
‘ See M/moires, ii. p. 246; Si-yu-ki, transl. Beal, ii. p.324.
* For a brief description comp. Hedin, Rtistn in Z.-A.,

P- 215: also Rmns ofKhotan, pp. 341 sq.

* See M/moiru, iL p. 6*7 )
Mithodt pour Iranscrire,

P- 116 *

’ See Kharo^thT tablet N. i. 16 in Prof. Rapson’s Specimens

f Kharoffhl Inscriptions, Ac., p. 14. This tablet, forming

togetlicr with N. i. 104 a doulilc ‘wedge’ document, refers

to the disp.'vtch of a certain .^amcka as a messenger ftom

Calmadana via Saca and Nina to Khotana
;
comp, below,

p. 326. I surmise that by Calmadana is meant the same lucaiity

which Ilsttan-tsang calls Chih-mo-Co-na, and which, being

placed ten marches to the east of Niya, manifchtly corresponds

to the present Charchan.

* If Hsdan-tsang's So-mo-jf, discussed above, pp. 223 tqq.,

Ni\.i,
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rirst The halt which I had to make at Niya on January 22, in order to arrange for the labourers

domnen'u supplies to bc taken to the desert site I was about to visit, pr<jved unexpectedly profitable

on wood. from the archaeological point of view. A large jar of ancient pottery (sec PI. IX), remarkable

for its good preservation and the hardness of its material, which had been found some five

jears earlier at that site by a Niya village headman and brought away to his home, was at

first the only anticpiity that Niya could show me. It measured 33 inches in diameter and

height, with a mouth 10 in. wide. Cut in the afternoon I received proof of a kind wholly

unexpected as to the great age of the desert site I was bound for. One of my two camelmen,

a young fellow of an unusually inquisitive turn of mind, had in the B^&r . come across a

villager possessing two inscribed tablets brought away from that site. As soon as they were

produced before me I discovered to my joyful surprise that they contained Kharo^thi writing,

of a type which closely agreed with that prevailing during the period of Ku§ana rule in the

first centuries of our era®.

Orinin of The man who brought me the tablets had picked them up near Musa-BCgim Oghil, the

first stage on the pilgrims’ road to Imam Ja'far Sadiq’s Mazar. But the original finder was

soon ascertained in the person of Ibrahim, an enterprising young villager, who had dug them

out from a ‘house of the old town* beyond. He had gone there a year before in search of

treasure, but had found only these, to him, useless tablets. He brought away half a dozen or

so, only to throw some away on the road and to give the rest to his children to play with.

Of the latter tablets only one could be recovered next morning’®, though Ibrahim, seeing how

well I rewarded the more sensible second-hand finder, had eagerly searched his house for them.

He declared that he had left plenty more at the find-place. P'earing the possibility of being

forestalled, I tried to hide my delight, but took care to secure Ibrahim as a guide and to

assure him of a good reward if he could show me undisturbed the ruined structure where he

made his find. The ancient bilingual coins of Khotan, and the fragments of the Dutreuil de

Khins codex, had so far been the only evidence of the use of Kharo^jhl writing in Central Asia.

Hence the two tablets which a fortunate chance had placed in my hands were scanned by me

w ith no small keenness in the evening. The writing on b. (a rectangular ‘ under-tablet ’, to

use the terminology subsequently established) seemed legible enough, in spite of the faded

appearance of the ink ; but the very cursive form of the characters and philological difficulties

since better appreciated prevented any attempt at immediate decipherment. Nevertheless even

this cursory study, resumed after each day’s march, sufficed to convince me that the tablets

were documents with an early Indian text, and to assure me of the antiquity of the ruins.

But full of expectation as I was, I little anticipated at the time what a rich harvest was

awaiting me.

Mardialong On January 23 I set out from Niya for Imam Ja'far Sadiq with twenty labourers and a
Niya liver,

convoy of additional hired camels to help in the transport of a month’s supplies. A three

days’ march brought me to the shrine, the starting-point for my fresh expedition into the

desert. Famous as a pilgrimage-place throughout Turkestan, it had never previously been

visited by Europeans except M. Dutreuil de Rhins and M. Grenard. The route lay all along

the Niya river, and through the belt of thick forest which accompanies its course from the

point where the marshland immediately north of Niya is left behind to where the river dies

is intended to transcribe a name *S«mafla, or some simQar * Now marked, with the date of their aoquiaitioib N. as.

form, we should have an instance of that process in Khotan L tpor, a, b.

itself; for the ]>rescnt name of the locality meant is Somit'a, ** Marked M. 33. L 1901.

as demonstrated above, p. 235.

.r
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away in thw sand. For a detailed description of the scenery passed throu.nh and observations

on geographical features may refer to my Personal Narrative". Among the latter I may
note here that the Niya stream, just like the Kerija Dar^.l. gathers volume from the springs

and marshes below the oasis. These are, of course, fetl by the water wliicli has been absorbed
higher up by irrigation and comes to the surf.ice again lower ilown. In view of the ample
ground available for cultivation from below Musa-Begim, where the jungle belt widens out to

eight miles and more, I was particularly interested in the new canal whielt liad be< n begun here

two years before by the Keriya Amban’s orders, and whieli could be billowed along the wc;ll-

marked pilgrims’ road for a distance of over eight miles. The ground is everywhere fertile loess,

and so level that the creation of a large colony would be easy if the* effort were persisted in and
an adecpiate population assured. Further to the north the route lay in p.irts along »>ld beds

of the river, all lined with luxuriant Toghrak jungle, wliile elsewhere patches of deail forest

indicated ground which the shifting of the stream eastwards had long ago tUprived of its

subsoil water.

The actual river-course, where met again some six miles soutli of the Ma7.'ir, had dwindled

down to a narrow band of ice scarcely 20 feet in witlth, and further on was rapiilly diminishing

through branches sent off on either side. Yet the trees and shrubs around seemed to increase

in size and luxuriance. It was evitlent that here, near the river’s end, the b-rtili/ing power of

its water, freely spread out during the summer floods, was strongly reasserting itself—an apt

illustration, it seems to me, of the advantages whit-h the position of a terminal oasis must
ahvays ofifer for cultivation.^

After the days .spent in this lonely woodlaml the collection at the ]\I.iz;ir of ISIosques,

Madrasahs, and houses for Shaikhs and pilgrims, humble, as the struct>ires are, looked im-

pressive. It attests the popularity of the saint, whose supposed tomb occupies the top of a

prominent ridge to the west of the settlement. A gruuj) of small lakes ilividcs the latter from

the hill, which rises to a height of about 170 feet. On ascending it I A.’as much struck by

various signs of the pilgrims’ devotion, and of the care taken to foster it. dhe fine old trees

at the foot of the ridge, and the large number of rough wooden arches passed by the ptith

winding to the top, arc hung with the largest and most motley collection of \oiive offerings

I .ever saw in India or Turkestan. The variety of the materials rei)rescntLd among the rags

originating from widely distant parts of Asia and Europe which make up the mass of tin se

ex-votos, would make this exhibition of textile fabrics a most instructive archaeological find

if it were safely buried beneath the desert sand and excavated after long centuries. Little

heaps of earth arranged like graves, and covering the slopes of the hill in thousands, symbohVe

the resting-places of the Shahids who arc supposed to have fallen here with Imam Ja'far Sa<!i(i,

their holy leader, in his last fight against the infidels of Chin-u-Mdihht.

In the long Tadhkirah of the warrior saint, from which M. Grenard has translated full

extracts, it is not possible to trace any special reference to the site where his worship is now
localized, except that the legendary makes him succumb in the desert. This makes it appear

still more probable than ,it would be a priori that the sanctity of the hill goes back to pre-

Muhammadan times. I was hence particularly interested to find that a striking natur.'il pecu-

liarity allows us here to account for this sanctity. While the forest belt of the river is every-

where else bordered by high ridges of sand, such as I have noticed in connexion with tlic

marches from DandSn-Uiliq to the Keriya river, 1 found to my surprise that the soil on the slopes

Mazai i.l

Iiiicim

jA’f.ir Sriilb

Lci^cml oi

( )ii^in ot

local

worship.

“ See Ruins ofKhoian, pjv 345 sqq.
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of the s.icrcd hill consists solely of stony detritus overlying reefs of salt. T^ie presence of .1

real hill so far away from the foot of the mountains, and in a position surrounded by drifting

dunes, would, like all striking natural features, suffice to attract local worship, as shown by the

numberless ‘SvayambhQ Tlrthas' of India, ancient and modern^*. But the occurrence of rock

salt, so rare elsewhere in this region, must have increased pious regard in this case.

On January 26 we left this curious desert shrine, after having taken along as additional

labourers a dozen or so of able-bodied men from the secluded little settlements of Shaikhs,

shepherds, and mendicants dependent on the Maz5r. The small watercourses into which the

river splits up before it is finally absorbed in the sand reach only some three miles beyond

Imam Ja'far, and as water cannot be got at the site by digging the four iron water-tanks

brought by me had to be filled before the start. It would have been very difficult, if not

impossible, to keep my camp, counting in the end from forty to fifty people, supplied with the

indispensable amount of water so far out in the desert had not the intense cold still prevailing

(on January 26 I registered a minimum of 44“ Fahr. below freezing-point) permitted of its

convenient transport in the form of ice, sacks and nets being improvised for the purpose. At

a little farm kejit by shepherds of the Maziir, near the terminal marsh of TulkUch-Ktil, our ponies

were left behind, and only the camels taken onwards. Some eight miles beyond the Mazar the

forest, before invaded by he<avy drift-sand, gave way to a wide expanse of sand-cones thickly

overgrown with tamarisk scrub. From a high sandhill near the extreme limit of living trees

where my camp had been pitched, I could make out a broad scrub-covered belt stretching away

to the NNW. between the great sandy ridges of the true desert. It,clearly marked the direction

of the old extension of the river course.

The march of the next day, January 27, confirmed my surmise that the ancient site would

be reached by following this direction. For the first five miles or so thick patches of dead

forest were encountered between the tamarisk-covered hillocks. The time when its trees, mostly

Toghrak, had nourished could not be very remote, for many of the lifeless trunks still retained

their branches. Winding along the eastern edge of this dead forest, a dry channel, about 4 ft.

deep and about 10 feet broad, could be traced for some distance. All remains of old forest

disappeared when, lower down, we entered a zone of steep conical sand-hillocks 15 to 30 ft

high, rising close to each other, anc( all covered with tamarisk scrub on their tops. In the

midst of this belt, al>out three miles broad from north to south, I came upon a small open

area showing broken pottery and remains of an enclosure made of thickly-packejd rushes.

Inside it the men recognized a few much-withered trunks of planted poplars or Tertk. It was

manifestly the last trace of some ancient farm, or, perhaps, of some village site completely

covered up elsewhere by the closely packed sand-cones Beyond, the ground became more

open, with low bare dunes resembling those about DandSn-Uiliq. Above them rose here and

there isolated sand-cones, bearing the only living tamarisk bushes that were to be seen. After

marching for about five miles patches of ground between the dunes strewn with potsherds,

fnigments of stone, slag, &c., showed that we had reached the southern edge of the ruined

area. The total distance from ImSm Ja'far had been about 24 miles, less than the three

marches for which my guides Abdullah and IbrShim had prepared me.

“ It is nolewonhy that the small rocky hills, which as the

last isolated remains of a completely decayed mountain range

crop out of the desert near the courses of the Khotan and

Yarkand rivers (see Hedin, Rtisen in Z.-A., pp. aso sq., 942,

&c.) are everywhere known by the name of Matir-UfJi *the

hill of the sacred shrine.'

** The ddbris of the Ai/at site near Domoko wu Ibimd

in exactly similar surroundings; see below, chap. un.

sec. U.
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Shriveltecl trunks of ancient fruit-trees appeared rising from the low sand. Moving on

northward for less than two miles I soon sighted the first two ‘ old houses standing on what
looked at first sight like small elevated plateaus, but which closer obscrv.ation proved to be

merely portions of the original loess soil that had escaped the erosion proceeding all round.

These were the ruins to be described below as N. in. and N. iv. " A rapid inspection showed
me that the mode of construction in these buildings was substantially the same as that in the

dwellings of Dandan-Uiliq, but their dimensions were larger and the timber framework far

more elaborate and solid. The conclusion that I instinctively drew as to tlie far greater anti-

quity of these remains was confirmed almost immediately when, in one of the outer rooms of

the min N. in , where the sand lay only about half a foot deep, I came upon some finely carvt'd

pieces of wood lying practically on the surface, which showed ornamentation unmi.stakably of

the GandhSra style. I subsequently identified them as parts of the ancient chair seen in

Plate LXVIII. Marching about two miles further north, across bro.ad swelling dunes, I arrived

at the ruined structure of sun-dried bricks of which Abdullah had already spoken at Kf;ri)a

as a ‘Potai’. It proved, as I had expected, to be the remains of a small Slfqja, buried for

the most part under the slope of a high conical sandhill.

Here, in a position conveniently central for the exploration of the scattered ruins (sec

Plate XXVII), I pitched my cam'p. The ground in the immediate vicinity showed all the

characteristic traces of excessive erosion. Broad patches of bare loess disjilajed in jirofusion

pieces of broken pottery, bleached and twisted trunks of fallen poplars and other ganlen trees,

as well as much decayed remains of ancient timber that splintered and broke almost as soon

as lifted. Of the buildings to which this timber debris had belonged it was impossible to trace

even the roughest outlines. A few small loess-banks, regular ‘witnesses’, with almost vertical

wind-eroded sites, which rose a short distance to the west of the Sttipa, 12-15 above the

level of the debris-covered area, showed plainly how far the present surf.icc of the latti r had

been reduced below the ancient ground-level. Numerous fragments of stone, evidently the

remains of lai^cr pieces that must have once been brought from far away for ust; in the housf s,

Ixire even more impressive evidence to the destructive force of the desert winds atul of the

extremes of climate. But as I retired to my first night’s rest among these silent witnc.sst s

of ancient habitations my main thought was how many jof the precious documents on wood,

which Ibrahim declared he had left behind at the ruin ‘explored’ by him a year before, utre

still waiting: to be recovered.

“ See Figs. 40, 41.
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THE ANCIENT SITE BEYOND THE NIYA RIVER

Section I.-THE RUIN N.i. AND THE FIRST FINDS OF INSCRIBED TABLETS

At sunrise of January 28, with the temperature still well below zero Fahr., I hastened

to the ruined building whore Ibrahim had a year previously picked up his ancient tablets inscribed

with Kharosthi characters. According to his statement, he had left plenty more of them in situ.

It had been impossible to hide from him the value which I attached to these records; and as he

subsequently seemed to regret not having himself made a haul of them, I had him watched en route

by Ibrahim AkhCin, the excellent Darogha whose services the Amban of Keriya had placed at my

disposal, and also after our arrival, to prevent his escape or any possible interference with the spot.

The mingled feelings of expectation and distrust with which I now approached it, soon changed

to joyful assurance. About one mile to the east of the camp I sighted the ruin (marked N. 1. on

the plan) to which Ibrahim was guiding us, on what looked like a sntall terrace or plateau rising

12-15 above the eroded ground near by*. On ascending the west slope, seen in the* fore-

ground of Fig. 37, I picked up at once three tablets inscribed with Kharo$(hI lying amidst the

diSbris of massive timber which marked wholly eroded parts of the ruined structure. On reaching

the top I found to my delight many more scattered about in the sand within the nearest of the

rooms still clearly traceable by remains of their walls. The layer of drift-sand that had spre.id

over the tablets since Ibrahim had thrown them down here a year before, was so thin as- scarcely

to protect the topmost ones from the snow that lay about one inch deep over the more shaded

portions of the ground. It dated, no doubt, from the snowfall which I had encountered on my

way from Keriya to Niya eight days, earlier.

Ibrahim seemed scarcely less elated than myself at seeing his statement confirmed, and the

good reward I had promised him thus assured. He at once pointed out to me that the find-place

of the relics was not in this room, marked v. a. in my detail plan PI. XXVIII, where he had thrown

them .away in utter ignorance of their value, but in the south corner of the room i. immediately

adjoining eastwards. There, in a little rece.ss (a) about 4 feet wide, formed between the fireplace,

well recognizable above the sand, and the wall dividing rooms i. and v,a. (seen on the right in

Plate VI), he had come upon a heap of tablets while scooping out the sand with his hands in

search of ‘ treasure ’. The ancient documents which he appears to have found lying in horizontal

rows, possibly with some sort of arrangement, on the low mud platform extending along that

side of the room, impeded his burrowing, and were hence promptly thrown across the decayed

wall into the next room. It was a fortunate chance which had brought me to the site so soon

after his discovery. For, fully exposed to tite sun and wind, these thin wooden boards could

not have long retained their writing in such wonderful freshness as they had during their safe

‘ Tlie photograph, Fig.* 37 , taken after excavation from north wing are leen in front; and hcluDd than 10 (hs.ljSft.^

.

the height of a large tamarisk-covered sandhill to the north- remaini of .the.eait wing. For the patdmi.cf.ttieW 1^,*^
cast, well illustrates the position ofthe ruin. The rooms of the the north sh^ of dunes; see below. .
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interment oJk^many centuries beneath the sancL As it was. the sun of one year and its rain

and snow, 'however slight in quantity, had sufficed to bleach and partly efface the fnlly-e\p(jscd

writing of the topmost tablets.

After placing a guard over the room where Ibrahim’s scatternl finds hiy, so as to prevent

further injury or abstraction, I set the men to work to clear the room N. i. (see Plate VI), where

he had first come upon them. This was an easy task, as the room measured only i6 by 14 ft.,

and the sand filling it was not deep. On the north-west sitle, near the edge of the eroiU d slope,

it lay only to a depth of aljout 2 ft., which increased to about 4 ft. further in, \\here the better

preserved south-east wall retained the drift-sand. While the clearing proceeiled cautiously, I had

time to examine the system of construction followed in tlu‘ ruined building. As the same was
siibscc^ucntly found in almost all other structures of the site, it will be convenient to ilcsrribc

it in this place. In its general features it showed close resemblance to that noticed in tlic

1 )andan-yiliq structures, being based on the use of timber; but there were characteristic minor

dilTercnces. Massive scpiared beams of White Poplar or Terek wood, usually extcmling below

several rooms, and In some instances exceeding 40 ft. in length, formed a kind of foundation
;

their thickness, which varied from 6 to 10 ins. according to the size and im[»ortancc of th(!

walls they supported, and their perfect finish and fitting always causeil my w'orkmen \o wonder

at the skill of those ancient carpenters. On this foundation were set wooden posts from

4 to 6 ins. square, which supported the roof and at the same time servetl as a frame for the

walls. These, and smaller but equally w'cll-finished intermediary posts, fi.Kcd at regular intervals

usually of about one foot, were joined by heavy crossbeams on the top and light ones between.

In the ruin N. 1. the upper portions of the walls had decayed too far to show the crossbeams

in position ; but they can be seen clearly, or else the dowels that once held them, in the photogra[)h

(Fig. 41) of the better preserved large dwelling N. iii. 'I'he arrangeme nt of the upright posts

is, however, fully visible in Plate VI, showing the room N. i. after excavation. Po this

framework, and usually on the outside of the small intermediary i>()sls, was fi\(‘d a strong kind

of matting of thin tamarisk branches w^oven diagonally. This again was covered on each side

with layers of hard, white plaster, giving a total wall-thickn(*ss varying from 6 to S ins. in

different structures. In the photograph (Plate VI), showing the north-east and soiith-c^ast

walls of room /. in N. i. as seen from outside before excavation, the diagonal matting, wliieh

had become denuded of its plaster covering owing to exposure above the sand, is distinctly

visible. This diagonal tamarisk matting undoubtedly supplietl a stronger core to the walls than

the horizontal layers of reeds used for the same purpose at Dandrm-lblitp Uut that the latter

system was known also at the earlier period to which the ruins of the Ni)a Site belong is

proved by its employment in several instances in the ruins N. iii., N. iv., and N. v., to be

noticed hereafter.

A third, far rougher, method of wall-construction, which closely resembles that still in vogue

in the Khotan region, was applied apparently only to cattle-sheds, stables, and similar outlu)uses.

It consisted of vertically-placed and closely-packed rushes covered w'ith I.iy(M*s of nuitl plaster.

Walls of this kind, in w'hich rough wooden corner-posts supported the roof, while saplings or

roughly cut branches of trees were inserted at intervals to strengthen the rushes, wen* lound

near N. i. and most of the ruined buildings of the site, and have been distinctively shown in

the plans. In N. i. also the more solidly built walls had completely decayed, where not actually

covered by sand^ but many of the stronger posts originally holding them still rose high abi^ve

the surface, in some instances 10 feet and more. Their splintered and shrivelled appearance*

showed the long periods for which they had been exposed to the destructive forces of the desert.
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As the room N. i. was gradually cleared the inscribed tablets or portions of tablet^now marked

N. i. 100-114 turned up at different places on the low platform of plaster along the south-west

wall and towards the centre of the room. Most of them lay close to the mud floor or else

above a thin stratum of sand. It was clear that they could have reached that position only

by accident. Two more tablets, marked N. i. 120, 122, together with a carved piece of wood

from a rail or baluster, N. i. 121 (see PI. LXX), were found lying on the platform that lined

the completely decayed north-west wall, while another inscribed tablet (N. i. 180) was the solitary

find near the north-east wall. There was nothing directly to indicate that these tablets had

been removed at some e.arlier date from the main deposit of wooden documents which Ibrahim

had lighted upon in the southern corner of the room; yet their widely scattered positions

seemed to suggest this, and the supposition has since been confirmed by Professor Rapson, who

has recognized in tablet N. i. 16 the cover fitting to, and completing the text of, tablet N. i. 104 ^

As soon as I hatl convinced myself that the room held no other remains, I proceeded to collect

carefully the tablets which had been left behind from Ibrahim’s find. Those lying on the surface

of the sand in the adjoining room were marked N. i. 1-52, in the order as they were recovered

from west to east, while a search in the sand immediately below them, and in the same order,

revealed those numbered N. i. 5.3“85.

The subsequent clearing of this room (N. v. a.) brought to light only a low plaster platform

running round three of its sides. In the same narrow room (N. ii.), however, which communi-

cated by still traceable doorways with N. i. and N. iii., and probably served as a mere passage,

three more documents were discovered, among them a remarkably well-preserved one, the ' double

wedge’ tablet N. ii. 2 with its clay seal and fastening still intact.

The hundred and odd inscribed tablets with which I returned to camp from my first day’s

work amid thc'se ruins represented a harvest far more abundant than I could reasonably have

hoped for. The remarkable state of preservation in which, a considerable portion of them was

found made it easy for me, even during the first rapid examination on the spot, to recognize

certain main features in their outward arrangement ; and the few hours of study which I was

subsequently able to devote to them in my tent during the bitterly cold evenings soon fami-

liarized me with some aspects of their use as an ancient writing material. Leaving aside the

three tablets found in room N. ii. and some ten pieces which were oblong or otherwise of

peculiar form, all tablets from N. i. were wedge-shaped and showed unmistakable evidence of

having been originally arranged in pairs. Eight of such pairs of accurately fitted tablets (N. i-

9, 12, 64, 67, 78, 83, 105, 122) were still held together by a string, which passed round the square

ends of the wedges and also through a hole drilled into both tablets where their left end

tapered to a point. One of the complete pair of wedge-shaped tablets showed invariably on

its outside surface a square socket sunk into the wood and communicating with gjrooves which

held the string in carefully arranged cross-folds. This socket, of what I may distinguish as the

‘ covering-tablet ’, still retained the clay sealing for which it was intended, either complete or

in part, not only in most of the complete pairs (N. i. 9, 12, 64, 67, 122), but also in several of

the numerous ‘covering’ tablets found detached (N, i. 14, 17* 35* 5^* &C.). Of such detached

tablets altogether some 38 are clearly recognizable by their seal-socket as coveringf-tablets,

many of them also retaining portions of their ancient string fastening.

The string-hole near the pointed end and the peculiar arrangement of the writing to be

referred to presently made it easy to recognize in the rest of the detached wedge-shaped tablets

* See Spttimttu ofKhar. Inter., p. 14; aim below, p. 3>S.
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from N. i. ^about 4 L including 'several fragments) corresponding under-tablets belonging to

original pairs. A number of these detached tablets have since been re-united by Mr. Andrews
and Professor Rapson into complete ‘ double-wedge ’ documents, e.g. N. i. 16-H04 already referred

to. This possibility had, indeed, from the first suggested itself, in view of the close approach

in number of the two classes of wedge-shaped tablets recovered. It is probalile that the covering-

and under-tablets of many of these documents still ky close together, even though their original

fastening may have been missing when Ibrahim lighted upon them. But in view of the

thoroughness with which he had disturbed the original position of this collection of documents
no certain opinion can be expressed on the point The fact of the tablets subseiiucnily excavated

by me in other places of N. i. having proved to be mainly detached pieces suggests that the

deposit of documents may either have been disturbed by some earlier searchers, or originally

thrown down in confusion just as seems to have been the case in N. iv.

The exact details of the ingenious method of fastening adopted for thise remaikabh'

documents on wood were fully ascertained by me only on the subseciucnt «lisrovery of prac-

tically perfect specimens among the rich finds yielderl by the ancient rubbish-heap N. xv. It

will, therefore, be more convenient to leave their discussion, as well as that of other techni-

calities of archaeological interest connected with the use of this ancient ‘stationery’ on wood,

for a later section (iv.). Exact details as to the size, type, and condition of each tablet

found in N. i. are given in the inventory list at the end of this chapter. It will hence suflice

to describe here the general appearance of the wedge-shaped tablets recovered from this par-

ticular place, and to call al^tention to individual pieces. The length of the tablets, which in

each pair fitted each other exactly in size and shape, varies from 7J in. to 15’ in. (N. i. 9. a),

and their width at the square end proportionately from 1^ in. to 24 in. The thickness of the

wood is from a quarter to three-quarters of an inch. The wood is generally of uniform thickness

throughout each tablet, except near the right hand or square end of the co\'cring-tabk-is, where an

extra thickness has ordinarily been spared for the square seal-socket. The raised cilges of the

latter are always neatly bevelled down sideways towards the stpiare and pointed eiuls of the

tablets, while the upper and lower edges are left high for the formation of the string grooves

(three on each side). The seal-socket is rectangular, in most cases s(iuare, the sides varying

in proportion to the width of the tablet from i§ to i inqh. Plates XCVIII and C show tin-

complete double-wedge documents N. i. 122 and N, i. 9 as seen from the Reverse of the under-

tablet, with their original fastening of hemp string. In Plate IC the Obverse of N. i. 104 is

reproduced
; here the string crossfolded through the grooves and seal-socket is visible, owing to

the clay sealing which had once been inserted in the latter having perished, as in the great majority

of tablets.

The text, invariably written in Kharo§(hI characters and running from right to left paralk-l

to the longer side, occupies the inner surfaces of the tablets, i.e. the Rev. of the covering- and

the Obv. of the under-tablet, which in the arrangement of pairs as originally fastened were turned

towards each other. The text always commences on the top of the Obv. of the under-tablet,

and only its conclusion is written on the Rev. of the covering-tablet, which explains why the

latter often shows only a single line of characters or is left altogether blank, as in N. i. 23,

24. 67, 43, 55. The reproduction given in Plates XCVIII, IC of the inside faces of complete

wedge-shaped documents from N. xv. will serve to illustrate the corresponding arrangement in

all wedge-shaped tablets of N. i*.
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’ The inside facet of two documents (N. L 104 + 16 and N. i. 105) wili be found reproduced among Prof. Rapson’s S/mmins.
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On the Obv, of the covering-tablet, which bears the clay seal, and which soon proved to

have served the puriKiscs of a kind of envelope, there appear invariably brief entries in Kharosjhi
script, consisting of a short line to the right of the seal-socket and ’of a few characters to the

ri.<;ht of the string-hole near where the wedge runs out in a point. These entries, having become
effaced through exposure, do not appear clearly in the reijroductioir of N. i. 103 (Plate IC),

though the original shows them; but in the reproductions of the wedge-shaped tablets N. xv.

24 (in the same plate), N. xv. 137 (Plate XCVHI), N. xv. 71 (Plate C) they are plainly visible.

Their very position and form at once suggested that they were intended cither as memoranda
of the contents, or else to convey the name of the sender or addressee. The last supposition

proved the right one, when subsequent examination showed that the three characters near the

string-hole were to be read datavo ‘to be given to’, and that the words on the right of the

seal-socket always contained a name with the appropriate case-ending. The Rev. of the under-

tablet, otherwise ordinarily left blank, shows in all well-preserved tablets a single word written

near the square end, which, by Professor Rapson’s examination, has proved to contain the name
of the person entrusted with the document. This last-named entry is seen on N. i. 9 (Plate C)

and N. xv. 137 (Plate XCVIIl). N. i. 122 (PKate XCVHI) is interesting as the only instance

where the Rev. of an under-tablet displays this entry not written in ink but engraved into the

wood, and In a tninsvcrse direction, instead of the usual one parallel to the longer side. The
inscribed tablets not showing the wedge-shape which turned up in N. i., only some eleven in

number, were too few and too varied to yield at the time any clue as to their character or

arrangement. Hence it must suffice to mention among them N. i.^ 70 (see Plate CHI), which,

though shaped like a wedge and provided with a string-hole was not a document of the regular

type. The deep groove passing round the broad end was certainly meant for a fastening. The
few characters {daiavo) near the string-hole show that the tablet contained an address, and suggest

its having been used as a label, perhaps attached to a bag. For another tablet of peculiar

.shape, see N. i. 56 in inventory.

Apart from the large number of inscribed tablets yielded by N. i., this first find-place of the

site was remarkable also for the relatively good preservation of most of its epigraphic relics.

Wh(!re double tablets had remained together and thus protected each other, the black ink

of the Kharo.sthl lines written on the pinner surfaces looked as fresh as if penned quite recently.

On those tablets which, when thrown down by Ibrahim, had come to lie with their written surface

fully exposed, the characters had often become bleached, evidently by the effect of sun and sand

;

while the ink had ‘ run ' or become somewhat blurred through the moisture which the recent

snow'fall had brought But the writing, even on these pieces, has scarcely ever become illegible.

Curiously enough, some of the tablets which Ibrahim had left undisturbed below the sand had

suffered a good deal more by warping, cracking, and similar damage to the wood. The cause

in these cases was undoubtedly the position close to the floor which the tablets occupied, and

which had made them liable to absorb what subsoil moisture the ground received after the

ab.nndonment of the site. That some had suffered even in ancient times becomes probable from

the insect borings found in several (e.g. N. i. 12, 49, 60), and from the broken condition of others

which Ibrahim had not disturbed (e.g. N. i. 100+109, iii, lOi, io6).

The good preservation of the great majority of that first day’s finds made it easy to recognise

that the tablets, though written by many ' different hands, showed throughout the characteristic

peculiarities of that type of Kharo^thl writing which is exhibited by inscriptions of the extreme

North-West of India during the Ku$ana or Indo-Scythian rule. In spite of the chronological

problems presented by the era used in those inscriptions, it is certain that the period of this rule
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falls within the first three centuries of our era. Hence, while still cnj^ngecl in gathering the
remarkable documents that^were coming to light that clay in such surprising numbers, I felt

absolutely assured as to their exceptional value. At first the apprehension obsessed me, that
these strange records, strikingly similar in their outward form, and almost all showing when
complete an identical short formula at th^ir commencemi^nt, might prove to be mere rejMicas

of the same text; perhaps a prayer or an extract from some Buddhist sacreil text. But such
hurried comparison and study of the tablets as I was able to make during the evening fol-

lowing their discovery, quickly showed th.at their text varied greatly in both extent and matter

;

and as I steadily continued it during the scanty hours of rest of the next few dajs, evidence
gradually accumulated in support of a far more encouraging suppexsition.

The care taken about the se.aling of most of the tablets from the first suggested that

their contents were of a more practical nature—letters, perhaps, or documents of official character.

I could not fail to realize how much the historical interest of the finds would be increased

thereby; but only decipherment could establish the fact, and for the exccjHional difficulties of

this the experience furnished by the Dutreuil dc Rhins fragments, and more than one Kharosthi
inscription from the Indian North-West Frontier, h.ad [ireparcd me. I could not hope to attempt

on the spot what, owing to the very cursive character of the writing and all the uncertainties

of language and contents, has since proved so serious a task even for expert epigraphists

w'orking in their study. Hence, I had all the more reason to feel gratified when a series of

philological observations bearing on the phonetic character of the characters, single or compound,
and on the recurrence of pavticular inflexional endings, together with the tentative identification

of a few detached words, proved that the language w.as an early Prakrit, prob.ibly of a tj jic

akin to the dialect found in the legends of the Sino-Kharostlii coins of Khotan and in the

Dutreuil de Rhins codex.

As regards the character of the contents in the largest portion of the finds, 1 could remain

no longer in doubt when, a day or two later, I succeeded in definitely deciphering the brief

initial formula which appeared invariably at the head of the text on all wedge-sh.apcil under-

tablets, and which, curiously enough, had at first been a cause of misgivings*. Its wording

imxhanuava tnaharaya lifiati, ‘ His Excellency the M.ah.!r.aja writes,’ at once establislieil that

the documents thus prefaced conveyed official orders. But, even without this explicit assurance

as to the contents, there seemed enough in the first day’s discoveries to justify the conclusion

that, with the Kharosthi script transplanted from the extreme north-west of India, an early

form of Indian speech had also been brought into use within the territories of ancient Khotan,

probably from the same region. Such a fact could be accounted for only by historical events

of far-reaching importance, or else by ethnic movements little suspected hitherto. The hope

of recovering evidence that might help to elucidate the problem thus raised made me look

with intense interest for additional epigraphical finds at the site.

My expectation of such finds soon proved well founded, when I began nc'xt morning

(January 29) the clearing of the southern wing of the ruined building. Owing to the scanty

cover of sand, and progressive erosion, the walls in this part of the building had suffered even

more than in the row of small rooms excavated on the previous day. As shown by the plan

(Plate XXVIII), it adjoined at right angles the eastern end of this row, and communicatetl

with it by a door leading at first into a small room (N. iii.), only 10 ft. broad, which might

* Sec for this formula, always separated from the body of
the text by a considerable interval, the under-tablele of N, xv.

137, XV. 14, N. ix. I, N. XV. 71, rc'producfil in ri.iU-s

XCVIII-C.
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have served as a kind of ante-chamber. A platform, 45 ft broad, built of plaster to a height

of some 3 ft above the floor, looked as if intended to accommodate attendants, an exactly

similar arrangement being often observed in modern TurkestSn houses belonging to people of

means. What purpose the wall served, the remains of which were found dividing the small

space between the western end of this platform and the wall towards room N. ii., I was unable

to ascertain. It was here, in the recess marked b, that I found the fairly well-preserved tablet

N. iii. I, the sole object yielded by this room, and the first record written on a wooden board

closely resembling in shape an Indian ‘TakhtI’®. The piece also attracted my special interest

by exhibiting on either side four narrow vertical columns of Kharo?(hI, which suggested either

a metrical text arranged after the fashion of the Dhammapada in the Dutreuil de Rhins

fragments, or else lists.

As soon as the clearing of the large apartment (N. iv.) adjoining immediately on the south

had been started, inscribed tablets of all shapes and sizes began to crop up in rapid succession

from the shallow sand covering it. It was a room 37 feet square, with a plaster platform

13 inches high and 4 feet broad running round three of its sides (see Plate XXVI 1

1

). The
remains of eight posts arranged in a rectangle, 10 by 85 ft, indicated a central ' area, which in

all probability had a raised roof, with a clerestory opening below to admit light and air, after

the fashion still observed in the halls or Aiw&ns of all TurkestSn houses of any pretension®.

As the protective layer of sand rose only about 3 feet high above the floor, little more was

left of the walls than rows of much-decayed posts, which the plaster of the platforms had helped

to keep upright (see Fig. 37). In consequence of this inadequate, covering the first inscribed

tablets which turned up in the sand above the south platform and close to the surface (N. iv.

1-6) had suffered far more than any excavated in N. i. The perished and cracked surface of

their wood and their often warped and split appearance showed plainly the effects of the

climatic influences, and in particular of the terrible summer heat to which they must have

been exposed since the winds had carried away most of the sand that originally protected them.

The fantastically-twisted fragment, N. iv. ii, reproduced in Plate CIV, which still retains a small

portion of its text arranged in five lines near the square end, illustrates the destructive effects

of such exposure. Another characteristic specimen of this class of badly damaged records is

N. ii. I, found in exactly similar conditions in the passage of the north row and reproduced in

the same plate. Here the under-tablet of a rectangular document has been contorted almost

into the shape of a half-open roll, part of the inside surface still retaining some I^ible lines of

bleached writing. The badly-split and warped covering-tablet of a similar document (N. iv. 38)

is seen in Plate CV, still recognizable by its seal-socket and string-grooves, but retaining only

faint traces of writing.

After the discouraging appearance of the first finds, I had reason to feel all the more

gratified when I found that even the light remaining cover of sand had sufficed to preserve

m a more or less legible condition the majority of the numerous inscribed tablets that were

found scattered over the platform along the southern side of the room. Those marked with

numbers N. iv. 4-36 turned up either separately or in small batches lying close above the

plaster flooring, ahd~the damp once rising tj^rough the latter, no doubt, accounted for the

' For a similar board found at Dant&n-UOiq, sed abovoi

p. 269.

* M. Grenard’s sketch of such an AnoSn in a well-to-do ‘

citizen’s house (Mission D. it Rhins, ii. p. 97) illustrates tKe

raised roof and the open space left below its edge all round,

which, like a dqrlight, serves Ibr die admission of light and

air (tungbsk). The plan given ^Wdy p. 99) of a modem
Khotan mansion wiU help to cx{dain odier corresponding

features in the andeiit booses df the NTs Site, the AStIba-

tionof the rooms
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stained and discoloured surface of a number of otherwise well-preserved tablets. The compact

little heap comprising the tablets numbered N. iv. 46-60 had fared better ; for lying close to

the centre of the south wall (in the position marked c in the plan) they had received some
protection from what remained of the foot of the wall, and those lying nearest to the flooring

had helped to keep off the damp from the rest. The documents containetl in this accnmula-

lion, and some minor batches near by, had probably remained undisturbed just as they were

thrown down by the last occupants of the dwelling. With regard to the few tablets (N. iv.

80-84) which were found scattered on the cast platform and on the floor immediately below

it, this seemed less likely, and it was manifestly not the case with the very numerous pieces

that rewarded the subsequent clearing of the central area.

Outside its edges and well above the floor there turned up the t.ablets N. iv. 90-106 to

the south, and N. iv. 107-1 14 to the east. As the pass<agcs between the platforms and the

posts marking the central area were being cleared, it was found that the latter was covered

by a square piece of heavy tamarisk matting lying about one foot above the flo(^r ;
as the

size of this matting corresponded to that of the area itself, and as some light r.ifters wme
found lying below it, it had evidently once belonged to the roof over this area. The roof

must have fallen in at this point when the sand had already accumulated one foot, and the

twenty odd tablets found above the matting near the posts marking the southern end of the area

(N. iv. 115-141) could only have got there subsequently. It is probable that they were thrown

there when the abandoned dwelling was visited by some one searching its mins after the

fashion of the modern ‘treasure-seekers’. It was not likely that the ancient wooden records

left behind by the last occupiers as so much ‘ waste-paper ’ (to use an anachronism) would have

been treated by him with more respect than Ibrahim had shown for the collection of tablets

he had unearthed in N. i. Below the matting I found only four tablets (N. iv. 142-145), but

these are in a very good state of preservation, as might be e.xpeclcd from the early and

effective protection afforded them. One of them (N. iv. 144), a rectangular under-tablet, shows

thirteen long lines of perfectly clear writing, and thus offers a text of respectable extent. A
small oval-shaped platform of plaster, rising about 6 in. above the floor, which was after this

disclosed within the central area, must, judging from the rim enclosing it, have served as an

open fireplace.

The epigraphical finds of N. iv. were no less remarkable for their variety in shajje and

size than for their number. The wedge-shaped tablets familiar from N. i. reapijearcd here again,

two complete double-wedges (N. iv. 108, 120) being recovered, besides four detached under-

tablets and seven covering-tablets~brthe same type, all from within the central area’. But in

numbers they were far surpassed by inscribed boards of tvood to which, notwithstanding great

variations in shape and proportions, the general designation of ‘ oblong ’ seems applicable.

Three among them (N. iv. 33, 46, also the fragment N. iv. 1 7. c) showed the familiar shape of

the ‘Takhtl’, the handle bnng either pentagonal or rounded, as seen in N. iv. 33 (Plate CIIl).

The latter specimen, badly faded in its writing, still retains the string fbr which the hole always

found in the handle was intended. The arrangement of the lines here, as in almost all Takhtis

where the writing runs parallel to the longer side, shows that the handle w'as meant to be

grasped in ‘the Irft hand whichever side was uppermost *.

No classification into particular types can be attempted for the great mass of the oblong

’ Under4ablet« N. >. tog, 107, iii, 117; covering* LXXI.

tableta N. iv. So, tof, 119, lai, 134, 133, 137* the • Comp. Mr. Andrews’ note on N. iii. i in list,

well-preaerved clay aaal ahowa N. iv. 80, comp. Plate

Tiistiihcil

t.iMt'ls fit >111

Li'iilral ciriM.

Variety of

sh.iiK.s m
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tablets, owing to the striking divergence between individual pieces as regards shape, proportions,

and finish; but it is easy to indicate certain generally prevailing characteristics. Most striking

among these is the comparative narrowness of the pieces; for thou|^ many among them attain

considerable dimensions in length, up to close on 30 in., yet none exceed 3I in. in width, while

some of the longest are only from i| to 2 in. wide, and thus approach the shape of mere sticks,

c.g. N. iv. 103 (see Plate Cl I)*. Out of a total of 44 ‘oblong’ tablets recovered in N. iv. not

less than 26 show a string-hole. Useful as this hole must have been for handling and storing

them, it is clear that it could not have been intended for a string, either to fasten pairs of

them into a closed document, as in the case of the 'double wedges’ previously described, or

to unite a series of them into a sort of ' Pothf,’ or file, as might be done with palm-leaves, the

shape of which these long narrow tablets curiously recall. For not only are such tablets of

entirely different sizes, but the great divergence observed in the position of the hole, placed

indiscriminately in the corner of a square end, near a pointed end, the centre of a long side, &c.,

seems to preclude any thought of regular ‘ filing
’

The irregularity so noticeable in the outward appearance of these oblong tablets fully

agrees with, and is in fact explained by, what even a cursory examination of the writing,

without any attempt at decipherment, sufficed to indicate as to their probable contents. The

majority of the pieces show plainly—by the Irregular arrangement of their writing, in small

columns which, whether parallel or running in different directions, usually conclude with numerical

figures ; by the appearance of various handwritings or different inks on the same tablet ; tabular

entries, erasures, bracketings, ink-cancellings, and similar indications—that they did not contain

texts or connected communications such as letters or official orders, but probably memoranda,

tabular statements, lists, accounts, and other miscellaneous records of a less formal character”.

N. iv. 29. a (see Plate GUI) may serve as a specimen of the columnar arrangement of lines all

ending with numerals. The same is clearly visible also in the tablets N. iv. 35. a, 124 (written

transversely), 103 (over 25 in. long) which Plate Cl I shows, though their much reduced reproduction

fails to bring out the writing. The text arranged in three columns (with some lines cut out

by crossing) can be seen more distinctly in N. iv. 8. a (see Plate CIII). The latter oblong

tablet, curving to a point at one end, closely approaches in form certain large wedge-shaped

tablets found in N. iv., which from the evidence of their writing had not belonged to regular

‘double-wedges’, but were used in the same way as oblongs**.

I have left to the last the mention of two series of tablets largely represented among the

finds of N. iv., which showed far greater regularity and care in writing as well as in technical

’ See also N. iv. 22, 24, 24. a, b, 56, 118, 123.

The only oblong tablets showing traces of a device,

distinct from a string-hole, which was probably intended for

fastening, are N. iv, no, 133 (see Plate XCllI). The

notches observed here on the Reverse manifestly mark these

pieces as under-tablets; but the corresponding coverings

tablets are missing, and the original arrangement can tliere*

fore not be ascertained.

“ Columnar arrangement of the writing, usually parallel

to the longer side of the tablets, but sometimes transversely,

is observable in N. iv. i, 2, 4, 8, 8. a, 9, 17, 24, 25, 29. a,

36 - 35- b, 47, 53. a, 54 (with head-lines), 103, 113, 123

(with 19 columns), 124 (two different hands), 125, 129, 132,

142. For erasures, bracketings, and lines cancelled see

N. iv. 8, 8. a, 9» 1 13* For different handwritings, N, L 124.

See N. iv. 6, 20, 81, 136; for a reproduction and

translation of the last comp. Professor Rapson's Speamns.

This reproduction shows very distinctly the numerous

scorings, as if made with the point of a knife, which appear

on the Reverse of this tablet. The same curious feature

recurs in other tablets from N. Iv., e.g«, N. iv. 17, Sg, iS4

(Plate Cll), 129, It is quite distinct from the scraping by

which certain Ublets, after having been previously written

upon, were rendered available for fresh use (like palimpsests)*

The scorings look- exactly like those which would be left by

a sharp knife cutting leather. Do they indicate that Ublets

which had become ‘ waste-paper ' were sometimes used to

ancient 'Daftars* as convenient cutting^boards for tl^
pieces of leather, wbich| as we shall see, served M subcidiaiX

^ stationery * ?
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finish, but were none the less puzzling at the time of their discovery. One series consisteil

of tablets of rectangular shape varying in length from 6 to i6 inches, which at the narrower

sides of their single inscrilJed surface invariably showed a raised rim about \ to i inch broail,

exactly resembling a margin, as seen in the reproduction of N. iv. 139 (Plate XCV 1 )’\ The
writing extending between these rims in neatly written lines, always parallel to the longer side,

often showed at the commencement a Kharosthi numerical figure i)rcceded by a word which

I very soon made out to be the Sanskrit or Prakrit sanivatuire ‘in the year*. Imnunliately

after came the words mahamiava ma/iaraya ‘His Excellency the Maharaja’, as found already

in the initial formula of the wedge-shaped tablets, but followed hert! by what I concludcil to

be the name of the ruling king, always showing the genitive ending su. Next there appeared

with equal regularity numerical figures preceded by the words fft.ise and diva^e, ‘in tlie . . . month'

and ‘on the day'. There could be no doubt that these particular tablets contained documents

fully dated. But there was nothing in this to explain the peculiar form of the tablets or iluar

special use.

Busily occupied as I was in directing the excavation, and in removing and numbering each of Keci.in).'ni.ir

the rapidly succeeding finds, I failed to realize at the time the close conn(?xion betwetMi the

tablets just described and another class, of which N. iv. furnished even more numerous specimens.

They consisted of neatly finished rectangular pieces of wood, varying in length from 3J to Sj in.

and in width from 2J to 4* in., with the relatively great thickness of about 2 ^o ’ in. The ilat

reverse rarely contained any writing, while the obverse in its raised centre invariably showed

a square or oblong seal-socket provided with string-grooves, and along its side edges one to

three transversely written lines of Kharo^jhP^ It was only after the remarkable rubbishdieap

of N. XV., described below, had yielded up its treasures that an explanation, as definite as it

was simple, revealed itself of these curious seal-bearing tablets and of the rims of the rectangular

documents to which they had once been fitted as enveloi^es

The remains of two small rooms adjoining N. iv. on the south, to which I turned after c’lin utir m

the latter had been completely cleared, proved to be eroded almost to the floor and furnished

no finds. Their condition forcibly demonstrated what w’^ould have become of N. iv. if the

plaster platforms had not offered some resistance to erosion, and of its relics if my exi)loration

had not been effected in time. The timber-di^bris covering the eroded slopes north anti casiwartls

plainly indicated that all the extant ruins I had cleared were but a portion of a large dwelling-

house ; but apart from the writings found in it there was nothing to throw light on its last

occupants. So much was certain, that all these multifarious records on wood coulil only hit

the remnants of a collection that had gradually accumulated and been left behind by chance

when the place was abandoned. The inference I had from the first beem inclined to tlraw,

from the abundance of the documents and peculiarities already noticed in ihcir appearance, as

to the ruin having served as the residence of some local official, could in the absence of

documentary evidence be little more than a guess. But fortunately the difficult task of decipher-

found in N. iv. considerably exceeds that of ‘under-tablets'

of the corresponding type. N. iv. 13 probably retains also

a portion of its original undcr-tablct, but the wood has so

completely perished that the character of the two pieces

could not be recognized at the time of discovery.

See below, pp. 351 sqq. Plates XCIV, XCV, XCVII,

CIV illustrate the arrangement of covering- and undcr-tablcis

in rectangular documents. For a curiously decayed specimen

of the former, N. iv, a 8, sec Plate CV, and above, p. 3-’ 2.

Rectangular ‘under-tablets,* to designate them -by their

subsequently determined character, are N. iv. 13, 16, 18, 30,

55. 581 8a, 84, 106, 1 15, xa7, 139, 143. 144. The largest

in sise is N. iv. 58, measuring x6iffx a| in. The number of

lines varies from five (in N. iv.8a) to thirteen (in N. iv. 144)*

“ Rectangular covering-tablets or fragments of such arc

N-lv. 7, 13, 14, ly.a, 17. b, ai, a6, 38, 33,34,48, 83, X14,

1 16, laa, ia8, 130, 131, 138, 140, 141, 145*

Uiat the number of ‘envelopes* of rectangular documents
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ment and interpretation with which Professor Rapson has charged himself, has proceeded sufficiently

far to permit him to include tentative transcriptions and translations of four documents from

N. 1 among the ‘Specimens' presented by him to the Fourteenth* Orientalist Congress, and
a comparison of these distinctly supports the above conclusion.

Referring to that publication for all details, I must restrict myself to the following brief

notes regarding their contents. N. i. 104+16, N. iv. 108, and N. i. 105 are all three brief official

orders written on double wedge-shaped tablets. The first-named is addressed to Cojhbo Bhima
ami ^u^hamga Lipeya about a messenger called §ameka, who proceeds from Calmadana via

Saca and Nina to Khotana, and who is to be provided with an escort**. N. iv. 108 is addressed

to Sothaniga Lipeya alone, and directs that Cuvayalina Phummaseva going as messenger to

Khotana should be furnished with certain transport and supplies. In N. i. 105 Sili and Piteya,

designated by the frequently recurring title Cojhbo, are ordered to inquire into the claim raised

by a certain Opgeya, apparently to a share in some property, and to send the matter up for

judicial inquiry in case of dispute. P'inally, in N. iv. 136, written on a large single wedge,

Stqhainga Lipeya himself sends a long and politely worded communication to his ‘beloved

brothers Cojlibo Tsmaja, the scribe Ahgaca, and the secret agent Sucama’i principally about

some sacrifice he is anxious to have performed at the advice of ‘his reverence Kiingeya’. The

character of the orders conveyed in the two ‘double wedges’, N. i. 104+16 and N. iv. 108,

seems to make it clear that §o{hamga Lipeya, their recipient, must have been a local official

of some kind who would be expected to arrange for the safe progress of official messengers.

That he actually resided at or near the house represented by the ^ruins of N. i becomes all

the more probable from N. iv. 136, which, as it bears neither a seal nor any signature or other

mark of authentication, I take to be the draft of a letter sent by this official. The absence of

any arrangement for fastening this tablet, and its needlessly large and inconvenient size, preclude

the idea of its being a letter actually dispatched. Finally, the ‘Cojhbos’ Sili and Piteya, to

whom N. i. 105 is addressed, may have held office by the side of Sothamga Lipeya, or may
have been officials who preceded or followed him in his charge.

Seeing what these documents prove as to the official character of the last occupants

of the house, a suggestion may be hazarded as to the particular use of the two rooms

which between them yielded almost the whole of this great collection of records. That they

were used as offices does not need further demonstration ; but a curious difference as to the

types of documents found in them deserves notice. We have seen that, while N. i. contained

(with the exception of less than a dozen miscellaneous tablets) only wedge-shaped documents,

the latter were in N. iv. a very insignificant minority as compared with the imposing array 6f

oblong tablets of all kinds and rectangular tablets containing formal letters. Now I shall have

occasion to show below that the wedge-shaped tablets, with their limited writing space, were

chiefly, if not solely used for brief official records serving to corroborate orders entrusted to

messengers and the like, while rectangular tablets and oblongs were the regular ‘ stationery
’

intended for communications and records of a more permanent character. In view of this

distinction, and looking at the relative sizes of the two fooms, as well as the significant position

of N. i., the much smaller one, near the approach to N. iv., I am inclined to believe that the

latter, with its ample space and good lighting, served as the proper office room where ‘papers'

of consequence were kept and disposed of, while N. i. might have been utilized for the accommoda*

tion of the subordinate clerk whp took charge of miscellaneous petty matters. That messengers’

warrants corresponding to the ‘ Parwclnas’ of modem India, or orders about a preliminary police

“ For the locelitiei here mentioned see shove, p. 311.
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inquiry such as the wedge-shaped tablets above specified, belong to this category must be clear

to any one familiar with the routine of an Eastern ‘ Dafiar'.

The fact that, among all this wealth of records on wood, not a single scrap of paper had
been found seemed from the first a strong confirmation of the early date which palaeographic

considerations indicated for my discoveries. It was evid(Mit that the use of paper, so much
more convenient than wood, however old it may have been in China, had not \et spread to

Elastern Turkestan at the period when this ancient settlement was abandoned. The possibility,

however, of its having known another writing material bcsiiles wood suggested itself when,
among scanty debris of old pottery, ropes of twined rushes, and timber found under the sand

in room N. ii. and outside it, I had come upon small cut pieces of thin sheepskin which looked

as if prepared for writing. Yet it was left for another rich mine of ancient records (N. xy.)

to verify the surmise which I noted down at the time.

The undisturbed condition in which I had found the contents of N. iv., though lying so

close to the surface, was reassuring proof that the ruins of this site coulil not have sulfi red

so much as those of Dandan-Uiliq from burrowings of ‘treasure-seekers'. But, on the other

hand, with the view of the ruined building before me as seen in Fig. 37, it was impossibh' to

ignore the* fact that the havoc wrought here by wind-erosion had been distinctly greater. 'I'he

extent to which the destructive power of the desert winds had a!>sertcd itself in the course of

long centuries could be measured by the 12-15 f*^ct difference of lcv(d separating the small

plateau occupied by the ruin from the immediately surrounding ground. Then! could be no

doubt that the former, protected by the walls and debris of the structure, had retaincil the

original level, while the open surface near by had been steadily lowt!r(‘tl by erosion. As the

drift-sand carried at present over this portion of the ancient site is insufficient to fill the

depressions scooped out or to cover the ruins, the raised ground bearing the lattcT is Ixung

steadily cut into and undermined, just as if it were exposed to the action of running water.

The result finally produced by this slow but steady process of destruction is illustrated by the

photograph just referred to ; for the heavy timber debris which is seen there, strewing the

slope of the foreground or in places overhanging it, represents the last remains of the foundations

and superstructure of a part of the original building, which has completely fallen owing to the

soil beneath having been eroded.
^

Exactly similar conditions were observed by me around all other extant ruins of this site,

the strips of ground occupied by them rising island-like above the level of the ailjoining area,

which in some places was found to have been eroded to a depth of 25 and even 30 fe(!t^L

A reference to the plans reproduced in Plates XXIX-XXXIII, XXXV, as well as to the

photographs (Figs. 39, 40, 41, 44), will illustrate this. The only apparent exception was that of

the northernmost ruin (N. viii) and some structures closely adjoining it, which were found deeply

embedded in dunes, and where consequently the effects of former erosion w^ere hidden from

view. But even in this vicinity the loess soil, wherever bare, show^ed proofs of having been

greatly lowered. The photograph, Fig. 46, taken of a completely-eroded ruin near N. xi w ill

help to illustrate the final stage of destrtiction to which all ancient buildings are doomed in the

zone lying further south and less protected by drift-sand. With such striking archaeological

evidence before my eyes, I could not for a moment remain in doubt as to the true origin and

significance of the broad ravines, about 15 to 30 feet deep, stretching across many places where

the excavating force of the winds could freely assert itself in the bare loess.
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» Sm the plan, of N. iii (Plate XXX). N. v (Plate XXXII).
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Section II.—EXCAVATION OF ANCIENT RESIDENCES. N. n, N. m, N. iv.
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The short reconnaissances on which I had sent out the Surveyor and some of my own
men immediately after our arrival had shown the existence of remains of ancient dwellings at

v.irious parts of the site. The large group of* ruined structures, marked N. ii on the plan

(Plate XXVII), had been sighted by myself from some high dunes between N. i and the camp,

and as it lay only about half a mile to the north-east of the latter I proceeded to examine

it on January 30. The condition of the remains which I found here scattered over an area

roughly measuring 430 ft. from north to south and 470 ft. from east to west (see sketch-plan

in Plate XXIX), was an apt demonstration of the danger to ruins involved in erosion. As

the panoramic view (Fig. 39) taken from the south shows, splintered posts marking the position

of ancient structures were seen rising at many points between and above the light dunes

covering the area. But in most of the ruins the sand lay only to a height of 1-2 feet or

even less, and wherever it was removed it soon became evident that the interior as well as

the walls had, long before this cover of sand came, been eroded to the very foundations. A
look at the cleared structures in the foreground and on the left side of the photograph will

demonstrate how little chance there was of any antiques surviving within the lines of posts

that had long ceased to be walls and to afford protection. Near the edges of the area, and

also within it, erosion had cut away and scooped out much of the ground, leaving the ruins

bordered by sharply-marked banks, as clearly seen on the right of the photograph. In the

tlcbris scattered here over the slopes it was easy to recognize the fallen posts and foundations of

structures that had otherwise completely disappeared, and to realize the final stage of destruction

awaiting the rest of the ruins.

Some low dunes, rising to about 6-8 feet above the original ground-level, stretched across

the ruined area in the direction from NNE. to SSW. ; but the excavation of the remains near

the eastern edge, which they covered better than any others, proved that even here erosion

h.id done its work thoroughly. In a large dwelling (see sketch-plan) the timber and plaster

walls of two rooms still stood to a height of 2-3 feet, owing to (he support afforded by a mud

platform and a fireplace, but no objects of any kind were found in these or the other rooms.

It was hence the more gratifying when, on clearing a small detached structure (N. v.) situated

about 50 feet to the south-west, a considerable number of inscribed wooden tablets came to

light from below the thin cover of sand, only about \ to i foot deep. Three large posts,

visible in the photograph, seemed to mark a central area provided originally with a raised roof

;

but as no trace of walls or platforms could be discovered, the interior arrangement of the room

remains doubtful. Owing to the poor protection afforded against atmospheric influences the

m.ijority of the fifty odd tablets found here had withered and bleached until all trace of writing

was lost. The wood of many had perished so completely that they broke at the slightest

touch and could not be removed. Among the numerous tablets which turned up along the

eastern part of the central area only those marked N. v. 1-6 retained part of their original

writing or were capable of removal. Even in their case the surface of the wood was invariably

much bleached, rotten, or otherwise damaged. The few pieces found further west, among them

N. V. 7-10, had suffered equally. On jthe northern edge of the central area, where the sand lay

slightly deeper, the tablets brought to light (N. v. 12-20) did not show quite so much the

/ffects of exposure, but their wood, even where relatively well preserved, appears badly

discoloured.

1
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- The great majority of the tablets belonged to the class of oblongs, counting sixteen specimens LarRc

among the twenty that were capable of transport. The various modifications of shape as

described with regard to tl^e finds of N. iv. are represented here also, as a reference to the n. v.

inventory list will show. Writing in columns, or else in short detached items suggesting lists

of names or accounts, is frequently seen in the still legible pieces. The large proportion of

‘oblongs’ of considerable length was here particularly striking. Among the above specimens

there are seven measuring over 14 in. in length, N. v. i and N. v. 6 attaining the respectable

dimensions ef 3^ ^>^<1 in* respectively. N. v. 6, reproduced in Plate Cl I, is curious also for

showing portions of its columnar text both on Obv. and Rev., written originally with a better

ink than the rest, and hence presumably later additions. Owing to the dark colour assumed

by the partially-perished wood the writing, though clear enough in reality, is barely traceable

in the reproduction. The fact of some bark still remaining attached to the narrow sides of

this tablet shows the rough methods with which this wooden ‘ stationery ’ was prepared on

occasion. Among pieces that retained no trace of writing, and could not be carried away owing

to their complete decay, I counted eight havingfia length of over 16 in., one of them showing

the imposing but inconvenient dimensions of 4.\- feet in length, with a width of 4I in. Such

dimensions, and the prevalence of oblong tablets with columnar writing and detached note::,

point to records kept in some office. The very small number of wedge-shaped and rectangular

documents* found might be taken to indicate that the office once housed in N. v. had little to

do with correspondence. Fragments of a large pottery jar and small pieces of felt and coarse

sacking (N. v. 1 7) were alsq found here.

In view of the conditions already described it could not surprise me that the clearing of Discovery

half a dozen more ruined dwellings yielded no further results. Everywhere erosion had done

its work thoroughly, sparing neither walls nor any objects that might have l)een left behind

within them. By the rows of posts it was just possible to distinguish the division of apartments,

and the sketch-plan of Plate XXIX shows that the latter were numerou.« in several of these

ancient houses. But the decay was far too advanced to permit the character, communication,

&c., of the rooms to be ascert^'ned. The only discovery of interest in the course of a second

clay's excavations was sp.' anc^nt ice-pit in the outhouse of a modest dwelling-place on the

western edge of the area. Here, in a small room measufing about 12 by 9 ft., the labourers

came upon two unhewn trunks of Toghrak half-embedded in the floor and lying parallel close

together. Abdullah, my guide from Keriya, at once suggested that we had found a intn-khana

or ice store-room, trunks of trees being ordinarily used now in exactly the same way for kcein'ng

the ice from touching the ground. Abdullah’s conjecture was soon confirmed by the discovery

of thick layers of poplar leaves filling the space of about 2 feet between the trunks, heaps of

such leaves being still the usual covering for the ice which well-to-do villagers are accustomed

to store for use in the summer.

The sand covering the dwelling just referred to was fully 4-5 ft. deep, yet owing to ancient Condusion

erosion nothing was left of the walls but the bleached and withered posts that had guided me n
to it. The absence 'of walls, of course, greatly increased the difficulty of excavation, since

the drift-sand was ever flowing back into the space cleared. Seeing how slow progress would

be under these conditions, and how little prospect there was of adequate return for further

labours, I decided, after the conclusion of the second day’s work, to abstain from clearing the

rentaining structures of N. u traceable on the northern side of the area, and to turn to more

rg^Mptsttgidw tabieti are K. T. 3, 15, t8; wedge-shaped, K. V. 7, 8.
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promising ruins. The change already noticeable in the climatic conditions supplied a forcible

reason to hurry on work. The minimum temperature of January 31 was stiil -3* Fahr., but
at noon the thermometer rose to 45* Fahr. in the shade, and tlfe warmth of the days was
steadily increasing. It was clear that I could not depend for many weeks longer on the

rigour of the desert winter to facilitate our water-supply in the form of ice, while even for other

sites, where the difficulties raised by this question of water might be less serious, the available

season was distinctly limited by the approach of spring with its sand-storms.

For my next excavations I selected the remains of the two large dwelling-houses which
I had passed on the evening of my first arrival, about two miles due south of the StQpa (sec

plan in Plate XXVII), Both ruins were prominent from their position on isolated high banks

of loess, due to the erosion of the surrounding ground, and from the rows of large fallen poplars

marking the ancient gardens and avenues which once surrounded them (see Figs. 40,41). The
number and size of the apartments, together with the careful construction of the timber framework,

showed that they were the remains of substantial residences. In the case of the ruin to the

east (N. in), the pieces of an elegantly carved wooden chair which I had previously noticed

lying on the surface were a specially promising indication. As this building was also buried

far deeper in sand than the other, and thus likely to prove better preserved, its excaVation

was commenced first. The work of clearing it occupied my band of labourers fully four days,

though by this time they had been reinforced by the last able-bodied men from Im&m Ja'far

Sadiq, summoned in haste as soon as 1 realized the great extent and importance of the site.

The difficulty of the work was mainly due to the depth of th^ sand filling the apartments

that lay on the south side of the ruin and were thus, as the plan (Plate XXX) shows, well protected

from the ero.sion attacking the edges. The large central room which, judging from its great

size, 38 by 26 feet, probably served as a kind of reception hall, held no less than g feet of

sand. The four massive beams of poplar wood, which stretched across the whole length of

the hall and once supported the roof, were found in their original position resting on the sand

that had accumulated beneath them, as seen in the centre of Fig. 43, which shows this part

of the building before excavation. The smaller rooms adjoinj|[ig the central hall westwards

were also filled with deep sand, and owed to it the relatively good preservation of the timber

framework of their walls, as seen in Fig. 42. The apartments lying to the north had lost

most of their cover of sand by erosion, and their walls consequently were found standing only

a few feet above the foundations.

That the building had once extended further in this direction was proved by the plentiful

debris of timber strewing the north slopes. That erosion had not succeeded in attacking the

ruin from its southern side also was due mainly to the protective belt formed here by the large

trunks of ancient poplars, which were found lying in groups and rows as they had fallen long

centuries ago. A number of these trees, even in their shrivelled and splintered condition, still

measured well over 50 ft. in length. The strength left in their wood was attested by the

positions some of them were found occupying, raised high into the air where they lay heaped

up over other trees, or else jutting out far beyond the eroded slope, as seen in Fig. 41*

weight of these rows of fallen trees had effectively protected the ground beneath, wbidi accounts

for the fact that the plateau-like raised area occupied by N. ni was found to comprise not only

the actual site of the ruined building, but also a considerable portion of the orchard and fenced

courtyard once surrounding it (see Plate XXX).
Where the edges of this plateau marking the ancient ground-level had been eat away

sharply and steep banks formed in the loess as towards the nordt^west (seen to the rlj^t in
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Fig. 4*)» ^ covering layer, l— i, feet high, formed of consolidated vegetable matter and refuse,

could clearly be made out above the soil proper. I observed exactly the same around the

small area covered with lafge fallen trees and originally fenced-in which lay close to the north

of the ruin N. iv and almost facing N. lu (seen to the right in Fig. 41). It was undoubtedly

a detached arbour
)
and here, too, the weight of the fallen masses of wood was rctanling the

erosion of the steeply cut loess-banks.

In order to protect the walls of the central hall during excavation from the pressure of Finds in

the deep sand surrounding it on the east and south, it was necessary to clear simultaneously

a broad trench outside the walls,—a task which greatly added to the actual labour. Wliile

it was proceeding, I had the smaller rooms of the north side, which held only from i to 5 ft.

of sand, successively excavated and searched under my immediate supervision. In the room
marked N. vi. the first finds were two small inscribed tablets (N. vi. i, 2) which lurui'd up
near the eroded north end almost on the surface. While e.xamining the layer of clay mixeil

with straw and dung which formed the flooring and which lay exposed on that side, I found

imbedded in it three more Kharos^hl documents on wood (N. vi. 3, 4, 5), at wh.it appe.’recl

to have been the north-east corner of the room. The three tablets lay close together, about

one foot below the plastered top of the flooring, and had manifestly got there before the

latter had been laid down or repaired. Scattered over the surface of the actual floor were

found the Kharo${hi tablets N. vi. 6-1
1, while from below a piece of roof-matting which had

fallen close to the west wall, there turned up close together N. vi. 12-15, these l.vst all in very

fair preservation. The majprity of the pieces from N. vi. are covering-tablets of wedge- sha[K'il

or rectangular documents, but under-tablets of the same and records on single ‘oblongs’ (sec

N. vi. 12 in Plate Cl I) are also represented. Those which lay imbedded in the flooring had

received a strong impregnation with salt, accounted for by the presence of ammoniac, and arc

hence very susceptible to damp. Seeing that only a few .stray tabhits were found in the other

apartments, I am inclined to believe that N. vi. had served as the office room of this ancient

residence.

To the east of it, but separated by a narrow passage, lay a room (N. ix.), which had evidently Fxoiv.iu.m

been a kitchen. Along part of its west wall ran a platform of plaster, about 3 ft. broad and ^U'-licn,

6 in. high, provided all round with a raised rim of an additional 6 in. in height. The men, who
seemed acquainted with a similar arrangement from their own houses, at once rccogni/cd in it .in

open kitchen grate, and pointed in confirmation to the semi-circular dip at the south c-nd, clearly

intended for the removal of ashes. Remains of several large jars of plain red pottery, and of

a wooden trough found close by, supported their conclusion. In the south-east comer the well-

preserved under-tablet of a wedge-shaped document, N. ix. r (sec Plate C) was found; and two

more inscribed pieces (oblongs), one of them (N. ix. 2) containing what looked like a list arranged

in columns with numerals at the end, were discovered close to the fireplace or grate. Pcrh.ips

these wooden documents had found their way into the kitchen, like so much ‘waste-paper,’ as

convenient material for kindling a fire.

A small room communicating with the kitchen by a door in its south wall proved quite .Annmu-ni

empty, but the narrow closet-like apartment (N. viii.), lying between this and N. vi., yiekled

a series of very curious relics. In the shallow sand there was found broken in two piec<‘s a

carefully-turned ^ft of poplar-wood, about 6 ft. 4 in. long and measuring about in. in diameter.

At one end this shaft has a piece of strong camel-skin, about 6 in. long, tightly sewn round it.

The shaft looks as if it had been made for a spear or similar weapon, but I am unable to account

for the use of the piece of leather. That the closet, measuring 17 by 6 ft., must have been

i' u 2
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used as a storage-room, became evident when in ' Mfccession there emerged from it a bow of

roughly-carved tamarisk wood, about 3 ft long ; a curved piece of .pillow-wood, 3 ft. long and
about 6 in. broad in the middle, which looks as if it had once formed a'tection of an oblong shield

;

a donkey’s saddle-tree
; and, besides other broken shafts, a stout walking-stick of apple-wood.

The photograph reproduced in Plate IX shows these objects with other ancient wooden implements

from ruins subsequently excavated at this site.

The bow was still crisp and capable of use. The wood of what I take to be the section

of an oblong shield was remarkably light and tough, about half an inch thick for about 2 feet of

its length, and then thickening to 1^ in. in the top part, where it curves inwards so as to offer

better protection against downward strokes. Along the inner side edge it bore holes, no doubt

meant for fastenings that joined it to another section. The donkey’s saddle-tree, made of

mulberry-wood, is in excellent preservation, and of practically the same pattern as that still in use

throughout Eastern Turkestln. Of the two inscribed tablets found here one is the covering-

tablet or envelope of a rectangular document, while the other (N. viii. i
) resembles a label and

shows three columns, each with five short lines of Kharoffh! which end with numerical figures

and evidently contain some list. All the rooms so far described formed a small block by

themselves, separated from the rest of the extant portions of the house by a passage about

4 feet broad. An arrangement similar to this is seen in the ground-plans of the dwellings

N. IV and N. vii (see Plates XXXI, XXXII), and may be found reproduced with some modi-

fications in modem residences of the country*.

Next to this block, but south of the passage, lay the room marked N. vii., which formed

a kind of ante-chamber to the central hall. It measured 20 ft square, and showed a raised

platform of plaster 3 ft 8 in. broad and 13 in. high along its north and west sides. By a door

2 ft. 9 in. broad and 6 ft 4 in. high, which is seen in the photograph (Plate VII), it communicated

with the hall. Another door, slightly wider, but only 5 ft. 4 in. high, formed die entrance from

the passage westwards. The single wooden leaf which once closed it was found in good pre-

servation, and still on its hinges, leaning against the south wall of N. vii., just as when it had

been last ojjened. Its top is just visible in the photograph (Plate VII). A little to the east

of the centre of the room two round posts were found, 10 ft high*' which had probably supported

a raised portion of the roof serving, as a skylight; for just between the two posts the' floor

showed a small oblong area sunk 6 in. below the general surface, which had undoubtedly been

used as a fireplace. The smoke rising from the latter would thus find above a convenient

exit. Within this fireplace lay several small tom pieces of the same fine coloured rug, which

I shall have to describe presently in connexion with the central hall. On the west platform,

and close to the door, were found the under-tablet of a rectangular document, broken into two

pieces but otherwise well preserved, and a carefully-turned stick, probably of sandal-wood, about

11^ in. long, bearing an ivory ferule at one end and fitted also at the other for a ferule or

knob of some kind. The small hole bored through the stick below the ferule does not help

to indicate its original purpose.

The central hall, the excavation of which had cost so much time and labour, was found

to have been cleared completely by the last dwellers or visitors of any movable objects of

practical value it might have once contained. Yet the architectural and decorative details

revealed in it formed some compensation for the trouble taken. I have referred already to

the four massive beams which stretched over the longer side of the hall and once suj^rted

' Comp, the plan of the house of a well-to-do Khotanete quarters; MUtim D. it Min*, ii. p.

which served MM, Dutreuil de Rhine and Gtenard aa winter '
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the roof. Those crossing the centrcil part of the hall were 3^ R- long and 9 in. square, made,
like the rest of the principal timber pieces in these structures, of the wood of the Tcre'c

{Populus aiba). The corbel, which was fixed beneath these two central beams, was also a fine

piece of wood. 7 ft. 9 in, long, 10 in. high and 8 in. thick. The post which once carried it hail

fallen long ago, and could not be identified with certainty, but its large circular base with a

socket was found in the original position a little to the north of a raised oblong firi'place

occupying the centre of the floor. It is possible that the massivi; and boldly-moulded pillar-

head, aft. 4 in. high, seen on the extreme left of the photograph (I’late VI 11), as well as the

square piece with carved floral design seen on the right, had formed i)art of this [lost. They
were both found some 4 ft, above the floor near the east wall.

The walls of the hall were found standing to a height varying from 6 to S feet, except WMIs.i

near the south-east corner, where a small portion of the south wall was entirely broken. Their
•

* ^ ItlN.IlL
relatively massive construction made it all the more difficult to prop them up and to previMit

their falling in during excavation. The arrangement of the timber-framework and its plaster

covering corresponded closely to that described in N. i, and is illustratial by the photographs

(I’late VII), showing the greater portions of the north and south walls. The longitudinal

walls were divided by three posts, 6 in. broad and 4 in. thick
;

in each of the intervals six

round stakes served as supports to the wattle of matting and its plaster covering, t'uriously

enough, the diagonal tamarisk matting peculiar to most buildings of this site reached lu re

only to a height of 6 ft. from the floor, while above this a horizontal reed matting was found,

just as at Dandan-Uiliq. '^'wo horizontal beams inserted between each jiair of posts helped to

give strength to wattle and plaster.

As the work of clearing proceeded, the stuccoed walls revealed interesting remains of l-'u-^cani, ,

ornamentation in fresco. This consisted in the first place of a broad horizontal scroll, i)aiiUed
'

in dark red and black on a plaster ground of creamy white. It began about 3 ft. 8 in. below

the original top of the walls, and showed alternately fivc-[)ctallcd flowers and plain double

rings, both painted red and of 8 in. diameter. They were joined by a scroll ornament, consisting

of two semi-lunes put back to back and having a double cincture in the middle. Hoth the flowers

and the last-named ornament have their exact counterparts in motives of floral decoration common
in Gandhara sculpture®. Above and below the broad band thus formed, traces of which can

still be seen in the photographs (Plate VII), there ran bands of black, only 2 in. broad, showing

a simple floral pattern in white resembling a fern leaf. From the lower black band hung

perpendicular streamers 20 in. long and 2 in. broad, at intervals of 10 in. between each pair

a wedge-shaped garland was shown in black outline, fini.shing below in a pendant formed by

a closed lotus in dark-red colour corresponding to the colours of the (lowers above. Small

irregularities proved that this wall-decoration had been done by hand and without the use ot

a stencil.

The open fireplace in the centre of the hall already mentioned was formed by a rim of .\n, i.m

plaster raised 6 in. above the floor and 6 in. broad. A dip on its north side served for the
^

removal of ashes. The remains of embers found within were a memento of life long departed,

and so also, but more curious, the large torn piece, 19 by 15’, in., of an ancient rug which had

been thrown into this receptacle. Smaller pieces of this rug had turned uj) within the fireplace

of the adjoining room. The careful coloured reproduction given in Plate LXXV, and the technical

* For the five-petalled flower comp. Foucher, L'Art du four-pctallcd flowers on the plinih of the famous Mulj.iuro

(dandhdra, J, p. ai8, figs. 96, S13, ftc. •" the Lahore Museum showing Mara’s .uiny
;

sil (.niii-

A scroll ornament exactly similar is inserted between wedel-Burgcss, Buddhist art, I'ig. 4S.
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details recorded in the inventory entry (N. vii. 3) below make it unnecessary to describe here

at length this very interesting specimen of ancient textile industry. Its arrangement of transverse

stripes and bands, and its decoration with simple geometrical patterhs, show a remarkably close

approach to the type of the Indian ‘Darrie’ as it exists at present. The harmoniously blended

colours are also such as are familiar to those acquainted with the cotton floor coverings in

ordinary use throughout India. The Svastika-like pattern which appears in all the broad stripes,

and the StQpa-like ornament, of which a portion (in green) is visible at the bottom of the red

stripe, are unmistakably Indian in design, and in combination with the general make of the

rug justify the conclusion that not only the sculptural and pictorial arts of Khotan, but also

the more decorative branches of its textile industry had from an early date received their

models from India. The brightness of the colouring has remained in all pieces of the rug,

in spite of the long use proved by their torn condition and the numerous traces of mending
and patching.

Rut the most thorough proof of the dominating influence which Indian art exercised on

the industries represented in this ancient settlement was furnished by the ornamental wood-

carving of the chair (N. vii. 4) reproduced in Plate LXVIII. Its pieces, though disjointed, lay

close together on the floor of the half-eroded outer room north of N. vii. where they had been

noticed by me on my first arrival. It was fortunate that the pieces (reproduced in the photograph,

Plate VIII, before I had realized how they fitted together) had fallen with their carved faces

towards the ground; else their elaborate carvings could not have remained in such good

preservation after progressive erosion had removed the sand which once protected them. One
of the four broad carved panels which were tenoned into the legs of the chair and held them

together was missing. But even without this the whole can still be made to stand upright by

itself as seen in Plate LXVIII and in the show case of the British Museum. The height of

the legs is 23 in. and the width of the chair (approx.) 26 in. The shorter end panels are still

firmly retained between their respective pair of legs by wooden pegs passing through the dowels

and tenons, while the long front panel has got detached and, owing to warping and fissures,

no longer fits its dowels exactly. The great interest of this ancient piece of furniture lies in

its ornamental carving, which shows the closest resemblance to decorative motives familiar from

Gandhiira reliefs. Referring for all ^details of the carving to the description given in the list,

I may point out that the four-petalled flower of a shape closely approaching the large purple

clematis, which forms its most frequent feature, is well known in Gandhlra sculptures. We find

it there either complete and enclosed in squares forming ornamental bands, or else halved and

placed within triangular spaces just as seen on the panels and legs of the chair*. The zigzag

arrangement of these halved flowers has also its exact parallel there. The eight>petalled lotus

is unmistakably Indian, while the central ornament of the front panel, with its conventionalized

fruit (pomegranate ?) and leaves, recalls decorative elements on certain Indo-Corinthian capitals.

This close agreement with decorative motives found in GandhSra sculptures of the first

centuries of our era was welcomed by me from the first as valuable confirmation of the chrono-

logical evidence dcducible from tlie Kharo$thI writing of the tablets. In another direction, too,

this piece of ancient art furniture serves as useful testimony. Though not of intrinsic value

in its material, and on that account no doubt left behind when the dwelling was abandoned,

it yet shows by its workmanship that those who once lived here were people in affluent circum-

* Comp., e. g. the sculptures from Loriyan-Tangai, repro- to me among the Gandhftra sculptures of the Lahore Museum

duced by Fouchcr, L’Ar/ du Gandhdra, i. Fig. 313 ; Grtln- I am unable to refer at present.

wedel-Burgess, Buddhist art, Fig. 94. To examples familiar
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Stances. The relatively large size of the house similnrly helps to suggest that this was the
residence of a man of means, and possibly in authority—an impression that led my labovircrs

to christen it the Yam6n. In spite of the expectations thus raised or, perhaps, just because
such hopes had attracted searchers to the abandoned dwelling long behwe the sand had completely
invaded it, no objects of any kind were found in the other rooms cleared. In view of this it

appeared improbable that the large area to the cast of the hall, which looked like an ojicn
courtyard, should retain antiquarian relics; and as its excavation, owing to the depth of the
sand, would have cost even more time than that of the hall, I decided to leave it unopened. Of
the small detached structures to the west (see plan, Plate XXX), built with walls of rushes
and plaster, it was easy to ascertain from the accumulations of animal refuse that they had served
merely as cattle-sheds or stables.

The clearing of the ruined dwelling-house (N. iv) situated to the west of N. m at a distance

of a little over a furlong, proved far easier, since its broken walls retained less (»f drift sand,

while at the same time it was attended by results eqimlly curious. The plan of this house and
its immediate surroundings, reproduced on Plate XXXI, is a good illustration of the typical

arrangement of these ancient residences. The disposition of the rooms, of the adjoining orchard
and arbour, &c., recalled what I had observed in modern Khotan dwelling-places of some preten-

sions. The effects of erosion of the ground had not caused so much damage here as, c.g., at

N. I and N. iii ; on the other hand, the thinness of the w.alls, the plaster of which was put
against horizontal layers of reeds, had caused much of the superstructure to tlccay and the

protecting cover of sand to^ be reduced in consequence. Among the rooms ranged on both
sides of a central passage the one marked N. x., though covered only by about one ftjot of sand,

proved particularly rich in interesting objects. There could be no doubt that we wore clearing

the miscellaneous waste left behind in an ancient scriptorium or ‘ Daftar,’ to use the comprehensive
term of the modern East, when there emerged from close to the floor, besides a number of

Kharo$(hi documents on rectangular, oblong, and ‘ Takhti ’-shaped tablets (see N. x. 2. c in

Plate XCVII) a variety of writing implements and unused wooden ‘stationery.’

The four roughly-cut wooden styles consisting of tamarisk twigs shar[)ened at one end, of

which two specimens are reproduced in Plate. CV, put me at once in mind of the remark of the

T ang Annalist that the people of Khotan ‘ used pieces of wpod in.stead of brushes [for writing]’ '.

Ihe subsequent discovery of the far more fini.shed wooden pen from N. xv. (see same plate)

disposed of any possible doubt on the point. Two oblong tablets (N. x. 9, a, b), which together

with the styles were found on the low plaster platform running round tw’o sides of the room,

are blank
; their curious shape, with a handle at each end, suggests their having been intendi'd

for labels. Another blank tablet (N. x. 9. c, see Plate CV), 10 in. long and only half an inch wide,

presents points of special interest. Its very narrow shape and general resemblance to the slip-

like pieces of wood on which the subsequently-discovered Chinese documents of N. xv. arc

written* make it appear distinctly probable that it, too, was meant to receive a single row of

Chinese characters. Now N. x. 9. c differs from the inscribed pieces of N. xv. by shtiwing a hole at

each end, and these holes (one of them pierced through a small handle) could manifestly have

served only for stringing purposes. We shall see later that the Chinese documents on woo<l

found in N. xv., plentiful as they were, do not solve the question how records extending over

more than one row of characters were conveniently ranged and kept in order. Is it pt)ssible

that in this piece (N. x. 9. c) we have the solitary example of tliat kind of wooden stationery

* See Rtottsat, Vilh dt Khotan, p. 33 ; now Chavannes, * See below, pp. 358 sqq.
;
for ilIu.slraiions, Tlates C.XII-

T<trct ocetd., p. 1 35. CXIV.
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which would allow of Chinese documents being recorded in the traditional fashion of one row

of characters per slip of wood (or bamboo), and yet spread over more than one slip without

risk of confusion or partial loss ? We shall have occasion to recur*to this point hereafter.

Among the tablets inscribed in Kharo^thT, of which altogether nine were found in this

room, two may be specially mentioned here. N. x. 3 is a 'Takhti' closely covered with fairly

clear writing, which, however, owing to the darkened surface of the wood, fails to appear in the

reproduction (Plate Cl). The interest of this piece lies in the divergent directions of the writing,

as explained in the inventory entry, which prove that, different from the usual fashion, the Takhti

handle was held occasionally in the right hand of the reader. The oblong label-shaped tablet

N. X. 4 (Plate Cl 11 ), containing on one side two narrow columns of KharosthI, is curious on

account of the small twig which was found fastened into its hole, and by which it had been

in all probability pinned to the wall. We thus see how closely the practical use of such wooden

labels must often have resembled that of our memo, slips on paper.

The three eating sticks (N. x. 06) of varying lengths, and two spindles (N. x. 01, 2) would

suffice to show that the ‘ Daftar ’ had been put at times to homely uses, even if there had not

been found in it a large mat made of closely-woven tamarisk rushes, about 6 ft. 3 in. long,

which by the evidence of the two parallel staves placed below it must have served for a sleeping

cot or hammock. An ancient broom, N. x. 07 (see Plate LX XI II), made of grass in a fashion

closely resembling that described above in connexion with the find D. ii. on, shows that whoever

had last taken up his quarters here was not altogether averse to tidiness. What use he could

have made of the wing of a bird about the size of a small hawk (N. x^o8) is uncertain.

Among the rooms comprised in the series towards the south-west, and mostly provided

with low sitting platforms, only those marked N. xi., N. xiii., N. xiv., yielded any objects
;
the

finds consisted in each case of one or two Kharo?thI tablets, none of them showing any novel

features. But in the passage (N. xii.) separating these rooms from those facing north-east some

curious remains came to light. The well-preserved upper part of a guitar (N. xii. 2) about 16 in.

long, reproduced in Plate LXXllI, closely resembles the ‘ Rabab’ still in popular use throughout

Turkestan’. It was fitted with four strings, of which remains of three still adhere to the existing

keys. The substitution of a roughly-carved stick for one of these* and the gut fastened round the

fissured neck of the instrument^ plainly show that it had long been in a bad state of repair. Even

more interesting were the remains of two elaborately decorated wooden chairs which were also

recovered here. The legs of one, three in number (see Plate LXX), are 19 in, high, and

represent monsters with the head of a lion, the leg of a horse, and what looks like the indication

of a winged body, the whole suggesting the imitation of a ‘ Simhfisana ’. But little remains of

the original colouring, chiefly in pink and black, the latter colour being used over a pink

ground to mark the mane. Two legs of another chair, 13I in. long, also shown in Plate LXX,
are formed by a pair of well-carved monsters, male and female. The heads and apparently

the busts arc human, the parts from the waist downwards are bird-like, while the legs are

those of a horse with strongly marked hoofs. The ground-colour of bright red is well preserved

in parts, and over it appear traces of dark blue and black paint marking the plumage and hoofs.

Composite figures of a closely similar type are well known from an early period in Indian

iconography, being used at SSnchl for the representation of certain classes of demigods. Both

Gandharvas and Kimnaras arc there shown with human busts set on bird-like lower parts of

the body*. I am unable at present to trace the above features combined with the 1^ of

’ Comp, the representation of a Rab&b with five strings * See Grttnwcdcl-Burgess, Suddhit! art, pp. 46 sq.

in Mission D. dt Rhins, ii. p. 136.
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a horse. But the frequent representations of Tritons or, to use the more explicit technical

term, of Ichthyo-centaurs, in GandhSra sculpture, with human busts, wings, horses’ legs, and
serpentine fish tails*, prov^ that even more complicated monstrosities directly borrowetl from

the classical West were w’ell known to that form of Buddhist art in India which supplied the

models for the art work of old Khotan.

In the same passage (N. xii.) w'erc found several small pieces of a woollen carpet, with

a carefully worked fret pattern in blue and light yellow as describf'd in the list below, as well

as a long stick-like tablet (N. xii. i) showing columns of Kharosthi writing. Were all these

miscellaneous objects and fragments thrown into, or dropped in, the passage wlitn the final

clearing of the dwelling took place before its desertion?

A curious feature of this ruined residence was the clearness with which the arrangement

of the adjoining garden and of two arbours could be traced. The smaller of the latter, sim.ateil

about 8o ft. to the nordi-east of N. x,, has already been referred to, and is sien on the right

of Fig. 40. Its enclosing fence of rushes, forming a square of about 45 ft., had for the gre.ater

part survived, while the bleached trunks of the poplars once growing inside, splendid specimens

most of them, from 40 to 50 ft. long, were lying in heaps as they hail fallen. In the other

arbour, just outside the ancient rush fence to the north-west of the building, as shown in tlie

plan of Plate XXXI, the gaunt trunks of dead poplars still rose 8 to lo ft. from the original

surface, being thus clearly visible above the drift-sand which lay here to an average ilepih of

4-5 ft. The trees were planted .at regular intervals, which my plan accurately indicati's. and

grouped in a rectangular avenue and small square exactly after the fashion in which I f)und

every well-kept ‘BostSn’ laid out from K.ashgar to Kcriya. Within the squares little tanks

are usually formed, having a platform in the centre, which serves as a convenient place for

festive parties or repose in summer-time. This may have been the arrangement here also,

but there was no time for clearing the ground. The difference between these rows of trunks

still rising in their original positions and the heaps of large fallen trees seen near N. in and

other ruins was very striking. It suggested that there had been from the beginning conside-rablc

variations in the quantity of sand that covered different jjortions of the ground, the dead trees

still standing having been kept 'erect by the early accumulation of high sand around them.

The area immediately to the west and south of the ruined house was found enclosed by

a rush fence, mostly intact, though completely covered in some parts by the sand. The shrivelled

trunks of fruit trees rising above the latter in small irregular groups showed that this had been

an orchard and garden. Here, as well as among the remains of other ancient orch.irds which

could be traced near ruined structures of this site, my diggers h.ad no difiicnlty in distinguishing

various fruit-trees, such as the peach, apricot, mulberry, Jigda (oleaster), with the wood ol which

they were familiar from their own homes. The small specimens of diftereni woods which

Plate CIV reproduces, were collected from the trees found around this ruin. To the south

of the orchard two parallel fences of rushes could be made out for a short distance, marking

a little country lane. At one or two places near the eastern entrance of this lane the wind

had swept away the drift-sand, and here the ground displaced pottery fragments, bits of charcoal,

and well preserved small twigs—the very soil on which the last inhabitants must have trodden.

Searching in the sand at the bottom of the fences close by, my antique w alking-stick (from N. viii.)

disturbed rustling dead leaves of Terek and fruit-trees which had found a safe shelter there at

a time when the bleached trunks of the orchard were still living. It was with a strange feeling.
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almost obliterating the sense of time, that I found myself picking up frail leaves that had fallen

when the Caesars still ruled in Rome and the knowledge of Greek writing had scarcely yet

vanished on the Indus. •

In the evening of February 5, when the clearing of N. iv had been completed, I visited

the spot about 600 yards to the south where on my first arrival I had noticed the slope of

a small loess-bank strewn with bones, apparently human. On clearing away the sand, which

lay only 1 to 2 ft. deep on the top of this bank, low foundations of mud walls were laid bare.

Those of a room measuring about 17 ft from east to west and 15 ft. across could still be

distinguished
; of the walls of a second room very little was left, owing to erosion of the ground.

The walls showed a thickness of about 2 ft and nowhere stood higher than
1 J ft

;
of brickwork

there was no trace. Inside the area occupied by the second room, and chiefly in that part of

it which had undergone some erosion, there lay in confusion human bones belonging apparently

to not more than six skeletons. Most of them were broken or splintered, and of the skulls

only one was fairly intact The measurements I was able to ascertain were, maximum antero-

posterior length, 185 mm.; maximum transverse breadth, 142 mm.; minimum frontal breadth,

1 18 mm. No timber-ddbris of any kind was found near this small ruin, about the true character

of which I was unable to form any deflnite opinion. I noted, however, that the level of the

ground occupied by the foundations was at least 15 ft. lower than that of N. iii and N. iv,

and I wondered whether this might be an indication of later—or earlier—origin.

Section III.—DISCOVERIES IN AN ANCIENT RUBBISH-HEAP, N. xv.

The excavation of the ruins so far described had furnished conclusive evidence of the

fact that the extant structures of this site were mainly private dwellings which had been cleared

by their last inhabitants, or else soon after their departure, of any objects of intrinsic value or

practic.il utility. It was clear that my hopes for further archaeological finds of importance

mainly depended upon any rubbish remains which might have been left behind. These hopes

were greatly encouraged by the results of a rapid reconnaissance which, on February 3, I had

been able to make of ruins reported porth of my camp. On that occasion I visited or sighted

more than half a dozen small groups of ruined structures scattered over an area measuring

about 3J miles from south to north, and about two miles broad.

In a much-decayed ruin (N. v) situated about half-way to the northern limit of the site,

which neither by its size nor its state of preservation would then have attracted special attention,

I had come UfKin about a dozen of once inscribed tablets lying exposed, and in consequence

entirely bleached and splintered. A search in the sand of the eroded slope to the north of

the room and a little digging at the exposed edge of it had, within half an hour, put me in

possession of over thirty inscribed pieces. Among the important finds which attended this rapid

‘ prospecting there was a completely preserved double-wedge, N. xv. 24 (see Plate IC), in the

clay seal imi)ression of which I at once recognized a standing Pallas with shield and aegis,

and two novelties which, though small in size, could not fail to excite my utmost interest.

One consisted of some narrow and thin pieces of wood (now marked N. xv. 02, 08, 09, 010),

all fragmentary, showing Chinese characters arranged in single columns ; the other was a f»g*

mentary document on leather tom into two pieces (N. xv. 29), one of them bearing a short

entry in Kharo?thi, which I could read without difficulty.,as the date record tnau 4 dtvase 10

‘ on the tenth day in the fourth mdhth '. Finds so varied and occurring in such rapid succession
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betokened a rich deposit; the ruin holding it lay fully two miles to the north of the Stupa,

and in order to secure more time for its careful excavation I decided to move my camp to it.

While the men were dbeupied in effecting the shift on the morning of February 6 I found Suiv.y nf

time to make a close examination of the little StQpa below which my first cam}) had stood.

Its west side had been dug into and destroyed to a considerable extent; also the south face

as far as exposed showed damage. From the north the vicinity of the high sand cone rising

above the Stupa, as seen in Fig. 38, made excavation difficult. On the east, too, much drift-

sand had accumulated against the Stupa, but the ground immedi.ttely southward slopnl tlown,

and thus a rapid clearing of that face became possible. This proved that the small cyliiulrical

dome, about 7 ft. high and 6 ft. 6 in. in diameter, did not rest, as hail appeared at first, on
a single square base, but that this Stupa, too, possessed its orthodox triple base, as shown by
all sufficiently well-preserved StQpa ruins in the region explored by me (see ground-plan and
elevation in Plate XXIX). The topmost base w.is formed by a small platform S ft. 6 in. sipiarc

and only i ft. high, which everywhere, except towards the north-cast, had become indistinguish-

able. Next below rose the middle base, 13 ft. 6 in. square and 6 ft. 6 in. high, which is visible

with its much damaged western and southern faces in Fig. 38, ’Phe lowest base, measuring

19 ft. 6 in. square and 6 ft. in height, was brought to light only when the excavation on the «‘ast

side had, under the Surveyor’s supervision, been carried down to the original ground-level.

As the top of the cylindrical dome was broken, and must originally have risen several feet

higher, it is clear that the total height of the structure, now 20 ft. 6 in., when intact exceeded

considerably the greatest dimension of the base. The same may have been tlic case with the

Maurl-Tim Stupa '.

The masonry throughout consisted of sun-dried bricks, those used in the base portions (’imstnic-

measuring 22 by 17 in., with a thickness of 4 in. In the dome bricks of the same thickness

but of .smaller width appear to have been used, as was indeed required l>y the shape and

reduced dimensions of this part of the structure. Owing to erosion of the surface and the plaster

filling the frequent interstices their exact size could not be ascertained. On the south face the

middle base had fallen off bodily, and thus displayed the inner construction. It was seen here

that the innermost part of thd base, 8 ft. 6 in. square, corresponding to the top platform, had

been built separately, with a finished outside surface, and the middle base constructed outside

it by adding walls 2 ft. 6 in. thick to each face. This construction may, perhaps, ha\e been

used throughout, the three base portions being built one outside the other as concentrical

squares, with the cylindrical portion corresponding to the StQpa dome as a circular core.

Otherwise the fact mentioned might possibly be explained as an indication of subsequent

reconstruction and enlargement.

In the centre of the StQpa dome there was a shaft, just as observed in the Stnpa of t unings

Maurl-Tim and in the StQpas of Endere and Rawak to be described later. It only measured

I ft. square, and had been laid open by a cutting, which treasure-seekers had made from the

west into the brickwork both of the dome and the two upper bases. From a large hole dug

to the centre of the dome and below it a relic deposit may possibly have been abstracted

at some earlier date. Ibrahim on his previous visit had continued this excavation towards the

centre of the middle portion of the base, but evidently without securing thereby the hoped-for

‘ treasure ’. Another large hole had been excavated sideways into the base. In none of these

burrowings could I trace any indication of the extant masonry covering some earlier Stupa.

• See above, p. 81.
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As soon 'to the main features of the'StQpa had been dearly recognized I hastened to

proceed to the ruin N. v, the object of my next excavations. On the way I noticed a gradual

change in the appearance of the ground, the broad dunes with l&requent cones covered by
tamarisk scrub giving way to extensive bare loess-banks between small dunes which were
rarely interrupted by sand-cones. The tamarisk growth, to which the latter owed their forma-

tion, was scanty and mostly dead. Near the line where the change became marked there was
the half-eroded ruin of a small structure of rush-walls, apparently a cattle-shed.

Promising as the finds were which my previous ‘prospecting’ at N. v had yielded, there

was nothing in the survey of the surface remains that could lead me to anticipate how rich

a deposit of ancient records I had struck in this ruin. The remains of the main structure,

as seen in the photograph (Fig. 44), taken from the south and before excavation, consisted only

of much decayed posts marking the walls of a few rooms and of a rush-wall strengthened by
timber which had enclosed a courtyard. There was timber-ddbris scattered over the slopes

adjoining the ruin on the north and north-cast, and leading down to eroded ground from 20 to

25 ft. below the original level
; but neither its quantity nor its appearance suggested that more

than a modest dwelling-house had once stood here. The only feature attracting attention was

the large orchard, marked by dead fruit-trees and a fence traceable in deep sand, which extended

to the west and south of the structure as seen in the plan (Plate XXXII).
The small dimensions of the extant remains made it easy to let the men under Ram

Singh’s supervision proceed with the clearing of the rooms southward and the adjoining portions

of the courtyard, while I myself, with a few of the more handy labourers, among them Ibrahim,

concentrated my attention upon the comer room, N. xv., to the nor\h or more correctly NNW.,
on the edge of which towards the eroded slope my previous search had brought to light the

already mentioned finds. On carefully clearing the drift-sand from the eroded slope in the

direction towards what (for brevity’s sake) I may call the northern side of this room, I ascer-

tained that owing to erosion the wall of the room on this side had disappeared almost entirely.

But part of its foundation beam was found still in situ, and thus the original dimensions of

the room, 23 by 18 ft. (including walls) could be measured. Owing to the erosion of this wall

a portion of the layer of rubbish it had retained within the immediately adjoining part of the

room (marked N on plan) had slid down the slope, and from this most of the previous finds

proved to have been recovered. A careful search of the remainder furnished the inscribed

tablets now marked N. xv. 30-36.

As soon as systematic clearing had reached the area inside the north wall it revealed

layers upon layers of wooden tablets embedded in a mass of what looked like old rubbish

deposits mixed up with fine dust and remains of a straw-covered roof. On the top of this

fairly compact mass, and clearly distinguishable from it, there lay a thin cover of drift-sand

only about i ft. deep. It was not from this sand, but from the consolidated mass of refuse

forming a bank close on 4 ft thick above the original mud floor, that I extracted tablet after

tablet Thus the truth soon dawned upon me. 1 had struck an ancient rubbish-heap, formed

by the accumulations of many years, and containing also what, with an anachronimi, may fitly

be called ‘the waste-paper’ deposits of that period. Fig. 45 ^ows a portion of the refuse

stratum filling the room as seen when the dearii^; had proMeded to its centre, and will he4>

to illustrate the conditions in which the epigraphic riches of this ruin were recovered. .

Throughout the room the documents on woo^pd leather, of vbich it yielded Id die end

over 250, were found, either separately or in reIattve!Proxinuty, scattered among layers i^taining

broken pottery, pieces of matting and wood, straw, rags t^fidt and a variety of materials.
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pieces of leather, and other promiscuous rubbish. The earth which enveloped hll this litter

looked exactly like the ordinary loess, and manifestly owed its origin to the consolidation of

the dust deposits which the rhbbish-heap must have received in the course of its gradual formation.

The dust which had been bound together here, was, of course, of the same character as that

which has helped to form the loess soil. It was evident that the consistency which this accretion

of varied refuse intermingled with dust had acquired in the course of long centuries, had more

than anything else helped to protect it against the erosive action of the winds. It was, in

fact, the compactness of these deposits, filling the whole interior of N. xv. to a height of about

4 ft, which had saved the walls of the room (seen in Fig. 45) from being reduced to mere rows

of posts like almost all the other walls in this ruin. The combined conditions of cohesion ami

dryness which the weight of tliis ancient dustbin and the absorbent character of its .sub-aerial

dust deposits assured, account for the remarkable state of preservation shown by the great

mass of the precious records embedded in it. At the same time we have a clear indication of

the more unsavoury associations of a dustbin in the salt impregnation of many of the w«j<iden

tablets from N. xv., mainly due to the presence of ammoniac. It m.akcs them now particularly

.sensitive to atmospheric moisture, and liable to develop stains even under the protection of

the well-fitting glass panes of the British Museum.

I had ample opportunities to familiarize my.self with all the manifold contents of this «. i Mniu .1

remarkable refuse-heap during the three laborious days which its clearing cost me. As soon 'r

as I had realized the peculiar origin of its deposits, it became a matter of importance to keep

as accurate a record as the conditions of the work and the available time would permit of the

relative position in which each written document or other object of interest turned up. This

might assist in tracing chronological order and in .some cases possibly also internal connexion

among the various documents. Accordingly, every inscribed piece had to be removed by

myself and briefly tabulated after a preliminary cleaning. This was no easy fcisk with fingers

half-numbed by cold in the fresh north-east wind which was blowing during the greatest part

of the time, and in the dust it raised from the dug-up refuse-heap. Its odours were still

distinctly pungent and trying after so many centuries; but there wa.s all the fascination of

a great antiquarian liauFtQr make me forget such discomforts.

The four woodhn^l^ts which rose above the rubbish in the centre of the room, and ii.

which in all probaUlUlljf, had supported an elevated portion of the roof, after the fashion of

a modern AiwWft^ convenient means for demarcating the several portions of the m N.

room successiv<il^^|gihAi^' space to the north of the central area (marked N in the plan)

which was fitli|,,t^li^^ searched on February 6, in the direction from east to west,

yielded the N. xv. 1-79, including therein those found on my prospecting

visit amidst- layer 'Qj^Vubbish that had slid down near the eroded north wall. 1 he finds

made in Chh* space extended between the east wall and the central area of the room

(shown in. and the rubbish contents of which proved relatively richest in

documents,-wein'lluSp^whh the nombers N. xv. 80-149. Here, as well as in the remaining

two se^&>ns, the of working was from north to south. The section between the west

wall the centmsurea (shown as W), which was cleared on February 7 and 8, furnished

thepiltsctt N..iC«V ;iil^207'6 while from the space between the four posts and the one immediately

to the south OOHO «lMn® th® s®”®* numbered N. xv. 300-363 *. The mud platform running

T I in passing that the few biesks in the sequence of numbering, or else to the figures m-irked

whk^ the £iui^|Pott of series in the descrip- on the wooden tablets having become effaced or illegible

live list diSillOlN dns tithfr to originslly nude subsequently. The light sand blown by the wind over the
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along the greater portion of the south wall, together with the circular plaster trough, 5 ft. in

diameter and 3 ft. high, which was brought to light in clearing the section marked C, necessarily

reduced the space available for the accumulation of rubbish.
•

Those of the men who had been to Keriya or as far as Khotan, and had seen there houses

of well-to-do people, thought that this curious trough, with its top hollowed out to a depth of

10 in., was intended, like a similar contrivance still used by the women there, for keeping flowers

fre.sh in water or under moist straw. I am unable to say whether this explanation is correct;

but the fact that the hollow of the trough was found filled with sand only, clearly points to

the contrivance, whatever its purpose, having continued in use even while the accumulation

of rubbish within the room was proceeding. Another peculiar feature of the room deserves to

be noticed here. The door, aj ft. broad, opening in the south wall and still clearly distinguishable

by remains of its jambs, led on to the mud platform here, instead of, as usual in these ruined

dwellings, to the level floor of the room.

It appears to me probable that the position of this entrance, as shown in the plan, Plate

XXXII, accounts for the relatively greater frequency with which inscribed wooden tablets

turned up near the north and east walls. When once the room had come to be used as

a dustbin, it was natural that any one who emptied refuse into it should throw it from the

entrance and as far as possible. The inscribed pieces of wood, which plainly represent the

sweepings of an ancient office accommodated within some other portion of the house, were by

their compactness and relative weight likely to be thrown further than the rest of the refuse,

and often to strike against the walls opposite to the entrance. K|Mping this in view we need

not, perhaps, consider it altogether accidental that of the 34 documents on leather which were

picked out from the litter, only 9 were found in the sections N and E, while the rest lay

scattered within C and IV, i. e. much nearer to the entrance. Thin pieces of leather, being

light, would, when thrown (say, out of a basket), not reach so far as handy pieces of wood

similarly treated.

Th^ layers of straw and the fragments of tamarisk matting, which were found embedded

deep down in the rubbish, had in all probability belonged to the roof once covering N. xv.

Their position below i to 3 feet of miscellaneous refuse, including waste tablets and leather

documents, plainly showed that whilp the room was used as a dustbin it must have partly at

least been e.\posed to the sky. It is easy to understand that the roof of a room that had once

been appropriated for such use would not be kept in repair, or else that an apartment which

had become uninhabitable from defective roofing would be permanently utilized for rubbish.

The condition of one of the rooms in the large house of Tokhta AkhQn BtSg at Khotan, where

I put up on two occasions’, has since recurred to my mind as a very apt illustration. There

a large apartment had become disused, owing to a conspicuous hole in the mud roofing which

the wealthy owner never tliought it worth his while to repair. Being situated conveniently

near the kitchen all refuse from the latter had habitually been thrown into it, wth results

that obliged me to locate my cook elsewhere when I took up temporary quarters there. That

the straw and fragments of matting in N. xv. actually came from the original roofing* was

proved by a large piece of matting with a mass of well-preserved wheat-straw, whftiti was found

tablets, while they lay exposed until packing became possible

after the day's work, had sufficient abrading force to efface

pencil marks which, for one reason or other (softness of sur-

face, want of space, &c,), could not be made sufficiently bold

and lasting. Such pieces had to be given the supplemen-

tary numbers K. xv. «t-eie. This explanation bolill good

also of occasional breaks in the enumeration of iindl,.fiwn

other ruins of Ibis site.

* See Rmtu e/Xhtkm, pp. 198 sq., s68.
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under several feet of sand near the end of the passage adjoining N. xv. from the south (marked

in plan, Plate XXXI I).

The conditions peculiar* to dustbin deposits are curiously reflected by various observ'ations

concerning the documents recovered from N. xv. In the first place I may note the rekuive

frequency of broken but otherwise well-preserved pieces. I do not mean the instances, so

numerous also in other ruins, where covering- and under-tablets originally forming one reconl

have become separated, but cases where fragments of the same document were found scattered

in different parts of the room, or where individual pieces of wood and leather, though otherwise

in good condition, show marks of having been broken or torn*. It is safe, to assume that the

damage in almost all these cases was caused before the pieces and fragments had been swept

out of living rooms of the house and thrown on to this rubbish-heap. The thin and narrow

slips of wood which served for Chinese documents were, of course, far easier to ‘ tear up i. e.. to

break when their contents had been disposed of, than the more substantial Kharosthi 'w< tlgcs’,

‘oblongs’, rectangular tablets, &c. This at once explains why the great majority of the Chinese

'tablets’ as seen in Plates CXII-CXIV were found broken, often into very small pieces . In

almost all these Chinese pieces the wood was found in good preservation, which makes it still

more probable that the breakage had been caused purposely before the dustbin received them.

Just like our ‘waste-paper’, these ancient records on wood, when no longer ncctled by their

owners, must have often come handy for lighting fires with. We have evidence of this use in

certain tablets from N. xv. which bear marks of having been partly burnt®. Damage by knife

or chisel-cuts is seen on tablet N. xv. 334 (Plate XCV); and in one instance (N. xv. 199) we

have marks of the scraping by which a wooden tablet already inscribed could be reiulered fit

again for use, but no fresh record has been added in this case. A more minute examination

of the tablets from N. xv. may bring to light more than one piece which had actually served

for a palimpsest.

The consolidated mass of rubbish and dust must be credited with having affordt;d excellent

protection to the documents which had once become embedded in it. The good state of pt-cserva

tion shown by the great majority of the documents, whether on wood or leather, bears ample

evidence to this. A brief analy^s of the cases where tablets or leather documents have undergone

deterioration during the long centuries since they were first thrown on to this rubbish-heap, proves

that the risks to which they were there exposed were distinctly smaller than if they had been

left behind on the floor of some office-room, as in N. i., N. iv., N. v., protected only by the

easily shifted cover of drift-sand. The number of tablets, the wood of which has perished or

become soft in the way characteristic of the effects of exposure to atmospheric influences or damp,

as illustrated by so many pieces from the above find-places, is relatively very small’. It is also

‘ Kharo«thI doenments recovered in two or more frag-

menu are N.xv. 10480+190, 14-437, 234150, a9.a.4b,

.•JS+Si, 764181, 874308, 164>a 4 t57>
301430a. It «

probable that on fiirther examination more of the fragmen-

tary pieces will prove to fit each other. Broken tablets of

recognisable origfaial shape are 108, 116, 153, 175, ao6,

3181 333, 340; ftagments of tablets, the type of which can

no longer be determined, are 80, 80. a, 143414741481
* 93. 364, 01.

' Ont of forty-nine inscribed Chinese 'tablets* (to use

this term for nniformity’s sake) only five, vis., N. xv. 93, 109,

* 97i >97. •> 314, were recove^ complete, showing the full

average length of 9 to 9} in. ^ong the other broken

pieces small fragments, down to 1 1 in. in length, arc very

numerous; see N. xv. 34, 59, b, 69, 72, 7K, Hj, Ac. An
inspection of the Chinese retords on wood as rejiroduccd

in Plates CXII-CXIV will best illustrate this obscrv.rtion.

• See N. XV. 20, 34, 90, 174. The Chinese tablets being

thin and narrow would have made excellent 'spills* for

lighting a plj^c. N. xv. 34, slightly burnt at one end (see

Phte CXII), may possibly have served such a purpose.

r Tablets with soft or perished surface are N. xv. 6. a,

8, 19, as, 23, 46, 57. 6s, 82, 8s. a, 132, 1544157 . 205.

S06, 33 ,5, 343, 03; similar also is the leather document,

N. XV. 336.
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significant that the majority of such tablets came from the northern section of the rubbish

deposits, where, as we have seen, erosion had been at work for some time past and had caused

exposure. It is practically only in this section that the few piec^ with bleached surface or

faded writing were found*.

On the other hand, we have the associations of the dustbin and their deleterious effects

brought before our eyes in the documents, fortunately not very numerous, which have become

p.irtially effaced or illegible through incrustation with dust, straw, and promiscuous refuse'.

There can be little doubt that the moisture which had caused this coating of dirt to adhere

so firmly must have been in most cases poured on to the refuse-heap while it was still

accumulating. This accounts for the fact that only particular tablets, probably lying exposed

at the time or near the surface, have suffered in this way. It is very probable that the stained

or di.scoloured surface shown by a few tablets and documents on leather has resulted from the

same cause'*. A similar explanation suggests itself for the buckled appearance of some other

leather pieces", I also noticed that wherever large pieces of pottery, such as seen in the

foreground of Fig. 45 ,
were found embedded in the rubbish, any documents that had come to

lie immediately below them were almost invariably found in particularly good condition. Many

of the records, though well-preserved and fresh in appearance have, as already noted, since

their recovery shown considerable sensitiveness to atmospheric moisture. The salt impregnation

thereby indicated ]X)ints to the plentiful presence of ammoniac, and leads us to suspect that the

room filled with refuse was often resorted to by the dwellers for even less savoury purposes.

Perha[)s it is only because the rubbish accumulation usually offer^ other and more nourishing

food tltat the number of insect-eaten or mouse-nibbled documents is not larger

Section IV.—ANCIENT DOCUMENTS ON WOOD AND LEATHER

The great collection of documents which came to light from the ancient rubbish-heap

just described was as remarkable for the diversity in form and* material of individual pieces as

for the good preservation of the great majority. This makes it convenient to combine its

description with a comprehensive analysis of what the epigraphic finds of the whole site have

revealed, as to the outward arrangement of the main classes of documents, and as to technicalities

in the ancient stationery of wood and leather used for them.

Kliarosthi documents on leather were the first striking novelty which the clearing of N. xv.

yielded, and this review may hence fitly commence with them. As among the total of twenty-three

pieces recovered not less than eleven are complete and three others almost so the general

appearance and arrangement of these documents could from the first be recognized with certainty.

Judging from the complete specimens, from which those surviving in a fragmentary condition show

no notable deviation, suCh documents consisted always of oblong sheets of carefully pr^ared

• See N. XV. so. a, a8, 31, 3a, 4 $, 54, 77, 99, 07.

• Such incrusted pieces arc N. xv. 135, 138, 146, 158,

159, 160. 162, 16*5, 177, 320, 323, 347, 352, 361, 06.

Such are N. xv. 51, 79, 114, 149, 182, 340, 350. 355.
** See N. XV. 43, 201.

For insect-eaten pieces see N. xv. 66, 88 (leather),

197 (leather). The Chinese tablet, N. xv. 85, shows traces

of having been attacked by some rodent.

* Complete doenments on leather are N. xv. 4 a, 88, iia,

197. »0I, 304, 306, 310, 333, 346, 350; nearly compiete

are N. xv. 164, 18a, 319. Fragments, stmae of them evi-

dently representing fairly large portions of the original^ u*

N. XV. 39, 43, loi, MO, M4, 149, 168, 339, 336 ;
for sp^

mens of such frsgments {N. xv. 161, 168) see FlatM XCIi

XCII.
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smooth sheepskin, with the Kharo§jhi text written on one face only and in lines parallel to the

longer side, as seen in the specimens reproduced in Plates XCT-XCIII. The length of the extant

specimens varies from iij^in. in N. xv. 319, to 6® in, in N. xv. 333 (see Plate XCII);
XV. 305 (see Plate XCIIl) shows the greatest width, 5^ ins., while N. xv. 42, with a width of

2 in., is the narrowest. N. xv. 88 (see PI. XCII) and N. xv. 350 show the longest text, v.iich with

eleven lines. Separated from the text and nejir the bottom edge of the obverse to the R. proper,

there appears in the majority of the complete documents a brief date entry, wasc . . . dl/iuisc ....

with numerical figures indicating the month and day*, as seen in the complete specimens which

Plates XCI-XCIII reproduce. In no case did I note a record of the year. Almost all tlu‘

documents which have preserved the topmost portion of the text show there the same', initial

formula, mahannava maharaya lihaii, indicating official origin, which we have mentioned before

as regularly introducing the text of wedge-shaped under-tablets^. Here, Uio, it is invariably

separated from the commencement of the text proper by a considerable interval, as seen in

Plates XCI, XCII. For the few documents like N. xv. 333 (sec Plate XCII) which do not

open with this formula, we may assume a non-official character.

The great majority of the documents on leather were found folded up into little rolls, and

in the case of the rest previous folding was indicated by the leather being worn or otherwise

marked where the folds had been. The well-preserved documents still found in their folded

condition could in most cases be opened out by me without serious diifictilly; but it required

expert treatment at the British Museum to make these pieces of leather, bent by tlu' foKling

of so many centuries, assum^ the flat appearance now shown in their reproductions. In Plates

XCI-XCIII the lines of the folding can still clearly be seen, even where they have not, as

in the case of N. xv. 88, led to the leather on the edges of the folds getting worn and broken.

The reproduction in Plate XCI of the document N. xv. 310, both btTore and after its opc.*ning, best

illustrates the method of folding usually adopted. The piece having been folded longitudinally into

half its size, was next folded a second time in the same direction, in such a way that th(^ lowest

c[uarter of the piece, containing ordinarily only the date entry, would form one of the outside biccs

of the narrow roll, but with its written surface turned inwards. Thus the whole of lh(! writing

of the obverse was protected. *Finally the roll thus formed was doubled over vertically, as seen

in the folded state of N. xv. 310. In the latter document thp bottojn edge towards the left proper

is seen cut off into a kind of half-attached strip, the extreme end to the left \yropcr ])eing turned

down so as to expose just the initial formula of the topmost line. Remains of a similar cut ofi

strip are noticeable also, though less clearly, in some other leather pieces ((\g. N. xv. 319).

This has led me to conjecture that this strip might in some way have been utilized in connexion

with the fastening of such documents. 'What the exact manner of fastening was in the case

of leather documents I have not been able to ascertain fully, but there are some observations

bearing on this point which I think it useful to record here.

In view of the elaborate and ingenious arrangement which, as I shall presently have occasion

to explain, was adopted in order to secure the contents of communications written on ‘double-

wedge * or double rectangular tablets against unauthorized inspection, it appears priori probable

that some device must have been available for similarly protecting the contents of leather

documents, especially when the latter, as the presence of the initial formula in the case of most

of the extant specimens proves, conveyed official orders. An envelope after our fashion would,

• SceN. XV. 88 (Plate XCII), iia, 164, aoi, 304, 305, * For a leather document without this iniii.il formula

310 (see Plate XCI), 319, 333. wc N. xv. 333 (Plate XCII).
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of course, have effected that purpose ; but nothing of the kind was found in the rubbish-heap of

N. XV., and seeing how rich it proved otherwise in stationery sweepings of all kinds, this negative

fact may claim some weight. Now, it is interesting to note that in %everal of the larger leather

documents, but nowhere more clearly than in N. xv. 88 and 305 (see Plates XCII and XCIIl)

we have distinct indications of a flat oval-shaped object having once been inserted between

the third and fourth fold of the document and towards the proper left of it. These indications

consist of concavities in the surface of the obverse retaining the impression of the object once

placed there, and of a corresponding discoloration of the surface portions thus affected*. It is

obvious that the object inserted must have remained in that position for some time in order

to leave so lasting an impression, and the conclusion that it was a seal thus becomes still

more probable. The fact of the impression being found on the same side of the document

as the half-detached strip of leather previously noticed suggests a connexion between

the two.

It is possible to imagine more than one device by which the loose end of the narrow leather

strip might be passed round the edges of the doubled-up roll, and ultimately passed between

the two folds where the impression just mentioned appears, to be fastened down there by a seal.

But in the absence of any direct evidence on the point it would serve no useful purpose to

detail such devices. In the case of any such fastening as suggested, it would have been

necessary either to cut the strip or to destroy the seal in order to open the document, just as

we shall And it to have been the case with the sealed Kharo$thi tablets. But what I am unable

to make out clearly is how the reinsertion of a spurious fresh ^eal could be prevented, the

application of a proper seal to the sealing material being made difficult by the very limited

space available between the folds. But clerical dexterity, such as we have ample reason to

credit the scribes of these ancient ‘Daftars’ with, might have overcome this difficulty, especially

if the sealing material was mainly clay, as in the case of all seals which turned up at this site

whether on tablets or separately. In no leather document did I find any actual remains of

the seal, and hence only a chemical examination of the surface retaining the mark of the

now vanished seal could, perhaps, enlighten us as to the substance used. That it could not

have been one likely to affect the writing, as our sealing-wax undoubtedly would, scarcely

needs special explanation.
^ ,

By the described arrangement of folding, the whole of the obverse surface of the document

containing the text was protected. The reverse was always left blank, except for a brief line

which appears in all well-preserved specimens on the fold that was exposed. Being placed on

the back of the left proper side of the obverse, it cannot be seen in the reproduction of N. xv. 310

(Plate XCl). The fact that this short line invariably ends with the same word dadavo, ‘to be

given (to) which appears on the obverse of all wedge-shaped covering tablets near the string

hole, and that the two or tliree words preceding always close with the genitive ending in -w,

left no doubt from the first as to its containing the address. The recurrence of identical names,

among which that of the Cojhbo Somjaka is most frequent ®, immediately after the initial formula

of all official orders, enabled me on the spot to assure myself of the correctness of this conclusion.

Owing to its exposed position on the outside surface, the writing of the address has often become

faint or been partly rubbed off. But the ink on the obverse has in most cases retained remarkably

* In N. XV. 310 the impression appears also on the folds address on wedge-shaped tablets see N. xv. 94 (Plate IC),

above named, but towards the proper right edge of the docu- 137 (Plate XCVIII), 318 (in Professor Rapson’s S^itinunt,

nient, and the discoloration is less marked. p. 15).

• See N. XV 88 (PI. XCII), 305 (XCIIl). For the same
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well its original black colour, as shown by Plates XCI-XCIII, and makes the writing clearly

legible even in those cases where the leather itself has become discoloured or stained

I regret not to have f5und an opportunity of arranging for a chemical examination of this

ancient ink. But, judging from its appearance, it seems probable that it was Chinese (or Indian)

ink, such as that of which a small stick was actually found by me among the rubbish layer

inside the Endere Fort (see Plate CV). The ink used on the tablets, both Kharosthi and
Chinese, varies considerably in quality and thickness (comp. e. g. tablets N. xv. 24, Plate IC,

and N. xv. 71, Plate C), but I did not observe any indication pointing to a difference in the

composition of the ink.

The documents just described, quite apart from their contents, have a special interest as

the first specimens yet discovered of leather used for early records in an Indian language. What
literary evidence exists as to the use of leather for writing purposes in ancient India is extremely

scanty and vague ^ Religious objections, based on the ritual impurity of animal substance,

might easily be supposed to have militated against it. Yet here we have incontrovertible' evidc'ucf'.

that, whatever those objections may have been in theory, they had no more weight in practice

with the Buddhists of the Khotan region than with the orthodox Brahmans of Kashmir, whf)

probably from a very early period and down to our own time have been accustomed to use h*ather

bindings for their Sanskrit codices*. The finish given to the leather of those ancient docunuMits

indicates extensive practice in the preparation of the material. Small pieces of blank leather

of the same kind (see N. xv. 319. a), unmistakably shreds left after the cutting of full-si/('d .sheets,

and subsequently swept out the office room, turned up among the rubbish. 'Phey show that

the official residing in the ruined dwelling not only received communications on leather but also

issued such. Nevertheless the relatively small number of such documents, as compared with the

abundance of wooden tablets of all kinds, proves beyond all doubt that wood was by far the.

more prevalent writing material. Leather offered the manifest advantages of being light and

easy to dispose of, besides permitting the writer to cut his sheets according to his retpiircments

at the time. But wood was probably far cheaper, and the stationery made of it lent hse lf more

readily to effective fastening. Whatever the reasons for this uncpieslionable preference may have

been, it is certain that wooden tablets could not have been manufactured in /oco, fi)r no chippings

or other remains of wooden stationery in the ro\igh turnc^l up in the rubbish-heap.

Nothing proves better the great diversity as well as the general good preservation of the

Kharosthi documents on wood yielded up by N. xv. than the relative ease with which they

enabled me definitely to ascertain all technicalities connected with the use of their varit)us

classes. The wedge-shaped tablets, of which I had already recovered so many from N. i., were

here even more numerous, six complete pairs in practically perfect preservation being found,

besides forty-five covering- and thirty-four under-tablets. Their average dimensions agree closely

* The freshness of the ink was strikingly brought home
to me when the leather documents were being slowly un-

folded and straightened at the British Museum by the expert

hands of Mr. Hunt, of the MS. Department Warm and

somewhat moist air being used for the process, special care

had to be taken in order to prevent the writing impressing

itself on any leather surface with which it might come in

contact. On blotting paper placed over the writing it was

then easy to obtain fairly clear impressions.

^ Sec Btthler, Inditchi Palatagraphie^ p. 89.

All old birch-hark MSS. of any size written in Kashmir,

some of them certainly going back to the fifteenth century, if

not earlier, arc invariably bound in leather or show evidence

of having once been contained in such bindings. From the

style displayed by the leather covers which are in my posses-

sion or have come under my observation, I think it safe to

conclude that the ornaments used in this leather-work are of

pre-Muhammadan origin. This implies that bookbmiling

in leather goes back to the Hindu |)eriod of Kashmir.
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with those ascertained in the case of the first find, the length of the wedges varying from 7I in. to

15 in., while their width at the square end proportionately varies from i|in. to 2|in.

rnem'oT
complete ‘double wedges’ (N. xv. 12, 24, 66, 71, 137, lifo) still retaining the string

douMe with which they had been originally fastened by their senders, afford the clearest possible illus-

uedffcs.’ tration of the manner in which documents of this type were written and dispatched. They
consisted invariably of pairs of pieces, fitted exactly to match each other in size, as seen in the

complete specimens N. xv. 24, 71, 137, reproduced in Plates XCVIII-C. The thickness of

the two pieces, except where the raised seal-socket is placed on the covering-tablet, is also fairly

uniform in each double wedge. Otherwise it varies, in some relation, perhaps, to the size of the

tablets and the quality of the wood, from in. to i§in. It is very probable that the carpenter

engaged in preparing this kind of stationery first shaped the ‘double wedge’ as a whole, and then

«

INNCR SURFACeS OF OOUBLC WEOOC, SH0WIM9
FASTERma AT STRINQ HOLE ERD.

STRIRO TWISTED IRTO LOOP FOR FASTERIRB DOUBLE WEDBE.

separated its two pieces by sawing or splitting. This was certainly the method adopted by the

maker of N. xv. 24 (Plate 1 C), the inner surfaces of both covering* and under-tablet showinjg

identical faults in the grain. One end of the double tablet thus formed was cut off square;

uUct'aT
other runs out into a point, near which a string-hole is drilled through both pieces. The

wooden text written in lines parallel to the upper long side of the wedge, and nowhere exceeding four

envelope, in number, occupies the smoothed obverse of the under-tablet, and is protected by the uppe^ or

covering-tablet, which rests on it and serves as a kind of envelope. Whenever the length

of the compiunication required it, the writing was continued on the reverse of the covering-tablet

in such a way that, with the latter turned back, the whole of the text could be seen simultaneously

and with the writing placed the right way in both tablets. The position of the covering-tablet

of N. xv. 24, as reproduced in Plate IC, \rill explain this.
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The wood of the covering-tablet shows greater thickness towards the square end
;
and in Fasumn?

this raised portion of the outside surface, ordinarily at a distance of in. from the square
of

end, a rectangular socket wdh roughly cut, for the reception of a clay seal. This socket or seal- wedgo-i.'

cavity is seen empty in N. xv. 71 (Plate C) and N. i. 103 (IC), and filled with the cliy seal for

which it was made in N. xv. 137 (Plate XCVIII) and N. xv. 2.| (Plate 1 C). Through either

of the raised rims left between the se.il-cavity and the edges of the covering-tablet on the

long sides three grooves were cut for the purpose of securing the string that was to unite the

C.

Kevme or uHOiR Utur oe mm wem, with mwa note (a) aho folds of smm hud by oaooves (b).

D.

OBvme Of oofum-TABUT of mite weoee, with srem-Hote (a) and stbihd FAsimD m seal socket ib).

pair of tablets. The method used for fastening this string was distinctly ingenious, and will

best be explained by reference to the accompanying diagrams. Fig. 45. a., drawn by Mr. F. H.

Andrews, to whose technical acumen I am indebted for the elucidation of its more minute details.

The string of hemp, of which more or less considerable portions are still retained by the complete

wedge-shaped tablets and by many of the detached pieces ®, was first passed in a cleverly-dcviscd

fashion, which diagram A illustrates, through the string-hole of both covering- and under-tablet.

The end of the string here inserted was previously provided with a loop by the expedient

* See the taUeU N. I isa, xv. 137 in Plate XCVIII ; N. i. 103, xv. 24 in Plate IC ;
N. i. 9, xv. 7 1 in Plate C.
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illustrated in diagfram B, the string being doubled and converted by twisting from a single

into a double ply. The covering-tablet having then been put into its proper place, its

reverse lying flush with the obverse of the under-tablet, the rurfning loop was drawn tight

over the pointed ends of both tablets, and the string passed along the reverse of the

uiulcr-tablet towards the position of the seal-socket, as seen in diagram C. Here the string

was laid in regular cross-folds, invariably arranged after the fashion shown by diagram D, and

visible also in N. i. 103 (Plate IC), over the seal-socket, the grooves communicating with the

latter being used to hold the folds in their propep position. Finally, the loose end of the string,

after having been passed through the groove of the upper edge nearest to the point of the

tablets, was slung over the longitudinal portion of the fastening on the reverse of the under-

tablet and, having been drawn tight there, tied into a knot as diagram C shows. The socket

of the seal was then filled with clay, covering the folds of the string. When once the seal of

the sender had been impressed into the clay, it became impossible to separate the pair of tablets

without either breaking the seal impression or cutting the string.

The ingenious arrangement here described rendered the communication written on the

inner sides of the tablets absolutely safe against unauthorized inspection and any sort of

tampering. If the recipient wished to preserve the sealing and also to retain a convenient

fastening for the tablets after having acquainted himself with the contents—an obvious advantage

whenever such letters had to be kept for subsequent reference—he had only to cut the string

near the string-hole. The under-tablet could then easily be slid out from the folds of string

running beneath the seal, and after being read be passed back again into its original position

just as we can do this now, after so many centuries, in the case of the double tablets (N. xv. 24,

137) reproduced in Plates XCVIII, IC.

There might have been cases in which it was important for the recipient of a ‘ double wedge
’

communication, after having opened and read it, to have the connexion of the two tablets

attested in an unmistakable manner. An interesting instance of this kind may probably be

recognized in the double tablet N. xv. 71 (Plate C), which, besides retaining all the arrangements

needed for the regular fastening, including a portion of the string, shows a pendent seal of fairly

hard reddish clay attached to a separate short string that passed through the string-hole of

both tablets and holds them, together. The string used for this purpose seems different in

quality from the one which served for the regular fastening; and I conclude from this, as well

as from the narrowness of the string-hole, which could scarcely have been intended for two

strings, that the present fastening, with its pendent seal, was applied to the document after the

latter had been ojiened. Probably this opening was effected by breaking the seal originally

filling the socket, which was found empty. Else this seal in its protected position would have

been more likely to survive than the wholly exposed one near the string-hole. It is scarcely

necessary to point out that the latter seal was manifestly used in the same way as a seal that

would be attached to the string or tape uniting several sheets of a modern legal document

Leaving the seals to be described further on, in connexion w'ith those presented on rectangular

tablets, I may complete this account of the wedge-shaped documents by a brief reference to the

entries invariably appearing on the outside surfaces of well-preserved specimens. The obverse

of the covering-tablet always shows, written from the edge of the square end towards the seal

cavity, and in some instances, where this space did not suffice, extending beyond it, the name
and title of the person or persons to whom the letter was addressed. Thus on the covering-

tablet of N. XV. 24, 137 (Plate XCVIII, IC) we read the address Ccjhbo Somjakasa, ‘to the

Cojhbo Soipjaka’. This is the title and name of the official to whom, as I had already realized
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during the excavation of N. xv., a very considerable number (if not the majority) of tlie Kharostlii

documents found there, whether on leather or wood, arc addressed Where a document of this

class was addressed to two* or more persons, the line giving dieir names and titles would be

continued beyond the seal cavity towards the pointed end, as in the case of N. i. 104 + 16,

where the obverse names ‘ Cojhbo Bhima and $odiamga Lipeya’ as the recipients'*. To the

left proper of the string-hole, and usually quite close to it, is written the word dadaz'a,
'

to be

given to’, which completes and defines the preceding address entry at the opposite end of the

cover **.

The reverse of the under-tablet regidarly shows a brief entry written close to its s<juarc

end, as in N. xv. 122, 137 (Plate XCVIII) and N. i. 9 (Plate C). In the complete weilge-shaped

documents translated by Professor Rapson, this entry always contains the name of the messenger

or other person referred to in the text as the carrier of the letter**. It appears prob.ablc that the

corresponding entry seen on the reverse of other under-tablets served the same purpose
;
our

practice of showing on the cover of a letter of introduction the name of the person who is to

deliver it, offers an exact parallel to this. On the reverse of N. i. 122 (Plate XCVIII) three

large characters, incised in a transverse direction, take the place of this last-named entry. 'I'he

text of the tablet is not accessible to me ; but the characters, read by me as J*raLaya, permit

of the assumption that they, too, contain the name of the i)erson entrusted with the document.

On the reverse of N. xv. 137 (PI. XCVIII) there appe.ar, besides a short entry near the scpiare

end, evidently eontaining the name of the person who was to carry the missive, four closely written

lines which, though the writing in parts is much faded, can clearly be recognized .as by a diflerent

hand. M. Boyer, who has recendy published a translation, with valuable comments, of this interesting

document—apparently an order for the arrest and production of certain fugitives **— has shown

that this partly deciphered record on the reverse must deal with the same object. Is it possible

that we have here a disposal order or ‘ docket ’ notes by the official, the Cojhbo Somjaka, to whom

this ' double wedge ’ is addressed ? Of a more humble character, but also curious, are the roughly

incised marks which the reverse of some other under-tabicts display. In N. xv. 17. a it is a

Svastika
;

in N. xv. 04 and 05 a small circle crossed by a stroke. There can be little doubt

that they are meant for distinguishing marks, probably scratched in after the fashion of the

‘Nishans,’ which Indian ‘Chaprassis’ are in the habit of .using on our envclo[)es, to facilitate

correct delivery by a messenger not acquainted with the writing. In the case of N. xv. 121 we

find thus two small crosses scratched in on the obverse of a covering-tablet.

As already stated, it was only in the light of the practically perfect specimens which N. xv.

yielded that I was able definitely to ascertain the manner of using and fastening the rcct.ingular

double tablets. Here, too, as in N. iv., this class of Kharo.?lhi documents on wood was mainly

represented by detached pieces wanting the corresponding covering- or undcr-tablels with which

they must once have been fitted. Of such incomplete documents, twenty-eight covering- and

nineteen under-tablets turned up here. The predominance of covering-tablets, equally marked

also in the case of wedge-shaped documents, is a characteristic result of the process by which

these ‘ waste-papers ’ found their way into the rubbish-heap. Opened envelopes would necessarily

** For N. XV. 137 comp, the complete translation given

hy M. Boyer, J. asiai., Mai-Juin, 1905, pp. 463 sqq. For

other addresses comp. Professor Rapson’s translations of the

wedge-shaped tablete, N. xv. is, N. i. 104+ 16, 105, N. iv.

to8, in Specimens, pp. ti sqq.
** See Professor Rapson's Specimens, p. 14*

“ See the obverses of N. xv. 137 (Plate XCVIII), sj

(Plate IC), 71 (Plate C).

” See the text and translation of N. i, 104+ 106, 105,

108; N. XV. I a in Professor Rapson’s Specimens, pp. 11 sq'i

'• See /. asiat., 1905, Mai-Juin, pp. 463 sqq.
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go there first, wliile the corresponding under-tablets might be retained for reference or otherwise

disposed of. In their detached state these pieces presented a puzzling appearance; but as

soon as I had found the first of the four intact rectangular double-tablets (N. xv. 1 51, 155. 1 66, 196),

all difficulty disappeared^®. From the reproductions of two of them N. xv. 155, 166 (Plates XCIV,
XCV), it will clearly be seen that the under-tablet was in this case provided with a raised rim,

from i to I J in. broad, on cither of the shorter sides. Between these rims fitted exactly a covering-

tablet, the obverse of which, in its raised centre, had a square or oblong socket for the reception

of a clay seal.

As the specimens in the Plates already referred to show, as well as the detached covering- and

under-tablets reproduced in Plates XCV I and XCVII, the sizes in which these rectangular tablets

were used varied greatly. The largest under-tablet found here (N. xv. io-»-86), measured 9^ by

4 in., while that of the complete and perfectly-preserved document N. xv. 196 (Plate XCIV)
is only 4yJ in. long, with a width of i| in. Among covering-tablets N. xv. 160 (Plate XCVI)
is the largest, with a size of S-J by 4J in., another better-preserved one, N. xv. 154 (Plate XCVII),

7 a 45 *”•» approaching it closely. It is a priori probable that in order to assure exact fitting the

pair of tablets was cut out of one piece, just as was done in the case of ‘double wedges.’ Of this direct

proof is afforded by the identity of the grain of wood shown by both covering- and under-tablets

in the complete specimens, as is distinctly visible in the reproduction of the obverse of N. xv. 155

(Plate XCIV).

The method of fastening provided for these rectangular double tablets was scarcely less

ingenious than that of the wedge-shaped documents. Just as In^the case of the latter, there

were three grooves, communicating with the seal-cavity, cut through the rims which edged the

latter towards the longer sides of the covering-tablet. These grooves arc seen equally clearly

in the covering-tablets N. xv. 155, 166 (Plates XCIV, XCV) which still retain their clay seals

in the sockets, and in those which, like N. xv. 154 (Plate XCVII) and N. xvii. 3 (Plate CIV),

display empty .seal-cavities. A double-stranded string was passed over both tablets, drawn tight

through one of the end grooves by means of a loop formed in the same way as previously described,

and subsequently laid in double folds through this and the other two grooves. The seal-cavity

of N. xvii. 3 (Plate CIV), which has lost its clay seal but retains the folds of the string, except

the second diagonal fold parallel to the first one, will help to illustrate the arrangement. After

having been folded twice through the third groove, the string was secured by a knot at the edge

of the under-tablet, and its end allowed to pass loosely under the folds at the back of the latter,

as seen in N. xv. 196 (Plate XCIV)—a neat little double tablet found in perfect condition and

still unopened. When once the folds of string laid through the socket had been secured under

a clay seal inserted there, it became impossible to separate the covering- and under-tablets

without either cutting the exposed folds or completely breaking the seal. Thus any unauthorized

opening and reading of the document written on the inner sides of the two tablets was effectively

prevented. The method of fastening could not have varied materially in the covering-tablet

N- 334 (Plate XCV) which shows only two string grooves, or in N. xv. 159, which has four.

The arrangement of the text within these rectangular tablets is fully demonstrated by the

two complete documents reproduced in Plates XCIV and XCV, in both their closed and open

condition. Of these N. xv. 155, showing two seal-impressions on its covering-tablet, was

discovered with its fastening entirely intact Opened in the British Museum, it shows the

writing of the inner sides in remarkable freshness. N. xv. 166 (Plate XCV) had its string-folds

Another complete document is made up of the pieces N. xv. 10+ 86 + 190 found in difierent places.
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cut with a knife, having been opened before it was thrown on the rubbish-heap
; but the covering;-

tablet closely fitted the under-tablet and thus protected its writing. The text of these rectangular

documents always begins oit the obverse of the undcr-tablct, being ordinarily arranged in lines

parallel to the longer side ; where necessary its continuation appears on the reverse of the

covering-tablet, being written there in such a way that it can be read at the same time as

the main portion when the covering-tablet is turned back upwards. Veuy frequently I noticed

that the text of the under-tablet opens with a full date, the year {uDuzhxt^an) spc^cificil by a

numeral being followed by the name and titles {maharaya, devaputni) of the n igning king in

the genitive, as read also at the commencement of N. xv. 155, 166, xvii. 2 (Plate CIV). In

keeping with this elaborate dating, which manifestly indicates formal documents iiUendeil for

permanent record, is also the writing, which in most cases seem distinctly less cursive than that

of the wedge-shaped tablets. The reverse of the under-tablet is ordinarily left blank
; but in

N. XV. II I. a it has been utilized for columnar writing, which appears here also 011 tin* ol)vi rse^‘'

The writing on the covering-tablets, which may be assumed to include th(* address or else sonu*

brief indication of the contents, always runs transversely, i.c. parallel to the narrower siilcs,

and commences close to their edges. It is far mor<! extensive than on the wedgc! covering-

tablets, and when found along both side edges usually shows reversed directions, as seen in

N. XV. 154 (Plate XCVII)'^ The number of lines varies from one to four on f^ach side of

the seal.

Of none of the rectangular tablets have translations yet been published by the scholars

who have charged themselves, with the fascinating but exceptionally difficult task of dcci|)hering

and elucidating the ancient Kharo-s^hl documents discovered by me. Without the guidance

which such translations of even a few rectangular tablets would afford, and having been prc^vriitc'd

myself, as explained below, from taking a share in the labour of their systtunatic decipherment,

I cannot do more than call attention to certain features in the outward appearance of these

documents which may hereafter, perhaps, prove to possess significance. In the first place, it

is evident that tablets of this type, when made of a moderately large si/e, like those reproduced

in Plates XCIV-XCVII, afford ampler and more conveniently arranged space for formal com-

munications and records, whether official or private, than the wedge-shaped tablets which, when

lengthened too much, were liable to become unwieldy. Tl\e greater strength of their fastening,

not dependent as in the case of the ‘double wedges* on the lasting of a single string or rather

of half of it“, must at the same time have made them more suitable both for transmission to

a distance, and for permanent safe-keeping.

That such safe-keeping must have been intended in the case of some at least of thc\sc

rectangular documents, appears probable from the fact of not less than three of the comiilcic

rectangular double tablets from N. xv. having been found by me unopened just as wlicn the

seals were inserted. We should hardly expect to find on a rubbish-heap documents which had

never been opened, unless they had appeared of no interest whatever to the recipient, or unless

they had been purposely kept unopened for a long time until in the end they lost their value

” The piece is fragmentary, and it seems possible that in

this case the wood of a rectangular letter has been re-used

for memorandum purposes. Columnar writing is found also

on the reverse of the covering-tablet, N. xv. 344.

” Here the elaborately-worded address to a certain

Cojhbo appears to the L. pr. of the seal-cavity when the

tablet is held in the way required for the reading of the

text. This seems to have been the usual position.

STKIN
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or use. About the first possibility it is, of course, impossible to form any opinion at present •

but the careful, neat way in which these tablets are made up and scaled, seems to speak against

it. In support of the second alternative the double seals found t)n two out of these three
tablets (N. XV. 15 1, 155, see Pl.ate XCIV) may be mentioned; for these would suggest an
agreement or contract which two parties attested and which might well be kept unopened until

the time for adducing its evidence came, or until the period of its use had passed. In the
case of N. xv. 196, which bears only a single seal, the assumption of its being a bond or similar

record seems also po.ssible.

I am the more inclined to favour such a conjecture because, as far as our available materials

show, seals in clay were the only means used to authenticate any of these ancient Kharojfhi
documents. In none of those which are translated, or which I have been otherwise able to

examine, do we meet with anything that could be taken for a signature. In the wedge-shaped
tablets we do not even find the senders' names mentioned, their seal-impressions being evidently

held sufficient to indicate the origin of the missives and attest their contents. If this assumi)tion

as to the use of seals as the sole means of authentication is true, it would seem to follow that

documents which w'ere intended eventually to serve as legal evidence had, when written on
wood, to be kept sealed and unopened until produced in court ; for only so long as the fastening

remained intact could the seal-impressions on the covering-tablets be appealed to as proofs of

the genuineness of the contents within. Inconvenient as such an arrangement might have
been at times, it would at least help us to understand why documents which had ceased to

possess value found their way to the rubbish-heap without ever being opened.

Of the clay seal-impressions which originally must have been borne by the obverses of all

covering-tablets, whether of wedge or rectangular shape, not less than twelve were recovered

more or less intact from this antique rubbish-heap, besides two detached clay seals. In Plates

LXXI and LXXII reproductions, in some cases slightly enlarged, are presented of them, as

well as of the few equally curious specimens which are preserved on tablets found in the ruined

buildings N. i and ix. Apart from their use as means of authentication, exceptional interest

may be claimed for these seals; for they have furnished direct evidence of the influence of

classical art in distant Khotan. It was a delightful surprise when the first intact seal-impression

that turned up here, N. xv. 24 (sec flatc LXXI), presented me with the unmistakable figure of

Pallas Athene carrying aegis and thunderbolt, deeply impressed from a well-engraved intaglio. The
identical seal appears to have been used also on the wedge-tablets N. xv. 307 (see Plate LXXI)
and N. i. 17, 67, though the impressions there are not quite so well-preserved. It shows the

goddess in profile standing to the left proper, helmeted, with the right arm drawn back in the

act of raising the thunderbolt. The outstretched left supports an object which must be meant
for the aegis. Passing over both arms and drawn behind the shoulders there appears a scarf-

like chlamys, with its loose ends hanging down from the elbows. The pose of the figure, rigid

but yet alert, suggests imitation of an archaic type of Athene Promachos, according to information

kindly supplied by Mr. Cecil Smith. Considering the smallness of the figure, measuring only

about Ya in., and the relative coarseness of the material in which the impression was taken,

the fact of these details being still distinguishable shows that the original seal must have been

finely cut. A restored but faithfully conceived enlargement of it, by the artist hand of Mr. F. H.
Andrews, is presented in the vignette of the title-page.

The seal, with its bold elliptical mouldings, must have been mounted on a square setting.

In N. XV. 24, where the impression of this setting appears more clearly (see Plate LXXI), it ii

still possible to make out the traces of a legend running round the outermost moulding on the
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left proper. The relief characters composing it are, however, so faint that Prof. Percy Gardner,

who was good enough to examine them in different lights and under the microscope, could

assert of them only that they were tiot Greek. Prof. Rapson came to the conclusion that the

inscription was Kharo?^hi, but he could only distinguish traces of a few detached characters,

among them ma at the bottom of the impression. 'Fraces of characters appear also on the flat

jart of the seal-impression on N. ii. 2 (see Plate LX XI), while on the seals of N. i. 9, iv. 80,

XV. 137, the only other ones showing square settings, the clay surface corresponding to the latter

is too poorly preserved to indicate whether there was a legend or not. It is thus possible to

assume that the square setting, wherever provided for these seals, might have been specially

intended for engraving the name of the owner. Its impression would have siifficed for the distinct

indication of the sender where the latter was not named in the document.

In this connexion it is curious to note that the impressions of seals provided with settings K.>mos

appear without exception on wedge-shaped tablets (see N. i. 9, 17, 67; ii. 2; iv. 80; N. w. 2p ^,*,‘,'^’^^',1.

137, 307, in Plate LXXI), i. e. on a class of documents where, judging from the specimens s.tunf’s.

already translated or examined, the senders’ names would not be stated in the text. On the

other hand, none of the nine rectangular docuntents which have preserved their .seal-impressions ' '

show any settings. Is it possible to assume that the seals with settings and legends served as

a kind of office stamp, specially designed for use on documents where the issuing official’s name

would not otherwise appear ? Such an explanation would render it easy to umlerstand the com-

bination of seals of classical design and make with Kharosthi legends. While the former would

be imported from the West,, the settings engraved with the latter had to be prepared locally

to show the names of their users. That these were officials can be safely .asserted of all seals

provided with settings ; for the wedge-shaped tablets on which their impressions occur were used

solely for the record of brief official orders.

A Pallas Athene of the same type as above described, but from a different and less carefully Other

^

made intaglio, is seen in the seal-impression of the wedge-tablet N. xv. 137 (sec Plate LXXI).

N. ii. 2 (ibid.) shows a well-modelled male figure standing to the right proper, which from its

muscular development appears to be meant for a Heracles or possibly an Itros. 1 he latter

god may be intended also in tfie seal of N. i. 9, if the male figure standing to the right proper

is to be taken as winged. But the impression of this sejil is too poorly preserved to i)ermit

of a certain opinion. Also of the seal on N. iv. 80 (see Plate LXXI) impre.sscd in very coarse

clay it is impossible to say more than that it represents a male figure of classical design.

Turning to the series of seals preserved on rectangular tablets we fuul two which plainly

display western, i.e. Roman, workmanship. N. xv. 166 (Plate LXXI I) shows a 1 .alias standing

to the left proper, but with a figure far less carefully modelled and engraved than in the seal

found impressed on N. xv. 24, 307, &c. More curious and also far better preserved is the

seal of the small covering-tablet N. xv. 330* which Plate LXXI reproduces in its origin.al size,

together with an enlargement of the seal only. The figure shown by the impression within an

elliptical ribbed border of mouldings is that of a youth apparently nude, seated to the left

proper on a stool. The appearance of what look like folded wings at the back of the figure

suggests a representation of Eros, and the strongly-curved bow seen in front of the figure and

above its knees supports this identification. The good preservation of this seal is firobably

due to the superior quality of the clay used for it. Of seals which are rather Oriental than

Roman, yet show too much of classical influence to be taken for the work of Khoian artists,

*» N. XV. 38, 155, i«3. 166, 167, 196, 330. 344; > («ee LXXII).

Z Z 2
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we have tlirce, impressed on the tablets N. xv. 155 and 163 (sec top of Plate LXXII). The
two seals borne by the latter both show male heads which may be portraits. Of the two seals

which were impressed on N. xv. 155 (see also Plate XCIV) only dne has survived. It shows

the head and bust of a female turned to the left proper and holding in her raised right hand

what may be a flower or an elliptical mirror. An elaborate headdress with flowing bands is

indicated. The bust rests on a kind of base which cuts across the lowest portion of the

elliptical border formed by a toothed moulding.

I'or the remainder of the clay seals reproduced in Plate LXXII it is possible to assume

local origin, the designs being distinctly Oriental. On tablet N. xv. 38, shown full size, we see

a rudely-modelled male head with moustache, mane-like hair, and prominent cheek-bones. Of
the two seals impressed on N. xxiii. i, the one to the right proper, about | in. high, is a male

head turned to right showing a distant resemblance to the head of the 6aka king Maues, as

represented on his coins. The other seal is a bird rising with wings extended. Tablet N. xv.

167 shows in characteristic juxtaposition two well-preserved, square seals, of which the one to the

left proper consists of four Chinese lapidary characters divided by cross-lines. I have not been

able to obtain an interpretation of them. In the other we see the head of a female turned to

the left and holding a flower. The elongated ear and the general treatment suggest Khotan

work. The coarsely-modelled male head seen on the pendent clay seal of N. xv. 71, which has

alrea<ly been referred to, resembles that of N. xv. 38. The unopened small rectangular tablet,

N. XV. 196-", shown here with its whole obverse, bears a seal of geometrical design not unlike

some of the metal seals from various Khotan sites which Plate,L reproduces. In the small

square seal of tablet N. xv. 334 (shown full size in Plate XCV) we have what are manifestly

Kharos^hl characters arranged in a circle. The traces, however, are not sufficiently distinct

to admit of any satisfactory reading.

The two detached clay seals, N. xv. 133. a, b, which Plate LXXII reproduces, present

technical interest apart from their devices. The seal of N. xv. 133. a, showing an eagle with

outstretched wings and talons, is impressed on red clay contained in a wooden case, which

undoiditcdly, as sliown by the string grooves and the remaining portions of string, was intended

to be attached to a document or some consignment. The exactly corresponding seal-case,

N. XV. 74 (Plate CV), which was fou^d empty, shows that the string was passed through a hole

at the bottom. Another empty seal-case, but of octagonal prism .shape, N. xv. 002, is described

in the list. A good illustration of the practical use to which such seal-cases might have been

put was afforded to me by the fact that the bags in which Mr. Macartney’s Kashgar office used

to forward my mails, had their string fastening always sealed down in a wooden case closely

resembling these ancient specimens The second detached seal, N. xv. 133. b, shows a relatively

well-designed gryphon in low relief within a circle. This seal was not provided with a wooden

case for protection, and its good preservation is probably a result of the very fine and dense

clay used, which, perhaps, w.is mixed with a wax or mucilage. Fragments of woollen string

are still embedded in it, indicating that it, too, must have been used somewhat after the fashion

of the far rougher clay seal, N. xv. 003 (seen in Plate CV), which shows no seal mark except

a circular depression but preserves a portion of its original string fastening. Here the clay seems

to have been strengthened by an admixture of fibre or hair, as noticed in the case of N. xv. l66<

* For a \ie\v of the reverse see Plate XCIV. be sure to be obliterated in the course of a long rooi^

As far as I know tlic Kashgar contrivance was transit. I have since come across somewhat tStnilar SSSl*

Mr. Macartney's own invention, due to the necessity of cases on Indian mail routes,

providing a safe receptacle for seals which would otherwise
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In this connexion may be mentioned also the thin rcctanq^iilar piece of wood, N. xv. 6o
(Plate CV), which, by the evidence of its notched edges, intended to hold a string, and of the

circular depression cut on cfkie side, may be assumed to have served as a scal-covcr.

The archaeological and historical importance of the seal-imj>ressions does not rc<]uirc

elaborate demonstration. In those made from seals of purely classical design we have the

most tangible proof as yet furnished how far towards China the us(' of Western art products

had penetrated in the early centuries of our era. Whereas in the case of engraved stones of

similar make, found in the diJbris layers of Yotkan, or otherwise recovered from Khotan sites,

the period and the circumstances of their use must necessarily remain doubtful, we can here

determine these within narrow limits by means of the very documents to which the seals were
applied. The decipherment of these documents, it is true, has not yet proceculed sufficiently

far to show us the exact functions or occupations, the place of residence, &c., of those who
once attached their seals to them. But the date of the records can, as we shall see, be fixed

with considerable accuracy, and there can be no doubt that they originated in the vicinity of

the ancient site where they were discovered, or at least within the borders of the Khotan
kingdom.

The fact that these documents arc so closely associated in date, language, and contents,

and for the greatest part have been preserved for us in the same rubbish-heap, must make us

appreciate still more clearly the remarkable diversity in origin and types which their seal-

impressions exhibit. The juxtaposition of classical seals with a Chinese one on records of the

same office seems the best illustration of that strange mixture of inlluenccs from the Far West
and the Far Hast which the culture of ancient Khotan witnessed. The classical seals appear

all to be Roman work, dating from the third or at the earliest from the second century of our

era. The documents which have preserved their impressions must, in view of the evidence

discussed in the next chapter, be assigned to the middle of the third century a. i\ Ihuicc it

seems safe to conclude that the trade with the distant West, which accounts for such imports,

still flourished at the period preceding the abandonment of the Niya Site.

Of Kharo$t:hi documents on wood there remains now to be noticed only the miscellaneous

class to which, when describing above the finds of N. iv., I have applied the comprehensive

term of ‘ oblongs At N. xv. this class is represented bj; a relatively small number of tablets

(^7), and none among them seem to offer novel features in their outward appearance. As
a general observation, I may note that pieces of imposing size, such as N. iv. and N. v. had

furnished in considerable numbers, were here completely absent; while, on the other hand,

narrow tablets, lath-like or resembling mere labels, were very frequent Tlic peculiar way in

which the rubbish contents of N. xv. had accumulated may possibly account for this difference,

unless we chose to seek in it some indication of the clerical work here having differed in

character from that carried on in the ‘Daftars* of N. iv. and N. v. Of the few Takhti-shapctl

pieces, with handles, which turned up, N. xv. 185 (reproduced in Plate Cl) is the largest

N. XV. 76 + 181 (sec Plate Cl I) is curious, as showing how readily a rough bough, probably of

tamarisk, could be converted into material for recording brief memos, or itcmis of account, T hat

such are the contents of many of these oblongs, whatever the specific modification of their

shape, is rendered very probable by the frequent arrangement of their text in small columns

•* See in the list N. xv, 4, 20. a, 23, 28, 33, 55 + 81, 58, ** N. xv. 92. a, 172 arc the only other Takhtis found

99 » xao, X22, X22.a, 130^ I 4 X> * 7 ®! * 74» X 98 » ao6, here.

335 > 343* 07.
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or in detached items usually ending with numerals**. That tablets of this class would often,

after having been written upon, be utilized again for fresh notes or drafts, readily suggests
itself ; and in N. xv, 199, where part of the text on the reverse has been deleted by scraping,

we have evidently an instance where this process had been begun.

Section V.-CHINESE DOCUMENTS FROM N. xv. AND THE WRITING
ON WOOD

The Chinese records on wood, which were among the first striking finds revealed by N. xv.,

form the only class of cpigraphical relics from this site still awaiting description. In numbers,
si/c, and variety of outward appearance, they cannot compare with the rich harvest of Kharosthi
documents which the .same ancient rubbish-heap yielded. Yet with the light which has been
thrown upon them, mainly through M. Chavannes’ investigations, it is easy, even for one who
is no Sinologist, to realize their special antiquarian interest and their historical value.

In regard to their material and form these Chinese records display a remarkable uniformity.

With the single exception of the rectangular covering-tablet (N. xv. 345) referred to below,

Chinese characters are found only on narrow and thin pieces of wood, for which the expression

of ' slip ’ seems more api)ropriate than that of ‘ tablet ’. These bear their writing invariably in

a single column and on one siile only. The wood used appears to be that of the Terek or

Popnltis alba, as also in the great majority of the Kharo$(hi .tablets. As seen in Plates

CXII-CXIV, where the whole of the Chinese records have been reproduced in approximately
full size, the width of the slips is only from to I of an inch. The length of the five complete
slips, found either intact (as N. xv. 314, 353, 362) or broken in two closely-fitting pieces (as

N. XV. 75 + 328, 93. a. b), varies only from 9 to
9-J- in.; and an examination of the forty-two

fragmentary documents*, as well as of the two broken pieces found blank (N. xv. 59, in),
proves that none of the slips used for these Chinese records of N. xv. is likely to have exceeded
this length. I have already referred to the probable cause which has made broken Chinese
documents, varj ing from almost complete pieces like N. xv. 203,* measuring 8| in., to N. xv. 72,

only 1 1 in. long, so very numerous iq proportion to complete ones. Owing to their narrowness
and the slight thickness of the wood, such slips were far more liable to be broken by chance
or ‘torn u[/ on purpose than the substantial Kharo.5thI tablets.

The close resemblance in shape between these Chinese documents on wood and the pieces

of bamboo which, according to a widely-known tradition, were used in China as writing material

befi)rc the invention of paper, had become evident to me already at Khotan. The Amban
Pan Djirin, my kind and learned friend, on being shown there some of the Kharo$(hI tablets,

quite correctly indicated his own conclusion as to their approximate date by a reference to the

bamboo slips which in China served for writing purposes up to the Han period. There being

no bamboo in Ilsin-chiang, that scholarly Mandarin thought wood had naturally been substituted.

I he explanations which Mr. Macartney and Sun SsQ-yeh, the Chinese MunshI of the Agency«
kindly furnished to me at KSshgar as to the Chinese records on wood discovered by me, left

no doubt on the point. But it was only after the publication of M. Chavannes’ exhaustive

Columair arrangement is observed in N. xv. 33,68, 8a, 8a. a, 85, 100, loi.a, 109, ti6, 117, ia3, ia84’ia7,
9a. a, 130, 184 ; for items with numerals see, e.g,, N. xv. 139, 145, igj, 169, 175, 176, 188, 189, 191, 19a, aeg, i«7,

3*4. 3*fi. 337. 339. 34*. 349. 35«. »». 0*. ©9. »««•
> See N. XV. 34, 37, 53, 59. b, 6i+6a, 69, 7a, 73, 78,
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and lucid treatise, Lcs livres chhiois avant I'invcution du papier*, that it became possible for

me to' realize how closely the documents recovered from N. xv. conform in all external features

to the descriptions preserved*in Chinese literature of that earliest writing; material, slips of bamboo,

I cannot attempt, nor is it necessary, to reproduce here in detail the convincinj^ and curious

evidence collected by M. Chavannes, and the critical conclusions he draws from it as rejjards

the shape, use, &c., of these bamboo slips during the different periods of Chinese antirpiily.

A brief reference in each case to the facts established in his publication will suffice to prove

what mainly interests us here. viz. that our Chinese documents on wood have derived all

peculiarities of their outward appearance from the bamboo slips used in China itself for the

corresponding class of records during the period immediately preceding the invention of paper.

The feature which proves this most significantly for our wooden ‘slips’ is their narrowness, The sli.iix-

and the consequent restriction of the text written on them to a single row of characters.
^

M. Ch.avannes has demonstrated from an abundance of testimonies that the e/tien |tJj, or slips

in bamboo, were during all periods limited to a very slight width, never exceeding twt) centimetres,

and often much less, and that, with the exception of some very rare rases where they bore

two parallel lines of characters, writing on them was restricted to a single row and to one siih;

only*. This arrangement was natural and practically inevitable in the case of slips cut from

the round stem of a bamboo, hollow in-side and having ordinarily only a small diameter*. It

has no justification in records written on wood, a material which readily lends itself to cutting

into shapes far more convenient for the purpose of writing. Its maintenance in our wooden

slips can be explained only :).6 a designed imitation of the bamboo slips, indicating an ciwh'avour

to preserve the traditional form established by them. We are led to the same conclusion by

comparing the length of our wooden slips g-qi in., as above indicated, with the standard sizes

for bamboo slips as they prevailed during the Han pcriotl. M. Chavannes has shown that,

with the exception of certain well-defined classes of texts, such as classical works, ritual rules, &c.,

for which immutable tradition had fixed special sizes, the slips used for writing measured always

one Chinese foot (of ten inche.s) in the case of ordinary individuals, while the Fmpcroi, to mark

his superiority, had his edicts ^written on slips one foot and one inch long, or else cmploye«l

slips of two feet and of one foot alternately®. I do not know whether the me.asure exactly

equivalent to the foot of the Han epoch c.m be ascertained
;

bujt it is evident that the actual

length of the complete Chinese records from N. xv., most of them official, but not Imperial

edicts, must closely approach the normal of one foot or ten inches.

M. Chavannes, in the concluding remarks of his treatise, has already emphasized the f'*"

importance possessed by our Chinese documents on wood as a striking archaeological confirmation

of the data which the literary sources critically examined by him furnish as to the ancient wTiiing

material of China, and the manner of its use previous to the invention of paper in 105 a. n."

He has recognized equally interesting evidence in the ancient wooden pen, N. xv. 21 (Plate CV),

which was found in the identical rubbish-heap and has been reproduced in my Preliminary heport.

It consists of a small twig of tamarisk wood, about 4I in. long, split at its pointed end and fitted

at the other with a bone knob which manifestly served the purpose of a burnisher. Rougher

styles made of the same wood and also intended for writing, N. x. 04, 05 (Plate CV), hail been

• See Journal coat., 1905, Janv^F^vrier, pp. 6-76 5
* Sat Les livres cAinm, p. 34 ,

with the evidence detailed,

quoted below from reprint PP‘
.

• See Ottvannei^ £tt dvra thmoit, Ac., pp. 34-4*» * thinois, pp. 73 sqq.

• See Chavannes, ibid., p. 14.
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found by me before in what was undoubtedly the office-room of the ancient dwelling N. iv’;

these specimens are not split at their points. 0

Whether these wooden pens had actually served for the writing*of Chinese or of Kharo$(hi

documents, it is impossible to decide. But as M. Chavannes has observed, the peculiar form

assumed by the Chinese characters on our wooden slips distinctly points to their having been

written with such styles of wood. Hence there can be little doubt that the latter in their form

and material correspond closely to the // which, as demonstrated by M, Chavannes, consisted

of a small stem of wood, usually bamboo, usetl for writing in ancient China, before the general

adoption of the brush, invented about the third century b. c., caused the term to be appropriated

for the designation of the latter writing implement *. The use in Khotan of wooden pens instead

of the brush for writing purposes is specifically recorded by the Chinese Annals as late as the

Liang and T‘ang periods ®. The cpiasi-archaic survival here attested is of special interest, as

it furnishes an exact parallel to the long-continued use of wood as a writing material in the same

region. As we shall presently sec, pajier had been known in China for fully one and a half

centuries previous to the time when the documents of the Niya Site were still recorded on wood,

and the wooden documents from Dandan-Uiliq and Rawak prove that the use of the latter

had not completely ceased even as late as the eighth century*®.

Seeing how closely the Chinese documents of the Niya River Site conform in their appearance

and material to what we know from literary sources of the form of written records in ancient

China, it seems justifiable to inquire whether the antiquarian materials brought to light there

may not throw light on other points connected with early writing arrangements in China. From

a great number of passages discussed in M. Chavannes’ treatise, it results that, as a single bamboo

slip (f/«V«) could afford space only for from twenty to thirty characters, a series of these slips were

used for all writings of any length *'. The number of slips being necesii||j^ great in the case of

books, they used to be arranged into /ithi or packets, ordinarily corresponding to chapter divisions.

In order to keep together the number of bamboo slips forming such a.j||cket, it was manifestly

necessary to give them a fastening of some kind. Several texts quoted b^^. Chavannes mention

the silk cords or thin leather thongs which were used in antiquity for this purpose **, But they

do not furnish any indication as to the particular method of fastening by which the retention of

the slips in their correct ordet was secured. Yet it is evident that without some such method

the greatest inconvenience was bound to arise, since, owing to their narrowness and probably curved

surface, the slips could not by themselves lie flat one above the other and thus retain their

position, as c. g. a bundle of loose leaves of paper would.

In Indian palm-leaf MSS., where a similar need was felt, a string passed through either one

or two string-holes in each leaf secured the desired order**. The observation of two unmis-

takable siring holes in a blank slip of wood (N. x. 9. c) found in the office-room of N. iv, hence

suggested to me whether it might not be a specimen of the kind of slip used for Chinese records

where fastening in a fixed order was intended. The fact of this slip, reproduced in Plate CV,

being only half an inch broad, seems a distinct indication of its having been meant to receive

Chinese writing. Its length between the holes placed near the two ends is 95 in., thus agreeing

exactly with the average size of tlte Chinese slips from N. xv. The holes are in each case

’ Sec above, p. 335. ** See above, pp. a68 sq., 305.
" See fhavanncb, I.tt Itrres chinois, pp. 65 sqq., 70,

'* See La livrtt ckinois, pp. 40, 43 aqq.

7 a sqq. *' Comp. Zea /<br« p. 43.

® Comp. Rdmusat, Vtlle tk Khohn, p. 16 ;
Chavannes. ” See Btlhler, p. 89.

Tuns occid., p. 125; above, pp. 170, 173.
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about Yd distant from the actual ends, one of these being shaped into a small rounded handle,

perha|l6 intended to mark the top of the slip. As the slip was found blank and manifestly unused,

the suggestion here made ntust, of course, remain conjectural.

There is another question connected with early Chinese writing, for the elucidation of which Wooden

a close study of the ancient documents on wood brought to light by me may perhaps prove useful.

From the texts translated and discussed by M. Chavannes it is clear that Chinese antiquity, apart China,

from slips of bamboo, knew also small wooden boards called fanf; for writing purposes : these,

however, were meant to receive only short documents not exceeding a hundred characters, and

appear to have been reserved mainly for official use They were always rectangular in shape ;

but the fact that they are said to have been square or a[)proximately so, as well as i\u \r having

been used manifestly without a covering, preclude the idea of any special connexion between

them and the form of our rectangular Kharosthi tablets. Whether the latter or any other class

of tablets familiar to us from the Niya Site could possibly be connected in their shape with

the wooden tablets called /u ji^, to which M. Chavannes refers in a note^\ I am not in a position

to ascertain. But it is noteworthy that the tablets thus designated were primarily destined for

letters, whether from the Emperor or private individuals, while the description given of them

as being smaller than a /ang' but larger than the slip {c/iien) might well agree with a form not

unlike that of one or other class of our sealed Kharosthi tablets, which undoubtedly served

for correspondence.

However this may be, we actually possess at least one document on wood bearing a Chinese Rectangular

inscription, which, but for on^, slight peculiarity, shows in its form complete agreement with the

rectangular covering-tablets of Kharosthi documents. I mean the tablet N. xv. 345, reproduced inscription,

in Plate CXIV (less clearly also in Plate CV). Its obverse displays the usual scal-cavity, now

empty, with the three^Blig^rooves on each side, and above it a row of faded Chinese characters,

which have been read by M. Chavannes ^ 3E ^ of S/ian-s/tan \ with a fourth

character to the right^||hich might be read |3 ‘edict'*®. The reverse is blank, but curiously

enough has its centre portion slightly raised with a narrow lower margin all round. This

raised portion has the appearance of having been cut to fit a corresponding opening in an

under-tablet. But the latter has not been found, and there thus remains the possibility of this

interesting tablet having served as a lid to a small box*^• In any case there can be no doubt

that the arrangement of sealing and fastening was here identical with that observed in all

rectangular Kharo$(hI documents.

In the absence of other evidence, this use of an identical method of fastening is of con- possible

siderable interest. Seeing how conservative Chinese fashion has always been in matters concerning

the forms of written record it seems far more probable that the ingenious methods of fastening ‘wooden

and authentication which are so amply illustrated by our Kharosthi documents on wood, wedge- stationery
*

shaped and rectangular, were originally derived from China, than that the Chinese duincelUrie
Kharosthi.

of the ruler of Shan-shan, a state south of Lop-Nor, and thus relatively close to the border

See Let Uvret chinots^ pp. 13-17.

See Let livret chindt^ p. 96, note i.

** See Appendix A, part ii.

** In case the tablet really served as a lid, we might

think of a box that contained slips of wood with the text

of the edict apparently referred to in the legend of the cover.

The total width of the cover being 1} in. and that of the

raised central portion about i in., a set of slips of the usual

mu

width could just have been inserted vertically into the recep-

tacle. The use of special cases and lx>xes for the guarding

of written slips of bamboo is amply attested for the period

of the Former Ilan dynasty; see Chavannes, Let livres

chinoit^ p. 63, note.

** Compare e.g. Chavannes, Let livres chinois^ pp. t 6,

S5 sqq., a6, note, 29, with note, 30 sqq., Ac.
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of China proper, should have adopted for official missives a form borrowed from Khotan. This

conclusion, based upon the single tablet N. xv. 345, seems at present the only direct argument

in favour of the assumption that the arrangements and fashion* prevailing in the 'wooden
stationery’ of our Kharo^thi documents had developed under Chinese influence. But there

is indirect and quasi-negative evidence to lend support to such an opinion.

Whatever ancient remains have come to light as yet in the Khotan region of the period

to which the ruins of the Niya Site belong, or in fact, of the whole Buddhist epoch, show

that the civilization then flourishing was indebted mainly to India and China for its constituent

elements. Now for Chinese antiquity, the extensive and varied use of wood as a writing-material

is, as we have seen, amply attested ; but the same is by no means the case for ancient India,

especially in the period during which Khotan received its importations of Indian religion, language,

and art. There can be no doubt that in the extreme North-West of India, to which Khotan was

directly indebted for everything that is of Indian origin in its culture, the easily obtainable

and very convenient birch-bark {bhUrJa) always formed the writing material most widely used

for all purjwscs By its side the use of palm-leaves, which is attested for the whole of India

from a very early period, must also be assumed to have been common
On the other hand, what scanty references we possess to wood as a writing-material in

early India seem to indicate that its use was restricted to specific purposes widely distinct from

those of the great majority of our Kharo§thl documents. Of such purposes that of the phalaka^

or writing-lx)ard used in the schools is the best attested*'; as already mentioned, this wooden

board, which took the place of our slate, and is now known throughput Northern India as Takhtl,

has survived to the present day. Its form may have served as a model for the oblong Kharo^thi

tablets with handles described above; but the reproduction of so simple an implement does

not justify any conclusion as to the origin of the other far more ingenious forms and arrangements

illustrated by our KharosjhI documents on wood. Nor are the few references to wooden boards,

used apparently like our blackboards for public announcements, relevant in this connexion

**

.

Still more .specific are the uses of wood alluded to in a few isolated passages of Buddhist works

To conclude from them as to the general use of wood for records and written communications

in Buddhist India would be as reasonable as if the writing of amtilets on birch-bark, which is still

customary throughout Northern Indy^**, were adduced as evidence for the general use of this

material in Indian records, &c., of the nineteenth century.

It must be reserved to future researches—or to future finds—-to decide how much of the

arrangements and forms observed in our Kharoi^thl documents on wood was borrowed from other

civilizations and how much was local development. But it is clear in any case that the economic

conditions of the Khotan region must have favoured the use of wood as the chief writing-material

previous to the introduction of paper. The Bhorja tree {Baetula Bhdjpattr), which supplied and

in part still supplies Northern India with a bark convenient for writing as well as for wrapping,

is not, as far as I know, to be found to the north of the Himalaya, and certainly not on the terribly

barren slopes of the Kun-lun. The difficulties of transport must have made the importation of

*• See RUhlcr, Jndische Palaeographies p. 88. The
general designation lekhana ' writing-matcriar, given in

Saaskrit woiks to birch-bark, as well as the use of the term

hhurja for ' document *, is significant.

*•* See Buhlcr, ibid., p. 89.

See BUhler, ibid., pp. 5, 88.

“ See Bahlcr, ibid., p. 88.

” Bamboo cuts {ialdko) with the name of the owner

were given to Buddhist monks for purposes of legitimatioii

;

Burnouf, Introduciims p. S59, note, quoted by BQhler.

The wooden tablets with incised directions as to religious

suicide, the preparation of which is prohibited by a passsgs

of the Vinayapitaka (Btthler, iUd., p, 5), may have owed

their form to some peculiar superstition.

** See Bahler, Kathmlr ReparU p* U9»
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BhQrja from Kashmir, the nearest area which could furnish it, very troublesome and expensive.

That Bhaija was nevertheless' known in Khotan is proved by the Dutreuil tic Rhins MS., and by

the tiny fragment I discovered on the plaster wall of the Endcrc temple cella Palm-leaves

must have been still more difficult to obtain, though it is probable that MSS. written on this

material were at times imported from India into Buddhist establishments -". Leather was used

for writing purposes, as my discoveries in N. xv. have proved
; but its preparation was certainly

more troublesome than that of wood, and its cost, too, in all probability great<‘r. Wood was thus

indicated by nature as the common writing-material in the Khotan region, and pnjbably throughout

Eastern Turkestan, just as the bamboo was in China, until the introduction of the far more

convenient paper rendered its use obsolete.

Why paper should not have come into use in Khotan territory even one and a half centuries

after its invention in China is a question which cannot lie definitely answered from our available

materials. The fact itself must be considered as certain, for rich though the ruins explored

by me at the Niya River Site were in rubbish remains of all kinds, not one of them yielded the

smallest scrap of paper. This total absence of records on paper is all the more curious in view

of the political connexion with China which did not cease, as our Chinese documents plainly

prove, even after the close of the later Han dynasty. Nor can it be attributed to the possiljle

want of the paper-mulberry tree (Broussoneiia papyrifera), from the bark of which the modern

paper of Khotan is exclu.sively manufactured, seeing that the alternative use of rags, hemp, ami

otlier substitutes was known in China from the very time of the first invention of [lapcr

{105 A.D.)”. Whatever the ^use may have been, the continued u.se of wood during the latter

half of the third century in a distant Khotan settlement cannot be a matter of H\irpri‘5e when

it is considered that, as M. Chavannes has shown from incontestable evidence, writing on bamboo

slips was still currently practised in China itself about 200 a . d .'*'"

Section VI.—DECIPHERMENT OF ANCIENT DOCUMENT.S, KllAROSl Hl

» AND CHINESE

In the preceding sections I have endeavoured to record aji accurate description of the

localities and conditions in which my main discoveries of ancient documents at this site were

made, and to set forth and justify those archaeological conclusions which the observations then

made and the subsequent scrutiny of the documents in their outwanl appearance have led me

to draw as regards their form, arrangement, and probable purpose. Ihe historical imiiortance

of the records contained in them was in the course of my excavations ever vividly before my

eyes
; and in the case of the KharosthI documents I had reason to welcome each fresh find

as additional help towards the elucidation of both script and language. But from the first

I recognized that the decipherment and elucidation of this wealth of materials would lequirc much

time and patient labour. The nature of my philological qualifications obliged me, at the time

of discovery and during the rare moments of rest on my subsequent travels, to limit my attention

to the Kharo§thI records. When, after their safe transfer to the British Museum, Prof Rapson,

** See below, chap, zu, lee. ii.

** Evidence in this direction is furnished by the arrange-

ment of the BrShml MSS. on paper from both Dandan-

Uiliq and Kuchl, which clearly shows imitation of palm-

leaves, in their Pdlhl shape, string-holes, ftc. Bhflija MSS.

were either rolled, as shown by the Dutreuil de Rhins MS., or

else arranged in • forms * and bound after the fashion of our

books, as is invariably the case with KasliiuTr Sanskiit MSS.

” See Chavannes, Z« livres chinois, p. 6.

See ibid., pp. 74 sq., also p. 58.
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aided by M, Senart and M. I’abbd Boyer, kindly charged himself with the difficult undertaking

of editing them and otherwise preparing the way for their elucidation, I was forced by the urgency

and extent of the manifold tasks to which I had to devote mysrff, reluctantly to forego any
attempt at systematic co-operation in the arduous but fascinating labours of those learned friends.

The painstaking researches carried on by them are not likely to be concluded for a long

time, and no definite date can as yet be indicated for the full publication of the texts and the

results achieved in their interpretation. But preliminary transcripts and renderings have been

recently published of seven documents by Prof. Rapson and of an eighth by M. Boyer
; and the

interesting information thus rendered available, combined with the notes which Prof. Rapson

kindly placed at my disposal early in 1903 for use in my * Personal Narrative
',
justifies the attempt

to indicate here certain main results which have an antiquarian and historical bearing, and also

some of the more curious details. Knowing the exceptional difficulties with which the work

of decipherment and interpretation is beset, on account of the very cursive character of the

Kharo$thI script and the puzzling phonetic uncertainties of the Prakrit dialect employed, I recog-

nize that much in the above materials must necessarily remain tentative for the present. At the

same time the scholarly acumen and critical thoroughness possessed by Prof. Rapson and his

coadjutors make me feel confident that the statements made below will not require modification in

essential points in the light of further researches.

Taking then the main facts, it is a source of gratification to me that the conclusions

I first arrived at regarding the language and general character of the Kharosfhl documents*

have been fully confirmed by Prof. Rapson's labours. His exact,analysis of the greater part

of the collection has made it absolutely certain that the language throughout is an early

Prakrit, closely akin to that of the Dhammapada version contained in the Dutreuil de Rhins

MS., and showing a considerable admixture of Sanskrit terms often much garbled. The occur-

rence of the latter is particularly frequent in the introductory and other formal parts of letters

and records, i. e. exactly where the epistolary custom of modern Indian vernaculars has large

recourse to phrases of the classical language. As regards a great portion of the documents

there can be no doubt that they contain, as surmised by me from the first, official correspondence

and records of various kinds, such as reports and orders to local oificials on matters of administra-

tion and police, complaints, summon,ses, directions for the supply of transport, &c., to persons

travelling on public business.

Of the wedge-shaped double tablets which form so large a proportion of the whole, it

appears highly probable that they were generally, if not always, intended for the conveyance

of brief orders which concerned the bearer, or in the execution of which the bearer was to

co-operatc. Of three documents of this class found in N. i the translations excerpted above

show that they related to the escort or the transport to be supplied to official messengers

who are named as carrying the order, and in the third case to a local inquiry to be made
into a complaint preferred by the bearer*. Among three more wedge-shaped tablets translated

by Prof. Rapson and M. Boyer, one (N. xv. 318) directs the provision of camels and an escort

to a ‘bearer of royal matters’; another (N. xv. 12) apparently relates to a messenger's claim

' See the remarks written immediately after the conclu-

sion of the excavations, in my note 'Archeological disewtritt

in the neighbourhood of the Niya River *, published in the July

number of the JRAS.., 1901, pp. 569-72; compare also

Preliminaty Report, pp. 50 sq.

* See above, p. 326, for a summary of the contents of

N. i. 104 +16 (supply of escort to ^ameka trsvelUiig as

messenger firom Cahnadana to Khotaipna); hr. leS (pro-

vision of two camels for Covayafina Phununaseva, mesieii|er

to Khotaipna, and of a third for Ms companion); L lOf

(inquiry into Opgsya's claim to some properqr).
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for compensation arising^ from a journey on duty, while N. xv. 137 (the well-preserved document
shown in Plate XCVIII), urges the immediate arrest and transmission to the issuing officer of

certain fugitives wanted foi* judicial proceedings*. The document is of special interest as it

mentions two ‘ letters of injunction written at length ’

{livistarena aHadilekhn) which had vainly

been issued previously for the same purpose, the document itself being designated as a kilamudra.

To this term, used in several other documents of this class, 1 shall have occasion to recur

presently. By the ‘ letters of injunction ’ {anadilekha) probably full onlcrs are meant, like our

KharofthI documents on leather, in which this expression repeatedly occurs®.

Private communications or records, too, are represented among the documents, some of

the rectangular double tablets undoubtedly bearing this character®. The likelihood of some

of the latter being agreements, bonds, or formal records of a similar kind, has been indicated

already Drafts of letters seem to be frequent among the contents of the large single tablets

of varying shape which have been s|)oken of above under the general designation of ‘oblong’.

Of translated documents of this kind we have, besides the previously-mentioned tablet N. iv. 136,

a very interesting specimen in the well-preserved ‘Takhti’ N. xvi. 2 (reproduced in Plate Cl). As
proved beyond all doubt by Prof. Rapson's analysis, the text consists here of three entirely

distinct parts, written in varying directions, yet by the same hand *. As each of these parts

contains a private letter from a different person (or persons) to a different address, it is quite

clear that the tablet could not have been intended fur transmission. As the subjects of the

communications have no connexion whatever, while the elaborately polite wording of the intro-

ductory phrases, greetings, show an unmistakable similarity, the conclusion seems justified

that we have here the drafts of communications penned by one and the same scribe for different

persons. This conclusion is supported by the appearance of the ink varying in the several

communications, and thus showing that they were written down on separate occasions. Plentiful

marks of scraping and traces of erased writing prove that the writing-board had served before,

probably for similar purposes.

Of the mass of miscellaneous ‘ papers ’ written on single tablets of irregular shape, such as

long wedges, lath or label-like pieces, &c., and usually in columns ending with numerical signs,

' For the text and tentative translations of N. xv. is,

138, comp. Professor Rapson’s Specimens, pp. la sqq., 15.

N. XV. 137 has been translated and annotated by M. Boyer

in Journal asiat., Mat-Juin, 1905, pp. 463 sqq. The order

is addressed to the *Cojhbo Soipjaka', the official residing,

as we have seen, in N. v. It refers to the case as pending

for the third year, and its wording plainly indicates dis-

satisfaction at the delay.

® For the term Uvistarena asudOdtha, i.e. Skr. lipmsiareiia

SjHapiiUkka, see helow.

' See, e.g., N. xv. 88 (Plate XCII), line 5, xv. 33 (ibid-X

line 3.

* Compare, e.g., the address on the covering-tablet,

N. XV. 154, Plate XCVIL
* See above, p. 354.
* See Speeimens, pp. 9 sqq. In piece A Ogu Cinaphara

and Cqjhbo Cinyidasa send information to their 'beloved

brother Cojhbo ^aqimasena* about a certain unpleasant

affidr, not precisely qMdfied, in which he is concerned, and

whic^ if no agreement is arrived at, 'must be taken in

hand and tianifeiied to foe King’k Gale {regmdvara) here,’

ie. taken Into court. is a letter conveying an eagerly

expressed request from KSla Ku^anasena to ‘the (ircat

Cojhbo Siiaka', for (he early transmission of «/,/, for whiih

Professor Rapson Justly suggests the rendering ‘ news and

which may, I think, represent Skr. lulrfi. The quaint way

in which the identical request is repeated over and over

again with slight variations recalls to my mind the fashion of

reiteration in which Indian correspondents of the present

day indulge when they wish to emphasize the importance of

any topic. The forms for Sanskrit correspondence conuined

in that curious Kashmirian manual, the AolaprakiUa, with

other evidence that cannot be detailed here, show that this

fashion is of old date in India.

Perhaps the most curious of these letters is C, in which

the Srama^as Bahgusena and Poegayaesa ‘ inquire after the

spiritual and bodily health again and again, many times and

unceasingly ’ of their ' dear friend, Cojhbo Nandasena and

Cataroyae ’, and then expatiate with pious unction upon the

news of the death of a certain person. There is good

reason to suppose that the mined strocture N. xvi., adjoining

N. V, was a Buddhist shrine (see below, p. 375). Is it

possible that one or other of these monks was the attendant

of the shrine, as well as the scribe who penned the drafts ?

Private
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no detailed analysis is yet available. But there are indications that accounts, lists of labourers

or materials, &c., are frequent among their contents. Considering the administrative duties of

the officials whose residences were the main ffnd-places of such <flocuments, it is very likely

that some at least of these lists and accounts may have reference to taxation.

The ruler, in whose name the official orders, &c., are issued, is given in the initial formula

of the wedge-shaped tablets only the brief title mahauuava maharaya, corresponding to Skr.

tnahdnubh&va maharaja ‘ His Excellency the Great King.' But in the introductory dating of

many of the rectangular tablets, where the year is indicated with reference to the reign of a

particular ruler, we find his name besides the above title coupled with the designation of dei'a-

putra*^ which recalls the official style of the Ku^ana or Indo-Scythian kings as observed in

their inscriptions in their Indian territories. The royal names, of which two at least can be

distinguished in the documents, are to be found neither on the Sino-Kharo§lhI coins of Khotan

nor in the dynastic lists of the Tibetan texts. Yet the constant references in the tablets to

Khotan (called Khotamna, Khodana, Kustanaka) show that the district containing this ancient

settlement must have formed part of the kingdom of Khotan, and it seems difficult to believe

that by the above titles any other ruler but that of Khotan could be meant.

Many of the persons to or by whom documents are dispatched bear names which are either

purely Indian, such as Bhima, Bangusena, Nandasena, Samasena, Sitaka, Upajiva, &c.^^ or else

look like Indian adaptations, c.g. Angaca, Cuvayalina Phummaseva, Piteya, ^ili, Samghila,

Sanijaka, Somjaka, Sucama, Sughiya”. But others are distinctly un-Indian, e.g. Lipeya, Opgeya,

Limira, Mamiigaya, Tsmaya’*. A few, like PaiSaspa and Cinaphpra, suggest Iranian influence

in their origin or formation **. It is interesting to see that among the correspondents in N. xvi. 2

there appears a Kusanaseua, as if to emphasize some connexion with Indo-Scythian dominion

far away to the south-west.

In strange contrast to the names, some of the most frequently-occurring titles borne by

these officials are wholly non-Indian, such as Cojkbo, ^othamgha, Kala^*, But the official designa-

tions familiar from ancient Indian usage are also met with, c.g. divira ‘clerk’, cara (or caraka)

‘.secret agent’, rayadvara-puradhila ‘president of the royal court’**. Letter-carriers (/ekhahdraia)

are often referred to by their Sanskrit designation, while the duty of*the official messengers, for whose

requirements <« route many of the we<Jge-shaped tablets were intended to provide, is always spoken

of by the term dutiya^ derived from their correct Indian appellation of dilla^*. The often-recurring

introductory formulas, with their stereotyped greetings, elaborately constructed honorific addresses,

and polite inquiries after the health and spiritual welfare of the addressees—the whole corre-

sponding to the verbiage which Anglo-Indian custom in the reproduction of vernacular documents

curtly dis[K>ses of as ‘after compliments’—possess a distinct flavour of that quaint phraseology

which Sanskrit epistolary style has always affected, and to which the correspondence of my
Kashmirian Pandit friends has accustomed me**. That official custom, however, knew also

• See,e.g.,N.xv. 155 (Plate XCIV); xv. 166 (Plate XCV).
’* See for these names N. i. 104, tog ; xv. 1 a ; xvi. 3, in

Prof. Rapson’s Specimens, from which also the subsequent

references to particular names, ftc., are taken.

" Comp. N. i. 105; iv. 108, 136 ;
xv. la, 137, 318.

“ See N. i. 105 ;
iv. 136 ;

xvi. a.

** Comp. N. xvi. a.

“ For CojUo see N. i. 104, io,g; iv. 108, 136; xv. 137,

318 ;
xvi. a ; for i^ofhamgha (also spelt So(Aamga), N. iv. 104,

108, 136; Xaia, N. xvi. a.

" Comp. N. iv. 136; xv. 137; for the frequently occur-

ring term rqyadvara (Skr. rajadvdra)*Toyti court ofjustice’,

see, c.g., N. i. 105; xv. la ; xvi. a.

** See for Aiiya, N. i. 104 ;
iv. 108 ; xv. is.

*

” The complimentary introductions of the ktters in the

previously-discussed tablet, N. xvi. a (see Prof. Rnpson’s

Specimens, pp. 9 sq.) furnish typical illustrations of dito

phraseology. Pr^adariasu ‘ whose sight is dear ’, pr^foieim*

mamefya ‘who is dear to gods and nKa’,devamemsig)mmf-

pUjita ‘ honoured by gods and men ’, tundmepari^riH* ‘whose
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a style far less ornate is amply shown by the business-like and peremptory tone adopted in some of
the wedge-shaped toblels, ordering the submission of affidavits [iavatha) according to a specified
list ; the production of certaki witnesses

; the arrest of individuals, &c.
The antiquarian interest possessed by many of the details which the elucidation of fietty Anti,,«anan

records may reveal is illustrated by a rectangular tablet dated in the ninth year of King jitro-
ghavar§man. It relates to a transaction by a certain lJuddhagosa, apparently the slave of the ^cor£
Sramana Anadasena, concerning some household goods, pawned, perhaps, or taken in pledge.
The articles are enumerated in detail, and their value indicated in a currency that may yet be
determined in the light of other documents. It is of interest to fin«l that tliis list, besides sheep,
vessels, wool-weaving (?) appliances and some other implements, enumerates also nanuuiis. We
may recognize here an early mention of the felt rugs or ‘Numdahs’ (Persian-'lurki nanud)
which to this day form a special product of Khotan home industry, large consignments being
annually exported to Ladak and Kashmir. Small pieces of well-worked felt were plentifully

mixed up with the other rubbish contents of N. xv.'* Numerous tablets seem to have reference

to disputes about water ; and though the elucidation of details must here necessarily be attendeil

with special difficulty, we may reasonably hope for interesting sidelights to be thrown b)- them
upon the ancient system of irrigation.

For the old topography, too, of this and the adjoining regions the Kharosdti documents Mention

are certain to furnish valuable materials. I have already had occasion to point out how
important it is to find the antiquity of the n.ime Khotan, practically in its present form,

’

attested by the Khotamna (brobably pronounced Khotana) anti Khodana of these records’*.

By their side we find the Sanskritized form Kustana or KusUxnaka, a distinct indication of
the antiquity of the learned adaptation of the local name and the legend about ‘the Breast
of the Earth’ as related by HsUan-tsang and our Tibetan .sources*®. The explanations given
above as to Nina and Calmadana*'^ show the possibility of arriving hereafter at the correct

identification of other old localities mentioned in the documents. Unfortunately the specific

name of the ancient site itself has not been traced as yet. As if to remind us of the position

which the ruined settlement must have occupied on the border of the Khotan kingdom, we
meet with frequent mention of ^frontier watch-stations’, designated by the Sanskrit term draiioa,

the true significance of which I was first able to establish, in Kashmir**. That Buddhism was
widely spread, if not actually the prevailing religion in the territory, is amply proved by the

frequent references to Srama^as, and by passages like the one in the above-quoted tablet

N. xvi. 2
, enumerating various sacred categories of the Buddhist heaven**.

good name is far-famed,' belong to the regular stock of

honorific addresses. Phrases like pratachadevaht (Skr. praly-

aifodevatd) ‘a divinitjr incarnate*, alrptapriyadariana ‘of

whose dear sight there is never enough,' Ac., are attempts at

special flights of epistolary politeness. For complimentary
inquiries or wishes about the addressee’s health comp. N. iv.

136 [divyaiariraarogi tatppreftd hahu antkd)', N. xvi. a, B
{arogya prt^tH bahu apranuya^ ; ibid., C {divyahriraaregi

puriprychmfUi,) The endeavour to use Sanskrit in the intro-

ductory parts of these epistles, and the thoroughgoing dis-

regard for its grammar and spelliiig, are familiar features to

any one acquainted with the correqiondence of Hindus who
have received a traditional education, but are able to express

themselves only through the medium of their vernacular.
** For spedmens, colonred and plain, N. xv. 014, ot$,

see Plate LXXVI.
'* Khotamna and Khodana may alternate in the same

document; see N. i. i04-)-i6 in Prof. Kapson’s .9/rrrWnr,

p. 14. For the fashion prevailing in tliis script of announcing

a coming nasal by an AnusvSra added to the preceding syllable,

see Rapson, ‘On the alphabet of the Kharo^lhi documents,’

in Aetts du XIV Congris dts OnentalisUs, i. p. is.

* See above, pp. t53 stp

” See above, p. 311.

" KSjal., II. pp. 291 sq. I have since found the word

surviving in various localities outside Kashmir where once

a customs station or frontier post existed, e.g. at the well-

known salt quarries of Drang in the Koh3t District of the

N. W. Frontier.

* See above, p. 365 ; Specimens, p. to.
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Not the least curious among the results so far secured by the work of decipherment is

the proof that the use of the various types of ancient stationery represented was restricted to

particular classes of documents for which we can still ascertain the official terminology. With

unchanging regularity the double wedge-tablets are designated in their context by the term

kilamtidra. I have previously suggested its interpretation as a compound of kila, corresponding

to Skr. kllaka ‘wedge’, and mudr& ‘seal’. That the application of a term meaning ‘wedge

[-tablet] and seal’ would be appropriate in this case is clear; but I admit that, in regard to

the explanation of the second portion of the term, the occasional variant ’’mumlra, noticed by

Prof. Rapson, deserves special attention**. We have seen already that the term anadikkka

(Skr. ajnaptilekha\ ‘ letter of injunction ’ or ‘ rescript ’, is specially used for official orders recorded

on leather. The rectangular double tablets are always referred to as lihitaka or ‘ letter ’. Another

technical term of this kind is stovana, but whether it was applied to an open communication

written on one or the other type of oblong tablets, as its use in the draft B of N. xvi. 2 seems

to suggest**, remains at present doubtful. It is evident that the clerks of those ancient offices

w'ere quite as particular about bureaucratic distinctions of this kind as the ‘Babu’ of modern

India, who would never make a mistake about supplying himself with ‘octavo note’ for his

D. O.’s, foolscap for his ‘ fair dockets ’, or slips for his ‘ office memos.’

The very nature of the contents, and the complete absence of similar records of ancient

date in India itself, must render the full elucidation of the Kharo$(hi documents a slow task

beset witli exceptional difficulties. Not until the whole of these ample materials has been

rendered accessible to Indologists by the textual publication to ^which Prof. Rapson, assisted

by MM. Senart and Boyer, is now devoting his critical labours, will it be possible to form an

approximately correct estimate of the multifarious aspects of ancient life and culture which they

may bring back to light. But whatever revelations of detail may be in store for us, it is not

likely that any of them will approach in historical interest one important fact which can now

be clearly recognized. I mean the use of an Indian language throughout the mass of non-Chinese

records, whether official or private. When we take into account the distinctly secular character

of most of them, this evidence of the language must be considered a striking confirmation of

the old local tradition, recorded by HsUan-tsang as well as in the Tibetan ‘Annals of Li-yul’,

and already discussed in chapter vir, Recording to which the territory of Khotan received a laige

portion of its early population by immigration from the region of Tak$a£il3 or Taxila. It must

certainly lead us to believe in some historical fact underlying this tradition, if in an outlying

settlement of ancient Khotan we find a mass of multifarious records, accumulated by chance,

and all closely connected with indigenous administration and ordinary life, written in a language

which has its nearest extant congener in that of the inscriptions and coins from the extreme

North-West of India during the centuries immediately before and after the conunencement of

the Christian era.

It is an equally significant fact that the Kharo^thl script which our documents present

in a form very closely allied to that found in the inscriptions of the Ku^ana period**, was

” See his remarks in Specimens, p. 13 ; also M. Boyer’s

note,/, arm/., 1905, Mai-Juin, p. 466. The term, if inter-

preted as I proposed, would appear a somewhat barbarous

compound; but some grammatical latitude might well be

allowed to the old Khotan clerks, who are likely to have

coined it, perhaps, as a rendering of some foreign (Chinese ?)

term.

** See SpeeimtHt, p. 11. The bearer of the mWve it

spoken of as * letter-reader ’ {hUuvaeHu}.

* For the Kharojthl writing of the doennents and to

relations to the Indian forms of the script see Prof. Rapson’t

illuminating notes, ‘ On the alphabet of the Kiiaroy{hi doM*

ments,’ in AeUs As XIV* Omgris At OritiUAitlu, i

pp. 810 aqq.
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within India peculiar to the region that had in Taxila its oldest historical centre. It docs

not appear possible to account satisfactorily for either the language or the script of our documents

by the spread of Buddhism tilone, seeing that Buddhism, so far as our available evidence goes,

brought to Central Asia only the use of Sanskrit as the ecclesiastical language, and the writing

in Brahmi characters. Nor would the assumption pf a temporary extension to Eastern Turkestan

of l^aka or Ku^ana power from the north-western borderlands of India be sufficient to explain

the transplanting of an Indian language and its adoption for ordinary use among the people;

for on the one hand, such a political connexion, if it ever really existed, must, in view of tlie

Chinese historical records, have been very transitory, while on the other hand the forces that

might have effected it were themselves Central-Asian rather than Indian.

It seems strange that ruins far away in the barbarian North, overrun by what Hiiulu

legend vaguely knew as the mythical ‘ Ocean of sand ' should have preserveil for us records

of everyday life older than any written documents (as distinguished from inscriptions) that have

as yet come to light in India itself. But from the first there was ample evidence pointing to

this chronological conclusion. The close agreement in palaeographical features between the

documents discovered and the Kharosthi inscriptions of the Kusana kings led me at once to

the conclusion that those records on wood and leather must belong approximately to the period

covered by Ku§ana rule in the extreme North-West of India. We know, in sj^itc of all uncer-

tainties as to the era or eras used in the inscriptions, that the domination of the Kus.ina dynasty

in the Indus Valley and Punjab must mainly fall within the first three centuries of our tTa.

It is certain that the Kharosthi script ceased to be used soon afterwards, in those territories

which had formed its Indian home; and it seems very improbable that it could have remained

in current use in Khotan for a long period without undergoing perceptible changes. Valuable

collateral evidence was provided by an interesting find made in the ruined buiUling, N. \iii,

which will be described below. A narrow, Takhti-shaped tablet (N. xx. i) excavated there shows

on one side a single line of Kharo?thI, while on the other side I discovered to my surprise three

lines of Brahmi characters, the only specimen of this writing from the site. Unfortunately the

ink on both sides has become very faint, and of the Brahmi text in particular it has become

impossible to make out more thin a few detached characters here and there. In these, how^ever.

I thought that I could recognize characteristic features of, the Brahmi writing of the Kusana

period. There is nothing in the appearance of the tablet to suggest that the two texts were

written at appreciably different times. Hence the close agreement of the palaeographical indica-

tions furnished by the Br^mi and Kharosthi writings supplied further evidence in favour of

the conclusion already indicated*

I could not fail to recognize another proof of considerable antiquity in the use of wood as

the only writing material apart from leather; for the total absence of paper among the remains

of the site clearly marks a date earlier than the fourth century of our era, from which onwards

the use of paper in Eastern TurkestSn is palaeographically attested by MS. remains from Kucha*'*.

Finally, numismatic evidence helps to confirm the conclusion, since the coins which were picked

up at different points of the site during my stay, seventeen altogether, were, with the exception

of one of doubtful origin, all Chinese copper pieces current under the Later Han dynasty

^ Comp. Jfdja/. iii. »79 sqq.
*• Sec Hoernle, Report on CnUral-Asian antiquities^ ii.

PP- 13 «q-
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But with all these indications to guide me, there was reason to feel particularly gratified

when the approximate dating thus arrived at received confirmation and precision by incontro-

vertible chronological evidence. It came, as I had always hoped, fronf the Chinese record on wood
found in our ancient rubbish-heap. Their first cursory examination at KSshgar, effected with

Mr. Macartney’s help through Sun SsQ-yeh, showed that their contents were mainly of an official

nature, and that their characters bore distinct resemblance to the type of writing which Chinese

palaeographers associate with the Han epoch. Their subsequent scrutiny in the British Museum
by Sir R. Douglas enabled me to form a more exact idea of the nature of the brief police orders,

requisitions, &c., recorded on some of these slips of wood. But it was only when in December,

1902, Dr. S. W. Bushel! had occasion to examine the documents that one of them, N. xv. 326

(see Plate CXI I) was discovered to be fully and precisely dated. The initial characters, as

since verified by M. Chavannes, who subsequently was kind enough to undertake the systematic

decipherment and translation of all Chinese records brought to light by me, unmistakably indicate

the fifth year of the T'ai-shih period of the Emperor Wu ti, the founder of the Western Chin

dynasty, corresponding to 269 a. d. The accuracy of this reading is established against any

possible doubt, as M. Chavannes has proved, by the specification of a chronological detail in

the rest of the dating :
‘ the twentieth day ting-cltou of the tenth month, of which the first day

is the day Thus a precise date has been found which fixes the period when this remark-

able collection of documents accumulated. N. xv. 326 itself was discovered in a layer of refuse

about one foot above the original floor.

The highly instructive notes with which M. Chavannes has a/yx>mpanicd his full transcripts

and translations of the Chinese documents on wood, reproduced in Appendix make it possible

for me to attempt here a brief delineation of the general character of these records, as well as

of the main historical data they furnish **. Among the latter, to which we may well turn first,

the precise dale of N. xv. 326 is undoubtedly of exceptional value, in connexion with a number

of antiquarian questions. But wider historical importance may be claimed for what the whole

collection proves as to the re-assertion of Chinese authority in Eastern Turkestan under the

Emperor Wu ti (265-289 a.d.). The Chin Annals, as noted b^ Chavannes in his remarks on

N. XV. 93, record of Wu ti that he caused his supremacy to be recognized in the ‘Western

Countries’; they also record embassies with tribute in 270 a. !>., from Faighana and Kara-shahr,

site, has since been identified by Dr. Bnshell aa bearing the

legend CKien-)<UitH cHung poo ‘Copper money of the

Cluen-yOan period' (758-763 A.n.). This coin would

have to be accepted aa a proof that the deserted site was

visited during the Tang period, if its evidence could quite

be relied upon. My notes show that this particular edn
was brought to me at the site by Turdi KhwSja, when he

joined me from Khotan on February 7, 1901 (see Ruins 0/
KAfl/an, pp. 406 sq.). He said he had picked it up on his

march to my camp, then near N. xv., and as I understood him,

since lie had left ImSm Ja'far Ssdiq. Whether this was really

the case, and at what particular part of the area he found it,

I could not ascertain at the time, and the question must thus

remain open. My treasure-seeking guide, always on the look-

out for antiques, was honest enough on most matters, but not

exactly burdened with an ' archaeological conscience

* See App. A, part ii, note on N. xv. 326.
* I regret that in the Plates CXII-CXIV, which repro-

duce the whole of the Chinese records on wood, they are

shown in an order different from that in which Prof.

Chavannes has arranged his translations in App. A. While

the latter arrangement is based on a systematic classification

of the slips according to their contents, the Plates diow

them as grouped according to the various types of hand-

Vrriting recognized 1^ Mr. Rionin Kohitsu, a Japanese

expert in Chinese palaeography, who early in 1903 kindly

offered his help for the reproduction of the documents, I

regret that I could not find dme previous to my departure

from England to arrange for the preparation of firesh nega-

tives when M. Chavannes’ translations had become avaOable,

and was subsequently obliged by practical considerations to

have the collotype plates printed from the available nega-

tives. As the context does not suffice to establlsb con-

nexion between any two slips, the criterion of handwriting

may poesibly yet prove of some use. On the other band, the

reproduction of the first grouping has resulted in N. zr. gsS

and 75, which are the tndken halves of one slip and exactly

fit each other, being diown erroneously in different plates.
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and in 287 a. d, from Sogdiana. But by the side of these references, and of those made to princes

of the ruling families of Shan-shan, Kucha, and Kara-shahr, who in the years 28^ and 285 a. i).,

took up appointments at thtf Imperial court, the proof now furnished by our documents as to

the actual exercise of Chinese authority in this region is specially welcome.
They clearly show that Chinese posts, under officers invested with some measure of ad-

ministrative authority, must have been established in different parts of Khotan territory and
probably elsewhere also. The existence of a Chinese administrative organization extcmling
over the whole of the Tarim Basin is clearly indicated by the mention in N. xv. 9^ of ‘a prefect
[governing by delegation of the dynasty] Chin . . . great marejuis invested by the Chin, [governor
of] Shan-shan, Yen-cKi [Kara-shahr], C/iiu-fsu [Kucha]. Su~/^ [Kashgar] . . . allied to the Chin:
But the similarity specially noticed by M. Chavannes between the last of these titles and the
formula with which investiture was accorded in 229 a. d. to Po-t‘iao, ‘king of the Great Yueh-chih
allied to the Wei*, seems to make it doubtful whether those high dignities were not borne by
some indigenous ruler acting under Chine.se control. The title of the ‘ Chang-shih of the Western
Countries’, compliance with whose orders is recorded in N. xv. 328 + 75. occurs also in the Chin
Annals towards 324 a. d. That the officer holding it at the time to which our documents btdong
must have exercised direct authority over the Chinese garrisons established in Khotan territory

seems indicated also by the reference made in N. xv. 85 to an edict of his. Both in N. xv. 328+ 75
and in N. xv. 348 we find a certain Lo~pu~ycn mentioned as the officer who has given effect to

an edict ; but in the latter slip, which is incomplete, the authority issuing it is not nametl.

That the Chinese supremacy re-established under Wu ti contented itself with the political

control of the indigenous principalities, but did not efface them, might have been concluded

from the system maintained during the Han occui)ation and again under the T'angs. Yet it

is of historical interest to find edicts both from the king of YU-t*icn and of Shan-shan (st)ulh

of Lop-Nor) distinctly referred to in our records. The covering-tablet N. xv. 345, on which

the latter ruler is mentioned, has on account of its peculiar form been discussed above N. xv.

73 is incomplete, and merely contains an acknowledgement of the receipt of the king of Yii-t*ien*s

edict. That the latter, whatever its contents, must have been written in Chinese may be con-

sidered as certain. Close communication wdth the districts of westernmost Kan-su, through

which then as now the great route between China and Eastern Turkestan led, is attested by
several of our documents. The slip N. xv. 326, which has proved so valuable chronologically,

mentions the prefect of Tun-huang, the ancient frontier station situated in the vicinity of

Sha-chou. A title, of which the incomplete slip has preserved but a part, seems to suggest

that the prefect was also in charge of military administration in that region. That ‘ the prefect

of Tun-huang* exercised at times direct authority in Turkestan affairs, is shown by what the

Later Han Annals record about his share in the YU-t*icn troubles of 152 a. o. Tun-huang is

mentioned again in N. xv. 188, which gives the names of six out of the eight ‘ commanderies*

recorded in the Chin Annals as dependent on Liang-chou =**. As M. Chavannes* note shows,

the six commanderies named on the slip correspond to modern districts in the extreme north-west

of Kan-su, extending within the Great Wall from Lan-chou to Hsi-ning and Su-chou, and including

also the sub-prefecture of Tun-huang between the latter and Sha-chou. In N. xv. 203 reference

is again made *to the prefect of Tun-huang, who is to have certain articles transmitted to him

;

but here, too, the text is evidently a mere fragment.

^ See above, p. 361. ** Two of them occur also in the fragmentary slip,

** See Rteusat, VHU AKhokm, pp. 7 sqq.; above, p. 168. N. xv. 1 16.
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Interesting information can be gleaned also from those Chinese records which do not mention

otherwise known localities, officers, &c., in spite of the fact that most of the slips are in

a fragmentary condition, and that few if any among them, even when intact, are likely to have

formed by themselves a complete text. Their translation in M. Chavannes’ Appendix clearly

proves that, notwithstanding all uncertainties of detail, we can safely recognize in the great

ni.ijority of them portions of official orders and reports. That judicial and police functions

were exercised by the officers from whom these miscellaneous ‘papers’ originated is shown by

the numerous pieces which refer to the arrest of, or accusations against, particular individuals’-.

The order ‘to all prefects and sub-prefects to furnish escorts to a person on official duty’,

which N. XV. loi. a reproduces, touches an item of administrative routine familiar to us from

the Kharo§jhI wedge-tablets. Orders of various officials (governor, prefect, deputy, ts'uHg-shih)

are alluded to in several short fragments, without their subjects being indicated by the extant

text’*. Actions arising from pecuniary obligations seem to be reported upon in some other

slips

But far more numerous are the pieces which describe specific individuals as to age, personal

appearance, dress, &c., and manifestly represent permits or passes of some kind**. Of special

interest among the.se is N. xv. 53 ,
describing ‘the \_YUefiychtA, i. e. Indo-Scythian, barbarian Chu,

[a native] of the Yiieh-chik [i. e. Indo-Scythian] kingdom, aged 49 years, of middle stature, dark

complexion’; and N. xv. 19 1, which also refers to ‘a barbarian, of the YUeh-chih kingdom',

possibly the same individual. From which part of the wide Indo-Scythian dominion ‘ the barbarian

Chu' came, it is impossible to guess. Kashmir, which formed part^of it, undoubtedly lay nearest.

In any case we have a trace here of that foreign intercourse with China for which the territory

of Khotan long formed a favourite line of transit. Some of the individuals to whom these

slips may have been issued as means of legitimation are likely to have passed the post, evidently

existing at this point of the settlement, more than once; for we find ‘/, also called Nu, 56 years

of age, of middling height, with hair and beard turning grey’, described in almost identical

tenns in two different slips**. Individuals are repeatedly described as wearing trousers and

coats of linen, while hemp shoes, such as I found in one of the ruined dwellings of Dandan-

Uiliq, are mentioned in one instance**. Evidently with a view to authorize the passage of

certain property, N. xv. 61+62 specifics in the case of a certain individual two bullock-carts

and two bullocks. The mention in N. xv. 324 of ‘a white horse, spotted, with a saddle and

bridle, old and common ’, may have served a similar purpose. The specification in N. xv. 78

of ‘ginger, betel-nuts of the south’ as merchandise, may possibly have some connexion with

customs duties.

The very pettiness of the affairs treated in the majority of the Chinese records seems an

indication that Chinese control at that period cannot have been restricted to a purely military

occupation of the territory. What division of functions existed between the Chinese officers

established at places like the Niya Site and the indigenous administration we are not likely

ever to ascertain in detail. But whatever we know of Chinese methods of control in the

‘Western Countries’ must a priori lead us to suppose that the indigenous ruler and his

*' See N. XV, 314 (which relates to the examination of

a fugitive by the prefect and his deputy); 189, 36a (an order

for the arrest of eight individuals); 315 and 37 (both re-

lating to an accusation by a military oflScer); 176; tag;

ias+137-
" See N. XV. 145, 010, 59, 117.

Comp. N. XV. 109, 353, lag, 207.’

•• See N. XV. 53* *9** 337» *6*. 08, 19a, 09, ea, 339.

169, 175.

" See N. XV. 08, 19a.

* See N. XV. 337, 09, ea ; for a hemp ahos aee above,

p. a 7a.
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administrative agents were left a preponderating share in the management of affairs directly

concerning the local population. The contents of our ancient rubbish-heap seem strikingly to

illustrate this view. Since Kharosthi and Chinese documents intermingled throughout its layers,

there can be no doubt as to the simultaneous existence of the two administrations working

side by side. Yet at the same time the overwhelming proportion of Kharosthi records proves

that the range of affairs left to native management must have been far the wiilcr.

The occurrence of the Chinese slips of wood throughout the rubbish accumulations and at Chron«)lo-

greatly varying depths is of special chronological interest. We know that after the reign of

the Emperor Wu ti (265—289 a. d.) Chinese political relations with the ‘Western Countries' to rubbish

completely ceased Taking then into account that the document N. xv. ;^26, accurately dated

in 269 A. D., was found only about one foot above the floor, and that a considerable number

of Chinese records with contents of similarly official character were found fully t, to ft. from

the floor, and thus close to the surface of the extant mass of refuse it is evident that \\c

are justified in recognizing the period covered by Wu ti's reign as the time during which the

whole of the records, &c., found in N. xv. must have accumulated. I'he chronological limits

thus ascertained make it less of a loss to us that the other Chinese docunuMits are cither

undated or only by month and day*'\and that we cannot at present fix the chronology of the

reigns to which the fully dated Kharosthi tablets refer.

Considering the unsubstantial construction of the building, it appears v(‘ry improbable that l imr i>i

N. V. could have continued to be inhabited for many years after Wu ti’s time; and as its fate

may safely be assumed to ^have been typical of that which the other structures within this

portion at least of the site underwent, we are led to conclude that the end of the third century

of our era must have seen the site abandoned to the drifting sand of the desert. Whether this

abandonment was indirectly connected with the political and economic changes which undoubtedly

accompanied the withdrawal of Chinese authority, or was due solely to natural causes affecting

irrigation and therefore cultivation, is a question regarding which the available evidence w^ould

scarcely Justify the expression of a definite opinion at present.

It was interesting to trace the close connexion with China also among the relics other Impoitfti

than documents which this ancient rubbish-heap had preserved, and which may now be briefly

reviewed in conclusion. The fragments of a well-finished circular lacquered bowl (N. xv. 001), rubbish-

decorated outside with black and red bands (see Plate LXV), and showing a highly-polishcil

red surface ‘inside (see Plate LXX), unmistakably indicate Chinese workmanship; and the cane

material too, clearly points to that origin. The pieces of delicate plain silk (N. xv. 01 1 ), of

which Plate LXXVI reproduces portions, may also have come from the Far-eastern portions

of the empire. The fragments of plain and cut glass, N. xv. 001 . b-h (sec Plate LX XIV),

mostly greenish in colour, showing great transparency, and very different from the coarse material

found at other sites, may be the remains of Western imports. Glass was until the middle of

the fifth century of our era known in China only as an import from la-chin, the Par West^*;

and it appears very improbable that the introduction of glass manufacture could have been

delayed so long, if the making of glass had been an art practised in Eastern 1 urkestan when

the latter was under Chinese control during earlier centuries. It is significant that, according

to the Pei skik, the first makers of glass in China were traders ‘ from the country of the Great

SeeM.Chavamie8* re111arkionN.xv.93fn App..i4,pait if. " Dates by month and day only arc found on N. xv. 348,

* See,e.g., N. XV. 337, 339, 349» 36 ^ 363>oi, 08, 09, 100,207,351.
^ Sec Hirlh, China and the Roman Orient

^

l>p. 228 sqq.0x0.
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YUeh-chih’, i. e. from the old Indo-Scythian dominion", for whom the land route through Khotan

was a more likely line of communication than the sea route.

Far more numerous, of course, were articles for which local manufacture may safely be

assumed. Among the rags mixed up with the refuse were the pieces of cotton and woollen

materials, showing considerable variation in texture and colour, from which representative specimens

(N. XV. 012, 13, 16, 17, 18) have been reproduced in Plate LXXVI in tlieir original colouring.

The coarse cotton check (N. xv, 012), in dull yellow with blue stripes, curiously recalls the

‘Jharans’ in favourite use through modem India. The pieces of felt, N. xv. 014, 015 (see

Plate LXXVI), the one very compact and strong, the other loose but richly coloured, show

that this still flourishing branch of Khotan textile industry had already attained full development

The comparison of all these fabrics with those found in the Endere temple, from which specimens

are shown in Plate LXXVI I, might, in view of the four or five centuries separating the two

sites, possibly prove instructive to an expert student of ancient textiles. The twisted cord

(N. XV. 001. k), with its hard, bead-like masses entwined at regular intervals, has the appearance

of a kind of rosary. In the horn spoon (N. xv. 001. i), we have a utensil of domestic use. A large

number of sheep’s knuckle-bones, often painted pink like the specimen N. xv. 001. j, showed

that gambling with this simple form of dice must have had its votaries in the household.

Besides these there was found also an ivory die, N. xv. 004 (see Plate LXXIV), showing four

equal rectangular sides and two square ends. By its shape and size it distinctly recalls an

ancient brass die from Eastern Turkestan described by Dr. Hoernle
; but as it is not perforated,

it could not have been u.sed for the system of divining explained in Dr. Hoernle’s remarks".

It may be noted that the arrangement of the dots distributed over the four equal sides differs

from that seen on the cube-shaped ivory die found at Endere (see E. 001 in Plate LI I). A curious

small relic is the oblong piece of thick and very hard leather, N. xv. 005 (see the diagram, p. 41 1),

rounded at one end and square at the other, pierced by three holes on each of its longer sides.

Its shape and the manifest arrangement for sewing suggest the possibility of its having belonged

to a piece of scale armour, where the scales of leather were fixed in the manner displayed

on the Kubera statue of the Dandan-Uiliq shrine, D. ii, discussed above". Finally the dried

date (N. xv. 001. 1), may find mention here as a curious proof that even such delicacies from the

distant South were obtainable by tho^e who once lived in this ruined dwelling.

Section VII.—EXPLORATION OF RUINS N. vi-xii AND GENERAL
OBSERVATIONS ON SITE

What the remaining ruins at this site yielded in written documents must appear small in

comparison with the rich finds described in the preceding sections. But their excavation was

attended by some interesting results. First among these ruins was a small detached structure,

N. xvi. (see plan in Plate XXXII), situated about 70 ft. to the south of the nearest extant

portion of N. v., in what evidently was once an orchard attached to that residence. The walls

of timber and plaster forming a square of 16 ft had, owing to the insufficient protection of

sand, which lay only to a height of about 4 ft, decayed badly. The interior of the room,

which by its dimensions and isolated position at once reminded me of the small temple oellas

of Dandan-Uiliq, was found to be occupied by a platform of stamped earth, 8 ft. square and

^ See Hirtb, China and the Roman Orient, pp. 130 iq.
” [For a •triking confirmation of this view, see addtsMfia]

^ See Report on C,-A, antiquities^ i. pp. 39, 44.
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2 ft. 9 **'• ^*8^’ The sides of the platform were formed by a facing of solid planks rising in

two steps and held in position by massive round posts. Towards the middle of the south-

eastern side of the platfbrnf, and at a distance of about 2 ft. from it, were the much-decayed
remains of a small semicircular plaster base, about 6 in. high, having embedded in its centre

the stump of a wooden post, which looked as if it might have served as the support of a stucco

image constructed after the fashion illustrated by the Dandan-Uiliq sculptures.

Owing to the top of this base lying almost exposed on the surface, no remains of any kind
were discovered on it. But just in front of it there turned up a small relief image carved in

wood, only 6 in. long, so completely rotted by exposure as to be barely recognizable. It

broke into small splinters when I attempted to move it. On the first step formed by the

wooden revetment of the platform towards the north-west was found another and much better

preserved wooden image, N. xvi. i (see Plate LXX), measuring, with its tenon-like base, 12 in.

in height. It is rudely carved and shows a nude standing figure, with a top-knob on head and
with hands folded at the breast in the attitude of worship {krt&hjali). The features are marked
in black, now but faintly visible, while traces of red colour at the base may probably be due

to daubing with SindOra. Along the .same edge of the platform were found the well-preserved

Takhti-shaped tablet (N. xvi. 2), the interesting Kharo?(hi text of which has been discussed in

the preceding section*, as well as a much-perished rectangular covering-tablet (N. xvi. 3). The
discovery of the two figures in wood, which manifestly had connexion with worship, together

with the arrangement of the platform, make it highly probable that this isolated small structure

had served as a shrine, sitpilar in character to the small cellas of Dandan-Uilicp The fact

that one portion of the text i^ N. xvi. 2 contains a letter from two Sramanas, probably a draft

as explained above, tends to confirm this supposition. It may also be noted that the arrang«*-

ment of the platform with its wooden facing exactly recalls that observed at the small .Stupa

base which came to light in the course of my excavations at R.awak *.

About 340 yards to the south of N. v lay the remains of a small dwelling N. vi (see plan

in Plate XXXI II) covered only by a slight layer of sand, and hence badly ereded. Its

southernmost room (N. xvil.), which must have once been provided with a raised roof over its

central area, was the only one 'yielding any finds. Among the five documents discovered here

the pair of rectangular tablets N. xvii. a + 3 (see Plate CJV) wqre remarkably well-preserved,

considering that the protecting sand lay here only about i ft. deep. An avenue to the east of

the dwelling was clearly marked by a row of large fallen poplars.

The excavation of the last-named small ruin having been effected under the Surveyor’s

supervision while I was still engaged in the clearing of N. xv. close by, I was able to turn, on

February 9, to the remains of the relatively large dwelling, N. vii (for plan see Plate XXXIII),

which occupied a conspicuous position on a loess-bank rising island-like above much-eroded

ground nearly one mile to the north of N. v. A good deal of timber-debris strewing the eroded

slopes to the west and north showed that the building must once have been more extensive.

The same conclusion was indicated by the dimensions of the hall, seen in the plan at the

south-eastern end of the extant ruin. Here the sand lay 6 to 7 ft* deep, and its clearing cost

a good deal of labour. The row of smaller rooms on the north-west side, separated from the

rest of the building by a passuige 4 ft. broad, occupied a level fully 5 ft* higher, a circumstance

which may possibly indicate construction at a different time. Here the sand-layer was much

slighter, and along the outer faces of the rooms the ground was undergoing erosion. On the
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' See above, p. 365 ; Rapson, Specimens, pp. 9 iqq. * See below, chap. xiv.
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floor of what remained of the small room (N. xviii.) eight KharosthI tablets were found, which
the proximity of the south-east wall had helped to protect, most of them short label-like pieces.

Completely bleached and withered fragments, which lay on the er^ed slope adjoining, showed
that more records had once been left behind in this room. Apart from some small rags of

coarse cotton and woollen fabrics (N, xviii. oi. b-f) found in this and the adjoining rooms,

there turned up here a contrivance formed by two wooden discs (N. xviii. oi. a, see Plate

LXX), which looks as if it had been u.sed as a ‘dead eye’. A tree-trunk, which set up upright

might have served as a rough seat or table, and a large jar of coarse pottery embedded in the

floor, and approaching in dimensions that seen at Niya*, both marked in the plan, were the

only other finds on this side of the ruin.

The rooms to the north-east may have been used as godowns and sheds. In one of

them (N. xix.), a good deal of straw turned up in excellent preservation^, mixed with what the

examination effected at the Royal Gardens, Kew, has shown to be husks of Panicum miliaceum.

Here was found the ancient wooden pitch-fork (see Plate IX), over 5 ft. long, made solely of

w'ooden pieces fastened with leather thongs. Here, too, lay a flat wooden bowl (see Plate IX),

measuring 8 in. in diameter, containing grains of millet (Setaria italica). The wooden implement,

reproduced in Plate LXX 11

1

,
was recognized by the men from Niya as a mouse-trap, similar

to tho.s(^ still in use, but I had no opportunity of ascertaining its arrangement. A small and

completely [ireserved pot of bright red clay, about 7 in. in diameter, is seen in the photograph

(Plate IX). A large wedge under-tablet, N. xix. 1 (see Plate C), had likewise found its way
among the contents of this agricultural store-room, its thick encrastation with straw and other

vegetable matter still bearing evidence of this association. The 'charred condition of the square

end suggests that it had been used as a torch or taper. The walls throughout the house showed

little strength, being only 4 to 5 in. thick, and constructed, apart from the usual timber framework,

of plhstcr laid over horizontal layers of reeds similar to those used in the Dand^n-Uiliq structures.

As to the status of the last owner, only the Kharo^thl tablets might possibly allow us to form

a conjecture.

While the clearing of this ruin was still proceeding, I made an examination of the northern-

most group of remains, situated nearly 2 miles to the north-ea.s't of N. v., which I had sighted

on my first rcconnais.sance in this direction, and subsequently, on February 10, I shifted my
camp to it. The ruins here consisted of a number of small houses and cattle-sheds scattered

over an area roughly 400 yards square, as seen in the plan of Plate XXXIV. Most of these

structures were badly decayed and only just traceable, owing to the extensive erosion which

this portion of the ground had undergone. But here and there some larger dunes, rising to

1
5-20 ft. in height, had accumulated, and close by two better-preserved structures had survived.

The larger of these (N. viii), which I first proceeded to excavate, consisted, as the detail

plan in Plate XXXIV shows, of two rows of three apartments each, separated by an inner

line of smaller rooms ii ft. broad. The most interesting of the finds made here came from

the northernmost room (N. xx.) which was covered by only 2 to 3 ft of sand, and had consequently

very little of its outer walls left On the plaster platform running along the south-eastern wall

I discovered the Takhtl-shaped tablet (N. xx. I) ii| in. long, showing on one side much-faded

Brahmi writing of the Ku.^na type, and on the other side two short lines of Kharo^t^I, the

palaeographic and chronological interest of which has been explained in the preceding section *.

• Sec above, p. 312.

* Specimens of this, as well as of other cereals found at

the site, are in my collection.

* See above, p. 369.
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The well-preserved covering-tablet of a wedge-shaped Kharos^h! document (N. xx. 2) was also

found here. Close by there turned up the curious carved wood panel, N. xx. 01 (see Plate

j^XVIII), representing the apper portion of a long-tailed ibex-like animal, of spirited design

though rudely executed. Judging from its size this panel, which must have adjoined a lower

piece, may have formed part of a cupboard, such as will be described presently.

On the floor of the same room lay the well-carved large double bracket of wood measuring (-’anvil

41 by 9 in. with a thickness of 3 in., which the photograph reproduced in Plate IX shows in the

centre. In constructive detail it closely resembled the smaller bnackets which were found in one of

the inner rooms, and which the same photograph shows on either side of it
; but owing to exposure

the carved surface had suffered more damage. The carving of the oblong modillions behjw the

architrave of the bracket shows decorative motives exactly similar to those found on the aitcient

wooden chair from N. in described above*. In one modillion we have the four-pmalletl and

four-sepalled flower, so frequent there and well-known to us from Gandhara sculpture, repeated

four times within fillet-borders. In the other modillion halves of the same flower re.ippe.ir

within four triangles, which are formed by diagonally crossing fillets. The bracket h.id, as the

socket in the centre showed, rested on the round head of a post and, no doubt, served to

support a true architrave beneath the roof. It is more difficult to say what architectural use

there can have been for the carved wooden finial about 6 in. long seen in the foreground of the

photograph (Plate IX). Its five circular tori or corrugations, widening in succession, recall

the chattras or umbrellas in wood or stone which were mounted in a similar fashion above the

dome of Indian StQpas. Two implements of home industry, simple in character, but none the

less interesting, also turned in the same room. The wooden instrument N, xx. 05 (see

Plate LXXIII), resembling a currycomb, has already been referred to in the description of the

interesting painted panel from Dandan-Uiliq (D. x. 4), illustrating the legend about the intro-

duction of sericulture, which it helped to explain. It served, like the similar impU'ment used

at the present day, for beating together the picks of the weft in the course; of weaving.

The wooden boot-last, 10 in. long (seen in Plate LXXIII), differs in no way from the same

contrivance used by Khotan bootmakers at the present day.

The hopes raised by thesd interesting finds of the first day were imperfectly fulfilled by Uppci
^

the results of the subsequent excavation of other room^ in this dwelling. It was attended

with considerable difficulty, owing to the height of the sand increasing towards the centie of n. mu.

the dune. Only the centre room on the west face, which was filled with sand to a height of

fully 10 ft, yielded any finds. From the construction of the timber framework it was clear

that the extant walls belonged to a lower story, and that this had once been surmounted by

a second one, of which, however, only portions of the main posts survived. In view of this

evidence I think it safe to conclude that the small recess, measuring 8 by 5 ft., built within

the northern corner of the room was intended for a staircase or ladder communicating with the

upper floor. The fact of its being accessible by doors, from both this room and the one adjoining,

supports this supposition. In the centre of the room was found a wooden cupboard of plain

make, 2 ft. 5 in. long, 1 ft. lO in. broad, and standing with its legs 2 ft. 8 in. from the ground,

the plain legs themselves being i ft 10 in. high. In make it otherwise resembled exactly the

cupboard subsequently brought to light from N. xxii. and seen in the photograph (Plate lA);

the latter specimen, however, shows in the curved shape and mouldings of its legs some endeavour

at ornamentation. In both cupboards a small opening, about 8 in. square, was found at one

* See p. 335 and Plate LXVllI.

3
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end of the lunger sides, a somewhat '|(imUar arrangement being commonly obsemtf io die

cupboards used nowadays in the Khte region for the storing of bread and other articles.

Of far greater artistic interest are the two well-carved doublesbrackets now marked N. xx.

02, 03, which turned up in the sand a few feet above the floor. Their almost identical dimensions

(about 2 ft. long, with a width of close on 6 in.), and closely similar ornamentation leave no doubt

that they were intended to form a pair. The reproductions shown in Plate LXIX of the under-

surfaces of both these brackets, as well as of the side elevation, which is identical in both, together

with Mr. Andrews' detailed and expert description of the pieces as given in the list below, will

suffice to explain the design and ornamentation of these fine specimens of ancient architectural

wood-carving. The four-petalled flower, noted already on the ancient chair from N. lu as an

ornament unmistakably borrowed from the style of GandhSra sculpture, supplies in several

variations the chief decorative motive. Its long-continued popularity is attested by its occurrence

on modern boat carvings both in Kashmir and on the Indus and lower Jehlam. Mr. Andrews

has noted the striking similarity between these pieces and the architectural carving still practised

in Bhera and the neighbouring parts of the Punj&b, as regards the manner in which the chisel

has been manipulated—an observation of special interest when viewed in connexion with the

remarkable continuity of the patterns. These finds at an outlying settlement of ancient Khotan

thus help to prove how far back in history the style and technique peculiar to the modern

architectural wood-carving of the Western Punjab reach, though this region itself has not preserved

for us any known pre-Muhammadan specimens of the art.

Trunks of dead fruit-trees emerging from the sand to the south and east of the ruined

dwelling indicated the position of what had once been a large orchard. Parallel lines of fencing

traceable in the low sand for a distance of close on two hundred feet marked the direction of

an ancient lane, about 12 ft. broad, running from south-west to north-east Much-eroded remains

of two houses lay at short distances to the south-east of N. viii, and another to the north-west

in positions marked on the plan (Plate XXXIV). But as the protecting cover of sand was

here very slight, it was difficult to trace the disposition of the rooms, and the absence of any

finds was scarcely surprising. A dune rising to a height of close on 20 ft in its central part

had afforded better protection to two small ruins situated clo^e together nearly 300 yards to

the north-east The posts of tlieir .walls were just jutting out above the slope, as seen in the

background of the photograph reproduced in Fig. 47. The structures thus indicated proved

to contain one and two rooms respectively, the clearing of which was effected with difficulty

owing to the proximity of the high dune. No finds of any kind were made ; but the construction

of the timber framework, and the presence in one of the rooms of a' staircase recess as described

above, proved that here too the extant remains had once been surmounted by a second stoiy.

Traces of ancient fences and rush-built cattle-sheds with scattered groups of fruit-trees were

noticed at several points of the area shown in the plan of the northern group of ruins (see

Plate XXXIV).
But more curious than these was the clearness with which die position and amngmcttt

of an ancient tank (see Fig. 47) could be made out about aoo yards to the nortbestt of ffie

ruin N. viii. The ground there being quite clear of dunes, Ae onbankment of thd tttllk

forming a square of about 48 ft was distmctly traceable. On it were lying the sMsni^
trunks of the large poplars that had once g^ven shade to the water, while one tm.
upright raised its gaunt, bleached trunk, as seen in die photograph, to a height of .el6ff .du'

12 ft. In the centre of the tank, which in spite of die driibsand there aeeumo^jMfidt!^‘"

showed a depth of about 6 ft, a small mound of earth, about 5 ft. in diaineteiv
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2| ft. above th^ sand, attracted my attention. My labourers at once recognized in it a feature

still regularly provided in modern village tanks. When these are being excavated a small bank of

earth, known as tUfmbeP, is always left standing in the centre. As explained to me, it is used

to mark the level down to which the water of the tank has first to be let out before fresh wat£?r

is introduced from the feeding canal at the periodical renewals proviiled for. 'I'he latter are

obviously necessary, since the tanks are the chief supply of drinking-water during the season

when irrigation ceases.

Having previously ascertained, by personal inspection of the ground around Camp 95,

and by dispatching Surveyor Ram Singh to a high ridge of dunes some three miles north

whence a good view was to be obtained with field glasses, that there were no structural rt;mains

in that direction left exposed among the lower dunes, I next proceeded to the excavation of

those ruins southwards which, among those traced on my previous reconnaissances, still remaincil

unexplored. The first of them was N. x, situated about 1 J miles to the south-south east of N. vin, Kind* in

and a little over half a mile to the west of N. v. Here, owing to far-advanced erosion, only

two small rooms, measuring each 9I by 6 ft., were still traceable, out of what must have once N.

been an extensive building, judging from the debris of timber that strewed the eroded slopes

to the east and west The plaster walls of the two extant apartments were broken down to

within a foot or so of the floor, and the sand covering the latter lay only 6-8 in. deep. Yet

even under this slight protection eight fairly well-preserved KharosUiI tablets had survived

close to the east wall of one of the rooms (N. xxi.). Most of them were pieces of rectangular

documents. I was interested to note at the time that the years shown in the dating of the

under-tablets (N. xxi. 3-5) extended from 7 to 44, thus covering a period of 37 years, on the

assumption that years of the same reign are recorded. This discovery was another striking

instance of the little guidance that the appearance of extant remains at this site could furnish

as to the possibility of interesting finds of records.

About half a mile to the south lay the relatively better preserved ruins of a dwelling

(N. xi), covered by 2—4 ft. of sand. Among the five rooms of which the walls could still

be traced, only the southernmost, measuring 25 by 17 ft. and provided on three of its sides

with a sitting platform of plasteb 3 ft broad, yielded a find. It was the wooden cupboard shown

by the photograph reproduced in Plate IX and already referred to in connexion with an ex.actly

similar specimen from N. vin. The cupboard found here was 2 ft. lo in. lon^ and ft- broad,

with a total height of 2 ft 8 in. About 200 yards to the west of N. xi there rose above the

low dunes a small eroded bank of loess strewn with splintered timber-debris. This and the

small row of posts and rushes crowning its crest seen in the jJiotograph (Fig. 46) were a
^

that remained of the ancient dwelling-a typical illustration of the ultimate fate of all structures

attacked by erosion. A completely bleached and abraded wedge covering-tab ct (
. xxii. i /,

barely recognizable by its seal-cavity, was picked up on the sloi^e.
\ . j v.,1 r

My work on February 1 1 concluded with the clearing of a small dwelling-house (
. ix), si ua c

about three-quarters of a mile further to the south, to which an interesting find had attracted my .envelope'

attention on the day after my arrival at the site. Hasan AkhOn, the inquisitive came m . ix.

man to whom I owed my acquisition of the first Kharo^hl tablets at Niya», had, while looking

about for 'treasure', come upon this ruin and brought away from it a rectangular covering-

tablet (N. xxiii. 1) with two intact seal-impressions (see Plate LXXII), which as the first find

* The word my have «ome connexkm with {dth) * See above, p. 31a.

applied to «naUi»ti»aliaoaaih; we above, p. 77.
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of its kind had at the time greatly puzzled me. I visited the ruin on January 30, and

ascertained that the place where Hasan AkhOn said he had picked up the tablet was a small

- triangular shelf, marked a in the detail plan of the ruin (Plate XKXV), in the comer of the

central room. The sand filling it to a height of about 4 ft just reached this shelf. The effect

of the exposure thus undergone by the tablet is marked by its warped and slightly cracked

appearance, which makes the fair preservation of the two clay seals all the more striking.

^One of them represents a barbarian head recalling that of Maues on certain ^aka coins from

North-western India, the other a bird rising with wings extended. The tablet must liave lain

on the shelf with the obverse downwards and would, no doubt, have been completely destroyed

by a few seasons more of exposure.

Excepting a small store of wood comprising branches of poplar, Jigda, and tamarisk

stacked in a passage (see plan in Plate XXXV), no other movable objects were found on

clearing this modest residence. But it was of interest to observe that the room built on to the

north of the one just referred to had three of its walls constructed of stamped clay. An outer

shed adjoining eastwards appears to have been constructed with rush wails, and contained the

remains of what seemed to have been a circular baking-oven built in clay, about a ft. in

diameter. To the east of the dwelling numerous trunks of dead fruit trees marked an orchard,

and beyond this the line of an ancient canal about 8 ft. broad could be traced for a little

over a hundred yards in the general direction S. to N. It was once bordered by a double

row of fine poplars, the dead trunks of which, massive and imposing even in their splintered

and withered condition, lay stretched out in the sand more or less exposed.

February 12, the day preceding my departure, was spent Kn the examination of a small

group of ruins (N. xii) lying about half a mile to the west of N. xi, and close to a belt of

tamarisk-covered sand-cones which here fringes the high ridge of dunes marking the western

edge of the ancient cultivated area (see site plan in Plate XXVII). Being hidden in a dip

behind a series of broad swelling dunes, rising to about 1 5 ft. above the original ground-level,

these remains did not attract attention until the clearing of N. xi had been completed. They

consisted of two relatively large but much-decayed dwellings situated within about 300 yards

of each other, and of three small structures lying in a row a shbrt distance to the east of them.

The northern and larger of the two, houses formed a compact block of rooms measuring about

62 ft. from north to south, with a breadth of about 44 ft. The covering sand lay only to a

height of 2 to 5 ft, and all the woodwork of the walls bore marks of long-continued exposure.

In spite of the fissured and shrunk surface traces of ornamental wood-carving, similar in style

to that observed in N. viii, survived of a doorpost and some fragments of roof-beams. A
pattern closely recalling the kingri work so common in the architectural carving of the Western

Punjab could clearly be made out*. The rooms, writh the exception of one at the south-west

corner, were cleared completely, but no finds of any kind rewarded the labour. The excavations

made in the smaller house situated to the south-east yielded no better result The only dis-

covery made here consisted of a very large jar let into the floor of the north-east comer room.

In shape and material it closely resembled the ancient jar I had seen at Niya. The diameter

was here fully 2 ft. 1 1 in., while the mouth measured nearly a foot across. The inside was

filled with loose sand. The remaining three ruins seemed to be the remains of small dwellings

or cattle-sheds roughly built of timber and rush walls. Being situated close under the lee side

of relatively high dunes, their clearing would have cost considerable labour -flpKl delay with but

' Compare for this pattern the aide elevation of the bracket, N. xz. oa, Plate LXIX, wltb deecription is HMi ’
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scant prospect of interesting results. A change in the arrangements already made for the

morrow’s start eastward would have implied fresh hardship to the men, exhausted by close on

three weeks’ continuous labour, and to the camels, equally hard-worked in the transport of our

supplies of ice and water. Hence I decided to le.ave those structures unopened.

On their tramps between camp and the various ruins the men, always on the look-out for

‘treasure’, had occasion to pick up from the sand or eroded loess ground a variety of small p“4cd^upai

objects in metal, stone, or other hard substance, which under my standing orders were shown site,

to me, and acquired for suitable compensation when of any antiquarian value. Many of the

miscellaneous relics thus obtained (all marked with N. oo and entered at the end t)f the

descriptive list) have been reproduced in Plate LXXIV, some also in Plates IL and L; and

it will be convenient briefly to note here those of special interest. Among metal objects the

fragments of circular mirrors cast in bronze, apparently of Chinese make (N. ooc^. 12. f, g, h,

see Plate LXXIV) are conspicuous. The obverse bore in each case ornamentation in bold

relief. The only object in gold is the small ornament N. 0017 (Plate LXXIV), which may

have formed part of a pendant or earring. It is made of thin gold-plate filled with lac or wax,

and has small jewels of pebble or glass set at one end. Of bronze rings we have several

bearing devices cut into the metal and still recognizable, such as N. 0014. f (Plate LXXIV),

and N. 0014. g, 15, 16 (Plate IL). With the exception of the well-preserved signet ring

(N. 0015), which shows a lion with a bird -clinging to his breast, the devices are very crude,

consisting of a few strokes only. The square bronze seal N. 0011. b (Plate L) is decorated

with a geometrical design closely resembling those on some seals acquired from the Ak sipil

site. The two bronze arrowk^ds, N. 005, 14. c (Plate LXXIV), arc of superior workmanship,

and still show the arrangement by which they were secured to the shaft. Owing to oxidization few

of the small iron objects found still retained recognizable shape, one of these being the buckle

N. 008 (Plate LXXIV). Beads in pebble, glass, shell, and pottery were picked up plentifully, see

N. 0014. d, 20. a, 21. b in Plate LXXIV. Among them a number of small gilt glass beads

(N. 0020. a) were found at one spot near N. ix, and h.id evidently once formed a string.

Glass was used also for seals, as shown by N. 006 (Plate L). The fragment of good white

glass, N. 0019 (Plate LXXIV) Vas apparently the foot of a vessel. Whereas the glass objects

may be supposed to have come from the West, it is moi;e difficult to determine the origin of

the pyramidal seal with scroll design N. 0018 (Plate L), and the Amalaka-shaped bead N. 005. b

(Plate LXXIV), both made in a hard ceramic substance, green or blue, which resembles porcelain

but is correctly described as a kind of frit or celadon. According to information kindly supplied

by Mr. C. Read, of the British Museum, its manufacture was known from a very early period

not only in China, but also in some parts of Western Asia. Beads of exact y simi ar s lajic are

found also among Roman work. .,11. ..u-.,

None of the small objects thus picked up can be ascribed to a date appreciably atcr tl O Uj

that which, as ascertained above, saw the final abandonment of t e site. ut it ® ‘ miscellane-

in mind that there is no chronological limit in the opposite direction determined by equally ou. T.nd.

clear evidence. Objects which may have got lost and hidden m the soft loess ground du ng

widely different periods would be found lying side by side after the strata containing them

been successively eroded. The importance of this observation becomes evident when we remember

that ground unprotected by buildings can be proved to have undergone erosion to a depth of

15 to 25 ft belowtthe ground-level as it existed about the last quarter of the third century . .

The worked flint (N. 003) probably of Neolithic make, picked up on the eroded groun

immediately to the south of my first camp (C. 93) supplies tangible proof of the need of such.
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caution
;
for it is evident that the time when it was made and used must lie many centuries further

back than the period to which the structural remains of the site belong.

It is thus obvious that the peculiar conditions created by erosion at this and also at other

ancient sites of this region must impose limitations upon the conclusions of the archaeologist.

Only where structural remains have survived can we hope to determine the period of simultaneous

occupation and the approximate date when this occupation ceased. Where the ancient remains

are of the ‘Tati’ type, i.e. consist only of pottery fragments and other small debris, finds of

coins, seals, and other approximately datable objects may help to show the latest period down

to which the ground was in all probability occupied or cultivated. But not until we have learned

to distinguish with certainty between the potsherds of different periods, will it be possible to

form any definite conclusions as to how much of the debris really dates from that latest epoch,

and how much represents remains of earlier habitations. Seeing that the latter need not have

been built always in the same positions which were occupied by the dwellings of the period

immediately preceding the abandonment, it is evident that the mere extent of debris-strewn

patches of ground by itself furnishes no safe argument regarding the character and size of the

settlement which had last occupied the site. It will, therefore, be well to restrict ourselves to

the positive evidence which the examination of the structural remains has supplied.

There can be no doubt that all the ruins with which the excavations described in the

preceding sections have made us acquainted were* inhabited within the same period and also

abandoned about the same time. The area over which they are scattered covers fully seven

miles, from N. viii in the north to where the first dead fruit-trees were met with at the approach

from the south, while its greatest width, as marked by N. i on tlfe east and N. xii on the west

side measures over two miles. It is possible that in those portions of the area where the

dunes are higher, ruins of substantial buildings may lie completely hidden from view; but even

allowing for this, and for the complete disappearance of others through erosion, we must be

struck by the relatively small number of extant ruins of any size and by their wide dispersion.

We have already had occasion to note the same fact at DandSn-Uiliq, and must hence attach

to it the more significance.

Two observations appear to me most likely to explain it. 'In the first place, it is evident

that relatively substantial houses wjould necessarily offer longer resistance to the destructive

forces of erosion than the miid-built dwellings of small cultivators, flence we may recognize

that the extant ruins represent only the few well-constructed residences of the ancient settlement

In the second place, the examination of any modern oasis too small to possess a town centre,

such as GQma, Moji, Chira near Khotan, or else TSshmalik, KhSn-arik, &c., near KSshgar'*,

would show us exactly the same scattering of the population in numerous small hamlets widely

separated from each other by stretches of cultivation and gardens or even by strips of deiert

In none of those oases is there any agglomeration of houses that with any approach to accuracy

could be called a town. The ‘ BazSr ’ which forms their commercial centre is nothing but a a

street of booths practically without inhabitants on any but market days, while the well-to-do

* Begs ’ who, as MingbSshis or in other official posts, carry on the whole of the local administration,

generally reside far away in the hamlets or in isolated farms nearest to their landed property

Comp. Ruins of Khotan, p. ii6, regarding Tadimalik,

where I first had occasion to learn practically how widely

separated the habitations even in a populous oasis may be,

and how difficult in consequence it is to find their adminis-

,
trative centres. See also Tarkand Mission Rtport, p, 3s, for

some judicious observations.

“ Compare for descriptioni of.^h residences beloiiglilg

to BCgs either in office or ib spt, where I had occasioB to

take up temporary quarters, Rtdsa (f KhUan, pp. tgs, igg,

>99. *57.
*7 **
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It is to the residences of these Begs, often remarkably well-built, judged by Turkestan standards,

and comfortable in spite of their wholly rural surroundings, that I think we must look for the

modern counterparts of the^more substantial ruins of the Niya Site. Thus guided by what

observation at the present day teaches, we can readily understand the relatively high standard

of comfort which these ruins indicate, even though the description of their surroundings as a ‘ town'

or ‘city’ must appear inappropriate.

As to the population which this ancient settlement once contained we could only form

vague guesses, but a look at the map shows that in size the area for which simultaneous

cultivation can be proved by definite archaeological evidence approximately corresponded to the

present oasis of Guma, Chira, or Tawakkcl. It is still more certain that the ancient settlement,

like the first two of the modern localities just named, must have been a typical terminal oasis'*.

In contrast to DandSn-Uiliq, no question whatever can arise here as to the semree of its water-

supply. It can only have come from the Niya river, the course of which still bears straight

in the direction of the ruined site, but now finally ceases, even during the summer floods, some

seven to eight miles from the southernmost point of the latter. Taking the direct distance between

the northernmost structural remains explored by me and the last point down to which I could

trace the flood-bed cut in recent times by an extreme off-shoot of the river, we find that the

belt fertilized by the latter has receded some fifteen miles since the abandonment of the ancient

site. This distance is reduced to about eleven miles if we take our measurement from the

northernmost ruins to the limit of living trees as marked on the map.

That the abandonment of the site must be connected with this shrinkage of the river

course, whatever its explanatioh, is an assumption which naturally suggests itself first. But the

historical student, and I think also the geographer who is prepared to scrutinize his evidence

critically, may well pause before committing himself to the conclusion that tliis undou ted

recession of the river’s terminal area must necessarily have been the immediate or sole cause

of the abandonment In the case of all rivers and streams that flow from the Kun-lun

range into the Tarim Basin and lose themselves in the sands of the laklamakan, wc find the

final portion of their course liable to great and frequent shiftings laterally, i.e. to the east or

west The phenomenon has 16ng ago been noted by all competent observers and finds its

natural explanation in the masses of sik, turning into drift-sand,, which these rivers deposit in

their terminal course, and which in turn force them to divide their waters e ta i c or

periodically to seek new channels. , ,

For a typical illustration we need not look further than at what my map s lows -

terminations of the YSrtunguz and Endere rivers nearest to the Niya river on east. s

I shall have occasion to mention in the next chapter, the relatively recent colony of Jigdai -

Buhmg and Kala-sulaghi, forming the terminal oasis of the Yartunguz river, had for severa

years previous to my visit been in danger of losing its water-supply, not from any want of

water in the river but owing to the head of the river having shifted considerably to the west

and thus failing to fill the canal from which the fields of Yartunguz-Tarim are '

people of the small colony being far too few to cope with this danger by strengthening the

head of their canal or otherwise confining the vagaries of the river, have

the expedient of starting fresh cultivation in the new termina area known as Y. ba-Sarigh (
ee

map). That the same river had at different periods followed courses also to die east of the

pr^t Yartunguz-Tarim was demonstrated when I passed the broad depressions shown by

« Compare for •eneral lemarki on • terminal oases ' and their characterUlics, above, pp. 94 »q-

Site that of

a terminal

oasis.

ShrinkaRc

of Niya river

course.

r.ateral

shiftings

of terminal

liver

courses.
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the map eastwards, which represent old main beds of the river and still at times may be

reached by its overflow. Almost identical conditions prevail at the end of the Endere river,

where the small terminal colony of EndereTarIm has recently been abandoned, mainly because

the river has been shifting its course from the so-called Yangi-Dary& or *New Channel’ back

again westwards into its ‘ Old Channel

With such modern changes before us, small in scale as far as cultivation is concerned, but

typical in character for the difficulties which at ail times must have surrounded terminal oases

in this part of the Khotan region, it seems to me well worth considering whether the

abandonment of the ancient site which once formed the terminal oasis of the Niya river may

not partly at least have been due to some great shift in the river’s end course, which the

settlement for some reason or other was unable to avert or counteract. In view of this

possibility, I must greatly regret that, in the midst of the incessant excavation labours which

filled my stay at the site, and which rendered my presence obligatory, I could not spare time

for topographical explorations to the east and west. I must, however, mention that Surveyor

Ram Singh, whom I sent out to accompany DarOgha Ibrihlm on January 28 on a part of

the latter’s reconnaissance westwards**, reported that he found plenty of dead Toghraks in

depressions he passed through about 8 miles west of Camp 93, and even that he sighted living

trees some two miles beyond. Both observations may be accepted at present as evidence of

the river having at some period followed divergent beds in that direction.

The archaeological or historical evidence at present available is quite insufficient to allow us

to form any definite opinion as to the immediate cause or causes which led to the abandonment

of the site. The KharosthI documents, it is true, seem to refef in places to difficulties about

irrigation. But these are more or less constant for individual parts of the smaller oases, whether

from inadequate snowfall in the mountains, destructive floods or similar causes; and of course,

the localities from which those reports date have as yet to be determined. Also the indirect

effect, which the final withdrawal of Chinese central authority from Eastern Turkestan after

Wu ti’s reign may have had on local conditions generally, must remain a matter of mere

conjecture. But it will certainly strike the historical student as probably more than mere

coincidence that both at Dandan-Uiliq and at the Niya Site, an'd also, as we shall see, at the

Endere ruins, the abandonment of these ancient colonies is proved by incontrovertible evidence

to have followed closely upon great political changes affecting the Khotan region. That changes

of this kind may, under the peculiar physical conditions prevailing in this region, exercise an

immediate and very important effect upon the extent of cultivation, and the general economic

conditions of the oases, is strikingly proved by the great reduction in the population, cultivation,

and industrial productiveness which undoubtedly resulted in Khotan from the troubles of the

last Muhammadan rising and from YSc][Qb BCg’s reign, relatively short though they were**.

But it would be useless to speculate at present upon the extent to which troubles of a similar

kind at earlier periods may have rendered the struggle for the maintenance of irrigation more

precarious, or the effect of any contemporary great shifting in the river-course more important

and difficult to deal with.

Turning to the purely physical side of the question, it appears to me that we have at

present only one absolutely clear fact to fall back upon, the shrinkage by a distance of at least

** See Ruins ofKhotan, pp. 354, 370. overthrow of the Giinese to the eetablishment of the Amfr,’

Compare, c.g., Varkand Mission Rtport, p. 33. ‘that the whole country [of Khotan] was now comi^tdy
Dr. Bellew, in 1874, was informed 'by a trustworthy resident impoverished, and that it had lost nearly half of Its nude

,of the city who had witnessed the whole revolution from the population.’
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fifteen miles of the river’s final course and of the belt it fertilizes. It seems probable that we

must recognize in this shrinkage a result of that general desiccation which large parts of Central

Asia are, according to a m«ch-discus.scd geological theory, believed to be slowly undergoing.

But while this physical fact fully explains why the ancient site wms never re occupied, it docs

not prove that the original abandonment wms directly and solely due to it. Were this shrinkage

the only possible factor to be reckoned with, we should still be puzzled to find an explanation

why the cultivation, when it could not be maintained any longer at the old site, was not shifted

southwards and continued— possibly within reduced limits—near the present end of the river-

course. We have seen that the fertile belt both above and below Imam Ja'far Sadiep now

occupied by luxuriant forest-growth, would permit of the creation of a terminal oasis, and that

a new irrigation canal, taking off some 26 miles above the Mazar, had actually Itccu started

a few years before my visit Yet nowhere between Niya and the present termination of the

river did I trace any ancient remains or hear of such having ever come to light.

Taking these various facts into account, it appears to me that m) exi)lanation which it is impossilHli

at present possible to advance for the abandonment of the ancient site can claim definite

acceptance as a safe basis for historical or geographical conclusions. As in most historical

changes, the cau.ses may have been far more complex than the modern intiuirer is apt to assume.

As regards the physical aspects of the question, it will be well to await reliable data such as

can be furnished only by a detailed topographical survey, combined with prolonged and exact

observations as to the volume of water carried by the river at different seasons, the rale of

evaporation, &c. Nor can we hope to secure any clear knowledge of the irrigating cap.icity

which the river may still rctaih at the present day, until its conditions and tho.se of other rivers

in the Khotan region have been systematically studied by a competent irrigation engineer,

preferably of Indian experience.

Section VIII.—LIST OF ANTIQUES EXCAVATED AT NIVA SITE

DOCUMENTS ON WOOD ACQUIRED AT NIYA AND IMAM JA F.\R SADIQ.

Niya. 29 . i. xgox. a. Rectang. under-tablet, split at one

end, and pierced by insects. Ohv, ii 11 . KharobdiT, very

fine writing, closely resembling N. iv. 143; quite legible.

Rnu blank. 8 x 3^ Well preserved.

Niya. 29. i. xgox. b. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole near point,

Oko. Seal cav. from sq. end; surface bleached. Rev.

3 11., very coarse and cursive Khar., gy x i x |^. Wood

sod.

Niya. 22. i. xgox. c. Rectaixg. under-tablet ; fragment.

Oh\ Faint traces of 3 11. cursive Kliar. Rt7\ blank, DorunuMUs

X Wood well-prcservetl, iLirk ainl biokm. fioin Niya.

Imam J. S. 25. i. 1901. a. Wedge undcr tablet ; hole

near point. Oltv.
.3

II. Khar, cursive, l)iit vciy blatk and

fine. Initial formula. Riv. i 1 . fiuni sq. end. t/x 1 j®/.

Well preserved.

Imgm J. S. 95. i. 1901. b. Wedge under tablet ; hole

near point. O^z*. 4 II. Khar., vi-ry coarse, cursive, and

blotted; much faded. Rev i 1 . fiom sq. end. X 2".

Wood well-preserved.

^OBJECTS FOUND IN N.

on two sides and one edge. Otherwise w . ^

3i'xi'xr
** See above, p. 313.

3 D•TUN
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N. I. N. I. ooi. c. Fragment of dark grey pottery^ portion

of neck and rim of vessel
;
prism-shaped rim. Width 3^^,

height 1

N. 1. 00a. Stone bead (jade ?) pierced with small hole.

JJi.im 5'^.

N. 1 . N. i. I. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 8). O/jv,

II. Khar.; initial formula. J^ev, blank. Well-preserved.

7rx-iV.
N. i. a. TakhtT-shaped tablet, i)ortion of hole at edge 3}^

from end of handle. Odv. Very faint traces of characters.

jRrr*. 3 11 . Khar.; indistinct, in parts deleted,

Ihoken and warped.

N. i. 3. Wedge covering-tablet. Olv. Depression for

seal from sq. end. Seal missing. 3 string grooves, in

which frnginenls of string. At sq. end a few Khar, char.,

longiiudinally
;
and on of)posite side of seal-place a few

more, rather indistinct. J^ev. Single line of Khar. Well-

])rescrved, g^at thickest j>art where seal socket.

N. i. 4. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 21). Oh*.

Seal cavity from sq. end. Remains of clay seal.

Cavity 1 1
" x Y- 3 string grooves, in which fragments of

string. At sq. end a line of Khar., legible. At point end

traces of characters. Faint traces (?) of characters

at L. pr. edge. Wood well-preserved, slightly warped;

splitting at tq. end. ii X a'' x at seal cav.

N. i. 5. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. x i). Oiw,

3 II. Khar., very faint
;

initial formula. Rct\ i short line

Khar, at sq. end. Well-preserved. Portions of fibre of

baik on each edge. lo^x ij^x

N. i. 6. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 62). Obv.

Seal cav. in which portions of clay and strings placed

diagonally. At sep end single line Khar, distinct. Oppo-
site side of seal cav. a few characters faintly traceable.

At upper edge, single line of Khar., very distinct.

8 X 1 1
"' X ^Varped slightly transversely. Wood well-

preserved.

N. i. 7. Wedge under-tablet. Short string cut with

knife (?) on obverse side. Obii, 4 II. Khar, written with

broad pen. Initial formula; fourth line short. Generally

quite legible. blank. Maik of red j>aint from

sq. end. x 3 X 2 X Wood well-preserved.

N. i. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 1). Hole at

point containing string cut by knife at reverse side. Obv,

Iy from sq. end, seal cav. String grooves clumsily cut

;

suing adhering. One 1 . Khar, between sq. end nxd seaf

cav.
; 3 char, at hole ; all^ r^^ar. Few ^aracters at

upper edge, sq. end j^yT^'rfl-prcservcd.

N. 1. 9,. ctwnplete, cov- and under-ublct^

.ui, .»• 'r 'SISto
R. ,1., but device remain* (sec PK * 5
cithe; winged (Ero. ?) or wearing eWamyn. i to R.p.

head, profile to R. p., in cameo, deeply impressed in clay,

surrounded by 3 mouldings (intaglio), shape finely propor-

tioned ellipse. Strinjgs remain intact under seal. Between
seal and sq. end x Ime Khar, and on opposite side of seal

1 short line Khar. Near hole at point few characters.

jRev, of under-tablet, a short line Khar, near sq. end.

(combined thickness of cov.- and under-

tablets). See PI. C.

N. i. 9. a. Oblong tablet, broken at R. p. end. Writing

on one side. Near lop edge 1 line Khar., w'ell-wriiten,

and at R. p. end, below this line 3 very short lines in

columns. X 5^^ x Well-preserved.

N. 1. lOe Wedge cov.-tab* Obv, Seal cav. ty from sq.

end ; cav. x i'xtiV- Clay adhering but device of seal

quite gone. Siring is like coarse cotton fibre. Between

cav. and sq. end i line Khar. Near hole few characters.

I line Khar. 9^ x x X y.

N. i. II. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 5). Obv.

Seal cav. with string (seal missing) from sq. end.

I 1 . Khar, between cav. and end, faint. Few characters

near hole. i?cv. 2 II. Khar., much faded, especially

tow\ards point.- lo'^xii^xl^ Wood well-preserved.

Fibre of bark adhering to parts of obverse.

N. i. xa. Wedge tablet complete, broken as to both

tablets at point.
,
£eal deleted. String intact round thick

part. Cov.-tab.: Obv. 1 I. between cav. and sq. end;

cav. rather roughly cut and not * square' with length.

Keif, blank. Scored by insect borings. — Under-tablet:

Obv. 3 11 . Khar. jRev, 1 short line Khar, near sq. end.

Wood fairly hard, but broken and much eaten by insects.

78^X ty X jy (over both tablets).

N. 1. 13. Wedge cov.-tab. (belongs to N. i. 54). Obv.

1 1
^ from sq. end, seal cav. x y, x 1 . Khar, between

seal and sq. end. Seal deleted, string remains. Few
characters Khar, on other side of seal cav. A few also

within about 1}^ of hole. Kev, x straggling line Khar.,

very cursive, along upper edge, and"a second short line

from sq. end. 9^ X xj^ X y. Wood well-preserved.

Writing much faded.

N, i. 14. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. i|^ from sq. end,

seal cav. with seal (poor impression, but appears to repre-

sent standing figure) in cameo ; deeply impressed. S^g
under seal is triple instead of double as usual. Quality

of string poor, which may account for this variation.

In space between seal 'imd sq. end, x line Khar., very

clear. Near hole a. few^i^haracters. 3 U* Khar.,

very ^^tinct excepting at top R. p. comer ; top. L follows

curve of of wood, and 1. followa first, 3rd L short.

74
^ X

. Wood well-preserved.

N. i. cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 107). Obv,

ly from ^ with' remains of s^ quite

-deleted, .^hich is cut carelessly, i4^X 1 J-

Khar. CSuuactera i^ar hole.

at upper edge^ veiy distiiict. 84f*x if*
X Woo(

bqt broken towsids middle*
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JJ. i. x6. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 104). Obv.

from sq. end, seal cav. (seal missing, f>ortion of string

remains); between cav. and sq. end indistinct line of

Khar. ;
also on other side of cav. • Usual char, near hole.

AVf. 3 II. Khar., indistinct towards i)oint. All writing very

coarse and cursive. 9"^ x x Very well preserved.

N. i. 17. Wedge cov.-tablet. Odv, from sq. end,

seal; standing figure in cameo (prob. Pallas). 1 1. Khar,

between seal and sq. end, very clear. Usual char, near

hole. /?<r. 2 11. Khar., very cursive and scratchy but

quite distinct, except towards point where lower line

deleted, gy' X 2 X |^- Wood in perfect preservation.

N. 1. 18. Wedge under-tablet (?), much broken.

4 11. Khar., very cursive, but clear. Initial formula,

1 short line. 8^ x 2''. Wood hard.

N. i. 19. Wedge cov.-tablet. Odv. Seal cav. ly fiom

sq. end. Seal gone. String crossed as usual, intact. Cav.

ly sq. I 1. Khar, between sq. end and seal. Usual

char, near hole. Jiei\ 3 11. Khar., very cursive, ist, 2nd

long, deleted at point end, 3rd short. 9^^ xi^

x

y.
Well-preserved.

N. i. ao. Wedge under-tablet. 06v. 4 11. Khar, with

initial formula; 4th short. Very distinct, but faint in

colour. Hev. Few char, at lower edge near sq. end. 9y
x li'^x y> Well-preserved. Roughly finished on outside.

N. 1. ai. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 4).

Oln\ 3 11. Khar, with initial formula. Faint, part deleted.

liev, X 1. Khar, from sq, end, very faint.

Warped ;
well-preserved.

N. i. aa. Wedge cov.-tablet. O&v. Seal cav. iy from

sq. end. i 1. Khar, on both sides of cav. ; usual char, at

hole. Traces of SindQra (?) round cav. Hev. Traces of

char, near lower edge from sq. end. i3i*X2j''xJ^
Soft at edges ; appears to have been exposed to weather.

N« i. ag. Wedge cov.-tablet. Unusual shape, the sides

being parallel until near point when they curve to sharp

point. Obv. xf^ from sq. end, seal cav. Seal missing.

1 1. Khar, between sq. end and cav. Usual char, near hole.

JRev, blank. 9rx.r>‘r. Wood perfectly preserved,

N. 1. 04. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 180).

Odv. 2y from sq. end, seal cav. Remains of string ; cav.

1 X No writing visible. Hev, blank. 1 3 X2y xy
^Iuch perished by damp.

N. i. ag. Wedge under-tablet. Odv, 3 (4 0 Khar,

with initial formula. Indistinct and part deleted at sq.

ehd. Remainder very clear; rather coarse and cursive.

Jiev. Few char, at jq. end. x 4 x 2 Indifferently made.

Warped and tdighUy cracked.

N. i. a6. Wedge under-tablet. Part, of upper edge

broken away. Obv. 3 11. Khar. ;
portion with initial formula

broken off and part of 2nd line. Coarse, very cursive.

Hev. t short line near sq. end. Hard and

well-preserved, except for break.

;i87

N. i. 27. Wedge under-tablet. 0/^7 *. 4 11 . Khai. with N.

initial foim. ;
\n riling thin, cursive, and vrry clear. Per-

haps a few char, missing through l)reak at point,

I 1 . fiom sq. end. Very faint. 9^ x 14^. Well-preseivcd.

N. i. a8. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 48).

ly from sq. einl, seal c.i\. in whuh tiares of slung. i 1.

Khar, between sq. end and cav. Usual char, ai hole.

/?tz». 3 11 . Khar., cuisive. Pait dt-li ted at si]. erul (riuiu

bleaching); ollniwise distinct, loj'' X 1 q" X ,V^- Well-

preserved ;
slightly waipid.

N. i. 29 + 38 + 40. Rectangular undcr-tablct, in 3 fiag-

ments. 0/t7\ Poitions rif 3 11. Kh.ir, disiinct ; cuisive.

blank, ^yxi r T- X *
7" x

1

J". 1 lard.

N. i. 38 broken at lop and I., p. end
;
N. i. |o broken at

L. p. end.

N. i. 30. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. 1. .13).

4 11 . Khar., cursive, but \m 11 wntu ii ami very tU ir.

Initial formula, /^tv. 1 slioit 1 . at stp end.

Well-preserved.

N. i. 31. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. 1.

3 11 . Khar, with initial lorin. Cursive, faiily dis-

tinct. yvVz'. I 1 . from sq. end. 9"xiJ^ WclUpie.seivi il.

N- i. 32. Wedge under -tablet. 3 II. Khai , vci>

cursive but disiinel ;
initial form. /\\7'. Faint trace ol

I 1 . from sq. end. «i^X Well-preserved.

N. 1. 33. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 41),

Obv, 2^"" from sq. end, seal cav, containing stung whiili

still encircles tab. 1 1 . Khar, at sq. end. Usual ch.ir. at

hole. RaK 3 11 . Khar., much faded. 8 x 1 {

x

Well-preserved, but bleached. Portion of baik at seal c.i\.

N. 1. 34. Wedge undcr-lablet. Ob7\ 3 11 . Khar, with

initial form. ; very cursive; clear. Re7\ 'I rari‘s of 1. from

sq. end. Well-preserved, but spliiUng.

N. i. 35. Wedge cov.-tablct. Obi', fr. sq. end,

seal ; device deleted. F.nds of string. 1 I. Khar, between

sq. end and seal.
*

i char, at opposite .side of seal. Usual

char, at hole. Rev, 3 11 . Khar., very cursive. Ink has

‘run’ and blotted. ^yxi^xi". Well-preserved;

slightly warped.

N. 1. 37- Wedge under-tablet. Ob7\ 4 11 . Khar., with

initial fonn. Writing thin, cursive, clear in places, but

elsewhere faded or destroyed by insects and by splitting

of wood. Rev, Few char, at sq. end. 94:^ x 1^^. 11 aid,

slightly warped ;
split from sq. end. Portions of bark.

N. 1. 39* Wedge cov.-tablet. String in hole near jioint.

Obv, z'' from sq. end, seal eav. with fragments of seal, and

string. I 1 . Khar, between sq. end and cav. Usual char,

at hole. Rev. 4 11. Khar., very cursive, but black aiul

clear. Slightly damaged at top edge near sq. end.

loy X 2y X y. Wel l-preserved.

N. 1. 4X. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 33).

Obv. 4 11. Khar., much faded, with initial formula ;
3rd

and 4th 11 . almost invisible. Rev. char, at sq. end.

%y X 2^." Wood well-preserved.

3 D 2
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N. i. 43. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 57).

Obv, 1 from sq. end, seal cav. ;
frags, of seal and string.

Between sq. end and cav. i 1 . Khar. At hole usual

char. 3 11 . Khar., very cursive, black and clear

tliroughoiU. Well-preserved.

N. i. 43. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 30). Obv,

Seal cavity 1 fiom sq. end. Remains of clay and string.

1 1. Khar, to R. of cav. Usual char, near hole. Rn\
blank, Wood well-preserved.

9?'
N. 1 . 54. Wedge under-Ublet (belongs to 13).

Obv, 3 11 . Khar, with initial form. Cursive, partially

deleted. Rev. 1 1 . Khar, near sq. end. 9|^xi|^ Well-
preserved

; fibre of fiark adhering.

N. i. 55. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 46). Obv,

2y from sq. end, seal cav. in which frags, of seal and
string. Seal-clay mixed with grass. To R. of cav. faint

traces of Khar. line. Rtv. blank. i5j^X aj^xf^ Well-

preserved; bleached.

N. i. 44. Rectang. under-tablet, with sunk centre, Ac.

Obv, 6 11 . Khar., w'ell written, but faded in parts. Rn\
blank. 8^ x Well-preserved.

N. i. 45. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. ii. 3).

String in hole. Obv. 4 11 . Khar., with initial form. All

distinct, but very badly and coarsely written. Rev, Char,

near sq. end. i4j^X 2^. Well-preserved ; warped.

N. i. 46. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 55).

Ob7f. 4 11 . Khar, with initial form., coarsely but distinctly

written. Slightly deleted in places. Rer^. 1 1. at sq. end.

isyx2y. Well-preserved, but knotty; cracked at sq.

end.

N. 1 . 47. Wedge under-tablet Obv. 3 11 . Khar., faint

but mostly readable, with initial form. Rev, Some char,

faintly traceable at sq. end. Wood well-

preserved; knotty.

N. 1. 48. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 28).

Obv. 4 11 . Khar., cursive and rather blotted, but quite

readable; initial form. Rev, i 1 . at sq. end. 10]^^

x

Well-preserved.

N. i. 49. Wedge cov.-tablet; tied round, over seal cav.,

with piece of cloth. Obv. from sq. end, seal cav.,

1 1 . Khar, on both sides of cav. Usual char, at hole.

Rev. 3 II. Khar., cursive and rather blotted. 9^x1^^
Well-preserved

;
one or two insect heles. •

R. i. 50. Wedge cov.-tablet (U-longs to N. i. 58). Obv,

from sq. end, seal cav. Remains of string. 1 1. .

Khar, to R. of cav. much faded. Rev, 1 1 . Khar, just

discernible. 92^Xia^- Well-preserved; bleached.*

N. i. 51. Wedge cov.-tablet, with seal and string. Obv.

ly from sq. end, cav.' containing seal (not clear, but torso

ol standing figure), i 1 . Khar, on both sides of seal.

Usual char, at hole. Rev. 2 II. Khar., faint.

X y. Well-preserved.

N. i. 53-4-73. Wedge under-tablet, found in two pieces.

Obv, 3 11 . Khar, with initial form. Rev. blank. si'xir,
1 y, resp. Well-preserved.

N. i. 53. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. i|^ from sq. end,

seal cav. (broken at top edge) in which string. To R. of

cav. 1 1 . Khar., very cursive. Near hole usual char.

Rev, 2 11 . Khar, cursive; very distinct.

^
Well-preserved.

N. i. 56. Spear-head-shaped tablet. Bluntly pointed at

R. p. end, where hole ; broadest part of tab. about \ of its

length from L. p. end. Oln^ 3 11 . Khar., cursive, clear.

Ret>. 2 11 . Khar., ist faint, 2nd very black. I 4^xi 2^
Well-preserved, but discoloured.

N. i. 57. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 42), with

string. Obv. 3 11 . Khar., very cursive, very clear, with initial

form. Rev, i 1 . Khar., 9^X 21'. Well-preserved,

N. i. 58. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 50).

Obv. 3 11 . Khar., very faint, cursive ; initial form. Rev.

I 1., faint, at sq. end. 10^ x Hard, discoloured.
«

N. i. 59* Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 120).

Obv, if^ from sq. end, seal cav. To R. i L Khar,

(faint), also to L. JUsual char, at hole. Rev, 3 II. Kliar

,

faint but legible. X a^X Hard, split at sq. end.

N. i. 6o. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. 3 11 . Khar., cursive,

with initial form. Part of 3rd 1 . deleted. Sur&ce much
discoloured. Rev, Traces of 1 . from sq. end. 9^xij^
Hard, but slightly warped and gnawed by insects at one

edge.

N. i. 6i. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. 3 11. Khar., very

cursive, black a^d clear, with initial form. Rev. i 1. Khar,

from sq. end. ly. Well-preserved.

N. I. 63. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 6), with

string. Obv. 4 11 . Khar., cursive, fine, legible; initial

form. Rev, Faint traces of char, near sq. end. 9^'x
Wood well-preserved.

N. i. 63. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. ty tom sq. end,

seal cav., showing crossing strings and frsgs. of seal. To
*R. and L. of cav. i 1. Khar., faint Nefu* hole usual char.

Rev. Short I. at top edge, coarsely written. 9i^xaA'-
Well-preserved.

N. I. 64. Double-wedge tablet, complete document,

Obv, of cov.-tab. 1^' from sq. en^ seal cav. with string

and remains of clay seal. To R. and L. of seal i L Khar.,

very thin and distinct. Usual diar. near bole. Riff* of

under-tablet 1 1 . Khar, from sq. end; faint Document

has not yet been opened, but from edges having .digbdy

warped writing inside is seen neat and black, and probably

very slightly deleted. Some of orig; string fastening atU

holds two ubs. together firmly, 8|^xa'Kt^ Wdl*

preserved. .
»

.
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N. i. 65. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs 10 N. i. 31). Ohv.

1}^ from sq. end, seal cav. ;ith crossed strings. To R. of

cav. 1 1. Khar., faint but Llear. Usual char, near hole.

Rtv. 4 11. Khar., clear cursive. Well-

preserved, stained dark on Rev.

N. i. 66. Wedge under-tablet. ObnK 3 11. Khar., cursive,

fine, generally clear ; initial form. Rev, 2 short 11. from

sq. end. Well-preserved.

N. i. 67. Double-wedge tablet, complete document.

Cov.-tablet. Obv, from sq. end, seal cav. Seal intact

with strings binding two tabs, together. Device of seal,

standing figure (Pallas) to L. p. ;
profile; helmet, aegis.

R. p. leg slightly bent at knee ; cameo deeply impressed,

surrounded by mouldings in intaglio. Figure is very

graceful, and seems to have been finely cut. Between sq.

end and seal i 1. Khar. Usual char, near hole. Rev,

blank.

Under-tablet. Obv. 3 11. Khar, with initial form., very

clear. Rev. i I. from sq. end, faded. 9|^X Well-

preserved.

N. i. 68. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. 4 11. Khar, with

initial form., cursive but clear. Rev. i short line Khaj*.

from sq. end. Well-preserved.

N. i. 70. Wedge tablet of unusual shape
; has no seal

cav., but from sq. end is a very deep groove in which

probably string was placed. Obv. Usual characters at

hole near point, but no other writing Wsible. Rev. blank.

Hard and well-preserved. Very roughly

cut. See PI. cm.
N. i. 71. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 87). Obi\

fiom sq. end, seal cav. with frags, of string. To R. and

L. of seal i 1. of Khav. Rev, 1 1. Khar, from sq. end.

8 X 1-8^ X 1^. Well-preserved.

N. i, 73. Wedge cov.-tablet, small frag, of sq. end only.

Obv. X 1. Khar, between sq. end and seal cav. Seal cav.

1 from sq. end. Rev. x 1. Khar., cursive, fine, faded.

3^xa^xx 4^. Frag, is broken at side of cav. nearest to

point. It has been cut with knife after being broken. A
hole drilled in cav. ; sq. ends have been slightly rounded

at comers. PorUons of bark.

N. i. 74. Wedge cov.-tablet, point with hole broken away.

Obv. x^^ from sq. end, seal cav., in which frags, of string.

I 1. Khar, ^between sq. end %nd cav. Usual char, near

hole. Rev, 1 1. Khar., very clear and black. x x
Wcll-prescivcd.

N. i. 75, Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 80), with

string. Obv, i' from sq. end, seal cav. with remains of

seal and string, i 1. Khar, between sq. end and cav.

indistinct. Usual char, at hole. Rev, x 1. Khar., very

clear. 8^ x x{^^ x <1^. Well-preserved.

N. i. 76. Wedge under^tablett with string. Obv. 4 11.

Khar., rather blotted in places, but generally distinct; very

cursive, with initial form. x short 1. Well-

preserved. Rather roughly cut.

N. 1. 77. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 82). N.
Obv. 3 11 . Khar., very cursive, thin and clear; initial form.
Rejf. I 1 . Khar., faint, lo'^xi^^. Well-preserved.

N. i. 78. Double-wedge tablet, complete document. O/v.
of cov.-lab. from sq. ciul, seal cav. in which string.

I 1 . Khar, to R. of cav. U.sual char, at hole. Riv. 1 1 .

Khar., very cursive but fairly clear. O/.7’. of under-tablet

3 11 . Khiir., partly deleted by slai^)^; iniii.d frum. ^,7-. i I.

9^X2''x^^. Well-preserved, but much stained, and
warped. Remains of string still holding pieces logethei.

N. i. 79. Wedge under tablet. fM;*. 4 11. Khar
,
coarse,

much faded, very ciiisive; initial form. A’<z'. 1 I., faded.

8 X 1 0^. Wood well-preserved, but stained ami warped.

N. i. 80. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. yr^).

Obv. 3 11 . Khar, \%iih initial form., well written, but tit b ud
and stained in parts. Rf7>. 1 1. Khar. S'^xiy. Wood
well-preserved, but stained.

N. i. 81. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. 3 11. Khar., f.idetl.

Unreadable in parts; in ist line initial foim. R*?'. i I.

Khar., very faded. Wood well-pieserved, but

much stained.

N. i. 82. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 77) Obi'.

2^ from sq. end, seal cav. m which string. Between < .iv

and sq. end i 1 . Khar., fiatled. On opposite sjtle of cav.

a long line, fatled, but part dec ipher.iblo. R(7\ blank.

lo^X a^x Wood well-preserved. Sq. end of obv. cut

in rather unusual shape.

N. i. 83. Double-wedge tablet, com{dete document, with

string in hole. Uov.-tablel. Ob7\ from ‘•q. end, seal

cav. To K. and L. of it i 1. Khar, (very faint). Uhual

char, at hole.

Under-tablet. Re7 . 1 1 . Khar. SJ^xa'^xT-
preserved. String almo.st intact binding tw'o parts together.

Inscription inside very black, fine and clear.

N. i. 84. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. 4 11. Khar., much
faded, with initial form. AVr'. blank. 82^X Badly

preserved
;
warped and soft on surface.

N. i. 85. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. 1 Y from «>q. end, seal

cav. in which crossed strings, i I. Khar, between sep eml

and cav. l^sual char, at hole. Rtv. 3 II. Khar., very

cursive. H'xirxi' Well-piescrvcd ; slightly chipped

and cracked.

N. I. 87. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 71).

Obv, 4 11 . Khar., cursive, well-written, rather faded, with

initial form. Rev. Few char, from sq. end. 8 X 2 '".

Well-preserved.

N. I. too -1- X09 + ixi. Rectang. cov.-tablet, found in 3

frags. Obv. X 1 . Khar, on L. p., transversely
;

indistinct.

Rev. 4 II. Khar., very clear and black. 3 X 2 ly x
ty, sy xiy repp. Writing well-preserved.

N. i« xox. Oblong tablet, fragment ; hole near thick end.

Obv. blank. A bum fuark at edge. Rezf. L. p. near hole,

a short 1. Khar. To R. of this a vertical line (bracket ?)-

,
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N. 1, To R. aj^ain 2 II. and portions of further char. Fairly N. i. lai. Carved wood. Pj-obably a iSl or baluster. At
clear, s'x Wood fairly hard. Broken and one end a tenon, flush with back surface. Front elevation

:

stained. centre portion, concave at ewch side, narrowest part bein);

N. i. 103. Wedge cov..Ublet. Oh>. t*' from sq. end,
»' broadest (Above and below) ig*; length jg';

seal cav. in which string crossed, i 1. Khar, to R. of cav.
grooved by parallel curved lines on front, as ornament.

Usu.d char, at hole. Ji»>. 1 1. Khar., very cursive, faded
® ‘™"cated pyramids one above the

towards sq. end. Wood well-preserved.
other. Below, similar arrangement, rovers^ Length

warM. lie PI. 1C
Sg', thickness ^ See PI. LXX.

N. i. 104. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. i6).

0/v. 3 11. Khar., cursive, coarse ; initial form. JRiv. i 1.

9" X 2", Wood well-preserved.

N. i. 105. Double wedge tablet, complete document
Cov.-tablet. Obv. from sq. end, seal cav. in which

String remains. To R. and L. of seal cav. i 1. Khar.,

faint. Usual char, at hole.

Under-tablet. JieiK 1 1. from sq. end. Siring remains

hound round, X 2^ x Well-preserved.

N. 1. 106. a, b. Wedge under-tablet, in
. 3 fragments.

Obr. 4 11. Khar., cursive but very clear and black; initial

form. Portion missing at broken part. /?«». 2 11. from

s(j. end. n^x 2^^ (approx.). Well-preserved. Break not

due to decay.

N. i. 107, Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 15).

Obv. 4 11. Khar., thin, black, very clear, but cursive
; initial

form. /?«». 1 1. from sq. end. syx Well-preserved

but much stained.

N. i. 108. Wedge cov.-tablet. Obv. ly from sq. end,

seal cav. with remains of seal. Design of seal oval, but

no detail distinguishable. BetM’cen sq. end and seal, i 1.

Khar, very faint. U.sual char, at hole. jRev. 1 1. fairly

distinct, X 2"^ X Wood well-preserved.

N. i. 110. Wedge under-tablet. Obv. 4 11. Khar.; initial

form. Writing coarse, blotted, and a good deal faded.

J^fV. I 1. from .sq. end. ^4^X2^. Discoloured and

very susceptible to damp. <
^

N. i. 112. Oblong tablet. Hole at R. p. end. Obv. 2 11.

Khar., very faded and partially obliterated ; initial form.

Ifev. Nothing visible, iij'^xil^xj^ Very soft and

stained.

N. i. 113. Oblong fragment. Obv. To L. p. 3 11. Khar.,

rather coarse and very cursive. To R. p. 4 11. Khar., line

and well written, blank. 6y x Much perished

;

very soft and surface seamed with open cracks.

N. i. 114. Rectangular fragment ; appears to be portion

of under-tab. with thick end roughly bevelled to general

surface, and hole bored subsequently. Obv. 5 11. Khar.,

fine, black ; all fragmentary with repetition of wording.

Hole at top R. p. /fev. 2 11. Khar, (fragmentary). 3|^x
2y. Very thin. Wood hard.

N. i. 120. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. 1. 59)-

Obv. 3 11. Khar., faint and cursive ; initial form. J^tv. Few
characters fioni sq. end. 10 X 2^^ Wood well-preserved,

t but susceptible to damj).

N. i. 122. Double-wedge tablet, complete document.

String in hole near point. Cov.-tablet. Obv. Seal cav.

from sq. end; portion of clay adhering to siring in

cav. 1 1. Khar, to R. and L. of cav. No char, visible

near hole. jRev. 3 11. Khar., very clear, but scratchily

written and very cursive.

Under-tablet. Obv. 4 11. Khar., with initial form.,

generally clear, but here and there blotted and deleted.

Transversely at sq. end three characters cut into the

wood, toy X2'^ xy. Excellently preserved. Wood very

hard. See PI. XCVIII.

N. i. x8o. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N. i. 24), part

,
from hole to point broken off. Obv. 4 11. Khar., bold and

fairly well written ; initial form. Hev. bleached; cracked and

peeled by damp at point end. ^y. Wood soil

N. il. 1. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. 4 11. Khar., well

written ; much deleted in parts by exposure to damp and

sun. I^ev. 9rx2r- Curled and peeled by exposure.

See PI. CIV.

N. ii. 2. Double-wedge tablet, complete. Cov.-tablet.

Obv. 2y from sq. end, seal cav. i 1. Khar, on either side

of cav. Usual ch^. near hole. Seal intact (see PI. LXXI).
In upright elliptical cavity a standing nude male figure to

R. p. ; appears from its muscular development to be in-

tended for Herakles, but may be ah Eros. On flat surface

surrounding seal, probably setting, are traces of few

inscribed characters (Khar. ?). This tablet is superficially

broken near point. JRev. i 1. Khar.

Under-tablet. Obv. 3 11. Khar., with usual form. Few
char, near sq. end. gf' X 2y, thickness of cov.-tablet

Siring intact excepting at hole, so that tablets cam

be slid apart

|l. ii. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. i. 45). Obv.

ly from sq. end, seal cav. i 1. Khar, to R. and L. of cav.

Usual char, near hole. String in grooves. Wri^g
coarse, /^ev. 4 11. Khar., coarse, legible generally ; ^ry
cursive. i4i'x s^x Perfectly preserved, but stained

dark on rev.

N. ill. z. Takhti-ahaped tablet. Pear-shaped handle,

pierced, broken. Obv, (handle in L. hand) 4 cokiwns

Khar., very cursive. Ii^ very blacL Hiv. (haikBe in

L. hand) 4 columns Khar., much deleted.

Much damaged by exposure, and encmsled. hFijanA
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'A. ^ ^

N. iv. !• Oblong tablOt ; fragment. Hole (?) at one end,

broken. Obv. Wcir-writtcn Khar. char, in columns. Sur-

face much cracked and discoloured. Rn^ Surface quite

perished. 13^^ x 3^ In bad preservation.

N. iv. 2. Oblong tablet ; fragment. Ohv, Traces of Khar,

char., prob. in columns. Rev, quite iwri&hed. x

Prob. undecipherable.

N. iv. 3. Oblong tablet. Hole at one corner. Oh7\

Traces of 3 11. Khar., very faint. Rn\ Traces of 5 11.

Khar., very faint. X 3^^. Perished, split and curling.

N. iv. 4. Oblong tablet. Olv, Traces of Khar. char, in

column arrangement to read transversely. Surface split

and perished. Rev, Traces of Khar, char., rather small,

tabular, to read transversely. 8|''x2§^ Badly perished

and split.

N. iv. 6. Wedge-shaped tablet. Hole near point, broken.

OlnK Long 1 . Khar, at top. Below this at sq. end, column

of 7 11 ., faint but fairly legible. Rev. blank.. 16^ X 3^^ X

Much perished, especially at edges, and discoloured.

N. iv. 7. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; fragment in several pieces.

Ohv. 2 or more 11 . transversely below seal cav., almost

deleted. Rety. 5 11 . Khar., well-written but faded; frag^

mentary. 5^^^ x 2^ (approx.). Completely perished by

damp.
,

N. iv. 8. Oblong tablet. Hole at one corner. Ohv.

Tabular. Column of 6 11 . Khar, near hole. Irregular 11.

in centre. Column of 8 or 9 11. at opposite end. Some
II. erased by stroke. Khar, very cursive, faded. Re%\

blank. 9|^ x 3^^. Perished, but uninjured otherwise.

N. iv. 8. a. Oblong tablet, curling at one end to point.

Hole about ^ from point. Obv. Tabular Khar, writing in

3 columns; very cursive, ist column (from sq. end), 3 11.,

very faded, and column, 4 11., and and 4th erased. 3rd

column, 7 11., 1st, 3rd, and 4th erased. Last 4 11. bracketed.

Rev. Column of 6 11., transversely from sq. end, very faded.

X 2^ X to Dark in colour ; fairly preserved.

See PI. CHI.

N. iv, 9. Parabolic tablet. Large hole in round end.

Obru 6 columns of 7 to 8 II. Khar. each. 2 11. in upper

corner, bracketed. Writing, very cursive, part faded.

Rev. 7 columns of 6 to zo 11. each ; very cursive, but clear.

7^ X a Soft ; well-preserved.

N. iv, 11. Tablet, fragment, twisted fantastically. Obv. 5 11.

Khar, at sq. end. Well-written and containing numerals.

Further characters are traceable, but owing to broken and

twisted condition of wood prob. undecipherable. Rer*.

Traces of Khar, char., but very fragmentary. 6 x a"'

approx. Quite perished. See PI. CIV.

N. iv. 13, Rectang. tablet in several pieces, prob. complete.

Cov.-tablet Obv. Seal cav. sq. 3 IL Khar., black,

cursive, transversely at L. p. edge. ' Rev. 7 11. Khar., well-

written^ black, perfectly clear except where wood is

perished

Under-tablet. Ohv. 6 11 . Khar., well-written, clear, and N. iv.

black; last 1 . broken away. 9^ X (approx.). Quite

perished; wooil daik and twisted like a juecc of leather

that has been wet.

N. iv. 14. Rectang. cov.-tablet, in 2 pieces. Seal cav.

fM:'. 3 11. Khar., lians\<-rsely at lop. Very
indistinct. Rtz*. ft 11 . Kli.ii., very cursive, clear, and black.

4^X2j'^. Wood perished
; much diseolourcil.

N. iv. 15. Oblong tablet. Hole at t)iic coinei. Oh 7\ 4 II.

Khar., well wiiiten, bl.ick, cuiMve; all readal^le. /\\v.

7 11 . Khar., finer than obv. but much delete<l and faded.

^ 3b^ ^ Wood much pciished and slainetl.

N. iv. 16. Rectang. undcr-tablet, in many pieces.

Traces of Khar, charatieis. Veiy rragineiilai y. Rr7'

blank. Perished, stained, and encrusted with

sand.

N. iv. 17. Oblong tablet. Ohz’. 4 columns of S and 11 .

Khar. each. 1 1 . above columns, and a shoit 1 .
(numt ials)

l>esMe last column. Writing faded, but nearly all legible.

Scorings as though fiom knife point 111 cutting leather (').

Re?*. Scorings from knife point. X Wdml
well-preserved. Much enciusteil with sand.

N. iv. 17. a. Rectang. cov.-tablet, in 2 pieces (liag ).

Ohv. 2 II. Khar., cursive, l»lack, incomj>lele; Iranswistly

at L. p. edge. Rt 7 *. 5 11 . Khar, blotted, cursi\e.

X 2%'*. Perished and discoloured.

N. iv. 17. b. Rectang. cov.-tablet; fiag. in 2 pieces.

Oh7*. 3 11 . Khar, t^.lnsve^^ely at T.. p. edge ; incomplete.

Rci*. 2 11 . Khar, cuisivc, blolteil, incomplete. 4"'x I"-

Perished and discoloured.

N. iv. 17. c. Takhti-shaped tablet (.0 ,
fragment of*

having portion of hole. Both sides blank.

N. iv. 18. Rectang. under-tablet, fiagmcnt. Oh?'. I’or-

lions of 8 11 . Khar ,
very bl.ick. /w?'. Kaint traces of chai.

near etlf^. '>^*2^. Peiishcd, twisted, vciy daik. and

cracked.

N. iv. 20. Wedge-shaped tablet (point gone), ohv.
i

11 .

Khar., cursive, generally distinct. Rt7'. blank. io„

X 2^ X Perished and dark.

N. Iv. 21. Rectang. cov.-tablet, in 2 pieces. Seal cav.

sq. Ohv. 2 II. Khar., transvei sely at lop, very indis-

tinct. Rtv. Traces of Khar, char., fiagmeiiiary and in-

distinct. wariicd and

cracked.

N. iv. 22. Stick-like tablet. Ohv. At broad end 3 11 .

Khar, transversely; then 2 11 ., 1 I., and i l.,.with intervals

transversely ;
writing cursive, faint. Rei*. blank. 11 x i .

Wood w'cll-preserved.

N. iv. 23. Stick-like tablet, warped. Ohv. Traces ot

Khar, characters—some numerals, apparently arranged in

columns. Rei*. Do., but rather more legible; about 4 II.,

very cursive. SJ"" X Wood fairly hard. Discoloured

and sand-encrusted. •
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N. iv. N. iv, 24. a and b. Stick-like tablet in 2 pieces. Traces

of characters on both sides
;

illegible. 9^xi|^ Wood
hard, but perished. Sand-encrusted.

2nd seven 11. i 3*’^! 4th» one 1. ea5)i i 6th four 11.
j

then a single I. i5^x 2|^ Wood soft and rotten at one
end. See PI. CIL

N. iv. 25. Oblong tablet, in 2 pieces. Hole at one end.

Om\ Traces of Khar, characters. Scorings by knife.

J^n\ I'abular, reading transversely, dividing strokes at

irreg. intervals. Very indistinct, but part legible. Scored.

24^"" X 3j^ X iV* Wood rather soft on surface.

N. iv. 25. a. Oblong tablet. Very dark and stained.

Traces of characters on one side. Quite undecipherable.

</ X I Y. Perished.

N. iv. 26. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav.

Odv. blank. In cav. fragments of charcoal. jRfV. blank.

Perished and discoloured.

N. iv. 28. Rectang. cov.-tablet, much fissured, split, and
chipped. Ok'. Seal cav. i^X ij"'. Extremely faint traces

of several lines Khar., transv. at one end. /?«». Faint

traces of 2 11 . or more Khar. All writing very cursive and
loo faded to decipher. 'Phe whole tablet much abraded,

sand-encrusted and dark in colour. Wood very soft and

brittle. 8g^X3i". ^^<*6 PI. CV.

N. iv. 29. Oblong tablet, in 2 pieces. Blank. 24^x2^^.
Rotten, much encrusted with sand.

N. iv. 29. a. Oblong tablet. Hole at one end. Olv,

6 items Khar, arranged in 2 columns; first two char,

arc repeated 5 times, and the last three or four with

slight variations, Khar., cursive; veiy distinct. jRnu

3 11 . very distinct. First two characters in each, same
as those on Obv. Well-preserved. See

PI. cm.

N. iv. 30. Rectang. under-tablet, fragment. O^v. 2 11.

Khar., with numerals, cursive, but black. J^ez\ blank.

Wood well-preserved.

N. iv. 31. Oblong tablet. Hole in centre, dower edge.

Ok\ 3 11 . Khar., very cursive, indistinct and fragmentary,

blank. 7j^xij^xi^ Wood fairly preserved.

N. iv. 32. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. 3^^x
Ok'. 2 11 . Khar., cursive, well written, transversely, kt L. p.

edge. Stain of Sindura (?). J^ev, blank.

Wood moderately hard; thin edges much split.

N. iv. 33. Takhti-shaped tablet. Hole in handle, with

original siring. Odv. 4 11. Khar., very cursive, faded.

J^ez'. 6 II. Khar., very cursive, faded. 7^^xaJ^ Wood
well-preserved. See PI. Cl II.

N. iv. 34. Rectang. cov.-tablet, fragment. Seal cav.

I" xi’'. Ok', 2 II. Khar., very cursive. Hfv. 3 11. Khar.,

very coarse and cursive. 4^ X Wood very soft.

Sand-encrusted.

N. iv. 34. a. Inscribed tablet, fragment, a 11. Khar.,

cursive; numerals, Very soft.

N. Iv. 35. a. Oblong tablet, square at pne end. Okf. 2

11. Khar., cursive, part faded. 6 columns, xtt and

N.iv.35.b. Oblong tablet. Hole at one end
; one corner

broken. Okf. 4 columns, ist imperfect; 2nd and 3rd
six 11.; 4th five 11. Numerals. Hev* i column, to read
transversely, is^xa^-^xr- Wood rather soft

; cracked.

N. iv. 36. Oblong tablet. Hole near pointed end.
OlfV, 3 items Khar., very cursive. J^ev, a 11 ., divided into

items; very cursive and black. lo-^^x Wood well-

preserved. Five notches on one of the edges near square end.

N. iv. 41. Oblong cov.-tablet. Olv. Seal cav. i|^x
empty, i 1. Khar, transversely at L. p.-end. Short 1.

Khar, near cav. on same side. Traces (?) of char, to

R. p. J^ev. 6 11 . Khar., cursive, mostly clear and black.

Bz" X 3 X Now paired (?) with N. iv. 127.

N. iv. 46. Takhti-shaped tablet in many frags. Penta-

gonal handle with hole. Olv, 3 columns with 5 and 6 11 .

resp., Khar., c’ursive, fine, faded. KiV. blank. 7j'^X
Wood perished bUl clean.

N. iv. 47. Oblong tablet. Hole at top R. p. corner.

Odv. 2 columns cursive Khar, ist, 5 11 ., 2nd, 3 11., and
a line separated from others. Clear, liev. blank, x

Wood very soft.

N, Iv. 48. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav.

Obv, 2 11 . transverse at L. p. edge. Rev, 3 II. Khar.,

cursive, indistinct. 5 x a x Wood well-preserved.

Much discoloured and sand-encrusted.

N. iv, 50. Rectang, cov,-tablet, fragment. Ok>, 1 1 .

Khar, at upper edge, transversely; very fine, rather in-

distinct. Rev. 3 11. Khar., very fine ; fragmentary. 7J'' x
2|\ Well-preserved. Sap-wood soft, heart-wood hard.

N. iv. 51, Oblong tablet, in 2 pieces. Oh\ Faint traces

of closely written columns (?), Khar., prob. illegible.

Rev, blank, ipj^xa^ Very soft and much encrusted

hy sand.

N, iv, 52. Oblong tablet. Hole at top R. p. corner.

Oku 4 11. Khar., carefully written, black, clear, containing

numerals. Rev, a 11. Khar., cursive, ii^'xa^ Wcll-

pre^ved.

N. Iv. sa. Inscribed tablet, frag, in a pieces. Traces of

Khar, characters. 4f^xiJ^ Perished and dark in colour.

N. iv, gg. a. Oblong tkblet. Comers cut off at one end.

Hole at othejr. Ohv, Traces of columns of about 5 11

each; very cursive and fragmentary. blank, ai^^x
9^^ X I'. Surface soft and cracked at edges. Wood much
stained and sand-encrusted

; very knotty.

N. iv. 54. Oblong tablet; round at one end at which

hole, Small projection at oj^’site end.' Ok>,' Cdumn
of 4 11.; next, 2 11. near upper edge, and i 1. near lower;

column of g M. ; 1 1. near upper edge, 1 1. towards lower.

Khur. cursive ; numerals. Reft, s columns of 3 IL each;

single 1 . next; thin, cursive, is'xxj^ .Welt»pmer«ed.
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N. Iv. 55. IsWedgO Okf. 7 11 . very cursive

Khar. iroir blank. Marks of knife scorings.

! scored a^"<^b discoloured.

N. Well-pL tablet; obtuse pointed. Hole near

^.187. WedjT^^V- WeU-prMerved.

cav. 2^ frake tablet. Pointed with hole at one
M ^ql. Khar., very cursive; partly deleted,

a 11 . do. 9^x Hard, Well-preserved.

N. iv. 57. Oblong tablet. Sharp pointed by concave cuts

;

hole at point. 4 11 . Khar., very cursive, faint and

fragmentary. blank. i4i^xa^^ Well-preserved.

N. iv. 58. Rectang. under-tablet (belongs to N. iv. 141).

611 . Khar., very cursive; clear. blank. 6j|^x

2y. Very discoloured.

N. iv. 59. Oblong tablet- Round-pointed end; hole

(broken). O&v, 4 11 . Khar., very cursive, faint, in parts

deleted. /?rr. blank, sy x a Very soft ; discoloured.

N> iv. 60. Oblong tablet. Hole in centre of one long

edge. 4 11 . Khar., cursive, faded, but mostly

decipherable. blank. 6yx\y» Well-preserved.

N. iv. 8o. Double-wedge tablet^ cctmplete. Cov.-tablet.

Seal cav. iH' from sq. end. Seal The
device appears to be, in usual oval or vesica shape, sur-

rounded by deep moulding, a slim/nude figure to R. p.,

probably an Eros, but much deleted. Outside vesica

moulding, four spandril-shape corners, slightly impressed,

and evidently forming part of the setting of the matrix

seal. A few Khar, characters at sq. end, and a few on

opposite side of seal cav. Usual formula at hole. All

tolerably clear. IHev. 3 11. Khar., very cursive; dear in

placea

Under-tablet. Oi^v, 4 11. Khar., very cursive. Very

clear in places. J?rr. i 1. Khar. Wood well-preserved,

but very dark inside, and generally sand-encrusted.

8J*' X X H*' (cov.-Ub.), (under-Ub.).

N. iv. 8i. Wedge-shaped tablet. Hole near point.

3 IL Khar., cursive and clear. Xev, 2 11. Khar.,

cursive, faint, but decipherable. 9^' x a'. Well-preserved

;

very sensitive to damp.

N. iv. 8a. Rectaag. under-tablet. Oto. g 11- Khar., very

cursive, faint, and pert deleted. Stains of Sindara(?).

JRev. blank; stained. 9yx^y. Warped and split by

damp and exposure.

N. Iv. 88- Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. ly sq.

Traces of 3 11. Khar, transversely at L. p. edge. Aiv, i L

Khar., dear but cursive, Wood fairly hard.

Slightly warped, splits and broken at ends ;
sand-enciusted.

N. Iv. 84. RMtuit. broken, put mhsing.

Ofo. 8iLKbw.,fiuled,vei7Citraiw. jetv.bhuik.

SurfMe nucli injured bgr' expoeure.

N. tv. 99. Stlck*lilM taldnL Ronghlx pointed at one

end; broken. Oir.(fl*t). Xliu.(?) chaiactew; taregulu

SVSM

(cf. N. xvili. 3). J^nf. (round). Encrusted with sand. N. Iv.

Traces of characters. 2*iYxiy, Much perished and

discoloured.

N. iv. loo + iox. Rectang. double tablet. Cov.-tablet.

Olv, Seal cav. sq.
;

frags, of string remaining and
pieces of seal clay. 1 1. Khar, at one end. Rei\ 3 II.

Khar. Sand adhering. X 2 x
Under-tahlel. 6 11. Khar., cursive, very indistinct

in places. Rev. blank. 8^^ x 2^ x y. Broken at lower

L. corner. Split at K. end and along long edges. Wood
very dry and soft.

N. iv. 103. Stick-like tablet, cut to obtuse point at one
end. ObiK 7 columns, a 11. each, Khar., cursive, clear.

Rev. 7 columns, 1st, 4 11., 2nd, 5th, and 6lh, 3 11. each,

3rd, 4th, and 7th, 2 11. each. Khar., cursive. 2 5|*X2^,
dim. to Fairly preserved, rather soft, warped and

slightly encrusted with sand. See PI. C'll.

N. iv. 104. Oblong tablet. Hole at small end near edge.

Obv. 5 11. Khar., cursive, boldly written and clear, ist I.

interrupted by a intervals. Reif. 2 11. Khar. ;
similar

writing to Obv. ; 1st I. in two portions. ii2'X5|'^, dim.

to Well-preserved.

N. iv. 105. a, b. Wedge under-tablet, in a pieces.

Hole near point. Obv^ 4 11. Khar., veiy cursive, clear,

^and complete, with initial form. Ret\ 1 1. from sq. end.

laj^xaj^. Well-preserved; slightly bored by insects.

N. iv. 10$. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. 7 11. Khar.,

very coarse and cursive. Rev. blank. 9|^ x ^y. Wood
fairly hard. Much stained and encrusted with sand.

N. iv. X07. Wedge under-tablet. Hole near point.

Obv, 3 11 Khar., finely written but part deleted. Rev.

blank. 8f^ x Wood well-preserved, but stained

and sand-encrusted.

N. iv. ioBp a, b. Double-wedge tablet, complete. Hole

near point Cov.-ltfblet. Obv. Seal cav., iy from sq. end,

contains remains of clay and string. Between sq. end and

cav. I 1. Khar., very faint. Rev. 1 1. boldly written Khar.,

very black in parts.

Under-tablet. Obv. 5 11. very cursive Khar., clear and

black, with initial form. Rev. x I. from sq. end. 9}'*'

X 2y X y. Well-preserved.

N, iv. X09. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. iv. m).
Hole near point. Obv. Seal cav. 1y from sq. end. On
both sides of cav., 1 1. Khar., very fine and cursive. Usual

char, at hole, blank. Stained with Sindfira. 14-^'

x.A'xA'. Well-preserved, but stained and sand-

encrusted.

H. iv. no. Rectang. under-tablet (belongs to N. iv. 140);

3 notches in centre of each long side, for string. Obv.

6 n. Khar., very coarse and cursive. Rev. blank, ty
X 2y X y. Well-preserved.

N. iv. m. Wedge under-tablet (belongl to N. iv. 109).

Hole near point. Obv. 2 11. Khar., finely and carefully «

3 E
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N. Iv.ia4. Obloog tabtet.written, with initial fomni. JRev. i short line Khai*. firom

sq. end. 1 4 x Well-preserved. Slightly warped

and encrusted with sand.

N. iv. 113. Oblong tablet. Hole at one end. 03v. 4
columns with numerals (?). Kach column has 4 II. (top

line in one cut oflf); cursive. 2 columns, ist, 5 II.,

2nd, 3 11., with numerals (?); cursive and faint. 5§^x
Well-preserved.

N. iv. 114. Rectang. cov.-tablet, fragment. Seal cav. 1^

sq. 0/kf. I 1 . Khar, coarse and distinct to L. p. of cav.

Indications of an extra string-groove. blank.

X 2 J''
X Wood soft.

N. iv. 115. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. 6 11. coarsely

written Khar., much faded. Rev, blank. Stained with

Sinddra {?). 8}"^ X 3^^ Much stained and bleached

by exposure.

N. iv. 116. Rectang. cov.-tablet (narrowing slightly to

one end). .Seal cav. li^Xi^^. Frags, of string. Ohf,

Transversely above cav., 4 11. Khar., below 7 11. ; faded,

coarsely written. Rrv. 7 11 . Khar, black, cursive. 7|^

Well-preserved. Centre part of Rev. (heart-

wood) very dark.

N. iv. 117. Wedge under-tablet. Hole near point. Obv.

3 II. Khar., generally fairly distinct, but faded and cursive;

initial form. Rev. 1 1 . Khar, from sq. end. 8}'

Wood hard, but appears to be abraded by sand.

N. iv. 118. Stick-like tablet. Hole near one end ; oppo-

site end knotted and rough. Obv, 3 11 . Khar., very

cursive
; some numerals. Rev. blank. One edge notched

(cf. N. iv. 36). isi^X Well-preserved.

If. iv. 119. Wedge cov.-tablet. Hole near point. Obv.

Seal cav. fiom sq. end. i 1 . Khar, on both sides of

seal cav. Usual char, at hole. Coarse writing. Rev. 2 11 .

Khar., upright, black, x 1 Wood well-preserved.

(to read

I. (longi-

jrritten,

red

iv.ia4. Oblong tablet. Ofo.aH.ea8h; 6

transversely) evidently written by t^fl and rol

tudinaliy) from smaller end at top

but cursive and ratKer faded. Rev. h ,
. ^

by a knife, as though used as a j
leather. isi'xsY- Wood well-pres^

N. Iv. 125. Oblong tablet, fragment, ^ler soft; crack
columns, Khar, much deleted. Rev. Traces

a column. 3 x 2*. Soft, stained and encrusted with sand.

N. iv. 126. Tablet nearly square. Hole at lowerX. p.

corner. Obv. 3 11 . Khar., well written and quite clear,

containing numerals. Rev. blank. Well-

preserved.

N. iv. 127. Rectang. qnder-tablet (cf. N. iv. 41). Obv.

8 11. Khar., very cursive ; nearly all legible. Rev, blank.

^ Wood hard, much stained.

N. iv. 128. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. ly sq.

Obv. 2 11. Khar., transverse, at L. p. edge ; coarse and

cursive. Rev. Traces of Khar, deliberately effaced by

chisel cuta 6y x Fairly preserved.

N. iv. 129. Oblong tablet. Hole in centre near edge.

Ofo. 2 columns 5 11 , each, Khar., very cursive, generally

clear. Rev, 5 11 . Khar., cursive, black. Scores made by

knife point as though from cutting leather (?). 9]^' X 2^
X Well-preserved.

N. iv. 130. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav.

Obv. 3 11 . Khar., coarse, cursive, and black. Rev. 5 11 . do.

yxiy xy. Falrly preserved, but cracked; sensitive to

damp.

N. iv. 131. a, b. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; a pieces. Seal

cav. •YxiiV- Obv. 3 11 . Khar, transversely at L. p. edge.

Coarse, black. Rev, s 11 . Khar., cursive, well-written.

ty X 2y X y. Wood hard ; much chipped at one end.

N. iv. 120. Double-wedge tablet, complete. ^Plole near

point. Cov.-tablet. Obv. 2"^ from sq. end, seal cav. con-

taining remains of clay and string. Sides of cav. are

decorated by a notch cut in each interval between grooves.

Rev, blank.

Under-tablet. Obv. 3 11. Khar., very cursive, stained

and faded. Rev. Traces of char, near sq. end. 9I' x 2}^

X 1 Well-preserved, but stained and sand-encrusted.

N. iv. 121. Wedge cov.-tablet. Hole near point, in

which string. Obv. Seal cav. from sq. end. Blank.

Rev. 4 11 . Khar., cursive, irregular and faded in parts.

syxiyxiy. Wcll-prescrved.

N. iv. 122. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. (for two
seals?) 2^yxjy. Obv. a 11 . Khar., transversely; in-

distinct. blank. 6J''x 4f''x f'*'.
Well-preserved.

N. Iv. 132. Oblong tablet, broken. Hole in centre' of

one end. Obv. Columns. At top 2 II. (partly missing)

;

below, I St column of 4 II. ; and column (or columns) of

3 II. Khar, cursive, fairly clear. Rev, 4 U. %yx sf^
Fairly preserved. Slightly sand-encrusted.

N. iv. 133. Oblong tablet, slightly tapering to one end.

Notches on long edges for string, and therefore prob.

under-tab., adapted from wedge tablet. Obv, 6 11. Khar.,

cursive, black, generally very clear. Rev. blank. 7)'

X 2y, Well-preserved.

N. Iv. 134. Wedge cev.-tableL Hole near point Oh,
a' from sq. end, seal cav. 1 1. Khar, on both sidei of

cav. Usual char, at hole. Rev. i 1. fiom sq. end con-

uining numerals; very cursive. i4}'xa|'x|^ Well-

preserved.

N. iv. 123. Stick-like tablet. Hole at one end. Obv.

in columns consisting generally of 4 11. Khar., arranged in

groups of 3 and a columns divided by strokes. Inhere

appear to be nineteen columns in all. Numerals occur fre-

c quently. blank. 2gy xi^y xyi Well-preserved.

N. iv. 135. Wedge cov.«tablet. Hole near point Oh*
Seal cav. from sq. end. Traces of Khsr. on bodi sides

of cav. Usual char, at hole. Rev, Faint traoea of ch^t •

undecipherable, syxiyxy* Wood fairly hsid^ l^'t*

stained and abraded.
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N. iv. I36.^edg6 c^aaped tablet. 06v, 7 II. Khar.,

cursive, irota iuite clear. Hev. 2 11. similar, clear.

Surface scored as though by the ^int of a knife. 16^^

X Well-preserved.

N. Iv. 137. Wedge cov.-tablet. Hole near point. O^v.

Seal cav. 2^ from sq. end. 1 I. Khar, on both sides of

cav. Char, at hole. jRtv. i 1. very sq. Khar., raiher

coarse. loi^X Wood fairly pieserved, but

much stained.

N. iv. 138. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. 2^x1^*.

Obv, 3 11 . Khar., squarely written, rather coarse, to read

transversely at L. p. edge. 4 11 . similar writing, but done

with a fine pen, transversely, at R. p. edge. Hrv, 8 II.

Khar., similar in character to Obv., coarsely written ; very

clear. 5 x 3^^. Wood well-preserved.

N. iv. 139. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. 10 11 . Khar.,

cursive and rather indistinct in places. Hev. Blank.

X 4*. Well-preserved. See PI. XCVL

N. iv. 140. Rectang. cov.-tablet (belongs to N. iv. no).

Seal cav. sq. Obv. a 11 . Khar., very black, coarse, and

square, transversely at ,L. p. edge. 6 11. similar to

Obv., to read longitudinally. 6J^X2j^x|^ Wood
remarkably preserved.

N. iv. 141. Rectang. cov.-tablet (belongs to N. iv. 58). N. iv.

Seal cav. Obv. 3 11. Khar., transversely at L. p.

edge. jRfv. 4 11 . Khar., very cursive, quite dear, sj^x
aj*". Well-preserved.

N. iv. 14a. Oblong tablet. Hole at one end, broken at

other. Obv. i 1 . Khar., niudi faded. Kfv. Column of

5 11 . Khar, near hole
;
traces of other columns

;
very faint.

I3^x Wood fairl) hard, iiiudi stained, very sensitive

to damp.

N. iv. 143. Rectang. under-tablet, split at one end.

Obv. 12 11 . very fine Khar., perfettly dear. A’r?'. blank.

gy' X 3 Well-piescrvcd.

N. iv. 144. Rectang. under-tablet, split at both ends.

Obv. 13 II. Khar., cursive, rather li]t)tLeil
,
otheiwise per-

fectly dear. blank. g^^XA-y. Well-preserved.

N. iv. 145. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. iJ''xi,V-

Obv. Faint traces of char, leading transversely. AVz*.

Traces of about 6 11 . Khar., very faded and cursive.

X 2 Wood well-preserved.

N. iv. 01. a. Piece of coarse red pottery, from a large

vessel, quite plain; found in centre area. 5^x 4^.

b. Two pieces of coarse red pottery, quite plain.

2^ X 1 y and X 2

DOCUMENTS, ETC., EXCAVATED AT N. ii.

N. V. I. Tablet, fragment in 3 pieces, about 30^^^ long, 2y
broad at widest, and about thick. Broken at both

ends. Rotten and cracked by exposure; warped. No
writing visible upon either side.

N. V. a. Rectang. cov.-tablet. (7^. *Seal cav. sq.

Frags, of string. Blank. blank, lof^x 3i^x J

SoR, split, and bleached.

N. V. 3« Stick-like tablet, one side rough. Obv. 2 II.

Khar., separate items with figures; much faded. Rtv.

blank. 1 x a*" x |^. Much weather-worn and soft.

N. V. 4. Stick-like Ublet. Obv. 3 11 . Khar., disconnected

items with figures (?); very black. Rev. 1 1 . Khar., pari

very black, X 1 Much perislied at one edge, and

bleached at point.

N. V. 5, a, b. Tablet, gladius-ahaped, in 2 pieces. Hole

in centre of one end
;
groove down centre one side. No

inscription. 9i^xii^- Soft; coated with sand.

N. ir. 6. Oblong tablet. Much perished in one half.

Obv\ (perished end to R. p.) six columns Khar, ist and

3rd (from aq. end) 3 11.; and, s II.; 4^9 4 fiih, 6 11.;

6ih, 3 11, the bottom line only perfectly clear and very

blapk; bottom line of ist oolunm also very black and

dWfict. (Theae two black 11. and one on the Rev.

evidently written with better ink than the real, and perhaps

vrhen the ‘wood wa« in a better condition for preserving

ink). Some of the U. fragmentary. There appears to , be

indication of a 7lh column, but the wood is so much N. v.

perished at that end of tab. that it is uncertain. AVz». fiom

sq. end, 1 1. at top, extending over 2 coluiMns, of 2 11. each,

lower 1 . of 1st l^eing very black and sharp. To R. p
these, I column of 3 II, and another of 4 (?) 11 ., much

deleted. Beyond this, surface of wood perished and

peeling, o Writing generally much faded. 3

1

X 3^*" ^ \J^'

Portions of bark remaining on sides. Wood quite hard

and well-preserved at sq. end ;
the other fairly hard, hut

surface perished, and broken away.

N. V. 6. a, b. Stick-like tablet, in 2 pieces. Cut into

kind of handle at one end. Obv. Traces of Khar,

characters. Rev. blank. 16y x i y. Pei ished and mm h

discoloured.

N. V. 7. Wedge cov.-tablet. Point broken. Obv. Seal

cav. from .sq. end. No inscription. Surface rotten and

peeling. Rev. 3 11 . Khar., very cursive, blotted, very

indistinct. 7^^ xi^x Much perished.

N. V. 8. Wedge under-tablet. Broken at end and edges.

Obv. I'races of 3 11 . Khar., deleted. Rev. Traces of Khar,

char, at sq. end. 8 x i Perished, bleached, and

split.

N. V. 9. Wedge-shaped tablet. No hole ;
broken at sq.

end. Obv. 6 ll. Khar, in columns; deleted at sq. end.

blank, Much damaged by exposure ;
soft.,

3 »
' 2
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• i6. Oblong tablet: fragn?^ 1 . eaS^;/ a U. Khar.

N. V. N. V. lo. Oblong tablet^ obtuse point at one end
; prob«

hole near lower edge at point. 06v. 7 11. Khar, in columns,

very black, well written, ist 1. long and partly deleted.

Much discoloured. Hev. blank. Much
perished by damp.

N. V. la. Wedge-shaped tablet, roughly shaped.

5 11 . Khar, in columns; faded towards point. jRev. 3 11. in

columns, much faded. Well-preserved but
discoloured.

N. V. 13. Oblong Ublet, much discoloured. Ohv. Hole
at R. p. top corner. Several 11 . Khar, lost in dark stains,

but appear to be in columns. Rfv. 6 11. of well written

characters visible towards R. p. end; much faded and
fragmentary. 1 x 4"^ X |^ Wood well-preserved.

N. V. 14. Club-shaped tablet, flat; hole at narrow end.
Oh), 3 II. Khar., in columns; indistinct. Rev, blank.

io|^ X X Much perished and discoloured.

transversely. Rev. blank, i^x^sofl andjuch perish
’

q>lit and soft.

-- - - >

s
N. V. 17. Oblonc UUet, in two pieces. Ofo. s II. Khar.,

cursive, much deleted. Xtv, blank; split and discoloured!

Rotted and soft.

N. V. 17. a. Terra-cotta flra»., well baked, coarse.

3i'xa4'.

b. Piece of coarse sacking. Attached, a small
frag, of felt.

N. V. i8. Rectang. under-tablet, in several pieces,
f'' at

thickest. Oh). Apparently 10 II. Khar., cursive, fine, but
much deleted. Rev, About 9 11.; very indistinct la^

X 3i^ Perished, soft, cracked, and discoloured.

N. V. 19. Stick-Uke Ublet. Oh). 3 11. Khar., frag,

mentary; very indistinct Rev. Traces of 2 11. Khar.
*64^ X 1 X \\ Perished, cracked, and discoloured.

N. V. 15. Rectang. cov.*tablet. Seal cav.

Obv, At L, p. edge, transversely, frags, of II. Rev. 5 II.

Khar., black, cursive; partially deleted, sj^xa^xj^
Very soft

;
perished

; discoloured.

N. V. ao. Tablet, elongated ovaL Hole at narrow end.

Obv. 7 11 . Khar., in columns. Faded but legible. Rev.
6 11 Khar., in columns; faded but legible. Io|^X2}^

• Well-preserved; dark in colour.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN N. ra.

N. vi. N. vl. 1. Wedge under-tablet. Hole near point Obv.

4 11. Khar., very cursive and clear, with initial form.
Rev. 1 line from sq. end. 9|^xii^ Well-preserved.

N. vi. 9. Rectang. cov.*tablet (?). Obv. bleached. In
centre of each side a notch as though lo receive string.

At lower L. p. comer a small hole, in which is frag, of
string. Rev. 1 1. Khar., clear, fairly well written. 4j^
X 14^ X Well-preserved, but bleached.

N. vi. 3. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. Seal cav. 14^

X 14^* a Ih Khar., very faded, trslnsversely^^above seal

cav. Rev, 3 II. Khar., cursive, faded. 44^X 3^X|^.
Hard, well-preserved.

N. vi. 4. Wedge-shaped tablet. Apparently hole near

point (broken). Obv. 3 11 . Khar., very cursive ; consisting

apparently of a number of disconnected items, separated

by vert, down strokes. Rev. 3 11., much faded, coarse,

and very cursive. 74^ X 1 1
^. Rather perished ; very

susceptible to damp.

N. vi. 5. Wedge cov.-tablet. Hole near point. Obv.
Seal cav. i}' from sq. end. Much encrusted with sand.

No inscripiion visible. Rev. a (?) II Khar., illegible.

9"^ X X Injured by damp and sand,

N. vi. 6. Rectang. under-tablet, raised ends, and
Obv. 4 11. Khar., well written, cursive. Rev. blank,

6|^ X 3|^ Well-preserved, but writing rather faded.

N, vi. ^. Rectang. under-tablet, raised ends, |^. Obv.

9 11 . fine Khar., faded in parts. blank. 74''X 3^
Soft, but form well-preserved.

N. vi. 8. Wedge cov.-tablet, with point end cut off;

appears to have been adapted for use in manner of

rectang. cov.-tabs. Obv. Seal cav. from sq. end.

Clay remains; no device. Rev. 3 11 . Khar., much faded,

very cursive. 6^ x a|^ x Well-pieserved.

K. vi. 9. Rectang. cov.-tablet, fragment. Both sides

blank. Broken at two edges. 4^ x 4^ Veiy soft.

N. vi. 10. WedgS under-tablet, hole near point. Obv.

4 11. Khar, cursive, ‘ condensed,' with initial form. Rev.
X 1. from sq. end. loj^x Well-preserved. Hard.

N.vi. u. Rectang. under-tablet, fragment. Raised end,

14' Obv. a 11. Khar., very cursive and coarse. Rev.
blank. 74*' x a4^ Wood well-preserved, but bioken.

N. vl. X9. Oblong tablet. Obv. 3 H. Khar., columnar

;

very black and clear. Rev. blank. 64'^x{^ Well-

preserved. Traces of SindOra (?) at one end. See
PI. ClI.

N. vi. 23. Wedge cov.*tablet; hole near point; roughly

made. Obv. Seal cav. a|' from sq. end. i L Khar, on
both sides of seal cav. Very cursive and coarsely written.

Usual char, at hole. Rev. 1 L Khar., very cunsve. X3|^

X X Well-preserved.

N. vi 14. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near pointy OkK
84' from sq. end. Seal cav. (small). Between sq. end
and seal cav. x 1. Khar. Few characters on ofqposbe of

cav. Riv. 1 L Khar, in which figures seem to occur.

Well and clearly written. lef'xsi'xl'. WeBtsw*
served. Pink etaln at point end.
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N. vL 15. Wedge cov.-tablet, hole near point. Obf>.

Seal cav, from sq. end. 1 1. Khar, near sq. end

;

usual char, near point. blank. 14^X2|^X^^.
Well-preserved. Pink stain at sq. etid.

N. vii 1. a,b. Rectang. under-tablet, in 2 pieces. Thick

ends (approx.) 1^ wide. O&v. 5 11 . Khar., cursive, but well

written and all legible. Xiv. blank. 7i^X3^ Well-

preserved.

N. vU. a. Stick, round, diameter one end and tapering

to rather less than the other. At thicker end an

ivory ferule long, tapering slightly. Just below ferule

a small hole bored completely through stick, in which

remains a fragment of string. At thinner end there has

evidently been a knob or ferule of some kind, but now
only a broken chule (of the wood) remains. Wood
dark brown and heavy, and probably sandal. Very hard.

Length ii|^

N. vii. 8* Portion of rug, of the regular Indian Darrie

type, woven in transverse stripes and bands, and decorated

with simple geometrical patterns. Warp buff in colour,

and made of a more closely-twisted yarn than that used

for the weft, which generally spreads enough to conceal

the warp. The cross stripes are buff, blue, green, and

red, and are of varying width. On broad blue band small

Svastika-like pattern in red and buff.' On buff band same
pattern in red and blue, and red and green. On red band

the pattern is in buff and blue, and buff and green.

Where the patterns occur, the weft threads of the ground

are arrested, and the colour required locally introduced

as in tapestry. As these parts were more laborious to

make, double threads are used right across the fabric on

the lines where the patterns occur, thus saving time. The
coarser texture of the resultant surface is clearly visible

in the reproduction, ip^x See Pi. LXXV. Other

pieces of same rug, found in N. viL and hall of N. in.

measure ao^xia^, 16^x8^, 9^x9^, 26^x9^,

‘3^x5'; some small fragments aggregating to 19'x lo^

N. vii. 4. Wooden chair. Carved frame of lower part of

chair, four legged. The legs are held together by four

broad carved panels, which are tenoned into them, and

dowelled. In addition to these there is a rough rail at

each end between the end pairs of legs, also dowelled.

At top of each leg stands a tenon (chule) upon which

probably knobs or raised sides were fixed. Carving rough,

nothing centred or measured, and there is much repetition

in the elements composing designs. The most frequent

feature is a four-petalled flower, the form of which closely

resembles the laige purple clematis. Generally sepals are

shown between petals. Frequently, superposed upon first

petals, a second whorl of smaller ones, and sometimes

n third The kgs are 23^ high ; width at front 4', side

Inner edges of kgs are straight, and th^ are straight In

their upper part at edges down to about la' from foot.

This lower portioii slightly hollow at front and skki
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curving outwards again at foot. Ornament on upper part N.
I St leg front : between two fillets a bead band commencing
along top edge L. p. to R., then at right angles down-
wards; then R. p. to L., down, and L. p. to R., thus

forming two contiguous squaies minus one side in each
case. In each of these squares, a double-pctalled and
sepallcd flower. Below these an eight-petalled lotus in

circle. From below lotus running centrally down to foot

and taking curve of leg, an overlapping double-leaf

pattern, formed by a series of inverted V-shaped cuts.

Side: fillet and bead ornament, but in zigzag line. In

each triangle so formed half of double-j^etalled flower,

and leg same; 3rd leg side, same as that of other two.

Front, double zigzag forming diamond and half-diamond

shapes in which whole and half flowers. Below, double-leaf

pattern as first leg. 4th leg front, same as front of 3rd
;

aide, same as front oF ist and 2nd, but in place of lotus

another square is formed similar to upper two, and con-

taining similar flower.

End panels : x 14*' (approx.). Two converging head-

bands starting at lower corners and meeting at top edge at

90®. In half-square so formed, a half-clematis having

triple petals, and a clumsy extra one to the two half-

petals. At upper corners quarter flowers double-petalled

in one case, triple-petallcd in other. Front panel : divided

into 3 oblong divisions by 2 approximately vertical bead-

bands. The two side-divisions, narrower than high, con-

tain double-petalled flower. I'he centre a conventionalized

pomegranate (?) with leaves, buds, and bead ornaments.

Back panel missing. Width of chair 26^ (approx.),

depth 16^, height 23^. Well-preserved; feet splitting.

See PI. LXVIll.

N. viii. I. Oblong tablet, fragment. Odj. 11 . Khar.,

appar. in 3 vertical columns (?). Each item terminates

with a numeral. Much faded but probably decipherable.

Xev. blank. 4j^xif^. Wood well-preserved, but all

edges broken.

N. viii. a. Rectang. cov.-tablet. 06v, 3 11. Khar., very

cursive, seal cav. Xfv. 3 11 . Khar., cursive*

X 2^. Wood very hard ; well-preserved.

N. viii. 3. Donkey^a aaddle-tree of mulberry wood. Of

a somewhat horseshoe shape, pierced with 6 rectangular

holes probably for binding material of scat Wood hard

and well-preserved. Size across points of bow 1 2^. 1 Icight

7^ W’idih at centre a^; at ends Thickness about

See PI. IX.

N. viii. 4. Bow of tamarisk wood. Made from small

branch or sapling, halved to near centre, where the round

section is left to form a hand-piece. Ends tapered and

shaped to take string. Broken at one end. Resembles

the pellet-bow used by bird-scar^ra in India to-day. Length

3^6^ Sec PI. IX,

N. viii. 5* Shaft of spear (?) broken in 2 pieces. At

upper end a broad leather ferule is laced on by means of

a leather thong. Each end shows a broken section.

Length 4' 3}^ thickness i|^ See PL IX.
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N. viii. HI. viii. 6. Walklns-stick of apple^wood (?), split at one

end. Hard and well-preserved. Length a' 9*, thick*

ness I*.

N. lx. I. Wedge under-tablet. Hole near point. Ohv.

3 II. Khar., well-written, black, and clear; initial form.

/I’tr. Few char, at sq. end. i 4i*X 3 |'. Wcll-preserv’ed.

.See PI. C.

N. lx. a. Oblong tablet, clomqr hole at one end. Oh.
5 II. Khar, with numerals (?) in column at L. p. end; a II.

at middle. blank. 8|*xa|'. Wood well-preserved.

N. lx. 3. Oblong tablet. Ofyv, 7 II. Khar., very cursive;

quite clear. blank. 6^X2^^ Well-preserved.

OBJECTS FOUND IN N. iv.

N. X. N. X. 1. Fragments of woollen carpet, 4 or 5 small pieces

as shown in sketch.

Blue and
Light Yellow,

Blue and
Dark Yellow.

Red and
Light Yellow.

B

A, Fret pattern in narrow bands at intervals dividing

the larger hands from each other. These narrow bands
arc always blue on light yellow, and light yellow on
blue, the ground and pattern counterchanging as shown
in sketch. and C occur alternately. The warp of the

fabric is of undyed wool, and varies in colour from dark

brown to dirty white.

N. X. a. Rectang. under-tablet, fragment
;
.broken dia-

gonally. Upper part missing. Oir, 5 11 . Khar., very

cursive, part deleted. /?«'. blank, s^^x if*'. Wood well-

preserved.

N. X. a. b. Tablet, fragment, warped and twisted. O^p, 3
II. Khar., fragmentary. blank. x (approx.).

Very spongy.

N. X. a. c. Takhtl-shaped tablet; trapezium handle,

with hole. O^v. 3 II. Khar., well written, part faded.

AW. I I., very clear. 6^X1^. Well-preserved, Sec

PL XCVII.

N. X. 3. Takhti^shaped tablet; trapezium handle, with

hole. OSr. (handle in L. hand^ i long I. at top edge,

weli-wriiten but rather coarse. Short 1 . at sq. end. Short

1 . in R. p half. 1 long L at lower edge, but reverse way
to that at top, so that to read, hold handle in R. hand.

2 columns of five 11. each, with interval between columns;

read transversely, from sq. end downwards. All fidrly

clear. Characters round hole. J?^. (handle in R« hand),

• 5 columns (beginning at handle) having 6 or 7 11, in each.

and reading longitudinally. 1 1. from about centre towards

sq. end. i long column extending from sq. end to about

centre, reading transversely, 1 3 x 2 Well-preserved.

Sec PL Cl.

N. X. 4. Oblong tablet* rounded at small end, and pierced,

with small twig sharpened at one end, serving as pin.

03p. 2 columns Khar, and i short 1 . An/, blank. 6'x

2§\ Pin 4xV^®"S* Well-preserved, Sec PI. CIII.

N. z. 5 + 6, Rectang. double-tablet* complete. Cov.-

tablet. O^p. Seal cav. i^'x i|^ 2 11 . Khar, transversely

at top An/, 7 ir. Khar., very cursive; much encrusted

with sand. 4|^X2|^

Under-tablet. O^p, 7 II. Khar., black, clear, cursive.

An/, blank. af*'. Well-preserved.

N. X. 7. Rectang. cov.-tablet* much broken. Oip. 1 1 .

Khar, transversely at L. p. edge. 2 11. transv. at R. p..

An\ 5 11., cursive, weli-wrkten. Many numerals (?).

6}^ X 2|^ Much perished and damaged.

N. X. 8. Rectang. cov.-tablet Seal cav. irxiA'
O^p. $ IL Khar., fine, black, cursive. Remains of seal

clay and string. An/, blank. 6|'X2|*. Wood well-

preserved.

N. z. g. a, b. Oblong tablets. Handle at each end.

Blank. 6}'xi'.

N. z. 9. c. Stick-like tablet; at one end small handle in

which hole ; hole also at opposite end. Blank, lo'x}'.

Well-preserved ; unused (cf. above, p. 360). See PL CV.

N. z. 01. Spindle, made of a light wood ; broken at thicker

end. Length 8|*. At thin end thick; the point being

round. It thickeni to f* at 3* from thin end, and thins

again to rather less than where it ia bn^n. There

is an X mark on thick part. Hard and well-preserved-

N. z. os. Spindle, similar in all reapecta to N. i. or, but

not broken at end. A hole is pierced through end fhrthest

from thickened portion. '

N. z. 03, 04. Pens. Two roughly-cut wooden ttylea, con-

sisting of twigs sharpened at one end and at the other

rough. Length gf* and g|', reapectiwly. Hard. See

PI. CV.

N. X 0^ Pena. Two twigs ihaipened at one end. The

wood it very hard, and oolour of bark a dadt ddi brown*

.
Length about 9'. See FI. CV.
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K. X, o6. Eatlnc sticks. Three wooden sticki, in length

respectively 74', 8^', and roj', round and slightly tapering

towards one end. Thicker end about Well-preserved.

N. z. Broom, made of grass, similar to D. ii. on (see

description above, p. 294), but not so well preserved.

Very brittle. Sec PI. LXXIII.

N. X. 08. Wing of bird. Portion of ulna and radius, and

digital part of wing, with 7 principal quills, 8 secondary

(over), and a few under quills of bird about size of small

hawk. Length 8^^ width i Dry, but fairly perfect.

N. xi. 1. Stick-like tablet. Oh, 3 11 . Khar., black, very

cursive, coarse. JR<v. a 11. do. Well-pre-

served ; warped.

N. xii. X. Stick-like tablet. Hole at one end. Oh, 7

columns, 3 11. each, except last, which has 2 II. Khar.,

very cursive ;
numerals occur. jRev, Faint Khar, writing,

arranged irregularly in columns of 3 11. lAi^x Wood
well-preserved.

N. xii. a. Guitar (RabSb) upper portion only. Consists

of a small part of the shoulder where broken from the

body, the whole of the slender and tapering neck, and

the head. I'he section of neck is similar to that

a modern violin, and the head, hollow, is pierced laterally

for four pegs, three of which still remain, one being

a temporary one. Round these are 8t«il wound the remains

of strings, one at least of which appears to be gut. The
frets conducting strings to neck are deeply grooved. The

neck is split and has an ancient binding of cord round it.

A small piece of veneer remains near the shoulder, and

a tiny peg or dowel shows where and how another piece

was affixed. (Compare this with the instrument in painted

panel D. 11. 010, above, p. 294). i 7j^xi4^ See PL
LXXIII.

N. xii. 3. Legs of wooden chairs. Thrge similar to each

other are very Persepolilan in design. The upper part is

a fine conventional lion (or tiger) head, supported on

a very arched neck, the chest thrown forward and touched

by protruding tongue. The lower portion Is fashioned

into a lion’s hind leg, with solid hoof-like paw. Small

wings are shown at the shoulders. The crinis forms a N. x.

flat ffllct-like band reaching from the wings to the fore-

head. Above the head is an upright projection cut into

a sort of hook shape at top and back, and in its lower

part immediately above the head is tlie mortise with dowel

holes, showing how the horizontal rails of the seat were

held. The hook-like teiminal was evidently for the pur-

pose of securing a cushion by means of the well-known

pahtng-doris or beil tie^J. 'I'lie fact of these hooks being

painted all round, including the ends, shows them to be

complete in their present state. V-shaped mui kings in

black paint up the neek (pink) represent skin or feather

markings. The leg, from the wing downwaids was dark

brown or black. 1
7^ x 3}"^ x 1

Two legs, evidently a pair, show the leg and hoof of

a horse, and alH>ve, the breast, neck, and head of a human

being; in one case a female, as indicated by the contours

and decorative line work on the breasts
;

in the other,

a male, as shown by the moustache. 'I'he transition from

leg to figure is effected by the shaft of the leg spre.tdiiig

into a half-open lotus, out of which the figures rise. 'I'here

arc small wings indicated. Kacli head has a Pagri sur-

mounted by a hooked projection as above tleseribed.

Colours lac red, dark red, and black. x 2Y x 1 1
*.

N. xlll. I. Rectang. cov.-iablet. Oh. Seal cav. i^x

'IVansvcrsely i 1. Khar., very indistinct; interval in middle.

Hfit. 9 11. Khar., well-written
;

indistinct in places. 6"^ x

3j^. Very soft; broken and decayed at tuansveise edges.

N. xlv. 1. Wedge under-tablet. Hole near point. Oh,

3 11. Khar., with initial fonn. ; black, cursive, much covered

by sand. Jiev. i short 1. from sq. end. Rudely incised

cross near centre. Wood well-preseived, but

much encrusted w'ith sand, and very susceptible to damp.

N. xiv. 01. Oblong tablet, fragment; obtu.se point at one

end, with hole; broken at other. Blank. 44^x}J^
Well-pres^ved.

N. xiv. oa. Oblong tablet, fragment ;
handle at one end,

wiili hole; broken at other. Blank. 44^Xil"'-

preserved.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN N. v.

N. XV. ft. Wedge cov.-tablet ;
hole at point ; seal cav.

1^' from sq. end. Oh» 1 L Khar., between sq. end and

cav., very cursive. Usual char, at ^le. JRtv. 3 11. Khar.,

very cursive and blotted. 9|^xiJ^x|^ Wood well-

preserved.

N. XV. 8* Wedge uiider«Uiblet ;
hole at point. Oh. 5 11 .

Khar., fairly well written, generally clear ;
stained. Hfv.

Traces of characters, very faint, part undecipherable.

9|' X Well-preserved.

N. XV. 4. Oblong Ublet ;
hole at one corner. Oh.

'

3 IL Khar., very cursive, clw. t 1. Khar., cursive,

dear. Wdhpreserved.

N. XV. 5. Rectong. cov.-tablet; seal ’ cav. N. xv.

which remains of string. Oh. 4 11. Khar., cursive, well

written, transversely at L. p. edge. Below seal i 1. cur-

sive, clear, and a few disconnected char. 6 11. Khar.,

cursive, black. 6J^X2|*x4*. Wood soft, dark, and

chipped at ends.

N. XV. 6. Wedge cov.-tablet ;
hole at point. Oh, Seal

cav. ly from sq. end. No inscription visible. /?/t.

Traces of several 11. Khar., much faded.

xf'. Much discoloured and encrusted with sand.

Wood soft.

N. XV. 6. a. Wedge tablet, fragment of, in 2 pieces ;

'
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N. XV. hole at point. Obv. 3 (?) 11. Khar., well written ; faded.

Rrv, blank, Perished.

N. XV. 7. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole at point. Ohv, Seal

cav. 23^^ from sq. encL i 1. Khar, between sq. end and

cav. Usual char, at point Rco, i 1. Khar., cursive.

8^xt|^ Well-preserved,

N. XV. 8. Wedge cov.*tablet« frags, of string in cav.

Obv, Seal cav. from sq. end. 1 1. Khar, between sq.

end and cav. Rtv, blank. i2rx.r- Well-preserved

;

much encrusted with sand.

N. XV. 10 + 86+ 190. Rectang. tablet, complete, found in

3 pieces. Cov.-tablet (N. xv. 190). Ohv, ^al cavity

X a^^xf^ At L. p. edge a 11. Khar, transversely, finely

written. Traces of a 11. on R. p. edge. Rev, 5 II. Khar.,

well-written. 7Vx4*xr. Soft, discoloured, and sand-

encrusted.

Under-tablet broken into 2 pieces (N. xv. 10 4- 86).

ObiK 13 11. Khar., with several numerals, cursive, black,

neatly written. Rev, Transversely, 8 11., and after interval

8 more 11., Khar., very cursive and badly written by

different hands. 9^^X4^ Hard and well-preserved.

N. XV. 11. Wedge tablet
;

hole near point. Obv, 3 11.

Khar., cursive, partly deleted. blank.

Much perished.

N. XV. xa. a, b. Wedge tablet# complete; hole at

point. Cov.-tablet. Obv, Seal cav. from sq. end;

remains of seal clay and string, i 1. Khar, between sq.

end and cavity, very cursive. Usual char, about x^ from

hole. Rev, 3 U. Khar., very cursive.

Under-tablet. Obv, 4 11. Khar., very cursive, distinct,

with initial formula. Rev, blank. 94'x if^X x|^ (both

together). Well-preserved.

N. XV. X3. Wedge cov.-tablet, broken at sq. end
; hole at

point. Obv, Seal a' from sq. end; seal clay and string

remain. Khar. char, at square end,; fragmentary ; char,

traceable on opposite side of cavity. Rev, a 11 Khar.,

cursive, faint, and 1. partly deleted. 94''X33i^^x|^.

Well-preserved.

N. XV. 14+ 27. Oblong tablet, tapering to one end, in

two fragments. Obv. Traces of about 5 11. very cursive

Khar., mostly illegible. Rev, Traces of several II. Khar.,

cursive, fragmcnt;iry
;
one 1. partly legible, x 3|*' x

Surface perished by damp in N. xv, 14 ; one side hard in

N. XV. 37.

N. XV. 15. Wedge under-tablet; hole at point. Obv,

4 II. Khar., cursive, part faded; with initial formula.

Rev. Few char, at sq. end. iH*"* Well-preserved.

N. XV. x6. Wedge under-tablet (belongs to N.xv. s6);

hole near point. Obv. 3 11, Kh^r., very cursive, faded;

with initial formula. Rev. Few char, from square end.

Well-preserved. •

N- XV. 17. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point; square

,
end chipped. Obv. Seal cav. front sq. eni Few

char. Khar, at sq. end. Rev, i 1 . Khar., cursive, fine,

faded, towards sq. end. xo' x a x 4^ Well*preterved,

but appears to be sand-abraded.

N. XV. 17. a. We&ge under-tablet; hole near point.

Obv, 4 11. Khar., very indistinct and in parts quite faded

;

probably initial formula. Rev, Tracer of a or more If.

from sq. end. Near centre incised Svastika, about 1' x
sr X Bleached and abraded.

N. XV. x8. Wedge cov.-tablet; broken at point. Obv.

14^ from sq. end, seal cav., x 1 . Khar, at sq. end, cursive,

fine, faded. Rev, i 1. Khar, from sq. end, similar.

7 X 14* X 4'- Perished and very soft.

N. XV. 19. Wedge cov.-tablet; fragment. Obv, Seal

cav. i}^ from sq. end, contains clay and string. 1 1.

Khar, at sq. end, cursive, fine, faded. Rev, blank.

xa4^x 4^ Soft.

N.xv. 90. Rectang. cov.-tablet; fragment Obv, Seal

cav. x'x i|^ Traces of Khar. char, transversely at L.p.

edge. Rev, 5 II. Khar, (ist hu upper portion broken

away), fine, cursive, faint. Lower edge and corner burnt.

4^x 14^x4^ Rather soft.

A. XV. 90# a- Oblong tablet; hole at one end. Obv,

Traces of Khar, characters, faded. Most of surface

bleached. Rev, Traces of 3 U, Khar, at one end, cursive,

faint 7|' x x^^V Hard, but bleached and abraded.

N. XV. 99- Wedge cov.-tablet# fragment; broken at

point. Obv, Seal cav. from sq. end. A few traces

of characters, jfiev. Traces of 1 1. lUiar. (?); surface split

and perished, Perished, soft, and

cracked.

N. XV. 93-1- 150. Oblong tablet# broken in two pieces.

Obv, 3 11. Khar., well written, faint in N. xv. 23, and

almost entirely»faded in N. xv, 150. Rev, blank, 5^^
xa4^ Soft

N. XV. 94, Wedge tablet, complete. Cov.-tablet remains

intact, clay seal and strings in cavity 14^ from sq. ^nd.

Seal (see PL LKXI), 14'x 14^ shows, deeply impressed

from intaglio, profile figure of Athene Promachos standing

to L. p. On sq. setting remains of Khar, legend in relief.

X 1 . Khar., black at sq. end. Rev, 3 11. Khar., cursive,

nearly all very clear and fresh. Surface badly smoothed

and knotty.

Under-tablet Obv, 3 11. Khar., cursive, but clear, with

initial formula. Rev, A few char, near sq. end. Wood
hard and well-preserved. Rather sand-encrusted outside.

94^ X a4' X I' (covering-tab.), 4^ (under-tab.). See

P1.IC.

N. XV. 96. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to K. xv. 16);

hole at point. Obv, Seal cav. x4' from sq. end. Clay

and string remain in cav. i L Khar, at sq. end, very

cursive. Traces of char, at opposite side of cav. Upaal

char, about x' from point Rev, i L Khar, fnm eqf
^

very cursive and blotted, xo^xxf'xl^ PPifed^Jj^
served.
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N. XV. 28. Oblong tablet, obtusely pointed at one end

;

hole near pointed end. Olw, i I.4-2 II. + 1 I. Khar., vciy

faint
;

part faded. Rev. 2 11. in several separate items

;

faint, X | llleached and sptit at one end.

N. XV. 29. Document on leather, in 2 pieces; frag-

mentary. Oln\ blank. Rev, Date in i short 1. Khar.,

with numerals, cursive, clear. 2^^

N. XV. 30. Wedge under- (?) tablet ; hole near point.

Obv, llleached and surface perished ;
no writing visible.

RtT. Traces of char, at sq. end. ijI'^X 2j^ Hard, but

surface perished in part ; bleached.

N. XV. 31. Wedge cov.-tablet; broken at point. Obv.

Seal cav. from sq. end; string in cavity, lllcached,

perished, and cracked all over. Rev. 2 11. Khar., cursive,

fine, clear. Part towards point bleached and deleted.

X 1
2"' X Portion of Rev. seems to have been

screened from damp, sun, and sand, which have warped,

bleached, and abraded the Obv. and part of Rev.

N. XV. £2. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole at point. Obv. Seal

cav. from sq. end. All surface bleached and peeling.

Re2\ I 1. Khar., very cursive. Surface part bleached and

peeled. 8|"xi2"xV- Hard.

N. XV. 33. Oblong tablet, tapering to both ends. Obv.

2 columns of 3 11. each, and i 1. in liildition
;
very cursive

Khar., distinct. Rev. a columns of 3 11. cach-p i l.-h i 1.

Khar., very cursive, vl"' X Well-preserved. Broken

at one end.

N. XV. 34. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv. ; burnt

at one end. X g'". Well-preserved. Sec PI. CXI I.

N. XV. 35. Rectang. cov.-tablet Obv. Seal cav. x
with one string-groove only. Blank. Rei>. blank. 2%"

X I iV X Perfectly preserved. S%e Plate CV.

N. XV. 36+ 170. Wedge under-tablet broken in 2 pieces

(belongs to N. xv. 119); hole near point. Obv. 4 11 .

Khar., \ery cursive and indistinct. Rev, i 1 . Klian, faded.

8 X 2^\ Surface soft.

N. XV. 37. Slip, of wood, Chinese char, on Obv.; frag-

ment. sf^XxV- Well-preserved. Sec Plate CXIIl.

N. XV. 38. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; cracked at one end.

Obv. Seal cav. with seal intact (see PI. LXXII), represent-

ing rude head in profile to p. Mane-like hair, high

cheekbones, moustache. Above seal 2 11. Khar., black,

cursive. Below seal and reverse way up, i 1. Khar. Retf.

4 11 . Khar., very black and clear. 4"'xa^x|^ Well-

preserved.

N. XV. 39. Rectang. under-tablet fragment. Obv. 4 II.

Khar., cursive, clear, lowest line partly broken away,

blank. Wood well-preserved.

N. XV. 40. Wedge cov.-tablet ; broken at point. Obi*,

2|^ from sq. end, seal cav., x 1. Khar, at sq. end ;
well

written and very cleao Fw char, at opposite side of

cav. Usual char, towards pointed end. Stained with

•TBm

pink. Rev. blank. lo'^xi^'^xg^ Wood perfectly N
preserved.

N. XV. 41. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obr^. Seal lav . i"

X 'riansvfisfly at lop, 2 11 . Khar., very cursive

and elcMr. Rer. 7 11 . Khar., \cry cursive, faiily cleat.

44"" X X I''.
Perfetlly preset vcd.

N. XV. 42. Document on leather; c(>m]»lcie. Ob:'. II.

Khar., very cursive, very black. AV?'. \ items in Khai.

lo'^X 2*' (civerag *). Much discolouied and roiteil.

N. XV. 43. Document on leather, frai;Tnent. S II

Khar., cursive, black, part ili-K u*il Rev. blank. 2^" x 3^;"

Rather buckled and perisheil.

N. XV. 45. Rectang. under-tablet; unieu.dly ilmk

Obv. Ci II. well-wnticn Khar., cleat in places, bni in some

quite deleted. Sin face bUaihed and iiatked at oiw

corner. Rev. bleached, erackeii, and paiti.illy pei led

52^ X ij^'x 4^ Pciished at Rev. fiom exposiiie.

N. XV. 46. Wedge cov.-tablet; fragment. Obr Seal

cav. from sip end. Siring 111 original ariaiiLremmi

remains. Traces of Khar. char, at sip end. Rrr. 1 ran-s

of numerals along lower edge, x 2 J'' x Pie n lieil,

pcrishi-d, and cracked. Poi lions ot baik lound cav. show

method of missing siting.

N. XV. 47. Wedge under-tablet (?); fragment. Obi' 3

11 . Khar., cursive, fairly clear, with initial forniiila. RtV.

I 1. from Mj. end. O^'x Faiily prcserveil.

N. XV. 48. Wedge under-tablet (?) ;
fragment. l‘.link

both sides. Sand-encrusted, soli and inui li

broken.

N. XV. 50 + 200. Rectang. under-tablel ; fragmi ni m
two pieces. Obv. Seal cav, i"' sq. Upper i)oriion missing

Lower transversely 6 11 . Khar., cursive, fine, black. Ri:

4 11 . Khar, (imperfect), very cursive, black and tkar

3-r ^ Well-preserved.

N. XV. 51. Wedge cov.-tablet ; fiaginenl. Ob:', i I. Khai

between sq. end and seal cav.; fine and black. R< 7 ' 2 II

Khar., cursive, faiily distinct. Ih^u.louied

and susceptible to damp.

N. XV. 52. Wedge under-tablet; fragmoni. Ob:^ 4 II.

Khar, (incomplete), cursive, black and clear; with iniiid

formula. Riv. 2 11 . from sc], end; piobal)ly written by

different hands. 4'' X 2 Wood perfectly picsei ved.

N. XV. 53. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv. \l" x

Well-preserved. See PI. C'XIII.

N. XV. 54. Oblong tablet ; hole at one end. Obr. 3 11

Khar., cursive, faded but faiily clear. Rev. 2 11 . Khar.,

cursive, faded and part deleted. X 1 Y- Wood pet feclly

preserved.

N. XV. 55+81. Oblong tablet, fragment in 2

Obv. 5 11. Khar., cursive, part deleted.

N. XV. 55. 9^^ X 1
i'" ;

wooil |)crfcctly preserved. N/ ® * •

6Y X Warped and blc: ch«d.
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N.xv. N. XV. 56, Rectang. cov.'tablet : fragment. Oi7>. Traces
of 3 II. Kliar. below seal cav.

;
very cursive. Rev, i 1 .

Kliar., intoinplole. 3 b'' ^ ^iV ^ V- Well-preserved

;

wood dark.

N.xv. 57. Oblong tablet; bioken at one end, hole at

oihcr. 4 11. Khar., much faded. Ra*. Traces of 2

or more II. undeci])herable. Soft.

N. XV. 58. Oblong tablet: hole at each end. Faint

traces of characters on one side only. Soft;

sand-abraded.

N. XV. 59, Slip of wood, blank,

N. XV. 59, b. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv.

X iV- Well-piesei ved.

N. XV. 60. Rectang. tablet, probably seal cover. OIt*.

Notclied with 3 noicbcs on each of two opposite edges as

though for string. Riv. Roughly cut circular depression,

about X 1 2
^" X y. Rather soft. See PI.

CV.

N. XV. 61 + 62. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv.

;

broken in 2 pieces. Well-preserved. See

n. CXI II.

N. XV. 63. Rectang. under-tablet; fragment. Odv. 5 11 .

Khar., fine, cursive, and faiily clear. Rn\ blank. SJ^X
I y. Wood well-pre.served.

N. XV. 64. Wedge cov.-tablet; fragment. Oi/zf, Seal

cav. 1 from sq. end. 1 1 . Kliar. between sq. end and cav.

Porliuns of bark remaining. Rtv. 2 11 . Khar., cursive,

well-written, black, x 2^ x y. Well-preserved. Sur-

face peiished on Obv.

N. XV. 65. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; much broken. Oh\
Seal cav. i square. At L. p. edge 1 1 . Kliar., very cursive

and faint, transversely; at R. p. traces of Khar. cha*.

Rtv. Traces of 6 II. Khar., very cursive and faint. si'^X

2y X ly. Rather soft
; much split, and suifacc perished.

N. XV. 66. Double-wedge tablet, colnplete
;
hole at point.

Cov.-tablet. 06v. Seal cav. from sq. end; remains

of clay. I 1 . Khar, between sq. end and cav., cursive

;

usual char, at hole. Rev. Traces of char, in centre;

sand-encTU.stcd.

Uiuler-lablct. Oh*. 3 11 . Khar., cursive, well-written,

generally very black, with initial form. Sand-encrusted.

Rev. Few characters at sq. end. 9j^xij^x|^ Hard,

but chipped and insecl-caten, especially Rev. of undcr-

tablet.

N. XV. 67. Wedge cov.-tablet; broken at point. Oh.
Seal cav. y from sq. end. Khar. char, on each side of

cav. Usual char, near hole. Rez*. Traces of a 11 . Khar.,

veiy i ursive and faint. x 1 X Fairly preserved.

Found
1 J ft. above floor.

68. Wedge-shaped tablet; broken and curled at

polfct. Oh. Column of 7 11 . and beyond that a single 1 .

Khayi cursive, clearly written. Rev. blank; bleached and

peeing. Iy X 2y. Faiily hard except on surface. Found
I J ft.\jx)ve floor.

N. XV. 69. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv.
;

fragment. 3^xi^ Well-preserved. Pound ft. above
floor. See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 71. Double-wedge tablet, complete; connected
by string passing through holes at pointed ends with

attached pendent clay seal. Seal (see PI. LXXII) is in

hard red clay, and contains the ends of the short string

loop. The device is, in a circle, a somewhat coarsely cut

male head to L. p, with bushy hair extending to nape of

neck, moustache, heavy chin, straight and rather prominent
nose, full eye (cf. seals B. D. 001. d, g, and h, PI. IL).

Odv. of covering-tab. Usual seal cavity a^ from sq. end
measures ij^x ly, and contains some of original string.

A few Khar, characters at square end, and others on
opposite side of cavity. Usual formula at hole. Rev. i 1.

Khar., very cursive but well-preserved.

Under-tablet. Oh. 4 11. Khar, very coarsely written;

a smudge at square end. Well-preserved. Rev. A few

Khar, characters at sq. end. x scratched in wood near

centre. i3yx2yxy (covering-lab.), y (uncler-tab.).

See PI. C. P'ound 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 72. Slip of wood. Chinese char, on Obv. ; frag-

ment. lyxy. Well-preserved. See PI. CXIV. Found
1 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 73. Slip of yrood. Chinese char, on Oh.

;

frag-

ment. yxy. Well-preserved, writing faded towards
broken end. See PI. CXII. Found i ft. above floor.

N.xv. 74. Wooden seal case. Has deep string-grooves

at sides of cav. There is a hole through bottom of cav.

which appears to have been made by burning. No in-

scription. I
J"" X I X 1^ See PL CV.

N. XV. 76 + 181. Tablet formed of small bough, flat-

tened on two sides by cutting
; broken in 2 pieces. Oh.

2 11 . Khar., arranged in separate items, mostly terminating

in numerals. Rev. 4 items Khar., in a pairs
; clear, cur-

sive. 1 8^ X (approximately). Perfectly preserved. See
PL CII.

N. XV. 77. Wedge cov.-tablet; fragment; point end
missing. Oh. Seal cav. from sq. end. Few Khar,

char, from sq. end. Rev. t 1 . Khar. (incompL), cursive,

faint. 44^xi|*'x|^ Perished and warped. Surface

bleached and solt.

N. XV. 78. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv.; frag-

ment. 3yxy* Well-preserved. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 79. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point Oh.
4 11 . Khar., very cursive, black. Rev. i 1. Khar., from sq.

end, very cursive and incomplete, x Hard, but

stained and much encrusted with sand. Found i ft above

floor.

N. XV. 8o. Oblong tablet; fragment Oh. Traces of

coarsely written Khar, char., very faint i?fv. Traces

of 3 II. Khar., very cursive, fine, and faded,

Soft; much encrusted with sand. Found t tL above

floor.
, ,
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jj, XV. 8o. a. Tablet ; fragment. Obv. i 1 . Khar, (incom-

plete), very cursive. Bi’v. blank, ij^x xV* Hard.

N. av. 8a. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv. ; frag-

ment. Soft. Seen. CXII.

N. XV. 8a. a. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Ohv.

;

fragment, Soft, sand-encrusted. Sec PI. CXI V.

N. XV. 83. Tablet; fragment. ObiK Traces of 2 11 . Khar.,

cursive, black, part obscured by sand. Bvv, blank. 2^''

X Hard, sp)lit, and abraded.

N. XV. 84. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point. Obv»

Seal cav. from sq. end. i 1 . very finely written Khar,

between sq. end and cav. Usual char, at hole. Btv,

blank. X X Well-preserved. Wood extremely

hard.

N. XV. 85. Slip of wood, Chinese char, on Obv. ;
frag-

ment. Nibbled by rodent at one end. See

PI. CXIV.

N. XV. 87 + 308. Rectang. under-tablet; broken in 2

pieces. Obv, 7 11 . Khar., very cuisive, part deleted by

sand. /?«'. blank. Sg^'xa^ Hard, stained, and sand-

encrusted. •

N. XV. 88. Document on leather ; complete but slightly

damaged. Obv. 1 1 11 . Khar., very clear and black ; one

short 1 . at bottom edge. Be7\ TracJCs of char. 9Y y. aV*
Well-preserved, but insect-eaten in places. See PI. XCl I.

N. XV. 89. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole near point. Obv.

Seal cav. from sq. end. i 1 . Khar., very cursive from

sq. end ; usual char, near hole. Bev. i 1 . Khar., very

cursive, black, and badly written. X i X Wcll-

picserved; wood very hard.

N. XV. 90. Wedge under- (?) tablet ; fragment. Obv.

Traces of very cursive Khar. char. B^» blank. 2 -5^ x^^.

Charred at one end.

N. XV. 91. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point. Obv.

4 11 . Khar., very cursive, black, nearly all quite legible

;

initial form. Bn*. 1 short 1 . Khar, from sq. end. 9t6"
X 2 Hard, well-preserved.

N. XV. ga. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point. Obv.

Seal cav. il'' from sq. end. i 1 . Khar, from sq. end, very

cursive
;
usual char, near hole. Bcv. blank. X i

X Wood hard and well-preser\'ed.

N. XV. 9a. a. Takhti-shaped tablet; hole at handle.

Obv. Apparently 9 items in two columns Khar., very

cursive. Bev. 5 items similar to Obverse. 9"^ x 2^.

Very hard.

N. XV. 93. a, b. Slip of wood, Chinese char., complete

but broken in a pieces, Perfectly preserved.

See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 95. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. Seal cav. J"' sq.

;

a 11. Khar., transversely at L. p. edge, very faint. Bcv.

7 11. Khar., very cursive and faint. 4I' x x Wood
hard, but rasceptible to damp.

N- XV. 96 + 325. Wedge under-tablet; broken in 2 N.xv.

pieces. Obv. 5 11. (ineoniplotc) Khar., cuisive, neatly

written; iniiial foim. Btv. i I., cursive, coai sc, from I., p.

end. yj'^x Wood vt-ry haul.

N. XV. 97. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point. Obv.

Seal cav. s(|. ciul. i 1 . Kh.ir. from sq. end,

very cursive, bhuk. Usual char. .U hole. Bf7\ blank,

loj*' X I 2^ X Wood very hanl and well-picserved.

Found ft. above floor.

N. XV. 98. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole (biok<n) n«*ar point.

Ob7\ Seal cav. in whnh rein mis of seal (jiiobably l*allas

Athene) and suing. Petwcin i av and sq. rnd 1 1. Khar.

Very cursive and indistinct. Cli.ir., UMially at hole, are in

this case about ij"' a^^ ay. blank, lo,;*" x i x

Wood haril and well-pieser\c»l. Stained and saiid-en-

crusled. Found ft. above flour.

N. XV. 99. Lath-like tablet ; pointed roughly one end,

broken at other. (^b:\ 2 11. Khat., voiv diisive, inutli

faded and fiagmenlary. Bt7\ blank. 7 o"x 1 Wooil

hard; Encrusted with santl. Found 3 J ft. above floor.

N. XV. 100. Slip of wood, Chinese chat.; fiagmeni.

^pht. See PI. CXII. Found 3 J ft. abo\e

floor.

N. XV. loi. Document on leather ; ft agnient. Obr. •j W.

Khar
,
cursive, black, inconipleic. TeVr. blank. (*"* x 2 ^"

.

Leather faiily jneservecl, but toin. Found 3 J ft. above

floor. See PI. XCI.

N. XV. 101. a. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fiagment.

34"" Well-pie&er\ecl. Found 3 ^ fi. above flooi.

See PI. CXIV.
a

N. XV. 102. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole ncai point. Obv.

Seal cav. from sq. end. 1 1. Khar., from sq. end,

very cursive. Usual char, at hole. Btv. blank. lo^X

Wood har^l, \celi-prc.sri ved, sand-enerubletl.

N. XV. 103. Rectang. cov.-tablet; fragment. Ob7’. At

L. p, edge a 11. Kh.ar., on K. p. edge 3 11., all Iransveisely,

very euislve, faded. BtV. 3 11. Khar., coar.se, c ursive, and

fiidcd. Aq^X i^^x i".
Well-piescrved. Wc>od seeins

lighter both in colour and weight than the majority of

tablets.

N. XV. 105. Wedge undcr-tablet ; hole near point. Obv.

3 11. Khar., cursive, mostly clear; initial form. Stainer!

by wet in pl.u t s. Heait wood dark. Btv. Few char, at

sq. end. x 1 1". Very hard, well-preserved.

N. XV. 106. Wooden pen or style of tamarisk, split

at point. Horn knob, 1 g"' long, at other end, crenellated,

fitted with polished conical top which is intended to serve

as burnisher. 63 ^ xj'^. See PI. CV.

N. XV. 107. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole near point ;
frag-

ment. Obv. 3 char. Khar., 2^" from point. Usual ch.ir.

at hole. Bn*. End of i 1 . Khar., very cursive, quite clear.

4iVxiH" Wood hard and well-preserved. •

3 F 2
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N. XV. N. XV. 108 + 113. Double-wedge tablet, cut short and
sii.'ciiilcd ;

w linen in usual manner of reclang, tablet.

(\)v.-tablct. Oh'. Seal cav. from sq. end. 3 11. Khar,
in space bet[\vecn scj. end and cav. transversely, cursive.

5 11. Klitr., very cursive, fine, but ihe ink has run in

sonic p'aces.

Under-tablet. Olv. 5 11. Khar., cursive, closely written,

blurred in places. Few char, at broad end. oY x
21 ". Hard and well-preserved.

N. XV. 109. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.
6" X Y- Well-preserved. See PI. CXI 1 1.

N. XV. no. Document on leather ; fragment. Oh*. 4 II.

(3 incomplete) Khar., cursive, black. There seem to be
tracts of \\ riling erased by insects towards lower part.

3 words Khar. 42^X4^*'. Well-preserved. Found
I ft. above floor.

N. XV. III. Slip of wood, intended for Chinese char.,

fragment; blank. Well-preserved. Found i ft.

above floor.

N. XV. III. a. Rectang. under-tablet; fragment. Oh*.

In centre dejiression 2 col. of 4 11. each Khar., very cursive,

black and clear. On R. p. thick end, transversely, i 1.

Khar. /^iv. 4 col. ist and 4th four 11. each, 2nd five II.,

30! two 11. One 1. transversely through 4th col. Cursive.

7a'^x Wood hard and well-prcserveil.

N. XV. 112. Document on leather. Oh*. 5 11. Khar.,

very clear and black. A short 1. at lower edge. Hiv. 2

fiagmentary 11 . qJ^Xs^. In good condition.

N. XV. 114. Document on leather, fragment. Oh*. 6 11.

Khar., cursive, black, well-written. AVi’. blank. 6Y X
Stained and partly rotted.

N. XV. 114. a. Wedge cov.-tablet; 2 holes near point.

Oh\ Seal cav. from hq. end. i 1. Khar, from .sq. end,

very cursive. AV?'. blank. 8^ x 2^ x Y' Wood hard,

encrusted with sand. *
•

N. XV. 115. Wedge cov.-tablet; bole near point. 03v.

Seal eav. i Y from sq. end. 1 short 1. Khar, at sq. end

;

usual char, at point. J^tT. blank, ioY X i x Y* Wood
hard and well-preserved ; sand-encrusted.

N. XV. 116. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

Well-preserved. See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 117. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

C>yx -^Y^ Fail ly preserved. See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 118. Wedge under-tablet; hole near point ; broken
and imperfect. Oh*. 4 11. Khar., small and cursive; faint

in places, beginning of first 2 11. broken away. JRev.

blank. x 1 Ilartl and well-preserved.

N . XV. 119. Wedge cov.-tablet (belongs to N. xv. 36 + 170);
hole near point. O&v. Seal cav. i from sq. end. 1 1 .

Khar, between sq. end and cav., cursive, fine, usual char,

at hole. A*c7'. 1 1. Khar, in centre, well-written and black.

8J^}^x ij^^x Wood extremely hard; centre shows
* daik heart wood.

N. XV. ISO. Lath-like tablet ; fragment
; obtuse point at

one end. 03v. 2 11 . Khar, ending in numerals
; cursive.

J^ev, blank, iY x Y- Hard, well-preserved.
f

N. XV. lai. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole at point. 05v. Seal
cav. jY from sq. end. 1 1. Khar, at sq. end. Usual char,

at hole, between cav. and point two crosses scratched
with sharp instrument. jRev. 4 11. Khar., very cursive,

and much faded, pj^'x ij^xj^ Wood hard and well-

preserved. Found ft. above floor.

N. XV. X22. Lath-like tablet; obtuse point at one end.

Oh*. 2 11 . Khar., cursive, black and clear, jRcv. 3 11 . Khar.,

cursive, black and clear, with numerals. *jY X Heart-
wood dark; w^ell-prescrvcd. Found iJ ft. above floor.

N. XV. 122. a. Label-shaped tablet ; hole at pointed end.

03v. 2 11 . Khar., cursive, very faint; sand-encrusted.
J^i'7*. 3 11. Khar., very indistinct. Y x Y' Hard and well-

preserved.

N. XV. 123. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

SY X Y- Well-preserved. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 124. Wedge tablet; fragment; probably hole at

^
point, broken. 03v. Few Khar. char. J^ev. blank. 2|^ x Y^
Sand-encrusted and abraded.

N. XV. 125+ 127. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; fragment

in 2 pieces, s'" X Fairly hard. See PI. CXIV,

N- XV. 126. Oblong tablet; fragment. Ohf. a U. Khar.,

very indistinct. Rev. blank. 2|^ X Y* Hard.

N. XV. 128. Rectang. under-tablet; fragment. Odv.

Traces of Khar. char. Rev. blank. 4|^ X Y^
N. XV. 129. Oblong tablet ; fragment. 03v. 2 11. Khar,

containing numerals. Retf. blank. 3^^ X

N. XV. 130. Oblong tablet; fragment. Ohf. 2 11 . Khar.,

very cursive. list 1. divided into three by two intervals,

blank. SYxY- Hard, well-preserved.

N. XV. 131. Rectang. under-tablet. 03v. 7 11 . Khar.,

very coarse and cursive, but clear. Rev. blank. 8|^ X 3^"^.

Hard and well-preserved.

N. XV. 132. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole at point. Piece of

cotton rug attached to clay in seal cav. Ohf. Seal cav.

if^x Faint traces of Khar. char, at sq. end and at

hole. Rev. Traces of 2 11. Khar., very cursive and covered

with clay and sand. 8^ x if^ x Y* soft on surface.

N. XV. 133. Wood carving, miniature grotesque lion or

Chinese dog. Statant, regardant, tail reflexed over back

and very soft. Mouth slightly open, showing tongue.

Each pair of legs (fore and hind) made into one solid

piece. Carving very rough, and inartistic. Legs broken.

Length height ^e £1. LXX.

N. XV. 133. a. Red clay seal contained in wooden recep-

tacle. Device, within a circle of beads or cable, an eagle

flying with outstretched wings and talons ; tail broad and

square at end. Workmanship inferior. The case is *

roughly squared piece of wood, 2^ long, wide^ Y thick

;
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sides and angles rounded, i*i which a cavity about sq.

has been made, with 3 coarse saw-cuts passing across it

for string grooves. Portions of string remain beneath the

seal. Probably attached to somt) document or other

consignment ;
cf. N. xv. 74. See PI. LXXII.

N. XV. 133. b. Clay seal, grey, roughly circular, having

fiagments of woollen string embedded in it. Device, in

low relief, within a circle, a gryphon, rampant, regardant,

with bifurcate reflexed tail. In general proportion it

more resembles a hippogryph, but tail and feet seem to

be those of the gryphon. Neck very long and slender,

and long sweep of line from back of head to end of bell)

bold and good. The one visible wing is well placed,

springing accurately from shoulder. Head broken away,

only end of beak being visible. Clay extremely fine and

dense; perhaps mixed with a wax or mucilage to bind

it. Diameter (Cf. N. 006.) See PI. LXXII.

N. XV. 134. Rectang. under-tablet; two long cracks.

Ok*, 7 11 . Khar., very cursive, clear. KtfV. blank. 8 x 3^.

Hard.

N. XV. 135. Wedge under-tablet; hole at point. OBv. 4

11 . Khar., generally illegible because of incrustations of

sand, clay, anl straw; initial form. liiv. 1 1 . Khar, from

sq. end. Condition similar to Obv. 9j^x Hard.

N. XV. 136. Wedge under-tablet bole at point. OBv.

3 11 . Khar., very finely written ;
initial form. 1 1 . from

s-q. end, very cursive. 1 X i Hard ;
well-preserved.

N. XV. 157. Double-wedge tablet, complete. Seal (sec

PI. LXXl), in good condition, shows Pallas Athene, deep

sunk, with elliptical mouldings surrounding. Cov.-tablel.

OBv, 2-^^ from sq. end, seal ciiv. i short 1. Khar, at

sq. end. Usual char, at hole. JR^v, blank.

Under-tablet. OBv, 5 11 . Khar., ver^ clear and black.

J^cv, 1 1. Khar, from sq. end. 4 11. in different hand, very

scratchy. Perfectly preserved. See PI. XCVIII.

N. XV. 138. Rectang. cov.-tablet; chipped at coinens.

OBv. Seal cav. 2yx i 1 . Khar, at L. p. edge, trans-

versely, incomplete. Hev, 3 11. Khar., very cursive, black,

faded in parts, incomplete, al'^x Hard, dis-

coloured, encrusted with sand and refuse.

N. XV. 139. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

31
"^ X Well-preserved. See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 140. Double-wedge tablet, complete; hole at

point. Cov.-tablet. OBv. Seal cav. from sq. end.

I 1. Khar, at sq. end. Usual char, at hole, 2 11 .

Khar., very cursive, black and clear.

Under-tablet. OBv. 3 11 . Khar., very cursive, clear,

except near sq. end and centre. Initial form. I^€V, i I.

Khar, from sq. end. 9^ x x Hard, well-preserved,

wood dark.

N. XV. 141. Oblong tablet, round-pointed at one end,

obtuse-pointed at other. OBv. 3 Ih Khar., very cursive

and faded. blank, Well-preserved.

N. XV. 143 + 147 + 148. Tablet; fiagmcnt in 3 pieces N. xv.

Ok\ 2 II. Khar., ( uiMve, black. AVr. blank. X
WooJ wcll-p rcbcrv cd.

N. XV. 143. Wedge cov.<tablet ; hole at point. OBz\

Seal cav. 1 J" fioni sq. cml. i 1. Khar., very cursi\c and

coarse, on both sides of cav. Umi:i 1 diar. at Ik do. 7\iV.

I 1. Khar., very cursive and bl.'rk. (/' x 2 " x Well-

preserved. Most of the bliing reiiiaiiis, sho^\lllg nielhoil

of fastening.

N. XV. 145. Slip of wood, Chinese ihar. ; fiai;tucnt.

6 J^X Peili Cily pii-scivcd. See 1*1. t XIV.

N. XV. 146. Oblong tablet. 3 11. Khar., cm i\i^

faded. J^ev. blank, Hard, N\cll-picsciNcd,

but sand-ennusUd.

N. XV. 149. Document on leather; fiagmcnt.

8 11 . Kliar., cursive, black, incomplrie. AVr*. 1 1. Khar
,

faint. Mm h stained and rolled ai t

lumml 3 ft. above ^oor.

N. XV. 151. Rectang. double tablet, cr^mjiltte, ritauim^

original fastening and unopemd. OBv. Seals (.:) ii" t i

damaged. I'hat to K. p. appear*^ to contain inoie iliui

one figiiic. 'Po L. p. appariiiily a head lo L. p., I'^t

doubtful. Seal cav. To I., p. 3 11. Khar .

very cursive, Iransveisely. "I'o R. p. 2 11. Khar., ti.ii. -

vcrsely. A’«7L blank. String coinplLte, broken in uiio

place only. Tablets damaged at one end, ami iiialn-

tablel niiich ciavkeik 7 ^" X 3 ^^^^ Smceplible to damp.

N. XV. 153. Slip of wood, Chinese thar. on (d...,

broken at upper eml. Peifully pie^Liv* i

See PI. CXlll.

N. XV. 153. Rectang. cov.-tablet; bioken at one voimr

and along one ctlge. UBz\ Si-al cav. iV^xiJ*^. 't

L. p. end, transversely, l 1 . Khar., ver) tursiw, also ti l

of a 2ndT(.0 . Air', kink. 0
}
r x 2 ,^/ x Hard.

N. xv. 154. Rectang. cov.-tablet; ^ed cav. ij" -q.

OBv. 4 11. Khar, transv. at L. p. eml
; 3 II. Kh.ir. traim\.

reve^^e way at R. p. end, veiy cursive. A*c:'. 9 11. Khn.,

very cursive; blotted but dear. 7 i X4o^^- \NelI-pi<-“

served. See PI. XCVlI.

N.xv. 154. a + 157. Rectang. under-tablet; fiagnunt ui

3 pieces. (iBz\ 6 11. Khar., vei) iiiip^iri^t. At..', blaitk.

5 ^
3̂ '^ X 2 Pel i.shed, much abradeil. Found ift. abvA-*

floor.

N. XV. 155. Rectang. double tablet, complete, found in-

tact with fastening and seals; opened at Ihilish Museum.

Cov.-tablet. OBv. Seal cav. 2 J''xt 1^ with two

(see PI. I-XXII), upper, circular, broken, showing hair . f

male head lied in topkno!. Lower, elliptical, showing

female bust, turned to L. p., holding in raised R. p. hand

flower or mirror (?), wearing tiara, and surrounded by

elliptical mouldings. On L. p. edge 2 11. Khar, trans-

versely, R. pr. blank. RnJ. i shoit 1. Khar., black.
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N. XV. Under-tabicl. Obv, 7 II. Khar, clear
; black ink. Rnu

blank. Wood well-prebervecl. X 3^ (neaily) X J'.

Found 3 ft. above floor. See PI. XCIV.

N. XV. 156. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. Seal cav.

X ly. R. p. edge notched toolh-like. 1 1 . Khar, and 2

dibconnccTcd characters, transversely, very curbive, and
faint. Rtv. 1 1 . Khar., very cursive, faint,' part covered

by enci listed sand. 4 X 1
J"" X y. Hai d, well-preserved.

Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 158. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. 9 11 . Khar.,

very coarse and cursive. AV?'. blank. Soft,

sand-encrubted and stained. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 159. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. Seal cav. 2^*

X ly. Clay remains, probably of a double seal. 4 stiing-

grooves. Al lop liaces of 2 li. Khar. Sand-encru.stcd.

Rtv. Traces of 5 11 . Khar. Surface much abraded, and

sand-encrusted. si^X 3^^^ x
J"'.

Soft. Found 3 ft. above

floor.

N. XV. 160. Rectang. cov.-tablct' Obv. Seal cav. i|^

X 3 iV* P- ^ Khar, transverse, very faint

and cursive. L. p. i I. Khar, transverse, very faint and
cursive. A’(7'. 5 II. Khar., wry cursive, distinct, sy x
4j'"xjj\ Rather soft. Slightly sand-encrusted. See PJ.

XCVJ. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 16a. Rectang. under-tablet; chipped at lower

edge. Obv. 7 11 . Khar., cursive, decipherable only in

parts. Much sand-enciusted. Rev, blank. 5j^X2^\
Soft. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 163. Rectang. cov.-tablet, raised in middle to y
thickness. Obr, Two seals (see PI, LXXII) in middle

transversely, impressed in grey clay. L. seal, male head

turned to L., high, raised from concave background

with plain nms ; R. seal, male (?) head, turned to R.,

y high, laiscd on flat background, with higher ribbed

rim y. 'J’lAces of i line Khar, on R. p. edge trans-

verse; also I I. 1 1 anverse on L. p. Rtv. 3 11 .* Khar., bold

band, y X 3i'". Well-preserved. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 164. Document on leather, almost complete.

Ob7'. 6 II. Khar., cuisive, black
;

4th, 5th, and 6ih II.

incomplete, i short 1 . near low'cr edge. Rez>. 3 items

in Khar., rather indistinct. lo'^xs^^ Well-preserved.

Fuund 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 165. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; biokcn at one corner.

Obv. Seal cav. 2" X Al L. p. edge, transversely,

3 11. Khar., cursive, indistinct
;
on R. p. 2 11 . Khar., cursive,

pirt indistim t. Rev. 2 11 . Khar., fragmentary. 61^X3''
X y. Soft, abradetl, stained, and sand-encrusied.

N. XV. 166. Rectang. double tablet, complete. Cov.-

l.iblcl. Obv. Seal ij'^sq. (see PI. LXXI); device Pallas

Athene to L. p., in cameo, surrounded by elliptical

borders. Deep impression. Clay mixed with hair.

Transversely at L. p. edge a 11 . Khar., cursive, black; on
R. p. 1 1 . similar. Strings (w^hich have been cut with

knife) hang fiom R. p. side. Rev. 2 11 . Khar., cursive,

' black.

Under-tablet. Obv. 7 ii. Khar., very cursive, clear.

Rev. blank. 6^^ x x iy (both tablets). See PI. XC v!

N. XV. 167. Rectaqg. cov.-tablet. Two raised seals (see

PI. LXXII) in grey clay, transversely, over broken strings.

Seal R. p. 4 Chinese characters, lapidary, divided by cross
11 ., two lower ajipar. identical. Seal L. p., female head
turned to L. p. holding flower in hand; head wearing
cap (?) with parallel folds

; hair-knob (?) or large button on
lop

; R. car elongated ; lips parted, drapery below neck.

On L. p. edge 2 11 . Khar, transversely; on R. p. a 11 . Khar,
transversely. Rev. blank. 5^ x 3^ Well-preserved.

N. XV. 168. Document on leather; fragment. Obv. 6 II.

Khar., incomplete, very cursive; black. Rev. blank.

4A^x 2|^ Well-preserved. See PI. XCII.

N. XV. 169. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

1y X y. Fairly preserved. See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 179. Takhti-shaped tablet ; hole in handle, broken

at sq. end. Obv. 2 11. Khar., cursive, faint. Burn mark
on handle. Rev. 3 11. Khar., very cursive, faint. 6y x ly.
Soft, sand-encrusted.

•

N. XV. 173 -h 06. Rectang. double tablet, complete. Cov.-

tablet. Obv. Seal cav. ly sq. At L. p. edge a 11 . Khar,

transversely, cursiv^, faint, sand-encrusted. Clay in cav.

Rev. blank.

Under-tablet in 2 pieces. Obv. 5 11 . Khar., faint, and

in some parts quite faded. Writing small and neat. Sand-

cncrusted. Rev. blank. 8 X 3}^ Soft and warped.

N. XV. 174. Oblong tablet, rounded at one end, square

at other. Obv. 3 11 . Khar., faint and cursive. Rev. 4 11 .

Khar., faint and cursive; sand-encrusted. 4)'^xi|^. Soft

and perished.

N. XV. 175. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

Well-preserved. See PI. CXIV.

N. XV. 175. a. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; one comer broken.

Obv. Seal cav. 2y x ly. At L. p. edge a 11. Khar., very

cursive, part indistinct. Rev. blank. X 4^ x Soft.

N. XV. 176. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; fragment.

2 X ^y. Fairly preserved. See PI. CXlIl.

N. XV. X77. Oblong tablet, hole near centre of lower edge.

Obv. 6 items in Khar., cursive. Sand-encrusted. Rev.

blank. 7^xa^^^. Hard.

N. XV. X78-1-X83-1-Z86. Rectang. cov.-tablet, in 3 frag-

ments. Obv. Seal cav. i^^x a 11. Khar, tranaversely

at L. p. edge, very cursive. Rev. 6 11. Khar., curaive,

fairly clear, deleted by hole in centre. 7|^xa|^x|^
Wood hard. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 179. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point. Oiv^

4 11. Khar., very curaive, partly deleted, with initial form.

Fart broken. Rev. Some char, at aq. end, veiy indistinct

iV ^ Hard. Found a ft above flewr.
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N. XV. i8o. Wedge under-tablet; hole at point; cracked diagonals a bell shape. At L. p. edge transversely 2 11 . N.

at sq. end. Obv. 4 11 . Khar., cursive, part deleted, with

initial form. Rii). Few char, at sq. end.

Hard, sand-encrustcd. Found 2\ ft.'above floor.

N. XV. i8a. Document on leather. Vhv. 4 II. Khar.,

cursive;' rather scratchy. Part deleted where leather is

destroyed. I^ev, blank. lo'^ x 2^. Much destroyed and

discoloured. Found 6 in. above floor.

N. XV. 184. Oblong tablet: hole at one end. Obv. 2

columns, 6 11 . each + 2 H. in Khar., cursive; part very

black, part deleted. /\Vr. blank, 2^ Found 2^ ft.

alx)ve floor.

N. XV. 185. Takhtl-shaped tablet ; hole in handle. Obv.

3 11 , Khar., very cursive; many numerals. blank.

9'x 3r. Hard, well-preserved. Found 2 ft. above floor.

See PI. Cl.

N. XV. 187. Wedge cov.-tablet ; hole near point (which

is cut off square). Obr, Seal cav. 2^"^ from sq. end.

1 1. Khar, on cither side of cav. Usual char, near hole.

2 11 . Khar., very cursive, x x Hard,

well-preserved. Found 2^ ft. above floor.
•

N. XV. 188. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

Well-preserved. Found 2^ ft. above floor.

See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 189. Slip of wood, Chinese char.
;

fragment.

X Well-preserved. Found 2 ft. above floor. See

PI. CXIII.

N. XV. igx. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

Soft. Found 2^ ft. above floor, close to

N. XV. 19a. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 19a. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; fragment in

a pieces. Soft. Found a-J ft. above floor.

See PI. CXIV.

N. XV. 193. Rectang. tablet ; fragment, cut at both ends.

Obv, 2 11. Khar., very cursive; incomplete; rather faded.

JRnf, blank. Well-preserved. Found 3 ft.

above floor.

N. XV. 194. Wedge under-tablet ; hole at point. Obv.

3 11 . Khar., very cursive, black, with initial form. t

1 . from sq. end. 8"" X xj''. Hard, well-preserved. Found

ft. above floor.

N. XV. 193. Wedge cov.-tablet ; broken at point. Obv.

Seal cav. if'' from sq. end. i 1 . Khar, from sq. end ; very

cursive. Usual char, near hole. 4 Khar., very

cursive. Part deleted by sand. S^xif^xf^ Hard.

Found 4 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 196. Rectang. double tablet, complete, unopened.

Cov.-tablct. (see PI. LXXII). Seal if^sq. Device,

in centre, a square surrounding dot. From each outer

comer of square a line diagonally, terminating at outer

end in crescent, in centre of which a dot. Between these

Khar., very cursive. At R. p. edge transversely, 2 11 . Khar.,

very cursive.

Under-tablet. (see PI. XCIV) blank. .String intatt

showing method of tying. Perfectly

* preserved. Found 2^ ft. above floor.

N. XV. 197. Document on leather; compu te but ilaniaged.

Ob7\ 8 11 . Khar., very cursive; blotlcd and (Uleted in

parts. 4 items, very indistinct. Much
eaten and deleted. Found i ft. al>o\e floor.

N. XV. 198. Oblong tablet, pointci! at one end, in 2

pieces. Mole near point
;
pait inusmg. (J/r , i 1. Khar.,

cursive, veiy f.unt. /i\ 7'. blank. S'" x i Soft. Foun*l

3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 199. Oblong tablet, rouml ends; hole at each end.

Ob?/. I 1 . Khar., cinsive, faint but legible. A* 2 11 . Khar.,

cursive, black, part cflaccd by scraping. 2" x

Haid, well-preserved. Found 2 ft. abo\c floor.

N. XV. 201. Document on leather, complete. fV'r*. A-

Khar., rather faded; euisivc. 1 I. near lo\\cr edge. A*/;-.

3 items Khar. ij''. I.eather buckled, causing

distortion to writing. Found 6 in. above floor.

N. XV. 202. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole: at point. U//r-.

Seal cav. 2'' from sq. end. i 1 . Khar, betwe en s(] cilI

and cav., very cursiw. Usual char, about i" fioin hole.

1 1 . Khar., very cursive, clear. y,V'x 2" x Well-

preserved. Found 6 in. above floor.

N. XV. 203. Slip of wood, Chinese chai.; noaily cotn-

plcto. Well-piescived. Found 8 in. above

floor. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 204. Oblong tablet ; note h in centre on cac h edge.

Obv. I 1 . Khar., cursive, pail deleted. yv\ 7 >. blank, r^'^x

Hard, well-preserved.

N. XV. 205.^Rcctan|{. cov.-tablet ; fragment. Obr'. blank.

y?c7». A few Khar, char.; fragmentary. 3^^ X i

X

Soft and perished.

N. XV. 206. Oblong tablet, notch in each short edge,

also probably in uj»per edge ;
biokt'n at ufjper c-dge

Obv. 3 II. Khar., cursive, fine and black, except where

perished by damp. A\t. blank. -Uc^xiq^ Rather

soft.

N. XV. 207. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

irxA-'.

N. XV. 300. Wedge under-tablet ; hole at point. Obv.

2 II. Khar., closely and finely written; 2iid 1 . black.

Initial form. Few char, at sq. end. 9iJ''xii^
Hard and well-preserved. Found a ft. above floor.

N. XV. 30X + 331. Wedge under-tablet; broken in two

pieces. Obzf. 4 11 . Khar., very cursive, clear. Initial

form. Few char. from, sep end. 8^" x 1 1
' and

Well-preserved. N. xv. 301 found 2 ft., N. xv.
^

321 found ft. above floor.
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N . XV. N. XV. 302 -f 313. Rectang. under-tablet ; fragmentary, in

2 piVfcs. 4 11 . Khar., very cursive, black, blank.

7 J"'
X I and 3^ X J

resp. Hard and well-preserved.

N. XV. 302 found 2 ft., N. XV. 313 I ft. above floor.

N. XV. 303. Wedge under-tablet; hole at point. Obv.

4 II. Khar., very cursive, generally black and clear. Rev,

Few char, at sq. end. Hard and well-pre-

served. Found 2 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 304. Document on leather; complete. Obv,

6 11 . Kiiar., cursive, black and clear. 1 1 . at lower edge.

Ri 7\ i short 1 . 8 X 4^^ One corner cut away, with-

out loss to document. Well-preserved. Found 2 ft.

above floor.

N. XV. 305. Document on leather; complete. Obv.

10 11 . Khar., cursive, uneven. Hole in leather; 1 short I.

ill bottom. Re7'. 3 items Khar., 10^x53^. Wcll-prc-

served. Found 2 ft. above floor. Sec PI. XCllI.

N. XV. 306. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point. Obi\

Seal cav. from sq. end. 1 1 . Khar, at sq. end.

Char, at hole faint, Rit. 4 11 . Khar., very cursive, thin

and generally clear. x Y* Hard and wcll-pre-

scivcd. Found 2 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 307. Wedge cov.-tablct; hole near point. Obv.

Seal cav. 2^ from mj. end. Well-preserved clay seal (sec

PI, LXXI). Pallas Athene to L. p., deep sunk, in elliptical

border. Between sq. end and seal i 1 . Khar. On oppo-

site side of seal i 1 . Khar., cursive, clear. Char, at hgle

dirter from those usually found there, Rn\ Few characters

at sq. end. X 2j^5^ X Well-preserved. Found
2 ft. alx)ve floor.

N. XV. 309. Rcctang. undcr-tablct ; fragment. Obv.

4 II. Khar., cuisive, well-written, clear. Rev. blank, oy

N. XV. 310. Document on leathfr; complete. Obi^.

7 II. Khar., very cursive, black, clear, excepting last line.

Short line at lower edge. Rtv. 3 items Khar. 8|^ X 5^*".

Well-preserved. Found i J ft. above floor. See PI. XCl.

N. XV. 311. Wedge cov.-tablet. ; bole at point. Obv.

Seal cav. from sq. end. i 1 . Kl.ar. between sq. end
and cav. Usual char, at hole. Rev. blank. 9^x 2^X
Well-preserved. Found i J ft. above floor.

N. XV. 312. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point. Obv.

Seal cav. from sq. end. i 1 . Khar, between sq. end
and seal cav. Usual char, at hole. Ret*. 4 11. Khar., very

cursive and clear. 9^*'x 13^ X Well-preserved. Found
I J ft. above floor.

N. XV. 314. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; complete.

yS'" X V- Perfectly preserved. Found i4 ft. above floor.

Sec PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 315. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment

^ iV* Well-preserved. Found i ft. above floor. See
• ri. CXIII.

N. XV. 316. Rectang. cov.-tablet ; fragmeoiv Odv. 2

Khar, characters at L. p. edge transversely. Rtv. i I.

Khar., very cursive, faded, incomplete. 2j^Xi|'^Xj".
Well-preserved

; light wood. Found 2^ ft, above floor.

N. XV. 317. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point. Odr.

4 11. Khar., very cursive, black, and clear. Rev. i 1. Khar.,

very cursive. 9^xiJ^ Hard, well-preserved. Found
2 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 318. Wedge under-tablet; hole near point;

broken at top edge. Obv. 4 II. Khar., very cunsive
; tpiiic

cle.Tr; with initial form. Rev. i I. Khar., very cursbe.

1 X 1 Well-preserved. Found iJ ft. above floor.

N. XV. 3x9. Document on leather; fragment. Odr.

6 11 . Khar., very cursive, clear, and black, i short line at

lower edge. Rev. 3 items Khar. iiJ'"X4j^ Wcil-

preserved, but part missing at upper R. p. corner. Found
1 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 319. a. Cutting from prepared sheep-skin;
irregular shape. Blank.

N. XV. 320. Rectang. under-tablet. Obv. 2 11 . Khar.,
* cunsivc, black, and clear. Rev. blank, X i|^. Hard,

much sand-enciusted. Found 8 in. above floor.

N. XV. 322. Rectapg. cov.-tablet. Seal cav. ij^xi^
Obv. 3 II. Khar., very cursive, badly wrilen

; transverscl)

at 1.. p. Rev. 6 11 . Khar., very cursive and badly written.

6 X 2y. Wood well-preserved
; slightly chipped at ends.

Found 2 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 323. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point. Olfv.

Seal cav. iy from sq. end. Traces of char, on both sides

of cav. /?dT. 4 11 . Khar., very cursive and faint in pans.

^4
"^ ^ * 1

8^ X i ff'"-
^ ^ard and sand-cncrustcd. Found 24 ft.

above floor. *

N. XV. 324. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

2yxy. Perfectly preserved. Found 2 ft. above floor.

Sec PI. CXII.

N. XV. 326. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; broken at

lower end. X Perfectly preserved. Found x ft.

above floor. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 328 + 75. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; complete

in 2 pieces, gyxy. Well-preserved. N. xv. 328 found

1^ ft. above floor. See PI. CXII and CXIII.

N. XV. 329. Document on leather ; fragment. Obv. 6

11 . cursive Khar., fragmentary. Rev. Suggestions of Khar,

char. 2y X 2y. Found x ft. above floor.

N. XV. 330. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Obv. Seal (see PI.

LXXI, enlarged) ly sq. in grey clay. Device, a figure

seated on a stool, perhaps an Eros, surrounded by elliptical

border of mouldings. At top s IL Khar., transversely,

very cursive. Rev. 6 11. Khar., very cursive. Pkrtly

obscured in places by sand. 4|'X24^X^^
preserved. Found z ft. above floor. See PL LXXli
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N. XV. 331. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point.

3 II. ‘ Khar., very cursive, thin, black, and dear; initial

form. Jiev. i 1. from sq. end. lo'^x 2^ Hard and well-
preserved. Found ft. above flodt.

N. XV. 33a. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point. 06r.

4 11. Khar., very cursive. i 1. Khar. 10^" x 2^^".
Hard and well-preserved. Found ft. above iloor.

N. XV. 333. Document on leather ; complete. OLr, 8
11. Khar., very cursive, generally clear, i 1. at lower edge,
very deleted, appears to read reverse way of other text.

blank. 6^*^ X 3^. Well-preserved. Found 8 in. above
floor. See PI. XCII.

N. XV. 334. Rectang. cov.-tablet. Olv, Seal (see PL
LXXII) 3^ X Device appar. Khar, characters. 2 II,

Khar, transversely at L. p. edge; cursive, part deleted.

Only two string-grooves. 7 11. Khar., cursive, black,

deleted in places, x 4V X Well-preserved, but has
been purposely damaged by knife or chisel cuts. Found
2\ ft. above floor. See PI. XCV.

N. XV. 335. Oblong tablet, fragment; 2 notches on one
long edge. Odv. a 11. Khar., very cursive. 2 II.

Khar., very cursive. Soft. Found 2 ft. above
floor.

N. XV. 336. Document on leathery fragment. O/w. 5 11.

Khar., perfect ; black and well-written. blank. 3^^
X Much stained and perished. Found 3 ft. above
floor.

N. XV. 337. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

44^X3!^^^. Well-preserved. Found 3 ft. above floor.

Sec PI. CXII.

N. XV. 338. Rectang. cov.-tablet; seal cav.

OAv, On L. p. transversely a IL Khar., cursive, very faint.

C)n R. p. transversely 1 1. Khar., tursive, very faint.

liev. blank. X 44"'x I4^ Wood hard and heavy.
Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 339. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.
* X 4^. Perfectly preserved. Found 3 ft, above floor.

See PI. CXIII.

N. XV. 340. Wedge under-tablet* broken at point and
upper edge. O^, a 11. Khar., cursive, clear, fragmentary

;

initial form. JRev. blank. 84^x14^. Hard and well-

preserved. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 348. Oblong tablet; rounded at ends. OAv. a II.

Khar., cursive, clear. J^ev, a II. Khar., cursive, clear.

7^x Well-preserved. Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 343. Rectang. cov.-tablet. OAv, Seal cav. 14^
sq., a 11. Khar., transversely at L. p., well-written, clear

;

1 1. Khar, transversely at R. p. J^£V, 10 11. Khar., small,

well-written, but portions deleted through perishing of
wood. 5A^X3^x 4^. Wood rather soft, encrusted
with sand in ^acea. Found a ft. above floor.

N. XV. 844. . Rectang. cov.-tablet« OAv, Seal cav.

X 14^. At L. p. edge transversely a 11. Khar., veiy cur-
UTKIH

sive. At R. p. transversely 2 columns of 4 11. each. 7v^r•. N. xv.
1 1. at top, and below, 3 columns of 6, 5, and 4 11., respec-
tively. All very cursive. 4^^ x 2 J'" x 4^ Well-picservcd.
Fountl 2 ft. abcivc ibior.

N. XV. 345. Rectang. cov. tablet. UA7>, Seal cav. J ^
" x

r . J o L. p. ( liitie^c characleis; faded. AV?'. blank.
Centre portion is raisoil, leaving a lowt*r margin all round
of to This raised poition Ii.ts the .Tppciiraiu e of
having been cut to fit a coi rcsponclmg opening in under-
lablel (in a box of which this may have been the lid).

3iS^X I 2^ X Wood hard and well-prcsei ved. Found
3 ft. above flour. See 1*1. CV, t'XlV.

N. XV. 346. Document on leather, pmb. complete.
OAv, 6 II. Khar., very cursive, but black and fauly clear.

A\v, i 1. Khar., faded. x 2^'^. Discoloui. d, bioken
in places and part jK-nslicd. Found 1 i ft. above floor.

N. XV. 347. Wedge under-tablet; biokin at point and
part of iqipcr edge. OAv. 4 11. Kh.ir., \ery cursive, with
initial foim.

; incomplete. 7'. blank. ILird,

cnci listed w'ith sand. Found 2 ft. above Iloor.

XV. 348- Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; fragment.
PcTfcLlly preserved. Found 14 It. above llooi.

Sec PI. CXII.

N. XV. 349. sup of wood, Chinese char.; fragmeni.
Faiily prcseived. Ink faded in j»l.ices, but

where this has happened, the char, remain m relief, llu-

ink having seivcd to preserve the wood it cove red. Foiniil

34 ft. above floor. See PL CXII.

N. XV. 35^- Document on leather ; almost perfect.

OAv. 11 11. Khar., cursive, w'cll-w I iiicMi, blaek. Kml of 11.

3 and 4 deleted, also end of 9th 1. 7? 7». blank. 64"" x
4jg^. Fairly well-preserved, but discoloured. Found 2)
ft. above floor.

N. XV. 351, Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; fragmeni.

3|^X Soft. • Found 3 It. above floor. .See 1*1. CXIW
N. XV. 35a. Wedge under-tablet, fragmeni

; hole ai

point. OAv. 3 II. Khar., euisivc and only p.irily legible.

7?^'. blank. 4 iJ^xi 4^* Wood ]>erishcd ami encrusted

with sand. Found 3 fl. above floor.

N. XV. 353. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; complete.

9j'^x4*- Hard and well-preserved. Found 3 ft. above
floor. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 354. Rectang. tablet, fragment
;
hole at one end.

OAv. 2 11. Khar., very cursive. 7i?ri». blank.

Cut from longer tablet. Wood soft. FoumI 24 ft. above

floor.

N. XV. 355. Rectang. under-tablet. OAv. 8 11. Khar.,

well-wnttcn but faint, and in some parts obliterated by

dried clay and stains. J^ev. blank. 64''X24''. Haul.

Found a ft. above floor.

N. XV. 356. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole at point. OA7>.

Seal cav. if^xi^. 1 1. Khar, between sq. end ami cav.,

black. Char. 14"" from hole. /?«•. blank. 104'^xi^'*.

3
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N. XV. Hard and well-preserved. Portions of bark at lower aide.

Found 3 ft. above floor.

N. XV. 357. Rectang. under-tablet. Much split. Obv.

7 II. Khai., very cursive and coarse. Ra\ blank, 8^ x 3^^

Fairly hard. Found 4 ft. above floor, against south wall.

N. XV. 359. Wedge under-tablet; very small hole at

point. Obv, 4 11 . Khar., very cursive and fine, with initial

foim. Eci\ I 1 . from sq. end. Hard and

well-preserved. Found a ft. alx)ve floor.

N. XV. 360. Oblong tablet; fragment. Traces of Khar,

char. Wood well-preserved. Ink black, but

part encrusted with sand Found i\ ft. alx)ve floor.

N. XV. 361. Wedge under-tablet; hole at point. Obv.

4 11 . Khar., well-written, black. ReiK 1 1 . Khar., very

cursive. Hard ; sand-encrusted. Found 2 ft.

above floor.

N. XV. 36a. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; complete.

9^ X
J''.

Perfectly preserved. Found 6 in, above platform.

See PI. CXII.

N. XV, 363, Wedge cov.-tablet; hole at point. Obv,

Seal cav. ig^X i 1 . Khar., well-written, between sq.

c!k1 and cav. Usual char, at hole. Rev, blank. 9!^ x

2j^x}j^ Perfectly preserved; roughly made. Found

1 ft. above platform.

N. XV. 01. a. Fragment of wedge-tablet. Hole at

point. Obv, Traces of Khar. char. Rev, blank. 8 x

N. XV. 01. b. Fragment of tablet, with Khar. char.

5 a ^ a •

N. XV. 01. c. Fragment of slip of wood, showing very

faint Chinese char. 5"^ x J"'.

N. XV. 01. d. Three small fragments of tablets showing

Khar. char. Much weather-worn and dark.
II

N. XV. oa. Slip of wood, Chinese char.; fragment.

2l^xY. Soft. Found on 3. ii. 1901. See PL CXII.

N. XV. 03. Rectang. cov.-tablet; fragment in 3 pieces.

Obv. Seal cav. blank. Rev. Traces of Khar.,

writing indistinct. 3|^ X 2*" x Quite perished ; dark

in colour; sand-abraded.

N. XV. 04. Wedge under-tablet; hole near point. Obv.

4 11 . Khar., very cursive and blotted, with initial form.

Uaik streak of heart wood down centre. Rev. i 1. Khar,

from sq. end. Incised circle, about in diameter,

roughly cut, near centre
;
probably a distinguishing mark.

X 1 Well-preserved and hard.

N. XV. 05. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point (broken).

Split in its length almost to point. Obv. 5 11. Khar.,

fragmentary, all completely deleted at point end. Initial

form. Rei', Traces of i 1 . Khar, from sq. end. Towards
point end, a circle with straight line through centre,

incised. 9^^ x 2^ (approx.). Hard, but bleached at point

' end, and alxadcd.

N. XV. 07. Lath-like tablet ; pointed at both ends
; broken

at one end, hole at other. Obv. 3 11. Khar, in column,

very cursive, black and clear. Rev. blank. 6J^Xi^
Bleached and abrsAed at one end which has probably

been exposed. The other end is completely preserved

except that it is chipped.

N. XV. 08. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; broken at both

ends. 64^x^^ Writing very black, except at one end

where wood is bleached and writing faded. Found 3. ii.

1901. See PI. CXII.

N. XV. 09. Slip of wood, Chinese char.
;
broken at both

ends. sH^xJ^ Writing faded; wood blcachccL Found

3. ii. 1901. See Pi. CXIV.

N. XV. 0X0. Slip of wood, Chinese char. ; broken at

both ends, sf^xj^ Found 3. ii. 1901. See PI. CXIV.

N. XV. ou. Fine plain silk, resembling modern Lahore

silk. A piece of dull red (would be called a * pastel * shade

at the present day) sewn to a small fragment of dull yellow.

Red 44^X34"^; yellow aj^x i''. Sec PI. LXXVI.

N. XV. oia. Coarse cotton check, in dull yellow with

.blue stripes. Coarsely oversewn on loosely twisted blue

cord along one edge. 14^^ X 3^ See PI. LXXVI.

N. XV. 013. Fine cotton cloth ; plain. Dull * pastel
’

red. 34^x24-^. See PI. LXXVI.

N. XV. 014. Piece of felt» loose and very uneven
;

rich

red ;
may have been used as padding between cloth. 34""

X6\ See PI. LXXVI.

N. XV. 015. Fine hard woollen felt ; very compact and

strong. Dull yellow. Probably part of saddle Numdah

or floor covering. X i 4^. See PI. LXXVI.

N. XV. 0x6. Coarse woollen cloth. Dark pink. 7'

xi4^ Sec PI.'LXXVI.

N. XV. 0x7. Cotton fabric, resembling coarse harsh muslin

;

very loose and open. Dull violet-pink. 54^X 6*. See

PI. LXXVI.

N. XV. 0x8. Coarse cotton fabric, resembling Indian

kharwa. Dull red. 54^ x 3^ Sec PL LXXVI.

N. XV. oox. a. Eight firagments of lacquered bowl»

circular, of Chinese workmanship. Interior, sealing wax

red. Exterior, bands of black, divided by thin Fines of

red. Between the lacquered black bands are rough-sur-

faced bands, from which probably the original colour has

perished, being less durable. Bowl appears to be made of

thin sheet of cane (probably bamboo^ Original diameter

of bowl appar. about 8'. See PL LXX (interior), LXV
(exterior).

N. XV. oox. b. Piece of crystal, irregulariy oblong*

N. XV. 001. c. Fragment of i^aa, very clear, pal«

greenish, showing on outside a cut pattern. i|'x i'.

N. XV. 001. d. Fragment of glaaa, similar, plain.

xr.
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N. XV. ooi. e. Fragment of glass vessel, rim and side.

N. XV. ooi. f. Fragment of glass, olive-green, with raised

chevreul.
^

N. XV. OOI. g. Fragment of glass vessel, handle.
I'"

x4".

N. XV. OOI. h. Glass bead, moulded, green. ^ x

N. XV. OOI. i. Bowl of horn spoon. Shajte roughly

oval ; cut with a kind of raised midrib on under-surfacc,

which runs into handle. The handle which is at an angle

of about 120° with the bowl, is broken, and the stump
remaining is cut across in a transverse splay, a hole being

drilled through as though for a dowel to connect this por-

tion with stem of handle. On each side of stump scraped

marks as of a file or rasp. Size of bowl i x a"'.

N. XV. oox. J. Astragalus bone, WTll-prescrved, and of a

pink colour; has almost weight and texture of ivory.

A round hole drilled through one part, iy x y.

N. XV. OOI. k. Tangled cords of wool of various quali-

ties and textures. The longest piece consists of the usual

two strands twisted loosely together, and at intervals pf

about y or less, tied round very tightly with cord in wliich

some pigment appears to have been mixed to cause it to

be a hard, bead-hke mass. The total result is a kind of

rosary.
*

N. XV. OOI. 1 . A dried date. 2^xy,

N. XV. 009 . Wooden seal case. Half of irregular octa-

gonal prism, 2^ long, diam. Ends of facets chamfered.

Cav. about sq. Hole bored through centre of cav.

String grooves unequal, the centre one on each side being

larger than the end ones. One side of cav. broken away.

Wood hard.

N. XV. 003. Detached clay seal, roifg^h, with fragments

of original siring attached. Vegetable fibre and perhaps

•111

hair mixed with the clay. Seal mark simply a circular N. xv.

depression diameter, without visible device. i^Xiy
xiy. Seen. CV.

N. XV. 004. Ivory die, oblong, s(]uarc ends. On rectan-

gular sides are the spots, maikcd each by a circle and dot

in centre, as though engraved with a two-))oiiitcd instru-

ment, the dot being the mark of one point which acts as

a pivot rounil which the oilier point revolves to describe

the circle. Order of dots is 3 opposite 1 and 4 opposite 2.

Length y, wulth y nearly. See 1*1. LXXIV.

N. XV. 005. Oblong piece of hard * green ' leather
(probably camel-skin), rounde<i at one end, square at

other, with three holes bored through either of longer

edges, and a hole at rounded end. Fixed in lallei two

tufts of soft, banned leather bearing liaces of red colouiing.

Probably belonged to scale armour. 2
2^ broad,

thickness See diagram ; also //</</.

LIST OF ANTIQUES EXCAVATED AT NIYA SITE

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN N. xvi.

N. xvi. I. Figure rudely carved in wood, nude, stand-

ing on tenon-like base. Hands together at breast; top

knot. Traces of red on base, and lines of features in

black. Height of figure sy, base width of shoulders

2y, width of base ij^, thickness about y. Well-preserved.

See PI. LXX.

N. xvi. 9 . Takhti-shaped tablet, with handle 24"^ long,

rounded at end. 5 11 . Khar., clear bold writing, but

partly faded by damp. I^iT. 3 11 . Khar, running towards N. xvi.

handle, clear, very black. On lower eilgc in reverse

direction 2 11 . Khar, by same hami, but in fainter ink.

Both sides of tablet show marks of plentiful scraping.

i 6yx 2y. Well-preserved. See 1
*
1 . Cl.

N. xvi. 3. Rectang. cov.-tablet, in 3 pieces. O/af, No
writing visible. Seal cav. about y. blank. 54^

xy. Much jierished and all writing (if any) deleted.

DOCUMENTS EXCAVATED IN N. vi.

N. xvii. I. Wedge under-tablet; hole near point (bro-

ken). 06v, 3 11. well-written cursive Khar, nearly all

very clear and black; initial form. JRev. i 1. Khar,

from sq. end; faint. 13^x14^. Well-preserved, but

soft.

N. xvii. 3 + 9. Rectang. double-tablet, complete. Cov.- N. xvii.

tablet. O&v. Seal cav. i^xiy. Frags, of string; no

inscription. J^fV. i short line Khar, at top edge ; very

clear, well-written and black; cursive. Well-preserved.

Sap wood has become very soft ; heart wood is very bard.*

3 G 2
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N. xvii. Under-tablet. Obv. 6 11 . Khar., cursive, well-written

;

very black and clear. Slightly insect-caten. Rev. blank.

Perfectly preserved. 7 X 2 H. CIV,

N. xvii. 4. Wedge cov.-tablet, much broken; point

niissiiig. Obz\ Seal cav. 2^^ from sq. end. Traces of

writing on both sides of cav. Remains of seal. Rev. 1 1 .

Khar., fragmentary, black, cursive. 1

1

x a X f*". Very
rotten, discoloured, and sand-encrusted.

N. xvii. 5. Stick-lJ^e tablet, fragment. Obv. (flat) 1 I.

Khar., cursive, coarsely written, much faded. Surface

cracked and perished. Rev, (round) blank; bleached.

6yxr-

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN N. vir.

N. xviii. N. xviii. i. Oblong tablet, obtusely pointed at one end.

Hole near point, not central. Traces of Khar. char, on

both sides (ef. N. xviii. 3). sl^x Perished, curled,

and bleached.

N. xviii. 1. b. Stick-like tablet; hole near pointed end.

Obv, (flat) 3 11 . Khar., broken by intervals (cf. N. xviii. 3).

(round) blank. 5^x^^ Well-preserved.

N. xviii. a. Stick-like tablet; hole at one end. Obv,

(flat) 4 11. Khar., very finely written. Broken by intervals,

forming vertical columns (cf. N. xviii. 3). Reif, (round)

faint traces of characters from hole. Soft,

rather perished at one end.

N. xviii. 3. Stick-like tablet, hole at pointed end. Obv,

3 11 . Khar., fine, rather indistinct. Lines broken by in-

teivals, items ranging in vertical columns. Rev. blank.

5" X Y* Well-preserved.

N. xviii. 4, Wedge cov.-tablet, hole near |)oint. Obv.

Seal cav. i|^ from sq. end. 1 1 . Khar, (faint) between sep

end and cav. Usual char, near hole. Rev, a 11 . Khar.,

very cursive
;
fairly clear in middle. 7 x 1 Wood hard.

N. xviii. 5. Oblong tablet; hole at top to R. p. Obv,

3 11. Khar., columnar, faint. Rev. i 1 . faint. (Cf. N. xviii.

3 ) 4rxiA' Soft, but apparently complete.

N. xviii. 6. Oblong tablet; hole below to 9 . p. Obv.

(?) Paint traces of Khar, characters. Rev. Transversely

(opposite end to hole) 3 11 . Khar., very cursive. fil^X
V 3^X g .

N. xviii. 7. Oblong tablet, obtusely pointed at one end,

sq. at other, near which hole. Khar. char, very faint, and

apparently very irregular, written on both sides. S'^x

Rather perished.

N. xviii. 8. Wedge under-tablet; hole near point. Obv.

2 11. Khar., cursive, with initial form. Riv. Traces of

char, at sq. end. 7 x 1 1
^. Well-preserved,

N. xviii. 01. a. Two wooden disks, irregularly circular,

diam. a^, about thick in centre, thinner at edges; two

holes in each about apart. Joined by cord passing

through holes, ends of cord cleverly * put away *
; looks as

if it might have been used as a dead eye. See PI. LXX.

N. xviii. 01. b. Piece of knotted hemp (?) cord, similar

to that used in (a).

N. xviii. 01. c. Piece of coarse woollen fabric, dark-

grey and dirty-white. Probably portion of saddle-bag.

xviii. 01. d. Portion of cotton (?) cloth, with simple

diaper pattern. Some edges neatly hemmed. Joined in

one place by oversewing.

N. xviii. 01. e. Portion of plain cotton (?) cloth.

N. xviii. 01. f. Portion of plain cotton (?) cloth dyed

reddish-brown (Indian majii colour). All fabrics much

perished and insect-eaten.

xix. I. Wedge under-tablet ; hole near point. Obr.

Encrusted with sand and straw. Khar. char, visible where

wood is exposed. Rerf. Encrusted as Obv. No writing

visible. Wood hard; large piece split off

from sq. end ; this end charred. See PI. C.

N. xix. a. Wooden mousetrap. Consists of a piece of

wood i 6'^X4^ in its broadest partx^^ shaped somewhat

like a tailor's sleeve-board, but smaller and more tapering.

Through the broad end is pierced a round hole in

diam., and round about it are drilled 4 pairs of smaller

holes. Near the thinner end is another small hofe. These

small holes were evidently intended tOt hold pegs, probably

for adjusting the necessary tackle, bait, Ac., and the

remains of two pegs are still present. A shallow groove

runs along one bee of the instrument from the wider end

almost to the thinner, crossing the laige hole centrally*

Well-preserved. See PL LXXUl.

OBJECTS FOUND IN N. vixa

N. XX. N.xx.x. Takhti-shaped tablet ; trapezoid-shaped handle,

pierced with large hole. Obv. (handle to R. p.) 3 11.

carefully written but badly faded BrShmT. Encrusted with

sand. Rev. (liandle to L. p.) a short 11. Khar., cursive,

‘ from handle. ll|*XI|^ Wood soft.

N. XX. a. Wedge cov.-tablet; hole near point Otv%

from sq. end. Seal cav. (small); on b^ sides 1 L

Khar., very cursive and faint Usual char, at hole. XiV,

blank. 1 3^^ x Extremely well-preserved.
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N. XX. ox. Carved wood panels portion of, representing;

a long-tailed ibex. Only upper portion remain*?, lower

part apparently having been on a separate piece of wood

placed below this. The pose is gdhd, although the caiv-

ing is very rude. The single, thick-based horn has double

row of V-shaped cuts to represent rugosity. ^Touth

slightly open, showing two rows of teeth, and the tongue

protrudes. Long tail curled over back in manner of

heraldic lion rampant, and very thick at tip. The neck

shows 3 V-shaped parallel creases. Carved part of panel

slightly sunk, the two side edges, respectively and

wide, being higher. At each of two upper corners a

square of about is cut out. Width of piece 17^,

height 5^. Soft at edges ; hard in centre
;
surface of back

split and weather-worn.

N. XX. 02. Carved double bracket in wood, with

socket in centre for round head of post. Portion of

socket broken away. Both sides are equally well ftnished,

also ends
;
evidence that it was exposed to view all round,

and of course, underneath. Side elevation presents follow-

ing appearance
;
architrave (i. e. the upper member of the

piece) 22^ long, wide, divided horizontally into (1) a

flat bead (a) a carved band

—

kingri pattern, perhaps

to represent overlapping leaves—\"
wide, divided verti-

cally in centre by fillet, curved vertically as though

encircling wreath of leaves
; (3) rectangular billet mould-

ing slightly recessed, wide, each billet about 2y long,

divided by y interval, containing prism shape. Below

this, brought forward to level of (i), an abacus, fiat on

front to a depth of then chamfered at angle of about

30^, to a depth of about In profile the abacus widens

by another chamfer springing above lower chamfer.

Width at widest part of abacus 7^^; above lower chamfer

6^^; below lower chamfer 4^.

On either side of abacus, and below aschitrave of bracket

an oblong modillion, which seen in side elevation presents

:

—next to abacus, a cavetto (about 60P), upper end being

y below architrave
; from this a vertical fiat turning into

half-round bead (depth i^; then narrow vertical fiat, and

long horizontal chamfer to end. The end elevation pre-

sents return of architrave (same design as side); fore-

shortened modillion, and abacus. Width of upper

members and abacus 5}^, at modillion y.
Plan of under surface : Centre portion, abacus in which

m
socket 2^ (liam. (evidently not a door socket as then? is N. xx.

no sign of wear). Side portions, niodillions (about ^yy
xO^''). On one, a 4-|K'talle(l 4'SepiilIcil flower with round

centre, petals arranged diagonally in square (narrow fillet

border). On the other the square with fillet border is

divided diagonally by two nairow fillets, and in each tri-

angle thus formed is a half of flower similar to that in olher.

These patterns occur very frc(iuendy in Gandliara

sculptures, and on ilic boat caivmgs cm Indus an«l

Jehlam. 1 he carving is all shallow, and evidently raj»ldly

done, with bold, long cuts oi the chisel. 'I'he si\Io ol

manipulation is precisely that of the archilectuial laning
as practised at Hhera, in the riinjrib to-ilay, and iheie is

a general resemblance in designs. Wood extremely well-

preserved and seems quite sound. Sec 1
*

1 . LXIX.

N. XX. 03. Carved double bracket in wood, exanly

similar to N. xx. 02 with e.xception ol patterns on iiiodilhons.

In this, one has within sejuare fillet bonier, a parallel and

concentric oblong ^\ith fillet boid<*r, and measuring (outside)

Within ibis the 4-pclaIled flower, and in the

four corners rudely cut J flowers. 'I’he olher has, NMibiii

a fillet border, a rudely eut and very convention.il repre-

sentation of a bird (^) with outspread wnngs. At two inn(.i

coiners J flowers. Socket is complete, but split by

shrinkage. Wood very soft all over suiface, and in j)kues

broken away. Upper surface perished. Length 2 T,

width height r^y.

N.xx. 04. Wooden boot-last (?). Roughly made, broken

slightly at ankle. Much scored by kmfe-cuts on sole, as

though frequently used as a block tor culling li-aihei.

On the upper surface arc obvious traces of pink p.iini.

(at toes), 2" (near heel). Thickness 2y to
1 J

'.

See PI. LXXllI.

N. XX. 05. Wooden implement, fomewhat resembling a

curry comb, used in weaving to drive logellier ihe writ

picks. It is in the shape of a wedge, the short blunt leeib

being at the thin edge, and the thick edge <x;ing lounded

into a form to fit coiiiforlably into the palm of the hand,

and furnished with a projecting knob to give fiimnrss to

the stroke in using. An implement of similar form (but

in this case possibly a bru^h for cleansing or sizing the

threads) is seen in the hand of a figure in the painted

panelD.x.4(Pl-LXIlI). 7rx4"xif. See 1
*

1 . LXXIIJ.

LIST OF ANTIQUES EXCAVATED AT NIYA SITE

DOCUMENTS FOUND IN N. x.

N. zxt. I. Rectaag. cov.«tablet. broken at top comers

and perished at lower edges. 06v. Seal cav. sq. a U.

Khar, transverseljr at L. p. edge. Jltv, 8 II. Khar., very

cursive, black ; parts missing where broken, parts deleted.

5' X 3}'. Fairly well-preserved.

N. ui. aq.g, Doabte rwctaiif. tablet, complete. Cov.-

tablet. Seal cav. Part of seal and siring N. xxi.

remaining. O&v. 3 II. Khar, transversely at I., p. edge.

jRtv, 5 11. Khar., cursive, rather coarse. Partially del(-te<l

by encrusted sand.

Under-tablet. Thickness of raised part J". 06v. 7 H.

Khar., cursive, rather coarse. Partially deleted by sand.

RfV. blank. 8|* X 3^*. Well-preserved. •
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N. xxi. N. xxl. 5. Rectang. under-tablet, in 2 pieces (joined).

Odv, 7 11 . Xhar.^ faded, cursive ; spotted by water-stains.

1 1. transversely, very cursive. 84^x3^ Fairly

preserved. S|)oited with water-stains and sand.

N. xxi. 6. Elongated oval tablet; hole at small end.

a 11 . Khar., very cursive, complete. Eeif. blank.

X li". Well-preserved.

N. xxi. 7+ 4» Rectang. tablet, complete. Cov.-tablet.

06v. Seal cav. x 3^ evidently intended for two seals.

Empty. 3 11 . Khar, to L. p., very cursive and indistinct,

but probably a gdbd deal legible. To R. p. 2 11. Khar.

Jiev. 7 11. Khar., cursive, partly deleted.

Under-tablet. 06v. 8 II. Khar., cursive, faint, and

partly deleted. Jiev, A few char, near R. p. end. 10" x
Perfectly preserved.

DOCUMENT FOUND NEAR N. xi.

N. xxii. N. xxii. 01. Wedge cov.-tablet. Seal cav. about split. Completely bleached and much abraded by sand,
fiom sq. end. Cavity x i

'"
; hole near point, which is No trace of writing left. 9^^ x x y.

DOCUMENT FOUND IN N. ix.

N. xxiii. N. xxiii. i. Rectang. cov.-tablet, warped; found by
Ilasan Akhun on 28. i. 1901. Odv, Two seals trans-

versely, in cav. i high, i|'' broad, impressed in grey clay

(cracked). L. seal, male y high, turned to R. in low

relief. R. seal, bird rising with wings extended, from seal

slightly longer than L. seal. On L. p. edge 2 11 . Khar.,

slightly damaged
; near R. p. edge i 1. Khar. J^ev. blank.

Slight crack. 7^ x 2^ X See PL LXXII.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS FOUND IN SAND AT NIYA SITE.

Miscell. N. 001. Fragment of bronze ornamental object,
finds. Perhaps poition of large buckle or fastening.

diameter
; widest part. Found near Camp 95. See

PL LXXIV.

N. 003. Flake of flint. Straight on one side, round on
Opposite side, and round at one end. Opposite end was
probably pointed, but is broken off. Along round side is

a sharp edge. ly x y. Found close to Camp 93.

N. 004. Pebble whorl, conical dome shaped. Diameter

; diam. of hole y; thickness
I''.

See PL LXXIV.

N. 005. a. Brenze arrow-head. Shape of |)oint an
equilateral triangular pyramid. In centre of each tri-

angul.ar face an incised triangle, intd which has been put
some substance darker than the bronze. There is a short

hexagonal neck, and a hole pierced as though for a shaft.

Length IjY, width of triangular face y. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 005. b. Portion of Amalaka-shaped bead in porcc-

lanous frit with turquoisc-blue glaze. Exactly similar to

Roman beads. Height y diam. y. See PL LXXIV.

N, 006. Square seal of green glass, pierced for cord.

On obverse sq. face in upper half, lion (or dragon) rampant,
regardant to R.

; in lower half, similar creature reversed.

Pietween the tw'o are two char., one of which may be
intended for a snake. Cf. gryphon on N. xv. 133, b. On
reverse 3 incised char. On rectangular (oblong) sides:

(^7) on cither side of the hole an incised dot
;

{d) opposite a,

two paiallel incised lines; (t) a deep groove; (ff) opposite
c, two short grooves, y sq., y thick. Found south of
Camp 95. See PL L.

N. 007. Fragment of bronze object, unidentified.

. lyxyxy. Found north of camp 94. Sec PI, LXXIV.

N. 008. Iron buckle, much oxidized. The form is a kind

of heart-shape, and the movable point (now fixed by

oxidation) strong and tapering, x Found north

of Camp 93. Sec PL LXXIV.

N. 009. Fragment of Chinese mirror, cast bronze;

circular, having projecting knob in centre through which

a hole is pierced. The edge is thickened ; reverse plain.

Obverse ornamented with narrow border of radiating flutes

within the outer plain rim. Within fluted border arc

three concentric rings; remaining portion occupied by

design in bold •relief, part shown on fragment containing

a conventional dragon-like creature with a long, thin, and

curling tail. Cf. N. ooia. f. g. h. Diam. about ly.
Found near Camp 95. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0010. Metal fragments; beads. Two fragments of

plain bronze finger ring
;
piece of lead wire ; two fragments

of small bronze hook or clasp^ with hole drilled in one

piece for rivet. Two small blue glass beads; one piece

of broken glass bead. Pebble or piece of water-worn

jade. Irregular piece of metal, probably silver. There
may be a device on one side, but it is very indistinct.

N. ooii. a. Bronze seal, shank at back broken; irr^Iar

trapezium form, bearing countersunk conventional floral

design, x i"'. Found near Camp 94. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 00X1. b. Bronze aeal, much corroded. Lower portion

a square of about y sides with geometrical device.

Attached by four comer pieces at top or reverse, s dome-
shaped piece. Hollow inside. See PI. L

N. OOII. c. Moulded glass beads, two fiagments.

[N. ooxa. Objects found near Camp 95.]
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excrescence*, glazed with lich and varied green glaze,
Coaise clay.

N. 0012. a. Small bronze bell, with attached ring
;
evi-

dently cast in a mould. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0012. b. Portion of hinge, sligl^ly tapering towards

end opposite working end. Two holes arc drilled in

plate—one at each end. At woiking or hinge end, a
longue of metal, raiher more than ^ of whole width, and
about i*' long, has been doubled under to form loop

through which hinge pin passed. Space between tongue

and back of plate to take thickness of metal, leather, or

Ollier material to which hinge was rivetted. Plate sligliily

convex in its length. Length aj"", width at wide end

at narrow* end Thickness of metal about Sec
PI. LXXIV.

N. 0012. c. Elliptical bronze split ring, made of wire

about thick. In centre of one long side on its internal

surface is a depression to extent of nearly half the thick-

ness of the wire, and split in ring occurs in the middle of

this thin portion. The ring was evidently intended to be

attached to some object which it would hold in this depres-

sion, as the ring of a watch holds the knob to which it is

attached. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0012. d. Bronze split ring, made of round wire, beaten

flat at side opposite split, lii this flattened part are remains

of small rivet, or piece of wire passing through a hole.
I V 1 2^ •
Iff .

N. 00X2. e. Portion of bronze ring made of a flat band
of metal, wide. Diameter about

N. 0012. f, g. h. Fragments (3) of small bronze
Chinese mirror. On each fiagment are traces, on one
side, of decoration in relief. Frag. h. has one edge thick-

ened and of a circular curve, and is tliercfore evidently

part of the edge of object. Cf. N. 009. See PI. LXXIV,
Fragment f. shows a flat circular band, Raised from inner

edge of which proceed short rays to another band parallel

to the first but quite narrow, ^yond outer edge of broad
band Is part of an ornament, which seems to be designed
to fill a spandril shape, f. in diam.

; g. ; h.

N. 0013. Objects in metal and glass, found in sand
west of Camp 93. 4 small blue glass beads (one broken).

I fragment of a straw-coloured glass bead, i pink picbble

or jade bead. Small portion of a thin bronze plate, con-
taining bronze rivet. Small portion of cast bronze plate

covered on both sides with closely placed small blunt

points, forming a surface something like shagreen. See
PI. LXXIV.

Hemispherical head of a stud. Bronze. See FI.

LXXIV.

Bronze seal, having device on each side, countersunk,
too mrod^ to make out. Pierced longitudinally,

00x4. a. Fragment of clay slab, hard-burnt, coarse,

pierced with holes. Probably used in building to fill win-
dow openings, ftc., as similar slabs are now used in India.

N. 00x4. b. Fragment of potteryi on which a horn-like

N. 0014. c. Bronze arrow-head, cast, having three fine
blades set round the roniie hollow ferule. The blades
are finely curved for culling and piercing, and extend
slightly back fiom the open cml of feiiile. Feiule itself
pierced by hole in each division between blades, probably
to enable a pin to be inserted to hold shaft securely.
See PI. r.XXlV.

^

N. 0014. d. String of beads of various shapes and sizes

;

of glass, pebble, shell, and polteiy. See PI. LXXIV.
N. 0014. e. Small brenze bell, of kind used on dog-

collats to-day. Metal bead is still inside and fiei* See
PI. LXXIV.

N. 0014. f. Bronze ring bearing seal cut in ilie iiKial,

representing a deer. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0014. g. Two bronze rings (one imperfect) with
roughly engraved characters. See PI. IL.

N. 0014. h. Fragment of bronze, miniature spoon or

spatula. Sec Pi. LXXIV.

N. 0014, 1. Bronze ornament, cast, in form of conven-
tional hull’s head, hoins forming a descent, with two
depressions jieihaps for jewels. A hole in forehead seems
to have been lor I listening. Sec PI. LXXIV.

N. 0014. j. Convex ornamental bronze disk with

scalloped edge. Sec PI. LXXIV.

N. 0014. k. Bronze pellet, pierced.

N. 0014* L Bone object, oblong, ted angular. Flat on

one side, where it is pai Hally conodiHl or eaten by insect^.

Un Rev. a channel is cut, j
"

broad in widest part. At

one end two holes .are drilled oblKpu ly, so that they run

fiom the end surface to the concave suiface. At oj)posiie

end one Hole is dulled fiom obv. to rev., a few inegul.ii

notches are cut in one edge. Length widtli ij".

thickness

N. 0015. Bronze seal ring, coimter-^unk, bioketi at thin

side. Device peifcclly preserved, on a w'i ll-sha|Kil ellip-

tical cartouche, hehl iil dids between two broideiird

knob-like ends of ring. A lion sialant to L. with tail

recurved over back. A biid clings to bis (best and

appears to be looking into liis oj)cn mouth. F.xtieme

K. and L. are two S-shaped objects, pr(d>ably snakes.

Elliptical surface JJ''. See PI. IL.

N. 00x6. Bronze signet ring, having crude design en-

graved. Perhaps intended to be representation of a face.

See PI. IL.

N. 00x7. Gold ornament ; made of thin gold pi iie and

filled, or ‘loaded* with lac or wax, perhaps portion of

a pendant or carring. From thick ring-like body (half

missing) projects an elongated knob, joining body by

a slightly narrow'ed necking, round which are two slightly

raised fillets. From this the form is ellipsoidal, and

Miscell.

finds.
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Miscell. towards llic upper end arc 4 ovoid jewels of pebble or

finds. plasb in a gold belling. On one shoulder of body a similar

gcin. The ornament appears to have been made in two

halves, jv^iiu'd together and filled with the lac. Height

width
I'"

ncaily. Found south of N. viii. See PI.

LXXIV.

N. 0018. Pyramidal seal in green of porcelanous frit.

Face has simjtlc (piobably symbolical) scroll design,

countersunk. I'he back near apex has a hole pierced

ior cold. Apex is cut off sipiarc. Face i" square.

Height T- Found south of N. mil See PI. L.

N. 0019. Fragment of white glass, apparently foot of

.1 vessel. Thickness
;
diarn. of circular foot i height

’I"
nearly. Found near N. See PI. LXXIV.

IN. 0020. Objects found in sand west of N. ix.]

N. 0020. a. A number of gilt glass beads, resembling

in shape rice grains, but smaller. A piece of sapphire-

blue glass, prism-shaped, chilled as a bead. Four white

glass (or shell) heads, very small. A piece of amber-

colourcd glass, chilled as a bead. I" x J'".
See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0020. b. Small flat slab of slate, drilled at one end.
7 ^ V 9 V

N. 0020. c. Small^bell of usual spherical kind, with loose

bead inside.

N. 0020. d. Bronze ring in two pieces.

N. 0020. e. Small piece of bronze, hook-shaped.

N. 0021. a. Piece of bronze wire bent into hook-shape

;

2 fragments of bronze.

N. 0021. b. Metal disk pierced near edge, with small helo

for cord. Probably from a necklace or similar ornament.

See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0022, Beads: gourd-shaped, black clay bead long);

a black clay bead long)
;
a roughly-carved 6-petalle(l

flower, in shell, pierced with two fine holes diam.)

;

thin pink pebble or jade bead long); fragment of

green glass bead, cut cubical with the angles cut away.

Kvidently all portions of a necklace. See PI. LXXIV.

N. 0023. Bronze disk, broken at one part
;
concavo-convex.

Marked on concave side with small sejuare punch mark.

Diam. i Found near N. tx.



CHAPTER XII

THE ENDERE RUINS

Section I.-THE MARCH TO THE ENDERE RIVER

I HAD already heard at Niya of ancient remains in the desert near the Emlcrc river about J'l.ni fiom

half way towards Charchan, and subsequent information as to the existence there of a 'I’otai'

and other structural ruins decided me to select them for my next exploration. Their distance

had supplied a special reason for completing my explorations at the Niya Site as rapidly as

possible. During the greater part of my stay there had been a succession of deliciously clear

days with bitterly cold nights and mornings, the minimum thermometer usually showing tem-

peratures from 6'' to 9® Fahr. below zero. It was striking evidence of the remarkable clearness

of the atmosphere that early on the morning ‘of February 1 1 the Surveyor’s sharp eyes distinctly

sighted the snowy mountains south of Niya, some 120 miles away, lint I knew that such

favourable conditions for desert work could not be expected to serve us much longer. I thought

of the number of sites that still remained to be explored, and the great distances to be covered

between them, before the season of sand-storms would put an end to my explorations, ami

consequently realized the necessity of setting out for those fresh fields of work as early as

possible.

The timely arrival of the camels enabled me on the 13th of February once more to start

my caravan back to Im5m Ja'far Sadiq. As I passed one ruin after the other familiar to me

from the incessant work of the last weeks, my elation over all the discoveries they had
)
iclded

mingled with regret at having *to leave this fascinating site so soon. But there was the hoi)0

of fresh discoveries awaiting me elsewhere and the possibility of return in jears hence, by

which time a shifting of the dunes might have helped to reveal yet other ruined structures

still hidden under their protecting cover of sand.

It would have been difficult to take all my former labourers along to the new site, as the Rouim to

distance was great and the men were well-nigh exhausted by the hard work and exposure of
g,

the last three w'eeks. The fresh set of men needed could only be .secured from Ni>a, and it

was hence no small relief when, on arrival at that day’s camping-place, information reached me

that all arrangements had been made by the local Beg for the timely dispatch of the fresh

contingent. The next day’s march brought me to Imam Ja'far Sadiq, the living forest passed

cn route proving even in its winter sleep a great change after the silent sands and ruins

amidst which I had dwelt At the MazSr I was kept busy long into the night by the dispatch

of my mails to Europe and India, with the first notice of my recent discoveries, and by the

settlement of all accounts with the labourers and the Shaikhs of the pious settlement.

I had wished to reach the Endere ruins by striking straight across the desert to the east

of Imam Ja‘far Sadiq, instead of returning to Niya and thence marching along the Charch.an

Road. At first all knowledge of such a route was stoutly denied, but in the end one of the

shepherds from the Masar acknowledged that he had more than once visited fiocks grazing

3 »
ITKIII
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March to

Yariungiiz

river.

March
(lo\>n

Yartunguz

liver.

Terminal

oasis of

Yartunguz

river.

on the Yartungu/ river, and that further guidance might be secured there. So led by him

and a half-crazy devotee of the shrine who claimed to have paid a visit to those ruins, we

set out eastwards on February 15. Two miles beyond the M^zSr all vegetation was left

behind. Then we crossed two steep Dawans rising to about 150 feet in height, and toiled on

through high sandhills for about six miles in a south-easterly direction, until large patches

of gravel soil were struck where camels and ponies could march with ease. A supply of ice

brought along from the Mazar enabled us to camp that evening* at a spot where low tamarisk

scrub and some Kumush supplied fuel. On the following day the march was resumed with

a general bearing to the east-south-east. After crossing a Dawan about too feet high, and

nc.xt a low gravel-strewn swelling of the ground traversed by occasional dunes, we passed at

a distance of about six miles a belt of living Toghraks, which probably receives undetground

moisture from the marshes subsequently seen thirty miles southwards near the Bileklik Lake.

Some five miles further a broad depression was reached with plentiful scrub and Kumush,

which our guides called Suzuje-DaryS,. It was said to receive water through occasional summer

floods, manifestly coming from the stream and springs which feed the SizUtke Lake, passed on

the Charchan route. After crossing another high Dawan we struck a broad tamarisk-covered

belt, which was clearly marked as an old bed of the Yartunguz river, but now completely dry.

It was at once succeeded by a high sand ridge such as usually accompanies these desert rivers,

and for the sake of our tired animals I was glad' when, from its height, the glittering ice of

the stream came at last in sight.

On February 17 we followed the Yartunguz river, which higher up near the mountains is

known as Tolanghuja, down to the area where it is absorbed by the sands. Its breadth,

some thirty yards near Hclyabcg, the grazing-ground where we had camped, gradually diminished

in the many short bends which form the river’s course northward. On the other hand, the

strip of vegetation accompanying the banks, narrow at first, gradually widened, until at a distance

of about six miles below our camping-place close Toghrak jungle was entered. A short

distance further down, at a point appropriately called Arik-aghzi ' mouth of the canal
'

(mis-

printed Irik-aghzi in map), and marked by many fine trees, lies the modest band which helps

to guide water into the small canal irrigating the fields of YSrtdnguz-TarIm some thirteen miles

further north. The stream, now only some ten yards broad, turns from here to the north-north-west,

evidently cutting its left bank further and further into the sandy ridge westwards. Two miles

lower down its flow during the winter months seemed to cease. The wide expanse of forest,

through which we continued our march due north, and which maintained a breadth of at least

three miles, is still reached by the summer floods. Through it lies the old main bed of the

river, which we found em[)ty except for occasional shallow depressions still retaining frozen

sheets of water. At Kala-sulaghi were passed the first clearings for cultivation, now again

deserted and overgrown with young shrubs. About two miles further north we entered the

present oasis know as Yartunguz-Tarim, with its holdings scattered amongst extensive fields,

chiefly of wheat, Indian corn, and cotton.

b'rom Abdul Karim, an intelligent and manifestly well-to-do *Dehk5n’, who welcomed me

at the substantial farm of Jigdalik-bulung, I learned that the small colony had been formed only

during Niaz I.I.akim Beg’s regime. Hia father had come from FaizibSd in BadakshSn on a

pilgrimage to ImSm Ja'far Ssdiq, and on settling down received a grant of land here. He, with

the help of some other families of settlers, made the canal, the head of which we had passed

at Arik-aghzi, and their descendants still own whatever land has been brought under culdvatton.

.They are sufficiently well-off to employ twenty to thirty labourers, and to the number of hands
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thus available the extent of the clearings has been restricted, though there is fertile ground

easily capable of irrigation close at hand amply sufficient for several villages.

For the last five or si;i^ years preceding my visit the terminal course of the Yartunguz

stream has shown a decided tendency to shift its main channel westwards, where it was said

to lose itself at a distance of ‘two or three Tash ’ from Jigdalik-bnlnii}'. In consetiuencc of

this change the existing band at the canal head has failed at times to divert into the latter

as much water at the proper season as the area under cultivation wouM need. llnable from

want of adequate labour to cope with the difficulty by a more elaborate ‘ band ‘ or the con-

struction of a new canal, the small settlement has found it expedient to start fresh cultivation

at Yilba-sarigh, a grazing-ground near the end of the new main channel, as an alternative

in years when irrigation from the old canal is likely to prove insufficient. Yet even in the same

years sudden floods may extend along the old bed and prove an equal source of trouble to the

cultivators. I regret that the necessity of pushing on to Endere prevented me from giving

time to a detailed inspection of the little colony and the surrounding ground; for. as I had

occasion to explain in my general observations at the close of the preceding chapter, it presents,

on a small scale but in a typical form, the characteristic features of a terminal oasis such as

we must suppose the Niya Site to have been. So much, however, seemed cle.ir from what

personal observation and local information showed me, that given an adetpiate supply of labour

for the systematic maintenance and extension of embankments and canals, the area of cultivation

could be greatly increased. If fields were to replace the expanse of luxuriant jungle which at

present covers an area at least eight miles long and from three to five miles broad, the ter-

minal oasis of the Yartungiiz river might well prc.scnt conditions approximating to those wc

must assume to have once existed round the ancient site below Imam Ja'far Sadi(i. What

portion of this area could possibly be reclaimed at the present day with the water-supply

actually obtainable from the Yartunguz river, is a question to which a safe answer would be

possible only on the basis of an exact survey by a competent irrigation enginet r. So much,

however, may be considered as probable, that the vagaries of the river would prove a f.ir more

constant danger to a relatively large settlement than any advance of the desert dunes. According

to the explicit assertion of Abdill-Karlm, who knew the ground well since his youth, the ilark ridges

of high sands which fringe the fertile area on the eas^ and north-east, and form a striking

contrast in colour to the yellow fields and the dry Kumush beds, had practic.ally rct.iincd their

position. The river's shift westwards was remembered to have commenced long years before

the difficulty about feeding the canal was seriously felt.

The inquiries which the situation of the colony naturally suggested as to any ancient

remains possibly extant in the direction of tlte de.sert proved fruitless, but our energetic

DarOgha succeeded at least in hunting up reliable guides who were aceptainted with the Endere rrver.

river and the ruins in its vicinity. It was equally useful that our .supplies of foodstuffs and fodder

could be replenished from the ample stock of the little settlement, and some l.djourcrs hastily

recruited overnight for excavation work. On the morning of February i8 we set out across the

desert to the forest belt of the Endere stream. Immediately after leaving the open plain of

Yartunguz-Tarim a formidable ‘ Dawan’ of sand, reaching a height of about 180 feet, had to be

surmounted. Then we crossed a depression about two miles broad, covered in great patches

with soda efflorescence. It marks, no doubt, an old flood-bed of the Yartunguz river, a small

saline stream still making its way along the western edge. Two more ridges of dunes, le ss

high than the first, and strips of Kumush-covered low ground between them were crossed

before we reached that evening’s camping-ground in a dreary expanse covered here and ther?

3 H 2
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with low sand-cones. The dead tamarisk scrub which strewed their slopes sufficed for our

camp fires, while the ice brought along from the YSrtunguz-Tarlm saved us the trouble of

digging a well. A fairly strong wind had been blowing for the greater part of the day from
the north or north-east, and the dust-haze it raised showed an ominous persistence.

Our march so far had been almost due east. But on leaving Yantak-chaval on February 19
our guides struck to the north-cast. The reason for the change of direction became clear

when, after crossing a great ‘ Dawan ’ some 120 ft. high, we found ourselves traversing a broad
stretch of low undulating dunes where progress was relatively easy. Plenty of living tamarisk

and occasional little groups of Toghraks showed that subsoil water was near, and the general

impression I gained was that we were crossing here what may once have been the terminal

area of a river. The latter could only have been an earlier course of the present Endere
river. Towards the east this area was bordered by a long-stretched chain of high dunes, in

which it was easy to recognize from afar the ridge flanking the left bank of the actual Endere
river-bed. From its tlarkcr colour it was known to our guides by the appropriate name of

Kiziltik, the ‘ Red (sands) ’ For fully two miles our march lay over this great accumulation

of dunes, and then we emerged on the western edge of the belt watered by the Endere
stream.

The channel which we now ascended towards the south-east was called by our guides
‘ the old Darya ’ of Endere. I lere, too, the river has in recent years shown a tendency to

shift westwards, so that we found quite a respectable sheet of ice, from 10 to 20 yards in

width, covering what previously had been a deserted dry bed. -On the other hand, this return

of the summer floods to the earlier channel was causing the ' New DaryS said to have been

formed further westwards some twenty years before, now to receive annually less and less water.

It was with this change of course, and not with any diminution in the quantity of the water

brought down by the river, that my guides connected the abandonment of the little colony of

' Endere-Tarim which had been formed on the ‘ New Darya ’ at a point apparently four to

five miles to the north-north-west of where we first struck the river. It was impossible to spare

time for a visit to this modern representative of the terminal oasis of Endere, or for a survey of

the river-courses down to their actual termination. Judging from the guides’ statement, the

summer grazing-grounds of the Endere shepherds may extend northward for a day’s march

beyond the now deserted ‘ Tarim ’.

On Febniary 20 we marched along the ‘ Kbne-Darya ’ up to the point where, near the

grazing-ground of Kokul-toghrak, the ‘New River’ was branching off from it, and thence fol-

lowed the main river bed upwards. Not far from a rustic ZiSrat we crossed to the right

bank. The river was here about 20 yards broad, bolding under its ice-sheet about 2 feet of

water, but the well-defined, steeply-cut banks rising 6 to 7 feet above the level of the ice

indicated a considerable volume of water at other seasons. At a deserted hut of rushes marking

the shepherd station {klchik) of Kara-ochke-oltUrgan (‘where the black goat sat’) we left the

ponies behind, and struck into the desert south-eastwards. The belt of vegetation, the width

of which, owing to the persistent haze, it was difficult correctly to estimate as long as we kept

by the river bank, proved here very narrow. Hence, where we camped for the night, though

scarcely more than two miles in direct distance from the river, there was only bare eroded

ground with here and there low sand-cones covered by scanty dead tamarisk scrub.

' Compare the high Kiiil-Kum range of dunes flanking the upper course of the Keriya Daiyfl (see map).
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Section IL—EXCAVATION OF THE ENDERE TEMPLE

On the inoriiing of February 21 we continued south-eastwards, and after a march of about
three miles sighted in the distance what the guides called the ‘ Potai ' of the ‘ Kone-shahr \

Even from afar I could recognize through my glasses that it was a Stupa, as I had, of course,

assumed when this feature of the site was first vaguely mentioned to me at the Ma/ar. It was
interesting to note that on approaching the Stupa we passed through a bedt of saml-cones
thickly covered with living tamarisk and the scrub known yU- Z/irfi. It was here, at a dis-

tance of about three-quarters of a mile from the Stupa, that we found an old well, whidi, when
cleared to a depth of 9 ft., yielded sufficient but rather brackish water. About half a mile

west of the Stupa we reached eroded ground plentifully strewn with pottery fragments, and
this continued up to the ruin itself, which such typical ‘Tati’ debris surroumled on all sides.

A rapid inspection of the Stupa proved that the ground near it had been eroded to a (U ptli

of from 10 to 15 ft. in different places, as clearly seen in Fig. 50, which shows the ruin friun

the south-west side, together with the bare loess and low sands behind it Nor was I siiriiriscd

to find that the ruin had been dug into in two places, no doubt in search of treasure.

The contingent of labourers ordered up. from Niya had arrived just when I w’as nearing

the Stupa. Considering the great distance^ some 120 miles, from w^hich the men liad becMi

brought, and the difficulty of communicating with them over wholly uninhabited ground, I felt

not a little pleased at this well-managed concentration, which enabled me to start excavation

work at once. Leaving, therefore, the accurate survey of the Stfipa for later, I puslied on with

increased eagerness south-eastwards to where the remains of ‘ old houses’ were said to exist,

which held out better antiquarian promise than either StCipa or the Tati around it. For about

a quarter of a mile the pottery-strewn ground continued, the eroded bare loess soil being exposed

in wide patches amidst dunes not exceeding 5 to 6 feet. Among the pottery fragments, mostly

small and showing long-continued abrasion, I noticed a good deal of coarse black terra cotta

and occasional pieces retaining a green glaze. Representative specimens of these materials

will be found described in the list of antic^ucs (E, 006). Then followed dunes somewhat higlicr,

and among them occasional sand-cones with scanty tamarisk growth. Shrivelled trunks of dead

Toghraks emerged here and there from the drift-sand iif the depressions between the dunes,

but no trace of structural remains appeared until I had arrived ([uitc close to the dunes sur-

rounding the ruins which the guides from Imam Ja'far Sadiq and Yarlunguz had spoken of as

‘old houses’. The rows of wooden posts rising above the sand were a familiar sight. Hut

the high brick walls of some large building and the remnants of a massive clay rampart en-

circling the ruins presented a novel and very striking feature.

Going over the ground I soon realized that the extant portions of the rampart, wliich was

largest and best preserved on the south, had belonged to a circumvallation ap]:)ro\imatcly circular

and enclosing an area which the subsequent careful survey (see plan in Plate XXXVI) proved to

be nearly 420 ft. in diameter (including the thickness of the walls). The large building towanis

the eastern segment of the circumvallation (E. iii) was found for the greater [)art almost

clear of sand, and clear, too, of objects that could claim archaeological interest. Hut west

it a broad dune stretched across the interior of the fortified area, and near the centre of the

latter I noticed rows of wooden posts just rising above the sand. Their arrangement in con-
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centric squares at once recalled the temple cellas with enclosing passages I had excavated at

Dandsn-Uiliq. A little experimental digging at the south-eastern corner of the inner square

soon brought to light small fragments of soft and much-decaye^ stucco, which had belonged

to a large-sized image. So the whole of my little force, counting over twenty ‘ MadigSrs ’

from Niya, soon supplemented by shepherd-guides and every able-bodied man whom the latter

could impress at the shepherd stations higher up the river, was at once set to work here.

Within an hour I had conclusive proof that my surmise was right. From the sand which

covered the interipr to a height of about 5 feet on the east, but increased to fully 7 ft. towards

the west, there emerged the timber and plaster walls of a square cella enclosed within a passage,

no doubt intended for circumambulation. The outer walls of the passage had decayed almost

to the ground, and a good deal of excavation was needed there before the clearing of the

interior of the cella could be safely proceeded with. Nevertheless, before work ceased with

nightfall more stucco fragments had furnished some indication of the general decoration of the

shrine, while three finds of fragmentary paper leaves with Br&hml writing, among them three

halves of folia clearly recognizable as belonging to a Buddhist canonical text in Sanskrit (E. i.

2), had helped me to form an approximately correct idea as to,the age of the ruined shrine.

All these turned up on the east side of the cella, lying in loose sand from i to 2 feet above
the original floor. On the following day the excavation proceeded sufficiently to show me all

the main structural features of the small temple. • But it was not until the 23rd of February

that the interior was completely cleared and the rich haul of interesting MSS. and other

varied finds carefully gathered.

The cella formed a square of 18 ft 4 in. inside, enclosed by walls of timber and plaster

having a thickness of 10 in. As seen in the detailed plan (Plate XXXVl), the walls were

only roughly orientated. Their construction differed from that observed at Dandftn-Uiliq and

the Niya Site by having no matting within the plaster, but the timber framework was massive,

as seen in Fig. 49, which shows the cella after excavation, and specially strengthened by diagonally-

placed rafters. The main posts of both cella and passage stood at a uniform height of 9 ft.

But it may well be doubted whether they indicate the original height of the roof, seeing that

the central group of relief statues must have reached close tb that height. The inner faces

of tlie walls seemed to have received a rough coating of stucco, but showed no trace of fresco

decoration. The entrance lay to the east. The enclosing passage, the walls of which were of

similar construction but far more decayed, was 5 ft. wide ; its plastered floor lay 3 ft. higher

than that of the cella, a circumstance which had helped, no doubt, to protect the lower portions

of the cella walls. On the east side the outer wall of the passage had for the greater part

disappeared entirely, together with the portion of the floor facing the entrance, possibly as a

result of the early burrowing effected here by treasure-seekers, to which I shall have occasion

to refer below.

The four corners of the cella were occupied by plaster images, almost wholly detached

and standing each on a base meant to represent an open lotus with the petals pointing down-

wards. Those in the north-west, north-east, and south-west comers alone survived, andl diey,

too, only in their lower portions, as seen in the photographs reproduced in Plates XI, Xilt*' Of
the south-east corner statue nothing remained but the small undefinable fragments whi^ had
turned up at the first trial excavation. By the side of the statues in the* noflhiiiliitt' JKad

south-east corners there must have stood in each case a small figure (i, in ptanh. j^^of
these only the lotus-shaped pedestals remained, the sculptures having crumbled away
,the decay of the east wall behind them. It is impossible to say what divinities all
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represented, though the position of those in the corners suggests their having been intended

as LokapSlas or ‘Guardians of the regions’. The drapery resembled that of the Dand3n-Uiliq

figures of divinities, both i:;^lief and painted, and unmistakably showed derivation from

Gan^Sra models.

The images, which appear to have been approximately life-size, were modelled in a very

coarse plaster, consisting of clay mixed with straw and other vegetable matter. To support

this very friable material a wooden frame was used, built crosswi.se and supplemented by a

packing of reed, as partly seen in the photograph of the south-west statue (Plate XII). The

surface of the sculptures was coated with a very friable sort of stucco, red in colour, and

consisting, as the analysis with which Professor A. H. Church has kindly supplied me (sec

Appendix F) shows, of loess which contains a considerable proportion of true clay. With

this stucco was generally found mixed a very fine vegetable fibre, the exact nature of which

has not yet been determined. The colour once laid over this coating had peeled off to a great

extent, except where protected, as within the folds of drapery. White apixiars to have been

the colour of the robes in the north-east and north-west corner statues, while the drapery of

the south-west figure showed alternate stripes of reddish-brown and dark blue. Of the iqiper

portions of the statues only very small fragments were found, which points to the friable

material having completely crumbled away before the layers of drift-sand had reached a height

sufficient to protect them. Many of the fragVnertts, especially those which contained the coarse

greyish clay of the interior plaster, were so soft as to break up at the slightest touch.

The pieces which were safely brought away will be found described in the list (K. i. 01-015)

It is significant that the great majority of them are small ornaments modelled entirely of the fine

red clay, mentioned above as a coating. These had undoubtedly been used in apphqui fashion,

and having fallen off early after the abandonment of the shrine had fouml safe protection under

the accumulating cover of sand. Most of them turned up on or near the base of the north-

west and north-east images. Such are the jewelled ornaments (E. i. 01, 02, 014, 015) which,

like the strings of Manis (E. i. 06, 09, 010), may be suppo.sed to have formed part (<f necklaces,

or else to have belonged to arm-bands or tiaras. Specimens are reproduced in Plate LXXVIII.

A similar ornament appears still attached to the girdle of the south-west corner statue as seen

in Plate XlI.#The Vajra-shaped ornaments, E. i. 07, 08 (see. Plate LXXVIII), may possibly have

belonged to thic relief decoration of a nimbus similar to those seen behind some of the Raw'ak Vihara

statues (see Fig. 61, Plates LXXXIII, LXXXVII). E. i. 013. a shows a corner of the hanging

robe of the south-west statue, which must have broken off early, and thus has preserved its

colouring well ; see Plate LXXVIII. The same Plate shows the elongated ear-lobe (E. i. 013. b)

which had evidently belonged to the north-west figure ; a poorly preserved portion of t e leac

and right car of the north-cast statue (E, i. 05), as well as some life-size fingers (E. i. 04, on).

In the latter, just as in the ornaments, a core of wood or cord was used to give strength to

the plaster. . t r i

The centre of the cella was occupied by a massive octagonal base or platform,
9^

ft. long

and 7| ft broad, which Fig. 49 shows in the foreground. It was built of sun-dried bricks with

a thick ©f plaster. Each of its facets measured 4 ft. in width, six being slightly curving,

while those east and west were straight, as seen in the detailed plan. The base proper

rose to a hei^t of a ft 8 in. above the floor.. On it four life-size relief statues m stucco must

once have stood, the lotus^hapcd pedestals of three being still more or less intact, while that

of the fourth eastwards had disappear^ owing to the damage done to the base by an

excavatKMk from that rdde, lit the centre, and serving as a backing to the statues, there rose
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a mass of sun-dried brick and plaster, the curious shape of which the detailed plan will explain.

The statues once occupying each of its four main faces had completely crumbled away, except

on the west and north, where the feet with parts of the draped r^be below the knees survived.

As the feet measured in each case i ft. the statues must be supposed to have been about

life-size. The arrangement of the drapery remains and the shape of the stucco backing sug-

gested that the statues were seated. There was nothing to indicate what particular Buddhas
or Bodhisattvas they represented. The work was in relief much lower than that of the corner

images. Remains of oval halos reaching down to the level of the feet could be distinguished

on the plaster background. It appears probable that, for purposes of lighting, the cella was
provided with a raised roof in the centre. With the decay of this the central group of stucco

sculptures would necessarily have been much exposed to atmospheric influences, which may,

together with their raised position, account for the scantiness of the remains.

The east and south-east facets of the base were found to have been completely destroyed

by an old excavation, undoubtedly the work of treasure-seekers, which had been carried towards

the centre, but could not be wholly cleared of sand from risk to the extant structure. Of the

way in which this burrowing affected the MS. finds made in the shrine I shall have to speak

presently. It also caused the almost complete loss of the fresco paintings with which the

portion of the base facing the entrance appears to have been decorated. On the north-east

facet the fresco remains showed two rows of seated male figures, seven in each, apparently Buddhas

or Bodhisattvas. The colours had badly faded, and only the outlines could be made out
; even

these were effaced in many places. In spite of this poor preservation the work seemed distinctly

superior in drawing and execution to the corresponding type of wall-decoration in the Dandan-

Uiliq shrines. Of the fresco decoration of the eastern facet I fortunately recovered an in-

teresting fragment in the small piece of painted plaster (E. i. 012), which was found lying in

the loose sand filling the old excavation made in front of the base. Its careful reproduction

in Plate LX XIX shows the delicate and harmonious colouring which the little fresco piece retains

in spite of its faded condition. In it the head and shoulders of a figure surrounded by a green

nimbus and probably seated can be clearly made out, with portions of the robes of other* figures.

Mr. Andrews’ descri[)tion in the list below indicates interesting technical details as to the

preparation of the stucco ground.
,

The hopes of MS. remains which the first afternoon’s experimental digging had raised

were amply realized by the numerous finds made in the course of the subsequent excavation.

These finds derive particular interest, not only from the variety of languages and texts repre-

sented among them, but also from the curious conditions in which the numerous MS. portions

were recovered. That the three leaves (E. i. 2) of a Buddhist text in Sanskrit, discovered on

the first day about i ft. above the floor of the east side of the central base, had belonged to

a larger Pothi was at once clear to me, from the pagination numbers on their margins and

the string holes which showed them to be left halves. I was encouraged in my hope for the

recovery of more of this text when on the following morning there turned up towards the

north-east, and also not much above the floor, two more packets of broken folia (E. i. 4, 5),

containing between tliem I2 left halves and 4 right halves of the identical MS. Finally, when
after excavating the rest of the cella the portion between the east side of the central base

and the entrance could be completely cleared qf sand, there were discovered in the cutting

about 2 ft. deep which treasure-seekers had made into the floor of that portion two nfore packets

of the same text (E. i. 39, 40), containing 8 left and 19 right halves of folia, besides 2 detached

,
half-leaves (E. i. 41, 43). From a comparison of the total number of left and right half fijJia,
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and from the indications furnished hy the pajjination fij^nrcs, I conclui!c<I at the time that we
possessed in these leaves the greatest portion of the MS. Dr. lloernle’s exact analysis- has
fully confirmed this conclusic^i, and has made it probable that all the 46 leaves of which the
MS. when entire appears to have consisted are represented among the recovered pieces. Throe
of the folia arc complete, their right and left halv*es having bct'ii pieced toeetluT with certainty

(for a .specimen see PI. CIX). 'I'hc full si^e of the le.aves must have been about 14 by 3 in.,

the text being written in five lines on each side in clear upright (Inpta ch.iracters, which
Dr. Hoernle assigns to the seventh or eighth century. The text is a Budilhist canonic.d work
of the Dharani class. P'rom the uniformly faded and perished state of the lowest leaves in

E. i. 5 (left halves) and t!. i. 40 (right haivc.s) it appears very probal)le that the Puthi in its

entire state must have lain for a long time before the left and right portions got se])ar.ited.

Possibly the break occurred in course of the excavation made into the ci ntral base
;
but there

can be no doubt that this burrowing had caused the dispersion.

The experience gained at the Dand.an-Uiliq ruins suggested from the first that the IMS.

leaves found had originally served as votive offerings. Proof for this surmise was soon forth-

coming in plenty. Close to the north foot of the central base there Uirned up two close ly- (.ikimps

packed rolls of paper, which might have fallen from the pedestal of the image above. One
contained the fragmentary leaf E. 5 . 6, about 9 by 3 in., written in slanting Ccntral-yAsian IVahmi

and a non-Sanskritic language, which PI. CIX reproduces. 'Phe other roll (E. i. 7). whirh was

.secured with a paper strip still closely wound round the c(‘ntre, and which could be o|)encd

only in the British Museum, jesolved it.self into four large folia measuring 18 by 3’ in., written

in bold upright Gupta characters (see Plate CXI). As Dr. Hocrnle’s examination has .shown

they must have been taken from an cxten.sive work composed in the non-San.skritic language

w'hich he tentatively distinguishes as ‘ proto-Tibetan ’ ^ The frecpient occurrence of the .Sanskrit

term bhaisajya suggests that its subject was medical or magical. Among the remaining finds

in Brahmi there were three small pieces of leaves (E. i. 9, 33), which lay on different parts of

the projecting moulding at the foot of the central base facing to the north, west, and south-

west, respectively. As two of these pieces must have belonged to the same leaf, their position

made it at once clear that it wa*s torn up purposely in order to furni.sh fragments for dejjosition

before different images. »

This conclusion forced itself upon me in a still more striking way when all round the foot J'linl'. of

of the central base, as well as on the floor near die pedestals of the images in the north-west,

south-west, and south-east corners, there turned up besides a large and well-preserved sheet of

Tibetan writing (E. i. ii ; see PI. CXVIII) and a number of miscellaneous Tibetan fragments

(E. i. 15, 19, 20, 25, 31 ; see PI. CXVIII), which, by the uniformity of the clear, wcll-formc<l writing

and of the paper, I could easily recognize on the spot as portions of an identical Pothi. 'Phe

widely different positions in which these fragmentary pieces were recovered will be fouiul noted

in the list Some picked up underneath the walls or on the floor might have been blown away

from their original place of deposition ; but most of them had evidently been retained by tlu;

accumulation of drift-sand in the place where the last owner of the MS. had intended to pro-

pitiate with them the various divinities. The fragments recovered, 27 in all, have been proved Tilirt.m

by Dr, Barnett to have originally formed part of a large Pothi, about 17J in. long and 2’ in.

broad, containing the canonical text of the ^alislamba-sfilra embodied in the collection of the

’ See his note xxiii. below, p. 439.
* Comp, regarding this language, represented also among

* See Dr. Iloemle’s note xxvi. below, p. 440. the Dandan-Uiliq finds, above, jip. 27 1 sq.

•tkin 3 ^
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Kanjur Hy a painstaking comparison with the text which the latter collection contains

Dr. Barnett has succeeded in determining the correct order of all the fragments, even the smallest,

and has thus been able to prepare the edition presented in Pap i. of Appendix B. There,

too, will be found Dr. Barnett’s annotated transcriptions of the miscellaneous fragments of

religious works (Part ii.), and a full translation, with exegetical notes, by the Rev. Mr. Francke,

of the two religious poems which the completely preserved sheet (E. i. ii) has proved to

contain (Part iii.).

Referring for details to Dr. Barnett’s introductory remarks on the ^alistamba-sQtra MS.
and to the Preliminary Notice of my Tibetan MS. finds previously published by him ®, I shall

briefly indicate here the main facts as to the material, &c., of this MS., and the philological

and historical interest attaching to its text. Several of the pieces consist of practically full half-

leaves like E. i. 24-1-21, 10-1-13, which Plate CXVII reproduces. In the arrangement of the

lines (five per page) and the string-hole the MS. does not differ materially from the early

Brrdiml Pothis previously described. Rut here the writing is confined to one side of the leaf

only, a peculiarity which from the first attracted my attention. It has found its explanation

in the interesting results of the detailed microscopical and chemical analysis to which

Professor J. Wiesner kindly subjected the paper used in these leaves ^ His investigations

have proveil that the paper consists wholly of the well-macerated raw fibres of a Thymelaeacea,

in all probability a Daphne plant, such as Daphne papyracea, which is still used in the pre-

paration of modern Nepal paper. As this plant and kindred species of Daphne are not to

be found in Eastern Turkestan, it becomes highly probable tha^ the MS. was not written in

the country, but imported from Tibet. An eciually notable difference from the paper of the

other ancient MSS. excavated by me at this site, as well as at Dand5n-Uiliq, is presented by

the very peculiar method adopted for making the body of the paper impermeable to liquid ink,

and thus its surface more suitable for writing. Professor Wiesner has discovered that this

object was attained here not by ‘sizing’ with a glue of starch, a method of which various

fashions can be traced in the early Turkestan papers*, but by heavily ‘loading’ the paper

with unaltered starch of rice flour, and on that side only which was intended to be written

upon. Professor Wiesner has discussed in full detail the interest* which this method of ‘ loading’,

not previously observed by ,hini in« any ancient Asiatic papers, presents for the historical

develojiment of early paper manufacture*. For our purposes it is also important as further

evidence of the importation of this particular MS. Of the paper used for the minor Tibetan

text fragments, including the sheet E. i. 1 1, Professor Wiesner has proved that it agrees in all

main characteristics with the paper of the old Brahmi MSS. and Chinese documents contained

in Dr. Hocrnle’s and my own collections”. These texts may, therefore, be supposed to have

been actually written within the Khotan region.

The recovered fragments of the Salistamba-sQtra represent about one half of the text as

contained in the Kanjur, and known also from quotations of its Sanskrit original and from

Chinese versions **. The text differs but little from ‘ the version of the Kanjur, which indeed

* The first identification of the text was made indepen-

dently by Professors C. Pendall and L. de la Vallde Poussini

the laiter recognizing it in the specimens reproduced in

Plate XVI of my Pnlminary Report) see J,R,A»S.t 1903,

p. 1 13.

• See J.R.A.S.^ *903i pp- 109-14.

^ Compare Piofessor Wiesner’s article Ein neuer Beiirag

zur Geuhuhte des Papier reprinted from the Sitzungs*

htrichii of the Imperial Academy, Vienna, cxlviii, Z904»

pp. 14-21.

* As, e.g., in the Chinese document D. vii. 3. See

Wiesner, loc. cit., pp. ii sqq. ; also Hoemle,/.J?.<^.«S'., 1903,

p. 678.

* Comp, ibid., pp. 18 sqq.

See ibid., p. ai note.

See /.R.A.S., 1903, pp. 110, 112.
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seems to be little more than a later revision of it, with occasional cxiiansions and substitutions

of glosses for earlier and more ambiguous terms’. Yet the philological importance of these

fragments is great; for together with the smaller Tibetan text fragnu nts and the sgralliti to

be mentioned presently, they Vre the earliest si)eciinens of Tibetan writing so far known. The

archaeological evidence set forth below clearly proves that none of the MS. remains discovered

in the Endcre shrine can have been deposited there l.iter than the eighth century. In the

light of the chronology thus fixed the archaic peculiarities of ortliogr.iphy, first nf)ticed by

Ur. Barnett in the Salistamba-sutra, and also by the Rev, Mr. Eraneke in the two religions

jpoems, assume their true significance. But it is, perhaps, even more noteworthy that b) the

side of these pre-classical spellings the latter pieces, as fully explainetl in Mr. h'rancke's (itinral

Note, furnish also instances of an orthography agreeing with modern dialectal forms. I am

not competent to express an opinion as to the very interesting questions which, as forcibly set

forth in the remarks of my learned collaborators, these observations are bound to raise as to i :i. !„ii

the real age of the invention of the Tibetan alphabet and of the first introduction of Bmldhism

into Tibet**, But it appears to me that the fact of the Endcre tc.xts .showing a writing which

does not differ from the modern dbii-can script may well deserve consideration in this connexion.

Seeing that by the evidence of our E.ndere texts this script is shown to have alre.idy assumed

in the eighth century that final form in which it continues to the present d.iy, while the

cla.ssical orthography so intimately connected with it is proved to have been at that lime

already archaic, it seems difficult to resist a doubt as to the correctness of the tradition which

places the invention of both the Tibetan orthography and characters only about a century

earlier.

But these miscellaneous votive deposits of MSS., or pieces of s\ich. in Briihmi and Tibetan

.scripts were not the only written remains unearthed in this small temphx A very interesting

discovery was that of two tiny fragments of birch-bark, showing each a few characten-s in

Brfihmi, which were found sticking to the plaster of the south wall surface about i ft. above

the floor and about 6 ft. from the south-east corner. There was nothing to indicate how they

had got there, and what the character might have been of the M.S. h“af from which they had

become detached. The few Aksaras visible in each fragment seemed S.inskrit, ami the writing

of an upright Gupta type, which looked older than that jof any Br.lhmi MS. finds at this site

or Dandan.Uiliq. Curiously enough, a few thin scraps of birch bark, with traces of a ch.iracter

or two in Brahml, turned up among the sand and d«^‘bris of the hole which hail been dug into

the central base. Is it possible that the latter once contained some deposit, as usually inserted

into the base of StQpas ?

In different places on the floor, but in no case on or near an im.agc pedestal, I discovered

three small pieces of paper with Chinese writing (E. i. 8, ,^6, 44). I hough they arc mere

fragments, M. Chavannes’ tran.slation, contained in Part iii. of Ai pemlix A, clearly .shows that

they belonged to secular documents, such as those found in the Danilan Uiliq dwellings ami

shrines, and not to religious texts. In PL i. 44 we have manilestly the poition of an (iffici.d

record, for it mentions the petition of a certain functionary, as well as the ‘commander in chief

of the army of Tso yU lin, Wan/r (?) Chihehianf. E. i. 8, 36 arc .scraps of papers manifestly

relating to private affairs, possibly petitions. None of them contains any dale, yet even thus

they may claim chronological value ;
for in view of what we have learned above as to the

events which finally brought to a close Chinese supremacy over Eastern Turkestan as mam-

Fi .i;;monl'<
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“ Compare in particular .5., 1903 , p. iia.
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tained by the T'angs these finds of Chinese documents would sufiice to show that the Endere
temple and the structures surrounding it must have been abandoned not later than the end of

the eighth century.

I'ortiinatcly a dated Chinese record inscribed on the walls of^the shrine itself supplements

this hrminus ad quan by more precise chronological information. 1 mean the Chinese sgraffito

in three rows of characters which the clearing of the west wall of the cella brought to light close

to the left of the north-west corner image, as seen in the photograph reproduced in Plate Xl.

Owing to the decay of the upper portion of the wall the top of the second and third rows is

lost, but luckily the shorter first row on the right, containing the commencement of the record,

has escaped mutilation. As shown by M. Chavannes’ translation in Part iii. of Appendi.x A,
it states the tlate when the record was inscribed as the seventh year of the K'ai-yiian period,

or 719 A. i>. Owing to the original surface of the rough and friable wall plaster, into which

the characters had been scratched with some blunt-pointed instrument, having peeled off in

parts the first character ^ K'ai has become indistinct. It was, therefore, at first thought

possible that it might read ^ {Chens^-yiian), which would have made the year intended corre-

spond to 791 A.n. But M. Chavannes’ reading of it has been confirmed by three Chinese

literati as well as by Dr. Bushell, who all, after careful examination of my photographs, arrived

independently at the same reading, and it is supported by internal evidence in the text of

the sgraffito itself.

The latter, as far as it can be interpreted in its incomplete state, distinctly mentions the

‘Four Garrisons’ and the ‘Great Fan’, i.e. the Tibetans, as wc^I as the latter’s officers. It

further records that ‘the high dignitary of the tai-cliang (court of sacrificial worship), CKin
Chia-hiing, returned to the district placed under his orders’. Whether it was this personage

or some other Chinese dignitary who, in a preceding pas.sage, is said to have ‘heard that his

commissioner of troops and of the cavalry was dead’ must remain uncertain. Nor has

M. Chavannes been able to discover Ch’in Chia-hsing’s name in Chinese historical records.

We h.'ive seen above that in 790 a. i>., or at the latest in 791 a. d., Chinese authority in

Eastern Turkestan, after having from about 766 a. d. maintained itself only with difficulty and

in complete isolation from the rest of the empire, finally succumbed to Tibetan invasion **. It

seems difficult to believe that in the* very year when the effacement of Chinese dominion had

been completed and the ‘ P'our Garrisons ’ had ceased to exist in name as well as in reality,

a Chinese dignitary should have recorded on the walls of a Buddhist shrine on the confines

of Khotan his return ‘to the district placed under his orders’. On the other hand, we know
that from 714 a. d. onwards the Tibetans had been annually harassing the Chinese borders,

and that in alliance with the Arabs and the rebellious Western Turks they had invaded the

‘Four Garrisons’ about 717 a. d.” From 719 a. d. onwards, however, a series of records in

the T‘ang Annals attest the gradual reassertion and extension of Chinese power in the Ts^m
Basin and the neighbouring regions’*. These successes of the Emperor HsUan-tsung’s policy

seem to have been attained rather by diplomacy than by armed power. Possibly we Iwvt

.some trace of this in the respectful reference our sgraffito makes to the ‘ Great Fan ’, the very

title by which the Tibetans designate themselves in the Lhasa inscription of 822 a. d. recording

a treaty with China,

“ See above, pp. 63 sqq., 176; also chap. ix. sec. vii.,

p. 284.

* “ See above pp. 63 sqq., also Appendix A., part i.

** See above, p. 6a ; Bushell, Early History rfTHtl,

p. 26 ; Chavannes, Turcs cecid., p. 284, note a.

** Comp. Hires ottid., p. 292.
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However this may be, the prolonged presence of Tibetans at the site is attested not
merely by the votive offerings of Tibetan MSS. already described, but al.so by a scries of
1 ibetan sgraffiti found scratched by various hands, often very cursive, into the north and south
walls of the cella. Those on* the latter side have been reproduced in Plate X 11, while all of
them, as far as they are decipherable from the photographs and eye-copies taken' by me, will

be found translated and learnedly commented upon by the Rev. Mr. P'rancke in Part iv. of
Appendix Ii, T hey appear to be votive, recording offerings made to certain divinities, aiul

indicating the benefits piously hoped for in return. A journey ‘ to the land on the other side
(Tibet?)’, on which the donors of a ‘wool-ox’ expect to meet with ‘wealth, food, and grass’,

is indicated as the special occasion of the offering recorded in the sgraffito towards the south-

west corner (to the right in Plate XII). These Tibetan scrawlings looked on the whole less

well-preserved than the Chinese sgraffito, and there was certainly nothing about them to indic.ite

their being later in date. On the contrary, the difference in state of pr(!scrvalion between the

Chinese sgraffito on the west wall and an almost compk'tely effaced and illegible Tibc:t.in scrawl

on the same wall suggested the reverse conclusion.

No direct chronological clue is furnished by the Tibetan sgraffiti; but it can be considered

quite certain that the date when they and the Chinese inscription were scratched into the walls

could not have preceded by many years the deposition of the various manuscripts and the

sub.->equent abandonment of the shrine. The rough and friable plaster of these cella w-alls was
not a material that could, when exposed, remain intact for a long peiiod w'ithout repair, and
with its renewal all these casual scratchings as well as the Chinese record would, no doubt,

have vanished. Taking into account the plainly attested date of the latter, this consideration

fixes approximately the middle of the eighth century as the latest possible time for the aban-

donment of the shrine, and implicitly also for the production of the manuscripts found in it.

This conclusion fully accords with the fact that among the eight Chinese copper coins found
either within the Endere fort or in its close vicinity there is not a single specimen of the

I'ang issues so common at Dandan-Uiliq 'k It also accounts for the distinctly ohh'r appearance

which the sculptural and pictorial remains of Endere seem to bear as com[iarcd with those of

the Dandan-Uiliq shrines.

The possibility of approximately exact dating invests \yith siiecial interest a scries of votive

offerings of a humbler kind, which I found scattered in front of the various imagf: bases, and
which still remain to be mentioned. The rectangular piece of paper (E. i. 19. a, sec Plate I^XX 1 X)
found in the sand close to the north-west facet of the central ba.se shows a rapid but spirited

sketch in colours of a Bactrian camel suckling her c.alf. Good observation is ilisplajed in the

drawing. On the hindquarter appears a brand. Could it be that of the owmer, who, [lerhajis,

deposited the sketch as an ex-voto to recover a lost animal ? Two smaller pieces of [laper

(E. i. 25. a, b, see Plate LXXIX), found rolled up together at the Ease of the north-west corner

image, are mere fragments of larger sketches, one of them interesting on account of the Chinese

look of the head represented.

But far more numerous were the small strips of textiles, sometimes shaped into little

pennons, or else mere shreds, evidently torn from garments, which were found mixed up with

the MS. pieces in front of the image bases. They comprised many fabrics, from elaborately-

woven silk brocades to simple but strong cotton stuffs rc.sembling the modern ‘ Kham ', and

already referred to in HsUan-tsang’s account. Sometimes pieces of the same material turned

Among these coins from Endere, most of them fragmentary, three are Ku-ihu pieces, while t!ic rest bear no

kgend; see Am).
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up in different parts of the central base as well as before the corner imajjes, evidently deposited

by the same person, anxious to propitiate all the divinities. The variety of this collection vividly

reminded me of the wonderful display of rags that graces the approaches to the resting-place

of Imam Ja'far Sadiq, and swings from high staffs over the supposed tombs of other saints

throughout Turkestan. Islam has indeed little changed the popular type of ex-votos which

were in vogue during Buddhist times, and which in this case has provided for us a sample

collection of ancient fabrics of no small archaeological interest. Among the specimens carefully

described by Mr. Andrews in the list below, and partly reproduced in Plates LXXVI,
LXXVII **, there may be mentioned the little pennons (E. i. 0i6, 017), made up of silk pieces

of different colours and qualities, several of them strongly ribbed. The heavy silk brocades

(E. i. 018, 019) show remarkable mastery in weaving technique and in the harmonious mixing

of colours. To do full justice to the latter in the reproduction could, owing to the number
and delicate blending of the tlifferent shades, have been attempted only at a prohibitive cost.

I''xamining in the original even so small a shred as E. i. 020, w'iih a ground of deep gold

colour and a pattern in white, red-brown, deep blue, and green, some idea can be gained as

to the artistic richness of these garments. Loosely-woven silk fabrics are E. i. 021, 022, and

the muslin-like piece E. i. 02^. Another silk of this kind (E. i. 027) shows a pattern in satin

stitch. Excellent workmanship is di.spl.ayed by the finely-woven white cotton or linen, E. i. 023,

with its lozenge diaper pattern. In E. i. 026 we have a sample of plain cotton cloth dyed

dull violet-brown. Finally the peculiar technique of ‘ knot-dying ’, still largely practised in

North-western India, is illustrated by the piece of blue cotton cloth, E. i. 029, sewn into what

seems to have been a small bag, and ornamented by flow'er-like patterns executed in knot-work,

white on blue.

Skction III.—TIIE RUINED FORT AND STOPA OF THE ENDERE SITE
•

Immediately after the clearing of the temple had been completed on the morning of

February 23, I excavated the row of small rooms marked E. n, situated to the north of

it, at a distance of about 50 ft. The walls here too were built of a timber framework with

plaster just as in the cella, but had decayed badly, as the cover of sand was only from i to 5 ft.

,

in height. On the north there adjoined a walled-in courtyard which seemed to have been used

once in part as a cattle-shed. In the easternmost room there was found a cavity constructed

in the floor adjoining the soi’.th tvall, about 4 ft. long, 3 ft. broad, and 4 ft. deep. Its sides

were all carefully plastered. 1 ts purpose could not be definitely established j it might possibly

have .served as a grain store. That in all probability this dwelling had been tenanted by a small

monastic establishment became evident by the finds in the room next to the west.

This little apartment, measuring only 8 ft. by 4I ft. (marked E. ii. in plan, Plate XXXVI),
had its narrow south wall decorated with an elaborate fresco painting, still retaining in part

its original vivid colours (see Plate X). Of the central figure, which was about life-size and

probably represented a Buddha or Bodhisattva, there remained only the feet and the lower

portion of the robe, since the wall had broken away above 4 ft. from the floor. The oval vesica

painted behind the figure showed small representations of seated Buddhas or saints, all painted

• “ I may note that tlie Plates show in most cases only small sample cuttings, after the fashion of a draper’s catalogue.
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alike in red robes on blue ground, each surrounded by a light green halo about 4 in. in diameter.

In the triangular space left on each side at the foot of the vesica there appeared nearest to the

latter a figure kneeling or scj^ted, more or less effaced, and behind it a figure standing with

uplifted sword. The foot of the wall was decorated with a frie/e like painting about 1 ft. 10 in.

high, divided into two broad bands by an angular fret. In the upper one there appeared, where

the surface had not peeled off, representations of .swimming gee.se and of llcur-ile-lys-like leaves, all

in blue over a vivid green ground. The lower band, which can be made out in the photograph

(Plate X), consisted of triangular imbrications alternately blue and green p.iinted over a rich reil

ground. A similar style of decoration, but less carefully c.xccuted, can be seen in the jihotograph

showing the remains of frescoes on a wall of the Dandan-Uilicj shrine I), vi (Plate IV).

In the cast wall of the little apartment, where it adjoined the frescoed south wall, a row

of elaborately turned balusters of wood (see Plate X) was found inserted, with tlu ir back set

into the plaster. The object served by this arrangement is not clear, but the top of the balnstr.idt*

thus formed may possibly have served as a place of deposit for votive offerings. Within the

south-east corner, and lying in loose sand about 4 in. above the floor, 1 discovered the well-

preserved small painted panel (E. ii. i) reproduced in Plate LXXVIII. It .shows a seated

Gane^a or Vinayaka, four-armed, all details in the representation of the elephant-headed god

being thoroughly Indian. It is well-known that he has remained a favouiite in all Hiuldhist

churches of Northern Asia which have been' inffucnced by the Mahayana sjstem*. A fragment

of a planed beam or post, about 3 ft. long with a width of 6 in. and much decaj ed by exjiosure,

was found lying along the foot pf the west wall. It showed faint outlines of part of a Huddha-he.atl

drawn in dark brown colour, with a small nimbus behind, anti might have formed part of a

decorated door jamb. The character of all these painted remains leaves no doubt that this small

room served as a chapel.

The remaining rooms westwards, which showed a floor raised 3 ft. above that of E. ii.,

yielded no finds. Also the detached and in part batlly decayed small structures (E. iv) to the

north west of the temple were found completely empty but for a wcll-fini.shed fircjilace in [ilaster.

Apart from the ramparts enclosing the fort, the ruins of the large brick-walled building

occupying the eastern portion of the circumvallated area were certainly the most striking featuie

of the site. The photograph (Fig. 48) taken from the west,* shows them as they appeared before

any excavation began. The massive walls of sun-dried bricks were in the southern pait of the

main building almost clear of sand, and still rose in places to heights up to 10 ft. The northern

portion, including the half-open hall (E. iii.) and the large apartment forming the north-c.ast

comer, was, however, filled with drift-sand, rising from about 6 ft, in the latter to full) 9 ft. in

the former. The walls, shown to scale in the plan (Plate XXXVI), had a thickness var)ing

from 4 ft. in the main outside walls to 2 ft. 3 •*' others, 1 he bricks, which containetl much

straw, with the occasional addition of bits of bone, wood, pottery, and simdar refuse, were of two

sizes. The usual make measured about 17 in. square with a thickness of 5 m., w-hde another

* size, about 12 in. square and 3 in. thick, was used in some of the thinner walls. Ihc horizontal

rows of bricks were set in layers of mud, about 2 in. thick, and mixed with much straw. In the

larger rooms massive posts of wood, about 5 square at their foot, but rounded where they

projected pilaster-like beyond the wall facing, had been set into the walls at regular intervals,

evidently to serve as supports for the roof beams. These posts were more or less intact in the

rooms filled by sand (see Fig. 48 on left; also Plate XI). while in the rest cavities left by them
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in the walls indicated their position, the wood itself having perished through exposure. The
remains of massive roof-beams were found lying in the sand above the floor of the north-east

corner room. Both there and in the hall (E. iii.) intermediary

carry them

Owing to the large size of the sand-filled rooms in the northern part of the building their

clearing proved a very heavy task, and couhl, within the limited time available, be accomplished

only by keeping every available hand .at work until late into the night on the 24th and 25th

of February. The offer of additional wages and free rations made the men willing to face the

fatigue and the bitter cold of this night labour, while big bonfires kindled with the plentiful

dead tamarisk roots gave the light needed. The rooms proved, as I had expected, to have

been completely cleared of all movable objects. But in the corner room a sitting platform,

3 ft. broad, as well as a large fireplace, were brought to light, while in the hall (E. iii.), open

towards the south, the rough plaster stirface of the partly well-preserved east wall proved to

be covered with sgraffiti both Tibetan and Chinese. The photograph reproduced in Plate XI
shows those to the south of the central pilaster of wood, the scribblings nortli of it being of

a similar type. M. Chavannes’ reading and translation, as given in Appendix Part iii. shows

that the Chinese characters nearest to the pilaster contain a mention of * the imperial envoy //sin

Li-clian whose identity, unfortunately, has not been established. The otlier Chinese scrawls

are too rough and effaced to permit of decipherntent.

The Til>etan sgraffiti on this wall are on the whole better preserved than the Chinese

ones, across which they are partly written, and bear the appearance of being later. They

have been deciphered from my photographs and hand-copies by the Rev. Mr. Francke, whose

transcripts and annotated translations will be found in Part iv. of Appendix D. The most

interesting among these scribblings is, undoubtedly, the one which Mr. Francke marks with C,

and which in the photograph reproduced in Plate XI is seen on the top below some coarse

Tibetan and Chinese scrawls. According to Mr. Francke’s rendering the main portion of this

sgraffito records: ‘At Pyagpag (in the) province of Upper ojont lom this army was outwitted,

and a tiger’s meal was obtained (i.e. many were killed).’ To this is added, in coarse big letters,

evidently by a different hand : ‘ (Now) eat until you are fat.’ 'Have we here a record of some

victorious Tibetan engagement, perhaps with a Chinese force ? The words, especially those

of the postscript, .seem to have a strain sufficiently truculent to have been scratched in by

some Tibetan brave who took his share in the fighting. But this does not help us to identify

either the localities named or the event alluded to. The remaining three sgraffiti translated

by Mr. Francke (one of them A, scratched in close to a small but well-drawn sketch of a

charging tiger) seem to be scribblings of a still more casual character, referring to some property

lost, a picture possibly once displayed on the wall, &c.

The ruined building, E. in, was undoubtedly the main structure within the area enclosed

by the ramparts, and, judging from the size of its halls and rooms, and the general arrangement

of its plan, I think it safe to conclude that it had served as the residence of the officer and •

establishment, for the protection of whom the fort must be supposed to have been primarily

intended. Somehow the spaciousness of the whole structure suggested resemblance to a Chinese

Ya-men, but I am unable to judge how far the disposition of the rooms, &c., might be com-

patible with Chinese architectural convention.

' The large Ix-am seen (.mbedded in a slanting position space along the south wall of the building had once been

on the right in Fig. 48 probably also served originally as roofed over like £, iii.

a wall post. If so it would be an indication that the open

free-standing i>osts had helped to
%
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The only other structure of any size of which remains could be traced within the ruined

fort was the dwelling (E. v) to the south-east of the temple. 1 he few broken posts protruding

from the sand, which first attracted my attention to it (partly visible in the foreground of Fig. 51)
proved to have belonged to an upper story which otherwise had almost comi^lctely disappeared

through erosion. Its floor seemed to have been approximately on a level with that of the

temple and of E. iii. There were distinct indications that the walls of this upper story had,

apart from the timber framework, consisted of rows of c.akcs of hard-beaten sheep-dung placed

vertically and joined by layers of clay. From my labourers I learned that the use of this (pieer

building material is not altogether unknown at the present day. Ih low these iliin w.dls the

excavation brought to light a lower story or basement, which, as the plan shows, had main

walls of stamped clay over 4 feet in thickness. The interior walls divi«ling some small apart-

ments were of the usual timber and plaster type, and only 6 to 8 in. thick. It is probable

that the great thickness of the main w«alls was intended to meet the pressure of the surrounding

soil. There was no entrance leading through any of the outer w.alls of this basement story,

which thus could have been entered only by stairs from above. Probably one or the oilu'r of

the small apartments separated by timber and plaster walls had contained tht; ladders that

served for stairs. Set into the clay walls were massive posts, which continued into the super-

structure. They are seen in the photograph rei)roduced in Plate X, which shows the .south-w«*.siern

corner room after partial clearing. The large and well-preserved fireplace found in this room (.ilso

seen in the photograph) showed a projecting top decorated with elaborate mouldings in stucco.

In construction it closely resembled some of the fireplaces found in the Dand.m-Uiliti dwellings.

Its presence proves that the basement rooms, all of which appear to have had a height of y ft.,

must have been partly at least used for living purposes at certain seasons. Such wholly or

partially underground apartments were, no doubt, easier to keej) warm in the severe winter.

They may have thus corresponded in a reverse way to the Tixi-khdua^ of Peshawar and the

northern Punjab, constructed as a cool refuge against the torrid heat of the Indian stimmcr

months, which are alluded to, I think, in Philostratus’ account of Apollonius of Tyana’s Indian

journey. The laborious clearing of these basement rooms was not rewarded by any finds of

movable objects.

No structural remains, besides those already described and the much-decayed walls of a

room built against the northernmost part of the ramparts, could be traced within the circiim-

vallation. Nor, having regard to the conditions of the sand and to the available sp.acc*, did it

appear likely that other ruins of any size could lie hidden beneath the drift-sand. In tin;

northern portion of the enclosed area, where a good deal of ground lay almost bare of sand

(see plan), compact layers of rubbish, consisting chiefly of horse-dung, st.able refuse, and straw,

were found in one place to cover the soil to a height of 3 to 4 ft. In order to assure nijsclf

of the character of these rubbish accumulations I had a broad trench dug across the whole

of them down to the natural gjround. But the only finds, besides the refuse describeil, were

broken pieces of coarse pottery and occasional bits of rough cotton fabrics and felt, as well as

some cotton seed. It was evident that this portion of the ground had been used for stabling

during a prolonged period. Further to the north the bare ground was covered with coarse

potsherds, and the same also strewed in profusion the open ground to the south of E. i and

E. Ill, which erosion, still actually proceeding, had lowered from 3 fo 5 f't- below the floor-level

of the latter buildings. Just outside the gate of the fort pottery debris was also plentiful.

Not the least interesting feature of the mins were the remains of the ramparts which had

once defended this »mall agglomeration of buildings. There was nothing to tell of the attacks
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of pnemies which they may have once resisted, buf^ flfly had certainly helped to ward off that

worst danger of ancient remains in the desert region—the erosive action of winds and moving
sand. Looking around from the ruined walls it was easy to realize that the original level of

tile surrounding ground had been lowered at least to ft. by erosim. Inside the circumvallation

the drift-sand, when once accumulated, was less liable to be shifted by the winds, and thus

provided a protecting cover for the ruins. While thus fulfilling for many centuries its defensive

function in a fashion the original builders could never have contemplated, the circumvallation

itself had suffered badly. The portion facing due south and flanking the gate, which Fig, 5

1

shows, about 160 ft. long in all, alone still retained distinct indications of its original con-

struction and character. The small segments surviving at other points, as marked in the plan

(the background in Fig. 48 and in the photograph of E. v in Plate X shows two of them), had

decayed into more or less shapeless mounds, which, however, were useful for determining the

original circumference. The circumvallation consisted of a solid rampart of stamped clayey loess,

probably built up in rectangular forms, aj^r the fashion which still prevails throughout Central

Asia wherever mud walls are used for iPKings or fortification ’. In the north-western segment,

however, I noticed that pieces of hard loess held together by calcareous formations had been

embedded in horizontal layers into the usual stamped clay.

The width of the rampart appears to have been about 30 ft. at the base, diminishing higher

up, as seen also in the section of the ancient' walls of Ak-sipil fort (Plate XXXIX). The

height in the southern segment, where alone it could be determined with some approach to

accuracy, was 175 ft, measured from the floor-level of E. iii. ^On the top of the ramparts

ran a parapet, 5 ft. 6 in. high and about 3 ft thick, built of sun-dried bricks, and still clearly

traceable for a distance of about 40 ft to the east of the gate. The bricks were of the larger

size used in the main walls of E. iii. Behind the parapet ran a platform, indicated by horizontal

layers of brushwood embedded in the clay, evidently ibr the sake of giving greater consistency

to the top of the rampart. The gate, now marked only by a gap in the rampart, and approxi-

mately 1 8 ft. wide, was flanked on either side by a small square bastion or tower, projecting

about 20 ft. beyond the outer foot of the circular rampart. These flanking defences had decayed

too far to permit of an accurate survey. To the west of the gate, and close to the inner

side of the rampart, rows of massivO' posts (see Fig. 51) indicated a small room which had been

built into the inner escarpment, evidently to serve the purposes of a guard-room. Owing to

the erosion proceeding along the inner foot of the circumvallation the floor of the gate now

appears in the photograph to be raised above the general ground-level.

The other surviving small segments of the ramparts, varying in height from 5 to is^ft^

showed no indications of any other gate, nor of bastions. Nor were the latter particulal'ly n^i^edf

'

seeing that the circular shape of the fort effectively provided agpinst any^ ‘ dead angles ^^is

circular construction was traced by me again in the wall remnants of the ancient

Ak-sipil*, while modified into an oval it recurs in the probably mediaeval small str6^p^i|^

found near the site of Uzun-Tati*. The manifest advantages of this ground-plan foi^ 'IH^pIbd

stations of modest size seem still to be appreciated by the Chinese authorities in

Turkestan, since I found the mud walls of the little military post of Opal between TurflinsillBt

and Kashgar constructed exactly in the same fashion**.
’’j' -v-

' I have noticed it used in many a place of BahichiaOn * See below, ch^. uv.

and the Indian N.W. Frontier, from KalU to PeslAwar, * Comp. chap. xm.

much after the manner commonly employed throughout '* See JfioWr gfjCHetlM, p. 117.

*Turkeitin, both Chinese and Russian.
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There is nothing in the ruined fort of Endcre, the survey of which we have now completed,
directl)r to indicate the purjxjse for wliich it was originally placed here. Hut the approximate date
we have ascertained for its abandonment, when compared with what Hsuan-tsang tells us of the
condition of this region in thd middle of the preceding century, supplies reasonably safe ground
for surmises. When the pilgrim had started eastwards from Ni-jang or Niya, he entered ‘a great
drifting sand desert’ • the terror and dangers of which for wayfarers he graphically describes, much
in the same fashion as Marco Polo, more than six centuries later, described the great desert between
Lop Nor and Sha-chou After having travelled through the moving samls for four hundred li,

or four marches, he arrived at ‘the old country of the Tu-huo-lo 'I’his country had
long been uninhabited. All the towns presented the appearance of an unoccupied waste

Six hundred li further to the east he reached the old kingdom of Clu-nio-fo-na tr/c ?ii5 ,

where the city walls still stood high, but there were no inhabitants. This Chc-mo t‘o na, for which

the older name of ChU-nto {^Fsiu-mo) ^ is correctly given in Hsuan-tsang’.s ‘Life’", can he no

other than the oasis of Charchan
;
the position of the latter is clearly indicated on llie one haiul by

the distance of a thousand li from Ni-jang or Niya, which accurately coincides with the ten marclics

reckoned at the present day between the two places, and on the other by the bearing and distance

to Na-fo-po or Lou-lan, which the pilgrim’s narrative places to the north-east and at a thoiisaiul li.

Na-fo-po or Lou-lan has long ago been identified as the vicinity of Lop-Nor, and a look at the

map shows that the oasis of Charchan lies to the south-west of the latter and almost exactly

halfway between Lop-Nor and Niya.

The relative distances which Hsiian-tsang has recorded to Ni-jang or Niya and Che-mo tVna
or Charchan, respectively, oblige us to look for the deserted settlements of what he calls ‘ the old

country of Tu-huo-lo' in the tract surrounding the actual Hndere site; for the latter lies within

twelve miles or so of the direct route from Niya to Charchan and, as Dr. Hedin’s map
shows, some sixteen miles nearer to Niya than to Charchan Seeing that about 645 a. i>. this

tract was already a waste abandoned to the desert, the question arises how to account for the

existence in it of the ruins excavated by me, which were undoubtedly occupied during the early

part of the eighth century. Two explanations appear open. Hither the tract, perhaps in conse-

quence of the improved conditions following the establishment of Chinese authority iliroughout

Eastern Turkestan, which as we have seen took place withlVi a little over ten years after Hsiian-

tsang’s passage^*, had again come under cultivation and received a settled population. The

" See M/moires, ii. p. 247 ; Beal, ii. p. 324 sq.

^ See Yule, Marco Poh^ i. p. 196 sq.

See M/moiret^ ii. p. 247 ;
Beal, ii. 325.

* See Vie de p. 290 ;
Chavannes, Voyage de Song

run, p. 13, note i. The HeiyU-chi erroneously reads

ZS Nbmo. Comp, also Turce occid.^ pp. 30, 57, 306,

and for the Han Annals' account of the same oasis, Wylie,
' Notes on the Western Regions//. Anihrop, Insi,, x. p. 28.

Hsfian-tsang's mention of this tract as ‘ the old country

of the y^-kuo*l0\ Lc. of the tribe of the Tochari which

played so important a part in the early history of the Oxus
region, and the memory of which long survived in the name
of Tokharistan, has been the subject of much learned specu-

lation: comp., e.g., Marquart, ErMakr, pp. 206 sqq.;

Franke, Eur KotUma dor TUrkvIdhr, pp. 28 sqq. A dis-

cussion of the varioQs problems connected with the real

character and odgln of the Tochaii (the Tukhara of Sanskrit

texts) does not come within the scope of my task Iierc. But

I may mention that, if the conquerors of the Bar trian Greek

dominion really cainc from this region, Dr. IMaiqiiari'.s argument

against their having been iiumads at the time would find strong

support in the physical character of their alleged old home.

That the term Taklamakan, by which all desert ground

within the central area of the 'I'arim Basin is popularly

designated, can neither on linguistic nor on historical

grounds be derived from the name 7u-huo-h (see Iledin,

Through Asia, ii. pp. 784 sq.) scarcely needs to be demon-

strated to critical students.

” The route followed by me between the Kndere Site

and Niya, and measured on my map, covers about no
miles. Between Endere and Charchan Dr, Hedin’s map

(see Reism in Z.-A.) shows about no miles as the road

distance without allowance for windings.

*• See above, pp. 59 sq.
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establishment in it of a fortified post, for the accommodation of a small Chinese garrison, and

perhaps of some local authority which the former was to support and control, would in that case

have probably followed as a matter of course. Or if the tract remained deserted, as HsUan-tsang

saw it in 645 a.d., we should have to recognize in the Endere fort^a small stronghold established

on the great route from China to Khotan for the express purpose of assuring its safety.

It seems difficult to decide between the two alternatives thus presented. The T*ang Annals

furnish us, indeed, with an itinerary for the old route leading from Sha-chou to Khotan as it

existed during this period of Chinese supremacy*^. But though M. Chavannes* notes on it clearly

show that the route passed through Chii-mo (Tsiu-mo) or Charchan, where a Chinese garrison is

specially mentioned, it is impossible to identify with certainty any of the stages recorded on it

further west until we get relatively close to Khotan, as the distances between them are indicated

only in one instance On the whole, I am inclined to favour the first supposition, in view of the

analogy offered for it by the case of Chu-mo (Tsiu-mo) or Charchan, which, though wholly deserted

in Hsuan-tsangs day, was again inhabited and the seat of a Chinese garrison in T ang times”.

Marco Polo’s description, too, ‘ of the Province of Charchan ’ would agree with the

assumption that the route west of Charchan was not altogether devoid of settlements even as

late as the thirteenth century. After referring to the numerous towns and villages of 'Charchan',

he tells us :
‘ The whole of the Province is sandy, and so is the road all the way from Pein,

and much of the water that you find is bitter and bad. However, at some places you do find

fresh and sweet water This account of the route agrees accurately with the conditions now

met with between Niya and Charchan. Yet in the passage immejdiately following the Venetian

tells us how ‘ when an army passes through the land, the people escape with their wives, children,

and cattle a distance of two or three days' journey into the sandy waste ; and, knowing the

spots where water is to be had, they are able to live there, and to keep their cattle alive,

while it is impossible to discover them*. It seems to me clear that Marco Polo alludes here

to the several river courses which, after flowing north of the Niya-Charchan route, lose themselves

in the desert. The jungle belt of their terminal areas, no doubt, offered then, as it would

offer now, safe places of refuge to any small settlements established along the route southwards.

The presumption that the Endere fort had by its side a cultivated area with a settled

population would, of course, .be definitely established if it were proved that the debris-strewn

area to the north-west of it, together with the Stupa, dated from the same epoch. Unfor-

tunately, conclusive evidence is not at present available on this point. No coins were found

** Comp. Chavannes, Voyage de Song Fun, p. la, note 9.

We are told that the route westwards of Tsiu-mo ‘passed

the llsi-li-chih {Si-li-tche) wells, ihcFao wells, the river Hu’^ht

{IIou-/cho), and, after 500 li, arrived at the military post of

the town of /««, which is east of Ytt-t*ien', If by the latter

expression the eastern border of Khotan territory is meant,

i. e. Niya, we might be tempted to suggest the location of

* the military pust of the town of Lan' at the Endere site.

But in the absence of exact evidence there is little profit in

such identifications. The mention of wells as stages west of

Tsiu-mo suggests that the country traversed was without

permanent habitations, yet just as at the present day offered

water in wells dug at regular hailing stages.

It is noteworthy that Sung YOn, travelling in 519 a.

describes Tso-mo, which M. Chavannes has shown (Voyage

*de Song Yun^ p. 13) to be identical with Hsttan-tsang^s and

the T"ang Annals* ChU-mo (Tsiu-mo\ as ‘a town' inhabited

by a hundred families only, Charchan, in fact, seems to have

passed repeatedly through such successive periods of contrac-

tion and expansion, having developed during the last fifty

years from a small penal station in the time before YaqQb

Beg's rebellion into a flourishing settlement of steadily in-

creasing prosperity ; comp. Yarkand Mueion Report^ p. 341

Hedin, Renen tn p. 178. Examples of such fluctua-

tions in importance and sise of detached oases in this region

could probably be greatly multiplied if our records were

ampler. They may serve as a warning against any a priori

assumption that steady decrease in the sixe of thm oases

must always have been the rule during historical times.

See Yule, Marco Fob, L p. 194- For the location of

Pein in the close vicinity of the present oases of GuIaUuM

and Domoko west of Keriya, see.below, chap. xxn.
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except within the ruined fort and its immediate vicinity, and we are still far from having the aroun.i

means which a systematic classification might afford for the approximate dating of coarse pottery

fragments. The ground around the SlQpa seemed certainly to have undergone far more general

and thorough erosion than thit around the fort, but I greatly doubt whether, in view of my

previous observations in this respect, it would be safe to draw any chronological conclusion

from differences of this kind which a variety of physical factors might account for.

Nor can, in the present state of our knowledge, the architectural features of the Stupa itself Sim-cy •>!

supply any distinct chronological criteria. The exact survey of the ruin (see plan in PI. XXXVII)

which I effected on February 25, while the excavation of E. 111 could he safely left to the

supervision of the Surveyor, proved a difficult task, owing to the greatly decayed condition of

the outer wall-facing and the destruction caused by the burrowing of treasure-seekers. Hut by

carefully plotting the extant masonry and fixing its central line with the help of the sguare

shaft discovered in the interior, I succeeded in ascertaining the approximately accurate dimen-

sions shown in the ground-plan and section. As already stated, wind erosion had considerably

lowered the ground generally around the ruin, and had excavated close to its foot hollow .s whicli

on the south-west and south-east were fully 15 and to ft. below the lowest masonry course.

This feature is well illustrated by the photograph in Pig, 51, which shows the Stup.i as seen

from the south-west. The foot of the ten-foot rod marks the level where the masonry commences.

The StQpa consisted of a square base, approjfimately orientated with its corners, and of a

cylindrical dome rising above it. The base rose in three stories according to the canonical

arrangement previou.sly explained, the lowe.st story measuring 27 ft., with a height of i‘ ft.

But these last dimensions, owing to far-advanced decay, can only be approximate. 1 he next

story, receding 2 ft. from the first and 6 ft. high, formed the main portion of the base
;
above

it the third, only i| ft. high, also receded by 2 ft. The dome had a diameter of if) ft., rising

with its broken top to a height of 14 ft. Its original height could not be ascertained. Along

its central line there descended a shaft i ft. square, down to a depth of 7 ft. from the

extant top.

This shaft, which may have once served for the fixing of a wooden mast carrying the ruiiinKH

‘Chattras' and other ornaments Surmounting the dome, had been rendered accessible from below

by a cutting made by treasure-seekers into the south-east» face of the dome, evitlently a long seckcri.

time ago. Another cutting had been carried from the north-east side of the base towards the

centre and upwards to the level of the topmost story. By connecting the two cuttings in the

centre I ascertained that no deposit remained in the few feet of masonry intervening. The

whole of the StQpa was constructed of sun-dried bricks, which looked harder and more rlost'ly

laid than those of the ruin E. iii. The prevailing size seemed to be 5 m. thick and about

18 in. square. But owing to the decay and weatherworn condition of the outer faces it was

difficult to obtain a sufficient number of measurements. That the surface of the whole structure

had once been covered with stucco was proved by a large piece of this coating still ailhcring

• on the north side of the dome.

The extent of the area over which pottery dibris could be traerf on the eroded bar,- loess Jni

-

around the Sttlpa suggested a relatively large settlement. That this, like the ruined fort, had

received its water supply from the Endere stream still flowing past the site within a little over

four miles, is certain. There is no archaeological evidence to indicate the cause or causes which

led to its abandonment, and even the chronological relation between it and the fort remains

cannot be definitely settled. The specimens enumerated under E. 006 in the list below arc

representative of the undecorated pottery fragments which were the only ancient remains to bq
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found at this ‘Tati’. More varied were the small pieces of glass and bronze (E. 002, 003,
sec Plate LII) which were picked up from the sand within the ruined fort and on eroded ground
in its immediate vicinity. The fragment of green blue glass (E. 003. e) showing a kind of niello

o'-namentation deserves special mention. At a point about half a mile to the west Ibrahim,

my treasure-seeking guide from Niya, alleged that he picked up the two interesting small objects

described under E. 001. One of them is a cylindrical piece of hard Chinese ink, drilled for

a string at one end (see Plate CV) ; the other a cubical die of bone (Plate LII) with the incised

spots arranged exactly as in classical dice, the sum of any two opposite sides being seven.

Section IV.—LIST OF ANTIQUES FROM THE ENDERE RUINS

MSS. KXCAVATEl) IN TEMPLE E. i.

£. i. 1, 2, 3. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 39 ;
two small

and two large frags.
;

left sides of (apparcntl)) two leaves,

numbered 30 and (29?), See Note xxii below.

£. i. a. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 40. Three frags.

;

loft halves, numbered 11, 12, 13. See Note xxiii.

£. 1.4. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 41. Six frags.;

two left halves, numbered 44 and 46, and four right halves.

See Note xxiii.

£. i. 5. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 42. Eight frags.;

left halves, numbered 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.

No. 43. Also, two frags., left halves, but numbers not

preserved, probably i anil 2. .See Note xxiii.

£. i. 6. Brahmi MS. on paper ; frag, in slanting Central-

Asian lirahmi, measuring about found made up

into a roll. See PI. CIX. ^
I

£. i. 7. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 53. Four leaves,

3 complete, i mutilated, found made up into a roll;

numbered 19, 145, 149, 152. Comp. Note xxvi. See

PI. CXI.

£. i. 8 . Chinese document on paper, small frag. See

App. A. lii.

£. i. 9. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 44. Two small

frags.; one of left half, numbered 114.

No. 43. Also one very small frag, from middle of a

leaf. See Note xxv.

£. I. 10. a. Fragment of ^alistamba-sutra, 8'X 22^
(App. /?, i. L.)

£• i. 10. b. Fragment of do., x 1 (App. If, i. l.)

£. i. II. Sheet containing 2 poems from the Teg-mc'og-

mdzod, loj"' X (App. B, iii.)

E. i. 19 . Fragment of S^aliatamba-sutrai 82^xa|^

t (App. i. A.)

£. 1 . 13. Fragment of do., 8
^
x 2 J''.

(App. B, i. l.)

£. i. 14. Fragment of do., 4]^'' x 2^", (App. B, i. j.)

£'.1.15. Fragment of mystic work, (App.

Bt ii. u.)

£• 1. 16. Fragment of ^alistamba-sutrai 4|''X2^''.

(App. B, i. 0.)

£. i. 17. Fragment of do., 9^'' x 2^", (Apj). B, i. 0.)

£. i. x8. Fragment of do.» 4}'' x a|^ (App. B, i. b.)

£. i. 19. Fragment of ritual work, 4^ x 5^''. (App.

B, ii. A.)

E. i. 19. a. Fragment of paper, very yellow in tone, on

which is a rapid sketch in Indian ink of a Bactrian camel

suckling her c}lf. The drawing shows good general

observation. The upper lip, the full eye, and the hairiness

of the animal are all well indicated. On near hind quarter

a brand (perhaps of the owner). The excitement shown

in the drawing of the calPs tail is familiar to those who

have watched calves sucking. There is a certain amount

of roundness suggested by pink washes round contours;

streamers painted red and yellow. Found with £• i. 19*

SecPLLXXIX.

£. 1. 20. Three fragments of mystical work, a}' x

li' X IJ', Ii' X IJ'. (App. £, ii. D.)

E.Lax. Fragment of Sftlistamba. 9|*X3|'. (App.i^,

i. N.)

E. i. 99. Fragment of do., 6^' x 3|'. (App. £, i. o.)

E. i. 93. Fragment of do., 9}' x a|'. (App. B, i. p.)

E.l.a4. Fragment of do., 8|* x aj*. (App. B, i. n.)

E. i. 95. Two fragments of religious work, x li'

and 3' x|'. (App. B, ii. c.)

E. i. 95. a. Fragment of paper with very sketdgr drawing

in ink, done with a brush, showing head, ^eutdeis^ and

right
,
arm of a figure, and a few other lines the msanliig'
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of which is not obvious. Character of thawing rather E. i. 34. b. Fragment of do., 2^" x 2*. (App. /?, i. f.)

Chinese. Only colour used a fine vermilion on arm and

breast covering. Found rolled up with K. i. 25. li. s'x
ij*. Sec Pi. LXXIX.

^

E. 1 . 35. b. Fragment of paper with part of rapid sketch

in ink, done with a large brush. Looks something like

the leg of an animal. Found rolled up with E. i. 25. a.

2|'X3'. See pi. LXXIX.

E. i. a6. a. Fragment of ^^istamba, g'x al". (App.

B, i. j.)

E. i. a6 *. Fragment of do., i^'x 2^*. (App. B, i. 0.)

E. 1 . 37. a. Fragment of do., a^'x il*. (App. B, i. c.)

E. i. 37. b. Fragment of do., 2J* x 2§*. (App. B, i. n.)

E. 1 . 38. a. Fragment of do., 2-}* x ag*. (App. B, i, f.)

E. 1 . 38. b. Fragment of do., 2 iV x eg*. (App. B, i, e.)

E. i. 39. Fragment of note on religious subject,

f.J'xsJ*. (App. .fl, ii. B.)

E. i. 30. Fragment of Salistamba, l’*X2g''. (App.

1 . 11 .)

E. i. 31. a. Fragment of do., i (App. /?, i. f.)

£. i. 31. b. Fragment of note on religious subject.

(App. B, ii. B.)

£. i. 3a. a. Fragment of ^alistamba, (App.

B, i. n.)

£. 1 . 32. b. Fragment of do., 9^"' x 2!^ (App. B, i. u,)

£. i. 33. BrahmT MS. on paper. No. 46. One frag.,

fiom middle of leaf. See Note xxiv.

£. i. 34* a. Fragment of Salistamba, 9^^ x 2 1
"". (App.

B, i. c.)

JVotts by Dr, A, F, A*. Ilocrnle

Note xxil.—No. 39. These pieces belong to left sides

of (apparently) two leaves of the same MS., numbered 30

and (29?). The latter number is uncertain. Width of leaf

length unknown ; no string-hole preserved ;
6 lines

on page. Language: non-Sanskritic (Proto-Tibclan ?).

Characters: upright Gupta, of 7th or 8ih cent.

Note xxiil.—Nos. 40, 41, 4a, 43, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52.

All these fragments belong to the same MS. and to 46 leaves

(see infra), 16 of which being left-hand portions are numbered

(on the obverse sides) 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, ii, la, 13, a9,

3O1 3*1 44, 46. The numbers of the remaining leaves are

not preserved; but in all probability, as shown by the

sequence of the fragments in the discovered bundle, there

were the numbers i, a, a6, a7, a8, 31, 33, and 45 among

them. So that, altogether, there are 34 (actually, or practically)

numbered leaves extant, vis. 1-13, 36-33, and 44^46.

£. i.3S. Fragment of do., x 2J". (App. B, i. 0.)

E. i. 36. Fragment of religious work, 2^x1^.
(App. B, li. D.)

£• i. 36. a. Chinese document on paper; fiag. See

Apj). -I. iii.

E. !. 37. Fragment of ^Mistamba, 2'^. (App.

i. t.)

E.i. 38. Fragment of do., x 2;;^ (App. />, i. n.)

E. i. [no lunnbt rl. Fragment of do., i.{"x ( \p\» /?,

i. k)

E. i. [no number
J.
Three fragments of religious work,

iyxl\i'^xil\^''xiy. (.\iip. /;,u. i>)

E. i. 39. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 47. 'I hioe (r.ip'. .

left halves of leaves, numheivil 29, 30, 32.

No. 48. Also, five frags.; left halves, hut numbcis net

pn served. See Nolc wiii.

E. 1 . 40. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 50. I’vstlvc-

fr.^gs., right halves.

No. 51. Also, seven small frags.; all of right halves.

See Note xxiii,

E.i. 41. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 49. Urn? frag,

left half, but number not picserved. See Note xxni.

E. i. 43. Brahmi MS. on paper. No. 52. One frag
;

right half. See Nolc xxni.

E. i. 44. Chinese document on paper; fiag. See App.

iii.

on Brahmi MSS, from li, i.

The MS. is written in Sanskrit, m upright (iupta charae-

ters of the 7th or 8ih cent. It is probalily a Buddhist

canonical work of the Dhrtraia class.

There is one fragment in this .set which bears, on its

a remark written in non-Sanskrilic language (Brolo-

Tilielan?). Its En\ commences with Sid(iham\ the rest of

the text being in Sanskrit. This indicates the beginning

of the treatise, and shows that the fragment, which bears no

numlKT, belongs to the first leaf of the MS. The ircalise,

accordingly, commenced on the Bev, of the initial leaf, while

its Obv, was inscribed with a non-Sanski ilic remark. This

remark, probably, rccoided the name of the treatise; but,

for the present, it is not intelligible. 'Fhere occurs, however,

in it the Sanskrit word Dharaiut, which may possibly repre-

sent the well-known title Dh^ram. The interlocutor in the

treatise is MahjubrI.

MSS. from
E. i.
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MSS. from The fiagmcnts consist of 25 left-hand and 24 right-hand

L. i. portions of leaves, most of which represent nearly one-half

of a leaf. The only six (nearly) left and right halves which

(.so far) I have been able to piece together with absolute

tcrLiinty are three left halves of E. i, 39, and two right

halves of E. i. 4, and one right half E. i. 42. They make
iij) ])(‘iwecn them the 29th, 30th, and 31st leaves; whether

any tiiore halves can be pieced together appears very doubtful.

The probability is that we have three complete leaves, and
22 left-hand and 21 right-hand portions consisting of 43
leaves. Accordingly we have a total of (43 + 3, or) 46 leaves

;

and this is confirmed by the fact that the left half of the 46th

leaf is preserved among the fragments. It would thus appear

to be probable that we have the entire MS., which consists

of no more than 46 leaves.

As to the three complete leaves, they are not complete

in the strict sense. The two ‘halves' of which each is made
up are not really complete halves; a small portion of the

middle of each leaf is wanting. The ‘ halves ' measure about

the string-hole is at about 4^ off the margin;

accordingly, the total length of the leaf was about 14^, and

about a*' are lost. The full size of a leaf must have been
about 14^x3^

Note xxiv.—No. 46. Only a very small fragment,

from the middle of a leaf, showing traces of 4 lines of

writing. Language Uncertain, but probably Sanskrit (roffyas-

ta legible).

Note XXV.—Nos. 44, 45.—Two pieces, belonging to

a leaf numbered 114, inscribed with large upright Gupta
characters of the 7th or 8th cent., in non-Sanskritic lan-

guage (Proto-Tibetan?).

Note xxvi.—No. 53. Four leaves of a MS., in non-
Sanskritic (Proto-Tibetan ?) language, and in large, upright

Gupta characters of the 7lh or 8lh cent., measuring i8^x
with 5 lines on a page. Subject, apparently medical or

magical, for the term bhaisajya occurs frequently. The four

leaves were found done up in a roll ; and as they show the

numbers 19, 145, 149, 152, it appears that the MS. wag

a mere fragment even at the lime when it was deposited in

the form of a roll. Leaf 152 appears to contain the conclu-

sion of the MS,, and probably contained its name; but

unfortunately it is much mutilated.

Objects
from £. i.

OBJECTS EXCAVATED IN TEMPLE E. i.

E. i. 01. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay
;

jewelled

ornament, elliptical. 2 rows of beads, and within these

a fillet, all concentric. Centre plain, See PI.

LXXVIII.

E. i. oa. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay mixed with

fibre; jewelled chain ornament; alternately, one large and
two small jcw’fls. 3J'' x I''.

E. i. 03. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay, white-

wabhed, .small lotus.

E. i. 04. Stucco relief fragment^. Red cby, traces of

whitewash; 3 fragments of fingers, life-size; nails, long

almond-shaped, trimmed to below tip of finger. Sec

PI. LXXVIII.

£. i. C5. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay mixed with

fine vegetable fibre, over grey clay mixed with chopped
straw. Portion of car (life-size) and head; very crude

suggestion of hair. 4^"^ x 3^ Friable. Sec PL LXXVIII.

£. i. 06. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay, with coarse

lopc core. Mani-string. 2" long x greatest diameter.

Friable.

£. i. 07. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay; Vajra,

tripaiiiic; centre ornamented with diced pattern. 3^^

3r across. See PL LXXVIII.

E. i. 08. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay, mixed with

fine vegetable fibre. 2 Vajras; one affixed to stick by
means of similar red clay, but without fibre. The other

has impress of slick which has come away from its place.

Both coloured pink. Replica E. i. 07. 3|^ X 3j^. Very
• friable.

E. i. 09. Stucco relief fragment 5 ornament in 2 pieces.

Red clay, mixed with vegetable fibre. Prob. part of

personal ornament (necklace); white lotus with smaller

lurquoisc-coloured flowers. The whole evidently was on

a cord which has perished. Cf. E. i. 06 and £. i. 010.

Length 2^"^, width i Very friable.

E. i. 010. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament (7 pieces).

Red clay, no fibre
; traces of while and turquoise. Portion

of necklace (Mani-string), moulded with small flowers,

with larger ones at intervals; pressed round a core of

coarse cord, portions of which remain. Replica E. i. 09.

Length (approx.) 4|^ width of large flowers i Very

friable. See PL LXXVIII.

E. i. on. Stucco relief fragment; life-size finger. Red

clay, mixed with fibre. Replica £. i. 04. Length 3}^
Very friable. See PL LXXVIII.

£. i. oxs. Fresco painting on stucco. Badly damaged

fragment of wall surface composed of, at back, coarse

plaster mixed with vegetable fibre ; over this finer plaster

without fibre ; and over this again fine stucco which gives

the painting surface. About the centre of the fragment

is painted a head three-quarters to R. p., surround^ by

green nimbus. The shoulders of figure (probably seated)

can be made out. Above nimbus seems to be part of

green robe of another figure, and to R. p. red robe on

shoulder of a third. The ground is Indian red, as am
outlines and contours generally. Flesh, yellow pisk.

There seems to be a vesica behind central figure^ the

ground of which is pink. Hair, eyebrows, and qrti of

figure black. The green field of nimbus has a Ifghler
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green line round it, and outside this is a broad Indian red

line. Work seems freely and easily executed, and shows

complete knowledge of the process. 5 J'" x 4'^. See PI.

LXXIX.

E. i. 013 . a. Fresco on stucco fragment. Grey clay

mixed with coarse vegetable fibre. Surface of clay only

covered with thin layer of fine stucco. Conventional floral

design painted with great freedom. Colours—green, yellow,

orange, deep brown. Appears to be water-colour, and

adheres perfectly to the stucco, which was probably wet

when paint was applied. Surface much cracked, x 5^^

£. i. 013. Stucco relief fragments.

a. Red clay mixed with tine vegetable fibre, a coarse

string passing through length of fragment. Portion of

robe from south-west statue showing corner and hanging

folds. Robe coloured liver-brown, with border about i"'

wide, bright red. 9^ long, 2^ widest part. See PI.

LXXVIII.

b. Clay as above, red wash and traces of white;

coarse string forms centre, the two ends appearing at

upper side of fragment. Pierced portion of lobe of ear

;

colossal. From north-west statue. length, at

widest part. See PI. LXXVIII.

E. i. 014. Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Red
clay, traces of pink wash. Porlic^n of tiara, or arm

ornament; from a band about 1"^ wide, jewelled with

square raised jewels at intervals (i remains), rises a half

lotus, from which radiate six ostrich feather-like leaves at

regular intervals, forming a semicircular ornament. In

centre of outer edge a small round jewel composed of

a bead (pearl?) surrounded by a single row of smaller

|)earls. This jewel is connected with lotus by a row of

4 pearls. At back, a portion of wood support remains.

Height width 3^ Very friable, PI. LXXVIII.

£. i. 015. Stucco relief fragment (3 pieces). Red clay,

traces of colour. Jewelled amulet, clasped on ann(?),

ends of band hanging from jewels. Fragment exhibits on

one piece, a square-contoured four-petalled flower, ad-

joining similar flower, but smaller, within double square

moulding; on another piece one flower only; on the

third, end of band, hanging against arm (?). Width

depth 3^"' (approx.). Very friable. See PI. LXXVIII.

£• i. 016. Silk fabric. Consists of a kind of pennon

composed of four rectangular pieces of silk, joined edge

to edge by some kind of paste. To lowest piece arc

pasted three narrow streamers, the centre one straight

and the two side ones at divergent angles. The pennon

was originally longer, as is indicated by the paste adhering

to the upper edge of the topmost piece. Silk is of usual

oriental kind, some pieces being more strongly ribbed

than others on account of the warp threads being rather

thicker. Length 14^, width about 2^, Sec PI. LXXVII.

£• i. 017. .Silk fabric. Three pieces of silk made into

kite-shapes by being doubled over wooden (cane ?) stiffeners,

and neatly sewn. Thqr are attached to each other, point

stein

to tail, by sewing. The silk is of good quality, rather E. i.

strongly ribbed, the upper one having a kind of chevron
pattern woven into it. C^olour of upper one is drab

; that

of middle light cream, and of lowest a rich soft pink. Size

of each piece about 3 x i j''. Sec PI. LXXVII.

£. i. 018. Silk fabric. IIeavy silk brocade, showing
absolute mastery in the an of we.iving this class of fabric.

It apjH^.irs to be what is tetbnieall) known as a double

cloth, i. e. it has iwn warps ami lw'<i wefts. 'Pextiire fine

and even; design, a sin.all poition of whuli is seen,

skilfully worked out in diagonal weaving; .iiiangeinent

of colours most ailislic. E. g. the ilark pattern is m grem,
but upon examination the tin cads used are found to be

three or four dilTcrent shatles ‘broken' one into another.

The ground was oiiginally a rich flesh-pink, the pallein

in soft greens and creamy white, and in the ravellmes at «

one corner occuis a cobalt blue. Size x Si.e

PI. LXXVII.

£. i. 019. Silk fabric. Heavy brocade similai to E. i. oiS.

Size 3j X 2^ Sec PI. LXXVII.

E. i. 020. Silk fabric. Piece of silk brocade. Simil.n in

make to E. i. 018 but perhaps not quite .so carefull\

worked. The pattern, of which a very small j»oilion is

visible, appears to have lx*eri more free and less ‘ square
’

than in E. L 018. 'Phe ground appeals lo have been

a deep gold colour, and the pattern in white, red-brown,

pale blue, and green. Size 3" x i
J"'.

See PI. LXXVII.

E. i. oai. Silk fabric. Loosely woven fine silk fabric,

with satin diagonal lines crossing, forming lozenge shapes
;

in centre of each a flower. Pale steel-blue. 16" xi".

Sec PI. LXXVII.

£• 1 . 033 . Silk fabric. Tliiii silk; faded gn en-bluc.

6i"xi". See PI. LXXVII.

E. i. 023. ^Woven fabric. Firmly and finely woven white

cotton or linen iif a lozenge diaper pattern. Still (juite

strong and beautifully even in workmanship, g'^x 2^1''. Sec

PI. LXXVII.

E. i. 034. Silk fabric. Piece of loosely woven and very

flimsy plain muslin dyed pale blue. 9^''x2''. Sec PI,

LXXVII.

E. i. 025. Silk fabric. Plain silk; has formed part of

pennon similar to E. i. 016, and may in fact be pait

of that. Mucilage visible on tw'o edgc.s. Hull pale brown.

2^X2^". Sec PI. LXXVII.

E. i. 036. Cotton fabric. Coarse, loosely woven plain

cotton cloth. Dyed dull violet-brown. 14^x1^^ Sec

PI. LXXVII.

E. i. 037. Silk fabric. Loosely woven silk, with slight

pattern in satin stitch. Colour, pale cream, s"' x i". Sec

PI. LXXVII.

E. !• 038 . Woven fabric. Cream coloured ; not deter-

mined. See PI. LXXVII.

3 L
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£. i. £. I. 029. Knot-dyed fabric. Blue cotton cloth. Seems

to have been a small bag, made up of a roughly circular

piece hemmed all round for a drawing siring, part of

wliich remains. The cloth is ornainenlcd with flower-like

PANKL EXCAVATED

E. ii. £. il. I. Painted panel. Seated Ganesa, crowned (yellow).

Arm, wrist, and ankle ornaments (yellow). Tiger skin

Diiuti (yellow), tight Paijamas (dark brown), feet bare.

Head three-quarters to R. p., yellow. Rest of flesh—pink.

Outlines red. Eyebrows, eyelashes, and pupils black.

Cushion red and dark-brown vesica
;

field green
;

outer

edge deep red with fine black line outside, and border of

patterns executed in knot-work, being white on blue

ground. Torn. Diameter of circle about 6^1^. See FI.

LXXVI.

f

IN CHAPEL E. ii.

white dots inside, next green. Rosary of white dots.

Four arms. R. p. front in lap holding bowl of fruit (?)

;

back, upraised holding spear-head (?). L. p. front, at

bieast holding long-shaped turnip; back, upraised holding

axe. Background of panel white with a few small orna-

ments. Height 4
1"', width 5

J". Wood and painting well-

preserved. See PI. LXXVIII.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS FOUND ON GROUND SURFACE AT ENDERE SITE.

Miscell. £. 001. a. Piece of Chinese writing ink, drilled at one

objects. end for a string. Length of piece See PI. CV.

£. 001. b. Cubical bone die with S]K)ts shown by circles

with centre dots. I'lic sum of the spots on any two

ojipositc sides is 7. Length of edges See PI. LII.

£, coa. Glass and pottery fragments. 7 fragments

of ])ale green-linteil glass w itli raised pattern. 2 fragments

of pale pink-tiiited glass with raised pattern. 3 pieces

pale gieen-tintcd glass, plain, i thick piece pale green-

tinted glass, show'ing cut or ground surface, i'' x 1 short

stick of glass with twist in the grain, long, a fragments

of coarse terra-cotta, glazed green. Found near Endcre

Fort ruins. See PI. LII,

[£. 003. Miscellaneous small objects found within or

near Kndere Foit.]

£. 003. a. Rectangu!ar bronze tag, hollow, to take

lealht r or other material, and having 3 rivets r^'inaining in

position. One end shaped in a jforl of double Ogee;

other sides straight. Length width Y* thickness

(external) J". See PI. Idl.'

£. 003. b. One side of bronze hinge or clasp, probably

from armour. It is slightly concave at its tw'o long edges,

convex at the narrow end and straight at the broad end

where portions of links of hinge remain. There arc three

rivet holes, one at nairow end and two at broad end.

Whole plate slightly convex on its anterior aspect. Length

I width rioY‘ See PI. LII.

£. 003. c. Bronze plate, oblong, pierced for a rivet at

each end. Probably piece of jazarine. ^ 9̂
^’

£. 003. d. Bronze object resembling a spatula. At one

end It opens out into a ring, the upper edge of which

shows signs of wear, as though from friction with a ring

to which it has been suspended. The opj>09ilc end

broadens and then turns to an obtuse point. Length

width above point Y’ Thickness at ring end See

PI. LII.

£. 003. e. Fragment of green-blue glass
;

portion of

edge circular, remainder broken. Pattern incised on one

side, the lines having been filled with some metal or

pigment (part of which remains) in manner of mel/o.

Diameter Y* thickness See PI. LII.

£. 003. f. Piece of yellowish glass ; elliptical plano-

convex, probably made as a jewel for an ornament. See

PI. LII.

£. 003. g. Fragment of glass vessel, showing cut or

ground surfaces.

£. 003. h. Fragment of glass vessel, showing cut or

ground surfaces.

£. 003. i. Piece of pink coral or shell, pierced in two

places for a cord, and showing a groove worn by the

thread between the two piercings. Length

£. 005. Miscellaneous beads, bronze rings, Ac. (found

near Endere Fort). On a woollen string are threaded

1 small coin; a blue glass beads; a stone or pottery

beads ; 1 bright yellow glass bead, the glass surface being

over some lustrous core; i yellow glass or stone bead;

a fragments of fiat bronze ring; 6 fragments of coloured

glass and {)ottery beads; fragment of i bronze ring’; 1

bronze rivet (length thickness |^); i bronze, hollow,

dome-headed stud (length diameter i oblong

piece of bronze, with lightly incised decorative pattern.

A'xA-'.

£. 006. Terra-cotta fragments, Ac., found on eroded

ground near Endcre Stupa.

a. Fragment of green glazed terra-cotta vessel,; x

»r-
b. Fragment of neck of vessel, of black terra-oOtla;

ifxir.
c. Fragment of lips of unglazed terra-cotta v«cikI;

irxir
d. e. Fragments of coarse terra-cotta,

f. Piece of uncut green jade, x



CHAPTER XllI

KARA-DONG AND THE SHARCH I'OR IISUAN-'I'SANG’S I'T-MO

Section I.-EXPKDITION TO THE KARA-DONG RUINS

On February 26 my explorations at the Enderc site were completed, thanks to the em rgy

with which the work had been carried on from early morning until after nightfall by the light of

bonfires. The information collected during the last weeks showed that theie were no nuns

known eastwards nearer than Charchan, where, besides the remains of the ' old town ’ close to

the modern oasis which M. Grenard had already examined, some ruins were mentioned to im^

at a day’s journey to the north, probably the same as those referred to by M. Grenard'. lUit

the journey alone to and fro would have cost a fortnight, and the time that remained at my
disposal seemed none too ample for the expdditibns I had yet to make to ancient localities north

of Keriya and Khotan, Though the nights were still bitterly cold and the occasional winds light,

yet th^ increasing warmth of the day-time and the prevailing haze intimateil that the season

of sandstorms and heat was steadily approaching. I knew that its arrival would effectively

bar what excavations I had planned in the desert nearer to Khotan. So I reluctantly decided

that the time had come to set my face again westwards.

The rapid marches which, between February 26 and March 2, tarried me and my caravan

back to Niya, need only to be indicated here in the briefest outlines. I he first took me across

the Endere river at a point known as Kdrgach, where I found the main current, about fifteen

yards broad, covered with ice still strong enough to bear heavy loads. The deeply-cut bed,

some eighty yards wide, demonstrated the extent of the floods which the river carries down in

the spring and summer. Beyond, after passing through, a belt of closely packed sand-cones

covered with tamarisk scrub, we struck an old bed of the river and marched along it through

luxuriant Toghrak jungle to a deserted shepherd’s hut known as Tokuz-kol. The name means

‘ Nine Lakes,’ but of water there was none. On February 27 we steered due south over a

Kumush-covered plain. All traces of the true desert disappeared for a time; and, as if to make

the contrast with the scenery seen for the last month still more striking, a tem|jorary lifting

of the screen of dust haze allowed us in the morning clearly to sight and fix on the plane table

a series of prominent peaks in the great rampart of the Kun-lun, with the glaciers descending

around them. The portion of the range seen lay to the south-east, from sixty to eighty miles

distant*. The mountain view vanished like a vision when a strong north wind again r.iised

the usual dust haze, just as we had reached the Niya-Charchan route. Along the lonely desert

track which has taken the place of what once was the great line of communication to China,

we continued over a gravel Dasht, with scarcely any dunes, and bare of vegetation, until after

a march of over thirty-two miles Yoka-toghrak was reached. There some brackish water was

obtainable in wells about 6 ft. deep, while a small patch of .tamarisks and Toghraks offered

scanty fuel.

' See ATittim D. it RMm, L pp. i8j sq.
’ Comp, the sraaU-scale map accompanying my Rum of Khotan. ,
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On the following day, with the camels tired out by the last forced march, we could only
reach the Yartunguz river. The track led through very low dunes with tamarisk scrub, until

close to the left river-bank a broad sandy ridge, about a hundred feet high, had to be crossed.

The river flowed here in a bed about twenty yards broad, betweei( steeply-cut banks about 20 ft.

high, and carried from 2 ft. to 3 ft of water. Its ice had evidently melted everywhere up to the
foot of the mountains. The two long marches which brought me back to Niya yielded pleasing

variety in the little lakes and lagoons we passed. Among them the lakes of SizUtke and Bileklik

lay (juite close to the route. They are all mainly fed by springs. The water of the latter, which,

just released from the grip of frost, was flowing plentifully, comes, no doubt, from the streams
that higher up near the mountains are absorbed by the gravel glacis of the Sai. From the Shitala

Darya, a stream then fed by springs but receiving water also from the mountains later in the

year, there stretched a continuous expanse of fertile jungle with plentiful Kumush and scrubby
undergrowth to within a little over three miles from the Niya river. Ample springs were passed

near the grazing grounds of Dong-Oghil, Kum-Chaklik, and Kalta-qerin. The eastern bank of

the Niya river proved to be flanked just like that of all the other rivers east of Khotan where
they enter, or pass through, the desert, by a high ‘Dawin’ of sand-dunes. This was crossed
near the Maz.ar of ShUala P5d.sh5him, a conspicuous collection of poles adorned with fluttering

rags. The remainder of the march to Niya, leading past the marshes of the Gilem-kul and
through almost continuous stretches of boggy ground, vividly impressed me with the accuracy
of the description which HsUan-tsang has left us of the situation of ancient Ni-jang*. Since
starting from Niya on January 23, I had covered over 300 miles in a, great oval loop. Considering
the distance and the deceptive nature of the ground, it was no small satisfaction to me to find,

when the positions indicated on the plane table for the starting and closing points of our route

came to be compared, that the difference proved to be only three-fourths of a mile in longitude

and a little over a mile in latitude. The astronomical observations for latitude taken at all more
important camps have rendered it easy to effect the needful slight adjustments.

Leaving my ‘goods train’ of camels to follow behind, I covered on March 3 and 4 the

distance from Niya to Keriya, some eighty miles, in two stages. There I was busy at work
with official reports and letters that were to secure for me a minimum of time for preparing

a preliminary account of my discoveries on completion of the journey, and with rapid arrange-

ments for my next explorations. Huang-Daloi, the kindly Amban of Keriya or YU-t'ien, as

his district is officially .styled, opportunely returned to head quarters from a short tour just after

my arrival, and, being endowed like most educated Chinese officials with a keen historical sense,

showed very gratifying interest in all my finds and reports. Thanks to his energetic assistance

and the unwearied efforts of Ibrahim, my excellent DarOgha, a halt of only two days sufficed

to make all arrangements for labourers to accompany me for excavation work, for camels to

replace part of my worn-out transport, and for the supplies that men and animals needed.

I greatly doubt whether all these arrangements could have been carried out more rapidly and
effectively at the head quarters of an Indian District—or an3rwhere else in Asia.

.Special care was required about these preparations, in view of the great distance and the

total want of local supplies near my next objective. It was the ruined site of Karentong,
situated in the desert some 150 miles north of Keriya, to which Dr. Hedin had paid a short

visit in 1896 on his march down the Keriya river*. I knew from the accounts of TuTdi,

whose ‘ treasure-seeking ’ expeditions had twice extended to this place, that the structural remains

• See above, p. 311. * See Through Atia^ ii. pp. 816 sq.; Rnun iff Z.-dl., pp. 43 tq.
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as well as the extent of this so-called ‘ancient city’ (to which he gave the name Ak-likcii)

were very modest. Yet I felt that, in view of the interest attaching to the site owing to its

isolated position so far north, a systematic examination was called for. For the loss of time

implied by the distance I enAavoured to make up by hard marching, l**or an account of the

six days’ journey, during which I followed the course of the Keriya river downw.ards, I may
refer to my Persottal Narrative. During the first three marches I retraced the route which

had brought me in January from Kochkar-Oghil to Keriya, while a detailed and accurate

description of the physical features observed on the next three has already been recorded by

Dr. Hedin*. The aspect of the river-banks w.as still as bleak and bare as two months before,

but in place of the glassy sheet of ice there now rolled a muddy current, fexl by the tnekitig

of the ice that had covered the marshes and pools about Keriya. It was the regular spring

flood from the kara-su or 'black water’ feeders of the river, while months would yf‘t pass before

the ak-su or ‘white water’ flood would bring down the melting snows of the mountains. At

the MazSr of Burhanuddin-Padshahim, where I had a cheerful welcome from the ‘ .Sheikhs ’,

my caravan was joined by GhazI .Sheikh, the senior of the priestly fraternity. Being himself

a large owner of sheep, he knew, of course, every living soul of the little community of nomadic

herdsmen who graze the flocks belonging to Keriya ‘ Bais ’ in the riverine jungle l)elt. So it

was easy for our DarOgha to strengthen the band of lalx)urers I had brought from Keriya

with fresh recruits from among the shephertls. The men joined readily enough : for unrouth

and 'jungly’ as their appearance was, in rough furs and sandals made of goatskins, they were

all quite alive to the chance pf earning a little hard cash that might come iisefid on their

jieriodical visits to Keriya, where many of them have relatives living as c\dtivators ". So my

band kept swelling on the way like a small avalanche.

On the evening of March 12 we had reached the shepherd station of Tonguz-baste, to the

north-west of which I knew, from Dr. Hedin’s account, the ruins of Kara-tlong to bt' situated.

Mullah Shah, an experienced and intelligent .shepherd, who was to guide, us—Turdi Khwaia had

been sent from Keriya with my mail to Khotan—turned up late at night, and after prolonged

protestations of ignorance acknowledged that he had twice visited the ruins. Another shepherd,

Muhammad Shah, known as ‘the hunter’ (Merghen). an active young fellow, was to helj> Mullah

Shah, his ‘Ustad’, in finding the track. This turned out no easy ta.sk. 'i he morning was

very hazy, and by the time the water-tanks had been filled and a depAt made of sui)plies not

immediately needed, a stiff north wind sprung up, which by degrees deveIopc«l into a regular

Buran, the first of the season. For about seven miles we steered almost due north through

Toghrak jungle invaded by deep sand, following mainly the course of an old river-bed which

branches off from the present course of the Keriya Darya, some six miles alx)ve 1 onguz-baste,

and still receives some water during the summer (sec inset of map).

After passing a 'little pool known as Toldama, with some water left behind by the last

flood, our guides struck to the north-west. So far we had marched in a whirl of dust. But

now, as the force of the storm increased, the air became so thick that it was difficidt to see

even for a hundred yards. With the fine sand driving into my face and accumulating under

my eyelashes, in spite of goggles, it "was difficult to see much of the route. But I noted that

after a couple of miles the groups of Toghraks were left behind, and the sand-dunes rose in

height, with many tamarisk-covered cones between them. After plodding on among thcs(^ for

another hour our guides, whose local sense was doubly assuring under such trying conditions,

‘ See Rtitm in Z.-A., pp. 40 *qq.
“ctrical measurements on this journey, in /. An/iro/>.

* See the table of individoals <Jf whom I took anthropo- xxxiil. p. 32*.
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declared that we were near the high tamarisk-covered ernes that had given the site its name
Kara-^ong ‘the Black Hillocks'.. But as in the blinding dust they could not make sure of the

exact direction I let them go ahead, while we sought shelter under the lee of a large sand-

cone. It was interesting to watch the sand being driven in a ibick spray over the crest line

of the dunes just as if they were storm-tossed waves. After half an hour Muhammad Shah
returned with the news that the ruins were due west of us, and not far off. In proof he brought

a piece of old pottery he had picked up. So the march was resumed just as the force of the

storm showed signs of abating, and after another two miles over dunes rising from about 15

to 25 ft in height we reached easier ground, where pottery fragments appeared in occasional

patches between dunes only 5 to 10 ft high. Going north-west for about half a mile we arrived

at a series of remarkably high sand-cones close to the western edge of this relatively open

area, and hidden between tliem sighted the ruins I had come in search .of^.

The remains of Kara-dong proved to consist mainly of the ruined quadrangle shown by

the plan on Plate XXXVIII. Portions of its southern and eastern faces are seen in Fig. 52,

while the photograph (Fig. 53) reproduces the appearance of the ruin from the east near what

proved to be the entrance gate. Closer examination showed that the quadrangle was formed

by a mud rampart, which was once occupied on its top by rows of rooms built of timber and

plaster. Except for lines of posts still rising near the south-east corner (see Fig. 52), splintered

beams indicating foundations of cross walls, and 'similar scanty remains, the walls of the structures

once lining the top of the rampart had so badly decayed through erosion that the approximate

dimensions -and disposition of the quadrangle could be ascertained only after a prolonged

examination of all details and repeated surveys. These showed diat the quadrangle, as marked

by the outer walls of the rooms still traceable on the top of the rampart, had measured

approximately 236 ft square. There were indications both on the northern and western faces

that the rows of rooms had been originally double. But as even the foundations of the walls

of the second row could be traced only in the form of rotten timber debris strewing the slopes

of the rampart where not hidden away by the dunes, no measurements could be obtained.

Only in the north-west corner could the dimensions of two small rooms, set back to back, and

nearly 1 1 ft square each, be exactly ascertained *. Here, too,' the timber and plaster work ol

the walls reached nowhere l^igher than about i ft above the mud flooring.

But while all extant remains plainly indicated the havoc wrought by excessive erosion, to

which the ruin must have been exposed for a prolonged period, its survey was rendered still

more difficult by the heavy sand that had subsequently invaded it Two large dunes stretebed

diagonally across the quadrangle, rising within it to heights of more than 20 ft above the

original ground-level, and connecting outside with the neighbouring sand-cones, which showed

elevations up to 50 ft (see plan). Where the axis of these dunes lay within the quadrangle

it was impossible to see whether they covered any structural remains, and excavation in, any

case would have been an affair of weeks. But in the receding angle between the two. d«peS|

where the sand was lower, there appeared the timber framework of a building (IT- i
'V*j]||f]|T*^

measuring about 48 by 26 ft It is seen, after excavation, in the .centre of Ftg«

.

clearing proved very difficult, as the plaster of the walls had completely disappear^ ^
sand from the slope of the dune behind kept pouring down into the area excavati^

‘V‘‘. .
'j‘

^ It may be noted that the route shown on the map is * Owing to redaction, the jplan fn Plata

the one followed on my return march to Tonguz-baste, to reproduce the distinction betyveen Ihladt

^whkh was more direct On March 13 survey work with shown in the original drawiOfa •

the plane-table was a physical impossibility. «
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heavy timl^cr roofing, which once probably supported a second story, and was still partially

preserved, added an element of risk for the labourers, as the rotten posts beneath could not

be trusted to support it, and materials for propping it up could not be improvised. In spite

of these difficulties my laboutVs managed, after two days' arduous work, to clear the three

rooms on the north down to the original floor. No finds of any kind rewarded this effort.

A small square structure close by, to the north-east, was roofless, but had retained parts of its

plastered walls ; the construction resembled that observed in the Dandan-Uiliri ruins, reed matting

and round sticks at regular intervals being u.sed as a backing for the plaster.

To the north-east of K. i. the dunes had left a portion of the original ground-levi'l bare, U.imiurt

except for the timber debris of some fallen structure (see Fig. 52, on the icfl). By careftil

levelling from this point I ascertained that the floor of the rooms occupying the top of the

rampart lay 17 ft above the ground-level in the interior of the tpiadranglc. 'Fhc exposed

position thus occupied fully explains the complete decay of the.se rooms. The rampart below

them was proved, by a cutting which I had made in an eroded portion of it near the north-

east corner, to have had a thickness of about 30 ft at its foot On its top a continuous

layer of Toghrak and tamarisk branches about i ft thick h.id .served as a general foundation

for the floor beams.

Amidst the sand and timber debris covering the to[» of the ramp.trt and the outside Finds of

slojics fragments of coarse pottery, small broke'n pieces of metal objects, such as rivets and

buckles, and of glass ; also shreds of felt and coarse cotton fabrics, could be picked »ip. Among

these scanty finds, described under K. 001, 002, two arrow-heads (K. 001. b, K. 002. n), a bron7e

buckle (K, 002. a), a portion of the lip or foot of a glass vessel (K. 002. j), all shown in Plate LI,

may be specially mentioned. An excellently-preserved small comb of sandal-wood, parabolic in

shape, and of a pattern exactly the same as still commonly u.scd throughout Northern India

(K. 002. o), may have been an importation from that country, it is important to note that of Coins i»mnJ

the five Chinese copper coins found among or near the debris of the rampart, all bearing marks

of long circulation, two are Wu-chu pieces, while the rest show no legend, 1 may conveniently

mention here that, of the other nine coins picked up on eroded ground at some distance to

the east and south of the ruin, due belongs to a Wu-chu issue, the rest bearing no legend (sec

PI. LXXXIX, 15) or being too defaced for idcntificatisn (see, ibid., 6). In view of the

chronological conclusion suggested by these coins, the few tiny pieces of flimsy paper without

writing which I found in the ddbris of the quadrangle enclosure also possess, as we shall see,

some antiquarian interest

The only relatively well-preserved portion of this ruin was the large gateway (K. ii.),

21 ft square, which was found to lead through the rampart on the eastern face of the enclosure.

Fig. 53 shows it as it appeared, after clearing, seen from the east The sand was here less higdi,

and had left, even before excavation, some space free below the perfectly intact roof. 1 he

latter reached to within a foot of the top level of the rampart, and it was, no doubt, owing to

• the protection which the latter offered on either side that the timber of the walls and the

massive posts, supporting the roof had been preserved so well. Besides a central passage, 10 ft.

broad, closed on the outside by a massive wooden door of two leaves, there were two side

passages, 5 ft. brtad. I noticed a somewhat similar arrangement in the gates of all modern

Ya-m<ns I visited. The folds of the door were 3 in. thick, and strengthened by massive

cross-bars. ‘

. . , , , 1

The walls dividing these passages consisted of a timber framework, massively but roughly fonsm..

constructed of Toghrak. The rows of sticks set vertically in it showed that a covering of,
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plaster had once existed. This plaster had, however, completely disappeared both in the inner

divisions and in the outer walls. Hence it was most difficult to check the pouring-in of sand

and loose earth from all sides. It took my men two days’ hard digging—vigorously continued

in spite of a fresh sandstorm which visited us on March 17, tipis time from the south-west

—

before the floor of the central passage was reached at a depth of 14 ft from the beams of the

ceiling. On examining the latter from below before the clearing had proceeded far down,

I ascertained that the thick parallel beams supporting the roof of the gateway were first covered

with a thin layer of reeds, evidently intended as a backing for plaster. Ateve this were laid

closely-packed branches of Toghrak, which again were covered with a layer of stamped mud
about 1 1

*
ft. in thickness. This had, no doubt, served as the flooring for another story, of which,

however, there remained only a few stumps of posts.

When the men under my direction were proceeding to remove part of this mud flooring,

with a view to lightening the weight of the roof and thus reducing the risk of its giving way
while the interior was being cleared, we came upon a little store of remarkably well-preserved

cereals embedded in the layer of rubbish covering the floor. There were a couple of pounds

of ‘ Tarigh ’ or millet (Setaria italica), still largely cultivated about Keriya and elsewhere,

together with small quantities of rice, barley, lentils, and a capful of large black currants dried

perfectly hard. For the determination of the above I am indebted to the Director of the

Royal Gardens, Kew. The exact nature of some loots also found here, in which Jasvant Singh,

the surveyor’s cook, as well as the labourers, thought to recognize some sort of turnip, has not

yet been determined. A small mined structure outside the gate (seen on the left in Fig. 53)

was cleared without any finds.

The survey of the surroundings of the ruined quadrangle yielded little of direct antiquarian

interest. To the west and north there extended, as far as I could see and the men sent out

ascertain, dunes of great height piled up in weird desolation amidst sand-cones quite as big

as those encircling the ruin. Such masses of sand would have effectively smothered the remains

even of large buildings, if such were likely to have ever existed here. I may note that tracla
*

of wild camels were reported to me on the north. To south and east the ground for about

half a mile was relatively open, the dunes stretching across it being only from 5 to 15 ft in

height But the traces of ancient « occupation which the depressions between them revealed

were very scanty. Small fragments of coarse pottery appeared indeed over rare patches, but

for indications of structural remains such as timber posts or walls, which the low dunes could

not have effectively hidden, I looked in vain, except near the southern limit of this debris area,

about half a mile to the south-east of the qukdrangle, where my guides knew of an ' old house’.

From the west slope of a dune about 10 ft high there rose here rough woodeq posts

marking the position of a compact block of rooms extending about 63 ft from north to south,

On excavation the walls, which seem to have been of mud only, apart from the posts meant

to carry the roof, were found to have decayed almost to the ground
;
the whole structure had

evidently been for a prolonged period without the protection of sand. No objects of any kind

were found, except three round pots of very coarse pottery set in the mud flooring. Their day

was distinctly inferior to that of the pottery found at the Niya Site, both in point of hardness

and uniformity of grain, The largest measured 18 by 18 in., being 7 in. wide at the naoinlh.

The shoulder was decorated with a rough zigzag line, and had three small handles attadjed

to it. Another was 7 in. high, 8 in. broad at its greatest circumference, and was pMiSldot

with two elongated handles. The mouth, 3 in. wide, had a neck raised 3 in, Ti^
,which was broken at the bottom, measured 14 in. across, with a mouth 5 in. wide,
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character of the remains indicated a relatively large but roughly-built dwelling. The very fact

of its survival suggested that what structures may have once existed near by must have been

of a still less substantial type.

It seems to me very significant that here, too, just as in all the structures of the ruincil

quadrangle, only Toghrak was used for the timber-work. This species of wild poplar grows

plentifully, as we have seen, in the jungles of all the rivers which lose themselves in the sand

;

it manages to survive even in desert tracts which surface water never reaches now. But its

twisted knotty trunks and branches by no means furnish as good a building material as the

Terek or white poplar, the jigda, and other trees planted in cultivateil areas. At Dandan-

Uiliq, at the Niya and Endcrc Sites, only timber of these latter trees appears to have been

used for the framework of houses, and this accordingly bore there a far more finished look

than at Kara-dong. At those other old sites the dead trunks of Terek and other trees depending

on systematic irrigation formed a conspicuous feature. But around Kara-dong I lookcrl for

them in vain. Dead trees rising from between the sand-dunes were plentiful on the ground

close to the east and south of the main ruin, but they were all old Toghraks or tamarisks,

such as are still found growing luxuriantly in a broad belt west of the relatively recent river-

bed of Toldama. I think it justifiable to conclude from this observation that cultivation could

not have existed to any considerable extent in the vicinity of the Kara-dong site at the period

from which its buildings date.

What then can have been the purpose of the great ruined quadrangle, situaicil, as it

evidently was, in the forest land between the desert and the river, and contrasting so strikingly

by its size with the modest character and limited extent of the other remains Keeping in

view the position and the peculiar plan of the structure, I think the suggestion may be hazarded

that we have here the ruin of an ancient ‘ Langar ’ or roadside Sarai, built primarily to afford

accommodation for a large number of people, yet capable of defence, too, if the need shoidd

arise. Such a suggestion of course presupposes traffic along the Keriya Darya at an early

period, and for the existence of such, I believe, adequate historical and topographical cviilcnce

can be adduced.

Mirza Haidar, when speakfhg of the rivers which empty their waters into the great lake

of tlie Turkestan desert, i.e. the Lop-Nor, distinctly mentions the Keriya Darya along with

‘the river of Ydrkand, the Ak-K4sh (i.e. the Yurung-kash), and the Kdra-Kdsh and ‘the

Chdrchdn’*. Seeing how thoroughly well acquainted from personal experience the Moghul

historian was with the Khotan region, and how exact his description of it has proved to be,

it seems very unlikely that he would have made this statement unless the Keri>a river was

still in his days believed to reach the Tarim. Also in the Turki legendary of Mahmud Karam

Kabuli, which purports to relate events of the twelfth century a.d., a force of Muhammadan

warriors, coming from the conquest of Ak-su, is described as attacking the infidels in the vicinity

of Keriya by the route of the Keriya river*®.

Whatever the historical value of this tradition may be, M. Grenard was fully justified in

quoting it in connexion with the plan which an energetic Amban of Keriya formed in 1893 for

• See lirm-iSatm, p. 406. The text calls the lake

^uk Naur, le. Koko-Nor, but the description given of it

shows bqrond all doubt that MirsK 4^aidar means the Lo^
Nor. Subse(|uently he refers to ' the Kari Muiin of Khitdi,’

i.e. the Hnang-ho issuing from one end of the lake,—

a

reflex, as Mr. EUas duty lecognized, of the ancient

ttnii

Chinese legend which supposes a subterraneous connexion

between the Lop-Norand the Huang-ho (see, e.g., R^musat,

Ville de Khotan^ p. 2). This traditional belief accounts for

the confusion of the two names.

See Grenard, Musion D, de Rhine

^

iii. p. 44.
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opening up a route to the Tarim along the Kenya river". Dr. Hedin’s journey in 1896 has

since proved that the Amban’s belief in the possibility of traversing the sands between the

present end of the river course and Tarim without serious difficulty was well founded. On the

line followed by the Swedish explorer, which must correspond approximately to the old extension

of the river-bed, patches of vegetation and relatively near subsoil water are to be found con-

stantly down to the southernmost branch of the Tarim". There is good reason to believe

that the opening of this route, by the digging of wells and the establishment of small posts,

would prove no very formidable task even for the present administration.

A glance at the map shows that the route along the extant course of the Keriya river

and its old extension towards the Tarim forms the most direct line of communication between

the whole Khotan region and the ancient territory of Kucha, and the other oases further to

the north-east**. That close relations existed politically between Kucha and the Khotan
kingdom, its immediate neighbour to the south, is attested by the fact that the submission of

Khotan to Chinese supremacy in 648 a. d. is described in the T'ang Annals as the direct result

of the conquest of Kucha It is equally certain that the cultural affinities between the two

states, the frontiers of which adjoined in the desert, must have been great". The importance

of using the nearest route for communication must have been felt more than ever after the

administrative head quarters of the Protectorate of An-hsi, controlling ‘ the Four Garrisons’, and
thus also Khotan. had first been established at'Kubha in 648 or 649 a.d. "

On the grounds here indicated I think we can safely assume that there lay in early times

along the banks of the Keriya Darya a route regjularly followed^ by traffic, just as that along

the Khotan Darya is at present Kara-dong lies about halfway between the Tarim and the

main oasis of Khotan, and a small station established here would have conveniently served the

double object of affording a safe resting-place to caravans, and of watching the route for customs

or police purposes. A small settlement, with a B&zSr, &c., might well have existed by the side

of such a post, just as found by the side of many a ‘ Langar ’ on modem caravan routes of

Eastern Turkestan, and this is all th.at the traceable remains indicate. The natives may, indeed,

call the remains a kdiu-shahr, using the term which is applied throughout the country to old

remains of any kind, even the smallest But to talk of an 'ancient city’ here would imply

more imagination than a critical student need care to take credit for.

There is no direct evidence to indicate the exact age of the ruined quadrangle or the date

when it was abandoned. But from the fact that among tlie coins picked up there were no

T'ang pieces, it appears probable that the site was deserted earlier than, e.g., DandSn-Uiliq,

where coins of the K’ai-yUan period (713-741 a.d.) and of later T'ang issues were common.
On the other hand, the pieces, without legend or bearing the characters wurchu, which Kara-

dong yielded all show marks of long circulation, like those found at Endere. The finding of

** See Mmion D, dc Rhins^ i, p. 172.
** Sec Hedin, Rcism in Z.-A,, pp. 54 sqq.

Tlie saving in disiancc, as against the modem route

down the Khotan Dar)-a and thence via Ak-sfc, becomes still

more evident when we remember that the settlements about

Dandan-Uiliq allowed travellers to move straight from the

Keriya river 10 the Khotan capital without touching the pre-

sent oasis of Keriya.

“ Sec Chavaiincs, 2urcs occid., p. 186; also above,

P- 175 -

• Comp. IlsUan-tsang's description of Kuch& and its

people {M/moires, i. pp. 3 sqq.; Watters, Fuan Ckumg't

Travels, i. p. 59) with that given of Khotan ; also the T'ang

Annals’ accounts of both territories, Turcs occid., pp. 124 iq.,

125 sq. For a curious point of contact specially noted by

the Chinese annalists, see ibid., p. 115; above, p. 139.

See also the story told by Hsttan-tsang of the Khotan

minister at Kucha and the sul^quent miraculous transfer of

a Buddha statue from Kucha ; Mimoirts^ ii. p. 230; above,

p. 825.

“ See above, p. 60.
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small bits of paper also points to a period not very distant from that ascertained for the ruined

fort of the latter site. As to the specific cause of the abandonment it would be hazardous to

express any definite opinion. A variety of causes, which we have no means of tracing, might

have led to the transfer of th% post to another locality, or to its complete desertion.

It is easy, of course, to suggest a change in the river-course which deprived the station of Lateral

convenient access to water. That these lateral shifts of the Kcriya river must have been in

old times quite as frequent and marked as they arc now is evident. Yet it i.s noteworthy that

the direct distance between Kara-dong and the Toldama river-bed, which still receives water

during ' the summer floods, is only about five miles, i.e. considerably less than the distance

separating recent beds of the river, e.g. below Kochkar-Oghil or Tonguz-baste. When returning

trom Kara-dong on March i8 I passed, within only one mile of the main min, a depression

occupied by a large number of small Toghrak trees, all dead, yet clearly showing by iheir

appearance that the time when they died cannot have been very remote. It woiiKl appear that

they all sprang up together during a temporary return of a river-branch in this direction, but

that the period of revived subsoil moisture was not long enough to permit these hardy pioneers

of vegetation to grow up fully. Further on I reached the first groups of living Toghraks

within about two and a half miles from the ruin, growing comfortably between the westernmost

of the three Dawans, 50 to 60 feet high, which my map marks. Taking into account all con-

ditions, I am inclined to look upon the positioh of the Kara-dong ruins as striking evidence-*

how relatively small a change the main direction of the Keriya river course has undergone during

the last twelve hundred years or so. A reference to the questions discussed above with

reference to the Dandan-Uiliq site will show the antiquarian interest attaching to this

observation

OBJECTS FOUND AT KARA DONG.

K. oox. Small objects in metal, glass, &c., found

amidst debris of Kara-dong quadrangle.

a. Small fragment of carved bronze plate. x I"*.

b. Iron point, long square pySimid-^haped, with tang.

Probably an arrow-head, but possibly a drill. Length a"",

width of thickest part See PI. LI.

c. Wire-like strip of iron. Length 2",

d. Small irregularly-shaped piece of iron. Length y,

e. String of 3 seed pearls, on each side of which a pink

(coral) bead, the remainder being greenish glass beads, all

strung on a (modern) thread. See PI. LI I.

f. Small fragment of thin yellowish glass ;
curved.

g. Small copper rivet.

[K. ooa. Objects found on eroded ground cast of

Kara-dong quadrangle.]

K. ooa. a. Bronze buckle. The portion which was attached

to the garment or belt is double, one plate being on each

side of material, to which it was secured by four rivets.

Loop of buckle rectangular, and lying across it is the

tongue, which is broad at base, and rapidly narrows to

ordinary thickness, broadening again slightly before reach-

ing angular point. The buckle is flat on inner side, and

rounded on outer. In this example there appears to be

a raised decorative strengihonin;;: piece on the outer phie,

very similar in form to the longue, but I roader. Ouicr

plate rxiy. Loop r X I r* See PI. LI.

K. ooa. b. Bronze buckle similar to K. 002. a. Outer

plate if^'x ij'; loop J^'x ij*.

K. ooa. c. Double plate of buckle, similar to K. 002. a.

Hinge broken and loop, &c. absent. Ri\eis rcin.iiri.

a X B .

K. ooa. d. Double plate of buckle; inner plate has

become detached and is slicking to front of outer plate

Rivets remain, x

K. ooa. e. Outer plate of bronze buckle with 3 rivets

remaining. x

K. ooa. f. Thin bronze plate, broken at one corner

One hole in one corner only.
I"' x J J'".

K. ooa. g. Tiiln bronze plate ; 2 rivets attached.
-J" x I".

K. ooa. h. Thin bronze plate ; inner plate of buckle.

4 rivet holes, x

K. ooa. I. Fragment of thin bronze plate. Portion

of rivet hole visible. X

^ Sec above, pp. 285 sqq.
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K. 009. Lip or foot of glass vessel, fragment.

Lustreless. Edge, which is intact, rolled over and tubular.

Seen. LI.

K. 0C2. k. Thin yellowish glass ; small fragment.

K. 009 . 1 . Terra-cotta whorl. Sec PI. LL

K. 009 . m. Bronze ball, pierced. Perhaps used as a

whorl. Diam. nearly.

K. 009. n. Iron arrow-head. Conical with long thin

tang from centre of base. Length of head i"', diam.

Li'ngth of tang diam. See PI. LI.

K. 009. 0. Sandal-wood comb ;
parabolic-shaped. The

teeth, which are rather fine, extend from square end to

a length of about i|^. They are well formed and retain

considerable elasticity. The pattern of this comb is the

same as that now common in Northern India. Length

3^
;
width at square end 2^', thickness at rounded end

I"'.

K. 003. Handle 0/terra-cotta vessel ; fragment. Upper

surface ornamented, three rows of small impressed rings.

Clay very impure. Width 1 length

K. 004. a. Fragment of coarse terra-cotta vessel,

having a rapidly-drawn wavy or nebule pattern upon it.

K. 004. b. Handle of coarse terra-cotta vessel

;

fragment, ornamented with three roN\s of small inci^d

rings,

Section II.—HSOAN-TSANG’S NOTICE OF PT-MO AND MARCO POLO’S PEIN

My survey and excavations at Kara-dong were completed on March 17 in the midst of

n sandstorm such as had greeted our arrival.
^

Though the force of the wind, this time from

the south-west, was somewhat less, the driving sand made the conclusion of the work decidedly

trying Imlh to my men and to myself. Next morning I left this desolate spot, just as I had

reached it, in an atmosphere tliick with dust, and oppressive by. its haziness. My eyes were

now turned to the south again, where a number of archaeological tasks still awaited me in the

vicinity of the inhabited area.

First among them was a search for the ancient town of P'i-mo. HsUan-tsang had visited

it on his way from Khotan to Ni-jang or Niya, and its probable identity with Marco Polo’s

Pan, first suggested by Sir Henry Yule, made me all the more anxious to determine, if possible,

its position. The distance and direction which the Chinese pilgrim’s narrative records for Fi-mo,

and which, together with other archaeological indications we shall presently have occasion to

discuss in detail, had long before made me look out for the place somewhere to the north of

the small oases extending from Chirk to Keriya. I had been anxious to search for it when

le.-xving Dandan-Uiliq by marching due south through the desert. But the absence of local

information and practical considerations connected with the condition of my men and animals

prevented the execution of this plan. I was hence much pleased when, on my second visit to

Keriya, I heard direct from Huang-Daloi, the kindly Amban, of two ‘kone-shahrs which had

been reported to him to exist in the desert beyond Guiakhma, an oasis on the Khotan road

some forty miles to the north-west of Keriya. Ram Singh, too, when marching along this

route in December, had heard of old remains in that direction. In order to save time I now

decided to reach them, if possible, direct from the Keriya river by striking across the desert

south-westwards.

During the four days which saw us returning along the Keriya river as fast as camels and

ponies could be got to move, I was surprised to notice that the water in the river had fallen

by some 3 ft. as compared with the level of the preceding week. Thus the first spring flood

had passed by
;
yet in the vegetation of the riverine jungle I still looked in vain for any sign

of approaching spring. Passing again on March 22 the familiar shrine of BurhSnuddIn-Psdshihin?,

I picked up at route the two men who, under the Amban’s orders, had been sent by the. BCg

of Guiakhma to guide me to the sites. They looked unusually reticent and stupid, but not till
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too late did we find out that they knew nothing of such a route as I wished to tak^, Too
timid to admit their ignorance, they thought it safest to guide us further and furtlier south,

where at least there was no risk from the dreaded T akiamakan. Thus after leaving on

March 23 the left bank of the ril^er at a great bend which the latter makes near the gra/ing-grounds

of Kenk-ki5k, we passed into a belt of dunes 20 to 30 ft. high, and further on crossed a big

Daw&n such as always flanks a riverine area in the desert. After about eight miles we struck

the northern edge of a wide area of swampy jungle watered by the stream which flows from the

springs and marshes of Shivul, west of the Keriya oasis.

Passing through thickets of Toghraks and luxuriant undergrowth of scrub wc reached Toimin.ii

a series of large pools, in which this stream seems to find its end during the winter. Half

a mile to the south-west of these wc came to the edge of a long stretch of ht^ggy marsh,

treacherously covered with light sand, through which a safe passage for the ponies could be

found only with great difficulty. The ground was quite impracticable for the cameds, which

accordingly had to be sent northward to turn the obstacle by a detour of many miles. The

local knowledge of our guides now quite gave out, and though there were everywhere the

tracks of flocks that had grazed here during the winter, we did not succeed in finding a single

shepherd to help in guiding us. Fortunately we came at last, after one and a half miles of

marsh, upon firm sandy ground near the pasture of Shaktin-Oghil. .South of this we finmil the

course of the Shivul Darya, which flowed h’ere *as a limpid and fairly rapid stream, fully 6 to

8 ft deep, in a winding but well-defined bed about 15 ft. broad. This hel|x;d once more to

guide our guides. We followed it upwards to a lakc-like depression they callcil Kaz.tn-kol, and

ultimately, after a long and tiring day's march, arrived at the solitary little shrine known as

Arish-MazSr (‘the MazSr of the Cross-ways’), ensconced in a grove of splenditl old I'oghr.iks.

A large pond in front of it was said to receive water from another spring-fed stream that

traverses the area of sandy jungle between Keriya and Kara-kir Langar. The camels did not

arrive until close on midnight, the big bonfires we had kindled en route having helped to

guide them.

After the experience gained of the value of our guides, there was no alternative but to Man h to

resign myself to letting them reach again familiar ground near cultivation before striking olf

into the desert. Accordingly, on March 24, when the thermometer again registered a minimum

temperature close to freezing-point, we made our way south-westwards through a belt of sandy

jungle, in which the water of another spring-fed stream, the Kara-kir Darya, finally loses itself.

Here, at the grazing ground of Kara-chilan, we got hold of some shepherds, who, after prolonged

protestations of complete ignorance of any and every route, were prevailed iqion to guide us at

least to the northernmost portion of the Domoko oasis, the nearest in the direction I was

aiming at.

The track we now followed led through a maze of tamarisk-covered sand-concs, standing Remains «i

closer together than I had seen them anywhere before on the borders of the true desert. In
^

their midst, at a point about four miles to- the north-west of Kara-chilan, where erosion had

created a stretch of ground somewhat more open, we unexpectedly came upon the unmistakable

remains of some ancient settlement. The shepherds called the spot Ak-taz, or simply Fatilik .

The latter designation, general as it is, seemed appropriate, seeing that the remains consisted

mainly of broken bits of old pottery and similar small ddbris. The fragments were mostly

lying on die top of small loess banks rising 8 to 10 ft. above the rest of the ground, and

evidently marking the extent of erosion which the soil had undergone where not protected by

remains or otherwise. Close to some tamarisk-covered cones the foundations of a few mud
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walls could be distinguished, manifestly the remains of small houses. These walls showed

bundles of Kumush placed vertically between layers of mud, a mode of construction identical

with that which I observed on the day following in the modem ruins of ‘Old Domoko’, and

which still prevails for the ordinary dwellings of villagers throu^iout the neighbouring oases.

'J'he potsherds, of several varieties, red, black, and a yellowish colour, were hard and un^

doubtedly old
; but neither they (see for specimens D. K. 006 in list below) nor a bronze finger

ring with a jewel of opaque glass (D. K. 004, see Plate LI), which was picked up on the slope of

a loess bank, furnish any definite indication of date. Several small areas of open ground

similarly strewn with pottery debris were passed at short intervals for about one mile, remains

of mud walls being traceable, however, only in two places. Other small Tatis are likely enough

to be hidden away among the tamarisk-covered cones, but there was no time to search fot

them. It was clear that, owing to their exposed condition and the vicinity of the inhabited

area, these scanty remains of old settlements must have been stripped long ago of any materials

of value, and that the chance of finding structural ruins was very slight indeed. Turdi Khwija,

who rejoined me with a Dak at Arish-Mazar, had heard the site spoken of by peopie of Domoko
as • KonsamOma’s town ’

*, and as an object of frequent visits from villagers who hoped to find

‘ treasure ’, but were afraid of venturing far into the desert.

Ultimately we struck the well-marked bed of the stream of Domoko, about twenty yards

broad, but now completely dry, all its water 'beilig absorbed for the time by the irrigation

demands of the oasis. Immediately beyond we emerged on land newly brought under culti-

vation belonging to the village of Malakalagan, where we camped for- the night. The colony

had been formed about fifteen years before by people from the main oasis of Domoko*. The
latter, extending on both sides of the Khotan-Keriya road from six to eight miles further south,

was said to be separated from Malakalagan by a barren belt of dunes. The reclamation of

desert soil going on at the new colony was a sight as cheering as it was instructive. Small

irrigation cuts were seen winding along the old tamarisk-covered hillocks of sand that had not

yet been levelled down by the combined effect of running water and the cultivators' digging.

Between them extended carefully-fenced fields. In order to save all arable ground the colonists

had sensibly established their homesteads on the top of the lai'ger sand-cones. Here and there

the Toghraks of the desert Jungle hud been spared, particularly near the huts of the settlers.

But it was clear they would soon disappear in a hopeless minority by the side of the avenues

of young Tereks, Jigda, mulberry and other fruit trees which were rapidly growing up along all

irrigation channels. I regret not to have ascertained, in the midst of many pressing occupa-

tions, what specific circumstances had led to the establishment of the new village. But there

could he no doubt about the geographically interesting fact of cultivation here successfully

invading the desert.

Before I proceed to describe my search of the next days for the old sites in the desert

northward, it will be convenient to set forth here what HsUan-tsang tells us of P'i-mo, and

what had made me look for possible traces of its position in this vicinity. We learn from th§ •

'
‘ KonaamSina’ seems to be the name given to a demon

of old times whom popular legend of Khotan connects with

a number of deserted localities near or within the oases,

e. g., above Ujat and at IlaltllUigh. I never succeeded in

getting hold of a full legend concerning the demon, but

gathered that he was credited with feeding on human beings.

' I'his is the form of the local name as 1 heard it com-

tponij pronounced. M. Urenard, Mittion D, dt Rtunt, iii.

p. 45, writes it Doumakeu (i. e. Dumaku), Dr. Hedin, Rtiun

in Z,-A,, p. SOI, Damaku. The first vowel is certainly 0 os

a, both sounds being practically interchangeable in Easteni

Turkl. The second vowel may be more comctly spelt

d, its sound closely approaching 0, owing to the preceding

labial and the effect of epenthesis from the following s or iff.

a phonetic tendency strongly developed la the Kboni^

diaiect. *
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Hsi-yU-cAt that 300 li to the east of the Khotan capital the pilgrim wjas shown in the middle

of a great desert marsh an area of several thousands of acres where the ground was completely

bare and of a dark-red colour®. Tradition asserted that this was the spot where in old days

a large army from the Easterly kingdom, i. e. from China, counting a million of men, was met

in battle by the king of Kustana at the head of a hundred thousand horsemen. The troops

of Kustana having been defeated, the king was made a prisoner, and all his men slaughtered.

Their blood gave to the soil its red colour. Similar local legcmls, intended, no tloubt, to

account for pieces of ground of which the striking red colour e.Kcrcised popular imagination,

were heard by HsUan-tsang elsewhere on his travels®.

Going thirty li or so to the east of this battle-field, the pilgrim arrived at the town of Sicro.l

J$* Here there was a miracle-working statue of a standing Huddha carved in saiulal-

wood, and about twenty feet high*. ‘Those who have any disease, according to the part

affected, cover the corresponding place on the statue with gold-leaf, and forthwith thc*y are

healed. People who address prayers to it with a sincere heart mostly obtain their wishes.’

The local tradition, which the Jlsi-yU-chi relates at great length, asserted that this statm; h.nl

been made by Udayana, king of Kau^amb!, and that after Iluddha’s death it came througli the

air to the town of Ho-lao-lo-chia ^ ^^ 3^. The people of that town were rich and [)rospcrous,

but had no regard for Buddhist teaching. Hence, though the image displayed its miraculous

power, no worship was paid to it. When subsequently an Arhat came and respectfully saluted

the statue, the king, to whom his strange appearance had been reported, ordered him to be

covered with sand and earth. , The Arhat in this condition was deprived of food, but a pious

man who had previously worshipped the statue, secretly supplied him with nourishment. When
the Arhat was at the point of departure he predicted to this pious person that in retribution

for what he had suffered the town would within seven days be covered by sand and earth and

ail the people perish.

Warned to look to his own safety, the pious man told his relatives and friends of the (

impending doom, but was treated by all with ridicule. On the second day there arose; a great

wind, which ‘ carried before it all the dirty soil, whilst there fell various precious .substances
’

*. I hc /--. An.

pious man, who was thereupon reviled afresh, prudently ‘ excavated for himself a secret passage

leading outside the town. On the night of the seventh daty there fell a rain of .sand and earth

which filled the interior of the town. The pious one escaped through his passage, and going

eastwards came to this country, and took up his abode in Fi-mo. At the same time appeared

there the statue which he worshipped. Ancient tradition said :
“ When the law of .Sakya Is

extinct, then this image will enter the dragon-palace." The town of IMao-lo-chia is now a great

sand mound. The kings of the neighbouring countries and persons in power from distant spots

have many times wished to excavate the mound and take away the precious things buried

• See Mimoiret^ ii. pp. 242 sq. ; Beal, ii. p. 322 ; Watteni,

• yuan Ckwang^s Trave/s, ik p. 298. There is apparently

nothing in the wording of the text to justify Julien's assump-

tion that the battle here related is the one which was sup-

posed to have preceded the foundation of the kingdom of

KusUna; see above, p. 157. The very mention of a ' king

of Kustana’ speaks against it. R^musat, VtiU de Khotan^

pp. 60 sq, assumes an error in the text and attributes the

victory to the Khotan king.
* See, e. g., his description of the spot of Buddha’s ‘ body-

offering' (Mdmoirts^ i. pp. 164 sq.; Beal, i. p. 146), which

I have had occasion to discuss in detail in my Anfuit'ohqual

Report^ N,W, Frontier Province, 1 904-0 pp. 41 bqq.

® The L^e^ which gives an abbreviated account of

Pl-mo, makes the statue thirty feet high, and describes it as

‘distinguished at the same time by the beauty of its form

and an attitude grave and severe'; see Vtc de H.-Ths.,

p. 289.

• This version of Beal's is supported by Wallers. Julien,

Mdmoires, ii. p. 245, assumed a corruption of the text and

substituted characters meaning * sand and earth ' for ' various

precious substances.’ <
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there, but as soon as they have arrived at the borders of the place a furious wind has sprung

up, dark clouds have gathered together from the four quarters of heaven, and they have become
lost to find their way.’

The distance of 330 li east of the Khotan capital indicated ^y HsUan-tsangfs account clearly

points to some locality in the neighbourhood of the closely-adjoining oases of Chira, Gulakhma,

and Domoko as the probable position of P‘i-mo, seeing that three daily march» from Yotkan

would be counted to any of them. With this location might also be reconciled the Hti-yU-chi's

record of the next stage on the pilgrim’s onward journey. We are told that, going to the east

of * the valley of P*i*mo ’ he entered a desert, and after having travelled for about 200 li arrived

at the town of Ni-jang or Niya. The distance and character of the ground here indicated are

^ quite correct when referred to the journey from the Keriya river to Ni)ra, a distance still

ordinarily reckoned at two marches. But the very distinction made here between the town of

P’i-mo and the valley of P'i-mo seemed to me an indication that the town could not have been

situated about the present Keriya, quite apart from the fact that the distance between the latter

and Yotkan, about 1 10 miles by the present road, could not have been treated in Hstlan-tsang’s

days as a three days’ journey, any more than it is at present.

Sung YUn’s narrative, as apparently first recognized by BeaP, supplies an earlier reference

to Fi-mo, but under a different name, and with topographical indications which seem less precise

at first sight than those of the Hsi-yU-cki '. Yet We shall see how important they have proved

for the identification of the site. Sung YUn, coming from Tso-mo, which, as we have seen above,

is identical with HsUan-tsang’s and the Tang Annals’ CAil-nu> J^Tsiu-mo), and must be located

at the present oasis of Charchan', travelled 1275 li westwards, and arrived at the town of Mo
where flowers and fruits reminded him of those of Lo-yang (the present Ho-nan-fu); but

the flat roofs of the mud-built houses formed a contrast.

‘After travelling 22 li to the west of tlie town of Mo, [Sung YUn] came to the town of

Han-mo^ ^ or Fifteen li to the south there is a great temple with more than three

hundred monks ; in it there is a gilt statue six feet high, of marvellous aspect ; on it there are

displayed in a manifest fashion the distinctive marks [of Buddha], primary and secondary. Its

face is always turned towards the east, and it has refused to turn round to the vrest According

to the story of the old people it arrived flying through the air ; the king of the kingdom of

Yu-t‘ien came in person to see it, and after having worshipped the statue carried it awaiy on

a car, but in the middle of the journey, during a night’s halt, it suddenly disappeared: people

were sent to search for it, and found that it had returned to its original position; thereupon

[the king] erected a temple, and assigned for its maintenance four hundred homesteads ; vken

the people of these families have some disease they apply a gold leaf to the statue in the place

where they suffer, and are all at once miraculously healed. Since then thousands of people

have by the side of the statue erected statues 16 feet high and all kinds of buildings and

shrines.’ Sung YUn further records that the banners and canopies of embrddered silk pot up

there counted by tens of thousands. More than half of them, we are told, were banneis pie*

sented under the Wei dynasty; many of the Chinese inscripUons on them recorded dates.

495 to 513 A.D., while one of them dated as fiur back as the period of the

384-417 A.i).*» v;^'
1 i. <. '• f-i

’ See Travelt ifSwig-Ywi in Si-yu-ki, i. p. Isxxvi, note 9. ” The bennett here nfened to wen
* 1 take all details as to Sung Yttn’a description from same type u the often coetly pr^reHhgS

>1. Chavannes' Viyagt dt Song Ynn, p. 14. banners stiU to be fimnd M vodw oisriaipi -ilpsklMlM

• * See above, p. 436, note 15. temples of Tibet, C3ilna, ^e. We
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With the historical interest of the last portion of this record, which plainly indicates close

intercourse with China during a period when Chinese political supremacy over the Tsrim Basin

was wholly in abeyance, we are not concerned here. What is important for us to note is that

the miraculous statue which Sfng YUn describes as the object of such extensive worship was
undoubtedly the same which HsUan-tsang saw at Fi-mo, and that accordingly Sung YUn’s

HtM-wo must be identified with the latter place. With this conclusion the total distance from

Tso-mo, \2'j^'V22 li, i. e. approximately thirteen marches, is in remarkably close agreement,

seeing that the same number of marches would still be reckoned at the present day from

Charchan to Domoko or Gulakhma. In striking contrast with this correct reckoning is the

immediately following location of the capital of Y(l-t‘ien at a distance of 870 li west of Han-mo
2-.an instance of those palpably erroneous measurements which unfortunately are by no means

rare in the extant versions of Sung YUn's narrative.

The clear recognition of the fact that ‘ Marco Polo’s route must have been nearly coincident

with that of HsUan*tsang’ led Sir Henry Yule to propose the identification of the former’s

Pein with the Chinese pilgrim’s This identification was not based primarily on the

similarity of the names—though this is close enough, especially if we consider that, as

Sir H. Yule pointed out in a note, 'Pein may easily have been miscopied for Pern, which is

indeed the reading of some MSS.’, and that * Ramusio has Peym ’—but on the exact corre-

spondence of the topographical facts. Fdk* Marco Polo, travelling eastwards, mentions his

‘ Province of Pein ’ immediately after Khotan, and his description, already referred to, of the

desert route between it and Charchan proves that it must have lain to the west of Niya.

Hence Sir Henry Yule, with such geographical information before him as Johnson’s journey had

furnished, was justified in assuming that Pein or P'i-mo ‘ cannot have been very far from Kiria ’.

The archaeological evidence which I secured, and which greatly strengthens Sir Henry

Yule’s identification of Pein with Fi-mo, will be detailed hereafter’*. Here it will suffice to

point out that Marco Polo describes Pein as ‘a province five days in length, lying between

east and north-east There are a good number of towns and villages, but the must noble is

Pein, the capital of the kingdom’. Its position is not indicated; -but the length of five marches

given to the province is in clo^ agreement with the distance separating the westernmost out-

post of the Chira oasis from Ni)ra. Of the people who were ‘worshippers of Mahommet, and

subjects of the g^reat Kaan', he tells us that they ‘have plenty of all products, including cotton.

They live by manufactures and trade’. The custom he relates of their marital relations has

already been quoted in illustration of the laxity of the marriage tie prevailing from old times

in the whole Khotan region”.

Identity of
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Han-mo.
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Section III.—THE SITES OF UZUN-TATI AND ULOGH-ZIARAT

My previous information had clearly Indicated that the ruined sites I was in search of must start for

be situated in the vicinity of the Marfh* of Lachin-atS. The people of Malakalagan whom I closely ^

questioned did not deny their knowledge of this popular desert shrine, but none of them would

>ure r^imeatsdoiu of them among the depoilu in the

Sndew temple ceUa; see above, pp. eap sq*

^ See Ynk, Mam Peb, L 191 iq.

" I wu glad Hak a brief abetract of it bated npon the

Rnarka in my PnMtdiety Rtfaii, pp. gS iq., with Ulnttra-

tram

tions of some of the antiques from Usun-Tati, could be

embodied by Prof. H. Cordier, Sir Henry Yule's learned

editor, in a supplementary note to the new edition of Mono

Polo, ii. p. 595*
^ See p. 140.

3 N
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acknowledge ever having visited the ‘ kOne-shahr ’ near it Our wanderings of the previous two

days had left me no illusions as to the value of our two worthy guides. Yet as better were

not to be got and time was getting more than ever precious, I decided to set out with them

on the morning of March 25. Old Turdi had never visited the^ sites, and from the ‘treasure-

seeker’s’ point of view, did not rate them highly. They were too near, he thought, to the

cultivated area to have retained much of either ‘ treasure ’ or antiques. Yet he was intelligent

enough to realize my interest in them, and I could rely on his instinctive experience of the

desert coming to the help of whatever local knowledge the Domoko guides might prove to

possess. In order to be prepared for the excavation of any structural remains that might

possibly be met, I took along an adequate number of labourers. The heat of the daytime

was already becoming troublesome in the desert But by the precaution of having all the watei'-

tanks tilled before the start, I provided against immediate risk resulting from prolonged wander-

ings. The three days’ Odyssey which followed, and which could be traced in detail only on

a large scale map, fully bore out my misgivings. Yet there were instructive experiences and

interesting antiquarian observations to compensate for the fatigue.

The first two miles in a north-westerly direction brought us to the limit of the newly-

irrigated land, when to my surprise I came upon unmistakable marks of earlier cultivation

beyond. Old fields overgrown with tamarisk and thorny scrub could be clearly distinguished

by the little embankments dividing them, as Wll* as by the lines of dry ‘Ariks’ that once

carried water to them. There was but little of drift-sand, and that mainly where rudimentary

tamarisk thickets were forming to catch and retain it—the firs^ beginnings, it seemed to me,

of the tamarisk-covered sand-cones I have had so often to refer to. The Domoko labourers

explained that these were the fields of ‘ old Ponak ' village, which had been abandoned ‘ in their

grandfathers’ time’, i.e. forty or fifty years before. Passing along the road still frequented

by the people visiting the cemeteries of the deserted villages, I arrived, some three miles further

north-west, at a point known as Kobza-giram-shSh’.

Here we had reached the southern edge of ‘old Domoko’, an area covered with the remains

of a deserted village group. The crumbling ruins of mud-built dwellings^constructed and arranged

exactly as in the now inhabited villages of this tract and fonding detached groups, seemed to

extend, together with the interspersed orchards, cemeteries and fields, for about three miles from

east to west. Going towards the north-west we kept between them for nearly three miles. The

mud-walls, strengthened by the insertion of vertical bundles of Kumush, still rose often 4 to 5 ft.

above the ground, and the massive fireplaces were intact even to a ^eater height, as seen in

the photograph (Fig. 55) of one of these ruined houses. The deserted homesteads had been

stripped of all materials that could be of use, such as beams, wooden doorposts, &c. As scarcely

any sand had accumulated about the crumbling ruins, their rapid and complete disappearance

seemed inevitable as soon as erosion set in. Of the latter no trace, however, appeared as yet

over this area.

It may be due to this preservation of the surface layer of loess that so little of pottery *

debris could be seen on the ground. Erosion would probably bring to light plenty of it from

different layers. Of other characteristic Tati remains, such as smelting refuse, pieces of charcoal

and broken stones from the river-beds, there was a great deal to be seen on the ground. Of
the fruit-trees in the orchards only low stumps remained, these trees having e^dently died off

very soon after irrigation ceased and having then been cut down for rimbw or fuel On the

' Ktbta-girm-thahr of the map is a misprint
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other hand, plenty of young Toghraks were growing up among the ruins, indicating the relatively

small depth of subsoil water. It was interesting to note at different points a number of big

Toghraks, declared by the villagers to be very old, which were still in vigorous life. There could

be no doubt that these trees were far older than the ruined dwellings. Their presence in this

area, after what I had seen at Malakalagan, distinctly suggested that the ground occupied by the

ruin of ‘old Domoko’ had previously, at no very distant period, been occupied by desert jungle.

And with this the fact that most of the dead fruit-trees seemed but of small size and modest

age curiously agreed.

The villagers accompanying me, as well as the people I subsequently examined on my Cause of

return to the oasis, all agreed in asserting that the gradually increasing difficulty of conducting

Ihe irrigation water sufficiently far had caused the cultivation of the Domoko oasis to be shifted

from this old area to the lands along the Khotan-Keriya road within the memory of living men.

Local tradition, in fact, maintained that in the case of Domoko such shifts of the cultivated

area, backwards and forwards}, had occurred already five times and a sixth was to follow. What-

ever the basis of this tradition may be, the explanation given by the villagers as to the rause

of these shifts seemed sufficiently matter-of-fact They attributed the abandonment of ‘old

Domoko’ not to any diminution of cultivation or of the water-supply available for it, but simply

to the fact that the particular area could no longer be reached by the water carried in the

irrigation canals.

The lands of Domoko, as far as I could ascertain, at all times depend for their water on Irrijfation

the Domoko Yar, fed mainly by springs. These may be supposed to bring again to the surface
“[sis”""*"’

the water which the Sai absorbs higher up from the NOra river and nc ighbouring mountain

Streams. That the level or position in which springs of this kind appear is here subject to

considerable changes within short periods I had occasion to learn subse(iuently in the case of

Kara-kir, a small oasis just east of Domoko. There the fresh appearance of abundant springs

north of the Khotan-Keri)^ road some ten years before my visit had promptly been follcn^d

by the creation of a new colony, with irrigable land sufficient for 700 to 800 households. With

such evidence before me it seemed possible to assume that the position of the Domoko villages

might have been similarly affectibd by earlier changes. But a gradual alteration of ground-levels

consequent on irrig^ation deposits also suggested itself as la possible explanation of the alh’ged

shifts. Nor did the villagers’ assertion induce me to overlook the* possibility of a diminution in

the available quantity of water being the true cause.

It was clear that a prolonged and detailed investigation of all local conditions, particularly

those connected with the supply of irrigation water, would be needed in order to arrive at any

safe conclusion as to the cause or causes at work here. But, however that may be, I could mo-icm

feel no doubt as to the archaeological interest of the ruins I saw here. Modern as they

are, they furnish the best illustration of the course of decay through which the ‘ kone-shahrs ’,

or Tatis, found along the western route to Khotan and on the outskirts of the oasis, must be

supposed to have passed. There, too, village sites were deserted owing to irrigation ceasing

from one cause or another, and as they were so much further away from the desert centre than

the terminal oases of Dandan-Uiliq or the Niya Site, the h^vy drift-sand could not arrive in

time and in masses sufficiently large to give effective protection to the ruins.

For nearly three miles we traversed the desolate remains of these village homesteads, but i).sort

it was not until about two miles further to the north-west that the region of true dunes was

entered near a little wooden tomb known as Supuji Mazir, and worshipped as the supposed seiii. mem.

resting-place of a saintly associate of Lachin-atS. The MazSr of the latter was not in view,
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nor could our guides give any clear Idea where we should find the ancient sites previously

described as in its vicinity. Amidst the gradually rising dunes we soon left behind the last

traces of old cultivation, dead trunks of Jigdas and Tereks, while the tamarisk«oovered pa»fhfs

assumed more and more the appearance of isolated cones owijpg to incipient erosion of the

unprotected ground around them.

As we plodded on, the villagers I had taken along for eventual excavations became more
communicative. They professed never to have seen the sites we were bound for, but they were

well aware of the legend concerning them. These same villagers had before shown a clear

perception of the direct cause which had led to the abandonment of their old lands. All the

greater was my surprise to find that the legend they now proceeded to tell me, of the 'old

town ’ marked by the remains in the desert beyond, was in dl substantial points the same af

that which more than twelve hundred years ago Hsttan-tsang had heard at Fi>mo of the sand-

buried city of Ho-lao-lo-chia. A holy man was treated with contempt by the inhabitants and

refused water—as one version of the story asserted, because he had reproved them for unnatural

crimes. He thereupon cursed the town, and foretold its approaching destruction. While they

still mocked at his prophecy, sand began to rain from the skies, and continued for seven days

and nights until the whole of the buildings were buried. Only seven pious people who had

shown respect for the u/iig^A ddum (' the holy man ’) managed to save thmr lives through a curious

device, which varies from HsUan-tsang’s story.’ The seven wise men are supposed to have

clung to ropes fixed to a high pole after the fashion of a merry-go-round, still a popular diversion

throughout Chinese Turkestan. Being whirled round and round by the raging storm they rose

higher and higher above the ground while the sand accumulated, and thus escaped.

Similar stories, no doubt, are current throughout Eastern Turkestan of ruins buried in

the Taklamakan, but it is of particular interest to note how the continuity of local* tradition

had here transferred to the remains of P'i-mo itself the legend which HsUan-tsang heard at

P‘i-mo of a still earlier site. For I could safely recognize these remains in the extensive debris-

covered area, portions of which we managed to trace in the course of the next two days. On
that first evening our luckless guides dragged us aimlessly far out into the desert, until at last

the weariness of animals and men and the difficulty of gettihg the caravan in the dftrknwM

over the rising dunes forced us to pitch camp without having come across any indication of an

old site. During the night one of the guides deserted. The other, however, a timid young
fellow whom Turdi, my desert factotum, kept under his eye, and encouraged by advice ^wn
from his own lifelong 'treasure-seeking’ experience, recovered his bearings, and setting out

before daybreak succeeded in discovering one portion of the 'kone-shahr' about three miles

to the south-west.

UzunrTati—'the distant Tati’*, as local tradition appropriately designates this site—proved

to consist of several extensive patches of ground, thickly covered with pottery fragments and

similar small debris. The northernmost of those which I saw showed an area about one mile

from north to south, and over a quarter of a mile across, surrounded by low dunes and tamarisk-

covered sand-cones. A few of the latter rose also within the otherwise level d4bri»«trewn

area. The effects of long-continued erosion were visible everywhere. Only at relativdy Ucti

spots little banks of loess showed foundations of mud-walls, nowhere more than a fooit dr ttro

high. In some of these stumps of round wooden posts remained, with bundles of Kthkinah

placed vertically between them, indicating a mode of construction closdy approaching the

one as observed in the dwellings of 'old Domoko’.

* Pitmooncedvdththe unnl epentbeaia/d'/^the MCondpartoftiMiMiM MOiidedlimsIaMltUlMint
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Whatever of these scanty structural remains had escaped erosion displayed plain evidence Character

of the destruction dealt here by treasure*seekers’ diggings. This was not to be wondered at,

seeing how relatively near this ruined site was to the several oases southwards. This easy

accessibility and consequent thorough exploitation left no hope of ruins capable of excavation

having survived here. In their absence the archaeological indications I needed as to the date

when the site was last occupied could be forthcoming only from among the small di^bris to be

picked up on the ground. I accordingly utilized all the available men for a careful search

under my own supervision, and this soon yielded interesting chronological evidence.

By the side of small objects in bronze, including a well-shaped clasp, a buckle-like object, Chrnno-

some finger rings, and little fragments in the same material (see D. K. ooi, 003, 005, shown in

Plate LI) : small broken pieces of glass and true Chinese porcelain (see for sjiecimens D. K. of ddbris.

003, 003. k, in Plate LI I) were common. As porcelain did not make its appearance among the

keramic products of China until the beginning of the Sung period (963 a.d.)’, its discovery here

was a clear indication that the site had been inhabited down to a far later time than, c. g.

DandSn-Uiliq, Endere, or Kara-dong, where no trace of this material could be found. Hut

even more definite chronological proof was obtained in the shape of the two copper coins which

were picked up under my own eyes at the Tati. One of them (see Plate CX, 35) has been

recognized as belonging to the Pao-yUan period (1038-39 a.d.) of the Emperor jfin tsung, while

the other (see Plate XC, 43) is a piece bearing the name of Muhammad Arslan Khan, whom

we know to have reigned over Khotan and other parts of Eastern Turkestan in the eleventh

century. Thus the occupation of the site well into Muhammadan times was established beyond

doubt

As Uzun-Tati did not offer further scope for systematic work I decided to proceed to the Seardi for

second *kOne>shahr’ of our guides, which the people of Domoko knew of by the name of

UlUghrZi&rat or Ull^h-MaOr ' the holy (or high) shrine.’ Though it was known to be

situated somewhere between Lachin-atS and Uzun-Tati, and in the end proved only about three

miles distant in a direct line to the south-south-east of the latter, it took us nearly two days

and very tiring marches and countermarches in the sand before I was able to complete my

survey of its remains. Our sai-dUant guide first led us over fairly high and closely-packed dunes

to the south-east At two points within a mile of Uzun-Tati old pottery d6bris cropped up

again over «wiall patches of bare ground, plainly marking an extension of that site. VVhen we

had covered about five miles in a direct line, pottery fragments appeared again in detached

spots over large stretches of eroded ground. Our ‘guide’ now declared that we had got too

far towards the Lachin-atS MazSr, and asked to be allowed to turn back once more in quest

of the site. Halting the caravan, I accompanied him for some hours with a few of the men

in his devious wanderings, but was finally obliged to retrace my steps to the caravan without

any doe having been obtained for the location of UlOgh-ZiSrat As water was getting short

I resolved to make for Lachin-at3, where there was said to be a well with brackish water.

• But after for an hour and a half eastwards between tamarisk-covered cones and over

dunes 30 to 30 ft. high obliged us to halt. During the night the labourers sent out

in search managed to discover Lachin-atS about two miles to the south of our dreary camp.

Next momiitf I dispatched our DarOgha with an urgent requisition for efficient guides to Remains oi

the B€g of Gulakhma, to the north of whose tract we now were. While I was utilizing my uiQ^h-

enforeed halt for anthrapometrical measurements on the labourers with me, the luckless ‘guide’

» See Cspt. BrinkkT'i CMu, H* Mhry, art, ##., lx. p. 1 a.
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of the previous day, who had been allowed to keep away during the night for the sake of

fresh efforts, turned up after midday with the news that he had found UlQgh'Ziarat at last So
accompanied by him and old Turdi I started back again to the point where the caravan had
been halted on the previous day. UlQgh-ZiSrat proved to ^ within only two miles of it

north-westwards, but effectually hidden behind a series of high tamarisk-covered sand-cones.

It was a small eroded plain about half a mile long from north to south, and slightly less

broad, resembling in all its features the Uzun-Tati site, and covered like it with plentiful debris

of undecorated but well-made old pottery. About its middle rose a loess-bank with what are

supposed to be tombs of fifteen or sixteen saints. On its top a small collection of staves,

rudely fashioned of tamarisk, clearly marked the spot as still receiving worship. I could not

spare time for closer examination of these alleged tombs, as I was anxious to visit befoA
nightfall the * Sipil ' or fortification reported further ahead. After crossing dunes for an approxi-

mate direct distance of i| miles to the east-north-east, I reached it in the middle of a relatively

open sandy plain covered with tamarisk bushes and numerous young Toghrak trees.

The 'Sipil* proved to consist of the comparatively well-preserved remains of a small fort,

built in the form of an oval, having its longer axis from north to south. The greatest length

of the interior was about 480 ft, its maximum breadth about 348 ft The wall, about ii ft

thick at the base, was constructed of stamped loess with layers of rushes placed horizontally at

varying levels to give it consistency. At a heiglit of about 9 ft. from the present ground-

level it bore a parapet which seemed to have originally been about 5 ft 8 in. high, with a

thickness of 3 ft This, however, was broken in numerous places; behind it ran a platform

about 5 ft broad. No loop-holes were visible. The interior 0/ this small fort, approximately

approaching in size that of the Endere Fort, showed no remains whatever of buildings, though

the sand within it could only be from 3 to 6 ft high, and in several places left the foot of

the walls clear. Except for a gap in the east face, which probably marks the position of the

gate, the wall could be followed all round, no portion of it having completely fallen. I noted

neither inside nor outside any pottery fragments. In the absence of other remains I was

unable to form any definite opinion as to the date of this circumvallation, but its relatively

good preservation, its shape different from that of the old fofts of Endere and Ak-sipiP, and

the total absence of brickwork seemed all to point to its having been constructed during

Muhammadan times. Seeing that the position it occupies lies nearer to the present limits of

cultivation, and must even now have subsoil water at a relatively small depth, it appears very

improbable that the fort could have been abandoned earlier than Uzun-Tati. I left this ruin

at nightfall, and was met on the way while returning to camp by the of Gulakhnia. A
close examination of the men he had brought with him showed that the remains 1 had already

examined were all that were known to them.

That these remains of Uzun-Tati and UlQgh-Ziirat have a strong claim to be reopgaized

as marking the position of HsUan-tsang’s Fi-mo and Sung YUn’s Han-mo can, I believei'be

proved by several convincing arguments. In the first place, we find their position in exact,

agreement with the distance of 330 li, i. e. a little over three marches, and with the esstem

bearing from Yotkan which the Hsi-yU-chi indicates for Fi-mo. The edns and pcmodUili

fragments found by me at Uzun-Tati make it quite certain that the site was oecupis^ for

centuries after HsUan-tsang’s time, while, on the other hand, there is nothing to preduifo' if*

from believing that it existed already long before the pilgrim’s visit. -
'

* Sm below, pp. 474 tq.
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But -the most striking evidence,' I think, can be derived from the facts brought to light Temple of

about the site of Ulflgh-Ziarat. Its position, three miles to the south of Uzun-Tati, accords
^atue"*

****

most accurately with the 15 li to the south at which Sung Yiin's narrative places the great ioiaicd at

temple, with the miracle-workit^ statue of Buddha, relative to the town of Han-mo®. After

all the evidence which the previous survey of sacred sites in and around the Khotan oasis

has furnished of the tenacity of local worship in this region, we can safely recognize the name

and sacred character of the ‘ UlUgh-Ziarat* as a distinct indication of an important Buddhist

shrine having once stood there. The mere fact that the Ziarat, though assumed to be the

resting-place of saints, is not called after any one of them is significant.

But the antiquarian importance of the very name Ulfigh-Ziilrat,
' the holy Shrine is still UIOkIi-

fhrther increased by the fact that we can prove it to be of old date. Wc have already, in the
„ . . . . , , rr . . 1 1 • r ,

Muhamma-
preceding section, in connexion with the Kenya river route, had occasion to refer to the (hn Icgcmi.

legendary or Tadhkira of MalimQd Karam Kabuli, of which M. Grenard has furnished interesting

extracts'. This text, which seems to contain certain historical elements going back to the

twelfth century of our era, describes in some detail the conquest by the Muhammadan champions

of the territory of ‘ KenhSn ’, situated between the Keriya river and Khotan. Its ruler, the

infidel ‘Turk TerkhSn is spoken of as a Jew and as a dependent of NQdQn Khan, the ‘ Tersa’

or Christian, who held Khotan with his Kirghiz Kalmak or Kara-Khitai. After defeating Turk

TerkhSn the Muhammadan host is said to have taken and pillaged the rich town of Uint;;h-

Zi&rai, which was close to his capital Kenhau'. The latter itself vanished through magic,

while the Muslim host next occupied Chira, and victoriously advanced upon Khotan. Whatever

interpretation we may care to put upon any historical reminiscences that may possibly have

mingled with this legend, it is quite clear on topographical grounds that by ‘ the province of

Kenhan’ must be meant the oases stretching from Keriya to Chira, and by ‘the town of

UlQgh-Ziarat’ the site of UlQgh-Zi5rat '. The ‘town of Kcnhan’, Turk Terkhan’s capital,

which is said to have vanished, may, at the time not exactly known to us when the legend

took the shape recorded in the Ta^kira, have been looked for among the sands of Uzun-Tati.

Whether the distinction made in the legend between the fate of the two towns indicates Uzun-'i an

that Uzun-Tati was abandoned ^rlier to the desert than UlQgh-ZiSrat, is a point which cannot

be decided, nor one of much consequence for our inquiry. What, however, clearly results is <
I’cin.’

that local tradition assumed both sites to have been inhabited down to the twelfth century, the

time of the Kara-Khitai. This brings us still nearer than the archaeological evidence already

detailed to the time of Marco Polo. Seeing that HsUan-tsang’s P*i-mo must be located at Uzun-

Tati and that old Muhammadan tradition points to the same site as the capital of the tract,

I think the conclusion becomes highly probable that Marco’s * Fein, the capital of the kingdom ,

lay also at this site or in its close vicinity*.

These days in the desert had convincingly demonstrated the serious difficulties which must

always attend a search for scanty remains hidden away among deceptive sand-dunes if made

* See above, p. 436.
mentioned by the Tang Annals at 300 li east ofYQ-ficn (called

* See Adi’ X/Ukt, ill pp. 43m town of 7b'« (Pseu) in the T'ang itinerary above

* See Gienard, loc.cb.. Ui. pp. 44 iq. quoted, see ypyage dt Song Yun, p. 13 note) was identical

* M. Gienaid, ibkL, p. 45, note 1, expresses Us inability with Pi-mo; see Voyagt dt Song Fun, p. 14, note 4 ; also

to locate ' UiQgli*&Btat tboagh he duly traces, between above, p. 176.

Keriya and CUM, the tonbe of various saintly warriors of It may be noted here that Sung YUn’s town of Mo,

Islam, rtmw wlirtm the legend mentions. which was as li east of his Han-mo (see above, p. 456),

* This loog‘<OntinlKid teiportance of the site is a further would according to this indication have to be looked for

'ttpportiorllChavaniie^viewthatthetownofir«»|^ lomewhere about 'Old Domoko’ or a little to the north of it,
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without adequate guidance. The rapidly increasing heat and glare—on March 37 and 38 the

air about midday was 88** Fahr. in the shade, though the minimum thermometer had for the

corresponding nights still registered a8* and 30* Fahr.—rendered tramps through the sand
very trying, and we realized the limitations of the water-supplj^ carried in the tanks when our
party was increased by labourers. Hence I felt as glad as my men when the satisfiictory

conclusion of my task allowed me, on the morning of March 38, to turn back southward to the

inhabited area.

£n route I passed the desolate little shrine of Lachin-atS (see Fig. 56), where, besides the

usual accumulation of poles bedecked with flags, &c., there was a wretched hut sheltering the

brackish well about 30 ft deep. A small open space closely surrounded by high tamarisk-

covered cones showed some pottery debris which looked old (for specimens see L. 003). The
saint worshipped here is supposed to have followed the fortunes of MahmQd Karam Kabuli

Within about four miles from Lachin-ata our route reached an area of abandoned fields, the

cultivation of which a few generations ago was still remembered in village tradition. &me
three miles further on we arrived at the scattered hamlet of Ponak, marking the northern edge

of the flourishing oasis of Gulakhma. There for the first time I caught sight of the young
green of cultivated fields and orchards.

OBJECTS FOUND AT AK-TAZ SITE.

D. K. 004. Bronse finger ring. The ring U made of markinga. See PI. LI.

a flat band of meul, and supports a circular setting in D. K. 006. Two fragments of tem<COtta. X 1^*.

which is a gem apparently made of opaque glass with blue |* X

OBJECTS FOUND AT UZUN-TATI,

D. K. 001. a. Brotue hook, or clasp ; cast. The form

is like a swan's neck. i|' long. See PI. LI.

D. K. oor. b. Cast broiue bnckle-like okfect; open

work. i|*xif'. See PI. LI.

D. K. ooa. a. Fragment of Chinese porcelain, finely

glazed and decorated in blue outline pattern. |'x|'.

See PI. LII.

D. K. ooa. b. Fragment of Chinese porcelain, glazed,

decorated with dirty brown, badly fiuxed. il'x^*.
See PI. LII.

O. K. ooa. c. Fragment of Chinese porcelain, decorated

with edge dark yellow ; outside, two lines and pattern out-

lined in black, filled in with fine green. |'x|'. See

PI. Lll.

D. K. ooa. d. Fragment of Chinese porcelain, glased

entirely outside with fine turquoise blue. Inside white.

4'xA' SeePl. UI.

D. K. ooa. e. Fragment of terracotta, glased on inside

olive green on which black lines. |* XA*

D. K. ooa. L Two fragments of moulded idsss. See

PI. LIL ‘

D. K. 00s. g. Denticular setting with gem (dirty

yellow glass). Portion of a finger ring.

D. K. oog. Small objects in metal, glass, porce-

lain, frc.

a. Bronse finger ring, similar to D. K. 004 but with

claw (denticular) setting bolding piece of flat dondjr-green

glass. See PL LL
b. Bronse finger ring, similar to D. K. 004, bet huger

and gem missing. Meul uble for gem hiokeU. On
outer surface of flat band a raised design in, twisted

bronse wire laid on in two tqiposing sig-sagS between

parallel bordera See PI. LI.

c. Table and gem setting of broaae finger lingi '

d. Small bronse ring attached to btoken bnam frsg*

meat, probably of a belL

«. Several fiagmenu of bronse, and one of iron,'

L Three grape stalks.

g. Small piem of thin brMSe wire.

See Grensrd, Mittfeu D, dt Rkitu, iU. p. 45, note g.
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h. Two fragments of plain glass. See PI. LII.

i. Piece of flint. See PI. LII.

k. Fragment of Chinese porcelain vessel, finely glazed

and painted with fret pattern in grey-blue on outside, and

two faint lines inside. See PI. LII. I

D. K. 005. Small objects in metal» stone, &c.

a. Large white shell bead. Diameter

b. Broken bronze finger ring, with empty circular gem

cavity. See PI. LI.

C. Small bronze l)ell. Diameter

d. Fragment of small bronze bell.

e. Several small fragments of bronze, some showing

engraved patterns.

f. Small piece of bronze viih square hole, probably

worn-out Chinese coin.

g. Small thin bronze disk; perhaps a coin.

h. Fragment of pale-green stone.

OBJECTS FROM OLD SITE NEAR LACIIIN-ATA.

L. 001. Small objects in bronze, said to have been found

near Lachin-at& Mazftr (presented by Beg of Gulakhma).

a. Piece of cast bronze, to underside of which is

attached, by iron rivet, a fragment of leather. It is

probably a piece of harness, i x I"'.

b. Bronze split ring. Diam.

c. Piece of thin sheet bronze doubled in halves.

xA'.

L. 00a. Terra-cotta fragments, found on eroded ground

near Lachin-atS Maz2lr.

a. Fragment of rough terra-cotta \^ssel decorated with

lightly scored lines and nebulae, s'" x

b. Fragment of rough terra-cotta vessel decorated with

nebular scorings, s'" x i
Y'.

c. Fragment of neck and shoulder of coarse terra colts

vessel, with scar showing attachment of handle. Round

junction of neck with shoulder two parallel raised mould-

ings. On neck, as ornament, a few ol)li(|ue dotted liiu s.

Height width

L. 003. Chinese seal in bronze, oi tagonal, said to have

been found at old site near Lathin-ala; bought at

Gulakhma. Oh. shows in cameo one of the hunilicd

forms of the character ^ =*longc\iiy' (Dr. liushcll).

plain, with shank. Diam. 1 Sec PI, L.

Section IV.—THE TOGA-DONG MOUNDS AND THE KERIYA-KHOTAN
ROUTE

Gulakhma, which counts over nine hundred homesteads in its several villages, and in its

central part near the Keriya-Khotan route bears the lodk of a .thriving small market town,

might have tempted me to give to my caravan the rest which it badly needed. But time would

not permit of more than a day’s halt, which I myself used for the e.xami nation of some ancient

mounds 1 had heard of as recently opened by people of Chira. Eticjiiette demanded that

I should visit them under the guidance of the Beg of the latter oasis. So on March 29 I rode

to Sarigh, the easternmost village of Chira, where the Beg’s party joined me, and thence was

taken again south-eastwards into the scrub-covered waste which stretches south of the high road

connecting the two oases. After about three miles the sandy soil changed to gravel, and three

miles beyond, at a point about equidistant from Gulakhma and Chira, we arrived at the mounds

of TUga-dong ('the Camel Hillocks’).

There, not far from the edge of the pebble ‘Sai.’ I found some seventeen roughly circular

mbunds scattered at irregular intervals, varying from 10 to 60 yards, in the general direction

from north to south. The largest measured about 79 ft. in diameter, with a height of 1 1 ft.,

while the anmlVi^r was about 30 ft. across, rising to 5 ft* nbove the ground-level. 1 hey had all

been dug into from the top in the centre, and cuttings had often been made from their sides

;

but this work of destruction had evidently been carried on at different periods, as indicated by

the varying states of decay of the interior materials thus exposed. There were indications of

( )bjVcis

from

I’zun-'raii.

( )bjccls

from

Larhin-.il:\.

Malt at

(hilakhiii.i.

Tiiga-dof!^

mounds.
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some smaller mounds having been completely levelled in the course of these operations. No
recent excavations were acknowledged, except in the case of one of the northernmost mounds,

about 48 ft. in diameter and la ft high, which was said to have been opened by Chira cultivators

some two months earlier. The exposed portions of the mounds,showed everywhere thin layers

of small pieces of Toghrak wood, bark, and thorny scrub, mixed up with the coarse sand and

gravel of the surrounding ground. Nowhere could I find in the cuttings remains of walls or

traces of any other regular construction. The pieces of wood were far too small to have served

for building purposes. Much of it appeared charred, and on digging down to the ground in

the second tumulus from the south I came on a layer of wood 6 in. thick which was practically

reduced to the condition of charcoal. The ground below this layer consisted of a hard clayey

soil which generally seems to underlie here the gravel and pebbles of the ‘Sai.’

The villagers, perhaps by order of the BCg, who probably was anxious to avoid possible

inquiries by the Amban as to finds made, &c., denied all knowledge as to the contents or purpose

of the mounds. But when I had picked up two human thigh bones, about 17 in. long, near the

recently opened mound on the north, they seemed inclined to admit that human remains had been

found also elsewhere. Subsequent inquiries at Gulakhma in fact showed that two skeletons

at least had been found in the course of the latest diggings, but the bones had been gathered

again and buried somewhere from superstitious fear. From the loose gravel of the same mound

where the two above-mentioned bones lay, some ragged fabrics of cotton were picked up by

me ; of these the pieces illustrated in PI. LXXVI (see also list below) are specimens. One

of them is a coarse cotton stuff resembling in colour mummy jcloth, the other of finer make

shows buff colour with a small diaper pattern.

I was unable to form any definite opinion as to the original character of these tumuli.

But much points to their having been raised as burial mounds, perhaps over partially burned

bodies. That they had contained other deposits, too, possibly some of value, appears probable

enough, as otherwise the villagers would scarcely have continued so long the laterious task of

digging up every mound. But any finds of intrinsic value were stoutly denied by those directly

concerned, including the BCg, no doubt for the reason already indicated, while the gossips of

Gulakhma could tell my men only the usual wild stories about ingots of alver, &c, which were

supposed to have been foutjd Aera As to the age of the mounds, all that can be safely

asserted is that the ground near by must at the time of their construction have already borne

the character it has now, there being in particular no indication of fertile soil having been

removed by deflation. The good preservation of the wood and scrub, which seemed to have

been inserted for the sake of giving greater consistency to the mounds, did not suggest Very

high antiquity.

On March 30 I sent on the main part of my camp under the Surveyor to reach Khotan

by easy stages, while I myself, with the minimum of impedimenta, hurried back to Keriya to

bid farewell personally to its kindly Amban. My rapid marches were made pleasant by noticing

on all sides exuberant signs of spring, whidi had come over the land with surprising rafddity.

On April i I exchanged long visits with Huang-Daloi, and assured him of my due seoM of

gratitude for his never-failing help, which alone had rendered the extent and success of the

last months’ explorations possible. I also impressed him with my appredatton of the excellent

services which Ibrahim, our energetic DarOgha, had rendered, and secured for the latter a' poMie

commendation by the Amban and the promise of appropriate promotion.

I had previously asked my acquaintances among the BCgs and Mullahs of Keriya

out during my absence in the desert for any antiques that might happen to be brea^-'fotfi^
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the Bazars by ‘treasure-seekers’. But only three small objects of uncertain origin had been

secured (see below Ker. 001-003). Among them was the small intaglio, Ker. 003 (Plate XLIX),
showing the figures of a man and a running deer, and the bronze finial, Ker. 001 (see Plate LI),

which in its decorative motif so closely resembles the styles used in Indian surmaddns of the

present day as to suggest doubts as to its antiquity. The scarcity of these acquisitions seemed

to me an indication that the Tatis, which I had heard reported at Kara-khan, to the north-

west of Keriya town, and at Tokhtal, near the western edge of the oasis, and to tlie south of

the Khotan road, could not be of great extent or importance. For visits to them I was unable

to spare time.

Keriya town itself is not believed by the people to be a i)lace of great age, and has Arc of

J)robably acquired importance only since it was made the head ejuarters of the separate district
'

of Keriya, newly created after YaqQb Beg’s rebellion, and now ofllcially styled Yii-t'icn. The
oasis itself is, no doubt, of ancient date; but there is nothing to indic.ate that it was in

old times larger or more important than the string of oases which still extend in an almost

unbroken line from Chira to Kara-kir, and are linked with Keriya by ground that, as the

subsequent observations will show, is for a large part capable of cultivation. I am unable to

trace any distinct reference to Keriya in the early Chinese texts accessible to me in translations.

The territory of Vu-mi
jiJ‘ jj^,

which is mentioned by the Ch'ien Han shu among the small Ancuiu

states to the east of Khotan, and subs^uentfy reYerred to under the slightly different and probal)Iy
*'

more correct form of Har^tni ipf in the Wei lio and T'ang Ann.als, has indeed been identified {llitn-tm).

by a modem Chinese writer .with Keriya*. But the topographical indications furnished by

the historical texts make it appear far more probable that this territory comprised the whole

of the oases between Chira and Keriya, thus corresponding roughly to Marco Polo’s ‘ Province

of Pein’, and the tract of which HsUan-tsang’s Fi-mo was the chief place. In the Han Annals’

notice YU-mi^ then independent of Khotan, is described as being 390 li to the east of the

latter*. This, assuming that as elsewhere the measurement is taken from capital to capital,

points to a location about Gulakhma-Domoko rather than near the town of Keriya. The 1 ‘ang

Annals, which, as we have seen, enumerate Han-tni among the small territories annexed to

Yli-t‘ien *, place it to the east of the river of Chien-iS-li*. The latter itself, being jdaced 300 li

east of YU-t*ien, can only be the river of Chira, the distance of which from Yotkan, about 60

miles, exactly corresponds to the above measurement. We arc not told by the notice of the

T'ang Annals where in particular was the position of the town of Ta-tS-li, its chief place,

also known as CkU-nti, or earlier as Ning~mi. But seeing what we have ascertained above as

to the long-continued importance of the town which Sung Yiin called Han-tno and Hsilan-tsang

P'i-mo, the location of Ta-t6-li at the same site seems distinctly more probable than at the

modern Keriya.

On April 2 I started back to Khotan by forced marches. The first, which brought me to Return

Kara-kIr, gave me ample opportunity to observe the abundance of spring water which feeds the

numerous marshes skirted by the road between the western edge of the Keriya o.asis anti the

Kara-kir stream* and which further on runs to waste in the Shivul DaryS and its terminal swamps.

My companions from Keriya, among them the local official whom the attentive Amban had

deputed to escort me, declared that the springs were perennial, and believed that with the

* See above^ p. 167, with note 8; Chavannee, Turn * See Wylie, In/. Anthrop. Int!., x. p. 29.

p. laS, note 1, p. 311. See now also Chavannei, ’ See above, pp. 1671 > 7 *'

pat* ftteiUM dtprh b WU ia Tma^p-pao, Ser. U. ‘ See Cbavannes, Twet cedd., pp. 127 sq.

vol. vL p. 538, note t«
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necessary administrative pressure a good d«il of new land could be brought under cultivation

besides the small oases of Laisu and Achma reeendy formed some miles north of the road.

At Kara-kIr Langar a new but wholly deserted roadside BazSr forcibly drew my attention

to a curious illustration of the changes affecting cultivation in this tract About ten years

previously, I was told, abundant springs had unexpectedly appeared in the sandy jungle some

miles to the south, fed, no doubt, by the NOra and other hill streams which higher up dis-

apjjear for the greatest part of the year in the pebble Sai. Before there had been at the spot

only a small trickling spring. The water supplied by the new springs was so ample that land

sufficient for 700 to 800 households has since been brought under cultivation in what was

formerly desert ground two to three miles north of Kara-kir Langar. The settlement which

has sprung up there, and which for the first five years paid no revenue, had now sufficiently

developed to have a Beg of its own, while the wayfarers’ custom has been completely trans-

ferred to the new main village of Achma. Though the time of ak-su, or flood-water, was still

distant, the Kara-kir Darya was now a lively stream about 15 yards broad, with a depth of

about 2 ft.

My second day’s ride brought me over already familiar ground to Chira, a large and

flourishing oasis counting about 3,500 households. The fact that the oases of Gulakhma and

Domoko, counting about 2,000 homesteads between them, have now separate Begs, whereas

before the Muhammadan rising they are kno^ tb have been under the Beg of Chira, was

mentioned to me as an indication of their growth since the material prosperity of the country

had been raised by improved administration. In the oasis of Chira, otherwise wholly dependent

on the water brought down by the glacier-fed river which comes from HSsha, much new land

was said to have been taken up northward since the recent supply of spring water. This had

been secured by the construction, some fifteen years before my visit, of the canal crossed on

the road from Gulakhma, and shown on the map*. The dreary desert plain of sand and

pebbles over which the march of April 5 lay was a striking contrast to the well-cultivated fields

and the blossoming orchards of Chira. The great depth of the wells dug at the desolate little

rest-houses by the route showed that the greatest portion of the ground crossed could never

have seen cultivation. All day a strong dust storm was bloWSng from the west, and the thick

haze enveloping us made me thankful for the guidance afforded by the rows of poles marking

the road. After thus covering forty odd miles I was glad when, by nightfall, I had regained

once more the edge of the Khotan oasis at the large village of Lop.

FABRICS FROM TCGA-DONG MOUNDS.

T. D. I. Cotton cloth, harsh, in colour like mummy doth;

plain. 9'x 6', See PL LXXVL

' It is somewhere to the north or norA-west of Chira

that wc should have to look for the ‘ desert marsh ' where

IlsUan-tsang, before arriving at Fl-mo, had been shown

a large stretch of red-coloured soil, in which the legend

reproduced above recognized an ancient battle-field. I had

no time to search for it in the direction indicated, and it is,

of course, not along the present Khotan road but through

)he sandy jungle i a to 16 miles north of it that the old route

T. D. a. Cotton cloth, woven in small diaper pattern.

One edge oversewn. Dirty-buff colour. 18'X 6'. See

PI. LXXVI.

must be supposed to have led. It_ is cnrkms that on tny

return journey from Khotan I nodoed a large patdl of

red clayey soil, corresponding exactly to HsBan-tiang
’
e

description Just referred to, a quarter a mUe to dm welt of

Kum-rabU-PRdsbBhlm, where the legend heard hf the pflgrin,

and surviving to the present day, also located a battleieM '

There, however, this feature of the ground ii not leeonMl

by the {doos traveller.
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OBJECTS PURCHASED AT KERIYA.

Ker. ooi. Bronze finiah On summii of ornamental

square shaft, a peacock, with erect crest flattened from

before. There is a stump to which probably the spread

tail was attached, but the tail is missing. Below the

shaft is a round tang, flattened at its lower extremity.

The same design of peacock made now by Koftgars of

K5tll LOharUn, Punjab. It is a motif frequently used for

surmadilns, and this piece looks very like end of style

in surmadan. See PI. LI.

Ker. ooa. Rough tefra-cotta vessel, cone-shaped, flat

• at bottom, broad end uppermost. There seems to have

been a permanent cover, but it is much broken. In one

side of remaining portion of cover is a small hole about

in diameter and traces of two others in broken cover.

The vessel might have been a lamp {ihirCigh) and the

holes made to take the wick. Height i j""; diam. at top

2 ^''

;

diam. at base i

Ker. 003. Stone seal; wide elliptical, bioken at lower

side. In intaglio, a running deer to L., with horns like

those of the chamois. On further side of deer a man,
standing to L., perhaps cairying deer. On his head a lap

with heavy brim, or thick hair, x i/. See PI. XI. IX.
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THE RUINS OF AK-SIPIL AND RAWAK

Section I.-HANGUYA TATI AND THE SITE OF TAM-OGHIL
R

From Lop, where I had camped, I was able to proceed at once, on April 5, to the eastern-

most of the ancient sites which still remained to be examined in the vicinity of the Khotau

oasis. It was the Tati of Hanguya, from which a number of coins had been brought to me in

November, and with which Turdi, from the vicinity of his own village, was, of course,

thoroughly familiar. Before setting out for it, and subsequently on my way through the culti-

vated parts of the Hanguya tract, I had opportunities for interesting glimpses of the flourishing

state enjoyed by this canton, and also by ^e canton of Sampula or Lop adjoining southwards.

Both are administratively included in the distnet of Keriya, of which they form probably the

fiscally most valuable portion. The Beg in charge of it, whose spacious, well-built house, with

Its pretty garden and orchard, vividly recalled to my mind the ruins of similarly substantial

residences explored at the Niya Site, estimated the number of households within both tracts

at about 9,00a This number, though nearly double that subsequently communicated to me as

the present conventional reckoning \ did not strike me as extravagant in view of the extent and

busy life of Lop BazSr and the thriving look of the Hanguya villages. Those of Sampuh owe

their population largely to the flourishing carpet industry which is centred here, and to the

early importance of which I have already had occasion to allude

Immediately to the north of Lop Baz£r stretches a small belt of salty soil, which is liable

to be flooded by subsoil water. But immediately beyond riclily-cultivat^ ground is entered,

through which the road led, for nearly five miles to the central market-place of Hanguya.

Water for irrigation was said to be plentiful here, being brought by canals both from the

Yurung-kash and from springs which appear to the south-west of Lop. Accordingly I was not

surprised to find a great deal of ground recently brought under cultivation, i.e. recovered north

of Hanguya Bazar. After riding about three miles north-north-west from the latter {dace I came

to lucerne fields fringed by low dunes, which are slowly but steadily being levelled by irrigation

cuts. Half a mile beyond we entered the desert amidst dunes 5 to 10 ft high, covert at

first with thorny scrub, and further on completely bare.

Following, under Turdi’s guidance, a well-marked track which is used by people brining

wood from the jungles along the Yurung-kash course, we arrived, after a march ci about three

miles from the edge of cultivation, at eroded ground covered with red pottery groit baff^hcss.

It was the commencement of a typical ‘Tati’, just as Turdi’s report had led me b
and which according to his statement extended far away to the nmth-west right •cr^'fie' riie

vicinity of Ak-sipil. That the debris-covered area here was large seemed very

the prevailing dust-haze prevented even an approximate estimate,
^

' See above, p, 133 note. * Conp. above^ p 134, ,
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Not far from the southern edge of this area rose the mass of ruined masonry known as
Ayka-kuduk-Ttm (‘the Mound of the Rack Well’, from a well in this vicinity sunk by wood-
cuttersh and shown in Fig. 54, of which Turdi had spoken as the only structural ruin of the
site. It proved to be the remains of a StQpa, but so titorouglily destroyed by erosion, and
probably also by diggings for ‘treasure’, that no approximate idea coukl be formed of its

original shape or dimensions. The extant block of masonry stands 16 ft, higlt, and measures
at its base about 20 ft. from cast to west, and 8 ft. from north to soutli. Great masses of
brickwork must have fallen, as the slopes of the conical mound on whicli the rum now rises

are thickly covered with brick debris. The masonry of the ruin consists mostly of sun-dried

bricks measuring 19 by 13 in., and 4 in. thick, but smaller bricks, only 3^ in. thick, and appa-
rently about 13 in. square, could also be distinguishetl in places. Rencath the lowest course of
bricks there was what looked like a foundation or base of hard clayey loess, about ft. high,

resting on the original ground-level. The latter (marked in Fig. 54 by the feet of the upper
standing figure), owing to the great erosion th.at h.as taken place around the mouiul, now rises

fully 20 ft. above the lowest point immediately to the south of the Stupa (sec the second figure

in the photograph). Rut at a distance of 30 to 40 yards to the south the loess banks rise

again in terraces, and the highest of these seemed only 4 to 5 ft. behnv the ground li-vel as

marked by the foot of the ruin. All the hard loess soil left bare by the sand is coviTed with

pottery fragments. The drift-sand near the Stupa formed in most places ripple-like dunes, only

2 to 3 ft. high.

Just below the StQpa the,,men brought with me from ITanguya picked up .a Chinese coin

without a l^;end and a small broken ring in bronze, H. i (sec Plate LI). From a ll.in,gu)a

villager, whom Turdi knew and had summoned to the site as a confrere, I purchased the small

collection of objects in metal, glass, and stone described under H. ooi in the list at the end of

this section. Among these, all said to have been found at the site, the massive bronze ring,

H. OOI. h (see Plate XLIX), with a countersunk device showing a running deer, may be specially

mentioned as of evident antiquity. Already in November a set of old coins with a few small

antiques had been sold to me at Khotan as coming from the Hanguya Tati. The coins, of

which a synopsis will be found in Appendix D, comprise over tw-enty Sino-Kharosihi pieces,

among them one apparently of a unique type. If they were really
_
found here they would prove

great antiquity for the site, but the statement as to their origin could, as in most of such cases,

not be depended upon with certainty. One of the anticiues actiuircd with them is a small

intaglio, H. 002 (see Plate XLIX), similar to those probably coming from Yotkan. The Tati

by its size clearly proves a considerable extension of the ancient cultivated area northward, but

there was nothing to indicate, even approximately, when it ceased to be orcu|)ied. Seeing how

steadily the irrigated area of Hanguya is now again being pushed northward, it is quite possible

to suppose that part of the Tati might again be turned into fertile village land. The name

Hanguya could claim considerable antiquity if its identity with the Hang-gn jo of the l ila tan

legend discussed in a previous chapter were to be established*.

I left the site in a mild but sufficiently disagreeable dust storm, and after returning to the

northern edge of the Hanguya lands rode south-westwards to rejoin my camp at Yurung-kash.

For nearly three miles the road led everywhere tlirough young cultivation. The avenues of

poplars, willows, and Jigda trees, planted only ten to fifteen years ago, and small enclaves of

sandy ground left amidst the fields showed that this area had been recovered from the desert

Ruin f'f

At ka-huduK'

i'lm.

fiotii

Tati.

Mart li to

Yuimm'.*-

ka^li.

* See above, p. i6x.
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within recent times. West of the Hanguya tract we had to cross a broad belt of sand known
as Arkalik, which represents an inroad of the desert southwards. There were no regular dunes,

and traces of canals and plentiful debris of modem-looking pottery showed that this waste had
passed out of cultivation at no very distant period. Isolated plojs of new fields in the direction

of Yurung-k5sh furnished welcome proof that here, too, efforts at reconquest had started. At
the Hanguya-Ostang we crossed the boundary line dividing the districts of Khotan and Keriya,

and riding on towards the town of Yurung-kSsh I soon observed the manifest signs of old and
unbroken cultivation in the high level of the fields above the roads and in the large size of tlie

trees lining the latter.

On April 6 I halted in Yurung-kash, where fresh supplies and labourers had to be secured

and many repairs to be effected in our equipment Increasing heat by day and recurring dust-

storms warned me that the season was close at hand when work in the desert would become
impossible. Instead of taking the rest we all by this time felt much in need of, I hastened

to set out for the ancient sites which still remained to be explored in the desert north-east of

Khotan. So after discharging Ibrahim AkhQn, tlie worthy DarOgha of the Keriya Ya-m6n, with

a liberal and amply earned reward in glittering gold roubles, I set the caravan in march again

on the morning of April 7.

The mined site known to treasure-seekers as Ak-sipil (‘ the White Wall ’), and situated

among high sand-dunes at a distance of about * fifteen miles from the right bank of the

Yurung-kash opposite Khotan, was my first objective. On the march, however, and close to

the edge of the cultivated area, I took occasion to examine the^interesting small site generally

known as Tant-OgMl, from an adjoining hamlet, where ancient * culture-strata ’, yielding some

leaf-gold, besides old coins, terra-cottas, &c., are worked under conditions exactly similar to those

described at Yotkan, but on a far more limited scale. Turning to the east of an isolated and

conspicuous sandhill which bears the tomb of Sult&n Hasan Basri, some two miles in a direct

line to the north-east of Yumng-kash, I was taken to the loess banks which form the scene of

these excavations. They rise steeply above the level of the fields of lucerne adjoining them

on the north, and extend in an irregular line for about 330 yards from west to east.

Just as at Yotkan they were said to have been formed* solely by the soil having been

gradually cut off for the sak^ of washing the gold-containing layer below. This proved to be

from 3 to 6 ft. in thickness at different points, while the stratum of fertile earth overlying it

varied in height from 10 to 18 ft. The riverine loess soil of which this top layer manifestly

consists showed here and there distinct traces of stratification. Considering the short distance,

less than three miles, which separates this site from the present right bank of the Yurung-kSsb,

and the existence in its vicinity of an older bed marked by the jade pits of Kumat *, it appeared

to me possible that these slight layers, x to i| in. thick, might be due to exceptional fioods

from the river.

From the local cultivators I ascertained that the excavations, the site of which they called

Mazar-oili-Sai {‘ the sai of the MazSr lands ’), had been started some twenty years before my
visit when the formation of a small ‘ Yir ’—just as at Yotkan—^had revealed the presence of

gold in the culture-stratum below the loess soil. The cutting of the banks was said to Iwve

begun at a distance of about 150 yards to the north of the present face of the banks, and to

have been gradually carried further and further into the rising ground south. The woilc has

been carried on practically only by Tam-bghil villagers, as water for * washing ’ ,the a(dl li

* See for this locality Hedin, Jtium m p. aS.
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available for not more than months in each year and in limited quantity. Apart from tlic

direct profit yielded by the washing of the soil, they also gain additional ground easily capable

of irrigation from the existing canals. At the same time the fertile humus of the culture-stratum

is used by the villagers as a kind of manure to improve gravelly fields lying further north®.

It is probable that these s\ibsidiary profits are here a si)ecial inducement for the work; for

the amount of leaf-gold washed out of the paying scam was declared to be less than at Yotkan,

and the secondary products of antiques and occasional small finds of value arc also, judging from

general report, proportionately far rarer. However this may be, I succeeded, in spite of diligent

inquiries both at the site and previously at Yurung-kash, in obtaining only a few specimens of

antiques. The single coin obtained from a Tam-Oghil villager was a small Chinese copper

piece without legend, while among the other four purchased at Yurung-kash two are copper

coins of the YUan-ffing period (1078-85 a. d.). The latter would prove that this site, like

Yotkan, was occupied for at least a century after the Muhammadan conquest. The only other

antiques secured are two small terra-cotta grotesques, T. 001. a, b, representing monkeys, and

corresponding in type and execution exactly to the similar figurines from Yotkan. Of tlie

character of the settlement which once occupied the site marked by this layer of ancient rubbish

accumulations, and of its extent southwards, nothing definite can be asserted.

OBJECTS FOUND AT, OR SAID TO COME FROM, HANGUYA TATI.

H. I. Small bronze finger ring, tfroken, found near

StQpa ruin of Hanguya. Diam. about Y* PI* ^1 *

H 001. Small objects in metal, glass, Ac., purchased

from treasure-seeker, Hanguya Tati :**

a. Bronze needle or style drilled at thick end, 9^ ^K
(nearly). See PI. LI.

b. Square bronze Jewel, containing square tablet of

yellow agate. On reverse are two small holes probably

for attachment of loop of some kind. See PI. LI.

c. Cast bronze stud. Six-lobed flower, with raised

centre. A point is attached to the back, evidently to serve

as a rivet or nail. Diam. length }\ See PI. LI.

d. Soapstone ring. Diam. 4^^ See PI. LII.

e. Rich opaque blue glass bead, Amalaka-shaped,

YxY- See PI. LI.

f. Yellow glass pipe-like bead. Length thickness 4^

g. Fragment of cut octagonal pebble bead.

h. Massive bronze seal ring; countersunk device: a

deer running to R. regardant. Trees indicated to R. and

at back. Broken. Moulded surface Y ^ fs'y elliptical.

See PI. XLIX.

i. Bronze seal ring ; broken. Device on elliptical sur-

face, a few crudely incised lines. See PI. XLIX.

H. ooa. Circular seal, in nicolo, bearing, in intaglio, male

head to R., wearing mou.stache and hair rolled. Said to

have been found at Hanguya Tati. Diam. See

PI. XLIX.

H. 003. Fragment of bronze relief. A warrior wearing

tunic of mail ; arms bare to elbows ; in R. hand a spear,

in L. what appears to be a small bag, held at the waist

(cf. the mail-clad figure of D. 11 shown in PI. 11 ). Head

and legs missing, i^x iV* kave been

found at Hanguya Tati. See PI. LI.

OBJECTS FROM TAM-OGHIL.

T. ooz.a. Grotesque terra-cotta monkey. Owl-like

type. Hairless excepting long pigtafl. Hands together

at breast Feet together and thrown well back, the whole

body having strong forward curve. Umbilicus (?) very

pronounced. Height i|'.

® Ibis use of the cuhure-stiatiim finds its exact parallel

in the operations by which, at the present day, old mounds

and sites, such as il^ sU along the Indian N. W. Frontier

T. ooz. b. Terra-cotta grotesque monkey’s head,

naturalistic type. On top of head a kind of inverted

saucer-like cap. }'.

are steadily being dug down for the sake of the valuable

manuring soil they furnish ; see my Archaeological Survey

Repori ofike N.W. FrotUicr Province, 1905, pp. 7 sq., 56. .

3 P
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Section II.—THE REMAINS OF AK-SIPIL AND KIGHILLIK

Resuming the march towards Ak-sipil in a north-easterly direction we reached the edge of
ilie cultivated area within less than half a mile from the Tam-(5ghil excavations. A little

beyond the hard loess ground was covered with fragments of ancient pottery showing much
effect of erosion, and similar debris was found in patches, at short intervals, for another five miles.

As the ground was everywhere greatly eroded, it is impossible to say whether these remains
belong to villages existing at the same time or to settlements established at different points

during successive periods. Further on we encountered large dunes, which soon grew remarkr

ably steep and high, up to 6o ft. and perhaps more, the heavy coarse sand unmistakably

indicating its origin from the silt deposits of the river. The uniform direction of individual

dunes, from north-north-west to south-south-east, was here clearly marked, while the general

bearing of the sandy range to which they belonged was, as shown in the large-scale inset-map

of the Khotan oasis, slightly different. The depression between the large dunes disclosed patches

of light sandy soil covered with .scrub and Kumush, a plain indication of the nearness of subsoil

water, which the shepherds of the Jiya tract who graze their flocks here were said to reach by

digging wells only 4 to 5 ft. deep. • .

After crossing this succession of dunes for close on four miles, the remains of Ak-sipil

came in sight on ground clear of high sand, and showing in places marks of erosion. As we
approached the ruined walls which have given the»site its namef I thought I could distinguish

traces of little embankments dividing ancient fields, and of distributing ‘Ariks’ along them.

Close inspection of the patches of open ground in the immediate vicinity of the ruined walls

confirmed this impression, and made me inclined to believe that the talk of Turdi and other

guides I had brought from Yiirung-kSsh as to the existence of an ancient ‘ Ustang*, visible for

some distance along the track usually followed from Hanguya to Ak-sipil, might have foundation

in fact.

The remains of Ak-sipil had been visited in 1891 and 1C92 by MM. Dutreuil de Rhins

and Grenard. and the account published from the notes of the former' proved to be as accurate

in topographical details and general description as might be expected from so painstaking a

traveller. The same can scarcely be said of the data which have been reproduced from the

narrative of Mr. Hogberg, a Swedish missionary at Kashgar, who paid a rapid visit to the site

in 1897, apparently to look for one of Islam AkhOn's alleged find-spots of ‘ancient books'*.

An exact archaeological survey of the ruined site still remained to be effected, and to this

I devoted one of the two days (April 8-9) during which I camped at Ak-sipil.

The most conspicuous remains are ruined portions of the rampart and parapet of an ancient

fort. They ri.se, among low dunes, 8 to 15 ft. above the original ground-level, and could be

recognized at first sight as having belonged to a circumvallation either annular or oval. Fig. 57

shows the best-preserved part of them as seen from the outside, while from Fig. 58 some idea

may be formed as to the appearance of almost the whole of them when viewed from some

distance inside. Owing to the inadequate cover of sand, by far the greatest part of this circum-

vallation has completely disappeared through erosion, which has advanced particularly far in

the southern portion of the area once covered by the fort. The exact survey madefy me,

* See Mtssion D, de Rfiins, iii. jip. 140 sq. some dtagrami to bc referred to in notes bdow.
• * See Ilocrnle, Report 0/ C.-A. ant,, i. pp. xiv. sq., with
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reprtxluced m the plan of Plate XXXIX, shows that the extant mins form the northernmost

segment, measuring about 360 ft. at its arc, of a circular rampart which must have originall\'

enclosed an area a little over 800 ft. in diameter^. Here, as at Enderc, the lower portion of

the circumvallation consisted of^a rampart of hard sLimped loess, such as is still used in Chinese

fortifications throughout Eastern Turkestan, and popularly known as khitailik 'Chinese

earth-bank’. This rampart measured approximately 50 ft. at its base, and rose about 11 ft.

above the original surface of the ground outside, which was still clearly distinguishable in places

free of sand and uneroded.

The rampart was surmounted by a parapet built of sun-dried bricks, and resting on a nf

supporting platform of the same construction about 2 ft. high. The thickness of the parapet
jlJ™,""

'*’

was 8 ft. at its foot, while the platform below projected beyond it 3 ft. on the outsi<le and 2 ft.

'

on the inside. The parapet, more or less broken on the top, but otherwise in a fair state of

preservation, nowhere rose higher than 7 ft. The large si/e of its sun-dried but relatively hanl

bricks, about 20 by 15 in., with a thickness of 4 in. on the average, as well as its .solid con-

struction, suggest considerable antiquity. The parapet, where intact to a corresponding height,

showed loopholes arranged in two uniform levels, one 16 in., the other 5 ft. above the base,

but at irregular intervals varying from 5 to 10 ft. The loopholes were about 3 in. square in

the lower row, and about 6 in. wide, with a height of 8 in. in the upper one. Only the upper

row is likely to have been used for .shooting arrows. The top of the rampart on the insitlc

formed a banquette about 4 ft. broad, running along the base of the para[)et. and evidently

serving as a means of communication for the defenders. At two {)oints of the extant w.dl-

segment the parapet was strengthened by solid brick platforms, projecting aliout 3 ft. on either

side of the base. These probably once bore constructions corre.si>t)nding to watch-towers.

Near the western one (b in plan) the remains of a flight of stairs leading to the top from the

inside were visible. In the angle formed by this with the adjoining parai)et eastwards the red

colour of the bricks indicated a sheltered spot where a fire must once have been lit, pcrhai)s

by men on gpiard.

The break visible in the parapet in Fig. 57 does not mark the position of a gate, as Arc.i wuhia

Mr. Hogberg supposed ; for the rampart shows no sign of a cutting. It was easy to see that

the parapet had fallen here from some cause. Inside tho wall the ground showed considerable

erosion down to a depth of 8 ft., as seen in the plan and section. It was this eroded hollow

which the same visitor took for the remains of a ditch, with the result that in his descriptitm

the inside area of the fort figures as the outside . To the north of the extant wall-segment

the original surface of the ground was remarkably well-preserved, proliably owing to the pro-

tection afforded by drift-sand, which the prevailing northerly winds heaped up here against the

* Owing to the ruined condition of the extsint segment

and its relatively small length, the position of the centre, as

shown in the plan, could not be determined with absolute

exactness. But the position of the isolated wall portion d

in the reconstructed Une of the circumvallation shows that

the ascertained radius is sufficiently accurate for practical

purposes.
*

It is this concision between inside and outside which

expldns(,«ig., the curious observation: ‘Near the gate and

on t^ fnfthes^de of the ditch, the remains of two towers

(StOpM/)m vtHUSi Ac.' ; see Hoemle, so C.-A. an/.,

h ta realfty ^Wwers' were two of the several

little isolated loess banks or ‘ witnesses ’ whic h rise above the

eroded ground within the wall. One of ihcin, marked o

in the plan and visible on the extreme right of the photo-

graph in Fig. 58, was pointed out to me by Turdi (who had

accompanied Mr. Hogberg and Mr. Bdcklund on their visit),

with a twinkle in his eyes, as a six)t where *the Sahibs liied

some digging for manuscripts, since Islam Akliuii had imli-

calcd Ak-sipil as one of the find-places of his (foigedj

• old books/ For a diagram of two similar natural loess bunks

which had been conjectured to have yielded some of Ulriiu

AkhOn's finds, see ibid.

^ r 2
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walls. Over the patches of ground which now lay again clear of sand the small rectangular

embankments by which fields are divided at the present day for irrigation could be quite clearly

made out The labourers with me correctly recognized them at once. Just as at the site of

*oId Domoko’, the ground formerly occupied by fields showed a relatively firm surface*. Within

the area once enclosed by the circumvallation pottery debris was very scanty, perhaps, as

M. Dutreuil de Rhins assumed, owing to the accumulation of drift-sand over the eroded ground.

But outside at some distance from the line of walls it cropped up on numerous bare patches.

With the exception of a single Chinese coin showing the characters um^hu (see Plate

LXXXIX, i6), which was picked up on the isolated vrall portion westwards, no antiques were

found during my stay in the immediate vicinity of the ruins. But the latter themselves possibly

furnish some indication of their age in the marks which appear on most of the loose-lying bricks*

and which M. Dutreuil de Rhins duly noticed. Some of the bricks thus marked, more or less

fragmentary, are seen in the photograph reproduced in Plate XVIII*. The marks consist of coarse

straggling indentures about half an inch broad and a quarter of an inch deep. Several of them

seemed to recall Kharo$thi characters, especially ka and ga, while others showed a resemblance

to the general type of that script As bricklayers* marks of this kind might have remained in

use long after current writing in the script had ceased, it would scarcely be possible to draw

a definite chronological conclusion from them, even if their Kharo^fhl derivation could be estab-

lished with certainty. But the general impression *1 gained from the construction of the walls

and from the sculptured remains of the neighbouring site of Kighillik, to be discussed presently,

favoured the assumption of an early date.
,

*Ak-sipir serves as a popular designation for the whole of the debris areas stretching

north of the Yurung-kash and Hanguya. Hence the evidence of the coins and antiques sold

to me at Khotan as coming from * Ak-sipil * would prove little or nothing for the age of this

particular ruin, even if such statements could always be accepted with confidence. Among the

thirteen old copper coins alleged to have been brought from Ak-sipil Appendix D shows one

small Sino-Kharo$thi and one wu-chu piece, four coins of the Ch'ien-yUan period (758-759 A. D.),

two Sung coins of the eleventh century A.D., as well as three early Muhammadan coins, one

of these (Plate XC, 42) with the name of Muhammad Arslan Khan. The range covered by

these coins is thus similar to that in the case of Yotkan, but the local attribution is here

quite uncertain. The other antiques comprise some terra-cotta grotesques (A. 001. a, b ; A. 006.

c), which closely resemble the Yotkan type, but show marks of erosion. There is among them

also a number of seals in stone and bronze, undoubtedly ancient, but difficult at present to fix

chronolt^cally, as there are no legends, and the devices are not sufficiently pronounced in

character (see A. 001. c ;
A. 002. a ; A. 004. a, b, c ; A. 006. a, b, all in Plate L). Among them

the stone seal (A. 006. a) is of interest ; it is engraved on two sides, showing a humped bull

on the one and a fire-altar on the other. Ybtkan, as well as the Niya Site, have furnished

seals not unlike this series.

My surmise that the high sands to the west and south-west of Ak-sipil might possibly
‘

hide more structural ruins was verified when, on April 8, Turdi guided me to the remaint of

what he had previously talked of as ‘ the Bflt-khana ’ or temple of Ak-sipil. They were found

to be situated at a distance of about x| miles to the south-west of the ruined fort, in a email

* In the description of the site above quoted these old more observations of dm same value,

fields figure as 'thoroughfares and the places where the * For qre-oopies of morSi see Jfititm JD. A
houses [in the interior of the city] had once beeni with p. 141.

' '
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valley*Hke depression between two ridges of sand about 6o ft. high, and running approximately

from north-west to south-east. The length of the Nullah between them was about 170 yards,

and the average breadth of the flat sandy bottom about 80 ft. From a huge heap of con-

solidated dung and other refus^ referred to hereafter, the spot has received among the treasure-

seeking fraternity the designation of Kighillik ‘the dunghill’. Close to the southern end of

the Nullah I found a low mound, about 24 ft in diameter, of what looked like loess earth

mixed up with decomposed wood. It indicated the place of a structure, the original form and

dimensions of which could no longer be made out. The mound rose only 2 to 3 ft. above the

pottery-strewn ground near by; apart from the thin cover of drift-sand its material proved to

consist mainly of decayed plaster such as was used in the walls of the ancient buildings described

at Endere, but here quite soft, and often showing a reddish colour. The small pieces of

charred wood which also turned up in it suggest Are as the cause of the latter.

That this debris heap had already been searched through again and again by ‘treasure-

seekers’ was well known to Turdi, and clearly proved by the complete confusion in which

1 found mixed up drift-sand, decayed plaster, decomposed timl)er, and small relief fragments in

stucco. The latter, of which close on sixty pieces were recovered in the course of a careful

search, were found both in the centre of the little mound and within some yards of it. The

exceptional hardness of these small fragments, and the peculiar fissured and discoloured appearance

of their surface, which in some cases bore cl&ir marks of having been scorched, at once attractetl

my attention. The assumption that these stucco pieces received their present appearance in a

fire that consumed the structui^ naturally suggested itself. It was confirmed when the closer

examination made subsequently by Mr. Andrews showed that the stucco in every one of these

fragments, as described under A. 01-057 in the list below, was either vitrified or burnt. But

whether this accidental burning would also account for their exceptional hardness was a ([uestion

that long remained doubtful, as well as the determination of the materials in which the reliefs

had been worked.

These questions have now been definitely settled by the result of the valuable chemical

analysis to which Professor A. H. Church, F.R.S., has subjected specimens of these reliefs. As

his Appendix shows, the material was essentially ‘plaster of Paris’, as also in the DandSn-

Uiliq stucco reliefs, ‘ the native gypsum having been prepared in the usual way by moderate

heating (called “burning”) and then mixed with water, just as is now done in making plaster

casts.’ But in the case of the plaster of Paris of the ‘Kighillik’ reliefs three peculiar features,

revealed by the chemical analysis, prove ‘that it has been subjected, after completion, to a high

temperature and to an atmosphere charged with what chemists call “ reducing matters . With

reference to these peculiar features, among which the low percentage of water present de.serves

special mention. Professor Church has subsequently been kind enough, in a letter dated

November 23, 1904, to state his opinion ‘ that an accidental fire in the presence of vegetable

matter has in all probability caused them. It seems a case of chemical reduction hardly con-

templated by the stucco-makers’. Thus the fact that the shrine which thc.se stucco-reliefs

decorated had been destroyed by fire may now be considered as definitely established.

That the structure was indeed a Buddhist shrine, and one adorned in a fashion resembling

that of the Dandto-Uiliq temples, is clearly shown by the reliefs themselves. Prag-

mentary as they are they could all be recognized as parts of a wall decoration which consisted

of a series of small Buddha figures in reUef arranged within a laige aureole. The edges of the

latter were formed by overlapping lotus-leaves in relief with rows of overlapping flame-tongues

tanged on the outside. A comparison of the descriptions given of all the pieces, and of the
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specimens reproduced in Plate LXXX, with the corresponding fragments from the Dand5n*Uiliq

shrines D. i and D. ii (see Plates LIV, LV), will fully bear out this observation. That this

aureole in flat relief fixed on the temple wall had served to encircle a large image may be

considered as certain. But of this image no recognizable trace has survived; it was in all

probability sculptured in soft stucco, just as in the Dandan-Uili^ and Endere shrines.

By the side of this general agreement in decorative design and arrangement the Kighillik

fragments display unmistakable differences in style and execution, which seem distinctly to indicate

an earlier date, and a close connexion also with the relief decoration of the Rawak StQpa court,

to be described hereafter. The small Buddha figures, of which portions were recovered in

numerous replicas, undoubtedly represented standing Buddhas, with the right hand raised in the

' Abbt-ipmudra ’ attitude, and the left hanging down and holding the robe, as illustrated by the

pieces A. oi, A.021 in Plate LXXX. The attitude is the same as in the Dandln-Uiliq aureole

reliefs D. n. 34+ 74, shown in Plate LIV, but the size is far larger, and approaches that of the

corresponding reliefs from the Rawak aureoles (see Plate LXXXVI and Figs. 63, 64). Another

important point of contact with the latter is the absence among the Kighillik remains of any

fragments representing the feet or lower parts of the drapery of these Buddha figures. We
shall see that at Rawak the corresponding relief-images were ranged in overlapping rows within

the haloes without their lower parts being shown anywhere. The same arrangement may be

assumed in the Kighillik wall decoration. In the DandSn-Uiliq aureoles the corresponding

figures stood apart, and were hence fully shown.

Unfortunately the Kighillik pieces are so fragmentary that, we can judge only from small

details as to the general characteristics of their style and modelling. But these all indicate

unmistakable superiority to the DandSn-Uiliq work, and, as far as care in execution is con-

cerned, also, I think, to the Rawak sculptures. But in comparison with the latter the superiority

of the material, hard plaster of Paris as against very friable clayey loess, must not be lost

sight of. Hence the chronological relation between the Kighillik and Rawak StQpa reliefs

scarcely permits of definite settlement at present But that both of them must be assigned to

a considerably earlier period than that ascertained for the DandOn-Uiliq shrines is proved by

the style of the Kighillik remains quite as clearly as by the more specific evidence which, as

we shall see, is available in the case* of the Rawak StQpa sculptures.

The great majority of the Kighillik fragments belong to the bodies of small standing

Buddhas. One of the largest is the draped torso (A. 01) with the raised right hand (see

Plate LXXX). Still better preserved drapery is shown by the replica A. 04 (see ibid.), which

retains the original red colour of the robe, now burnt to deep rich brown. Traces of the

original colouring remain also on other fragments (A. 05, 06, 09, 010). Portions of the stucco,

by which the figures were attached to the wall at the back, are still preserved in A. 01 3,017*

Numerous fragments prove that they had been broken before they were blackened by fire (see

e.g. A. 011,012). Of the well-modelled left hand grasping the end of drapery, with more of

the latter loosely hanging over the forearm (see A. 021, ibid.), we have numerous replicas

(A. 016-022). Of the head of the Buddha only two specimens, unfortunately badly injured,

survive (see A. 041, ibid.). Of the small nimbus, too, with a raised border, which surroiin^d

the head, also originally coloured, we have but few fragments (A. 050-053, see ibid.). Rdbi*

tively numerous fragments (A. 035-038, 054-057, see ibid.) belong to the border of a

aureole, formed by overlapping lotus-petals and corresponding in arrangement to the sindlv

relief decorations of the DandSn-Uiliq shrine D. ii (see Plate LIV, LV). The latter also .1^!^

^ow the overlapping flame-tongues (A. 039, 040, see Plate LXXX) are likely to hayS(’'llj^
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arrang[ed on the outside of the aureole border. The employment of the stucco fragment showing
a portion of a jewelled chain (A. 043) remains doubtful. Finally, we may mention some pieces
(A. 044’) still showing the matrix of a wood core, used here, as in all the larger reliefs of
Dandan-Uiliq and Rawak, for strengthening the stucco work.

Close to the original groJbd and near the centre of the mound there were found some Ancicni

pieces of perished timber which retained traces of red colouring in siiite of their decayed surface.

Here, tTO, was found a tiny piece of leaf-gold which may have peeled off from some gilt statue!

supporting the view expressed above as to the origin of the leaf-gold washed from the d«ibris

layers of Yotkan’. What purpose a small piece of talc found here may have served remains
uncertain. The ground round the destroyed shrine and all over the flat bottom of the Nullah
Was strewn with ancient pottery debris, much of it being of fine texture and superior in make
to the potsherds ordinarily found at the Tatis north of the Khotan oasis. Some of the frag-

ments of terra-cotta vessels described under A. 007 show incised work, others a carefully-smoothed

surface or red glaze, while in two pieces (A. 007. g, h) there appear moulded details, probably of

grotesque masks such as figure so plentifully among the appligud ornaments of Yotkan pottery.

About 70 ft. north of the remains of the shrine there rises from the foot of the dune east- Ancient

wards a large mound composed mainly of dry dung {kighik in Turki), apparently horse-dung, ‘'“'nili'H-

but containing besides an admixture of bones, charcoal, and chopped bits of fuel. I'his huge
refuse-heap, which measures as far as exposed 6ver 70 ft from north to south, with a breadth

of about 50 ft. and a depth of over 1 1 ft, has not escajied the attention of ‘ treasure-seekers ’.

The regular galleries they haye tunnelled into it, two of these reaching down to the bottom

and being about 18 to 20 ft. long, enabled me to ascertain its contents with relative ease. This
huge accumulation of dung proves that the site, whatever its character, must have been greatly

frequented*. The dunes close by may cover other remains, but their height precluded any

thought of trial excavations on cither side of the little depression.

OBJECTS FOUND AT KIGHILLIK.

A. 01. Stucco relief fragment, of standing Buddha.

Head, legs, and L. p. arm from elbow missing. Plaster

blackened and vitrified apparently by fire, probably by

accident, as the plaster which attached fragment to wall

is equally vitrified. Also the piece was evidently broken

before firing. Traces of colour still remain on robe.

R. p. hand upraised, palm outwards, wrist bare. Behind

L. p. dioulder conventional leaf. Height 5^*, width

4V. Very hard. See PI. LXXX.
A. 08. Stucco relief fragment; robe ofBuddha. Plaster

vitrified and discoloured. R. p. thigh and portion of torso

;

part of loose drapery fidling from R. p. wrist. Replica

A. ei. 3{* high, sf' wide. Very hard.

A. og. Stucco rdltf firagment; standing Buddha, part

of torso. Plaster vitrified and discoloured. Torso from

waist downwards. L. p. hand grasping end of robe.

Replica A. 01. 'a|' high, s{' wide. Very hard.

’ See abova^ p. 194.
* Prof. Ldc^, in his instructive description of the parts

ofKaa^ visited by dm SsMienyi expedithm, mentions the

luge accumuhtioos of old uMnure visible outside the road-

A. 04. Stucco relief fragment ; sUmding Buddha in t Objects

pieces.
,

Plaster vitrified and discoloured. Torso L. p. from

side broken. Robe coloured red, burnt to deep rich Kighillik.

brown. Replica A. 01. Length widlh about j*'.

Very hard. See PI. LXXX.

Ae 05. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plasler vilri-

hed and discoloured, traces of colour-wash. Lower R. p,

|)orlion, robe of Buddha. Replica A. oi. Very hard.

A. 06. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and discoloured, 1 races of colour. Lower L. p.

portion, robe of Buddha. Replica A. oi.

Very hard.

As 07. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied, much discoloured by fire after being broken. Portion

of robe on R. p. thigh of standing Buddha. Replica A. 01.

Zi'" X tY (app )* Very hard.

side stations, half-buried by sand, on the old desert route

leading from An-hsi-fan towards Khtlmil ; see Khmai hiroda-

lorn, p. 494*
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A. o8. Stucco relief iNsment; drapery. Plastpr vitri-

fied and discoloured. Portion of rche from R. p. thigh of

Buddha. Replica A. oi. ij"' x Very hard.

A. 09. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and discoloured. Traces of pink. Portion of robe

from L. p. thigh, standing Buddha. Replica A. oi.

2^XI|^ Very hard.

A. 010. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and discoloured. Traces of colour. Portion of robe,

L. p. hip, standing Buddha. Replica A. 01. i|^xi|^
Very hard.

A. on. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and discoloured by fire after breaking. Portion of

robe R. p. thigh, standing Buddha. Replica A. oi. x
I
J*. Very hard.

A. oia. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and blackened by fire after breaking. On back of

fragment, portion of plaster by which it was attached to

wall, equally burnt with relief. Portion of robe L. p. thigh,

standing Buddha. Replica A. 01. x a|^ Very hard.

A. 013. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and discoloured. Portion of robe and neck, L. p.,

standing Buddha. Replica A. 01. i|^ x Very hard.

A. 014. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied, discoloured, and bent by fire. Portion of under-

garment (sahghati) from R. p. side of standing Buddha.

Replica A. 01. i x i Very hard.

A. 0x5. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied and discoloured. Traces of colour. L. p. shoulder,

draped, of standing Buddha. Replica A. 01.

Very hard.

A. 016. Stucco relief fragment; drapery. Plaster par-

tially vitrified, discoloured and cracked by ^re. L. p.

shoulder, hand (upraised palm outwards) and breast of

standing Buddha. Replica A. 01. Height a}', width 2|^.

Hard, and in some parts very hard.

A. 017. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. Plaster vitri-

fied, discoloured, and cracked by fire. Portion of plaster

joint remains at back, also burnt. L. p. forearm and

hand, loosely hanging, grasping end of drapery. Lower

L. p. portion of torso and loose drapery over arm. Little

finger of hand curiously crooked (cf. A. 018 and 019).

Replica A. 01. Height a|', width sf^ Very hard.

A. 0x8. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster burnt, discoloured and cracked by fire. L. p. hand

hanging and grasping drapery of robe
;
portion of forearm

draped. Little firfger crooked. Height width

Hard.

A. 0x9. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified and discoloured by fire. L. p. hand

grasping drapery. Little finger crooked (cf. A. 017).

• Replica A. 020. Height x}^ width x Very hard.

A. oao. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified, discoloured, and cracked by fire. L. p.

hand (portion) grasping drapery. Drapery over upper

part L. p. thigh. Little finger crooked. Replica A. 019.

Height wid^ I|^ Very hard.

A. oai. Stucco "relief fragment; hand and forearm of

Buddha. Plaster vitrified, discoloured, split, and roughened

by fire. L. p. hand grasping loose drapery; forearm,

over which loose drapery; portion of draped L. p. thigh.

Replica A. oas. Height (ApP-)»

hard. See Plate LXXX.

A. oaa. Stucco relief fragment : forearm and hand
qf

Buddha. Plaster partially viurified, slightly discoloured,

and cracked by fire. L. p. forearm loosely draped, portion

of L. p. side, and L. p. hand (fingera missing), of standing

Buddha. Portion of plaster joint, burnt, at back. Replica

A. oai. Height width i||^ Very hard.

A. 093. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster burnt, slightly discoloured by fire. R. p. hand and

wrist upraised, palm outwards. Loose drapery falls on

each side of wrist (cf. A. oa). Replica A. 024. Height

• a Very hard.

A* 094. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified, cracked at back by heat; colour of bees-

wax. Replica M 023. Very hard.

A. 095. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster partly vitrified, discoloured almost to black in

places, and cracked by heat Replica A. 023. Very hard.

A. 096. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified; much discoloured and cracked by fire.

Fingers missing. Replica A. 023. Very hard.

A. 097* Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster vitrifie&, discoloured, and cracked by fire. Hand

only. Replica A. 023. Very hard.

A. 098. Stucco relief fragment; wrist of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified (partly), discoloured and cracked by fire.

Portion of wrist and drapciy from R. p. upraised band.

Replica A. 023.

A. 099. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified, discoloured, and cracked by fire. R* p-

hand upraised. Thumb and two fingers broken, l|'long.

Very hard.

A. 030. Stucco relief fragment ;
portion of Buddha.

Plaster burnt, cracked and ditooloored fire. Traces of 4

colour. L. p. shoulder of Buddha, draped. Portion of

conventional chiysanthemnm leaf at heck. Portloii of

border of nimbus, composed of overiapping lotuOfeitel^

with cincture at intervali. Replica A 01 (partV

width s|^ Very hard.

A. oax. stucco relief fragment; nfanbiis. PlMUf twiS

black. L. p. portion of uimbiiia with miaed bard* OoA*

aiiting of overlapping lotui-pelala, tied at ittteivell^M^

double cinctum ReplicaA 031. 3^x1)^ Voirll^
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A. 080. Stucco relief llregment; portion of nimbus.

Plaster vitrified and discoloured by fire. Replica A. 031.
Very hard.

A. 088* Stucco relief fragment
; portion of nimbus.

Plaster burnt and discoloured by fire| Replica A. 031.
Very hard.

A. 034. Stucco relief fragment ; part of nimbus. Plaster

vitrified; discoloured and cracked by fire. Portion of

* L. p. side of border of nimbus (cf. A. 033) with conven-

tional leaf adjoining (cf. A. 01). x 2^ Very hard.

A. 035. ‘Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Plaster

^ burnt and discoloured. Portion of large aureole border.

Overlapping lotus-petals; cf. A. 036. i|'xa^ See

PI. LXXX.

A. 036. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Plaster

vitrified and discoloured by fire. Traces of colour.

Portion of large aureole border, of overlapping lotus-petals

;

cf. A, 035. This piece had a wooden core, which has

entirely disappeared, leaving a hard matrix in the stucco.

Part of surface is detached. Replica A. 037. ty xi^^.
Very hard.

•

A. 037. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Plaster

vitrified and discoloured by fire. Portion of large aureole

border. Overlapping lotus-petals. Replica A. 036. i^'x
ly Very hard.

^

A. 038. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament in a pieces.

Plaster burnt and discoloured by fire. On one traces of

green. Portions of large aureole border. Replica A. 036.

A. 039. Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Plaster

burnt and much discoloured by fire. Portion of two rows

of overlapping flame-tongues (cf. D. 11. 89), from large

aureole. Replica A. 040. 2 x y. Very hard.

A. 040. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Plaster

burnt and discoloured by fire. Portion of flame-tongues

from large aureole. Replica A. 039. 2}^x i^. Very hard.

See PI. LXXX.

A. 041. Stucco relief fragment; head of Buddha.

Plaster vitrified, discoloured, and cracked by fire. Upper
half of head of Buddha ; defaced. Above top-knob portion

of border of nimbus, Very hard. See PI.

LXXX.

A. 040. Stucco relief fragment; head. Plaster vitrified

and discoloured by fire. Portion of L. p. side of head

showing hair (cf. A. 041). Very hard.

A. 043« Stucco rdlef fragment; ornament. Plaster

burnt. On convex fragment thick, portion of jewelled

chain. Psttem, a large Jewel, two beads each side ; this

anaagenenl probably repeat^ in broken parta a^'x
Hard.

A. 044. Stucco relief fragment; in 3 pieces. Plaster

burnt. Thiee piecesi plain %n convex side, and on back

•howing matrix of wood core. Three pieces together

nmnnyxiy. Hard

A. 043. Stucco relief fragmeirt; drapery. Plaster viiri- objects from
fied, discoloured, cracked and twisted by fire. Lower Kjghillik.

portion of robe of standing Buddha (?). 4 X 2 Very
hard.

A. 046. Stucco relief fragment; hand of Buddha.
Plaster burnt, discoloured, and cracked by fire. R. p.
hand and forearm of Buddha. Replica A. 026. 2 x 1

Very hard.

A. 047. Stucco relief fragment ; torso of Buddha (?).

Plaster burnt, discoloured, and cracked by fire. Breast

and L. p. shoulder. Well modelled drapery. Width 2 x
Very hard.

A. 048. Stucco relief fragment ; forearm. Plaster burnt
and discoloured by fire. Traces of pink. Forearm of

standing Buddha (?), draped. 1 y x Very hard.

A. 049. Stucco relief fragment ; drapery. PlasUr burnt

and discoloured by fire. 'Praces of pink. Probably I., p.

thigh, with loose drapery from L. p. shoulder. 2^x2".
Hard.

A. 050. Stucco relief fragment ; nimbus. Pla.ster vitri-

fied, discoloured, and cracked by heat. Traces of colour.

Replica A. 032. 2y X r* Very hard. See PI. LXXX.

A. 051. Stucco relief fragment ; nimbus. Plaster burnt.

Traces of colour. Replica A. 032. i|^ x Very hai J.

A. 059. Stucco relief fragment ; nimbus. Plaster burnt,

split, and discoloured by fire. Replica A. 032. i^xt
Very hard.

A. 053. Stucco relief fragment ; dra(jery. Plaster burnt,

discoloured, and cracked by fire. Traces of colour. Por-

tion of drapery from L. p. thigh of stanaing Buddha (?).

il'^X 1 Very hard.

A. 054. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Plaster

burnt and discoloured by fire. Replica A. 035. 1 x 1

Hard.
•

A. 055. Stucco relief fragment ; orn.amcn(. Plaster

burnt and discoloured by fire. Portion of border of large

aureole. Replica A. 035. x y, Very hard.

A. 056. Stucco relief fragment ; ornament. Pla.ster

vitrified and cracked by fire. Portion of lx)rder of large

aureole. Replica A. 035. i^x|^ Very hard.

A. 057, Stucco relief fragment; ornament. Plaster

burnt. Double row of lotus-pei als pointing opposite ways

—

foot to foot. From border of large aureole (?). Replica

A. 035. Very hard.

A. 005. Small piece of leaf-gold found in debris-mound,

KighiUik.

A. 007, a. Three terra-cotta fragments of rather flat

globular vessel decorated with cut enrichments. Round
centre (?), between double incised lines, a row of sunk dots.

Above and below this band are flutes. On one side is

a hole, and the scar of handle attachment. Width 2^,
height ly.
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A. 007. b. Fragment of terra-cotta veasel, being por-

lion of neck and shoulder. The neck has a rough texture,

while the body appeara to have been carefuUy amoothed.

Ilcignt i^', width a|'.

A. 007. c. d. Terra-cotta firagmenta cf plain vessels,

made on wheel and afterwards polished, and

2 X aj".

A. 007. e. Terra-cotta fragment of coarse vessel,

decorated with bold but lighdy incised nebula pattern

drawn with a four-pointed tooL g}* x 2}*.

A. 007. f. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, bearing

lightly incised {nttem, somewhat resembling that of

A. 007. a, but differently treated, i J'X af*.

A. 007. g. h. Terra-cotta fragments of moulded details.

Probably part of grotesque face and ornament, i X J*.

and 14* X I'.

A. 007. 1. J. Fragments 6f terra-cotta vessel, with

incised marks i}' x i|' and a|* x |*.

A. 007. k. I^mgment of terra-cotta, moulded, which

aeents to have been painted with a red glaxe. x i)*.

0
A. 007. L Terra-cotta fragment, moulded, without glaze,

and with deep spiral grooves, X

A. 007. m. Fragment of fine terra-cotta object having

incised work upon it Outer surface quite smooth and

poHshed. i|'x|'.

A. 007. n. Fragment of terra-cotta of a grey cdour,

similar to the burnt stuccoes from Kighillik. i* x i^'-

A. 007. o. Fragment of terra-cotta vessel, overfired,

with green glaze which has ‘ fizzled’ in burning, z}* X i^'-

OBJECTS SAID TO BE FROM AK-SIPIL.

A. 001. a. Terra-cotta monkey, squatting, considerably

eroded, naturalistic. R. hand on breast, L. vtrttrum

UntHsif). Back hairy. Cf. Y. 001 a. a. iii, Y. 0013. c.

Height if*. See PI. XLVII,

A. 001. b. Terra-cotta grotesque human head, etddently

an ornamental detail from some vessel. Bears some

resemblance to Kh. 003. f, but is more human, and more

carefully modelled, i^' x if*.

A. 001. c. White marble seal with fret device. square,

i'high. See Pi. L.

A. 00a. a. Stone seal, similar in all respects to A eoi. c,

but rather smaller. J* square, 4* high. See PI. L.

A. 002. b. Miniature jade battle-axe, pierced for string,

probably a necklace ornament. X j". See PL LL

A. 004. a. Large bronze seal, fragment of; rectangular.

Within a simple border an animal ^11 ?) couchant to R.

All the upper parts of body and head are missing, il* X

I*. See PI. L.

A. 004. b. Square seal in black lignite (?), finely engraved

with what may be Chinese lapidary characters or fret. At

back a semi-cylindrical projection (broken), pierced ibr

cord, fi* square x4'. See PI. L

A. 004. c. Oblong bronze seal, with countersunk device

of four conventional half-leaves set in the form of an X.

Shank at back inform of a ring, X4* X 4*. See PL L.

A. 006. a. Black stone seal, pierced for cord. Ofin. A
humped bull with long horns, statant to L. Rto, A fire-

altar. Rather rot#ly cut. H'’* 4'
I'

P1.L.

A. 006. b. Bronze Irregularly oval seal, with shank

at back, pierced with small hole. Device seems to repre-

sent an animal (cat?) seated to R. and In front some small

animal (kitten?): Sur&ce oon^erably oxidized. nearly

Xi'. See PL L.

A. 006. c. Terra-cotta grotesque human fime. A
moulded enrichment for pottery vesseL Much eroded.

Face smiling; eyes round, ejrebrows meeting in acutedown-

ward angle ; cheeks prominent ; ears high and animal-like.

Coded hair surrounds free, s* wide, i|' high.

Section III.—THE RAWAK STOPA

On the morning of April 10 I left Ak-sipil in order to march to the ruin which T^
and others of his craft had in November reported to me under the name of ItMmk ‘the hj^

mansion ’. This designation, and a vague tradition about the images of X^TokuM-KMk^ w
Khakans’, sounded promising enough ;

but no details could then be elicited except that MuhaWWW

Sharif, a young ‘ treasure-seeker’, had found near that ruin a short time before a lar^ pot hWM
Chinese copper coins. Of these I had examined many dozens, with tte fMult that th^ ail

to be vm-chu pieces, most of them in voy fmr preservation* This pcwted to a site 01,411^

occupation.
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The route from Ak*sipil first led, for a direct distance of about three miles, over high dunes of
coarse greyish looking sand, which evidently had been deposited from an earlier river-course. The
latter itself could be recog[nized in the broad pebble-covered Sai on which we emerged, and which we
proceeded to follow in the general direction towards north-north-east. Further to the south it was
said to connect with the Sai neat Tam-dghil and Kumat, referred to above as an ancient river-bed '.

Though water was alleg[ed never to reach it now, tamarisk growth and other scrub marked its

course all along and far away to the north, where I subsecjuently struck it again near the site of
Jumbe-kum. After covering, in g^reat heat and glare, a distance of some six miles, we reached
a well Math some tamarisks, which Jiya people going for wood use as a resting-place. Thence
striking to the north-west, we soon were again among heavy riverine dunes. After alxuit tw’o

\niles we passed a small open depression, where some old pottery appeared on the bare loess

ground. Here I was shown by Muhammad Sharif the remains of a large ijot of coarse red

clay, brought to light from beneath what may have been the mud floor of a completely eroded
dwelling. Of timber or other structural ddbris there was no trace. Muhammad Sharif declared

the haul of Chinese copper coins made here to have amounted in value to the etjuivalent of

about 300 Khotan Tangas (say somewhat over Rs. 100). From among the 87 coins which

I purchased out of this find, and which have all proved to be wu-chtt pieces, are taken the

three specimens reproduced on Plate LXXXIX, 20-22. Most of them show few marks of

wear, and thus are not likely to have been lon^ itf circulation before the dcjxisit was made.

At Rawak, which was reached about a mile beyond, an unexpected and most gratifying

discovery awaited me. My honest old guide Turdi had spoken only of ‘an old house’ to

be seen there half buried in ttie sand
; but in reality the first glimpse showed a large Stfipa,

with its high base and enclosing quadrangle, by far the most imposing structure I had seen among
the extant ruins of the Khotan region. Large dunes of sand rising in places to about 25 ft.

covered the quadrangle and parts of the massive .square base of the StOpa on the south-west

and north-east faces. But towards the south the drift-sand was lower, and there great portions

of the Stflpa base, as well as of the walls marking the quadrangular enclosure of the StQpa

court, could be readily made out Fig. 60 and Plate Xlll.a show the ruins as seen on

the morning of April ii, from the east and from near the south corner, respectively. Fragments

of coloured stucco, evidently from the heads and upper, parts of colossal statues, were lying

in the sand on the outside of the enclosing wall near the southern corner, showing with some

exposed portions of reliefs on the wall behind that ‘treasure-seekers’ had been at work here

quite recently. I subsequently learned that a party of six men from Jiya had decamped on

the morning before my arrival. Fortunately they had cleared away only a few feet of sand,

and the damage done by them was not extensive.

I realized at once that there was scope here for extensive excavations, and accordingly lost

no time in sending back an urgent requisition to the Beg of Yurung-kash for a reinforcement

of labourers. Fortunately the position of the ruin, within a day's march of the oasis, enabled

me to secure in quick succession contingents of willing workers from the nearest villages of the

Jiya tract A favourable factor of still greater practical importance was the relative ease with

which the question of urater^upply for such a number of men uras solved. Though the sand-dunes

surrounding us looked more formidable and sterile than at any ancient site previously explored, it

was possible to dig a well in a depression within two miles ofthe StOpa, and there the labourers’ camp

was ccmveniently established. A look at the map shows that the distance from the Rawak site

March lo
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to the bank of the Yurung-kSsh is only about seven miles. In fact, to this comparative proximity

of the present river-bed were due both the forbidding height of the dunes and the slight depth

of subsoil water. The early accumulation of the former had, no doubt, been a chief factor

in saving the ruins from destruction, whether from erosion or the hand of man. On the other

hand, the presence of subsoil moisture had, as we shall see, adv(;rsely affected all materials like

timber which were likely to attract and absorb it.

Apart from the question of water, the conditions under which work had to be effected here

proved more trying than at any of the other old sites I explored. The season of Bur&ns had now

fully set in ; and the gales that were blowing daily, though from different quarters and of varying

degrees of violence, carried along with them a spray of light sand that permeated everything.

I noticed the frequency with which the wind would shift round to almost opposite direction.^

on successive days, sometimes even between morning and evening, a feature of BurSns well known

to all natives living near the Taklamakan*, and observed also by former travellers. To the

discomfort which the constant drifting of sand caused, and which we naturally felt in a most

irritating fashion while engaged in excavation, was added the trying sensation of heat and glare

all through the daytime. The sun beat down with remarkable intensity through the yellowish

dust-haze even while the latter was too thick to permit of satisfactory photographic work, and

the reflection of its light from the glittering particles of sand made the heat appear far greater

than it really was. The quick radiation that s6t ift as soon as the sun had gone down caused

rapid and striking variations in the temperature at different portions of the day. T|te result

of these sudden changes manifested itself in the agues and fevep from which all my followers

began to suffer after our start from Yurung-kSsh. It was impossible for me to escape exposure

to these adverse atmospheric influences; but I. succeeded in keeping their effect in check by

liberal doses of quinine until my work at these ruins was done.

The excavations which I commenced on the morning of April ii within the south comer

of the quadrangle soon revealed evidence that the enclosing wall had been adorned on its inner

as well as on its outer face with rows of colossal statues in stucco, thus making the quadrangle

correspond to the chapel courts of Buddhist VihSras in GandhSra and elsewhere. Those on the

inside face of the wall might be expected to be still in a faif state of preservation, owing to

the depth of the sand, which even in tlve most exposed portion of the StQpa court (between the gate

and the south corner) was nowhere less than 5 ft., and greatly increased towards the west and east

corners. It was clear that great masses of sand would have to be shifted before these sculptures

could be systematically unearthed and examined in safety. For the heavy earthwork implied

by this task it was necessary to await the arrival of the reinforcements already summoned. But

in the meantime I was able to utilize the dozen labourers already at hand for such clearings

as the preliminary survey of the architectural remains demanded.

From the plan on Plate XL which was prepared on the basis of this survey and of

.subsequent more detailed measurements, it will ^ seen that the Vihara court formed a great

rectangle, measuring 163 ft. inside on its south-western and north-eastern faces and 141 ft. on

its shorter sides towards the north-west and south-east. It was enclosed by a wall aboul| $ ft*

6 in. thick, solidly built of sun-dried bricks. At the south comer, which of the poctwna‘ HOt

completely buried under sand was best preserved, this wall rose to a height of 11

probably once still higher. The bricks used in it, as well as in the StQpa, measured'^

' Thus, e.g., a strong wind blowing from the north-east east On the igth we had wind from dM
on April 13 was followed on the t4th by one from the again from the north*-west, but the hSM nds^'lP'il' dW
not th-west, which in the afternoon veered round again to the sufficiently thick to prevent the MH shining

.
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average 20 by 14 in., with a thickness of 3! to 4 in., showing a size practically identical with
that of the Ak-sipil bricks. As seen in the plan, the enclosing wall along the whole of the
longer sides of the quadrangle, except for a portion near the south corner, was covered by
high sand rising to over 20 ft. aliove the original ground-level, and was thus inaccessible to
examination. On the shorter sbuth-east face, however, the top of the wall rose for the greatest
part above the sand (as seen in Fig. 60). Here, too, the position of a gate w.as indicated by
a gap in the centre; subsequent excavation proved it to have been 8* ft. wide. That the
opposite side of the enclosure, to the north-west, had no corrcsix)nding gate could easily be
ascertained without excavation, as in the central part of that face the top of the wall forming
a continuous line was just visible above the sand. The latter was here fully 10 ft. high, and
ho excavation could be attempted. It thus seems probable that the gate in the south-east face

was the only entrance to the court.

The centre of the quadrangle is occupied by the imposing StQpa base which, as shown by H.i«c of

the section in Plate XXXIX, rises in three stories to a height of 22^ ft. above the floor of

the court The photograph (Fig. 59) shows the upper portion of this base with the extant

part of the dome as seen from the south after some clearing had been effected. Parts of the

base are visible also in the background of the photographs reproduced in Plate XVI. a-c.

The lowest story, 78 ft. square and 7^ ft. high, rests on a plinth of four steps showing an

aggregate elevation of 3 ft. The second slfory’is 45-’- ft. scpiare, with a height of 9 ft. It is

surmounted by a circular drum, 3 ft. high and receding on the top, which serves as a plinth

for another circular drum forpiing part of the Stupa dome. The masonry of the latter has

remained intact only to a height of about 8^ ft. (sec Fig. 59), and it is thus impossi!.>le to

determine at what elevation the dome proper sprang from this drum. Nor could anything

definite be ascertained as to the original shape of the cupola.

Judging from the little d<ibris found on the topmost portions of the base, 1 doubt whether Sllipa

the dome could have been very high. As the above measurements show, the top of its extant

masonry was found to rise to about 31 ft. above the level of the court. 'I'he diameter of the

circular drum forming part of the dome proved to be a little over 32 ft. It seems to have

had an inner chamber about 7^ *ft. in diameter ; but this could not be ex,actly determined, as

a large cutting had been made, apparently long before my visit, into the dome from the west.

Treasure-seeking operations, no doubt, account also to a large extent for the broken state of

the top of the dome. The cutting showed clearly that the dome, like the rest of the structure,

had been solidly constructed of sun-dried bricks of the same size as those measured in the

quadrangle wall. Also the base had been exposed to repeated attacks of treasure-.seekers, as was

proved by the short galleries which were found to have been tunnelled into both the upper

and lower sqtiare story on the south-east face (see the plan and Fig. 59, PI. XVI. a c).

I have referred so far only to those main features in the base in which the typical and l‘'ii(>tits of

orthodox arrangement in three stories found expression. But a look at Plate XL will show

that considerable variation and originality was introduced into the ground-plan by a spric!s of

bold projections on each face of the base supporting well-proportioned flights of steps. I hrough

these projections the ground-plan of the base has assumed the shape of a symmetrically developed

cross, each of the four arms of which extend about 52 ft. on the lowest level, as measured from the

centre line of the StQpa. The broad flights of steps which occupied the centre of each of the four

faces of the base, and, carried by the projecting portions, led up without a break from the level of

the court to the very foot of the dome (see section on line AB in Plate XXXIX

;

also Pig. 59,

Plate XVI. b, cX must have been an imposing architectural feature. The one on the south-easit
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side which faces the entrance gate of the quadrangle could alone be completdy deared. The
lowest section of the stairs leading to the top of the first base was fully 14 ft broa^ the one above

9 ft, and the one approaching the dome 6 ft There can be little doubt that the stairs were

in the first place intended to facilitate the circumambulation which was, perhaps, to be performed

successively on each of the stories. *

The portions of the lowest base story flanking this flight of steps proved, owing to the

protection afforded by sand, to have retained a thick layer of fairly hard stucco bearing a coat

of white paint. It may be safely assumed that this stucco coating once covered the whole of

the StQpa. Both the top and the foot of the lowest story were decorated with boldly moulded

cornices in stucco about one foot high, as seen in Fig. 59. It was under the bottom cornice,

in the receding corner formed to the south of the projection which bears the stairs of the loweft

base story on the south-east face, that I discovered, sticking to the plaster at short intervals,

four well-preserved wurchu copper coins showing but little wear. Like numerous subsequent

finds of such coins, they had manifestly been deposited as votive offerings, and furnished me
with the first indication of the probable age of the structure.

Interesting as the StQpa is by its architectural features and imposing dimensions, the great

archaeological interest of the ruins does not centre so much in it as in the rich series of relief

Sculptures decorating the walls of the enclosing Vih9ra. These were brought to light by the

systematic excavations which I commenced as s6on *as the bands of additional labourers, quickly

collected and dispatched by the Beg of Yurung-kish, began to arrive at my camp on the morning

of April 12. In order to avoid the risks of immediate .dama|;e to the friable stucco of the

sculptures, and to get sufficient room for photographing them, it was necessary to open broad

trenches at some little distances from the walls and then to proceed towards the latter, carefully

clearing out the sand. The work commenced near the south comer; and it was in the course

of this preliminary clearing that the small StQpa base shown in the plan, and described below

(sec. v), together with its interesting deposit of coins, was first reached. From this (dace the

work of excavation was gradually extended along the south-west and south-east walls up to

the furthermost points which the high dunes rising over the rest of the south-west side and

east comer permitted to be cleared within the time and with file means available*.

As the work of clearing proceeded I soon realized that the main adornment of the walls,

both towards the court and outside, consisted throughout of rows of relief statues in stucco over

life-size. All the large reliefs represented Buddhas or Bodhisattvas ; but from the varying poses,

accessories, &c., still recognizable, a number of groups could be distinguished, arranged apparently

with some regard to symmetrical disposition. Between the colossal statues at frequent intends

were smaller representations of attendant diviniUes or saints. In numerous instances the waUs

were further decorated with elaborate plaques in stucco, forming haloes above the heads of.^(Ures,

or, in some cases, where sufficient space had been allowed, even with complete aureoles in relief

around them. Here and there remains of small fresco paintings between the statues could dsf^br

traced, but generally the latter were too dose together to permit of such decoration^ at Isast^OO

the extant lower portion of the walls. The whole of the relief wdik had been originally eokmfod,

but the layers of paint had in most cases peeled off except where wi^-proteeted in dnHNsry

Thus the greatest portions of the stucco images presented themselves in- tite red.

of the clay in which they had been modelled.

* For t photograph showing a portion of the tooth-eaet

wall with the trenches in coarse of excavation, along both its

Sides, see J?wVir t/Khokm, p. 446. For others helping to

convey an In^mssion of the great ibmm
the Vihba oontt and tHimstidbig (ha

also here F%. 60 sadR IGHSi
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I foand from the first that the excavation of this wealth of statuary was attended with serious Wooden

difficulty, even in that limited portion of the quadrangle where the conditions of sand permitted

operations. Owing probably to the moisture rising from the neighbourhood of subsoil water,

the strong wooden framework which once supported internally the masses of stucco and fastened

them to beams let into the wal7 behind, had completely rott^ away. The cavities left by these

beams, which were apparently 5 in. square, and fixed at a uniform height of about 8 ft. above

the floor of the court, could be traced all round the excavated wall portions wherever the latter

had ^ined a corresponding height (see e.g. Figs. 62, 65, 66, 68; PI. XIII. b; XIV. a, b, &c.).

The beams had been set sufficiently deep into the wall to permit of their being covered on the

outside widi a layer of plaster about i to 2 in. thick, flush with the rest of the wall surface. For some

flistance on the cleared portion of the south-west wall this plaster covering had survived, and

it is owing to its presence that in Figs. 61, 62 the cavity left by the perished beams does not

appear. Here and at some other points I could still trace small remains of the beams in bits

of decomposed wood. The wooden framework of the colossal statues must have been joined

to the beam behind usually at the height of the heads or shoulders *. The wood of the internal

framework had everywhere completely perished, but the position once occupied by portions

of it was often still indicated by the matrix this wooden core had left, as visible, c. g. in the arms

of colossal images (see Figs. 61, 62, 68, 69 ;
PI, XV. a, b, c; PI. XVII. c).

Deprived of this support, the heavy sluedo images, especially those still retaining much Risks of

of their upper portions, ffireatened to collapse when the protecting sand was being removed, e^avaiion.

The strong winds blowing day^fter day greatly added to this risk. They carried away the fine

dust of riverine loess which had filled the interstices between the edges of the relief work and

the wall behind, and thus increased the danger of the* friable masses of clay sliding down through

their own weight to immediate destruction. Regrettable experience of this kind was gained

in the case of some statues on the inner south-west and south-east walls. It soon .showed me

that these risks could be obviated only by extreme care in clearing the reliefs—a few hours

of exposure to light winds often proved safer than the application of brushes for removing

the layers of dust from drapery fol^, &c.,—and by covering up again the lowest portions of the

statues as soon as they had bein examined and photographed. Even so damage could not

altogether be prevented. In some instances it was necessary to secure the heads, &c., of statues

still intact by means of ropes while they were being photographed. Fig. 69 illustrates this

procedure followed in regard to some of the minor statues excavated on the inner side of the

south-west wall; it also helps to mark the true size of the colossal image seen to the extreme

right by oomparison with the labourers.

The conditions here briefly indicated, which rendered the work so difficult and risky, also Damaged

explain why many of the colossal statues were found badly damaged in their upper portions

and all of without their heads. Their upper portions, just like the top segments of the

great aureoles seen in Figs. 63, 64, had necessarily been left much longer without the protecting

• cover of had accordingly fellen away from the wall that formed their backing and

support. Numerous fragments* of colossal heads which had thus become detached long ago

turned up at difibrent depths of sand, especially near the south corner. Their extremely friable

condition, which made them break at any attempt to lift or remove them, showed that they had

long been eypoeed tip atmo^Aeric virissitudes. The heads of the smaller images, which the dust

ttecumuktions had h^ time to cover up even while perhaps a roof above gave shelter, were

* 8w ssfl is F%. 61 t|w serias of kmO hokt pMied thnwgh the plailer into the betm bdiind.

ttaiUsi tiM poiaw uhtn the Joia^ pegs « tSBff
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in most cases found intact I may here note that among all the sculptural decoration of the

Vihara court as far as excavated, I failed to trace any evidence of wilful destruction by human

agency, as distinguished from such casual damage as the spasmodic burrowings of 'treasure-

seekers’ may have caused at some points of the more exposed portions of the enclosing wall*.

This observation lends support to the belief, justified, as we* shall see, by other abundant

evidence, that this great shrine had already been deserted for centuries and the ruins of the

quadrangle completely covered up by the time when Isl&m annexed Khotan.

It appears to me very probable that originally a wooden gallery, or some similar shelter

projecting from the roof of the enclosing wall, offered shelter to the sculptures on both of its

faces. But this must have been systematically removed, even before the sand had completely

invaded the Vih2ra court; for only in one place, near the inner south-east face and not faP

from the gate (see plan), did my excavations bring to light some small pieces of much-perished

timber, about 4 in. in thickness, that may have served for such a structure*. Considering how

comparatively expensive an article building timber is to this day
.
in the immediate vicinity of a

large Turkestfin town, we can scarcely be surprised at the early removal of this, the most

useful material the shrine could offer after its abandonment. It seems impossible to assume

that the sculptures along the walls and the fresco decoration of the latter should have been

originally exposed to all the influences of the weather. A single heavy downpour of rain, such

as is by no means unknown even in this dry' region—I experienced one on April 19 soon

after I had left Rawak camp—would have sufficed to do great damage to the friable clay of

the statuary and the equally soft wall plaster. The existence jof some enclosing passage or

gallery is indicated also by the foundations of a thin plaster wall, with stucco reliefs facing it,

which were brought to light outside the south comer and which will be described at the end

of the next section.

Sfxtion IV.-THE sculptures OF THE RAWAK VIHARA

The excavations which incessant work from early morning” till nightfall enabled me to get

effected between the 12th apd lyth^of April, cleared the greatest part of the south-east and

a portion of the south-west walls of the Vihara court, both inside and outside, for an aggregate

length of about 155 ft. Though this distance represents only about one-fourth of the perimeter

of the Vihara court, yet the total number of individual reliefs, most of them over life-size, which

were brought to light on the cleared wall faces amounted in the end to ninety-one. In addition

to these the finds included numerous small reliefs forming parts of sculptured aureoles, 8k., or

deposited as ex-votos before the main images.

The position of all statues was carefully shown by me in the ground-plan, together with

the greatest width of the wall space occupied by them, and a description recorded of every

piece of sculpture, as detailed as the available time and the trying conditions prevaHing would

permit In addition I used the rare hours, usually in the early morning, when there was less

wind and no thick haze or driving dust, for obtaining a complete series of photographa of

whatever sculptural work appeared on the excavated wall faces. It was no easy task to ooUeet

all these records with the needful accuracy while directing the successive stages of ex<iava#0B

* Such damage would, no doubt, have been more eaten- dispoeal in, the antique market of Khotan.

give if the stucco reliefs to be obtained at Rawak had not 'PL XV. c shows them M MdMcqnently plaSed SU>*lhi

bben too heavy or too friable for ready removal to, and top of the encloeing walL -
'
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in atmospheric conditions trying alike to eyes, throat, and lungs. Though Surveyor RSm Singh
and Turdi rendered, each in his own way, very intelligent assistance, I had myself to remain in

the trenches practically from sunrise until nightfall, feeling all the time ijcrmcated, as it were,
by the clouds of fine sand which the wind and the digging raised around us.

The photographs taken hf me have proved more successful than I could reasonably hope
for under such adverse influences. The reproduction from among them of a scries showing
practically the whole of the cleared wall-faces has appeared to me the best means of illustrating

the wealth of interesting materials which these excavations yielded for the study of the ancient
sculptural art of Khotan'. To the views of the reliefs thus presented I propose here to add
such details of archaeological or artistic interest as were recorded by me on the spot, together

Vith any comments which the study of these reliefs as a whole and their comparison with the
sculptural remains brought to light at other Khotan sites has suggested to me. We may
conveniently commence this survey from the inner south-east wall where my excavations started,

and further on follow the numerical order in which the position of the individual sculptures h.is

been shown in the plan of Plate XL.
The first statue which the high sand rising towards the west corner permitted to be

cleared was that of the colossal standing Buddha, R. i. (sec Figs. 6i, 69). It was intact up to

the shoulders, except for the missing right hand; but as the weight of the extant upper

portion caused imminent risk of collapse* I ’did not think it safe to remove entirely the

supporting sand layers to the left proper, and thus the left hand does not apiiear in the

photographs. There can be^ no doubt that it was shown hanging down and resting on

the edge of the drapery as seen in the statues, R. v, ix, x (Figs. 61, 62), which are exact

replicas of the same Image. The right forearm supporting rich folds of drapery is shown in a

pose that unmistakably indicates the ‘ AbhayapSnimudra,’ with which the Dandan-lliliq and

Kighillik reliefs have already rendered us familiar. The same reappears at Rawak in the

numerous small Buddha figures filling the large aureoles of R. xii and R. xiii (see Figs. 63, 64).

It is .likely to have been the pose also of the numerous over life-size figures of the inner

south-east face, all apparently replicas of one type, though only a few of them (R. xxxvi,

xxxviii-xli), have retained enotigh of the right forearm to show its characteristic position.

Among the colossal statues of the outer south-east facc^ most of those preserving the right

' The limitations of the photographic instruments at my
disposal, and still more the varying levels and distances from

which die photographs had to be taken (as determined by

the space available within or near the trenches), rendered it

quite impossible to attempt anything so ambitious as the

produedon of photographs that would join into a continuous

and exaedy fitting band or quasi-panoramic view. Hence

the angle of view and scale of reduction will be found to

vary oonsideraUy in the series of photographs reproduced

by the |>late% while the views preMnted usually overlap on

ttesidi^

The series comprises: (a) four photographs (Figs. 61-64),

taken with a half-platc camera showing the sculptures of the

inner south-west wall (R. i-w, vUi-zii in plan) up to the south

comer, also die large relief with vesica (R. xiii) nearest to

the latter on the south-east wan
; (6) nineteen photographs

(a XIV. a-d, XV. wd, XVI. »-d, XVIL w^l, XVIH. spc,

with PL XUL b) taken in condnnous succession with the

Bridges-Lee phoUHheodoHte camera and showing the reliefs

TIM

R. xix-xli on the inner south-east face, R. xlii-Ixxi on the

outer south-east face, and R. IxxiMxxviii on the outer south-

west face.

The camera serving for the photographs enumerated

under (^) had the advantage of a superior lens, but on the

other hand was not provided with means for raising or

lowering its front, being designed only for topographical

survey work. As the photographs had to be taken oAen

from the top of the sand cleared from the trenches, this

want of a rising front necessitated tilling the camera tripod

with consequent foreshortening, appreciable in some in-

stances. I was obliged to use this instrument, since several

of the dark slides of my half-filate camera had, probably

under the severe climatic changes, developed cracks.

In addition to the above series the photographs in

Figs. 65-69 have been reproduced, in order better to illus-

trate reliefs of special interest or for the sake of giving

general views of the sculptural adornment of certain sections

of the wall-faces. •
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arm or indications of it (R. Iv, Ivii, lix, Ixi, Ixiii, Ixvi ; see PI. XVII. a, b, c) seem likewise to

suggest this attitude. Of the size in which the statue R. i was modelled, the measurement of

5 ft. .3 in. from the level of the feet to the bent elbow, which also marks approximately the

waist, may afford an indication *. The feet rested on a very flat semicircular base of plaster

about 3 ft "“wide, which on its edges showed traces of having teen decorated with lotus-petals

in low relief. The rote, judging from surviving traces of colour, appears to have been painted

white originally; but almost the whole of the paint had peeled off and thus the surface

showed the uniform red colour of the clay.

The most remarkable feature in R. i and its replicas, which we note with minor modifications

also in the rest of the Rawak statuary, is the treatment of the drapery. This is alniost as

Orecian as in the standing Buddha figures of GandhSra sculpture, and betrays its derivatiorf

from the latter in every detail. In order to realize this remarkable agreement, it is sufficient

to compare our statues, e. g., with the relief representations of Gautama Buddha from Takht-i-Bahi

quoted below, or indeed with any of the finer Gandhira figures showing Buddha standing in

the Abhaya posture \ The robe, which covered both shoulders, is laid round the body so as

clearly to show its contours. The folds, which are marked with boldly projecting edges, are

gracefully disposed and hang in a natural way from the limbs that catch their lines. The shape

of the body beneath the robe is in these statues of the inner south-west wall, as well as in the

colossal images of the inner south-east face, displdyed in a more pronounced fashion than in

the Gandh.ara sculptures referred to. But the identical arrangement of the drapery is in no

way affected thereby. A comparison of the folds gathered over, the outstretched left arm (see

R. V, ix), or falling from the tent right forearm, both in our statues and in the Gandhara

examples will illustrate this. The ‘wonderful tenacity’ with which ‘the ancient Chinese and

Japanese Buddha-figures have preserved the “draping” of the GandhSra figures in a peculiar

way', as duly emphasized by Dr. GrUnwedel*, can no longer surprise us when we see how

faithfully old Khotan art in this as in many other respects reproduced its Gandhara models.

Next to R. i. on the right proper we have a small statue, R. ii (see Figs. 6i, 69), which was

found intact and measured 4 ft. 2 in. to the top of the head. The latter soon became insecure

through the force of the winds, and had to be taken off. 1 hough its interior had become

hollow owing to the rotting of the wood frame, this head has survived its subsequent transport

to London very well, as seen from its reproduction in Plate LXXXI I. It measures 10 in.

from the chin to the small top-knob, and retains, besides plenty of the original whitewash,

traces of black for the eyelashes and of a red ifM. Much of the whitewash also adhered to

the drapery. The latter, by its curious arrangement in several vertical bands of conventional

wave lines, strikingly contrasts with the Grecian drapery of the neighbouring colossal status

The same treatment appears in the lower garment of the Bodhisattva figures R. iv and in

R. viii. It strongly recalls the wave lines of the drapery folds seen in a typical Chinese

representation of Udayana’s Buddha statue referred to in the preceding note, and the ex{danatory

* Here, as in all other photographs of Rawak sculptures,

the 3 ft. measure placed against the wall indicates the scale.

* See Grilnwedcl-Burgess, Buddhist art. Figs. ii8, laa;

Foucher, VArt du Gandhdra, Figs. 258, 261, 262, 264, Ac.

* See Buddhist art, p. 170. It is interesting to note

that a Chinese wooden figure of a standing Buddha, which

the above scholar has reproduced for its characteristic

drapery, is recognized as replica of a copy which has

been preserved in China and is traced back, according

to the Chinese tradition, to Udayana's sandal-wood flgnn ol

the master'; see ibid., with Fig. lag. The postnre «f

figure is the same as that of most of our coloHat aMoes

(see especially R. xzavi, zl, aU. where the left haad wai

slightly more detached from the drapery). Is b ppuftto to

suppose that these; too, were intended to fq»rod«oe.llie.VP<

of Udayana's image of which, as we have seen lahow.

p. 455), a miracle-working tepreseniatii* wifi

at Fi-mo?
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legend ‘which a Tibetan historian quotes regarding the Buddha figure of Udayana. He relates

how Buddha—in order to lighten the work of the artists, who were blinded by his glory—was
mirrored in the water. The artists reproduced this reflection, and thus the waving lines of the

robe are accounted for* . By the side of the strange transformation which the classical draping

of the Gandhara models has there undergone, the arrangement, still antitjue on the whble, of

the edges of the drapery falling from the left arm deserves the more attention. Curiously

enough, the same arrangement is equally reflected in the Chinese figure of Udayana's Biuldha*.

The robe in R. ii is laid round the neck, as in most of the Rawak Buddha statues ; and as no r„se .^lul

ornaments are displayed, we may assume that the figure was intended to represent a BiuUiha. of

The right arm hanging down suggests either the ‘ Varamudra ’ or the ‘ Bhumisparsamudra
’

‘attitude, both differing only by the pose of the hand, with the palm turned outwanls or inwards

Here the hands are missing. The hair is arranged in rich curls, distinctly after ih«; Gandhara
fashion. The elliptical nimbus formed by a relief plaque behind the head of R. ii was found

intact. As it agrees in all essentials with that seen behind the head of R. iv, it may be

considered as a typical example of what the completely f)erished haloes of the larger statues

are likely to have been. The elliptical curve on cither side was bordered with a cloud

scroll. On the top the two scrolls met below a small appliqui’ figure of a Budilha seated

within a vesica of lotus-petals (R. ii. 3. c, shown in Plate LXXXVIl). Alx)ve and by the sides

of this appliqiti figure there rose bundles'’ oC flames. Below the top portion of the scroll

was a ^ngle fleur-de-lis ornament. The field of the nimbus showed on either side two more

small seated Buddha figures of a closely similar tyiie, and between them a douljle fleur-de lis

ornament representing a Vajra, as seen in the portion of the nimbus re[)roiUiced on

Plate LXXXIII. Small lotuses, as seen in the same piece, appeared above and below

this ornament near the scroll of the border. As the whole of the plaque threatened to fall

off the wall, I attempted to move it, but owing to the very friable condition of the clay it

broke, and only portions of it (R. ii. 2) survived further transiwt.

R. iii was a colossal statue, which collapsed in the course of e.xcavation. It seemed to biHlliuaitva

have been in all particulars a replica of R. i. On its right stooil the relatively well-preserved

figure of a Bodhisattva (R. iv)*, seen in Fig. 69 with its head held in position. 7'his head

(R. iv. i) was found broken at the back and had to be r(*moved, but has in spite of

this injury withstood transport to London without further damage. Plate LXXX I shows

a full-size reproduction of it Traces of colouring remain about the eyes and on the lips.

The height of the figure was a little over 6 ft, and the modelling of the head seems to

shovr that it was intended to be looked at from below. The nose, mouth, and chin are

small, the ears elongated but well-modelled. A triple row of Mani string.s, as often seen in

Gandhara figures of Prince Siddhartha, adorns the breast, which api)ears dressed in a close-

fitting garment Below the very slender waist a broad girdle formed by elliptical jewels

supports a skirt-like lower garment, showing elaborate drajjcry arranged in conventional wave

lines, like that described in the case of R. ii. Both arms were found broken below the elbows.

On the upper portions appear highly ornamented armlets enriched with an octagonal jewel

in the centre rectangular ones on either side. The nimbus visible in the photographs

closely resembles that of R. ii, but shows two Vajras on either side. The band ornaments

visible on the lower part probably formed the ends of the jewelled band which, as seen by

a fragment above the right ear, encircled the head of the statue.

‘ See GrSBwed^Bnrgews SmlMt's/ art, p. 17a, wUh * See «r/, pp. 17 1 sq.

Pig. lag ; also above note 4.
' Foucher, honographit bouddhiqut, p. 69. .

, 3 R 2
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^
The adjoining colossal statue (R. v) was an exact replica of R. i, but preserved only to

Ijeiow the waist; it collapsed after having been exposed for a day. The next figure (R. vi)

was in respect of size, pose, and drapery a replica of the Buddha image R. ii. It was broken
by the falling debris of its neighbour. The head, however, had been removed previously

and lias thus escaped destruction. As .seen in Plate LXXXIIIf it bears a different expression

from that of R. ii ; the eyes are almost shut. The hair here, too, is richly curled
; traces of

colouring about the eyelashes and of a pink fiks, remain. R. vii, a colossal image and evidently

a replica of R. i, was broken before excavation and could not be saved from complete collapse.

This damage fortunately did not affect its neighbour R. viii (see Fig. 62), a richly-robed figure,

about 5 ft. 6 in. high originally, which was found without head or forearms. The robe leaves

the right shoulder bare, and descends in ample folds which are arranged in conventional wave*

lines after the fashion described in R. ii. There were remains of a nimbus similar to that of R. ii

and R. iv ; the whole figure retained a good deal of whitewash.

The statues R. ix and R. x, which appear in the centre of Fig. 62, were replicas of R. i and

preserved to above the waist. The wall space between them, about ft. broad, retained its

original coating of plaster with remains of faded fresco decoration. A red-robed figure with

a circular nimbus, which can be made out in the reproduction of Fig. 62, about 2| ft. high,

appears in the centre; on its right a standing attendant and on its left a vertical row of four

red lotuses could be faintly discerned. Above it there remained the badly effaced outlines of

a small seated Buddha within an elliptical vesica, with traces of some still smaller haloed

figures on its sides. The wall immediately to the right proper ,of R. x originally bore small

frescoes arranged exactly like those on the left; but besides having badly faded, they had

suffered from scratches and cuts apparently before the sand came to cover them up. On the

extreme right proper, near the border of the large aureole of R. xii, the original decoration

had been painted over, as one of the lotuses is now partly covered by a small fresco representing

a seated Buddha, about 6 in. high and faintly visible in Fig. 63 above the left shoulder of the

seated Buddha. The fact that the eyes of the painted figure are looking down towards the

head of the seated image suggests that the latter itself may also have been a later addition.

The seated Buddha (R. xi) is in several respects of special interest The statue, which

measures 3 ft across the folded knees and 2 ft 10 in. from its seat to the top of the head,

is well-modelled, and bears a look of individual workmanship for which we search elsewhere in

vain among this great array of replicas *. This is particularly noticeable in the face, the finely

modelled features of which express a smile of resigned contentment This agrees with the

pose of the arms which, though found broken in the foreparts, manifestly restdft folded in

‘ Dhyanamudra ', the posture of ‘contemplation’. The head bears a flat crown of hair with

a low top-knob. There appears to be no indication of a robe or garment of any kind,

which suggests whether the artist’s intention may not have been to represent Gautama as

practising austerities, while still a Bodhisattva. But the absence of any marie of emactathm,

such as is indicated by well-known GandhSra representations of this stage in the future Buddha’s

career, does not favour this assumption*.

The whole figure appears to have been whitewashed. It had no nimbus or aureolet-hnt

the broken portion of a nimbus plaque (R. xi. 1), similar in type to that of R. ii, yet dil&ctos

in its cloud scroll (see Plate LXXXVII), was found placed over the left shoulder,

* For a better reproduction of this image see the photo- ’ See Foocheri LAf! d» Oatiikdra^ L p.

gravure serving as frontispiece in my jRmns ofKholan^
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by the hand of one of the pious who last visited the Vihura. In the same way a small broken
Buddha figure, a replica of the reliefs filling the lat^e aureoles of R. xii and R. xiii, \vas found
placed against the right arm. Sculptured pieces which had fallen off from the haloes of some
other images had thus served for pious adornment, an observation made elsewhere in the ruined

Vihira, and clearly showing that the decay of its relief decorations in friable clay must have
begun long before the shrine was completely abandoned. More important was the finding

of three Chinese coins on the floor just below the base of R. xi. They were all um-chit pieces

;

and their position, when viewed in the light of subsetiuent di-scoveries of the same kind, leaves

no doubt that they had been deposited as votive offerings.

The adjoining south corner of the VihSra court was occupied by two colossal statues

(R. xii and R, xiii), surrounded by very large ornamental vesicas and both exactly alike. The
statues themselves had suffered much damage, and the portions from the waist downwards

which the excavation brought to light collapsed to about the knees, as seen in Figs. 63, 64.

The carefully treated folds of the robes showed remains of a dark-red paint 'fhe elliptical

.^^^itaSf iQeasuring fully ft across at their widest and enclosed by a relief border showing

a lozcmge diaper’®, were decorated with slanting rows, overlapping each other, of small Buddha

figures. These were alike in pose, scale, and execution, but, as seen in the photographs,

shown to different lengths, according to the exigencies of space. Those displayed down to

the thighs measured about 14 in., the rest* being shorter. The arrangement of individual

figures in the rows on either side of the vesica does not seem to have been everywhere quite

symmetrical. The figures actqally found adhering to the wall were all exact replicas and

evidently from the same mould. The same was the case with most of the small reliefs of

this kind, of which many were found in the sand filling the corner, and which manifestly had

broken off previously from the higher vesica segments”.

The specimen (R. xii. i) reproduced in Plate LXXXVI, shows the figure of a Buddha

standing with the right hand raised in the * AbhayapSnimudra ’ attitude, as seen from other

specimens, and the left on the chest, grasping loose drapery. A round nimbus appears behind

the head, the latter showing the hair in simple curls with a top-knob. Traces of whitewash

over a red wash appear on all these figures. Besides the latter, there turned up among the

debris of the south omier some small stucco heads evidently also representing Buddhas, but

differing in expression and modelling from R. xii. i and its replicas. Two types could be

distinguished, and one of these was represented also among the small detached reliefs which

I found placed near R. Ixx’*. It is difficult now to decide whether the stucco figures to

which thes#heads belonged had formed part of no longer extant portions of the vesicas, or

had only been placed there after removal from some other group of sculptures. The corner

would have formed a likely place for collecting such disjecta membra of sacred images from

other parts of Ae Vihara, and it is, perhaps, significant that a number of such detached pieces

were found near Ae statues of Ac outside south comer (R. Ixx-lxxiv).

The sculptural decoration of the inner south-east wall-face, to the south of the gate,

showed great unHormity. It consisted mainly of a series of colossal statues (R. xiv, xv, xvi,

xvii, xvtii, xix, xx, xxi, xxU, xxiii, xxv, xxvi), which appear to have been of identical type, if not

exact reptfoas, TJiey had all suffered much decay, evidently owing to the inadequacy of the

** For the deea^pdoa of a epedmen piece, lee R. o4 in

Met

” See ftir indl desaged, R. i,

05, oy, OH, Otl^ MfilMp.

“ One tj-pe is represented 1^ R. 01, 02, 014, 015, 016

(for a reproduction see Xuint ^ KMan, p. 464); another

by R. s, 03, which are replicas of R. ixx. i. b, c (see

a Lxxxiv).
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sand cover which along this wall was only from 5 to 7 ft in height and several of the torsos

collapsed after excavation. As seen in Plate XIV. a, b, c, the extant pordons of these figures

closely resemble the colossal Buddha images which were found along the same wall-face north

of the gate and are somewhat better preserved (R. xxix, xxx, xxxi, xxxiii, xxxiv, xxxvi, xxxviii, xl,

xli; see Plates XIV. d, XV. a, b, c). judging from the latter,!we may safely assume that the

posture of all of them was the * Abhayamudra’. From die colossal Buddhas on the south-west

wall this series seems to have differed only in minor points, such as the bold outward sweep

given to the drapery folds below, on the left proper (see e. g. R. xx, xxiii, xxiv, &c.), and the pose

of the left hand, which, as shown in R. xxxvi, xl, and xli (see Plate XV. b, c), was probably a little

more detached from the drapery of the robe. The height of the statues up to the navel appears to

have been about 5 ft. A number of smaller reliefs found by their side probably represent latdir

additions, perhaps donations of individual worshippers. R. xxii is a small male figure, found

headless, surmounted by a plaque forming a nimbus after the fashion of that behind R. ii.

R. xxiv. a (see Plate XIV. b) is a richly draped figure, also headless, measuring about 3 ft to the

neck, and probably representing a Bodhisattva. The folds of the robe below are arranged in wave

lines, while remains of ornaments appear hanging from the neck and around the arms.

As seen in Plate XIV. b, small broken Buddha figures, evidently replicas of those in the

vesicas of R. xii, xiii, were found placed between or near the feet of several of the colossal

images, as noted above in connexion with similai* deposits near R. xi. In addition to these,

three small plaques representing seated Buddhas were found near R. xxv. Two of them were

replicas of the corresponding appliqui reliefs in the nimbus qf R. ii and R. iv. The third

(K. xxv. 3), measuring about 7 by 5 in., is a replica of R. 2 (see Plate LXXXII), a small but

well-executed relief, found in the debris of the south comer, showing Buddha seated in the

* Dhyanamudr<l * attitude with a small tree, evidently meant for a Ficus indiea, behind the right

shoulder. These two pieces are of particular interest as showing how closely the treatment

of the drapery also in seated Buddha figures agrees with that of the corresponding GandhSra

models. The good proportions of the features recall the best type of GandhSra work, as is easily

realized on comparing this small plaque with GandhSra reliefs representing the same subject’*.

The gate was flanked on either side on the inner wall-face by a pair of standing figures,

worked almost in the round and about life-size, R. xxvii, xxviii (Plate XIV. c, d). These deserve

s])ecial attention as the only images on the walls of the VihSra court which do not present

themselves in the orthodox garb of Buddhas or Bodhisattvas. Though the upper pmtions of

their bodies had broken away and were recovered only in fragments, there can be no doubt

as to their being intended to represent DvUrapdlus or ‘Guardians of the Gate*. It seems

very probable that the four guardians at the Rawak VihSra gate, like those sculptured at the

entrance of many a Buddhist shrine in India, were meant for Yak^as, aru) in particular for

the four Yak^ chiefs (Kubera, VirQdhaka, VirQp3k$a, and DhrtarS$tra) who as LokapAtas or

* World protectors ’ play so conspicuous a part in the Buddhist mythology of India, as wdl as

Tibet and the Far East’*. Buddhist iconography invariably gave to them, as to Yak^as

generally, a wholly human and quasi-secular form, as we noted when identifying with Kid)efa

the armed figure represented by the side of the main image in the small temple ceUa of' D. n
at Dandan-Uiliq’-'. It fully accords herewith that the figures at the Rawak gate eadiibH

" See, e.g:., Foucher, L'Art du Oandidra, p. 434, with 136 sq.

* Fig. 213. ** See above, pp. age aq.

,
“ Comp. Grdnwedel-Bargen, Buddhist art, pp. 45 aq..
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what was manifestly the customary dress of the period and the country, and this gives to them
their special archaeological interest

The figure to the left proper in the group south of the gate (R. xxvii; Plate XIV. c) is

well preserved from the waist downwards, and is dressed in a double garment descending to

the top of high and pointed bfots. The latter still retain in parts their dark-red colouring.

Of the lower coat only the edges laid in narrow frills are visible. The up|jer garment is

decorated on the edges with a raised border showing wave line ornament, while in the middle
between the legs descends a line of broad triangular pleats clearly visible in the reproiluction.

Hanging from the middle of the waist is shown a knife in a narrow scabbard. The figure

nearest to the gate and turned slightly towards the entrance is similarly accoutred in a double
^rment with broad borders reaching to the top of the red-coloured boots. None of the

garments reUin any colouring. The folds of the coats are indicated by slightly hollowed

lines. In front of this second image were found broken remains of a recumbent figure

consisting of a lower portion partly embedded in the floor, a much-decayed torso, and

a head. Both are seen in Plate XIV. c as held up by one of the labourers. The head

was badly defaced; but features strikingly different from those of the sacred heads, such as

broad protruding lips and a flat nose, could still be distinguished on it. The question suggests

itself whether this figure, which seems to have been reclining against the feet of the sccoml

DvSrapala, may not represent a demon, Rubbra's typical cognizance

The DvSrapalas to the north of the gate (see Fig. 67, besides Plate XIV. d) differ in dress

from the others mainly by showjng bulging trou.sers tucked into boots, which, like the ‘Charuks’

worn nowadays, are wide at the top, with an ornamental border on their brim. The boots

were originally coloured dark-red. The trousers are for the greater part hidden by two large

coats hanging down from the waist, one above the other. The bands of embroidery marked

in relief along the hem of the coats show elaborate patterns with small circlets and crochets

and are still distinguishable in the original photographs. Below the edges of the upper

garment of the figure near the entrance there remained traces of light-brown colouring.

Between the feet of each of the two figures further away from the entrance were found

small female busts, visible in Plite XIV. c, d and Fig. 67, and evidently identical. The one

(R. xxvii. i) which could be removed without difficulty broke in^ transit to London, but its

numerous fragments were successfully reunited by Mr. A. P. Ready of the British Museum.

Plate LXXXV shows front and side views of the head and bust, both remarkable for gniceful

outlines and good modelling. The careful and easy treatment of the hair displajed by the

side view deserves special notice, as well as the delicate proportions of the breasts. 1 he

upward tilt of the head seems an indication that these small sculptures were intended to

occupy the position in which they were found, and were not mere deposits from some other

part of the shrine. In appearance they curiously recall the female figure which some well-

known Gandh&ra reliefs, representing the scene of Gautama’s final departure from his palace,

* show rising from the ground between the feet of his horse Kanjhaka Whether this figure

is to be interpreted as the goddess of the earth, according to Prof. GrUnwcdel s ingenious

conjecture, or otherwise to be accounted for, it is clear that our small sculptures can have

only a very distant connexion with it. Perhaps they were meant for Yak^inis, inserted for

the purpose of shomng that the guardians whose feet they seem to support are Yaksa

kings.

** See abow^ p. 853.

See Gifliivedcl-Biiigeii, BtMuH art, pp. lee iqq.;
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Fcmalt' hii*,!

and head,

R. XXVII. I.

Foucheri VAri du Gandhdra^ i. pp. 337 sqq.
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Among the colossal statues which occupied the wall to the north of the gate and which

have already been referred to, the one nearest to the group of Dv^palas (R, xxix), showed
on its knees remains of leaf-gold stuck on originally in several small patches. The largest

of these, judging from the darkened colour of the plaster surface, seems to have measured

about an inch square. I could not have wished for a better Illustration of the quaint custom

which HsUan-lsang has recorded of the miracle-working Buddha figure of sandal-wood he saw

at P'i-mo. ‘ Those who have any disease, according to the part affected, cover the corresponding

place on the statue with gold-leaf, and forthwith they are healed**’. May we conclude from

the number of gold-leaf plasters of which the marks remain on this Rawak image that it had

enjoyed particular fame for healing power in affections of the knee ?

Near the feet of R. xxx was found a small headless figure in flat relief (see Plate XXXVI),
representing [)robably a Buddha which had originally belonged to the decoration of some large

vesica like that of R. xii, xiii, and had been transferred here. The pose was similar to, but

not quite identical with, that of R. xii. i and its numerous replicas. Between tlie colossal

statues the remaining cleared jjortion of the inner east wall-face also showed four smaller

images (R. xxxii, xxxv, xxxvii, xxxix), all of them headless. The last and R. xxxv are replicas

of a Bodhisattva, richly adorned with mani-strings over the half-uncovered breast. R. xxxvii

(Plate XV. b) is also a Bodhisattva, bearing a large jewelled ornament on the breast and

a richly decorated girdle knotted with large tahselb in the centre. R. xxxv showed but scanty

remains of drapery, and had a large piece of stucco of uncertain origin inserted in the place

of the missing feet—evidently a rough attempt made by sonte of tlie last attendants of the

shrine to preserve the mutilated figure from falling.

The sculptures facing on the outside the portion of the south-east wall last described

(R, xlii-xlvii) had, as Plates XV. d, XVI. a, b show, suffered far more damage than those lining

its inner face. Of the two colossal statues (R. xlii, xliii) enough survived to show elaborate

and well-arranged drapery. Its folds retained a good deal of whitewash, and behind R. xlii

the outlines of part of a painted aureole could still be discerned. The image adjoining (R. xliv)

was found broken from above the knees, and the small standing figure by its side was also badly

damaged. The large statue (R. xlv) could not be entirely cleared from fear of collapse; but

its proportions and the manner in wltich the drapery is indicated on the part of the body exposed

render it probable that it resembled the type represented by the majority of the colossal statues

on the other portion of the outer south-east face. This is quite certain of the figure R. xlvii,

which on its extant parts displays the pose of the left hand and the stiff vertical lines meant

to indicate drapery folds falling over the lower limbs, which are characteristic of that group.

R. xliv had collapsed before excavation, and the remainder of the wall space as far as the gate

had not retained any of its sculptural decoration. The much decayed surfaces of the masonry

within the gate and near it suggested that they may have originally been revetted with wood,’

which had caused them to be left without proper finish and plaster-covering. Between two small'

bricks on the right side of the entrance and about ft above the ground was found a fWwAfc

coin (see Plate LXXXIX. 17) showing very little wear, evidently a votive deposit

The reliefs flanking the gate to the left, i.e. towards the outer south corner of the quadrangle,

were found completely broken, except for a small figure (R. xlviii), probably a Buddha, standing,

with right breast uncovered. Its head, which had to be removed as it threatened to £sU (sec

R. xlviii. I in list), is a replica of R. Ixxii. R. xlix (see Plate XVI. c, also Fig. 65), broken

above the waist, is a colossal draped statue differing by its drapery, gathered in free folds,

. " See above, p. 455; M/mmra, ii. p. 243; Beal, 11. p. saa.
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from the rest of the images on this wall-face. By its side stands the small figure of Bodhisattva,

found headless, richly adorned with mani-strings across the breast. The horseshoe-shaped nimbus

behind the head was a small-scale replica of that of R. ii. The next statue (R. li) representing

a colo.ssal Bodhisattva, was broken above the waist, but the greater portion of its head was

found lying near its feet, as s%en in Fig. 65. This appears to have measured 13 in. from the

chin to the knob of the elaborately dressed hair. The right hand hanging down by the side

was well-preserved and showed good modelling. The ample robe s|)rc.ads out skirt-like at the

bottom in folds marked by shallow lines, the whole style of the drapery differing in a striking

fashion from the quasi-classical arrangement shown by the Buddha statues on the insitle walls.

Spots of a dark paint remained over the red of the plaster surface. ’Ihe adjoining figure of

ti Bodhisattva, R. lii (see Plate XVI. d, also Fig. 65), origin.ally alwut 5 ft. high, was found

without the feet, and had in consecpience slipped from its original position, but otherwise was

fairly well-preserved. Over the breast it shows a double string of richly-jewelled niaijis ami

star-shaped ornaments on the arms. Below the narrow waist descends a robe in rich foUls

marked by wave lines just as in R. iv, which this statue generally resembles. The hair, dressed

flat, falls in locks behind the ears. Above the head are the remains of a round or oval nimbus,

showing lotus-flowers within a border which seems to consist of a wreath outside a cloud scroll

Spots of some dark paint appear over the red surface of the plaster on breast and arms.

Of R. liii only the drapery below the Knees remained, showing .some re.semblancc to that

of R. xlix. The next image (R. liv) was also broken from above the knees, but enough of tlie

drapery is seen in the photograph (Plate XVI. d) to indicate th.at it was a replica of the

neighbouring colossal statues R. Iv, Ivii, lix, l.\i, Ixiii (see Plate XVII. .a, b, c, also I ig. 68),

which form a large uniform group, and evidently represent Buddhas standing with the right arm

raised in the ‘ Abhayamudri’ attitude. The modelling of these statues, with their narrow waists,

projecting hips, badly posed left hands, &c., is decidedly inferior to that of the colossal Buddhas

on the inner south-west and south-east wall-faces. The conventional drapery folds hanging like

Strings across the upper part of the body and descending in stiff parallel lines over the legs

show equal degeneracy from the GandhSlra models. The whole effect suggests a distinct step

towards the drapery treatment displayed by the Chine.se tyix* of Udayana’s Buddha statue above

discussed”. Yet here, too, we see the edges of the drapery folds falling from the left arm

still arranged in the antique fashion. In spite of their close .agreement m style and

the individual statues of this group show certain differences. Ihus R. Ixi and probably R. h.x

had the right breast uncovered, while in R. Ivii the pose of the left hand is .sl|ghily varied.

The.se and other variations may have resulted from restorations effected at different lines.

There may have been also variations in the colour of the robes, a dark-red ixi.nt being partly

traceable on the drapery of R. Iv. Ivii, while elsewhere whitew.ish .seems to have prcvailec

.

The small figures (R. Ivi, Iviii, lx, Ixii) which fill the wall-spaces left l)etwcen the sutucs

just described show by their uniformity that they were designee or

raised on lotus-pedestals about one foot from the ground and measure 2 ft. 3 m.
" ^ j

They all appear to represent Buddhas. The heads are replicas, but variations are introduc

" See above, pp. 490 sq/j eomp. Fig. tag in GrOnwcdcl-

Burgess, Buddkitl art.

Owing to a slight error of the draughtsman, which,

I regret, escaped my attention until I came to stu^ Ac

photographa of these aculptures closely, Ac plan in PI. XL
docs not mark the mall figure, R. lxw» A fts proper place.

ill Oil}) ()\

coinssal

sUUu:s,

K. liv-lxm.
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into the dress and pose. R. lx and Ixii have the right breast bare, while in R. Ivi and Iviii

the robe is laid round both shoulders. The latter figure is of interest on account of the pose

of the right arm which, instead of hanging down as in the pendants, is bent towards the breast

within the fold of the robe, in a fashion which looks antique. This well-preserved little image

also retains a dark-red paint on the robe, with plentiful dark^ spots distributed over it and

the halo, apparently in a kind of rough pattern. The head, hands, neck, and feet are painted

white.

At the foot of R. Ixiv, a badly decayed large figure which may have belonged to the

preceding group, a well-preserved wu-chu coin was found. Next followed the much injured

torso of a small image (R. Ixv), which, judged by the wave lines of the drapery, may have

represented a Bodhisattva. The two adjoining colossal statues, R. Ixvi, Ixvii (see Plate XVI

P

c, d ;
Fig. 66), were preserved up to their necks, about 8 ft. from the ground, but could not

be completely excavated, as their heavy masses of stucco threatened to collapse. Both had

the right breast uncovered, and the right arm raised from the elbow. The robes retained much

of the original paint, white on R. Ixvi and light red on R. Ixvii, which, together with the relative

height of the preserved portions, suggested that the.se statues may possibly have been better

sheltered than the rest on this wall until the drift-sand had sufficiently accumulated to protect

the coloured stucco surfaces from atmospheric influences.

R. Ixviii and R. Ixix (see Plate XVII. d) aVe colossal figures preserved only below the

waist. Their drapery and the pose of the left hand show that they must have been modelled

after the type represented by the previous group. Between, the feet of these images, and

leaning against their sides, were found small relief representations of Buddhas, measuring, about

I ft. from the waist, where they were all broken. They had evidently been removed from some

other position, and closely resembled three other small figures of this size and type which were

grouped near the feet of the adjoining large statue (R. Ixx). The latter, though badly injured

above the knees, showed remains of an elaborately-draped robe in a rich red colour. The

heads of the small Buddha figures at its feet (R. Ixx. i a, b, c) broke after excavation, but were

removed without damage. They are well proportioned, and, as seen in Plate LXXXIV, retain

distinct traces of the original colouring. The south corner of' the outer wall-face was occupied

by the colo.ssal statue R. Ixxi (see Plate XVI II. a; Fig. 66), of which, besides the feet and

drapery portions from the knees downwards, only a hand was found.

On the south-west face outside there adjoined a small Buddha figure (R. Ixxii), about 2 ft.

6 in. high (see Plate XVIII. b). Owing probably to the protection afforded by the colossal

corner statue, which must have partly hidden it, this little image still showed the red colour

of its robe, crossed by white stripes, in good preservation. Its head, which had suffered damage

before excavation, is reproduced in Plate LXXXVIII. The nimbus behind resembled that

of R. ii, and some of its small plaques, representing seated Buddhas, will be found described in

the list. An aureole formed by a cloud-scroll with fleur-de-lis ornaments descended from the

nimbus. R. Ixxiii, a colossal statue, broken from the thigh, deserves notice on account of its

drapery being marked only by shallow outlines, quite different from the deep folds indicated

elsewhere. R. Ixxiv is a small Buddha figure of about the same size as R. Ixxii, to which it

seems to have formed a pendant. Its head, which broke off on clearing, is, however, of a

different type, as seen in Plate LXXXIV. It is well proportioned; the hair is represented

in a curious fashion by a scries of closely-plaited bands passing from ear to ear. Benda a

horseshoe nimbus behind the head the wall showed, by the side of R. Ixxxiv, a sqiall fdaque

fepresenting a seated Buddha like that found near R. xxv.
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Among the remaining images of the south-west fare (see Plate XIII. b), which could be

cleared before the slope of the dune rising westwards .stoj)j)ed excavation, R. Ixxv proved a

replica of R. Ixxiii, preserving, like the latter, the original dark-rcil colour of the robe. R. Ixxvi

was found broken from the knees upwards; at its feet was pl.iced a small Buddh.i figure

resembling those discovered inja similar position near R. Ixx. On K. l.wvii. a l.irge image
standing about 6 ft. 3 in. to the shoulders, the surface stucco had pecletl off, and with it all

indications of the drapery. R. Ixxviii, the last of the series, was a small Ibiddha figure without

head, and poorly preserved, but apparently a replica of R. Ixxiv.

We have now concluded the survey of the sculptural decorations of the enclosing ipiad-

rangle as far as my excavations disclosed them. But there still remains to be noticed the relief

work discovered on a thin wall of plaster which was brought to light near the smith corner.

The extant portions run parallel to the south-east and south-west walls for about 20 ft and

32 ft. respectively, and at a distance of 9 ft. The thickness of this external wall was only

about half a foot, and consequently but little survived of the stucco sculptures with which it

had been decorated. No continuation of the w'all could be traced either to the, west or the

east, and thus the question whether it once extended like an outer [lassage or gallery around

the whole of the quadrangle cannot be definitely answered. In any case it may 1h: assumed

that it was connected with the main w'all by a roofing, though no direct indication of the

latter survived.

The south-west portion of this wall was originally adorned with reliefs on both faces, but,

as seen in Fig. 66, very little, remained of the outside statues. On the inside, too, only the

lowest portions of the large standing figures (R. Ixxix, Ixxxi, kvxiii), from the knees dowinvanls.

were preserved. The drapery .showed in each case close similarity to that of K. K.x.xv, seen

on Plate XVIII. c, one of the tw'o large reliefs which still remained on the southwest wsdl.

The skirt-like appearance of what remained of the robes, with the rich folding in wave lines,

suggests that the figures represented were Bodhisattvas. Speci.il artistic interest attaches to

the remains of the elaborate aureoles which, as seen on Plate XVII 1 , c, encircled these statues.

They varied but little in details. Everywhere there was a border formed by a cloud-scroll,

and within it a broad band showing small plaques of seated Buddhas or Bodhi.s.ittvas inserted

between wreaths of a very graceful bead-ornament. I he ‘latter were gathered at intervals into

bunches surmounted by a fleur-de-lis. A second band of small seated Bud<lhas si'cms to have

filled the space left between the highly ornamental border and the edges of the drapery.

A number of the small plaques with figures seated within a lotus-petal vesica couhl be

removed and will be found described in the list (see R. Ixxix. i. a-c; Ixxxiv. i. 2; Ixxxv. i, 2);

but owing to their very friable material and their thinness few escaped damage in tiansit.

Plate LXXXVI I shoves two characteristic specimens.

Of two small sculptures on the inside (R. Ixxx, Ixx.xii) little more than the feet and ky^es

could be traced; the relief remnants beyond R. bxxxv were also decayed beyond recognition.

Of the figures traceable on the outer face of the south-east wall only R. xci retained a small

portion of its vesica, showing that its decoration was the same in design as that of the inside

reliefs.
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Section V.—THE DATE OF THE RAWAK REMAINS; THE JUMBE-KUM SITE

The remains of the Rawak VihSra described in the preceding pages enable us better than

any other ruins as yet explored in this region to realize what the plan and decorative aspect

must have been of large Buddhist shrines in ancient Khotan. The affinity which the Rawak

reliefs show in style and most details of execution with the Graeco-Buddhist sculptures of

GandhSra is far closer than that we have had occaaon to observe in the plastic remains brought

to light elsewhere. These considerations make it all the more important to determine the^

period, if only within approximate limits, to which the ruined Vihara belongs. The fact of

the Rawak sculptures approaching their Gandhara models much nearer than those of Dandan-

Uiliq or Endere, and the total absence among them of any of those images with multiple

limbs, &c., which characterize the later Pantheon of Northern Mahayana Buddhism, may at

once be accepted as a proof that they are older. But beyond this it would scarcely be safe

to draw any further chronological conclusion from the evidence of the artistic remains themselves,

seeing how scanty our data are for the chronology of Graeco-Buddhist sculpture in Gandhara

itself, and how little we know as yet of the historical development of its offshoot transplanted

to Eastern Turkestan.

It is difficult to say whether the chronological task before us would have been facilitated

if the Rawak sculptures had been worked in stone or some other more lasting material instead

of friable stucco. In that case we might have been able, perhaps, to trace with more ease

successive stages m the local development of this art. But, on the other hand, we could not

have assumed as safely as we can m the case of the plaster reliefs that the whole of this

wealth of sculptural work must belong to approximately the same period. Large statues in

friable clay could not have lasted for many decades, and whatever repairs or restorations

l)ecame necessary may reasonably be assumed to have been effected in accordance with the

style prevailing at the time. Thus a certain uniformity in the^ sculptural decoration was likely

to be maintained even if individual images or groups were put up at different periods.

No epigraphical finds of.any kind were made in the course of my excavations, nor has any

discovery of manuscript materials ever been reported from this site. The moisture due to the

vicinity of subsoil water, which, as we have seen, had caused the wooden framework of the

statues, &c., to rot away completely, was not likely to have spared any manuscripts or similar

votive deposits, whether of wood, leather, paper, or textile fabric. It was hence particularly fortunate

that I was able to secure in situ numismatic evidence of distinct chronological interest I have

already mentioned how, in clearing the pedestals of the statues R. xi, xxviii, Ixiv, the tide-wall

of the gate, and the mouldings at the foot of the StDpa base, we came again and again upon

Chinese copper coins bearing the legend wu-chu.

But still more conclusive evidence of the same kind was revealed when the base of what

1 take to have been a small StQpa, discovered near the inner south comer of the quadran^e

(see Plate XL), came to be systematically cleared on April 17. On a platform 8 ft

and I ft. high there rose a mass of brickwork thickly overlaid with plaster, measuring 6 ft.

squafe and about 3 ft high in its extant condition. The top was completely broken, and ,a

little trench dug through from north to south showed tiiat ‘ treasure-seekers
,
probably at SA

early period, had been at work here. The top of the platform, as well as the lower

of the sides of the base proper, had been revetted with timber, probably of Terek wot^>ti^lll^
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was unearthed in a completely rotten condition Sticking between the plaster of the base on

its four sides and the decayed wood of the boarding, at heights varying from i| to 2 ft.,

were found numerous copper coins, which, as far as they have not suffered too much from

oxidization, can all be recognized as wu-chu pieces. On the south side twelve complete coins

were recovered, with numerous |fragment.s of others ; on the east side fourteen, with some others

which broke into fragments when I attempted to separate pieces which cornjsion had stuck

together. From the west came twenty-two, with more fragments (for a specimen sec Plate

LXXXIX, 19), while twelve were discovered on the north face. There could be no doubt

that they had been slipped into the places where they were found, through small interstices

of the boarding, manifestly as votive offerings, just like the |)iccos previously discovered in

small cavities below images and underneath plaster mouldings.

Most of the coins are in good preservation, apart from the oxidization they have under- T)peaml

gone, and do not show any marks of long circulation previous to their deposition. Only

current coins are likely to have been used for such humble votive gifts; and as no coin finds

of a later type have come to my knowledge, we are justified in assuming that the latest

known date of these coin-issues marks the lowest chronological limit for the abandonment of

the shrine. This conclusion is supported by the evidence of the eighteen coins picked up by

my men between the dunes near the ruins, ten of which bear the legend wu-c/tu, while the

rest are small squareholed coins without legend. The great find, previou.sly mentioned, of a

pot full of zt/ii-chu coins at an eroded spot about one mile to the south-east also agrees with it.

The wu-chu currency belpngs properly to the period of the Former and Later Han Period of

dynasties. The rule of the second extended from 25 to 220 A.n., but the issue of its coin

types appears to have continued in China up to the close of the fourth century, if not to the

advent of the Tangs. It is thus difficult to determine the date when the current use of rcu-chti

coins, whether imported from China or locally coined, is likely to have ceased in Khotan.

There remain, however, two significant negative observations to guide us. On the one hand,

the fact of the numerous coin finds of the Rawak Vihara not comprising a single later piece

makes it probable that the date of these votive deposits could not have been removed by

many centuries from the period of the Later Hans, when the wu-chu coinage was the recognized

currency of the Chinese empire. On the other, the comi^ete absence of Sino-Kharo?th' P*cces

seems to preclude the assumption that the shrine had existed in the first centuries of our era.

The absence among the votive deposits of the earliest Chinese coin type, that without legend,

points also in the same direction. Possibly the complete excavation of the i lara may lere

after provide a more definite indication of date. But combining what evidence is at prc.sent aUndon-

available in the coins, the style of the sculptures, and such minor antiquarian indications as

may be derived from the constructive plan and the materials of the rums, wc can scarcely

assert more than that the extant shrine must have been abandoned at some period between

the third and seventh centuries of our era.
• , .1 „.,f,.«,««i,. Removal oi

At the commencement of the excavations I realized with regret i lat, owing o le

^
larger

friable condition of the stucco and the difficulties of transport, the removal of the P‘ ‘ *cu^<urcs
^

was quite impracticable. Those pieces of the colossal images which were found already detached, .mpossibl

.

such « pZTof s^s. of d^penr. &C., usually b„,kc when IIM, whaler ca^s
used. Anattempt to move the complete statues or torsos from their places without elaborate

' A bsM fCMtled with timber in exactly the mme
fashion was in N. xW, a small structure of the

Niya Site which is likely to have been a shrine ; see aboic,

pp. 374 «!•
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appliances, to improvise which I had neither time nor the technical means, would have meant

only Vandal destruction. In any case it would have been a practical impossibility to arrange

for the safe transport of such loads over the mountains, whether to Europe or India. All that

could be done in the case of these large sculptures was to bury them again safely in the aand

after they had been photographed and described, and to trust t^at they would rest undisturbed

under their protecting cover. Of the sculptural pieces already detached and of the smaller

relief plaques, I succeeded in bringing away a considerable number as described in the list

below*. I felt greatly relieved when I found, on my arrival at KSshgar, and later also in'

London, that the great trouble and labour which the safe packing of these extremely fragile

objects had cost me, was rewarded by their having accomplished the long journey without any

serious damage.

By April i8 those portions of the VihSra had been explored which were not actually

buried under sand-dunes. A careful examination of the surrounding area revealed no other

structural remains: broken pottery found here and there between the swelling sand-dunes was

the only trace left of what probably were modest dwelling-places in the vicinity of the great

shrine. The sandstorms which visited us daily, and the increasing heat and glare, had made

the work very trying to the men as well as to myself. It was manifestly time to withdraw

from the desert. Before, however, leaving the ruins I took care to protect the sculptures of

the quadrangle and the foot of the StOpa base by having the trenches which had exposed

them completely filled up again. It was a melancholy duty to perform, strangely reminding

me of a true burial. ,

While it was still proceeding 1 took occasion to visit Jumbe-kum, the only remaining

desert site to the north-east of Khotan from which occasional finds had been reported to me

by Turdi and others. I reached its southern edge after going about four miles to the north-east

of Rawak. One mile of march had taken us out of the heavy sands surrounding the ruins,

and the rest of the way led over low dunes amidst which tamarisks and young Toghrak

shoots were growing in plenty. The site itself proved to be a dibris-strewn Tati, with only

the scantiest of structural remains. Not far from its southern edge I was taken to what

Turdi had previously spoken of as a ‘Potai’. I found there a small mound of hard stamped

loess, about 6 ft. high and
^
some 15 ft. long, surmounted by a foundation of brick masonry,

about 2 ft. high and much broken. It was quite impossible to ascertain the original shape and

object of the structure that once stood here. The sun-dried bricks appeared to have measured

about 19 by 14 in., with a height of 4 in. The ground for about half a mile around was

plentifully covered with coarse broken crockery; here three small and much worn copper coins

without legend were also picked up.

The pottery debris ceased about half a mile to the north-east of the small mound and did

not appear again until, continuing in that direction for about two miles further, we neared

Turdi’s ‘second Potai’. For the greater part of this distance the Kumush-covered Sai which

comes from near Tam-5ghil, undoubtedly an old river-bed, kept close on our right. About

half-way a wu-cku coin was picked up by one of the men. The only conspicuous ruifl of

yutnbe-kum or Jumbe-Kaltnak, as according to Turdi the site is also called*, proved to consist

of a broken mass of masonry about 8 ft. high, which seems to have formed originally a s^Wtt

’ Some larger fragments which had become detached, ' KaHmak wai said to be another name for Aa *Xsy
bat for the safe transport of which the avaOable means Khilai,’ whose memory still vaguely hannla Xhotsa

proved inadequate, were deponted at the foot of the small tion; forJimb* no esplanadon was given.

StQpa base and covered up with sand. •
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of about 24 ft. Near its approximate centre a shaft, about 3 ft. in diameter, had been sunk
to the natural ^ound, undoubtedly by ‘treasure-seekers’. Owing to erosion of the surrounding
ground, the ruin seems now to stand on a mound 7 to 8 ft. high. From the large Quantity of
broken bricks strewing die slopes of the latter and the ground close by, it appears probable
that this square mass of mastery may have once served as the base of a small StQpa. The
bricks, formed of fairly hard sun-dried loess, showed the same average dimensions as at the
first small ruin. On none of them could 1 trace any mark.

The general impression I gained was that the eroded site, which was said to cease not General

far to the north of this structure, was of considerable antiquity. Being on the track of the
woodcutters from Yurung-kSsh and the neighbouring tracts, it is often searched for any small

°

•objects which the winds may lay bare on the eroded loess surface. The only small antique

said to have been obtained here which I was able to acquire at Yurung-kash is a terra-cotti

handle (J. 001) enriched witli an excellently moulded acanthus leaf. In texture and eroded

appearance it closely resembles some pieces said to have been brought from ‘Ak-sipiT, and not

much dependence can be placed on its alleged origin.

My visit to Jumbe-kum had sufficed to convince me that there were no remains there

capable of excavation. Thus, when on April 19 I started from my Rawak camp back to

Khotan in the midst of a violent sandstorm, soon followed by a drenching downpour of rain,

I had the satisfaction of knowing that the* programme of my explorations in the desert was

completed.

SCULPTURES EXCAVATED AT THE RAWAK VIHARA.

R. ii. Stucco relief Buddha head, approx, life-size.

Red clay, orig. whitewashed over; black for eyelashes,

trace of red /Fid
; eyes nearly closed. Hair in rich curls

;

small top-knob; small chin, ears elongated, lo' top-

knob to below chin, ear to ear. Well-preserved, with

hollow for wood frame (rolled). See PI. LXXXII.

R. ii. a. Stucco relief fragments, lo jseces. Red clay,

traces of white and red washes. Portion of plaque form-

ing halo above head of figure; curve of perfect edge

elliptical Perfect edge bordered with cloud-scroll. Within

this upper portion, seated Buddha, cross-legged, hands in

lap, L. p. resting in palm of R.; face indistinct; ears

elongated and pierced ; top-knob ; single robe ; nimbus at

back of head ; the whole in vesica formed of lotus, centre

of which is treated as rays. Top R. p. of figure a small

lotus; below L. p. another. Immediately below figure

double fleur-de-lis ornament, representing a Vajra
;
below

and to L. p. of this, small lotus. All ornaments appliqui.

Portion re-united on restored background, high,

across. Very friable. See PL LXXXIII.

it S* Stucco relief fragments.

a. Vesica with seated Buddha. Replica R. ii. a.

b. Similar to a. See PL LXXXVII.

R- iv. 1. Stucco rdlef; head of Bodbleattva, over

life-siie. Red day, orig« colour-washed; white eyeballs;

traces of black eyelashes, and dark colour on lips. Single

long ringlet of hair in front of each ear. Ears well

tnodeHed, elongatid, and slit; eyes partly dosed; small

nose, mouth, and chin. On left of head passing over R, il-xl.

L. car, ornamental band, with jewel; R. missing. Top
of head broken away, from below chin upwards,

S'' car lo car. Hollow for wood frame (rolled) and

broken at back. Very friable. See PI. LXXXI.

R. vi. Stucco relief head of Bodhisattva, life-size.

Red clay, orig. rcd-waslicd ; while eyeballs and Iratcs

of black eyelashes, and dark colour on lips. Pink tlka
,

eyes alnfbst shut; ^all nose, mouih, and chin; hair nVIi,

curled; ears elongated (broken). Top and back of head

broken. Hollow for frame. 9^ from lop of head lo below

chin, 6^ between ears. Friable. See PI. LXXXIII.

R. xi. 1. Stucco relief fragments ; 4 principal pieces.

Replica of portion of R. ii. 2, but cloud-scrolls much more

elaborate; petals forming oulcr ray of vesica more elabo-

rate; vesica much broken. Vajra and small lotuses

(excepting one) absent. Size of vesica x 2^. Cloud-

scroll 4^X2j^ Lotus fragment Portion of

cloud-scroll 1j^x ij*'. Very friable. See PI. LXXXVII.

R. xii. 1. Stucco relief figure of Buddha, from vesica.

Red clay; traces of whitewash over red-wash all over.

Standing male figure; portion below middle of thighs

missing. Single, flowing robe. R. p. hand raised

(broken), L. p. hand raised to chest grasping loose

drapery. Head resting against nimbus. Eyes small;

nose broad; ears slightly elongated. Hair simple, with

top-knob. Height Width below shoulders fi''.

Friable. See PL LXXXVI.
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R. zii. a Stucco relief fragment* in a pieces. Replica

R. xii. I. He’d clay, traces of while and red. Height

9|^ width ey. Very friable.

R. xii. 3, Stucco relief fragment* in several pieces.

Replica R. xii. i . Red clay, coloured. Very friable.

R. XXV. I. Stucco relief fragments. Replica R. ii. 1

;

outer ray of vesica missing.

R. XXV. 9. Stucco relief fragments. Replica R. ii. i,

broken into many pieces. Very friable.

R. XXV. 3. Stucco relief* seated Buddha* in 9 pieces.

Replica R. 2, but without tree. Red clay, red-washed.

R. xxvii. 1. Stucco relief* female head and bust in

many fragments (re-united at British Museum). Red

clay, with traces of whitewash. Shaj>e of face a full oval,

but in re-uniting the fragments the proper and original

symmetry of outline has been rather lost. Features small

;

nose destroyed; depression for eye-pupil; ears slightly

elongated
;
hair long and waved, passing gracefully right

and left from beneath a jewelled tiara and falling in full

masses over upper parts of ears and round to back of

neck. Hair at top of head loosely * bunched.* Back of

head presents a flat surface, where it has been attached

to a wall. The neck is rather short (as restored) and

thick. The breasts are delicate and small—smaller than

is usual even in Northern Indian sculptures—and well-

placed, excepting that they are rather high. Shoulders

and bust draped. The tilt of the head should be rather

more upward than is shown in the reconstruction. Height

8

1

"', width at shoulders y. See PI. LXXXV.

R. xxix. 1. Pieces of gold-leaf* two, stuck orig. to

L. and R. knee of statue R. xxix.

R. XXX. 1. Stucco relief* standing figure* fragments

probably from vesica. Red clay, traces of whitewash on

hands and drapery round neck. Trace of red paint on

L. p. hand. L. p. hand lowered at *side, R. p. hand raised

to chest open, palm outwards. Head and legs below

knees missing. Single long robe. Hole pierced through

for fixing. Height width below shoulders ty*

Roughly modelled. Friable. See PI. LXXXVI.

R. xlviii. 1. Stucco relief; head of Buddha ; fragment

in many pieces. About f life-size. Replica R. Ixxii. i.

Red clay; traces of white in eyes. Nose broken; top-

knob missing, much of the hair flaked away. Ears

elongated, slit; hair in narrow wavy fillets across head.

Very friable.

R.lxx. 1. a. Stucco relief; head of Buddha. Red clay,

whitewashed
; red contour lines ; black eyelashes and pupils.

Top-knob to chin 4^^, between ears 3}^ Colour in good

preservation. See PI. LXXXIV.

R. Ixx. 1, b. Stucco relief ; head of Buddha ; fragment.

Replica R. Ixx. i. c. Traces of colour (white, red, black).

sy from top-knob to below chin, ^y between ears. Very

friable.

R. Ixx. 1. c. Stucco relief; head of Buddha. Red clay,

traces ofwhitewash and red contour lines. Eyes half-closed

;

features well-proportioned; elongated ears, lobes curved

outwards; two deep folds running round neck; hair not

modelled, giving appearance of skull-cap with top-knob.

top-knob to below chin, 3}' between ears. See

PI. LXXXIV. I

R. Ixxii. I. Stucco relief; head of Buddha with neck

;

fragment. Red clay, whitewashed. Eyes nearly closed;,

nose (broken) and mouth small; ears elongated, lobes

broken off. Hair simple, much broken ; neck, two deep

wrinkles. Hollow for wood frame. er from end of

neck to top of head, 4}' between ears. Friable. See

PI. LXXXVIll.

R. Ixxii. 9. a. Stucco relief fragments; 2 pieces.

Replica R. Ixxxiv. t. Red clay, traces of whitewash.

Seated male figure, legs crossed; hands in lap; turbaned;

ornaments in elongated ears. Garment dhofi
; nude above

middle; neck ornaments. Nimbus at back of head.

Remains of vesica under legs. L. p. knee and elbow

missing. 4^ high, 2y wide at knees. Very friable.

R. Ixxii. 9. b. Stucco relief fragment in many pieces.

Seated Buddha with nimbus, vesica broken. Replica

R. ii. 2. Red clay, traces of whitewash.

Friable.
^

R. Ixxii. 9. c. Stucco relief fragment Replica R.

Ixxxiv. 2. a. Red clay. Much worn, but verica intact.

3rx3r
R. Ixxiv. X. Stucco relieffragment ; head of Buddha.

Red clay, traces of whitewash, black pupils to eyes, red

contour line visible on R. p. wing of nose. Eyes long,

half-closed. Nose* mouth and chin delicate and well-

proportioned. Ears broken away. Hair a series of closely-

plaited bands* commencing forward of ears, each band

passing from side to side of head over top. Top-knob

consists of similar bands wound horizontally. Hollow for

wood frame (rotted). 6y from top-knob to below chin.

^y at level of ears. Friable. See PI. LXXXIV.

R. Ixxix. I. a. Stucco relief fragment Replica R* ii. 2.

Part of outer ray broken. Face broken. Tigore seated

on bracket. Red clay. 3}"* x

R. ixxix. I. b. Stucco relief fragment Replica R. ii. s.

Portion of outer ray broken; face gone. Red cisy.

srxsr-
R. Ixxix. X.C. Stucco relieffragment Replica of R.ii.s*

Hands of figure covered by drapery, also feet 3^X 3
^-

Friable.

R. Ixxxiv. 1. Stucco relief fragment (much broken).

Replica R. brxil a. Red clay. Seated figure* oioali4eggid*

both feet exposed. Hands, palm to palm resting, ia, IsfK

Garment* dkdfi* Upper fist of figure nude

exception of ornament; on each upper arm Ia](ft))||iml^

of lotus pattern; at wrists, brao^; la eif||.^Mi^

Qfnaments. Ornamented turban having
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crimped end depending over each shoulder, with fringe

at end ; and folds of drapery resting on front of shoulders.

Nimbus at head; portion of vesica. Height from feet to

turban between knees a|^(approx.). SeePl.LXXXVIL

R. Izxziv. 9. a* Stucco relief fragment, in 3 pieces.

Red clay, coloured rich red-wash. !|eplica R. ii. 2, but

hands clasped holding end of drapery (P) raised towards

chest. R. p. foot exposed. R. p. shoulder and breast

bare and R. p. arm. Lotus petals very richly modelled.

3*^ wide, high. Very friable. See PI. LXXXVII.

R, Izzziv, 9. b. Stucco relief fragment, in several

, pieces. Replica R. Ixxxiv. a. gl"' x 3^^

R. Ixuv. 1. Stucco relief fragment, in 2 pieces.

Replica R. ii. a. 4"^ x 4'.

R. Izzzv. 9. Stucco relief fragment, in many pieces.

Replica R. ii. a. 4^^ high, 4^^ across (approx.). Friable.

R. u Stucco relief figure, fragment. Replica R. xii. 1,

from S. corner. Red clay, traces of white and red washes.

Head, legs, and L. p. arm missing. Flowing single

robe, open to show R. p. forearm. R. p. hand raised,

palm outwards. 6^^ height of fragment, width at

shoulders. Very friable.

R. 9. Stucco relief, seated Buddhi^ in a pieces, from

S. comer. Red clay. Single (lowing robe
;
hands in lap.

L. pb resting in palm of R. p. Ears elongated ; eyes

drooped in meditation. Features (damaged) well propor-

tioned. Hair (damaged) with top-knob. Nimbus. Small

tree grows behind R. p. shoulder. Low pedestal under

figure, y from top of nimbus to bottom of pedestal.

5' between knees. Friable. See PI. LXXXII.

R. 3. Stucco relief, head of Buddha; fragment.

Replica, R. Ixx. i b, from S. corner. V from top-knob

to below chin. 3' between ears.

[R. 01-019. Stucco reliefe from inner S. corner.]

R. 01. Stucco relief, head of Buddha; fragment.

Replica R. os. Red clay, red-washed, traces of white in

eyes. Eyes small; depression for pupils. Hair simple;

top-knob broken away. Fairly large nose, mouth, and

chin. Ears slightly elongated, R. ear slit, g^^ chin to

top-knob, 3' between ears. Friable.

R. 09. Stucco relief, head of Buddha; fragment.

Replica R. 01. Red clay, traces of whitewash over red-

wash. Eyes small, nose and mouth well-proportioned.

Ears slightly elongated ; L. ear slit. Hair simple ; top-

knob broken. 3^^ top of head to below chin, 3^ between

ears. Friable.

R. og. Stucco rblioff head of Buddha; fragment.

Replica R. Ixi. i.b. Red clay; traces of red-wash;

while in eyes; depression for pupil All features well-

proportfoned. Ears sHgbtly elongated; R. p. silt, L.

broi^ R. of hce damaged. 4K top-knob to below

chin, 3|^ batweea ears. Friable.

R. 04. Stucco relief figure, standing Buddha, in several R. Ixxxiv

fragments, incomplete. Replica R. xii. i. Red clay, 013.

traces of red-wash over drapery, white on hands. Head

and f)ortion below knees missing. Single flowing robe

open to expose R. p. forearm. R. p. hand raised palm

outwards. L. p. hand raised to chest grasping loose

drapery. 8^^ neck to broken knees, 6y (approx.) at

shoulders. Very friable.

R. 05. Stucco relief ; figure of standing Buddha, in two

fragments; incomplete. Replica K. xii. 1. Red clay,

traced of white and red washes. Head, L. p. elbow, and

lower portion from above knees missing. Single flowing

robe open to expose R. p. foreaim. Loose end thrown

over L. p. shoulder. R. p. forearm raised, hand missing,

L. p. hand raised to chest grasping loose drapery. Height

9^; width below shoulders (approx.).

R. 06. Stucco relief fragment. Portion of vesita

border, curved in section. Red clay, traces of uhilewjish.

Incised ornament consisting of lines crossing diagonally,

forming a lozenge diaper, each lozenge having an incised

line running from lower angle vertically towards lop angle

but stopping short
;
giving an additional effect of light

and shade. Lozenge diaper terminated at lop by a fillet

moulding formed by incising two parallel horizontal lines

y apart. Hollow for wood fiame (perished). Length

(direction of axis) 5^; diameter in widest section 3^"'.

Friable.

R. 07. Stucco relief figure. In many fragments, in-

complete. Replica R. xii. i. Red clay, traces of white-

wash, and red contour lines. Head and portion from

knees downwards missing. Flowing single robe, loose

end thrown over L. p. shoulder. Open to show right

forearm. R. p. forearm raised (broken). L. p. hand

raised on chest grasping loose drapery. Height (approx.)

width 6^ Very friable.

R. 08. Stucco relief fragment, in 2 pieces. Replica

R. ii. a, but no trace of whitewash; small lotuses absent.

See PI. LXXXVII.

R. 09. Stucco relief fragments. Replica, portion of

cloud R. xi. I. Principal piece 3^ X a^ Very friable.

R, CIO. Stucco relief fragment. Red clay. Poriioii

of band ornament ;
two half-lotuses, Friable.

Sec PI. LXXXVII.

R. oil. Stucco relief fragments. Red clay, traces ol

red and white wash. Two right hands and wrists, raised

and turned palm outwards, from replicas R. xii. r. Drapery

falls from wrists. Length of hands 2^.

R. 0X9. Stucco relief fragments ; 2 pieces. Red clay,

traces of whitewash. Replica R. ii. a, much damaged,

high, 3^ wide. Friable.

R. 013. Stucco relief fragments, several pieces. Red

clay, traces of while and red wash. Replica R. xii. i.

Head missing and all below middle. Height 6'"

,

width

below shoulders 6^ (approx,). Very friable.

3 T
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R. 014--

J. 002.
R. 014. Stucco relief, head of Buddha ; fragment in

3 pieces. Red clay, traces of white and red wash.

Replica R. 01. Portion of nimbus to R. p. of head

intac^ Both ears represented as pierced. Top-knob to

chin between ears 3^ Friable.

R. 015. Stucco relief, head of Buddha, fragments

;

4 pieces. Red clay, traces of whitewash and red contours.

Replica R. 01. Parts of nimbus remain. Friable.

R. 016. Stucco relief, head of Buddha, fragment in

2 pieces. Red clay, traces of white and red wash. Replica

[Chap. XIV

R. OX. L. p. ear misring. Portions of nimbus. Top*

knob to chin 4^^, ear to side of face a|^ Friable.

R. 0x7. Stucco relief figure, in 2 fragments, incom-

plete. Standing Buddha; replica R. xii. i. Red clay,

traces of white and red wash all over. Portion from

middle downwaids missing. la^ from top of nimbus

downwards, 5|^ oelow shoulders. Friable.

R. 019. Stucco relief figure, fragment. Standing

Buddha; replica R. xii. i. Red clay, traces of red and
*

white wash. 10^^ high, 6^ across shoulders. Friable.

OBJECTS FROM RAWAK.

R. 001. Fragments of terra-cotta vessels, from ground

near Vihara.

a. Fine clay, smoothed outside. 4'^x 1^^. b. Coarse

clay, c. Coarse clay, smoothed outside. 2^

X jy. d. Very coarse clay. 2^ x

R. 002. Piece of sandstone, drilled at one end. Pro-

bably a plummet. Found near Rawak Vihara. 3|^

POTTERY FROM

J. 001. Fragment of terra-cotta handle, said to have

been found at Jumbe-kum; enriched with an admirably

moulded acanthus leaf, quite in Gandhara style. The

clay has the same rich colour, and the same curious

eroded appearance as A. 001, A. 006. Height a^, width

ir

R. 003. Gold split ring; probably an earring. Pur-

chased at Kholan. The ring is of round wire, and has

two settings for jewels—one opposite the split, and the

other at 90® with it, so that if the ring were in the ear,

one jewel would be pendant and the other directed for-

ward. Settings very neatly made. See PI. LI.

JUMBE-KUM.

J. 002. Fragmen(bi of terra-cotta vessels, found at

Jumbe-kum. Various tints
;
coarse. Two of them deco-

rated with roughly-incised patterns, a. Dark grey. 2^
X i|^. b-d. Dull red inside, Khaki outside. 2^ X

ifxir, irxi^resp.



CHAPTER XV

DEPARTURE FROM KHOTAN

Section I.—ISLAM AKHON AND HIS FORGERIES

The eight days’ halt that followed my return to Khotan had to be passed by me within Halt at

doors for most of the time, and partly in bed, owing to an attack of bronchitis, brought on Khotan.

by the exposure of the last weeks in the desert. But the arrangement of my collections, their

partial repacking, and the endless little agenda which accumulate after a long season of camp

work, kept me so busy that this involuntary confinement was scarcely realized by myself. On

the morning after my arrival I still felt well enough to call on Pan Darin, who received me

at his Ya*m6n like an old friend, and, as I imagined, somewhat like a fellow-scholar. Much

I had to tell him of my excavations and Che 'finds which had rewarded tliem. When next

day the old Amban came to return the visit I had ready a little representative exhibition of

my antiques to satisfy his curiosity. I knew the Mandarin to be a man of learning and

thoroughly well versed in Chinese history. Nevertheless I was surprised by the historical and

critical sense displayed in the questions he put to me regarding the relative age, the Import

and ebarartor of the multifarious ancient documents I had discovered. I felt almost in com-

pany of a colleague, and the instinctive comprehension shown by him for my palaeographical

and archaeological arguments made me forget for moments the irksome circumlocution and

confusion involved in conversation through a not over-intelligent interpreter.

Though the explorations which the learned Amban’s unwearying help had done so much Inquiry

to render successful had now bdfen concluded, I still needed his co-operation in view of a curious

semi-antiquarian, semi-judicial inquiry which it was impoctant to effect before leaving Khotan. 'unknown

Its success has been greeted with no small satisfaction by fellow-scholars in Europe, besides
•

greatly amusing me at the time. It enabled me to clear up the last doubts as to the strange

manuscripts and ‘block-prints’ in ‘unknown characters’ which had since 1895 been purchased

from Khotan in remarkable numbers, and which not only figured conspicuously in the British

CoUection of antiquities from Central Asia’ formed at Calcutta, but had found their way also

to public collections in London, Paris, St. Petersburg, and probably elsewhere. Seeing that the

first publication of the result of my inquiry sufficed to rid research of this embarroi of forged

riches, I need scarcely r^et that limitations of space and time, together with my distance

from the collections referred to, now prevent me from attempting either a bibliography of these

remarkable acqui^dtiona or a review of the learned endeavours which had been devoted to their

analysU and decipherment But a record of my inquiry which resulted in this dinoument^

well find a place here, even though it can only by few details supplement the facts published

already had occasion to descrite how, on my mareh to Khotan in the amurnn, P«vjous^

1 had vsdnly endeavoured to locate the sites where many of the manuscrip s an oc
of forgeries.

‘ Sm PrtUmkwy Stptrt, pp. 64 iqq.; Rtibu of Xhtm, pp. 47*
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prints’ in a variety of ‘unknown’ charactcft were alleged to have bMn found, "of yrhidi

Dr. Hocrnle, between 1897 and 1899, published descriptiqns *. In regard to these acquisitions,,

sold in steadily increasing numbers from Khotan, the suspicion of forgery had before presented itself
' ‘

to some of the Europeans resident at Kilshgar, as well as to competent scholars*. But evidence

was wanting to substantiate it, and in the meantime these strange texts continued to be edited

and to form a subject of learned inve.stigation. On my first arrival at Khotan I had naturally

been on the look-out for such ‘old books’; but offers in this article were then surprisingly

scanty, and curiously enoiigh the very first ‘ old book ’ that was then shown to me supplied

unmistakable prtK)f of forgery. Hearing of my arrival, a Russian Armenian from Kokand

brought to me for inspection a manuscript on birch-bark, consisting of some ten ragged leaves

covered with an ‘unknown’ script, and folded up into ‘forms’. He had bought it for forty

roubles, undoubtedly as a commercial speculation, and now wished to have his treasure properly

appraised.

I saw at once that the birch-bark leaves, consisting each of a single thin layer, had never

received the treatment which, as all old Bhurja codices known to me from Kashmir show, was

needed to make the material suited for permanent record. Nor had the forger attempted to

reproduce the special ink required for writing on birch-bark. So when I applied the ‘water-

test ’, in accordance with what experience in Kashmir had taught me, the touch of a wet finger

sufficed to take away the queer ‘ unknown characters ’ both written and ‘ block-printed ’. It

was significant that the ‘printed matter’ of this manifest forgery, specially abundant on the

margins, showed a very close resemblance to the formulas of certain ‘block-print(’ published

by Dr. Hoernle‘. The inquiries made at the time indicated a close connexion between IbrShim

Mulbi, the person from whom the Armenian had purchased the leaves, and Islam AkhOn, the

' treasure-seeker
',

whose alleged places of discovery I had vainly attempted to locate about

GOma. Local rumour, in fact, credited Islam AkhOn with having worked a small factory for

the production of ‘ old books ’. But at that time he was keeping away from Khotan, and there

were reasons for postponing inve.stigations about him.

The grave suspicions which the.se local inquiries had led me to entertain about the

genuineness of all the.se ‘ old books ’ in ‘ unknown characters ’ liacl been strengthened almost to

certainty by my explorations of the 'winter. Ample as were the manu.script materials which

the latter had yielded, and in spite of the great variety of languages and scripts represented

among them (Kharo^dii, Indian Brahml, Central-Asian Brahmi, Tibetan, Chinese, and Hebrew),

I had failed to trace the smallest scrap of writing in ' unknown characters ’• The actual condi-

tions of the sites explored also differed entirely from the conditions under which those queer

‘old books’ were alleged to have been discovered. There was good reason to believe that

Islam AkhGn, to whom it was possible to trace most of these manuscripts and block-prints that

had been purchased on behalf of the Indian Government during the years 1895-98, was

directly concerned in the forgeries. He stayed away from Khotan during my first visits. He
had been punished some time before on account of other impositions which Captain Deasy and •

Mr.' Macartney had brought to the notice of the Khotan Ya-mfin, and he evidently did not/"

think it safe to attempt further deception in my case. I had no reason to regret the wide

berth which Isl&m AkhOn had given me while I was engaged in my archaeological work about

Khotan and at the ancient sites of the desert But now, when the antiquarian eviddhoe as to

the true character of those remarkable literary relics in 'unknown characters’ was practically

* See above, pp. 100 sqq. * See R^trton C.-A, m/., tils. V-VII,IX-XI, XtHflta

, ' Comp. Hoernle, Rtport on C.-A. ant., L pp. 57 sqq.
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complete, and my departure near at hand, I was anxious for a personal examination of that

enterprising individual whose productions had engaged so much learned attention in Europe
and India.

Pan DSLrin, to whom I confidentially communicated my wish to get hold of Islam Akhun,
readily granted his assistance, an attempt on the part of Islam Akhun to abscond was by
no means improbable, and as time was getting short, I took care to impress the Mandarin with

the necessity for prompt and discreet action. Nor did he disappoint me in these respects
;

for

on the morning of April 25 Islam Aklitin (see Fig. 7O was duly produced from Chir.a, where
he had been practising as a * Hakim ' during the previous winter. He scarcely anticipated

being ‘wanted' now, as when passing through Chira some three weeks before I had ])iirposely

refrained from making any inquiries about him. The Beg who escorted him bnnight also a

motley collection of papers, which had been seized partly in Islam Akhun’s possession and

partly in his Khotan house, and which on examination proved rather curious. They were sheets

of artificially discoloured paper, covered wath impressions of the same elaborate formulas in

‘unknown characters’ that appeared in some of the la.st batches of ‘ ancient block-prints’ which

had been sold in KSshgar®. A manuscript leaf, also in ‘unknown characters’, had evidently

remained over from the earlier manufacture when the forger was still content to work by mere

writing •.

The examination of this versatile individual proved a protracted affair, and through two

long days I felt as if breathing the atmosphere of an Indian judicial court. When first arraigned

in my imprqvised ‘Cutchery*, I^slam Akhfin readily and with contrite mien confcs.sed his guilt

in having in 1898 obtained money from Badruddin Khan, the Afghan Ak-sakal, by a forged

note purporting to be in Captain Deasy’s handwriting But in the matter of the ‘ old books
’

he for a long time protested complete innocence. He pretended to have acted merely as the

Kashgar sale agent for certain persons at Khotan, since dead or absconded, wdio, rightly or

wTongly, told him that they had picked them up in the desert. When he found how much

such ‘old books’ were appreciated by Europeans Tie asked those persons to find more. This

they did; whereupon he took their finds to Kashgar, &c. Now, he lamented, he was left

alone to bear the onus of the fraud—if such it was. Muhammad 'l ari, one of those who

gave the ‘books’, had previously run away to Yarkand ; •Muhammad Siddiq, the Mulhi, had

absconded towards Ak-su ;
and a third of the band had escaped from all trouble by dying.

It was a cleverly devised line of defence, and Islam Akhun clung to it with great consistency

and with the wariness of a man who has had unpleasant experience of the ways of the law.

I had thought it right to tell him from the first that I was not going to proceed against him

at the Amban's Ya-mfin in the matter of these happily ended forgeries; for I w^as aware that

such a step, in accordance with Chinese procedure, might at one stage or other lead to the

application of some effective means of persuasion, i.e. torture. This, of course, 1 w^ould not

countenance; nor could a confession as its eventual result be to me of any value. Whether

it was from Islam AkhQn’s reliance on these scruples of mine, or from his knowledge that direct

evidence could not easily be produced within the short time available before my departure,

two long cross-examinations, in the interval of which I had Islam Akhun s wants hospitably

looked to by my own men, failed to bring a solution. However, in the course of his long

• For a detaSed dttcriptiofi ofipthose block-printe which

had found their way into the collecUon formed at Calcutta,

Bce Hoemlt, Xtppri pm QM. k PP- 4S-“®»
PlaV-XVnL

• See for specimens of these written production**,

Hoernle, ‘ Three further collections of ancient manuscripts,’

in J.AJSB,^ 1897. pp. 250 sqq. with Pis. XI-XX.
^ Sec above, p. 102, note 14. •
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protestations of complete innocence, Islam Akhon introduced a denial which seemed to offer

some chance of catching my wary defendant He emphatically denied having seen any of the

alleged hnd-places himself, in fact having ever personally visited any ancient site in the desert

I had purposely refrained at the time from showing any special interest in this far-reaching

disclaimer. Consequently I had no difficulty in inducing hi|^ to repeat it with still more

emphasis and in the presence of numerous witnesses when he was brought up ‘on remand*

for a third time. Whether encouraged by the success he thought to have scored so &r, or

by the forbearing treatment I had accorded to him, it was evident that the sly, resdess-looking*

fellow was for the time being off his guard.
,
So I promptly confronted him, from .the detailed

account printed in Dr. Hoemle’s Report*, with an exact reproduction of the elaborate stories

which he had told, in the course of depositions made before Mr. Macartney in connexion with*

different sales of 'old books’, about his alleged journeys and discoveries in the TaklamakSn

during the years 1895-98.

The effect was most striking. Islam AkhOn was wholly unprepared for the fact that his

lies told years before, with so much seeming accuracy of topographical and other details, had

received the honour of permanent record in a scientific report to Government Hearing them

now read out by me in re-translation, he was thoroughly startled and confused. He appeared

also greatly impressed by the fact that, with the help of the exact information recorded by

Dr. Hoernle from the reports of Mr. Macartney and Captain Godfrey*, I could enlighten

him as to what ‘old books’ he had sold at KSshgar on particular occasions, what remarkable

statements he had made about the manner of their discovery by.himself, &c. He was intelligent

enough to realize that he stood self-convicted, and that nothing was to be gained by further

protestations of innocence. He now admitted that he had seen manuscripts being written by

his above-named employers {recte accomplices) at a deserted Mazir near Sampula. Littie by

little his admissions became more detailed ; and ultimately, when assured that no further

punishment awaited him, he made a clean breast of it.

Islam AkhOn’s subsequent confessions prdved perfectly correct on many important particulars

when checked from the records reproduced by Dr. Hoernle**, as well as from the evidence of

a number of independent witnesses. He showed himself to be Assessed of an excellent memory,

and readily recognized among the fiae photogravure plates accompanying Dr. Hoemle’s R^rt
those representing specimen pages from the ‘block-printed’ books in ‘unknown diaracters’

which formed his own manufacture. He had, previous to 1894, been engaged at times in

collecting coins, seals, and similar antiques from Khotan villages. About that time he leanu^

from Badruddin Khan and other Afghan traders of the value which the 'Sahibs’ from India

attached to ancient manuscripts. Genuine scraps of such had indeed been unearthed by Turdi and

some other ‘treasure-seekers’ at Dandan-Uiliq. But the idea of visiting such dreary desert

sites, with the certainty of great hardships and only a limited chance of finds* had no

attraction for a person of such parts as Islam AkhQn. So in preference he conceived dm {dan

of manufacturing the article he was urged to supply the Sahibs with.

. In this enterprise he had several accomplices, among whom a certain Ibrlhlm MnHfi

was the leading man. This person appears to have made it his special business to ciMlipim

' See Ji^por/m C.-4. atU., i. pp. xvi-xxi.

' The accurate ‘Ust of contributions’ given by

Dr. Hoernle (Rtport, i. pp. iil sqq.), together with his

painstaking description of all peculisv features in the MSS.
and ' block-prints,' the queer objects (e. g. a skull) said to

have been found with them, ftc., was of great utilily to me

in this connexion. '-i c. .

.

** E. g., IsHin AkhOn distinedy lemesibaMd

dnetion into certain 'Uoek-printedf vehunes of

sketches of heads, discimed in i.

and seessed rather proud eC this pioM of (

.
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the Russian demand for ‘old books', while Islam Akhon attended chiefly to the requirements
of British officers and other collectors, Ibrahim Mulla, from whom the Russian Armenian
I met on my first arrival at Khotan had purchased his forged birch-bark manuscript, was credited
with some knowledge of Russian, a circumstance which explains the curious resemblance
previously noticed between the characters used in some of the ‘block-prints’ and the Greek
{reete Russian) alphabet”. Ibrahim Mulla gave proof of his ‘slimness’, as well as his

complicity, by promptly disappearing from Khotan on the first news of Islam AkhOn’s arrest,

*and could not be confronted with him.

The first 'old book’ produced in this fashion wa% successfully sold by Islam AkhOn in

1895 to MunshI Al^mad Din, who was in charge of the Assistant Resident’s office at Kashgar
during the temporary absence of Mr. Macartney”. These ‘books’ were written by hand; and
an attempt had been made, as also in some others of the earliest products of the factory, to

imitate the cursive BrShml characters found in fragments of genuine manuscripts which Ibrahim was
said to have secured from DandSn-Uiliq”. Though the forgers never succeeded in producing

a text showing consecutively the characters of any known script, yet their earliest fabrications

were executed with an amount of care and ingenuity which might well deceive for a time even

expert scholars in Europe. This may be seen by referring to the facsimiles which are given

in part ii of Dr. Hoemle’s Report of Brahml letter-groups from ‘ codices ’ belonging to the

early output, now deposited, with so many ’other products of Islam AkhOn’s factory, in the

‘forgery’ section of the Manuscript Department of the British Museum”. The specimen

pages reproduced from the 'Cpdices Hogberg’in M. D. Klcmentz’s Report on the Imperial

Russian Academy’s expedition to TurfSn”, and the facsimile of an ‘ancient Khotan manuscript’

which appears in the German edition of Dr. Sven Hedin’s Through Asia, are conveniently

accessible illustrations of the factory’s output in a somewhat later and less careful phase of its

working.

Seeing that remunerative prices could be obtained for such articles at Kashgar and,

through Badruddin’s somewhat careless mediation* also from Ladak and Kashmir, the efforts

of the forgers were stimulated. As Islam AkhOn quickly perceived that his ‘ books ' were

readily paid for, though none of* the Europeans who bought them could read their characters

or distinguish them from ancient scripts, it became unnecessary to trouble about imitating the

characters of genuine fragments. Thus, apparently each individual factory ‘hand’ was given

free scope for inventing his * unknown characters ’. This explains the striking diversity of

these queer scripts, of which the analysis of the texts contained in the ‘ British collection ’ at

one time revealed at least a dozen—not exactly to the assurance of the Orientalist scholars

who were to help in their decipherment.

The rate of production by the laborious process of handwriting was, however, too slow, and

accordingly the factory took to the more convenient method of producing books by means of

” See, e.gM Hoemle, Rtptri tm C.~A. an/., Pis. V-VII,

IX; alto s 'Note on tome block-prints. from Khotan,' in

PreeASJt., 1898, pp. 130 sq., wbem fresimiles of these

curions Uodt types are given.

** See Hoemle; 'Three fimber collections,' Ac., in

JAJSJ., 1897, pp^ 937 aq.

** See fisr andi early speebnena from the sets of written

leavea add to M. Ahmed Din, Hoemle, 'Three (hrther

collectiona,'*m,/d.&^., 1897, Pis. XI-XV, XVII; also

ns.XVIlI.W«MlJe^iL PI. I, from sets sold snhse.

qnently to Mr. Mecettttsy. For the MS. leaves reproduced

in Pis. XI-XIII, ibid., the characters of the genuine Chinese

documents from DandSn-Uiliq may be supposed to have

served as models.
*

Sec Xeporf on C.~A. an/,, ii. pp. 4 sq., where the

reproduction of the identical Br&hmT letter-group in the

formula of one of the * block-prints but with the characters

reversed owing to the forger’s mistake in preparing the

block, has also been lucidly explained.

“ See Nachrichien Uher die von dtr Kais, Akademie der

Wixstnchaftm w St, Petersburg im Jakre, 1898, ausgerUstete

Expeiitifm nock Turfan^ i. PI. 8.
*

First .sales

of MSS. in

* unknown

'
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Increased
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Production
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books.
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repeated impressions from a series of wooden blocks. The preparation of such blocks

presented no difficulty, as printing from wooden blocks is extensively practised in Chinese
Turkestan. This printing of 'old books’ commenced in 1896, and its results are partly

represented by the forty-five ‘block-printed’ books which are fully described and illustrated in

Dr. Hoemle’s Report. These, too, showed a remarkable variety of scripts in their ever-iecurring

formulas, and were often of quite imposing dimensions in size Ind bulk^*.

Islam AkhOn, when once his defence had collapsed, was not chary about giving technical

details about the forgers’ methods of work. In fact, he seemed rather to relish the interest*

I showed in them. Thus he fully described the procedure followed in preparing the paper

that was used for the production of manuscripts or ‘ block-prints ’, as well as the treatment to which

they were subjected in order to give them an ancient look. The fact of Khotan being thd

main centre of the Turkestan paper industry was a great convenience for the forgers, as

they could readily supply themselves with any variety and size of paper needed. The sheets

of modern Khotan paper were first dyed yellow or light brown by means of ‘Toghrugha’,

a product of the Toghrak tree, which, when dissolved in water, gives a staining fluid. When
the dyed sheets had been written or printed upon they were hung over fireplaces, so as to

receive by smoke the proper hue of antiquity. It was, no doubt, in the course of this

manipulation that the sheets occasionally sustained the bums and scorchings of which some

of the ‘old books’ transmitted to Calcutta dlsplhy evident marks’^. Afterwards they were

bound up into volumes. This, however, seems to have been the least efficiently managed

department of the concern ; for the coarse imitation of European volumes, which is unmistakable

in the case of most of the later products, as well as the utter unsuitability of the fastenings

employed (usually pegs of copper or mere twists of paper), would a priori have justified the

gravest suspicions as to their genuineness. Finally, the finished manuscripts or books were treated

to a liberal admixture between their pages of the fine sand of the desert, in order to make

them tally with the story of their long burial. I well remember how, in the spring of 1898,

I had to apply a clothes brush before I tould examine one of these forged ‘block-prints’,

forming part of a collection of Khotan ‘ antiques ’ that had been purchased for Government by

Major Godfrey, then in Kashmir. *

All the previously suspected ^details of this elaborate and, for a time, remarkably

successful fraud were thus confirmed by its main operator in the course of a long and

cautiously conducted examination. It was a pleasure to me to know, and to be able to fcU

fellow-scholars in Europe: habemus confitmtm reutn—and that without any resort to Eastern

methods of judicial inquiry. Yet I had reason to feel even keener satisfaction at the fact that the

po.sitive results of my explorations were sufficient to dispose once for all of these fabrications so fiur

as scholarly interests were concerned, even if Islam AkhOn had never made .his confession. In

the light of the discoveries which had rewarded my excavations at Dandan-Uiliq and Endere, and

of the general experience gained during my work in the desert, it had become as easy, to

distinguish Islam AkhOn's forgeries from genuine old manuscripts as it was to explode

his egregious stories about the ancient sites which were supposed to have furnished his ‘ fiadaV

Not only in the colour and substance of the paper, but also in arrangement, state of preservadoilt

and a variety of other points, all genuine manuscripts show features never to be found in

See Report on C.-A . ant,, I pp. 45-1 10 ;
Pis. V-XVIII.

Also ibid., ii. pp. 4 sq. and note 14 tupra.

See Hoernle, Report, i. pp. 58 sq. The native infor-

ipation which bad reached the late Mr. Bftcklundi of the

Swedish Mission at Kishgar, in regard to this

of the forgers proved quite correct.
,
Yet the

upon these details did not lufflce to stop the

purchase and studjr of the productkmi*
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AkhQn s productions. But apart from this, there was the plain fact that the forgers never
managed to produce a text exhibiting consecutively the characters of any known script, while
all ancient documents brought to lijjht by my explorations invariably show a writing that is

otherwise well known to us. I could thus feel assured that Islam AkhQn’s forgeries would
cause no deception hereafter, whatever ingenious arguments might have been used before in

defence of their genuineness. *

This consideration, as well as the fact of the forgers’ work having ceased some three Previous

•years earlier, decided me not to press for Islam AkhOn’s punishment on the score of this

fraud. I ^knew besides that my kind-hearted frient^ Pan Darin was not without reason Akhiin.

popularly credited with a pious proneness for pardoning sinners. In fact, I had noticed

•during our previous interview how relieved the old Amban looked when I told him that

I did not consider it a part of my business to demand Islam Akhim’s punishment for

antiquarian forgeries, of which Chinese criminal justice might, perhaps, take a view very

different from ours. There was also the manifest difficulty of bringing the other members of

the firm to book, not to mention the ‘extenuating circumstances’ connected with the way in

which encouragement had been afforded to the fraud by the undiscriminating competition of

purchasers both from the south and the north. Nevertheless, when I remembered the great

loss of valuable time and labour which the fabrications of Islam Akhun and his associates had

caused to scholars of distinction, it was a Satisfaction to know that this clever scoundrel had

already, on one count or another, received from Chinese justice his well-deserved punishment.

For fraudulently obtaining from Badruddin KhSn a sum equivalent to about Ks. 12, on the

strength of a scrawl which he pretended to be Captain Deasy’s order, he had been made to

wear the wooden collar for a good time ; for the imposture practised as Mr. Macartney’s agent

he had suffered corporal punishment as well as a term of imprisonment.

I had ample opportunity in the course of these prolonged ‘interviews’ to convince myself Intelligence

that Isl&m AkhOn was a man of exceptional intelligence for those parts, and also possessed of fo'ger- •*

a quick wit and humour, equally unusual among the ordinary ‘ Khotanliks ’. He was of

slender build, with a face and eyes expressing sharpness as well as sly restlessness. Something

in his looks I thought suggested Kashmiri descent, but this I was not able to trace. He
greatly amused me by his witty repartees to honest old Xurdi, whom with humorous impudence

he adduced as a living demonstration of the fact that ‘ there was 'nothing to be got out of the

desert’. He was greatly impressed by seeing his own handiwork so perfectly reproduced in

the photogravure plates accompanying Dr. Hoernle’s Report and previous publications in the

Jimnud of the Bengal Asiatic Society, and was very anxious to learn how this feat could be

acoom|didied. I have no doubt that he was fully alive to the splendid opportunities for fresh

frauds which this ‘Wiliyatl’ art might provide, I did not care to tell him how much money

had been wasted over this superior reproduction of his ‘old books’, nor of all the painstaking

analywa and Study which had been bestowed upon them. How much more proud would he

have felt if he could but have seen, as I did a few months later, the fine morocco bindings

with whidi a number of his block-printed codices had been honoured in a great European

library I

1 represented to Islam AkhOn that, willing as I was to credit him with a reliable memory Islam

concerning the methods and materials employed in his factory, it would still be desirable for AMjOn’s

me to obtain some tangible memento of them. So he at once volunteered to furnish one or auuude.

ihore of the blocks employed in printing those precious ‘books’. As all information had by that

time boen duly lecorded, 1 allowed him to be set free conditionally from the lock-up of the
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Ya-m£n, and on the following morning he turned up in due course with one of the promised

blocks from his own house. The news of his arrest had, of course, long before spread through

the town, and hence it was difficult for him to gain access to the homes of his former

associates, where more of these materials may have been retained.

Whether it was from a right perception that his r6le was now completely played out, or

because he felt that his ignominious collapse in the course of the inquiry had rendered him

ridiculous before his old friends, IslSm AkhOn looked far more cowed in the end, though free,

than when first brought up as a prisoner. I had told him before in jest that I thought him'

far too clever a man to be allowed to remain in Khotan among such ignorant people. A curious

incident showed that the remark had not passed unappreciated. Shortly before niy departure

Isl&m AkhOn presented himself with a petition, evidently meant to be serious, praying thatf

I would take him along to Europe. It was not clear in what capacity he expected me to

utilize his services. But there could be no doubt that the strange request was prompted

by the hope of finding in distant ‘WiUyat’ a wider sphere for his forging abilities I So

I need not regret, perhaps, having shown myself obdurate.

Section II.—LAST DAY§ IN THE KHOTAN OASIS

On April 28 I left Khotan town, after having* on the preceding day paid my farewell visit

to the Ya*ni6n. It meant good-bye to Pan Darin, who had proved in every way a true friend,

and to whose help I owed so much in the course of my explorations. He was unmistakably

a man of the old school, not over fond of Western notions and influences. Yet from my first

visit I felt assured that he understood my scientific aims and was ready to further them.

Tang-sfing himself, to whom I had so often referred in our interviews as my patron, and who

evidently still lives as a glorified Arhat or Bodhisattva in the memory of Chinese Buddhists,

could not have favoured my tasks at ancient Kustana more than by placing this learned and

kind old administrator in charge for the time being!

I did not wish to leave the oasis without a farewell visit to the site of the ancient capital,

Yotkan, The march being a short one, I had ample time to rollect there samples of soil from

the different strata which contain th^ ancient remains and from the deposit of riverine loess

that has buried them. I was also able to acquire that day an additional number of ancient coins,

seals, terra-cottas, &c., the owners of which had not come forward on the former occasions.

From Yotkan I proceeded on April 29 to the canton and town of Kara-kSsh, by the route

which the inset map of the oasis indicates. I had not found a previous opportunity to visit

this important and flourishing centre of the western portion of the oasis, and had now aft

additional reason to look it up before my departure. Islam BCg, my faithful DarOgha pf the

days of Karanghu-tagh and Dandan-Uiliq, had since been appointed one of the BSgs of Kara-kadi.

Rightly or wrongly he attributed his good fortune to my recommendation with the Amban.

So he was anxious to show me Kara-kash, both as his native place and the present sphere of

his* official functions, while I could use the occasion to secure interesting details about local

administration, taxes, &c., from a first-hand authority.

While en route I enjoyed the rare chance of seeing in perfect clearness the great snowy

range to the south which we had surveyed six months before. This distant view, which

seemed to extend to the big glaciercrowned main peaks on the watershed towards the Upper

Kara-kash nearly a hundred miles away, was ascribed to recent snowfall in the mountains and

the rain that had cleared away all haze. It was facilitated by the large stretch of open sandy
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g^round between the villages of Tasmache and KhSn-arik, which had long been deserted but

was beginning to be again brought under cultivation. Also at the point where we struck the

right bank of the broad bed of the Kara-kSsh river near the village of Kumuchakar, I had
occasion to note a change in the area of cultivation. Here a narrow strip of ground that

had evidently been left without irrigation for a prolonged period showed all the characteristics

of an incipient Tati. Plentiful* pottery, but not of an old look, appeared over loess soil that

evidently was undergoing erosion in the immediate vicinity of a fertile village tract.

‘ From Kara*k3sh, a lively and comparatively well-built town, I used April 30, my last Marcli

day vnthin the territory of Khotan, for a long excursion to the Tati known as Kara-ddbe ‘ the

Black Mound’, of which IslSm Bfig had obtained information, away to the west on the edge ofKara-

*of the desert. In order to reach it we had to traverse the remarkably fertile tracts of •‘*®**-

BahrSm'Su', Kay3sh, Mskuya, and Kuya, all stretching in long strips of highly cultivated

ground, with many hne orchards and avenues, along their own separate canals fed by the

Kara-k&sh. No more pleasing picture could I retain as a souvenir of rural Khotan; but

the usual haze had already effaced the vision of its mountain background. Near the

Kara-sai stream, which is fed by springs and marshes below Zawa, we left the cultivated

area behind and then crossed for about four miles a sandy scrub-covered plain to the

Yawa-Ustang. The latter is a permanent stream which receives most of its water from

extensive spring-fed marshes north of Zaw’a-KurghSn, but during flood-times is also reached

by water direct from the Kara-kash river. Its relatively large volume—where we crossed

the stream it was 30 ft. broac^ with a depth of about 4 ft, and flowing rapidly—showed that

there would probably be no want of water for new colonies in the desert northward.

At a distance of about two miles to the west I reached, among low dunes, the Tati of Remains of

KarenUibe, called thus after a neighbouring large tamarisk-covered cone. A stretch of eroded

ground, thickly covered with ancient pottery wherever clear of drift-sand, extends here for about

a mile from north to south. Owing to high dunes along its east and west edges the full

breadth of the debris area could not be ascertainfed in the short time available. In its midst

rises a much-decayed small mound of sun-dried bricks, known as the ‘ Tim ‘, 9 ft. high, anti

about 8 ft square at the base.* It has been burrowed into in several places. The intact

bricks measured about 19 by 13 in., with an average thickness of 3I in. Close by fragments

of small Chinese copper coins, probably without legend, were picked up by my companions.

At a distance of about a hundred yards to the south I could faintly trace the foundations of

clay walls, forming apparently a rectangle measuring about 25 ft. from north to south, and

ft, from east to west. Within the area thus enclosed there were found several broken

pieces of a white and hard stucco, among them some showing traces of relief decoration.

Pn>£ Church’s analysis of the latter specimens, in Appendix F, has proved that their material

was plaster of Paris, just as in the stucco reliefs from Kighillik ;
their appearance suggests that,

like the latter, they had been exposed to accidental fire after having become broken. Two frag-

ments (K. D. 001. d) are of a moulded enrichment, showing a pattern that had evidently formed

a border ; another (K. D. ooi. f) with a surface resembling locks of hair, displays on the back the

impression of a fine canvas over which the plaster must have been fixed originally. These pieces

might well have belonged to the stucco decoration of a small shrine, of which, as at Kighillik,

no structural remains have survived. Fragments of ancient pottery, among them pieces of terra-

cotta.>with a polished outer surface, were plentiful near the find-place of these stucco fragments.

• Thto canlMi derive* it* name from that of its canal, a son of Afrasiyib. The name may be of early date, and in

the which tradition ascribe* to BahrSm, this case a lingering trace of old Iranian *«K«nd.^

^
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Leaving in the direction of Zawa I passed several small patches of ground covered with

old pottery debris up to a distance of about a mile from the mound above mentioned. Beyond,
heavy dunes of coarse sand, very trying to our ponies, had to be crossed for some four miles
before we struck the western bank of a broad marshy valley in which the stream of Yawa
expands between numerous reed-covered lagoons. They vividly recalled to my mind the
marshes near Niya in the extreme east of ancient Khotan teilitory. And when by nightfall

I arrived at my camp pitched close to Zawa-KuighSn, I might well feel as if, by these changes
of rich village land, sandy jungle, high dunes and marsh, VaiSravana, the genius loci of*
Buddhist Khotan, had wished to let ipe once more see, as a parting favour, every type of
scenery I had beheld in the land over which he presided.

By daybreak of the ist of May I set out on my long journey westwards. Cheered as*

I was by the thought of the road that now lay clear l^fore me to Europe, it was sad to say

farewell to a fascinating held of work and to the last of my faithful helpmates. At Zawa
itself I had to take leave of Turdi, my faithful old guide, whose experience and local sense

had never failed me in the desert. I rewarded his services liberally with more ‘treasure’, i. e.

cash, than he had ever brought back from his wanderings in the Taklamakan. 1 had alffo

secured for him a promise, through Pan Darin’s favour, that he was to be installed as ‘ Mirab ’,

or steward of irrigation, for his native village near Yurung-kash. It was a snug though

modest post to which our ‘Ak-sakal of the 'Taklamakan’, as 1 used to call him, fondly

aspired, since he thought that he was getting too old for the desert. When we exchanged

our farewell wishes I little thought for how short a time the fateful attraction of the desert

would allow the old ‘treasure-seeker’ to enjoy the comforts of this peaceful retirement. The
circumstances of his somewhat tragic end are not yet fully known to me. But it is certain

that towards the close of 1903 Muhammadju, one of my Yarkandl ponymen, when passing

through Khotan with Mr. Crosby’s caravan, found old Turdi imprisoned, apparently for having

been tempted by his love of adventure and ‘treasure’, to guide some traveller (?) into the

desert without the permission of Pan Darings successor. A short while later he ended his

days, as I am told, while still in prison at Khotan.

Islam B€g and Badruddin Khan, who had reason to be 'satisfied with the rewards their

efficient services had earned them, would not leave me until we had reached Tarbugaz, the

lonely Langar on the desert' edge where 1 had passed my first night on Khotan soil. ' It

seems that convention, perhaps of old date, makes this the recognized place for the formal

welcome and valediction of those who enter or leave the oasis by the western road. When,
they, too, had bidden me good-bye, and 1 was riding on alone by the desert track to t}ie

‘ Pigeons’ Shrine ’, my thoughts were free to turn to a more cheerful theme—the results i was

bringing back from Khotan. • -
'

'

'

POTTERY AND STUCCO FRAGMENTS FROM KARA-DOBE.

K. D. 001. a. Fragment of moulded teiTa.cotta

vessel; outer surface polished, a^'xs*.

K. D. 001. b, c. Fragments of plain terracotta,
polished on outside. 3^* x and il' x tesp.

K. D. oot. d. Two firagments of plaster of Paris

;

moulded enrichment. The pattern (a border) consists of

5 or 6 strands of overlapping scales or leaves, bound Iqr

crossing bands, aJ' x i* X i', af' x i X |'.

K. D. ooL e. Fragment of platter of Paris; fioider,

plain, g-sided.

K. D. 001. f. Fragment of plaster of Paris; enrich-

ment, resembling locks of hair. On the back is the

impression of a rather fine canvas. These fhigments

d, e, f) resemble in material the Ak-sipil burnt stuccos

(Cfi A. oas) and, like those, appear to have been burnt

by accident after having become broken.
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Section III.—FROM KHOTAN TO LONDON

Of the journey which, within two months of my start from Khotan, brought m« back to Return to

Kashgar and thence through Russian Turkestan to England, the briefest account will suffice Ka»hgar.

here. Six rapid marches, diversftied by Burans and the rare experience of gathering rain-clouds,

carried me to Yarkand, where my caravan had safely preceded me. It was fortunate that,

owing to the short stay I was obliged to make at Yarkand for the settlement of my Yarkandl

followers’ accounts and debts, my collections escaped serious risk of damage from an abnormal

burst of rain such as this region had not seen for long years. The downpour of two days and

two nights turned all roads into quagmires and caused the mud-built walls of many houses in

town and villages to collapse.

A ride of three days, in advance of my caravan, sufficed to bring me by May 12 to Kashgar,

where, under Mr. Macartney’s hospitable roof, the warmest welcome greeted me. It was a source

of keen satisfaction to me to show that kind friend, who had from afar followed my explorations

with constant interest, what ample results had attended my work, and how much 1 owed to that

local help which his influence and care had mainly assured to me. The kind hospitality I enjoyed

at his house made my stay at Kashgar a period of much needed physical rest, in spite of the

multifarious preparations which kept me constantly at work during the next fortnight.

^
The Government of India in the Foreign Department had obtained for me permission from ‘ DemobiU-

tRe authorities in St Petersburg to travel through Russian Turkestan and to use the Trans-
*aravan.^

Caspian Railway for my return to Europe. I had also been authorized to take my collections

for temporary deposit to England, where alone convenient arrangements could be made for their

critical examination. It was hence necessary at Kashgar to repack all my antiquarian finds with

special regard for safe transit on this long journey, while all surveying instruments and other

equipment, together with the records of our surveys, were to be sent back to India in charge

of the Sub-Surveyor. In addition to the fresh trahsix)rt arrangements thus necessitated by our

different routes, I was kept busy also with the ‘demobilization’ of my old caravan. Among

the items of business connected with the latter, the satisfactory disposal of camels and ponies

which had served us so well during die journeys of the previous eight months was an important

concern. That after all the hard marching and camping in the desert I was able to sell them

with but very small loss to Government from the original prices may serve as a proof of the

cafe we had taken of our animals.

'I The arrangements for my onward journey were greatly facilitated by the kind help of

Mx^t^irovsky, late Imperial Consul-General of Russia at KSshgar, whose acquaintance I was

fortiibute- enough to make on this occasion. During a long official career in Turkestan General.

M. Petrovsky had devoted a gjeat deal of scholarly zeal to the study of the history and

antiquities of the country. He now did all in his power to ensure the safe transit of my

archaeolo^cal finds to England and to procure for me the friendly assistance of the authorities

in Russian Turkestan. For the valuable help thus accorded I wish to record here my grateful

acknowledgements.

It was a source of genuine satisfaction to me that I had repeated occasions to meet also As^Mstance

Huang*kuang-ta, the kindly old Tao-tai of Kashgar, and to assure him of my gratitude for

the most effective co-operation which I had received from the Chinese officials wherever my

explorations took me within the districts subordinate to his control. The amiable old administrator

did not deny the genuine interest and good-will with which he had followed my work. But he
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politely insisted on attributing all the sympathy and support I had enjoyed from him and his

Ambans to the benediction of my patron saint, the great ‘T*ang-s£ng*. While still engaged

in the ‘demobilization’ of my camp and other practical labours, I also succeeded in obtaining,

with Mr. Macartney’s kind help, a preliminary analysis of the Chinese documents brought to

light at the sites of DandSn-Uiliq, Niya, and Endere, from Sun Ssh-yeh, the learned Chinese

MunshI of the Agency. The close accord between the chronological results derived from these

records and my own archaeological conclusions as to the ruined sites from which I had unearthed

them, was an assurance greatly appreciated by me at the time. •

After a fortnight of busy work my preparations for the rest of the journey were completed,

and all my antiques safely packed in twelve large boxes. They were duly presented at the

Russian Consulate for customs examination—a most gently conducted one—and then received

their seals with the Imperial eagle, which in spite of a succession of Continental customs barriers,

I succeeded in keeping intact until I could unpack their contents in the British Museum.

Owing to Mr. Macartney’s unwearying help and hospitality my stay at KSshgar, full as

it was of manifold labours, is still remembered by me with pleasure as the first and prac-

tically only rest after my desert wanderings. On the morning of the day when it came to an

end I saw Sub-Surveyor (now Surveyor) Ram Singh, the faithful companion of my travels, set

out for the return journey to India. He had rendered excellent services in accurately sur-

veying the whole of the ground covered by ihy 'journeys, and had in addition to his proper

duties been always eager to make himself useful in connexion with my archaeological work.

He had cheerfully borne the fatigues inseparable from rapid travelling over difficult ground,

and often under very trying climatic conditions, and had also at all times readily helped me

in the management of my camp. I had indeed reason to feel grateful to the Survey of India

Department for having provided me with so willing and well-trained an assistant. Nor should

I omit here to mention Mian Jasvant Singh, the wiry hill RajpQt, who had looked after the

Surveyor’s bodily comforts with exemplary care and devotion, and who now left with him.

Cheerful and contented, however long the march or bleak our camping-ground, Jasvant Singh

had proved an ideal follower.

On May 29, 1901, exactly a year after leaving Srinagar,*! started from Kashgar for Osh,

the nearest Russian town in Farghaiva. The feeders of the Kizil-su, which the route repeatedly

crosses before reaching Irke^h-tam, the Russian frontier post ', were, owing to the exceptional

rain of the previous weeks and the rapid melting of the snows, all in flood. The passage of

my loads of antiques across the swollen streams was thus a daily anxiety, but was effected

without loss. The usual route over the Terek Pass was closed by the depth and softness of

the snow ; so I had to take the circuitous route over the Alai. Though the snow still lay

deep on the Taun-murun and Taldik Passes they were crossed without mishap. By keeping

in the saddle or on foot from early morning until nightfall I managed to cover the route from

Kashgar to Osh, reckoned at eighteen marches, within ten days.

At Osh, where I arrived on June 7, I was very kindly received by Colonel Zaytseff, the

Chief of the District, and an officer of distinguished attainments. Two days later, at Andijan,

I reached the terminus of the Trans-Caspian Railway, which was now to carry me and my

antiques in comfort and ' safety towards Europe. This journey, hurried though it bad to be

under the circumstances—the year allowed for my deputation had already expired when I left

Kashgar—enabled me to obtain interesting glimpses of a part of Central Asia which, from its

historical associations and its ancient culture, has always had a particular fascination for me.

‘ See, for this locality and its historical interest, above, p. 55.
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I made short halts at the provincial capitals of MargilSn and Samarkand, where I was favoured
with much attention by Generals Tchaikovsky and Medinsky, the respective governors, and
offered special opportunities for examining the interesting antiquities collected in the local
museums.

The few but delightful davs which I spent at Samarkand, the Delhi of old Sogdiana,
mainly in visits to the great monuments of architecture of Timor’s period, were unfortunately
too short to permit of more than a glimpse of the important ancient site known as Afrasiylib,
which undoubtedly marks the position of the capital in pre-Muhammadan times. The condi-
tions in which fragments of ancient pottery and similar h^rd debris are found here under layers

of alluvium distinctly recalled my observations at Yotkan. The incentive of regular finds of
§old being absent here, the working of the old culture-strata does not appear to be carried on
with the same thoroughness as at Yotkan, while their extent is probably far greater. Some
interesting pieces of ornamented terra-cotta from this site which I was able to acejuire will be
found reproduced in Plate LXXXVIII, and described in the note below*. Among them the

large modelled ornament in relief (S. ooi) shows a design of remarkably fine conception, and

* It is noteworthy that among the seven pieces of

decorated terra-cotta from Afrasiyab which 1 was able to

hunt up in the Samarkand Biz^rs, four are fragments of

ornamented tiles either modelled or moulded. No remains*

of this kind seem ever to be found at Yotkan ; their presence

among the debris layers of ancient Samarkand is significant,

in view of the high anistic development whxli the production

of moulded and enamelled tiles attained here in tlie period

of Moghul grandeur.

S. 001. Modelled terra-cotta * string ’ ornament in relief,

roughly executed, but of fine design. A bold nebulae mould-

ing meanders horizontally along the face of the tile, crim|)ed

with rough ‘thumb and finger* work; in the hollow of

each downward bend, appliqu/, a female head of a

Madonna-like type, draped and looking upwards. A leaf-

like border made by rapid incisions of a bluAt modelling tool

is indicated near the upper edge, and similar incisions are

scattered over the ground below the ncbulde. The vertical

transverse section is L-shaped, the horizontal member of

the L seeming to be constructed for building into a

vertical wall or other surface. Broken into three pieces.

Length so', breadth 7^^, depth (front to back) Sec

PI. LXXXVIII.

S. 00a. Modelled terra-cotta architectural tile. On
a projecting moulding stands a bird in relief with spread

tail indicated on background by a few incised strokes of

a modelling stick. Ground R. and L. of bird powdered

with slightly depressed circular markings; below the

moulding, plain. Small fragment, broken at all edges.

Height 6^, width 5^ thickness See PI. LXXXVIII.

S. oog. Terra-cotta fragment in low relief, of moulded

tile, representing head and half the body of a pigeon,

wearing a ring round the neck. A curved line in relief

arches over the pigeon and rests at its visible end upon

a system of quarries in raised outline, in the centre of each

of which is a four-petalled flower, also raised. From the

arched line above spring a few leaves. Two quarries arc

also visible over the Kick of the bird. Height width

thickness i". See PI. LXXXVIII.
s

• S. 004. Terra-cotta fragment of moulded border in low

arabesque ornament, rep^e^enting a grotcs(juc bird to

I.- p., pecking at a bush. Flat mouldings above and

below. Well designed. Length 2^^ width thickness

4^ See PI. LXXXVIII.

S. 005. Terra-cotta fragment of handle of vessel, im-

prc!»setl with a device in cameo representing within a

circular border of depressed bead-hke dots a sealed lion

to L., the upward curved tail dividing into three leaMike

points at tip. Mouth slightly open and tongue visible.

* Claws rather bird-like. It is quite a gcKxl heraldic lion.

In front of lion three discs disposed triangularly. Width

24", depth i4^ thickness 4^ See PI. LXXXVIII.

S. 006. Terra-cotta fragment of grotesque anim.d,

probably forming pait of handle of a vessel. Legs mis-

sing, but there seem to have been four. Round projeefin^

snout
;
prominent eyes ; erect short-cropped mane, curving

slightly over at forehead. There seems to have been

a kind of saddle, and possibly a rider, as the upper part of

saddle presents a broken surface. Width height 24^

thickness i-J". See PI. LXXXVIII.

S. 007, Terra-cotta figurine, rouglily modelled, of a

iSV/dr player. Head and feel missing. It seems to be

clothed in two kurtas, the up|)er one hanging almost

as low as the ankles, and the upper, which has sleeves,

coming to about the knees. Round neck a necklace.

Siiar held in usual way, and R. hand seems to be plucking

the strings. Potter's thumb maik is clearly visible on

back, showing how the clay was pressed into the mould.

After l)cing turned out of Uie mould it has been iritnmcd

with a cutting instrument, and is brushed over with a finer

clay, giving an egg-shell gloss to the surface. Height

44"^* width 24^, thickness i 4^- See PI. LXXXVIII.

Antiquities

at Samar-
kand.
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appliqui female heads in a style unmistakably betraying classical influence. The snudl figurine

of a Sit§r player (S. 007) and the fragment of a grotesque animal (S. 006) serve to indicate

the curious similarity in favourite subjects which seem to connect the AfrSsiy&b terra^cottas with

those of Yotkan. The numerous terra-cotta grotesques seen by me in the Samarkand Museum

illustrate this, as well as certain characteristic differences in- treatment.

A day’s stay at Merw allowed me to touch ground full of memories of ancient Ir&n.

Though the chance of seeing the remains of old M6urwa, the capital of classical Margiana,

brought to light from below the alluvium of the oasis, seems scanty indeed, I felt grateful for

standing on the soil of a region to w|^ich my interest has been attached ever since the com-

mencement of my Orientalist studies. Then past the ruins of Gdktepe, an historicaf site of more

recent memories, the railway carried me to Krasnowodsk. From there I crossed the Caspiafi

to Baku, and, finally, after long days in the train, I arrived in London on July a, 1901.

There I was able to deposit the antiques unearthed from the desert sands in the British

Museum as a safe temporary resting-place. It was a relief to find that the long and partly

difficult transit of close on six thousand miles had caused but slight damage even to those

most fragile of objects the reliefs of friable stucco, and that the eight hundred odd negatives

on glass plates brought back as the photographic results of my journey were safe. But I soon

realized that the successful completion of my exploratory labours, which had been rewarded by

results far beyond long-cherished hopes, was alsd the commencement of a period of toil, the

more trying because the physical conditions under which it had to be done were so different

from those I had gone through.
^

On the proposal of the Indian Government His Majesty’s Secretary of State for India had

sanctioned for me a six weeks’ period of deputation in London, in order to enable me to make

a preliminary arrangement and inventory of my archaeological finds. The authorities of the

British Museum, acting on the request submitted for me by Professor E. J. Rapson, agreed to

afford accommodation to the collection, pending arrangements for its final distribution between

their own museum and the museums of Calcutta and Lahore—a measure decided upon while

I was still engaged in my explorations. They also liberally accorded to me all needful assist-

ance towards the cleaning and preservation of the more delicate objects, such as manuscripts,

painted tablets, &c. Owing to the .great extent of the collections I had succeeded in bringing

back the task of arranging and cataloguing proved a very exacting one, and the period of

deputation sanctioned for it wholly insufficient. In consideration of these facts the Secretary

of State was pleased to extend the latter by another period of six weeks. I had every reason

to feel grateful for this concession. Yet it was only at the cost of the greatest exertions and

through the devoted help of my friend Mr. Fred. H. Andrews, which I was fortunate enough

to secure at this juncture, that I succeeded in accomplishing the most urgent portions of that

heavy task and the preparation of my Preliminary Report during the allotted period.

The necessity under which I then was of returning to India for educational duties wholly

unconnected with my scientific labours seemed seriously to threaten my hopes of being allowed

fully to record and investigate the discoveries which had rewarded my TurkestSn explorations.

But after long and busy weeks, spent mainly in the basement rooms of the British Museum,

where I felt as if immured for the sake of science, I had to welcome even this change as

a temporary respite How much easier would it have been for me, then and since, to &ce such

separation from my true aims of life, could I have felt but assured of the leisure needed for

the accomplishment of the work now concluded—and of freedom for fresh explorations I
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PART I
I

LES DOCUMENTS CHINOIS DE DANDAN-UILIQ

No. I.

Traductton du document manuscrit chinois No, i, publie et analyst par M. Hoemle.

{A Report on the British Collection of Antiquities from Central Asia, Part ii. p. 24, and Plate iii.)

Lettre ofRctelle. La population de Li>sie (Li-hsieh) * ainsi > • •
•

,

Requite de la population de Li-sie (Li-hsich) se plaignant de diverges corvilcs ct requisitions en grains.

Une lettre officielle dmanant du g<in<5ral gouverneur de la place* s’exprime ainsi: 'J’ai rc9u de la

population de Ll-sle (Li-hsieh) une lettre en Venture barbare
;
jc I’ai fait traduirc

;
elle disait :

“ La popula-

tion dnumdrte cl-dessus’ . . . la profonde sollicitude avee laquelle vous subvenez aux besoins de la

multitude du peuple. Pendant plusieurs ann^s de suite nous avons souffert des brigands et nos pertes ont

iti Incalculabies ; dans ces demiers temps, nous avons rc9u la faveur qu’on nous fit nous transporter dans

' Lecaraettre comme Ta fait remarquer Iloernle sid^ri comme un ct qu’il ^lait gouvernd par un officier

on tie British Collection of Antiquities from Central militaire ayant le litre de ‘Gdn^ral commandant la place’

Ask, Part ii. p. sa), n’existe pas dans les dictionnaires ^ ^ ^ ^ Cct officier ^tait un Chinois (voyez

chinois; peut-ttre &ut-il lire kie. La question ne pouna le document No. 2), ct e'est pourquoi, comme on ya le

#tie dlucidde qne loraqu'on aura retrouvd ce nom de lieu lire quelques lignes plus bas, lorsquil rcjoil des gens de

Hana un tezte chinois imprimA Quant au second caractkre Li-sie (Li-hsich) une requite en icriture barbare il la

figurant dans le nom, e’est le caractkre sie. fait traduirc.

• U place e’est-k-dire la ville avec une garnison * Le mot qui suivait le mot^ devait sans doute litre

militaire) dont il est ici question, est sans doute celle de < Suppldez :
’ Vous est reconnaissantc de ’ — ou :

* fait

Li-eie (Li-bsidi) ; nous voyons en effet par le document ^pj^i
•

No. s (traduH dus loin) que Li-sie (Li-hsieh) dtait con-

3X *

trim
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les Six L’ann^e dernij;re, toutes les corv^es et les requisitions en grains que nous de^dons payer . .

grflce k votre bonte. Cette annee, 0 y a quelques petites corvdes et requisitions en grains pour lesquelies on

nous a accorde d’attendre jusqu’4 la moisson d'automne, aiin qu’& cette date nous nous en acquittions . .
'

et le g-ain, tout cela est k Li-sie (Li-hsieh) et nous n’osons point aller I'y prendre. Nous esperons bumble*

ment que vous discutcrez 4 ce sujet, de maniere decider de nous liberer de tout cela*.’

— Ce qui est dit dans cette lettre au sujet des hommes (pour les corvees) et du grain (pour les requisitions)

qui sont tous Li-sie (Li-hsich), ne donne pas lieu . . . .“ que la requite dcrlte en dcriture barbare par la

* Quelles sont ces Six Cit^s? On a propose d’y voir les

principales villes du Turkestan oriental, k savoir K^outcht,

Aksou, Ouch-Tourfan, Kachgar, Yarkand et Khoten. Mais

cette opinion doit 6tre rejetde. En eifet, la pikce que nous

traduisons en ce moment est adressde k Webteh'e, pr^fet des

Six Citds. Ce Wei-tch*e n'est autre, comme nous le montre-

rons plus loin, que Wei-tch'e Yao, roi dc Khoten, qui fut

visitd par le pklerin chinois Wou-k'ong. Or, si Wei-tch*e Yao

dtait roi de Khoten, il n*dtait pas roi de Kachgar, ni roi de

Koutcha, car, au tdmoignage dc Wou-k*ong, c'dtait Pei Leng-

leng^ qui rdgnait dans la premikre de ces deux

villes, ct Po Houan ^ ^ dans la seconde. Les Six Citds^

que gouvernait le roi de Khoten nc comprenaient done ni

Kachgar, ni Koutcha, et il ixy a aucune raison non plus pour

faire rentrer dans ce nombre les villes de Aksou, Ouch-

Tourfan ct Yarkand. — Il faut done admettre que Texpres-

sion *
les Six Citds ’ ddsigne la ville capitale du royaume de

Khoten et cinq villes voisines. Dans les ouvrages chinois

modernes on trouve en efTct une dnumdration de ces six

citds qui sont : lltchi^ ^ Kara kach ^ ^
-ff*,

Yurung kach 3E IM^ ff* Tchira ^ H^lJ, Tha^

khaga ou^ ^ (cette localild se trouve sur la"’

rive gauche du Khoten-daria non loin du confluent du

Yurung kach et du Kara kach; elle doit correspondre au

Tawakkcl de nos cartes) et Keriya ycs.m ^cf. Si yu

fou tche, chap. xix. p. i8o; voyez aussi Hoernle, Rtport

on Central-Asian Antiquities

^

Part ii. p. as, No. 3). Quelles

dtaient les Six Citds k I'dpoque des Tang? Je n'en ai

trouvd nulle part une dnumdration formelle, mais on peut

remarquer, en premier lieu, que, dans Torganisation adminis-

trative dtablie par les Chinois aprks I'annde 640, Yu-t'ien

(Khoten) eut sous sa ddpendance cinq arrondissements et que

I’on comptait par consdquent six villes (en y comprenant la

capitale) dans la rdgion de Khoten {Tang chou^ chap,

xliii. b. p. 8 ro); en second lieu, on relkvera, dans les

itindraires qui torminent les chapitres gdographiques du

Tang chou (chap, xliii. b. p. 15 ro), une liste de cinq

villes qui sont mentlonndcs comme se trouvant dans le

voisinage de Khoten et qui toutes sont appeldes : k mes

yeux, e’est Yu-t*ien et ces cinq villes qui sont les Six Citds

de rdpoque des Tang; void ce texte: TilXH

* A 300 li k I'Est de Yu-t'ien est la .place nommde

Ville de K'an (e'est-k-dire "du fossd'*); k 600 li k TEst est^

la place nommde Ville de Lan (e’est-k-dire " des orchiddes **)

;

k 600 li au Sud est la place de Hou-nou ; k aoo li k I’Ouest

est la place appeide Ville Kou (e'est-k-dire "forte*'); k 390

li k rOuest est la place de Ki-leang.’ — La ville de K'an

peut dtre identifide avec la ville qui est appeide Fi-mo ^
par Hiuan-tsang, puisqu'elle est, comme elle, k 300 li k TEst

de YU't'ien
;
quant k la ville de Lan, elle pouriait corre-

spondre, avec moins de certitude, k la ville de Ni-jang^
(Niya) de Hiuan-tsang.

Revenons maintenant au document que nous traduisons

:

il dmane de gens de Li-sie qui, pillds k plusieurs reprises par

les brigands, avaient obtenu rautorisation de se rdfugier dans

les Six Citds
;
je suppose que cette expression ddsigne id

seulement oelle des six villes qui commandait aux cinq

autres, k savoir la ville mdme de Yu-t'ien, qui dtait comme

le chef-lieu du territoire appeld les Sue Citds. D'autre part,

la ville de Li-sie n'dtait point cependant entikrement aban-

donnde puisqu’il y dtait restd Toflicier chinois chargd dc la

commander et un certain nombre de gens de basse condition

qu'on employait pour les corvdes. La pikee que nous

traduisons est unp lettre que le commandant chinois de la

place de Li-sie adresse au roi de Khoten pour le prier de

prendre certaines mesures administratives afin que les gens

aisds de Li-sie, rdfugids dans la ville de Yu-t'ien, puissent

venir chercher le grain qu’ils ont laissd k Li-sie et payer les

rdquisitions auxquelles ils sont astreints.

* Suppldes: ’ont dtd.diminude8* ou'ontdtdsupprimdes*.

^ La suite du texte prouve que les deux mots manquants

doivent dtre les mots^ ^ ; la phrase signifie done :
‘ les

hommes (pour les corvdes) et le grain (pour les rdquisitions),

tout cela est k Li-sie '.

* En d'autres termes, les gens dc Li-sie qui avaient quiitd

cette ville pour se tdfugier dans les Six Citds, ddclarent qu'ils

ne peuvent pas s'acquitter des corvdes et des taxes qu’on

rdclame d’eux, car leurs hommes et leurs grains sont restds

k Li-sie et ils ne peuvent pas aller les prendre. Ils deman-

dent done qu'on les libkre purement et simplement des corvdes

et des taxes. Ici piend fin la requdte des gens de Li-sie

;

e'est maintenant I'officier chinois qui va parler.

* Le mot ^ a dfi dtre oublid ici par le scribe.

Suppldes : ’k ce qu’on trouve juste ou admissible**
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population so plaigne de diverses corv^ et nSquisitions, afin qu*on prenne la decision de lut delivrer unc
lettre ofBciolle par laquellc elle soit lib6r^e**. Lea homines (pour les corvdes) et le grain (pour les n^uisitions),

tout cela ^tant i, Li-ste (Li^hsieh), je desire qu’on y envoie des hommes pour alter prendre le grain ; mats
quo nul ne ae permette de le faire de son autoritd priv^e

;
pour que, quand on aura demand^ une autorisation,

dans chaque cas une lettre officielie soit le moyen par lequcl (on sera autorisiS k le faire), et pour que je vous
invite & d^der en outre que ces nns auront eux-m£mes la charge d'op^rer ce transport, je fais cette lettre

officielie.’
»

Lettre officielie de I’officier’* Tch'eng Sien (Ch*dng Usicn), datce du 43* jour du 3* mois de la 3* ann^c
• ta-H (768).

Adress^e k Wei-tch*e (Wci-ch*ih), tche-lo (chih-lo) pr^fet des Six Cities et a-mo-tche (a-mO'Chih) **.

14. 13. 13 . II. 10. 9. 8. 7. 6. g. 4. 3. 3. I.

A :k m m ^ ^ 4- m ^ m.tif

» = I* ® ®i » ^0 «
± if m A ^ ^ '±.m u mms It St » « a « w # w

a*.

-H- #
s WAatMaaww*.

A m m.w * 9. m m ^ A
m X m ^ m. -ff

a • Kc ^ iS m la S’

«s •

Ainsi I’ofiicier chinois refuse d’admettre que Texcuse

invoqude par les ex-habitants de Li-sie pour ne pas payer les

taxes soit valable. 11 veut que ces gens viennent chercher

leur grain k Li-sie; mais, pour pr^venir toute fraude, il

entend que ces personnes, d'une part soient tenues d'obtenir

du roi de Khoten une autorisation ^crite, et d’autre part

soient chargdes de faire elles-mdmes le transport des grains.

Cest pour ces deux raisons qu'il dcrit au roi de Khoten.

*• Le mot paraU avoir le sens d'‘officier'. Cf.E. i. 44.

Wei-tch*e est le nom de famille des rois de

Khoten. Le roi qui rdgnait k Khoten en 768 dtait Wci-lch*c

En effet, dans la biographic dc 'Wei-tch'e

(Kieou T*ang chou^ chap, cxliv. p. 6 vo,

Tang ckaUf chap. cx. p. 7 r®), nous lisons que Wei-tch'e

Cheng, roi dc Khoten, vint au ddbut de la pdriode tchc-id

(75^767) “ Chine et qu'il y resta; en quitunt Khoten, il

avail confid le gouvemement k son frkre cadet, Wci-tch*c Yao.

Pendant la pdriode kouang-td (763-764), TEmpcrcur voulut

renvoyer Wci-tch'c Cheng dans son pays; mais cclui-ci

refusa et obiint cju'uii ddit impdrial confdrdt le titre de roi

de Khoten k Wei-tch'e Yao. Au ddbiit de la pdriode Uheng-

yuan {7815-804), Wei-tch'e Yao demands k la cour ilc Chine

de ddbigner pour son succcsseur dventucl le fils de Wei-tch'e

Cheng; mais cc jeune homme prcfdra roster k la cour

impdriale. Lorsque le p^lerin Wou-k'ong revint en Chine, il

sdjoiirna six mois k Khoten; c’dtail alors, semblc-t-il, Tannde

788 ou Tannde 789, et Ic roi dtait encore Wei-tch'e Yao.

Le titre d'a-mo-tche f^mic est ritd par le Tang chou

(chap, ccxxi. a. p. 9 v^*) comme le litre du roi dc Syu-le

(Kachgar) ct il semble bien que ce soit le m^me mot qu'on

retrouve sous la transcription a-mi-kiue mSBIM dans la

notice du Souri chou (chap. Ixxxiii. p. 5 v®). En outre,

dans le textc des deux brevets d’investiture par Icsquels le

gouvemement chinois confdra, en Tan 7*^1 titre de roi au

roi de Khoten et au roi de Kachgar (7r'<>‘ fou yuan

kouet\ chap, dcdlxiv. p. 16 r®), le roi de Khoten a le titre

3x2
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d’a-mo-tche de Yu-t*ien, tandia qua le roi de Kachgar eat akm tehe*lo

fjjl j||||
qui ptdcMe ki le title de 'pidkt* ct qui

appeld a-mo-tche de Soade(cr.meaZ^MW8MN/lrwr 4a Tm-Mm paratt £tre une tranaeriptkn tfim nom dtnnger.

occtdtniauxy pp. ao7-ao8). A la fin de ce doctmtcnt (voyet Hoernle, II,

Enfin le dtre de taTeu che eat celui que noua pi. 3), on remarque k caracAie ^ •digat de W*; ce ca-

traduisons gdndralement par 'prdfet* et nous voyona par ractfcre, qui eat dcrit d’une nuin mangkre, eat aaaa dome la

I'histoire de Chine que ce titre dtait frdquemment donnd h^ marque autograpbe qne Toflider Tcb'eng Skn a appeal aur

princes barbarea; male je n’ai rencontrd nulle part I’exprea- la copie de son acifbe afin de rautbentiqaer.

No. ».

Traduction du document maiyiscrit chinols No. 9, analysd par M. Hoeml^.

(A Report oh the British ColUeHon of Antiquities frem Central Asia, Part ii. p. 34.)

Garnison de Li-aie (Li-haieh). — Notification au magiatrat civil.

Une peau de boeuf pour tapis de selles et pour tambours, et des plumes de caille* sont gfitdes et ne
valent plus rien ; dies sont pourries et il scralt difficile de lea conserver. Cette peau, ainsi que lea sabots

et les os, je les mets ci-joints k votre disposition. Les objets prdcitds sont des fourniturea militaires k I'usage

de la gambon. I Is sont endommagds, et, en cc qui conceme les fishes, on n*a pas de plumes pour en
fabriquer. Quand cette notification vous sera parvenue, je compte que voua vous procurerez (ces objets)

dans les quantitds requbes et que, dans un ddlai de cinq jours, vous nous les enverrez. Quand cette notifica*

tion vous sera parvenue veuillez me rdpondre. Le <35* jour du 13* mois, notification faite.

Le gdn^ral Yang Tsin*k'ing (Yang Chin-ch'ing), ^u^emeur de la place.

n

* Ces plumes devaknt servir b empenner des flbehes.
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No. 3.

Analsrse du document manuscrlt chinols No. 3, publid et ddcrlt par M. Hoernle.

(A Report on the British Collection of Antiquities from Central Asia, Part ii. pp. 24-5, and Plate iv.)

Cette piice, qui eat une convention relative k un prfit d'ai^ent est tres difficile A lire. Elle cat dat«:-c

du 7* moia de la 7* annde kien-tchong (786) 't Mi le jour «Stait aussi indiqud mais n’est

»plua vlaible; on peut cependant ddchiffirer encore le mot ‘vingt’ -JF* ‘I*** prouve que cc jour ^tait compris
entre le vingtidme et le vingt-neuviAme. — Un homme appeld Sou Men-ti (Su MOn-ti) P'^ (?), ayant
un beaoln preaaant d’argent ^ ^ ^ fait maintenant un emprunt de quinze mille pi^.-ces de

*monnaie Le proprititaire de cet argent stipule que, dans un delai de

huit moia ^ A on lui rendra une somme dont le premier terme (dernier caraetcre de la ligne 3) est

malheureuaement fort indistinct ; les mots qui suivent sont ^ ' Seize mille pi{;ces de monnaie ’

;

mala, si le mot prdc^dent est ‘deux’, par exemple, il faudrait lire 'vingt-six mille pieces de monnaie’. Si

I’emprunteur outrepasse ce ddlai sans faire la restitution de cette somme, cellc-ci produira un int^rct mensuel

S’il nc paie pas, il sera alors permis au pr^tcur d’emporter son

mobilier de maniire k compenser le capital et les int^rets S’il e.st

insolvable, on pourra exiger que Ic garant rcstitue le pr4t a sa place ^ ^ j|g. La piece se tcrniiiic

par la formule habituelle :
* les deux parties onf eitsemblc trouvd cola tSc^uitablc ct clair et ont appo.se

rempreinte de leurs doigts pour servir de marque’ . — Knsuitc sont men-

tiodn^s 1® le propridtaire de I'argent ^ a® Tempruntcur, Sou Mcn-ti (?), Ag<l* de trentc-neuf ans

A« n » =¥ «t 3® le garant, Ngan , 4g<5 de trente ans ^ ^ ^||". — Une note ajoutee

plus tardivement indique que le cinqui^nie jour du dixi^me mois de la septii^me annee kicn-tchong |:||

-fc # + ^ s 0. une personne originaire de Li-sie ^ mais dont Ic nom est indc^chiffrable, a payu

sur In somme pr^vue dans le contrat dix mille pieces de monnaie ^ ^ ^
m

No. 4.

D. V. 6.

(Planche CXV.)
*

Traduction.

(CoBtre) le scribe* en icriture barbare A-che-nai (A-shih-nai)* et le scribe en dcriture barbare . . . ,
(qui

dependent)* de I’a-mo-tche Che-tseu* (a-mo-chih Shih-tzu) . . . Requite. Moi, Sseu-lio (Ssu-Iuch), dans

le cinqutfirte mois de I’ann^e demiirc, j’ai donn4 aux deux hommes pricitis un Ane ; nous avons convenu

du prix de-six mille piices de monnaie.

• Moi, Sseu-lio (Ssfi-lUeh), j’avais accord^ un dAIai*; il s’est icould maintenant un d^lai de dix mois

et je n’ai pas reju (I’argent), et I’Ane n’a pas it< rendu
;
j’espAre humblement que vous les poursuivrez et les

punirex et que vous rdglerez cette aflaire.

* On a vn plus bout (p. 523, n. i a), que le mot^ parah

avoir le smw 'd’officier'. Un e'est done un

scribe ottdel qui Acrit en ^criture barbare.

* La keture de ce nom est douteuse.

* Apibs le nuH et avant le mot il y a un caractire

ilBsible qui doit avoir le sens de ‘subordonnd b’ ou ‘depen-

dant de'.

Si ma lecture est correcte, le mot ^ iwurrait £tre

la traduction du nom turc Arslan. On a vu plus haul,

b propos du document No. 1, qu’a-mo-tche est le titre du roi

de Khoten qui dtait le chef supreme de la circonscription dcs

Six Citda

* Le mot T. d’apr^s la suite des id^s, parah avoir le

sens de ‘ ddlai
' ;

mais e’est une valeur qu’il n’a pas ordinaire-

ment en chinois.
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Requite rtiipectueuse

Le copiste qut X cofrid la deposition verbale.

Le deuxiime mois de la sdaiime annde ta-li* (781). llioiniiie du people Sseu[-lio], (Ssfi>l(ldi)^ of^naire

dc Li-sie (LNhsieh) dans la circonscription des Six Cit^.

A «
tt He
A T

id

m
+ M

T
#
*41

S # ik
m A m
w
M,

r

d m
* ^

M
A t(9

H »
Jh M
# dn m

m «
a
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No. 5.

D. vn. a.

(Planche CXV.)

Traduction.

La troisiitne annde Iclen-tchong (chien-chung) (782), le douziime jour du septiime mois, le spkiat Ma
Ling-tche, (Ma Ling-chih), ayant un besoin pressant d’argent, et ne trouvant aucun mo3ren de s’etC procurer,

s’est alors adressd k K'ien-yingf (Ch’ien-ying), religteux du temple Hou-Kouo (Hu<kuo)^ et lid a empruotd

mille piices de monnaie. Cette somme produira mensuellement un intdrit* de cent pidees de monnale. Si

K‘ien>ying (Ch'ien-ying) a lui-mime un besoin pressant d’argent, il deroandera k Ma Ling*tche (Ma Ling<chih)

de lui rendre intdgralement le capital et I’intdrdt. Si (Ma Ling>tcbe) est incapable de le faire, il sera entiirement

permis k K'len-3dng (Ch'ien-ying) d’emporter le mobilier de (Ma) Ling-tche, ses boeufs et son bdtail pour

compenser la valeur de la somme d’argent. Ce qui ddpassera oette valeur, il ne le rdclamera pas*. Dans

* Hou-kouo signifie ' qui protdge le royaume ’.

* Les mou^ ^ sont ajoutds en surcharge k droite

d’un mot qui est malheurensement ddchird. Si oe mot dtait

un nom de nombre, I’intdrit dtait peut-itte supdrieur h cent

pidees de monnaie par mois, quoiqae cet intdiit de 10 % par

mois soit dd^ formidable.

* Ccst-b-dire que le priteur ne pourra fidie une aaisiedes

biens de don ddbitear qjoe Josqu’k ooncuitenoe de la valeur de

ea crdance.
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.1ft cfftlotc (|U6 Qttdquoii Be soit pas (de bonne foQ*, on a done dtessi ce contnit priv^. Les deux parties ont
toutoft deux tfxmvd cela juste et clair et y ont appo^ I’empreinte de leurs doigts pour servir de marquei

Le propridtaire de I’argent.

L’emprunteur Ma Ling-tche (Ma Ling-chih). ig6 de vingt ans.
Lft personne qu’il a prise avec lui, sa mdre, la seconde fille Tang, 4gde de cinquante ans.
La personne quil a prise avec lui, sa soeur cadette, la seconde fille Ma, Ag6e de douze ans*

J
II. lo. 9. 8. j, 6. 5. 4. 3. a. i.

» » *
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^ Le mot^ paratt avoir omis aprhs le mot
* Ce contrat offre un int^r6t tout particulier parce que, de

tous ceox que nous avons ^tudi^, il est le seul qui soit entier.

On y voit que les religieux boudhiques du temple Hou-kouo
faisaient valoir leur argent en le pr6tant k un int^rfit mensuel

qui dtait de lo %, peul-ttre mtme davantage si le dernier

mot de la ligne 3 est un nom de nombrc autre que 1. Ces

religieux ^taient coutumiers du fait, car, dans le contrat

D, vii. 4. a (Document No. 10), c'cst le mftme K'ien-ying, re-

ligieux du temple Hou-kouo, qui apparait comme le prCteur

d'une ccrtaine quantitd de grain. Enfin, les dcux dernibrcs

lignes de la pi^ce traduite ci-dessus nous montrcnt que les

tdmoixis pouvaient 6tre des femmes et m6me de toutes Jeunes

fiUes.

No. 6.

D. vn. 3. a.

(Planche CXVI.)

Traduction.
% m

'* I*** ligne : (En tel mois de telle ann^ de la piriode) ta*li (7^-779) • • >
Che-sscu (Hsii Shih-ssti;

ayant un beacon pressant d'aigent et .

a* l^[ne: ne trouvant aucun mo3ren de s’en procurer, alors un peigne*, en tout formant un

gage de cinq cents pieces de monnaie. „ . «

3* ligne: mensuellement pi^ de monnaie. Hiu Che-sseu (Hsu Shih-ssu) elle-mfime.

4« ligne : . prendre I’aigent du capital et de I’int^rdt pour racheter (le gage). Si elie outrepasse le

terme sans radieter (le gage), sea

* Le not manquant ki doit «tre le mot supposer une lacune plus considdrable que celle que j ’ai

• Ce terme paialt 4tre le dernier d’une dnumAation admise et placer avant le mot une on deux lignes en

d^objM qui sont livids par k dame Hiu Che-sseu en gage de
^ blanc qui auraient contenu cette sorte d'inventaire.

la SugetiL qu*elle a empruntde; peut-^tre faut-il
,
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5* ligne: seront entiirement confisqu^ et il sera absolument permis de lea acheter*, Dans la cndnte

que quelqu’un ne soit pas de bonne foi, on a done dress^ ce contrat privi. Les deux parties ont toutes

deux trouvtS ccla Suitable
6* ligne: et clair ....
7* ligne: Le propri^taire de I’argent.

8* ligne: L’emprunteur, dame Hiu Che-sseu (HsU Sh{h-8s)i)\ ftgte de vingt-six ans.

9* ligne: La personne qu'elle a prise avec elle, son fils, Tsin-kin (dhin-chin), de huit ans.

io« ligne: Le t^moin.

lo. 9. 8. 7. 6. 5. 4. 3, a. 1.

. X It « :A;

Q W J # Ji— 4c il «
Q -fit SHI itt °

WP St a
X n
ii! tR
A X D

AHX , iliinawA*A +
** + -«

^ + w a x *
#19 ^ Si SI
A # ^ o ffi

tt -H- # (B
A • OOP

' On atlendrait pIutAt : * et il sera enli^rement permis de poserais done de sabstituer li

les faire vendre '. C’est une vente judiciaire en effet qui * Ce nom indique que cette femme ^ttit le quatorzi^me
permettrait au cr^ancier de recouvrer son argent. Je pro- enfant de aa fomille.

No. 7.

D. vn. 3. b.

En haut, un fragment de contrat relatif k un pr£t d’ai^fent; on y lit les mots: 'Cent pi^s

de monnaie ; comme > .
.

' ;
puis les mots et enfin le commencement de la formule ^ \

mm ‘de crainte que quelqu’un ne soit pas de bonne foi’.

No. 8.

D. vn. 3. c.

Dans le bas, les seuls mots qui oflrent un sens sont, il gauche la fdirase 'louer un Ane',

puis la date qui commence par la mention de la p^riode ^ ^ tdieng-yuan (ching-yiian) (785*804).
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No. 9.

D. VM. 3. d.

(Planche CXVI.)

Traduction.

l*“ ligne: resident habitueP. Quinze tnille pi6ccs de monnaie
a* I^ne: terme. Si cli outrepassc ce (terme) sans rendre (I'argent prete), on aura alors Ic

droit

• 3* ligne; la huiti^:me annie kien-tchong (chicn-chung) (787)*, le quatricme mois, le ving-
tiime jour.

.4* ligne :* L'emprunteur, la femme A>souen (A-sun)\ *

* 5* ligne; Le fils dc l’emprunteur, Sou Kia-yi (Su Chia-i), Ag^ dc vingt ans.

6* ligne; Le fonctionnaire, le tchong-lang (chung-lang) Lien K‘i (Lien Cli'i).

fi. 5. 4. 3. *. I.

®
>t> # #

« « « A «n ft
W It ^ iS it
A A ra ^ ®

m » 9-M mtk
m mm m u
« » H ft ft

ft
ft
ft

* D&ns D. VIII. 1 1 nous verrons dc in6me la formule ^ La p<Sriode kien-tchong ne comprend en rdalite c^ue Ics

*rMdent habituel de ce temple* ann^es 780 ^ 783.

» ” Le mot cst douteux.

No. 10.
«

D. vu. 4. a.

(Planchc CXV.) •

Traduction.

La d!x-septiime ann^e ta-li (78a)* ayant besoin dc grain et ne sachant (ou cn irouvcr)®.

s’est adress^ k K'ien-)ring (Ch'ien-ying), religieux du temple Hou-kouo (Hu-kuo), et lui a cmpruntc

dix-sept . * de grain. Ce grain, Ho Hin-yuc (Ho Hsin-yiieh) a lui-meme fixe un terme, (stipulant quc),

dans un ddlai de neuf mois, il le rendrait. S’il outrepasse ce terme (et ne rend pas le grain) ^ par le

religieux K'ien-ying (Ch'ien-ying) seront emport«.«s le mobilicr de Ho Hin-yuc (Ho Hsin-yuch), ses borufs

et ses bestiaux pour compenser la valeur du grain. Ce qui ddpassera cctte valeur, il ne le rdclamera pas.

Hans la crainte que quelqu’un ne soit pas dc bonne Ibi, on a done dresse ce contrat privd. Les deux

parties, dtant en presence I'une de I’autre, Pont trouvd Equitable ct clair et ont appose rempreinte dc Icurs

doigta pour servir de marque. • • \ >

Le propridtaire du grain. — L'emprunteur du grain, Ic fonctionnaire Ho Ilin-yue (Ho Hsin-yiich), fige

de trente-sept ans.— Avec lui, la femme de l'emprunteur, la troisidine fille Ma, dgde de trcnte-cinq ans.—

La personne qu'ils ont prise avee eux, la fille alndc Ho, Agde de quinze ans.

‘ La pdriode ta-li ne comprend cn rdalitd que les anndes * Ici un nom de mesurc que je nc^is pas Ure.

766 k 779.
* Supplies ici les deux mots^ jg.

* Les trois mots manquants sont vraisemblablement

;



No. II.

D. vn. 4. b. ,

A droite, cn haut, la fin d’un contrat relatif k un prfit d’argent. On y lit deux fois les mots ^ ^
qui devaient commencer la formule: *En mfime temps, de I’emprunteur . . Cf. le document n* 9 06 se

trouve Texpression * I'emprunteur Le fragment qul suit est colld 4 I’envers; on y distingue

les deux mots ^ 'monnaie’ et ‘arrivi’. Puis vient un fragment avec les mots ^ ^ 'le tdmoin ;

cf. D. VII. 3.

No. 12.

D. vn. 4. c.

A gauche, en haut, les fn^ments en gros caractires prisentent les mots suivants s

A
iB- ^ «

ft M ^
* Rmm*
A B

Ces mots n’ofirent aucun sens suivi. Je me bomerai 4 iaire remarquer que le nom du tdtfeux

se tetrouve dans D. viii. i (document n* 17), ofi on volt que oe peAonn^ avaJt le tlt»e de wei-na

k^nnadlna.
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No. 13.

D. vn. 4. d.

Ctt fia^ents paraiMent appartenir k un seui et m«tne document, mais Us sent disposes dans le plus
gland escMre. Tout en has, k gauche, on lit le nom de la pdriode tcheng-yuan 56 5 i peu pr6s
au mlllw d^Ia plMche on volt d'autre part les mots 3^ je crois qu'il faut riunir ces deux flagmLs

lire 7C a. ^ ‘la cinquiim# ann<ie tcheng-yuan (789)*. Les autres fragments contiennent pour la
d«M noms de rellgleux tels que: Jg ^ Ying-ts’ing (Ying-ch-ing). Jg Hiuan-ying (Hsuan-ying),W Yi-fa (I-fa), ^ ^ Chan-)ri (Shan-i), ^ ^ Fa-yeou (Fa-yu).— Enfin, en has, k gauche, on d^SchifTre

mots: ft^ ‘espire qu’on discutera, et demande qu'on rigle I’affaire’.

pieces de monnaie.

No. 14.

D. VII. 4. e.

Get argent, depuis

M :m

• No. 15.

« D. vii. 4. f.

Compte Petition.

Les religieux: P‘ou (P‘u).— . . — Pao-ming.— . .

—

. . .— Fa-tsin (Fa-chin).— Tao-tch'ao (Tao-ch'ao) *.

ft
^

ft
m

±

m

Emporter

ft
ft

* Lss'deos earacthres qid suivent le mot ft netelrottvent

PMdm let dictionoairet.

* Ce document paratt avoir oontenu une liste de nomt de

religieux.

3 V 2
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No. i6.

D. vu. 7.

(Planche CXVI.)

Traduction.

1^ ligne: Du temple Hou-kouo (Hu-kuo). . . . . le religieux Ta-y(n qui est charge de la surveillance

de I’ext^rieur

a* ligne: combien.

3* ligne: Quand I’ordre precit^ arrivera k Yang-ling, les domestiques susnomm^s couperont Itierbe

pendant trois .

4* ligne: jours; on laissera un seul homme pour arroser les champs; les autres hommes s’en iron^

tous et ne pourront pas
5* ligne: s’occuper d leur fantaisie; si on viole cet ordre il faudra certainement qu’on soit condamn^.

Le huitiime mois, le vingt-septiime

6* ligne
:

jour, notification faite. — Le wei-na (karmad&na) g^n^ral, Ic religieux Houei-ta (Hui-ta).

7* ligne : Le chang-tso (shang-tso) (sthavira), le religieux Houei (Hui). . — Le sseu-tchou (ssfi-chu) (vihira-

svAmin), le religieux Houei-yun (Hui-yiin)*.

7. 6. 5. 4. 3. 2. I.
•

-t

m B ^
ft «« n M #
S — M o

A ft' n D '

ft
gi- a m ^ a

# » A « # «
± l« ft' £ A ft
ft as A )» ;«1 A
* ft ^ » 9 -

S ^ 7 »
a -t #

* II est int^ressant de constater que cet ordre donn^ k des ou karmadAna (cf. I-tsing, Rttwrd rf Ike Buddhiti Religion,

gens qui ddpendaient du temple Hou-kouo est signd par les trad. Takakusn, p. 148, n. t), le chang-tso ou sthavira et

trois principaux dignitaires de ce temple, k savoir : le wei-na le sseu-tchou ou vihftrasvAmin.

No. 17.

D. 'viu. I.

(Planche CXVI.)

„ Traduction.

4* ligne : Resident habituel de ce temple ; un dcrit qu’il a laissd voir . . .

5* ligne: ne pas, le wei-na (karmadAna)^ le religieux Ta-p'i* prenant le contrat relatif A la servante

donate en gage . . .

6* ligne: s’est perdu en route, il faut craindre que ce . . .

' Sur le wei-na ou karmadAna, cf. D. vii. 7 (document * Ce Ta-p*i est mentionnd dans D. -vti, 4. c (document

n* 16), note i. n® la).
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No. i8.

D. IX* i.
1 •

(Planche CXVI.)

' La sixtime
»

annie tchcng-yuan (ch^ng-yiian) (790)*.

a
7U

• Note additionnelle.

Let dates qu’on peut relever dtfns ces divers documents sont les suivantes:

768^ troisiime ann^e ta-Ii, dans Ms. A. (document n° i)j

781, inexactement indiqude par D. v. 6 comme ^tant la seizi&me annbe ta-li (766-779) (document n" 4).

78a, inexactement indiqu^e par D. Vll. 4 comme ^tant la dix-septiime annee ta-li (766-779), mais

exactement mentionn^e par D. Vll. a comme ctant la troisiirme anm^e kicn-tchong (documents

n®* 10 et 5).

786, inexactement indiqu^e par Ms. C. comme ^tant la septi^me ann^e kien-tchong (780- 783)

(document n” 3).

787, inexactement indiqu^ par ie quatri&me fragpnent de D. vii. 3 comme ^tant la huiti^me annee

kien*tchong (780-783) (document n® 9).

789, cinqui&me ann^e tcheng-yuan (785-804), dans D. vii. 4 (document n* 13).

790, sixiime ann^ tcheng-yuan (785-804), dans D. ix. i (document n® 18).

Par leur Age, ces documents repr^sentent les derniires traces de I’influence chinoise dans le Turkestan

oriental tout la dynastie T'ang. Le commissaire de la Chine dans le Turkestan oriental <£tait alors Kouo 11 in

Wf » r&ldait A Koutcha, oi Ic vit en cflTet le pilerin Wou-k*ong peu avant Tannic 789 {yourn, asiatiquey

SepL-Oct. 1893, p. 367). Ce Kouo Hin, qui itait apparente au celibre Kouo Tseu-yi ^ est Tobjet

d’une oourte notice dans Thistoire des T'ang {Kieou TangchoHy chap. cxx. p. ii v®
;
Tang ehou, chap, cxxxvii.

p, 7 r®){ void en effet ce qu’on lit A son sujet dans le Kieot* Tang chm :

'Kono Hin, A la fin du rigne de Sou-tsong (756-768), fut nommd Risident des Quatre Garnisons
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A partir du moment oil la r^ion de Kouan et de Long NM' fut tomUe au pouvolr

des Tib^tains, ses communications avec la Chine furent interceptdes par les barbares. Ceux qui dtaient en

litre commissaires des Quatre Garnisons et de Pei-t'ing, & savoir Li Sseu-ye et Li-fei Yuan-11

^ 7C j|S>
contentaient tous de les commander de loin. Apr^ que Kouo Hin eut iti ainsi tenu dans

I’isolement pendant quinze ann6es, la deuxiime ann^ kien-tchong (781), lui et Li Yuan-tchong ^ ^
qui avail le litre de tsie-tou-che de Yi ^ (Kami), Si ^ (Tourfan) et I^i-Ving (pris de Goutchen),

envoy^rent tous deux des messagers h la cour. (L’empereur) T6-tsong les fi^licita et rendit un d^ret en ces

tcrmcs :
“ Les Quatre Garnisons et les Deux Cours royales ^ ont la charge g^n^rale des cinquante-sept peoples

barbares du Hia occidental BS * et des Dix Tribus ^ Depuis que notre dynastie a it6

fondle, ces peuples sont venus constamment frendre hommage it la cour) et se sont tous acquftt^ de leurs

devoirs. Mats, k partir du moment ou la r<Sgion de Kouan et de Long a cess^ d'etre bien gard^, I’Est et*
rOuest se sont trouv^s separtfs ; les hommes loyaux et fiddles en versant des larmes de sang, se sont maintenus

k leur poste
;
avec vigilance ils ont d^fendu le territoire qui leur 6tait confix ; ils ont conserve et honors la r^le

qui leur avait impost par I'empereur. Ce r^sultat a ^t^ obtenu parce que tous, chefs supr^mes, gouverneurs

et gcin^raux, ont uni leurs efforts et ont et^ d'accord. Le tsie-tou-che de Yi, de Si et de Pei-t*ing, Li Yuan-
tchong, sera nomm6 grand Protecteur du Pei-t*ing ; le resident gouvemeur des Quatre Garnisons, Kouo Hin,

sera nomme grand Protecteur du Ngan-si, ct tsie-tou-che des Quatre Garnisons. Quant aux autres fonction-

naires, g^ndraux, officiers et gens de grades inffricurs, on les promouvra en comptant leur temps de service

comme valant sept fois (le m^me temps de service dans des conditions normales)."— Li Yuan-tchong avait

k Torigine le nom de famille Ts*ao
,
et le nom persongel Ling-tchong ^ ; c’est k cause des services

quMl avait rendus qu'on le gratifia d*un autre nom de famille^ et d’un autre nom personnel.— En ce temps, les

envoyds de Kouo Hin passerent par (le territoire des) Houei-ho (OuYgours)* et traversirent les diverses

tribus barbares et c’est ainsi qu’ils parvinrent k la cour^/ *

Void maintenant cc que le Tseu tche tongkien de Sseu-ma Kauang nous apprend sur ces m£mes ^vinements

:

Ann^e 7 Hi: * Depuis que les T*ou-po (Tib^tains) s’^taient empar^s de la region de Ho et de Long

, le Pei-t^ng (pris de Goutchen) et le Ngan-si (Koutcha) s’^taient vu intercepter toute communication (avec

la Chine). Le tsie-tou-che de Yi (Hami), Si (Tourfan) ct Pei-t*ing (pris de Goutchen), Li Yuan-tchong

r^sident^des Quatre Garnisons, Kouo Hin

' Les quatre garnisons sont Karachar, Koutcha, Kachgar en 784, les * cinquante-sept royaumes des contrto dToeddent
’

et Khoten. L’ensemble de ces terriloires formait le Pro-

tectorat de Ngan-si^ dont le centre administratif ^tait

k Koutcha. *

* La rdgion de Kouan et de Long, qu’on appelle aussi la

region de Ho et de Long^ |I|H, comprenait le Kan-sou

et TextrSme ouest du Ch2tn-st. C est pendant la rdvolte de

Ngan Lou-chan (756-758) que les Tib^tains, profitant des

embarras causes k la dynastie T'ang par cette rebellion qui

la mit k deux doigts de sa perte, commenc^rent k occuper

ces territoires. Quand ils s’y furent d^finitivement dtablis,

e’est-k-dire vers 766, ils interoeptfcrent toute communication

entre la Chine et les deux Protectorats de Ngan-si (Koutcha)

ct de Pei-t'ing (prks de Goutchen).
* La Cour ant^rieure 6tait k Kao-tch'ang (Yar-khoto, prks

de 'Pourfan); la Cour postdrieure ^tait k Pei-t'ing (Dsimsa,

prks de Goutchen).
* Le Hia occidental est I’ancien pays de Ta-hia^ ;

cette expression dtfsigne ici les contrdes d’occident ok le

royaume qui exer9ait une lorte d’hdgdmonie sur tous les

autres dtait le Tokharestan. Le pklerin Wou-k'ong parle en
effet, vers 780 p.C., des 'cinquante-sept peuples du Tokhare-

stan '
; le Tuu kht feng kien (chap. 431. p. 6 r") mentionne.

8S«6a+ -*:H ; le Tang chou (chap. nfUi. p. 7 r^)

dit que, en 767, on r^tablit le nom de Ngan-si (qui

avait ebangd en celui de Tchen-i»«KB k la date de

757} et que, par la suite, on rattacha k la juridiction du

Protecteur du Ngan-si les cinquante-sept commissaires des

pays Urbares

* Les cinq tribus Tou-lou (Dzoungarie) et les cinq tribus

Nou-che-pi (rdgion de Talas et de Tokmak) qui fonnaient la

nation des Tou^kwe (Turcs) occidentaux.

* £loge de Kouo Hin, de Li Yuan-tchong et de leurs

subordonnds qui, quoique sdpards pendant de longues anndes

de la mkre-patrie, restkrent oourageusement au poste qui leur

avait did confid.

* Le nom de famille Li ^ dtait celui de la famille im-

pdriale des Tang.
* Les Ourgours dtaient alora allids aux Chinoia* En 789,

le pklerin Wou-k'ong passa lui aussi par le territoire dea

OuYgoura loraqu'il voulut revenir de Pei-t'ing (prka de

Goutchen) k Tch'ang-ngan (Si-ngan-fon).

* CCBtiahell, 7’Ar«ar^JlfM0»y^ 71ih/,Journ. R.Aa.Socs,

N. S., vol. xiL p. 504, lignea 4--6.
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s^ent mis i la t<te de leurs officiets et de leurs soldats, avaient ferm^ leur territoire et s’^taient tenus sur la
defenMve; a plurieun repriaea ils avaient envoys des measagers apporter dea requdtea (4 I'Empereur), mais
aucun d eux n dtait parvenu k destination et (ces deux hauts fonctionnaires) ^taient restc^s sans nouvclles depuis
plus de dix ans. En ccttc ann^e, ils envoyirent des mcssagers qui, en prenant des chemins d<5tourn^s ct en
timveraant lea divers peuples Ifou

ij|^, arrivirent en venant du paya dea Houci-ho
|g|

(Ouigours)
; I’Empereur

lea fdlidta ; le septi&me moia, le jo^r wou-wou, qui <tait le premier du mois, il promut (Li) Yuan-tchong 4 ia
dignity de Grand protecteur g^n<5ral de Pei-t*ing

:|t M A H et lui confera le titre nobiliairc de Roi de

^
la commanderle de Ning-sai (piis de Si-ning) H nomma (Kouo) Ilin Grand protecteur g^n^ral

du Ngan.al tsie-tou-che des Quatre GarniTOns H ^ Jig et lui confdra le titre

^nobiliaire de'Roi de la Commanderic de Wou-wei (Leang tchcou) ^ 3E- I-'-’® ofliciers et lea soldats
*furent promus en comptant au septuple leur temps de service.’

‘Le jour ping-tseu, on con«ra 4 Yuan Kouang-t'ing % % %, priifet d^funt de I'arrondissement de Yi

^ (Hami), le titre posthume de president du ministire des travaux publics. A la fin de la p^riode t'icn-pao

(74®—755)» (Yuan) Kouang-t ing dtait prdfet de 1 arrondissement de Yi (Hami) lorsquc Ics Tibdtains s'emparcrent

de la rdgion de Ho et de Long
S||. (Yuan) Kouang*t‘ing se defendit avec energie pendant plusicurs

anndes; les T*ou-po (Tibdtains) eurent recours 4 cent moyens pour I’attirer, mais ne purent Ic soumettre.
Lorsque les vivres furent dpuisds, que les armes de guerre eurent dtd toutes employdes et que la ville fut sur le

point de tomber au pouvoir de I’ennemi, Yuan Kouang>t‘ing commen9a par tuer .sa femme ct .scs enfants, puis
il se brflla lui-mdme. C’est quand lea envoyds de; Kauo Hin arrivdrent A la cour qu’on fut pour la premiere
fois informd de ces faits et c’est alors qu’on confdra un titre posthume 4 Yuan Kouang-t’ing.’

En 783, rdvolte de Tchou Ts’eu ^ ^ qui s’empare de la capitale TcKang-ngan (Si-ngan fou) et qui se

prodame Empereur de la grande dyaastie Ts'in puis, Tann^e suivantc, Premier empereur cc^lestc

de la dynastic Han ^ ^ II est vaincu et tu^ du cinquieme au sixi^me moi§ de Pannde 784.

A la suite de ces dvinements, le Tseu tche tong kien ajoute (automne 784)

:

* Auparavant, quand rempercur avait lancd les T*ou-po (Tibdtains) k Tattaque de Tchou Tseu ^ il

leur avait promis que, s’ils rdussissaient dans leur entreprisc, il leur donnerait les territoircs dc Yi ^ (Hami),

de Si ^ (Tourfan) ct dc Pci-t‘ing (pris de Goutchen). Quand Tchou Ts*eu cut mis k mort,

Ics r'ou-po (Tibdtains) vinrent r^clamer ccs territoires ; I’Empereur etait dispose a envoycr aux commandants

dtt dcux^gltaiisons (dc Ngan-si ct de Pci-Ping), Kouo Hin |I|J ct Li Yuan-tchong ^ ^ Tordre de

revenir i la cour, ct il ^tait pr^t k livrer ces territoircs (aux Tibdtains). Mais Li Pi'^ tint cc discours

:

^‘Les gens dc Pci-Ping ct dc Ngan>si ont un caract^re iier et brave; ils (iennent en respect les cinquante-

sept royaumes des contr^ d’occident^ ainsi que les T’ou<kiue des Dix Tribus. En outre ils separent en

deux la puissance dcs T'ou-po (Tib^tains) et les cmp^chcnt de masser tous leurs soldats pour faire des

Cfnpiitcments du cdtd de Pest. Comment done les livrerions-nous cn rcstant les mains jointes^? Kn outre,

les habitants dc ces deux garnisons, quoique se trouvant isol^s dans une r<5gion lointaine, ont agi avec le plus

entier loyalismc ct ont d^ploy^ tous leurs efforts pour d^fendre avec Energie depuis pres dc vingt ans les

intdrMs du gouvemement chinois; ils sont vraiment dignes de compassion. Si un beau matin on les

abandonne pour Ics livrer aux barbares, ils en ^prouveront certaincment un profond ressentiment dans leur

cofiur, ct, quelque autre jour, ils viendront k la suite dcs T*ou-po (Tibitains) faire des ravages comme Pils

avaient 4 venger un grief personnel. D’ailleurs, r^cemment, les T*ou-po (lib<^tains) ont gard^ I’expectative

ct n‘ont pas avanctf, hesitant sccritement entre deux partis*; ils ont fait un grand pillage 4 Wou-kong

neM sont retires qu’apr^ avoir re^u une ran9on *. Quel service nous ont-ils rendus ? Les membres

de rassemblde ddlibdrante approuvArent les paroles de Li Pi et I’Empereur nc llvra done pas ces territoircs.’

* Les paroles de Li Pi se reliouvent dans la biographic * Leur drfvouemcnt 4 la cause de I’Empereur n’dlait pas

de cet homme d’dtat {T'atig ektm, chap, cxxxix. p. g r^). sincere.

' Le quatribme mois de I’annde 784, les Tib^tains avaient
* Cf. p. 534, n. 4.

Ccat-lHlire sans agir, sans fiure aucun effort pour con*

erver cea territoires.

ran^onnd la ville de Wou-kong, qui diait k 40 H k Test de la

sous-pr^fecture actuelle de Mei ;@|f (prdf. de Fong-siang,

prov. de Chkn-si).
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Ann^e 789, douzi^me mois :
‘ Auparavant, (les gouverneurs de) Ngan-s! (Koutcha) et de Pei<t*ing (pr^

dc Goutchcn) avaient tous deux empruntd le chemin des Houei-hou (Oulgours) ^ g pour prdaenter leurs

rapports k I’cmpereur, et c’est pourquol ila entretenalent des relations d’amiti^ avec ce peuple; cependant,

comme le Pei-t'ing (pris de Goutchen) dtait tris voisin des Houei-hou (Oulgours), ceux-ci lui adressident

sans se lasser des r^uisitions extraordinaires. II y avait aussi plus de dx mille tentes des Cha-t*o jtg

qui s’appuyaient sur le Pei-t*lng
;

puis lea trols (tribus) Ko-lou
;||^

^arlouks) et les T‘ou-kiue (Turcs)

k v£temcnts blancs &mmm qui tous se rattachaient aux Houei-hou (OuYgours). Les Houei-hou

(OuTgours) ayant k diverses reprises envahi et pilW (les Karlouks et les Turcs), les T*ou-po (TiMtains)
^

employ&rent les troupes des Ko-lou (Karlouks) et des (Turcs k) v£tements blancs pour attaquer le Pei-t'ing

;

Ic grand conseiller des Houei-hou (OuTgours)}' Hie-kan-k'ia-sseu ^ JQf,
vint k la t6tc d'une arm^e

sccourir (le Pei-t'ing).* •

Ann^e 790, cinquiime mois :
‘ Hie-kan-k'ia-sscu, (gdndral des) Houei-hou (OuTgours), livra bataille aux

T'ou-po (Tibitains), mais il ne fut pas vainqueur ;
les T'ou-po (Tibitains) attaquerent avec un redoublement

d’<inergie le Pei-t'ing
;

les gens du Pei-t'ing, qui d*ailleurs ^talent exc^d^s des requisitions extraordinaires que

Icur adressaient les Houei-hou (OuTgours), vinrent avec le chef des Cha-t'o, Tchou-ye Tsin-tchong ^
soumission aux T'ou-po (Tib^tains). Le tsie-tou-che Yang Si-kou • ^ la tfite

des deux mille soldats qui composaient son arm^e, s’enfuit dans Tarrondissement de Si (pris de Tourfan).’

•En auiomne (790), Hie-kan-k'ia-sseu mit en campagne tous lea soldats de son pays, au nombre de

plusieurs myriades, et alia tenter de reprendre le Pei-t'ing ;
mais il fut encore une fois battu par lea T'ou-po

(Tibdtains)
;

plus dc la moitid dc scs soldats p^rirent f Yang Si-kou rassembla lea quelqucs centaines

d'hommes qui lui restaient et se disposa k r^agner rarrondissement dc Si (pris dc Tourfan); cependant

Hie-k<Tn-k'ia*8seu, usant de fourberie, lui dit : “Venez pour un moment avec moi i I'ordo (du kagan OuTgour).*’

Mais alors on Ic retint et on nc le renvoya pas ; en definitive on le mit i*mort. A partir de ces evinements,

le Ngan-si (Koutcha) fut entierement isoli et nul ne sutquel avait iti son sort*; cependant rarrondissement

de Si (pres de Tourfan) continua k se blen defendre pour rester fiddle aux T'ang.'

Dc tous CCS textes historiques il rdsulte que, dis Pannee 766 environ, les Tibetains reussirent k isoler

presque enti6rement de la Chine le Turkestan oriental et la region dc Tourfan et dc Goutchen; les

fonctionnaires chinois etablis dans ces possessions lointaines de Tempire r^ussirent cependant k s’y maintenir,

et, en 781, ils purent faire parvenir de leurs nouveKes k la cour. En 784, I’empereur, pour reconnattre les

services que lui avaient rendus les Tibetains en I’aidant k triompher du rebelle Tchou Ts'eu, ^^t disposd

a leur c<Sdcr ces d<ibris d’une grandeur d^chue, mais il en fut empteb^ par les remontranceir^ LI Pi.

Lorsque le pilerin Wou-k'ong revint des Papiirs en Chine en passant par Kachgar, Khoten, Aksqu, Salram(?),

Koutcha, Karachar et Dsimsa (pt^s de Goutchen), pour partir de cette demi&re ville dans le neuviime mois

de I’ann^e 789 et arriver k Si-ngan fou dans le deuxiime mois de Tann^e 790, il trouva encore, dans toutes

les localitds que nous venons d'^num^rer, des residents chinois dont il nous a conserve les noma. Cependant,

dis le douziime mois de I’ann^e 789, les Tibetains dtaient venus assUger Pei-t'ing (pris de Goutchen); les

OuTgours tentirent vainement de sccourir cette place ; ils furent vaincus le cinquiime mois de I’annie 790 et

le resident chinois Yang Si-kou fut obligi de s’enfuir k Tourfan ; cinq mois plus tard les OuTgours alliis

a Yang Si-kou faisaient un nouvel effort pour reprendre le Pei-t'ing, mais ils ichouaient cette fois encore ct

Yang Si-kou allait mourir chez les OuTgours qui trouvaient plus expedient dc se dibarrasser de lui que dc

continuer k le soutenir. A partir de ce moment, toute relation cessa entre la Chine et le Turkestan oriental.

Les documents de Dandan Uiliq dont les dates s’ichelonnent dc 768 k 790 se rapportent k cette piriode

oil I’influencc chinoise subsistait encore dans tout le Turkestan oriental. Wen qu'elle n'cflt diJA presque plus

de eommunications avec le gouvernement central.

’ Ceci cst en parfait accord avec ce que nous apprend la

notice sur Wou-k'ong
; nous savons en effet que ce pAlerin,

pour se rendre cn 789 de Pei-t'ing (prAs de Goutchen)

A Tch'ang-ngan (Si-ngan fou), dut prendre le chemin qui

traversait le pays des OuTgours (/aum, asiaftqtit, Sept-0^.
i8ft5, p. 370).

* Get officier chinois est menilonn^ dans la notice sor

Wou-k'ong {Journ, atitUipu, Sept-Oct. 1895, p. gCpV

• Le Pel-ting (prks de Goutchen) dtant tombd an ponvoir

des Tibetains, le Ngan-si (Koutcha) fiit dks kxs entftiement

bold et on n'ent plus anenne nouvelle de la petite ganbon

chinoise qui y dtait restde.
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PART II

LES DOCUMENTS SUR BOIS DE NIYA

N. XV. 3*6. (Planche CXII.)

*La clnqui^me ann^e t'ai-che, le vingti6me jour ting-tch’cou du dixiimc mois dont le premier jour cst Ic

• jour wou'wou, le pr^fet de Touen-houang, . .

NoU.—Comme I'a reconnu S. W. Busbell, la cinqui&me ann^e t‘ai-cl^ esl I’annde 269 p. C. L'exactitude de cettc date est
confirmde par les textes historiques ; nous lisons en effet dans le Tsin-chou {chap, iii), que, la ciiiquieme anndc I'ai-che, le

• premier jour du cinqui&me mois fut le jour ting-hai, 24# du cycle. 11 rdsultc de 111 que, cn la rinqui&mc annde I'ai-che, le premier
jour du dixi^me mois dut fitre le jour wou-wou, 55* du cycle ; or celte indica ion esl prdcisdinent celle que nous trouvons sur

cette fiche de bois. — Touen-houang se confond pratiquement avec Cha-tchcou
)|f|,

I’Oucst de la province de Kan-

sou.— Aprbs le mot on voit la parlie de gauche d'un caract^re qui cst vraiscmblablement le mot -jjp ;
c*est peut-Clrc lo

commencement d*un litre qui pourrait 6lre analogue h. celut que nous trouvons ^ la date de 270 dans le Isin-chou (chap, iii):

« tf JSt n ;HI « * surintendant gdndral des affaires militaircs dcs deux arrondissements de Yong ci

de Liang*

N.xv.93a.b. (Planche CXIII.) # ^ A ^5 ^ ^ ^ #

*(Un tel, a3rant par ddldgation dc la dynastic) Tsin (les litres dc) la-tou-wei excr^ant les fonctions dc

che-tchong, grand marquis investi^ par les Tsin, (protecteur? de) Chan-chan (au sud du Lop-nor), Ycn-k'i

(Karachar), K^icou-tseu (Koutcha), Sou-le (Kachgar) • . • allid aux Tsin . .
.*

Nate.—Dans la formule ^ ^ ^ le mot ^ signific que le fonctionnaire ayant Ic litre idel de

tartou-iivei ixera les fonctions de chc-lchong. Le mot tJ- a done la m^me valeur que le mol ^ ;
mais le mot^ paralt ctre

employd quand un homme exerce dcs fonctions sup/rieurfs k, celles de son litre rdcl, tandis ejue le mot donnerait it entendre

qu’il est chargd de fonctions inffrieures ^ celles qu’impliquc son litre rdel.—Le Wei lio publid enlre 2^9 cl 265 p. C.

par Yu Houan, nous foumit un autre exemple de la formule que nous avons ici
;
pailant en effet du roi du Kiu-che postdricur

41 m-ii
Wei conlitol au roi de ce pays, Yi-to-Ua, le litre de la-tou-wei exer9ant les fonctions clc che-tchong nommd ptir les Wei ; il rc^ul

le tceau de roi nommd par les Wei.'

—

lyautre part, la formule ‘allid aux Tsiji’ que nous avons ici rappelle celle que

nous trouvons k la date de aa9 p. C. dans le San-kouo-tche (chap, ii, p. 3 r»), lorsqu’il est question de linvesiiiure accorddc

k Pt^t'iao (Vksudeva?, ap. Parker, At. Quart. Review, July 1902), roi dcs Ta Yue-tche ^ (Indoscythes)

;

Po-t*iao Alt en effet nommd -f- ‘roi des Ta Yuc-tche allid aux Wei. De inOmc, en 238 p. C.., une

lettre de I’empereur de Chine k la reine du Japon (l’imj)dratrice JingO) commence par les mots :
‘ fitlii adressd I’i-mi-hou,

reine de Wo, aUide aux Wei . . .’ IH jjl £ (Saa-kouo-/eAe, thap. xxx. y. 1 1 v"). Enfin en

I a6 p. C., m personnage de la tribu posldrieure de Kiu-che gjg fut nommd ‘ marquis, allid aux I Ian, de la tribu postdricure
’

”” dans les Annales principalcs du Tsin-chou (thap. iii) que Icmpereur Wou (265-289) de la

dynastie Tsin sut faire reconnattre sa suprdmalie dans les pays d’Occident: en 270, les pays dc Ta-yuan (Fcrghanah)

et de Yen-k*i & ^ (Karachar) vinrent lui apporter tribut ; en 283, 1'dtat dc Chan-chan gP ^ (au sud du Lop- nor), cn

aSg, ceux de Kleou-tseu etde Ycn-k'i ^ (Karachar), envo)^rent des jeunes gens de families princiferes jiouT

qu'ih prissent du service k la cour de I'Empereur; en 287. le K'ang-kiu jg$ ^ (Samarkand) chargea un ambassadeur

d'offrir des prdsents. Aprka le rtgne de I’emperenr Wou, ces relations avec les pays d’Occidcnt cessent enlikrement
;
quoique

non datd^ la fiche que nous dtudions en cc moment doit done scion toute vraisemblance remonler k I’^poqw ^I'cm^reur

Wou (afig-sSp), Dks lore, elle ne peut gukre ddsigner que le roi de Ycn-k’i (Karachar), Long Houei ^ qui, vers

cette dpoque. semble-t-U. prit I’hdgdmonle sur tous les Hou d’Occident (voir plus loin la note addilionnclle, p. 643): seul en

cibt T-^Mig Houei eut on pouvoir asses dtendu pour fiure ddsignd comme dominant k la fols sur Chan-chan, Yen-k'i (Karachar),

K*ieon-tseu (Koutoha) et Sou-le (Kachgar), .

unm
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H.XV.I8S. (PUuiche CXII.) M S 7 B 3! 9( % «&)
* Wou-wei, Si-p'ing» commandcrie dc Si, Tchang-ye, Tsieou-ts'iuan, Touen-houang . . /

AVA.—Nous avons ici une Enumeration partielie des huit commanderiea qui dEpendaient de Leang-tcheou W. Le

Tsin-chou (chap. xiv. p. 14 vo) nous fournit la liste complete qui est la suivante: ' Commanderies : lo de Kin-tch'eng

(auj. prEfecture de Lan-tcheou prov. de Kan-sou), 20 de Si-p'ing ^ ^ (auj. prEfecture de Si-ning 30 de

Wou-wei (auj. prefecture de Leang-tcheou ^ 4*’ de Tchang-ye ^ (auj. prEfecture de Kan-tcheou H*
;|||), 5« tie Si pQ (auj. sous-prEfecture de Chan-tan |X| dans la prEfecture de Kan-tcheou), 6® de Tsleou-tsHuan

(auj. prefecture sec. de Sou 70 de Touen-houai^ ^ ^ (auj. sous-prefecture de Touen-houang), 8» de Si-hai

(en un point mal determine du territoire de la prefecture de Kan-tcheou

N. XV. u6. (Planche CXIII.) gg M ^ #
Tchang-ye et Tsieou-ts'iuan, k (telle date). Cf. N. xv. 188.

N. XV. 85. (Planche CXIV.) * j6«T
4

*Le tchang-che Pao k rendu (cct Edit).'

No/€,—11 est vraisemblable que, avant les mots ^ se trouvaient les deux mots : nous retrouverions alors le

titre de tchang-che des pays d’Occident qui ap|jaratt dans le document N. xv. 328.

N. XV. 398 et N. XV. 75. (Planches CXII, CXIII.) (Ces deux fragments se font suite.) ^ ^ ^

* Le tchang-che des pays d’Occidcnt a Ecrit dans son camp (?) que, lorsque la lettre du Hong-lou serait

arrivEe, on devrait se conformer d cette lettre. Lo-pou-ycn, le 2o* jour du 1 1* mois, s'est confprmE At^'l^ordrc

de redif ^

No/e,—Le titre de tchang-che des pays d’Occident apparatt dans le Tstn-cAau (chap. Ixxxvi. p. 7 ro), oh on voif'meiitionnE,

vers Tan 324 p. C., un certain Li Po, tchang-che des pays d'Occident ^ ^ ;|(|^. — Le Hong-lou sseu est

I’administration chinoise qui Etait chargEe des relations avec les peoples barbares. — .Lo-pou-yen paraft Eire un nom d’homme

;

cf. N. xv. 348.

N.XV.348. (Planche CXII.) % ^ M ^ ^ ^ M Wr BiCa
'.

. . . a dcrit et rendu (un 61it) ; lorsque cet ^dit est arriv6, Lo-pou-yen, le 30* jour du 3-* mois, s’est

conform^ k I’^it.’

N. XV. 345. (Planche CXIV.) gg H £
^

' Le roi de Chan-chan.’

V Note.—Chan-chan ^tait au sud du Lop-nor.— A droite de ces mots, il semble qu’on puisse lire le mot ^ ' ddit '.

N. XV. 73. (Planche CXII.)

y ^ ' Le roi de Yu-t’ien a dcrit et rendu (un ddit) ; cet ddit est arrivd et a dtd refu .
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N.XV.109. (Planche CXIII.) ^ ^ M - H ^ M ^ ^ M ^1^1
‘ Lc premier jour du trofsi&me mois dernier, il est mont6 k chcval et s’est rendu k Yuan-tch'cng^ pour

y recueillir (le montant de cette) dctte ; au terme fix<5, il est parti
;

il faudra . .
.*

^On trouve mentionnd dans le Tsin~chou (chap. xiv. p, 6 v®) une sous-pr^fecture de Yuan-tch*eng qui existe encore
aujourd’hui sous ce nom dans la province de Tche-li \ mais il est vraisemblable que ccite ville n*a rien de commun avec cellc

dont il est question ici.
^

N.XV. 3S3- (Pliu.ch.CXII)

‘
. cn plusieurs occasions successives n*a pas rendu

;
peut-etre Ngan-pic-mou en secret a-t-il pratiqu6

des achats de grain sans cn donner aucun avis. Avant que la lettre cCit ctd redigde, chacun sccrctcinent, lc

fonctionnaire Tcheou . .

Traduction trfes incertaine. Au lieu de Ngan-pic<mou, on pourrait aussi lire :
* Le pr^fet de Kgan-pie\

N.XT.314. (Pbm*. CXIII.)

ci iK « ® A |!8 M W «5
* Il dit k ses supdrieura que dans toute T^tendpe de !a prefecture on avait declare que les poursuites pour

I’arrdter avaient it6 vaines ;
on lui permit ainsi de passer dans sa famille sans £tre pris. Lc prefet ct son

adjoint ont tous deux demandd d’abord par ou il avait passd aiiparavant.’

^o/e.—Traduction trhs incertaine. Le mot ddstgne unc circonscription administrative quo nous traduisons par lc

mot * prefecture ’•

N, XV. 189. (Planche CXIII.) Igl # ifet ^ ft

. a arrdti; le priifet ct son adjoint ont livrd . .

9

"
N. MY. ^9. (Planche cxii.)

‘Lctf^uit homines susnomm^s, Tou, avant qu'il efit riSdig^ par ^crit son accusation, avait dit au pr^fet

de les poursuivre et de les arrfiter ;
maintenant, de nouveau cet ordre est ^endu et il est promulgud partout.

N. XV. 176. (Planche CXIII.) ^ 191

‘ I’arrfeter; on ne I’a pas encore pris.’

H. XV. 315. (Planche CXIII.)

’ .... dit que, par Fou, officicr militaire dependant du gouvemeur, a d^posc^e cette accusation contre

Hou (le barbare?) et les prisonniers; I’accusation impluiuc Hou . .
.’

Traduction tr^ incertaine. «

N. XV. 37. (Planche CXIII.) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
‘Cheng-yi (nom d’homme?) fut impliqui avec les prisonniers dans I’accusation ;

Fou interrogca son ami;

'ia rdponse fut lente et br^ve.’

,\ jyW^.-La mention du personnage appeW Fou scmble indiquer que ce document se rapporte k la mfime affaire que

W- 3*5. A rr A
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N.xv.aoa. (Planche CXII.) - A W ft I* if © *

* L’homme susnommd appartient k habits et pi^es de monnaie, dans le stOpa (7), va le porter

lui-nidme au pr^fct de Touen-houang
;
k Taller et au retour • .

A^o/e,—Traduction tr&s incertaine.
^

N.xy.S3. (PtaBche CXIII.) ^ jfe H IB± tt ^ 0 + * A *» fi
‘ Hou-tche-tchou {c.~k.-d. le barbare Indoscythe Tchou), (origtnaire) du royaume des Yue-tche (Jndoscythes),

dg^ de 49 ana, taille moyenne, teint fonc^.’

N. XV. 191. (Planchc CXII.) M
. (ortginaire) du royaume des Yue-tche, Hou-tche (c.-i-d. le barbare Indoscythe . . .).*

N. XV. 337. (Planche CXII.) +
‘Tch'eou (ce mot paralt faire partic d’un nom dliomme), ig6 de quatorze ana; de petite taille; tous

sont v£tua de pantalons et de tuniques de toile ; ils tie^nent sous le bras (?)...

N. XV. 15a. (PlMdke cxm.) «|-tjlAJIIftA 0 =fii»
‘

.

. . (flg^ de (trente) ans) ; taille moyenne, teint foncd
;
yeux grands ; il porte la moustache et la barbe.*

ll.xv.o8. (PUmch.cxn.) H ^ 5. + A — ;g ft A # « S it
' Yi (ce mot doit faire partie d’un nom d’homme), &g6 de cinquante-six ans

; on I’appelle aussi Nou ;
de

taille moyenne
;

sea chevcux ct sa barbe sont griso^nants ; il est v£tu . .

N. XV. 19a. (Planche CXIV.)

' Yi, &g6 dc cinquante-six ans; on Tappblle aussi Nou ; de taille moyenne ; ses cheveux et sa barbe sont

grisonnants ;
son teint . •

No/e.—Voycz la fiche pr^eddente, N. xv. o8.

N. XV. 09. (Planche CXIV.)

* . . . il porte la moustache et la barbe ; et il est v£tu de . . . . en toile blanche.*

N. XV. oa. (Planche CXII.) ^ ^ IS )|t JS
’. . . il est v^tu d’un pantalon et d’une tunique de toile et porte des chaussures de chanvre.’

N. XV. 339. (Planche CXIII.) ^
'. . . il porte la moustache et la barbe.’

N. XV. 169. (Planche CXIII.) ^
*

. . .la moustache et la barbe.’
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N. XV. 139. (Planche CXIII.) g
‘ sous-prdfecture de — tch'ang.'

N. XV. 145. (Planche CXIV.) ^ 1? jBB :||fe

*le gouverneur|a ordonnd au pr^fct d’appeler k cette charge . .

N. XV. 010. (Planche CXIV.) ^ ^ ^
‘

. appeler k cette charge ; I’adjoint 4’a noti par <5crit.’

N. XV. 59. b. (Planche CXIII.) 0 ^ ^ JlJ Jl
‘le . . . jour, la lettre du ts'ong-che (nom de fonctions) cst parvenue ^ son supcricur.'

N. XV. 07. (Planche CXIII.) ^ ^ l|^ $ ^
‘le ts‘ong-che Siun manda par ^crit Hiu.'

N. XV. 324. (Planche CXH.) ^ WJ
*

• . • un cheval blanc tachctd ; unc selle et unc bride vieilles et ordinairea.*

N. XV. loi. a. (Planche CXIV.)

*. . . par un acte s^par4, il ordonna A tons Ics prdfets ct sous-pri5fets que cela concernait de fotirnir

des escortes k celui qu’on avait nommd A cette charge.’

N. XV. 100. (Planche CXII.) ^ A ^ lE M
‘ . . .^es deux hommes susnomm^s, depuis le vingt-troisieme jour du premier mois dernier . .

N. XV. ao7. (Planche CXIII.) + zj ^ iH- H a
*. . . le trentiime Jour du douzi^me mois a enfreint . .

N. XV. 133. (Planche CXII.)

‘
. rendre

; il ne Ta pas pu au jour de r&h&nce ;
il est parti sccritement, sans en donner avis . .

.*

N. XV. 175. (Planche CXIV.) ^ ^ISL — A
‘ Houo (nom d’hommeX accompagnd d’un serviteur . .

.’

N. XV. 135 & m7. (Planche CXIV.)

‘Ta'O n'est pas au nombre de ceux qui . . .; tons les prdfets que cela concerne*ont d«5jA dit .lu gouver-

neur de le poursuivre . .
.’

N. XV. 351. (Planche CXIV.) /V^ HF 0
‘ Le trcntlAmc jour du huitiime mois . .

.’
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N. XV. 6i & 6a. (Planche CXIII.)

‘Nan-cheng (nom d’homme?), 4g6 de *5 ans; deux chara i boeufs; deux boeufs jaune-rouge (?) ’.

N. XV. 8a. (Planche CXII.)

‘ Id od aller, gagner sa vie . . .*
(

N. XV. 78. (Planche CXII.) ^ H ^ ® 4^1

* le gingembre de 7, la noix d’arec du sud, ces marchandises . .

N. XV. 69. (Planche CXIII.) ^ ^
‘Houan Ki d<^jd auparavant a expose dans sea discours que . .

N. XV. 7a. (Planche CXIV.) ^ ^ Jfi

‘Yin est son fii:rc aln^(?).’

N. XV. 34. (Planche CXII.) ^
‘

. . . de fonctionnairc un sceau
;
tout le reste a <St^ inscrit et envoys d I'anclen . .

.’

N. XV. 349.
N. XV. 8a. a.

(Planche CXII.)

(Planche CXIV.)
illisibles.

Note additionnelle. ^

Les fichcs qu’on vicnt de lire se rapfK>rtent au d^but dc la dynastie Tsin, qui comtnen9a de r^fner cn

265 p.C. Je crois done utile de donner id la traduction des notices fort succinctes que le Tsin-chou (chap, xcvii.

p. ^ V®—6 v") a consaert^es aux royaumes de Ycn-k‘i (Karachar), K’ieou-tseu (Koutcha), Ta-yuan (Oura-trfp^)

ct K'ang'kiu (Soghd) ’.

ROYAUME DE YEN-KT ^ % (KARACHAR).

Le royaume de Ycn-k'i (Karachar) est d 8aoo li d I’ouest de Lo>yang ;
son territoire s’dtend dans la

direction du sud jusqu'd Wci-li*^^ ; dans la direction du nord, il est limitrophe des Wou>souen*

il a une superficie de quatre cents li de c6t^. Sur ses quatre faces il y a de hautes montagnes ; les chemins

y sont difficiles d’aceds et resserrds ; si cent hommes les ddfendent, mille hommes ne pourraient passer. Pour

ce qui est de leurs micurs, lea hommes se coupent les cheveux ; les femmes portent des vestes et mettent de

grands pantalons. Les coutumes du mariage y sont les mdmea qu’en Chine. Ces gens sont dpres au gain et

pratiquent la tromperie. Le roi a pour gardes du corps quelquea dizaines d’hommes qui sont tons arrogants

et n’ont aucun dgard pour les personnes, de quelque rang qu’elles soient.

' Si on joint k ces notices la notice sur le pays de Ta Ts'in

n'ajoute rien it ce que renfermait ddjd le Htm
Han-chou, et la longue notice sur lesT’ou-yu>houen ^

du Koukou nor, qui sont en dehors du cadre de notre

dtude, on aura la totalitd des pages que le Ttht^hem consacre

aux barbares d'Occident.

* Prbs de Kourla (cf. Temg-pm, tpeg. p. 66*» Q* 5)*

* Dans les valldes de la Tdkbs et de I’Di.
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Sous le rigne de I’empereur Wou, pendant la periode t'ai-k'ang (a8o-a89 p.C.), Long Ngan ^ roi de
ce pa)^ envoya son fils (i la cour des Tsift) pour qu’il f<lt enr61«S dans Ics gardes du corps *.

La femme de (Long) Ngan 6tait une fille de (la pcuplade des) Kouai Hou mm- clle fut enceinte pendant
douze mots, puls son edt^ se fendit et elle mit au mondc un fils qui fut nommd Ilouei ^ ct qui devint h^ritier

prdsomptiC Dds sa jeunesse, Houei sc distinguait par sa bravoure; (Long) Ngan, se sentant gravement malade,
dit 4 Houei: 'J'ai dt6 autrefois insujt^ par le roi de K'ieou-tscu (Koutcha), Po Chan Q li|, et inon coeur nc
saurait I’oublier ; si vous dtes capable de me venger, vous screz veritablemcnt mon fils.’ Quand Houei fut

anontd sur le trdne, il attaqua h I’improviste et vainquit Po Chan ; il s’etablit alors dans Ic royaume de ce dernier

et envoya son propre fils, Hi p^, r^gner dans son ancien pays.

Houei dtait audacieux et avisd
;

il prit done I’hdg^monie lur tous les Hou
"jllj

d’occident *
; I’cst des

Cs'ong-ling^ ^ (Pamirs), il n’y eut personne qui ne lui fQt soumis. Cependant, confiant dans sa bravoure,

il se conduisait sans precautions; une fois qu'il dtait sorti ct passait la nuit dehors, il fut assassind par un

homme du pays de K'ieou-tseu (Koutcha) nommd Lo-yun
|j|^

Apr6s ces dvdnements, Tchang Kiun^mm envoya (345 p. C.) le prdfet de Cha-tchcou Yang Siuan

la t^tc d*une multitude d’hornmes, pour administrer Ics pays d’occident
;
(Yang) Siuan donna le titre

de commandant d’avant-garde k son lieutenant Tchang Tche mm‘’ partout ou allait (Tchang Tchc), Ics

habitants disparaissaient comme le vent. Cette armee <!tant arrivee dans le royaume (do Ycn-k’i), Hi lui tint

t6te ct livra bataille aupres de la villc de Pen-loucn mais il fut battii par (Yang) Tche. (Yang)

Tche continua sa marche en avant pour camper au^(d^fil<?dcs) Fortes de fer^^ ;
il en ctait encore a plus

^ Dans les annales principales de I’empereur Wou
chaut chap. iii. p. 10 ro), nous lisons que k mois de la

sijukme ann^e t*ai-k*ang (285) les rois de K'ieou-tseu

(Koutcha) et de Yen-k'i (Karachar) envoybrent chacun un

de leurs fils k la cour des Tsin pour y 8tre au service de

I’empereur.

* Nous retrouvons le nom des Kouai Hou mentionnd cent

ans plus lard ; en efiet, lorsque, en I'annde 384, Lu Kouang

sat- gdndral de Fou Kien fit sa c^lbbre expedi-

tion dans le l!%rkestan oriental, le roi de Koutcha, Po Chouen

implora contre lui le secours du ro^dcs Kouai Hou ;

le Tseu icht tong him (7^ mois de I’ann^e 384) se borne

k dire k ce propos que les Kouai Hou dtaient plus loin dans

rouest que Koutcha.
• Le passage nous fail croire que Long Houei est pr^cis^-

ment le personnage qui est xnentionnd dans la fiche N xv.

93. a, b avec une titulature qui ne peut convenir qu’k un prince

ayant rhdgdmonie sur tout le Turkestan oriental.

^ Tchang Kiunmm ^tait un membre de cettc familie

Tchang qui, pendant plusieurs sikcles, devait continuer

k fournir des chefs locaux k la rdgion de Leang tcheou

mm (voyez I'inscription de 894 consacr^ stu gendre de

Tchang Yi-tcb’ao |y| g|^ dans ‘Dix imeriptiom chinoists

dt FAtu CenfraU d'aprbi les estampages de M. Ch. E.

Bonin*, p. 77 et suiv.). En I’annde 334. Tchang Kiun avait

refo dM Tsin les litres de *gdndral en chef, surintendant

gdndral des affaires militaires dans la rdgion k I’ouest de

ChBn ct dans Its arrondissements de Yong, Ts'in et Leang'

(Tim Uht Fmg Men, a* mois de I'annde 334). En fait

Tchang Kiun dlait un petit souverain ct sc conduisait comme
tel. C'est en 345 que sa puissance atteignit son apogdo,

aprds qu’il eut conquis Yen-k'i (Karachar) ;
voici on cffcl ce

que nous lisons dans le '/sen Uhe tong kien, \ la date de 345

:

< Le douzieme mois, Tchang Kiun attaqua Yen-k*i (Karachar)

et le soumit. Cette mfniic anndc, Tchang Kiun ddiacha les

onze commandcries qui soiu Wou-wei^ (I-eang tcheou),

9tc., pour en faire Tarrondissement de Leang et il

y nomma comme prdfet son fils lidrilicr, (Tchang) 'I’ch'ong-

houa 3^ : il ddcacha les huit commandcries qui sont

Tsin ^*lc., pour en faire rarrondissement de I lo

^ ; il y nomma cumme prdfet I'chang Kouan ^
commandant militairc, Pacificaleur des Jong; il dducha Ics

trois commandcries qui sonl Touen-houang etc.,

ainsi que les Irois camps du Proiecteur gdndrai des idgions

d'occident —

»

et en fit rarrondisse-

ment de Cha ;
il y nomma comme prdfel Yang Siuan

commandant militaire des IIou occidenlaiix |Jjt|

Tchang Kiun lui-mcme se proclama grand sur-

intendant gdndrai et gdndrai en chef ct s’arrogca Ic titre de

roi dc Leang ^ J ; >1 <^“1 *>autc direction des trois

arrondissements.' •

• Le ddfild dcs Fortes de fer dtait k 50 li k I’oucst de

Yen-k'i (Karachar) ; ii est indiqud sur une des deux cartes

chinoiscs gravdes en 1137 ct conservdes dans le Pei lin de

Si-ngan fou (Documtnit tur les Tm-kiut Oeiidenlaux, p. 7,

lignes 38-39 ;
Bulletin de I’Scolc franfaise d’Extrfime Orient,

tom. iii, carte A, en regard de la p. 814)-
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de dix H lorsque Houci, s’^tant mis de nouveau k la t4te de ses troupes, le devanfa pour I'attendre dans la vaU4e

de Tcho-lieou ^ ^ i
moment oi^ (Vang) Tche allait y parvenir, quelqu’un lui dit : ' (L'emperaur Kao)>

tsou, dc la dynastie Han, s’eflTraya (du nom) de Po-jen * A et Ts'en P'ong mourut 4 P'ong^wang*

^ Xl >
maintenant le nom de cette valMe est Tch5>lieou ’ ^ ; peut-6tre va>t-il y avoir 14 une embuscade.’

(Yang) Tche s'avan^a seul 4 cheval pour s’assurer de ce qui en dtait
;

il y avait en eflet des gens embusquds qui

se levi;rent
;
(Yang) Tche les attaqua au galop et les vainquit

;
puis il s’ayanfa et s’empara de Wei*

Hi k la t6te des quarante mille hommea de son peuple, vint, le buste d^nud^, se soumettre k (Yang) Siuan

^ tard,) quand Lu Kouang S At la conqu6te des pays d*occident (383), Hi se soumit*

derechef ^ lui^
;
puis, lorsque (Lu) Kouang se<fut arrogi la dignity imp^riale, Hi ^ envoya un dp ses fils pour

cntrer au nombre de ses gardes du corps. «

ROYAUME DE K*IEOU-TSEU ^ (KOUTCHA).

Le royaume de K*ieou-tseu (Koutcha) est i 8280 li k I'ouest de Lo-yang. Les mceurs des habitants sont

les suivantes : ils ont une vilic mur^e avee des faubourgs et les remparts y sont triples ; k I'int^rieur se trouvent

mille stupas et temples du Buddha. Les gens s'occupent d’agriculture et d*^levage. Les hommes et les femmes

coupent leurs cheveux et les font pendre sur le cou Le palais du roi est magnifique et resplendit comme une

demeure celeste.

Sous le r6gne de Tempereur Wou, pendant la pdriode t'ai-k*ang (280-289 p.C.), le roi de ce pays envoya

son fils (ii la cour des Tsin) pour qu'il entr&t dans les ^gardes du corps. A la fin des r&gnes des empereurs

Houei (290-306) et Houai^ (302-312), k cause des troubles qui d^solaient TEmpire du Milieu, il envoya

des ambassadeurs offrir en tribut des produits de son pays k Tchang Tch'ong-houa ^ A T^poque dc

Fou Kien ^ celui-ci envoya (383 p.C.) son g<in6ral Lu Kouang ^ k la ttte dc soixante-dix mille

hommes, pour attaquer ce pays^: le roi, Po Chouen ^ d^fendit son territoire et ne se rendit pas*; (Lu)

Kouang, faisant alors avancer ses troupes, vainquit et conquit (cette principaut6).

^ En 199 av. J.-C., rempereur Kao-tsou arriva dans la

locality de Po-jen et devait y passer la nuit
;
on avait fait de^

prdparatifs pour Yy assassiner ; mais Tempereur eut un pres-

sentiment et ne sdjourna pas en cet endroit (cf. Sseu-ma

Ts'tefty trad, fr., t, ii. p. 391-392}. D'apres le texte que nous

traduibons, e'est le nom m£me de Po-jen qui anrait 6i6 la

cause du pressentiment qui sauva Kad-tsou ; Po-jen en effet,

si on I’dcrit iaA. signifie * qui met les gens en pdril

* Ts'en Fong est un gdndral de I'empcreur Kouang-wou,

fondateur de la dynastie des Heou Han ; il pdrit en I’annde

35 p.C., dans la localitd de Fong-wang, dont le nom signifie

prdcisdment Ma perte de Fong* {I/eou Han chau, chap,

xlvii. p. 8 v").

* Crk-d. ‘ qui arrfite

^ Cf. p. 542, n. a.

^ 11 est vraisemblable que Hi, qui dtait roi de Yen-k'i en

34^ devait avoir cessd dc rdgner en 383 ; en effet, d'aprbs

d'autres textes, le roi de Yen-k'i qui fit sa soumission k Lu
Kouang se nommait Ni-Ueou ^ {Tsm-chou, chap,

exxii. p. 1 v”).

* Cette phrase me parait signifier qu'hommes et femmes
coupent leurs cheveux k ras du cou.

’ Nous avons vu plus haut (p. 543, lignes a i-ss dc la n.4)

que Tchang Tch'ong-houa dtait le fils de Tchang Kiun. II

sucedda k son pkre comme roi de Leang et mourut le Jour

ting-mao du onzikme mois de Tannde 353 {Tieu khe fong

hen .

* Lu Kouang dtait guidd dans son expdditioi^par le roi du

Kiu-che ^ antdrieur (Tourfan), Mi-l'ien ^ |^, et

par le roi de Chan-chan §|^ Hieou-mi-i*o^ |^,

qui tons deux dtaient ddvouds k la dynastie Ts'in

* £n 384, le roi de Koutcha, Po Chouen )|lA(c’est

ainsi que le nom est dcrit dans le Tseu khe ftmg hkn), se

voyant menacd par Lu Kouang, demands du secours

k ses voisins de Touest, les Kouai HouHtt (cf. p. 643 .

n. 2); le roi des Kouai Hou envoya 4 sa resconsse son

fi4re cadet, le marquis de Nou-long
1X911' et le gdndrat

K'ouei k la tdte de plus de soo,ooo cavaliers ;
ces chefs

entrafnkrent en outre avec eux plus de aoo,ooo aoldats des

pays dc Wen-sou ^ (Ouch Tourfan), Wci-l'cou ^
(Safyr bay, au S.-0. d'Ouch Tourfkn), dtc., mala cette

immense armde fut vaincue par Lu Kouang, qui pdndlra en

vainqueur k Yen-k'i (Karachar) et soumit ainsi k son autoritd

tout le Turkestan oriental On aait que, parmi lea priion-

niera que Lu Kouang fit k Karachar, ae trouvait le cdlkbre

religieux Kumftrajiva (cf. Bunyiu Nanjio, CakUeguif App. IL

no 59).
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ROYAUME DE TA-YUAN % (OURA-TEPE).

Le Ta-yuan est & 13350 1 * i I’ouest de Lo-yang
; vers le sud, il arrive jusqu’aux Ta Yue-tche ^ •

vers le nord, il touche au K'ang-kiu (Soghd). Il poss^e soixante-dix villes grandcs ou petites : Ic sol est

favorable k la culture du riz et du bid ; on y fait du vin de raisin ; il s'y trouve bcaucoup d'cxcclicnts chevaux ;

ces chevaux suent du sang. L>cs habitants ont les yeux prufondement cnfunccs et ont bcaucoup de barbe.
Volci ce qui conceme leurs mueursi quand un homme veut se niarier, il commence par ilonncr en prdsent
k sa fianede une bague d’accordailles en or

;
puis on Ic met 4 lepreuve cn lui livrant trois servantes

;
si aucunc

•d’elles n’a de fils, on rompt le mariage. Quand dcs enfants sont issus d’un commerce illdgitime, on mdprise
leurs mdres. Quand quelqu’un donne un cheval A monter k un homme, si le cheval est indocile et si Thoinme
tombe et se tue, e’est le propridtaire du cheval qui doit faire les frais de la misc cn bicrc. Ils sont tous
•commer^ants et se dlsputent pour un profit de la moitid d’un vingt-quatridme d’once. Quand ils ont de l or et

de I’argent de I’Empire du Milieu, ils en font aussitdt dcs ustensiles et ne s’en servant pas comme de monnaic.

La sixidme annde t*ai-k*ang (*85 p. C.), I’empereur Wou envoya I’ambassadeur Yang Hao jl^conidrcr an

roi de ce pays nommd Lan*seou le titre de roi de Ta-yuan. A la mort de Lan-scou, son fils Mo-tchc

prit le pouvoir ; il envoya un ambassadeur ofirir cn tribut dcs chevaux qui suaient du sang.

ROYAUME DE K‘ANG-KIU Jg (SOGHD).

Le royaume de K'ang-kiu est 4 environ 2000 li au nqrd-ouest du Ta-yuan. Il est limitrophe (dcs pays) de

Sou-yi* et de Yi-lie ^ ^|J. Le roi rdsidd ddns la villc de Sou-hiai^ ^ Pour Ics inceurs,

pour I'aspect extdrieur des hommes et pour les vdtements, ce royaume est 4 peu pres identique au Ta-yuan. Ce
pays est tempdrd ; il produit en abondance le peuplier, les saules et la vigne ; il s’y trouve bcaucoup dc bccufs

et de moutons ; d’excellents chevaux'en proviennent.

Pendant la pdriodc t'ai-che (265-274 p. C.), le roi de ce pays, nommd No-pi 05 envoya un ambassadeur

prdsenter 4 I’empereur une requdte scellde et cn mdme temps lui offrir d’cxcellents chevaux.

* Le l/eou Han chou (chap, czviii. p. 6 r*') dcrit Li-yi

» Comme Ta diabli Marquart Chronologic dcr aWUrkt-

schen iMSchrgfcn, p. 5a, et Erdnlahr, pp. 303-304), Sou-hiai

doit Sire la transcription du nom dc Soghd. C’dlait alors

la villc de Kesch qui dtait la capilalc du Soghd (cf. Documenls

^sur les Tou-kiuc OiciJcnlauXt p. 146)*

•TSIM
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PART III

A M

LES SGRAFFITI ET DOCUMENTS CHINOIS DU FORT D’ENDERE

Sgraffito du temple dEndere (Planche

l-s
IS

Note ^crite la septiime ann^ k‘ai-yuan (719 p. C.).

^ ... tche kien. II apprit que son commissaire des troupes et de la cavalerie ^tait mort

;

t
M puis les Quatre Gamisons ‘ et les grands TiMtains * . . .

^ ... avec les officiers des grands TiMtains. Le haut dignitaire du t'ai*tch‘ai^*, Ts‘in

^ Kia-hingS revint dans le district plac^ sous ses ordres.

5 2 ^
$ 5
it. :k

* £0719, les Quatre Gamisons ^taient Koutcha, Khoten, Cf. Bushell, * The early history of Ttbet’/otmi, Reg/, As. Soe.,

Kachgari Karachar. Cf. Roeumaits sur les Tou-kiue oeci- N.S., vol. xii. p. 536.

df^aux, p. 113, n. 2. * Le t'ai-tch’ang-sseu est i’administration qui preside aux

* Ta Fan, ' les grands Fan,' est le nom sous lequel les sacrifices de r£tat.

Tibtftains se d^signent eux-mfimes dans le traitd entre la * Je n'ai pas retrouvd le nom de ce personnage dans les

Chine et le Tibet gravd sur pierre h I'dpoque des Tang. ' histoires chinoiscs.

ff

Sgraffito de la salle E, Hi etEndere (Planche XI). ^

0 (dent g|).

® *

^ ' (^crit ce qui est une orthographe admise).

n
' L’envoyd impdrial Sin Li-tch'ouan.’

I

if

Fragments de documents trouvds dans le temple iEstdere.

E. L 80 *•

1** Ijgne ; D'une mani&re injuste, il a travailld & Impliquer dans I'affaire I’ancienne fenine de

cet hoinme, Li Che«san . . .

a* ligne
:
par ce qui prdcdde espire attendre jusqu’avant le mariage . t •
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i'*ligne: . . . jour. ^ Rcquete dll fonctionnairc Tchcou Hiuan-fou*.

a* Hgnc: heou-cheou*, g^ndral cn chef du corps d'armce dcs tso yu lin, (?) Tihe-tsiang,

* Nom d'homme. Lc mot signilie ' fonctionnaire * Cos deux mots doivcnl faire pailic d*uu litre tliinoia.

E. L 8.

Maiiitenant, venant de la villc . . . venir demander.

» •

»

4 A 2
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ASSISTANT IN THE DEPARTMENT OF ORIENTAL PRINTED BOOKS AND MSS.

or THE BRITISH MUSEUM

AMO
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A. H. FRANCKE
MORAVIAN MISSION, LEH

PREFATORY NOTE

In the following pages are published the fragments of Tibetan literature and the inscriptions

discovered by Dr. Stein at Endere. A brief estimate of their historical significance^ has been
given by me in the Journal of tlu Royal Asiatic Society for ^January, iQO.t, and I hope that

the publication of this material will enable scholars to supplement and, where necessary, to

correct the views which I have there expressed.

In the division of the work between the Rev. Mr. Francke and myself, the task of

editing the whole of sections i and ii fell to my lot, while most of the philological material

forming sections iii and iv has been contributed by Mr. Francke. When 1 began to study

the MSS. and photographs {>laced in my hands by Dr. Stein, it became plain to me that the

dialectal peculiarities of sections iii and iv presented problems .soluble onlv by a scholar in

close touch with the living dialects of Tibet. I therefore sent to Mr. Francke at Leh a

transcription of the poems forming section iii and my readings of the inscriptions photographed
by Dr. Stein (section iv), and in response to my request Mr. Francke generously contributed

the valuable notes which appear under his name in those sections.

Finally I have to record my deep gratitude to two scholars who have unselfishly aided

me.‘ The weary labour of piecing together the multitudinous fra^ents of the ^istamba-sQtra
was lightened by the* generosity of Professor de la Valine Poussin, who placed at my disposal

the Sanskrit version of that text prepared by him; and on many points, notably in the study

of section iii, Mr. F. W. Thomas has given me the benefit of his soiolarly judgement

L. D. BARNETT.
London, 1905.
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I

FRAGMENTS OF THE SALISTAMBA-SOTRA

The following fragments originally formed part of a large and well-written paper pothi about i8J inches in

width and inches in height. The text is written on one side of the page only, and has been revised,
apparently by the scribe himself. The pages are numbered in the usual way, seemingly by a second hand,
on the left-hand margin.

As will be seen from the appended notes, the text preserved in these fragments substantially agrees
with that of the Kanjur, Mdo xvi. It would seem that the text of the Kanjur represents a later revision

of that given in our fragments, a few passages haying been slightly expanded and ambiguous words changed
to simpler language.

A number of roots which in modern Tibetan end in -r, -/, or •n have in our MS. a final -d appended.
This -rf is the so-called drag of thq native grammarians, and is found in other ancient MSS. * In isolated

instances it is omitted in our MS. from roots that elsewhere have it, a fact indicating that it was already

beginning to be dropped in actual speech. It can only be traced with certainty once in the other MSS.
of Endere, which are apparently of a less canonical literary character; and the popular sgraffiti on the

same site also have it but once.

We also find a y between m and the high vowels i and r, for example myi^ mye^ myed. An exception

is mi i'cgn After vowels, where the modern literary language writes an, we find here always yan. Before

a short pause a final •a sometimes appears to be lengthened to -d, the letter being added on the line-,

whereas at the end of sentences the syllable o is added, as In the modern language. Other peculiarities

need not be specially mentioned.

As regards form of writing, there is no difference from flic moderp dbu-can script The letter ^
sometimes has a small tick attached to it on the top, at the right side ;

but this form is found in other old

MSS. and books.

The fragments are numerous, and often minute; but with the aid of a block-print of Mdo xvi of the

Kanjur, kindly lent by the India Office Library, it has been possible to assign to each its place. In the text

given below a thick vertical bar marks the point where the reading of a line in a fragment ends and is

continued in another fragment. The original owner of the MS. tore each page into two or more pieces, and

distributed these as offerings before the statues of divers deities [see above, p. 425]* H^*nce it is seldom that

all the component parts of a page have survived. As a rule, however, the morsels are sufficiently numerous

to make up the larger part of each of the pages represented by them ;
and in such cases the gaps

in the pages have been filled up by inserting the missing words from the Kanjur, enclosing them in

aqnare brackets and altering their spelling to suit that of our text. Before each page or fragment of

a page is added a reference to the numbers of the pages in the India Office copy of the Kanjur, Mdo xvi,

upon which the corresponding passage is to be found. In collation I have disregarded variations of no

\ importance, e. g« where the Kanjur gpves pa or ba as compared with ba or pa of our MS., or when the

* ScelhcRcv.Mr.Francke'sA7«>ir • I have indicated this added sound in transcription by

imd GrammaHk du TUe/iscAm, in the ZeUsthn/i der Deui- a circle at the end of the word, corresponding to the Iran-

Hhm Morgnddndiichin Gmlhcha/t, Bd. Ivii. p. apS- scriplion of the at the beginning of words.
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latter uses contracted forms, as tiiU, for the full apelliag of the Kanjur (tih Ht). My idm has been to

show the more significant points of difference between our fragments and the Kanjur, and their bearing

upon the original Sanskrit text

On the subject of this Sfltra the essays of Professor de la ValI6e Poussin should be consulted {JottmtA

asiatique, 190a, p. 237 flf., 1904, p. 357 ff.).

(A. Fol. 2.) «

{Mtio xvi, ff. 191 b- 19a a.) .

Line i. . . . rky[e]nd kyis reg pa
|
reg pai rkyend kyis ts'or bao ’

|
ts'or bai rkyend kyls sred pa

|
sred

pai rkyend kyis lend pa
|
[lend pai rkyend kyis srid pa

|
srid pai rkyend kyis skye ba

|
skye bai rkyend

kyis rga ii dafi
|
mya nan dan

|
smre shags odond pa dan

| ]
' '

a. sdug bshal ba dan
|
yi mug pa * dan

|
ok*rug pa rnams obyun ste

|
de Itar sdug bshal gyi p'uh po

e'en po* odi ob[yun bar ^ur ro II de la ma rig pa ogags pas odu byed ogag
|
odu byed og^ pas rnam

par Ses pa]
*

3* I
ogags pas myifi dan gzugs ogag

|
myih dan gzugs ogags pas [skye mc'ed

drug ogag
I
skye mc'ed drug ogags pas reg pa ogag

|
reg pa ogags pas ts'or ba ogag |]

4. ts'or ba ogags pas sred pa ogag
|
sred pa ogags pas lend pa ogag

|
lend pa og^ pah srid pa

ogag [I srid pa ogags pas skye ba ogag
|
skye ba ogags pas rga ii daA

|
mya Aan daA

|
smre sAags odond

pa daA
|
sdug] »

3. bsAal l» daA
|

yi mug pa daA ok'rug pa mabis'ogag par egyur te
|
de Itar sdug bsAal gyi p'uA

po e'en [p]o [odi egag par ogyur ro
|
odi ni bcom Idan edas kyis rtend ciA obreld par obyuA ba]

A single fragment (E. i. 1 3), numbered on the margin gHis, and forming part of page a in the original MS.

;

width, about Sj in.
;
height, 3j in.

*

' This lengthening seems due to the short pause fol* ' The Kanjur here, and again in 1. 5, readsj'ldsw Mr Ai.

lowing; compare mo (6 1 and 4, £ t), pao (C a, M a), * After^ here and in L 5 the Kanjur adds oiai^pt, Le.

r^io (D a).

(B.. FoL 3.)

(Mdo xvi, IT. 193 a»b.) ^

Line i. tes gsu^ so II c'os gaA ie nao
|
op'ags pai lam yan lag brgyad pa ste

|
odlo ’ Ita ste yan

da|g pai Ita ba daA
|
yaA dag pai rt(^ p» daA

|
yaA dag pai Aag [daA

|
yaA dag pai las kyi mt'a daA

|

yaA dag pai]
‘‘

3. ots'o ba daA
|
yaA dag pai rtsr^ ba daA

|
yaA dag pai dran ba daA

|
yaA dt^ pai tiAe odzind to |

odi ni op'ag|s pai lam yan lag brgyad pa 2es bya ste obras bu riled* pa [dan mya nan las odas pa geig

tu bsdus]

3. te bcom Idan odas kyis c'os so 2es bka stsald to II
|
de la saAs rgyas bcom Idan edas

|
gaA 2e na

|

sus c'os t'ams cad t'ugsu c'ud pai p'yir saAs rgyas 2e[s bya ste
|
des op'ags pal hes rab kyl spyan daA]

4. c'os kyi skus* byaA cub* byed pa daA
|
slob pa daA myi slob pai c'os mams gzigs so* II de la ji

Itar na rtend ciA obreld par obyuA ba mt'oA 2e nao*
|
odi la bcom Idan e[da8 kyis sus rtend ciA obreld

par obyuA ba rtag pa]

5. daA srog myed pa daA srog daA bral ba daA ji Ita bu Aid daA ma nord pa daA ma deyes pa daA

ma byuA ba daA ma byas pa daA^ t'og|s pa myed pa daA dmyigs pa myed pa daA 21 ba daA myi ojigs

p.!
*' daA [myi op'rogs pa daA mam par 2i ba ma yin pai raA b2in du mt'oA ba ste |]

Two fragments (E. k 33a, 18), forming the greater part of the third page of the original MS.; width,

9 in. and 4| in. respectively ; height, 3| in.

' The spelling is probably a mere blunder. test seems to point to an original reading something like

' In the Kanjur foi. whereas the words in the

The Kanjur reads r/oh/u, Ac. Our Kanjur repteecnt •
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* The uiMBpiroted tub may be a mere error; compare

nm /hi, M 4.

* The Kanjur reads c'ot de dag (i.e. in*l.. . . VlfK)
gvjgtpao.

* ThSe clause In the Kanjur reads thus : de la rten nm

(C.

SALISTAMBA-SOTRA 651

oSre/pa K^hyun ha mCoh haji Ita hu it na. The Sanskrit has
• • e

J
Here the Kanjur adds odus ma byas pa dah^ i. e,

IWRJpiUe 'rhe omission liere is ])robably due to error.

• The Kanjur reads pa nudpa.

Fol. 4.)

{Mdo xvi, ff. 19a b-i93a.)
• •

a Line 1. [gan gis ts*ul odi pdra bar c*os la yah rtag pa
|
srog myed pa dan srog dah bral ba dan ji Ita

bu Aid] dah ma nord pa dah ma skyes pa dah ma byuh ba dah ma byas pa dah odus ma byas pa dah
t*ogs pa myed pa^ dah dmyigs pa myed pa dah it [ba]

a. [dah myi ojigs pa da» myi op'rogs pa dah rnam par ft ba ma yin pat rah biin du mt*oh ba dc
op'ags pal c*oa mhon bar rt]ogs §ih* yah dag pas yc 5es t‘ob pas® bla na myed pai c*os kyi skur sans

t^as mt'oh ho 2es gsuhs so li smras pao

3* [eli p*yir rtend cih obreld par obyuh ba 2es bya
|
smras pao

|
rgyu dah bcas rkyend dah bcas pa la

byai
I
rgyu myed rkyenjd myed pa la^ ma yin tc

|
dci p'yir rtend cih obreld par obyuh ba /cs byao II de

la bcom Idan odas kyis rtend cih obrel par
^

4. [obyuh bai mts'an Aid mdor bsdus te bka «tsald pa rkyend odi Aid kyi obras bu stc
|
dc biin gsegs

pa mams byuh ya]h ruh ma byuh yah ruh c'os rnams kyi c*os Aid odi ni odug pao ics bya ba nas
|
gah

odi c*os Aid dah c'os gnas pa Aid dah

5. [c*os myi ogyur ba Aid dah>rtend cih obreld par obyuh ba mt*un ba dah de biin Aid dah ma nord

pa de biln Aid da]A
|
gian ma yin ba de biin Aid dah

|
yah dag pa Aid dah bden ba k*o na dah

|
de k'o

na Aid* dah ma nord pa Aid dah pVin ci ma

A single fragment (E. i. 34 a), forming about half of the fourth page in the original MS.; width, about

9im. ; height, afin.

* The Kanjur, which immediately before agreed with our

text, has her^he words fcg ma midpa, i. e.

’ 72r in the Kanjur. ^
' In the Kanjurye ies dah idan pas, as on the preceding

page. Our text suggests a reading

Wll lifUfibliy; ?) &c.

* The Kanjur reads ia m\

‘ The words de k'o na hid dah, probably a translation of

irron or^irw^, are wanting in tile Kanjur.

i

(D. Fol. 7.)

{Afdo xvi, f. 194 a-b.)

Line i. ba byao sAam du myi sems so
|
de biin du c*ui k'ams kyah odi Itar* bdag [gi]|s .sa bon

rian par [byao sAam du myi] |
sems so

|
myei k^ama kyah odi Itar bdag gis sa bon ts*os par byao * sAam

du myi sems so
|
rluh gi k*ams kyah odi

%u Itar bdag gis sa bon obu bar byao sAam du myi sems so
|
nam mk'ai |

k'ams kyah odi Itar b[dag

gia aa bon]
| la myi sgrib pai bya ba byao sAam du myi sems so

|
dus kyah odi Itar bdag gis sa bon

bsgyur bai bya ba byao sAam du myb
|

3. aema * so
|
aa bon yah odi Itar bdag gis myi gu * mhon bar bsgrub |

bo sAanl du myi se[ms so
|

myi gu ya]|h odi Itar bdag ni rkyen odi ds^ gis mhon bar bsgrubs so snam du myi sems mod kyi
|
oond

ky^h ri^end odi dag yod

U aa bon ogag pa na myi gu mhon bar ogrub par ogyur ro
1
d[c] bi^in du | me t'og ® yod na obras

bul du yah m]|hon bar ogrub par ogyur te
|
myi gu de yah bdag gis ma byas

|
p'a rold kyis* ma

byas glBia kaa ma byas dbah poa ma apruld ^
|
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fy. dus kyis ma b^urd raA b21n las ma [byuA] rgyund * myed pa las kyaA ma s[ky]e[s te
|
o]|ond

kyan sa daA c'u dan mye [dan rlun daA nam] | a^*a* daA dus kyi k*ams rnams odus pa las^® myi gu skye

iiti obyun bar ogyur te
|
de Itar p*yi rold kyi rtend ciA obrel par obyuA bai

Two large fragments, with the gap between them partly filled up by a smaller piece (E. i. aa» a7b, a3).

As arranged, they measure respectively 6|, and 9} in. in width ;
in height, af in.

’ Our MS. has here and in all similar cases o^f l/ar corre-

s|X)nc]ing to odt stUzm du in the Kanjur.

’ The Kanjur reads brlan.

’ Instead of is'os par hyao the Kanjur reads

yom su dro bar byao^ i. e. as in the San^rit.

^ Our MS. in all cases reads myigu^ where the Kanjur

has the modern form myu gu,

‘ The aspirate of me Cog is noteworthy.

* The Kanjur reads glan gyis^ with much the same

meaning
^ This represents The Kanjur has dhah

p'yug gis ma fyas, which is perhaps due to a reviser who

wished to avoid confusion between the two meanings {indnya

and Fhfara) of dbahpo.

" Apparently a mistake for the Kanjur reading rgyu,

• Written S|p.
*

In the Kanjur odw nas^ after which are gdded the words

sa bon ogag pa na^ in thg Sanskrit text 4^
In the Kanjur myu gu mnon par ogrub par, supported

by the Sanskrit Our reading

points to a variant something like

*• The Kanjur reads pyi rol gyis rtsn cih obreipar ogyur

ba rfyen dan obrel bar bltao ||

(E. Fol. 10.)

{Mdo xvi, flf. 195 b- 196 a.)

Line 1. . . . dan^ gan odus pai p*y‘<'
I

* * *

3.

[. . . gan odi odus nas lus kyi sra bai dAos po mAon bar ogrub par] byed pa odi ni sai k'am[s]

scs byao ...
^

3. [. . . gaA lus kyi dbugs] p'yi naA du rgyu bai bya ba byed pa odi nl [rluA gi k'ams Ses byao
|

. .
.]

4. [. . . gaA mdud k‘yim gyi ts‘ul du lus kyi myiA daA gzugs kyi myi gu mAon bar ogrub par byed

pa rnam par Ses pai ts'og-s] lAa daA Idan ba • daA
|
zag pa daA bcas [pal yid kyi rnam par Ses pa . . .]

5. [. . . nam mk'a daA rnam par Ses] pai k’ams rnams kyaA ts’aA bar gyur» . . .

One fragment (E. i. 38 b) ;
width, c. 3^^ in. ;

height, 3| in.

* The Kanjur has ICams drugpa gah dag odus, &c.
*

* The Kanjur reads /Aa odus pa, with practically the same meaning. Apparently gyurd,

•

• (Pw Fol. II.)

i^Mdo xvi, ff. 196 b-X97 a.)

Line i. . . . 8]aam du myi sems so
|
myei k'ams kya[A odi Itar bdag gis lus kyi zos pa daA ot'uAs] |

pa daA oc'os [pa daA] | myaAs pa mams ^zu [bar b)nio]
|
sfiam du myi sems so

|
rluA gi k'am[a . . .]

3. . . . nam mk'ai k'ams kyaA odi Itar bda« [gis lus kyi naA sbubs yod par byao sOam du myi

se]|ms 80 I
rnam

|
par Ses pai k'ams kyaA o[di Itar] | bdag* gis lus mAon du ogrub pa[r ogyur ro sflam

du myi sems so | . . .]

3. . . . bskyed do sfiam du myi sems mod kyi [|eond kyaA rkyend odi dag yod na lus obyujA'bar

ogyur ro II de la sai k'ams* bdag ma [yi]|n
|
sems can ma yin [sr]o[g ma jrin

|
. . .]

4. ... yin
I
skyes pa ma yin

|
ma niA ma [yin

|
Aa ma yin

|
bdag gi ma yin te

|
gSan sui yaA] |

ma

yin no
|
de b|2in du c'ui k'ams daA myei [k'ams] | d^ rluA gi [k'ams . .

.] ^
* 5. ... ma yin

|
srog ma yin

|
skye ba* ma yin

|
[Sed las skyes pa ma yin

|
Sed bu ma yin |

bud

mye]|d ma yin
|
sk)as|« pa ma yin

|
ma niA ma yin | . . .

Four fragments (E. i. 38a, 31 a, 37, 34b), of which the last contains nothing of the fifth line; width 8|,

1-1 ii ii-a> and i-3| in. respectively ; height, 3|, 3|, af, a in.

' This clause appears in the Kanjur as hdag git tut fyi the Sik^samuccaya. * Sfyt in the Kanjur.

mih dan gzugt mhon par h^mh ho ; both represent * ICamt m‘ in the Kanjur.

mniK The clause is absent in * /up. in the Kanjur.
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(G. Fol. la.)

{Jlfdo xvi, f. 197 a-b.)

IJne i.xill 3^ ma yi[n no II de la ma rig pa gan 2e na
|
k'ams drug po odi dag nid la gallA gcig

pur odu paM ril por odu Ses [pa da]|A rtag par odu Sos pa»
|
brUn bar odu ses pa

|
t‘cr zug du^ odu

Ses pa
I
bde bar odu Ses pa^

|
sems can dan srog dan skye ba daA»

a. gsC* ba daA skyes [bu daA^ . .] | du odu Ses. pa ^ dan
|
ua 2cs bya ba daA bdagi

|
Ses bya bar odu

Sen pa odi Ita bu las stsogs* pa myi Ses pa mam pa sna ts‘ogs pa odi Ita bu» ni ma rig pa Ses byao I dc
Itar ma rig

3. pa yod pM yul
I [r]na[m8 la o]d<^ c'ags [daA Sc sdaA daA gti mug pa]

|
ojug go*«

|
de la yul

jfMXtiM la odod
I c ags daA Se ^aA daA gti mug pa gaA yin ba odi ni ** odu bycd mams so

| dnos po so
•or mam par rig pa rnam par

4« Ses pao
|
ma|m par Ses pa daA lhan c*ig [sky]e'® [ba ne bar lend pai]

| p*un po gzugs mycd pa
bSi po de dag ni

|
myiA dan gzugs so

|
myiA daA gzugs la rtcn pai dbaA jx) mams ni skye mc'cd

drug go
I
c*08 gsum odus pa ni reg pao

|

3. reg pa myoA ba ni
| ts'or bao

|
ts’or ba las>® Sen [ba ni sred pao

|
srcd pa]

|
op*eld pa ni lend

pao
I
len p a las

|
skyes pa yaA srid pa skyed pai las ni srid pao

|
rgyu de las p*uA po byuA ba ni skye

bao
I
skyes nas p'uA po smyind pa ni rgas pao

Four fragments (E. i. a6*, 27 a, 35, 3a b), of which jhe smallest (27 a) forms only the second division of

lines 3-5 ; width, c. 1^, a|, 3I, and 9^ in. ; height 2|,»i a|, af in.

‘ Pa dah in the Kanjur.

* In the Kanjur pa dah^ and so in ^e following three

categories.

* In the Kanjur Ai,

* After this follow in the Kanjur the words bdag tu

fetpa dah, corresponding to WVflhiT in the Sanskrit text.

* In the Kanjur sfye pa po.

* The lengthening of the vowel is noteworthy, the word

being written^*T^\ See note on A i.

^ These words do not agree with the Kanjur, which reads

tfyet hu dah
|
gah wug tu odu let pa dah

|
led lat skyes pa dah

|

lid bur odu la pa dah
|
ha la fya ba dah

|
bdag gi ies bya

bar odu Uspa ste.

* In the Kanjur la sags.

* The Kanjur has merely ona l/ogt odt ni
;
odi ni agrees

with the Sanskrit

^ In the Kanjur gH mug ojug sie.

** Pa is not in the Kanjur.

** After ni follow in the Kanjur the words ma rig pai

rkyen gyis, which are not represented in the Sanskrit. Instead

of so the Kanjur has les byao, agreeing with of the

Sanskrit.

Byuh in the Kanjur. Note the spelling cig.

This clause agrees with the words of the Sanskrit

the Kanjur,

however, reads p'uh po hli po odi dag nt. The clause follow-

ing this in the Sanskrit text (^^nPITfT ^
Wiyn in ^ik^asamuc-

caya) is omitted here and in the Kanjur.

In the Kanjur dr/en, agreeing with riWwifTPf in the

excerpt in the ^ik^Ssamuccaya.

** In the Kanjur la.

For this and the next three words the Kanjur gives

merely bskyed pai,

“ In the Kanjur rga bao.

(H. Fol. 13.)

{Mdo xvi, ff. 197 b-198 a.)

Line i. rgas nas p*uA po . . •

i. myi bde ba myoA ba ni sdu[g]

3. mAon bar odu bycd • . .

4. skom bai p'yir srcd . . •

5- smre snags odond . • .

One fragment (E. i. 30), lixafln., orming the left-hand aide of the page immediately following the

preceding (Q). There are no divergences from the Kanjur.
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(J, PoL 14.)

(Mdo xvi, f. 198 a-b.)

Line I. >0 !i de Itar ma rig pa 3^x1 na odu byed mam gaum mAon bar ogru[b ste]
|
baod namsu fie

bar ogro ba daA
|
bsod [natns ma yin bar] | Ae egro ba daA

|
myi gyo bar Ac bar ogro bao*

| de la

bsod na[ma su fle bar ogro bai odu byed rnams las bsod]

3. nams su Se bar cgro bai mam par ies pa Aid da ogyur ba daA4 b[8od] nams ma yin bar fie bar
ogro [bai odu byed mam]|s las bsod nams ma yin bar fie t>ar ^ro bai mam [par Sea pa fiid du ogyur ba
dafi

I
myi gyo bar fie] •

3. bar og^o bai odu byed mams las myi^gyo bar fie bar og^ro bai [mam] par Ses pa fiid du og^ur ba
o[di n! odu byed kyi] | rky[e]nd kyis mam par les pa 2es byao | de b2in du* rnam pa[r im pai rkyend
kyis myifi dafi gzi^ Ses byao* |]

* *

4. m}nfi daA gzugs mam par op'eld pas skye mc'ed drag gi ago nas bya ba byed pa mams eb)niA ste

o[di *] n[i] myi[A daA gzug^ ri‘Icy]e[nd ky]i[s] skye mc'ed drug ces byao
|
skye mc'ed drug [po dag

la reg pai ts'ogs drug obyuA ste
|
odi ni]

5. skye mc'ed drug gi rkyend kyis reg pa Ses b)rao
|

ji Ita bur reg pa obyuA ba de Ita* bur ts'or

m3n>A ste* de nt r^ pai rkyend ky|is ts'or bai* [by]e brag de dag myoA ba daA . . .

Two fragments (E. i. 36, 14), forming the greater part of the folio which directly followed the preceding (H)

;

width 9 and 4i >n. ; height, 2| in.

' In the Kanjur ogroo.

* These three words are not in the Kanjur or Sanskrit.

* Such appears to have been the original reading of our

text, and it nearly agrees with the variant quoted in Prof.

BendaU's note to the iik^ftsamuccaya, via.

the other variant being simply ipt WT*. The
Kanjur gives rnam par its pa dah than cig tkyes pa p*uh

po g^tigs can mayin pa hV dan
|
g%ug9 gahyinpa di ni rnam

par ifs pai rkyen gyis mih dan gzugs Us byao^ representing

IwfXiiw 10 *ii7n xw ’fill Snn-.
as in the SiktfSsamuccaya. Hence it

would seem that the original reading was simply ipl (orllVT)

^ In the Kanjur de\ and*80 in the next aentence*

* The Kanjur ^ives wrongly Uar bur.

* For The Kanjur has tfor ba abyuh iie

(ini^)p agreeing with the Sanskrit.

^ In the Kanjur idor ba Us byao || /rV bai^ ftc. This

points to fn Hin: WlT-
or the like ; but the actual Sanskrit has WVf

. (K. Fol. 15.)

{Mth xvi, if. 198 b-i99a.)

Line 3.

4-

5-

One small fragment, i|in. high x I in. wide.

... ba de ni ...

. . . yin . . .

. . . su zug[s] . . .

(L. Fol. 16. See Plate CXVII.)

{Mth xvi, 1 199 a-b.)

"Line i.
|| g rkyend gcig’

|
rtag pa ma yin myi rtag pa ma yin

|
odus byas ma yin odus ma byas ma

yin *
I
inyoA [ba yod pa ma yin

|
tgyu myed pa las byuA ba |] | rky[e]nd myed pa las byuA ba ma srin |

zad pai c'os ma yin
|
ojig pai c'os am yin

|
ogog pai c'os ma )dn

a. te t'og* ma myed pai dus nas kluA gi rgyun bkin du rgyund ma c'ad par tugs pai tjesu ii^ mo[d
kyi

I
oond kyaA yan lag b2i]

| po odi dt^ ni* de bsdu bar bai tgyur ogroo*
|
b2i gaA 2e na odi Ita

ste
I
ma r^ pa daA

I
sred pa daA

|
las daA

3. mam par Ses pao
|
de la mam par Ses pa ni sa bon gyi taA bSin gyis igyu l^yed do 1 la[s ni SiA.
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gl raA] I
Ulti gyi[s rgyu byed do

|
ma ri]|g pa daA sred pa ni Aon mons pai ran biin gyis rgyu byed do

|

de la laa daA fton moAs pa dag ni sa bon

4. rnam par Sea pa skyed do
|
dc la las ni sa bon rnam par §es pai ii'A gi bya ba byed do

|
[sred

pa ni aa bo]|n mam pa[r Sea pa rlan* bar bye]|d do
|
ma rig pa ni sa bon rnam par Ses pa ode^ te

|

rkyend odi dag myed na aa bon rnam par sea pa mnon bar

5. egrab par myi ogyur ro
|
de la las kyaA odi Itar bdag gis sa bon mam par ses pai iiA gi [bya ba

‘ byao afiam] | du myi [8]e[ms so
|
^red pa yaA o]|di Itar bdag gis sa bon rnam par sea pa rlan bar byao

s&m du myi aemso
|
ma rig pa yan odi Itar

• Two considerable fragments (E. i. lo, 13), with a small piece partially filling up the gap between

them in lines 3-5. As arranged, they measure respectively and 8 in. in width, and in height

a|, i|, and a} m.

* The Kanjur for these words reads rgyu gian dan glan

lat hyuh ba
|
rlytn gian dah gian las fyun ba, i. e.

* After this word the Kanjur adds rgyu med pa ma yin
|

rkym mtdpa ma yin, I. e. Thi* is

probably a variant for the words rgyu myed pa las byuh ba

rkyend myedpa las byuh ba mayin in our text, which are not

found in the Kanjur.

* This and the following words as far as rjesu iugs appear

in the Kanjur as fog ma mtdpai dus nas iugs pa
|

rgyun fda

c'ad par hluh gi rgyun biin du rjes su lugs, i. e,

Hf (more exactly

W or

* After ni follow in the Kanjurt he words r/en an olrei

par obyuh bat yan lag beu gHit po, in San&kiit

; and for tie the Kanjur has tie dag.

‘ In the Kanjur egyur re

;

the Sanskrit has^yd^

• * Here and in the next line the Kanjur spells this word

brlan.

(M. Fol. 17. See Plate CXVII.)

(Mdo xvi, ff. i99 b-aooa)

Line l. bdag gis sa bon rnam par Ses pa gdab bo sflam du myi sems so
|
sa bon rnam par -scs pa

yaft odi Itar bdag ni rkyen odi da|g gb bskyed do snam du myi sems te
|
oond kyah sa bon rnam par ses

pa laa kyi lift la itend* pa sred pai rland kyis brlan

3. pto* I
ma rig pai itad kyis btab pa*

|
skye ba na* mai mnal de daft der myift dan gzugs kyi myi

gu mfton bar ogrub ste
|
myi|ft daft gzugs kyi myi gu ^e yaft bdag gis ma byas

|
p'a rold kyis* ma byas

1

gSis kas n* byas
|
dbaft pos ma spruld •

|
dus

. , ,

3. kyis ma bsgyurd
|

raft bHn las ma byuft
|
byed pa la rag las pa ma yin

|
rgyu myed pa Jas kyan

ma akyes | te*
| P'a daft ma p'rad pa daft dus* daft Idan ba daft rkyend gtan yan ts'ogs pa na»

|
bdag

po myed pal c'os bdagi myed pa odzind * ... j . i j

4. pa myed pa I nam ka’® daft mts'ufts pa sgyu mai rots’an Sid dan" ran biin dag la rgyu dan rkyend

ma ts'aft ba myed pai p'yi|r
I
sky* •'*<* mts'ams sbyor ba

|
mai mnal de daft dcr myon ba dan

Idan bai sa bon rnam par Ses pa myift daft gzugs ...... , « , |

e. kyi myi gu mfton bar sgrub bo“ H odi Ita ste myig gi mam par Ses pa ni inai pyir skyeo
j

Ina

gaft 2e na myig la brtend |
pa daft

|
gzugs daft

|
snaft ba daft

|
nam mk a dan

I
de skyed pa yid la

byed pa la yan brtend nas myig gi rnam par scs pa skyeo

Two fragmento (E, 1 34, 3 i). forming a complete page of 18* x 2 j in.; their respective widths are 8J and yj >n.

* Spelt in the Kanjur brlsne * See note on A i.

* This clause apparently means The

Kanjur reads ma rig pai lus fyis bran pa, in which /vx

seems to be a corruption of lias. The Madhyamika-vrtti

has support^ by Jibetan version,

and the ^kflsaniticcaya reads

* Alter this the Kanjur inserts elyt baignat hid mliamt

ba, sopponed by the Sanskrit tni

(or*Kai^).

• In the Kanjur gian gyis, as before.

• In the Ksnjur dbah p'yug gis ma byas, as before.

» Followed in the Kanjur by oo« fyan. ,

• For this word the Kanjur substitutes ila m/s’an, which

looks like a gloss. The SanskiH has wsQ*

• In the Kal^/ ots'egs na. “ Sic

!

•• In the Kanjur fyi.
" In the Kanjur egrub bo.

“ These three words appear in the Kanjur as rgyu litas

ebyuH s/e ; the Sanskrit has vS*

•

“ In the Kanjur pai. “ In the Kanjur obyun ito.

4 u 2
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(N* Fol 19.)

(Mdo f. SOI a-b.)

Line i. [. .

.

dc la c'os ga6 yaft ojig rten odi nas oji]g rten p'a roldu myi ep'o mod kyi . .

.

3., [. .

.

me loA gi dkyil ok'ord tu ma op'os] mod kyl rgyu da& rl^nd ma ta'aA ba myed [pd p'yir

b2in du mnon ba yaA yod do
|

. .
.]

3.

[. .

.

odi Ita ste
|] dper na da bal dkyil ok'ord ni [dpag ta'ad k'ri 6ii atoA nas ogro ite | . .

.]

4- [• .

.

snod c'uA Au c'us] gaA bai naA du soA ba yaA myed mod [kyi . .
.]

5. [. .

.

igyu daA rkyend mams ma ts'aA ba myed pai p'yir las] kyi obras bur* mAon ba yaA yo[d]*

do
I
o[di Ita ste

I
. .

.] ,

One fragment (E. i. 38), aj-3j in. wide
;
a| in. high.

^ ,

' The Kanjur reads h.

(0. Fol. 20.)

{Mdo xvi, flf. aoi b~aoa a.)

Line i. [. , . nam mk']a daA mts'uAs pa sgyu mai mts'an Aid daA* raA b2ln dag la
|
rgyu daA

[rkyend*]
|
ma ts'aA ba myed pal p'yir skye bal gnas Aid mts'ams sbyor ba

|
mai mAal de daA der sa

bon mam par §es pa las daA Aon *

2. [moAs pa mams kyis bskyed pa mylA daA gzugs] kyi myi.gu mAon bar sgmb* ste
|
de Itar naA gi

rtend cin o[brcl]|d par obyuA bai* rkyend obrdd par bltao II de la naA gl rtend ciA obreld par obyuA ba

Inai p'yir* blta ste
|
lAa gaA 2e na

|

*

3. [rtag par ma yin ba daA
I
c'ad par ma yin ba daA

|
op'o bar] ma yin ba daA

|
rgyu c'uAu las

obras bu e'en po obyuA ba da[A
t
de]

|
daA edra bal rgyud duo

|
jl Itar rtag par ma yin 2e na

|
gaA gi

p'yir t'a mai oc'i bai p'uA po mams kyaA g2an la skye bai c'ar

4. [gtogs pa mams kyaA g2an te
|

t'a ma oc'i ba]i p'uA po gaA yin ba de Aid skye bd c'ar gtogs pa

rnam|s ma yin gyi t'a ma oc'i bai p'hA po mams kyaA ogag la
|
skye bai c'ar gtogs pai p'uA po mams

kyaA obyuA
'

5. [bas dci p'yir rtag par ma yin no II ji Itar c'ad par ma] yin 2e na
|
t'a ma* oc'i bai p'A po mams

ogags* pa las
1

1

skye bai c'ar gtogs pai p'uA po mams obyuA ba ma*yin
j
ma ^;ags pa las'kyaA ma yin

gyi
I

t'a ma oc'i bai p'uA *

Two large fragments (£. i. 16, 17) ;
width, 4|-4| and 9^ in. wide; height, a) in.

' In the Kanjur fyi.

* The Kanjur adds here mam.
* In the Kanjur

* in the Kanjur, which also inserts dah after rfymd.
*
Instead of liiai p'yir the Kanjur gives mam pa lAar.

The Sanskrit has here (but directly afte^

wards tufli: only), corresponding to the former; mam pa

stands for

* In the Kanjur sMt^ and the same betow; it also reads

<>gags.

* Before tgag the Kanjur adds sim, which Ands some

support in the Sanskrit versions
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II

MISCELLANEO^JS FRAGMENTS OF RELIGIOUS WORKS

A FRAGMENT of paper, imperfect on both the right and the left sides (E.i. 19), width, 4-4I in.
;
height, 5i in.

• See Plate CXVIIL The first passage is written in a good square hand ; the second is in a coarse cursive script.

Both relate to the ritual of sacrifice.

A. 1 . Recto.

1. . . . qsc-g-
j . . .

2-
1 ^ •

3

1 • • •

4

. . .

5-
| ?] . . .

6
1
|'tNC’<3^rq^-5|'3fq-

1

7. . . .

8. ...^— . . .

9 . . .

10. . .

.

3. The at the end of the line Is very uncertain.—^5. istan? only s and « are clear.— 10. Above pJ^"

is written

The dog has a place in the vfdyia of Asia. We read of white dogs being sacrificed to ratify covenants,

for example, in the treaty between the Chinese and the Tibetans mentioned in the Journal of the Royal Astatic

Society, New Series, vol. xH. p. laS f.-

2. Verso.

1. I

2. ... |
• • •

8. . . . «r n . .

.
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4. . . . -

5. .
. I

c-arg

6. . .
. I

. . .

.

Na

S. ...

B.

Two small fragments of a slip of coarse brownish paper daubed with red paint, about two inches in height,

which seems to have originally contained two lines of writing in a very coarse half-cursive hand (E. i. 31 b, 29).

(a) . .

^ 4

. .

.

3} in. wide, 1 in. high. The letter after is either ^ or ^

.

W .. . . .

.

- . . .

.

Na

6| in. wide, 2| high. In line i ^a| fs preceded by an illegible letter. At the end of the line are traces of

a letter not unlike *

In line 2 the vowel of g* is uncertain; it may be i.

C.

Two fri^;ments of a page of white paper, written in a small and somewhat affected cursive hand (E. i. 25).

(o)

I

}}|qq-(arqq-^q0-«r . . .

. ....

4} in. wide, in. high. It is difficult to distinguish between 4 and e.

Over lij is a horizontal line, perhaps intended for the vowel e. After the following is an 4f, which

the writer has struck out. The in the last line is uncertain, and after it are traces of another letter.
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On the reverse are the following words:—

I . . .

11
q-

The last letter is doubtful.

.
'

('J).
. . . . . .

. .
.

II
_ _

'^nr'^qor
. .

.

3 in. wide, high. Only the vowel and the upper part of the akfara t is visible. After xrcjQj- are
traces of q or ^1, perhaps 3.

On the reverse:— ,

*

. . . . .

»

Fragments of a work on mystical rites, written in a good hand similar to that in which the S.ilistamba-
satra is written, but with slightly larger letters (E. i. 15, ao, 36). See Plate CXVIIl.

() ... . . .

•
^

. . . *^^yqwq-*^[c'] . .

.

. .
. n . . .•

E. i. 15. Nearly in. wide, ij in. high. In the last line only the tops of the letters survive.

( ) 1 . . .

. .

.

K. ie aoa« 2} In. wide, ij in. high. Incomplete on the right side.

(r) ... . . .

. . . . . .

E. I. 20 b. Nearly i|in. wide, in. high.

(rf) ... q*;^ . . .

. . .'JfJq'
11

. . .

E. 1. 30 C Nearly in. wide, ij^ in. high. The scribe has written q<^, and then struck out the
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{e)

. . . . .

.

... [*(]£;•

. . . ^<^5^q*^t;-] ... t

E. i. 36. 2lin. high, i^in. wide. At the b^inning of the first line there survives the shaft of a letter*

that may be ^ or with a fragment of a mSira over it. In the last line the first letter seems to be / or

but only the shaft is visible.
'

& •

(/) . . .a-q-^c-js^*^ . . .

1 1 in. high, i>|in. wide. Only the left-hand corner of the syllable su remains

is)

1 in. high, liin. wide. A fragment of the last line of a page. The letters are imperfect on top.

i

(^) . . • •

A scrap similar to the preceding, and of the same size.
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III

TWO RELIGIOUS ;>OEMS

Two poems from the T cg-mc <^-mdzod Written on a nearly rectangular sheet of native

paper about loj inches by 7J inches, in a careless, semi-cursive script (E. i. 11). See Plate CXVllI.

1 .

Ns

q^Sjcii*^ g*5i*^'*Tj^’5^qg}9rji^ll^^ «,p^’si'(!^=Jl?i-si?i%'5^11*® 5%qq;'g|t;'^54'ql^rg^ll“*

ajq|-arc-.^wfipc:-^
ll^’^ ll’“ ll‘“

^’sisi’

5. After ^ the scribe has written by mistake, and then put masks of erasure.— 9. apparently

by error for ^'.—15. The is very uncertain; perhaps Sf .should be read.— 18. At the beginning of this

and the next verse the scribe has written and then scored out the letters.

N9

Mr. Francke has kindly furnished the following translation and notes. By a remarkable coincidence, these

poems were a part of the studies once pursued by the evangelist of the Moravian Mis.sion at Leh, I'ar-rnctl

C‘os-op'eI, formerly a Lama at the Tashilhunpo monastery, who learnt them and other works by heart *
;
and

Mr. Francke has likewise communicated this version, which, as will be seen, differs very little from that

of the Endere MS.

The version of Tar-rHcd C‘os-op*cl, apart from details of spelling, presents the following divergences:—

V. 8, nor dah p'a yul\ v. 9, mi bur-, w.ii, ci liar ; v. 12, sgoit bit
;
v. 13, dga mgit otiod

;
v. 14, bit siitad ghat

gyis slu bar red-, v. 15, ^'or ba Sags pas odsin par red ; v. 16, smyo bat gUiit gts [J^rdsis par red] v. 17, log

pa da rjes mi gtoh na\ v. 19, ^t'a.

' Thia first poem is quoted by Sarat Chandra Das, Tibetan

DUdonaty, p. 653, as Mr. F. W. Thomas first perceived.

* This gentleman confirms the statement of Sarat Chandra

•TBIN

Das, as he informs us that both poems are from the T cij-

mc'og-mdzod.

4C
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Mr. Francke contributes the following remarks on the text of the Endere MS.:—

‘V. 1, kye ma is not an exclanuttion of misery, as stated in Das's dictionary, but expresses something
like “now listen!” In the same sense it occurs in the Kesar-saga.

'V. 6, rtnyi lam\ it is interesting that in the Lower Ladakhi pronunciation rt^lam or sty/i-Um, the
ancient y is preserved. rgyu, or perhaps dmy^g' rgyu, is stat^ by Tar>rAed C'os-^'el to be a well*

known word meaning “phantom”*.

‘ V. 8, yul sa, he says, is used in the same sense as f'a yul.

‘ V. 8, mi bur is also known to him as meaning “ unreal ”.

* 1 1, kags kyi bya k'rot a name of the eagle, on account of his beak, which is like iron.

* V. la, sgon bu is the Tibetan rendering Sf the Sanskrit
; but skyes would have been better.

The vowel has probably been forgotten. Brims pa is given by Tar-rlled C'oB-op*el as “ go ”, here “ soar •

‘V. 13, biin du seems to stand here for the ordinary la\ odon is a mistake for odod.

' Vv. 14-16. The terminations i re or ta re (the t in the latter may be the last remnant of a dreig*)

are ordinary Central Tibetan formations of the present tense with auxiliary, parallel to LadSkhi formations

like tahha mi dug.

‘V. 15, for is due to assimilation to hzuh^ sum.

'V. 17, ies is a development of rjes. Compare Ladakhi Grammar, Laws of Sound, No. i, which in full

is thus:

—

s or r+e — sA\ s or r-\-j—di \ s or r+is = s; s or r+ds = s.

‘ V. 19, gru is a way of writing grva “ wisdom*”, ” kpowledge ”. In Khalatse the word rva “ horn ”,

is pronounced ru as well as ra. Sdig mas T’ar-rBed C'os*op'el explains as meaning “ many sins ” ; but it may
be simply “delight in sin

Mr. Francke supplies the following translation:

—

I. Now listen! a. The three realms—gods, men, and animals— 3. are like the town of the

Scent-eaters •
; 4. like that they exist and perish. 5. As they are perishing in this way, 6. they

are like an unreal dream, or like a phantom. 7. All power and fame are empty [conceptions]. 8. Suppress

[love for] wealth and home, like a misfortune! 9. House and family are as unrealities. 10. Those

who are wise live according to these [considerations], 1 1, They are like the eagle [with the] iron [beak],

13 . the egg-bom one, who soars about solitary peaks, 13. and experiences ninefold joys from clouds

and air. 14. Family and friends deceive us, so 15. that we' are caught by the noose of rdiirth,

16, so that wc are trampled down as by mad elephants. 17. If you will not turn away from them and

follow me (Buddha), 18, there Is no deliverance from the three ways of sin*; 19. there is no

knowledge to ford [the river of] sin. 30. Therefore it is right to perform the holy religion*.

2.

' [More exactly, it is the.XSlft of Sanskrit literature.—

L. D. B.]

* Above, p. 549,

* [The Gandharva-nagara, Fata Morgana or mirage,

familiar in Sanskrit writings. On the term Gemdharva see

especially Prof, de la Vallde Poussin’s note in the Jownud
asiatifue, Sept.-Oct. 1903, pp. 294^—L D. B.]

* Explained by Tar-rfted Cos-ep'el as referring to the

sins done by gods, men, or animals.—A. H F.

* [There is a striking parallelism in thought and expres-

sion between this poem and the Maitri Upanishad, IV. s,

as has been poinM out to me by Hr. F, W. Thomas.

—

L. D. B.]
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In V. 7 **|7^’ and in v, 8 have been added as later corrections, in the same hand.— ii. 5^ the

vowel I written over it.

^

The divergences in T’ar-r&ed • C*os-op‘ei‘s version, communicated by Mr. Franckc, arc as follous:

—

V. I, dnul; v. a, tu and tnc'<^\ v. 4. Wn mai\ v. 5, mis'an \ v. 6, fes, tig rttn\ v. 7, p'yugs poi for gc'ugs pai ;

V. XO, tag for dag\ v. la, op'o iin\ v. \^,gtsah and skoits\ v. \(>.,gyis and,g^Y; v. 18, Idan pai-, v. 19, bstau pas-,

V. ao, spro Hit', V. 31, gtsan and tJ^es] v. aa, kyi, bcas-, v. a3 , brtson grus no rtog ^yc bas. Accordinjj to

this version also the postscript reads gnam p'yed pos bris \bgyis ?] pa lags so
|
mcog gi dpal du lags par sham

lags red mod ||

»

Mr. Fnuteke has also communicated the following notes:

—

*V. 3, mto srid means “paradije" or “realm of the gods”.

*V. 5, bis'an is the modem btsan. •

‘V. 13, bde mdsad “producer of welfare”.

*V. 14, rje “ being a high one ’’. The “three times” are past, present, and future.

‘V. 15, rtsau, instead of corresponds to the modern Ladakhi pronunciation.

' V. x8, sa mk'an is for sa yi mk'ati po.

‘ V. 19, geeb Sul, according to T'ar-riicd C'os-op'el, means “ a steep and difficult place ”. lislan p'ai

1 take for bstan pas, at any rate for a gerund ; in Lower Ladakhi letter-writing the gerund in pai or bat

is very common.

‘V. gts'an for

‘V. 33, rtsih is a ritual bell, as Tar-rSed C'os-op'el says. He takes the word to stand for all ritual.

I cannot express an opinion, and leave the word untranslated.'

The following translation is furnished by Mr. Francke:—

Si There is a hill of gold, and although there also arises a spring of silver, 3. as his highest wealth

he (Buddha) seizes superior wisdom, whatever it be. 3. Although water is flowing from the glorious hill

of heaven, 4. the all-surpassing Buddha fulfils the needed end. 5- Although certain men spread

tlldf power over all the worlds, 6. he will only keep to the well-admonishing wisdom, whatever it be.

4 c 2 •
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7. Although there are many pleasant friends, relations, and friendly companions, 8. with whom is admonition

to virtue, he is his highest friend, whoever he be. 9. Connected with hatred and all lust is inattention,

10. on account of coveting the goodly fruits of the six lands'. 11. [But] at the steep shores, abysses,

and sea of misfortune 13. be there no fear! For him who wishes to migrate, 13. this bridle [of

the passions] for advantage and welfare 14. was pronounced by the Teacher, the greatest in religion,

the conqueror of the three times. 15. 'Filled to the brim with the purity of the powerful moral law,

16. behave in your passage [through life] according to the descended wis^m. 17. On this road of

misery, unhappiness, and rebirths, 18. the wisest of the earth, who has means and wisdom, 19. diows •

a short and straight way [wherever there is] a steep place. 30. [Then] there is joy, and through faith

the misery of rebirth does not exist. 31. On the journey over the sea [of rebirth] and the'endless river,

33. being furnished with holiness and wisdom of soul, 33. take heed,*and you will be quickly fineed

from birth!’

Written [or made] by Gnam-c*ed-p'o. It is [written] for the glory of the High One, thus I think.

Mr. Francke adds the following remarks:

—

‘ V. 3 may refer to Ruddhacarita, XV. 73, and Lalitavistara, XXIV. Although this scene does not appear
to be of great importance, it was represented in ancient art It may not yet have been discovered in the
Gandhara art ; but the Sanskrit original of the song«mav go back to earlier times. In w. 3, 6

,
8 " whatever ”

and “whoever” may refer to the fact that Buddha tried it first all sorts of teachers in order to be taught

the truth.*

The following General Note on the language of the two poems is afided by Mr. Francke:—
^ Instatues of archaic {pre-classicat) orthography arc (i) the occurrence of the drag*', (3) the frequent

occurrence ofy joined to tn before i and e
; (3) the frequent use of p'a instead of pa for the article. I can

imagine that the modeln p was preceded by p*. In this case the change of p' to b between two vowels
and in similar cases would simply become an instance of No. 6 of the Laws of Sound in Ladakhi Gramnutr.
A remnant of the tenuis aspirata in the article we probably have still in the occasional occurrence of fo,
for instance bya p'o, rta p'o, &c.

; (4) in the words bts'an (for btsan), gc'ugs (for gcugs), gts'ah (for gtsah po)t

bc'as (for beas), we notice that the tenuis aspirata suffers 9. g or b p'ul to be written before Jft At the

present time the tenuis aspirata can only be furnished with tn or r^, p'ulf It is not improbable that in these

cases the tenuis aspirata is older than the modern tenuis. But one thing would then have to be conceded.

The b and g p'ul must then be allowed to form a short syllable with a perhaps indistinct vowel. Later,

when the pronunciation of the p'ul became interchanged with the prefixed x or r (compare Song ii. line 15,

rtsah for gtsan or gts'ah), the ancient tenuis aspirata had to become tenuis, because the pronunciation rthsa

or rcha is impossible according to Tibetan phonetics.

'Instances of modern dialectal orthography.— {\) In Song L 14-16 we have specimens of present tenses

as modem as possible. The p and r of the syllable par have entirely disappeared ; so has the d of red.

(3) In No. i. 17 wc find the modem zes instead of classical rjes, (3) In the postscript we find the modern
pronunciation e'ed in a place where fyed must almost necessarily be expected. Gnam p'yed po \s 9 house

or family name. It is given to houses and families which would receive only the mid^y sun in winter.

(4) The words bslus, brdzis, btan, brten, bsgons, bstan are perfect tenses used as presents; the modem
dialects of Central Tibet as well as of Western Tibet make use of perfect tenses to express the present

* In conclusion, what shall we say 7 There can be no doubt that in the eighth century A. D. the modem
pronunciation of Central Tibet was already developed, at least to a very far degree. But what shall we do
then with T'onmi-sambhota, who is the supposed inventor of the Tibetan alphabet as well as of the Tibetan

orthography?

* [The six vifayas; see Jaeschke, p. 513.—L.D.B.] Asobsetvedin the Prelimhuiy IIetice,]n&o/(mnial if
*^[See above, p. 549.] the Jtoytd Asiatie Soeiely, 1903, pp. 110 f.
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* Or should we say that the Tibetan orthography was constructed in places of learning in Turkestan,
for instance at Enderci and that the Tibetan dialect of Endcre was very archaic, even more archaic than
the present dialects of Purig and BaltistSn? No. Think of the contrast of dialects that we should then
have to accept for Central libet and Enderc—in Central Tibet a dialect not very different from modern
Central Tibetan, and at Endere a dialect more archaic than even the classical language.

*I think a way out of this difficulty is suggested by Mr, Barnett in his article (y.R.A.S., 1903, p. 11 a).

We are simply compelled to consider the story of Sroh btsan sgam po as legendary, and to ascribe a much
more ancient date to the introduction of Buddhism into Tibet, as well as to the invention of the Tibetan

< orthography and characters.

‘There is also the possibility that Tibet was in possession of an archaic sacred language from time
immemorial, that it was this language which was first reduced to writing, and that this already sacred

* language was accepted as the fenguage of Buddhism.

* Palaeographic Note.—It is possible that the dbu can alphabet of Tibet was preceded by the dbu mtd
alphabet (Indian Antiquary, vol. xxxii. 1903, pp. 361 tf.), and also that the two songs were copied from

a dbu med MS., in which d and h look entirely alike. Thus in No. i. 13 odoh was wrongly written where

odod was meant. Of special interest is the form of •^, which is differentiated from only by a little strcjke.

The same form is found in the Ladikhi rock-carvings.

' Sandhi Z<iw.r.—Although the genitives and instrumentals are not confused in the two songs, the Saiulhi

laws are in many cases violated. This need not necessarily lead us to the conclusion that Sandhi laws did

not exist in those times. That they exist in the vernaculars of to-day is beyond doubt. But there arc

many persons at the present jday who, although they observe them very well in their speech, do not trouble

about them when writing. Then I may repeat another observation of my own. Just as the Sandhi laws

of Leh and Khalatse are not entirely the same, so also in ancient times the Sandhi laws of certain districts

may have been different, and mdhastcrics, where people from various districts were gathered, may have

been just the places to destroy them.’
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IV

SGRAFFITI OF ENDERe'
•

The following sgraffiti were found 8crat(;Iied on the walla of the temple cella (E. i) and the open hall

east of the latter (E. iii) at Endere. Photographs and eye-copies urere made by Dr. Stein, ?rom which it

has been possible to decipher a certsun amount of the text. Many of the ch'&racters, however, are uncertain,*

and not a few are wholly illegible. Doubtful chararters are bracketed.

I. Inscriptions in the Temple Celia.

A. On the northern wall, near the north-eastern corner. The letters are from two to four inches high,

of a fairly good majuscule type

‘ *[^]

8.
. ,

1 . In [j/V!] only the vowel is distinctly visible. <

2. The third and fourth letters were read by Dr. Stein as
; the photographs do not render them

very clearly, but on tJie whole support the reading.

Mr. Francke renders the inscription into modem Tibetan as follows:

—

1. . .
. [g]wr(<* *1^)9^

>9

Mr. Francke translates thus:—

1. ... 'of the hand [of] Igal' (or f>Brug rgal})

2. ... ‘an offering ... it is; divers silks and good jewels';

'
8. . . . ‘different offerings; as a prayer (offering) the annual rent also [will be] offered.'

Upon this Mr. Francke remarks:—‘In the name Wug Igal (or obrug rgal) the interchange of r and

/ (although with regard to this name there is no security at all) would not be impossible according to

West-Tibetan phonetics. With regard to believe that it stands for and that

in Inscription I. B. is for The final consonant of the syllable is written below the first consonant.

An exactly parallel case we find in my Dritte Sammbtng von Febttieknmigen von Unttr-Ladakh

(Harrassowitz, Leipzig, 190a), Tafel I. 2, where in the name Rinchtn the second consonants of the two syllables

are written below the first consonants, placed slightly to the right In the case of the / is also placed

slightly to the right, but in it is placed exactly below the s. This may be due to careless writing

;

the two words are apparently the same. The frequent occurrence of the word gsol ha In the votive records

of erection of ancient Lad&khi stQpas is also remarkable.'
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4
!**** u>Mri^lon appear what seem to be traces of the word

; and still further down, somewhat
to the left, is a rude drawing of an ox or cow, beneath which the letters q-si* are faintly visible.

B. On the southern wall, towards the south-eastern corner. See Plate XII. The letters vary from
If to 3 inches, and are some a feet above the level of the Hoor.

1. . .
.

I

1. The first ^ in the bracket is not at all clear, but is not improbable. The X following is a mere
^conjecture. The reading is likewise very uncertain, only Ihc lower part of the char.acter being plainly

visible. In ^ the / only is distinct.

Above the first line may be deciphered the letters . . . ^ . . , scrawled in large characters,
apparently by another hand.

Mr. Francke gives the following version in modern Tibetan:

—

1. . .
.

I

Mr. Francke translates thus:

—

1. ... * an oflering being ofiered by Z^a to Roku \Uta ?] * and salutations made ’

2. . . . 'if . . . ^tba looks lowly' (i. c. if he is humble), ‘the monks, men, and cattle will be without

fault O'* deceit ’(i.e. without harm), *and [live?]*

C. To the right of this inscription, towards the south-western corner, may be read the following lines,

written in a bold flowing hand, in letters from three to five inches in height. *

8.

4.

1. The ^ has been added below the line.

8. After is the upper part of a letter that has been begun and then struck out. Perhaps the

writer intended to write and then, changing his mind, proceeded to write instead.

There is no distinct trace of any dots dividing the syllables.

Of these lines Mr. Francke supplies the following modern version :

—

2. I

' Mr. Frandw reports, on the authority of T*ar-rBed C*os-op*cl, that Rihku is still a well-known </era/d. Compare the

neat inscription.
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Mr. Francke’s translation is as follows The pioneers* (perhaps of merchants), 'having offered a wool-ox

(Yak? or ‘a full load of wool’) to Ro ku odam Wo, their men and horses will be without fault or deceit (harm)

[on their journey] to SUt yul. After having met with wealth, food, and grass [for their horses, they wiU come]

again to the land on the other side.’ He adds :
—

* Although the names of the gods addressed cannot be identified

with recorded deities, this need not be a stumbling-block. These ndgeu may be of an entirely local character.

With regard to so na (perhaps instead of so na to), I dare not express an opinion. is probably

The dropping of final H and lis is an often-recurring fact Thus the name of the monastery Lamayuru is

spelt even nowadays ; but in our case the spelling may be due to careless writing.

' possibly
I

With r^rd to ^ it must be said that the spelling lha is inc^trect To be

in accordance with the actual pronunciation, the spelling ought to be hla. HU^ is a god of the pre-Buddhistic •

glih cos of Tibet. At the present time all letters preceding an /, at least in Western Tibet, are pronounced

as h
;
thus we have glad = Mod, glu =. hlu, kltt = klu, &c. We may suppose that the letter h in the word

hla, as properly pronounced, is a substitute for a different letter which stood originally before the /. I am
inclined to believe that it stands for an original a or s. The word la, which also indicates the dative case,

means originally not only “ pass ”, but simply " elevation ”. It is used in this sense in Western Tibet. By
prefixing an .r or s before the word la, we make causative-denominative forms (according to Prof. A. Conrady,

Ri/tc indochinesische Causativ-denominativ-Bildung). These forms zla or sla would have to be translated

the elevated ones”. Zla is the present word for “ planet ” and “ moon ” ; sla I take to be the original form

of hla “god”. As I have already mentioned in my,^^Lower Ladakhi Version of the Kesar-saga {Bibl.

Ittd.), we meet with an r or s (it is difficult to decide which) before the word lha “ god ”, in such dialectal

forms as p'a sla {zla ?) “ paternal deity ”, nta sla “ maternal deity ”. The words yul and sa are synonyms used

interchangeably in West-Tibetan dialects in the sense of " place ". From West-Tibetan also cases of change

in the local names can be adduced, e. g. T'ihmogan instead of the ancient T'ihhrah', see my article on

Balu mh'ar {Indian Antiquary, 1905).
*

‘ Dr. Barnett makes the suggestion that the vowel 0 was forgotten, and* that sla yul stands for Iho yul.

This is quite possible, and the change of si to Ih would have to be explained in a similar way.'

II. Inscriptions on the Eastern Wall of the Hall of Endere.
^

A. To the right of a figure of a chaiging tiger, in letters of t« a inches in height:—

. I I

Mr. Francke gives the modem version as:

—

This he translates as: ‘This is only the sign (picture) of the rkyah, the lynx, and the peacock.' He
remarks : * There may have been a Buddhist picture painted on silk hung up in the hall, on which the above

creatures were represented (among others). The rkyah can often be seen on Lamaist pictures; most of the

horses have its shape (perhaps through the influence of the glih c'os). Rmas is instead of rmai ; did the

confusion between genitive and instrumental begin already at these early times?’

B. Underneath the preceding, in rude letters 3 to 5 inches high :

—

e^l3aiwi|^l9q|

Mr. Francke regards the words ... ^ as a later addition to the first three words, and renders

the^ whole as:
1 | [ ,

which he translates: ‘five caps (?) are lost

'
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(Uter^Iy, are not )-—‘were seen, It being all right’. He remarks: *At first the announcement was made
that five aps (or othw articles) were lost; when they were found, the second part of the inscription was
added. ^ instead of ^ reminds us of the West-Tibctan form shnga. Mye is perhaps defective writing
for n^ed. In sigskan the inverted vowel-sign is interesting; many Ladakhi rock-carvings also show it.
Koh instead of tnk an may be due to the infliimce of the preceding s ; if the word is pronounced quickly,

a fuU k' cannot easUy be pronounced after f. may stand for (spelling of dictionaries), or

(modern West-Tibetan), which is afways used for “all right” or “in good order".’
^

Above A are faint traces of some letters, of which may be deciphered. To the right of A and B
is a Chinese inscription, and still further to the right are the following sgraffiti, C and D (sec Plate XI):

a ^ n I 1^*^ I S

!

1 ^ 1 I
nw 1^ I

pH
1 f I^ 1 5 1

aa>
I iXl

tiiqil'l
The last four syllables are added by a different hand in letters 3 to 4 inches high. The preceding

words are in letters of i to inches in height.

Mr. Francke’s version is as follows:—

, 0^*«r«rlr
I

This Mr. Francke renders as follows:

—

' At Pyagpag [in the] province of Upper oyotn lorn this army was outwitted, and ‘a tiger’s meal was ob-

tained ’ (i. e. many were kill^). [Addition, probably by a different person :—] ‘ [Now] cat until you are fat I

’

Mr. Francke points out that this is apparently a record of a battle, and adds: 'rk'ol is very probably

the same word as bkol in “ Ladakhi Proverbs ’’, yourhal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. Ixix, pt. i.

p. 146, no^44. The orthography of bkol in the proverb is that of the writer of the proverb, who wished

to express the deep aspirated guttural sound of ch in the Scottish loch, and wrote bk. The writer of the

Endere inscription probably wished to express the same sound swhen he wrote rk'

.

The ablative before

rVol ste is parallel to the ablative with rgyed ba “to conquer”. is West-Tibetan for “food”. It is

remarkable that a number of West-Tibetan words occur in these inscriptions.’

D. Below the beginning of the second line of C, in letters 2 to 3 inches high.

*>
! sa Iw I

Hr. Frwicke g{vM a, the modem eqolvalent for the word and tentatively tmnslates :
' Colleet

and take pomegranates, [O] Bap'yimaV He adds: ‘This is very uncertain; perhaps it was left incomplete.

may just as well be translated as ‘cherries’, ‘figs’, or even ‘roses’. It is used for several kinds of fruit.

From a Tibetan point of view a name like Bap'yima or Bak'yima is hardly possible. It may be incomjilete,

or not of Tibetan origin. But the A* (= va) may stand for wa ‘ Oh!” and the name may be P yinta.

Above C may be deciphered the words written in large letters; and beneath D, a little

to the left, appear the words:—

4D
The 13^ seems to have been left unfinished.
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THE JUDAEO-PERSIAN DOCUMENT
FROM* DANDAN-UILIQ

EDIJED BY

D. S. MARGOLIOUTH, D.Litt.

i>iiorcsMii or ARAatc in ths umivcmitt or oxroRo, rrc.

The document which is printed, transliterated, and provisionally translated below, was discovered by
Dr. Stein in circumstances which have been recorded in his own words. The evidence obtained
by difTcrent lines appears to point to this document being not later than the eighth century A.D., which
would make it more than aoo years earlier than the oldest document ii» Judaeo-Persian as yet known, viz.

the Law Report of the year 1020, preserved in the Bodleian Library, and published by me in the ymish
Quarterly Review for 1899. But it would also be the earliest document in modern Persian of any sort,

since the earliest manuscript of a prose work in ordinary Persian appears to be the Vienna copy (dated

1055 A.n.) of the treatise by Muwaffak Ibn *Ali of Herat, composed between 961 and 976 A.D., and the
earliest specimen of a Persian poem ostensibly bears the date 808 A.D., but has been shown by convincing
grounds to be centuries later*. ,

It seems, however, that this document does not belong to the end of the eighth century, J}ut to the
beginning. For in line 23 there occurs a sentence 'since Yazid sent a .... to the Ispahbad,* and some-
thing more is told us of the Ispahbad, of which, however, owing to the ^oss of words, the sense is not quite

clear. Now the Ispahbad was the prince of Tabaristan, and in spite of Moslem conquests the title was
retained in that region for many centuries: a prince who bore this title is mentioned by Ya'kubi (ob. circ.

91a; Bibl. Geogr. Arab.,vu. 276), and also by an author of the seventh century (Schefer, Chrest. Persane,
ii. 99) ^ When therefore the letter mentions communications between Yazid and the Ispahbad, it is natural

to suppose the reference to be to those of Yazid son of Al-MukaUab son of Abu $ufrah, who conquered
parts of Tabaristan in the days of Sulayman son of ‘Abd al-Malik, about 99 A.H. or 717 A.D. The history

of his exploits is told by Baladhuri, pp. 335-9 ; T*t®**» ; Yakut, 8.v. fabeiristdnx Ibn
Khallikan, s.v. Yazid: and correspbndence between Yazid and the Ispahbad is mentioned by these authorities

(e.g. Tabari, p. 1324). Now this Yazid was imprisoned by Omar son of Abd al-Aziz, who reigned from

99 to 101 A. II., and died about 102 A. il. His message to the Ispahbad cannot have been later than

99 A. H., or 717 A. u. And the context of the Judaeo-Persian document (so far as it is intelligible) implies

that ^the writer is describing an event, not of the distant past, but of the immediate past. Hence ^ this

identification be correct) the date of our letter will be about 100 A. H. or 718 A.D.
That Persian (in the*ordinary sense of the word) was at this time a commonly used vernacular is quite

certain, though there may have been no books written in it But that would not prevent it from being a
vehicle for correspondence. Arabic writers frequently put Persian sentences into the mouths of persons of

* Pizzi, Storia della poena Persiana (1899), t 66.
’ See also E. G. Browne, Ibn IsfandiyiYs HUtoey ifTahagptoH, 1905.
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the fint century. Makhul (ob. iia a.h.) is thus quoted by Tirmidhi (ob. a.h. *79; jami*. Lucknow ed.,
p« ) •* nam ot I do not know . Jabi?, or a not much later writer confused with him,qi^ from Anu^rwan (oK 57? a.d.) a Persian *intence {Mah&sin, ed. Vlotcn, 169) occurring In a work
beaiii« the Arabic iramc d/. Some early verses in which Penskin is mixed with Arabic are given

nothing surprising about one Jew corresponding with
another in Persian atout the year 718 a.d.; we should indeed expect the Persian of that tieriod to be
practiadly free from Arabic words, and this expectation is justified, since in the fragments of thirty-two

read, besides the proper name Yazid there are only two words which are Arabic, viz.
.K3 pi, which in the context where it occurs certainly means stirrupsy and is therefore the Arabic
which in Persian is written

; and the double misspelling is probably evidence of early borrowing—
perhaps through Aramaic ; and Uau^ (line a3) ‘ named if thit word be correctly read. Since these thirty,
two lines are all fragmentary, wt cannot indeed be sure that no other Arabic words occurred in the document
when it was intact; but the chances are greatly against their occurrence, since in documents dating from
the time when Persian was commonly written, when the authors do not purposely avoid them, Arabic
words occur too frequently to admit the possibility of fheir exclusion to the extent which this document
displays* The treatise of about 99® which Schefer puts at the commencement of his Chrcstouiathie
gives evidence of this statement

; and the Jewish-rersian of all periods is no less full of Arabic than the
Mohammedan. Hence their absence from this document seems both to agree with the above identification

and to confirm it. Bacher has with justice called attention to the further absence of Hcbrciv words,
a sprinkling of which we should expect in a communicjition from one Jew to another

;
but there appears

to be no such sprinkling: and most surprising^ is* the designation of the Deity by the Persian names
laid KAuddf instead of by one of the familiar abbreviation.s or periphrases to be found in ordinary books.
Perhaps the writer of the letter was a sectarian, or a non-Israclitc, who for some reason employed the
Hebrew script. ^

,
Too much is lost for the editor to endeavour to make out a continuous sense. In lines 2 ^} and 26

some one seems to be describing a prescription (magical or otherwise) which a handmaiden is to be
taught

:
perhaps the writer had been employed as physician or magician by the ^spahbad, and explains

how easily the charm can be wrought. The greater part of the letter is occupied with some details about

the sale of sheep, in which the writer appears to be complaining of unfair treatment. He is evidently

writing to some one who is superior to himself, and v^ho in the writer's opinion is able to do him some
commercial or pecuniary service. His correspondent was probably purveyor to the Ispahbad, or at any rate

administrafor of some branch of business at his court. The writer of the document was a merchant of

sheep, and complains that worthies!!^ animals had been bought, in consequence of which a number of sheep

had been left on his hands : these he requests the government purveyor to buy.

Apparently he had also been compelled to sell some other property, 'but the nature of his complaint

can scarcely be guessed. The name of a city was mentioned, but the part of the leaf bearing it has

been lost.

Further evidence for the antiquity of the document is furnished by Dr. Stein’s account of its discovery

and by Professor Wiesner's report on the paper, which both give the end of the eighth century as a terminus

ad quern for the document.

Mr. A. E. Cowley, Sub-librarian of the Bodleian Library and Fellow of Magdalen College, has made

the following observations on the palaeography, which give the same kind of date:

—

*Some of the characters are ordinary and give no indication of age.

The most interesting are: M, \ H, T, b, fi, % p.

Of these K, n, and to some extent 6
, p bear a slight resemblance to characters used (accordirig to

Lidzbarski) in Babylonia and Persia in the twelfth century. •

The date of the document cannot be so late as that. The writing is throughout more archaic than

that of the Persian deed of loai. Some letters approach more nearly to forms in pre-Christian papyri

and Inscriptions, as M, Jl, H (inscription form), p, and less closely t, X.

. The M seems to be half-way between the Egyptian-Aramaic (papyrus) form (N^ AJ) and the later N.

It is sometimes less developed than the ft on the Nash papyrus.
^

4 D 2
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The J is almost identical with the Eg.«Ar. n, and identical with the form on a papyrus (sixth oentuiy)

in the Bodleian.

The closed n is the form found in inscriptions of the first to third centuries, and hardly

from n, which does not occur. It is later than the form in the Nash papyrus.

The 23 is also later than that of the Nash pap)rrus.

The 2, with its tail sometimes nearly straight, is very archaic, and approaches the forms used before

final and initial letters were differentiated.
i,

The g is unusually large and clumsy. It is nearer to the form used in inscriptions (fourth to fifth

century B.c.) |* than to the later g.
*

The p has a small head and is like the £g.>Ar. form p or 'p, but its long tail is later.,*

Taking the character of the writing generally, there seems no reason ^to doubt, and mudi reason to •

believe, that it dates from about the eighth centuiy. If it were on anything but paper it might be even a
little earlier. It stands midway between the eleventh-century Persian deed and the remains of the third

and fourth centuries.' «

Text and Transliteration*.

ax X23' 'll xfi px Dxma nrons »x niag (lo)

nfi TiB> »x }X25n“i23D "na X3 Dp ma nnan (n)

dyi Jii

non X3 na rgi Dxna 'x ipnfi n»D (w)

xp 'p» omn T231 in xfi p ox pg (13).

en paxiir ’a p }x’n *nD (14)

xn jTna x*i3o ’x^d ix •oddi; b* (15)

n*D *ax Ip nao pT*x (i6)

on “uw pn naw (17)

-m r p 'X *10 tx x-n (18)

OH*

pna TIT TB*xa tx» *x nua tp (i)

r*a diT^T »»a naxi no'ai m (a)

a/«b »j

nn Xtt TDT Tf Xfi P 'X p23Xg Ip T
(3)

a XTD ox pTXT 'bTfi »a IP’ TDT (4)

’
23n23x TtTfi ’Dinoa Tax p xn *Ta pai

(5)

(yty*) ijyi*b (jf;^

’X Tna iP’Tfi nna rr xnn era ’x
| (6)

\ty^

TD iTT xw na TD na xn Txnfii ’a tit (7)

^ »t) j/» Bu* b

nao nua tp nana naiDi na ’a Tifia (8)

O^euw IjA. Oji iji

p’T’ pg na xa . .
.
pip* TX q? Tf Txaa (9)

Oji L* . .
. o»r

* A considerable amount is lost at ieth endt of the lines.
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TMW m y 'a etna' n&bt' naw ip (as)

»» et* U-t

•na srnp Nn owip nao niaifi »« ‘i«p (ag)

nnwa tn oienn » “na ^to nnatt men (30)

naip DiTortifl nnfin nen-iio w (31)

'OTft ptmOKia 'ID |6< TK Tia' jW-lB KX (3a)

yj\^ (iAjiy.

KDp 'Tnonfi KOB^' nato -ijm
(33)

\>4uut i/9\^

TifiWJ p« rtra |K ttn'X'fi (31).

tK mtxa pTa (35)

efy«* j,1 tfcv»b

StOTI M’pTI I'T TK liaj (36)

|« pa *M rn 'x *in TK (37)

0^.0^ [Of>A^]

a-i Tiai 'nana nai 'T*ia na ip (19)

p pia 'nD*«a naa ma tn p *un (20)

y^ yjoy oy^ L» o-*

na ND nii3K t'x t^ia naiy m in 'a (21)

U VO^\ ^A»y>. j4Jj ^ Lsi

n]Di*i“T p*i' maDii n« :=aDi ma “n'M n'na’ (22)

oy^iy>} \ji\

^
o]*»yc> yi^O^}

“laitaD pn» nana pi nnana nn* px nan in (23)

i^.o^ \.«Aui o-^ji yjysf- t>>*»y

C>-»U-w«
tT

•
’p» naax tna ip inaip pT nawaa kid (24)

no'x
*
13X1 DinaM tn pi'ip p 'tk *iaax (25)

<>*=!y (*jy^i* cv* lX»T(^yao^

y paiii an 'a D'lnia'a w oni'a na (26)

vW? p«>^ w

'D 'tt pm3N nnan na tn n'3a ttn mm (27)

*,]*« tV^T *4 X» ^ (*Afc)

Translation.

(i) If the Lord God help, quickly the salary

(s) ten and twenty letters I wrote to no purpose

without number

(3) Saying ‘ What has become of my stipend, and

into the hand

(4) (^convenient, command him to give it to me.

(5) and buy with that
*
till I stopped, desisted.

(6) to your own kurtt may the Lord God give you a

reward therefor.

(7) It got delayed, till month was added to month and

from d«»de to decade

(8) that they should buy worthless and lean sheep.

The Lord God^wr them vtty

(9) God forefend that one of them should be our

. . . since they

(10) when I had sold a garment, they cast it in my face

(11) had sold: there was no-onc of the men of the

city PD
(1 2) that I should buy three pethii : and no mischief

came of it.

(13) since I expect this of you : first the affair

(14) to be acquainted with my profit and loss, and my
office

(15) to buy the six sheep of me, in order that
*

(16) you said thus: . . . three

(17) and it is very detrimental

(iH) try and it from me

(19) you yourself bought, and you yourself sold, and

you yourself

(20) if 1 am to be successful
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(31)

to you. Be in no way distressed on your own

account

(22) nor (?) was it here. And the bond

for the sheep was right

(23) came. When Yazid sent the person mentioned

to the Ispahbad

(24) the Ispahbad said : bring me a . .

.

(25) if you bring ... I will teach the girl. And at

many things as

(26) I have seen, I will not transgress. Take ^gurbak

(27) I will give, that she may learn the sense. To
each one three

(28) that I received your letter, one better than that

you said

(29) had you ordered anything, I would work hard

that it might be done

(30) my feelings, do not trouble at all if my feelings

be hurt.

(31) going behind, I asked : he said thus

(32) command that your minister (?) be interrogated

concerning that

(33) if you had %ent your letter it would k«v« been

done •

(34) its young before these sheep

(35) it did not come out from the direction of

(36) he showed, such^ saddle, stirrups, and a hide •

(37) of everything that

Notes.

t. 'H niu TT- This formula occurs again in line 6 and

line 8 ; Tr by itself in line 33. In the last place xtji

‘when Yazid sent ... to the

Governor’, it certainly is the Arabic proper name Yazid^

But in the first three places it is followed by the word n'ns,

which can only be the Persian Ijik ‘ God ’. And, indeed, the

context in the first two lines is in favour of the meaning

‘God’. '[If] the Lord God befriend' is like a line ap.

Vullers, i. 194 02U..J 1.^ and ‘May

the Lord God [give] the reward’ is too common to need

illustration. The third passage is too obscure to serve as an

argument

3. snip Compare ^0^, ap. Vullers.

3. 'N potty. In line 10 we read of a noy being sold.!

The Jewish dialect confuses ^ and e.g. in the Law

Report ttSs^y stands for il«k.

nn MD1 '
perhaps into the hand of ’. Bacher suggests that

this is the compound vzw»2b ' goods taken on credit ’* Perhaps

what is meant is (jSbb ' remuneration

5. The writer is evidently clear that the perfect should

have a « in the first person.

6. ena seems to be ordinarily pronounced khuh.

7. ‘IKTUDI *3 *in. It is noticeable that the writer makes no

difficulty about beginning words with vowels : cf. line 13, TD1.

no no no ttn. no stands for un as often. The sense of

nn is not quite clear : if it means * decade ', it must have been

used for the jingle.

1 1. The letter before }MO)nno is like an incomplete D with

the head of a h. Perhaps it is an abbreviation, and with

the previous words should be read w 'did not

believe’. ^

13. npne. This seems to mean some sort of animal.

14. |n3M3l!t *3. In certain Persian dialects v >> regularly

prefixed to the infinitive.

*^3W. The letter before <^3^ appears to be a with the

^middle stroke omitted: perhaps a letter wrongly written

twice, and intended to be erased.

ig. The combination 'uno appears to be the Persian yt

followed by they4 of ind/et.

16. The last wrd but one commences with a letter

consisting of an upright stroke crossed by a wedge, like an

ancient form of N : lam unable to say what it was meant

for.

33. tm. Since the writer begins words with vowels, this

should sund for tniN. Another suggestion would be

according to Vullers 'a governess’, which would suit the

context. a

34 . iriBlp, doubtless an error (cp. 3113*3 for in 1. 36).

*l3oy perhaps forjL ' tray

36. P31U perhaps for i^'a cat’; yet a herb of some

sort seems more likely. Vullers says, ru fdit tafUi similis

t tttlict prmeniens.

The chief archaism in the document appears to be the

separation of the yi of iiUfit in the form of *K, the use of

which, however, appears to be rather irregular ; it ii Identical

in form with the indefinite article, and apparently *p* (lines

13, 36, 38) and *M p* (line 37) can be written indifferently.

The double spelling of the word eith 3 and p seems

to point to the writer being either a foreigner or unpractised

in writing : it even suggests snspicion of transUteradon from

AtaUc writing, with which the confusion between vi y*

g, would agree.

37. n*33. Perhaps for^O^ 'purpose, intent’.



appendix d

INVENTORY 'list OF ‘COINS FOUND OR
PURCHASED

PREPARED FROM NOTES OF

S. W. BUSHELL/M.D., C.M.G..

AND

E.
J. RAPSON, M.A.

PIOPISIOIl OP SANSKXIT IN THB ONIVIRSITY OP CAUHRIDGB

•
*

I. COINS FROM TOGUJAI, MOJI.

(See above, pp. i lo sqq.)

u 78 Muhammadan copper coins of the \ype described by 3 small copper coins not identified.

Dr, HoemlCi Rtpori on C.'A, ant,, i. pp. 3a sqq., and ten* b« 28 Muhammadan copper coins, apparently mostly of

latively attributed by him to ‘Sulaymto Khiqln'. They ‘Sulayman Khaqin'; see PI. XC, No. 47 (cf. Hoernle,

seem to bear the name of the Caliph AI-Musta'$im, 1 342-1 258 PI. I, fig. 31), ,

A.D. See PL XC, Nos. 45, 46 (both belonging to Dr. Hoemlc's c. 1 9 Chinese copper coins, small, with the legend CKitth
second variety, comp, his PL I, fig. 31). jHan ehung pao, of Ch'ien-yttan period (758-759 a. d.).

9 Muhammadan copper coins, probably of Muiiammad 1 4 Chine.se copper coins, with same legend, large.

Ars^ Khftn^see Hoernle, loc. cit., i. p. 30). 12 non*Chincse copper coins, not identified.

IR COINS PURCHASED AT YOTKAN.

(See above, pp. 203 sqq.)

Copper coins porclutsed at site, Oct. 16, igoo. 9 Chinese coinsofCh'icn-yOan period (758-759 a.d.), large.

1 coin of Kujula*kara*kadphises (comp. Cunningham, 4 Chinese coins of Ch'icn-yflan period, small.

Nnmim, Chroniek, 189a, PL IV, 9); see PL LXXXIX, No. i. i Chinese coin of I’a-li period (766-779 a. d.), small,

a coins of Kanaka; probably Brit. Mut, Cat., No. 53. 3 Chinese coins of T'ang dynasty, undeciphered.

I Chinese coin unknown to Chinese numismatists; first 4 Chinese coins of Sung dynasty, periods Yilan-fCng

character second perhaps fwt
\ see PL LXXXIX, (1078-85 a.d.) and YUan-yu (1086-93 a.d.); see I’l. XC,

No. g, and above, p. aog. Nos. 36, 37.

I Chineseedn with the legend HothcKUan (comp. Lockhart, * Muhammadan coin, probably of Muhammad Arslan.

I. p. 14, Nos. 95-ioa) ; see PL LXXXIX, No. 1 1. 7 Muhammadan coins, small, uncertain,

a C^ese coins with legend Wu-thu. c. Copper coins purchased at Ydtkan, April a8, 1901.

a6 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-ydan period (758-759 a.o.); i Chinese coin with legend JCai-yiian tung pao, of t)'pc

seeR XC, Nos. a8, 39. first issued by Kao teu • and by his successors for ncafly a

5 Chinese coins of Ta*li period (766-779 a.d.); see hundred years. See PI. LXXXIX, No. 24.

R XC, No. 3t. 17 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yOan period (758-759 a. u.),

86 coins undetermined, owing to very poor preservation; several fragmentary,

several among them may be small Sino-Kharo^thl pieces.
j Chinese coins of Ta-Ii period (766-779 a. d.).

. Copper coina purchased at Ydtkan, Nov. 87, igoo. a Chinese coins, illegible.

^ a Sino-Khsr07(hI coins, small. i unperforated coin, illegible.

I Chinese coin with legend Wu-chu.
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d. Copper coins purchased at YdUcan* April ag, igoi.

6 Sino-KharoslhT coins, with traces of Kharo§{hT legend.

1

coin of Kaniska (MAO); see Br/A Afui, CaA, No. 45*

3 Chinese coins, ancient, uninscribed.

6 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yttan period (758-759 a*ik). See

PI. XC, No. 30.

3 small coins, probably Muhammadan, but quite indeter-

minable.

3 coins illegible.

III. COINS PURCHASED AT KHOTAN.
t a

Most of them probably coming from YOtkan (see above, pp. 303 sqq.)

a. Copper coins, batch Y. oox.

2 Sino-Kharo^thl coins, large. The Chinese legend reads

CAuftg men ssM chu lU cKim 'Engraved money weighing

twenty-four chu! For the Kharo^thi legend, illegible on

one coin, comp. Hoemle, Report^ i. pp. 5 sqq. See

PI. LXXXIX, No. 3.

X Sino-Kharo^thl coin, small. For the Chinese legend,

see lioernle, Report, i. p. 10. Khar, legend obliterated.

b. Copper coins, batch Y. oosg.

3 Sino-KharosthI coins, large. One (sec PI. LXXXIX,
No. 2) shows the Khar, legend [. . . . xn]* r<ijd\tirajasa

r /// /// /// ]
" * Gu^ami\ya\ ta. ,

c. 2 Sino-KharosthI copper coins, large, batch Y. 0026.

Traces only of legends on both.

d. Copper coins, batch Kh. 004.

2 Sino-Kharosth! coins, large

;

4 Sino-Kharo^th! coins, small
;
fragments of Khar, legend.

a coins undeciphered.

e. Copper coins, batch^Kh. 00a.

1 large and 14 small Sino-Kharo^thl coins, with fragments

of Khar, letters.

f. 6 Sino-Kharo^thT coins, JE, bought Nov. 11, 1900^

Traces of Khar, legend.

g. Copper coins, presented by Wang«Daloi, Nov. aa,

1900, as coming from Yotkan.

3 Sino-Kharosthf coins, small. See PI. LXXX&C, No. 4.

1 coin of Kaniska (MAO) ; comp. jiriA Mm. Cat., No. 45.

h. Copper coins, batch Y. 005.

1 coin of Kaniska, reverse undetermined* *

t Muhammadan coii^ probably of Mul^mad Arsiftn. •

i. Copper coins, batch Y. 007.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yaan period (758-759 a. a).

I Chinese coin of Shao-sh8ng period (1094-97 a. a) ; see

PL XC. No. 38.

1 Chinese coin of Sung Hui tsung Shfing-sung (1101 a. d.) ;

see PI. XC, No. 39.

k. Copper coins, batch B.D. OOL
1 large Sino-Kharo§|hI coin.

^ « t small Sino-Kharo^thT coin.

X Chinese coin of Hsi-ning period (1068-77 A.D.).

X Chinese coin of Shao-shfing period (1094-97 a. d.).

1 Chinese coin pf Tsung-ning period (xioa-06 a. a).

3 Muhammadan coins of 'Sulaymin KhSqftn'; see PI. XC,
No. 44.

I coin of Muhammad ArsUln.

X Muhammadan coin, of Yarkand (see Hoernie, Report,

i- P- 35)-

7 Muhammadan coins, uncertain.

l. Copper coins, batch Y. 006.

5

Muhammadan coins, uncertain (' SulaymsX KhSqkn *
?).

m. 13 Copper coins said to come from Hal&l-b&gh.

All in very poor preservation. Perhaps 4 large Sino-

Kharo^thl, 7 small Sino-Kharo^thl, 3 Chinese.

IV. COINS SAID TO HAVE BEEN FOUND AT CHALMA-KAZAN.

(See above, p. 334.)

a. Copper coins presented by Wang«Daloi, Nov. 83,

1900.

3 Chinese coins of K'ai-ytlan period (713-741 a.I).); see

PI. LXXXIX, No. 36.

3 Chinese coins of Ch*ien-yUan period (758-759 a. d.).

3^ Chinese coins of Ta-li period (766-779 a.d.); see

PI. XC. No. 33-

X Chinese coin of Chien-chung period (780-783 a.d.);

see PL XC, No. 34.

X Chinese coin of Tsung-ning period (1 103-06 a. d.) ; see

PI. XC, No. 40.

b. Copper coins sold as coming from Chalma*Kasgn,

batch C. oox.

4 large Sino-Kharo$thT coins.

3 small Sino-Kharo^thl coins,

a Muhammadan coins, apparendy of Muhammad Arslftn.

X Muhammadan coin, uncertain.

* From Sir D. Forsyth's coin the first two words of the

inscription matuP and raj<P are certain.

* Traces of three or four Ak^aras. traiaraea seems to

be a very probable restoration.

On the other coin only traces of legend.
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V. COINS FROM DANDAN-UILIQ.

(See above, p. 283.)

a. Copj|>er cotna brought by Turdi, Nov. 17, 1900.

5 Chinese coins with legend Wu-chu.

3 Chinese coins, ancient, uninscribed.

I Chinese coin of Ch'ien-ytlan period.

. a
b. Copper coins found at site.

* Dec. 18, 1900 : 1 Chinese coin, uninscribed.

1 Chinese com of K'ai-yCan period (713-741 a.d.).

• »

VI. COPPER COINS FOUND AT RAWAK BEYOND DANDAN-UILIQ.

(See above, p. 306.)

5 Chinese coins, small, uninscribed; sec PI. LXXXIX, 1 Chinese coin of K'ai-yiian period (713-741 a.d.).

No. 9.

Dec. 2*5 : 1 Chinese coin of K'ai-y(lan period.

Dec. 27-28: 6 Chinese coins, without inscription; «;ee

PI. LXXXIX, No. 23.

I fragmentary coin, with ffu-cAu legend.

• Jan. 3, 1901 : 4 Chinese coins of K'ai-ytian period (7 1 3-74

1

A. D.) ; see PI. LXXXIX, No. 25.

3 Chinese coins of Ch*icn-yilan period (758-759 a.d);
sec PU LXXXIX, No. 27.

VII. COPPER COINS FOUND AT NIYA SITE.

(See above, p. 369.)

a. 1 Chinese coin, undetermined, found near Stupa, Jan. 28,
^

1901.

b. 1 Chinese coin, with traces of legend JVu-cAu, found west

of StQpa, Jan. 30, 1901. •

c. Coins found near ruin N. v., Feb. 7-8, 1901.

5 Chinese coins, ancient, uninscribed; see PI. LXXXIX,

No. 7.

3 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu\ see PI. LXXXIX,

No. 12.

d. I Chinese coin of Ch’icn-yOan period, brought by Turdi

to camp near N. v., Feb. 8, 1901 ; comp, above, p. 369.

note 29.

e. Coins found near ruin N. viii, Feb. 11, 1901.

2

Chinese coins, small, uninsciibed; sec PI. LXXXIX,
Nos. 8, 10.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu ; see PI. LXXXIX,
No. 14.

f. 2 Chinese coins, with legend fVu chu^ found by Ilassan

Akhun, Feb. i. 1901, circ. three miles north of Stupa; see

PI. LXXXIX, No. 13.

VIII. COPPER COINS FOUND AT ENDERE SITE.

(See above, p. 429.) •

a. Goina found imdde Endere Fort, Feb. 22-25, 1901. b. Coins found neaf Endere Fort, Feb. 21-23, 1901.

% ChlncBC coin^ uninscribed. 3 Chinese coins (two fragmentary), uninscribed.

a Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu. * <^hincse coin, fragmentary, with legend » u-chu.

IX. COPPER COINS FOUND AT KARA-DONG SITE.

(See above, p. 447 )

a. CWn*f«»iidwIthinruliiedquadningIe.Mar^ b. Coins found near Kara^long ruin. March

xgos.

3

Chinese coins, uninscribed.

2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu-chu.

1901.

8 Chinese coins, uninscribed, too defaced for reading

;

see PI. LXXXIX, Nos. 6, 15.

I Chinese coin, with remains of legend Wu-chu^

X. COPPER COINS FOUND AT UZUN-TATI SITE, MARCH 26, 1901.

(See above, p. 46 *")

see FL Xv» No. 36* 4. E
*
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XI. COPPER COINS FROM HANGUYA SITE.

(See above, p. 471.)

16 eoins indetenninable. Among them them ii one coin

of a curious and appaientljr unknown type. Oht, Large
figure of horse walking to L.

; above some symbol (7

Jtev. Uncertain, or Lead; >9; weight aig (much
corroded). I

I Chinese coin of Ch’ien-yOan period (758-759 A.a).

XII. COPPEk COINS FROM TAM-OGHIL.
‘

(See above, p. 473.)
^

I Chinese coin, uninscribed, small, bought on April 7,
* in seal character and running-hand script, purchased at

1901, at site of excavations. ^ Yurung-k&sh, April 4, 1901, and said to have been obtained
b. 4 Chinese coins, of YUan-ffing period (1078-85 a. d.), both at Tam-Oghil.

a. I Cliinese coin found near Hanguya StQpa ruin, April 5,

1901, uninscribed.

b. Coins said to have been brought from Hanguya Tati;

purchased at Khotan, Nov. 18, 1900.

•I Sino-Kharo$thT coin, large. t

20 (circ.) Sino-Kharo^thT coins, small.

XIII. COPPER COINS FROM AK-SIPIL SITE.

(See alyve, p. 476.)

a. 1 Chinese coin, arith legend Wu^chu, picked up on
remains of Ak-sipil rampart, April 8, 1901 ;

see PI. LXXXIX,
No. 16.

Coins said to have been found near Ak-sipil
;
purchased at

Khotan, Nov. 17, 1900.

1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu,

2 Chinese coins of ChSen-ytlan period (758-759 a. d.),

small.

1 Chinese coin of Ch*ien-yaan period (?), large.

* Coins said to have been brought from Ak-sipil Tati

;

purchased at Khotan, Nov. 19, 1900.

I Sino-Kharo§thI coin, small.

1 Chinese coin of Ch*ien-y(lan period (758-759 a . d.), large.

1 Chinese coin of Ch*ing-li period (1041-48 a . d.).

I Chinese coin of Yttan-yu period (1086-93 a.d.).

I coin of Muhammad ArslSn Qskhan (xilr); see PI. XC,
No. 42 (comp. Hoemie, Xipar/, i. p. 30 ; PI. I, 22-24).

3

small Muhammadan coins, uncertain (' SulaymSn

Kh^an'?).

XIV. COPPER COINS FROM RAWAK STUPA AND VICINITY.
I

(^ above, pp. goo, goi.)

a. 4 Chinese copper coins, with legend readable on
three, found at S£. foot of StQpa base, April 13, 1901 ; see

PI. LXXXIX, No. 18.

I). 2 Chinese coins, with legend Wu^chu readable on one,

found below relief R. xi, April 12, 1901.

c. I Chinese coin, with legend Wu-chu^ found behind relief

R. xxviii, April 15, 1901.

d. 1 Chinese coin, with legend Wu~c^u, found in wall on
north side of gateway, Rawak StQpa court, April 16, 1901

;

see PI. LXXXIX, No. 17.

e. 1 Chinese coin, probably inscribed Wu-chu^ found at foot

of statue R. Ixiv, April 16, 1901.

f. 24 Chinese coins (circ. 12 fragm.) much corroded, appa-

rently most with legend ff'u-cXtt; found on south side of small

StQpa base, April ii, 1901.

g. 20 Chinese coins (six fragm.), much corroded, probably

all with legend Wu-cAu
; found on east side of small StQpa

base, April 17, 1901.

h. 12^
Chinese coins (one fragm.), much corroded, probably

all of type ; found on north side of small StQpa base,

April 17, 1901.

L 28 Chinese coins (six fragm.), much corroded, probably

all reading
;
found on west side of small StQpa base,

April 17, 1901. See PI. LXXXIX, No. 19.

j. 8 small Chinese coins, without legend, found between

dunes near Rawak StQpa, April ii, 1901.

k. 10 Chinese coins, corroded and sticking together, probably

all with legend
;
found by labourers near Rawak camp,

April 15, 190X.

l. 23 Chinese coins, probably all inscribed Wu-chu^ bought

at Khotan, Nov. 30, 1900, from large find made near Rawak
SiQpa. See PI. LXXXIX, No. SI.

m. 6 Chinese coini^ with legend Wu^ku, selected Dec. 6, 1900,

from large find made near Rawak StQpa. See PI. LXXXIX,
No. 20.

n. 59 Chinese coins, some uninscribed, others with legend

Wu-chu, said to have been brought from Ak-sipil, Rawak,

and Jurobe-kum. Purchased at Yurung-Uish, April 6, 1901 ;
^

see PI. LXXXIX, No. sa.
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XV. COPPER COINS FOUND AT JUMBE-KUM SITE, APRIL 14, 1901.

(See above, p. 50a.)

4 Chineae coins, onintcribed. , . ... ,I Chinese coin, with legend fVu-cAu.

679

XVI. COPPER COINS FOUND NEAR KARA-DOBE, APRIL 30. 190,
* (Seeabove, 515.)

a Chinese coins, fragments, undetermined.

*

XVIL COPPfR COINS SAID TO COME FROM MAZAR-TAGII SITE,
near lower Yurung-kSsh

; purchased at Khotan, Nov. i8, 1900.

I Sino-Kharo^thl coin, small.

3 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-yitan period (758-759 a.d.),
large.

8 Chinese coins of Ch'ien-ydan period, small ; see PI. XC,
No. 31.

^ 2 Chinese coins of Ta-li {icriod (766-779 a.d.).
1 Chinese coin of Ilsi-ning period (1068-77 •*. d,).

6 Chinese coins of Tsung-nitig period (i 102-06 a. ; see
PI. XC, No. 41.

5 Chinese coins, undetermined.

TABLE OF COIN SPECIMENS REPRODUCED IN PLATES LXXXIX AND XC.

PLATE LXXXIX.

No. Description. P^riod^ or legend. Weight,

I Indo-Scythiaiw Kujula-kara-kadphisis 46-5M Sino-Kharo^thT, large • • • • 263.

3 do. do. • • • • 240-3
4 do« small ^ .... 49-8
5 Chinese, archaic • 61 -

6 Chinese Uninscribed (?) t

7 do. Uninscribed 1 6-

8 do. do. 1 2-

9 do. do. 3-6
10 do. do.
It do. Hou-cHUan 84-
la do. Wu-chu 20*

*3 do. do.

14 do. do. 49*5
>6 do. Wu-chu (? defaced) 49 -

16 do. Wu^chu 22-6

*7 do. \ do. 50-3
18 do. do. 27-5

*9 do. do. 62-7

ao do. do. 43-5
ai do. do. 42-4

aa do. do. 13*4

as do. Uninscribed 13 5

•4 do. K*ai-ydan (7 i3*-74i a. d.). broken

>8 do. do. 68-6

a6 do. do. 50-6

•7 do. Ch'ien-yiian (75®-759 a.d.). ia4<2

Place offind or pun hast.

Yuikan
Khotan

do.

do.

Yotkan
Kara-dong
Niya Site

do.

Rawak, Dandan-Uiliq
Niya Site

Yotkan
Niya Site

do.

do.

Kaia-dong
Ak-sipil

Rawak
do.

do.

do. (?)

doj?)
do. (?)

DandSln-Uiliq

Yotkan
Dandiin-Uiliq

Chalma-kaz^n
Dandan-Uiliq

4 E 2





APPENDIX E

EXTRACTS FROM TIBETAN ACCOUNTS OF
KHOTAN

COMMUNICATED aWd ANNOTATED

BY

F. W. THOMAS, M.A.

LIBRARIAN OP TUB INDIA OFFICE

•
•

PART I

NOTES ON ROCKHILL’S OF THE BUDDHA’, Pp. 230 sqq., AND THE WORKS

THERE QUOTED.

(See also ‘Buddhist and Other Legends about Khotan’, by Babu Sarat Chandra Das, c.i.e.,

in the Jourtud of the Asiatic Society of Bengal

^

1886, Part I, pp. i93~*°3-)

P. 336. subfin.—^The Icttaw resemble closely those of ‘ India [Rgyd) But Rgya by itself generally means

China; cf.V *34, 1. 16 sqq., p. *36, 1. ao, &c. &c. Rgya-gar is the usual term for India, Rgya or Rgya-nag

for China (f.4a9t>)- * . .

P. *37.—From Kustana (Sa-nu) onwards there were fifty-six Icings and one r;^ent. The capital of Khotan

was built by Ye-u-la, son of Kustana (f. 43° »)•

P. *37, sdb /».—In the reign of Vijayasambhava many other Viharas (besides Tsar-ma) were built

(f. 430 a-b).

P. *38, 11. ai sqq.—With Buddhaduta (jAr=’duta) are mentioned Kha-ga-ta Kha-ga-drod,BJtn-byun m

others (f.%31 b). The more exact name of the Vihara is IJgclju-to-ian (apparently also named Mo-rgiM-h).

The of the princess is Pu^yeivara (Pu-ile-iva-ra sic) (f. 43* **)•

P. *39, 1. 8.—SaAghago?a (w) (f. 433 »)•
,

_ .

Ibid 11. U sqq.—The three sons of Vijayajaya were, in order of age, Hdon-dros (who went to India),

ParaMa'iwho a Bande with the name Dhartndnanda, and also went to India), an tjay

because he was disliked by the king, and even there was persecuted by him. Samantasiddhi came irom

India a^d effected a reconciliation : but IJdon-dros docs not appear ever to have l^en long ( .

4^
43 4

P. *40, 11. i-*.-This king, who became a Buddhist, received the x^mc AHandasena. He was

(Kashgar), and Vijayasirpha built for him the Vihara Sum-tla (f. 436 b)-

.....
rUd VHaoaktrH I was succeeded by his son Vijayasaugrama, who acquired ‘be name sen-ge lion ,

«.d by Dbannakuti) a Vihlra built Aft« h.. t,«. du„„g
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fourteen generations of kings, Li'yul was sometimes invaded by enemies, and sometimes vice vena. The
fourteen generations begin with Vijayadharma (son of VijayasaAgrlma ?), and end with Vija)mkIrtL In this

period Li-yul was invaded by the Drug-gu king 'A-no-ios, who destro)red the VihSras as far as

IJgehu-to-ian (sic) (f. 437 a-b).

P. 340, II. 1-2.— Vijayaktrti II was the fourteenth, from Vijayadharma, who was probably the successor of

VijayasaAgrania I, and not the original Vijayadharma. It is related in the Sahghavardhana Vydkara^a how
Vijayasangrama (II, son of Vijayakirti II), who became king when seven yean old, bearing of the former

invasions by the Drug-gu 'A-no~mo-ioH (sic) and ot&ers, invaded their kingdoms, and caused great slaughter,

to atone for which he built the VihSra Hgu-ghan, which was then called f/gn-hm-ta (ff. 437 b-438 b). *

/did.—The successors of Vijayakirti II are as follows:

—

1. Vijayasangrdma, a minor, who earned war into the land of the Drug-gu, and built' the /jgu-gian
^

Vihara (see above). e

2. Vijayasimha, who built the Bhak-ser'tna Vihara: a contemporary of an Arhat Dharmapdla
(f. 43«b)- '

I
3. Vijaya, during whose reign, and in the five' following reigns, no Viharas were built (f. 438 b).

4. Vijayapdla, and his son Vijayasangrdma succeeding him. The latter built the Beah-san-gre-rt-ma

Vihara (ff. 438b-439b).

5. VijayaiStra, during whose and the three following reigns no Vihfiras were built (f. 439 b).

6. Vijayakirti, in Hgum-tir, built the Vihara^ha-va-ha (f. 439 b).

7. Then Vijayasangrdma, and his son of the*’ like name (perhaps, however, the son’s name was

Vtjayavikrama) 1 in the course of a visit to China the father was killed by Drug-gus, and while

the son was a minor, the minister Ama-la-kke-meg governed for twelve years, and built the Vihara

and Stupa of Ma-na-Mi (ff. 439 b-440a). ,

8. Viji^avikrama, on becoming king, built the Vihara Byi-ha-gra-ma for the Arhat Dtvendra,

his Kalyariamitra (f. 440 a). •

9. Then the (^hinese minister (?=Ambassador or Amban) Ser-tke-H and king Vijayadharma built

the Vihara of Maitra (f. 440 a).

10. Then the Chinese minister Ka-tke-ii and king Vijayasambhava built the Vihara Khs-gan-tsa

for two Arhats, his Kalyapamitras ’(Ddren-dra-rod-ci and Dkerfudnanta (V<s?). They also

built a Stupa called Su-stok-ka (f. 440 a-b).
' ^

11. Then Vijaya-bohan-cheti-po rebuilt the Su-stok-ka Stupa, (f. 443 b).

12. Then Vijayasimha, a youth, waf oppressed by his ministers and the queen mother, whom on
growing up he punished. He then built the Vihlra Ro-bya, Afterwards, his queen having been

helped by certain Arhats (Manya (?), Satrajkd, Sthyaiuta, Sitfikandda, and others) from India,

he built the Vihlra Nu-bo-ka (ff. 440 b-44 1 a).

1 3. Then a bhik^u^i named iahi-dsaya, the elder sister of io-rgya, queen of Ijdon-kdros, being arrived

from China to act as Kalyfiriamitra of her younger sister, the queen built in her honour the

Vihara Yo-so-^o (f. 441 a).

14. Vijayaiata, contemporaiy of an Arhat Buddhdnanta (sic), built the Zer-ro-kjo VihSra (f. 441 a-b).

15. Then Vijaydnanta (sic) built for a female Arhat Dharmafid/a (sic), who came from ^u-Rg, the

Po-len-to Vihara (f. 441 b).

16. Then Vijayasangrdma, also named sek-ge (see p. 240 rw/ra), with his mother Dkarmd, for whom,

^
as a female Arhat, he built the Dro-mo-Mza VihSra (ff. 441 b-442 a).

17. Then Vijayc^fakgrdma's younger brother Bre-sa-ya-stu-lag married the Drug-gu queen
A-zu-ka-su-ma, and built the Ta-ke-^o VihSra (f. 443 a).

18. Then the wife of king VijayasaAgrama, who built the Ijgu-gim VihSra [? see above Na (i)],

daughter of king Pkrom-ge-sar, and another wife, the daughter of (7) /ju-rod-ga, being Arhats,

by name ^ilamata and Co-ku-ia-ra (sic), came from Katiimir and beeame KalyS^amitras of «

the queen mother Iju-rod, who built for them the VihSra Ho-rou-kjo (f. 443 a).
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19. whoM daughter built for her elder siater, the female Arhat Vi-te-ie{7)^i,
the Vihara Po-^blo-na-jo (f. 44a a).

\ •

»a Vyaya-^ab^a, whose daughter Vi-ia-phra-ba, wife of the king of the Gu-zin [for Gu-zan-!\ built
for the bhik^u^I Arhat Vijaya the 'Er~mo-no Vihara (f. 442 a-b).

a I. Vi/aya^/a built for his wife, who had become an Arhat, the Vihara Kho-mo-no-no (f. 442 b).
aa. The minister *A-ma-eag{ca ga ? ca-kha ?, see p. .582,

1

. i%)-fntg built the Vihara Gus-sdc-rc-via (f. 442 b).
a3. Vijtyfajtgfa having mariied the daughter of the king of '0~sku, the queen built for her Kalyana-

mitra, the female Arhat Gle-nta, the Vihara 'O-ka-no (f. 442 b).

’

34. Vijaya$ahgr&nta built the Vihara Kus-gyi-or~myoh-n<^ (f. 442 b).

*5* married to &u~to-ka, daughter of the king bf Ben-gun-pan (cf. p. ^84, 1. 5 from end), built
for her elder sistgr, the female Arhat '

A-io-ko-H-la, the Vihara Gco-lt^)-7ta (f. 442 b).

Vijayaatpha, married to A-lyo-yah^ the Ga-hjag queen, built for his queen’s Kalyanamitra, the
female Arhat Bdun-gfegs from Su-lig, the Vihara Khye-io-na (flf. 442 b-443 a).

Vijayasahgr&tna built at the advice of two iJKiksuols, and flgchtt-iu-su-gMja}), from
Kashmir, the Vihara Na-mo-hbu-gdoh (f. 443 a).

a8. A Hdak-no^a set up in the lower market a great image, afterwards repaired by the minister
A-ma-ea’-vi-dad, who also built for the bhik^utii Kon-ied [written Kon-ien] {or bhik^unis of
Koh^iedf) the Vihira Hdah-no-yo-no (f. 443 a).

26.

37

A, Sutn 0f ih4 Vthdros, &v, tn {Bhotaii), vi the Sku-inkhar {=the fortress or capital}) and
outside :

—

z. 68 great Viharas, 95 i&iddle ones, 148 small ones, 3,688 other temples {sgo-sgohi-mehodfahi-
Ika-khah ?) and minor foundations, chortens, &c.

a. In a certain year {byi-ba-lo ‘mouM year’*) there were 10,000 persons of both sexes in the
SaAghas {dge-hdun-spos-htsho).

*

B. Sum of the Vihdras, S'r. iu Mdo-lo and Me-skar :

—

I. ^ great Viharas,^«Ka’ 100 other temples, &c.

a. ao SaAghas.

C. Sum of the Vihdras, in Kam~ied, Pha-iia, Bc-rka-hb{d})ra and 'O-skii to Jida, in the Skn-tnkhar

{the fortress, capital ?) attd outside :— •

I. 33 large Vihlras, 31 middle ones, 23 small, 839 minor foundations,

a. 438 SaAghas (persons in the SaAghas).

D. Sum of the Vihdras, Srv. from Gyil-kyah to Koh-ied and Du-rya, in the Sku-mkhar {fortress,

certain) and outside:—
I. 15 Viharas, and a number (not stated) of minor foundations.

9^5 persons in the SaAghas (f. 443 a-b).

The Li~yul Vydiarapa was composed in accordance with the request of Arya Zla-ba i-shiti-po

(Candragarbha) and JDevI Dri-ma-med-pahi-hod {Amalaprabhd ?) and with the Vydkgrana of Sanghavardhana

in the last intercalary month of the autuinn of the Khyi (dog) year, 1256 years from the introduction of

the Dharma by Vijayasambhava. Its subject is how the Aryas were invited by the kings and Buddhism

wit taught, how Vihiras and temples were built, and how the SaAghas spread (fol. 444 a).

» * For an etymology of Ihe name ’U-then see S. C. Das, ’ The mouse year is merely the first of the 12 years

«p. eit., p. 195, n. cycle.
^
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PART II

NOTES FROM THE USO^RNGA VYAKARANA.
(Cf. ‘ Notes Chtnoises sur ITnde’, V, by M. Sylvain L6vi, in the BuUetm dt t ieoU Franfoist d"

Extrtme-OrienU vol. v. pp. *56 sqq.)
C A

This work is an account of the Goirfyga mountain and country, put into the mouth of Buddha aa
prophecy. It is found in the Bkah^hgyur (Mdo xxx, ff. 33<Sb-354b; see Rbckhill, p. *31).

Foil. 337-340 a-—Buddha visits the site of thp future kingdom of Dgt~ba, or Li-yut, and slnka in
dhyana on the peak of Mt. Goifnga, on which occasion we find mentioned in the north a great
a little distance from which Buddha meditated, in the west the Caitya Go-nM-sa^la-ga»-da (338 b) and the
Viharas Spon-byed (Vrji), HJigs-isbogs-spofi-fyed, Hod-can, Vi-si-mo-Ha, Ye-ies-ri, Ya-pyno-co, and Bgo-
hdun-skyoH founded by the blessing of Mafiju^rl, AkSsagarbha* (?), AvalokiteArara, Maitrqra, Bhamigarbha* (?),

Vaidyaraja » (?), and Samantabhadra respectively, as well as other VihSras by other divinities (340 a).

Foil. 340 a-b.—Here is told the incident of the 353 {He) lotuses (Rockhill) and it is prophesied that
in a like number of Viharas the Ghanta would ,^unded in this country. The Go-ma-sa4a-gatfda
country receives the blessing of Buddha.

*

Foil. 341 a-343 b.—One hundred years after the NirvSpa comes the story of Kustana and the rhlinwyt

Minister Hjan-io (sic), whose sovereign was named Cha-yah (acc. to S. C. Das, op. cit., pp. 196-7 * the great
emperor Cfu-he-

1

Yang, or Che-Hwang-U). In the time of Kustana aroA many VihSras, Cait3ras, &c. The
name Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da (according to the Sfitrapitaka derived from being on the bank of the river Go-ma,
cf. L^vi, <p. cit., p. 258) and that of Dgt-ba are explained (54» a). When the Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da and the
Hod-snih (Ka^yapa) caityas sink, the country is to sink.

Certain divinities are assigned as protectors of the country. The Satra (i.e. the Goirnga VySkaraiui)
is to be read in times of trouble and danger (34a b).

Foil. 343 a-345 b.—In future times the Sutn-pd and Bod-pa, and also /he^Chinese, would invade the
country, but would be diverted by the Sutra (343 a) from harming it. In ordw that the SQtr# should be
firmly established in Li-yul, it was taught by Buddha, on Goifuga, to ^e AparSnU king and his ministers
from Li-yul. «

Foil. 345 b-347 a.—In future*, invasions by the Sum-pa, Drug-gu, Hor, and others, the country would
be defended by images of Buddha brought from various other countries (345 b).

From the fortress Dge-ba-can (capital of Dge-ba) would come the image of Buddha Bds-ba^-^byuk-
gnas (Puoyasambhava ?), which would protect the fortress and district of the West, Ku-isd.

The Northern district ien-sa would be protected by an image ^sn-ka, which would arise from the
nether world.

In the East the fortress and district of Phye-ma would be protected by the image Kiiu-lak (v. L Kaki-tak).
In the North {sic for South?), before the Kaiyapa Caitya on Mt. Goifi^a istaigs P^s (y,\. Pkyi)-tt

would protect the religion and country (346 a).

In the fortress Dge-ba-can, in the market-place Kla-Q Ka'd)-sta-hdi-Me, in the Royal Palace, an image
of Buddha would protect the fortress and district.

4n the region No-mo-Ba, where king Yol (= Yt-u4a of p. 581 ?) proposed (‘ will propose 'gros-byod-par-ligynr)
to build a fortress, an image called Cu-gon-pan (cf. p.583, L lo) would protect the fortress Dge-ba-can waA district.

In the Vihara Di-na-{lVi-na'i)-dsya would be an image of Dlpaipkara Buddha, surpassii^ all others, made
in Thor-koh {khoh ? kkun ?) of Jambudvipa. The people of Li-yul would call it J^kkor-bahi-mar-me-mduad
(Cakradipainkara?), and it would be a model for all the Li-yul imi^^ made in Thor-kok. It would
guard the religion and district (346 b).

^
Nam-mkhaj^i-sftih-po. « Sabl-sfiin-po. ' ^matt-gjri-igyal-pa
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There would be many other great images in Dge>ba*can unrivalled in the worlds end so long as they

remained the country would never be deserted. The merchants coming from all parts would pass
unharmed (346 b-347 n).

Buddha speaks of these great images as ^ih-rtas-hdren-pa-byas {iakafena nlta krta * brought in a chariot ’?

or contains the name of the maker ?) (347 a).

Other images of Buddha, ao8 in number, in connexion with the Kaiyapa Caitya, would all be miracle-
working (347 a).

Foil. 3476-348 a.—To protect die country kings and ministers must acquire pu^ya in the Tsar-tna
^aitjra, because there were the first believers. In the time of evil kings and ministers the people must go
to t^t part of Goirkga where Buddha had been. When the people do what is wrong, atonement must be
made in the Cq^tya Go-tM-so-lu-gatt-da. Kings and ministers taking vows of penance must resort to that

4part of GoifAga where is the jmage Phye-se and the Sahgha of the Kaiyapa Caitya. People of Li-yul

who are sentenced to punishment must resort to the SaAgha of Go-nta-sa-la-gan-da on Coirhga.

Foil. 348 a-351 a.—The idrtues of Go-ma-sa-la-gan-iia and the circumstances under which the country

would be protected by Buddha frotft external and intemaJ enemies. The religion would be Mahayanist, for

which reason the kings, when weak, must rely upon the king^ of Bde, China and other Mahayinist

countries (350 b).

Fol. 351 b.—Foreigners comii^ into the country would be made mild and peaceable.

Foil. 354 a-b.—^The blessing and naming by Buddha of the Go-ma-sa-la-gan-da Caitya, the Goirnga

Mountain, the district Dge-ba, the fortress Dge-btuan and the DgoH~pa (monastery).

At the command of Buddha ^Srmutra and Vaiir%va(fk divide the mountain .^<1 (ia-ri—have we here some

popular et)rmologizing in relation to SSriputra ?), and thus bring together into being the Caitya Go-ma-sa-la-

gan-da, Mt GoirAga and Li-yul (sec Rockhill, p. 333).



APPENDIX F

NOTES ON SPECIMENS OF ANCIENT STUCCO.
FROM JCHOTAN SITES

I

c

BY

A. H. CHURCH, F.R.S.

nOFISSOB OF CHBNnnY, kOYAL ACADBMV OF ARTS

Eleven specimens of ancient stucco, from ruined sites in the Khotan territory, Chinese TurkestSn, have

been examined by me chemically. They fall ipto two groups, one, soft and friable, being essentially

silicious, and the other, hard and crystalline, being what is now known as plaster of Paris.

The following specimens belong to Group I

L Stucco from statues in Rawak StQpa Court.

i. Stucco from image, Rawak StQpa Court, showing red surface* and grey backing.

5. Stucco from detached clay-seal mixed with vegetable fibre from ancient dwelling N. xv, Niya Site.

6. Stucco from red clay-seal (N. xv. 133 a) from ancfent dwelling N. xv; Niya Site.

7. Stucco frotn relief decoration of Buddhist temple, Endere ruins.
*

8. Backing earth mixed with vegetable fibre from stucco relief {£. i. 015), findere ruins.

10. Scraping from painted slab of wall in Buddhist shrine (D. Il), DandSn-Uiliq Site.

The material of which these specimens consist resembles adobe or loess, but, as will be ^len from the

quantitative analyses of Nos. 1 and 7 given further on, it contains a rather notable amount of combined, water.

This feature points to the presence of » considerable proportion of true clay (hydrous aluminium silicate)

in these stuccoes. The variation in the colour of the specimens is not important
; it depends upon the

state of the iron present In the yellow material the iron exists as ferric hydroxide, in the red as ferric

oxide, and in the grey as a lower oxide or as disulphide.

The two analyses here given of the specimens Nos. 1 and 7 belonging to Group I are not exhaustive,

as several of the minor constituents, such as phosphoric acid and alkalies, were not separately determined,

while the residue, included under ‘silica and silicates insoluble in hydrochloric acid’ comprises felspathic

and micacious minerals. It should be added that small amounts of the lime and magnesia found were

actually in combination with silica, but it has been thought expedient to exhibit the lime as carbonate and

the magnesia as free. Here are the percentage results of the two analyses:—

Na I Nq. 7

Water given off at 100” C 3«fi %oo

Water given off on ignition 8*58 6«ao

Silica, and silicafes insoluble in hydrochloric acid . 57*40 67*30

Ferric oxide (Fe^ 0,) 5.59 5*ao

Alumina (Al,Oa) 6*81 7*50

Lime, as Calcium carbonate (CaCO,) .... 14*73 8*66

Magnesia (MgO) 3.33 ^
Sulphuric anhydride now tract
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Tho ratnsining speciincnsi four tn numbcTi belong to our second Group* Tliey are these

3. Fragment of hard stucco from ancient relief, Ak-sipil Site.

4. Fragment of hard stucco from Kara-dobe Site.

9. Stucco from relief decoration of Buddhist shrines, Dandan-Uiliq Site.

II. Hard stucco, probably fragment of large image, found at Rawak, beyond Dandan-Uiliq.

These four specimens are essentially plaster of Paris. The native gypsum from which they have been
formed has been prepared in the Visual way by moderate heating (called ‘burning’) and then been mixed

• with water just as is now done in making plaster casts. These processes were known to classical antiquity
in Europe. There are two observations that should be made in connexion with specimens 3 and 11. The
latter is unusually tnystalline ; the former shows that it hai been subjected, after completion, to a high

• temperature and to an atmosphere chaiged with what chemists call ‘ reducing ’ matters. The evidence for

this fact is furnished by three peculiar features shown by specimen 3. These arc:—the low percentage of

water present; the existence of sqjphur in the form of- a sulphide, probably an oxy-sulphide
; and the grey

discoloration which has penetrated deeply from the surfkce inwards. Here are the percentages of the two
analyses of specimens 3 and 9 :

—

No. 3 No. 9
Water given off on ignition *3*8.5 • 20*46

[of this was given off by long heating at loo^’C. . 10*64 • • *7*87]

Silica
,

. . 3-7* . 2* 1

6

Ferric oxide and Alumina
• 0*95 • • 0*5.5

Calcium Sulphate (CaSO^) 79.96 . . 75*34

Calcium Sulphide (CaS) . a.i3 . . . . none

Calcium Carbonate (CaCO,)^ 0.36 . . . 0-85

A cast from pure plaster of Paris would when quite air-dry contain about 80 per cent, calcium

sulphate and ao per cent, water. *,

4 K’2
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NOTES ON SAND AND LOESS SPECIMENS
BROUGHT BY Dr. M. A. StEIN FROM THE REGION OF KHOTAN'
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I.—YOTKAN.

The specimens of soil from Ydtkan were obtained from two strata of the banks excavated in the course
of gold-washing operations.

(i) The upper stratum, identical with the fertile soil of light yellowish colour at present under
cultivation, shows a thickness varying from 9-ao ft near the hamlet of Khalche. The three specimens
from this stratum consist of a very uniform loess-like substance. One was taken west of Khalche from a
depth of 6 ft

; the second east of it from a depth of 16 ft.*; the third from the (dace at a depth
of 10ft.

The first specimen (marked No. 3) contains grains of gypsum, and remains of charcoal, straw, and grus.
Under the microscope the material proves to consist pf angular quartz and mica. The diameter of the xngrrlxr

quartz grains varies from OKxip-o-op mm. The second specimen (No. Jo) iS*«l;o angular quarts sand with
plentiful mica ; the grains, finer even than in the first specimen, show a diameter of o>oo4-o-o6o mm. Among
the fine sand are found here and there mica scales, o^ip-o-aS mm. in "diameter. Under hydrochloric acid
the two specimens undergo scarcely any hflervescence. On the whole the upper stratum at Ydtkan is

formed by very fine quartz sand (Xintaining a very slight quantity of clayey dust. It is this fine dust, almost
unmeasurable in diameter, which eflervesces under hydrochloric acid ; it is hence chalky. The fine clayey and
chalky dust binds the quartz grains and mica into small clumps showing slight cohesion.

The third specimen (Nos. 6 and 7), found to the east of Khalche, in the immediate vicinity of a sandy
layer (No. 5), agrees completely with the two previous ones. The angular quartz and mka grains of No. 6
vary from 0*0095 to 0*09 mm. in diameter. Its coarser grains attain 0*19 mm. in diameter. In specimen
No. 5, taken from the sandy layer (lo-iz inches thick) referred to below, the fine dust grains measure
0*0019-0*0097 mm., the coarser grains 0*028-0*381 mm. Otherwise this sandy layer, in regard to its substance
and character, !s identical with the three previous specimens marked as *silt.' Specimen No. 7 consists of

quartz and mica, 0*0066-0*0476 mm. in diameter, with an admixture of coarser grains (0*0095-0*095 mm.) and
of a somewhat larger quantity of chalk dust.

tii) Of the 'culture-stratum’ of Y5tkan, which lies under the light-yellowish upper stratum in a thickness

of 5-14 ft., and shows a Marker (brownish) colour, there are two specimens in the collection. One (Na 4)
was taken from a depth of 17 ft, the other (No. 9) from a depth of x8 ft. Specimen Na 4 is a fine sandy
substance full of angular chalk concretions. These concretions have formed around plant stems or roots,

and resemble those small, irregularly angular concretions which are common in the mud of the ancient alluvium
along the Tisza and Maros rivers. The interior of the concretions is formed by a grey, clay^ and sandy 4
fresh-water chalk, full of biotite mica scales. Outside, the concretions are covered with a fine dust Under
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the mleroiM^ thU dust proves to consist of angular quart* and mica. A m^ification of 600 is needed
todistinguish its particles, the larger grains measuring o.ooo7-0’007 mm., and the smaller ones oooo4>'
0*0007

Specimen Na 9 is an angular quartz dust with plentiful mica. I found in it also some very tiny
pieces of^g}rpsum. It^is considerably more chalky than the soil of the light-coloured upper layer. The
finest grains have a diameter of 0>007-0'070 mm. Very rarely there appear in it also grains of 0*014 mm.
diameter.

All the epccimens briefly described so far are fine Atud which is formed mainly by angular quartz and
. besides by mica, both black and white (biotite and muscovite). Of clay or chalk dust it conuins very little.

This quart* dust is finer than the fine clayey and chalky dust of the Chinese loess (Lan<hou
0004-0007 him., Hui-ning 0*0014-000*8 mm.). It cannot be doubted that this fine mud has formed by

• the same process in the darkey culture-stratum as in the cultivated soil of the surface. It belongs to that
cat^iory of desert deposits which I have described in Count B^la Szdehenyi’s work on the scientific results

of his East-Asiatic expedition, i. ))p. 478-89, i.e. to the group of riverine loess.

It seems scarcely doubtful that the strata of Yotkan owe their origin more to the dust which has
been deposited among the vegetation of old cultivated ground and there retained, than to mud carried by
the river. The origin of the mud has to be sought for in riverine deposit ; this, however, could not have
brought to the area watered by the Kara-kSsh and Yurung-kSsh such fine mud as we have recognized in

the mud strata of YOtkan, exceeding *0 ft. in thickness. The two rivers debouch from the hills on to the

alluvial fan formed by the bare pebble Dasht^ at a dis^ce of about 10-ia miles south of Khotan. Their

water must have a rapid flow, not only in their l^eds but also in the irrigation canals distributed from the

foot of the hills. It is probable that Khotan is situated on an alluvial fan similar to those occupied by
Liang-chou, Kan-chou, &c., near the Gobi of Kan-su. I think I may identify the YStkan soil with the thin,

horizontally stratified riverine loess which I observed on the alluvial fans of all hill streams at the northern

foot of the Nan-shan and also near the Su-la-ho river.

My view is confirmed by the ‘sandy’ layer, lo-i* inches in thickness, found between the upper layer

and the culture-stratum. This, in spite of its* fineness, may be more readily taken for mud deposit from

river or canal than the very fine soil of the layers above and below. Even this sandy material is still very

fine; chiefly 0*00953-0*095 mm., with the coarsest grains 0*19 mm. in diameter. It is thus far finer than,

e. g., the mud of the Tisza near Szeged (0*04-0*10 mm^.
1 am inclined to attijh'ito* to the Ydtkan deposits an origin similar to that of the stratified riverine

loess near^he banks of the KSshgar Tirim of which Dr. Futterer has given a good account {Durch Asien,

L p. 89: PI. v): Such banks of stratified loess are to be found also below Khotan, and near the hamlet

of Tam-dghil, towards Ak-sipil *

The Ydtkan sand represented by specimen No. ii consists mainly of angular quartz and mica scales.

Its finest grains measure 0*1*8 mm. in diameter, its coarsest (chiefly biotite and muscovite) 0*75-0*95 nyn.

Its greatest portion is made up of angular quartz flakes and fresh biotite, measuring 0*38-0*57 mm. in

diameter. This sand is typical river sand.

II.—AK-SIPIL.

The sand specimen, taken from the crest of a dune, is composed of quartz, mainly angular, with a few

rounded grains ; there is a plentiful admixture of large elliptical biotite scales. Magnetite and here and

there worn amphibole show also in it.

The finest portion, about 0*095 mm. in diam., consists of quartz, mainly angular, with little mica and

stiU leas magnetite and pyrite
;
the medium-sized portion, which preponderates, 0*14-0*38 mm., has the same

composition; the large-grained portion, 0*6-0*76 mm., is made up chiefly of worn biotite and muscovite

jicalcfft

The sand of Ak-sipil closely resembles that of Ydtkan, being only slightly finer. It can scarcely

be doubted that this sand is alluvium from the Yurung-k5sh river; nor is it difficult to trace its ongin.

South of Khotan, within the drainage area of the river, rises the Tikelik range, in which B<^danowich

'• found gneiss and granite. It is evident that the sand of Yotkan and Ak-sipil is derived from these

mountains. *
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The sand of Khotan differs strikingly from the sand specimens collected me in the vicinity of the

Kia*yU>kuan Gate, and around An*si-fan and Sha-chou whi^ show rounded, smoothed and pdished grains

Not only the quartz but also the shales and the carboniferous limestone grains are of similar size; mica 'is

almost completely absent; of dust there is none here. It is clear that in the drift-sand of the Kan-su
Gobi the river-mud does not play as large a part as in that of the Khotan region, but that; particularly

in the vicinity of Sha-chou (Tung-huan), the decomposition of the desert subsoil has supplied the sand of

polygenous substance and uniform grain. Near An-si-fan the sand is more angular, and rare mica scales

are found in it ; composed of otherwise similar *niinerals the riverin^ angular sand shows there more
cohesion, i.e. more cla3rey admixture (comp. Gr6f Snfchenyi utatdsdnak ittdomdnyos eredmAiyei, i. p. 485;,
German edition, i. p. 521).

*

III.—dandan-uiliq. «

Specimen No. 1.—Sand from Buddhist shrine D< ll, sticking to stucc^ reliefs found 3-4 ft. above floor.

Specimen No. la.—Sand sticking to MS. from* ruin D. vn.

Specimen No. 13.—Sand with decomposed paper from the floor of shrine D. X.

The specimen No. 1 is relatively laige-grained sand containing a good deal of gypsum particles and reed

fragmenta The sand grains are mostly angular quartz flakes ; half-rounded grains as well as magnetite and

pyrite are rare among them. The grains vary about the average diameters of o.047-ok>7-0'I4 mm. The
specimen contains fine dust with a diameter of 0^3^-0*0095 mm. The coarser grains consist chiefly of

mica scales. *

The fine sand from the DandSn-Uiliq ruins, in view of its angularity, and still more on account of its

large mica contents, must be considered river deposit, which has scarcely as yet undergone wind transport,

and which has been carried into the ruined structures from immediately adjoining ground. It can be distinguished

at a glance from true drift-sand. This sand is homogeneous with the material composing the strata of loess

mud at Yotkan, though its grains are far larger. •

The sand of speciqiens Nos. 12, 13, which stuck to the MSS. lying on the floor of ruined structures, does

not differ materially from the upper sand. It contains angular quartz grains, 0*0685-0*14 mm. in diaro.

;

plentiful mica, 0*135-0*20 mm. in diam.
;
also fine dust, with diameters 0*004-0*014-0*058 mm. Worn grains

of quartz are very scarce in it. The fibres of the paper rags bind the sand jnto a thin crust resembling felt.

The sand sticking to the paper in specimen No. 13 contains fragments of tree I^es, turned brown, and plant

fibres. Small pieces of straw or grass are also found in it It app^s that moisture has reached this

vegetable material. «

There is no difference betweqp the finer portions of the upper and lower sand specimens from DandSn-

Uiliq. Even in the finest dust there is so much mica as to place its character as river deposit beyond all

doubt. The wind could have transported it only for a very short time, and from a very short distance.

IV.—NIYA SITE.

Specimen No. 8. Sand found in wooden tablet, from N. xv.

Specimen No. 14. Sand sticking to ancient guitar, from N. xii.

Specimen No. ao. Sand sticking to wooden tablet, from N. IV.

All three specimens contain identical sand, plentifully mixed with vegetable fibres, straw, grain-husks, &c.

The sand is composed of angular quartz grains and mica scales. In No. 8 fine quartz grains prevail, varying

front 0*009 to 0*047 mm. in diam. The larger quartz and biotite grains measure 0*09-0*14 mm. in diam. In

specimen No. 14 the sand adheres in small brownish clumps and scales. No. so shows coarser grains with

much mica. The diameter of the larger quartz and mica grains varies between 0*095-0*38 mm., that of the

finer grains between 0*047-0095 mm.
The sand from the Niya Site closely resembles that of DandSn-Ulliq, and is also river deposit which

the wind has scarcely yet carried and abraded.
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Kh. 003. n-q. 991
Kh. 004 (batch). 67«*
Kh. 005. 300, 331
Kh. 006, 007.

Kh. 008.
333

309,333 .

L. 001. 486
C L. 009. 484. 485
L. 003. 486

M. 001. 113
M. 001. a-c. *13
M. 001. d. 1*3, 113

113*M. 001. e-k.

Mac. 001. 307, 333

N. 001. 4*4
N. 003. 38*, 4*4
N. 004. 4*4
N. 005, 006. 38*, 4*4

r»
N. 007. 4*4
N. 008,^09. 38*, 4*4
N. 0010. 4*4
N. 0011. a. 4*4
N, ooii.b. 381. 4*4
N. 0011. C, 0019. 4*4
N« 0019. a-e. 4*6
N. 0019. f, g, h. 381. 4*6
N*ooi 3, 0014. a, b. 415
N. 00^ c, d. • 38*. 4*6 '

N. 0014. e. 4*6
N. 0014. f, g.

N. 0014. h^I.

381, 416
4*6

N. 0015-0017. 381. 4*6
N. 0018, 0019. 381, 416
N. 003a 4*6
N. oo3a a. 381, 416
N. 0030. bii«. 4*6
N. 0031. a. 4*6
N. 0031. h. 381, 4*8
N. 0033, 0033. 416
N. i. 1-8. 386
N. J. 9- 3*8, 3*9i 3*9. 349

36*. 366. 386
M. i. 9. a. 3*9, 388
N. L 10, 11. 386
N. L 13. 3*% 330^ 386
N. L 13. 388
N. i. 14. 3*8, 38^
N. i. 15. 388
N. i. 16. 3*8. 387
N. i. 16+104.

« 3*9
N. L 17. 3*8, 364, 366, 387
N. L 18-33. 387

* jlw Corrigenda.
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OBJICT.

N. i. 23, 24.

N. i. 25-28.
N. i. 294-38+40.
N. L 30-34.
N. 1. 36*
N. j. 37. 39« 41-
N. I. 43.
N. I. 43.
N. i. 44-48.

. N. i. 49.
N. i. 50.
N. i. 51. ,

N. 1.53 -f 73.
N. i. 53. 64»
N. 1. 35.
N. i. 56.
N. i. 67-69-
N. 1. 60.
N. i. 61-63.
N. i. 64.
N. i. 6s, 66.
N. i. 67.

PA6BS.

319. 3«7
387
387
387

3*8. 387
387
388

3*9. 388
388

3*0. 388
388

3 * 8 . 388
• 388

j88
3 *9. 388
3*0, 388

388
330, 388

388
318, 388

389
3 * 8 , 319. 354 . 365. 389

389N. i. 68.

N. i. 70. 330, 389
N. i. 71. 389
N. i. 73. Ste N. i. 52. 388
N. i. 73-77 * 3«9
N. i. 78. 3x8, 389
N. L 79-^3. 389
N. i. 83. 3x8, 389
N. 1. 84, 8s. 87. 389

N. i. xM-it4. 318
N. i. 100 *

1- 109 -f XIX. 3*0,389
N.i. 101. 320, 389
N. i. 103. 3i9>3ao,349*349n.735o,390
N. 1. 104. 318, 366 n., 390
N.i. 1044- 3iin.,3i9iL, 326, 351,

^ 36 * n., 364 n.j 367^.
•318, 3*9 n-. 3*^ 36 *

364 n., 366 n., 390
3*0, 390

390
351 n., 390

390
3*0, 389

390
3*8, 390

N. i. 105.

N. i. io6.

N. i. 107.
N. i. ip8.

N. i. no.
N* j* III*

N. i. 1x2-114.
N. i. 120, 121.

N. i. X22»

i. X 24.

N. i. 180.
N. X. oox. a, b.

N. X. oox. c.

N. I. 002.
N. ii. X.

N. iL 2.

N. ii. 3.X iii. I.

N. iv. X, 2.

N. iv. 3.

N. ivf 4, 6t

N. iv. 7.

N. iv. 8.

3*8. 319, 3*0, 349 n-i

35*. 390
3*4 **•

3*8, 390
386
386
386

3*2, 390
3*8, 3557 390

390
3**1 390

322, 324 n., 391
3*** 39*

322, 324 n., 39X

3*6 n-t 39*
324 n., 391

OBJECT. PAGES.
N. iv. 8, a.

N. iv. 9.
N. iv. 1 1.

324, 324 n., 39X
324 n., 391

3»». 39*N iv. 13, 14. 3*6 n., 39X
N. iv. 15. 39 >

N. iv. 16.

N. iv. 17.
3*5 n., 391
3*4 n*i 39*

N. iv. 1 7. a, b. .3*5 n*. 39*
N. iv. 17. c. * 3*3. 39*
N. iv. 18. 3*.'> n., 39*
N. iv. 20. 324 n., 391
N. iv. 21. .3*5 n., 391
N. iv. 22. ^4 n*. 39*
N. iv. 23. 39*
N. iv. 24, 25. 3*4 n., 39*
N. iv. 25. a. 39*
N. iv. 26. 3*5 n., 392
N. iv. 28. *3»*. 3*5 *»*. 39*
N. iv. 29. 39*
N. iv. 29. a. 324, 324 n., 392
N. iv. 30. 3*6 n., 392
N. iv. 31. 39*
N. iv. 32. .3*5 n., 39a
N. iv. 33. 3*3. 39*
N. iv. 34. • 3*5 «'•. 39*
N. iv. 34. a. » 39*
N. iv. 35. a. 3*4, 3*4 n., 39*
N. iv. 35. b. .3*4 n., 39*
N. iv. 36, 41. 39*

N. iv. 46-60. 3*3
N. iv. 46. 3*3. 39*
N. iv. 47. 3*4 n., 392
N. iv. 48.

*
3*5 **•. 39*

N. iv. 50-53. 39*
N. iv. 63. a, 54. 324 n,, 392
N. iv. 55. 324 n., 325 n., 393
N. iv. 66. b. 393
N. iv. 56. 3*4 n., 393
N. iv. 57. 393
N. iv. 58. 3*5 n., 393
N. iv. 59, 60. 393
N. iv. 80. 3*3 *>-. 35*. 393*
N. iv. 81. 3*4 n., 393
N. iv. 82-84. 3*5 n., 393

N. iv. 99—X06. 3*3
N. iv. 99. 393
N. iv. 100+ lof. 393
N. iv. 103. 324, 324 n., 393
N. iv. 104. 393
N. iv. 105. 3*3 »>•. 393
N. iv. 106. 3*5 n*. 393

N. iv. 107-1 14. 3*3
N. iv. 107. 3*3 n*. 393
N. iv, X08. 323, 3*61 35 » n- 304 «'•.

366 n,, 393
N. iv. X09. 323 n-, 393
N. iv. xio. 324 n., 393
N. iv. III. 323 n

» 393
N. iv. 1 1 3. 324 n., 394

N. iv. 114. 325 n-i 394
N. iv. x 15-141- 323

N. iv. 1 15, 116. 325 n., 394

N. iv. 117. 333 n., 394

* See Corrigenda.

OBJECT.
N. iv. 1x8.
N. iv. 1x9.

N. iv. 120.
N. iv. 1 2 1.

N. iv. 122.

N. iv. 123.
N. iv. 124.
N. iv. 125.
N. iv. 126.
N. iv. 127, 1 2«.

N. iv. I 29.

N. iv. 130, 131.
N. iv. 132, 133.
N- iv. 134, 135.
N. iv. 136.

N. iv. 137.
N. iv. 138.
N. iv. 139.
N. iv. 140, 141.

N. iv. 142-145.
N. iv. 142.
N. iv. 143.
N. iv. 144.
N. iv. 145.
N. iv. 01.

N. V. 1-6.

N. v. I.

N. v. 2.

N. V. 3-5.
N. V. 6.

N. V. 6. a, b.

N. V. 7-10.
N. V. 7, 8. *

N. V. 9.

N. V. 10.

N. V. 12-20.
N. V. 12-14.
N. V. 15.

N. V. 16.

N. V. 17.

N. V. 1 7. a, b.

N. V. 18.

N. V. 19, 20.

N. vi. 1-5.

N. vi. 6-11.

N. vi. 6-1 2.

N. vi. 12-15.
N. vi. 13. 14.

N. vi. 15.

N. vii. 1,2.

N. vii. 3, 4.

N. viii. I.

N. viii. 2-5.

N. viii. 6.

N. ix. I.

N. ix. 2.

N. ix. 3, ^
N. X. 1.

N. X. 2, 2. b.

N. X. 2. c.*

N. X. 3, 4.

N. X. 54-6, 7. 8.

PAGES.

3*4 n., 394
,1*3 n-. 394

3*3. 394
3*3 n., 394
3*5 n., 394
3*4 n., 394

324, 324 n., 394
3*4 n., 394

394
3*5 n., 394
.^*4 n., 394
.^*5 n., 394

324 n., 394*
323 n-. 394

324 11.. 326, 365,
3b(, n

. 367 n., 395
3*3 n-. 395
3*5 n., 395

325. 3*5 n., 395
3*5 n., 395

.l*.l

3*4 n.. 395
3*5 n., 395

323. .1*5 n., 395
3*5 n-, 395

39.5

3*8
3*9, 395

329 n., 395
395

3*9. 395*
395
3*8

3*9 n-, 395
395
396
3*8
396

329 n., 396
396

329, 396
39^*

329 n-, 39^
39<5

33*. 396
33*
396
33*
396
397
.197

334. 397
33*, 397

397
398

321 n., 331, 398
33 *t 398

398
xxiv, 398

398
336. 398
336. 398

398

4 »mu
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OBJECT.

N. X. 9. a, b.

N. X. 9. c.

N. X. 01, 01.

N. X. 03-C5.
N. X. 06-08.

N. xi. 1.

N. xii. I.

N. xii. 2.

N. xi!. 3.

N. xiii. 1.

N. xiv. 1.

N. xiv. 01, 02.

N. XV. 1-79.
N. XV. 2, 3.

N. XV. 4.

N. XV. 5, 6.

N. XV. 6. a.

N. XV. 7.

N. XV. 8.

N. XV. 10 + 86.

pages.

335. 398
335, 380, 398

338, 398
369, 398
338, 399

399
337, 399
338, 399

399*

399
399
399
341

399
367 n-, 399

399
343 «•! 399

400

343 n., 400
351

N. XV. 10 + 86 -f 190. 343 n.*, 35a n.

400
N. XV. It. 400
N. XV. 13. 348, 351 n., 364, 365 n.,

366 n., 400
N. XV. 13. 400
N. XV. 14 + 27. 343 n f400
N. XV. ig-17. 400
N. XV. 17. ft. 35 i> 40o
N. XV. 1 8. 400
N. XV. 19, 30. 343 n., 400
N. XV. 30. a. 344 n., 357 n., 400
N. XV. 21. 359
N. XV. 33. • 343 n., 400
N. XV. 33. 343 n., 357 n.

N. XV. 33+150. 343 n., 400
N. XV. 34. 330, 331 n., 338,

34« n., 347, 348,349, 349
.150, 351 n., 354, 355, 400

N. XV. 26. 400
N. XV, 27. See N. xv. 14.

N. XV. 38. 344 n., 357 n., 401
N. XV. 39. 338, 343 n., 344 n., 40?

N. XV. 30-36. 340
N. XV. 30. 340, 401
N. XV. 31. 344 n., 401
N. XV. 32. 344 n., 401
N- XV. 33. 357 n., 358 n.. 365 n., 401
N. XV. 34. 343 n., 358 n., 401, 543
N. XV. 35. 401
N. XV. 36+170. 401
N- XV. 37. 358 n., 37a n., 401, 539
N. XV. 38. 355 n., 356, 401
N. XV. 39-41. 401
N. XV. 42. 344 n., 345, 401
N. XV. 43, 45. 344 n., 401
N. xo. 46. 343 n., 401
N. XV. 47, 48. , 401
N. XV. 50 + 200. 401
N. xv.gi. 34411., 401
N. XV. 53. 401
N. XV. 63. 358 n., 373, 373 n.,

401, 540

OBJICT.

N. XV. 54 .

N. XV. 55 + 81.

N. XV. 56.

N. XV. 57.
N. XV. 58.

N. XV. 59.

PAOtB.

344 «•. 40*

343 357 401
403

343 n., 408

357 n., 408
3581 37* 40*

N. XV. 59. b. 343 n., 358 n., 40a*, 541
N. XV. 60. 357, 403
N. XV. 61 + 6a. 358 n., 37a, 40a, 542
N. XV. 63, 64. 403
N. XV. 65. 343 n., 403
N. XV. 6^ 344 n., 348, 40a
N. XV. 67. 403
N. XV. 68. 357 n., 358 n., 403
N. XV. 69. 343 n, 358 n., 403, 54a
N. XV. 71. 3*0, 3*1 n

> 347i 348,

, 349. 349 350,

35 > n- 358, 403
N. XV. 73. 343 n., 358, 358 n., 40a,

64*
N. XV. 73. 358 n., 371, 402, 538
N. XV. 74. 356, 402
N. XV. 75. 370 n., 538
N. XV. 75 + 3a8t^ 358
N. XV. 76+ 181. J43 n., 357, 358 n.,

* 40a
N. XV. 77. 344 n., 408
N. XV. 78. 343 «•. 3580, 37a, 40a, 543
N. XV. 79. 344 n., 403

N. XV. 80-149. 34*
N. XV. 80. 343 n., 403
N. XV. 80. ft. jt43 n , 403
N. XV. 81. Sit N. XV. 55.
N. XV. 83. 343 n., 358 n, 403, 543
N. XV. 83. ft. 343 n., 358 n., 403, 54a
N. XV. 83, 84. 403
N. XV. 85. , 344 0., 3581)., 371,

403, 538
N. XV. 87+ 308. 343 n., 403
N. XV. 88. 344 n., 345, 345 n.,

- 3481 386 403
N. XV. 89. 403
N. XV. 90. 343 n., 403
N. XV. 91, 9a. 403
N. XV. 9a. ft. 357 n., 358 n., 403
N. XV. 93. ft, b. 343 n., 358, 370, 371,

373 403. 837.

643 n.

N. XV. 95. 403
N. XV. 96+325. 403
N. XV. 97, 98. 403
N. XV. 99. 344 n., 357 n., 403
N. XV. 100. 358 n., 373 n., 403, 541
N. XV. 101. 344 n., 37a, 403
N. XV. 101. ft. 358 n., 403, 541
N. XV. 103, 103. 403
N. XV. leg. 351 n., 403
N. XV. 106, 107. 403
N. XV. 108. 343 n.

N. XV. 108+ 113. 404
N. XV. 109. 343 n., 358 n., 37a n.,

404. 539
N. XV. 110. 344 n., 404

OBJICT. PAon.
N.xv. HI. 36«.404
N. XV. HI ft. 363.404
N.xv. 113. 344 n., 345 n., 404
N. XV. 1 13. Sii N. XV. io8.
N.xv. 114. 34411., 404
N. XV. 114. a. 1 1 5. 404
N. XV. 1 16. 343 n., 358 n., 371 n.,

h « 83*
P N. XV. 1 1 7. 358 n., 37a B., 404, 541

N. XV. 1 18, 119. 404
N.xv. 130. 35711., 404
N.xv. 131. „ 351.404
N. XV. 133. 351, 367' n, 358 n., 404*
N.^xv. laa. ft. 357 n., 404
N. XV. 123. 358 n., 37a n., 404, 541
N. XV. 134. 404

4 N. XV. 125 + 137. 358 n., 37a n.,

,, 404. 841
N.xv. 126, 128. 404
N. XV. 139. 358 n., 404
N. XV. 130. 367 n., 358 n., 404
N. XV. 131. 404
N. XV. 13a. 343 n, 404
N. XV. 133. 404
N. XV. 133. a. 356, 404
N. XV. 133. b. 356, 405
N.xv. 134. 406
N. XV. 135. 344 n., 405
N. XV. 136. 405

p
N. XV. 137. 330, 331 n., 346 n., 348,

349> 349 n., 360. 351, 355,
3<5. 365 "n 3W «•. 406

N. XV. 138. 344 n., 365 a., 405
N. XV. 139. 358 n., 405, 541
N. XV. 140. 348, 406
N.xv. 141. 357 0^406
N.XV. 143 + 147+ 148. 343 Ov 405
Npxv. 143. 405
N. XV. 145. 358 n.. 37iPn., 405, 541
N. XV. 146. 344 n., 357 a., 405
N. XV. 149. 344 a., 405

N. XV. 150-307. 341
N. XV. 151. 363, 354, 405
N. XV. iga. 358 n., 37a a., 405, 540
N. XV. 153. 343 a., 406
N. XV. 154. 363, 363, 365 a., 405
N. XV. 154. a+ 157. 343 a., 405
N. XV. igg. 35a, 363, 354, 355 a.,

356, 366 a., 405
N. XV. 156. 406
N. XV. 158. 344 a., 406
N. XV. 169, *80. 344 a., 35a, 406
N. XV. 161. 344 a.

N. XV. i6a. 344 a., 406
N. XV. 163. 355 a., 356, 406
N. XV. 164. 344 n., 345 a., 406
N. XV. i6g. 344 a., 406
N. XV. 166. 35a, 353, 355, 356.

366 a., 406
N. XV. 167. 355 a., 356, 406
N. XV. 168. 344 o.i 406
N. XV. 169. 358 a., 373 n., 406, 540
N. XV. 170. Su N. XV. 36.

* Stt Corrigendft. t Su abo N. XV. 328+75.
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OBJSCT. PAGES.

N. XT. 17a. 367 n, 406
N. XV. 173+06. 406
N. XV. >74. 343 357 n-i 4o6
N. XV. 176- 343 n*. 358 n*. 37*

406, 641
N. XV. 176- a. 406
N. XV. 176. 358 n., 37a n., 406, 639
N. XV. 177- 344 n*. 406

.

N. XV. 1784*1834-186. 406^

N. XVr 179. 406
N. XV. 180. 407
N. XV. 181. .SSr< N. XV. 76.

N. XV. 18a. 344 n., 407
N. XV. 184. 358 n.,^07

N. XV. 185. 358 n., 407
N. XV. 187. 407
N. XV. 188. 358 n.. 371, 407. 5381
N. XV. 189. 358 n., 37a n., 407, 639
N. XV. 191. 358 371. 37*

407. 540
N. XV. 192. 358 n., 37a n., 407, 640
N. XV. *93- 343 n*. 407
N. XV. >94. 195* 407
N. XV. 196. 3S2> 354. 356 »•>

356. 407
N. XV. 197. 343 344 n., 407
N. XV. 197 ». 343 "•

N. XV. 198. 367 n*. 407
N. XV. 199. 343. 358. 407
N. XV. 300. See N. XV. go. 1

N. XV. aoi. 344 n., 345 407
N. XV. aoa. 407
N. XV. •03. 358, 358 n., 371,

407. 340
N. XV. 204. 407
N. XV. 205. 343 n.. 407
N. XV. ao6. 343 357 n-. 4*7
N. XV. 207. , 358 n., 37a n*. 37yn-,

407*. 641
N. EV. 300-363. 34

»

N. XV. 300. 407
N. XV. 301 + 30a. 343 n-

M. XV. 30 i + 3ai. 407
N. XV. 30a +313. 408
N. XV. 303. 408
N. XV. 304. 344 n., 345 n., 408
N. XV. 306- 344 n., 345. 345 n-.

34*. 408
N. XV. 306. 408
N. XV. 307. 354. 365. 408
N. XV. 308. See N. XV. 87.

N. XV. 309. 408

N. XV. 310. 344 n*. 345. 346 «•»

346. 408
N. XV. 311, 313. 408
N. XV. 314. 343 i>-. 368. 37a n.,

408, 639
N. XV. 313. 37a n., 408, 639
N. XV. 316, 3*7- 408

N. XV. 318. 343 »•. 346 n.. 3«4.
366 n., 408

N. XV. 319. 344 n., 346. 345 n-.

408

OBJECT. PAGES.

N. XV. 319-

s

1 . 347. 408
N. XV. 3 *0 .

Sff
344 n., 408

N. XV. 321. N. XV. 301.
N. XV. 3**- 343 n., 408
N. XV. 3 *3- 344 n., 408
N. XV. 3*4. 358 n., 372, 408, 541
N. XV. 3 * 6 - See N. XV. 96.
N. XV. 326. 358 n., 370, 371. 373.

N.
* 408, 537

XV. 3*8 - 370 n.

N. XV. 3 *8 + 75 - 371, 408, S38
N. XV. 329. J44

n., 408
N. XV. 330- 355. 408
N. XV. 331. 33 *- 409
N. XV. 333- 344 n.. 345 i 345 n., 409
N. XV. 334 - 343. 35 *. 356, 409
N. XV. 335 - 343 357 n.. 409
N. XV. 336- 3^3 »•. 344 n., 409
N. XV. 337 - 358 n., 37a n., 373 n..

409. 540
N. XV. 338. 409
N. XV. 339 - 358 «».. 37a n.. 373 **•.

N.
409. 640

XV. 340. 343 **•• 344 *>•. 409
N. XV. 342.

,
• 357 *1-. 409

N. XV. 343- • 343 »»., 409
N. XV. 344 - 353 355 409
N. XV. 343* 358, 3**. 3 <»*. 371.

409, 538
N. XV. 346. 347 « 344 n., 409
N. XV. 348. 358 n., 371. 373 n.,

409, 538
N. XV. 349? 358 n., 373 n., 409, 64 *

N. XV. 350. 344 n-, 345 i 4^9
N. XV. 351 - 358 n., 373 n., 409. 541
N. XV. 352. 344 n., 409
N. XV. 363 - 358- 372 n., 373 n..

4091 639
N. XV. 354 - 343 n

» 409
N. XV. 355 - 344 n., 409

N. XV. 35 <»- 409

N, XV. 357 -
• 410

N. XV. 359 > 360. 410

N. XV. 361. 344 n., 410

N. XV. 36a. 358. 37 * n-i 4 io» 639
N. XV. 3 <'3 - 410

N. XV. oi-oio. 34 *

N. XV. 01. 343 **•

N. XV. OE. a-d. 410

N. XV. 02. 338, 358 n-. 372 n..

373 4*0, 540

N. XV. 03 - 343 4*0

N. XV. 04. .15 *. 4*0

N. XV. 05. 351 . 410

N. XV. 06. 344 **•. 406

N. XV. 07. 344 357 «’•. 410

N. XV. 08. 338, 358 *>•, 37a o-.

373 410. 640

N. XV. 09. 338, 3.58 n., 37a n..

373 »•. 410. 540

N. XV. 010. 338. 3.58 n., 37a *>..

373 410. 64 *

N. XV. oil. 373. 410

• Corrigenda.

OBJECT.

N. XV. 012.
N. XV. 013.
N. XV. 014, 015.
N. XV. 016-018.
N. XV. 001. a-d.
N. XV. 001. c-h.
N. XV. 001. i-1 .

N. XV. 002, 003.
N. XV. 004, 005.
N. xvi. I.

N. xvi. 2.

N. xvi. 3.

N. xvii. I.

N. xvii. 2 + 3.

N. xvii. 4. 5.

N. xviii. i-H.

N. xviii. 01. a-f.

N. xix. 1.

N. xix. 2.

N. XX. I.

N. xx. 2.

N. XX. 01.

N. XX. 02.

N. XX. 03.

PAGES.

374. 410
374. 4*0

3^>7 n*. 374. 4io
374. 4^0
373. 410

373. 411 *

374. 4«

»

356, 41

1

374. 4»«
37.'!. 4H

366 n., 367
367 11., 368, 376 , 4n

37.5. 4*1
4*«

3.*, a. 353. 375. 411
41a
412

376. 4*2
37<». 4*2

412
3f'9. 37<>. 41*

.i77. 412

377. 4*3
378. 380 *»•. 4*3

378. 4*3*
N. XX. 04. 4>3
N. XX. 05. 377 . 4>3
N. xxi. 1. 4*3
N. xxi. 2 + 3. 413
N. XXI. 3-5. 379
N. xxi. 5, 6. 414
N. xxi. 7 + 4. 4*4
N. xxii. 01. 379 . 414
N. xxiii. I. , 353 n., 3 r/». 379 . 414
Niya. 22. i. 1901. ii-r. 385

R. i. 489. 490
R. ii. 490. 491
R. Ii. 1-3. 491. 503
R. i i. 491
R. iv. 246. 490, 491
K. iv. I. 491, 503
,R. V. 489. 490, 492
R. vi. 492, 503
R. vii. 492
K. viii. 490, 492
K. ix. 4«9, 490, 492
R. X. 4K9, 492
R. xi. 492
R. xi. f

.

412, 503
R. xii. 489. 403
K. xii. I. 493 . 503
K. xii. 2, 3. 604
R. xiii. 4 «9 . 493

R. xiv-xxvi. 493
R. XX. 494
R. xxii-xxiv. a. • 494
R. XXV. ^ 494 . 504
R. xxvii. 494 . 495
R. xxvii. I. 495 . 504

R. xxviii-xli. 494
R. xxix. 496
R. xxix. I. 504
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OBJICT.

R. XXX. I.

R. xxxii.

R. XXXV,

R. xxxvi.

R. xxxviL

K. xxxviii-xii.

R. xxxix.

K. xl, xli,

R. xlii-xlviii.

R. xlviii, I.

R. xlix.

R. li-liv.

R. Iv.

R. Ivi-lxiii.

R. Ivi.

R. Ivii.

R. Iviii.

R. lix,

R.lx.

R.lxi.

K.lxii.

R. Ixiii,

R. Ixiv,

R. Ixv.

R. Ixvi.

R. Ixvii-lxx.

R. Ixx-lxxiv.

R. ixx. I. a, b, c.

R. Ixxi, Ixxii.

R. Ixxii. 1,2. a,b,c

R. Ixxiii, Ixxiv.

R. Ixxiv. I,

R. lxxv«lxxix.

R. Ixxix. I. a-H;.

R. Ixxx-ixxxiii,

R.lxxxiv. 1, 2.

R. Ixxxv,

R. Ixxxv. I, 2 .

R. xci,

R. I.

i INDEX OF OBJECTS FOUND, PURCHASED, ETC

PAGIS.

504

496

496

489,49011., 494

496

489

496

490 n., 494

496

49fi. 504

496

497

490. 497

497 n-

497 . 498

490. 497

497 . 498

490. 497

497. 498

490. 497

497 . 498

490. 497

498

497 n., 498

490 , 497 n., 498

498

493

498. 604

498

604

498

604

499

^ 499.504

499

499. 504-5

499

499 . 505

499

505

R.3.

R. 01-^3.

R. 04<<)i3 .

R. oi4~oi6.

R. 017, 019.

R. 001-003.

S. 001-005.
*

S. 006, 007.

T. 001. 1

T.D. I, a.

T.M. 001. a-j.

T.M. 001. k-003. j.

T.M. 004. a.

T.NI. 004. b, c. i

T.M. 004. d-006. f.

T.M'. 005. g.

T.M. 005. h, I

Y. 001 (batch).

Y. 002. a.

Y. 002. b.
^

Y. 00a. c-006.

Y. 005 (batch).

Y. oo5 (batch),

Y. 007 (batch).

Y. 007. a-c.

Y, 008, a, h.

Y. 009. a-c.

Y. 009. d-h.

Y. 009. i.

Y. 009. j.

Y. 009. k.

Y. 009. 1.

Y. 009. m-p.
'

Y. 009. q.

Y. 009. q. i.

PAGB.

493 505

505

493 505

505

493 508

508

508

519

519. 530

473

468

"3
114*

111 n., 114

”4
115

115, an
116

678

210

ao8, 210

aio

678

578

678

ai

aio, 21

308
, 21

21

308, 21

21

210, 31

308, 31

21

208, 21

ai3

OBJICT.

Y. 009. r,

Y. 0010, 0011. a.

Y, 0011. b-g.

Y.ooii.b.

Y. 0011. i-k.

Y. 0012. a.

Y. 0012. a. i-iii.

Y. 0012. b.

' Y. C012. c, d.

Y. 0012. e-m.

y. 0012. n.

Y. 0012.0.

Y.ooia.p.

Y.poia.q-e.

Y. 0012. t.

Y.ooia. u, V.

(Y. 0012. w-x.

Y, 0013. a.

Y. 0013. b-e.

Y. 0014. a, b.

Y. 0015.

Y. 001&

Y. 0017.

Y. 0018.

Y. 0019,

Y. 0030, 0020. a, 0021.

Y. 0023, 0023.

Y.0024.

Y. 0024. a.

p Y.ooag.

Y. 0035 (batch).

Y. 0026.

Y. 0027. a.

Y. 0027. b.

Y. 0028,

Y. 0039,

Y. 0030.

Y.«oo3 I.

Ya. 001.*

Y.A. (Yangkrik) 001.

100. 213

213

208, 213*

214

208, Bill

244

208.214

214

208. 214

214

208, 815

*38

208. 215

215

208, 21g

*18

208, a 15

208, V5

*07,

807,

*07,

207,

208,

1

*07,

1

20

208

i * A'tf Conigenda.
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PLATES.

II.

III.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

XI.
XII.
XIII.

a.

b.

XIV.
a, b.

c, d.

XV.

b.

c.

d.

XVI.
a,b,c.

XVII.
dlb.

c.

d.

XVIII.
a,b.

c.

XIX.
XX.
XXI.
XXII.
XXIII.
XXIV.
XXV.
XXVI.
XXVII.
XXVIII.
XXIX.
XXX.
XXXI.
XXXII.
XXXIII.
XXXIV.
XXXV.
XXXVI.
XXXVII.

PACES.

8i, 89, 84.
18 n., 351, 353, ^4, 355.
ao8, 346, 348.
ao8, 373, 374, 431.
363, 363. t

3*6. 3*7*

33 a. 333-
333. 334-
3*a, 333, 376, 377, 379, 397.
430. 43*. 433. 434-
433, 438, 431, 433, 546.

433, 433, 439, 667-
486 n.

483 -

487, 499.
18 n.

487. 4»4-

494. 495*

487. 494.
487. 494. 496*

487, 488 n., 494.

496. 497-

485. 496.

490. 497«
'

487. 490. 497. 498.

498.
a44. 476*
498.

499*
36, 38, 83 n., 1 16.

74. *04.

78.
81.

191, 334, 337.

940, 343, 385.

346.
a64, 373, 376-

3*8. 3a8, 330, 380.

3*6. 3a*. 3aa.

83 n., 337, 338, 339, 339.
3a7. 330, 335-
3a7. 33a. 338. 337>

3*7. 33a. 340. 34a, 34.1, 374-
3a7, 376-
376, 378.

337, 380.

347, 431, 433, 430, 43*. 496-

83 n., 431 n. 437*

PLATES. PAGES.

XXXVIII. 80 n., 446.
XXXIX. 434. 47.'5, 48r,.

XL. 8a n., 484, 483, 489, 497 n , 300.

XLl. 109, 1 14, 115.

XLII. Ill, 113, 114, 115.
• XLIIl-XLV. i66n.
XLIII-XLVII. 209.

XLllI. 207, 208 n., 316, 317, 218.

XLIV. 207, 312, 215, 216, 218, 220, 221, 222,

*35-
XI-V. 207, 210, 211, 314, 218, 219, 220, 221.

XLVI. 207, 208, all, 212, 213*, 214, 2i,<;. 219.

XLVII. ao8, an, 212, 213*, 214, 217, aix*, 219,

320, 221 .

XLVIII-LI. 209.
XLVllI. 209. 2II, 217, 219, 221, 222.

XLIX. 113*, 204, 209, 210, 311, 219, 220, 381.

402, 415, 469, 47*. 473-
L, 103, 109, 113, 210, 211, 312,219, 220,

a*a, 356, 381, 414, 416, 476, 482.

LI. H2, 113, 210, 817, 220, 221, aj.i",, J03,

447, 4.8*, 45». 46*. 4<»4. 465. 4<*9. 473.

482, 506.
Lll. 113, 114, *35, 374, 438, 44*. 45*. 45*.

461, 464, 465, 473.
LIII. 247, 250, 294.
LIV. 18, 244, 245, 246, 249, 250, 289, 290,

391, 292, 293, 478.

LV. 18, 166 n., 244, 245, 348, 249, 250. 288
• 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 302*, 478.

LVI. 207» 236*, 245, 263, 274, 297, 302.

LV'II. 236*, 244, 245, 388, 289, 290, 391, 30a.

LVIll. 248, 274, 283, 294, 303.

LIX. 1O6 n., 248, 253, 261, 278, 291, 298.

LX. 261, 278, 279, 299.

LXI. 260, 278, 379, 399.

LXII. 248, 261, 378, 300, 301.

LXIII. 121,259,264,296.300,413.
LXIV. 166 n., 360, 300.

LXV. 244. 2*5. 272, 290, 296, 297, 373. 4'o-

LXVI. 251, 2153, 278, 280, 293, 298.

LXVII. 2.<>i, 274, 294, 297*.

LXVIir. 315. 334. 377. 397-
LXIX. 378, 4*3*-

LXX. 166 n., 318.336.373,375,376,390. y99 ,

404, 4IO-4**. 412.

LXXI. 210, 323. 364, 355, 386. 390, 393*. 40o,

406, 408.

LXXII, 3.«54, 355. 366, 379, 40i, 402, 405, 406,

407. 4*4*

LXXIII. 251,260, 294, 336,376, 377.399. 412, 4*3.

* Sff Corrigenda.
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PLATES.

LXXIV.
LXXV.

LXXVI.

T.XXVII.

LXXVIII.

LXXIX.
LXXX.
LXXXI.
LXXXII.
LXXXIII.
I.XXXIV.

LXXXV.
LXXXVI.
LXXXVII.
LXXXVIll.
LXXXIX.

1 .

a-4 .

5-

6.

7 ,
8.

9*

10.

II.

12-14.

« 5-

16.

» 7 -

18.

19.

20-22 .

» 3 ‘

as*

26.

* 7 -

PAGES.

373i 374i 381, 41 1*, 414, 415, 416, 498.

«34 n., 333. 397-

134 n., 272, 297. 367 n., 373. 374. 410.

430. 44a, 46<i. 468.

*34 n., 374, 430.441-
4a3. 43*. 440, 44*. 44*.
166 n., 424, 429; 438, 439, 441.

478, 479. 480, 481.

49*. 503.

490, 494. 503. 60S-

4*3. 49*. 49a, 603.

166 n., 498, 504.

*66 n., 495, 504.

478, 493. 503. 504.

4*3. 49*. 49a. 499. S03. SOS-

*36*. 30a, 498, 504, 519.

579-

aoS. 575.

ao4. 576-

aos. 675-

447. 577-

369 n., 677.

677-

389 n., 577-
ao6. 576-

369 n., 577.

447. 577-

476, 67«.

496. 578.

578.

SOI. 578.

483. 578-

*83 *>., 677-

ao6, 578 .

*83 577.

*34 n.. 576-

a83 n.. 677-

XC. 580.

*8, 29. 206, 675.

30. 206, 576.

3 *. 679 -

3 *. 206
, 675 -

33,34. 234 n.. 576.

35 - 46*+. 577 -

36. 206
, 675-

37. 675 -

38,39. 206,576.

40. *3411., 576.

4 *. 579.

pum PAGES.

XC. 4*. 476, 578.

43- 461,677-

44- 576.

46-47- *10,113.676-
XCI. 344 n., 345, 346, 347, 403, 408.

XCII. 344 n., 346, 346, 347, 365 11., 403, 406,

409.

XCIII. a*4 n., 346, 346, 347. 394*. 403. 408.

3*6 »>-. 36*. 351. 354. 366. 366 n.

XCV. 306, 3*6 n-. 343. 36*. 353. 366. 366 n.„

406, 409-

XCVI. 325, 36*. 363. 395-
XCVII. 306, 325 n., 336*, 36*, 363. 366 n., 404*,

4^6- *

XCVIII. 319, 320, 3*1 n., 346 n., 348, 349, 360,

„ 35*. 365. 390. 405-

IC. 3^9, 320, 321 n., 338, 346 n., 347, 348,

349. 360, 361 n., 400.

C- 3*9. 3*0. 3a* **-. 33*. 347. 348, 349, 330,

35*. 376. 386, 402, 41*-

ci- 336,367.365.398,407.4**-
CII. 324, 324 a., 329, 331. 367, 392, 393, 394,

396*. 396. 40a.

cm. 320, 323, 324, 336, 389, 392, 398.
CIV. 322, 326 n., 337, 362, 363, 375, 390, 391,

4**. 641-

CV. 173 n., 322, 326 n,, 336, 347. 366. 337.

369. 360, 361, 39a, 398, 401, 402,403,

409.4*1.438.44*-
CVI. *263, 268, 269, 296, 305, 306, 63 >-

evil, 257, 263, 295.

^
CVIII. 247, 258, 295.

CIX. 257, *96. 4*5. 438*, 439*-

CX. 256, 267. *94. *95-

CXI. 426, 438.

CXII. 343, 358, 370, 370 n., 40a, 403, 404, 407,

408, 409. 4*0, 637. 538, 639. 540k 64*.

84 *-

CXIII. 343, 358,* 370 n., 401, 4dl*, 404, 405,

406, 407*. 408, 409, 637, 638, 639.

540, 64*. 54*-

CXIV. 343, 358, 361, 370 n.. 402, 403. 404. 406,

406, 407, 409, 410, 638. 64«. 64*.
64*-

CXV. 266, 276, *97. *98, 5*5. 6*6. 6*9'
CXVI. 276, 276, a8i, 298, 299, 6*7. 6*9. 63*»

633-
CXVir. 426.

CXVIII. 426, 667. 569. 66*-

CXIX. 302,307.
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GENERAL INDEX
• •

Chinese names and terms conforms to Wade's system of transliteration, except in Appendix A, where

***^S“’*""** .T ““O*” “»« *y»‘em adopted by the Ecole Fran^aise d’ Extreme-Orient; the first occasion on which
a Cbmese wot^d^is given in the original characters is indicated in the Index by printing the number of the page in italics,
ta the transcription of Sanskrit, Prfikrit, Persian, and Arabic words the system followed is that adu|)ted by the International
Congress of Orientalists in 1894. In the case of Turkestan locai names, no attempt has been made to restore the original
form of any Arabic elements contained in them, but the actual forms heard have been reproduced in phonetic transcription.
Where discrepancies have occurred in transcription, the Index is to be taken as a final criterion.

•

A*che-nai, tee A-shih-nai.

A'hti-ehieh eh'iith-stii-fhm, see Tu-man.
a-mo-chih, Chinese title of honour, €6,

176; used of the kings of Khotan
and KBshnr, tyfi, 266, 5230.

A*nu*yaeb (Yasln), occupied by the

Chinese, 9 ; called Amiah or Amiya
by the DaMs, 10.

A-pi-so (Pproper name), in Chinese

record (D. v. g), 268 n.

A‘Shfy2‘thih~h, capital of ChU-viei, ig

n., |6 n.; (?) the modern Shin'sl,

XV,

A>8hih>nai, name of a scribe, gag.

A'Souen, sh A-sun.

A*sun, woman's name, on Chinese

document, 5,89.

Abi-Ptoja, identified with So-lei, 7 n., 8.

Abl Balv, Minfi, made Yarkand his

capital, 43 ;
built new citadel at

Xishgar, Ta n., made excavtuions for

treasure, 8Tn., 87, a 36; his flight to

Karanghumgh, xv, 130.

attitude, in figure of

Buddha, near Gilgit, 18
;
(Kh. 003.)),

sai
;
p. 1. 1 1), 84g, a88 ; (D. 11. 34),

' ago; (D. «. 74), ago, 293; (A. or,

oat)» 478; (R- xii, xiii), 489;

g
.. xiL 1), 493 ;

(R. liv, Iv, Ivii, lix,

b hiii), 497.
AhkffeMijfimHdrA, attitude, 18 n.

Abdul Karfm, farmer, 418 sq.

AbBl-Hasan Na^r, ruler of KSshgar,

180,181.

Achchik, oasis, 86.

Acfama, oasis, 468.

Adoison, Mr. J. W., xiv.

adndnistration, ancient records of (Niya

Site), 3ai, 326, 343, 364 sqq., 370

•qq-.fi37 8qq-

'adobe', MV loess.

Alrlsiy&b, king of TQrftn, said to have

founded Varshadeh (TBsh-kuighsn),

37; mountain spur near TSsh-kur-

gl^ bearing his name, 38.

Afilsiylb, near Samarkand, terra-cotta

* finm, 319.

A^mad Din, MunshI, gii.

Ahmad Merghen, hunger, 237 ; engaged
as guide, 238.

Aiding-Kul, marsh, 326; its alleged

origin, 227 ; identified with lake men-
tioned by Hsfian-tsang, 337 sq.

Aiwan or hall of Turkestfin house, 322,

34 *. ,
Ak-Langar, 119. •
Ak-sipil (‘the V^ite Wall '), construction

of fort, 434, 474 sq. ; antiques said

to have come from, 476.
ak-su, ‘ white water,’ flood from melting

* snows, 94, 445.
Ak-Tash, river, see Yurung-kash.

Ak-taz (or ^atilik), ancient site, 453

;

finds at, 454, 464 ; called * Konsa-

mdtna's town*, 454.
ak-itkeUy shrub, 421.

Ak-tiken, Turdi's name for Kara-dong,

445 - m

AlberQnT, account of Dard valleys, 4.

'All Pidshsih, alleged tomb of the groom

of, 225.

AllSma, village, 195, 196, 199* •
AlUmutti, Mullil, companion ofMuham-
madan saint, 225.

alma (apple), 131.

alms-bowl of Buddha, see Buddha,

relics of.

*Alty Shahri Khutan*, designation of

the territory of Khotan, 268.

Amalaka ornament, 257.

Amban, title of district officer, in Chinese

Turkestftn, of Khotan, see Pan D&rin

;

of Keriva, see Huang Daloi.

An-hsi, the present KuchS, 8, 28;

protectorate of, established, 59

;

transferred to Kuchi, 60 ;
re-estab-

lished, 61 ;
direct communication

with China interrupted, 63; histori-

cal records of it cease, 65 ; Khotan

placed under, 175.

An-kuo, king of Khotan, 168.

An-kuo, king of Su-16, 55.

Anadasena, oramana, mentioned in

Kharo§thI document, 367.

anadilekha, ‘letters of injunction* or

'rescript *, 365, 368.

Andrkws, Mr. F. II., assistance rendered

by, xi, 520 ; identifies the scene of the

Bodhisatlva cutting his hair, 209 n.

;

identifies rat-headed figure on painted

panel (D. iv. 5), 265; on objects

from Dandan-Uiliq, 251 n., 252 n.,

259 n., 272, 280; on wood-carving

from Niya Site, 378, 413 ;
description

of antiques, xi, passim.

Angara, a scribe, mentioned in Kharo-
^ih\ documents, 326, 366.

angel, buapblone figure (Y. 0026), 217.

antiques found, see separate Index of

objects found.

Aphrodite, on carnclion intaglio (M.

001. k), 113.

apricot, see tirlik.

Arabs, effect of their conquests on the

Chinese Empire, 5, 309 ;
called

Ta-shth (i.e. 'razi) by the Chin<*se,

10; defeat Kao Hsien-chih, 11, 63 ;

serve in Chinese army, 63.

arbours, ancient (Niya Site), 337.

Arhats, legends of Arhats in Sarikol, 39

;

legend of an Arhat near Wu-sha, 45

;

• in the district of Karghalik, 91 ;
in

Kashmir, 118, 164; at Mount
(losrnga, 186 j

at So-mo-jC*, 223 ;

at Ho-Iao-Io-chia, 455; in Khotan,

582 sq. See also Vairocana.

armour, details of ancient, in stucco

relief (D. 11), xvi, 252 ;
fragment of

scale annour of leather (N. xv. 005),

xvi, 374, 4i>*

Arik-agh7.i, 'mouth of the canal,’ 418.

Ariks (canals), of the irrigation b)stem

in Kashgar, 75 : of ‘ old Ponak ', 45^

!

_ of Ak-sipil, 474.

Arish-Mazar (‘ the Mazir of the Cross-

ways*), 463-

Arka-kudisk-Tirn (‘the Mound of the

Back Well), ruined stupa, 471.

Arkalik, belt of sand, 472.

Arniah or Arniya^ name given to Yasln

by the Dards, 10.

arrow-heads, iron (K. 001. b^ K. 002. n.),

447) 4Sti 452. See also bronze

arrow-heads.
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Arslan, Chinese form of the namei

525 n.

Ar:>lan Boghra Khan, SuliSin, legend of,

86 .

* Aryan * type, in terra-cotta head
(Yotkan), 208.

Asoka, Indian colony said to have
migrated to Khotan in his reign, 158,

160; a son of, in the legend of
Khotan, 156, 159, 160. a/so

KunUla, Kustana.
Abwira, AlberOnrs name for Hasdra, 4.

Ai-bashi, 238.
Athene Promachos, in clay seal,

Pallas.

aureole, nimbus.
Avalokiie£vara, in painting (D. vii. 6),

261, 279; dedication of an image of,

referred to in Chinese inscription, 309.
avenue, ancient (Niya Site), 337.

Badakhshan, called Po-to-chang-na by
Hsiian-Lsang, gin.

Badruddlii Khan, Ak-sakSl of Afghan
traders, 236, 266, 267, 270; relations

with Islam Akliun, 510, 51 1.

Bahram-su, canton of Khotan, 131 n.

sq., 515.
Hat-khitn, old site near Achchik oasis,

86 .

Bais (small capitalists), 129 n.

BallTs, called Paloyo by the Dards, 6

;

half Tibetan, ib.

Baltihtan, called Great P'o-lU by the

Chinese, 5.

Baliit, village in Hunza, zi.

balustcis of wood (Endere), 431.
bamboo slips, used for writing, 358 sq.

Bangusena, Sramana, mentioned in

KharosthT document, 365 n., 366.
banneis, as votive offerings in Buddhist

lemjdes, 456 ; found at Endere,

429 sq.
* barbarian language,' mentioned in

V. 6, 266, 271.

Barnett, Dr. L. D., assistance rendered
by, xiii ; on Til^'tan titles in Kha-
rosthi documents from Niya, 149 n.

;

on Tibetan inscription (B.D. 001. b),

219; on Tibetan text of t^alistamba-

sfura, 425 sq., 548 sqq.

Baroghil Pass, route from the Upper
Oxus to Chitr^l and Gilgit, 5, 8;
captuicd by the Chinese, 9.

barter in Sailkol, 28.

beads, fiom Togujai, 114; (D. (T.) 001.

‘1)» 303 ; (^- 304, 306

;

(IJ. I. 002), 386; (N. XV. 001. hV
411 ; (N. 005 b, 0010, 001 1, c),

414: (N. 0013, 0014. d)* 415; (N.
0020. a, 0022), 381, 416; (E. 005),
442 : (K. 001. e), 451 ;

(D.K.oo5.a},
465: (II. 001. o, f), 473.

bells, see bronze bells.

Bengal, Government of, makes grant for

expenses of expedition, vi.

GENERAL INDEX
* Bhatta-Sh&h/ title mentioned by Albe-

rQnl, 4.

BhattavarySn^ term used by AlbSrQnl,

4-

Bhima, Cojhbo, an official mentioned
in Kharo^thl document, 326, 351,
366.

^

hhumisparsa-mudrd. attitude (B. D. 001.
a), a 19; (R. «.). 491.

dJkUrja (birch-kark), used as writing

material, 362 ; known in Khotan,

363 ;
fragments found in Endere

temple cella, 427 ; forged MS., 508.
d/dd (luccfne), 130.
Bileklik, lake, 444.
birch-bark, see bhurja.
* Bitter Springs', 98.

Blzil, village, 233.
j

block-prints, supposed ancient, 507

;

forgeries of, 512.
Bodhisattva (Buddha), cutting his hair,

(Kh. 003. g), 209, 220.

Bodhisattvas, bronze figure (Kh. 003. j),

221; frescoes, 248; painted panels

(D. VI. 3), 274; (D. VII. i). 280, 298

;

(I), vii. 6), 279 sq.
;
(D. x. 3), 260,

^99 i X. 7), stucco reliefs

fl). I. 69, 70), 289 ;
(D. 1. 94), 290

;

(D. I. 99), 245, 290; (D.11.3, 6, 12),

246, 291; (D. II. 34), 292; (R. iv),

491. 603 ;
(R- vi), 603 ; (R* xxiv. a), n

494 ;
(R. XXXV, xxxvii, xxxix),

496; (R. li, lii), 497; (R. Ixv),

498 ; stucco statues neai« TurHln, 84.

See also Avalokite^vara, Buddhas or
Bodhisattvas, Mahju^rT, Vajrasativa.

Bolor (BolurV Alberunfs reference to,

4 ; appliea to Gilgit and BaltistSn, ib.;

called Podu-ldby Ilstlan-tsang, 6 n.

hone object (N. 0014. 1). 415.
bones, of animals, in culture-strata of

Ydtkan, 194 ; human, found ati

TUgn-dong, 466.
boot-last (N. XX. 04), 377, 413.
boots, stucco relief(Dandaii-Uiliq), 252 ;

in paintings (D. vn. 6), 260, 280,

*99; (D. X. 4). a6o, 300; (D. vn. 5),

278.
Borazan (Borosan), canton of Khotan,

131 n. sq., 137, 190 n.

bow of tamarisk-wo<xi (N. viii. 4}, 332,

.397-
' Bdwa-Kambar Zi^rat, the site of

HsUan-tsang's Ti-chia-p*o-/u-na, a 25.
Bower, Col. H., MS. found by, v.

bowl, lacquered <N. xv. opi), 373, 410;
wooden (D. v. 9), found at Dandftn-

Uiliq, 297 ;
(Niya Site), 376.

Boyer, M. l*Abb6 A., on Kharo.^thT

document from Niya Site, xii, 351,

364. 365 n.

brackets, carved wooden, 377; (N. xx.

oa. o3)» 378. 4»3-
Brahml characters, probably used in

Kiishgar at the time of HsUan-tsang's
vis>ii, 70; used at Chi-chU~chta^ 90;

introduced into Central Asia through
Buddhism, 163, 369; in documents
found at D^ndUn-Uiliq, 145, 236, 247,
269, 294 sqq. ; MSS. on paper
(Dandan-Uiliq), 236, 247, 256 sqq.,

265, 266, 269, 274, 294 sqq., 297,
303; ^Endere} 424 sq.. 438 sqq-;
inscriptions below frescoes (DandSn-
Uiliq), 248, 274, 283, 291, 293;
on wooden beam, 262, 300 sq. ; on
wooden tablets, 266, 269, 296 ; date
of BrSlhml documents from Dand&ii-

*

Uiliq, 271.
cursive BrUhml chaActers on paper

MSS., 269 sq.; (D. iii. la), 257,

•

•»96 ;
(D. iv. 6), 265, 296 ; (D. v. 8).

a69» 297; (D. vL 2, 6), 274, 297;
(D. vui. 2), 281, 299 ; in inscriptions

below frescoes (D. vi), 274 ; (D.(T.)
o*7)» 283. 303; P- «• *3). *9*;
D. n. 08), 293 ;

(D.(T.) 016), 303

;

D.(T.)oi8), 303; on wooden tab-

lets (D.R. 01, oa), 305, 306; (N. XX.

0» 3^9 f 376, 4*2.
Gupta characters, upright, on MSS.

from Dandiln-Uiliq (D. 11), 247, 291,

293 ;
(D. Ill), 256 sq., 295 ;

(D. 1^,
265, 295 ;

(D. v), 265, 296 sq.
;
(D.

VI. i), 274, 297; (D. X. 9, 10), 262,

301 ;
(D. XU. 6), 302 ; on MSS. from

Endere, 425. 427. 439. 440.
slanting Ceiitral-Asian Brfthml (E.

i. 6) 435, 438. See also 'unknown'
language.

breaks in the enumeration of finds, ex-
plained, 341 n. sq.

bricks, sun-^ried, in Kurgbftn-Tim
Stupa, 74, 77; in Kizil-Debe StQpa,

« 78 ; at Tdpa-'Fim (near Khfin-ui), 79
sq. ;

c.t Maurf-Tim, 82084, 85 ; near
KoSh-Langar, 99 ; at Tdpa-Tim'
(near Guma), 104; at Karakir-Tim,
116 ; at Endere, 423. 431, 434, 437 ;

at Ak-sipil, 475 ; at Kawak, 484 sq.;

at Jumbe-kum, 50a, 503 ; at Kara-
ddbe, 515.

bricks, marks on, at Ak-sipfl, 476.
bronze objects found, ftc.:-—arrow-

heads (N. 0014. 0), 381, 415; (N.

005. a), 414 ; ball (K. 002. 452 ;

bells (N. 0012. a, 0014. e), 415;
(D.K. 005), 465; brooch (D.(T.)

ooi. c), 303 ; buckles (K. oo2)«

447, 451 ;
(D.K. OOI. b), 461, 464

;

clasp (Y. 007. c), an; (N. oozo),

414; (E. 003. b), 438, 442; (D-K.

001), 461, 464 ; disks (N. 0014. J),

415; (N. 0023), 416; figures of
Buddha (Y. 002. a), aio; a Bodhi-
sattva (Kb. 003. j), aio, 221 ; finial

(Ker. 001), 467, 469 ; hand (Ya. ooi.
b), aaa ; mirrors, Chinese (N.00 12. f),

381, 415 ;
(N. 009), 414 ; ornaments

(N. 001), 414; (N. 00x4. i), 4>6;
(H. OOI. b), 473 ;

pane* (Kh. 007),^
aaa; pellet (N. 0014. k), 415;
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plate (E. 003. c), 443 : (K. oof. a,

003), 451 ; relief (H. 003), 473; rings
(D^T.) oot. e), 303; (N. 0013. c,

d, e, oor4. f, g, ooig, 0016), 381,
4>S; (M. ooro), 414; (N. 0030. d),

416; (E. 006), 44a: (D.K. 004),
454. 4«4; (D.K. 003), 461, 464;
(D.K. 005), 4^a, 4651 *)» 47*.
473 J (H. 001. h, i), 47r, 473;
seals, sse seals, bronze ; spoons J
(De(T.) 001. a, b), 303; (N. 0014.
h), 415; stud (H. 001. c), 473;
style (D.<T.) 001. g), 303; <H. 001.

»)• 473; laft (JE. 003. a), 438. 442 ;

tweezers (D.(T.) 001. f), 303; un-
identified objects (N. 007), 4^4

;

(N. 0013), 415; (E. 003. d), 442;
(L. 001), 465; weight (Y. 003),^
sio.

iMTOom (D. n. on). 251, 294; (N. x.

o7)» 337. 399-
Broussoneiia papyri/era or Paper mul-

berry-tree, paper made of its bark,

*33*
Buddha, legends oft teaches the right

way of venerating relics, 83 ;
legend

of his visit to Lwyul, 159 sq., 186,

190, 584 ; to Mt. Gosrhga, 185, 186,

584 sq. ; an image from heaven gives

a ghan^ to the king of Khotan,
231 ; R3hula appears in the form of ;

B., f3. ; Vairocana assumes the form
of B., sga.

relics of : his dress, sent by the king
of Su-18 to the Chinese Emperor, 58

;

his alms-bowl (pJ/ra) and spittoon in

Kishgar, 67, 68 ; his alms-bowl in

Puruyapura, 68; and elsewhere, 69
n. ; a tooth at Chieh-ch'a. 69. .»

rock-cafTed relief, in Gilgtt, 18.

in Khotan art t type of statues in

Gandhara and Khotan sculpture, 18;
j

representation of birth of Buddha
|

(Kh. 005), ao9, 221 sq. ;
of his i

temptation by Mara (B.D. oor. a),
i

209, 219 ; in frescoes : Dandan-
Uillq. *65. *69. *73. *74? Rawak
Vttiin, 493 ; on painted panel (D.

IV. 4), 366, *96; (D. VI. 4), 374.

297 ; head, painted on beam (in

43 ‘ ’ soapstone figure (Y.

0029), 217 ; reliefs in slate-stone

(U.D. 001. a), 209, 219; (Kh. 003.

g), 209, 220; (Kh. 005), 209, 22 1

sq. ; stucco images (D. ii), 246, 250

;

stucco reliefs, type ot, at Dandan-Uiliq
and Rawak, 18 ;

(D. 1. 1 1), 245, 288 ;

(D.(T.) 04, 05. 08, 09, 010), 302;
at Kighillik, 477, 478, 479 sqq.;

Rawak VihSra, 489, 491 sqq., 503

statues mentioned in literature : in

convent at Chich-p'an-t*o, 37 ; mira-

culous statue at Fo-ch*ieh-i, 118;
statue of jade, brought from Khotan,

mentioned in Annals of the Liang

STBIM

Dynasty, 170; statue on Mount
GoSrhga, 185 ; sUtue seen by Hstian-
tsang near Khotan, 225; at Fi-mo.
445* 490 (Sung YUn's Ilan-mo),
456* 463 ; Udayana’s Buddha statue,

49®» 497» miracle-working statues
mentioned in the Gohrhga Vyitkarana,
584 sq. Sff also Buddhas and
Bodhisattvas.

‘ Buddha, hall of the led,' stt Ch'ih-fo-
t'ang.

Buddhagosa, mentioned in KharosthI
document, 367.

Buddhas or Bodhisattvas, stufeo statues
near Turfkn, 84 ; figures in bronze,
210; sculptured figures from Khotan,
209, 220, 221; frescoes in D. 1,

Dandan-Uiliq, 244; in D. 11, 248;
in D. XII, 263 ; stucco reliefs, D. i,

244; (t> (T.) 05), 245, 302 ;
(D. II.

09), 294; chunam, 249, 291 sqq.;
painted on wooden post .(D. i. 04),
244, 290 ; on painted panel (D. vi. 3),

274, 297 ; stucco Images (Endere),

424 ; frescoes, fA, 430 ; stucco
reliefs {Rawak), 486, 499.

Buddhism, in Ghfth-p‘an-t*o, 33, 37 ; in

VVu-sha, 42; introduced into KAshgar,

56 ;
in Kashgar at the time of HsUan-

tsang's visit, 70 ; at Ch^-chU-chia, 90,

91 ; at Tzu-ho, 92 ; at Chu-thU, 93 ;

Buddhist sacred sites marked by
Muhammadan ZiArats, i2t, 122. 189;
introductionof Buddhism into Khotan,
posterior to the immigration of the

Indian colony, 158, 163, 164; date

of the introduction of Buddhism into

Khotan, 164, 232 ; in Khotan, at

the lime of F^i-hsiclfi’s visit, 139, 169 ;

under the Liang Dynasty, 170; ac-

cording to the Pei shih, 1 7 1 ; accord-
» ing to T*ang Annals, 172 ; according

to HsQan-tsang, 174 ;
under Posteiior

llan Dynasty, 179; Buddhist monks
sent from Khotan on embassies to

China, 180. 182 ;
disappearance of

Buddhism from Khotan, 180, 182;
in documents from Niya Site, 367.

See also Arhats, Buddha, Hinayana,

local worship. Mahayana, Saugliai.i-

mas, StQpas.

Buddhist architecture, the trefoil arch in,

1 8 ; of Thol Stupa, 20 ; use of leaf-

gold, 194.
Buddhist canonical lexis, found (Dan-

dan-Uiliq), 257. 265, 266, 274, 295,

296, 297; (Endere), 422, 424 sq.,

^39-
,

Buddhist iconography, at Danuan-Uiliq,

253 ;
under the influence of Persian

an, 280; at Rawak Vihara, 494
sq. See also Bodhisattvas, Buddha,

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.

Buddhist monks, in ancient Khotan, as

money-lenders, 275 sq., 526, 529.

I

Buddhist pilgrim.s, see Chih-mdng,

Dharmacandra, Dharmagupta, Fa-
hsien, Fa-yung, Hsflan-tsang, llui-

sh6ng, jinagupta, KunUlrajTva, Sung
V'Un, Tao->o, T.io-ydan, Wu-k'ung.

Buddhist sculpture, evidences of late

workmanship in, 18 ; acquired in

Khotan, 209, 219 sqq. See slate

(sculptured).

Buddhist shiines, at Dandan-Uiliq, 243
sq., 256 sq. ; at Kighillik, 477 sq(|. ;

replaced by Muhammadan slinnes, see

IcH'al worship.
Buiiier, Professor G., v, vi.

‘Burans*, deseit storms, effect of, 107,
484.

BurhAniiddin-PadshAhim, see Sayyid.
Burisheski, language of Hiinza, 19.
Bushkll, Dr. S. W., assistance rendered

by, xiii ; on Chinese coins purchased
at Yolkan, 204 sejq., 575 sqq.; on
C'hinese rccorcl from Dandan-Uiluj
(D. V. 5), 268; on Chinese insciip-

tion (D. 002), 309 ; on Chinese
documents from Niya Site, 370 ; on
C^hinese coin (? Niya Site), M., n.

;

on Chinese coins found or purchased
at various sites, 575 sqq.

Cachemirc, see Kashmir.
Caitya, of Goniasalagandha, 186, 189,

584* 585 ; the Hgum-stir Caitya, 223 ;

of Ma^dza, 230; of Tsar-ma, 232,

r,85 ; the Kasyapa Caitya on Mt.
Gosrhga, 584.

Calmadana, identified with Hstian-

tsang's Cnth-mo-fo-na, 311 n.
;
iden-

tified with Charchan, ib , ; mentioned
in tablet N. i. 16, 3 ''6.

camel, Bactrian, terra-cotta (Voikan),

212, 215; (Khotan town), 219;
fresco (Dandiin-Uiliq), 24 8 ;

p.iiii(ed

panel (D. vii. 5), 278, 298 ; coloured
sketch (K. i. 19. a), 429, 438.

^
,canal, ancient (Niya Site), 380. See also

irrigation.

C'nndrAplda (Ch^n-t'o-Io-pi-li), king of

KashiiiTr, 13.

Cannan, Mr. C\, xiv.

‘ Cansanglii Cascio', i.e. Kan sang-i-kSsh,

jadc-quarry, mentioned by Gotfz,

13a n.

cara (or caraka), * secret agent
, 366.

carbuncle intaglios (Y. 008. a, b), 211 ;

(I. 001), 220.

rarnclion int.aglios, Aphrodite (M. 001,

k), 1 13; head of wolf or bear (Y.

005). 210; (B.D. 001. f), 219.

tarpei, woollen (N. x. i), 337, 39^.
‘ Cascar Marco Polo's name for Kash-

gar, 49 n. See Kashgar,

cave, sacred, Kohmkil hill, 187 sq.

‘celestial god’ (Ormazd), 71. See

Zoroastrian religion,

cemeteries in Khotan, theirlow level, 197.

cereals, ancient, found at Kara-dong,

448.

4 li’
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chair, carved wooden (N. vii. 4), 330,

334. 397 -

chairs, legs of wooden (N. xii. 3), 336,

399 -

Clialma-kazan, ancient site, mound at,

333 »
<>'oins from, 234 ; derivation of

name, 234 sq. ; objects from, 235.

Chan-chan, see Shan-shan.

Chan*yi, see Shan-i.

Chang, Wei'Ch'ih, king of Khotan, 523 n.

Chang Hsiao-sung, Chinese general, 62.

Chang K'uang-yeh, Chinese envoy, 178.
* Chang-shih of the Western Countries \

title, in Chinese document, 371, 538.

chang-tso, see shang-tso.

Charchan (I Isllan-tsang's Ch6-mo>t'o-na,

Cha>mo (Tsiu-mo); Sung Yttn*s

Tso-mo), identified with Calma-
dana, 311 n.

;
with ChU-mo, 435,

436 ;
deserted in HsUan-tsangs time,

435 ; seat of a Chinese garrison in

i''ang times, 436; mentioned by
Marco Polo, ih. ; identified with Tso-
mo, 436 n., 436.

charcoal, ancient (Dandan-Uiliq), 259.
charms (Y. 002. b), 210.

'Charuks' (mocassins), 252, 278.

CiiAVANNES, Prof, l^.douard, assistance

rendered by, xii sq.
;

translates and
elucidates Chinese Annals, x, 5, 151
sqq., 172 sqq. ; identifies * Little

P'o-lti ’ with Gilgit, 6 sq. ; translates

the T'ang Annals, see Tang Annals;
translates Sung Ytin’s itinerary, 29 ;

on Buddhist pilgrims in^KSshgar, 67
sq.

;
identifies kingdom of Chu-chU-

po, 91 ;
on the Western Turks, 15 1 ;

translates Chinese documents(Dandan-
IJiliq), 266, 267, 275 sqq., 521 sqq.

;

on use of bamboo slips in China,

359 sq. ; on Chinese documents
from Niya Site, 361, 370 sqq., 537
sqq. ; his arrangement of them in

App. A explained, 370 n. ; on,

Chinese sgraffiti (Kndere), 428, 432,
546 sq.

Ch5-chU-chia, now Karghalik, wrongly
identified with Yarkand, 87 ; corre-

sponds to Chih-chih-man, 98. See

Karghalik.

Che-hou, see Shih-hu.

Chd-mo-t'o-na, kingdom of, mentioned
by Ilsttan-tsang, i33. See Charchan.

Che-tseu, see Shih-tzfi.

Ch*6n-p*an, made king of Su-15
, 55.

Ch^n-to-Io-pi‘li, see CandiApIda.
('heng, see Chang.
Chf*ng ChU, Chinese official, 177.
Ch'6ng Hsien, Chinese officcri^266, 523.
Ch*fing-kuo, the chief of ChU-mi, i68.

Chfn^-yUan, supposed character in

Chinese sgraffito, 428,

Chfing-yUan period, dated documents
of, (D. VII. 3. c), 276 n., 528; (D, VII.

3. d), 276 n.; (D. vii. 4. d), 277,

531; (D. IX. i), 273, 533 -

Chi-li-ho-po-ti, see Grhapati.

Chi-li-kiAi t<hH (Qrl-kritati), suggested

etymology of Su-M, 50 n.

Chi-nan, district, 817^

Chi-pin, identified with Kkbul, with

Kashmir, 53 n. ; conquered by the

Sbk or Sz', 53.
Chi-shih, river, 171. See Yurung-kSsh.
CfCia-lu-shu-tan-li^ Chinese etymology

of Shu~li, 493 probably not a tran-

scription of ^Kharosfra^ but some
such Sanskrit word as ^Kalu^aniara^

Kalusadhara^ or *Kalu^oitara^ 49.
Chia-pi-shtti (Kapi^a), Chinese hostages

at, 56 ; suggested etymology of, ib,

;

Buddhist monasteries at, 56, 57.
Ch'ia-sha(transcribed lCia-<ha by Julien,

ICiu-cha by M. Chavannes, and ATo-
sha by Dr. Fvanke), 48^ 67. See

Kashgar.

Chia-shih (transcribed Kia-che by M.
Chavannes and ICa-shih by Dr.

Franke), capital of the king of Kftsh-

gar, 48, 66.

Chichiklik plateau, near TXsh-kurghan,
hospice said t<^ have been built here,

XV, 39 sq. ; calfedr Ciecialith by
Benedict Go6z, 40.

Chieh, abbreviated form of Chieh-shuai,

II n., 13, 14.

Chieh-cKa, Fa-hsien's name for Kash-
gar, 48, 67.

Chieh-p*an-t*o, Chinese name for Sarlkol,

28, 30, 33. See Sarlkol.^

Chieh-shih, for Chieh-shuai, 21 n. ; an
attempt to represent Kashkar by
Cliinese sounds, 1 5. See also Chieh-

shuai.

Chieh-shuai (Chifih, Chieh-shih), now
Kashkar or Chitral, hill-state, allied

with the Tibetans, 11; Chinese ex-'

pedition against, tb, ; Su-chia made
king^f, ib.

; identified with Kashkar
or Chitral, 14 ; Chieh-shih, an attempt

to represent Kashkar by Chinese
sounds, 15.

Chien, king of Khotan, 168.

chien (bamboo slips), used for Chinese

documents, 359 sq.

Chien-chung (kien-tchong> period, coin

of, 234, 576 ; dated documents of,

526, 633 ; VII. a), 275, 526, 533

;

p. VII. 3. d), 276 n., 529, 533;
(D. VII. 4. a), 275 n., 529, 533.

Chien-mo, now the Gez defile, 27.

Chien-l6-ii, river, identified with river of

ChTra, 467.
Ch'icn-t'o-lo, Chinese name of Gan-

dhara, see Gandhara.

Ch'ien-tun, Chinese name of Khotan,
used by Wu-k'ung, 155. See also

Khotan.
Ch'ien-ying, Buddhist monk, 275 sq.,

526 sq., 529.
Ch'ien-ytlan period, coins of, iii, 206,

234, 283, 370 n., 476, 575 sqq.

Chih-chih-man, 97 : corresponds to

HsUan-tsang’s Cht-cha-chia, 98.

CKih-fo4'ang, ^the ball of the red

Buddha,* 8.

Chih-m6ng, calls Kashgar CHi-sha, 48,

67; mentions Buddha’s alms-bowl
and spittoon, 67.

Chih-mo-t'o-na, identified with Calma-
'dana, 311 n.

^Chih-na’‘po~H {^x. Cinapati\\ winter

residence of Chinese hostages in the
^

Panjab, 57 n.

Chik-na-ti-p'ihcKU-tafirlo (Cina^eva-

ffo/ra), king of Chieh-p’an-t'o, 34.

Cmlas, called Shiltas by AlbSrQnf, 4. •

Chfias and the Kashmir-Gilgit route,

16 sq.

( Chilasis, raids of the, 16 ; organization

of, 17.

CSift Chia-^hsing, Chinese dignitary,

mentioned in sgraffito (Endere), 428,

546,

Chin-chin, boy’s name, on Chinese

document, 528,

Chm-isi-tien, palace of king of Khotan,

179, 202 n,

China, alleged immigration from China

into Khotan, 148 sq., 157, 158 ;

said to have been led by Kustana,

160 sq., 162 ;
indications in con-

firmation of the legend, 165.

Chinese, historical relations with Gilgit,

4 sqq.; with the TibetanSi g sqq.,

61 sqq., 148 ;
with Sarlkol, sg sq.,

27 sqq., 36 ;
with Kftshgar, gs ;

with Karghalik, 91 sq. ; their view .

of the Tibetans, 149; feoor^ of

Khotan, 151 sqq.; the transcription

of Chinese characters, ig4, 173 n.,

205, 3x1; historbal sense in

educated Chinese, vii, 237 ; abandon-

ment of Khotan, 284; diplomatic

relations with TabarisUhi, 308 sq.;

historical data in Chinese documents
(Niya Site). 168, 370 sqq., 337 sq.

See also * Four Garrisons Khotan,

T'ang Annals, TSrIm Basuii Tuike-
stSn.

Chinese coins: from Togujai, ixo sq«,

576 ;
from Ydtkan, 205, 206, 375

sq. ;
from Chalma-kazSn, 234, 376;

from Dandkn-Uiliq, 241, 272, 283,

577 ; from Rawak, bevond DandSn-
Uiliq, 306, 577 ; from Niya Site, 369,

577 J
from Endere, 429, 377 ;

from

Kara-dong, 447, 577 ; from Uzun-
Tati, 461, 677 ; from Hanguya Tati,

47L 578; from Tam-Oghil, 473,

578; from Ak-sipil, 476, 578; near

Rawak, 482 sq., 578 ; from Rawak
Stfipa and Vihira court, 493, 578;
from Jumbe-kum, 579; from Kara-

dObe, 6 I 5» 679 i from Masftr-TSgh,

679- See also um<hu coins.

Chinese documents found :— •

at Dandkn-Uiliq(D.v. 6)bS66, 297 .
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51s: (D. V. 5) 868, 396 ;
(D.a. t) 273,

»99. 633 ; (D. VB. a, 3, 4, 7) 375 sqq.,

898 sq., (P- viii. 1) a8i,

>99f 83> > inscription on stucco
(D. ooa), 3089 309

at NiyaSite, 335, 3389 343, 358 sqq.,

370 sqq., 637-4 a-

at Enderc, 427, 438, 439, 546 sq.

Chinese pilgrims, see Chih-m^ng,
Fa-hsien, Fa-yung, HsUan-tsang, Hui- J
sh8ng, Sung Yttn, Tao-yo, Tao-yttan,
Wu-k*ung.

Chinese princess, introduced silkworms
into Khotah, g2g sq.

;
painting from

DandSn-Uiliq, 259 sq. aSr^ a/so

Pu-nye^shar. ••

Chinese princess, legend of, at Chieh-
p*an-t'o, see Han princess. ^

Chinese sgraffiti (Endere), in E. i, refer

to Tibetan inroads into the southern
portion of the Tftrlm Basin, 6a, 176,

428; translated by M. Chavanncs,

428, 546 sq. ; in E. iii, 432, 546.
Ching, king of Khotan, 176.
cHimg (thousand Chinese acres), 39, 40.
Ch'ing-li period, coins of, 578.
Chira, town of Khotan, 268, 468, ^22 n.

Ch*t-sha, Chih-m8ng's name for K&sh-
gar, 48, 67.

ChitrSl (or Kashkar), identified with

Chieh-shuai, 14; wrongly identified j

.with Shang-mi, 15 n.; the term
Kashkir (the Chinese Chieh-shih) as

applied to Chitr&l, still current, 15.

Ch'iu-j8n-ch6, king of Khotan, 1 70.

Ch'iii-tstt, 637* See Kuchft.

CHOUKntTj Profl £. de, on drift-sand,

242 n.

Christianity, introduced into China, ;

in Kftshgir, 71 sq. ; in Yarkand, 72,

87,
C4up a YUeh-chih barbarian, mentioned

in Chinese document (N. xv. 53), 372,
540.

Chss^kU, Hui-sh8ng’s name for Chu-
chtt-po (Karghalik), 92.

Chtt-ch(l»iMUi, 91 n. See Karghalik.

Chu-chQ-po, now Karghalik, mentioned

by Sung Yttn, 27 n.; various forms

of the name, 91 n. See Karghalik.

Chu Ju-ytt, Chinese official, 177.

Ch*tt-lang-na, see Kuran.
CKu-U, small state east of Khotan, 167.

Chtt-mi, 167. See YU-mi.
Chtt-mi-chih, see Komedi.
Chtt-mo, 435. See Charchan.
CkU^mo-sehlo hsiangox Gomasttlagandha,

Buddhist saint, 186, 189.

CfCU-sa-tan-na, Sanskrit Kustana, Chi-

nese name of Khotan, 153 sq. See

Khotan.
Ch*fl-shih-ling-ch*ieh, see Gofirnga.

CKU-tan, Chinese name of Khotan, said

to have been used by the Hindus, 153,

154. iSrr Khotan.

ChU'^wei, 15 n. See Shang-mi.

Ch*ttan-ytt-mo,^5,43n. •Srr Sarlkol and
Tash-kurghan.

Ch*tteh-cho, Turkish chief, 176.
Chuqtah Rashid, 18 1.

Church, Prof. A. H., assistance rendered
by, xiii; analysis of stucco from
Dandan-Uiliq, 244, 586 sq.

; from
Rawak, 304, 586 sq. ; from Endere,
423, 586; from Kighillik, ^77 ; from
Niya Site, 586. *

Ciecialith, 40. See Chichiklik.

Cina-deva-gotra, see Chih^na-fi-^o-chU-
ian-lo.

Cinaphara, name, in KhardsthI docu-
ments, 365 n., 366.

Cinya^asa, Cojhbo, official, in Kharostlii

document, 365 n.

‘city of the Western mountains’ (Hsi-
shan, Si-shan), now Khotan, 167 n.,

170, 17a.

classical designs in antiques from
Khotan, in intaglios, 209; in fresco

(Dand^n-Uiliq), 255 ; in clay seals,

354 Aphrodite, in intaglio (M.
001. k), 113 ; Eros, in intaglio (Kh.

002), 209, 220 ; in^lay seals (N. i. 9),

386; (N. iUa^, 210, 355, 390; (N.

iv. 80), 393 ;
(N. XV. 330), 355, 408 ;

Heracles (?), in clay seal (N. ii. 2),

310, 355, 390; Pallas, in clay seal

(N. i. 17), 3K7
; (N. i. 67), 389 ;

(N.

XV. *4), 310, 338, 354, 400; (N. XV.

98), 403 ;
quadriga with charioteer

(Helios «), (Kh. 001. a), 220.

clay beads (N. 0014. d, 0022), 381,415,
416.

clay seals, on w’ooden tablets (Niya

Site), 318, 320. 352, 354» 3«6 sqq.;

double seals (N. xt. 151, 155), 354;
pendent seal (N. xv. 71), 350, 402 ;

seals with settings, 354 sq. ; with

classical designs, see s. v. classical

designs ; with miscellaneout^ designs

(N. i. 14), 386; (N. XV. 133. a, b),

404, 405; (N. XV. 1 5 1, 155), 405;
(N, XV. 163), 406 ; (N. XV. 003), 411;
with Oriental designs (N. xv. 38), 356,

401 ;
(N. XV. 71), 356, 402 ; (N. xv.

167), 356, 406; (N. XV. 196), 356.

407 ; (N. XV. 334), 356. 409 ;
(N.

xxiii. i), 356, 380, 414.

clay slab (N. 0014. a), 415.

coins, found or purchased, 575 sqq.

See also Chinese coins, Kaniska,

Muhammad Arslan, Muhammadan
coins, Sino-Kharosthl coins, Sulay-

mSn Khaqan, wu^^hu coins.

Cojhbo, title, in Kharo^thi documents,

326, 366.
colours of stucco reliefs, see stucco

reliefs.

comb, sandal-wood (K. 002. o), 44 7»

452-
continuity of local worship, see local

worship.

convents, Buddhist, see Sahgbaramas.

cook-room, ancient(Dandan-Uiliq), 258

;

(Niya Site), 331.
copper vessels, made in Khotan, 1 35.
coral, piece of (E. 003. i), 442 ; l^ad

(K. 001. c). 451.
Cotan, 139, see Khotan.
Cotton, Mr. J. S., xiv.

cotton fabric.s, found at Niya Site, 374,
410, 412; at Endere, 430, 441 sq.

;

at TUga-dong, 466, 468.
Cowley, Mr. A. E., on Judaeo- Persian

document, 307, 571 sq.

crocodile, terra-cotta (Y. 001 1. a), 213 ;

(Kh. 003. 1), 221.
‘ cull of the celestial god *, see Zoroas-

tiian religion.

cultivation, causes rise of gri>und-level,

see sill-deposits; shifting of its arc^a,

126 sq., 454, 45K. 459.
culture-strata, of Yoikan, 195, 198; of

Tam-Oghil, 472.
cupboards, wooden (Niya Site), 377,379.
currant.s, found at Kaia-dong, 448.
currycomb, in painting (P. x. 4), 260,

300; found at Niya Site (N. xx. 05),

377» 413-
CiJRzoN, of Kedleslon, T^rd, sanctions

Stein’s expedition, vii, x
;

on the

topography of the Panins, 22.

Cuvayalina Pliuinmascv.i, a messenger,
mentioned in Kharu^thi documents,

326, 364 n., 366.

Dafdar, in Tilsh-kurghan Valley. 24.

Pamaku, 454 n. .SV^ Doinoko.
Dandan-Uiliq (‘ the houses with ivory ’),

type of Huddha statues at, 1 8 ;
the

‘ unknown ’ language in documents,

probably connected with I'ibetan,

150 ;
quasi-Mongolian faces in

painted tablets and frescoes, 165,

166 n.; title of a-mo-chth in Chinese
document from Pandan-Uili(|, 176;

^
excavation of the rums, chap, ix ;

march through the dcseit to, 239 sqf|.;

arrival at, 240; excavation of Uud-

dhisl shrines, 243 sqq. ; idenlified with

Li-lisk'h, 267; fort, 28a sq. ;
dale of

abandonment of site, 283 sq., 536

;

causes of its abandonment, 284 sqq.

;

ancient irrigation at, 285 sq. ;
list of

objects found, 288 sqq.

Darad, Darada, see Dards.

Daraddtsa, ‘the Paiad land,' 4.

Daradrai, referred to by Ptolemy, see

Pard**.

Daratpuri, ‘the town of the Parads,’ 4.

Pardae, see l)ard«j. ^

/Dards CSkr. Darad, Darada \
the

Aapdopai of Ptolemy, Pardae of

Pliny), in the Ki^angahga Valley, 3 ;

Kalharia's limited knowledge of tlieir

valleys, 4 ;
referred to by Alberflni,

i&.

;

raids of the Dards of Chi Ias

stopped by Mahar&ja Gulab Singh,

16.

4 II :>
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DarSl (yjf-/i-/p), see Ta-li-h.

Darkot Pass, called Mount Tan-chtt by

the Chinese, 9 sq.

Darogha, * messenger, agent/ j^IbrfthTm

AkhQn, Islam Beg«

dasht, ' waste plain, stony desert,’ 89 n.,

94, 100. 103 sqq. passim,

dates, in Kharo$thi documents (Niya

Site). 325 ; in Chinese document
(N. XV. 326), 370, 537.

(lawans (ridges of sand), 240, 24a, 309,

418, 419, 420, 444. See also dunes.
‘ dead eye

'
(N. xviii. 01. a). 376, 412.

Deasy, Captain H. H. P., and Islam

Akhun, 102, 509.
debe^ dobe^ Turk! for mound, 77 n.,

379 n-

deposits, subaerial and silt, in Khotan,

125.

Designs, acanthus leaf (J. 001). 503.

506; Amalaka ornament, 257 ;
ani-

mals (Y. 005, 006), 210 ;
(Y. 008. a),

211
;
(Ker. 003), 469; (A. 006. a).

476, 482; bird, flying (M. 001. d),

112, 1 13; (H.M. i), 1 15; chrysan-

themum leaves (D. 1.01 2), 245. 291;
(D. I. 42), 289; (A. 030). 480;
classical designs, s.v.

;
cloud-scroll

(R. ii. iv), 491 ;
(R. ii. 2), 503 ;

duck

(Y. 002. b), 210; (R. xi. i), 492,

503 ; fire-altar (A. 006. a), 476, 482

;

five-petalled flowers (Niya Site). 333;
flcur-de-lis (R. ii. 3. c), 491 ;

(R.

Ixxii). 498 ;
(R. Ixxix, &c.), 499

;

(R. ii. a), 503; four-pejtalled flower

(M. 001. b), 1 13; (T.M. 004. a),

1 14; (N. vii. 4). 334; (N. XX. 02),

378» 4^3; (N. XX. 03), 4*3;
(Y. 002. b). 210 ;

human figures and

heads (Y. 008. f), an; (I. 001),

220
;

(Ker. 003), 469 ;
(H. 002,

003)1 473 ;
Kingri pattern (N. xii),

380; (N. XX. oa), 413; leaMike

ornament (M. 001. i). 113; lotus, ^

with snakes (G. 001), 109; lotus

leaves (D. i. 60, 74). 245, 289;
(D. 11), 249; lotus-petals (D. i. 42).

245, 289; (D. II. 34), 245» 292

;

(D.(T.) on). 245; (D. II. 34), 250,

292; (D. xii). 263; (I). 1. 72).

289; (D. I. 94, 95). 290; (D.ii.

13). 291; (A. 030. 031). 480 ; (A.

036-037. 057)1 481
:

(R. »• 3- c),

491 ;
(R. Ixxxiv. 2. a), 505 ;

peacock

(Ker. 001). 469; scroll-ornament

(Niya Site), 333; Svastika (M. 001.

c), 113; (Y.002.C), a 10; (N.vii.3),

334. 397 ;
tongues of flame (D. 1.

87). 246. 290; (D. II. 66), 245. 250,

292 ;
(D. II. 89), 245. 250, 293

;

(D. II. 24), 29a
;
(A. 039, 040), 478,

481; tortoise (?) (Y. 002. b), a 10;
vine, conventional (M. 001. c), 113 ;

(D. I. 53). 245, 289 ; vine scrolls and
grapes (D. 1. 114), 245. 290. See also

terra-cotta, pottery (patteins on).

diva-putra^ title, in Kharo^thl docu-

ments, 366.

DhSranl class, MS. of the, 425, 439.
dharmacakra-mudrd pose (Kh. 003. i),

221 .

Dharmacandra, an Indian monk, visits

Kllshgar, 71.

Dharmagupta, Indian pilgrim, calb

Kkshgar Sha*18, 48, 69.

dhydna-mudrd, attitude, stone relief (Y.

007. b). 2 1 1 ; Buddha figure (Y. 0029),

217 ; Bodhisattva (Kh. 003. h), aai

;

at Dand^-Uiliq, 248 ;
(D. x. 3), 261,

300; (D. iv), 273; (D. VI. 4), 274;
(R. xi). 492 ;

(R. XXV. 3), 494.
dice, from Niya Site, 374, 411; from

Endere (E. 000,374, 438. 442.
divira, ‘ clerk/ 366.

divorce, in Khotan, 140, 142.

Dizabul. see Istkmi.

dtibe, see debe.

Documents sur les Tou-Kiue occidentaux^

published by M. Chavannes, x, 5.

ddmbel (bank of earth in the centre of

a lank), 379.
Domoko, oasis ind river, 454, 468;

spelling of the namt, sib- n.

* Domoko, old/ deserted villages, 458 sq.

Dong-Oghil, grazing ground, 444.
* double wedges *, see tablets.

Douglas, Sir R. K., on Chinese docu-

ments from Niya Site, 370.
Doumakou, 454 n. See Domoko.
Dragon Lake, the great, mentioned by

HsUan-tsang, identified with Lake
Victoria, 30.

drahga^ ‘frontier watch-station,' men-
tion^ in Kharosth! documents, 367.
See also dvara.

®

drift-* sand/ see ‘ sand.’

‘Drum-lake Convent/ mentioned by
HsQan-tsang, 228, 254.

‘ Drupa^ype ’ of Tibetans, in Khotan,

147, M9-
Dud«khut Pass, 2.

DugdhaghSta, hill fort of, 2.

dunes, of Dandan-Uiliq, their origin,

242; at Niya Site, 340; near En-
dcre river, 420; at Kara-dong, 446;
at Rawak, 483.

dutiya, * messenger,' 366.

Dutrxuil db Rhins, M. J.
L., find of

Kharo§thl MS., v; on find-place of

MS., 188; visit toAk-bipil, 474, 476.

dvdra, ‘gate,’ or drakga, terms for

fortified frontier watch-stations, a.

Dv&rapklas or ‘ Guardians of the Gate,*

at Rawak Vih&ra, 494 sq.

Eastern Iranian ‘unknown language*,

see Irftnian (Eastern).

Eastern Turkestkn, see Turkeat&n.

elephant, terra-cotta (Mac. 001), 221.

Endere, general description of site, 421

;

ruined fort, #3., 431 sqq.; temple

celb, 422 sqq.; plaster images in

corners, 247, 422 sq. ; finds of MSS.,

424 sqq., 438 sq^ 546 sq.; MS.
leaves as votive offerings, 26s, 425

;

sgraffiti, 428, 43a, 546; date of

abandonment, 429; fresco, 430 sq.;

painted panel, 431, 442; under-

ground rooms, 433 ; construction of

fort, 434 sq.
; StQpa, 437. See also

Chinese sgraffiti.

t- Endere river, march to, 417 sqq. ;
shift-

ing of its course, 420. ^

Endere-TSrIm, deserted colony, 384, 420.

envelopes of inscribed tablets, see

tablets.
,

''

Eros, in antiques from Khotan, see «

diassical designs.

erosion, by wind, at T5pa-Tim, 105;

( Kakshal Tati, 107 ; HSsaand Kepek-
gholuk MazSr, 1x2; Yurung-kSah
Valley, 233; scoops out hollows.

239 ; at Ibndfin-Uiliq, 24a sq., 286

;

at Niya Site, 242, 327 sq., 340, 379,
381 sq.; at Endere, 421, 434, 437 ;

at Kara-dong, 446; forms isolated

cones, 460 ; at Arka-kuduk-Tim
SlGpa, 471 ;

at Jumbe-kum, 503.
ex-votos, see votive oflerings.

Fa-chin, Buddhist monk, 277, 531-

Fi-hien, see Fa-hsien.

: Fa-hsien, Chinese Buddhist * pilgrim,

notice of Sarikol, 28 ; calb KUigar
Chieh-ch'a, 48, 67 ; hb route to K.,

67 ; description of K., 68 sq.

;

account of relics of Buddha, is.;

account of TzQ-ho, 92 ; account of
the Khotanese, 139; account of

Khotan, 169; on use of leaf-sold,

cl 94 ;
description of ‘ the King’s Ifew

Monasucy ’ near Khotaiff 194 n., SS4.

Fa-ycou, see Fa-yu.

Fa-yu, Buddhist monk, 277, SSL
Fa-yung, Chinese pilgrim, visits Kisb-

gar, 48, 69.

fabrics, ancient woven, seecatrpet, cotton,

rug. silk fabrics, woollen fiabrics.

‘Fan, Great' (Ta Fan), i.c. the Tibe-

tans, 428, 546.

fangy ‘ territory, quarter,' 205^

fang, wooden ^ards used by the Chi-

nese for writing purposes, SSL
Fang-ch'ien. king of Khotan. 168.

Fargh&na (Pahan-na, Ta-yuan), identi-

fied with P'an-han, 27 ; conquered

by Qutayba ibn Muslim, 6a ; its king

reinstated by the Chinese, ih.\ sol-

diers from F. in the Chinese army,

63; pays tribute to the Emperor
Wu Ti, 637; under the Tsin

dynasty, 545*
Farhftd, said to have built a canal at

Tughlan-shahr, 38.

felt (N. V. 17. b\ found at Niya Site.

39^ * («• 016), 3^7 »

374, 410; mentioned in Kharo^thl •

document, 367.
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fenoet of nuhes (Niva Site), 337.
fig-feaf, 4M vine-leaf.

Figures, described or referred to, in

the text, t, 18; a, so n.; g, 4,
so; g, 144 n.

; 7, 18 n., 3a; 8,

8 n., as; 9, 10, 36; 11, xa, 46;
xg, 81 ; 14, 75 n, 76; X5, 90; 16,

197 n.; X7, 85; x8, iia; xg. 116;
aa, ag. 144 n. ; ag. 187 ; a6, 07,

*96; »6. >45; *9. >46; 80. >5*;*
gi. a49, ago; ga, 256, 237; 33,
•67 > >58; 84> 85> >64; 86, 3*0;
87> 3*6, ^aa, 3x7; g8, 339; 39,
3>?. 3>8; 49. 3>7. 330. 337; 41.

3*7> 3>7> 330i 33* : 4a. 330. ^*

:

48. 330; 44. 3>7> 340; 45. 340,
34*. 344 : 45- >> 349 ; 46, 3>7. 379;
47. 378; 46. 43*. 43>n-> 434; 49^
4»> 4>3 ; 50. 4>* ; 5*. 433. 434.
437 ;

5a. 446, 447 ; 53. 446, 447,
448; 54. 47*; 55. 458 ; 56. 464;
S7. 474. 475; 56. 474. 475 >*•; 59.
485, 486 ; 60, 483, 485, 486 n. ;

6x. a46, 4x3, 487, 489, 490: 6a,

487, 489, 49a: 6g, a44, 478, 487,
489, 49a, 493 ; 64, a44, 478, 487,
489. 493 ; 6g, 487, 497 ; 66, 487,
498, 499; 67, 496; 68, t8 n., 487,

497; 69, 18 n., 487, 489. 490, 491

;

7*. 509.
figurines, terra-cotta. .

fi^placea, ancient (Dandin-Uiliq), 358,
>75 ; (Niya Site), 316, 3x3, 3x8, 331,
33*1 333; (Endere), 431, 43a, 433.

flint, from Cbalma-kaziln, agg ; flake

(N. 003), 381, 414 ;
(D.K. 003. i),

465.
Fo ti-txtt (* The Disciple of Buddha ’), in

Chinese inscription, S09. •

fodder, ancifnt, Dandin-UiHff, a8a.
foi^ng of 'old books’ at Khotan, rrr

biftm AkbOn.
fortifications, ancient, at Endere, 433

aq. ; at UlQgh-ZiSrat, 46a ; at Ak-
•ipii. 474 sq.

Fovchkx, M. a., on the legend of the

Bodhiaattva (Buddha) cutting his

hair, 309, aao; on the SiQpa of the

tumed-up pKtra, 331.
* Four Garrisons,' now^Chinese Turke-

atin, meaning of the term, 7 n., 6‘0
;

occupied by the Tibetans, 61 ; re-

covered fay the Chinese, ifi. ; under
Hsiian-tsung, 6a ; end of Cliinese

occupation of, 64 sq., 177, 384, 334
^q. ; Wu-k*ung’s visit, 64, 177;
include Chu-chU-pan, 93; Khotan
made one of the, 1 7g ; mentioned in

Chinese sgraffito (Endere), 4x8, 546.
Fxanckk, Rev. A. H., assistance ren-

deied by, xiii, 348 ; on Tibetan
poems from the T'eg-mc’og-mdsod,
4x6 sq., g6i sqq. ; on Tibetan
sgraffiti, 439, 43a, 366 sqq.

Fxamxk, Dr. O., on Chinese etymologies

of Kfisbgar, 49.

frescoes, Dandftn-Uiliq, 344, 347 sq.,

*53 «qq-. >63, *73 •q-. *83, >9*.
303; Niya Site, 333; Endere, 434,
440 sq., 430 ; Rawak Vih&ra, 492.

frit, porcclanous, bead (N. 005. b), 381,
414; seal (N. 0018), 381, 416.

fruit-trees, ancient, orchards.
Fu, Chinese officer, mentioned in docu-

ments (N. XV, 37, 315), 539.
Fu-shib-chan, king of Khotan, 176.
Fu-tu Hsin, king of Khotan, 175.
Fu-tu llsiung, king of Khotan, 176.
Fu-tu Ta, king of Khotan, 176.

»

Galcha dialects, connected with lan-
guage of documents found at Dan-
dan-Uiliq, 271.

Galcha stock, includes the Tajiks of
Sarlkol, 25 ; its eacly extenMon east-

wards, 26 ; affinity to the Pakhpios,

*46; to the Khotanesc, 144, 145.
Gandh&ra or Cirien-t*0‘‘lo (present

Peshawar District), 2 ; miniature
stone carvings from, brought to

Khotan, 209 ; art of, its influence on
Khotan art: in pibiures, 254, 255;
in sculptureaaftd stucco reliefs, 209,
Y. 0029) 217, (Kh. 003. g) 220,
Kh. 003. h, i, q, 005) 221, (Mac.

001) 207, 222; DandSn-Uiliq, 245,
250; Enclere, 423; Kawak Vihara,

490* 49** 494» 49.6. 5^0; lre.itmenl

of the hair and representation of

annour,*252 ; conventional ornamen-
taiion (Niya Site), 315. 333, 334,

377. 378. 4*3; (J- 00*). 506. .SV^

a/so Graeco-Uuddhist art, Indian

influence.

Gandharvi, terra-cotfa applique mould*
ing (Y. 0023), 216

;
(B. 001. d),

2 18; (Kh. 003. b), 220; (Mac. 001),

222 ;
(D.(r.) 01, 02, 03), 245, 302;

(D. I. no), 245, 290; (D.*i. 014).

245, 291; (D. 1. 18), 245, 288;
(O. I. 43)* 245, 289; (D. I. 89, 90),

245, 290; (IX II. 79). 25*. 293;
(D. XII. I, 2, 3, 5), 263, 302 ;

(D. VI.

6 ). 274, *97 ; P- *• **o). 290-

Ganesa, on bronze panel (Kh. 007),

222; painted panel (D. ii. 16), 251,

292 ;
(K. ii. i), 431, 44*.

Gardnxk, Professor Percy, assistance

rendered by, xiii ; on intaglio (M.

001. k) from Togujai, 113; on cut

stones from Yoikan, 210 ;
on bronze

weight, tb , ;
on inscription on clay

seal (N. XV. 24), 355.
garnet intaglios, from Yoikan, 210, 211.

‘ Gate of reeds ', see Wei-kuan.

geese, in fresco (Endere), 431.

Gez defile, the Chinese Chien-mo^ 27.

ghanfd (bell), miraculously given to king

of Khotan, 231, 232.

Ghazi Shaikh, 445.
gilding of Buddhist sacred objects, see

gold.

Gilem-kul, marsh, 444.
Gilgii river, called So-yi by the Chinese,

10.

Gilgit, routes from Kashmir, to, 2 ; un-
known to Kalhana, 4 ; mentioned by
Alberflni, tb, ; Chinese liistorical rela-
tions with, 5 sqq ; called Little Fo-lU
by the Chinese, 6; occupied by the
1 ibetans, 7 ; dependence for supplies
on Kashmir, 11 sq.

; Chinese expe-
diiioii into, assisted by Muktapida,
* 3 » rock-carved relief of Buddha,
17. *8; ancient water-conduit, 19;
ancient mounds, tb. See a/so P'o-lll,

Little.

* Gilgit Transport Road*, 2; antiquity

^
ol the route, 1 ; construction of, 1 2.

Glah~ru^ see Gosrhga.
glass, beads (D. R. 002). ^04, 306;

(N. XV. 001. h), 411; (N. 0010.
0011. c), 414; (N. 0020. a. 0022).
381, 416; (E. 005), 44a; (K. 001.
^)* 45* ;

(H. 001. e, f), 473 ;
charm

(Y. 002. b. iii), 210; jewels (IX K.
004). 464. 4^4 ;

(D.K. 002. g), 464 ;

moulded (C. 002. b), 235; (D.R.
004), 306 ;

(D.K. 002. f), 464 ;
seal

(N. 006), 381, 414; vessels, frag-
ments (T.M. 001. e), found at Togu-
jai, 113; vases brought from Khotan,
mentioned in Annals of the Liang
Dynasty, 170; fiagments (D.(T.)
001. d), 303 ;

(D.R. 001). 304, 306 ;

(N. XV. 001. l>-g), 373, 410 sq.

;

(N. 0019). 381, 416; (E. 002, 003),

43». 442 ;
(K. 002. j). 447, 452.

Godfrey, Captain S. 11., purchases
MSS., 270.

Goez, Benedict, route through Sarikol,

40, 42 ; account of liiarclian (Yar-
kand), 88; on Kliotaii jade, 133;
on route from Khotan to China, 184.

goitre, prevalent in Yaikand, 87.

9
gold, digging and washing for gold at

Yoikan, 19a. 193; at Tam-Oghil,

472 sq. ; use of leaf-gold on Buddhist
buildings and sacred objects, 194,

224, 496; on stucco (D.R. 003),

304* 3«>^ ;
at Kighillik, 479, 481 ; at

Rawak (R. xxix), 496, 504.
gold objects funml : monkey, .at

Yotkan, 194. 210; ornament (N.

0017), 381, 415; split ring(R. 003).

506.
Gomasalagandha, Buddhist saint, 186.

189. 584.
Gumali, old name of the Kara-k^sh

river, 169; monastery meiiliuiKd by
Fa-hsipn, ib,

Gork, C^l. St. George, vi.

Qoiir^a (cow's head) mountain, see

Gosrhga.
Gosrhga, Mount (Chinese Ch'U-shih-

ling-ch'ieh, ‘the cow’s horn*, Tibetan

Glah-ru\ now KohmariX identical

with Mount Gosir^a (Go9ircba),
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Chinese Niu-t*ou, i86; identified

with the present Kohmfirf hill, 185,

189; HsUan-tsang's account, 185 aq.,

<35; MazSr of Kohmfirf, 187;
sacred cave described, 187 sq.; con-

tinuity cf local worship, 189 ; ex-

tracts from the Go^rnga Vy&karana,

584 sq.

Gosrhga-vy^karana, on the first settle-

ment of Khotan, i6a n., 584 sq.

Graeco-Buddhist art, survival of mo-
tives, in unglazed pottery from

Togujai, III ; connexion with

Khotan art, viii, 118, 209, 500;
similar motives found in Khotan art,

207, as 1. Gandhara.
* Great Vehicle', see Mah^y&na.
Grxnard, M. F., on legends of Mu-
hammadan saints in Khotan, 121

;

account of Khotan, 123, 136, 140 n.,

14 1 ; and its industries, 134; on the

population of Eastern Turkestan,

138 n., 147; on history of Turkish

dynasty of KSshgar, 180 sq. ;

identifies Hstian-tsang’s Hill of

Go^rhga with Kohmlrf, 185 ; on
find place of Kharo^thl MS., 188;
on etymology of Kobmari, 190;
identifies Ydtkan with the ancient

capital of Khotan, /3., 199 ;
on tomb

of ^ Keytous Maghreb! ’, 229 n. ; on
legend of Imfim JaTar Sfidiq, 313

;

on ruins near Charchan, 443 ; on
legendary ofMa^mfid Karam Kfibull,

449> 463 ; visit to Ak-sipil, 474.
Grhapati (Chidi-ho-po-ti) mga, 190,

Griogs, Mr. W., xiv.

grotesque figures, see terra-cotta,

ground-level, changed by irrigation, see

silt-deposits.

Guhyi&l, see WakhSn.
Guhyal, Little, in Ilunza, ai.

guitar, see rabfib.

Gulakhma, oasis, 465, 468. ^

GQma, oasis, identified with Fi-shan,

97, 103; described, 99, 100; seal

said to have been found near G., 103,

109.

Gumbaz, of the 'King of Chfn and
Machin*, Maur!-Tim StQpa so named,

85.

Gupta characters, upright, see Br&hmT.

Gurez, ancient Daratpun (?), 4.

gypsum, see stucco.

Ha-shth'-ha-rh, Chinese transcription of

Kashgar, 48 n.

Haidi^r, Mirza, on Yarkand, 43; ac-

count of the city of Kashgar, 73 n.

;

on spoliation of ancient remains in

Eastern Turkestan, 82, 226 ; on
flight of Ab«a Bakr, 130; on tombs
of 'martyrs* in Khotan, i4on. ;

on
the rivers of the Turkestan desert, 449.

Haiai-bfigh, hamlets near Khotan, 227.

haloes, see nimbus.

Plan dynasty, coins of, sa wu^hu,
Han princess, legend of, at Chieh-p'an-

fo, 34 sq.

Han-mi, ^67. See Yfl-mi.

Han-mo, town, visited by Sung YUn,
456 ;

identified with Fi-mo, 457.
Han’^fan-t0, capital of Sarlkol, described

by Sung Yfln, .89.

Han-t*o, 27. &e Sarlkol.

Hang‘gu-jOt idenlified with Hanguya,
161, 471.

Hanguya Tati, identified with Hang-
gu-Jo, 161, 471; route to, 470;
antiqueS<acquired, 471.

Hart, Mr. H., xiv.

Hfisa, hamlet, near GQma, 102.

Iiasa, burial-ground near Moji, iii

sq.; bronze ornament found, 112,

115 -

Hasa-Tam, debris-area, 79 ; dry river-

bed near, 80.

Hasan Basrf, Sultan, tomb of, 472.

$asan Boghra Khan (Abu'l-Hasan

Na$r Ilik Qara Khan), ruler of

Kashgar, 181.

Hasha, 468. ^

Hedin, Dr. Sven, on thciiopography of

Eastern Turkestan, x; his 'ancient

city Taklamakan ’ identical with Dan-
dan-Uiiiq, 236 ; at Dandfin-Uiliq,

243 ; on the old course of Keriya river,

286 sq. ; at Kara-dong, 444 sq. ;
fol-

lows Keriya river route, 450; gives

specimen of forged MS., 541.

hei-han, Chinese transcription of Khakan
(Khan), 180.

Hephthalites (I-ta, Yeh-tas), or White
Huns, in Tokharistan, 11 n., 14; in

Eastern Turkestan, 58 ; their empire,

ib, ; destroyed by the Western Turks,

tb, ;
possible influence of their domi-

nation on the language of the people

of Karghalik, 91 ; in Chu-chQ-po

(Chu-cha-pan), 93 ; rule over Khotan,

Heracles (?), in clay seal (N. ii. 2), a 10,

355. 390.
Hgen-to-shan (ffgeJjuJoJan) Vihara,

built by king Vijayavirya, 186, 581.

Hgum-stir Vihara, 223.
' Hiarchan, the capital of Cascar *, see

Yarkand.

Hic’kan-k'ia-sseu, Uigur general, 5S6-

Hmayana or the ‘Little Vehicle', fol-

lowed in Chieh-p'an-t'o (Sarlkol), 33

;

in Wu-sha, 42'; studied in Khotan,

56, i74n.; predominant in Kfishgar,

56, 69, 70 ; along the northern foot

of the Hindukush, 57 ; followed in

one monastery at Chia-pi-shih, tb,;

studied in Huo (Kunduz), tb. n.;

followed in the monastery of Tfima-

sasarnghfixama in the Panjab, tb. n.

Hindus, see India.

hinge (N. 001 a. b), 415.

Hiu Che-sseu, see PlsQ-Shib-ssii.

Hiuan-ying, see Hsdan-ying.
Hiung-nu, defeated by the kiitg of

Khotan, lao.

Ho, girl's name, in Chinese document,
5J99 sq.

Ho Hin-yue, see Ho Hsin-yOeh.

Ho Hsin-yUeh, name of debtor, in

Chinese document, 276, 539 sq.

Ho-lao-lo-chia, legend of, 455 ; told of

4|. Uzun-Tati, 460.

Ho-lu, a Kagan df the Western Turks,

59 -

Ho-lu, a Magian, 71.

Ho^p'an-to^ name of Sarikol in Tang
Annals, 37. See Sarikol.

Ho^thian, Manchu name of Khotan,

I

155. See Khotan.
Nih?iett, modern Chinese name of

Khotan, 155. See Khotan.

I

Hoxrnlb, Dr. A. F. Rudolf, assistance

render^ by, vi, xii; 'Report. on the

!

British Collection of Antiquities from

I

Central Asia', v, xoo, 204, 521 sqq.;

on Sino-Kharo^tbi coins, 204; on
Khotan antiques, 207 ;

on MSS. found
I at Dandan-Uiliq, 145, 150, 257 sqq.

I

(Sec. iv and v passim), 295 sqq.

;

on
I inscribed wooden tablet (Rawak),

305. 306; on Brfihml MSS. from
Endcrc, 425, 439 aq.

L HOgberg, Mr., Swedish missionary, visit

I to Ak-sipil, 474, 475; 'Codkea
Hdgberg^ 511.

A/pthus, see Lapouge.
horn spoon (N. xv. 001. i), 374, 411.

horse, terra-cotta (Ydtkan), an ; fresco

(DandSn-Uiliq), 248.

Ilou-kouo, see Plu-kuo.

Hquei, see Lung HuL
Ilouei-hOf«^^ Huei-ho. •

Houei-ta, see Hui-ta.

Houei-yun, see Hui-yQn.

Hsi-chU-pan {Si-kiu-pan), name of Chu?
chfi-po in the Pei shih, 91 n., 93.

Hsi-ning period, coin of, 576, 579.
Hsi-shan, name of Khotan capital in

the T'ang Annals, 167 n.

Hsi-to, Si-to (Sufi or Yarkand or
Zarafshfin river), identified with the

Tfisb-kurghan or Tighdumbish
river, 27, 35, 43; called M8ng-chin
by Sung-Yfln, 29, 35.

Hsi-yeh (Si-ye), identified with Yul-arik,

91 , 9*-

Hsi-j4i~cbi, 32, 98. See Hsflan-tsang.

Nsin Li-eHan, imperial envoy, men-
tioned in Chinese sgraffito, 433, 546.

Hsiu-mo-pa, king of Khotan, 167.

Hsfi Shih-ssQ, name of lady, on Chinese

document, 537.

Hsflan-tsang, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,

account of Po-lu-lo, 6 n.; mentions

Shang-mi, ig n.; includes under

Shang-mi the whole ChitrU valley,

16 n.; journey over the Pflmlm,

27, 30 sq.; route into Sailkd, 30;
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description of Sarlkol, 33 ; of its royal
family, 34 ; of building in the capital,

37; and of sacred sites in Sarlkol,

39; route from Sarlkol to Kashgar,
4a sqq.; account of Wu-sha, 42, 88;
account of Kashgar, 69 sq. ; on
StQpa construction, 83; account of
Ch8-chtl-chia, 89 sq. ; itinerary from
Kashgar to Ch6-cha-chia, 89 n.

;

route from Chd-chU-chia to Ch'Q-sa-e
tan-na, 98 sq. ; his legend of the

sacred rats, lao sq., 364 sq. ; account
of the Khotanese, 139, 141, 174;
alludes to^hotan chronicles, 152;
legend of the origin of Khotan,
156 sq. ; his preference for 0asy
marches, 173 n. ; his stay in, and
description of, Khotan, 173 sq. ; ac-^
count of Mount Go^rhga, 185 sq. ;

his convent of $o-mo*j6 identified,

X94 n., aa3 sq. ; account of buildings

in and near capital of Khotan, 202,

233 sqq. ; legend of the NaginI of
‘ the drum-lake', 227 sq.; legend of the

Lu-8h8 convent and the introduction
of sericulture into Khotan, 229, 259;
account of the introduction of Bud-
dhism into Khotan, 231 ;

errors in

estimate of distances, 235; account
of Ni-Jang, 31 1, 435; of Tu-huo-lo,

436 ;
of Fi-mo, 455-

Hsllan*tBung, Chinese Emperor, efforts

a^piinst the Tibetans, 5, 7 ; constitutes

Little Fo*ltl a military territory, 7

;

extension of Chinese authority in his

reign, 6a sq., 428; abdicates, 63.
Hsflan-^ng, ^ddhist monk, 377, 531,
Hu-kuo convent, records from, 273 sqq.,

526, 529 ; meaning of the name, 277,
526 n. ^

Hu-lor, Nan king, 232.
Hu-mi or Wakhan, mentioned in the

.T*ang Annals, 7, 8; by Wu-k'ung,
x6 n.

Hunihm, x6o. See U-then.
fitumma, Chinese name of Khotan,
153 ; perhaps a local pronunciation,

. 154. See Khotan.
Huang Daloi, Amban of Keriya, assis-

tance rendered by, vii, 310, 444, 453,
466.

Huang-kuang-ta, Tao-tai of Kashgar,

617-
Huei-ho, or Uigurs, 534, 535, 536. See

Uigurs.
Hui-sh4ng, Buddhist pilgrim, route

through Sh6-mi, 14 ;
on the language

of Chu-cha-po, 90 sq. ; on Buddhism
in Chu-cha-po, 92 sq.; on Khotan,
171.

Hui-ta, Buddhist monk, 532.
Hui-yOn, Buddhist monk, 532.
human remainsfound atTCIga-dong, 466.
Huns, White, see Hephthalites.

Hunza, characteristics of, 19 ;
mountain

tracb in, so.

Nuo-ian, name of Khotan used by the
Hu (the people of Central Asia), 153,
1 54. See also Khotan.

‘ I

,

also called Nu \ mentioned in
Chinese documents (N. xv. 08, 192),
37a. 540.

I-fa, Buddhist monk, 277, 531.
Lkan-cHi, village near Yaikand ciiy,

H7 n. .)

I-kuan, river, .97.

I-nai, in kingdom of Chu-cha-pan, 91,
92.

I-ta, see Hephthalites.
ibex, carved (N. xx. 01), 377. 413.
Ibrahim, villager from Niya, 312, 316,

3201 339 -

Ibrahim Akhun, DarOgha, from Keriya,

316, 444. 466, 472!
Ibrahim MullSt, forger of MSS., 508,

5*0 sq.

Ibrahim, Mulls, of Halal-bagh, 226.
ice-pit at Niya Site, 329.
llchi, name of the modern town of

Khotan, 137, 522 n.\ also name of
a canton, 131^.; if?) connected with
Li-yul, 155 ;«earliest mention of, n.

;

possible original use of the name,
156 n.

Imam Ja'far S^diq, Mazir and legend
of, 3 *.3 -

Imam-Musil-Q^sim’s Mazar, 233.
Imam Shakir Padshah, killed at Kaptar-

Mazar, fi9, 121.

India, Chinese relations with north-west

confines of, 5 ;
said to adjoin the

kingdom of P'i-shan, 103; the Hindus
said to have called Khotan Cktii-lan,

* 63 » *54 J legencf^of an Indian im-

migration into Khotan, as told by
HsUan-t.sang, 156 sqq. ;

in the *Annals
of Li-yul', 160 sqq., 581 so.; early

use of an Indian language in^hotan,
1 63 ; date of supposed Indian immi-
gration into Khotan, 164 ; racial tiaces

of Indian immigration, 165.

India, Government of, acquires Central-

Asian antiquities, v ; sanctions Stein's

expedition, vi ; and his deputation to

England to elaborate results, x.

Indian Buddhist pilgrims, see Dharma-
candra, Dharmagupta, Jinagu[»ta,

KumXrajlva.
Indian influence on literature and writing

ofKhotan, viii, 174 ;
Indian motives in

pottery ornaments (YStkan),

207 ; in intaglios, 209 ;
in frescoes

(Dandan-Uiliq), 255 ;
in painted

panels, 278, 279; in rug (N. vii. 3),

334 ;
on chairs (N. vii. 4), 334 ;

(N. xii. 3), 336. See also (jandh&ra,

Graeco-Buddhist.

Indo-Scythian barbarian, referred to in

Chinese document (N. xv. 53), 372.

Indo-Scythian coins, found at Yotkan,

205.

607

Indo-Scythic type, in intaglio (Y. 008. b),

210, 21 1 ; (I. 001), 220.
ink, Chinese, piece found at Endcre

site (E. 001. a), 438, 442.
ink, on Kharofithl and Chinese tablets,

347 -

inscribed wooden tablets, see tablets.

in.se ript ions, in Biahnil characters, 248;
Chinese and l’il)Ctari, see sgraffiti,

intaglios, see seals.

Iran, intaglios from, found at Yotkan,
209.

Iranian dialect, spoken in Sarlkol, 23,
26, 91 ; in ancient Karghahk and
Khotan, 90 sq.

Iranian influences, in Sarlkol, 25, 26,

38 ; in paintings (DandSn-Uiliq), 260 ;

on names in Kharo^thl documents
(Niya Site), 366. .SV^ also Persian.

Iranian (Flastcrn) ‘ unknown language
271.

(Dandan-Uiliq), inscription.^, below
frescoes (D. ii. 08), 248 ;

in MSS.
(I). 111. 1 2). 257, 295 ;

(D. IV. 6), 263,

296; (D. v. 8), 269, 297; (D. VI. 2),

274. 297; {
b . VI. 6), 274, 297;

(D. (T.) 017). 283. 303; (D. (T.)

01 8), 303; on wooden beam (D. x. 6),

262, 301 ; on wooden tablets (D. v.

3, 4), 269. 296.

(Rawak), on wooden tablet (l).R.

01, 02), 305, 306-
Ink-aghzi, see Arik-aghzi.

likeshtam, identified with Ptolemy's

opfLjjrrjfHOv, 5.5.

iron arrow-head (?), (K. 001. b), 451 ;

(K. 002. n), 452; buckle (N. 008),

38*. 4 * 4 .

irrigation, near Kashgar, 75; at (aflma

and Mokuila, 100 ; difliculties of

irrigation in oases cast of Khotan,

96, 115, 125. 383, 384; facilities for

the irrigation of the Khotan oasis,

, 126; its administrative divisions con-

form to the canal-syslcm, 13 1 ;
irri-

gation of Domoko oasis, 459.
irrigation, silt-deposits from, see silt-

deposits.

irrigation works, ancient, at Kcrgah
Nullah, 19; at Dandan-Uiliq. 285;
.at Ak'sipil, 4 74

Islam, cstahlished at Kashgar, 65; in-

troducc<l into Khotan, 119, 121, 138,

181 ;
Ziaials on old Buddhist sites,

1 2 1 , 1 40 n. ;
Islam in modern Khotan,

140. See also local worship, Mazars,

/i.arats.

Islam AkhOn. treasure-seeker, his,; find-

places^ 100 sq.. 102; his ‘old

books ,
108 n.

;
Ak-sipil, said to be

one of his ‘ find-placcs , 474« 475 **• i

his forgeries, 507 sqq.; arrested, 509 ;

cross-examined, tb.\ confesses, 510;

describes his methods, 512 ;
his pre-

vious punishments, 513.

Islam Beg, Dardgha, 514, 516.
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Ispahbad, referred to in Judaeo-Persian
document, 308, 570, 57a sq.

Issedon Serica, of Ptolemy, now Khotan,

Ist&mi (Dizabul or Silzibul), Khftkftn of
the Western Turks, 58.

Iusce, \,e.yti shi% ‘yO stone', the

Chinese name of jade, 133 n.

ivory, carving (Kh. 008), 209, aaa; die

(N. XV. 004), 374, 4ti.

Jabgu, title of the sovereign chiefs of
the Western Turks (Chinese Shih-hu),

II. 13. 58 «•

Jacobite Christians, see Christianity.

jade (Chinese TurkI kdsh\ found at

Wu-sha, 4a, 44; the jade trade in

Turkestan, 50 a.; jade found near
Yarkand, 87 n.; at Tzfi-ho, 9a n.;

in Khotan, 13a sq. ; mentioned in

Former Han Annals, 167; statue of
Buddha, mentioned in Annals of the

Liang Dynasty, 170; jade mentioned
in the Liang Annals, tb, ; in the Pei
shih^ 17 1 ; in Tang Annals, 17a;
seals engraved in jade, mentioned in

Liang Annals, 173; mentioned by
Hsttan-tsang, 174; jade girdle sent

by king of Khotan to the Chinese
emperor, 175 n.; a Chinese oflficial

sent to Khotan to purchase jade
articles for the emperor, 177; ac-

count of jade in Khotan in Report
of Chinese Mission, Posterior Han
Dynasty, 179; jade srat to the

Chinese emj^ror, T8o;^jade in the

Kara-kSsh river, 187; at Ydtkan,

191; at Chalma-kazan, 234; from
Kndere (K. 006.^, 44a

;
jade pits at

Kumat, 47 a
; from Ak-sipil, miniature

battle-axe (A. ooa. b), 48a.

JagSlCl KhalkhftlQ of MSchTn, ruler of
Khotan, 181.

Jamada, ancient site, 233. ,

jars, see terra-cotta, pouery.

J6-Ch*iang nomads, mentioned in For-
mer Han Annals, 167.

Jdn tsung, Chinese Emperor, coin found,

461.

jigda (olive), 131, 282, 337 ; as building
material, 449.

Jigdalik-bulung, farm, 383, 418.
Jinagupta, Indian pilgrim, connects the

name of Kashgar with the Khaiias,

51 n.; mentions YU-t'ien or Khotan,
17a.

Jilroghavar^man, king, 367.
Johnson, W. H., vUit to Khotan, 123;

route from the Upper j^ara-kftsh

to Khotan, 129 n.; makes no men-
tion of Yoikan, 193 n.

Jom lorn. Upper province, mentioned
in Tibetan sgraffito, 432, 569.

Joyce, Mr. T . A., on the racial affinities

of the Khotanese, xiii, 144, 145.
Juan-juan, invade Khotan, 170.

Judaeo-Persian document (D.ooii 30a,

306; published by Professor Margo-
liouth, 307 sq., 570 sqq. ; Mr. Cowley
on the Hebrew writing, 307, 571 sq.

JuLiBN, Stanislas, on the name Ni-jang,

3”-
Jumbe-kum, or Jumbe-kalmak, desert

site, 483, 50a sq., 506.

Jung-lut small state east of Khotan, in

Former Han Annals, in Annals
of the Three Kingdoms, 168.

JCa-sha, see Ch^ia-sha,

ITa-shth, tie CMa-shih,
Kacha, village, 227.

Kafiristan, identified with Sh8-mi, 14;
original extent of, 15.

Kafir tribes, extent* of, 15.

K^ai, character in Cliinese sgraffito,

K*ai-yUan period, coins of, 234, 283,

5y6, 577.
Kakshal, *Tati* near, m6; objects

found, 109.

Kala, title, in Kharofthf document, 366.
Kala-sulaghi, colony, *383.

Kalhana, author 8f the P&jaiaraHgim,
refers to the Dud’^Khut Pass, 2 ;

ac-

count of the Dards of the Ki^anganga
Valley, 3 ; limited knowledge of the

Dard valleys, 4, 51 n.; mentions the

Khavas, 51 ; legend of the foundation

of Srinagara, 1 59.

Kalta-qerln, grazing ground, 444.
K'an, garrison town, 176f identified

with Fi-mo, 463 n., 522 n.

Kan-su, districts in, referred to in

Chinese documents from Niya Site,

371. 537 . 538-
K*ang-kiu, 545, See Soghd.
Kani^ka, the founder of the Yfich-chih

dominion in GandhSra, receives

Chinese hostages, 56, 57 n.
; coins

of, foind at Ydtkan, 205, 575, 576.
Kanjur, Tibetan text from the, 426,

549 sqq* See ^SUstamba-sQtra.

KanjQtls, slave-hunters, 34.

Kao-ch'ang, see TurfiUi.

Kao ChU-hui, his report on Chinese
mission to Khotan, 179; on posi-

tion of ancient capital of Khotan,
200 .

Kao Hsien-chih, campaign against the

I'ibetans in Little Fo-lO, 8, 63, 177

;

march across the Pamirs, 8 ; capture

of Lien-yUn, 9; invasion of YasTn,

r<5 . ; fame of his expedition, 10;
expedition into Chieh-shih, 11; de-

feated by the Arabs, f^., 63.

Kao-tsung, Chinese emperor, relations

with the king of Khotan, 175.
Kapagan Kagan, chief of the Northern

Turks, 6a.

Kapisa, see Chia-pi-shih.

Kaptar-Khfina, *the Pigeon House,'
near Maurf-Tim, 85.

Kapiar^Matar*^<t Pigeons* Sanctuary,*

popular name of Kum-rabdi-Pdiskd-
Aim, q. v.

Kara-chilan, grazing ground, 453.
Kara-dObe, *the Black Mound, Tati,

remains from, 515.
Kara-dong, * the Black Hillocks,’ situa-

tion, 444; called Ak-tiken by Turdi,

445; route to, 44$ sq.; excavation
of ruined quadrangle, 446 sqq.

; ob-
t Jects found, 447, 451 sq.; ancient

cereals, 448 ;
period ofabandonment,

460.

Kara-kfish, * [the river ofl Black Jade,*

124; odgin of the naiim, 13a; i^n-
tified with *the up^r bank of the

i^er* U-then, lia; formerly called

Gomatl, 169, 186; silt deposited by,

. 196 sq. See aiso Yangi-Daryfi.

Kara-kash, town of Khotan, 137, a68,

522 n., 514.
Kara-Khitai, rule over Eastern Turke-

stfin, 183; occupy Khotan, 463.
Kara-klr, Darya, 453, 468.
KararkTr Langar, oasis, 459, 468.
Kara-kul MazSr ('the Mazfir of the

Black Lake ’), xoi.

Kara-dchke-dltUrgan f ' where the black

goat sat'), shepherd station, 420.
Kara-aai, canton of Khotan, 131 n. sq.

Kara-shahr (ITu-rAY, FWi-r^i), king of,

taken prisoner by the Chinese, 59;
included among the 'Four Garrieons *,

60; visited by Wu-k*ung, 64, 536;
in Later Han Period, 168; pays
tribute to the Emperor Wu ti, $37

;

under the Tsin dynasty, 542 so^
kara-su. ‘black water’ (spring fl^),

94, ia6, 445-
Kara Targaz, for Kaiatfigh-aghsi, loi n.

Karacharrww Kara-shahr. t
Karakir-Tim (' the mound of the black

ridge'), ruined mound, xi6 sq.

Karanghu-tkgh, valley, 129; mentioned
by MirzS Hstidar, 130.

KaratSgh-aghzi, loi.

KaratSghiz, for Karatfigh-aghsl, 10 1 n.

Karghalik (Chi-chU-chia^ CMh€kit-p0,ct
Chu-chU-pan^ Hsi-chM-pan^ 7kd-As)b
Chinese names of, 27, 28, 88, 89;
oasis of K. described, 89; HsOan-
tsang’s account of Chd-chU-efaJa,

89 sq. ; his itinerary from Kashgar
to Chfi-chU-chia, 89 n.

; the Brahml
script used in Ch6-ch(l-chia, 90

;

varying accounts of the spoken lan-

guage given by Chinese pilgrims, 90,

92 ;
political relations, 93 ; road from

K. to Khotan, 94, 95 ; its antiquity,

97 ; described in the Tang Annals,

97 sq. ; by Hsfian-tsang, 98.

karmadfina, xar wei-na. ^

J^fishgar (Kdshghar^ KAshkar^ Qdshqar ;

the Chinese CHia-sha^ CKusha^
Ckuh<Ha^ Sku-ii or 5W-/f

;

the Tibetan Sudig)^ occupied by the
«

Tibetans, g; Chinese and Muham-
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madan names of Kashgar, 48, 67

;

Chinese etymologies of the name,
48 sq.; Western etymolc^es, 50;
supposed connexion with Khala, 51 {

Marco Polo's opinion of the people
of ‘ Cascar 49 n., 70 ; called Shultk
in early Tibetan records, 50; sug-
^ted derivation from Kdsh, ‘jade/
ib. n. ; in the Annals of the Former
Han Dynasty, 5s ; and of the Later 4
Han Dynasty, 53, 55, 57; account
given by MaSs, 54 ; invaded by the
Great Ytleh-chih, 55 ; the llfnayana
School predominant in, 56, 69 ; de-
pendent on Khotan, 57; subject to
the Hephthalites, 58 ; to the WesArn
Turks, fA; Chinese authority re-

established, 60 ; embassies from the
king of Kashgar to the Imperial

'

court, 61 ; occupied by the Tibetans,
fA ; expedition of Qutayba ibn
Muslim, 6j; Wu-k'ung's account of
K., 64, 66 sq. ; Islam established at
K., 65 ; references to K. in the T'ang
Annals, 65 sq. ; Fa-hsien's notice of
K., 67 sq. ; visited by Fa-yung and
Tao^o, 69; Hstlan-tsang's account
of X., 69 sq.; Christianity in K.,

71 sq. ; infusion of Kirghiz blood in

K., 147 ; war with, and conquest of,

Khotan, s8o sq. ; mentioned in

Annals of the Three Kingdoms, r68

;

to N. XV, 93. a, b, 371, 637 ; called

on-lig by the Tibetans, 581.
Kiahgar, city of, MirzS Haidar's account

of, 73 n. ; citadel of, /A
Kadi^ria, Eastern Turkestan, a term

of modem Russian origin, 51.
Kashldlr, m Chitral. ^
IpMhmIr (Ku-shih-mi, Kfix-che-mi),

‘Gates 'or watch-stations of, a; visited

Wtt-k'ung, lA ;
‘ Northern Gate

'

lA ; Western Gate (Baramdla), 4 ;

tailed Ku-shih-gii by the Chinese,

6'; transport of supplies to Gilgit, 1 1,

lit king of, an ally of China, 11,13;
caltsd Keshimur by Marco Polo, 140.;
irrongly identified with Chi-pin, 53 n.

;

early connexion with Khotan, 118;
resemblanceofKhotan and K, legends,

160; Buddhism said to have been
introduced into Khotan from K., 164,

S31, S3S ; resemblance between Kho-
tanese and Kashmiris, 165; Arhats
come to Khotan from K., 58 a sq.

Kdsna Ptolemy's name for the Kun-
lun ranM, not for KSshgar, 50, or
for the IChaias, 51 ; suggested rela-

tion with Kdsh^ 'jade/ 50 n.

Kasim AkhQn, hunter, 337; engaged
as guide, 238 ; digs wells, 239.

Kayl^, canton of Khotan, 131 n. sq.

(rot), S34.
KasSn^Ol, 453.

,
* Kenhan province of, identified with

oases from Keriya to Chira, 463.

Kenk-kiOk, grazing-ground, 453.
kepek-aliun, gold-dust, 193.
Kepek-gholuk Mazar, shrine, 112.
Kergah Nullah, rock-carved relief of

Buddha, 17; ancient water-conduit,

»?•

Keriya river, ;^rhaps supplied canals of
Dandan-Uiliq, 285; alleged old course
of, a86 sq.; once reached Tarim R.,

Keriya, town and district, officially styled
yil~i*ien by the Chinese, 1 55 n

, 3 10 n.,

467 ; objects acquired at, 467, 469;
age of town, 467 ; one of the ‘ Six
Cities ', 268, 523 n.

Keshimur, Marco Polo's name for Kash-
mir, 140.

keiman (hoeV 238.
* Keytous Maghr6bt ',itomb of, 229 n.

Khakha, hill-tribe, the ancient Khasas,
6* n.

Khalche, hamlet, 191, 195, 196, 199,
200.

‘Kham', rough cotton material, 112,

134, 174 n.

Kh2Ln-arik, village, 5^5.
Khan-ui (the residence *), ruins

near, 79 sq.

KharosthI, derivation of the term, 49

;

MS. said to have been found in cave

»
at KohmXr!, 188 ; script on Sino-
Kharo^thl coins, 205 ; characters (?)

on seals (D. D. oox. j), 219, (N. xv.

*4)» 35fi; script in 'i'axila region,

368 sq.

Kharot*thI documents from Niya Site,

deciphered and published by Prof.

Rapson, xii, 326 sqq., 364 sqq. ; con-
tain words probably of Tibetan origin,

149 ; support the tradition of an
immigration from Taxila to Khotan,

* ;
prove the use of the Kliaro.sthI

script in third cent. a. u., 2^5 ;
first

find of, 312, 316 sqq.
;
description of

tablets, 318 sqq., 347 sqq/, 357;
documents on leather, 344 sqq. ; de-

cipherment of Kharo^tlil documents,

363 sqq. ; technical terms for, 368 ;

date of, 369.
*Kharostra, suggested as an ancient

name of K&shgar, 49; as a much
wider geographical designation, lA n.

KhaSas, hill-tribes along the whole
Himalaya range, unconnected with

K*2ishgar, 51 ;
pbssibly referred to in

the term Kh&^yalipi^ ib, ; the modern
Khakha tribe, rA n.

Khdsya or Khdsya writing, see Kha^ya-
lipi.

Khdfyaltpi or Khdsya writing, more
probably refers to the Kha.^s, than

to K'ia-sha (Ch*ia-sha), Kashgar,

6»-

*Khat', writing, 256 sqq., 272.

*Khitai khats' (Chinese documents),

267.

609

khitailtk sighiz, ‘Chinese earth-bank/

434 . 475*

Kho, name of Ylrkhun Valley below
Mastuj, 16 n.

Khodana^ Prakrit name of Khotan, 154,
367. See Khotan.

Khoja Maheb Kh6jam, see Muhibb
Kht^aja.

Khotamna, Pr.\krit name ofKhotan, 154,

^
3^7* Khotan.

Khotan ^(Sanskrit and Piakrit,

or Kustanaka^ Khotamna^ Khotiana
eyeKhotana

\ Chinese, Cftien-iun^ Ch'U^
sa-tan-na^ Ch'U’-ian, Ho-Cien^ Iluan^
na, Huo-ian^ yu^ften, and yn^/un;
Manchu, J/o-/hian ; Mongol, Hu-fan,
O-duan, IVa^duant fflu^duan; Tibetan,
Liyul, U-ihen {I/uJhen)),

history of the kingdom of Khotan :

conquered by Tu-man, 60; attacked
by the Tibetans, 61 ; historical notices
of K., 15 1 sqq.; Chinese records,

15 1 ; Tibetan notices, 152, 581 sqq.;
ancient names, 153 sqq.; modern
names, 155 ; legendary traditions,

1 56 sqq. ; Hstlan-tsang's legend of
its origin, 156 sq., 159; Tibetan
version, 159 sq.; resemblance lietwcen
Khotan and Kashmir legends, 160:
historical background of legend, 163 ;

date of supposed Indian immigration,
1 64 ; historical notices of K. in

Chinese records, 166 sqq.; Former
llan Annals, 166 ; Later Han Annals,

167 sq.
; Fa-hsicn's account, 169;

Liang Arfnals, 170; Sung YUn's ac-

count, /'A; Hui-shCng's account, 171’;

under the While Huns, lA; during
the Tang Period, 17a sqq., 522 n.

;

described in the T'ang Annals, 172
sq. ; by H.sUan-t.^ang, 174; includid
in the ‘ Four Garrisons ', 175; kings
of K. duiing the T'ang Period, 175,

,
176 sq.; Tibetan inroads, 176; end
of Chinese supremacy, 177 ; Chine.se

mission to K., under Posterior Han
Dynasty, 178 sq.

; conquered by Mu-
hammadan ruler of Kashgar, 180 sq.

;

rule of Muhammad Arslan Khun,
461 ; embassies from K. in Sung
Annals, 182 ; under Kara Khitai and
Mongol rule, 183, 463; visited by
Marco Polo, 183; notice in Ming
Annals, /A; Ydikan, on the site of

the ancient capital, 190, 199; ‘the

King's New Monastery', near K.,

194, 224 ; date of the abandonment of
the ancient capital, uncertain, ^6 n.,

206
;
J^c territory of K. designated

'the Six Cities', 266, 267, 52a n.

;

early kings of K., 581 sqq.

art and culture : influence of
Chinese civilization on Khotan, viii

;

diversityof cultural influences, /b., 357

;

connexion of its art with Graeco-
Buddhist art of Gandhara, ib

,

11 8,

4 I
•

TBIN
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209, 5^0 ;
eastern element in Khotan

art, 165. Si€ also GandhSra, Graeco-
Buddhist art.

population: number, 136 sq.; Kho-
tan, j)rotected against ethnic invasions,

> 37 sq. ; effects of the Muhammadan
conquest, 138; Chinese accounts of

the Khotanese, 139; Marco Polo’s

account, 139 sq. ; character and
morals, 141 sq.

;
position of women,

139, 14a, 170; physical character-

istics, 1 43 sq.; racial affinities, 1 44 sq.

;

linguistic evidence of connexion with
the Galchas, 145; Turki element in

the population of K., 146; Tibetan
admixture, 147 sq.; alleged immi-
gration from China, 149, 157 sq.

;

linguistic traces ofTibetan connexion,

149 sq.; racial traces of Indian and
Chinese immigration, 1 65.

religion : introduction of Bud-
dhism, 164, 231, 23a; accounts of
Buddhism in Khotan, 169, 170, 171,

172, 174, 179; disappearance of

Buddhism, 180, i8a; Zoroastrian

religion in Khotan, 71, 172; intro-

duction of Islam, 119, 121, 138, 181

;

Zi^rats on old Buddhist sites, xai,

140 n.
;

Islam in modern Khotan,
140. See also Buddhism, Isl&m,

local worship.

oasis: its geographical features,

123 sq.
; rivers, 124, 171 ; irrigation,

126; agriculture, 130; administra-

tive divisions, 131; indystrial impor-
tance, 13a ; export of jade, 132 sq.

;

silk, cotton, and wool industries, 1 33
sq.

; manufacture of paper, 134 sq.;

industries in pottery, glass, and
metal, 135; gold pr^uction, 136;
ancient sites, 185 sqq.; introduction

of silkworms, 229 sq.

Khotan, town also called Ilchi, 137,
522 n. ; Marco Polo’s account, 139 ;.

legend of its foundation, 157, 159;
called the ‘ Western City ' in Chinese
Annals, 166 n.

;
and 'city of the

Western mountains’, 167 n., 170,
17a ; captured by YQsuf Qadr Kh&n,
181; antiques acquired at Khotan
town, 218 sqq. ; Khotan, one of the
' Six Cities ’, 268, 522 n.

Khotana, Prakrit name of Khotan, 154,
367 ; mentioned in Kharo^thl docu-
ment, 326. See Khotan.

KhushbSl Peak, survey station, a a.

Khushlashlangar, i a9 n.

Ki-lomng, town of Khotan, 522 n.

ICia-chay see CKia-sha. r.

Kia-che, €6. See Chia-shih,
kUhiky • shepherd station,' 420.
X^hik-Dthty ‘the Little Mound,' near%9shgar, 78.

Kien, district, 57 n.

kien-tchong, see Chien-chung.

K'ien-ying, sa Ch'ien-ying.
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K'ieou-tseu (Ch'iu-txtt), mKucMI.
Kighillik, 'the dunghill/ at Ak-sipil,

477 sqq-

kilamudray designation of double wedge-
tablets, 36s, 368.

Kilik Pass, ease with which it can be
crossed, ax

; meeting of ethnic areas

near, a a.

Kin, district, 57 n.

‘ King's New Monastery ' described by
Fa-hsien, 194 n., 224.

Kirghix, in K&shgar, 147.

Ki$angahga Valley, routes into, 1 ;
the

Dards of, 3.

kitchen, sa cook-room.

JCiu-chay see Ch'ia-sha.

K'iuan-yu-mo (Sarlkol), identified with

Wu-ch‘a, 42 n., 43 n. See also

Sarlkol, Wu-sha.
Kiz-kurghSn, ' the tower of the daughter

(dr princess),’ xv, 35.
Kizil, oasis, 86.

Kizil-Debe, old site, near KhSn-arik, 86.

Kizil-Debe (' the Red Mound ’), ruined
‘

StQpa, near Kashgar, 77 sq.

Kizil-dum, dunef ne^ Keriya river,

420 n. 4^

Kizil-Tam ('the red wall'), fragments

of pottery at, II 6.

Kizillik, the ' Red (sands)*, dunes near

Endere river, 420. t

Klimxntz, M. D., gives specimen of
forged MS., 511.

knot-dyed fabric (£. I. 029),^ 430, 442.
knuckle-bones, sheep's (N. xv. 001. j),

374 . 411.

K’o-koan-fan,K'o-lo-t'o,.97. Sarlkol.

K*o-p'an-t*o, 43 n. See Sarlkol.

K'o-shih-ha-liy Chinese transcription of

Kashgar, 48 n.

Kobza-giram-shah, 458.
Kobza-mrem-shahr, 458 n. <

Kochkir-Cghil, grazing-ground, 310.

Kohitsu, Mr. Rionin, arranges Chinese

documents from Niya Site, 370 n.

^hmarl (KornSrl), etymology of the

""name, 190 ;
Hill of K., set Go6fhga.

Kdk-yar, sh Tiii-ho.

Kokcha Valley or Yamggn (Yin-po-

chien), 31 n.

Koko-Nor, see Kuk Naur.

Kokul-toghrak, grazing-ground, 420.

KomSrl, see Kohmftrl.

Komedi, mountain district, identihed

with the Ch(l-mi-t*o of HsQan-tsang
and the 'land of the Kumddh', 54;
the Cha-mi-chih of Wu-k*ung, 64.

kone^shahfy ' ancient city,' supposed, at

Hasa-Tam, 79; north of Niya, 310;
term appli^ to old remains of any
kind, 450; formation of, 459*

Kfinsamdma, a demon, 454 n. ;
Ak-taz,

spoken of as his town, 454.
KOrgach, on die Endere liver, 443.
Kdsa, village, 233.
Kosh-Langar, ruin near, 99.

k5fh, Skr. kofta^ castle, s.

Kou, see Ku.
Kou-che-mi, see Kashmir.
Kouo Hin, see Kuo Hsin.

Koutcha, see Kuchk.
Ku, town of Khotan, 622 n.

Ku-shih-mi, Chinese name of Kashmir,
see Kashmir.

kuaHy ' frontier MSS, guard-house,' 98.
kKuasi^shihy in Chinese inscription, 309.

Kuang-t6, king of Khotan, 167, 168.

Kubera, the god of wealth, worship of,

158 ;
statue in the Lahore Museum,

ib, n., ao8; at DandSn-Uiliq, 053;
at Rawak Vihflra,^ 494. dW edso

"f^aifiravana.

Kucha (ChWtzil), the Protectorate of

^
An-hsi established here, 8, 60; in-

cluded in the ' Four Garrisons ’, ib.y

634 ; visited by Wu-k*ung, 64, 63^ \

political relations with Khotan, 450

;

identified with Ngan-si, 534 ; isolated,

through Tibetan conquest, 536

;

mentioned in N. xv. 93. a, b, 371,

537 ; under the Tsin dynasty, 544.
Kuei, king of Khotan, 176.

Kujula-Kara-KadphiseB.coinof, aog, 575.
Kuk Naur (i.e. Koko-Nor), lake, 44911.
kuly a marshy depression, 19a.

Kul-langar ('the resl-honse by the

unk’), old site, xi6.

Kum-Chaklik, grazing-ground, 444.
Kum-i-Shahldfin, Muhammad^ shrine,

near Alding-Kul, sa6; identified

with the site of Lu-sh8 convent, aglii

Kum-rabdt-Pddshdhimy *My Lord of
the Sands Station,' populwly named
Kaptar-Maubry 119; legend of the

apigeons, ib. ; a survival of Hsfiaii*

tsang’s4agend of the sadTed rila» sso,

1 21 ; red clayey soil near, 468 n.

Kumfirajlva, Indian Pilgrim, calls K8sb-
gar Sha-18, 48; his account of tM-
dha's alms-bowl at Kfishgar, 67^ 68;
taken prisoner at Kara-shahr, 544 ti.

Kumkralabdha (Tung-shou), carried off

from Tak^a^, 37.

Kumat, jade pits, 472.
Kumfidh, see Komeffi.

Kumuchakar, village, gig.

kumush (a coarse grass), 239, 418, 443,
444. 474 ; as building material, 454,

46®.
Kun-lun range, Ptolemy's K^ota b/nf, go;

explorations in, 1 24.

Kunkla, son of A4oka, at Taxila, 164.

^e also Atoka.

Kung-yueh, tribe, rebels against the

Chinese, x7g.

Kungeya, name, mentioned in KharoTthI

dcKument (N. iv. 136), 326.

Kuo Hsin, governor oi the 'Four

Garrisons', 64, 533 sqq.

Kurftn or Zebak (Ch*a-lang-na), 3x0.
KurghikOy ' fiart/ 73 n.

Ku§ana dynasty, in north-western India,
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369; Kharoftbl inscription of K.
period, H.

Kufanauna, name, in KharofthT docu-
ments, 365 n., 366.

XtuUma, • breast of the earth,’ Sanskrit
name of Kbotan, a * popular etymo-

bgf', 153 sq., 157, 367. See also

Khotan.
KusUna, king of, defeated by the Chi-

nese, 45S« #
Kustana, son of Afioka, in the Tibetan

iegend of Khotan, 160, i6t, 584.
Su alto Atoka.

Lachin-atil, Masdr of, 467, 464.
iacouered bowls (D. v. 9), 172, J^7

;

(N. av. 001. a). 373, 410.
Ladhk, wrongly identified with Great.

Fo-lO, 6 D.
'

Laisu, oabis, 468.
Lan, town, 436 n., 62^ n. ; identified

with Ni-jang, i3.

' Land of the Women ’• mentioned in the

Fit ihih^ 171.
Langar, or roadside Sarai, at Kara-dong,

Lapouges Homo Alpinut, represented

by the Galchas, 144; by the people
of Khotan, 145 sq.

lead, crescent-shaped ornament (M.
OQi. h), found at Togujai. 113.

Leang^teneou, oh Liang-chou.
leather, ancient documents on

:
(Niya

S**). 338. 340. 34a, 344 fqq., 401,
#f403 sqq.; how folded and closed,

346 ;
how sealed and addressed,

346; iMther as writing material,

247 ; used in Kashmir for binding

Sanskrit MSS., ib , ; (?) piece of scale

armour (M. xv. oog). xvv374i 4ii.

legends, of sacred pigeons, 119; of

sacred rats, f3. sq., 264 sq. ; of origin

of Khotan, ig6 sq ; of Gofrhga, 186,

189; of Somiya mound, 224 sq.
; of

Nlgiqf of ‘the drum-lake', 227
sq.; of the Lu-sh£ convent and the

introduction of sericulture into Kho-
lan, SS9, 259 ;

of the introduction of

Buddhism, 231; of Uzun-Tati, 460;
of Ulfigh-Ziarat, 463.

UkhtMtraka^ * letter-carrier,’ 366.

Miavaciiu, * letter-reader,’ 368 n.

Livi, Prof. Sylvain, on Chinese name of

Kashgar, 49 ;
on connexion of Kash-

gar with Khafa, 51 n. ;
on Chinese

names of Khotan, 153 sq.; on iden-

tity of Mounts Go.^rhga and Gofir^a,

186 ; on the name Kohmarl, 190.

Li, the characters of, invented by Vairo-

cana, 23a.

a; Chinese road measure, 32, 133, 235.

Li-hsieh, mentioned in Chinese docu-

ments, 266, 267, 268, 521 sqq.

;

identified with DandSn-Uiliq, 267.

Li-kuei, in Later Han Annals, 167

;

(?) connected with Luyul, ib. n.

Li Pi, Chinese statesman, 535.
Li Shfing-t'ien, king of Khotan, 1 78 sqq.
Li Shih-san (Li Chc-san), mentioned in

Chinese document (E. i. 36. a), 545.
Li-sie. Li-hsieh.

'

Li YOan-chung, governor of Pc i t'inir,

64. 534.
Li-yul, • country of Li,' Tibetan name

of Khotan, 155. ‘The Annals of
Li-yul,' translated by Mr. Rockhill,
15a. See aho Khotan.

Liang-chou, commanderics dependent
on, 371, 538.

Lien Ch*i, Chinese official, 5^9.
Lien-yOn, fortress, held by I'ibetans, 8 ;

now Sarhad, #‘A; captured by Chi-
nese, 9.

lihitaka, ‘letter,’ 368.
Limira, name, in KharosthT documents,

366.

Lipeya, Sothainga, an official, mentioned
in Kharo^thl documents, 326, 35?,
366.

’ Little Vehicle set Iltnayana.

Liu-ch'eng, ‘ Six Cities,' 267* See ‘ Six

Cities'. »

Liu-la, a misr^^Amg of Su-16, 48 n.

Uvistarena anadilekha, ‘letters of in-

junction written at length,' 365.
Lo-lasung, said to be one of the ‘ Six

Cities', 268.

Lo-pu-yen, officer, mentioned in Chinese
dcKuments from Niya Site, 371, 538.

Lo-ssfi-weil, ambassador from Kliotan

to China, 180.

loans, Chinese records of(D. vii. a, 3, 4),

375. 37fi. 526 sqq.

local legends, continuity of. at Uzun-
Tati, 460. See alio legends.

local worship, continuance of, in Khotan,

lai sq. ;
at Kohmarl, 189 ; at Aiciing-

Kul, 228 ; at shrine of Kum-i-Shahf-
dSn, 230; (?) at the Burlfftnuddln

Mazar, 310; (?) at the MazSr of

Imam Ja'far SSdiq, 313 sq. ; at Ulugh-
Ziarat. 463.

L6czy, Prof. L. de, analysis of loess soil

of Khotan, xiii, 75, 124, 127, laSn.,

588 sqq.; of Yotkan, 196 sqq., 588
sq. ;

of drift-' sand* from Dandan-
Uiliq, 242, 590; from Ak-sipil, 589
sq.; from Niya Site, 590.

loess (' adobe '), used for making bricks,

77, 80; cast in moulds and stamped,

80, 85 ; forms drift-' sand ', 100, 127 ;

brought under cultivation, 1 04 ;
eroded

by winds, 107; loess banks as 'wit-

nesses’, 108; loess soil of Khotan,

124, 127 ; of Yotkan, 198, 588 sq.

;

identity of loess at Yotkan and at

ancient desert bites, 199; used for

building rampart of Endere fort, 434

;

and of Ak-sipil fort, 475.
Long Houei. See Lung Hui.

1.4>p, canton of Khotan. Set Sampula.

Lop, village, 468, 470.

Lop-Nor, route to Sha-chou, 183, 184

;

the ancient Na-fo-po or Lou-lan, 435

;

called Kuk Naur by MirzA Haidar.

449 n.

lotus, grown in Khotan, 253; pedesUl
in form of, 246, 250, 297, 422, 423,
497 5 represented in frescoes, 253,
373. 374, 333 ; on painted panel, 280,
298; as vesica, on stucco relief, (R.
»• 3). 503 ; on chair (N. vii. 4). 334,
397 ; on stucco reliefs, (D. i. 1 10),

345. 390; (U. 11), 292 sq.; (D. xii.

3 .5). 303; (D.T.02),245; (p:.i.oi4).

441.
T.ou-lan, see Na-fo-po.

Lu-chan, see Vairocana.
Lu-shfi convent, mentioned by HsOan-

tsang, 229; identified with Vihara of
Ma-dza, 230; and with site of Kum-
i-Shahldan, ib.

Lung Hui (Long Houei), king of Yen-
ciri, referred to in N. xv. 93 a, b, 637,

543*

Ma, female name, on Chinese docu-
ments, 627, 529.

Ma-dza, identification of, 230.
Ma-hao-Iai (Ma-lai-hi), king of Lillie

Fo-lU. 7.

Ma-lai-hi, see Ma-hao-lai.

Ma Ling-cliih, Chinese soldier, 275,
626 sq.

Ma Ta, governor of Tun-huang, x68.

Macartney, Mr. G., c.i.k., help given
by, vii, 47, 518; on finds of ancient

pottery al Kurghan-'l im, 76; and
IslAm Akhun, 100, 102 ; on (he

present official name of Khotan,

155 n.; obtains Chinese documents,

266, 267 ; MSS. in cursive BiahniT,

270; on Chinese records on wood,
3.^>«.

Madhumalt^ old name of the Band”pdr

,
Nullah, 2.

Ma5s, Macedonian merchant, route to

the Slmcs, 54.

mahanuava maharaya^ title on Kharosthi

lablcls, 321, 325, 366.

MahayAna or ‘ Great Vehicle', followed

in Khotan, 56, 169, 1 74, 585 ; in Kar-
ghalik, 56, 90

;
predominant in con-

vents of Chi.i-pi-shih, 57 ; in the

tracts south of the Hindukush, tb,

;

studied in Huo (Kunduz), ib, n. ; in

TzQ-ho, 92; Malitlyana text found

at Diindan-Uiliq, 257, 295 (Note i).

* Maheh Khojam see Muhihb Kh^aja.

MabmQd Karam Kabuli, legend o{, 449,

463, 4^4-
mail, coat of, on stucco figure (DandAn-

Uiliq), 252.

Maitrcya, picture of, 261.

Makuya, canton of Khotan, 131 n. sq.

Malakalagan, village, 454.
Mamhgaya, name, in Kharosthi docu-

ments, 366.

4 > 2
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MaAjuirf, picture of, a6o, aSo aq.

;

mentioned in Sanskrit MS. from
Endere, 439 (Note xxiii).

Manuscript leaves as votive offerings,

(Dandkn-Uiliq), a6i sq. ; (Endcre),

425*
Manuscripts, found at Dand&n-Uiliq,

256 sqq., 263. 265 sqq., 274 aqq.,

294 sqq.
; found at Endere, 424 sqq.,

438 sq. See also Pdthls, tablets.

Mara, his temptation of Buddha repre*

sentcd, 209, 219.

Margoliouth, Professor D. S., on
Judaeo-Persian document, xiii, 307
sq-. 570 sqq.

Marinus of Tyre, account of the land
of the Seres, 53 sq.

Martin,
J., traveller, 184 n.

masks, terra-cotta, from Y6tkan, 215;
from Khotan town, 218.

Masloudj, see MastQj.

Mastfij, route followed by Chinese ex-
pedition, 9; the ancient Shang-mi,

15 n., 16 n.

matting, tamarisk (Niya Site), 323, 333,
33^ 342 -

Maues, clay seal resembling head of
(N. xxiu. I). 356, 380.

Maurl-Tim, StQpa, 81 sq., 105 ; oblong
mound, 84 ; smaller ruins, 85 ;

ruin

of Kaptar-Khana, tl.

Maya, relief in slate (Kh. 005), 22 a.

MasOr-oili-Sai (*the sai of tne Mazar
lands'), 472.

Mazar-tagh, * the hill of
^
the sacred

shrine,’ 314 n.

Mazars, or graves of Muhammadan
saints, Muztagh-Ata, said by the

Kirghiz to be a Mazar, 45; Kara-
kul Mazar, 101 ; Kum-rablU-Pad-
shahtm, 1 19; in Khotan, 140; at

KohmarT, 187 ; at Somiya, 224 sq.

;

of the Three Ghazis near Aiding-Kul,

229 ; of Imam-MQsa-Qasim, 233 ; oft
Sayyid BurhanuddTn Padshahim, 310,

44 .'?! 462 ;ofImam JaTar Sadiq,_3i3

;

of Shitala Padshahim, 444; Arish-
MazSr, 453; of Lachin-AtO, 457,
464; Supuji Mazar, 459; UlQgh-
Mazar, 461 sqq. See also Ziarats.

Memoir on the ancient Geography of
Kashmir^ referred to, i, 4, 159,
160.

Mfing-chin, river, see Hsi-to.

Merghen, ‘hunter,* 445.
‘Ming* (‘a thousand*) or canton, 131.
Mirdschai, mentioned in the Hsi yU
wen chien lu, 44.

mirrors, see bronze objects, rnyrrors.

Mirza Haidar, see Haidar.
Misgar, in Hunza, *ai.

Mo, town, mentioned by Sung Ytln,
456 \ site of, probably near ‘old
Domoko *, 463 n.

Mo-chin-mang, king of Little Fo-lii, 7 ;

defeats the Tibetans, 7, 13.

Mo-cho, ses Kapagan Kagan.
Moii, oasis, ancient remains at, no.
Mokuila oasis, 100; ddbris area near,

103.

monastic buildings, ruins of, at Kichik>
Debe, 78; T5pa-Tim, 80; DandXn-
Uiliq, 258, 275 sqq.

; Endere, 430 sq.

See also Sahgharamas.
Mongol supremacy over Eastern Tur-

kestan, 183. •

Mongolian, quasi-, types of face, in

Khotan art, 165, 166 n.

monkeys, gold figure (Ydtkan), 194,
210; teitm-cotta (YOtkan), embracing
amorously, 208, 213, 215,217; ithy-

phallic, 208, 212, 214, 215, 217, 482 ;

playing a rabab, 208, 213; a sitar,

207, 208, 212, 213, 214; a syrinx,

208, 212, 213, «i5; sitting in medi-
tation, praying, laughing or feasting,

208, 213, 215, 219; grotesques (Ydt-
kan), 211 sqq. (Khotan town), 218

sqq., (Tam-Oghil), 473.
Mount Cow*8 Head, 187. See Go^rhga.
‘ mountain of the^Ox-head ’, now Koh-

marl Hill, 179. .SfaGoIrhga.
mouse-trap, wooden (Nt xix. a), 376,

41a.

Mu-li-yen, chief oC the Tu-ytt-hun, in-

vades Khotan, 170.

Mu-to-pi, see MuktapTda.
Muhammad Arslan IChOn, coins, from

Togujai, 1 1 1, 576 ; Ydtkan, 206, 575,
576; Uzun-'Tati, 461,577; Ak-sipil,

47^. 578 ; reign of, 461.
Muhammad Shah, guide, 445.
Muhammad Sharif, treasure-seeker,

482 sq.
^

Muhammad SiddTq, accomplice of Islam
AkhOn, 509.

. Mu^hammad TSrI, accomplice of Islam
Akhl^p, 509.

Muhammadan coins, uncertain, found
or purchased, 575, 576, 578.

Muhammadanism, see Islam.

Muhibb Khwaja (Kh5ja Maheb Kh6-
jam), Muhammadan saint, his Mazar
at KohmfirT, 187 ; on a site formerly
sacred to a Buddbbt saint, 189.

Muktaplija (Mu-to-pi), king of Kashmir,
assists Chinese, 13.

mulberry, introduced into Khotan, 229.
See also (Ijme.

Mulia Shah, guide, 445.
^mumfra, in Kharo$|hI documents, 368.
mural paintings, see frescoes,

music, in Khotan, 141.
musical instruments in terra-cotta figu-

rines (Ydtkan), 208, 212, 213, 216.
See also rabab.

Muztagh-Ata, position of, 23, 45 ; au-

thor’s route past M.-A., 40 ;
legend

of, 46-

Na-fo-i^ or Lou-lan, identified with the
vicinity of Lop-Nor, 435,

Nlnif characters, on paper MS. (D. 111.

9h m-
Nogas, a poisonous Nfiga, mentioned

by Sung Yttn, 29, 30 n.; Nagas
convert Li-yul into a lake, 159; at

KohmarT, 190; of ‘the drum-lake*,

227; king, Hu-lor, 232; in fresco

(DandOn-Uiliq), . 248 ; in Endere
sgraffito, 568.

cNaghOra-khana, mound near YOtkan,
200.

Naghdra-hhanah, ‘the house of the
kettle-drum,’ mound near Aiding-
Kul, identified with convent mentioned

Hstian-tsang, 227 sq.

Napnl, of ‘ the drum-lake ’, legend nar-
rated by Hsttan-tsang, 227; repre-

t sentcd in fresco at Dandan-Uiliq,

*63 sq-

namadis^ ‘ felt-rugs,' mentioned in Kha-
'^rojthl document, 367.
Nan-ni, king of Little Po-lO, 7.

Nan-tsung-ch'ang, king of KhoUn, 180.
Nandasena, name, in KharotthI docu-

ments, 365 n., 366.
Naushirwan, said to have placed his

daughter in Kiz-kurghAn, 35.
Nestorian Christianity, sh Christianity.

Ngan-si, Protectorate, identified with
Kucha, 534.

. Ni-jang, visited by Hsllsn>tstu)g, idcn>

tided with Niya, Bll, 435, 444, 456';

with Lan, gsa n.

Ni-mo, false reading for Cha-rao^ dJSn.
Nias l^akiin Beg, governor of Xhelatt,

excavations at YStkan, t,|S, 193 n.;

at Dandan-Uiliq, s8i.

NigOdar, route of, from Badahhshin
^towards Kashmir, 14 n.. ig n.

nimbus, in l^escoes, 4S4, ^1, 440; on
painted panels, sfS, 379, S9t sqq.,

7 898 sq. ; in stucco relieft, s88 sqq.

;

at Kighillik, 478, 480 sq.; at Rm^
486, 49 t-9. 603 Kiq-

Nina, mentioned in Kharo,^! tablet

N. i. 16, perhaps identical wiUi Niya,
31 1. 3*^*

W7. Stt ya~mf.
Niu-t'ou, Mount, set Golfhaa.
Niya,oasis, identified withrhOan-taang's

Ni-jang, 31 1 ; and (?)with Niya, a.;
route from Endere, 443.

Niya river, 313; shrinkage of, 383,
3*4 sq.

Niya Site (ancient site beyond the Niya
river), wooden pens found, 173, 335

;

clay seals, a 10, 318, 38O, 338, 400:
wind erosion at, 84a, 337 so. ; StOpa
at, 315, 339; finds of Kharogihl
tablets, 316 sqq.; construction of

houses, 317, 388; description of
tablets, 318 sqq., 347 sqq., 357 sqq.

;

excavation of oflSce rooms, gag sq.

;

ancient ice-pit, 389; excavation of
kitchen and store-room, 331 sq.;

arrangement of houses, 338, 333,
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34a ; fresco omamenUtion, 333

;

ancient arbours and orchard, 337;
ruin with human remains, 338 ; ruined
StOpa, 339; ancient rubbish-heap,

340 sqq. ; documents on leather, 338,
340, 344 Bqq* ; Chinese documents,

sqq., 370 sqq.; decipherment of
ments, 363 sqq. ; historical data

of Chinese rule, 370 sqq.; time of
abandonment of site, 373 ; finds of

»

carved wood, 375, 377, 378; ancient
tank, 378 sq. ; extent of ancient site,

38s ; site, a terminal oasis, 383 ;
pro-

bable causes oHts abandonment, 384.
non-Sanskritic unknown languages, set

Iranian (Eastern) ; Proto-Tibetaif(?).
' Northern Gate ' of Kashmir, a.

Nut tie I,
, ^

Nuqtah Rashid, 181.
* numdahs', set felt, namadis.
NOra river, 459.
t^dya-mudrd attitude, in fresco (D. ii.

08), 848.

0-duan, Mongol name ofKhotan, 1540.,

155 -

oases, of Eastern TurkestSn, 94

;

archaeological interest of ^terminal

OMes'» 95* their water-supply, 96,

383 ; difficulties of irrigation in oases

east ^Khotan, 96, 1 15, 135 ; charac- ^

* teristic features of a terminal oasis,

383, 419 ; scattering of population in

an oasisi 38s.

oasis of, Tishmalik, 47 ; Kashgar, 68,

69; KisU, 86; Achchik, 86; Yar-
kand, 87; Karghalik, 89; GQma,
99; Mokuila, 100; Moji, no; Zan-
guya, 11^ PiBlma, 117; Khotan,
IS3 sqq. ; Tawakkel, a37q5q.

;
Keriya,

310; Niya, 31 1; Yanun^z-Tarlm,
383, 41S* Endere-Tarfm, 384, 420;
jjmoko, 454; Kara-kir, 459; Gu-
lakhma, 465.

Opg<qra, mentioned in Kharo^thl docu-

ment, 326, 364 n.

orchards, remains of ancient (Dandan-
UiUq), 241, 272, 282

;
(Niya Site),

330* 337 * 340, 378* 380.
Ordam-Padshah, shrine, legend of,

86.

6pfH|n{p(OF, traders* station mentioned
by Ptolemy, 54 ; identified with

Irkeshtam, 55.
ornaments, potteiyr, stucco, see stucco,

appliqui ornaments; terra-cotta, ap-

ornaments.

Ou-k'ong, SH Wu-k'ung.
Oufgours, see Uigurs.

Pa-mi-lo^ HsQan-tsang's name for the

nmtr region, 30.

pdiukds (sacred footprints), 234.
Pahan-na, 6a. See Farghkna.

o painted panels, see panels.

paintings, mural, see frescoes.

Pakhpos, hill-tribe, their racial affinities,

XV, 26, 91, 145.
Pallas Athene, in clay seal (N. xv. 24),

338. 3i54i 400; (N. XV. 137),

355* 405; (N. XV. 166), 355, 406;
(N. XV. 307), 354, 408.

PaloyOy the old PVltt, designation ap-
plied by the Dards to the Balils, 6.

PSmech, Pamir so called by Benedict
Go5z, 41. •

Pamirs, topography of. 22; called Pa-
mi-lo by IlsUan-tsang, 30; HsUan-
tsang's journey over the Pamirs,

30 sq.; supply difficulties,* 33; called

Ts*ung-ling by Fa-hsien and the

Tsin Annals, 224 n., 542. See also

Taghdumbash Pamir.
Pan Ch*ao, Chinese* general, conquers

Khotan, 53, 168. •

Pan Darin (Ta-j6n), Amban of Khotan,
assistance rendered by, vii, 237, 238

;

on Chinese wooden slips, 358; his

learning, 507; his clemency, 513;
farewell to, 514.

Pan-han, identified witli Farghana,
* 7 - ,

•

Pan Yung, Chinese general, 168.

paflcha-parishad^ the great quinquennial

assembly, 68.

panels, painted wooden, Dandan-Uiliq
(D. 11), 247, 250 sq., 291 sqq.;

(D. IV. 4, 5), 264 sq., 296; (D. VI. 3,

4), 274, 297; (D. vii. I, 5, 6),

277 sqq? *98 sq.
;
(D. x), 259 sqq.,

299 sqq.; Kndere (K. ii. i), 431,
44a.

Panjab, Government of the, makes
grant for expenses of expedition, vi.

Pao, Chinese official ^N. xv. 85), 53S,

Pao-ming, Buddhist monk, 277, 33L
Pao-y(lan period, coin of, 461, 577.
paper, manufactured in Khotan, 135;

date of paper MSS., ib,

;

fbund at

Dandan-Uiliq, 247, 269 sq. ; none
foiind at Niya Site, 363; chrono-

logical significance of this fact, 369

;

that used for Tibetan MS. probably

imported from Tibet, 426.

coloured sketches (£. i. 19. a, 25.

a, b), 429. 438 sq.

documents, in Brahml characters

(Dandan-Uiliq), (D. (T.) 018), 236,

303; (D. Ill), 256 sqq., 294 sq.;

(D. iv), 265, 270, 296; (D. vi), 274,

297 ; (D.viii), 281, 399; (D. x), 361,

301; (Endere), 424 sq., 438 sqq.;

Chinese (D. v. 6), 267, 297, 525;

(D. vii. 2, 3, 4, 7), *75 sqq-* *98 sq-,

53*1 633; (E. i. 8, 36. a, 44), 4*7*

438, 439* 546, 647; Judaco-Persian

(D. 001), 303, 307 sq.; Tibetan

(E. i. II, 15, 19, 20, 25, 31), 425 sq.,

438 sq.

Pa^aspa, name, in Kharojthl documents,

366.

Pashai, described by Marco Polo, 14 "•

;
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name of modem Muhammadanized
tribe in the Panjshir Valley, fb.

patra, alms-bowl, see Buddha, relics of.

paira, StOpa of the turned -up, 83 n.,

231; (?) Chalma-kazSn, 235.
patterns on pottery, see terra-cotta.

Pe-shan, 103- See Fi-shan.
peach, see shaftalQ.

pearls, seed (K. 001. e), 451.
Fei\ name of the ruling family of

Kashgar, 66.

Pei-ku, ‘ the northern gorge *, 8.

Fei L6ng-16ng, king of KBshgar, 64,
W^n.

Pei shihf account of Khotan, borrowed
from IIui-sh6ng, 169, 201.

Pci-shih -pi-lien, name or title of king of
Khotan, 172.

Pei-t*ing, Protectorate of, 63, 64,5.94 sq.;

occupied by the Tibetans, 177, 536.
Pein, mentioned by Marco Polo, 140,

43^^. 457 ; identified with Hstlan-

tsang's Fi-mo, the modern Uzun-
Tati, 285, 452, 463.

(lennons, see banners,

pens, wooden, from Niya Site, 173;
mentioned in Liang Annals as being
used in Khotan, 170, 173, 360;
(N. X. 03-05), 335. 398 :

(N. XV. io6),

335. 403; (N- 21), 359.
Persia, ambassador from, to China. 1 70.

• Persian document from Dandan-Uiliq,

see Judaeo- Persian.

names in Biahml documents, 272.

types in Khotan art, on seals

(B. U. 001. d, j), 219; on paintings

(D. X. iY 260, 261, 300; (D. X. 5),

300 ;
(D. X. 8), 261, 301

;
(D. vii. 6),

279 sq., 299. See also Iranian.

Peshawar (Puru^apura). Buddha's alms-

bowl shown here, 68 ;
pigeons at

the shrine of Shaikh Junayat, 121 n.

Pktrie, Piofessor Flinders, ix.

,Pkirowsky, M. N., on StQpas near

Kashgar, 74. 76 n., 81 n. ; on Maurl-

Tim ruins, 81 n.
;

purchases frag-

ments of Kharo^^hl MS., 188; help

acknowledged, 517.

phalaka, or writing-board, 362.

phallus, terra-cotta, from Yulkan, 212,

213.

pi or small stem of wood, used for

writing in ancient China, 360.

Pi-chih-fo, see Pratyckabuddha.

Fi-lu-chan, see Vairocana.

Fi-lu-ch6-na, see Vairocana.

Fi-mo, identified with Uzun-Tati, 285,

311, 462 sq. ;
with Marco Polo's

Pein, .^85, 452, 457, 463 ;
HsUan-

ts.'mg's account of, 455 ;
identified

with Sung Van's Han-mo, 457, 463

;

and with K'an, 46.9 n., 522 n.; and

with Ta-t6-li, 467. See also Uzun-Tati.

Pi-sha^ Khotan constituted into the

Government of, 176.

Pi’sha-mfn, see Vaisravana.
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P'i-Bhan (Pe-shan), now the oasis of
Guma, 97, 103^ 167 ; name of new
district, XV.

Pialma, oasis, see Fo-ch'ieh-i.

Pirn i iient notices of Khotan, 151 sqq.,

178 sq.

pigeons, at MasSr of Kumrahdt-PUd-
shahim, 119; a sacred bird to Mu-
hammadans, I a I.

'Pigeons' shiine', see Kaptar-MaaAr.
Pfrs, on the AfghSn frontier, 37 n.;

legend of Pir on Muztagh-Ata, 45.
PiscHBL, Prof. R., on etymologies of

Kashgar, 49.
pitch-fork, wooden (Ni)’a Site). 384.
Piteya, an official, mentioned in Kharo-

^thl documents, 3a6, 366.
plaster, in construction of Stiipa, near

Th6l, 20 ; at Maurl-Tim, 8a.
Plates, references in the text to, see

separate index.

Fo-ch'ieh-i {Po-kia^t\ now the oasis of
Piaima, 98, 117, 173 n.; shrine and
legend of, 118; (?) ancient frontier of
Khotan, f*A

Po-chih, position of, 1 4.

Fo-hat\ 97 ; possibly identical with
Piaima or Fo-chVh-i, 117.

Po Huan, king of Kucha, $33 n.

Po kia- f, 117. See Fo-ch'ieh-i.
Po-la-sse, 34 n. S^e Po-la-ssil.

Po-la-ssii {Po^la-sse, P<hii-sse\ Chinese
,

^

transcription of Persia, 34.
P'o-lei or So-lei, river,near Ab-i-Panja, 8.

Po-li-sse, 34 n. See Po-Ia-ssfi.

Po-Iiu, see Fo-lfi. •

Fo-lo-min or Brahmans, 90, 92.
Fo-lU or Pu-lu (Po-liu), survives in the

designation Paloyo, 6; importance
of, to the Chinese, 7.

Po-lO, Great, the modem Baltistftn,

mentioned in T'ang Annals, 5

;

wrongly identified with Ladfik, ib. n.

;

subject to China, 6 ; to Tibet, ib.

Po-ltt, Little, the modern Gilgit, men-
*

tioned in T*ang Annals, 6 ; kings of,

7 I constituted a military territory by
the Emperor HsQan-tsung, lA; oc-
cupied by the Tibetans, ib.

;

recovered
by the Chinese, 8 sqq., 63, 177:
capital of Ych-to, 1 o.

Pihlu-lo, mentioned by HsOan-tsang, 6 n.
Po-m6ng, see Po-yfi.

Po-l'6-mo, king of Chieh-shuai, ii.
Po-t*iao, ‘king of the Great YUeh-chih

allied to the Wei,' 371, 537.
Po-to-chang-na, now BadakhshSn, men-

tioned by HsUan-tsang, 31 n.
Po-ytt (or Po-m6ng), now tl)p village

group of Tong, 29.
Poegayaesa, ^ramana, mentioned in

KharoFtlil document, 365 n.
Polo, Marco, description of the Pashai,

14 n.
; route from the central Pamirs

to Kashgar, 4 1 ; opinion of the people
of 'Cascar', 49 n., 70; account of

Yarcan (Yarkand), 87; account of
the Khotanese, 139 sq.; visit to
Khotan, 183; description of Char*
chan, 436 ; account of Pein, 457, 463.

Ponak, hamlet, 464.
' Ponak, old deserted village, 458.
poplars, ancient trunks of, 314, 330,

337> 378, 380; as building material,

31 7i 330f 333 > ancient poplar leaves,

3*9. .337-
porcelain, Chinese, fragments (D. K.

002. a-d), 461, 464; (D. K. 003. k),

461, 486-
porcelanous frit, see frit.

Posglm-Bamr, 89.
'Potais*, 99, 421, 50a.
Pdthfs, pictorial representation (Dandfin-

Uiliq), 255 ; portions, found in D. in,

256 sqq.; in p. iv, 265; in D. v,

265 sq. ; in D. in, 274; at Endere,
4*4 sq-

potsherds, see terra-cotta, pottery.
pottery, sh terra-cotta, pottery.
Pou, see Pu.
Pou-li, see Pu-li.

PrajM P3ramii3^%^ found at DandSn-
Uiliq, 257, *58, *9^-#

Prakrit, on Kharo^|hf documents from
Niya Site, 321, 364 ; historical import
of its use, 368.

Pratyekabuddha (Pi-chih-fo), 231, 232,
*34.

Preliminary Report, published, x.

Procopius, on Serinda, 134. a

Proto-Tibetan (?), non-Sanskritic lan-
guage, 150, 272; texts (Dandan-
^lia) (D. III. 8, 14), 257, *95;
(D. V. I. 2, 7), 265, 267, 272, 296,
297 ; (D. X. 10. a), 262, 301

;

(Endere) (E. k i, 2, 3), 438, 439
(Note xxii)

;
(E. i. 7), 425. 440 (Note

xxvi); (E. i. 9), 440 (Note xxv) ;

439 (f^ote xxiii).

Ptolemy, account of the land of the
Seres, 53 sq. ; Jssedon Serica, *now
Khotan, 134.

Pu-, Buddhist monk, 277, 531.
Pu-k'oyi, mountains, mentioned by

Sung YUn, 29.
Pu-li (Pou-li), in kingdom of Chu-cbfi-

pan, 91, 92.
Pu-nye-shar, Chinese princess, intro-

duced silkworms into Khotan, 230,
581.

Puru^apura, see Peshfiwar.

Pyagpag,mentioned in Tibetan sgraflSto,

43*. 569-

quadriga with charioteer, in intaglio

from Khotan, 209, 220.
Qutayba ibn Muslim, efSset of his con-

quests on the Chinese empire, g;
captures Kashgar, 48 n., 6a.

r omitted in Chinese rendering of Turk!
names, 10 n.

rabab (mandoline or guitar^ terrarcotta
(Ydtkan), 213; on painted panel
CD. II. 010), 251, 294 ; found at Niya
Site (N. xii. a), 336, 399.

rahd&rt^ system of, a n.

Rahula appears in the form of Buddha,
*31-

Rt^aiarakgi^, statements in Stein's
translation rectified (II. p. 435), 5

a n.; (IV. 126, note), 130. See also
Kalharia.

Rakiposhi, Mount, 20.

Ramchand, Pandit, on excavations at
Ydtkan, 192 sq.

Ram oingh, surveyoif deputed to ac-
dompany Stein, vi; appreciation of
his services, 518.

^Rapson, Prof. E. J., assistance rendered
xii, xiii, 520; on coins from

Togujai, no n., 111; on Tibetan
titles in Kharo$th1 documents from
Niya, 149 n.; on Kharoa^hl docu-
ments, 311, 318, 320, 326, 364 sqq.;
on inscription on clay seal (N. xv. 24),

356 \ on coins found or purchased at
various sites, 575 sqq,

rats, Hstian-tsang’s legend ofthe sacred,
survives in the legend of Kaptar-
Mazar,*iao, 121 ; their chief, repre-
sented on painted panel (D. iv, 5),
121, 264 sci^ 296.

Rawak, near Dandan-Uiliq, remains of
StOpas, 304 ; inscribed wooden tiriblet,

305; objects found, 306.
Rawak Stfipa, march to, 483 ; eaciva-

tions, 484 ; dimensioiisofSgpa, 465

;

VihXra court, plan oi; 484 sq. ; r^f
sculptures, 486-499; ouasi-Monn-
Jian faces in relief Bcumnires, leg,
166 n., 495 ; wavy drap^, 246; 490,
491 ; approximate date of abandon-
ment, 501.

rayadvara, 'royal court of Jusdce,'
366 n.

rayadvara-purastkita, ‘ preildent of the
royal court', 366.

Rftzdiangan Pass, ses Triigebal Pali.
Read, Mr. C., on manufacture of frit

or celadon, 381.
relievos, in stucco, see stucco reliefs,

RiMusAT, M. Abkl, on KJiotan, 233,
151 sqq-, 178 sq.

Rgya, India, 161
;

generally meand*
China, ib. n., 581.

ring, TOld split (R. 003}, 506 ; signet
(B. D. 001. c), 219; (N. 0015), 381,
415; soapstone (H. 001. d), 473.
See also bronse rings.

rise of level in cultivated ground, see

silt-deposits.

rivers, shifdng of, in Eastern Turkestan,

383 ; shrinkage, 383, 385.
roads, in Khotan, explanation of their

low level, 197, 238.
Rockhill, Mr. W. W., on the ^Drupa e

type', 147, 149; translates 'The
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Annab of Li-yul*, 15a, 159 sqq.,

•3», 581 iqq*

Roman work: clay teals (Niva Site),

357; Aphrodite (M. 001. k), 113;
£ro8 (Kb. oot), aog, aao; (N. xv.

*33o)> 365> 408; ouadriga with cha-
rioteer (lUi. 001. a), S09, aao ; Pallas

(N. XV. 166), 355, 406.
nd)lMah<dieap, ancient (Niya Site), 340

rug, ancient(N. vii. 3), 33a, 333 sq., 397.*
rudi walls, 380. Sei also fences.

Sa-pi-po-hsieii, chief of Little Fo-lti|

aefeated by th<aChinese, 177.
Saca, locality mentioned in Khar%^thf

document, 326.
saddle-tree, donkey's (N. viii. 3), 332,

„397 - ^
•

‘Siu , dry river-bed, 8o, 95, 96, no,
16a, 333, 311, 47a, 483, 50a

;
absent

in the Khotan oasis, ia5.

SainT'Maxtin, V. de, identified Chfi-

chQ-chia with Yarkand, 87.

Sakti, in painting (DandSn-Uiliq),

(D. X. 8), a6i, 301.
Situtamha~tfHra, found at Endere, a 6a,

4ag aq., 438 aq. ; edited by Dr. Bar-

nett, 549 sqq.

alt, reefii o( 314.
Samantaaiddhi, cmnea from India to

Khotan, gSt.

gamaaen^ name, in Kharo$thI docu-

ment^ 365 n., 366.

6ameka, a messenger, mentioned in

Kbnroithl document, 326, 364 n.

Saipghip, under-gi^ent, 250.

SsipgMla, name, in Kharo^thl docu-
ments, 36^. «

Saipjaka, name in Kharo^tlj documents,

Saipkak^kft, garment, 250.

Sampula-Lop, canton of Khotan, 131 n.

•q-i 137* 470.
*aand , 4rift-* sand ’,

productive when
Mg^d, 100, 102, 103, 128 ;

protects

againet erosion, 105; overruns land,

the cultivation of which has been

abandoned, 127; is composed of

loess, 127, 199; its natural feitility,

128; at DandSn-Uiliq, 242, 590;
Prof. £. de Cholnoky, * on the laws

- of drift-sand movement,' ib, n.; at

Niya Site, 317, 327 sqq., 590; forms

sand-cones^ 458 ;
analysis of sand

from Ydtkan and Ak-sipil, 588 sqq.

Sand-buried Ruins 0/ Khotan^ publica-

tion of, vii, xi ;
correction in, location

of Fo-ch'ieh-i, 117 n.

sandstone, (?) plummet (R. 002), 506.

Sawhagho^, spiritual adviser of king

Vijaya^ya, 230.

SajgMrSmas, Buddhist monasteries, at

Obih-na-po-ti, 57 n. ; at K&shgar, 70

;

at Karghalik, 90; at Khoun, 169,

174; at Ti-chia-p'o-fu-na, 225; Lu-

shfi Sahgh&rama, 229 sq. See also

monastic buildings.

Sanskrit MSS., found at Dandan-Uiliq,
*581 296 (Notes i, ii, iv. vi); (D. x.

10. c, d), 262, 301 ;
(D. VI. 1), 274,

297 ; IV. I, 2, 3), 295; found at

Kndcre, 424, 439 (Note xxiii)
;

(? E. i.

33)» 439. 440 (Note xxiv).

Sanskrit terms in Kharo^thT documents
(Niya Site), 364, 366 ; in Proto-
Tibetan MS. (£• i. 7), 425.

Sarai, ancient, at Kara-dong, 449.
Sarcil, 40, 42. See Sarikol.

Sarhad, old Lien-yUn, 8. •

SarTgh, village, 465.
Sarigh-kul, or Sarikol, 23 n.

Sarikol {Chiehrfian-to^ Ho-fian-fo^ Han-
tOf K'iuan-yu-mo {jCKaan-yU-mo)^

K'o-koan-tan^ K*o-^o-}o, JCo-p'an-to\

geographical position of, 23; impor-

tance of, ib.\ called Sarigh-kul by
Mirza Haidar, ib, n.; called Sirikol

(Sirikul), ib. n. ; its resources, 24

;

its political importance, 25; ethnic

affinity and individuality of the {)opu-

lation, lA; connemon with ancient

population <^^hotaii, 26 ;
Chinese

names of Sankol, 27, 33, 43 n. ; de-

scription of S. in 'Fang Annals, 27;
account given by Fa-hsien, 28 ;

by

Sung YUn, 28 sq.; by HsUan-tsang,

30, 33; his account of the ruling

family, 34 ; of buildings in the capital,

37; andaof sacred sites, 39; routes

from Wakhin to Sarikol, 30, 32

;

site of ancient capital at'rash-kurghftn,

35; called Sarcil by GoCz, 40, 42;
identified with Wu-ch'a, 42 n.; the

territory of S. identical with T&sh-

kurgh&n,43 n.; called 'IVung-ling, 59.

Sarlkoll language, allied to Waklil, 25

;

said in the T'ang Annals to be iden-

tical with that of the people ofiCholan,

,
a6, 27.

SSriputra, disciple of Buddha, at Li-yul,

169-
Sarvastivadin School at Sarikol, 33 ;

at

Wu-sha, 42; at Kash^r, 70; at

Khotan, 1 74.

Satok Boghra KbSn, converted to Islam,

65 ;
elements of truth in the legend

of, 180, 181.

iavaiha ‘affidavit’, 367.

Sayyid Burhanuddin Padshahim, Mazar
of, 3*0. 446. 45?- . ,

'Scythian' type in terra-cotta mask
(Yotkan), 208.

seal cases, wooden (N. xv. 74), 402

;

(N. XV. 002), 41 1.

seal-sockets, on wooden tablets, 318,

319 sq., 325, 349 2q-f 352, 361-

seals: agate, carnclion, garnet, onyx,

&c. (M. 001. k), 113; (B. D. 001.

c-k), 219 sq.; (Kh, 001. a, b), 209,

220; (Y. 005, 006), 210; (Y. 008,

a, b), 21 1 ; (1. 001), 220; bone (B. D.

001. b), 219; bronze (G. 001), 103,

109; (M. 001. a-d), 113; (Y.002. c),

210; (Y. 007. a), 21

1

; (Y. 009.
k), 212; (B. D. 001. m), 220;
(Ya. 001), 222; (N. 0011. a, b),

414; (N. 0013, 0015, 0016), 381,

415; (L. 003), 465; (H. 001. h),

471. 47.1; (A. 004. c), 476, 482;
(A. 004. a, 006. b), 482 ; clay, on
wooden tablets, see clay seals

;
glass

(N. 006), 381, 414; marble (A. 001.
c), 476, 482 ; nicolo (Kh. 002), 209,
220; (H. 002), 473; porcelanous
frit (N. 0018), 381, 416; stone (Kcr.

003). 469 ;
(A. 002. a, 004. b, 006. a),

476, 482.
,

Senart, M. K., on Stein's discoveries:,

vii, xii.

Serekmuiti, Mullah, 225.

Seres, Matfs route to the, 54.
sericulture, see silkworms.

Scrinda, of Procopius, now Khotan,

134-

serpentine, button (C\ 001), 235.
sgraffiti, see Chinese sgraffiti, Tibetan

sgraffiti.

Slia-chou, route from, to Khotan, in

T'ang Annals, 436.

.Sha-kcu, 88. See Varkand.
Sha-li, Chinese name of Kashgar, iS.

Sba-lo-chia, monastery at Chia-pi-shih,

origin of the name, 50 ;
possibly re-

,
ferred to by Ya'qubl, tb. n.; the * Little

Vehicle' followed in, 57.

shaft of spear, see b|)ear.

shaftdlu (pctich), 131, 337.
‘Shahids’ (martyrs), said to be buried

at Hasa, 112; at the Mazar of Kum-
rabal’Pddsbalnm, 119; in Khotan,

140; near Aiding-Kul, 226; Sayyul

Burhanuddin PAdshahini, 310; at

Mazar of Imam Ja'far Sailiq, 313.

Shaikhs, see Mazars, Ziarats.

ShakUn-Oghil, grazing-ground, 453.

•Slifimi Sope, villager of Somiya, 224.

Shamilin, All)erunrs reference to, 4.

Shan-i, Buddhist monk, 277, 531 .

Shan-shan, a state south of Lop-Nor,

I h8, 371, 537 ;
the king of, mentioned

on wooden tablet (N. xv. 345), 6*67,

371.538-
^ .

Shang-mi (or ChU-wei), wrongly identi-

fied with ChitiAl, 15 n ; the present

Masluj and the Yarkhun Valley, 15 n.,

16 n.; properly applied only to the

valleys drained by the Masluj ri\cr,

but used by llsUan-lsang of the

whole Chitral valley, 16 n.; wrongly

identified with Shc-mi by Dr. Mar-

quart, n.

sh.iiig-lso or sthavira, in Buddhist mon-^

asiery, 276, 532.

Shao-shfing period, coin of, 206, 576.

Shd-kuei, Kagan of the Western 1*urk«;,

asks for the hand of a Chinese prin-

cess, 59, 93.
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ShC-mi, mentioned by Buddhist pil-

grims, 14 ; identified with KSfarisUin,

tb.

sheep-dung, cakes of, as building mate-
rial, 433*

Shfing, king of Khotan, 177.
shield of willow-wood, section of, 33 a.

ShighnSn, *ihe kingdom of the five

Shih-ni,' 8.

ShignTs, slave-hunters, 24.
Shh-hu (Cliavannes, Chfhou^ Beal, Yeh*

A»), a transcription of the Turkish
title Jabgu, 58 n.; HsOan-tsang’s
* Shih-hu, the Kagan of the Turks \
identified, 59 n.; used of Khotan
princes. 175, 177.

Chinese etymology of
Su-ie, 60.

Shih-li-mang-ch'ieh-lo, ruler ofT'u-ho-Io,
letter to the Chinese Emperor, 11, 13.

Shih-ttt, see Shighnltn.

Shih-tzii, (?) king of Khotan, 5-85 ; (?)
Chinese for the name Arslan, tb. n.

Shiltfts, AlbSrQnfs name for Chilas, 4.

Shingun river, 36.
Shinkirf, the Indus Kdhistfin, 17.
ShTrtn, a lady ofVarshadeh, legend of,

38.
Shitala DaryS, 444.
ShTtala PSdshShim, MazSr, 444.
ShTvul, river, 453.
shoe, hemp (D. v. 1 1), found at Dandftn-

Uiliq, 272, 297, 37a; referred to .in

Chinese document (N. xv. 02), 372,
640.

Shou-pa, river, 171. See Yurung-kash.
Shu-cnih, river, 171. See Yurung-kfish.
Shu-lfi, see Su-lfi.

Shu-p*o, governor of Khotan, 168.
Shut's/^ see A^sh/~j*ii-shih-io.

Shultk, Tibetan name of Kfishgar, 50.
Si^kiu-pan^ 91 n. See Hsi-chU-pan.
St-shan^ see ‘ city of the Western moun-

tains*.

Si-to river, 27. See Hsi-to.
*

Si-ye, 91 n. See Hsi-yeh.
Siah-pdsh or ‘ Kafir ' tribes, extent of, 1 5.

silf torrent beds, 100.
Sili, an official, mentioned in Kharo^thi

documents, 326, 366.
silk fiibrics, found at Dandfin-Uiliq (D.

v. 1 2), 297 ; at Niya Site (N. xv. 01 1),

373. 4*0; at Endere, 430, 441.
silk industry in Khotan, 133, 134.
silkworms introduced into Khotan, 229

sq.

silt-deposits from irrigation, at Kurghan-
Ti)tn,75; at Kizd-Debe, 78; atYotkan,
196 sq. ; near At-bfishi, 2j8.

Silzihul, see Istfimi.

. ,
* Simhasana* (lion's throne), 249.
Sin Li-tch*ouan, see Hsin Li-ch*an.
sindura or sandal-ointment marks on

painted panels (D. iv. 5), 296 ;
(D. x.

4), 260, 300; on tablets (N. iv. 109),
393-

Sino-KharofthT coins, fromYdtkan, 204,

575* 67^ : from Chalma-kazftn, 576

;

from Hanguya Tati, 471, 578 ,* from
Ak-sipil, 476, 578; from Mazfir-

• Tigh, 579.
Sipft, canton of Khotan, 131 n. sq.

'Sipir, or fortification, near UlOgh-
ZiSrat, 462.

Sftft, river, see Hsi-to.

Sitaka, name, ir KharofthI documents,

385 n., 366.
sitkr, terra-cotta human figures (Yatkan),

playing, 216 ;
(Afi^siy&b). 519 ; terra-

cotta monkeys (Yotkan), playing, 207,
208, 212, 213, 214.

‘Six Cities*, the territory of Khotan,
266, 267 sq., 522 n.

SizUtke, lake, 444.
sketches, colour^, found at Endere,

4*91 438 sq.

slag;at Tdpa-Tim, 106; at Togujai, 1 14.

slate, sculptured, from Khotan (B. D.
oor. a). 209, a»9; (Kh. 003. g), 209,
2 20; (Kh. 003. i), 221; (Kh. 005),
209, 221.

slips, ^inese wooden (Niya site), 338,

343. 368 sqq., 370 Iqq.; resemblance
to bamboo slips, 358 sq.

Smith, Mr. Cecil, on clay seal of Athene,

354-
Smith, Mr. Vincent A., xiv.

So-ch'f {Sha-keu\ now Yarkand, S8 \ in

Later Han Annals, 167, t68. See
Yarkand. r

So-khiu, So-kitt, So-ktl,88. ^<S>rYarkand.
So-lei, river, identified with Ab-i-Panja, 8.

So-lei, town in WakhSn, 7.

So-mo-j8, convent, See Somiya.
So-yi, river, bridge over, 9; now the

main Gilgit river, 10.

soapstone figures, angel (Y. 0026), 217;
Buddha (Y. 0029), 217; standing
fi^if fKh. 006% 222.

Sognd (K*ang-kiu), under the Tsin
dynasty, 545.

Sbk or Sz*, Central-Asian tribe, identified

with the Sacae and the Sakas, 52 \

occupy Kftshgar, 53.
Somiya, village, probably site of Hstlan-

tsang's cofivent of So-mo-jfi and ‘ the

King's New Monastery* described by
Fa-hsien, 194 n., 223-5, 311 n.;

tradition of the present mound, 224
sq.; the-name Somiya, 225.

Soinjaka, Cojhbo, an official, mentioned
in KharosthI documents, 346, 350,

36L 3^6 n-f 3^8.
i^othatpga, title, in KharosthI documents,

3*8, 36*. 3fifi-

Sou Kia-yi, see Su Chia-i.

Sou-le, see Su-18.

Sou Men-ti, see Su Mfin-tL

spear (?), shaft of (N. viii. 5), 331, 397.
spindles (N. x. 9. c and 02), 336, 398.
spittoon ofBud&a, see Buddha, relics of.

spoon, horn (N. zv. ooi. i), 374, 411.

ftmatoas, mentioned in Khaio^thl
documents (Niya Site), 365 n., 367,

Srlmahftdevl, in the Tibetan legend of
Khotan, 16 1«

iSrfnagar, legend of its foundation, 159.
Srog-mkhar (• Life-fort *), 223.
Sseu-Iio, see Ssfi-ltteh.

ssfi-chu or vihkrasvSmin, in Buddhist

^ monastery, 276, 532.

Ssfi-lUeh, Chinese petitioner, a66, 525k{.

'stationery*, found at Niya Site, see *

' wooden stationery

statues, see Bodhisattvas; Buddha, Bud-
dhas or Bodhisatt\as, stucco. •

steitite carvings (Y. 0027. b), 217;
(B.D.001.I), 22o;(Kh.oo3.p,q),22i.

Btlmvira, see shang-tso.
^ stick, ancient (N. vii. a), 332, 397;

walking-stick (N. viii. 6), 33a, 398.
sticks, eating (N. x. 06), 336, 399.
' Stone Tower', mention^ by Rolemy,

54 ; conjectured locations, ib. n.

^skvana^ technical term, in Kharosthf
documents, 368.

straw, ancient (Niya Site), see wheat-
straw.

string, on wooden tablets (Niya Site),

3>8, 319, 348; method of fastening,

349 sq*. 36«-
string-hole, in MSS. (Dandin-Uillq),

256,258; inwooden tablets (Dandin-
Uiliq), 269 ;

(Niya Site), 318, 320, 323
^•.335.348; in wooden slip (N.x. 9.
c), 360; (Endere) (B. I. 2)^ 4*4# 44®
(Note xxiii) ; -(E, L 24; Ac.)^ 426.

StrIrSjya, see ' Land of IIm Women*.
stucco: ornaments^ 244; frag-

w ments, MndSn-Uiliq, 291, 302, 303

;

Endere, mi ; Kara-d5t»e, gig, gi6;
images, DandAn-Uiliq (D. 248,
250; Endere, 422 sq., 440 sq.;

reliefs, of Buddhas or Bodhisattvas,

244 ; chemical analysis of the slucoo,

^44f 586 sq. ; statue of Buddha (Q at

DandAn-Uiliq, 246; of Oandharvl

£ VI- 5). a74i 297 ; fragments from
ndSn-uiliq, 288 sqq., 30a so.;

fragment (gilt) from Rawak (D.R.

003), 304f 306; fragments from
Endere, 440, 441; from KiffbllUk,

477 •q*. 479 ^q-; tn Rawak VihAra
court, 486 sqq.. * %

Sttlpas, probably represented by ancient

mounds at Gilgit, to ; StOpa, built by
Aioka'RAjA at SarTxol, 37 ; S. *of a
wonderful and mvsterious construc-

tion*, near Wu-sha, mentioned bv
HsOan-tsang, 45 ;

possibly the peak
of MuztAgh-Ata, 46; S. enclosing

Buddha’s tooth, 69 ; and alms-bowl,

69 n.; orientation and centra) shaft

or chamber of Stdpas in Chinese
TurkestAn, 81 sq.; i^liation of, 82,

339 f architectural type of TurkestAn
StOpas, 83; traditional account of
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StQpa construction, ilS. ; erected in

front of houses in Khotan, 169

;

erected by Vairocana, 170, 331 sq.;

the dead buried under StQpas in

Khotan, 171 ; at So-mo-j6, 223, 224 ;

StUpa of the tumed-up pStra [shape],

>35 i identified with mound at

Chalma-kazan, 234.
StQpas described, near ThOl, ao

;

mound near TSsh-kurghfin Fort, 38 l

Kurghftn-Tim, 73 ; origin of the
name, td. n. ; description of mound,
74 ; original shape, t6.; rise in level

of surrounding ground, 75 ; finds of
ancient pottCA^r, 76; interior struc-

ture, td,; form of original dom^ td,

;

materials of construction, 77 ; ruined
mound of Kizil-Debe, 77 sq. ; ruined
mound at Tdpa-Tim, near Khan-uif
80 ; Maurl-Tim, dimensions of StQpa,

' 81 ; orientation and construction, 8a
;

ruined mound near Kosh-Langar, 99

;

Tdpa-Tim, near GQma, dimensions of
Stupa, 104 sq. ; Karakir-Tim, 1 1 6 sq.

;

mound at Somiya, 224 sq. ; mound
at Chalma-kazan, 233 sq.; ruined
mounds at Rawak, 304 ; at site

beyond the Niya river, 315, 339;
Endere, 437 ; Arka-kuduk-Tim, 471

;

Rawak, 485 sq.
;
Jumbe-kum, 503.

styles, wooden, see pens.

Stt-cbla, king of Chieh-shuai, 11.
*

8u Chia-i, child*8 name on Chinese
document, SJ^9.

SurM (or Shu-18), Chinese name of

KSshm, 46 ; etymologies in Chinese
Buddhist texts, 49 sq.

;

mentioned in

Chinese Annals, 168, 176; in Chi-

nese document (N. xv. 93), 3^71.

Aeu/xeiUshgar. ,

ott-lig, Tibetan name of Kashgar, 581.
8u M8n-ti, mentioned in Chinese docu- ,

ment, 525.
Stt-mu-ch*ieh, envoy from Khotan, 1 70.

Stt-8hih-li*chih, king of Little P*o-la, 7.

Sucama, name, in Kharo^thf documents,
gs6, 366.

Sugblya, name, in Kharo^thf documents,

366.
name given to Little P*o-l(l,

Su&ymUn Khiq&n, unidentified Mu-
hammadan ruler, coins of, from
Toguiai, no, 113, 575 ; from

(?) Khotan, 576 ; from (?) Ak-sipil,

678 -

SuM or Surak^ suggested as an earlier

pronunciation of the Chinese name
Su-18

, go.

Sun-SsQ-yeh, Chinese literatus, 267 sq.,

368 > 370, 518.
Sung dynasty, coins of the, ao6, 234,

473 » 476, 676 sqq-

Sung Yttn, Buddhist pilgrim, route

through Sh6-mi, 14; mentions Chu-
chU-po, 27 n.; account of Sarikol,

38 his route from Karghalik to
Sarikol, 39; calls Kashgar Sha-U^
48 ; on the language of Chu-chU-|)o,
(Karghalik), 90, 92 ; account of the
Khotanese, 139, 170; legend of
Vairocana, 231; his Tso-mo identi-

fied with Charchan. 436 n., 456;
account of Han t ,456 sq., 463.

Supuji Mazar, 459.
Surak, see Sulek,

^

Suryagarbha-sutra, mentions Mount
GoSlr^a, 186, 190.

Svastika, on Kharotth! document (N. xv.

i7)>35L 400. •

sword, in ancient painting (D. vii. 5),

278, 298.
syrinx, terra-cotta monkeys playing

(Yotkan), 208. 212, 213, 215 ; terra-

cotta human figurgs playing (Yotkan),
216.

Sz*, see SOk.

Ta-cKa-shik-lo, see Taksa^ilS.

I'a Fan, set Fan.
Ta-li period, coins of, 206, 234, 575,

676,679; documents of, 523 ;(D.v. 6),

266, 526, 5^3 ;
(D. VII. 3. a), 276 n..

527 ;
(D. VII. 4. a), 275 n., 529, 533.

Ta-li, river, 171, See Yangi-DarySl.

Ta-li-io^ or Darcl, referred to by HsUan-
tsang, 6 ; identical with Fa-hsien’s

ro-li {ro-Hhu id, n.

Ta-mo-hsi-t*ieh-ti or WakhQn, 15 n., 30.

See Wakhan.
Ta-p*i, Buddhist monk, 277, 281, 530,

63>-
Ta-shih (i. e. Tfizl), Chinese name for

Arabs, 10.

Ta-t8-li, identified •with Ilan-mo and
PVmo, 467.

Ta-ycn, Buddhist monk, 276, 532.
Ta-yuan, 537. See Farghcina.

'Tabaristan, diplomatic relations with

China, 308 sq.

tablets, wooden, found at Dandan-Uiliq,

269, 296, 297 ; at Rawak, 305, 306 ;

at Niya Site, 318 sq. ;
wedge-shaped,

318 sq., 348 sqq. ; takhtl-shaped,

3” »>q-* 335 sq-* 357. 375* 37^;
oblong, 323 sq., 357; rectangular.

324 sq. ; covering- tablets and under-

tablets, 325 n.; Chinese tablets or

slips* 338, 343. 358 sqq., 370 sqq.;

arrangement of ‘ double-wedges

348 sqq. ; covering-tablet as wooden
envelope, 348 ; addressing of wedge-

shaped tablets, 350 stp; rectangular

double tablets, 351 sqq.; clay seals,

364 sqq** contents of tablets, 364
sqq.; titles and names mentioned,

366 sq. ; technical terms for tablets,

368 ;
list and description of, 385 sqq.

Ta^kira-i Satok Boghra Khan, 86,

180 sq.
‘ Tfigh ' (‘ hill ') district, in the Former

Han period, 167.

Tagliarma, in Sarikol, 23 sq.

TaghdumbXsh P&mir, route to, sr, 30.

32; position of, 22; importance of
this route, 22 sq.

Tclghliks, < hillmeii,’ in mountains south
of Khotan, 1 29.

fai-cHang (court of sacrificial worship),

^428, 516.
T ai-tsung, Chinese emperor, subjugates

the Northern Turks, 58 sq.
; extends

Chinese authority westwards, 59, 9),
172.

Tajiks, in Sarikol, suffer from Kanjuti
raiding, 24 n.

; their ethnic affinity,

>5*

takhti, 269, 322 sq. ; the ancient
phalaka, 362. See tablets.

Taklarnukan, Dr. Ilcdin's 'ancient
city', identical with Dandan-Uiliq,

236 ; false derivation of, 435 n.

Taksasil.l (Ta-ch‘a-bhih-lo), Kumura-
labilha carried off from, 37 ; Indian
colony said to have migrated fiom
T. to Khotan, 156, 139, 164; lin-

guistic evidence in support of this

legend, 163; coniiimcd by language
of documents from Niya Site, 368.

/a! (grapes), 131.

talc, from Rawak (D.R, 004), 306

;

from Kighillik, 479.
Tam, ‘ wall ’ in Turk!, 79 n.

'ram-Oghil, culiure-siiata of, 472.
tamarisk, decayed roots used as fuel,

239, 241 ;
writing on (D. v. 5), 268,

296 ;
malting, see s.v.

TamasasarnghHiama, monastery in the

Fanjiil), 57 n.

T'an-chQ, Mount, now Darkot Pass,9 sq.

'Fang, gill's name, on Chinese docu-
ment (D. VII. a), 527.

T'ang Annals, on Gilgit, 5 sqq. ; on
Sarikol, 27 sq

; on Eastern I'urkc-

slaii, 58 sqq. ; on route between
Khotan anil Kashgar, 97 ; on Kho-
tan, 172 sqq.; on diplomatic relations

between TabaristQn and China, 308
sq. ; on end ot Chinese rule in

Eastern Turkestan, 533 sqq.

T'ang Dynasty, establishment of the,

58; coins of the, 111, 206, 234,

*83. 370 »•. 476. 575 Miq- "/I"

Khotan, Tarim Basin.

T*ang setig (‘ 'Fhe monk of the 'F'ang

period’), vii, 237. See IlsUan-tsang.

tank, ancient, Niya Site, 377.
Tao-ch*ao, Buddhist monk, 277, 531.

Tao-yo, Chinese pilgrim, visits Kash-

gar, 69. ^
Tao-yOan, Chinese pilgrim, 180.

Tarigh,* millet, found at Kara-dong,

448- %
Tarikh-t-Rashldi, see Haidar, Mirza.

tarim, ‘colony,’ 420.

Tftrim Basin, or Eastern Turkest.'n,

occupied by the Tibetans, 5 ;
called

An-hsi by the Chinese. 28; Kash-

4 K .ITIIN
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garia the Russians, 51 ;
under

Chinese rule, 52 sq., 57, 175, 37ob<1- J

decay of Chinese power under Later

Han Dynasty, 57, 168: distribution

of MahaySna and HTnayilna School,

57 n. ; subject to the Hephthalitcs,

58; to the Western Turks, ib.\ re-

conquered by the Chinese under the

T“ang Dynasty, 59 ; called the ‘ Four
Garrisons 60 ; Tibetan inroads, 62 ;

Chinese authority reasserted, tb.

;

occupied by the Tibetans, 65 ; king-

dom of the Uigurs, tb., 178; spolia-

tion of ancient remains, 82 ; oases of,

94, sef also oases ; identity of Bud-
dhist places of worship with Muham-
madan Ziarats, 121, s€€ also local

worship; I'arTm Basin, not on the

road of migrations, 1 38 ; effects of
Muhammadan conquest, ib. ;

process

of *Turklzation*, 138 n., 146 sq.

;

position of women, 142; Chinese
influence under the Tsin dynasties,

168; under the White Huns, 171;
Tibetan predominance, 178; Kara-
Khitai and Mongol supremacy, 183.

See also ‘ Four Garrisons *.

Tash-kurghSn, in Sarfkol, a Chinese
military post, 8; called Ch'Uan-yO-
ino in the Pei shih, a8; and by
Fa-hsien, 67 ; identified with Chieh-
p*an-t'o, 33 ; advantages of the site,

36 ; description of the wails, ib. ; its

old name, Varshadeh, 37, 39; its

foundation ascribed 10 A frasiyab, 3 7 ;

structures mentioned by HsUan-tsang,
ib. ; wrongly identified with Ptolemy's
• Stone 'rower*, 54 n.

T3sh-kurghan, river and valley, 23

;

routes through, 24 ; early settlements

in, ib.; the territory of '1'. identical

with Sarlkol, 43 n.

Tashbalik, Tashbalyk, 'Fashbulak. See

Tashmalik.
Tashmalik (Taschmalik, 'Faschmelik),

wrongly called Tashbalik, Tashbalyk,

or Tashbulak, 46 n.

I'asmache, village, 515.
Tathagata, see Buddha.
• Tati ,

at Bai-kh3n, 86 ;
between Guma

and Moji, 96 ; near Kakshal, fo6
sq. ;

general condition of ‘'Pads',

107, 382, 458 ;
remains surviving at

‘ Tatis 108 ;
glazed terra-cotta from

Uzun-Tati, 1 1 1 n. ; at Jamada, 233 ;

at Endere, 421, 437 sq. ; formation

of, 459; at Jumbe-kum, 502 ; Kara-
dbhp, 5*5-

Tatilik, see Ak-taz.

Tawakk6l, canton of Khotan, 131 n. sq.

^'awakkcl, o.isis, 237 sq. ; identified

with Thakkaga, 268, 522 n.

Taxila, see Tak^asil3.
‘ T2zgun \ flood-water bed, too n., 101.

TazI, see Arabs, Ta-shih.

tchang-che, see chang-shih.

Tch'eng Sien, see Ch*8ng Hsien.
tcheng-yuan, see Ch£ng-y(lan.
Tcbira, see Chlra.

Tchitrfil, see ChitrM.
Tchou-kiu-pan^ 91 n. See Chu-chfl-pan.
Tchou-kiu-po, 91 n. See Chu-chtt-po.

T6-tsung(Td-t8ong), Chinese emperor,

64. 634-
T8-tsung, king of Khotan, f 80.
teeth, bagofhum?n(D. 11.013), 25 1, 294.
T'eg-mc*og-mdzod, two poems from

(E. i. ii), 438, 561 sqq.

temperatures, in desert, 240, 330, 417,
464.

temple ruins, see Dandan Uiliq, Endere.
{populus alba), 257, 314, 317,

333t 35^ ; as building material, 449.
terra-cotta : appliqu/ pottery ornaments

(Ydtkan), 207,^215 sqq.; (Khotan
town), 207, 220 sqq.

figurines (Afrasiyab), 519; (Y6t-
kan), 208, 212 sqq.; (Khotan town),

207, 218 sqq.

grotesques (AfrSsiySh), 519 ;
(Ak-

sipil), 476, 482; (Chalma-kazan),

335*' (Khotam town), 218 sqq.;
(Ydtkan), an sqq.

heads (Ydtkan), 208, 214, 218;
(Khotan town), 208, 218 sq.

masks (Ydtkan), 207, 215, 216;
(Khotan town), 207, 218, 221.

nionkey.s see 8.v.

pottery, Tdpa-Tim, 106; Kakshal
Tati, 109; 'Pogujai, ii3tqq.

;
Kul-

langar, 116 ; KarakTr-Tim, 117 ;

Ydtkan, 207, 216 sq.; Khotan town,
218, 220 sqq.; Jamada, 233; Chalma-
kazan, 233, 235 ; Dandan-Uiliq, 242,

265; Rawak, 3^; Niya, 312; NIya
Site. 329, 331, 376, 380, 386, 395 sq.

;

Endere, 421, 433, 437, 442; Kara-
dong, 447, 448. 452 ; Ak-taz, 453 sq.,

464 ;
c Uzun-Tati, 464 ; I^achln-atH,

465; Kenya, 469; Kighillik, 479,
482; Ak-sipil, 481 sq.; Jumbe-kum,
502, 503, 506 ; Kawak VihSra, 506

;

Kara-ddbe, 515; Afriisiy^b, 519.
glazed, Togujai, in, 113, 114,

115; Uzun-Tati, iif n., 464 sq.

;

Rawak, near Dandftn-Uiltq, 306 ;

Niya Site, 415; Endere, 442; Ki-
ghillik, 482.

patterns on, anthemion (T. M. 003.
c, d), 114; bands (T. M. 004. a),

ib,\ cable (T. M. 004. f, 005. a),

115; diaper (T. M. 005. c), 1*3.
; fillet

moulding (Y. 0022), 216; guilloche

i

T. M. 004. a, c, d), 1 14, 1 15 ; lattice

G. 002), 109 ; (Y. 0022), 216 ;

nebular ('T.M. 003. f), 1 14; (Y. 0022),

216; (K. 004. a), 453 ;
(A. 007. e)b

482 ; rings (K. 003, 004. b), 452 ;

roundels (C. 002. a), 235 ;
scallop

(T. M. 004. b, g), 114, 115 ; sgraffito

(T. M. 001. d), 113; vine leaves,

(Mac. 001), 222.

Tha-khaga (Thakkaga), town of Khotan,
identified with Tawakkel, 268, 52a
n.

Thdl, ruined StGpa near, 20.

Thomas, Mr. F. W., assistance rendered
by, xiii, 548 ; extracts from Tibetan
accounts of Khotan, 152, 581 sqq.;
on the meaning of Pgya, 16 f n.,

581; suggests connexion between

,
Li-kuei and Li-yul, 167 n. ; on cor-
rect form of Hgen-to-shan, 186 n.;
notes on Tibetan poems, 561 n.,

562 n.

Ti-ckia-fihfu^na, Buddhisf convent, site

identified, 225. «

T'ia">, king of Khotan, 176.
Tibetan, architecture, possible influence

of, on style of Stilpa near Thdl, 20

;

hats, worn by Buddhas or Bodhi-
satlvas (D. vi. 3), 274, 297 ; inscrip-

tion on seal (B. D. 001. b), 210, 219;
MSS. (Endere), 425 sq., 438, 439,
548 sqq. ; earliest known specimens
of Tibetan writing, 427; sgraffiti

(Endere), 429, 432, 566 sqq.

Tibetans, in conflict with the Chinese,

5, 175; occupy Kashgar and the

Tarim Basin, ib.; Great Po-ltl, 6;
Little Fo-lU, 7; threaten to invade
T'u-ho-lo, I T ; call KSahgar Shstlik,

50; occupy the 'Four Garrisons',

61 ; in alliance with the Arabs, again
invade the 'Four Garrisons', 62,

428 ; expelled from Little Fo-lO, 63

;

overrun Ho and Lung, i3., 534 sq#

;

occupy the Tarim Basin, 65, 284,

536 ; their supremacy broken 1^ the

Uigurs, ib. ; Tibetan admixture' in

ihe population of Khotan, 147 sq.;

linguistic traces of TibetaSi connexion
with Khotan, 149; Tibetan nodees
of Khotan, 152; threaten Khotan,
176; Tibetan predominance in the

Tarim Basin, 178; called the 'Gieat
Fan', 428, 546.

Tim, ‘mound,' 74, 515.
Tim, near Kosh-Langar, 99.
Timan, river, MirzS Haidar'a account

of, 73 n. See TUmen.
Tiznaf river, 89 ; referred to by HaOan-

tsang, 90.
To-jo, in kingdom of Chu-cbH-pan,

91.

T*o-Uih, T‘o~li, see Ta-li^lo.

Td-tsong, see 'Td-lsung.

Tochari, see Tu-huo-lo.

toghrak (wild poplar), 239 ; dead trunks,

240; in ice-pit, at Niya Site, 329;
near Shlvul river, 453 ;

at ‘ old

Domoko', 459 ; as building material,

Kara-dong, 447 sq., 449.
Togujai, coins found at, iio; pottery^

111; description of objects found,

113 sqq.

Tokhftristin, called T'u-ho-lo by the

Chinese, z z
;
inhabited by the Heph-
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thalitet, ii n., 14; mentioned by
Wu-k'ung, 534 n.

Tokhta, villager, 195 n.

Tokuz-Kh&kftn, *Nine Khakans/ images
of, 48a.

Tokuz-kol, * Nine Lakes/ 443.
Tolanghuja, name of upper part of
Yartun^z river, 418.

Toldama, pool, 445.
Tong, village group, 29. See Po-yti.

^
Tonguz-baste, 445.
T^a-Tim (* the Earth Mound '), near
GQma, StQpa described, 104 sq.

TOpa-Tim, near Khan-ui, ruined Stupa
and quadranglu) 79 sq.

Tosalla, canton of Khotan, 131 n^sq.,

T'ou-po, see T'u-po.

Touen>houang, Tun-huang. ^

Trag^bal or Razdiangan Pass, a.

treasure-seekers, of Khotan, 236, 241,

*^4i 339. 424, 437; at Uzun-Tati,

461; at TOga-dong, 465, 466; at

Kighillik, 477 ; at Rawak, 483,
600.

trees, dead, in desert, see terek, toghrak.

trefoil arch, in Buddhist carving in

Gilgit, 18.

TrimQrti figure, on painted panels (D.

V41. 6), 298 ;
(D. X. 6), 300 ;

(D. x. 8),

301.

trij^, wooden, for water-jars (Dandan-
Uiliq), 258.

trough, plaster (Niya Site), 342.
Tsan-mo, 232^

see Tsar-ma.

Tsar-ma, country, identical with Tsan-
mo, 33a; and with Chalma-kazltn,

>36-

TiiJuyUan hui^ Chinese encyclopaedia,

on Great Fo-lil, 6 ; on Little Fo-lQ,

1 1 ; on Kftshgar, 66.

Tse-bo, see Tz6-ho.

ts'eu che, prefect, 524,

Tseu-ho, see Tztt-ho.

Ta'in Kia-hing, see Ch'in Chia-hsing.

Tsin-kin, see Chin-chin.

Tsiu-mo, see Chii-mo.

Tam^a, Cojhbo, an official, mentioned

in Kharo^thl documents, 326, 366.

Tao-mo, mentioned by Sung YUn, iden-

tified with Charchan, 436 n., 456.

ts'ong^he, see ts^ung-shih.

Tsu-la grove, 232.

Ts'ung-ling, the Pamirs, 224 n., 543-

Ts'ung-ling, or ^ Onion mountains', 27,

*9 -

Ts'ung-ling, Chinese military post, iden-

tified with Sarlkol, 28, 59. See Sail-

kol.

Ts'ung-ning period, coins of, 206, 234,

67^1 579-
ts'ung-shih, title of Chinese official (N.

XV. 69* ”7)» 37*. 541,

tu (wooden tablets), 351,

T'u-chtteh, su Turks, Western.

T'u-ho-lo or Tokh&rist&n, extent of, 1 1.

Tu-huo-lo, the Tochari (TukhSlra),

,
435 n.

Tu-huo-lo, ‘the old country of/ men-
tioned by HsUan-tsang, 435 ; identi-

fied with country round Knderc, id.

1 u-man i^A-hsi^chieh cd*2ek-ssu~chin), a
Turkish chief, conquers Khotan, 60.

1 76 ; defeated by the Chinese, 60, 93.

,175-
T'u-po (Til)etans), *534 sqq. See

Tibetans.

TUga-dong (Mhe Camel Hillocks'),

465 ; human remains found, 466

;

cotton fabrics, id., 468. •

Tughlan-shahr, old irrigation canal at,

.,38*
'Pukhilra, see Tu-huo-lo.

Ttimen, river, 73.
Tun-huang, fromier«8tation, 371, 537.
T*ung shih-hu, Kagan of the Western

Turks, 58 sq.

T'ung-shou, see Kumaralabdha.
'I’urdi, ‘treasure-seeker/ 236 sqq., 444 ;

as guide, 240, 241, 470, 483, 502.
510 ; at Dandan-Uiliq, 243, 264,

267, 270, 281; dkecis guide, 460;
last days and Heath, 516.

Turian (Kao-cnang). occupied by the

Chinese, 59; the Protectorate of

An-hsi established here, M., 60 n,

;

holds out against the Tibetans, 536.
Turfiin, ruins near, compared with

mound at Maurl-Tim, 84.

I'urg^sli tibes of the T'u-chtteh, rela-

tions with the Chinese. 62, 66.

Turk Terkhan, ruler of Kenhan, 463.
Turkestan, Eastern, see

* Four Garri-

.sons ', 'I'^rlm Basin.

'Purkl clement in llie population of

Khotan, 146; language adopted in

Khotan, ib.

,

‘ 'rurkization ' in Eastern Turkestan,

138 n.. 146 sq. •

1'urks, Northern, conflicts with the

Chinese, 58 sq., 62.

Turks, Western ('Fu-chtteh), dominion

of the, .*",8 ; fall of the, 59. 1 75 ;

rebellions among, 60, 61, 62, 66.

See also Turgash.

Tz& chih Cung chien, account of P'o-lil

in, 7, 11 ; the last notice of An-hsi

and the ‘ Four (iarrisons ', 65, 536.

Tztt-ho (Tse-ho), now Karghalik, 28,

88 ;
identified with Chu-chU-po. 28,

91 ;
identified by modern Chinese

geographers with Kok-yar, 92 ;

visited by Fa-hsien, tb. See also

Karghalik.

U-sha, see Wu-sha.

l>-thcn, Tibetan name of the city of

Khotan, 155, 159 sq. See also

Khotan.

U-then, river, 160, 161 ;
identified with

the two branches of the Khotan

DaryX, 162.

Udyana (Wu-ch'angV extent of, 6;
route of Chinese Buddhist pilgrims

to, 14.

Uigurs, revolt of tribes in the region of
TurHin and Kami, 57 ; help the
Chinese against the Western Turks,

59 ; allies of the Chinese, 64, 65 n.,

534. .53fi ; establish a kingdom in

the Tarim Basin, 65, 178, 182.
Ujat, village, 185, 1H7, 189.
UjFALVY, Ch. E. dc, on the Gakhas,
,M4-

(mulberry), 131, 337.
Ulugh-Nishan, Ziiirat, 89 n.

Ulflgh-Ziaiat or Ulflgh-Maz.ir, search
for, 461 ; description of, 462 ; old
fort near, tb.

; in Muhammadan
legend, 463.

‘ unknown cliaracicrs
', MSS. and

block-prints in ‘ unknown characters',

said to have l>ceii discovered near
Khotan, 100

; inscription (V.
008. a), 310, 211; forged MSS..
507.

* unknown language ' in documents
bom Dandan-Uiliq and Endere. Set

iiaiiian (Eastern); Proio*Tibel.'in (?).

Upajiva, name, in Kharostlii documents.
366.

Hip (apricot), 131, 337.
‘ Ustangs ' of tlie ii ligation system in

Kashgar, 75.

Ufa, ‘news/ in KharosthI document,
365"-

Ultaiasahga, robe*, 250.

uttarlya (b8arf), 278 n., 280, 294.
298 sq.

Uzun-'i'ati, ‘the distant Tpti’ (Ilstt.in-

isang’s P*i-mo : Sung Yiin's Han-mo

:

Marco Polo's I’ein), 283 sq., 311,
462 sq.

;
glazed terra-cotta found at.

Ill n., 464; comstruciion of foil.

434, 462 ;
legend of, 460; descrip-

^
tion of site, tb.; objects found, 461,

464 sq.

Vairociina (P*i-lii chc-na, P*i-lu-clian,

Lu-chan), said to have first preach e(l

Buddhism in Khotan, 164, 231, 232 ;

causes a Sittpa to be erected, 170,

*3L 232 ;
this Stiipa identified with

mound at Chalma-kazan, 234.

Vaisravana {Pt^sAa-me'n) or Kubera,
said to have been the ancestor of

the first king of Khotan, 156 sq.

;

worship of. in Khotan, 158; in the

Tilictan legend of Khotan, 159 sqq.

;

Khotan called P'i-sha after thrs god
V., 1 7^ ; temple of, described in the

Yin-i, 202 ; stucco statue (Dandan-
Uiliq), 253. ^

Vajra, bronze ('Fogujai), (M. ooi. 0),

113; on painted panels (Dandan-
Uiliq), 260, 296, 299, 300, 301 ;

stucco relief ornaments (K. 1. 07, 08),

423- 440.

4 K 2*
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Vajra (thunderbolt), in painting, a6o,

a 79, 280; in stucco reliefs, 491*
Vajracchedika, MS, found at Dandftn-

Uiliq, 258, 295.
Vajnipani, picture of, 260.

Vajrasattva, in picture, 280.
varamudrd attitude, 491*
Varshadeh, old name of Tash-kurghftn,

37» 39-
ve&ica, on painted panels (D. 11. ax),

292; (D. X. 7, 8, II); 301; on
stucco reliefs (D. i. 4a), 245; (D. i.

99), 245, 290 ;
(D. I. a), 288 ;

(D. i.

69, 70), 289 ;
(D.1.94), 290; (D.ii.

6, 10, 12), 291; (p. II. 08), 293;
(R. ii. 3. c), 491 ;

(R. xii, xiii), 493 ;

(R. Ixxix, Ac.), 499; (R. iL a, 3. a,

xi- Of 603-
Victoria, Lake, probably Mhe great

Dragon Lake ' of Hsttan-tsang, 30.
Viharas, Hgen-to-shan Vihlra, 186;

Hgum-stir Vihara, 223 ; at the kill’s

New Monastery, described by Fa-
hsien, 224; of Ma-dza, 230; of
Tsar-ma, 232; other Viharas built

in Khotan, 581 sqq.

viharasvamin, 276. See sstt-chu.

Vi/a^a-, in the Tibetan list of Khotan
kings, probably connected with Wei^
chUh, 153, 173.

Vijayasainbhava, king of Khotan (Li«

yul), 164, 232, 581.
VijayavTr)’a, king of Khotan, builds a

Vihara, 186, 223.
vine-leaf, for fig-leaf, 253, 255.
votive offerings, painted panels (D. 11),

|

351 ; MS. leaves (Dwdan-
Uiliq), 261 sq.

;
(Endere), 262, 425

;

coloured sketches (Endere), 429

;

strips of textiles, ib, ; coins, 486,

493. 49<5, 501.

wages of labourers In Khotan, 238.
Wakhan, called Hu-mi by the Chinese, •

7, 8; called Ta-mo-hsi-fieh-ti by
Hsttan-tsang, 15 n., 30 ; called

Guhyal, 21 ; routes from Wakhan to
SarTkol, 30, 32. See also Hu-raL

Wakhjir Pass, route over, 32 sq.

walking-stick, see stick.

Wang, family name of kings of Khotan,
172.

Wang (?) Chih-chiang (Tche-tsiang),

Chinese commander-in-chief, 427,
547.

Wang Ching, Chinese general, 168.
Wang-Dalol, Chinese trader, 233, 234.
Wet-e^Yikf (?) a rendering of the Sanskrit

Vfjaya-, 153, 173 n. ; the family
name of the ruling dynasty of Khotan,

# 173, 523 n.

W^-ch*ih Chang, see Chang.
Wei-ch% Fu-shih-chan, see Fu-sbih-

chan.
Wei-chih Fu-tu Hsiung, see Fu-tu

Hsiung.

Wei-chih Kuei, see Kuei.
Wei-ch‘ih Tiao, see Tiao.
Wei-ch% Wu-mi, see Wu-im.
Wei-chih Yao, see Yao.
Wel-kuan (* Wei - passagb'), 97 sq. ;

(?) ' Gate of reeds*, 98 n.

wei-na or karmadftna, in Buddhist
monastery, 276, 277, 281, 539.

* Wei passage *, see Wei-kuan.
Wei-tch*e, see W«-ch1h.
* Western City I. e. Khotan, 166, 167 n.

wheat-straw (Niya Site), 342.
White Huns, see Hephtnalites.

whorl, brohze (K. 002. m), 452 ;
**

pebble (N. 004), 414; terra-cotta

(K. 002. 1), 45a ; (Y. 0020), 2x6.

WiKSNXR, Prof. J., on paper manufac-
tured in Khotan, xiii, 135 ; on paper
of Judaeo-Persiasi document, 307 sq.,

571; on paper of Tibetan MS.,
426.

wind erosion, see erosion,

wood, as a writing material in early

India, 362; in Khotan, id,; men-
tioned in Lianff Annals, 170, 173.
See also tablets.*

wood, carved (N. L iet)p 390 ;
(N. xv.

*33). 404 ; (N. XX. 01-03), 377, 413

;

380. See also brackets.

WooDBURN, Sir John, vi.

wooden framework of stucco statues c

(D. 11. 09), 294 ; Rawak StQpa, 487.
wooden image (N. xvi. i), 375, 411.
* wooden stationery* (NIya 6ite), 3x9,

3*6, 329, 348 sqq.; possibly of
Chinese origin, 361.

wooden tablets, see tablets,

wooden tripod, for water-jars (Dandkn-
Uiliq), 258.

•

wooden vessel (D. xii. 6), 302.
wool, tangled cords of (N. xv. ooi . k),

374.41*-
woollen carpet, see carpet,

woollen fabrics (N. xv. 0x6), found at

Niya Site, 374, 4x0 ;
(N. xviii. 01 • c),

412.
Wou, see Wu ti.

Wou-cha, see Wu-sha.
Wou-k*ong, see Wu-k*ung.
Wou-tch*a, 49 n. See Wu-sha.
woven fabric (D. v. la), see silk fabrics.

Wu-ch*a, see Wu-sha.
* Wu-ch*ang, Chinese name of Udykna,

see UdyRna.
Wu-cKi, see Kara-shabr.

wu-chu coins, found at Ydtkan, sog,

675; from Dandftn-Uiliq, 577 ; from
Niya Site, 369 n., 577 ; from radere,

577; from Kara-dong, 447, 450,

577; from Ak-sipil, 476, 578; from
Rawak StQpa and vicinity, 483, 486,

493. 496, 49®. 500 sq., 578; from
Jumbe-kum, gos, g79; period of
ww-chu currency, got.

Wu-duan, Mongol i»me of Khotan,

154 n., 155. Sh Khotan.

Wo-kVing (Oa-k*ong), Chinese pilgrim,
' visits Kashmir from Gandhlra, a;

describes routes into Kashmir, 3;
route to Chtt-wei, 16 n. ; calls KftwU
gar Sha44 and Su-U, 48 ; visits the
‘Four Garrisons*, 64, 333, 336;
references to Kgshgar, 66, 67, 71

;

on the Chinese names of KhocaO|
xgg; visit to Khotan, 177, gas n.,

c 323 n., 336.
Wu-mi, king of Khotan, 173.
Wu-sha. 49 n. (Wou-tch^a (Wu-€h*a)

of the Pei skih and Wou-cha (Wn-
sha) of HsOan-tsang (Beal: U-sba),
Hsflan-tsang's accdiint of, 4a, 88;
identified with the country between
Yarkand and Yangi-HisSr, 43, 87;
possibly extended fdso to l^lk^ ib.

n.
;
jade found, 4a, 44, 87 ; legend

of an Arhat, 43.
Wu ti, Chinese Emperor, in his reign

Chinese authority asserts itself in mo
‘Western Countries*, 32, 57, 370,
337; Khotan first mention^ In

Chinese records, t66 ; dated docu-
ment (N. xv. 326) of his reign, 169,

370. 537; records, Ac., In N. xv
must have accumulated in his reign,^

373; relations with Kuchfi, 344;
with FarghSna, 343.

ITa-irh-Kan, Chinese name
87. :

Ya-mto, CHilneie oflktalmldeMs.^ gM, .

607, 609- ' >
Yahyamatti, Mu]lah» tag.' ^

Yakonicb, Meiitified vMt
40 n.

Yak,a kings or LokaplIafc^^-fOM^.fR
Buddhist isonograph/, iRb '

YSqab BSg, and Sarikol;

minion m Kbotan, t48; doottBOW
results of his rebellion, 394. ^

'

YamgSn, x«r Kokcha Vallejr.

YangChiiMh'ing,Chinese cwnnwmdsnt)
267, 6a4*

Yang-ling, (?) village, aj6.

Yangi-arik, ‘the New Cmi^* >04

1

objects found near, 109.
Yanp-arik, village, 137.
Yangi-DaryK, ‘ the river of Ksdt £vde,* *

the eastern branch of the Kara-Kni^
171, 178; called Ta-li in the Pat'

thih, 171, SOI.

Yantak-chavai, 420.

Yaok Wei-ch'ib, king ofKhotan, 84, 177,
266, gaa 523 n.

Yarcan, Marco Pdo’s name tat Yar-
kand, 87.

Yarkand, Ylrkand {So-eltt, Sktt-km, So-
khiu, Sd-Jttt, So-Mi, finned pert

of the andient Wu-sha, 43 ; Its and-
quiQr,87; meaning ofthe name, 870.)
during the Tang Dynasty, 87 eq.;

during the Han Dynas^, 88, 187; ,

Chinese natnes of, 88; itseonmeidel
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importance, caUed Hiarcban by

Yarkand river, ttt Hal«to.

YlikhQn Valky, the ancient Sbang^mi,

i6 n. ; called Kb6, below Mastaj, ib.

I^rtungu river, 418; shilling of its

course, 419* 444«

inhtungai>TarIm, oasis, 418.

Yalas, a minister ofA^, in the legend

of Khotan, 160 sq. •
. Ya8ln(A>nu«ytleh), route from the Upper

Indus to the Oius Valley, 5; invaded

bv the Chinese, 9 ;
called Amiah or

Am^ bv the Cnrds, and A*nu'ytteh

by the Cmneseyio.

Yawa>t}8tang, stream, 515. #

Yakid, mentioned in Judaeo*Persian

document, 308, 570, 573 sq.

Ye>u*la, king of Khotan, 333, 581. *

Ytk’hOy identified with Yeh'b^ 16 n.

Yelhliu, tH Shih^u.

Ytk^-cKim, Chinese name of Yarkand,

87.

Yeh'tas, m Hephthalites.

Yeb-to, capital of Little Po'lfl, 10;

called Yeh'bo hf Wu-k'ung, 16 n.

'Yellow Canal’, 98.

Ym^Ki, mentioned in document (N. xv.

93* b), 37 1, 357. ^ Kara-sbahr.

Yi,iML
YK^ Ml Mk. 4

YilbMiii1|h, terminal oasis, 383.

Yi&*i, mentions Gomatl river, 186;

• temple of VaUrava^a, ao3.

^ YiinpOHdiien,m Kokcha Valley.

YiA>tDrHindui1,
Ml Hindus.

Ytof^ing, Buddhist monk, 377 , 551

VtagHi’Ing,m Ying-ch'ing.

YohMOfM 443> •

YMita,quii-MongQlian/ace8in terra*

'eptttfiniines^dhere,!^^^ 166 n.;

ate of the ancient capital of Khotan, <

ifo, 514; eKavations at, 193 sqq.;

Ciiltiiie>ttrata, 195, 198; its position

* according to Kao Chtl>hui's report,

300; according to earlier Chinese

notices, 301 ; its buildings, 303

;

coins found at Y., 304 sqq.
;
antiques

acquired, 306 sqq., 2 10 sqq. ;
analysis

of loess soil, 196 sqq., 588 sq.

Y5tkan*Y&r, ravine, 191 ; its formation,

193.

Youno, Sir Mackworth, vi.

yUt Chinese for'jadc^ 13a; (?)forms

part of the name Yu-tim, 155.

Yil-chih (Yli*tche), wrong reading for

Ya-t'ien, 155 n.

•YU’ho, ‘jade river,’ 87 n. *

Yu-hm (Yu’hwuy), identified with TUsh-

kurghkn, 28.

Yfl'lin, king of Khotan, 167.

Yu-mi (also called Cku-mi^ Han-mi and

Ning-tni), kingdom mentioned in

Former Han Annals, 167, 467 ;
not

to be identified with Keriya, t'An.;

in the Annals of the Three Kingdoms,

168; called Han^mi in the Tang
Annals, 467.

YQ-mo, now TBsh>kurghfin, 28 ;
men*

tioned by Fa*hsieiv, 67.

YU'tche, ut Y||%hih.

Yii-t'ien, Chinese name of Khotan, 153,

154 sq.
;
now officially applied to the

district of Keriya, 155 n., 310 n.,

467; mentioned in Chinese docu*

ments from Niya Site, 371, 538. 6V1

also Khotan.

Yn-lua, Chinese name of Khotan, 153
,

igg. &e also Khotan.

Yaan*ffing period, coins of, 306, 473,

575. 578*

Yflan-yu period, coins of, 306, 575, 578.

Yue*tche, ste YQeh*(fiiih.

Yaeh*chih, the Great, probably spoke a

TurkI*Mongolian language, 50 n.;

drive out the Sdk, 53 ;
invade Su-i6,

55 ;
Buddhism in their dominions,

57 ;
referred to in Chinese document

(N. XV. 53), 373, 540 ;
traders from

their country, the first makers of glass

in China, 373 sq.

Yul-arik, sse Hsi*yeh.

Yule, Sir Henry, dedication to, iii, xiv;

identification of Great Fo*l(l with

Ladfik, incorrect, g n ; on Marco

Polo’s account of ffie Pashai, 14 n.;

identification''of Marco Polo's Pein

with Hsttan*t8ang’s Fi*mo, 457.

Yurung-kish, canton of Khotan, 131 n.

sq.

Yurung*lw8h, ‘ [the ijfvcr ofj White Jade,’

134 , 179: called Ak*Tft8h by Mirzit

Haidar, 130 n.; origin of the name,

132; identified with 'the lower side

of the U-then river’, 163; called

Shou-pa, Shu-chih and Chi-shih in

thePasAiA, 171, 201 ;
silt deposited

by, 197; and the water*supply of

Dand&n*Uiliq, 285 sq.

Yurung-kllsh, town ofKhotan, 137, 26K,

522 n., 472.

YQsuf Qadr KhJn, ruler of Khotan,

180 sq,

Zanguya, oasis, iij;.

ZarafshSn river, 43; mentioned by

IIsQan*i8ang, 90. Set also Ilsi*to.

Zawa-kurghiln, fort, 98.

Zawa-kurghkn, village, 516.

Zawa*Kuya, canton ofKhotan, 131 n. sq. .

Zebak, see KurSn.

Zikrats, Muhammadan, of Ordam-l’ild*

shah, 86 ;
Uliigh-Nishan, 89 n.

;
oiten

occupy tRe sites of Buddhist places of

worship, 121, 122, 140; in Khotan,

140; schools attached to, 143; at

Kohmirl, 187; of ‘Bo.a-Kambar’,

225 ; Ulugh*ZiSrat, 461 sqq. S(e also

Mazars.

Zoroastrian religion, 'the cult of the

celestial god,' in Kishgar, 66; in

China, 71 ;
in Khotan, 17 a.
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